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INTRODUCTIO N

P i

- ry rend, 1969), > 93 .
(Washington: Internationai tijtnnollawt qA1o~t1~r F~r ,

_ . . . ~ .
'J. Keith Norsefield Th

Les documents reproduits dans le présent ouvrage complètent l'histoire,
commencée au Volume 10, de la politique extérieure du Canada pendant les
derniers mois de la Deuxième Guerre mondiale et la période de transition qui
devait conduire à la paix. De par son contenu, le présent volume adopte un ton
résolument plus optimiste que le précédent, dans lequel transparaissait la
lassitude qui caractérisait les dernières étapes d'un long conflit . Le Volume 11
laisse entrevoir la naissance d'un nouvel ordre mondial dans lequel il serait
possible, espérait-on, d'éviter la répétition des événements qui avaient provoqué
les hostilités. Ce désir était si ardent que, pour la première fois, il donna lieu à
des mesures spéciales en vue de la planification des initiatives canadiennes en
matière de politique étrangère (Chapitre I) . Comme cela avait été le cas depuis
l'entrée en guerre des Etats-Unis à la fin de 1941, les responsables de
l'élaboration de la politique étrangère canadienne désiraient avant tout obtenir,
que soit pleinement reconnue, sur la base du principe de la représentation
fonctionnelle, la contribution du pays au développement des relations
internationales (Volume 9, p. xviii) .

À titre de pays créancier largement tributaire des marchés internationaux,
le Canada avait tout intérêt à prendre part aux négociations visant à établir les
fondements de la stabilité commerciale et financière d'après-guerre (ChapitreII) . On a sans doute sous-évalué la cont ribution canadienne à la réussite de laconférence de Bretton Woods, au New Hampshire,' qui eut lieu en 1944, et au
cours de laquelle fut conclue l'entente devant mener à la création du Fondsmonétaire international et de la Banque internationale de reconstruction et dedéveloppement (documents 34-36) . A cause du caractère officieux de cetteconférence, les documents portant sur le Canada, aussi bien que sur laconférence elle-même, sont plutôt rares.' On trouve davantage de renseigne-ments sur les négociations concernant la réduction des barrières tarifaires .Malgré les nombreux efforts qui furent consacrés à la recherche d'une solutionmultilatérale à ce problème, la difficulté de réconcilier les nombreux intérêtsdivergents des différents pays rendit séduisante l'idée de conclure des accordsbilatéraux, notamment avec les États-Unis (exemples : documents 45 et 53) .L'aviation civile constituait également un domaine dans lequel le Canadaentendait jouer un rôle au niveau de la réglementation internationale (ChapitreIII) . Il y allait non seulement de la place du Canada en tant que puissanceaérienne,--mais également de , l'effiqcité d'une organisation d'après-guerrevouée à la sécurité mondiale (document 184).Canada élabora un projet de convention internation

Fort d e
ale sur jet~ro~nviction,

l e
et participa activement à la Conférence internationale sur l'aviationocivile r'quise tint à Chicago du ler novembre au 7 d&embre 1944 . Le Canada, que le chefde la délégation, C. D. Howe, décrivit oomm' l'une des .grandes puissanccs•



INTRODUCTION 

The  documents reproduced in this volume complete the story, begun in 
Volume 10, of Canadian external policy during the closing months of the 
Second World  Var and the transition to peace. The contents of the present 
volume arc more optimistic in tone than wcrc those of its predecessor, which 
reflected the war vecariness of the last stages of a long conflict. Volume 11 
looks ahead to a reshaped world ordcr, in which, it was hoped, repetition of the 
circumstanccs which had givcn risc to the war would be avoided. So important 
was this aspiration that, for the first timc, spccial arrangements wcrc made for 
planning the  Canadian.  response to issues in forcign policy (Chapter 1). As had 
bccn  the case sincc the  United States cntcred  the  war at  the  end of 1941,  one of 
the main conccrns of those responsible for devcloping policy was to ensure that 
Canada's contribution to international relations be fully acknowledged, on the 
basis of the functional principle  (Volume 9, p. xviii). 

As a crcditor nation and one hcavily reliant on international trade, Canada 
had a major interest in the ncgotiations to establish a basis for financial and 
commercial stability aftcr  the  war (Chaptcr 11). The contribution to the 
confcrcnce at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire in 1944, which produced 
agreement to establish  the International Monctary Fund and the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Dcyclopment, is perhaps underreprescnted here 
(documents 34-36). Owing to  the  informality which prevailed at Bretton 
Woods, the  Canadian documcntary record, like that of the confcrcncc itsclf,' is 
not substantial. Somcwhat fuller is  the documentation on ncgotiations for the 
reduction of tradc barricrs. While considcrablc  attention  was givcn to  the 
search for a multilatcral solution to this problcm,  the  difficulty of reconciling a 
varicty of divergent international intcrests lent attraction to the  alternative of 
bilateral arrangements, especially with  the United States (for cxamplc, 
documents 45 and 53). 

Anothcr activity in which international rcgulation was important to Canada 
was civil aviation (Chaptcr III). Bringing this about was considered vital not 
only to Canada's position as an air power but also to the effectiveness of a 
postwar world security organization  (document 184). This conviction was 
reflected in the  preparation of a draft  international air transport convention 
and active participation in the International Civil Aviation Conference, hcld in 
Chicago Lew= November 1 and December 7, 1944. At  the  conference, 
Canada, which  the  head of the dcicgation, C. D. Howe, described a one of "the 
great powcrs" prcscnt, assumcd  the rolc of "honest brokcr" in dealing with 
diffcrences betwecn  the  United  States and the United  Kingdom  (document 
282). Canada became a mcmbcr of the  Council, or cxccutivc, of the Provisional 
Civil Aviation Organization which =aged from  the confcrcncc, a distinction 
whosc value was diminished by the sizc of the body, which had twenty-one 

IL Keith Iforsdield, 71te International Monetary  Find  1941 • 065. Volume I:Chronicle 
(Washington: International Monetary Fund, 1969). p. 91. 



INTRODUCTION 
xii 

`.. 
présentes à la conférence, y assuma le rôle d'iintermédiaire intègre» en 
s'efforçant d'apaiser les différends entre les États-Unis et le Royaume-Uni 
(document'282)..Le Canada devinimembre dti conseil, ou de la direction, de 
l'Organisation provisoire de l'aviation'civile qui yit le jour lors de la conférence. 
Cet honneur perdait toutefois de sa signification en regard dé la taille de - cet 
organisme, qui comptait vingt et un membres 11 fut néanmoins décidé que le 
siège social de l'organisation .provisoire serait.établi au Canada ct, le 15 août 
1945, le conseil se réunissait à Montréal...  

Selrin la "conception 'qu'en avait 'le Canada; la future Organisation dei 
Nations Unies devait 'être là Clé de voûte du Monde d'après-guerre (Chapitre 
IV). Les autdrités 'càfiàdiénnes' ac:Cordèrent Une' attention particulière à là 
rédaction de la charte:parles repréSentanti des États•Unis, du Royaume-Uni, 
de l'Union soviétique et de là Chine réunis à DuMbàrton Oaks à l'été 1944; Lcs 
Anglais se chargeaient Par ailleurs de transmettre les observations du Canada; 
qui jugeait capitale la position des étatiqui, sans être de grandes Puissances; 
avaient démontré lors deleur participation *1 la guerre *.leur empressement à 
intervenir conjointement à la fois ,  contre toute.) forme d'agression . et dé 
possession d'installations industrielles` et militaires étendues. (document 409) 
En vertu du principe de la représentation fonctionnelle, on déploya des efforts 
Considérables pour permettre Ices étais de jouer un rôle àcèru: Au moment de 
la conférence de San' Francisco,' qui :eut lieu ( iin an plus lard, la délégation 
canadienne en': arrivait toutefois à'. Wiconclusion qu'il fallait accepter la 
domination des grandes puissances' si l'on voulait' assister à la naissance d'une 
organisation ' mondiale qui comprendrait l'U.R.S.S. et les'. états sous son 
influence; Le 10 juin , 1945,  Norman  Robertiois rdéclarait à San Francisco : «À 
notre' avis, il vaut mieux nous  -satisfaire de cetteOrganisation-Ii et; une fois 
Cette décision prise, cesser dé vouloihremettre'en -question le fragile consensus 
auquel les grandes puissances, knt 7Pariinues; (document 478» Pareil réalisme 
n'altéra nullement l'optimisme qui transParait dans les dOciiments Publiés dans 
le présent volume, surtout lorsque t les «rencontres privées« entre grandes 
puissances ne jouaient pas un rôleldéterminant (document 499). Les états 
moins importants eurent davantage la chance de se mettre en évidence lorsque 
le comité; exécutif 'de'.Ia , Commission *; préparatoire se - réunit par la suite à 
Londres pour. mettre aù point lés derniers détail  concernant le fonctionnement 
de la nouvelle organisation.,Ces séances et oeil= de la Commission, elle-mtme 
permirent au Canada de raffermir ses espoirs quant à son rôle éventuel au sein 
des Nations Unies.i.;nb!;weil t.t1 ;ri -f;.îxnIttkVA11,4 

' 	 *" * • 	 o' • 	4 Mais les responsables de la pi:dingue étran
d
gère canadienne étaient .davantage 

inquiets des 'con.séquéneeiï -dé laledurse:à;l'arnieriieti( nticléaire (Chapitre V). 
Avant l'explosion, le -6 'ai* 1945 de  Ia premtre bombe atomique, la  principale 
' préoccupation dtiCanàditdilehaiilifprodiiétiorenudéalre et la coordination de 
cette  productionavcc léioÉtisteUniseet e 1eROyaU thO.UnI.  Par la suite,: le 
Canada's'intéressa aux répeic.  u:siiiiiii-cjuekétte production pourrait avoir sur les 
plans militaire et diplomatire, -  de méme QU'AUX mesures  é prendre pour 'en r, arriver à un»contrôlei,a 	intèrnationileeni 	'Prèoccupé à 
1'idée qu'une grande puissance' pit4,éièrCeYM ipoIfcet égard (document 
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mcmbers: The conference decided that the headquarters of thc ,lntcrim
organization should be in Canada . On August 15; , 1945, the Council met inMontreal.

The ccntrepiccc of Canadian planning for the postwar world was the
prospective United Nat ions Organization (Chapter IV) .*, Canadian policy
makers paid close attention to the drafting of the chartcr, by representatives ofthe United States, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and China meeting
at Dumbarton Oaks - in the summcr 'of 1944, the Canadian comments beingconveyed through the B ri tish. Of paramount importance to Canada was the
position of states which, while not great powers, had revealed through their
participation in war "both readiness to join in concerted action against
aggression and the possession of substantial milita ry and industrial capacity"(document 409) . Considerable effort was expended in seeking an enhanced role
for such states, on the basis of the functional principle . By the time of the San
Francisco confcrcncc a year later, however, the Canadian delegation had
côncludcd that, if a world organization were to come into being and include theSoviet Union and states within its orbit, great power domination would have tobe accepted . "'Our view;' Norman Robertson reported from San Francisco onJune 10, 1945, "is that it is better to take the Organization that we ca n get
and, having come to that decision, to refrain from further efforts to p ry apartthe difficult unity which the Great Powers have attaincd" (document 478) .
Such realism did not destroy the optimism characterizing much of what ispublished here, especially when "penthouse meetings" of the great poµcrs were
not a determining factor (document 499) : Thcrc was more scope for smallerstates when the Executive Committcc of the Preparatory Commission met later
in ' London to develop the practical arrangements for the new organization .These sessions, and those of the commission itself, encouraged hopeful
ezpectations of Canada's role in the organization .

i
- More t roubling for the makers of forcign policy were the conscqucnccs o f

âtomic warfare (Chapter V). Prior to the first use of the atomic bomb on4ugust 6, 1945, the principal Canadian concerns were production and
coordination with the United States and the United Kingdom . Thereafter,
attention shifted to the 'implications for war and diplomacy and to thearrangements for international cont ro l .' Dcspitc concern about a possible greatpower monopoly (document 614), Canada, as one of the three atomic powers
and the source of uranium, was a full participant with the United States andthe United Kingdom in the discussions which produced agreement to create the
United Nations Atomic Energy Commission .

As'the arrangements for the regulation of atomic energy indicated, the
United Nations assumcd an importance far surpassing that of other intcrna-
tio1W `orgânirations (Chapter VI) . The most important such organization
before the waïr, the League of Nations, was of course supplanted by the newInternational body. The aspirations of another, the International Labour
Otgânization, were regarded with some reserve bccaùsc of the possibility ofconflict with' United Nations bodies (document 669) . The attitude towards the
Pan=American , Union was cautious, in the absencc' of an indica tion - that
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614), le Canada, en tant qu'une des trois puissances nucléaires et que 
producteur, d'uranitini, participa pleinement, aux côtés des États-Unis ct du 
Royaume-Uni, aux discussions qui menèrent à la décision de créer la 
Commission de l'énergie atomique des Nations Unies. 

Co-mme les dispositions concernant la réglementation dc l'énergie nucléaire 
l'indiquaient, les Nations Unies-  prenaient une importancc qui dépassait de loin 
celle de tout autre organisation internationale (Chapitre VI). La plus 
importante de ces organisations d'avant-guerre, la Société des Nations, fut 
évidemment supplantée. par le nouvel organismc international. Quant aux 
aspirations de l'Organisation internationale du Travail, elles étaient considérées 
avec une certaine réserve sous prétexte que l'O.I.T.. pouvait entrer cn conflit 
avec certaines institutions au sein des Nations Unies (document 669). Faute 
d'indication quant aux intentions dei États-Unis concernant l'adhésion du 
Canada à l'Union panaméricaineja prudence était de mise à cet égard. Unc 
note de service datée de mars  ,1944 laisse d'ailleurs entendre qu'il était 
«nécessaire d'établir des relations amicales avec les États-Unis avant de songer 
à coopérer avec les états latino-américainsp,(document 720). 

Le plus important événement e se produire au sein du Commonwealth 
(Chapitre VII) fut la tenue, pourla seule et unique fois au cours de la guerre, 
d'une rencontre des premiers ministres à Londres, au printemps 1944. Les 
préparatifs en vue de cet événement provoquèrent des débats sur de nombreux 
aspects de la politique canadienne,. comme :  en témoignent les documents 
reproduits dans les chapitres appropriés. , Mème si le, Canada était loin, de 
songer à remettre en question: son - appui indéfectible au Commonwealth, 
diverses propositions 'en faveur d'une centralisation à Londres, des prises de 
décision ne firent qu'exacerber encore.unefois les susceptibilités canadiennes. 
En effet,' ,le Canada tenait notamment 'à éviter 'que les - pays indépendants 
fussent écartés du processus d'instauration d'un nouvel ordre inte rnational. Le 
manque de solidarité. du Canada à l'égard du, Commonwealth était dû par  
ailleurs à des problèMes_intérieurs* ;:comme le laisse clairement entendre Ic 
discours prononcé à Toiontô,',erijanVier 1944, par l'ambassadeur britannique à 
Washington, Lord Halifax :(document 731). Le Canada 'reconnaissait toutefois 
qu'en tirant adéquatement, parti de  Mi* liens.aVeé lé Commonwealth,11 pouvait 
renforcer sa4présence  dans les ,  affairesintentationales (document ,734). La 
tâche consistait par conséquent à 'eXploitéi;,, habilernent ...la 'situation tout en 
évitant de.  provoquer; dei remous  pays de*, Créer, des malentendus à 
l'étranger,-  quant .au: rôle, jouéfix!i?,1e;Canadi 	le internationale. C'est 
d'ailleurs en s'appuyant sur cette préniiiié  que le 	les diverses 
questions ,qui  se ‘posrent,à lui, en;.1944;èt 1945 .  ixinecinant - son adhésion au 
Commonwealth. 	"4' ".: 	— , 	, 	, 

, 

quçstion.de l'indépendance  du  Caiada fice'i ion voisin siMériCain se posa ..égalemeiklorsquë*,Étatenii.4iiiifeiStaiiiif lé . cibir de réaliser dcs 
projets dé défense et' dé.eosiet tin tiôMbre:élévècle,idditi dans le Grand Nord canadien. Les  règlcs  du  jeu iiVaiéit -toiiiefoii -été*établieS*aU émit de scirtéa.  que  . 	 de la guerre, 

relativement 	plus que les accords, ,cony'criuSip-r4yoy,4i,eiWledéisisinièleneneiiltériéur des installations ou 
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Canadian membership was encouraged by  the  United States. "Fricndly 
relations with the United States," observed a departmental mcmorandum in 
March 1944, "must precede cooperation with Latin American states" 
(document 720). 

Within  the  Commonwealth (Chapter VII), the most important event was 
the holding, for the  first and only time during the war, of a prime ministers' 
meeting in London in the  spring of 1944.  The  preparations for this event 
prompted rcvicw of a broad  range  of Canadian policies, as documented in the 
relevant  chaptcrs. Although continuing support for the Commonwealth was not 
in question, Canadian scnsitivity to suggestions of centralized decision-making 
in London was as acutc as cvcr. One reason was not to undcrminc indepcndcnt 
participation in the  postwar  international  ordcr. Thcrc was also still an 
important domestic dimension to  the  Canadian position on Commonwealth 
solidarity, as was made clear  (document  731) when  the British ambassador in 
Washington, Lord Halifax, lent support to the idea in a speech in Toronto in 
January 1944. Yct it was also rccognized that, handlcd properly,  the  
Commonwealth rclationship could bc a source of strcngth in international  
affairs (document 734).  The  task, thcrcforc, was to  exploit  this opportunity 
while avoiding division on the  Commonwealth connection at  home or 
misundcrstanding of Canada's  international position abroad. This, it might bc 
said, was  the  premise on which Canada approachcd the various questions 
arising from  Commonwealth  mcmbcrship in 1944 and 1945. 

Questions of autonomy also arosc in the  rclationship with the United States 
(Chapter VIII), as a result of that country's intcrcst in dcfcncc projccts hcrc 
and the stationing of large  numbcrs of American  personnel in remote parts of 
Canada. The  ground rules, howcvcr, had becn worked out carlicr in the war, 
and the rclationship, much of which involvcd  arrangements  to dismantic  the 

 projccts or turn thcm over to Canadian control, proceeded comparativcly 
smoothly. Dcfcnce  relations  were an important considcration in planning for 
the  future.  Them was scnsitivity to  the  vulncrability of Canada's position 
bctwccn the  United  States and the Soviet Union, should tensions bctwccn thosc 
two countries revive, and acccptancc that  the  closc rclationship for continental  
defence which had developed during  the  war should  continue,  togcthcr with  the  
instrument for coordination, the  Permanent Joint Board on Mtn= It was 
also recogniud, that, to avoid the possibility of infringemcnts on sovcrcignty, 
Canada should remain responsible for the dcfcncc of its own tcrritory. 

In othei bilatcral relationships (Chaptcr IX),  the  most interesting 
developments wcre perhaps thosc affccting France and the Soviet Union. Once  
the  former; had been liberated from  the  enemy, its international position ceased 
to bc a matter of major concern to Canada for domestic or cxternal reasons. 
The documentationon relations with France, thcrcforc, is much less than in the 
earlier volumes on the war. With  the  dcfcction of Igor Gouzenko just after  the  
end of the war, it bccame  apparent  that relations with the Soviet Union would 
be much more troublesome than had bcen  the case sincc the decision to 
establish diplomatic  relations in 1942. Ilcrc was a clear warning that  the  
geopolitical concerns affecting  the  dance rclationship with the United States 
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leur remise au gouvernement canadien. Ces relations de défense constituaient 
un élément important de la planification dé l'avenir.. On était sensible au fait 
qUè lé Canada-, coinceentre les ÉtatkUnis et l'U.R.S.S., o:lemeurait vulnérable 
si leSiensions devaient rénaître entre ces deux pays. On admettait également 
que les relations étroites portant sur la .défense du continent nord-américain, et 
qui a■iaient été établies au cours dé la guerre, devraient se poursuivre, de "même 
qu'il fallait .garder intact cet instrument de Coordination qu'était la Commis-
sion permanente canàdo-américaine de défense. On en • vint également à la 
conclusioWqùe, pour évitér toute .  limitation éventuelle de sa souveraineté, le 
Canada se dés;àit d'assumer la responsabilité de là défense de son territoire. 

Dans le cas il'autiei relations bilatérales (Chapitre IX), les changements les 
plùs notàblès semblaient se produire entre la France et l'U.R.S.S. Une fois la 
France libérée, le . Canada cessa, pour des:raisons de politique intérieure aussi 
bien qu'extérieure, de se préOccuper de la place de cette dernière sur l'échiquier 
international. Les documents portant Sur les liens du Canada avec la France 
sont par conséquent plus raies que,dans lès précédents volumes traitant de la 
période dès hostilités. Par .  suite, dé la 'défection d'Igor Gâtizenko tout juste 
après la fin de la guerre, il devint évident que les relations avec l'U.R.S.S. 
seraient plus difficiles qu'elles. ne l'avaient été depuis que le Canada avait 
décidé, en 1942, d'établirAes•  relations  , diplomatiques avec ,ce pays. Cela, 
signifiait clairement que les intérêts 'géopolitiques allaient bientôt avoir une 
influencé réelle et déterminante sûr les relations de défense avec les États-Unis.  
Le vent d'optimisme qui  souffle dans  le  présent volume nc,durerait guère plus 
que le temps de savourer la victoire:, .;  

On trouvera dans l'introduction au .Yàlume7, (pp; ix-xi) les grandes lignes 
qui nous  -ont guides dans le choix des documents contenus dans le présent , 
volume. Une expliCation .cles-  inkaniSmes et dei principes de rédaction se trouve 
dans l'introduction au: Vo‘luthe 9. (p. . xix). Là co•  mme ici, une dague (t) indique, 
que le document n'a 'pas été Publié. Le document  1252 a été édité conformé-
ment à la Loi sur l'accèi'tà,l'inforMation. Aucune autre riitriction n'a touché ; 

 les documents publiés dans le Pt:if:Sent 
, Il est: fait mention,, dans 'l'introduction aux Volumes  :7 à .10, de certains' 

ouvrages traitant' des efforts de guerre et des relations extérieures du Canada 
au cours de cette période Le lecteur aura également intérêt  à consulter , les 
comptes rendus de deux_tèmoins„de certains des événements relatés ::A.  F. W. 
Plumptre, Three.„Decades of, DeCision:!. Came and. the World Monetary 
System, 1944:75, Toronto,.McClelland and Stewart,  1977;, Escott Reid, On 
Duty:, A ,Ctinadiakaï theWa' Icitije the .1.1flited ,Natiotisi Toronio,,b1cClelland 
and SteWart;,1983.  La publication  suiïianieïrititeégalémentde la participation 
canadienne 	 .C1Yde, Sanger, réd., .Les- 
Canadiens . elles Nations Utiles; Ottawa , ministère 	Affaires extèrieuies, 
1988. L ouvrage suivant aborde la question  des 1 réltioni eginado-a éricaines 
dans lé Grand  1•Ici.rd : Shelagh  p.s,Grant,'Sôiïrd giti  or Seiiirity? Governntent 
Pôlicy in' thé Canàdia iïNorth : l936-;1950, Vitnebuv—  University ' —11  British 
Coltimbia "e  ° Is  ta ,y«. 4PC«rrti 	 4, 4  

1 -mv:ibb 
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would soon become a reality, and that the optimistic mood pe rvasive in this
volume would not long outlast the euphoria of victory.

The guidelines followed in sclccting documents for this volume are thosequoted in'the Introduction to Volume 7 (pp . ix-xi) . The editorial devices`and
principlcs arc explained in the Introduction to Volume 9(p . xix) ."As in that
volumc, a dagger (t) ' indicates that a document has not been printed . Document
1252 has been edited in conformity with the Access to Information Act . No
other restrictions have affected the publicaton of documents in this volume.

A number of wôrks dealing with Canada's involvement in the war and with
external relations, during the period are mentioned in the Introductions toVolumes 7-10. Users of this volume will be interested as wcll in the accounts of
two'participants in some of the events treated here: A. F. W. Plumptrc, Three
Decades of Decision: ' Canadcr and the iVor ld 1llonetary System, 1944-75
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1977) ; and Escott Reid, On Duty: A
Canadian at the 1tlaking of the United Natons (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1983) . Canada's involvement in the founding of the United Nations is
also ;dcalt with in ' Clyde Sanger, cd ., Canadians and the United Nations
(Ottawa : Department : of External 'Affairs, 1988) . Canadian-Amcrican
relations in the north arc examined in Shclagh D. Grant, Sovereignty or,
Security? Governnunt Policy in the Canadian North, 1936-1950 (Vancouver:University of British Columbia Press, 1988) .

JOHN F. H ILLIKER
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LISTE D ES'PERSONNALITÉS~ ~
1IST.OF PERSONS 4

ABBOTT, Douglas C ., ministre de la Défens e
nationale pour les Services navals, 1945-
1946 ; ministre de la Défense nationale. 1945-
1946 .

ActlESON, Dean, secrétaire d'État adjoint,
États-Unis. 1941-1945 ; sous-sécrctaire
d'État, 1945-1947.

ADDISON, Vicomte, secrétaire d'État aux
Dominions, Grande-Bretagne, 1945-1947.

AMERY, L . S ., secrétaire d'État pour l'Inde et
la Birmanie, Grande-Bretagne, 1940-1945.

ANDERSON, Sir John, Chancelier de l'Échi-
quier de Grande-Bretagne, 1943-1945 .

ANCUS, H . F., adjoint spécial en temps de
guerre du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires Under-Secretary of State for Externat
extérieures, 1941-1945 . Affairs, 1941- 4 5 .

ATHERTON, Ray, ambassadeur des États-Unis, ATIIERTO N . Ray. Ambassador of United 4
1943-1948. States, 1943-48.

ATTLEE, Clement R ., Premier ministre adjoint, ATTLEE, Clement R.. Drputy Prime Minister
Grande-Bretagne, 1942-1945 ; Lord Président of Great Britain.19a2-d5; Lord Praident of °
du Conseil, 1943-1945; Premier* ministre, the Council. 19 43-4 5 ; Prime lNinister. 1945-
1945-1951 . . r S 1.

BATEMAN, G . C., contrôleur des métaux minis- BATEMAN . G . C.. Metals Controller. DcNrt-
tère des Munitions et des Approvisionne-
ments, 1940-1944 ; contrôleur associé des
métaux et membre adjoint pour le Canada .
Commission composée de la production e t
des ressources, 1944-1946 .

BEAUDRY, Laurent , sous-secrétaire d'Éta t
, adjoint aux Affaires extérieures, 1936-1947.
BEAVERBROOK, Lord,4 Lord garde du Sceau

privé de Grande-Bretagrie,1943-1945.
BERLE, A . A ., sccrétaire d'État adjoint des

États-Unis, 1938-1944 ; ambassadeur des
États-Unis au Brésil, 1945-1946 .

BEVIN, Ernest, ministre du Travail et du Ser•
vice national de Grande-Bretagne,1940-
1945; secrétaire aux Affaires étrangères ,
1945-1951 .
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ABBOTT, Douglas C.. Minister of National
Defence for Naval Services . 1945-46 ; Minis-
ter of National Defence, 194546. ,

Acllcsoy, Dean . Assistant Secretary ofState
of United States. 194143 ; Undcr-Sccrctary
of State. 1945-47 .

ADDISOy, Viscount, Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs . Great Britain . 19a5-47.

AMERY. L. S ., Secretary of State for India an d
for Burma, Great Britain. 194045 .

ANDERSON . Sir John . Chancellor of the
Exchequer of Great Bri tain.1943-45 .

ANGtn, H . F Spccial Wartime Assistant t o

ment of Munitions and Su~+ly .' 1940-44;
Associate Metals Controller and Can a dian
Deputy Member. Combined Production and
Resources Board. 194446 . -

BEAUDRY. Laurent. Assist ant Undcr-Sccrctary
of State for External Affain,1936-~7.

Foreign Scereta ry. 1945.5 1 .

BEAVERt+ROOK . Lord . Lord Priry Seat or Great
Britain.1943-~5 .

BERt.E. A. A ., Assistant Sccrrtary ofState of
United Stata.1938-44 ; Ambassador of
United States in Brazil. 1945-46.

BEVIN. Ernest. Minister of Labour and
National Scrrice of Great B ritain.1940-aS ;

J ,~ , ~ - . , ; , ~ t , , ~ 't .. , 1 %,.
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LIST OF PERSONS

BRAND. R . I1, chef de la Mission alimentaire
britannique :t Washington. 1941-1944;
représentant du Trésor britannique à Wash-
ington . 19 44-1946 ; président du Conseil
britannique des approvisionnements en
Amérique du Nord . 1945-1946 .

BRYCF.. R. B .. Economiste , ministère des Finan-ces. 1938-1946 .
BYRNFS. J . F., secrétaire d'Étal . États-Unis,

19 .tS-19-t7 .
CA DOG AN . Sir Alexander. sous-secrétaire '

d'État permanent aux Affaires ftrangères,
Grande-Bretagne . 1938-1946.

CF tAPDEtAtNer . Jean. deuxième smétairr,ministère des Affaires extérieures. 1943-45
(détaché auprès du Bureau du Conseil privé.
1943-19 44 ) ; adjoint du sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures . 1943-1946 .

TcttANG Kai-chek. généralissime. pr ésidcnt.Conseil national suprtme de la défense, `Chine . 1939-1947 . président . Conseil natio-
nal des affaires militaira. 1932-1946; prési-dent, Yuan exécutif. 1939-1945. président .gouvernement national de la République deChine, 1943-1948.

CHtPMAN. Warwick F.. ministre au Chili .
1942-1944; ambassadeur . 1944-194 5 ; ambas-
sadeur en Argentine. 1945-1949 .

Ct.ARK. Lewis, premier secrétaire. légation
(puis ambassade) des États-Unis, 1942-4 5 ;conseiller. 1945-1946 .

CLARK . W. C., sous-ministre des Finances clsecrétaire du Conseil du Trésor, 1932-1952 .

CLAXTON, Brooke. adjoint parlementaire auprésident du Conseil privé, 1943-1944 ;
ministre de la Sant é nationale et du Bicn-ltresocial, 1944-1946.

CuYMN, W. L, secrétaire adjoint au Com-
merce des États-Unis. 1942-1944 ; secrétaire
d'État adjoint. 1944-1945 ; sous-sccrf taired'État aux Affaires économiqucs, 1945-1947 .

COYNE, J. E, adjoint exécutif du gouverneur
de la Banque du Canada . 1945-49.

CRANeORNE. Vieomte, secrétaire aux Domi-
nions. Grande. Bretagne. 1943-1945 ; leader
de la Chambre des Lords, 1942-1945 .

CURTIN . John . Premier ministre et ministre dela Détenu de l'Australie, 1941-1945 .
DALTON, I lugh . président de la Chambre de

oommerce de Grande-Bretagne. 1942-1945;Chancelier de l'Échiquier, 194S-1947 .
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BRAND, R. I f .. Head. British Food Mission in
Washington. 1941-44 ; Representative of
British Treasu ry in Washington . 1944-46 ;
Chairman, British Supply Council in North
America . 1945-46 .

BRYCE, R. B. . Economist, Department ofFinance, 1938-46.
BYRNES. J . F. . Secretary of State of UnitedStates, 1945-47 . .r
CADOGAN, Sir Alexander. Permanent Under-

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of
Great B ri tain. 1938-46 .

C1 1 APDELAtNE, Jean. Second Secretary,Department of External Affairs. 1943-45
(seconded to Privy Council Office . 1943-44) ;
Assistant to Undcr-Sccrcta ry of State forExternal Affairs, 1945-46 .

CtttANG Kai-shek. Generalissimo. Chairman ,Supreme National Defence Council of
China. 1939-47 ; Chairman. National Mili-
ta ry Affairs Council . 1932-46 ; President.Executive Yuan, 1939-45 ; Chairman .
National Government of Republic of China,
1943-48 .

CIIIPMAN . Warwick F.. Ministcr in Chile.
19 42-44 ; Ambassador. 1944-45 ; Ambassador
in Argcntina . 19 44-49;

CLARK. Lewis, First Sccreta ry. Legation (later
Embassy) of United States . 194 245; Coun-
sellor. 1945-46 .

CLARK . W . C., Deputy Minister of Finance
and Secretary of the Treasury Board, 1932-5 2.

Ct. A xTO%4 . Brooke. Parliamentary Assistant to
the President of the Privy Council . 1943-44 ;
Minister of National Ilealth and Wclfare,
1944-46.

Ct .AYTO N. W. L.. Assistant Secretary of Com-
mcrct of United States, 1942-44 ; AssistantSecretary of State. 1944- 45; Undcr-Sccre-
tary of State for Economic Affairs. 1945-47 .

COYNt :, J . E.. Executive Assistant to Governor
of Bank of Canada, 1945-49 .

CRAhBORNE. Viscount, Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs, Great Britain, 1943-45;
Leader of the Nouse of Lords, 1942-45 .

CURTtN, John, Prime Minister and Minister
for Defence of Australia, 1941-45 .

DAt_TO S . llugh . President of the Board of
Trade of Great Britain. 1942-45 ; Chancellor
of the Exchequer, 1945-47.



xxiv LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS 

DE GAULLE, général Charles, président, Comité 
français de la libération nationale, 1943- . 
1944; chef du gouvernement provisoire de la 

•République française et chef des forces 1  
armées, 1944-1945; Président, ministre de la 
Défense nationale et chef des Armées, 1945- 
1946. 	 . 	. 

DE HAUTECLOCQUE, Jean-Marie François, 
ambassadeur de France, 1945-1947. 	. 

DÉSY, Jean, ministre au Brézil, 1941-1944; 
ambassadeur, 1944-1947. 

DEUTSCH, J. .J., adjoint spécial en temps de 
guerre du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 
extérieures, 1942-1944. 	• 	 , • 

Du FF, Sir Patrick, haut commissaire adjoint de 
Grande-Bretagne, 1941-1944. 

DUPUY, Pierre, chargé d'affaires, légition 
auprès des gouvernements alliés à Londres; 
1943-1944; chargé d'affaires, légation auprès 
de la Belgique, 1944-1945; ministre (puis 
ambassadeur) aux Pays-Bas, 1945-1952. 

EDEN, Anthony, secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 
étrangères, Grande-Bretagne, 1940-1945; 
leader de la Chambre des communes, 1942- 
1945. 

EISENHOWER, général Dwight D., comman'-'' 
' dant en chef, forces alliées en Afrique du ?! 
Nord, 1942-1944; commandant supreme, 

- force expéditionnaire alliées en Europe 
occidentale, 1944-1945; commandant, zone 
d'occupation américaine en Allemagne, 1945; 
chef d'état-major, Armée des États-Unis, , D 
1945-1948. 

EmRYS-EVANS, P.V., sous-secrétaire d'Etat au 
Parlement pour les Affaires des dominions, 
Grande-Bretagne, 1942-1945. 	,4  

EvArr, H.V.," ministre des Affaires extérieures 
et procureur général d'Australie, 1941-1949. 

FosTER, général de division W. W:i'commis-' (1 
saire spécial aux Projets de Défense - dans ki 
Nord-Ouest du Canada:1943-1945. 

FRASER, Petet, Pientier 
, 	. 

Zélande, 1940-1949; ministre des Affaire:ro') 
étrangères et des Territoires insulaires, 1943- 
1949.,  

Mit., lieutenant -colonel E. MT; secrétaire du 
Comité des chefs d'état-major et membre da 
secrétariat du Cabinet, 1944-19464-itn e  

G LAZEBROOK, 0;  P. de T.; adjoint spécial in 
temps de guerre du sous-secrétaire d'État(  
aux Affaires extérieures, 194211946. t 1 

GORDON, Donald, président, CommisSion 
contrôle des prix et du commerce en temps de 
guerre, 1941-1947. 

DE GAULLE, General Charles. President, 	' 
French Committee of National Liberation, 
1943-44; Head of French Provisional Gov-. 

 ernment and Chief of Armed Forces, 3944-
45;  President, Minister of National Defence 
and Ilead of the Armies, 1945-46. 

DE HAUTECLOCQUE, Jean Marie François, 
Ambassador of France, 1945-47. 

DÉSY, Jean, N1inister in Brazil. 1941-44; 
Ambassador, 1944-47. 	. 

DEUTSCH, J. J.,  Special Wartime Assistant to 
Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, 1942-44. 

DUFT, Sir Patrick, Deputy I ligh Commissioner 
of Great Britain, 1941-44. 	- 

DUPUY, Pierre, Chargé d'Affaires, Legation to 
Allied Governments in London, 194344; " 
Chargé d'Affaires, L.egation in Belgium, 
194445; N1inister (later Ambasudor) in the 
Netherlands, 1945-52. -7  ; 

EDEN; Anthony, Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs of Great Britain, 194045; Leader of 
the flouse of Commons. 1942-45. 

EISENHOWER, General D■Vight D., Com-
mander-In-Chief, Allied Forces in Nonh 
A frica, 1942-44; Supreme Commander, 
Allied Expeditionary Force in Western 
Europe, 1944-45; Commander, American 
Occupation Zone of Germany. 1945; Chier of 
Staff, United States Army, 1945-48. 

EuRvs-EvANs, P. V., Parliamentary Under-
. Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. 

Great Britain.1942-45.:, 
EvArr, 11.  V.,  Minister for External Affairs 

and Attorney-General of Australia, 1941-49. 
Fosrat, Major-General W. W., Special Cou> 

mission« for Defence Projects in Northuest 
Canada,1943-45.. - ' - 

Fiitsitt; 'Mer, Prinie Minister of New Zea ■ 
land;1940.49; M initier External A Mirs 
and Island Territories, 194349.-  

Gui, Lieutenant-Colonel W. 1%. Secretary 
to Chiers of Staff Comtnittee and hlember 
Cabinet Secretariat, 194446/ ; 

G LAZUROOK; 0; P. de T., Special W. nime 
Aisistant to Under-Secretary of Suite for 
Externat Affaira !  194246. - - 

GORDON:Donald; Chairman, Wanime Pries 
and Trade Board, 194147. 

— 
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GRoNtykO, Andrei A., simbassadéur de l'Union 
soviétique aux États-Unis, 1943-1946. 	• 

Ilm.t FAX, Vicomte, ambassadeur de Grande- , 
Bretagne aux États-Unis, 1941-1946. ' 

HEENEY, A. D. P., greffier du Conseil privé et 
• secrétaire du Cabinet, 1940-1949. 

HENRY, R. A. C., sous-ministre de la Récons-
truction, 1944-1945; président du Conseil du 
transport aérien, 1944-1948. 

HICKERsON, J. D, chef de la Division des 
Affaires du Commonwealth britannique,  • 
Département d'État des États-Unis, 1944; 
directeur adjoint au Bureau des Affaires 
européennes, 1944-1947; Secrétaire à la 

•section des États-Unis du Conseil mixte 
permanent sur la Défense, 1940-1946. 

noua ES, J. W., adjoint au ministère des 
Affaires extérieures, 1943-1944; deuxième 
Secrétaire du haut-Commissariat en  
Grande-Bretagne, 1945-1947. 

110wE, C. D., ministre des Munitions et des 
Approvisionnements, 1940-1945; ministre de 
la Reconstruction, 1944-1945. 

Iltioo, Frederic, secrétaire par intérim. haut 
commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 1941- 
1947. 

HULL Corddl, secrétaire d'État des États-
Unis, 1933-1944. 	• 

IGNATIEFF, George, deuxième secrétaire, haut 
commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 1943- 
1944; deuxième secrétaire, ministère des 
Affaires extérieures, 1944-1946. 

I LSLEY, J.L, ministre des Finances et Receveur 
*général, 1940-1946. 

IRELAND, Agnat, commis, niveau 4, ministère 
des Affaires extérieures, 1943-1947. 

JEMi, Gladwyn, conseiller, Foreign Office de 
Grande-Bretagne, 1943-1945. 

KEARNEY, John, liaut-Commissaire en 
Irlande, 19414945; ministre en  Norvège. 
1945-1946. 

KEENLEYSIDE, il: L sous-secrétaire d'État 
adjoint aux Affaires extérieures, 1941-1944; 
haut commissaire par intérim Terre-Neuve, 

' 1944; ambassadeur au Mexique 1944-1947. 
KEYNES, Lord;oonseiller, Trésor de Grande-

* 	Bretagne,'1940- I 946. 
KING, William Lyon Mackenzie, Premier 

Ministre et président du Conseil privé, 1935-
194$; secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieu-
res:1935-1946. 	 ' 

Koo, Wellington, ambassadeur de Chine en 
Grande-Bretagne, 1941.1946. 

GRostyxo, Andrei  A. Ambassador of Soviet 
Union in United States, 1943-46. 

HALIFAX, Viscount, Ambassador of Great' 
Britain in United States, 194146. 

IIEENEY. A. D. P., Clerk of the Privy Council 
and Secretary to the Cabinet,  1940-49. ' 

HENRY, R. A. C., Dcputy Minister, Depart-
ment of Reconstruction, 1944-45; Chairman. <  
Air Transport Board, 1944-48. 

Il ICKERSoN, J. D., Chier. Division of British 
Commonwealth Affairs, Department of State 
of United States, 1944; Deputy Director, 
Office of European Affairs, 1944-47; Secre-
tary, United States Section, Permanent Joint 
Board on Defence, 1940-46. 

Ilot.mEs, J. W., Assistant, Department of 
External Affairs, 1943-44;  Second  Secretary. 
I ligh Commission in Great Britain, 1945-47. 

llowr, C. D., Minister of Munitions and 
Supply, 1940-45; Minister of Reconstruction, 
1944-45. 

IIUDD, Frederic, Acting Secretary, Iligh 
Commission in Great Britain, 1941-47. 

hULL Cordell, Secretary of State of United 
States, 1933-44. 

IGNATIEF F. George, Second  Secretary, Iligh 
Commission in Great Britain, 1943-44; 
Second Secretary, Department of External 
Affairs, 1944-46. 

I L.SLEy, J.  L  Minister of Finance and Receiver 
General, 1940-46. 

IRELAND, Agnes, Clcrk, Grade IV, Dcpartment 
of External Affairs, 1943-47. 

JEBR, Gladwyn, Counscllor, Foreign Office, 
Great Britain, 1943-45. 

KEARNEY, John, I ligh Commissioncr in Ire-
land, 1941-45; Minister in Norway, 1945-46: 

KEENLEYSIDE, II. L. Assistant Under-Secre-
tary of State for Exterrul Affairs, 1941-44; 
Acting Iligh Commissioner in New round-
land, 1944; Ambassador in Mexico, 1944-47. 

KEYNts, Lord, Adviser, Trcasury of Great 
Britain, 1940-46. 

KING, William Lyon Mackenzie, Prime Minis-
ter and President of the Privy Council,  1935-
48,  Secrettry of State for External Affairs, 
1935-46: 

Koo, Wellington, Ambassador of China in 
Great Britain, 1941-46. 



LECKIE, maréchal de l'Air Robert, chef par
intérim de l'état-major de l'Air, 1943-1944 ;
chef, 19441947.

LEPAN, D. V., deuxième secrétaire, haut
commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 1945-
1946 .

LYTTLETON, Oliver, ministre de la Production, .

Grande-Bretagne, 1942-1945 .

MACCALLUM, Elizabeth P., commis principal
au ministère des Affaires extérieures, 1942-
1947 .

MACDONALD, Malcolm, Haut-Commissaire de
Grande-Bretagne, 1941-1946 . , .

MACDONALD, Scott, conseiller au ministère de s
Affaires extérieures, 1940-1944; Haut-
Commissaire à Terre-Neuve, 1944-1948 .

MACDONNELL, R . M ., premier secrétaire,
ministère des Affaires extérieures, 1943- •
1947 ; membre, Commission permanente
canado-américaine de défense, 19441947 s

MACKAY, R . A ., adjoint spécial au sous-secrf-
. taire d'État aux Affaires extérieures, 1943-

1946 . 1

MACKENZIE, Dean C . J ., président intérimaire ;
du Conseil national de recherches, 1943-
1944 ; président, 1944-1952 .

MACKINNON, J . A.; ministre du Commerce,-
1940-1948. ' i 1~:

MACKINTOSH, W. A ., adjoint spécial au sous.
ministre des Finances, 1939-1944; directeur
général de la recherche économique au -
ministère de la Reconstruction, 1944-1946 .

MAHONEY, Merchant M ., conseiller de léga- _ ;
tion (plus tard, l'ambassade) aux États-Unis,
1941•1945 ; Haut-Commissaire en Irlande,
1945-1946 .

MARTIN, Paul, adjoint parlementaire auprès du
ministre du Travail, 1943-1945 ; tecrftaire ,
d'État, 1945-1946. f ,

MASSEY, Vincent, haut commissaire en
Grande- Bretagne, 1935-1946. `

MASTER, Oliver, sous-ministre adjoint, minis- ;,jtire du Commerce, 1941-1957 ; sourministré
par intérim, 1942-1945 . • . } ; : $ ; ` }

MAYRAND, Léon, premier Secrétaire de léga-
tion en Argentine, 1943-1944; premier , , _ , j
Secrétaire d'ambassade én Union soviétique,
1944-1946. .

MCKINNON, H. B . . Président dû Conseil du , -Tarit, 1940-1939.
MITCHELL, Humphr ry, ministre du Travai l

1941-1950.à , ,' f_

LISTE DES PERSONNALITÉS

LECKIE. Air Marshal Robert, Acting Chief of
the Air Staff, 194344 ; Chief,19s4-47 . ,

LEPAN, D . V . . Second Secreta ry . I I igh Com-
mission in Great Britain,1945-46.

LYTTLETON, Oliver, Minister of Production of
Great Britain,19 4 2-45.

MACCALLUM, Elizabeth P., Principal Clerk,
Department of External Affairs. 1942-47. ,

MACDONALD, Matco1m,11igh Commissioner
of Great B ri tain, 1941-46 .

MACDONALD, Scott, Counsetlor. Departmen t

of External Affairs.1940-44 ; H igh Commis-
sioner in Newfoundland.1944-48 .

MACDONNELL, R. M .. First Sacrcta ry. Dcpart-
ment of External Affairs.1943-47 ; Member .
Permanent Joint Board on Defence.1944-47 .

MACKAY. R. A . . Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for Ex ternal Aftairs. a :•
1943-46. . r

MACKENZIE. Dean C. J . . Actina President.
National Resea rc h Counci1.1943-44; Presi-
dent.1944-52. . 1

MACKtNNON, J . A.. Ministcr of Trade and
Commerce, 1940-48 .

MACKtNTOStt, W. A. Special Assistant to _
Deputy Minister of Financt.1939«i4 : Direc-
tor General. Economic Research . Depart-
ment of Reeonstruction.1944-46. ,•

MANONEY, Merchant M .. Counsdbr. Lega-
tion (later Embassy) in United States. 1941-
4S ; High Commissioner in Ireland, 1945-46.

MARTIN, Paul. Parliamenta ry Assistant to
Minister of Labour, 194 3-45 : Sccreta ry of
Stste,1945-46.

MAssEtr, Vincerit,lÏigh Commisaioncr in
Great Britain,193S-46 .

M AsTEtt, Oliver; Auhtant Deputy Minister of
'S .Trade and Commerce, 1941-37.- Acting1 ,Dcputy .Minister.194243:-.

MAYR~►kt% Lbon, First Secretary, Leption in
Arjeatina .1943-44; First Setrcta ry.

3' # Embai:y in Soviet Union. 19U46.
x, .e >MCKINNON,11 . B .. Cltsirnun. Tiriff Board.

1940-591 .
MITCNEt.I . Humphrty, M inistct ot Labour,

1941-30. , . ; .

L i
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LIST OF PERSON S

MoLOTOv, V. M ., commissaire aux Affairesé trang ères. Union soviétique. 1939-1945.
MORGENTt1AU. Henry, junior, secrétaire d uTrésor, États-Unis, 1934-19 4 5.
MURCtttE. lieu tenant-gl:né ral J . C., chef d'état-major général, 1944-1945 ; chef d'état-major.quartier général militaire canadicn . Londres,

1945-1946 .
ODLUM, major-gfnfral Victor, ambassadeur en

Chine, 1943-1947.
PA RSO N s, James G., chef adjoint à la Divisiondes Affaires du Commonwealth britannique,Département d'État des États-Unis, 1945-

1947.
PASVOLSKY, Leo, adjoint spécial du secrétaired'Étai aux Éuts-Unis . 1939-1946 .
PEARSON, L. B, ministre-conseiller, légation

(puis ambassade) aux Étau-Unis 1942•1945 ;ambassadeur . 1943-1946 .
PIERCE, S. D, représentant du ministère des

Munitions et des Approvisionnements aux
Éuts- Unis. 1940-1944; adjoint spécial du
sous-socréuire d'Êtat aux Affaires cxtfricu-
res,1944-1947 .

PLUMPTRE . A . F. W.. attaché financier. léga-
tion (puis ambusade) aux États-Unis, 1942-
1945; secrétaire. Commission de contrôle des
prix et du commerce en temps de guerre,
1945-1947 .

POWER, Charles G ., ministre de la Défense
nationale pour l'Air, 1940-1944 ; ministreassodé de la Détente nationale. 1940-1944 .

RAF, Saul. deuxième secrétaire, Bureau dureprésentant canadien auprès du Comit é
français de libération nationale. Alger. 1944 .
deuxième secrétaire, ambassade en Fran c e.
1944-1946. ' -

RA tsTON, J . L.. ministre de la Même natio-
na1e,1940-1944 .

RASMINSKY . Louis, adjoint ex écutif du Eouvcr-
neur de la Banque du Canada, 1943• 1954 .

R EA6. J . E.,`coniciller juridique, ministère des
Affaires extfricnra,1929-1946 .

1 REto, Escot t , deuxième secrftaim minist ère
des Affaira extérieures. 1941-1944 . premier
socrétaire, ambassade aux États-Unis, 1944-
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PA 139755 

De gauche à droite : C. D. Howe, ministre des 
Munitions et des Approvisionnements. H. 1. 
Symington, président, Trans-Canada Airlines, et .1. 
A. Wilson, directeur des Services aériens du minis-
tère des Transports, à la Conférence de l'aviation ; 
civile internationale, à Chicago, en novembre 1944. t 

Leu Rosenth 

Left to right: C. D. llovie. Minister of Mun 

lices  and StiPPIY. Il. J. Symington. President 
Trans-Canada Airlines. and J. A. Wilson. Dace 
of Air Service. Department of Transport, al tt 
International Civil Aviation Conferenct. Chicai 
November 1944. 

C 20129 
Lester B. Pearson, ambassadeur aux États-Unis, 

signe l'Accord de Bretton Woods, le 28 décembre 
1945. 

International News Photo 

Lester B. Pearson, Ambassador to the United 
States, signing the Bretton Woods Agreement, 
December 28,1945. 
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C 2326 1
Délégués à la Conférence des Nations Unies à

San Francisco, avril-juin 1945 lh0 rangée : Louis

Saint-Laurent, W. L . Mackenzie King e rangée :

Cora Casselman, M . J . Coldwell et Gordon

Graydon.

C 2271 7
Louis Saint-Laurent et le Premier, ministre

Mackenzie King à la Conférence de San Francisco,
avril-juin 1945 .

Delegates to the United Nations Conference .
San Francisco. April-June. 1943 . lit Row : Louis St
Laurcnt. W. L. Mackenzie King. 2nd Row : Cora
Casselman. M . J . Coldwcll and Gordon Graydon.

i.ouis St.Laurent and Prime M•ter

Mackentie King at the San Francisco Confc ' ce,

April-Jane.19 4 S .

I
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C22713 
Le Premier ministre Mackenzie King prcnant Ia  

parole 1 la Conférence de San Francisco. le 26 avril 
1943. 

Prime  Minister Mackenzie King addressing thc 
San Francisco Confercnce, April 26. 1945. 

L. B. Pcarson pre-
nant la parolc1 l'un dcs 
comités de la Confér-
ence dcs Nations Unics 
sur l'Organisation intcr-
nationalc.  1 San Fran-
cisco, avril-juin 1945. 

L. 	B. 	Pcarson 
addressing one of the 
committees at the 
Unitcd Nations Confcr-
nec on Intcrnational 
Organisation, San 
Francisco, April-Junc, 
1945. 

■ 
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L. B . Pearson prenant la parole à la Conférence

de la FAO, à Québec, en octobre 1945 .

C 2327 1

Le Premier ministre Clement R.' Attlee deGrande-Bretagne, le Président Narry S. Truman des
États-Unis et le Premier ministre Mackenzie King i
la Maison-Blanche au terme de la Conférence Sur labombe atomique tenue à Washington du 1 2 au 13novembre 1945 .

L. B . Pearson speaking at United Nations Food
Conference. Quebec, October 194 5.

Harris and I -ing

Prime Minister Clement R . Attlee of ~ cca t
Britain, President Ilarry S. Truman of the 1 ;1ed
Sta tes and Prime Minister Mackenzie King the
White 1 10use at the c onclusion of the Atomic )mb
Conterence held in Washington. 1`a►cmbcr IS.
1941.



> À la Conférence des premiers ministres tenue à 
Londres en mai 1944. De gauche à droite : (assis) 
W. L Mackenzie King. Winston Churchill. John 
t'unir' (Australie); (debout) le général Jan 
Christiaan Smuts (Afrique du Sud), Peter Fraser 
(Nouvelle Zélande). 

At the Prime Minister's Conference in London, 
May. 1944. Lcft to right: (seated) W. L. Mackenzie 
King. Winston Churchill. John Curtin (Australia); 
(standing) Gencral Jan Christiaan Smuts (South 
Africa). Peter Fraser (New Zealand). 

L Mackenzie King et Vincent Mattcy à la 
Conférence des premiers ministres. 

W. 1. Mackenzie King and Vincent Masse) ,  at 
Prime Minimal' Conference. 





CHAPITRE I/CHAPTER I

1 .

PLANIFICATION DE L'APRÈS-GUERRE -
POST=HOSTILITIES PLANNING :

; ., . • a .

Mémorandum du'sous-secrétairè d'État adjoint
DEA/7-Js
,

aux Affaires extérieures
;• ltfemorandum by Assistant Under-Seeretary of State

for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] Februarÿ 23, 1944'
CANADIAN PLANNING FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT '

1 . The time has arrived for preparing more comprehensive Canadian material
on the various aspects of the armistice ' period and peace settlement . Our•
current preparations do not covcr thc whole ground and have made very uneven
progress . We have mâde ' most progress in the two fields of international civil
aviation and international economic policies . As these are parts of a related
whole,i it is becoming ~ important that our 'studies in other fields should catch up
with what has been done on these subjects. For example, the security aspects of
international civil aviation are left hanging in the air until we can relate them
to'the world security organization . We have, howevcr,' developcd fairly clear .
ideas of what we should reject and what we can support in such questions ascivil aviation, monetary stabilization and commercial policy .
2. Exchanges `of views are about to begin in Washington between the United

Kingdom, the United States and perhaps the Soviet Governments on the world
security organization forecast by the Moscow Declaration .' It is certain that at
thé' Prime Ministers' Conference in London these questions and many related
matters of political, defence and economic policies will be discussed . On thesesubjects . it would be wasted effort for Canada to attempt to plan from the
foundation upwards, since as a secondary country we have not a great enoug

h influence to make our views prcvail. We should, however, be in a position a t
least to decide what is not acceptable and to advocate changes or additions to
Ct our particular interests. I
3:- It secros,~ therefore, most desirable that we should both start an orderly

study of special quéstions ' which have hithcrto been neglected, and at the sam e
, ;Fn . , : , ° . • .

'Le Conïit6 de gùerre di Cabinet avait pris acte du m1morandum le Icr mars et I'avait approuvk .'Voir le volume 10. document 710.
The memorandum was noted with approval by Cabinet War Committee on Ma rc h 1 . SeeVolume 10. Document 710.
=Voir le volume 9. documents 247 et 248 .See Volume 9 . Documents 247 and 248 .
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time follow very closely the plans which are being developed between the Great 
Powers so that we can comment on them from the Canadian point of view with 
confidence and celerity. 
4. With regard to special studies, the Advisory Committee on Post Hostilities 

Problems can through its dependent Working Committee institute a 
programme covering the field of Canadian Defence and security. The 
preparation might be put in hand of a basic paper on possible dangers to 
Canadian security after the war. This should be supplemented by special 
studies on a number of particular topics such as: post-war defence arrange-
ments with the United States; the position of Canada in the case of difficulties 
between the United States and the Soviet Union; Canadian defence policy with 
respect to Newfoundland, Greenland and Iceland; and the Canadian position in 
a North Atlantic and a North Pacific security zone. An important question 
which may at any time become pressing is the relative advantage to Canada of 
regional or of world-wide security arrangements. Another problem which may 
assume importance is whether *air training in Canada should after the war bc 
restricted to domestic needs. 

5. The topics just suggested, to which others could readily be added, relate to 
definite Canadian interests in security arrangements. At the same time it is 
desirable that close attention should be paid to the plans being developed for 
application in other regions. The bulk of our information comes from . the 
United Kingdom, and we are now receiving their draft plans in great volume 
covering all sorts of questions from.the location of the North Eastern Italian 
frontiers to the military aspect of any post-war security organization. 
6. In addition to questions directly related to security further thought should 

be given to broad political and economic problems. In the political field the 
Canadian Government will before long be called upon to answer such difficult 
questions as: How far can authority reasonably be concentrated in the hands of 
the Great Powers after the war? How great commitments can be acxcpted by 
Canada to maintain peace and to further prosperity? Should Canadian 
membership in the British Commonwealth involve any exclusively Common-
wealth commitments? Should Canada seek to act mainly as a secondary world 
power or as an influential member of the Commonwealth? 
7. What is agreed upon before the end of the war is likely to determine the 

course of history for many years to come. The problems mentioned in this note 
are mainly long-range problems. Nevertheless the answers to them will grow 
out of, wartime decisions, reached often in a hurry so as to take advantage of 
personal conferences.of leading statesmen or of an opportune moment to secure 
a firm reply from one of the leading powers- . To pay attention now to these 
problems is, therefore, a necessary complement to meeting the problems of the 
conduct of the war. The conduct of the war, indeed, ts• already beginning to be 
mixed up with the framing of the pc:ace, and this process will accelerate as the 
end of the European war draws nearer. 
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, 8. It is recommended that : }

(a) the Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems should initiate a
programme of special studies, to be undertaken by-its Working Committee, on
questions relating to Canadian security of the type mentioned in paragraph 4

;
(b) comments should 'be prepared, by the Working Committee or by the

Department of External Affairs or other agency appropriate to the subject, on
draft proposals relating to the armistice and peace received from the United
Kingdom or other sources when Canadian interests are directly involved in
these proposals ;

(c) draft statements of ` Canadian policy covering the type of 'questionsreferred to in paragraph 6 should be prepared in the Department of ExternalAffairs.

2 .
DEA/7-ABs

Jltémôrandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures
1lfemorandum by Department ojExternal Affairs

TOPSECRET
[Ottawa,] April 19, 1944

POST-11OSTILITIES AND POSTWAR PLANNIN G

CANAD A
(1) The War Committee of the Cabinet constituted a Post-hostiliticAdvisory Committee on December 16, 1943 . It consists of Messrs. Robertson ,sWrong, Heeney, W. C. Clark, J . E. St . Laurent, and the chicfs of staff. Ad hocmeetings of the persons now comprising the Advisory Committee had been heldsince July 22, 1943 .
(2) This Advisory Committee has appointed a Working Committee on Post-hostilities Problems

.' This Working Committee has held fortnightly meetingssince August 1943.-The chairman is Mr. Wrong, and the secretary Mr . Holmesfrom the Department of External Affairs . It includes representatives from theplanning directorates of the three Se rv ices, External Affairs, and the PrivyCouncil Office. It has been studying the U.K.comments, to the U .K. Committee
on

them. Australia and NewaZ~j as
sen t

setting up P.H.P. committees and, at New Zealand's requcst, Canadaa isexchanging papers with New Zealand . .
(3) The Working Committee on March 2, 1944, submitted a memorandum to

the Advisory Committee which was subsequently approved of b the AdvisorCommittee. The memorandum reads as follows: y y"The working Committee on Post-Hostilitics Problems desir ea stage has been reached in their work at which a more exact pr
o report tha t
g mmeshould be laid down for their guidance. The Committee have hitheenoccupied mainly with the study of papers rcccived from the Post Hrostili~ticsPlanning Sub-Committce in London and related documents, andhave from time to time submitted reports to the Advisory Comm

• on these they
lttcc .
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might include the following subjects:
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Experience has shown that it is desirable thatthea'~ lt part of t e g
Committee should _ be. expanded. 1 It should remain an important
functions to - study ; the . papers received from London . .Their study, of . .these

papers should be directed to two principal ends:

.(1) The offering - of comments from time . to time to the London
L odon ;

Committe e
th is

from the, Working Committee, on drafts ! under consideratio n
has already been done in the case of the papers relating to the security aspect

s

of international civil aviation and comments are now being prepared on the
paper entitled `Military Aspect of any Post-War Security Organization .' When

papers are received at an ; early stage of . preparation wmi~ tt ev can in this
general or particülar Canadian interests, the Working .Co

way bring to notice of the P.H.P. Sub-Committee in London consideratiôns

which seem to them to have been overlooked or under-emphasized . This can be

done
.in an informal manner without committing the Canadian Government to

a definite opinion
. This procedure was proposed to the Prime Minister before

the Working Committee's comments'on the paper dealing` with civil aviation

were submitted, and it received his approval .

(2) .The preparation of, observations and reports based mainly on these papers
and designed • to insure that the responsible Canadian authorities are familiar
with the main lines of the plans being framed in London, so that they will be in
a position to comment, if necessary, at a later stage when the plans become a
question of intergovernmental consultation : General reports of this character

dealing with plans for the occupation of Germany have been submitted to the

Advisory .Committee, and have been employed by the in
submitting observations to the Cabinet War Commi t

The , Working Committee has • not as - yet .undertaken the, preparation of

original papers dealing with particular Canad ian secur i ty problems. While all

such planning must- be hypothetical and .contingent until the outlines of the
international ; security system are fixed ; nevertheless , it As desirable that

attention shouldbe directed to questions of - the type, listed below, even i f

found . impossible to frame specific recommendations . it .is,~therefore, suggested
that the Advisory Committee should . authorize, a programme of study, whic h

I , . , . in : s

(iv) The Canadian military interest ln Gr'eenland and Iceland ;

(i) Advantages and, disadvantages to Canada of organizing world security on

a regional or on a universal basis; i t ;•' .•~ f x•°F ' â .~' , f

(ii) Post-war defence arrangements with the United States;
'(iii)'Canadian policÿ towards the`defencx of Newfoundland ;'

.r tit~ i- ,r ~~r"• ~A, sÉe '...is ,i :

„ voirie document 981 .1- ment , s •,,~ .~, .,, 1 , J , . , , •,•~ ~ ï ; .
sVoir Dôcûnrentt rclatlfs aux nlatlons tnlrt it Cenada il Tmt•Ntuvt. Volume I . piKe J01"~c '

' document943Sec Documents opi Relations Btcwéât` Cïrnàda ond 'Ntwjoundland, Volume I, cnclo~ur
Document 943 .

~ ' Docu 981
3Volume 10, document 709./Volume 10, Document 709, , :•e: ;1
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(v) The Canadian pbsition in the event of strained relations between the 
United States and the U.S.S.R.; • 	• 	v 	• 	• . 
(vi) The Canadian role in North Pacific defence; 	- 
(vii)' 'Advantages  and disadvanta'ies of continuing the British Commonwealth 

Air Training Plan." 
(4) The Working Committee has started to work on topics i and ii. Topic iii is 

being pursued through other channels. 

3. , 	 i• 
Lé ministre, l'ambassade dux États-Unis, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieur es 

Minister.  Embassy in United States, 
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

, 	 • 
DEA/7-ABs 

Dear, Mr. Wrong, 
On April 22nd, under cover of our despatch No. 1014, we sent to you a 

memorandum. of April •21stt  which Reid had prepared on planning in the 
United States' State Department on the international political aspects of the 
peace settlement. • 
• I think it would help us to get more information from the State Department 
on their views in this field if we wcrc able to give them some indications of how 
our own ininds are moving. Do you think it would be possible for you to let us 
have papers prepared by your working committee on post-hostilities problems 
which we could give informally to the State Department? It could be  made 
clear that the Papers 'did not commit the Canadian government, but had been 
prepared by your working committcc as a basis for discussion. 

iSolne of the papers prepared by the committee would not, I realise, be in a 
form in which they could appropriately bc transmitted to the State Department 
since they are commcnts on United Kingdom P.H.P. papers. However, I would 
assume  that these papers Could be recast in a form in which they were not 
comments on U.K. papers, but were self-contained. 

One Paper whiéh 1 • think would be of spécial intcrcst to the State Depart-
theni ïvoilld be the one on advantages and disadvantages to Canada of 
organizing world security on a regional or on a universal basis.• Clearly one of 
the most difficult problems which the State Department and Foreign Offices of 
the other principal . United Nations have to face is that of reconciling regional 
sectiritY arrangements and mutual defence pacts with a universal sccurity 
iystem. ; • ; 

:•I -do' riot, of couru,  know whether an offer by us to give the State 
Department some of our studies would result in their being willing to give us 
some'of théirs in return. It might be difficult for them to do that since at thc 

'Document  3 .63. 
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,,

moment their intention is to circulate papers only to the U .K. and the U.S.S.R.

However, the chances of our getting useful information ' from them would
undoubtedly be increased if we were to give them the papers . There is also, of

course, the possibility that our papers might have some influence on their, own
thinking before their views had become too crystallized.

If you do decide, to send us papers for transmission to the : State Department,

it would be necessary to decide what channels we should use . It seems to me

that Reid might give them either to Notter or
sdirect touch with the keygiving them to Pasvolsky is that this would put us

man in the State Department planning . On the other hand, you might feel that

this was putting the exchange on too high a level .

Whatever your decision is on whether or not to 'give us papers for
transmission to the State Department, I hope that you will Gnd it possible to
send us papers for our own consideration .

Yours sincerely,
L. B . PEARSON

P.S. I do not know whether you-are contemplating doing a,papcr on the
relationship between functional international organizations and the general
international organization . This is a subject on which I know you have done a

good deal of thinking . It would be a good subject for treatment in a paper to be
given the State Department since they are particularly interested in it .

DEA%7•AD s

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre, l'ambassade 'aux États-Unis ' "

Acting Under-Secretâry of Siate for Ezternal AffaÎrs
to Minister, Embassy in United States

SECRET , "

the International Settlement "' which I pre red . on Pebruary 22nd . This-The first enclosure to this letter is a note entitled "Canadian Planning fo r
a barter basis the traffic would not be large.
afraid, however, that if,they should prove,willing to exchange papers with us o n

planning of the international settlement: The ' more , information that the
Embassy can secure from the State Department on their plans the better . I a m

looking to the possible exchange of material with the State Departmcnt on th e
We have been considering the suggestions made in your letter of April 27th ,

Dear Mr. Pearson, ,- . " + ; . ;

indicates the nature of the methods which weare employing and the limited
scope of our endeavours . ,You will observe, from the fourth paragraph on page
1, that we are refraining from any attempt to drawaup Canadian schemes for
the organization of, world secu rity ànd, are confining ourselves largely to th e

'Document 1 .
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study of proposals which reach us .from other countries, and especially the 
United Kingdom. It might be advantageous for us to attempt more than this if 
we had the time and the people to do so. • 

We have not sent to you all the papers which would be useful to give you a 
picture of what is being done here. In despatch No. 916 of August 16th, 1943,' 
the organization of the Working Committee on Post Hostilities Problems was 
explained. In despatches No. 1399 of December 3rd' and No. 70 of January 
24th' the first and second reports of the Working Committee to the Advisory 
Committee were forwarded. I enclose some additional papers, which may be of 
interest, as follows: 
(2) Note by the Working Committee on a London P.H.P. paper entitled 

"Military Aspect of the New Postwar Security Organization;" 
(3) View's of the Working Committee on London P.H.P. paper "Civil Air 

Transport and Security Problemsr 
(4) A study by the Working Committee, which has now been forwarded to 

the • Advisory Committee, entitled "Advantages and Disadvantages of the 
Regional Organization of Security and Defence."' 
I am also sending to you, under a separate letter, a memorandum,' approved by 
the Working Committee, dealing with the Soviet proposals that members of the 
German armed forces should be made prisoners of war at the Armistice. 

None of this material is in a form in which it can be handed to the State 
Department without change, although a good deal of it may be useful as a 
guide when these matters arc being discussed by the Embassy with offic,ers of 
the State Department. We have, however, prepared a revised version of the 
paper on "The Regional Organization of Security and Defence" which could 
be given to the State Department if it is desirable to do so. Please remember, 
however, that we arc not likely to produce many papers of this sort, and 
consider whether you should hand thcm this paper without receiving some 
undertaking to reciprocate on thcir part.. 

If you feel it desirable to attempt an exchange, I think it better that this 
should not be done on as high a level as Pasvolsky. We have found it essential 
in our contact with the Post Hostilities Problems Committee in London to 
reach an understanding that the papers produced by them and by us should 
receive only a very narrow circulation, and should be regarded merely as 
expressing the views of the individuals concerned. At this stage at least, 
therefoie, you must, • I think, keep ani arrangements of this sort that you can 
make with the State Department on the same level. ., 	• 

Wellave now had twenty meetings of the Working Committee. I think we 
coàld agree to send you the Minutes of all future meetings if you would like to 
have them. I am enclosing the Minutes of a meeting held on April 27th,' which 
was called pàrticularly for the purpose of hearing the views of Lieutenant 
Commander Todd on the P.H.P. Committee in London. Todd, who used to 
belong to the Working Committee here, has been in London for some months, 
and:is the Naval . Liaison* Officer with the P.H.P. Committee. Actually, the 
Minuteâ  do-  hot give full weight to the point of view which he felt that the 
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P.H.P . Committee held ; but: you will see the kind of impression , that he got . ,I

think that this attitude of mine [mind?] is more firmly rooted in London in the

Se rvice Departments than in the Foreign Office or other : civil , Departments

concerned,with the planning of the settlement.

I .noted, particularly, your remark that it . was the-intention to "circulate

United States papers . to the United Kingdom and the U .S.S.R: We had heard
nothing' about this before and it seems rather important to know the extent to
which it is to be carried on . One of , the difficulties we have "at the moment in
sending you material for the State Department is that a good . deal of it takes

the form of commentary on P.H.P. papers. So long as there' is : no . United
Kingdom-United States exchange we do not feel that we,can even indicate the

subjects on which the P.H.P. Committee is working . If, however, there,was at
least some exchange of papers or reports, we could feel more free . in this way. I

am, theréfore, writing to Mr. Ritchie to ask him, if,he has any' information on

this point . : . ë
The suggestion madé in the postscript to your . letter is interesting, but I also

find it rather frightening, and I think that it is bot a ' suitable subject,for study
by the Working Committee, since it really ' dôes not' concern the Service
Departments . Furthermore, it would'involve the development'and evaluation of
so many assumptions on the probable form of international organiZation that I

hesitate to hold out any 'prospect that we shâll undertake it. `' .

P.S . -;I fo'rgotto mention that the final enclosures are two copies of the paper on

regional organization, altered sü that it could be seen,by the State Departmcnt .

The. enclosures numbered 1 to 5 are, of course,,for use in the Embassy only .

H. I-~ . ."/RONG

DF.An -A os. . . , . ., . . . . . .
Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux`Afjaires extérieures

. ~ - ;auministre,-l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis . . :, - , '

Assistant Under-Secretâry of Staté, jor Ézternal Affairs
t't to'Minister, Embassy in United States

. .f i :. I r . : .z . . r,, . .-~r . ;i . :` 1"• , r ! ~ . .,} .
. ' ive

th eOn further : reflection, .I think it ,would .be ;unwise,for .Mr. Reid to g '
~ ., ra =,.., . ., .~ ., . . , .s ~State Departinént an .infôrmalmemorandum . on t~e,questton of an intcrna-

, .~ ,discussing the possibilitiestional .~poliçe force:There of ' côuise, no harm i n, , ,. . . . > . ., .,. ~ . . . _ . . ~ . . „ . . . , .

May -19th! I am, afraid: that these M inutes will .not be very intelligible s 111 ce
;j . . . . , ~.. .~~ 1" iii lR .. • . ~' : •

they constantly refer `to papers wh~éh wé are not m
il`a, position to pass onto you .

If, however ; yoû`noticé tn them any , question of spécial interest on which you
would like to receive fùrther inforntatiôn wé `shall do otir best to satisfy you .

In continuation of~my,letter,of May23rdt , dealing with the planning of the
interal settlement, I enclose, , herewith ; â . copy . of , the Minutes of the
meetings of the. Post-Hostilities . Wôrking ' Comimittee held on May 5th and

s : a ., ,< t .e, • •

SECRET Ottawa, June 2 . 194 4

:% . . s, Yoûrs sincerely;' l . r .•
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along the lines of the draft memorandum enclosed with your letter of May 19th 
but 1 would rather not let the State Department have a document which might 
acquire in the process of circulation a greater degree of authority as expressing 
the Canadian point of view than is warranted by the facts. 

1  am  not 'yet able to let you have a copy of the draft United Kingdom paper 
on the Organization of World Security which was before the Prime Ministers' 
Meeting. There are only 2 or 3 copies in Ottawa and we cannot spare one at 
present. In any case, some revision of this paper was agreed upon in London 
and further changes are, so far as 1 know, still under discussion. 1 gather that 
when conversations on the 'subject begin in Washington it is likely thai Sir 
Alexander Cadogan Will come from' London and that Mr. Jebb will accompany 
him. - 

The main task before the Working Committee at present is the preparation 
of a paper on defence arrangements between the United States and Canada 
after the war. This has now reached draft No. 2 but it will have to be 
substantially revised before it goes further. 1 may be able to send you a copy 
afterthe next revision in perhaps a fortnight or so as 1 shall be glad to have 
your comments before the paper takes its final form. 

Yours sincerely, 	 • 
H. H. WRONG 

6. 	 DEA/7-ADs 

,Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État'adjoint aux Affaires extérieures' 

Memorandum by Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.' 

[Ottawa,] June 12, 1944 , 

The representation of the Department on the Working Committee on Post-
Hostilities Problems has become too cumbrous and it is necessary to re-
examine the position. At the last meeting of the Working Committee there 
were seven members of this Department. The Air Force, Navy and Privy 
Council Office were each represented by one officer and the Army by two. 

V 

The original representation of this Department consisted of myself as 
chairman,' Glazebrook as alternate and Holmes as secretary. Since then 
Ignatieff h'as become assistant secretary in view of the heavy volume of 
documents to be handled. 

As chairman of the Committee, I think that the bcst organization for us to 
adopt would be for the  regular departmental representation to consist or 
myself, Holmes and Ignatieff. Whcn problems of direct concern to other 
Divisions of the Department arc undcr considcration a representative of the 
Division would bc invited to attend and in any case copies of the  more 
important documents would bc circulated for information to other Divisions. 
The Committee is dcsigncd to bc an interdepartmental study group and its 

'Le mémorandum était *dress& à G. Glazebrook, J. W. Homes  et à G. Ignatieff. 
The memorandum was addressed to G. Glazebrook, .1. W. Holmes and G. Ignatieff. 
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membership has not been selected with a view to representing all of those
concerned in its work in this or in other Departments

.
H. W[RONOj

DEA/7-ADs

Mémorandum du premier seerétaire,

le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne .
Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux A ,Commission in Great Britain.
Memorandum from First Secretary, High Commis

,
to Assistant

Under-Secretary of State for External Affa 'irs

London, June 30, 1944

Dear Mr. Wrong, t of a letter from Mr.
On May 11th you wrote to me enclosing a copy the Stat

e earsonof April 27th on the subject of closer. twee n
have had a talkP

Department and ourselves on the
planning the settleme

Post
.

-Hostilities Planning
with Colonel Cornwall-Jones, the Y of the presen t
Staff, about the questions raised-in your letter. He tells m P1anning Staff leve l
time there is no exchange going ono~nnthe P

o
s f H here i tehat any exchanges of

between themselves and the Amerl

c

papers at this level would have to wait until the forthcoming
n on~ Afters the

Foreig
n Future Worl

d Office
Organisatio n
memoranda on thissubject have been tabled it wôuld then

be
desirable to have further exchanges at a lower level,

probably through the

British Staff Mission in Washington . for an
One of the reasons for waiting until after the Washington

K'n
talks

ûtoritie
y

unofficial exchanges of views is the anxiety of
ie the minds of the Russians that

to avoid anything that might arouse suspicion an d
there had been unofficial agreement between . the United Kingd~hat th e
American authorities before the tripartite discussions began, and

Russians were in fact being "ganged up on ." I have told Cornwall-Joncs of the
. ~ with the Stat e

steps which we have taken in the direction that none of thepvicws of the Post
Department and I have also assured . h1m
Hostilities Planning people in London would be passed on through this channe

l

to the State Department .
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DEA/7ABs 

SECRET 

Extrait du procès-verbal de la 27' réunion 
du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract from Minutes of the nventy-Seventh Meeting 
of the Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Probkms 

[Ottawa,' July 28, 1944 

MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-SEVENTH MEETING OF THE WORKING 
COMMITTEE ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS HELD ON TI:IUFtSDAY, 

JULY 27TH, AT 4.30 P.M. IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK. 

PRESEriT: 
H. II. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman 
H. L. Keenleyside, Esq., Department of External Affairs 
Captain G. R. Miles, Department of National Defence (Naval Services) 
Group Captain G. W. Coleman, Department of National Defence (Air) 
Lt. Col. J. G. Collinson, Department of National Defence (Army) 
Commander D. K. MacTavish, Privy Council Office 
Lt. Commander J. S. Hodgson, Department of National Defence (Navy) 
Squadron-Leader L. II. Phinney, Department of National Defence (Air) 
Captain D. A. Hogg, Department of National Defence (Army) 
J. W. Holmes, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Secretary 
G. Ignatieff, Esq., Department of F.xternal Affairs, Assistant Secretary. 

Colonel Collinson explained that the revision of "Draft 2" of the longer 
paper on Canadian defence relations with the United States was not yet ready 
for submission to the Committee but he hoped to have this available for the 
next meeting. 

The Chairman expressed the view that it might soon be necessary to review 
the t èrganization of the Committee, and considcr whcthcr it might not be 
necessary to have a small group of junior members who could give greater 
attention to the drafting of papers and the study of subjccts referred to them. 
The subjects under consideration by the Committee could be divided roughly 
into two groups: 
(a) short-term — armistice, arrangements for the occupation and control of 

Germany in the iinmediate post-surrcndcr period.  •  
(b) long-ierm 	future international  organization, defence arrangements 

between Canada, the United [States], the United Kingdom and other 
Commonwealth countries, base facilities and other questions involving the 
definition of post-war Canadian strategic policy. d, 
The questions under consideration belonged to group B, and as suggested in the 
"Preliminary Paper" on post-war defence arrangements with the United 
Stites,t there were three main aspects of Canadian defence policy, each of 
which was closely related to the other two. The Chairman thought that it 
would probably be necessary to give parallel consideration to each of these, if a 
balanced view of Canadian military policy were to be developed. It was 
difficult to make much progress until agreement had been reached on the form 
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of .the future international organization and until there had been some 
definition of the military obligations which might arise, under the new world 
security organization. , 

9. DEA/7-ADs 

SECRET 

; iExtrait du procès-verbal de la 29e réunion 
du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract froin  Minutes of the Twentj,-Ninth Meeting 
of  the  Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problenzi 

[Ottawa,1 August 26, 1944 

MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-NWITH MEETING OF THE WORKING 

COMMITTEE ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS 11 4ELD ON FRIDAY, 

AUGUST 25TH, AT 4.30 P.M. IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK. 

PRESENT: 
H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of Eiternal Affairs, Chairman 
Colonel .1. H. Jenkins, Department of National Defence (Army) 	 - 
Lt. Col. J. G. Collinson, Department of National Defence (Army) 
Lt. Col. R. G. C. Smith, Department of National Defence (Army) 	1 ! 
Lt. Commander J. S. Hodgson, Department of National Defence (Naval Services) 
R. M. Macdonnell, Esq., Department of External Affairs 
J. W. Holmes, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Secretary. 

4.. Post-hostilities Joint Drafting Group. 
It was agreed to establish a Post-hostilities Joint Drafting Group consisting 

of representatives  of the three services, and  External Affairs.. The Service 
members, of the 'group would remain as part of the planning section of their 
respective services, but would, seek- to devote : whatever tirne was necessary to 
the preparation of drafts for consideration by-.thé working committee. It was 
agreed-that it would .not be ilecessary, to secure further authority for such a 
step, as it could be taken on the responsibility .of the respective Directors of 
Plans and of the chairman for, External Affairs. Mr. ; Wrong expressed the view 
that althOue there  wasno pressirre'at the 'rriciinent td 'produce papers, it was 
desirable that such a. group, stiidY the préblerns 'Which 'wàùld  have  to be faced, 
so that theY could be ready to produCe plans'qtiickly Whérithe need arose. 

It  Was , agreed  that • Lt. Conimande:Hcidgson: Lt..' Col: Smith and Mr. 
leatieff Would 'Serve  on  the -grotir.;: Mr.. Wrong  was reqùsested to discuss with 
Group Captain Hanna the viewi of the-AWF,Orcé'and if theY Were agreeable, to 
thé . appointmentof an AiiFoicâ réPreieritatiVe:' After discussicin with GrouP 
Captain Hanna,l 'Mr.iIgnatieffüiôuld béinitridtécr iô Call the Érôup together. 

,1rZY=i; 
; (); 	

• i 
-;- 	 -c;i:Det 

si.LA 
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TOP SECRtiT

1 3

DEA/7-AB s

Le sous-secrétaire d'État ciuz Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e. , ~ . . , . .

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to 'Nigh Commissioner in,Great Britain

Ottawa, January 3, 1945

Dear Mr . Massey,
We • have recently • been' approached by - the ; United Kingdom - High

Commissioner's Office concerning the work carried on in London by the Post
Hostilities Planning Staff and certain new developments in the relationship
between the Post Hostilities Planning bodies in Ottawa and that organization .
This question was referred to in Mr. Ritchie's letter to Mr. ' Wrong . of
December l9th . t

'As you know, as the result of the reorganization of the P .H.P . , organization
in London, the Post Hostilities Planning Staff some time ago came under the
Chiefs of Staff Committee and assumed a predominantly military character .
The United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff are now reviewing the United Kingdom's
post-war security position in all possible contingencies. On the one hand they
are preparing plans on the . assumption of a creation of an effective world
security organization and the continuance of existing alliances, including the
twenty years' Anglo-Soviet treaty . On the other hand, their appreciations of
the - long range security position of the United Kingdom must also take into
account alternative hypotheses such as that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals
remain unrealized and the Anglo-Soviet alliance is broken .

The preparation of such appreciations has been entrusted to the Post
Hostilities Planning Staff. This body is in a position to prepare papers on the
basis of assumptions without - committing in any way the United Kingdom
Chiefs of Staff or any Government authority. However, as these studies are
predominantly of a 'military character it is intended that questions arising from
them should be handled solely through se rvice channels and not through the
Dominions Office or Foreign Office as heretofore.

We are assured : that it is the intention to keep the military authorities in
Canada in touch with the studies of the planners in the United Kingdom, and
the, , P.H.P. Planning Staff propose to , continue to send their papers for
transmission to the post hostilities planning bodies in Ottawa . While the exact
channeL to be employed is not altogether clear, it would seem to be most
probable that the papers are to be sent to the Canadian Joint Staff Mission i n
London, which would, in turn, be at liberty to transmit the mâterial to the
Chlefs of Staff in Ottawa .

.I suggest,that you should discuss this question with the principal_officers of
the Joint-Staff Mission with a view to establishing this channel of communica-
tion; ..lt ; isimportant, ; however, to make it clear to the United Kingdom
authorities that we appreciate . the extreme secrecy of P .H.P. Staff papers, and
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that we understand that the views expressed in them in no way represent the 
views of the United Kingdom Government or the United Kingdom Chiefs of 
Staff. 

For your information I should explain that the two Post !Hostilities Planning 
Committees in Ottawa are not comparable in organization to the Post 
Hostilities Planning Staff in London. The constitution of the Committees here 
is essentially on a joint military and civil basis. They have been studying long-
range security problems of concern to Canada, but little of this material would 
be in appropriate form to pass on to the Post Hostilities Planning Staff in 
London. Most of their papers are prepared for submission to the War 
Committee. They, therefore, tend to be of a less tentative character than the 
products of the Post Hostilities Planning Staff in London. We shall continue to 
send copies of certain of the papers both to Canada House and the Joint Staff 
Mission, and some of this material may be suitable for passing on to the Post 
Hostilities Planning Staff. 
, I might mention that the Prime Minister, who has been, informed of this 
question, considers that any United Kingdom papers which may be com-
municated to the Canadian Chiefs of Staff should be made available to those 
who are working on similar problems here. The Joint Staff Mission might be 
informed of this. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

11. •DEA/7ABs 
• 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

14 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
I should like to refer to your letter of JanuarY 3rd, in which you discussed 

the channels by which studies of the Post Hostilities Planning Staff in London 
Might be communicated to the Post Hostilities Planning Committee in Ottawa. 

This silbjeCt was raised at a meeting between' the Canadian Joint Staff 
Mission and myself held on JantiarY 16th,'a copy of thé minutes of which was 
enclosed with mY lettér of Jantiary 22nd.' It was agrééd 'at that meeting that 
the proposal to change the channel of transmission to a Service-to-Service basis 
instead • of from  •  the 'Dominions Office to External Affairs, in view of the 
changed nature of the Post-Hostilities Planning Staff in London, should be 
raised by the Canadian Joint Staff Miss's:in with thé British Chiefs of Staff at a 
meeting to be leld on the' 19th January. It ›was not possible to discuss this 
matter at that méeting,.but thé Canadian Joint Staff Mission has pursued the 
Matter subsequentlY with the British Chiefs of Staff. - 
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The British Chiefs of Staff remain exceedingly ne rvous about the circulatio nof their papers, in view of the acute embarrassment which might be caused on
their purpose were misunderstood . They have agreed to provide four if
each of their papers to the Canadian Joint Staff Mission in London on pies
understanding that one copy will be retained and three copies will be

sent
the

the Chiefs of Staff Committee in Ottawa, one for each of the Se rv ices. t
oTheyhowever, that if a copy were provided either for Canada House or ey

theforDepartment of External Affairs the * change in the method of transmissio nwould make no difference at all, as the papers would in the end have the sa
distribution as previously. me

When it was pointed out to them that the Post-Hostil' ~
~ '

nningCommittees in Ottawa, unlike those in London, included as active artPilc,participantsrepresentatives of the Department of External Affairs, they agreed thatwould be difficult for the Se rv ice members not to let the political members
i
tofthe Committee see the documents sent to them

. They seemed to desire that thisshould be carried out discreetly, and I do not think they would a ro
vcopy being made for the Department . They could not agree to the provisionf aa copy for Canada House, nor to allowing members of this Staff to s o f
ee thepapers in the hands of the Joint Staff Mission

. The difference betweensituations in Ottawa and London presumably is that in Ottawa there
iHostilities Planning Committee which makes sharin s a Postg

will find the proposals of the Post Hostilities Planning navoidablc .
in detail in C.J .S .M. 15 addressed to the Chiefs of Staff in described
paragraph 4 of that signal it is stated that I am prepared to Ottawa -

tot theomission of Canada House from the distribution of P .H.P. papers, at lea eit becomes
apparent that the papers are of some political value . This st unti l

~ report wasbased upon a misunderstanding . While I was at first inclined to th imight let matters ride, upon reflection it seems to me that the resennk that weought not to be accepted . These papers may be p t proposals
authorities, but they have important political sign fic.~ncé rÂ ar~ by

military
the Foreign Office in their preparation has been considerabjh jugh the role of
flot been totally excluded . For our part we need not y educed, it haswith copies but simply to be allowed to be kept in touch with t o° be provided
the' pape~ by our own Serv ice representatives in London . If

it contents of
allow representatives of External Affairs in Ottawa to see these~

is possible toseems
no legitimate reason for excluding representatives of Extcrnâl pers, thereI-ondon. We appreciate Affairs in

and the need perfectly the basis on which these papers arc preparedthink ' for the utmost discretion . As a matter of pr inciple it would, I, be unfortunate if information of this kind were placed in theCanadian Se rvice representatives in London and not s hands oftives of the civil power, harcd with rcprescnta-
'The

Secretary of the Canadian Joint Staff Mi ,m~8e to the Chiefs of Staff,f correcting the ulon is . I bclicvc, sending athought i t wlse however, to supplcmcn his ~j~ 10us report as to my views. I
explanation of my opinion. It should not be im B~ hwlth a more adequate
''- P . however, that there has
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arisen any difference of opinion between the Staff Mission and myself over this 

;.16 

, • ;Issue.: ; 
. . 

Yours sincerely, 
MASSEY] 

- 12. 
Extrait dit procès-Vérbal de la 41' réunion, : du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

• 

Extract from Minutes of the Forty-First Meeting 
of the Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problents 

SECRET ' 	 , 	 • 	[Ottawa,]  March 2, 1945 

MINUTES OF THE FORTY-FIRST MEETING OF THE 	- 	• 
- 

	

	WORKING COMMUTEE éN POST HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS  • 
HELD ON THURSDAY, MARCH 1ST, IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK. 

• , 	. 

 PRESENT: 	 ,
- 
 " 	, 	 • 

,.; H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman • ,., 
_ 	Major General Maurice Pope, Privy Council Office, 	, 	 . 

'Colonel J. H. Jenkins, Départment of National Defence, Army, 
Captain H. S. Rayner, Department of National Defence, Naiy,  1  ' 

- Group Captain W. F. Hanna, Department of National Defence, Air, 
Captain D. K. MacTavish, Privy Council Office,  • 

, Lt. Col. R. G. C. Smith, Department of National Defence, Army, 
Lt. Commander J. S. Hodgson, Department of National Defence, Navy, 
Squadron Leader J. M. Sutherland, Department of National Defence, Air,' 

• C. S. A: Ritchie, Esq., Department of External Affairs, 	• 
; R. M. Macdonnell, Esq., Department of External Affairs, = , 	• 

, G. Ignatieff, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Secretary. 
, . 

4. Post -  War  Canadian Defence Planning. The Chairman recalled that at the 
• last meeting a paper on • the Post-war 'Canadian Defence  •  Relation • with the 

British Commonwealth, prepared by; the P.H.P.3Joint,Drafting Group,' had 
been under discussion, and that it had.been decided that considerable revision 
would be necessary in the light. of thisÇ  discussion. Subsequently, Wing 
Commander Austin had circulated a comment' on the Drafting Group pail« 
which stated as a conclusion that-4"final recommendations on the matter of 

4 organization, training and equipment of our, armed • forces should bc left open 
until a sound appreciation of our  strategic situation'is made.'? The Chairman 
was inclined to agree that there were too many unknown factors in the post-

- war situation affecting the problem'of4Canadian defence policy, to enable the 
Committee to make specific recommendations on • some of Lord Cranborne's 
proposals)°, Much would depend on the kind of arrangements which wcrc made 
under a World Security Organization,ftnd also on the plans adopted by the 
great powers for thé enforcemént of peace against- Germany and Japan. 	, 

,L 	; 	 e 	4e> 

DEAP-ADs 
. .f, 

'Document 784. 
"Document  780. 
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= He thought that perhaps the - Committee should,be informed about talks

which he had had in Washington in relation to these matters . These had been
with the Department of State, and • Mr . Pasvolsky had been the principal
spokesman. It had come out early •in discussions that the State Department
were , thinking of , separate long-term commitments to enforce the peacesettlements with Germany and Japan, and regarded such -arrangements as
coming under Chapter XII of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals . Paragraph 2 of
this Chapter stated that ""no provision of the Charter should preclude action
taken or authorized in relation to enemy states as a result of the present war by
the ' Governments having responsibility for such action ."

Hitherto th'ere had been 1 ittle information regarding the longer terrriarrangements' for thé enforcement of peace. We had no information of agreed
Plans extending beyond the period of full military government, which might
continue 'for two or three years, and would probably be followed by a period of
civil control under a High Commission . Discussions with the State Department
revealed that they were thinking along the lines similar to the proposals made
by Senator Vandenberg . It was proposed that there would be a continuation of
the alliance, at - any rate between the great . powers, to enforce the peace
settlement imposed on Germany and Japan for a lengthy term of years .

- Such an arrangement would seem to have the effect of removing some of the
principal security problems from - the jurisdiction of' the international
organizâtion,"and would tend to diminish the importance of the Security
Council. It would have the effect of increasing the relative importance of those
furictions of the organization which were not concerned with the maintenance
of peace and,security, and thereby enhance the position of the Assembly and
the functional bodies associated with the organization .

The question would arise as to whether Canada and other secondary Stateswould be associated with the peace enforcement arrangements, and what effect
these arrangements would have on the military agreements contemplated in the
Dumbarton Oaks proposals . It was likely that if the Great Powers accepted
responsibility for the enforcement of peace terms against Germany and Japan,
they would not be willing to share the making of decisions to take action with
any one ' else. On the other hand, it was possible that other countries may be
associated with the arrangements, especially those territorially adjacent : to
Germany and Japan .

As,- regards the 'special'• military agreements between members of the
international ' organtzatlon under Chapter ' VI II B, paragraph 5, of the
Dûmbarton Oaks proposals, Mr. Wrong said that the position was by no meansclear. He had gathered from his talks in Washington that it was expected that
the Great Powers would have to make their agreements first . The other
members might be associated with these agreements, possibly, on a regional or
group basis . These, however, were only tentative suggestions, and in the
circumstances Canada could not develop her planning until the U .K., U.S.A.and U .S .S .R. had reached some agreement on their own responsibilities .

Apart from any agreement under Chapter VIII B, paragraph 5, Mr . Wrong
said that it seemed to be expected in Washington that member States would
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undertake a general obligation to make transit facilities available to forces 
deputed to take enforcement action arising out of decisions of the Security 
Council.  •  This would naturally concern Canada's defence relations with the 
United States. Such an obligation could be regarded as a minimum contribu-
tion -- the contribution of the use of ports, railways, and airfields to facilitate 
the movement of forces operating under the direction of the Security Council. 
It seemed likely that little objection would be taken to our insisting that the 
Security Council should not have the right to require the despatch of any 
Canadian forces overseas without the express consent of the Canadian 
Government. In conclusion the Chairman mentioned that he did not think that 
there would be a detailed discussion of military agreements at the San 
Francisco Conference; this would probably have to be left to be dealt with later 
on. At San Francisco the pressure might well be to include in the Charter 
language very similar to that in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. Preliminary to 
the San Francisco Conference there would be a discussion of the Dumbarton 
Oaks proposals in London between Commonwealth governments. 

In the discussion which followed Group Captain Hanna asked to what 
extent Canada might be involved in any peace enforcement agreement reached 
between the great powers. He pointed out that as a member of the Common-
wealth Britain might expect Canada to take a share in this obligation. The 
Chairman said that it would be difficult to make an exclusive military 
agreement to this end with the United Kingdom, but Canada might consider 
being associated with • a joint commitment with the United Kingdom and 
United States. It was essential for the success of the scheme that the United 
States should participate. Mr. Wrong recalled the failure of the Treaty of 
Triple Guarantee which had been sought by France as the principal measure of 
enforcement action after the last war. 

As regards the paper on Commonwealth Defence and Lord Cranborne's 
proposals, it was agreed .that it would not be possible to formulate definite 
recommendations at present. • 

As regards further , studie,s by the Working Committee the Chairman 
suggested that it might be desirable to examine what defence interests, if anY,  
Canada had in the North West Staging Route, the Alaska Highway and other 
United States defence installations in the north-west. The Canol installations 
and the north-west communications system would also have to bc  examine'].  It 
was agreed that arrangements would be made for drafts to bc prepared by the 
P.H.P. Joint Drafting Group. As regards further meetings of the Committee, it 
was agreed these should be, called by the Chairman as required, or at the 

 request of any member  to  the Secretary‘t 

18 
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13. DEA/7-AQs, , . .
Extrait du procès-verbal de la huitième réunion

du Comité consultatif srir les problèmes de laprès-guerre
Extract from Minutes of the Eighth Meetin

g of the Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problem s

SECRET [Ottawa,)"

MINUTES OFTIIE EIGIITII MEETING OFTIIEADVISORY COMMI TT EE
ON POST HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS HEL D

ON T H URSDAY, MARC1 i 1 5TH IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK .

PRESENT:
N . A . Robertson, Esq ., Department of External Affairs (Chairman) .
Vice Admiral G. C. Jones . Chief of the Naval Staff.
Lieut .-General J : C. Murchie. Chief of the General Staff.
Air-Vice Marshal W . A. Curtis for Chief of the Air Staff.
Major General Maurice Pope, Privy Council Office .
A. D . P. Neeney, Esq., Secretary to the Cabinet .
N . N . Wrong. Esq ., Departmcnt of External Affairs.
Captain D . K . MacTavish, Privy Council Office (Secretary) .
It. Col. E. W. T. Gill, Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committce
G. Ignatieff, Esq., Department of External Affairs . Assistant Secretary.

. . . , , , .
2 . Exchange of Papers with the Pôst Hostilities Planning Staff. London.

The Chairman explained that the question under consideration was whether
the reports produced by the Post Hostilities Planning Committees here should
be made available to the Post Hostilities Planning Staff in London in exchange
for the papers which are now being sent through the Canadian Joint Staff
Mission in London. The London papers were essentially strategic and military
studies and it was clear that we had nothing equivalent to offer to the London
Committces. .The papers produced by the Canadian Post Hostilities Planning
Committees contained political considerations and when approved by the War
Committee were intended to serve as guidance in policy on various matters.

Certain Canadian P.H.P. papers had already been made available to the
United Kingdom authorities, such as the study on the "Advantagcs and
Disadvantages` of the Regional Organization of Security and Defence"(C•p•H•P . (44) Report 2 (Final), April 21st, 1944) .' The Chairman suggested
that the paper on Post•War Canadian Defence Relationships with the UnitedStates, which had been given War Committee approval, might be passed on tothe, United Kingdom authorities through the Canadian Joint Staff Mission,1-ondon, . informally , without indicating that it represented approved Govern-ment policy. ": . 1w . . . ` .

It was agreed that in principle reciprocity with the United Kingdom P.H.P .Staff was useful but in practlce few of the Canadian P .H.P. papers were of a
„ Ifle Procès-verbal avait Etb pr1par6 It S avril .

The minutes had been prepared on April S.
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kind_Which•could be shown to the United Kingdom authorities. The study on 
Canadian Post-War Defence Position in Newfoundland, for instance, contained 
a number of political  questions  which made it unsuitable,for, passing on to the 
P.H.P. Staff. It was agreed that in the case of the paper on the  Post-War 
Canadian Defence Relation's with the United States, Mr. Wiong and General 
Pope would làok over the 'report and decide whether it -was suitable for passing 
on to the Post Hostilities Planning Staff. , 	• 

As regaids the paper on Newfoundland, Mr. Heeney stated that there had 
been no appropriate , opportunity for ,  the consideration of the !.Advisory 
Committee's report • by the Cabinet War. Committee .and there was little 
prospect that it would come up'[for] some time. , t = 3 • 

The Chairman stated that a further question had been raised with regard to 
the papers of the Economic and Industrial Planning Staff in London. It was 
thought that some of the studieà of this body might be useful in Connection 
with the consideration of reconstruction problemsin Canada; It was felt that 
little was known about this organization and it was agreed that after enquiry 
through Canada House, the Secretary.  should , report to the AdVisory 
Committee before any decisions, were taked,regarding.thè request for papers . 	. 
from the E.I.P.S. 
Discussion of the Programme of the Working Committee. , 

Mr. Wrong said that in his capacity .  às Chairman of • the Working 
Committee he had to report a decline in the activity of the Committee. The 
programme recômmended th& 'Ailviiory ,  Committee had been largely 
completed; with . the exception of thé  study of the Canadian relationship after 
the war  in  matters of , Commonwealth :defence.' There' was no prospect at 
present of any agreed recommendatioñsàn thisiubject unless the assumptions 
on which the Working ComMittee'should préceed were clearly defined. Such a 
definition seemedlo be inadvisable until a good,deal more was known about 
the general arrangements governing security after the war. -  A study had been 
made of Lord'Cranborne's proposals but onlY,tentatiye recommendations could 
be made at present. '..• . ,1;! , 

The Chairmaw 	that, while aPpreciating the difficulties mentioned, be 
felt that we'might,be faced at any  time with  an .agréement between the big 
powers on the enforcement of peace in relation to:Germany and Japan, and 
Canada might be -required to define her :position;There was also the related 
question of'the  engagements  against Germany 'Made by the United Kingdom, 
such as the Anglo-Soviet  Alliance;stheproposed - guarantee of Polish frontiers, 
and a possible paét.with France and,the Low Countries .,  Mr. Robertson said 
that a study might be made of implications of  the various alternatives of policy 
which Canada might adopt' in - relation to Such!arrangenients. Some discussion 
took place on this question. It was agreed that further study in this regard 
would , have to• be primarily; the responsibility. of the - Department of External 
Affairs 	 t. 	

T 
 ) 	 . 

20 

,? 	 ri 
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SECRET

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux ,Affaires extérieures, au haut, commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to High Commissioner in Great Britain

Dear Mr. Massey, , . -

21' .

DEA/7-ABs '

Ottawa, March 21, 194 5

I was interested to receive your letter of February 6th on the subject of the
channels by which the studies of the Post Hostilities Planning Staff in London
might be communicated to the Post Hostilities Planning Committee in Ottawa .. •This question has now been considered in consultation

with the Chiefs ofStaff Committee and after full consideration it has been decided that the terms
suggested by the British Chiefs of Staff : to the Canadian Joint Staff Missiongoverning the distribution of these papers should be accepted . Accordingly, theChiefs - ôf Staff Committee have, as you doubtless are aware, informed the
Joint Staff Mission in London that the procedure suggested in C.J.M.S. 14' isacceptable

,I,quite appreciate your * own position in the matter as outlined in the lastparagraph of your letter
. In view of the political significance of some of thesepapers it would , have been desirable, , from our point of view, that you shouldhave cop i

es, We should also have liked to have copies made available to theDepartment : of External Affairs, but, under the present arrangements, 'members of ;the Department will only be shown copies if they are members ofthe Post Hostilities Planning Committee :
's Our view of : this matter was that the anxiety which the British Chiefs ofStaff felt regarding the circulation of these papers and to which you refer inyour letter was quite comprehensible . We felt that in the circumstances itwould hardly .be appropriate for us to press the British Chiefs of Staff to extend

the circulation of these papers to the Department of External Affairs, nor,indéed ; did we "feel that any result would be achicved if we attempted to do so- in wiéw, of *the `attitude taken by the Post Hostilities Planning Staff in their
discussions with the Canadian Joint Staff Mission . The civilian me ourmbersHostilities Planning Committee are to be shown copies of these as sfandit was not considered that we should be justificd in asking for more than his .Yours sincerely ,

N. A . ROBERTSON
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa',1 July 25, 1945 

nDocument 987, pièce jointe. Voir aussi le document précédent. 
Document 987, enclosure.  Sec  also preceding document. 

POLITICO-STRATEGIC PLANNING 

This note is merely an attempt to list as a basis for discussion the chief 
matters connected with post-war defence policy and organization which are 
now pending or are likely to call for active consideration in the near future. 
1. Newfoundland. 

The questions of Canadian defence properties, civil aviation rights, 
continuing Canadian responsibility for defence and the political and economic 
policy to be followed towards Newfoundland are all closely connected and 
require consideration together. The P.H.P. Paper completed in January is 
already out of date. Do we require some new interdepartmental organization to 
deal with Newfoundland problems together, containing representatives of 
External Affairs, Privy Council, Chiefs of Staff and Finance, with authority to 
co-opt other members for special purposes? Is the time ripe for suggesting a 
small Cabinet committee on Newfoundland matters? . 
2. Post - war Continental Defence. 

The general question has already been raised in the PJBD and informally by 
the State Department. A study of defence installations in the North West is in 
draft form.' 2  Any decisions should be related to our general appreciation of the 
international situation over the next ten or fifteen years and that [sic] this 
appreciation must take into account the views formulated in Washington, at 
any rate in so far as the maintenance of defence installations in Canadian 
territory is concerned. 
3. Naval bases in Halifax and Esquimalt. 

The position of the Admiralty in these naval bases under the Orders-in-
Council adopted on their transfer to Canada has been undei Consideration and 
a revised recommendation that the Orders-in-Council should be cancelled has 
been prepared.t. This is not a matter of urgency and need only be pursued as a 
minor aspect of any arrangement with the United Kingdom on post-war 
defence responsibilities. 
4. Organization of Politico-Strategic Planning. 

It is probably desirable to 'wind up the existing P.H.P. Committees (which 
have dealt in the main with short-range problems arising in the course of the 
war) and to substitute some more permanent machinery for the c,ontinuous 
review of policy. The Working Committee in particular seems to have lost most 
of its utility and has not met for some time. A senior official body should be 
part of the machinery with the chairman from External Affairs and with 
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representatives of the Services and the Cabinet Secretariat
. This body might

establish ad hoc sub-committees to prepare studies on particular problems, the
present Working Committee being wound up

. The machinery on the official
level, however, must be related to whatever ministerial machinery is devised

. Itis essential for close contact to be maintained with the Ministers who carr the
chief responsibilities in this field and yrecommendations 'should bereviewed in a body smaller than the full Cabinet.

The, C .G.S. not long ago requested that the Advisory Committee should
consider the post-war arrangements re ardincommittees in Canada : This request is part of the general p ob e

m

military defence
5. Post- war Service Establishments.

The War Committee on March 29th directed the Advisory Committee "to
initiate a preliminary study of the nature and extent of the permanent forces
which Canada should establish and maintain in the period following the
conclusion of hostilities

." The Services have done some preliminary . work onthe subject but it would seem unwise to frame specific recommendations until
further progress is made in securing an agreed assessment of the general st-
war strategic position. P o
6. Post-war Defence Relationships within the British Commonwealt h

At almost any time pressure may be exerted by the United Kin dom
Government to secure some agreement on this question

. Should there ~ anImperial Conference or Conference of Prime Ministers within the next yearCanada will undoubtedly be called upon to take a definite position
. Whilestudies have been made of the "Cranborne proposals" put forward in London

in May 1944, no conclusions have been reached and no reply has been made.7. General Politico-Strategic appreciation .
If feasible, it would be of great assistance in making progress on the matters

listed above if an appreciation of the international prospects during the nex
tfew years could be approved by the Government . Without such an appreciation(and to some extent even with it), we may find that Canada is involvedseries ,

of commitments, expressed or implied, which have been und In aseparately. In the first instance, this appreciation should be re r ~~akcn
Departrnent of External Affairs and circulated for comment the

n
completedraft .

If sufficient progress is made, a general a reciati o
as a

supplemented by special reviews of the '' PP might be
research in relation to defence and production of strategle

the
suP P

S l,l~es, scientific
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DEA/7-AQs 16. • 
EXirait du procès-verbal de la neuvièmé réunion 

'du Comité consultatif sur lès problèmes de l'après-guerre 	.• 

1 	: 

, Extract from  Minutes of  the Ninth Meeting 
of the Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET • 

 

[Ottawa,)  July 31, 1945 
e 	. 

•MINUTES OF THE NINTH MEETING OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

ON POST HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS HELD ON TUESDAY, JULY 31ST 
IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK. , 

PRESENT: ' 	 • 
N. A. Robertson, Esq., Department of External Affairs (Chairman 
Vice-Admiral G. C:Jones, Chief of the Naval Staff . 

Lieut.-General J. C. Murchie, Chief of the General Staff 
Air-Marshal R. Leckie, Chief of the Air Staff 
Major General Maurice Pope, Privy Council Office 
A. D. P. Heeney, Esq., Secretary to the Cabinet 
H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs 	 a a 
Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, Department of Finance 
Captain H. G:DeWolf, Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff 	 , 
Captain D. K. MacTavish, PriVy Council Office (Secretary) - 	; - 
G. lgnatieff, Esq., Department of External Affairs (Assistant secretary) 

1;. Probable Extent and Charàcter of the  Post- War  Defence Forces in Canada. 
* At the invitation of the Chairinan, Mr. Heeney explained that the Prime 

Minister had raised the question of thè post-war defence forces of Canada at a 
recent.  meeting of the Cabinet and had expressed the view that the Government 
should be in a position to infèrm Parliament regarding the forces required to be 
maintained until the end of the japanese war, both in terms of home and 
oversew establishments, and also ,to indicate the extent and >character of the 
post-war defence forces of Canada, giving approximate figures of the numbers 
and the financial commitment involved. These were two separate problems, and 
the  Committee . was concerned only - with the post-war plans of the defence 
forces. As this question would be considered by the ,Cabinet on the following 
day, .:Mr. Heeney • thought , the Advisory Committee should make some 
recommendation., 	, -  
- In the discussicin Which followed. it was pointed out' by Mr. Wrong that it 
was difficult to distinguish sharply between the requireffients for armed forces 
in Stage 2, namely„until the defeat of Japan and certain war requirements 
such as the army occupation duties y/hich Canadian forces might continue to 
undertake >for a period in Germany and Japan. The C.G.S. pointed out the 
difficulties already arising with regard to defining the terms of service for 
Canadian occupation forces in Germany..There was a natural anxiety on the 
part of those who have been detailed for, this service to know the approximate 
date on which they might expect to return to Canada. 

The Chairman suggested that there were two separate problems involved in 
this connection. On the one hand there was the understanding bctwccn the 
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United Kingdom and Canadian Governments that at the end of the present
fiscal year the Canadian Government would 'review its commitment to furnish
occupation forces in Germany in the light of existing circumstances . This had
to be distinguished from the administrative problem of arrangements governing
the ' terms of . se rvice of personnel for the occupation forces . The first problemhad to be decided in terms of conditions in Europe, the extent to which other
countries would be,in a position in the course of the ;next months to take over
occupation duties, and also the agreements reached between the Governments

_ot the United Kingdom, United States, the Soviet Union .and France who hadassumed final responsibility for the .occupation and control of Germany. The
problem of supplying personnel to the Canadian occupation forces which might
be left at the end of the .present fiscal year might be considered in relation to
arrangements that were made for . the establishment of Canadian permanentforces after the war. There was no doubt that there would ' be considerablepressure on .,the . Govcrnment . to bring . back those who were entitled todemobilization ' at the conclusion of hostilities .

In this connection the Chief of the Air Staff said that the Air Force were
planning to use squadrons which would become part of the permanent
R.C.A.F. The Chief of the Naval Staff explained that the position of the Royal
Canadian Navy was somewhat different . They had no European commitment
for occupation forces . Plans have already been made for meeting the Canadian

• naval commitment in the Pacific war . Apart from the permanent establishment
of 10,000 which had already been agreed to, demobilization of personnel was
going forwârd as rapidly as possible.

The Chief of the General Staff explained that a partial process ofreconversion was already in, progress in the Army, and, permanent force
personnel were, being substituted wherçvcr possible for those entitled to
demobilization which is proceeding according to plan . In any case the
infiltration of individual permanent force personnel could not offer a solutionto the problem of supplying occupation forces overseas, as it would not appearto,tie,`possible to substitute entire units . General Murchie also expressed theview '.that' a delay in formulating the post•war, ar meffëct on the'standard of any y PoIICY ,would have a bad

m
being lost toeivilian emplôyment since it

permanen t
not possible now to foffersthe

were
emPloyment in the permanent forccs after the war

: prospects of

Mr. Wrong suggestaithat two conflicting considerations were involved . Onthe one hand if was 'agrced that in the absence of plans for post-war permaentforces,it was` incvitableoth that good men would be lost - to the Serv
ices

; onntheer.,Iiând, _,there were tôo many unknown factors at present to enable plans,ezcept +of a `vc'y ' tentativé 'nature', to be submitted to the Government thepresent time. Nowever, it was recognized that it would be necessary to draw ua, serles of reasonable hypotheses upon which plans for the p' `" post-war defcnccforces of Canada côuld be bascd. While some work had been done to
I

rcbasic'
Canâdiân politico-stratëgic appreciation, it was cvid p pare a

~Iflon` wôuld'depend - largely on the 'strategic appreciations a ca t dabya theUnited Kingdom and United States governments . Althou h somethingng was
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known of 'the post-war planning of . the - United Kingdom, there was less

information available from the United States .

Mr. Heeney mentioned that the Government hadd0 ~C0 aerematters of
establishment of a continuing Committee of the Cabine t

most a
Committee.

defence to take over some of the functions of the War
riate body to

Committee of the Cabinet would no doubt be the PP P

deal with this kind of problem . Should this Cabinet Co Omlact in a
n
established

an official committee would ! 'also have to be set u p

capacity. Such a Committee should consist of the Chiefs 'of . Staff. and

representatives of at least two civilian Departments including External Affairs
.

After further discussion it was agreed that Mr . Heeney should submi t
to the' Prime Ministert indicating that the question of the po

forces of Canada had been discussed in' the Advisory Committee' and that it
was the view of the Committee that the reports prepared by the three Services
on their post-war plans might appropriately, in the first instance ; be considered

by a Cabinet Committee on Defence.

17 .

SECRET

PCO

Extrait des conclusions du, Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] August 3, 194 5

ARMED FORCES : CONTINUING REQUIREMENTS IN STAGE II ;

OCCUPATION FORCES; POSTWAR ESTABLISHMENTS ;

CABINET DEFENCE COMMITTEE
5 . THE SECRETARY, referring to the decision at the meeting of July 26th ,

submitted reports prepared by the Se rvices +setting out, in terms of manpower
and money," their respective requirements for the current fiscal year, together

with a summary : thereof, copies of which were cïrculated to the M i n i sters

present . The Serv ice reports, which had been circulated p'rior to the meeting,
also made reference to the extent and character of postwar Ymilitary establish-
ments. „ ~ . . . . , , . . ~ : , . . . n

~ On present plans the strength of the'Army on March 31st, 1946, would b
e

308,500, of whom 39,000 would be outside'of Canada in the Pacific force and

97,500 elsewhere abroad (including occupation '(futy); the strength of the Navy
would be 43,900, of whom 13,400 would'bé in' the Pacifc; the strength of the

Air Force would be 130,160,of whom 15,000 would be in 'the Pacifie force and

13,100 elsewhere abroad .

Total costs of the three Services for the maintcnance of these forces
Navyincluding personnel remaimng in Canada (Armÿ';172 30,500: ' A'r,000 ;

Force .. 102,060) duringthe ï cùrrent t fiscal : yeari were estimatcd at some
$29435,541924 .L, . : ,` '

. . .. . . . _ . 4 . . . . . , w , . 3 .,{é r r .

1 Î
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(Naval memorandum, 'July 31,1945 	Cabinet Document 13;' Air Force 
memorandum with appendix, July 31, 1945 — Cabinet Document 14;' Army 
memorandum, July 28, 1945 — Cabinet Document 15;' Cabinet Secretariat 
Summary of Service Requirements, August 2, 1945 — Cabinet Document 
20'). 

6. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL. DEFENCE requested consideration of the 
policy to govern the length of service of personnel engaged in European 
occupation duty, and submitted a memorandum, copies of which were 
circulated. 

The period of the Canadian commitment to Provide occupational troops had 
not been fixed although it had been pointed out to the U.K. government that 
the matter would be subject to review at the end of the current fiscal year. 

(National Defeitce memorandum, August 3, 1945 — Cabinet Document 
21'). 
' 7. THE CABINET, after considerable discussion, noted the  reports  submitted 
by the Minister of National Defence on behalf of the three Services, and 
agreed: 

(a) that a Cabinet Defence Committee be cOnstituted for consideration of 
Defence questions, the said Committee to report to the full Cabinet upon major 
matters of policy relating to the maintenance and employment of the three 
Services, the said Committee to consist of: 

The Ministers of National Defence, , 
The Minister of Veterans Affairs, 
The Minister of Finance, 
The Minister of Agriculture, 
The Minister of Justice, 

, 	'The Minister of National Ilealth and Welfare, 
The Minister of National War Services; 

the Chiefs of Staff, the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, and the 
Secretary to the Cabinet, and such other officers and officials as might from 
time to time bc required, to be in attendance upon the said Committee; 
(b) that 'the said Committee cxaminc and report to the Cabinet upon thc 

Programmes , of the three Services' for the period of continuing hostilities 
againd Japan and, subsequently, upon the *extent and nature of postwar 
milit4establishments; 
(c)that it was desirable to reduce, as rapidly as possible, commitments for 

Occupation dutyin Europe and that, in this connection, a draft message to thc 
bvéinrnent be prepared, for the Prime Minister's approval, stating that 

thé governitiètit' would wish to bcgin withdrawing Canadian occupation forces 
(Army and Air) at thc end of the present fiscal year and, in any event, would 
flot wish to have Canadian forces employed in occupation duty for more  than 
one year thereafter;  and,  
:(d),that the, Minister of National Defence be authorized to state, as a matter 
of gove  rnment policy, that Canadian occupation forces would serve for a 

. period only  and that personnel thereof would not, in any event, be 
required tci ièrve on such duty for longer than two years; also that in relation to 
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such personnel no changes were contemplated in present policies in,the matte
r

ofIncome Tax and War Service gratuities . .

DEA/AQs

d d deuxième seerétairé' aux membres" du `

SECRET
[Ottawa,] October 11, 194 5

Memorandum by Second Seeretary'3 to Members" of

Advisory Committee on Post-Nostilities Problems

Composition r- E t nal Affairs ( Chairman)

belôw;

At the meeting of the a in e
the establishment of, theAdvisory Committee P .H.P . awas approved as shown

Memoran um u
- Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre .

. . . ,

RECONSTITUTION OF ADVISORY COMMI TTEE P.H.P.
„ . .. .~` . .

C b'
, t War Committee of December 16th, 1943, "

Inc Under- e y , . , ,,, . .cretar of State r x er .

The Chief of the Naval Staff
The Chief of the General Staff : ,
The Çhief of the Air Staff .
The Secretary to the Cabinet
The Deputy Minister of Finance

V' Chairman of the National Harbours Board

. ., . The main purpose . of , thé Advisory ,. Çommtttce . was to provtdc . a y

which the three Services and the civil Departments of Government p rincipal l y
ainly

tee, recommendations on Post Hosttltttes Problems as oçcaston may U~A ;n; . .

"To give direction and guidance . to a Worktng Commtttee, to ne
matters requiring detailed study, and to stibmitto the, Cabinet War, Commit-

aris c

The ~ce- • . , ,
Commander MacTavish (Secretary) .

Terms of Reference for to it. •

concerned . should discuss and make recommendattons on problems m

relating to the : deferice' and : securitÿ , ôfo f, Ca" n"ada''. ~ Cettâin othcr questions

requiring . joint consideration' between the , Serv ices and the Department of

External Affairs, such as Canâdian participation - in thefcontrol of the defeated
countries, were also considered .

ti The need for su eh a body still ezists although a reorgânii.ltion is required in

order,that it'should-conform with" the' new, ârrangements' made by the Cabinet

for the considerationof defence problems under the special Cabinet Committee
, . - . , _ . ., , . . , . . ± , , . ; , . . . . . , . _ ` .

été décidé lors de la réunion du Comité de guerre du Cab inet se 16 décxmbre 1 • Volume 91
The initial approval had ban given,at the :meetina of November 24. 1943. Scc Nas

Document 531 . The composition of the Advisory Çomn~iiüee on Post-Hostilitia Problcros
agreed upon at a meeting of the Cabinet Wir Committeé on December 16, 1943 .

"H . Wrong et A. D. P. Heeney./H . Wrong and A . D. P. Heeney. ; 9
."L'approbation avait d'abord é té donnée à ta réunion du 24 novembre 1943 . Voir le volumei t

document 531 . LÀ composition du Comit é consultatif sur les"probl2mes de l'après-gucrre a va

•` 943

"G. Ignaticff.t r
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on defence questions . Certain questions reqûiring joint study . by; inter-Service
and civil officials prior to making recomniendationsto the Cabinet include the
following :

the implications of the release of atomic energy;
the post-war defence arrangements in Newfoundland ; :
Canadian military commitments under the United Nations Organization ;functions .of the Canadian Military Mission in Germany;
post-war Intelligence activities .

It is recommended that the Advisory Committee be reconstituted on a panel
basis as follows and serve as the official Advisory Committee to the Cabinet
Committee on defence questions :
Composition

Chairman, the Under Secretary of State for External Affairs, or
the Associate Undcr-Sccrcta ry of State for External AffairsClerk of the Privy Counci lChief of the Naval StaffChief of the General Staff
Chief of the Air Staff
The President, National Research Council
The Deputy Ministcr of Reconstruction

In attendance;
Secreta ry from the Department of External AffairsSecrcta ry. Chiefs of Staff Committce.

19.
D EA/7-A D s

au premier secrétaire, ministère des Affaires extérieures
Assistant Secretary to the Cabine t

to First Secretary, Department of External Affairs

Le secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet

Dear Mr. Macdonncll :
[Ottawa.] August 20, 1946

I wish to refer to your memorandum of August 19th,' enclosing a copy of a
letter from the Deputy Minister, Department of National Defence for Air,.dated August 9,' asking for clarification regarding the status and functionsothe PostHostilities Advisory Committce and its associated subcommittees

. of

cOThmme was position of the cabinet defence organization and relatedas considered at a meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee onNovember 12, 1945, at which it was decided that until such time a sarrangements were made, problems having both civil and military âsr ctscbereferred to the Chiefs of Staff Committee, meetings of which wôuattended by the appropriate senior civil officials when questions of thisl~oi~character were under consideration. 1 nt
I would suggest, therefore, that until such time as the PostCommittecs have been formally abolished, they should be

Hostilitiesdeemed to exist, but
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that any questions which would previously have been referred to such 
committees should be referred to the Chiefs of Staff Committee. - 

This arrangement appears to be working smoothly and it is customary for 
Mr. Robertson or Mr. Wrong and Mr. Heeney to join the Chiefs of Staff at 
their meetings as required. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. R. BALDWIN 
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.. Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 466 	 London, February 24, 1944 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Canadian delegation economic policy 
talks.I 

1. The papers distributed by the United Kingdom officials on the subjects of 
the talks consist of the agreed statements resulting from the United States-
United Kingdom conversations of last October,' together with the covering 
report in  • each case. The papers on commercial, commodity, cartel and 
employment policies arc the same as those received some time ago in Ottawa.' 
The papers on monetary policy include a "final text" on proposal for an 
international monetary fund as agreed, upon between experts of the United 
States and United Kingdom Treasuries. This document is a revision of the 
Washington statement in accordance with agreement reached on outstanding 
differences by subsequent correspondence. The United Kingdom has dropped 
the monetized unitas proposal and changed union to fund. The other 
outstanding points generally have been settled in favour of the United 
Kingdom. The amount  of. holdings  of gold and gold convertible exchange for 
PurPoses of gold subscription is left to agreement between member and fund. 
The United Kingdom and United States arc very near the final stage of 
agreement on the, monetary proposals. Only a few matters of secondary 

'Voir le volume 9, documents 611 et 612. Les membrcs de la dèlégation canadienne étaicnt J. J. 
Deutsch, Frederic Rudd, W. A. Mackintosh et 11.13. McKinnon. 
See Volume 9, Documents 611 and 612. The members of the Canadian delegation were J. J. 
Deutsch, Frederic Hudd, W. A. Mackintosh and 11.13. McKinnon. 

'Ibid., documents 610 et 611./Ibid., Documents 610 and 611. 
'Voir États-Unis,/See United States, Foreign Relations of the United States. 1943, Volume I. 
Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963, pp. 1084-1090. 
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about which correspondence , is still taking

importance remain outstanding of the0 of the present document wi11 go
forward by 1s ba

g are to be on

e immediately f

place. A c PY whole field

2. We were surprised to find that the monetary p licies
'scûssion . The discussions are to cover s~

ccommoditY policies
1 a

.main subjects of the dl Thére will prossions on monetaryof bably7 . The discu, thése subjecis:
Article arate Commtttees o n

will take place in sep a . . . lo ment policy and the United King do m rtelsand
be a fürther Committee ôn . full have some discussion also of

lated by a
have indicated that they would

like
investment . The work of the CommofeSiTsRi~ ard HoPkins and

international
Steering Committee under the Chairmanship tend all o fof delegatiôns: It ° is intended th ~to

aCommittee
consisting of the Head

s
should not overlap and all of the Canadian grou

p

meetings resent plan the talks are to continue for three

the -discussions . Under the present
shortened .

weeks but it is possible that this may este

3. The first rday
at, which the Heads of

plenar}r * meeting ' was - held ` y -6n the eneral attitude of thei

r delegations were asked to make nâ le mons were anxious to hear a report on
gave a

groups towards the proPOsals . The g

rapi d -UnitedStates .talkss and, Mackintosh = and McKtnno n
progress on each

the Canadian the need fo r
general summary

. In addition they stresse
d r ,ire interdependent and constitute ~ thô

desirable
a~~â

of - the proposals which lo ment . Full empl Y
framework within which to achieve full emp Y and not successively-

ex ânsion o f trade should be ' âchin stateimultaneous Y mcs
t Pd that the proposals fall short in

that
0Melville of the Australian de egatto , w

; domütic expansiv enot o far enough' in' the direction ohisg~ ~

action, on •

they d0 g esticpoltcies. In
measures for - exPansivedom ce' ovér the reduction ° of 'trade. barriers and
I,ieasures must take preceden letion of the transition pc
substàntial tariff reductions must await

completion by small countries

the achievement of full employment:rL'ibéral trade p0 the large industrial
n`onl comé after there has been â'~dem aVernn,met .'He suggested thatfullca y nt obltgations h

powers that their - emp Y lo m e

thé first task - is to prepare a draft agreement for conccrted
domcst

emp for bold
~
loYment ineasures . ` He challenged ¢ the,view 'that the con t ton

the
action were more favourable now,û~der fairlyH

gave a prepared statement and

close instructions . Fisherh
of t
Africa

it appeared that ,he was acting sals
delegation said nothing of conseQuence : Va;i~ko f th~ propo

New Zealand
were in agreement with the general would besaid that his group licy

'scussion : The Indian'High' Cor~nmissioner said th~m~~icial 1~0
under discussion ' ,and

letc cqual i ty '' prepared to participatë in ` international môneta ry
and

rtded that - 'she can`join° on'a'
basis of'cotnP certain

agreements p ov measure of freedom to pursu e
provided that she may have a specified industrialisatton .

articularly important to her, e .
polici es which arep ~g

, e ~• ~ .

. . - . .~ . :.,~, tt ~ ' C
.

Great Brita~n, Tttary Strlts,1943 . No 9 .
•Voir Grande-Bretagne,/Sce 48 ;", t r#`"

sVoir le document 48 ./Sec Documen t
;Stt .1 .

.i !,i i.<'sAW~~~ !-';3'J +, .
%, 'aj,$ lk 'S' .A `}k`0' k'A

• ~;! ., ,~~? .~
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4. We have shown the summary statement' of the Canadian-United States 
talks to Overton 6  and Lieschine but it has not yét  ben  distributed generally. 
Liesching suggested that distribution to the other delegates should be delayed 
until after the first meeting of the Commercial Policy Committee so as to 
encourage them to make positive general statements of their own position. We 
have agreed with this procedure. 

Le haut commissairepar intérint en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 498 	 London, February 29, 1944 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Canadian Delegation Economic Policy 
Talks, Begins: 

1. You will have received by Dominions Office telegrams and by air bag 
latest version of United States-United Kingdom statement of principles on 
International Monetary Fund.' Committee's discussion of document has 
proceeded to 4 (3). Main discussion centred on sizes of quotas suggested by 
United States, namely, United States 3 billion: United Kingdom 1,300 million, 
Canada 300, Australia 150, India 300, New Zealand 54, South Africa 150, 
Russia 901, China 600, Brazil 100, France 500. United Kingdom is satisfied 
with 1,300. In response to the Australian objection that its proposed quota was 
altogether inadequate owing to high variability of exports, Keynes' proposed 
modification of United States suggestion to the effect that quotas between 200 
and 300 be increased to 300 and those below 200 be doubled but not to exceed 
300. Thus Australia, South Africa and Canada would have the same quota of 
300. Also this operation would increase the total size of the Fund by about one 
billion. We stated that the direction of the change was desirable but entered a 
reservation to Keynes formula sincc a general increase in the quotas of a lot of 
countries would considerably increase the call on scarce currencies. 
2. Australia made strong plea for raising  the  right  of  access to  the  Fund 

during the period of a year from twcnty five  per cent of the country quota to at 
least one third. We stated that we thought twenty five  per  cent adequate. • 
3. We have forwarded by air bag copy of extracts of letters from Keynes to 

White c,ôvering: 
(1) Extent of present commitments and future procedure. 

' (2) Proposals in regard  to transitional period. 

, 
SifAinolci 0%;eridn, seer' étairi permanent. Board of Trade de Grande-Bretagne. 
Arnold Overton, Permanent Secretary, Board of Trade of Great Britain. 'Sir Percivale Liesching, deuxième secrétaire. Board of Trade de Grande-Bretagne. 
Sir Percivale Liesching, Second Secretary, Board of Trade of Great Britain. 
'Non trouvé./Not located. 
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34 1 future
would be helpful if you could give us

, your ,United, StatesIt Treasuries.
and

procedure suggested, by the United Kingdo
m

Ends., DEA/7-Js

22 . extérieures
Le secrétaire d'Etat aux A fin en aires Grande-Bretagn e

au haut commissaire par int

é

Secretary ofState for External Affairs

to Acting High Commissioner in Great
Britain

• a ~ [Ottawa, March 3,1944J

TELEGRAM 400 , • °

win from Robertson' for Canadian Delegation

Your No. 498 . Secret . Follo g
Economic Policy Talks, Begins

: ~ted by uldwoul d°~ h~lp~ if you co
1 . We have no pârticular comments on

future
United Kingdom and United States Treasuri committee

'n United Kingdom ideas regarding time table for drafting ~
ascertal ; . ; •

riod are theand conference.

,2 . The - United Kingdom proposals for . • the transi~ould have preferred a

inevitable result of the restricte the
size of th e

necessity
fund. We
of special artangements fort toh~

fund large enough to obviate rtancemuc
h nsitionalperiod and would not have attachedo~tooa 1s d~ ble period o ftra

country remaining in debt for sizeable amounts

y

with them th e

ears . The special arrangements for the transitiona lproposals seek ô avoid . In vicw

o
f riskthe

trade deals of the type which the fun
rat-

he apparent impossibility of increasing the size of thetbful
; d+.

of
;~ir~thi

s the poss
risk will have to be accepted. We hûndue advanaage being taken of ara ra hp 8 P
ing safeguards which would prevent
1 1 of the policiesnew statement but have been able to think

of none te ~~cthan those

already 'incorporated there . Eve rythmg . w ill , - dePend on how privatein There
permitted under that paragraph are carried out . Could you ascertain i

tatc .
conversation with the British,how, they, d0 fact sto; eparate cutrcncy-

•appears to be a hint that they m .~ght : try toï negotiate
holding arrangement with the United States .,

ls about ~yh1eh
3. There is one general point regarding the ttcaithahe fund shoul d

we are puzzled . Would the United Kingdom contemplat e
be set up at once and that _ they. should become a .rmemtxr and havn~access i~°

credit without, however, assuming• the obl i
gatthe aüitude

, 4(v) a
Congress? The

main
Have advantages

consider'ed how .this would :aff
~t

and 2('• )
dvanta8es to the United States are thosé incorporated in Vci~n mind~~ ahave

but only the former becomes immediatelÿ'eoperatUve. If they

direct stabilization credit from the United States or other similar arrangements
to deal with the aransitional, period, 4 man y , people in the United, States

Will

. ~ 0• `9 ~,. 'r : .~~~, 3 In 1< ,;~ ,
1 , . .f i .. . .~ f=l : Y3 '-'i` J~

.s'},, . ..,.
. . • ,

.

,; ,.5 . . 1t .

'Le texte fut prepar 6 par le Commission de contrble
-

du chinge ftranger.

The text was prepared by the Foreign Exchange Côntrol Board.
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piobably take the line that they should proceed with the special arrangements 
for the transitional period but wait a few years tosee whether an international 
fund is necessary and if so, what type. , 
4. We can merely raise these questions without suggesting a solution because 

with a fund of the size proposed some special arrangements for the transitional 
period are clearly necessary for the United Kingdom. 
5. We have noted with approval the reservation you have entered regarding 

Keynes' formula for increasing the smaller quotas and we assume that on this 
point no *ône will be committed until there  are  wider discussions among all 
countries. Ends. 

. 	, 
23: 	- • • • DEA/7-Js 

•• 	• 
2 . 	Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 	• 

. 	' 	au secrétaire d'Etat .  aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commies' loner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 539 *' 	 • 	London, March 4, 1944 
• 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Canadian Delegation, Economic Policy 
talks, Begins: 

1. Regaiding Ménetary discussions, we shall raise points requested in your 
telegram No. 400 at the aPpropriate time and report the answers. No 
diseussion of transitional arrangements has taken place but Keynes indicated 
that wha' t they had in min-  d was freedom to act as circumstanees might require 
rather than provision for plans already thought out. . 1  , 

,DiscuSsion`d statement of principles has proceeded to end of section 4 and 
n .  differences of opinion have arisen. Keynes' stressed, and showed 
obvious 'sitisfaction, with thc degree' of independence of the Fund under 
paiigraph s,4(iv). A new text of 'paragràph 4(viii) as revised by correspondence 
with' Washington has .  been circulated and is contained in the next following 
parâgraph: United  ° Kingdom is satisfied with the substancc but wishes to 
irnprove the Wordin • 
, `So long .as a member's holdings' ,of gold and gold convertible exchange 

exceed .its quo-  ta,the' Fu-nd, in selling foreign exchangé to that country, shall 
require ,that one half thé net sales of stich .exchangè during the Fund's financial 
year, shall teé paid for with gold. Furthermore, if at the end of the year a 
member's:holdings of gold and gold co' nvertible exchange have increased, the 
Fund 'may, reqüire up to half of the increase to be used to repurchase part of 

C :  Fund's holdings of its curicncy, so long as this docs not reduce the Fund's 
oldingi Of a m` ember's currency below 75% of its  quota, or thc member's 

holdi,ngsof gold and gold convertible exchange below its quota." 

; 	 • 	• 
1 t, • 
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ômmissaire Par intérim en Grande-Bretagne
Le haut e aires extérieures -

au secrétaire d'État aux Affa ires
Bntain

Acting High C
6mmissioner in Gre ~s

State for External AJf
a i

i

to Secretary of
London, March l6, 1944

TELEGRAM 627 ` . .
Canadian Delegation Economlc Po1icY

SECRET
. Following for Robertson fro m

Talks, Begins: arrangements with reference to Monetary

1 . In discussion of transition period
Fund United Kingdom stated their position as follows

. They propose that

nature but not earlier than
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India
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 
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approach based upon United States •United Kingdom credit arrangement. 
Keynes and Edie [Eadyr° made a powerful statement in favour of multilateral 
approach which we strongly supported. 
3. In discussion of transitional  •  arrangements regarding provisions of 

commercial convention, United Kingdom proposed that this period should have 
two 'phases, (a) first phase lasting two years during which ' only minor 
obligations would be undertaken and signatories would be free to impose 
quantitative restrictions,* (b) second phase when tariff cut goes into effect and 
signitories begin progressive abolition of quantitative restrictions. Commercial 
convention proposals contain provision for permanent let-out on use of 
quantitative restrictions on balance of payments grounds which is not 
envisaged in monetary plan. It is clearly desirable that the transitional and let-
out provisions in the two sets of proposals should be synchronized. We are 
suggesting that the provisions and commitments in both schemes in this respect 
should be as definite as they can be made and that the right to use quantitative 
restrictions or to depart from multilateral practices should be based as far as 
possible upon objective criteria. We are urging that the full tariff cut should go 
into effect as soon as possible after the close of Japanese hostilities. 
4. The discussions of cartels, Investment Bank and draft Employment 

Agreement have been completed. In each case United Kingdom have asked us 
whether we would prefer that they present agreed statements to the United 
States or present their own views reached after discussion with Commonwealth 
countries. We told them that the latter course should be followed. The final 
statèment arising out of the discussion of the commercial convention 
proposals" will be in the form of a summary of views expressed rather than an 
agreed idocument. It is possible that the discussions as a whole will be 
completed about the middle of next week." Ends. 

TELETYPÉ EX-1631 ' 	 . 	Ottawa, April 18, 1944 
, 

IMMEDIATE. URGENT. Following for A. F. W. Plumptre from W. C. Clark, 
Begins: Your WA-2333, April 17th.t  Proposed publication of Joint Statement 
on establishment of an International Monetary Fund. 

'Sir Wilfred Lady, deuxième secrétaire adjoint. Trèsor de Grande• Bretagne. Sir Wilfred Eady,loint Second Secretary, Treasury of Great Britain. "Voir les documents 42-47./See Documents 42-47. 
questions avaient fait l'objet d'autres discussions au sein du Commonwealth, à l'occasion de la rencontre des Premiers ministres en mai. Voir les documents 49-51 et 765. 

"There was 'further Commonwealth discussion of these questions at the Prime Ministers' Meeting in May. Sec Documents 49-51 and 765. 
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• L'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETyPE WA-2387 	, 	 Washington, April 19, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Dr.  W.  C;Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, from 
Plumptre, Begins: -  ' • 

This will acknowledge your EX-1631 and confirm our telephone conversa-
tions this morning regarding it. • 
2. I have indicated to White that before publishing the statement on an 

International Monetary Fund, we would like to have a formal invitation and 
that such an invitation would be welcome from the United States side if he felt 
freito issue it. He replied that he had a general understanding with the United 
Kingdom . that they would maintain contacts with the Dominions on matters 
àffecting the Fund. He understood from Opie," who had called on him 
yesterday evening; that the British were in fact communicating with all the 
Dominions to secure publication of the joint statement at the end of this week 
as widely  as  possible. (This  lits in with the statement which Opic made to me 
earlier today). He had told the British, probably on an earlier occasion, that he 
regarded it as very important that Canada should publish the joint statement. 
3. Accordingly, he officially handed me a draft of the joint statement on the 

Fund. In doing so, he said that if the British were not inviting us to publish, he 
was doing so. He said that he would tell Opie this when seeing him later today. 

4• In regard to the text of the joint statement which he handed to me, there 
are the following amendments to introduce into the draft which I sent you on 
April 17.' These are as follows: 
' (a), The titlèïiâi,  reads "Joint Statement by Experts on the Establishment of 
an International Monetary Fund." 
(b) The next to last sentence of the preamble will be reworded to read as 

follovvs: "The principles set forth below are designed to constitute the basis for 
this Fund." You'will .  notice that this sentence differs from the one which Opie 
gave me which I transmitted to you eàrlier today in WA-2374' in that it uses 
the wOrd "coniiitu.  te" instead of the word "Blbel. 
(c) draft does not contain the other two changes mentioned by Opie and 

also,tranâmitted in lmy . WA-2374. In other words, it appears that there will be 
these tvio . diffeiences in the texts published in Washington and London. 

(d) I understand from .0pic that the text is going to print in London this 
afternoon and therefore 'no further' revisions can be made. This applies 
particularly to the suggestion made in the second paragraph of your EX-1631 

I 'Redvers Opie, conseiller. Ambassade de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis. 
Redvers OPie. Counsellor, Embauy of Great Britain in United States. 
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to the efféct'that a sentence in Part IV, Section 5, should be amended. Further, 
it was Opie's belief that the text, read as a whole, would cover your point 
because of the express stipulation regarding majority votes. In any case, he 
gave complete's interpretation we 'desire. (I omitted to check this point with 
White but will do so at a convenient opportunity). 

5. In regard to the time  of announcement and publication, iny earlier teletype 
(WA-2374) is misleading. It is the announcement of the plan, and not 
publication, which is to take place at 5 p.m. in the United States and 11 a.m. in 
the United Kingdom. As for publication, the plan is to be released in the 
United States at 8 p.m. on Friday April 21. It is the intention that it shall be 
carried in the Saturday morning papers.. „ 

6. In regard to the proposal for an International Bank, I have the following 
information: . 

(a) Opie has transmitted to London White's new, document which I 
transmitted to you on April 17th. As a result of a telephone conversation with 
London, he expects instructions to reply along the lines indicated in annex E of 
the official document put out  by the United Kingdom covering recent 
Commonwealth discussions of monetary and commercial policy (United 
Kingdom Document ASD (44) 16) •t, He says that the United Kingdom is 
definitely anxious to go as far as possible along with the United  States 
Treasury in this matier. (He himself would be inclined to accept the new 
United States document, but 'does not think London will go this far). 
Accordingly, there is still a possibility, although rather a remote one, that a 
compromise document will be produced and published on Friday. 

(b) I have told White that we are unlikely, to publish and associate ourselves 
with the document which he handed us in view of the relatively little thought 
which we have given to the matter and the shortness of the time available for 
consideration. HoweverJ said that the matter was not yet settled. (Opie has 
promised to keep me informed of developments on the British side.) 
' (c) White said that he was uncertain whether or not the  United States  would 
proceed to publish his new document unilaterally if no other country would do 
so. , 

(d) In any case, ,White 'definitely and , formally extended an invitation 10 
Canadian official .experts to come to ,Washington about' thé middle of next 
week to • discuss with the • United  States , Treaiury the proPosal for an 
International Bank. '  Please let me know, as soon as possible.whethcr Canadian 
officials will be coming down and if so who and.when. 

7. Since dictating the abs'ave, I have had a telephone call fro-  m  White  who has 
now seen Opie again. He has,told ,Opie, that he is 'inviting Canada to publish 

"Un  télégramme  non numéroté cn date du 20  avril  indiquait qute Iesm ots suivants dcvaicnt ere 
ajoutés ici:'  
An imnu-rnbered telegrain dated Âpril 20 indicated that  the following words were to bc added  
here: 

assurance that the U.S. St U.K. intended the 
Cette réunion, remise Plus tard à la 	n'a pas eu lieu. 
This meeting, later postponed to mid-July, did not take place 

40 
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the plan for a stabilization fund and Opie has since telephoned him to say that
a message has been received from London requesting the United States
Treasury to provide Canada with the text of the plan and to facilitate its '
publication . White also made three further points: .
(a) The announcement in the United Kingdom on Friday will simply be to

the effect that agreement has been reached and a document will be published
on Saturday . (By mistake I have implied above that 11 a .m. in London was the .
same,as_5 p.m. on the same day in Washington which is obviously not the
case) .

(b) The United States Treasury advises us to-follow the British in regard to
the points mentioned in paragraph 4 (c) above . The United States will follow
the British if they don't hear from Moscow in the meanwhile . Some doubt still
surrounds Russian publication. ,
(c) In regard to Paragraph 4 (d) above, the United . States understanding is .

the same as the British but like the British they say that no further textual
alterations"can be made now." Ends.

27- DEA/6000-F-40

L'anibassadeur des États- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 148 Ottawa, May 26, 1944

Sir : '
- The publication of the joint statement of technical experts recommending

the establishment of an international monetary fund and setting forth the
principles for such a ; fund has been deeply gratifying to the United States
Government as marking an important step toward postwar international
economic cooperation. Undoubtedly the Government and pcople of Canada
have been equally pleased by this evidence of the common desire of the United
Nâtions and the nations associated with them in the war 'for meeting the
economic problems of the postwar world . .

The President of the United States of America now proposes, as a further
step toward the realization of this objective, to call a conference of the United
Nations 'and the nations associated with them, for the purpose of formulating
deGnite proposals for ~ an international monetary fund and a bank forreconstruction, and~development . It would be understood of course that thedeleg a tes-i would not be required to hold plenipotentiary powers and that the~ ,a „ . . .

"Un communiqué de presse contenant la déclaration fut émis à Ottawa le 21 avril 1944 . Le textepublié ' pa i' le 'gouvernement - britannique ' cst rcproduit dans J . Keith Iforsefield, ed ., Theinternational Moneta'ry Fund 1 9I3 -1963, Volume 111. Washington, FMI, 1969, pp. 128-135. ,
A press release oontaining the statement was issued in Ottawa on April 21 . 1944 . The text as
published by the Government of Great Britain is reproduced in J . Keith Ilorscficld, ed.. The
International Monetary Fund I9I 5-196 5, Volume III . Washington, IMF. 1969, pp. 128-135.`
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proposals formulated at the conference 'would be referred to the respective 
governments and authorities for their acceptance or rejection. • ' 

I have the honor therefore, on behalf of the President, cordially to invite the 
Canadian Government to send one or more delegates to participate in a formal 
monetary and financial conference of United Nations and the nations 
associated with them to be held in the United States beginning July 1, 1944. I 
am pleased to inform you that the delegation of the United States to the 
conference will be headed by the Secretary of the Treasury. The names of the 
other delegates of my Government, as well as information regarding the scat of 
the conference and arrangements for the meeting will be communicated to you 
at a later date. 

Because of my Government's belief that the formulation of definite 
proposals for an international monetary fund and a bank for reconstruction and 
development in the near future is a matter of vital concern to all of the United 
Nations and the nations associated with them, my Government sincerely hopcs 
to receive the favorable reply of your Government at the earliest possible 
moment, together with the names.of all members of the Canadian delegation. 

Accept etc. 
RAY ATHERTON 

28. 	 . . , 	 DEA/6000-F-40 
e 

' 	 Le secrétaire aux Dominions , 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

„ • 
Dominions Secretary 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 84 	 - 	London; June 4, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET.. My telegram Circular D. 822,t International Monetary 
Fund. 	• 	' 	• 	 : 

1. We have heard from our Embassy at Washington that United States 
Treasutïare taking the line that Côinmittee to prepare agenda for Conference 
should begin work Jtine• 15th, notwithstanding that our expe' rts and those of 
European Allies and China cannot reach'Bretion  Woods  before June 15th, 
with whatever representatives of countries chosen al;e then available and should 
make whatever progress may, be possible,i even if it would be necessary to 
reopen every issue and begin afresh when United Kingdom and other experts 
from London arrive: In this connection they have suggested: 
(1) That 'United' Kingdom.  Treasury i'épiesentitiVes' in i  Washington might 

attend Committee"ôn 	r behalf pending "ariiVal àf United Kingdom 
delegation. 	 , 
(2) That United Kingdônfand Allied experts travelling fr om London might 

do corresponding preparatory wort en route; with result that there would, in 
effect; be two drafting' bodies which could be merged into one on arrival of Our 
experts at Bretton Woods.' 	' 	- 	'`. • 

42 
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` 2. ' We are greatly disturbed at this suggested program which seems to us to
be most ill-considered and to open up alarming possibilities of confusion and
friction. Causes for delay, over arrival . of our experts at Bretton Woods are
imposed on us by highest military authority, and this applies to the European
delegations who include men of exceptional practical' experience which will be
invaluable to work of Committee . Leider of Chinese delegation will similarly
be travelling from London. It seems to us idle to pretend that a Drafting
Committee, whose work is to command any ,. respect at the Conference, can
meet without representatives from the countries which, next to the United
States, ; have most at -stake in, these two international financial- projects.
Moreover, it will clearlj► put these delegations in a very difficult position if, on
arrival at Bretton Woods, they have either to ask Drafting Committee to begin
again or to be content to go on from 'point which the ' Committee may then have
reached. Telescoping of work in this way, with less than a week before opening
of Conference, would be very unsatisfactory and delegations so treated would
be bound to feel slighted at this apparent indifference to this value, a position
whiçh would_not make things any easier at the full Conference . Suggestion that
appropriate representatives in Washington might attend Committee pending
arrival of experts - from London would be impracticable for us since they could
not be adequately briefed in time, and still more so for Allied Governments in
view of present restrictions on cypher communications .

3 . Urgentf telcgram is accordingly being sent to His Majesty's Ambassador
expressing our concern at the procedure proposed by the United States
Treasurÿ, pointing out above consideration and ask ing him to take up the
matter personally with Mr. Morgenthau . We feel strongly that only sensible
solution is that Drafting Committee should not * begin work until experts
travelling from, London have arrived at Bretton Woods, and further that in
order to allow ' reasonable time for work of Committee, meeting of full
Conference should be postponed until say July 7th. Lord Halifax is being asked
to urge this'on ' the United States authorities, at the same time assuring them
that on their arrival our delegation will do all they can to assist in bringing the
business forward as rapidly as possible.4 . If, * as we hope, your Government will agree ' with our view, we should
greatly welcome their support in the representations which Lord Halifax has
been asked to make. It would be much appreciated if, for this purpose, you r

in Washington could be asked to concert action with Lordambassado r
alifax, and inf particular to support

.
him in deprecating proposal to call th e

Drafting` Cômmittee together in the absence of experts from the UnitedKingdom; the European 'countries and China .5 . A"'
in similar terms is being sent to the Australian Government ..,~ . ., . ., ._ ~g . . ,. .,
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DEA/6000-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

, Secretary of State for E xternal Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States * 

I have the honour to refer to yOur note No. 148 of May 26th in which you 
transmit on behalf of the President of thè United States an invitation to the 
Government of Canada to send one or more  delegates to participate in a formal 
monetary and financial conference of United Nations  and the nations 
associated with them to  be  held in the United States beginning July 1, 1944. I 
shall be glad if you will be good enàugh to inform your Government that the 
Gàvernment of Canada will be pleased to 'Send delegates to participate in this 
conference.  • It is -  noted  that  the delegates would not be required to hold  •

plenipotentiary powers and that the Proposals formulated at the conference 
would be referred to the respective governments and authorities for their 
acceptance or rejection. 

It is hoped that the Canadian 'delegation will be headed by the Honourable 
J. L. Ilsley, Minister of Finance. However, it may not be possible for Mr. Ilsley 
to be present throughout the period of the conference owing to the pressure of 
work in Parliament which is now in session. I shall advise you of the names of 
thé remainder of thé Canadian delegation in the verY near future. 

. 	 Accept etc. , 
W. L MACKENZIE KING 

•30. 	 , 	, 	DEA/6000-F-40  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 100 

SECRET. Reference your  No 84, June 4th International Monetary Fund. 
• Canadian Government have acceptid invitation to par.ticipate in Bretton 

Woods conference and have advised  United  States Government that it is hoPed 
that Canadian delegation will be headed by the Minister of Finance who, it is 
expected, would be present at the,conference for at least a part of the time. 
Remainder of the Canadian delegation will be determined in the ncxt few days. 

For reasons given in the Telegram under reference we agree that it would be 
advisable to postpone the drafting-committee until the United Kingdom and 
other European experts have arrived. In the absence of the Ambassador,  the 
Minister-Counsellor of. the Canadian Embassy in Washington has been asked 
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to git in touch with Lord Halifax and to concert with him in the endeavour to 
secure postponement. 	 fl  

DEA/6000-F-40 

L'ambassadeur aux Étà ts-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

•' Ambassador fn United States 
to Secretary of State for Ei ternal Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-3494' 	 Washington, June 7, 1944 
• I 

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Robertson . from Pearson, Begins: Reference 
your EX-2355, June 5th,* International Monetary Fund Conference: 

Yesterday aiternoon Lord Halifax, accompanied by Mr. R. H. Brand (who 
will be one of the United Kingdom delegates to the Conference) discussed with 
Mr. Morgenthau and Mr. Harry White questions raised in D.O. telegram No. 
84.'s Mr.  Brand  called upon me this noon and said that newly proposed 
arrangements  by Treasury Department are that United Kingdom 'Treasury 
representativés in Washington would meet with United States Treasury 
representatives at Atlantic City on June 19th for preliminary discussions on 
agenda.  - 

Treasury Department intcnd to invite to the Atlantic City meeting experts 
from  Canada,  Russia, China, Brazil, Mexico, Czechoslovakia, possibly Cuba, 
and the Philippines. Groups participating Atlantic City meeting would bc 
known as Agenda Committee and not Drafting Committee as previously 
suggested. Treasury Department consider that such preliminary discussions 
would be helpful pending arrival of United Kingdom and Allied experts from 
London about June 24th. 

Following 'arrival of" these experts, Agenda Committee would continue 
discussions in Atlantic City, until formal opcning of Conference at Bretton 
Woods — July 1st: Mr. Brand understands that Treasury Department in 
addition to sending out invitations for meeting,  June 19th, to above mentioned 
countries including Canada, will also issue a brief press statement explaining 
that the discuisions at Atlantic City will bc similar to thosc that have taken 
place between United Kingdom and Allied experts in London. 

Lord Halifax is' reporting latest developments to London. Meantime, 
support suggested in D.O. telegram No. 84 unnecessary at this  stage.  

Mr. Angus was with me whcn Mr. Brand called this morning and will be 
able to inform you of certain other details mentioned by Mr. Brand. 

45 
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, DEA/6000-F-40

32. oires extérieures . : , , .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Aff _Unis
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

airsSecretary of State jor External AII

to Ambassador in United States 4

Ottawa, June 19, 194
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• L'ambassadeur aux bals- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eztFrieures

. , . ,;,
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2. Representatives of the following countries have been - present : U.S.A.,
U.S.S.R., China, France, Netherlands, Czechoslovakia, , Brazil, Cuba, Mexico,-Canada-and Australia . Mr. .Opie of the U .K.; appointed as an observer, has
acted as Chairman of a committee but has not taken a leading part at plenary
meetings . Sir Theodore Gregory, representing India, arrived yesterday . . - •
, 3 . rSo far the Conference has devoted itself exclusively to the Fund ; there has
been no consideration either of the Bank or of an agenda for Bretton Woods .
The Conference has had plenary sessions each afternoon at which reports have
been heard from the four Committees . These have been as follows ;

1. Purposes, policies and subscriptions, (Chairman, China ; Reporter, Brazil ;
attended by Plumptre) ;

II . Operations of,the fund, (Chairman, France ; Reporter, Rasminsky) ;
III . Organization and establishment, (Chairman, " U.S.S.R. ; Reporter,

Mexico) ;
; IV. Establishment of the Fund - including the transitional period,
(Chairman; U.K.; Reporter, Czechoslovakia ; attended by Deutsch, who twice
took the chair in Opie's absence . )
4 . Most of the discussions in the Committees have centred on typewritten

documents produced by the U.S. Secretariat. Some of these documents have
merely paraphrased sections of the Joint Statement of Apri121st, 1944 ; others
have involved amendments of that Statement ; others have paraphrased sections
of earlier plans' put ' forward by - U.S.A . ; and still others have put forward
entirely new material . We anticipate that the British may feel put out by this
procedure, particularly by'the circulation in their absence of new material and
amendments of the Joint Statement. (See paragraph 6 below) .

5 . However, the Conference has run smoothly so far . No crises havedeveloped . There has been a satisfactory interchange and clarification of ideas .It may be worth mentioning that the delegates of the U.S.S.R. seem anxious to
obtain the maximum concessions and special advantages based, sometimes
irrelevantly, on the wartime damage to their country. The Chinése, however,
have adopted a broader attitude and have on more than one occasion dissented
from Russian proposals .

6 . Amongst the points of special interest that have come under discussions are
the following: ! a . . ~

(a) The State Department has finally realized the full implications of the
scarce currency provision, Article VI of the Joint Statement, which provides
that in "rationing the limited supply amongst its nationals, the member
country shall have complete jurisdiction . "sive as to the State Department is very apprehen-

possible consequences of this "complete jurisdiction" upon their
policy regarding most favoured nation treatment and the treaties containingthis clause to which , they have attached such great importance. Consequentlythe U

.S, group has proposed the addition of a new paragraph 4 to Article IX asfollows :
."Not to prejudice, through the use of exchange restrictions which arcauthorized under . the . Agreement or • requested by the Fund, any existing or

future intérnational commitments regarding the non-discriminatory application
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of exchange restrictions or undertakings for the progressive relaxation . of 
barriers to trade." In any case there is the legal question whether the provisions 
of the Joint Statement would, if adopted, in fact supersede prior commitments 
entered into in commercial agreements. The above U.S. proposal was made for 
greater certainty even though this question has not been answered. = 

(b) With respect to the transitional period the U.S. group now propose (as a 
partial amendment of X, 3) that "not later than three years after the date on 
which the . operations of the Fund commence any member country still 
retaining restrictions, arrangements or practices inconsistent with Article III, 
Section 5, or Article IX, Section 3, shall consult with the Fund as to their 
further retention and shall retain them only with the approval of the Fund." 
Thus countries taking advantage of the transitional period arrangements would 
lose the right of independent decision at the end of three years, which is an 
important change from the provisions of the Joint Statement. Ends. 

34. 	 DEA/6000-F-40 
L'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre du sous -secréiaire d ;État 

aux Affaires extérieures 
- au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Special Wartime Assistant io Under-Secretary of State 
-for External Affairs , 	• 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, July 5, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson, — 	- 	- 
I enclose herewith the follow.  ing: 

(a) Copy of Record of Instructions given to Canadian Delegation, Bretton 
Woods, a meeting with Mr. Ilsley, July 1st. 	 . 
(b) Copy of assignments of Canadian Delegition on Commissions and 

Committees of the Conference. 	 . 	. 
(c) Copy of the General Agenda of the Conference." 

Yours sincerely, 
JOHN J. DEUTSCI1 

' "Voir États-Unis/See United States, 'Department of State Publication 2866, Internationa
l 

 , Organisation and Conference Series 1,3, Proceedings and Documents of the United Nee, 
 Monetary and Financial Conference,. Bretton, Woods, New. Hampshire, July 1- 22, 19  Volume I. Washington, US. Government Printing Office, 1948, pp. 5•7. 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1 ]

RÉSUMÉ DES INSTRUCTIONS

RECORD OF INSTRUCTIONS
SECRET

Present:

Record of Instructions given to Canadian Delegation,
Bretton Woods, July 1, 1944

49

Mr. Ilsley
Mr. Abbott
Mr. Blanchette
Mr. Clar k
Mr. Towers
Mr. Mackintosh
Mr . Deutsch
Mr. Plumptre t
Mr. Rasminsky

1 . Acting Head of Delegation. Mr. Ilsley informed the meeting that in hisabsence Mr
. Mackintosh was to act as head of the Canadian Delegation .

2 . Quotas.

(a) ,,The Canadian Delegation is to oppose any flagrantquotas for political reasons, such as the increase which the United States
i
sProposing in the Chinese quota from approximately $300,000,000 asdetermined by their formula, to $600,000,000.

(b) The Canadian Delegation is not to support any upward adjustmen tqûotas on the ' basis of special pleading, such as that of Australia o f
insisting on asubstantial upward revision of their quota of 1

, who is
becotnes necessâry, to take a position against Australian re reg

000,000 . If it
direction, it is to be based on the followin p attons in this
(i) The,Australian difficulties arise primaril

y grounds :
out of present sterling balances are not freely available to meet curreent fact that thei rthey may . face in . their balance of payments after the w deficits which

necessarily to meet such ar and not even
portion of those deficits which may , arise in theirdealings with the sterling area

; the Fund, however is ex 'meet the problem of blocked balances . ' Pltcitly not intended to
(ü)

. The current account of deficits which• g Y Australia anticipates will arise, i fat all, lar el out,
of unusually heavy imports for reconstru 'here again, the ~Fnd is not designed to provide fact ••• ctlon purpôses; and

(c) In genèrâl,'the4Cânadian Delegation is lltts for such purposes.
undigni~ed scramble for quotas f rom occuring its influence to prevent an
Conferencè, w j :~# :. g at formal meetings of the
8enerThe,prôpôsd ~nâdiân

•

ally satlsfactôry fàr ~~nada~ If, however, ~o â is to be regarded as
1 size of the Fund is
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increased, a new situation will have been created, and this decision is to be 
reviewed. 
(e) The relative sizes of the Chinese and Indian quotas are to be regarded by 

the Canadian Delegation as primarily the concern of those two countries, on 
the one hand, and the United States and United Kingdom, on the other, and 
the Canadian Delegation is not to attempt to exercise any influence in this 
matter. If, however, a decision satisfactory to the . countries mentioned is 
reached which involves a scaling down of the Chinese quota and a scaling up of 
the Indian quota, the Canadian group is not to oppose, even though this results 
in India having a quota larger than that of Canada. 
(f) The Canadian Delegation is to give its support to a proposal io give the 

United States its natural voting power based on its quota, notwithstanding 
their previous commitment to the United Kingdom regarding the limitation of 
their voting strength to 25 percent of the total. We do not recognize the 
contention that the voting strength of the British Commonwealth can properly 
be regarded as a unit which must not exceed that of the United States; the 
above decision, however, will render unnecessary any such comparison of 
voting strengths. 	 . 

3. Exchange Rates. 
Consideration was given to the suggested redraft of Article IV of the joint 

statement regarding exchange rates by the U.K. Delegation, dated June 28, 
1944, and the following instructions were given: 
(à) Mr. Towers is to see Mr. White informally and try to ascertain what the 

American reaction to the U.K. suggestions  is  If it apPears' fàvourable, he is to 
express to White our »preference for a form of words closer to  the original and 
which contains a definite undertaking on thé part of  member countries not to 
vary their exchange rates without the app' royal of the  Fund except under — defined conditions.  

(b) If the British draft, notwithstanding the above representations, remains 
aCceptable to the United States, we'are to suggest a revision in paragraph 3 of 
that draft to make suspension from the privileges'of the Fund automatic if a 
country changes its eichange rate in spite of the oppOsition of the Fund. The 
Fund should, of course; retain  the  right td exPel a member which persists in 

 maintaining an exchange rate of which theTtind ciisàpproves. This change will 
remove from thé Fund the'onus of  positive action  with- respect to suspension of 
privileges which  it mighi find ùnbirràssini; and  will  put countries which act 
against the Fund's wishes—in a 'position  ■vheré— uidesirable consequences flow 
automatically froni such aétiôn. 
(c) The Canadian Delegàticin' tô kattern.  pt to reàoncile di fferences of  vie'  

_ ço 	,co 	e 	

on between the British and the Acierican Delegations regarding the incorpotati 
of a clause in the 'document 'undér 	lc h"un t 	mmi st th mselves not t° 
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change their ,  exchange ;rates_ beyond specified amounts without the prior 
approval d the Fund, but if there is open disagieement between these two 
Delegations, the Canadian Delegation is to support the incorporation of such a 
clause. 

4. Management. 
e 

(a) The Canadian Delegation is to oppose strongly the American principle 
under which the members of the Executive Committee are regarded as 
"Ambassador"- Delegates of the countries responsible for their election. 
(b) As regards the number of countries having permanent seats on the 

Executive Committee, the Canadian Delegation is to oppose a system under 
which more than three countries have permanent seats unless this system 
provides enough permanent seats to include Canada. 
(c) If there are more than three permanent seats, the Canadian group is to 

press for a permanent seat for Canada, basing its representations largely on our 
anticipated creditor position. 
(d) The Canadian group is to oppose the American suggestion that members 

of the Executive Committee should be continuously available at the headquar-
ters of the Fund. 

5. No Instructions. 
The following matters were raised at the meeting, but no instructions were 

given: 
(a) Location of head office of the Fund. 
(b) British proposal to lengthen "target" of the transitional period from three 

to five years. 
(c) Relationship between scarce currency provisions of the plan and prior 

commitments regarding non-discrimination in commercial treaties. 
(d) Proposals for an increase in the aggregate size of the Fund. 
(e) United Nations Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 

, 	[LOUIS RASMINSKY AND J. J. DEUTsciil 
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[ P1 ?: CE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2152•

OPOSÉES POUR LA DÉLEGATION CANADIENNE
TÂCHES PR rl DELEGATION

PROPOSED
ASSIGNMENTS OF CANADI

A

Canadian Delegation
d Assignments -Propose

in Committee - W. A . Mackintosh

Conferenee Steer g . . . ,
Commission I• _ W . A . Mackintosh

Voting Delegate
Reporter - L. Rasminsky

Commission I . . ., :
Committee of

Committee A. W X . Mickintosh tre
Voting delegate- F~ ~y ; plump
Other delegates - L . Rasminsky, A .

Committee B . L . Rasminsky
Voting delegate -
Other delegates- W . A. Mackintosh, J . J . Deutsch

Committee C .
Voting delegate - J . J . Deutsch

Other delegates - J . A. Blanchette, D. C . Abbott

Committee D. D•C• Abbot t
Voting delegate

-
F . W . plumptre

Alternate voting delegate - A .
Delegate - J . A . Blanchette

Commission II. .
Voting delegate - L. Rasminsky W . A . Mackintosh
Chairman's Agenda Committee -

Voting delegate W . A . Mack►
n 39 1DF/Vo1 . 3

: . , i .
35 . ;,tro des Finances

Commission • • • tosh

Mémorandum au sous-m n

Memorandum by Deputy 11linister of Finance
7, 19 44

[Ottawa-1 J
ul

Y

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUN
D

1• Questions from Canadian Delegation .
three

yesterday
L. Rasminsky called, me from the Bretton Woods Confcrcnce i~é p•m

day to ask for instructions to the Canadian Dclcgation, o n

following points:

I i1 v
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(1) The Exchange Rate Formula .
± The British Delegation had stiffened - up a little bit the formula which they
had prepared on the boat coming over to Atlantic City and which was, in
effect, a blank cheque for a country to change its exchange rate without the
approval of the Fund. Under the new revision, the onus of suspending a
member country which , had depreciated without approval of the Fund or of
withdrawing from it the credit facilities of the Fund, would be on . the Fund
rather than on the defaulting member country. In other words, no automatic
suspension was provided for.

Keynes told Rasminsky that he had received a cable from the Chancellor of
the Exchequer expressing the desire to have a definite statement in the
Agreement reached at Bretton Woods that a member country could change its
exchange rate without the consent of the Fund. Keynes himself seemed to feel
that the Canadian point of view was right and had done his best to change the
view of his Government, but he said that it represented a political situation
which would have to be accepted .

Bernstein had told Rasminsky that the United States was prepared to
accept .

( 2) Executive Committee and Management of the Fund.
Everybody at the Conference continued to gripe at the abnormally high

quota which the United States were proposing for China, and U.S.S.R. was
now asking for a quota as large as that of U.K., which would mean $1 billion
300 million rather that $800 million .

All . proposals that had so far been : put forward, , suggested only five
permanent members, on the Executive Committee and there was such aunanimity of opinion on this point that Rasminsky felt it would be difficult for
us to insist on only three permanent members ànd impossible to insist on seven
permanent members. Apparently the U.K. has agreed with the complicatedformula for election of the remaining members suggested by U.S . with the one
amendment, namely, that each elected member would only cast the vote of hisown country rather than the votes of all the countries which had elected him.Mr

. Rasminsky had a brain wave and was prepared to suggest that after theFund, had ; got started, the permanent members of the Executive Committee
should at all times include delegates from .the two countries which are in the
largest creditor position vis-à-vis the Fund . In other words, you would start
with five pérmanent members, being rcpresentatives of the five countries withthe largest quotas. Nowever, at the second election and later, if it were found
that the above five did not include the two largest creditor countries, then anysuch creditor ` country not so included would automatically be clected until thenext election . ,

Mr : I:uxberg, Solicitor of the United States Dele ation had at first been
cool to the proposal but later seemed to be converted . Prior to Mr . Rasminsky's
call to me, Luxberg told him that he had mentioned it to Harry White who wasenthusiastic about it . , r ,
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(3) 	 • 	• • 
The British were proposing a change in section , 1(3) of the Agreed 

Statement of Principles which .would limit what we believed was the over-
riding obligation of • a member country to maintain, convertibility of its 
currency, not an obligation conditional on the country. having an unutilized 
quota in the Fund (in accordance with the technique suggested in section 
III(5)). The British proposed to insert a phrase in section IX(3) : reading "save 
as otherwise provided," which was obviously a reference back to the 
qualification indicated in III(5). The effect is that the obligation to maintain 
convertibility would only apply as long as a country could buy foreign exchange 
from the Fund. . • , _ 

Keynes had practically refused to discuss the British proposal with 
Rasminsky. Without it, he said, the Fund would practically be a gold standard 
and U.K. would have to remain out. Rasminsky was therefore unable to point 
out to him that an undisciplined country could run through its quota and then 
say it was not bound to keep its currency convertible, even though it remained 
a member of the Fund. , 

Mr. Rasminsky therefore proposed that a phrase be inserted in section 
III(5) after the word "currency" in the third line, re,ading somewhat as follows: 
"or so long as it has independent mOnetary reserVes in excess of its quota." 

2. 
As the Canadian delegate's at  Bretton  Woods.  desired instnictions on the 

above points, I called into conference Messrs. G. F. Towers, Norman 
Robertson and R. B. Bryce and I later discussed the 'points with Mr. Ilsley. 

In regard to #1, it was agreed tés téll Mr. Rasminiky that if Only one or two 
countries disagreed, Canada should probably' not engage in a "knockout, drag-
out fight" on the point but should limit itself to "viewing with alarm." Mr. 
Ilsley nevertheless felt that it might  • mean  that  Canada would have to remain 
out of the Fund and we all agreed that there would be very little, if any, chance 
of the United States accepting the Fund if  •  the British view in regard to 
exchange rates prevailed.' The Conference' might merely' prove to be an 
academic exercise. We also thought it advisable to have our delegates try to get 
the British delegates to impress their Government with the virtue of taking a 
reasonable gamble because of the facts already mentioned. 

In regard to #2, we felt that Mr. Rasm' insky's formula was okay and should 
be stressed more inider the ciicnniStancii. We also• felithe Canadian delegates 
should fight againsi any "coôking"  of thé quotas

In regard to #3, we agreed with thé amendment p d b M RasminskY roposc y r. 
to section 	 "1 j" *' 	'" 

I called Mr. Rasminsky this mOrning  and  gave him these views (wer the  telephone. 

54 
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3 . Further Questions. .
Mr.' Rasminsky raised two more points:

(1) The present draft agreement requires a majority of quota votes for an all-
round change in the value of gold . Mexico is suggesting that such a change be
effected by a majority"of countries rather than by quota votes or a majority of
countries having 10% or more of the quota . South Africa was proposing that
the decision be by a majority of quota votes of those countries having 10% of
the quotas and including at least one-third of the member countries .

I agreed with Mr. Rasminsky that the Canadian Delegation should continue
to press for the formula as it is in the present draft .

Mr. . Rasminsky indicated also that an embarrassment had arisen yesterday
because of an amendment advanced by Mexico which would have the effect of
allowing silver holding countries to get an additional quota equal to 80% of
their present quotas by pledging silver . In the discussion yesterday only Dennis
Robertson of the British Delegation had opposed this proposal, and other
countries seemed unwilling to "stick their necks out ."

I agreed with Mr . Rasminsky that he should oppose this proposal, but using
as much discretion as possible .

36 .

[Ottawa,] July 10, 194 4
BRETTON WOODS CONFERENC E

Re.- Telephone Conversation with Dr. Mackintosh .
Dr. Mackintosh called me today to report on four points .

1 . Executive Committee.
He said ii was now very likely that rive permanent directors would be named- U .K., U.S., Russia, China and France . We had made our own position clear

but it was icnpossible either to limit permanent directors to three or to increase
them to = six (with the inclusion of Canada) . We had also pressed our
supplementary - suggestion (providing for representatives on the permanent
directorate of at least . two creditor countries) but we were doing it on groundsof . principle " rather than as a means of "fobbing off" Canada. The United
States technicians were enthusiastic about it and were pressing it strongly . At
mY suggestion, Mackintosh agreed to keep our own pressure up .2.

Exchange Rate Formula.

The Conference or one of its sub-committees appears to have adopted the
British suggestion but this has been greatly strengthened and seems now to be
country acceptable from our point of view . Under the present draft, if ay depreciatés against the wishes of the Fund it is suspended from the use

[W. C. CLARK]

DEA/6000-F-40

Mémorandum du sous-ministre des Finances

Memorandum by Deputy Minister of Finance
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of the Fund's facilities unless the Fund actively intervenes, and will be thrown 
out by the end of the year unless the country reaches a satisfactory agreement 
with the Fund. 

The United States Congressmen on the U.S. delegation thought this revised 
formula was better from the point of view of the U.S. Congress, and this 
attitude  swung the U.S..delegation oyer. 
3. Convertibility. 

Discussion of this problem . is not yet completed but the British will 
apparently accept both tests of convertibility; (in other words, they will accept 
the addition to Section III(5) of the test which we suggested the other day, 
namely, "or so long as it has independent monetary reseryes in excess of its 
quota.") It is not yet clear that the U.S. will not wish to be stiffer than this but 
we will play along behind the U.S., that is to say, we will accept the British 
suggestion if the United States is willing to, but if the United States is 
unwilling to we will support their stand. 
4. Bank for Reconstruction and Development. 	 . 

Dr. Mackintosh asked us for some  instructions as to what the Canadian 
subscription ought to be. Keynes had raised the question with our delegates, 
pointed out that the Bank was a more flexible instrument than the Fund and 
that anything from $300 to $500 million might be desirable. Non-committally, 
our men said that in a $10 billion institution our share might be of the order of 
$325 million. Mackintosh says there is no doubt that the British and United 
States will wish to give us a prominent place in the Bank including a 
permanent seat. 

We are going to have some fun with other delegates by pointing out that we 
do not know why' subscriptions to the Bank should be any different from the 
quotas given to various countries in the Monetary Fund.  • 

The United States apparently expects to put up $3,500 million, but nothing 
is known as yet about the probable subscriptions of other countries. 

I promised to let Mackintosh knoW our views in the next day  or  two. 
N.B. (1) The U.S.S.R. is still pressing for a quota in the Fund approximately 
the same size as that of U.K. (perhaps $1100 or $1200 million) and are likely 
to get it. This will mean an addition to the size of the Fund, bringing it up to 
perhaps $8400 million. Mackintosh thought there had been a modest rcduction 
in the Chinese quota, and India and Australia Were still trying to get their 
quotas lifted somewhat. 	. 	• - 	 - 

(2) He also said that the silver agitation ivotild not get anywhere. Mexico had 
created some embàrrassment but was 'not -getting any real support and their 
prôposals were likely to fall through. 

C[LARK] 
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37 . 'DEA/6000-F-40
. Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au sotis-ministre des Finances
Under-Seeretarÿ of State for External Affairs -

to Deputy Minister of Finance .

Ottawa, March 27, 194 5

57

Dear Dr. Clark ,

The American Ambassador told me today that he had had a word this
morning with Dean Acheson about the position of the Bretton Woods proposals
in Congress. Prospects in the Senate were favourable, but the division in the
House of, Representatives would probably be very close, and it might be
necessary to concede some token amendment to conciliate the opposition . Any
amendment the Administration accepted would be innocuous and they hoped
easily acceptable to other Governments .

I showed Atherton the draft reference to Bretton Woods which the Prime
Minister proposed to use in his speech tonight.20 He thought such a statement
would have a vecy helpful effect in Washington where Acheson had said that
any indication that "the other creditor country" was disposed to go ahead with
the Bretton Woods proposals would have some influence on the faint-hearted
Congress:

' Yours sincerely,_ . . , , .
N. A. ROBERTSO N

38.

Communiqué du ministre des Finances

'Press Statentent by Minister of Finance

DEA/6000-F-40

Ottawa, July 26, 1945

International Monétary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction

Speech Was

PRESS STATEMENT DY 110 N. J . L. ILSLEY,, . :The intention of the Canadian Government to introduce legislation at th e
next session 'of Parliament to provide for Canadian participation in the

and Development was announced by the Hon . J . L. llsley in a press statementthis mornin . `` . '
8• ,

In speaking to the, Press,r the Minister of Finance said, in part, "You wil lrecall that the : Bretton Woods Agreements reached a year ago on July 22nd,were the ` result of • a sertes of discussions among treasury and central bankofficials of a
large number of countries, beginning as early as 1942 . Separate

L dISCOUr$~r' sa i te prononc 6 le 28 man 1945 . Voir Canada, Chambre des communes, Débats.1945, Première sessio nThë s . p. 324.
Fi 8iven on March 28, 1945 . See Canada, tlouse of Commons, Debat es, 1945 .rst Session,` pp; 309-10: .
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plans were originally put forward by United Kingdom and United States 
officials in the spring of 1943. These plans were circulated to other govern-
ments and were made 'public so ihat' theY might besubjected to the scrutiny of 
public opinion as well as to the analysis of experts. Canadian officials took an 
active part in these  discussions as well as • in those• of the Bretton Woods 
Conference and I think I am right in saying that the general opinion abroad as 
well as at home is that the part they played was a helpful and constructive one. 

The Bretton Woods Conference was a conference of Government 
representatives but no government was in any sense committed by the 
Agreements reached there. It remained open to each government to decide 
whether or not it wished to ask its legislative body to approve participation in 
the proposed institutions. 

The United States Congress has approved by large majorities the 
participation of that country in these two institutions. The Unted States is thus 
the first of the forty-four countries represented at the Conference to decide 
through its legislative processes on participation. The Canadian ,Government 
warmly welcomes the decision of the United States and finds in it an 
encouraging indication of determination to provide leadership in seeking the 
'bold and imaginative' solutions of wôrld -economic problems which the Prime 
Minister and the late President Roosevelt agreed  were  necessary, when they 
last met. • " - 

For our own part, the Canadian Government intends to introduce legislation 
at the next session of Parliament to provide for Canadian participation in the 
International Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development. I do not propose to say anything about the rather complex 
details of these institutions but they appear to me to represent an attempt to 
avoid some of the errors and evils of the past and to deal with international 
financial and monetary matters through co-operative action amongst nations. 

The International Mônetary s  Fund provides a system of exchange 
relationships among nations which avoids both the excessive rigidity of the 
automatic gold standard and the excessive flexibility of completely unregulated 
exchange rates. Under the Agreement, competitive currency depreciation will 
be debarred and so, also, will milltiple currency practices.  involving a varietY  of 
exchange rates as used by Germany béfoie the war. Each country joining the 
Fund will fix the par' value.  of its own currenè y and Will undertake not to 
change this except to  correct  a fundamental disequilibriuin. A leeway of ten 
percent is allOwed for iubsequeie changes  which'may be  made by the 
independent action of each country, but for changes beyond this members 
agree* to consult; first with the Fund. For  its part,' the  , Fund must apProve 
changes if they are necessary to correct a fundamental disequilibrium. Hence' 
no countîy, need fear that  it  is putting on"a'strait-jacket by agreeing tø  these 
provisions..  

When the Plan is fully in operation, one currency should be freelY 
convertible ' into any :other currency,- -so that a: country can export with the 
assurance that it can use the proceeds of its exports to any part of the world to 
pay for its  imports frôni any otherpaifof ihè'world and that it does not have  t° 
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balance its accounts with each' of . its . trade partners individually. To enable
countries to do this ., a pool of credit totalling $9 billion is established to which
each country - contributes and from which each country is entitled to draw
according.to a set of quotas reflecting roughly the economic capacity of,each
country: The quota for Canada is $300 million in terms of United States funds .
Of this, we shall put up $75 million in gold and the balance in Canadian fund s
which the Fund will have available for sale to other countries for the purpose o f
making payments for, goods and services purchased in Canada . If from time to
time our own current payments abroad are in excess of our receipts, we shall
have the right to buy foreign exchange from the Fund to the extent of 125
percent of,our quota or the equivalent of $375 million United States funds.

Whereas the International Monetary Fund provides for financing temporarydeficits, in the balance of payments, of member countries, the other proposedinstitution ; the International Bank for, Reconstruction and Development, is
intended to help provide long term capital requirements . It is to do this partly
by making direct loans itself to aid - in reconstruction and development but
mainly , by guaranteeing loans issued through , the private investment market .
The Canadian participation in the capital of the Bank is equivalent to $375
million (U.S .) . Of this only twenty percent is to be paid in at once, two percent
in gold and eighteen percent in Canadian dollars . The balance will be subject
to uniform call on all members if it is necessary to make good on guaranteesgiven by the Bank.

The. ; : Canadian „ Government ; believes that these two institutions, if
established, % can : play a very important part in, facilitating the economic
reconstruction ) of the world. - They can minimize economic friction among
nations and can help .to provide the moneta ry conditions necessary to attaining
a high level ofr .world trade on a non-discriminatory basis . They can be of
particular, benefit in the immediate, future to the countries materially and
economically devastated as a result of the war . Canadian participation in the
Fund and in the Bank is .one way in which we can help toward the rehabilita-
tion of these countries and the re-establishment of their economies .

But our interest in seeing these institutions set up is not solely altruistic. Wethink ; that , this, country : has a great deal to gain from their establishment .
Foreign trade is very important to us and foreign trade cannot possibly flourishunder ; conditions , of; chaotic r changes in exchange rates, competitive exchange
depreciation,,blocked currencies and so on . A reasonable degree of,exchange
rate stability,is, necessary if trade is to be carried out without excessive risks .
Moreover, as we all know we have normally sold more to the United Kingdomthan we buy there, while we buy more from the United States than we sell tothem .

When thé Fund is fully functioning, it should be of assistance in enabling
us to use our surplus with the United Kingdom to cover our deficiency with theUnited States . To -a ttempt to balance our accounts bilaterally with both the` t _vh5 3 0 _ , . . .
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United Kingdom and the United States would only result in great economic 
disorganization  and a lower standard of living in this country» 

We have another important interest in these institutions. ' Canada is one of 
the few countries which is likely to be in a position to lend abroad during the 
next few years. At times we will wish .  to do so in order to maintain employment 
in our own export industries. It is of interest  Ïo  us .that loans made or 
guaranteed by these institutions will help to maintain our export . trade. This 
may well turn out  to  be  •  a 'useful , supplemenC to our direct loans under the 
Export Credits Insurance Act. • • ' 

I have referred to the advantages of the Bretton Woods institutions but it is 
important also to recognize their limitations. They prOvide a framework which 
will help greatly in the development of 'favourable economic relations among 
nations, but they do not guarantee that nations will in fact adopt commercial 
policies of an expansive rather than a restrictive sort. Quite independent action 
will be needed in this field. Neither 'do the Bretton Woods 'Agreements solve 
the problems of countries whose international' financial 'position has been 
greatly worsened as a result of the war.. The Agreements recognize that some 
countries may not be in a position to . assume immediately all the obligations of 
membership in the Fund. - 

SPecifically what this delay.  Means foius js,that the International Monetary 
Fund will not immediately have the effect of making  our , surplus sterling 
convertible into United States funds. This, in turn, means that we must look 
forward to a continuance of exchange control in Canada. We have to anticipate 
deficits in our current account transactions with the United States  and  if we 
are to be able to Meet these deficits we'must be in a position to prevent any 
unnecessary export of capital.  1  would hope and expect, however, that the 
exchange control could remain as it is now, confined io controlling capital 
movements, and that there need be no restrictions on ordinary current account 
transactions., 

The institutions 'for which the Bretton Woods -Agreements provide are 
immensely important in the rebuilding of international 'ec,onom'ic relations. It is 
in this  belief that the Canadian Government'proPoses to recommend Canadian 
participation in them: The Governmeni is, however, keenly aware that if the 
Bretton Woods Plans•are to achieve the full measure of their purpose, they will 
have to be followee by other agreements in the field of international economic 
policy and particularly 'by action' designed to reduce trade  restrictions and to  
deal constructively with the Immediate ' financial problems of the countries 

 whose position has been most setriously undermined by the %var." 
1,! 	; 

*e ;  ;. 
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6 1

` DF/8110 Vol . 1
Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre

du sous-ministre des Finances,
au ministre des Finances .

Special Wartime Assistant to Deputy Minister of Finance
to Minister of Finance

Ottawa, November 21, 1945

RE : BRETTON WOODS LEGISLATION .
Inrthe, White Paper on Employment and Income the Government endorsed

these plans and expressed the hope that Parliament will in due course approve
the draft Agreements . In the Speech from the Throne21 the legislation was
mentioned as being in the program for this session .

In the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund it is
provided that on signifying its willingness to join the Fund, a country shall pay
into the United States 1/100 of 1% of its quota . In Article XX, section 2,
paragraph (e), it is provided that the Articles of Agreement shall be open for
signature until December 31, 1945: It is further provided that the Articles of
Agreement shall come into force when countries holding 65% of the total
quotas have signified their intention of joining . In paragraph (d) of the same
section it is provided that if the Fund has not come into force on December 31,
1945, the initial ~ contributions above referred to shall be returned to the
countries which paid them.

The Articles of Agreement of the - International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development are identical on these points .

It is clear that unless the adherence of countries holding 65% of the quotas
is obtained by, the end of December, the Articles of Agreement will lapse .
There is no'provision in them for any extension . I would think that it would not
be impossible to obtain some agreement to extension but it would be decidedly
awkward 'and'risky. The United States are inclined to be very critical of the
United Kingdôm for holding up their approval of Bretton Woods and it has
been 'reported to us'that ` Vinson22 has said that if the Agreement lapses on
December 31st~, it is'dead as far as he is concerned as he will not go back to
Congress tô'get a new approval .2 '~ .~

W. A. MACKINTOSH

21Le 6 septembre 1945 : Voir Canada, Sénat . Débats, 1945, Deuxième série, p . 4.22September 6• 1945 . ~Sec Canada, Scnate, Debates, 1945, Second Scrics, p. 4 .Fred M . Vinson secrétaire au Trésor des États -Unis.Fred M . Vinson è Scc retary of the Treasu ry of the United States .2
'La loi autorisant l'acceptation de l'accord par le Canada eut reçu la sanction royale le 19décembre 1945

. Voir Canada, Statuts, 9-10 George VI, Chapitre 11 .Legislation enabling acceptance of the agreements by Canada was assented to on December 18.1945, See Canada, Statutes. 9-10 George VI, Chapter 11 .
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DEA/6000-G-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary«  of State for External Affairs 
go  Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-4302 

IMMEDIATE. My despatch No. 1413 dated December 18, 1945,t conclusion of 
Bretton Woods Agreements. 	 • 	; 

The submission to Council,t a copy of which w-às enclosed with 'my above 
mentioned despatch,: was approved on December 21st and gazetted on 
December 22nd. It is therefrire in order for you to conclude the Agreements for 
Canada on December 27th. 24  ; 

PARTIE 2/PART 2 	 •  

COMMERCE EXTÉRIEUR 	 • 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

41. 	 . DEA/7-Js 
Le haut commissairepar intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire  d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

•
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

:" 	; . 	 • 
TELEGRAM -13 	 - 	London, February 25, 1944 

SECRET. FolloWini for Robertson fro.  m Canadian Delegation Economic Policy 
Talks." 	„. 	• «: 

The British *appear, to be bothered'Considerabli i  by the' approach to the 
problem of preferences' and'Multilatéial tiriff, reduction which developed out of 
the Canadian-United' States  ialki.26  Thèii; imMediate reactiiin was that the 
United Kirigdoni apPrciach h'àd ,beén ; timed around. They state that their 
objective Was to achieve idrastic . s. Ciling .down'of,the very, high rates by means 
of a ceiling, say 25%; only a relatively small reduction;much less than 50%, in 

40. 

Ottawa, December 24, 1945 

"Voir Canada, Recueil des traités.-1944, be 37. .t 1  
See Canada, Treaty Series. 1944, No. 37‘: ; 

25Voir aussi le document  20./Sec also Document 20. „ 
26Voir la pièce jointe, document .1./See enclosure to Document .1."1 

• ; 	 "«. 	 ; 	 ; 	 ; 	 f 
••e• 	 • 
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the moderate rates and no reduction of the low rates, i .e. rates below a floor ofsay,:10% . - They seem to feel that the emphasis has been reversed by the
discussion of a general 50% cut which would not bring down the very high rates
sufficiently while effecting a very substantial cut in the moderate rates . With
regard to preferences, they do not rule out the possibility of increases in British
preferential rates to reduce or eliminate margins . We have explained our
position fully and have emphasized that in our discussions with United States
officials we made it clear that we also preferred a ceiling, but that even with a
ceiling,' substantial general cut in rates should be achieved . The British appear
to be delaying discussion apparently in order to give them time to consider the
implications of the Canadian approach .

The discussions of this matter will be resumed not earlier than Tuesday . If
you have any comments we should be glad to receive them . Ends .

42.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

DEA/7-Js

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

formula
that can be made to appear reasonably equitable, i .e . a fifty percen t

TELEGRAM 385 Ottawa, February 28, 1944
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for McKinnon from Robertson,
Following comments on United Kingdom approach outlined in yourteB gramNo. -13 may be of some, assistance :
,
(1) A multilateral commercial convention open to general accession with a

minimum of reservations should be as simple and uncomplicated as possible .
This seems to me a powerful political argument in favour of the simplest

reduction in all rates qualified if feasible by agreed ceiling and floor .
(2) Suggestion that multilateral tariff reductions should be brought about bydiffering percentâge cuts in various classes of rates would a

p
peathe' technical " problems encountered • in examination ofc, .eiling

involve
salsincluding'difficulty of com arin s ' p po

F.O.B.` and C.I.F. methods of valuat~io~n,cplus newvcomelica t
ratesions of duty and

notch problem" in income taxation arising out of the transition from one clas s
of rates which would be subject to given percentage reduction to the next w
class where a lower coeffcient of reduction would apply. lo er

(3) "Drastic and comprehensive" tariff reductions shou lwould 'mâkë °réasônable the ' Unitcd States- d be of an order thattotal abolition of quantitative import restrictions and substantial cÎim,inat~on
ve of the

preferences
:`I do not think a general reduction of less than fft r~ ofmeet these tests . ~ . . . t ~i . , #. - , , y pe nt would
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• (4) So far as possible the "elimination" of preferences should be a 
consequence of overall tariff reductions, thus lessening the scope and 
plausibility of United States requests for special capitulatory concessions in 
respéct of Imperial Preferences. Obviously the further you go in reducing 
tariffs generally, the problem of the residual . preferences diminishes in 
difficulty and vice versa. - 

(5) There is a good deal of validity in United States contention that a fifty 
percenicut in a forty percent tariff rate is likely to be of more serious economic 
consequence than a fifty percent cut in a twenty percent rate. For this reason I 
am not greatly worried by optical inequality of sacrifice which would result 
from application of a single formula of reduction to high and low tariff 
countries. Ends. 

43. 	 DEA/7-Js 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 524 	 London, March 3, 1944 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Canadian Delegation, Economic Policy 
Talks, Begins: 	 - 

1. Commercial policy discussions yesterday and today were devoted largely to 
technical aspects of applying any formula to specific duties, the incidence of 
which was changed since pre-war owing to price level and exchange rate 
changes. One United Kingdom suggestion  is  that the reduction of specific 
duties should be adjusted to compensate for:changes in exchange rates and 
price levels. Rates on the United States dollar and the United States price level 
would be taken'a's.basis for the adjustnient. To help ineet problem of specific 
rates generally, the United Kingdom has suggested that provision be made for 
deferred enforcement of ceiling with earlier operation of overall reduction, thus 
providing time for the collection of relevant statistic,a1 data for the calculation 
of advalorem equivalents of specifics for the purposes of the ceiling. We urged 

 that ceiling be expressed as an ad valorem rate on specified basis of valuation 
more than which no importer,  would be required to pay. While recognizing in 
theory the validity of contention regarding reduced incidence of specifics under 

 today's values, we urged, that .the complications and anomalies resulting from 
crude adjustments, for price leve and exchange rate changes should not be 
introduced except for countries in 'Special circumstances which would be dealt 
with separately. - 
2. As soon as discussions lefL technical issues  for  conCrete matter of precise 

formula, Australian delegation in general 'statement of their Positi?,.n, 
q uestioned seriously the practicability of the multilateral approach to tariff 
reduction. Their statement explained in detail difficulty of undertaking t°, 
reduce rates, the inequities involved in a general reduction, scrious technical 
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difficulties, etc . They suggested instead that .multilateral approach might be
confined to a tariff truce with an aspirational statement to reduce duties in the
future. India came out ~ in favour of something along the lines of, Formula D
which will give them freedom as to which items the reductions will be applied .
It is not clear how . seriously this _ is to be taken . They . are probably only
concerned about relatively few rates of an infant industry, character . The
United Kingdom,- it appears, : is not inclined to apply any serious pressure to
Aûstralia because of political reasons. The problem of preferences has not yet
been discussed as such . It will come up at the next meeting when we intend to
make a' full and frank statement of our position regarding both preferences,
tariff reduction and the multilateral approach .

3 . Present forecast is meetings will continue to about March 17th, adjourning
then for long weekend to permit United Kingdom consultation of Ministers and
reassembling following week to draft document for conclusions . Ends .

44. DEA/7-Js

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

~ . , j . . . . _ . . • , . , ,

., 'Acting High Comm issioner in Great Britain
toSecretary of State for External Affairs

TELECRA_ M-560 London, March 8, 1944. . ~ts . . . ._ : . • : . •
• SECRET. Following for Robertson from Canadian Delegate, Economic Policy

Talks,' Begins : Regarding commercial policy.
Following general stâtements' by Dominions,, United Kingdom have now

outlined their position regarding the tariff reduction formula and preferences .
I . Tariff reduction . United Kingdom still prefer formula providing for ceiling

of 25%, f1 oo'r of 10% and a reduction of 25% in rates between ceiling and floor .
They recognise "that ceiling of 25% might be too drastic for high tariff
countriès;"büt'think it important that high rates should be'cut further than
moderat'e rates. Consequently they forego ceiling as an immediate measure and
suggest a graduated reduction of M.F.N. rates obtained by application of the
formula one half of the rate in 1939 plus 5% ad valorem originally proposed by
South Africa . Thus previous M .F.N. rate of 100 would be reduced to 55 and
M .F.N. 30 to 20 . They feel technical problems of this method not insuperable
if general reduction is not applied immediately which would allow time for
collection of statistics. If quantitative restrictions are to be permitted during
transitional period they think it may not be possible to obtain immediate
application of tariff cut in any case .

2 . °Tariff ; floor . United Kingdom propose floor of 10% under which there
would be complete freedom to adjust rates including free rates .

3 . Infant industries and new duties : United Kingdom propose countries mightbe permitted to give protection for limited period not exceeding speci fied rates
on any commodity where domestic production is less than ' a given proportion ofconsumption .. After expiry of limited period duties must be reduced . .
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4. Preferences. United Kingdom agree ' with Canadian : position that

Convention should not contain anything which would require or would result in

a`general raising of B .P. rates in order to reduce preferential margins . They do

not envisage an absolute prohibition against
that the eSBmargins should

should be compelled to do so . They propose preference
be reduced by the graduated reduction of M.F.N. rates in accordance wit h

above formula, but that no preferential margin
and

%
25 .would be reduced belo

w
valorem. Thus M.F.N . of 50 and B.P. of 30 United
Contrary to Canadian suggestion ' regarding unbinding of margins,

Kingdom oppose unbinding of B .P. margins or rates on,the ground that this
might lead to countries of Commonwealth making bargains at expense of one
another and give rise to intra Commonwealth discrimination . ,

5. In stating preliminary Canadian reaction we said that we could not oppose
the principle of graduated reduction provided it is substantial, but that we saw
considerable technical difficulties in respect of specified rates . We said we were

most doubtful that the United Kingdom proposal regarding preferences would
be acceptable to the United States . They replied that .they are prepared to put

the proposals up to the Americans and to argue strenuously in this matter,

which they have always regarded as a case for striking a bargain between the

amount of tariff cut and reduction of B.P. margins . They explained that in

agreeing to Article 7 it was understood that the reduction of tariffs and the
"elimination" of discrimination could both be gradual . We rese rved our

position completely regarding their opposition to our suggestion for the

unbinding of margins . We are informed unofficially that there is now a group
in the United Kingdom Cabinet, namely Beaverbrook, Amery and Nudson,
who are not prepared to accept a relaxation of. the B.P. system. The opposition

to our suggestion concerning unbinding is probably not unconnected with this

situation .

6 . The immediate reactions of othér Commonwealth representatives were

non-commital . The Australians felt that the proposed general ~Tdnd~odua
tariffs would, on the one hand, be inequitable in its effect on th e

protected industries and on the other,
I
not ach ieve an adequate reduction in the

barriers to their products in the United States market.

7 . We are anxious to hear your,viewsï' Ends .

"R S. Hudson, ministre de l'Agriculture et des Pécherics:
, R. S .; Hudson, Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries: - '
28Aucune réponse ne`fut tro4v6elNo reply was located. '
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DEA/7-Js, 

Le sous -secrétaire d'État -aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-minisfre des Finances 	' 

• 	, . 	, 
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 	 . 

,, , • to Deputy Minister of Finance 

' 

 

[Ottawa;)  March 10, 1944 

Dear.  Di. Clark: . • 	r 
I âni - enclosing copy of High Commissioner's telegram No. 560 of March 

8th, Setting forth the United Kingdom approach to' questions of tariff and 
prefeiential The' distance between the United States and the United 
Kingdom'positions appears to have widened a good deal since they first met in 
Washington in October. In general, objectives seem to be shrinking and 
recedineIt.seenis' to me that, *as the multilateral programme becomes more 
modést and more remote, we shall have to look more seriously and more 
quickly at the specific problem of Canadian-American trade relations. I had 
envisaged a bilateral agreement with the United States, supplementing a 
general multilateral tariff reduction, but if effective multilateral action is to be 
indefinitely deferred and, when achieved, prove modest, then I think we may 
have to look at the question again from the continental viewpoint. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
; 	to Secretary of Stase for Externat Affairs 

TELEGRAM 585 	 London, March 10, 1944 

SEèRET:Follc4ing for Robertson from Canadian Delegation, Economic policy 
Talks Begin's:Regarding Commercial Policy. 	 " 

1 . In course of discussion Of provisions of proposed Convention regarding 
relneal e:qiiariiitative 'restrictions, United Kingdom outlined some of their 
preliMinarY VieWs -concèrning latitude they requirc during transitional period.' 
TheY  propose  that âny member should bc free to Use quantitative restrictions to 
deal with iniinediatà post-war emergencies without limitation for a two year 
Period save to consult' with othei members who mày bc injurcd thereby. This Ivould followeeby a second phase lasting three years during which all 
t. old 
(juantitative restrictions would be eliminated progressively. They attach two- 

meaningAoltransitional period (a) transition from war to peace, (b) 
transition from higher to lower levels of protection. With respect to latter, they are rbe ,

uu
i,n. c.lined to think that from practical standpoint of reaching agreement, the 

011  of quantitative restrictions and reduction of tariffs should both bc 
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nature of Convention as soon as possible by

roproportion of world trade. Convention
Tadual . Thus they propose signature

g of countries with, substantial p P, ect to establishment of
group immediately with respect uantitative
would become operativ

e Collection, of statistics and consultation might at end of
organization. CO erlod, Partial tariff cut

during transitional p ressively until ` full reduction is
reached at

hostilities and continue
Prog ld into effect at once astermination of special transitional arrange

dtio tn •shou g o
close of hostilities in order to

facilitate and hasten
2 . We expressed view that full tariff our discussions with

soon as possible following ared in o

whole process of MPCAS statemenweren howangP signs of giving sympathetic
ï to suggest

to this course, we felt it unwise foVe ensted ingdo
m

considerationUnited . States officials that
. they u rted in~oitr attitude

ossibility of gradual or delayed reduction. t We til therep South Africa and it seemed we made some in

United Kingdom . Australians on, ihéeT~on their industr i es
convincing to examine the effect of proposal s
was an opportunity ether they are acceptable on basis of et~t~ ~ n ed imé and
they could not say wh feel they wo

riod .
radual application . • If effects are severe they trânsition pe • of

g have freedom to use quantitative restricti Ful duând detailed consideration 29
reltmtnary . discussions .

3 . This discussion was p

1 eriod arrangements will come later under monetarytransit perio d
Ends . DEA/7-J s

SECRET

Le sous-ministre des Finances
. Affaires extérieures

au sous-sécretaire d bat aux
Deputy Minister ofFinance

to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs
4

4

Ottawa, March 11,1 9

Dear Mr . Robertson: co of High COmm~s~note of March 10th transmitting PY 's
,Thanks for y our

8th, which sets, forth the United Kingdom

sioner's telegram 560 of March po

l
y ;, _ for someapproach to questions of tariff and preferentia erala • roach . In fact, real

I agree with ; your comments and .your ôf the , possibilit1eS of
time I have been

. growing increasingly skeptical tinental
ltilateral

. program k and therefore tncon asi°8I
y

achievement under, .'the ,, mu point of view, of a rad ical c.ou rconcerned with the advisabil ;t~y,, from
dian British program. tion

approach coupled w i th a rad reports . o f our dclcgaon, th e
Yon will probably wish à conference

atch 560in order to give further in be out of
London and part icularly on desp that I will have to

to our delegation . Unfortunately n it now appear s

Y 7
* ',

29Voir té document 24°./See Document 24.,`. '
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town for the next few days but in spite of that I think you should have the 
discussion early next week.  

Yours sincerely, 
W. C. CLARK 

DEA/6000-A-40 48: 

SECRET 

Le conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au sous-Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Counsellor. Embassy in United States, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, March 11, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson: , 
With reference to your letter of February 17th, 1944,t and subsequent 

exchange of teletype messagest concerning discussions between Canadian and 
United States officials on commercial polièy, I enclose herewith twelve copies 
of a mimeographed statement received this morning from Mr. Southworth" 
dealing with the conversations at Washington and at New York. 

The suggested changes by the United States group in our . draft statementt 
have been' incorporated in the United States revision. The only other change 
that I notice is in IV (5), where we use (x%); you will note they have inserted 
(say 50%). • 

In conversation yesterday with Mr. Southworth, he said that they hope 
within the next two or three days to submit to the Committee on Post-War 
Progrâms a statement which will consist of the undertakings formulated during 
the discussions, and in the event of clearance on this high level, the United 
States hope to proceed with conversations with other countries. 

Yours sincerely, 
M. M. MAHONEY 

30Constant Southworth, adjoint, Direction de la politique commerciale, département d'État des 
États-Unis.  

Constant Southworth; DivisiOnal Assistant, Division of Commercial Policy, Department of State of the United States. 
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[P1ÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DÉCLARATION SUR LES DISCUSSIONS CONCERNANT -

LA POLITIQUE COMMERCIALE

STATEMENT ON DISCUSSIONS ON COMMERCIAL POLICY
, . a

Informal Exploratory Conversations Between Official
s

of the United States and Canada Regarding the
Formulation of an Agenda for Discussions Looking

Toward the Implementation of the Principles

Enunciated in the Exchange~ ve
m

Notes
be ~30th e1942."United States and Canada on

Washington, January 3rd to 7th, 1944
and

New York, February 12th to l 3th, 1944.

ECONOMIC POLICY OTHERTHAN MONETARY AND FINANCIAL,
. . . . . . . . , . . , . _ . .

SECTION ON COMMERCIAL POLIC Y

The Procedüre adopted for the American-Canadian talks' on
commercial

of the
policy, of which'this is a summarÿ, ' was a . topic=by topic discussion

1 9 43'
commercial . policy ,' section •f of, the joint statement

American
Onâ

B t ish sroups on
resulting from the earlier informal

t lor fnancialmWhere it is stated below that
economic policy other than mone_ y, designated
the Canadian group concurred with or had ' no objection to any

the implication is that
portion of . the United States-United Kingdom statement ,

the American group had not changed its position with regard to such portion
. . .

since formulation of that statement: Numerical references to that staternent
hereinunder are to the section on commercial policy .

I . . MULTILATERAL APPROAC H

, desirable to 'negotiate a multilateral convention on commercial
1 . It is highly .

policy covering both quantitative import restrictions and tariffs .condconditions o f
t' ~whil en is of relativelyattempt should be made at the earliest possible momen t

relative commodity scarcitt
~ucc rs and bcfore edemob l'~tion of war industry

little concern to domestic p imports Uecome t°°
has set in and vested interests in war-time restrictions on should

highly developed . The Canadian group suggested that the conventio
n

cover an initial period of at least 1 0 years .

ral convention should be so drawn that all states could acCede
2. The mult '~late

to i t including industrially undeveloped countries as well as industrial countr'es
. ,. ,

610
6l2•

---- ~ 1 documcnts , .
if 3' Voir Canada, Recueil des traitfs,1942, No 17 . Voir aussi le volume 9,

a See Canada,Treaty Series, 1942, No. 17 . Seé also Volume 9, Documents 610,612 .
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and countries with largely state-directed economies as well as countries where 
private enterprise predominates. , • 
3. The American group felt that if it should not - prove-  feasible to remove 

quantitative import restrictions and reduce tariffs' simultaneously serious 
consideration should be given to the negotiation of a convention providing for 
immediate removal of quantitative import restrictions and for subsequent 
bilateral negotiations to reduce tariffs. The Canadian group felt that, on the 
contrary, since quantitative restrictions and tariffs are often alternative forms 
of protection, undertakings to eliminate quantitative restrictions and to reduce 
tariffs ought to be reciprocal and simultanecius. With respect to the carrying 
out of these undertakings it was urged that during the transitional period there 
may well be circumstances which would require that certain countries with 
unbalanced eMnomies should be giVen an "agreed period in which to liquidate 
quantitative restrictions while tariffs should be reduced forthwith. , 
4. In generà1 the  Canadian group was in accord with the United Kingdom 

view expressed in the United States-United Kingdom statement (1 1, page 6): 
that. a definite cornmitment 'to abolish quantitative restrictions should be 
accoinpanied li)iân equally precise commitment to effect substantial reductions 
in tariffs'. In the view of the Canadian group the extent of the overall reduction 
should be of the order of, say, 50% in most-favoured-nation rates. 	 • 

II. NEG6TiATION, ADHERENCE AND GENERALIZATION PROCEDURE. 
There was general • agreement that the following procedure ‘ regarding . 	, 

negotiation, adherence, and generalization with respect' to the propoSed 
multilateral convention on commercial policy might be desirable: 
(1)Agreénient should be reached first amonithe United States, the United 

Kingdom:the countries of the British Commonwealth, the U.S.S.R., and  as  
many othe. r Muntries as practicable, on a draft convention designed to be 
feasible of a* dhe-rence,by' all countries. 
(2)Prior to signature by the original group, the draft convention would be 

submitte' d to other countries with a view to obtaining theii agreement thereto 
without anY important exceptions or reservations in respect of any particular 
country.; ,, 

, 
 

(3)The convention should come into force upOn adherence by a group of 
countries which coirld form an adequate nucleus 
(4)When the tariff ieductions and other benefits of the -convention enter into 

force they should be extended to other countries  for  a stated time to cover the 
Period of 'notice generally required for the revocation of trade _treaties and mshost-favouréd-nation arrangements. After the expiry of this period the benefits .t  ould bé withdrawn from countries which have not adhered to the convention; 
ltmights well!be ,  desirable for the international organization to bc granted atih 
of eritY to_ekte nd the period for adherence or to make exceptions in the tcrms th  convention in jtistifiable cases for particular' countries. (5)The convention should include a provision for the abrogation and 
Inhibition of all commitments regarding the maintenance of margins of 
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2. Revenue Duties: . 	 '• 	 , 

In general the proposed  •  exemption of revenue  duties from the provisions 
respecting tariff reductions and tariff binding and the definition of revenue 
duties  in  I 3 (page 8) of the United States-United Kingdom statement, were 
satisfactory to the Canadian group. However, discussion brought out the need 
of assuring that where such duties are used to provide funds for paying 
subsidies the revenue duty does not become in effect a protective duty. 

3. Infant Industries and Security Industries. 	. 

It was agreed that, in general, subsidies should be relied upon as the 
mechanism for governmental assistance to necessary infant industries and 
security industries. 

Both groups emphasized that no exceptions should be allowed to the terms 
of the convention on security grounds. Whatever legitimate claim "infant 
industries" may have to special measures of assistance might be met in one or 
more of thé following ways: 
(a) through' the granting of exceptions in appropriate >  cases by the proposed 

international commercial-policy organisation in accordance with agreed 
criteria and procedure;  •  
(b) through subsidies (see VII below);  

.(c) through international assistance by provision of  long-term capital or 
otherwise. 

4. Tariff Quotas.. 	' 

It was agreed that where a tariff quota was in existence as of July 1st, 1939, 
the tàriff reduction formula should apply to both the upper and lower rates 
thereof. The Canadian group felt that in a convention abolishing quantitative 
restrictions, tariff quotas, which in the last analysis are of the same nature, 
should be dealt with in the same way. In the possible event that provisions for 
tariff reduction in the multilateral convention should apply only to the lower of 
the two  rates on  Products subject to tariff quotas, the situation with respect to 
such products if such quotas were not abolished would be as restrictive as 
before the convention took effect, if not more so. 

IV. PREFERENCES. 
1. The following statement on preferences is contained in the àgreed summary 
of the British-American discussions (II 1, p.9) 

"Article  VII of thè Mutual-Aid  Agreement  between the United States and the United Kingdom provides for agreed action looking not only toward the 
reduction of tariffs but also toward the elimination of all forms of discrimina-tory tréatmént in international commerce. No convention of the kind proposed 
would give final efect to these obligations unless it makes definite provision 
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both for an adequate reduction of tariffs and for the ultimate substantial 
abolition of preferences. There remains for determination at the proper time 
the difficult question of what reduction of tariffs, at one step or by Stages, 
would be adequate to make possible the substantial abolition of preferences. It 
has become clear in the course of the discussions that United States opinion 
would not consider it equitable or reasonable to contemplate drastic and 
comprehensive reduction of tariffs (assuming this to be feasible) if it were not 
accompanied by the simultaneous substantial abolition of preferences." 
2. The Canadian group pointed out that if agreement could be reached on a 
multilateral reduction —' of say 50% — in most-favoured-natiorr rates, that in 
itself would eliminate a great many preferential margins and would reduce 
every one of the remaining margins by at least one half. In the opinion of the 
Canadian group this would go a long way toward the "substantial abolition of 
preferences" and is all that could reasonably be attempted in the multilateral 
convention. The reduction of residual margins 'might be accomplished in the 
following ways: (a) by simultaneous bilateral agreements for the further 
reduction of duties and the reciprocal exchange of free rates — this would be 
possible since all rates would be freely negotiable as a result of the abrogation 
in the convention of commitments regarding the binding of rates and margins; 
(b) by the possibility of eliminating certain preferential margins by distinguish-
ing, for more general purposes, between preferences freely exchanged bet‘seen 
the countries of the British Commonwealth and those granted in the non-
selfgoverning colonies, particularly in what were open door areas prior to 1932. 
3. The Canadian group felt in principle that it would be unreasonable for the 
United States to expect to achieve, in a multilateral convention, reductions of 
preferences below the level to which the general 50% reduction in most-
favoured-nation rates would bring them. The request for:thé elimination of all 
preferences would require either (a) the  rem-oval of all dutieS on all products 
now admitted duty free from the United Kingdorn, or (b) the imposition of new 
or higher duties on hundreds of tariff classifications on which the British 
Preference rate is now free. In the opinion of the Canadian group procedure (a) 
would clearly not be practical for Canada, while procedure (b) would run 
counter to traditional use of British Preferentià  rates  as a' means of reducing 
tariffs and would be in conflict With the main purpose of the proposed 
convention.  •# f 
4. In the itiew of the United States group the extent of the tariff reduction 
called for in the Canadian suggestion would clearly place it within the seoPe of  
the phrase "drastic and comprehensive",used in the joint statement of October 
16th, 1943, and would therefore need to be accompanied by provisions for the 
simultaneous substantial abolition of preferences as indicated in the statement 
(see sub-section II, point 1, p.11).-  While' it is  not possible at this stage 1° 
determine with accuracy how far the Canidian proposal might go toward the 

 elimination of imperial preferences, it seems clear that a significant proiete  
of them would remain. It would be extremely difficult to defend a conventien 
providing for drastic tariff reductions while leaving in existence an ltiert5a„1  
segment of the preferential system to be negotiated away in supplemental.' 
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bilateral agreements involving still further tariff reduction . Such a convention
would be open to the criticism that the United States had used up almost all its
tariff bargaining power without achieving the objective with regard to. discriminatory - treatment set forth in the Mutual Aid Agreements . It would ,
moreover, be extremely doubtful if the United States Congress would grant the
necessary authority to negotiate supplementary bilateral agreements providing
for tariff, reductions beyond those brought about through the multilateral
convention..., - -
5 . The United, States group suggests that consideration might be given' to
provisions along the following lines which would accompany provisions for the
adequate reduction of tariffs (x per cent .) under a multilateral formula and
which might meet, in part, the requirements for the simultaneous substantial
abolition of preferences :

(a) If there is no or only insignificant domestic production, the non-
preferénce 'duty must- be reduced 50%, or to the level of the preference rate,
whichever gives the lower rate .
(b) Provided that if the country wishes to maintain'the duty as a revenue

duty it may fix it at any level not exceeding the present level if preference is
entirely eliminated .' '
(c) If the non-prererence rate is 10% ad valorem or less, either it must be

reduced 50%,or the preference rate must be raised to equal the non-preference
rate.

(d) If the reduction of the non-preference rate by'50% would bring it below
10%, it may be fixed at any figure not over 10% provided the preference rate is
raised to the same level .
6: The United States group stressed the need for a general formula to deal
with residual preference and suggested for consideration the following, which
would _be supplemented by 5(a) and (b) above : no- margin of preference
remaining after the application of the tariff reduction formula would be left
higher than x per cent of what it was on, say, July 1 st, -1939 .

V.f PROHIBITI~ ONS AND QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTS .
1• It , was, agreed that,F as set fôrth in the United States-United Kingdom
statement (III 1, page 10), import prohibitions and import restrictions such asquotas ; and : licensing systems are among the devices most destructive of
international tràde,'and, as part of a multilateral convention, should, except in
certain spécial cases which would be held to a minimum and closely defined, be
prohibited. .In no ; case should their use for the purpose of protecting homeindustries'' i ,

infant industries and industries deemed necessary on
grounds ôf national securit bey, permitted . (See I 3 above) .
2• The Canadian `group had no objection to the granting of exceptions to theprohibitiôn on quantitative restrictions during a specified transitional period ongrounds'ôf bilancé-of-pay mreco ents'difficulties, for the purpose of implementing a

gnis'édinternâtional commodity agreement, or for other agreed purposes,' ; . • , . ; . . ,
.,:~
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the possibilities of the use of buffer stocks as a device which might prove 
adequate for many cases which might otherwise be thought to require special 
intergovernmental arrangements involving two-price systems. 

VIII. STATE TRADING. 	, 

1. The Canadian group thought that ' it might  • be undesirable to require 
countries with a complete state monopoly Of foreign trade, such as Russia, to 
commit themselves to purchase minimum global quantities of products as a 
condition of becoming associated with the convention on reduction of trade 
barriers and of receiving its benefits (see subsection VI, para.10, page 15). 
Such a provision is not needed from the viewpoint of exporting interests in 
private enterprise countries, for if Russia cares to make use of the improved 
opportunities for exporting its goods which would result from the convention, it 
would ordinarily increase its imports pari -passu. Futhermore, Russia might 
well feel that an obligation on its part to buy should be coupled in the 
convention with a counter-obligation on the part of other countries to sell. The 
allocation of such a counter-obligation among countries of supply might 
present difficult problems. Also at times -- for instance on the occasion of 
Russia possibly receiving large loans — the countries which had agreed to 
supply. minimum amounts might face acute difficulties in meeting their 
commitments. .• 

The United States group recognized that, since a country such as Russia 
tends to import to the limit of its ability, a global purchase commitment might 
not be of great practical benefit to exporters in private-enterprise countries. 
Nevertheless, in the view of the United States group, it would appear highly 
desirable; if not essential, that complete state-trading countries • give some 
visible quid pro quo for the benefits received from private-enterprise countries. 
The proposal for a global purchase commitment should not be discarded, 
therefore, in the absence of some more satisfactory visible commitment. 
3. It was felt by both groups that if tariff reduction and removal of quantita-
tive import  restrictions arc effectively carried out by all countries adhering to 
the convention, increased pressure for state-operated importation might face 
some govermilents which because of budgetary difficulties or other reasons do 
not find subsidization feasible. 	- 
4. The Canadian group suggested that the proposed requirement that the 
fc'reiga purchases- and sales of state 'monopolies be governed solely by 
commercial considerations, i.e. on a nondiscriminatory basis (see VI, para. 8, 
P. 14), Might -be - strengthened by supplementary provisions requiring the 
publication or priée and.other data on state trading which would serve as a me ans of verifyinà its objectives and nondiscriminatory character. 
5.130th grò ups' felt the need of further thought before foimulating a definite 
position on istat,étrading. 	 • 

- 

It PC. 
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL POLICY ORGANIZATION. 

stat was  4greed, 'in * ,conformity with the United States-United Kingdom 
ement 

 
(VIII, 	 16) h , Page 	, t at the creation of an appropriate international 
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throughout the past year many exchanges of views have taken place between 
the officials and experts of the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Canada. Commonvvealth discussions took place in London in the autumn of 
1942" and again recently during February and March last." As a result of all 
these conversations a compromise statement of principles has been prepared 
which carries the agreement of the British, American and Canadian experts." 
We have been - informed indirectly that it is probable that President Roosevelt 
will call a United Nations monetary conference during the next month or two 
at which the agreed statement of principles would receive formal consideration 
by  governments. 

In Article yll of the Mutual Aid (Lend-Lease) agreements the United 
States and the other signatory governments agreed, among other things, to 
enter into post-war 'arrangements directed to the "elimination of all forms of 
discriminatory treatment in international commerce, and to the reduction of 
tariffs and other 'trade barriers." Early in 1943, United Kingdom experts, in 
preparatién for conversations with the United States regarding the undertak-
ings in Article VII, submitted to  Commonwealth  governments a comprehensive 
proposal concerning post-war commercial policy. This proposal suggested the 
adoption of a multilateral commercial convention, embracing as many 
countries' as possible, which would provide for (a) a ceiling on tariffs and the 
Multilateral reduction of duties by an agreed formula, (b) a general scheme for 
reducing preferential margins, (c) the abolition of quantitative restrictions to 
trade except for 'certain specified and limited purposes, (d) the prohibition of 
export subsidies and export taxes, (e) the formulation of rules governing state 
trading, and (f).the establishment of an international institution to administer 
the convention." This far-reaching and courageous proposition was discussed 
in London between experts of Commonwealth Governments in June 1943'9  and 
it was agreed that the United Kingdom should, on its own responsibility, 
submit the proposalifor informal consideration to officials of the United States 
Government. This Was done during the British-American exploratory Article 
VIrconversatioris held in Washington during September and October last.' 
While 'Many' prâctical difficulties were foreseen, the general reception by 
United States  experts was  encouraging. This was significant in view of the 
reliance hitherto placed by the United States on the narrower and slower 
bilâteral negotiations involved in the Hull trade agreements Programme. 
Agreement on 'a precise formula for the *multilateral lowering of tariffs and 
rAeduction of preference.s was not attempted at that stage but an agreed British- 

merican document was drawn up by the experts on the two sides in which the 
general provisions of the proposed commercial policy convention were further 
elaborated. 	 - 

"Ibid., document 575./1  bid., Document 575. 36Voir les documents  2O-24./Sec Documents 20-24. 	 , • »Voir/See Horsefield, ed., International Monetary Fund 1945- 1965. Volume III, pp. 128-35. 
"Voir le volume 9, document 585./See Volume 9, Document 585. "lbid., document 605./Ibid , Document 605. *Ibid., documents 606-608, 611./lbid., Documents  606-608,611. 
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In January last Canadian officials were invited to Washington to engage in 
exploratory discussions on Article VII subjects with United States representa-
tives. The talks centred mainly on commercial policy. The Canadians strongly 
supported the multilateral approach and found the American officials prepared 
also to explore the proposal seriously. The conversations took for their agenda 
the agreed British-American document and an attempt was made to achieve 
progress through a preliminary examination of various specific possibilities for 
the reduction of tariffs and simultaneous modification of British Preferences. 
In this connection the effects of a 50% multilateral reduction in all duties, with 
a proviso that no duty need be reduced below 10%, was explored. While the 
United States representatives regarded such a cut to be drastic they were not 
unwilling to consider it. However, they maintained that  a reduction of this 
magnitude, in order to give it a chance of political acceptance in the United 
States, must be accompanied by the vIrtual elimination of the preferential 
arrangements in the British Empire and Commonwealth countries. The 
Canadian officials suggested, that the proposed 50% reduction should apply 
only to most-favoured-nation rates and not to British preferential rates so that 
in every case the preferential inargin would be cut ,autom.  a- tically by at least 
one-half and would be eliminated entirely in a large number of items 
accounting for more than half the Canadian trade. The Canadian group 
suggested further that if all bound preferential margins were unbound by an 
appropriate provision in the  convention, additional reductions in preferences 
could be accomplished through supplementary trade agreements between the 
United States and Commonwealth countries. The only other,alternative for the 
reduction of preferential margins would require the raising of preferential 
tariff rates — a procedure which was impossible of acceptance by Canada. The 
United States officials did not consider the above Methods for the reduction of 
preferences to be adequate. The Canadians maintained that the British 
Preference could not be accepted as being more vicious than high tariffs and 
that reductions in preferential margins should be achieved through the general 
process of lowering duties. In the discussions in ;January and a subsequent 
discussion, in February it was not possible to reach agreement on this matter 
between the two groups of officials a'nd the question Was left for further 
consideration. 

Renewed informal conversations between Commonwealth officials on 
Article VII topics were held in London during February and March last. The 
British and Canadians reported on the results of their talks in Washington. The 
most important *outcome of the discussions on commercial policy was the 
disagreement of Australia with many, of the  vital points of the proposed 
commercial policy convention and the noticeable narrowing of approach °n the  
part of the United Kingdom. The Canadian representatives argued for a 
comprehensive and courageous approach on a wide international basis such 
could enlist the essential adherence of the United Statcs and would be 
adequate to the task of the rapid resioratiôn of world trade and world 

 prosperity after the 'war.  The  Australian 'officials felt that the objective of a  
significant multilateral reduction of tariffs' which would involVe an iniPetant  

80 
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modification of the' British Preference was in some respects misguided and in
others ' not feasible for . Australia . They - placed greater emphasis on purely
domestic policies for the attainment 'of full employment and preferred to
negotiate a bilateral tariff agreement with the United States and the virtual
full retention of the British Preferential system, or as much of it as they could
hold after such a bilateral agreement . The British officials were prepared to
support the adoption of a formula for a substantial multilateral, reduction of
tariffs; but they placed considerable emphasis on the preservation of the core of
the British . Preferential, structure - a condition which has small chance of
meeting the i position of the, United States . Furthermore, in . view of their
immediate . post-war balance .of payments and reconstruction problems, the
British urged postponement of the application of some of the,most important
provisions of the proposed commercial policy convention . In particular, they
wished ; to retain complete freedom, which would be open to other countries
also, in the use of quantitative restrictions on imports for a period of rive years
after the end of , hostilities . The views of the South African and New Zealand
officials .were generally closer to the Canadian than to the Australian, .or in
some cases the British, approach .

In -~ ~the' Anglo-American, Commonwealth and Canadian-American
discussions officials have also explored in a preliminary way specific proposals
for ' international arrangements regarding ' commodity policy, international
investment ; and 'cartels . The objective sought for commodity policy is the
establishment of an international code to govern international -commodity
regulatiori, schemes in the future. Worthwhile progress has been made in this
direction and it is not likely that serious disagreement will arise . In matters of
international investment and cartel policy the initiative has properly been left
very largely to the United States . In the field of cartels United States officials
have made some path-breaking proposals for the registration and publication of
all private cartel agreements and for the prohibition of a list of what they
regard as harmful cartel practices. United Kingdom officials have shown
considerable reluctance tô going along with these suggestions . Because of the
importance attached to them by the United States and because they have some
merit, Canadian representatives have urged that the proposals should be taken
seriously and 'that an effort should be made to co-operate at least with respect
to those aspects of the problem which clearly need attention . .

In general, the * exploratory discussions of post-war international economicpolicy . began on a hopeful and - courageous note and were based on a . broad
international approach : However, a number of important dif ficulties have been
encounteredparticularly in the vitally important field of commercial policy . It
is'not sürprising that` the Preferential system, the Sterling area arrangementsand '-the'very - real 'problems of 'the- United Kingdom and other European
countriés' during the transition period following the close of hostilities, shouldconstitûte some of . the'principal difficulties . The task is to adapt and modify
the special °inter-Commonwealth and Empire structures respecting - tariffs andcurrencÿ ni âârr tters so that , they can be fitted into and make possible desirablegan e ~ m6nts,_on" .' a° broad "international basis . Also, agreed action on a
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comprehensive programme should be taken almost immediately following the 
end of the war before economic systems are reconstructed into the old molds 
and before vested interests have everywhere grown up. At the close of 
hostilities the situation will inevitably be fluid and thus constitutes a unique 
opportunity which will rapidly disappear. This is no less true in Canada than 
elsewhere. There will be risks but these will have to be taken if the large 
benefits are to be obtained. 

The alternatives for Canada to timely action on a broad international basis 
are not attractive. Canada would have to look principally to special bilateral 
arrangements with the United States and the United Kingdom. In the case of 
the United Kingdom, unless an international arrangement for the full 
convertibility of currencies is agreed upon, Canada would have to cope for 
many yéars with the type of sterling exchange problem with which we have had 
to deal during the war. An attempt to reach a large-scale bilateral trade 
agreement with the United States is certain to face a major attack on our 
preferential tariffs. This attack would come upon us individually rather than be 
resolved as part of a general scheme and would very probably result in serious 
strains on our economic and iierhaps political relations with the Common-
wealth. In any case special arrangements with the United States and the 
United Kingdom will not give us, following the great expansion of Canadian 
industry during the war, the outlets which we will need in the important 
market of Continental Europe. In the circumstances of the Canadian position 
the greatest assurance of continuing prosperity, and harmony with both the 
United States and the Commonwealth, lies in the achievement of effective 
agreements on the widest possible international basis. ' 

50. - 	 DEA/7-Js 

Le ,haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne ' 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Cominissioner in Great Britain' 
to Secretary • — 	• _ 

	. 	_ 

TELEGRAM 1070 

SECRET. May 7th. Following for Wrong from •Ro'bertsoLno,nBdeogninMs: 

May 

 on's d9e4r4- 
ation of questions of economic and financial policies will come uP at  
tomorrow's meeting of Prime Ministers. The United Kingdom has circulated a 
very cautious and non-committal paper' summarising without endorsement the, 
conclusions readied by the meeting of experts in March. Internal politica l  
divisions within the United Kingdom Government,' which are not likely to be 
resolved during the next few months, make it unlikely that resumed convers e  
tions with United States officials could lead to concrete and useful results. This . 
fact, plus coincidental approach of United States elections, makes me doubtful,. 
whether any advantage can be expected from.a showdown on main questions 01, 

principle at this juncture.- I am inclined to recommend a six months' hoist °, 14  
negotiations and to oppose possible alternative suggested by the Unit e' 
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Kingdom that procedure followed in case of International Monetary Fund 
might be pursued with respect to proposed Commercial Convention. I feel 
progress in the field of commercial policy must involve Government respon-
sibilities at each stage of negotiations and that interim pUblication of "Agreed 
Statement of Principles" — assuming  such  a document could be drafted — 
would probably be mischievous in its results. Ends. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great'Britain 

	

TELEGRAM 860 	 Ottawa, May 8, 1944 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wrong, Begins: Reference your 
No.1070 May 7. Commercial policy proposals. 

Deutsch and 1 have discussed your telegram with Clark, Mackintosh, 
McKinnon, and Master. We all agree with your view that in the circumstances 
it wo.uld beadvisable to recominénd a six month's hoist of negotiations and 
that  it would not bé  wise to attempt to produce a "Statemeni of Principles" at 
the expert level. It is most unlikely that such a document could be prepared 
without guida'nce on important matters of policy from governments. A non-
cœnmittaiitateinent by  experts would either be withotit  content or reveal wide 
differenCes in attitude. Until a clear line of policy is formulated in the United 
Kingdomand the,difficulties of the impending United States election are out of 
the way;: further, negotiations between these two parties are likely to be 
conducted. with such caution and rigidity as to be pointless and harmful. 
However we feel, subject to your judgment of circumstances in London, that it 
is highly desirable to put forward vigorously and clearly to the United 
Kingdom* authoiitie-s the:Canadian view regarding a comprehensive interna- 
tional approach. f " 

Do you co' II's' ide-ithaithis will delay progress with Monetary Fund? It seems 
certain that  United States suggestion that International Monetary Conference 
should be co_nvened.  before party conventions is now impossible of adoption. 

	

. 	" 
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W.L.M.K./Vol . 322

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion des premiers ministre s

'Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Prime Ministers

London, May 8, 194 4
TOP SECRET

P.M .M. (44) 8th Meeting.

MEETING OF PRIME MINISTERS

Meeting held at 10 Downing Street ,
30 '

T
ml-94,Monday. May, 1944, at pon .

MR. MACKENZIE KING,said that he ha d a lread Y staCânâdla n
views

HOUSetof
proposals for an international ~

°d t bled the draft principles for the fund as
Commons, at the time when he h

recommended by experts . The views he then expressed were the
resent meeting

pHe had spokento-day. He did not think he could do an House ofCommons .
the remarks he had made in the Canad i

as follows: -
"This statement of principles on international monetary ~c a~ôsefâti

oconceived as part of a general,pla of objects expansion of
which as a whole will have for its. jécts the progressive

trade, high levels of elriployment, improved stachan e oarrange~
reasonable stability of prices, and machinery for, orderly ex gimportance of
ments . The Canadian Government is thoroughn~ favourable to theexpansion

establishing international monetary arrangeme ects
of trade and employment, and is keenly sympa,thetic with th ûâ;rtiânxious~that
to which this statement of , principles 1s dlrected . It 1S eq general plan of
common views should be reached on â tlCUlâIrton

also ,
re'du

of a
ction in the barriers

international economic co-operation, p Y
to trade expansion, a reduction vital .to Canada's welfare, and necVedrTh e
conditions favourable to stable monetary argCanadian Government of an y
vlew which will ultimately be taken by the

rha s decisively, influenced
proposed monetary arrangement will be greatly, pe p reement on othe r

by the progress which it is possible to make, in achieving ag arrangements
aspects of international' econornic policy with" which monetar

y
arran g

are inseparably linked ."
' E KING said that he had already éxpressed his views on wâs

MR. MACKENZI E

proposed international monetary fund, but the turn of
t nv iz u ~ommer-

leading to examination of the second issue before the mee8 ,

cial Policy . His views on that subject were as follows: - which

He did not think that the full employment and higher nâtlTe trictedmmPerial
Canada must seek to achieve 'could be secured within wi th
trade system - nor could they be attained by a series of bilateral deals

individual countries .



° For these reasons Canada was, he believed, strongly in favour of the widest
development of international trade as soon as possible after the war .

Canada needed .to expand her * reciprocal trade with the countries of the
Commonwealth, with the United States, and with Europe. For this reasonCanada welcomed the multilateral approach to freer ' trade through a general
commercial convention = to which all countries could adhere. '

We should strive for a simultaneous reduction of protective tariffs and the
removal of quantitative restrictions . At the same time we must be prepared tooffer freer access to our own markets,,, in'return for greater export opportuni-ties. ..

In this effort we would require the active co-operation of the United States,
which should be helped and induced to reverse her traditional commercial
policies:

We must recognize that the United States tended to attach exaggeratedimportance to the elimination of Preferences in the field of commercial policy.
Some of us were perhaps inclined - for different and complementary reasons
= to attach *a similarly exaggerated importance to their integral retention . Hethought that we must face the fact that serious reductions in protective tariffs
in other countries of the world 'must involve a corresponding reduction of tariffpreferences .

In the discussion on foreign policy last week we had all been concernedabout
the possible spread of social disturbance after 'the war. He believed that

the best way to check it was by co-operating ' in parallel policies designed tobring a bo
ut full employment and higher real incomes for our people . This wecould not do in ' national isolation 'nor within an Empire group . We needed tocarry the other countries with us in these policies . '

FIELD- M A RS NA L SMUTS had spoken wisely of the importance we must all
attach to the restoratiori of Western Europe. The difficulties in the way of a
purely'political solution of their problems were great . He believed they could 'be partly, overcome if we .were to, offer them our economic co-o eterms_ofgenerous reciprocity, p ration in

These problems were difficult and very com licated . Bold solution s p involved
g which we would all wish to avoid if we could . He felt, however, thatpostponement of new departures in the field of commercial policy until the endof a"transitional period," which he heard might be as long as five ears wbe to accept ;defeat in advance . If we were to make a fresh start y ' ouldoPportunity

;would follow close on the end of hostilities . We should be po re ared
grea t

to seek it . '.lf we waited special interests in each of our countries - in pEurope
and in the United States, which have been subordinated to the ress n
of a W av ~nomy ' would assert their special claims. Each of p g needsffaceg ru us must incvitably,
these rérproblems of industrial reconversion when hostilities end . He felt that
most y, difficulties would give us an immediate opportunity to build up our
could remoefficient", industries

on firmer foundations than before . In so doing we
that the ec0~ôma°y causes of international friction and rivalry, and make sure

,,~ . ..,,.. ,,s mie bases of a world security organization were securely laid .
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• 53. 	 DEA/I54s 
Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre 

au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures ' 

Memorandum by Special Wartime Assistant 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

••  [Ottawa,]  August 22, 1944 

POST-WAR COMMERCIAL POLICY  • 

It is necessary to give early consideration to the Canadian attitude respecting 
post-war commercial policy in the light of the circumstances as they now 

exist. Up to the present the exploration of this vitally important matter has 
centred on a proposal for a substantial multilateral reduction of trade barriers 
over a wide area immediately after the war. An approach of this nature and 
scope was regarded desirable on the ground that  the obstacles to trade as they 
existed in 1939 and extended during the war , constitute such a tight and 
universal network of restriction  that  the rapid recovery of a large flow of world 
trade would be impossible without broad and far-reaching international action. 
The piecé-meal method of negotiating' • bilatère *trade agreements and 
bargaining on individual tariff items wOuld be both inadequate in its results 
and too slow in encompassing a wide area of trade. The importance of an early 
application,of such a multilateral program is stressed for the reason that the 
conditions governing the international interchange of goods must be established 
before the war economies everywIere are reconverted into the old molds after 
which the removal of restrictions would become extremely difficult. , 

However, the discussion* of this multilateral Proposal .with officials of the 
United States and Commonwealth governments has brought out a number of 
Piuctical difficultie-s which aie serious obsticlès in the wa) .,  of any immediate 
action.' The United • Kingdom' authorities' have made it plain how far their 
exteinal eConomic policies dtiring the first -fe'W years following the end of 
hostilities will be 'dominated by  the  necessities of their balance of payments 

' 

position. They estimate that over the first three post -war years they will need to 
increase their exporis by the large  su of  £750rnm 'annually. The settlements 
they will be able,to rnake regarding thelnige•sterling debt will, under the best 
circumstances, impose a cônsidei-able burden. They estimate that in addition 
the United Kingdom will have to obtain credits from abroad to the neighbe,', 
hood of 11.,000nim during  the  iMmediate post-war years. In view of tills  

* 	 ng 

i situation the United Kimgdom authorities do not feel that they can enter nto 
commitménts to'àbandon, or to' limit their freedom in the use of, quant.tative 
restrictions én trade  for  least three, and more  probably five, years aft er the  
end of hostilities Furthermore, until they see their way more clearly regardi 
the eXtent to which ihèir export and *credit requirements will be met theY 

not wish to accept undertakings regarding the non -discriminatory use of slic,fit  

•restrictions. Pioblems similar to those faced by the United Kingdom will exis,, 
&ring the transition period in manY of  the countries in continental Europe anu 

they are likely to take the same attitude. - 
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;
= The proposed multilateral convention calling fora substantial reduction of

tariffs and the abolition, except for specified -and agreed purposes, of
quantitative restrictions encounters obstacles also in the case of undeveloped
countriés such as India which intend to use protectionist devices to industrialize
their economies . It would be difficult to avoid .making important concessions in
this regard . Australia, where high protection is a large factor in national policy,
has stated : its opposition to the suggested provisions of the multilateral
proposal .

On a realistic appraisal it would seem that a multilateral convention could
not be concluded : unless it contained important exceptions and concessions to
take care of. the national aspiration of various countries and the genuine post-
war transitiional difficulties of others . The exceptions and the delays are likely
to be such that it would be very optimistic to hope that the convention would be
acceptable to the United States Congress, and for that matter to the Canadian
Parliament.-, The United States on the other hand will ask for the virtual
abolition of the British Preference - a field in which the United Kingdom
would make modifications but is not prepared to abandon except at a price
which would involve difficult and protracted bargaining .
' In short, it appears that it would take a considerable time to negotiate an
effective multilateral convention : of the kind that has been proposed .
Furthermore, it seems highly improbable that the really significant provisions
of such - a convention could be brought into operation much short of rive years
after the end of hostilities .

We must thérefore consider whether we should continue to concentrate our
efforts on promoting a multilateral convention in spite of the probable delays or
whether' we should seek 'some other alternative which has promise of more
immediate although more limited results . The arguments for some early action
are very strong:•There is no need to emphasize again that the large-scale re-
conversion of industry and re-allocation of labour which must be undertaken
immediately after the war is a unique and most opportune time to re-establish
the economies of the world into a basis of large and expanding internationaltrade . -More specifically, the speed .with . which the serious difficulties and
widespread repercussions caused by the weak balance of payments position of
the United Kingdom and many of the liberated countries of Europe can be
overcomé will, to an important degree, depend on the extent and rapidity with
which the exports from these countries can be increased beyond their pre-wa rlevels . ,

In Canada where the - wartime distortion of industry is as great asanywhere, it will .be extremely important to have a definite and early indication
of the role of international trade in the post-war period . If there is continueduncertainty as :to :whether adequate outlets can be found in export , trade,
whether we will be forced to become more self-sufficient, or whether protectionto domestie producers'is to be increased or reduced, the task of planning for aprosperou's peace-time economy
both private industry and governments .aFurther orettCa ada will havle somo eimportant balance of payments problems of her own. To what extent shouldexports to the sterl ing area continue to be fostered on the basis of credit and in~ _ ._ ; .
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exchange for currency we cannot use, or should policies be adopted which 
would lessen the dependence on these markets? If a shortage of United States 
dollars should develop — a possibility which is not unreal — should imports 
from the United States be restricted or should we borrow in the United States 
in the hope that we might be able to use the proceeds of our sterling exports in 
the not too distant future? If four or five years must intervene before we can 
have answers to these uncertainties, it will be extremely unpleasant. We must 
explore every possibility of obtaining some of the more important answers in 
the next six or twelve months. I 

During the transition period the trade policy of the creditor countries — a 
particularly the United States — is the crucial factor. The world supply of 	I f  
United States and Canadian dollars will be an important determinant of the 
pace of reconstruction in Europe and Asa and of the nature of the longer-run 	a 
import and export policies which the countries in these areas will seek to adopt. 	lc 
Consequently some method must be found whereby an effective reduction in 	in 
the trade barriers of the United States (and Canada) can be brought into 	al 
operation not at the end of the transition period but at the beginning. How 
might such speedy action be achieved? 

In the United States the most immediate instrument at hand is the 
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. During the early part of the war • I trY 
negotiations for a new United Kingdom-United States agreement under this 	1 cot  
Act had been nearly completed. Australia, New Zealand and South Africa had 	ma 

' for 

The conclusion of such• arrangements would be generally helpful but theY 
would not meet the requirements of the situation as far as Europe is concerned. 
However, an attempt to negotiate bilateral trade agreements between the 
United States and a considerable number of countries would be a long drawn-
out procedure: In the case of Canada something which will bring substantial 
and direct results is required. The possibilities under the Reciprocal Trade 
Agreements Act have been very largely exhausted in the Canadian-American  

: 	 „"„e  

agreements of 1935. and 1938.4 ' A further. significant reduction of trade 
barriers between Canada and the United States would, under existing linit.ed  
States' legislation, call for the conclusion of an agreement which would requir e  
the approval of the United States Congress. Because of the lack of a bet,te, r  
alternative which could promise early results, the possibility and Prob 
scope of a çanadian-American ,agreement of this character should be "1 "Y 

., 	, 
41 Voir le volume 5, documents 170-71, 174-84; le volume 6, documents 439-62. 

See Volume 5, Documents 170-71, 174-84;  Volume  6, Documents 439-62. 
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ixplored. Owing to the very close and successful co-operation between the two• 
countries during the war and the generally favourable attitude towards Canada 
in the United States there is a good possibilitythat an objective of this kind is 
not, a 'forlorn hope. The aim of such an agreement should be to obtain a 
comprehensive reduction of duties both as between the two countries directly 
and in the barriers which each maintains against the rest of the world. In other 
words; reductions in barriers would be sought not only on items.which are of' 
leading importance in the trade between Canada and the United States i but  
also on as many as possible of a wide variety of items important in world trade 
generally which would be extended to all countries by means of a ,"most-
favoured-nation" clause. 

The conclusion of an arrangement of this nature which would go into effect 
at an early date would be .a realistic and substantial contribution by the two 
leading creditor nations to the reconstruction of world trade and of healthy 
international economic relations as a whole. Furthermore it would not be 
altruistic, it would be very much in their own best. interests. As far as Canada 
is concerned we would have to be careful that the increased trade with the 
United States resulting from the adjustment of tariffs would not impair our 
United States exchange position. In fact, one important objective would be to 
try to improve it. Indirectly, the Canadian exchange position should benefit. If 
countries in , Europe  and. elsewhere get greater access to the United States 
market they will have more United States dollars whiCh they could  use  to pay 
for imports from-  Canada. 

These proposals are, of course, open to various objections and are not free 
from difficultieS. One important objection' that can be made - is that if the 
benefits from the lower duties in a Canadian-American agreement are 
extended to all 'countries through a "most-favoured-nation" clause then 
concessions will have been given without the receipt of reciprocal benefits and 
bargaining power Will have been thrown away. This factor, however, would not 
have much significance during the transitional period immediately after the 
war . During this period the controlling  influence on the ,amount of goods 
P.uerc. hased from North America by European and many other countries will not 
11 the,import bartiers as  such  but in the supply of United States and 
Cianadian' eXchange.  which they arc able to obtain. There will be a great 
Snot 

tage  of gôéds !and materials in the war damaged countries. The more 
(11.11_ icklY thej are `able to . get the necessary exchange the more quickly they will 
ue able to buy.   balan 	ilie'goods' needed to restore their càonomies, strengthen their ce  

° PaYments  position and participate freely in a more liberal system of 
iunntderen(ratisionallrade. However, as a precaution, the generalization of benefits 
The b `11, "rn, osi-fivOured-nation" clause should not be unlimited as to time. 
periodeAnter,t is_,. bé éxtended enerally during an appropriate transitional 
Afte  r lotir*Or fWê jrears aftcr which they would be .  subject to withdraWal. 
cases le 

 • 
r th

„l° 

 at the benefits could be withdrawn by either party to the agreement in vi 	_ . 
or ,_ 	re countries disCriminate against either Canada or the United States 

wi ‘v  P°!icies prejudicial to international tradc. In this way the bargaining 
ti 
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Position would be protected and a powerful instrument
proyided for promoting

. . . .,
desirable international economic relations . ai n

Another objection that can be made is that Canada,
âtiest i lpface a st

o
tong

a comprehensive trade agreement with the United St , w

onslaught on the British Preferential system . Howeve r
in

,
w
this
hich rCan da and~ h e

up in any general effort to reduce trade barrier s

United States participate
. The problem cannot be avoided,~it can only be

postponed at the price of inaction:

These Proposals ; namely " the resumption of trade agreementSouthnegotiati
Af ~ca,

between the United States and the United Kingdom, Austra i a

and New Zealand and the conclusion of a comprehensive Canadian-Americanrtant
agreement, ~ are presented as a possible method - for . securing . impo

reductions in trade barriers in a large area of world trade
thetworld economy

early to be a significant factor in - the reconstruction o f

along lines .which are desirable in - the Canadian ast tihéasm e

t

genera leritinterest
further

The suggestions are made ; with the thought that $they gh

exploration .
J . D[EUTSCH]

DEA/154s
54.

,, .- ' EMémorandum du sous-secretaire'd tat adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

au so us-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant, Under-Seeretary of.State for Ezternal Affairs
to Under-Seeretary of Statefor External Affa irs :

[c. August, 1944 1

POST-WAR COMMERCIAL POLICIES the
appéars to be some danger of discussions on - this subject taking l~1 . There

form of bargaining and of policies being pursued during the transitional per

which will be very hard to arrest : '

2 . It is suggested that we shouldkeep two principlés before us :

(a) The normal periôd for whicti plans ' should be mâdé ' should be thought of

as, one in which the income of mank ind . is to be ' brought up [to] the highest

possible point and, therefore, as one in wh ich there must be full employment of

human na material resouTces ' and of which full advantage must be takeS °n

any
I
specialization wh ich :- will . give, effect 4 to{ çomparative, advantag

production ., whic h
(b), The transitional period should not be ; merely a peri od duringinciples

exceptional action may,be .taken which may conflict hi éthfegare
guidin g

ou selves for
in .the normal period but should be a period in , p P

i : ,, . , t •, .the conditions of the later period. Uene~
3.~ If ~discussion can be guided by these two principles, several conseq

would follow• : ;~ r : : . ;ï ._ .. -~ `s .~,,3} . ;- • ; ~ : ..
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,(a) Less emphasis, or perhaps no emphasis at all, will be placed on
undertakings such as, those , in the Lend-Lease Agreement exacted

bycountry from another. . y

(b) We should not think of reductions, in one tariffquo for reductions in another tariff, but those tariffs would be brought u pr
o

review which constituted ôbstaclès to full employment or specialization, nder;
(c) Special consideration might be given to the need for exports of countries

which are relying on export trade not merely as a means of obt '
'employment for their citizens but primarily as a means of paying for debts a n

full
dof procuring the imports which they need

., Exports 'are not the only means offull employment but they are the only means of paying debts
. . f- (d) T

ariffs which were essential in order to diminish reliance on im ports byfound difficulty in meeting their debts and payin yimports would, on the other hand, be viewed much more tolerantly. g for their
(e) Some - .bilateral or barter agreements might , even bedesirable in the general interest, though if they interfered seri uslsi ered asyemployment and specialization they would be condemned just as tron gt j ful

l

they are now condemned by those who denounce bilateral trade as such . Y asJ f) The - type of approach, which has been indicatedattention on the ' real objectives of international trade and not oa
concentrate

the game or on spécific undertakings . It would,~ therefore, tonsohe rules ofreverse the '
burden of proof and place those countries in the some extentposition ofto apologize for their- policies which were ' promoting - any measures ho havingfull employment and specialization

. A country would not be drawn sttle to
have promised to reduce trade barriers but cannot do so l e to say "We
conditions which we did not - foresee or to which we did notat give of specialweight," but a - country might have to - say "We asked for undertakings

adequate

enunciated policies which will not conduce to international obtec and
nations which have the welfare of humanity at heart." J ttons for

(g) Any restrictions which it,might be sought to impose onor to satisfy political pressures would naturally be subjected to ther~ty ground sscrutiny. most severe
(h) Finally, the transitional ' riod woul dplannin Pe have to be viewed as one in which

g was of supreme importance in order to facilitate the emergence of themade tô eriod' It would, not be a period during which concessions wopolitical pressures with impunity but a period durin which ld be
pressures would have to be encountered with resolution . g tpolitical
' Is our rigidlY rac ,

. ,
,

its+2 .,. , p t~'cal ad hoc, approach to these questions reall }'ustifinYJ y g
U. W[RONG ]

-.. 1 . . ~, . . . v . . , , ,

42 La dernière
The last sen ~~~Wâs han ~dWt ~

à la main .
tien.
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55. 	 DEA/6892-40 
Le haut commissaire en Australie 	' 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
High Commissioner in Aüstralia' 

to Under-SecretaiY of State for External Affairs 

• Ottawa, September 14, 1944 
• 

Dear .  Mr. Robertson, 
You and the members of your Department will already be quite familiar, 

both through despatchest which 1 have sent to you and the position taken by 
Australian officials at recent international conferences, with the importance 
which the Australian Government attaches to securing an international 
agreement pledging countries to pursue policies of full employment and rising 
living standards, as a basic approach,to alt  international economic collabora-
tion. 1 believe that  the attitude of the Canadian Government and its economic 
advisers is rather different. - 

1 think that you consider that the freeing of international  1 trade will, itself, 
promote high levels of employment and real income, and that the removal of 
obstacles to international trade  must  not aw-  ait the achievement of something 
approaching full employment through dnmestic meaînres in each country. 
• Whatever your position on this subject, 1 think it will be very helpful to me 
if you could send me a statement indicating the Canadian attitude to the policy 
consistently advocated here that the approach ' to international economic 
relations must be through domestic full employment. 

Yours faithfully, 	e 

' T. C. DAVIS 

, 
56. 	 , 	. 	 DEA/6892-40  

'Lè sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut Commissaire en Australie ' 

Under-S'ecretary of State for External Affairs 	, 
to High Commissioner in Australia 

CONFIDENTIAL 	- ' 	 Ottawa, October 10, 1944  

Dear Mr. Davis, 	•, • • 

• 1 am referring to your letter of September.14th in which you ask about the 
Canadian views concerning the importance attached by the Australian 
Government to securing an international agreement pledging countries t°  
pursue policies of full employMent. At various international conferences the 
representatives of Australia have advanced the view that their Governmenti 
and indeed all Governments, will have to provide for the full emploYnle nt °, 
•their people. This will be a political necessity as well as economic good sen,',`; 
They further argue that international trade flourishes and that it is politiealv 

92 



possible to ` lower tariffs and' to' : remove other trade ' barriers when full
employment and general prosperity exist . Unemployment, they say, gives rise
to trade barriers.

As against this position in its extreme form it can be contended that a
country which uses trade barriers to secure full employment builds up a
number of vested interests which could not withstand the impact of foreign
competition . In order to maintain this unsound economic structure, it may then
find itself,: compelled to continue to restrict trade . It - would obviously . be
preferable if full employment could be attained in the face of international
competition - which would prevent the creation and growth of uneconomic
industries .

At . some conferences, for instance the Food Conference, the Australian
representatives have objected to limiting ~ protection to suitable industries . The
representatives of India took a similar line . It seems to follow that the
Australian objective is not merely full employment but also some degree of
diversification in industry even if the effect is to reduce the general level of
prosperity .

With this introduction I may quote from a memorandum prepared in the
Depârtment of Finance concerning the Australian . position at recent
conferences:

"The Australian proposal for an international agreement on fûll employment
policy was brought up in London discussions of February-March, 1944 . It was
at first suggested that under it a country would agree to pursue policies of full
employment, furnish statistics of employment to an international body and
participate in a conference of senior officials when serious unemployment
threatens, and that it would be free to urge that unemployment developing in
other countries (e .g ., U.S.) prevented it from adhering to its obligations under
any monetary agreement, commercial agreement, et cetera . The last part of the
proposal was quickly withdrawn . In its amended form, Canadian officials gave
moderate support to the proposal . They questioned whether a pledge to other
governments to maintain full employment was more binding than a pledge to
one's own people. They 'refused to recognize any priority of the employment
,Proposal3over monetary and trade proposals, and refused to consider making
other agreements contingent on the employment agreement .
A similar proposal was made at the I .L.O . meeting in Philadelphia, but I am

not aware 'that Canadian delegates took any strong stand . The U.S. was
stronglŸ opposed to it . , 1 ,

A iesolutiôn was moved at Bretton Woods to the effect that countries should
be invited to sign the employment agreement at the same time they signed themonetary -agreement : Canadian delegates again stated that . they had no
objection to the'Australian proposal as such though they thought it could well
be combined with a ' resolution on international trade and other matters . Theyâid object, i - however; to any suggestion that . signature of the monetary
greement~ should be contingent on signature of the employment agreement, ,and

argûed that this was implied in the invitation to sign simultaneously . They
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were unable to avoid the conclusion that the chief purpose of the Australian 
proposal was to provide . Australia with an excuse for renouncing other 
agreements if a depression developed after the war. In other-  words, Australia 
would qualify her acceptance ,of obligations under all economic agreements. 
They were careful, however, to avoid opposing the substanée of the Australian 
proposal. - , , 
The .United States registered very strong opposition .to the -Australian 

proposal. They recognized' the same objections that Canada had raised, but 
their chief objection was political. Such an agreement in their view would 
brand Bretton Woods as a New Deal enterprise, and jeopardize the chances of 
Congressional approval." 

The Australian doctrine of full employment, if ruthlessly applied, might 
place processing countries, such as the United Kingdom and Japan, in an 
almost impossible position since they must import and pay for raw materials 
and foodstuffs. At one remove, therefore,. the Australian policy would be 
awkward for countries including Australia herself which rely on being able to 
sell primary products to processing countries. It, therefore, seems unlikely to us 
that there is any reason to expeCt that a ruthless or doctrinaire application will 
be given to the Australian policy. It serves as -a theoretiCal defence against a 
demand for the removal of trade barriers and the reduction of tariffs. It has a 
strong basis in the fact that, if full employment cannot be attained consistently 
with a high , level Of international trade, the political demands  for  protective 
measures are likely sooner or later «  to become irresistible. It is, however, in our 
view a dangerous doctrine if it is .used to prevent or to handicap an effort to 
secure full employment together With international specialization. _ 

Yours sincerely, 	f 

.• 	; , 	 N. A. ROBERTSON 

57.
DEA/6892-40  - . 

Le secrétaire 'aux DominiOns au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures 
, 	 - 	 • 	 • 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 125 	- 	London; January 20, 1945  

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Addressed Canada and Union of South Africa, repeated 
to Australia and New Zealand and His Majesty's Ambassador, Washington. 

During Article VII discussions with Dominion officials in London in March,  
1944; it was agreed, subject to approval of Ministers, that Australian draft °f, 
an' International Employment Agreement, as amended, should be put forwara 
to United States authorities as an essential and central part. of arrangernen,t s  
for implementing ,  Article ,VII of;the Mutual Aid Agreement and the Atlanti c  
Charter. _Subsequently, . matter , was, raised by Australian delegation 
Philadelphia at I.L.O. Conference which, although it did not accept proposal 
that Conference should recommend Governments to enter into undertaking s° 

 lines' of ,Australian , draft agreement, passed resolution recommending t° 
 Governments that, in association with Governing Body of 11.0., a Conference 
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6f Governmént representatives should be called at an early date to consider an
International Agreement on domestic policies of employment and, unemploy-
ment. Australian Draft Agreement was also tabled at International Monetary
Conference at Bretton Woods, but was held to be outside terms of reference of
that Conference which confined itself to recommending to Governments that
they should reach agreement as soon as possible on ways and means whereby
they may best - facilitate , by cooperative , effort, harmonization of national
policies of Member States designed to promote and maintain high levels of
employment and progressively rising standards of living, which, [sic] towards
end of last year, Government of Australia suggested to us that joint approach
should,be, made by them, New Zealand Government and United Kingdom
Government to United States Government to ask whether they would join in
calling an Employment Conference or would attend such a Conference if
called . - Text, which - Australian . Government have subsequently . suggested
should be used as basis for this joint approach and with which we are in general
agreement, is contained in a following telegram . '3 . We have fully in mind that the subject is one which falls within field of
Article VII discussions, but in our view this need not preclude the calling of a
separate Conference to consider it and, in view of great importance attached by
Australian and New Zealand Governments to the holding of such a Confer-
ence, we have agreed to support their proposal . Accordingly, we are instructing
United Kingdom Ambassador in Washington to concert with his Australian
and New Zealand colleagues with a view to joint approach being made to
United States Gove rnment in the near future. If United States reaction to this
approacli is fâvourable, we intend to suggest as next step that discussions
should be held between officials of the four Governments regarding agenda,
s~pe and objective of the Conference in order that ground may be carefull yPrepared before'invitations to Conference 'arc issued. Arrangements would, of
course, be made for keeping in touch with other Commonwealth Governments
during theSe discussions. We should also propose that Russian, French,
Chinese and perhaps other Governments should be informed of proposal to
hold Conference prior to any public announcement .
4• In meantime, question of action to be taken to implement I .L.O. resolution
referred to above is coming up for consideration at meeting of Governing Bod y
meet n~and its Employment Committee now being held in London .,At this
considé We~are .taking the line that Employment Committee might usefullybe manner .and extént,to wh i ch Governing Body of I .L.O. would wish toassociated,with any Intergovernmental Employment Conference that may~ called, We

donot intend to mention at this meetin the contem lated
approach to Unit~d States Government. g pG avWn associate oûrselves with the hope of the Australian and New ZealandG over ment, that, coûrse of action proposed above will commend itself t o
prepa e~ents' ôf ~Canada ând Union of South Africa and that they will be
project for t give their' active support to attempts to press forward with th e

national - Employment Conference . Grateful if anyw
mme° ts you m y h..e at th is stage could be telegraphed to us and repeated



Yours sincerely,' 
J. W. HoLmEs 

, 
eVoir le volume 10,  documents  

See  Volume  10, Documents 4-1-57. 
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to Australia and New Zealand at an early date. On assumption that you will 
see no objection to the proposals, our aim would be that joint.approach should 
be made on January 29th. . 

• . 	 , 
58. 	 DEA/6892-40 

' 	Le deuxième secrétaire, le haul commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 
• au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for'External Affairs 

SECRET 	 January 23, 1945 , 
Dear Mr. Wrong, 

I was interested to read Dominions Office telegram No. 125 of January 20th 
addressed to Canada and South Africa, repdrting plans *for an International 
Conference to discuss the Australian draft of 'an International Employment 
Agreement. 

The United Kingdom Government has aPparently agreed to concert with the 
Australian and New Zealand Governments !in an approach to the United 
States Government in the near future. I should be interested to know whether 
the Australian Government at any time asked the support of the Canadian 
Government in such an approach. • 

. Australian methods of Commonwealth co-opération are interesting to study. 
In spite of their anxiety to achieve more formal methods of communication, it 
has seemed to me that their 'chief 'policy' is to coniult members of the 
Commonwealth ,other tha' n Great Britain much less frequently than is the 
custom of the Cana'clia'n Gnvernment. It 'ma'y very well be, of course, that our 
economic authorities had  in an informal way made if cleaè tà the Australians 
that we Were not in fsympnthy with their propinals. My impression has been, 
however, that althotigh we have been very cautious about the rather sweeping 
Australian propésals on the subject of full employment we have not taken a 
definite stand against , them' at international *inferences. Perhaps the 
discussions Csver the Mutual Aid Agreement." led the Australians to consider us 

unfriendly on this subject. There seems.  a•possibility that Australia is going t° 
consider Commônwealth collaboration only in .  terms of New Zealand and the 
United Kingdom. you may, of course, be perfectly happy to be left out of this 

approach, and I 'dare 'say that 'you are not considering a resentful note t.(" 
Canberra; Nevertheless., these events' may prove to be useful for reference 1 1.  

policy. 	
f Australia againievives her plans for grehter co-operation and co-ordination o 
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Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extractfrom 'Minutes cfCabinet War Committee. . . . • - - • - - . , . . . . , . .

SECRET l anuary 24,A94 5

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT;
AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND PROPOSALS

4 . THE UNDER-SECRETARY .OF STATE' FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS reported
that;'ât the'instance of the'government of Australia, the U.K. government had
agreed to associate themselves in a joint approach to the U.S. government in
proposing ari early conference with the object of concluding an "international
employment agreement . "

It was argued in the text to be used in submitting the proposal tô lhe United
States~that the achievement of a high and stable level of employment in all
countries was `one of thé main objectives of international co-operation and that
agreement- upon ' fundâmental ',conditions in this field - was ' a necessa ry
complement to agreements already negotiated upon other classes of subjects .

The
,
hope' hàd ' been - expressed that - Canada - and South Africa would be

prepâred' tô givè'active ' support'to the project and our comménts had been
requested .

(Telegrams, Dominions Office to External Affairs, Circ . - D. 125 and No.
14,' Jan . 20 ; 1945) .

5. MR . ROBERTSON read and commented ùpon the Australian government's
proposed' note to * the United States :

Australian , `representatives on` other occasions had taken the view that
arrangements Jor full employment shôuld take priority over international
commercial agreements . So far, the United Kingdom and the United States
had béen` iriclined 'to agree with the Canadian viewpoint that employmen t
questions were dependent, in large measure, upon satisfactory understandings
for the,removal 'of trade barrjers and, that efforts in this direction shôuld
receive first a 1 ,, sattention :~ :

It was to .be feared that the Australian .pro
.
posal might raise hopes yet ' have

little pra~tical éffect, and .that it m ight result in, a setback to more important
multilaterâl commercial .'agreements.

Canada could not very well oppose such a meeting, the general objectives of
which, as stated, being : unexceptionable, but if the conference were to take
place, 'it ; should ,be , made, quite clear that the -• prior achievement of, full
employment should -.not - be a prerequisite to the removal of tariffs and trade
restrictions .

6' THE PRIME MINISTER questioned the desirability of holding another
internati o 1141 conference at this stage of the war . it would const itute an
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el distraction from the main task, and with little likelihood of achieving
untim y
results of practical value .

was a danger, too, that an international conference on th i
the freeing ofTherewould be taken as a way of escape from essential collaboration in

Sinternational trade .

7. THE ASSOCIATE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STA ~é ORh d encountered
AFFAIR n

referred to the difficulties which the gover
n

concluding a Mutual Aid Agreement with A
i
a agreement on

In this connection it would be important, inany international

the subject, to guard against . the implication that full employmen t
d the freeing of~

achieved before effective national action could be taken to

international trade.

8 . THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE was app
rehensive as to possible isolationist

b ead into an international agreement on

It . shou e •
manpower was engaged in occupation s

A .,,c inextncably with the
maintenance of a full

implications which might e r

employment. ro rtion of Canadian
ld b remembered that a substantial P po

rts Ful l

employment in Cana a
measure of international trade.

I TT EE, after further discussion, agreed that the U Û K
9 . THE WAR COMM

Secretary of : State for External Affairs prepare4a draft telegram to
the

government based upon the foregoing d iscussion .
DEA/6892.40

60. • ~Le sous-secrétaire d'État associe aux Affaires extérieures

au deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en
Grande-Bretagne

Associate Under-Secretary ofState External
Great Bf/ta~in

to Second Secretary, High Commission
1945Ottawa, March 10 ,

reply in writing later on .

SECRET

Dear Mr. Holmes, o ,al for an

You wrote to me on~ January 23rd about the AusThetr i
ronly wo d that We

international conference on full employment
policies . rams of

have received - on: this subject since the two Dominions Of1 th ~ehâ$ been a
January 20th, apart from your despatch A-39 of February In this

Mr
. telegram of February 3rdt from the High Commissioner in

Canberra .
dom ,

avis re ported that he had heard that officials of the United
âp tngroach to

ton ind~catedAustralian and New Zealand missions i n Washington
gWicha MfaClay ish a

Mr. Clayton, the Assistant Secretary of St + romised a furn
distinctly that hé did not favour such a conference and p

"Aucun télégramme ne fut trouvé./No telegram was located .
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Mr. Davis added that the Australian official most concerned with the 
matter was very annoyed at the way in which it  had  been handled since the 
heads of the three diplomatic missions did not themselves make the approach 
which was addressed to Mr. Clayton at a time when both the President and the 
Secretary of State were in Washington. 

We have not ourselves expressed any view to the Australian Government on 
their proposal nor have we indicated,that we should object to a conference on 
employment policies. At various international discussions at which the question 
had been raised by the Australiéns (including the talks in London a year ago, 
the International Labour Conference at Philadelphia and the Bretton Woods 
meeting), I think that the Canadian representatives have confined themselves 
to pointing out •  that it , was impossible to consider employment policies in 
isolation and that progress should be made simultaneously in dealing with 
commercial and financial international cooperation. 

I think that you are right in suggesting that we are happy to have been 
omitted from the recent approach in Washington. As you point out, the lack of 
consultation with us is something to keep in mind for possible use in other 
connections. 

Yours sincerely, 
. 	 H. H. WRONG 

D EA/200s 

. 'Rapport du dép.  artemént d'État des États-Unis 
sur les Discussions informelles au sujet de la politique commerciale 

Report by Department of State of United States 
on Informal Discussions on Commercial Policy 

[Ottawa, n.d.] 

INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS ON COMMERCIAL POLICY 
BETWEEN' OFFICIALS OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT 

AND OFFICERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
The following peràons participated in these discussions: 	. 
Canada 

 

a  
United States 

mr.  Norman  Robertson, 	 Mr. Stinebower, ITP 4' 
Undersecretary of State for External Affairs 	Mr. Marks, A-A" 	• 	• 

Ivir.HectOr. 	McKinnon 	.>" ' 	 Mr. Leddy, CP47  
Chairman of the Tariff Board American 
EinbassY at OttaWa 

'Bureau 
de'lâ politique commerciale internationale, département d'État. 

Office of Internationà1 Trade Policy,' Department of State. 'Bureau klu Secrétaire d'État adjoint Acheson. Office of Assistant Secretary of State Acheson. °Direction de la politique commerciale, département d'État. 
Division of Commercial Policy, Department of State. 
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Canada: , 
Mr.  William  A. Mackintosh, 

- Acting Deputy Minister of Finance', 
Mr.lohn Deutsch, 	. 

Department of External Affairs 
Mr. Hubert Kemp, , 

Wartime Prices and Trade Board  
■ 

,Thesé discussions téok placé at the hotel Chateau Laurier, in Ottawa, on 
July 14  and  15, 1945. They were held for the purposé of eiploring•  further the 
various methods of iMplementing tariff reductions in connection with the 
proposed multilateral agreement on  commercial .  policy. Thé discussions were 
arranged at an éarlier meeting between Canadian and . Ànierican officials 
which took placé in Washington on  July' 9'(see memorandum of July 9, 1945,' 
surnmarizing the results of this meeting).,  

. Mr. Robertson opened the discussion. He  said  that  beforè going into the 
details of the various méthods of seleCtive tariff rediiction he 'wished to make 
clear the Canadian view regarding the proposal for the horizontal reduction of 
all duties by a uniform percentage. He said that the Canadians were deeply 
disappointed and dismayed by the change in the American position which, 
prior to the passage of the Trade Agreements Act, had seemed tentatively to 
favor the proposal for horizontal tariff reduction. He recognized that 
difficulties had been created by the Trade Agreements Act but felt that they 
might not be insuperable. With regard. to selective methods of tariff reduction 
he expressed the view that any selective-  • method would be "hopelessly 
inadequate" to the 'needs. He thought that failure  to  go forward with the 
horizontal cut would mean the loss of three great advantages: 

1. Timing. Of all times the preseni offérs 'the best 'chance of effecting 
substantial trade-barrier reduction in all the major trading countries. Because 
of economic dislocation in Europe and reconversion in other areas, production 
and trade are in a state of flux. This would be the psychological moment, here 
and elsewhere,' for ' bold action. 	the selective method is adopted this 
opportunity would be losL 	 . 	, 
2. Preferences. Horizontal tariff reduction" would have substantially solved 

the problem of preferences, which is certain to be the most difficult peal 
from the viewpoint of. the United States. There is no hope for any reallY 
substantial action on preferences ünder the selective method of tariff reduction. 
Moreover, under the selective method, the United Statés would have tc PaY 
more for what it .gets. Finally, preferences cannot be handled at all by a Pleb' 
bilateral approach. Since the protection afforded under a preferential sYstern 
extends to foreign as well as home industries they must be attacked by dealing, 
with several countries at once. Selective tariff negotiations involving several  
countries are complicated and slow. 
3. Compulsion of outsiders. Undér the plan for horizontal tariff reduction. il  

would have been possible to compel 'reluctant . countries .,to participate in t!'_e.  
plan by threatening to withhold the tariff benefits if they did not particiPat.' 
This would have been politica* lly feasible internationally because t‘lit 

' United States 
Mr. Homer S. Fox, 

American Embassy at Ottawa 
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requirements under , the plan' for ' a horizontal tariff , cut would be eqûitable,
simple, and easily understandable : Any ' selective method of tariff reduction :
would be complicated and to some extent inéquitable via-à-vis outsiders and
could not well be used as a weapon to force them in . .. .

BecauseA ' of the great advantages' of, and need for, tariff reduction by : the .
horizontal 'method; Mr . Robertson said that the Canadians had been wondering
whether there was not some way to overcome the obstacles to the adoption of .
that -method which had been created by - the Trade Agreements Act . What
appeared to be needed was an opportunity to take the matter up with Congress .
Such an opportunity might be created, he - thought, if other countries would
take the - lead and come out with the plan for, ho rizontal tariff reduction . Or
perhaps an opportunity would,exist . if the United States and Canada should
endeavour to negotiate a trade agreement and if, because of the great difficulty
Canada .* would - have f in granting . us certain - key concessions involving .
preferential protection to third countries (e .g: raisins, coal, tinplate, and fruits),
the,negotiations should fail . With regard to the question of other countries
taking,the lead, - Mr: Robertson remarked that Mr . Clayton had appeared to
think there were possibilities . in this suggestion when it ~ was originally put;
forward at the July 9 meeting in Washington .

In response to the foregoing it was 'stated on the American side that, as Mr .
Clayton had indicated, the door was not completely closed to consideration or,
discussion of the. horizontal tariff: formula in the event other - methods should
fail . Nevertheless ; both Mr . Acheson and Mr. Clayton were firmly : convinced
that, even :apart : from . considerations growing : out of the increased trade-
agreements *authority, legislative : approval of the plan for, horizontal tariff
reduction could not be obtained and that it would be virtually useless, to make
the attempt : It was stated also that although other countries would of course be
free to' take the lead if they desired to do so, an initial approach by other .
countries might do more ' harm than good since Congress might feel that an,
effort was being made,to put something over on the United States . If there wa s
to be any approach to Congress at all, it would seem preferable,as a first step
for the ; Administration to : talk directly: and frankly , with the congressionalleaders., As to the possibility , of creating an, opportunity through an arranged
failure of trade-agreement negotiations, this seemed clearly ► out of the question.'
In short, the obstacles in the United States to adoption of the horizontal planwere ver formidable and the' chances ` of ` its ; ultimate acceptance . by our
Congress were remote: On the other hand thé United States' was full y re ared'
to make substântial tariff reductions on a selective basis and had the ability to
make such reductions , effective under the increased authority in the Trade'
Agreeménts Act:` It

.
would be extremely unfortunate if we should neglect to,grasp this : o

. .,,, . . . , , . ,
a~ain pportunity to make substantial progress in the trade-barrier field in

effort to obtain'an ideal solution ..,
7delMe

rr. RObertson~then said that although the United States' inight be able to
selectrvè tariff reductions, this did not mean much since the selective~k~ °d,was cléarlÿ inâdequate to meet the réquirements . It would be' better toeVen a long'chance on an adeqùate plan, such as the horizontal approach .
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Trial of the horizontal approach would be desirable in any event, since even its 
failure would have good results in stimulating countries to carry through a 
selective approach more vigorously. . . 

In response to a question, Mr. Robertson expressed the view that failure of 
the United States to sponsor the plan for horizontal tariff reduction from the 
beginning would not be fatal to its success provided that the United States 
finally came along. He admitted, however, that the absence of vigorous initial 
support by the United States would weaken the »effort vis-à-vis other countries. 

The foregoing discussion occupied Saturday , morning, July 14. Saturday 
afternoon and Sunday afternoon were devoted primarily to an examination of 
the various selective methods of tariff reduction: 

1. Reduction of the over-all ad valorem 'equivalent of the tariff. It was 
explained by the American group that under this proposal each country would, 
in addition to accepting provisions regarding non-tariff trade barriers (e.g. 
abolition of quotas), agree to make such selective tariff reductions as would 
bring down the over-all ad valorem equivaleni of its tariff by an agreed 
percentage, low duties (sày_ rates of 10%) being disregarded for this purpose. 
Under this proposal the United States procedure would be (a) to issue a 
unilateral statement, or "White Paper," outlining. the whole plan and calling 
for an international trade conference to discuss it, and (b) simultaneously with 
the issuance of the unilateral statement, to • hold public he,arings under the 
Trade Agreements Act on approximately 500-800 tariff items on which the 
United States would consider granting concessions to the other participating 
countries, as a group. After the hearings had been held, the United States 
would be in a position to state, at the international trade conference, the 
particular percentage of over-all tariff reduction which it would be prepared to 
support. In effecting the over-all reduction of its tariff each country would he 
free to decide what individual tariff reductions should be made, that is,  
particular tariff reductions would not be subjected to the bargaining process. 

The advantages of the foregoing proposal, it was stated by the AMeriCall 
group, were: (a) it would affect tariff reductions rapidly, and (b) since it would 
provide certainty as to the general extent of tariff reduction, it might make it 
possible to obtain firm commitments for the 'abolition of quotas and the 
removal or relaxation of other non-tariff trade barriers. 

In 'presenting  the  foregoing ,prciposal," ) the Anierican group stated that 

although  no final decision had been reached on the point, Mr. Acheson had 
expressed serions doubt -  that the plan could be effected under the Trade 
Agreements Act.' 

Apart trom  the  doul3t raised às to whether 'the United States could oarrY 
through on the plan for reduction of the over-all ad valorem equivalent of tile 
tariff, the Canadian group felt that theré were several objections to it: 

'ff (a) If each participating country were free to select the items for tan  
reductions, Other participating countries' would have no assurance thr 
individual items important in their exeort trade would be benefited. The  
way té provide such assurance 'Would bé to negotiate the reductions. It sow 
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be extremely . difficult, * and probably impossible,to carry on such negotiations
multilaterally.
(b) The plan would have some of the drawbacks of unilateral tariff reduction,

i .e. each government would have ; to bear the whole , responsibility for
determining the' individual reductions in its tariff and could not defend any
particular reduction on the ground that it was essential to a . bargain with
foreign countries .
(c) The application of the tariff formula would be full of technical problems .

The existence in the tariffs of several nations ' of seasonal rates of duty, tariff
quotas, and other devices would make it difficult to determine how to weight
statistically the contribution to the general lowering of the tariff or reductions
on items affected by such devices .

2. `Proposal for selective tariff reduction by a "substantial amount ." This
proposal was presented by the American group as being substantially the same
as proposal 1, above, with certain modifications designed to remove any
question as'to its feasibility under the Trade Agreements Act . Under this
proposal, ' the tariff section of the "white paper" to be issued by the United
States ,would merely call for tariff reduction by a"substantial amount ." The
international conference would be called and agreement would be reached on
the non-tariff provisions conditionally upôn the completion of "substantial"
tariff réduction :̀ Th 'e United States would then hold hearings under the Trade
Agreements Act, on the basis of which it would formulate a schedule of tariff
concëssions to be offered to all other countries as a group, conditional upon the
offer by each of the other countries of a schedule containing equivalent tariff
concessions : Süch schedules would be considered equivalent if they reduced the
over-all ad , valorem equivalent of the tariff by the same percentage ' i .e. each
country's tariff by the same percentage, i.e . each country's tariff would be
uniformly reduced by say 25 percent, on the average .

The Canadian .̀ view , , was that proposal 2 would be impracticable since the
precise" extent 'of tariff - reduction , would , not be known at the time that
conditional agreement was reached on the non-tariff provisions. Countries
utilizing primarily non-tariff controls would be inclined to take the position
that the extent of tariff reduction which finally emerged in the schedules,
whatever that'might be, was not "substantial" enough to justify carrying out
the conditional' agreement reached earlier on the non-tariff barriers . This
would involve endless argument and negotiation and would probably , require
the holding of another conference.3 . Proposal for ~ btlateral offers of tariff reductions by the United States
Precedent to a multilateral agreement on tariffs and non-tariff trade barriers.

This
proposal was presented by the American group as an approach which

Would be practicable under the Trade Agreements Act and which would assure
other countries, at the time their agreement is sought on the abolition of quotas
and the removal or relaxation of other non-tariff trade barriers, of the extent towhich

the United States would be willing to reduce its tariff. Under thisProposal, 'the "r " .

c ~ , « .'p r for issuing a white paper" and calling an international
~conference would bethë same as in 2, above. However, at the time of issuance.
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of the "white paper," the United States would issue public notice of intention

to negotiate bilateral tariff agreements with a number
of

to

convene,
the major

United States woul dBritish cou haveBy
definite offers of substantial tariff

coun t
reductions to be incorporated in bilateral agreements

~tf th on therpartf of
which public notice had been issued . This

its tariff,might make it possible for the
the United States with regard to firm
conference to agree on a multilateral agreement

enerall undertaking to
commitments on non-tariff tradmob nt"ethrough(U1 atéral agreements.
reduce tariffs by a "substantial a . pro 3

The Canadian group expressed the view that the machi~ fa th a
posa

ltothe
was defective in that it did not proviid f betwee n

earnest of ,
countries . In order to

extent of tariff reduction in agreements . ence y
remedy the defect it would be necessary to have

.
the conf ~s wellrlt eded

e bd
bilateral tariff, negotiations betwë

nf toom

such
any countriés were involved, but it

obvious that this could not be don ~• 8 to 12 off ries, sa y
might be achieved among a relative nucleus

ôftthe opinion that in
the major trading nations.-The C group wa s

any event it would . be undesirable
.
to •attempt to, secure agriemeatthe view

_ -•
method of holding a general international conference .

h l international
that, judging from . past experience, ` the presence. . at a generâ

of the less important, • ànd ,for the most part protectionm~it~ n s
conference ,
countries, , woûld inevitably result in a watering-down of the c

o

which a smaller number .of the major tradingna,ionsü restedrnthe p fo
ossibleto

llowing

enter ., into . The Canadian : group, accordingly g8

modification of proposal 3 :

A nuclear . group of- .8 to 12 . countries would agree on the following
.. . . ,

; procedure:
member of the nuclear group would immediately begin to neg such48. .(1)

.Each otiate

bilateral~ agreements, with each other member
.eductionsu Inaorde r

group,o
speed

nformalagreements to : incorporate : substantial tariff. r an i
t

negotiations and ; assure . the'. general extent
o~ff reductionsttonbe granted

by
"working rule" might be adopted' that ; the . ta uivalen~é S

tha

n each country should be such .as to reduce,thof the nuclear group by not b
ethe duties on imports from each other member

htedx percent. It,'.might also - be , agreed that .10 percent duties thë wé
not

reduced and would not be counted for the purpose of determin
i ng

average reductions . !, ,, ; ,, . . . ., £. ;. •
. , .. . . .

"" note suivaMe é tait dans l'originaL• `' ~~" '~

The following note was in the original :
,It was generally agreed in subsequent discussion that agreements that agreements

theoretically possible pairs ôf countries would not be necessary air of countries
might be dispensed with in cases where trade between a particular pai r

:'1 . : . .
was negligible .
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The tariff reduction's effected by the bilateral agreements would be required 
tole generalized to all members of the nuclear group'. With regard .to .the 
treatment of tariff preferences, thé following rules might be adopted: . 
(a)Preference-receiving countries would agree to waiVe' their Contractual 

rights tci bound margins, thus permitting' the preference-granting countries to 
reduce  or  remove margins of preference in agreements with other . countries. 
This rule would• apply. during' .the negotiations among the nuclear group but 
might be adopted permanently. 	• 	, 
(b)Redtictions of most-favoù red-nation rates would automatically'operate to 

reduce-or removè margins of preference, i.e. they would not be accompanied or 
followed by reductionS in preferential rates. 
(c)No 'Margin of preferénce: would be increased. ThuS, if any preferential 

rate we're reduced in a bilateral agreement between, say, Canada and Australa, 
the most-favàured-nation rate would have to be reduced to the same extent. 
(2)The 'nticlear group of 'countries would also agree on provisions dealing 

with  non-tariff trade barriers. 'These provisions would be the same for all 
memberS 'of the nuclea'r group and presumably would be negotiated through a 
multilateral corn' mitee of some kind.  
(3)When  the negcitiatiOns under (1) and (2) had been completed, the 

resulting 'âgrééments would be concluded aMong the nuclear group: prior to the 
convening.  of a gerieial international trade conference. . 	. 	 . 
(4)Thé purpose of the international trade - conference would be to discuss: (a) 

How other countries should be brought into the arrangement and .(b) what 
treatment countries participating in ,the arrangement should, accord to the 
trade of Cotnitriés' refusing tO, participate..These  questions  would, ' of course, 
require the ié-exani ination of existing mosi-favoured-nation commitments. , 

The Cànadian group was of the opinion that the nuclear proposal outlined 
above appeared to be the most promising of the various methods of selective 
tariff redtiction'which had been discussed. The American group, was inclined to 
agree with this View, but had reservations as to (a) the possibility, under the 
Trade  Agreem'ents' Act, of adopting even informal "working' rules" regarding 
the percentage of tariff reduction to be achieved, and (b) the desirability of 
ai‘etuallY concluding -  the arrangements among the nuclear group prior to the 
u°1cling of a general international trade conference at which the views of other 
Co 	

of 
 Would be obtained. In this connection; the Canadian group appeared 

e  Cl  'strongly thaï the arrangements among the nuclear group should not be 
e  P. t oPen and thereby made subject to changes at the general conference. 
Cith 	.,to the countries which would form the nucleus, discussion 

. 	. 

,fflten the American and Canadian groups resulted in the following tentative 
1,7ist i thited.States, United Kingdom, .Canada, Australia, South Africa, New 
'ealand, France, Netherlands, Belgium, U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia and India. 
L Tbere was a brief discussion of the possible tariff requirements which might 
14  made f 
two  . new members under the nuclear approach. There appeared. to be 
nuci  a ln

o 	

(a) the weighted average reduction of the tariffs of the ear group m. h 1g t be calculated and new members might then be requited to 
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make the same over-all percentage reduction in their tariffs, or (b) new 
members might be required to negotiate their way in by entering into bilateral 
agreements with each of the countries making up the nuclear group. It was 
agreed by both the Canadian and American groups that new members would, 
of course, be required to adhere to the non-tariff provisions of the arrangement. 

With regard to the withholding of tariff reductions from the trade of 
outsiders, it was generally agreed that the reductions should be generalized to 
all countries for a probational period. Whether or not it would be feasible to 
withdraw the benefits after the expiration of the probational period would 
largely depend upon the possibility of working out a basis of adherence by 
outsiders which would be accepted as reasonable and equitable. 

Near the close of the discussion the Canadian group suggested that it might 
be possible, in connection with either a trade agreement between the United 
States and Canada or a more general arrangement to which both countries 
were parties, to provide.for duty-free treatment on both sides of the border in 
respect of certain products traded in both directions. The Canadian group 
attached considerable importance to this possibility, stating that there were a 
number of cases (e.g. automotive items) where, although tariff reductions 
would not be of much help, free trade between the two countries would bring 
substantial reciprocal benefits. Since any such arrangement would require 
legislative approval in the United States, it might be provided for in a protocol 
which could be submitted separately to Congress. The American group agreed 
to report this suggestion and to urge that serious consideration be given to it in 
Washington. 

In concluding the meeting the Canadian group emphasized again their 
strong preference for the plan for a horizontal  tariff cut and expressed the hope 
that the United States would eventually see its way clear tto attempting that 
approach. 

62. 	" . 	 DEA/200s 

, 	Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, October 12, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Wrong fronv' Robértson,49  'Begins': I attended High 
Commissioner's meeting at the Dominions Office this morning when Heinle  
of Board of Trade and Edie [sic.'" of Treasitry reported on present status of 

49N. A. Robertson était à Londres avec le Premier ministre pour rencontrer des ministres et de 

•

House financial and commercial policy conversations in Washington Canada 
. 	 , , 

fonctionnaires. 	
O 	.. , and 

N. A. Robertson was  in  London with the Prime Minister for meetings with mini s  ster  
officials. 

"Sir Wilfréd Eady.  
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is repôrting this discussion by air mail . In the meantime, you will have received
a telegram from the, Dominions Officet containing .-their appreciation of
commercial position and a summary of instructions which are going forward t o
their repr~°--•-• : . .- .- a•__L:__._ _

2., 'The only comments I made at today's meeting on proposed declaration of
principle concerning preferential policy were :

I . In proposing that there should be in no circumstances any increase in
margins of preference, United Kingdom should be clear in their own minds a s
to base' line from which such undertaking would be operative . (Cf. position of
British preferences enlarged by wartime suspension duties in Canada on Unite d
Kingdom goods) .

2 . I thought . any . declaration of general policy , respecting modification of
preference as part of the general commercial policy arrangements should mak e
it clear from the start that reductions in margins of preference were only to be
brought about by reduction of duties on foreign products and in no case b ymurease in aunes on Commonwealth goods .

3 . Board ôf Trade representative did not argue against this general decision,
but thought . our interest could be safeguarded in intra Commonwealth
agreement envisaged for pre-negotiation waiver of fixed margins of preference .
Ends.

63. - W.L.M.K./VoL 380
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Le chancelier de l'Échiquier au Premier ' ministre
Chancellor of the Exchequer to Prime Minister

My dear Prime Minister

[London,) October 12, 194 5

,
The Washington discussions, with all that they imply as regards Imperia l

Preference, have now reached a stage at which we feel that it would be very
helpful if we could take advantage of the presence in London of yourself and
Dr. Evatt .to discuss with you the issues which are arising, and to benefit from
Your counsel on questions which affect us all so materially.

With this in mind, we are hoping to arrange a meeting here at 12 noon on
Monday, to which Dr. Evatt will be coming; and both the Prime Minister and I
~t~ thry much that you too will find it possible to be present yourself . I am
thed that we have not been able to give you longer notice, but if you can find

ate and time convenient, I personally shall be very grateful to you :, . .,, .
Yours very sincerely,

HUGH DALTON~- . . .
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64. 	 W.L.M.K.p/ol. 380 

Mémorandum du Premier ministre 	- 
Memorandum by Prime Minister 

, 	 • 

• 	 ?", 

, 

„. 

, 

i 	 '• 

While I was talking with Lieutenant Douglas Robertson, a note was handed 
me marked "Immediate" and "13); Hand" from the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer with a 'slip marked "Urgent." I asked Robertsdn tosexCuse me while 
I opened the letter which was oné from Dalton stating thàt 'à meeting had been 
arranged for 12. noon  on  Monday at which' Dr. Evatt Will be present to deal 
with the question of Imperial preferences, and matters arising out of the 
Washington discussion's —7,asking if 1"coUld be present at 12 nôon on Monday. 

As soon as Robertson left, I re-read the letter and findini ..rnyself completely 
shaken by the continuous interruptions of the'morning, With nothing overtaken, 
I realized that I was  once  again just about at the breakinïpoint. 

Handy" came in at this stage yiith a note saying that "a message has just 
been received from the Office of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to say that 
the Chancellor , will be presiding' àt the meeting on  Monday." Also with 
directions as to how to telephone, etc. — • 

I felt I would have to make a decision at once. First of all, I am not in a 
position to discuss linancial and trade questions. I have not come over for that 
purpose and I should not without having had a prior conference with my 
colleagues in the Cabinet, wish td -  undertake SO great a responsibility. In the 
second place, the mention tliat Evatt would be present and that the idea was to 
have opinion expressed from himself and myself, by no means added to mY 
desire to be on hand at any discussion on that question with him. 

Robertson had told me late last night that the meeting had been fixed for 
yesterday at Dominions Office ,to discuss matters with Evatt but he had not 
turned up. This meeting was being arranged so as to.  méét his convenience on 
Monday as he leaves for Washington a day or two'afterwirds. 

-Realizing' the vast significance of the question, I thought it best to get on tile 
telephone myself direct with Mr. Dalton's office.- I got his private secretary. 
Asked once or twice who it was I was speaking to, each time got the reply  The 

 Chancellor's Private Secretary."  1  then said to him' I had received this note. 
While I ;was anxious ,to help in ev.  erY Way-  possible', I did not feel I was in.a 

 position to discuss questions of Imperial preferences or financial matters at tins, 
time  and  without prior consultation with mémbérs of my own Cabinet. That' 

would hope, therefore, it .would not be necessary' for me to be present at anY 
meeting of the Cabinet. " 

be The private sécretàry, whoever he was, said that the Chancellor won.-hi   
luo  very disappointed and I rather inferred from his remarks it was up to niel  

meet the Chancellor's wishes once they had been expressed. I replied 1  a s  

".I. E. Handy, secrétaire privée du Premier ministre. 
J.  E. Handy, Personal Secretary to the Prime Minister. 

CONFIDENTIAL [London,]  October 13, 1945 



regretted not• being able to be present. I . added to . what I had said that I had
come over on other. matters whicli .were not connected with trade or financial
questions at all . I also was very tired .' In fact, was used up and did not feel in
shape to undertake discussion of a matter as important as that to which the
Chancellor's letter. referred .

: . The private secretary'still persisted in saying the Chancellor would be sorry
to hear I could not come which caused me to repeat with a bit of insistence that
I, too; was sorry but I had to consider my . position and that of the government .

A few minutes -later, the secretary, added would I like to be represented in
the'event of my not ; being able to come myself. Knowing that Robertson was
expecting - to be present on, Monday though -, he has . left . this morning for
Holland ; and hoped . to have a day or two there, was coming back, I said I
would have no objection to having Mr.~ Robertson who was with me attend the
meeting to which the secretary replied he would so inform the Chancellor . As
the meeting .had been arranged, he thought it was best that that course should
be followed. Matters were then left in that way. He would forthwith advise th e
Chancellor.

Prime Rfinister to Chancellor of, the Excheque r

W.L.M.K./Vol . 380

Le Premier ministre au Chancelier de l'Échiquier
, ., . . . , .

London, October 15, 194 5

he
1.
he
te.
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My dear Chancellor,
I regret 'ëxcéédingly 'not having found it possible to comply with the request

of your letter of October 12th which I received shortly after noon on Saturday.

It was kind of-yôu to say that you
I
felt

.
it, would be helpful to yourself and

others if advantage could be taken of the presence in London of Dr. Evatt and
myself to discuss the issues arising out of the Washington discussions, with all
that, they, implyas regards Imperial preferences ; also that . the Prime Minister
and Yourself hoped that it`might be possible for me personally to be present at
a meeting being arranged for noon today (Monday) .

On receipt of your letter I immediately,informed your private secretary that,
as I had notl thus far had opportunity to consider with my colleagues in the
Cabinet at Ottawa the all important matters mentioned in your letter, I did no t
feel at liberty to enter into a discussion of thém at this time with yourself and
colleagues in London .

Knowing, as I do, how far-reaching any decisions with respect to the
Washington discussions and, in particular, questions of Imperial preferences
are certain to be, I should not wish to attempt any discussion of them withoutgiving

to these matters, in advance, much more thought than, thus far, it ha s
been possible for me to give .

I am, as you know,` most anxious, while here, to be of as much help as I can
on any matter of mutual interest and concern . I am certain, however, that were
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I, to the exclusion of representative's of other nations of the Commonwealth, to 
join with Dr. Evatt in initiating or in furthering discussion of financial and 
trade matters with members of the British Cabinet, sooner or later, my position 
would almost certainly be misunderstood both in Canada and in London. 

I am sure, for example, that my colleagues, the Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Ilsley, and the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. MacKinnon; would think 
it strange were I to 'attempt discussion of these matters, on this particular visit 
to London, without having had with them sonie word of prior consultation. 

Mr. Norman Robertson, who has been having' conversations with officials of 
the United Kingdom Government on many matters will be present at this 
morning's meeting. I have asked Mr. Robertson to let you know exactly what 
my feelings are; also to say how much I regret having had to occasion you or 
the Prime Minister the slightest disappointment in any matter. I am sure I may 
rely upon your complete understanding. . 

With kindest personal regards, 
Yours very sincerely, 

[W. L. MACKENZIE KING] 

66. 	 DEA/200s 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

• Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

110 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wrong, Begins: Your telegram  No.  
2968 of October 12th, Imperial Preferences. At a meeting yesterday of senior 
officials we discussed reply to Dominions Office telegram D.1909 of October 
12th.t Text of draft reply approved by Mackintosh, McKinnon and 
Mackenzie" is given in my immediately following telegram. Towers also 
approves this line but has not seen text. 

We feel you should see answer and if you think ii necessary clear with Prime 
Minister. If you approve, Hudd" might send reply to Dominions Office 
without further clearance here since Mr. Ilsley is away until early next week 
and London has asked for earliest possible indication of our views. Ends. 

"M. W. Mackenzie, sous-ministre du Commerce. 
M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce. 

"Haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne. 
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain. 



Le seerétâire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commisioner in Great Britain

DEA/200s

TELEGRAM 2442 ' ' Ottawa, October 18, 1945

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wrong, Begins : My immediately
preceding 'telegram.- Following is draft reply to Dominions Office telegram
D .1909 of October 12th,f Begins :

The suggestions in para . 4 which you propose to have put forward to the
U.S.'authorities for incorporation in a statement of principles are in general in
accord with our views, provided the statement will make it unequivocally clear
that preferences are to be dealt with in conjunction with tariffs . We take this to
be your understanding . If, however, you are considering as a quid pro quo for
financial aid undertaking not to increase preferences and not to introduce new
preferences and to reduce margins when general tariffs are reduced (para . 4
(a) and (b)), we would be obliged to give the question further serious study .
We feel it imperative therefore to emphasize the consideration which we regard
as all important that preferences cannot be considered apart from tariffs but
must be treated as 'part of trade negotiations looking to reductions in tariffs
and as part of satisfactory arrangements on commercial policy generally . Any
undertaking to maintain even the status quo toward preferences should be
conditional upon the satisfactory outcome of the talks as a whole and could not
be operative indefinitely in default of such an outcome .

With reference to para . 5 (1), while we cannot object to your urging a
current dateline for - preferences, our view is that because we contend
preferences are inseparable from tariffs there is a strong case for conceding the
adoption of the same pre-war date for both . Ends . Message ends .

k Y,r Acting High Commissioner in Great Britai n
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/198 s

With' ref .

,~ 0
f
orward the following further information . It was obtained in theourse of g conversation which Mr. Robertson (accompanied by Mr. LePan)

the to my despatch No . A.483 of the 13th Octoberf concerninge Washington , discussions on financial and commercial policy, I have thehonour t . , ,

; Le haut commissaire pnr intérim en Grande-Bretagn e
. e, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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had with Sir Wilfred Eady of the Treasury and Mr. J. R. C. Helmore of the 
Board of Trade on the evening of the 19th October. Sir Wilfred Eady and Mr. 
Helmore are the opposite  numberi' in London of . Lord  Keynes and Sir Percivale 
Liesching respectively. They are the Operative .  officials who are dealing with 
the London end of the negotiations. 	' , 

2. Sir Wilfred Eady warned that, in spite of thë atmosphere of cordial 
sympathy . in which the conversations were proceeding, there was still a real 
danger that the financial talks might break down. If they did, the break would 
most probably occur over the sterling balances. The United States, in his view, 
had never fully understood the sterling area and had believed that its working 
was much more mysterious and occult than was actually the case. Moreover, 
American businessmen were continually tripping over the regulations which 
governed the sterling area and were much more consCious,Of the way it affected 
their interests than they were of the consequences .to themselves of the other 
topics ùnder discussion. It would also be,easy for the opposition in the United 
States to dramatise this issue;  they  could represent how .iniquitous it was'that 
the United Kingdom sterling area creditors, which they . lumped pell -mell 
together, should, not make a tipiform contribution  to asiist the United Kingdom 
in , the same way as it had been sùggested the  United States  Should do. For 
these reasons, he was afraid that the sterling , balances *  might prove the chief 
stumbling-block in the conversations. 
3: He repeated that it would be quite impossible for the United Kingdom to 

require its sterling area creditors to make a contribution according to any over-
all formula, as the United States delegation was still, inclined to urge. It was 
misleading, in fact, to speak of the sterling balances as though they constituted 
a single financial problem. In reality, they resolved themselves into a number of 
separate, problems which were ultimately political. The .great bulk of the 
sterling balances stOod to the credit of India, and no GoN'rernment in the United 
Kingdom could face the political consequences of exacting à large contribution 
from India on the grounds that it was an essential  condition of a satisfactory 
financial agreement with the United States. Another country with large 
sterling balances was Egypt; and here again the negotiation of an agreement to 
scale down her balances would be beset by political difficulties. He recalled 
that the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty wine 4; for, renewal in 1946, and he said that 
the question of a financial settlement 'with' Egypt must be seen in relation t°  
recent Egyptian claims for the acquisition of theSudan,' to Arab unrest over 
Jewish immigration into Palestine and to, the 'Soviet ambitions in tile 
Mediterranean which had been made manifest at the Conference of Foreign 
Ministers.' Any • negotiations looking to the scaling down of the EgYPtia n  
balances would be extremely delicate. The conclusion was inescapable that the 
various creditors must be approached individually. On more general grounds' 
the United Kingdom was unwilling bluntly to inform her sterling area eredied  
that they must make a contribution, because of the effect which such a dern,an. 
Would have on her reputation as a borrower. On the other.hand, he admitteu ,  
reply to a suggestion from Mr. Robertson, that pressure from the United Stat e' 
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might well 'prove * a useful instrument towards securing satisfactory agreements
with these individual creditors . j ' . . . : . . :

4 . If a breakdown occurred in the financial conversations, thé Treasury was
anxious that it should corné over an' issue 'which not only was considered
fundamental, by the United Kingdom 'experts and by * the , Government, but
could also be presented to ' public opinion both in this country and elsewhere in
such a wây ' that the soundness and the justice' of the United Kingdom's stand
would be clearly apparent . The proper ..treatmént of the sterling balances was
such an issue; he believed. He enquired whether, if a breakdown came over this
question ; - Canadian opinion would think that the United Kingdom had been
justified in refusing to retreat from their position' on this point . Mr. Robertson
replied that he pèrsonally thought such a stand by the United Kingdom would
be regarded sympathetically in Canada, éven though it led to a breakdown. On
the other hand, however sympathetically Canadians might regard the United
Kingdom's position if the present conversations resulted in failure, the
Canadian Government obviously would have to review afresh all the elements
in the situation as it affected Canada and adopt a policy dictated by Canada's
interests in ,the new circu

.
mstânces .

5 . Sir Wilfred reported that the United Kingdom delegation could not have
wished for more firm and continuous support than they had obtained from the
present Government. ' Nor could he complain of any lack - of understanding ofthe broad outlines of the problem. On the other hand, opinion .in the Cabinet

resented
ayt ~stunsae

; United States . delegation, and had been rejected by Mr.

was sometimes ruffled by cross-currents which were not always helpful . In
particular, members of the present Government were susceptible to appeals
from the other Labour Governments in the Commonwealth and rallied perhaps
too easily to the slogan "Labour, Governments of the world unite!" This
susceptibility should be kept in mind in estimating the present Government's
policY both,towards preferences and towards the sterling balances . There was
also considerable suspicion of United States bankers and, sometimes, excessive
optimism that,with a controlled economy the United Kingdom,could get along
satisfactorilyj without United States aid . The Treasury was under no delusion
that this was possible.

6• : On,, commercial policy, Mr . Helmore reported that the Statement . ô fof .
Principlesconcerning preferences, which you will have seen in paragraph 4 of
the Dominions Office telegram No . 1909 of the 12th October,' had now bee n

ttsfactory . Or, to be more exact, Mr . Clayton had said that theStatementi; would ; not be sufficient to satisfy Congress . In the course of the ,eVening's ennversation, it became apparent that, although the United Kingdomnegotiators ; found , Mr. Clayton to ,- be, a perfectly fair . and open-minded
negotiator, they thought that Mr . Vinsons' understood more fully this country's
Present difficulties :

F M ~SOn , secrEtaire au Trésor des États-Unis. ~` '
~n• Secretary of the Treasury of the United States .
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7. Mr. Robertson asked whether, in the view of United Kingdom officials, the 
waiver of fixed margins of preference, referred to in 4(c) of Dominions Office 
telegram No. 1909 of the 12th October, should come before or after the series 
of bilateral agreements over tariffs and preferences, which it is now hoped will 
be made in Washington next March. Mr. Helmore replied that he had thought 
that such a waiver should follow rather than precede the bilateral agreements 
between the drafting c,ountries. In any case, of course, the bilateral agreements 
would not come into effect until such waivers had taken place. Later in the 
evening, however, he remarked that he had more and more been coming to the 
conclusion that it might be useful to have a Commonwealth conference to 
consider preferences some time in February, before the March meeting in 
Washington. Mr. Robertson promised to consider this informal suggestion. 

. 1 have etc. 
FREDERIC HUDD 

69. 	 . 	 . DEA/200s 

Le gouverneur, la Banque du Canada, 	 ai 
au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

II  

Governor, Bank of Canada, 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, November 5, 1945 a  1  ar 
as 

Dear Hume [Wrong] 	 . 	 ‘v 

	

1 am attaching hereto some notes on conversations which 1 had in 	( 
Washington recently on the subject of U.K.-U.S. discussions. 1 do not know 	( 
whether these notes would be of any use to Norman when he arrives in 	( 
Washington," but in any event you may wish to send a copy io the Embassy. 1 	( 
am therefore enclosing a duplicate. "Ç 

 1 was very interested in the despatch from ' the High Commissioner in 
, 

I London, dated October 25th, on the subject of Norman's conversation with Sir 	k 
Wilfred Eady and Mr. J. R. C. Helmore. Referring particularly to paragraPh 4 	i  
of the despatch, • 1 should think that if the U.K.-U.S. talks were otherwise 	r  
satisfactory, a breakdown on the subject of sterling balances would be 111°st 	p 
unfortunate. 1 can understand that the English will not undertake a comm1t. 	a  
ment to arrange a scaling down through the piece because their creditors arc 
not all in the same position. Moreover, the U.K. is presumably not in a position 
to guarantee  the  exact amount by which the balances will be written dewn. 

substantial should be accomplished in this respect — in spite of the serious RI" 
Nevertheless, 1 think we would share the American view that something 

"N. A. Robertson se rendait à Washington pour participer aux discussions concernant l'énergie 

atomique. Voir le document 635. 	 ment 
N. A. Robertson was on his way to Washington for atomic energy discussions. Sec  Docu 
635. 
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political difficulties which the U .K. will face"when dealing with India and
Egypt .

I havé no doubt that when Eady asked for Norman's opinion he got a very
reserved answer, and I hope that Eady did not interpret the answer as being too
sympathetic .

Yours sincerely,
CiRAHAM TOWERS

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du gouverneur, la Banque du Canada

, Memorandum by Governor . Bank of Canada

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 5, 1945

Notes on conversations in Washington, October 18-24, 1945

On October 18th, at lunch with Lord Halifax, Lord Keynes, R . H. Brand 16
and Gordon Munro,s''Keynes brought me up to date on their conversations
with U .S . `officials . Up to that time, the United States had made no specific
proposàls° on the financial side. The conversations had been limited to the
U .K.'s exposition of their problem ; to questions by the U.S. on this subject ; and
to the discussions on the subject of preferences and commercial policy
arrangements .- From the attitude of the U .S. negotiators, it was clear that
assistance to the U .K. in the form of retrospective Lend-Lease or a grant•in-aid
was impossible, and it seemed likely that the U .S. might endeavour to -

(a) Whittle down the amount of the credit below $5 billions .
(b) Call for payment of interest .(c) Link the question of preferences with fin 'ancial aid .
(d) Obtain ' rather , specific undertakings in regard to scaling down o f

"sterling" balances.
Keynes ' asked for my views on all these points, and I gave them to him as

follows ;

(a) Amount of credit: I expressed the view that the U .K. should strenuously
resist such " a scaling down of the credit as would necessitate the adoption of a
policy of extreme austérity in regard to imports . I realized that some degree ofausterity was 'nécessary in the best of circumstances . If carried too far on anon .disc~iminâtory ': basis, the repercussions would be serious not only in
countrieswhich` had more expansive ideas on the subject of world trade than
those held by ';U.S.` negotiators, but perhaps even in the United States itselfWhen they'cameûp âgainst the full force of import restrictions . I asked Keynesif the Present drive to save dollars (U .S . and Canadian) was a sample of wha tcould bé éx~t~ if the' U

.K . wcrc able to make reasonably satisfactory

;ie

,n►

unro, Financial Advisor . High Commission of Great Britain .

.,,.

Brand; repr&entant du Trésor de Grande-Bretagne à Washington .
"c4' Representative of British Treasury in Washington .

unro, oonseiller financier, haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne .R ~ordon
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sIF, G . Collado, directeur, Bureau de la pol itique financitrméndpol~ylo~ ~e United

F . G . CoUado . Director. Office of Financial and DeveloP
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satisfactéry arrangement could be made. I had thought that this might very 
well be his attitude, and, by arrangement with Keynes, was able to say that I 
knew what the proposals were,  and  could not share Clayton's» optimism. I, 
pointeout that Canada — in coinmon with many other countries — had a 
vital intereSt in thé discussions. It was. our understanding that a financial. 
agreement would include .a -  promise by the U.K. not to practise discrimination 
in her import policy. If the size or terms of the,U.S. credit were such that the 
U.K. had to keep.her imports at an excessively low level during the transition 
period, then all suppliers of the U.K. would be adversely affected; and indeed 
for "U.K." one could read "sterling area." I expressed the -view that both the 
political and economic•implications of a penurious policy were extremely bad. 
What had happened to the idea so freely expressed a couple of years ago that 
post-war policy should be bold and expansive? Did not the present political and 
economic, state of Europe make it more than every necessary that a timorous or 
restrictive policy' should be .avoided? --  and  so forth. Clayton was most 
agreeable, and gave us- all thé time we wanted, but did not go' far in - expressing 
his o'wn Views. I gathered from  Keynes that ClaYton has taken the lead in the 
discussio'ns; that they have found him pléasant to deal with, but recently very 
"wooden". Vinson has kept a good deal to the side-lines. Harry White has been 
in the background. .. • 	 „ 

I saw4larry White later in the same day, and covered much the same 
ground as I had with Clayton.. Harry White said that he did not think that the 
U.S. should try to whittle down the credit to the U.K., but that, as a 
"technician," he had had to express the view that the figures put forward by 
the English, properly. revised, did not indicate that they needed as much as $5 
billions from the U.S. I gathered that the U.K. balance of payments figures, on 
which the discussions have been based, assume an average volume of imports 
some 10 per cent below pre-war, and assume import and export prices 100 per 
cent above pre-war. 

Harry White .  asked what post-war.  credit arrangemend we had made with 
the U.K., mentioning Keynes's pre-Washington visit to Ottawa." I told him 
that there had been no  discussions  pending the outcome of the Washington 
talks. (The English had already told him the sanie thing.) I said that Canada's 
aPProach to,the whole problem had been indicated by the suggestions which we 
Put up to the U.K. éarly this year. I assumed that consideration would be given 
to the volume of Canadian export trade which it was desired to maintain, and 
to possible  -volume of imports from the sterling area, as well as other means of 
PaYment available.to them. White said that was rather vague. What might it 
!ur ea!' in terms of dollars? I replied that if thé realistic examination threw out a 
..igautre of.a bJIi dollars' I did not think that would cause too great a shock. 
diNiscuusrsa."Y' 1 'emphasized 'that these views were personal,. and not based on 

19ns with, the U.K or even on discussions  at home. White asked our 
eusséd  attitude 1:4v-*  a' r,ds-l interést. :payin* ents, .and I said the subject had not been 

s'veei rvieo'ivuornilieti tioco douctmai" emnetint;5535a3nedt 355544. 
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programme for the reduction of trade barriers. The understandable concern 
over preferences has given them relatively an undue prominence in the 
document. We trust that the revision of the formula mentioned in paragraph 
(5) of your telegram D. 2069 will redress the balance. 

The formula for dealing with preferences given in your telegram D. 2070t is, 
in general, acceptable to us, on the assumption that the agreement in 
paragraph 2 (c), tliat margins of preference on any product will in no case be 
increased and no new preferences introduced, is conditional upon a satisfactory 
outcome of the talks as a whole and would not be an undertaking operative 
indefinitely in default of such an outcome. 

71. 	 DF/Vol. 4209 

Mémorandum du ministère des Finances 

Memorandum by Department of Finance 

[Ottawa,] November 14, 1945 

' MEMORANDUM ON PROPOSALS FOR CONSIDERATION 
BY AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EMPLOYMENT AND TRADE 

The United States is going to make public within the next week proposals 
for an International Conference on Employment and Trade. It will also issue 
shortly thereafter invitations to fifteen countries, of whom Canada will be one, 
to discuss in advance'of the Conference the principles which it is proposed that 
the Conference should adopt, and to undertake negotiations with the United 
States and with each other of trade treaties for the reduction of tariffs and 
preferences. • • 

While the  announcement will be made by the United States, the proposals 
will in fact have been agreed to by the United Kingdom in advance and will 
probably be endorsed publicly by the United Kingdom Government following 
the announcement from Washington. 

These prdPosals*  mark the culmination of discussions which have been going 
on with ,United * States and among Commonwealth Countries since 1942. In 
most of these discussions Canadian officials have participated, although they 
are not participating in the present U.K.-U.S. discussions in Washington. 

It is hoped that the Conference which the United States will propose will set 
uP a new international body, the International Trade Organization, whose 
function would' be to facilitate co-operation and agreement among member 
nations on matters' of employment and trade, on commodity arrangements, and 
on ciintrol of restrictive business practices (cartels). The articles of afssociation of" the new Organization would set out certain rules and principles 
_05 the conduct of international  trade by which the members would be bound. 
these would include specific undertakings on the limitation of subsidies, 
cluanndtas, import licensing, state trade, etc. They would also include a general 

ertaking to negotiate reductions in tariffs and preferences. 
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No.417 

L'ambassadeur des Etats7Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States 	. 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DEA/8378-40 
. 	_ 

Ottawa, December 11, 1945 

SECRET 	%.1  
• ,:. 

.• 

Acting under instructions from my Government; 1 have the honour, to 
communicate to you the following: 

The Government of the United States refers to the document "Proposals for 
Expansion of:World Trade-  and Employment" 6 '• which  has  been transmitted to 
the GOveniment of Canada, and to the propo' sals' of the Government of the 
United States that the United Nations Organization convene in the sumMer'of 
1946 a conference on,, trade and emPloyment to consider and take action to 
realize the objectives'referred to in that document. 

It is the view of the Government of the United States that the success of the 
proposed cOnference can best be realized if there is thorough going préparation 
for it and that such 'preparation should • include' concrete plans which the 
principal trading nations of the world would be  • prepared to adopt, for the 
actual reduction of tariff and other trade barriers, and for the elimination of 
discriminatory trade treatment, in accordance with the objectives agreed upon 
in notes exchanged November 30, 1942, between the United States and 
Canada.' 

The Government of the United States therefore has the honor to ask the 
Government of Canada whether it would be prepared to appoint representa-
tives to attend a preliminary meeting in March or April of 1946, to be held at 
Place to be determined. It would be the purpose of the meeting, which would be 
attended by the other Governments accepting  invitations, to: . 
(a)negotiate for the consideration . of the proposed conference, concrete 

arrangements for the .relaxation of tariff and trade barriers of all kinds which 
"uid command the support of governments attending the conference; and 
(b)to corisuli,  and to reach  such  preliminary' understanding as may be • 

	

	1 practicable, with regard to other topics on the proposed agenda for the 
confereice referred to above 	• • t  I I In order that the representatives of the United States may make a practical 
contribution to the work of the preliminary Meeting, it will be necessary for the 
GA0vernMent of the United States; under the prckedure required by the Trade 
mgdreelnents Act, to issue public notice of intention to negotiate for the 

a.ction of tariff and other  (rade  barriers with the governments intending to 
P"ticipate in that meeting.: In.view of the public hearings and other procedures 

' • é 	, 	 • 	• 	• 	 • 	• 

i've  eats- this. Department of State Bulletin, Volume 13, December 9, 1945. pp. 913-29. 
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required by law this notice should be issued at least three months prior to the 
beginning of definitive international discussions by the representatives of the 
United States. Accordingly, the Government of the United States hopes to be 
able to issue, by the end of  this year or early in 1946, a public notice of 
intention to negotiate with Canada. In order to make this possible, it is urged 
that the Government of Canada indicate, prior to December 31, 1945, whether 
it will participate in the preliminary meetings. 

In accordance with customary practice, the proposed public notice will be 
accompanied by a list of the products which will be considered for the granting 
of trade concessions to Canada and on which public hearings will be held. The 
list will include those products of which Canada has been, or is likely to 
become, a principal supplier to the United States. 

This invitation is also being sent to the following Governments: 
France, United Kingdom, South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, India, 

Belgium, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Czechoslovakia, Cuba; Brazil, U.S.S.R., 
and China. 

Accept etc. 
RAY ATIIERTON 

73. 	 » 	 DEA/8378-40 
• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des Êtats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States 

No. 120 	 Ottawa, December 15, 1945 

SECRET 	» 	 • 
• 

Excellency, 
1 have the honour to refer to your note  No.» 417 of December Ilth in which 

you communicate a  » message from the Government of the United States 
regarding the Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employment ,  
already transmitted ,  to  »  the Government of Canada, and regarding the 
conference on trade and employment • which it is proposed that the United 
Nations should convene in the summer of 1946 to consider and take action to 

realize the objectives referred to in that document. 
The Government of Canada is heartily in accord with the view of th, e  

Government of the  »  United States that  »  nations should concert their efforts ' 11, 
the sphere .  of >their  »  international economic relations • for the purpose  O.  

expanding the volume of world trade and maintaining high and stable levels ot 

national employment. 	; 	 :> , • . • sed The  Canadian  » Government:agrees  » also  that the success of the Pr°r
no
".„ 

United Nations conference might best be realized by a thorough prePara,̀lij 
including concrete plans, which the principal trading nations of the we 
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would be prepared to adopt, for the relaxation • of tariffs, and other trade 
barriers and for the elimination of discriminatory trade treatment. 

1 am pleased to inforrn you, therefore, that, in accordance with these 
objectives and those agreed upon in the exchange of notes which took place on 
November 30th, 1942, between the United States and Canada, the Govern-
ment- of  Canada  will be prepared to appoint representatives to attend a 
preliminary meeting in March or April of 1946, to be held at a place to be 
determined. 

' 	Accept etc. 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

PARTIE 3/PART 3 

CRÉDITS À L'EXPORTATION 
EXPORT CREDITS 

SECTION A 
UNION SOVIÉTIQUE/SOVIET UNION 

74. 	 DEA/6226-40 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DEsPATal 172 	 • 	_ Moscow, May 23, 1944 
, 

SECRET 
 

Sir: 
I have the honour to direct your attention to the reply given in the United 

Kingdom House of Commons on May 16th to two questions asked concerning 
post.War trade With the Soviet Union. In his reply the President of the Board of 
Trade  'referred tokliscussions taking place between experts of the two countries 
regarding thé kinds and quantities of goods each country could make available to the otheé for iheir 'respective «reqiiirements. 
. 2 . In  o' rder- t"o ,obtnin  more  particulars regarding these discussions I had an interview' on May 20th with Mr. Charles Gifford, the Commercial Secretary of 
the British 

- Embassy, who has an office separate from the remainder of the 
Embassy. Mr. Gifford was kind enough to show me his file which indicated 

conversations have been going on between himself and Mr. 
,, ruhkov, Vice-Commissar of Foreign Trade, they have not resulted as yet in 
aconY very definite results nor have lists yet , been produced of the goods each 

iuntrY wôuld like to obtain' from the other after the cessation of hostilities wth Ger 
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than have the, Soviet Government'prepare a list of the quantities of . lumber,
flax and other Soviet products the -Soviet, Union may be . able to supply, the
United Kingdom Board of 'Trâde should : indicate the quantities of Soviet
products they-are likely to require . London has_ hesitated to : be committal on
this 'point, pointing out the relation of lumber supplies from the Soviet Union to
the general question of trade with Canada after the war . Mr. Gifford is still
pressing for action on this . Soviet request and believes that, when something
more definite is available on the question of credits, London will give him some
idea of United Kingdom requirements of Soviet products, whereupon he will
receive from Mr. Krutikov a list of the orders Soviet organizations will be
desirous of placing in the United Kingdom following the cessation of hostilities
with Germany.

8 . United Kingdom experience is a valuable guide to what we may expect
when we initiate discussions with the Soviet Government on the subject of post-
war trade . It is obvious that we shall have to be prepared to discuss terms of
credit simultaneously with a discussion about the kinds and quantities of goods
the Soviet Union is likely to require from Canada . We shall either have to be
prepared to offer the Soviet Government a revolving credit of up' to, say,
$100,000,0001 repayable after rive years, or a government guarantee of bank
credits covering Soviet purchases of Canadian goods of a like value spread over
a period of rive years: Any ëthér terms are likely to be less génerous than those
which will be `offer'ed by competing countries and the term * of rive years for
repayment of the credit may prove to be toô short :' It will be much more
difficult for ` the ' Soviet Government = to ' prepare a list of- the orders 'their
ôrganizations•are likely to wish to place in Canada than it will be for them to
prepare such a list covering their ' probable ~ requirements of United Kingdom
good s, because Canada, unlike the United Kingdom, has never been a regular
source of supply for any of the products imported into the Soviet Union . Apart
from the q uestion of. credits everything will depend upon the ability . of our
manufacturers ~ to - quote ~ prices competitive - with , . those quoted by other
countries. We should profit by United Kingdom experience and point out
frankly to the ~ Soviet : Government at . : the outset that, whereas Canadian
industry is in a goôd , position to supplÿ the, kinds of goods the Soviet Union
requires for. reconstruction purposes, Canada, is not likely . to provide an
extensive market for Soviet products . We can hold out the hope, however, that
after the war Canada should again afford a possible outlet for'.up to 250,000~metric tons,â ;yeaT of Sov iet anthracite coal, and` quant i t ies of the ' other
products` formerly ~mported from the Soviet Union' in excess of the pre-war
~oluinë, as well as a po,' new trade in other Soviet products, such as
; etroleum and manganese, provided always that Soviet prices and othe r

onditions are competttrve . We 'shall have to be careful to forestall any attemptto baSe the 'repâymentof credits on our acceptance of an equivalent value ofoviet good s
' requiring that such repayment be made out of the proceeds of

ultilateral trade or in gold. The volume of probable shipments of Soviet
nthracite coal to Canada should be indicated in advance not with a view to
uggesting restriction at the'outset but in order to have something to fall back. ~, .

4 . ' . . . , . .. . '
. . . • , . . . , ' . . . .

. i .
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upon in case the United Kingdom maintain their present bargaining mood and 
decide to exploit the obvious analogy between Canadian purchases of Soviet 
coal and United Kingdom purchases of Soviet lumber. , 

9. I should greatly appreciate your comments on the different points brought 
out in this despatch in order to prepare the ground for subsequent instructions 
which it may be necessary for you to send me on the whole question of trade 
between Canada and the Soviet Union after the war. - 

I have etc. 
L. D. WILGRESS 

DEA/6226-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

Secretary of State for External Affairs • C té Ambassador in Soviet Union r I  

— 
TELEGRAM 140 	 Ottawa, July 26, 1944 1 1 b 

et 
SECRET. Your despatch No. 172 of May 23rd, post-war trade with U.S.S.R. 

1. Your despatch has been extremely helpful in stimulating interest not only I I 
It 

in the particular problem of post-war trade with the Soviet Union but in the 
general problem of post-war export credits. 	 176 

2. We have discussed your despatch interdepartmentally through the 
External Trade Advisory Committee and there is general acceptance of the 
necessity of putting ourselves in a position to extend credits. Enabling 
legislation is now before the House." 	 . , 
3. With particular regard to the U.S.S.R., if, you consider, it advisable, you 

may advise the Soviet Union of the proposed legislation and sound them out as 
to the terms desired for such a credit if available -- in particular the length of 
the credit, rate of interest and method of. repayment.,  
4. There is evidence of a liberal attitude here toward imports. You and we 	( 

might well  explore  at once the possibilities with a view to approaching a 
balance of trade. However we agree with youi views on repayment as expressed 

in paragraph 8 of your despatch. 	 • 
5. We are anxious to take prompt advantage of post-war trade opportunities, 

with the Soviet Union. We woiald like negotiations to be in your hands and 
would welçome your advice as to What steps we should now take. Suggestions 
made here include, in addition tO credits:' 
(A) . Set industry to work to divélop Offerings. While we appreciate thde  

overriding importance of long term  traie,  heavy industry particularly will  nee 

- 
"La Loi a reçu la sanction royale le 15 août 1944. Voir Canada, Statuts, 8 George VI, Glee  

The Act was assented to on August 15, 1944. See Canada, Statutes. 8 George VI, Chapter 39. 

75. 
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exports during the transition period to facilitate orderly reconversion . The
continued supply of raw materials by our extractive industries may be possible .
(B) Initiate discussions with the Soviet Union on items clearly in " long

Canadian supply, chiefly surplus war assets .
(C) Send a mission to the Soviet ' Union and invite a Soviet mission to

Canada . Would it be of assistance to you if we sent you two or three people, to
aid in the discussions ?

6 . We I
would welcome advice as'to how ` the Russians will negotiate. Will

direct* negotiations with the Canadian industry, with the Government's help, be
adequâte, ôr would ' we fare better by conducting the negotiations on a
Government-to-Government basis ?

7 . There is concern that in our immediate activities we might lose sight of our
long run objectives and retard the return to multilateral trade . However, if
credits and contracts deal only with trade in the transition period, this may be
lessened .~ In` the meantime we feel we cannot let trade opportunities escape
because of uncertainties in the general position . As regards long term trade, we
cannot at the present time enter into agreements inconsistent with multilateral
trade for the establishment of which we are pressing with vigour. Should our
efforts fail, we must be prepared to try to hold our own .

76.
DEA/6226-40

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqueau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in Soviet Unio n

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Moscow, July 29, 1944
ECRET. Your telegram No. 140 of July 26th, regarding post-war trade withoviet Uniôn .
1 - Have appointment with Vyshinsky ; on JulyI 31st when I shall raise
uestions relating to post-war trade and suggest that he arrange for me to hav ereliminary discussions with Commissar of Foreign Trade :
2• First qu estion to be settled is that of credits and then the kinds of goods the
oviet Union is likely to require. It would help me if you could indicate no w
hether the , Canadian Government farev vours granting - of straight credit,olving cred it or guarantee bore ank credits. Would also appreciate by telegram

information about nature of enabling legislation referred to in paragraph
of your telegram .

~i' lt Would be premature to invite offers from Canadian industry or tot iate di s;l . cussion about 't ' I • • • •
d'cate the ~

ans ~n ong Canad ian supply untn Soviet authori t ies
~n~ of goods they are likely to require . Chief requirements will
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be in machines and appliances for industiy which  the  United States are better 
able to supply than Canada. During the first few years consumer goods may be 
imported in large volume and during this period there will probably be a world 
shortage of these goods. Demand for raw materials of our extractive industries 
will be curtailed with cessation of abnormal war demands  and Soviet  industry 
should be able to supply . bulk of reduced demand. Canadian surplus war assets 
will be Mostly of Same type as Soviet surplus  war assets, al -though there may be 
some openings such as tank spare parts to repair automotive equipment. 

4. Proposal  for  trade mission to Soviet Union  may  have ,some merit on 
publicity rather than practical grounds. Will explOre- possibilities of this later. 
Have no need of assistance for prelimin-ary  discussions but Commercial 
Attaché should be assigned to Moscow as already recommended. He will not 
have much to -do until trade become' s active. 
. 5. Regarding paragraph 6 of your telegram, Soviet organisations will place 
orders ' direct  .with ,Canadian industries (see my despatch.  No. 111 of August 
25th).t Recommend that  action of Canadian Government sliéû ld be confined to 
granting of credits. , , 	„ , 	, , 	. 	. 	. 	. 
6. Regarding paragraph 7 of your telegram, extension of credits to the Soviet 

Union for purchase of Canadian goods .is consistent with principles of 
multilateral trade provided that is repaid out of nuiltilateral trade or in gold. 
We would be foolish to compromise our position or to injure prospects for 
international trade on a multilateral basis by adopting any practices akin to 
bilateral balancing even during transitional period. United Kingdom is being 
compelled to do this by reason of her precarious balance payments position. 
We shall also have problem of finding United' States dollars until multilateral 
credit is established but tiade with  Soviet Union on bilateral basis will not ilelP 
solve this problem. Moreover, capacity of Canadian market to absorb products 
indigenous to Soviet Union is strictly limited. Canadian industry should be 
fully occUpied dUring transitbinal Periéd of 'supplying deficiency of consume! 

demand while export trade can provide little help towards solution of problem 
which will confront heâvy.  and extiactive industries beciuse their products will 

 be surplus in all industrial coüntries. Hence trade -with' Soviet Union should le 
approached from long -term.  standpoint and it is "essential to guard against  
undue optimisin based on inflated war demands.Ends. - • 
7. Wéuld .ap'preciate if 'you' could iend Me "détâiled 'statistics of Canadiag  

trad&with Soviet Union for  làst six yeais.!Ends. 
;t 
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77. . DEA/6226-40 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 
-au secrétaire d'État  aux Affaires extérieures  

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

. 	 Moscow, Aiigusi 5, 1944 

• 	• 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your telegram No. 140 of July 

26th regarding post-war trade between Canada and the Soviet Union. 1 sent 
you a reply with my telegram No. 219 of July 29th and it now is necessary for 
me to elaborate in this despatch certain of the points dealt with in that 
telegram. . • • . 
2. In paragraph 1 of my telegram No. 219 I stated that I was seeking an 

appointment with Mr. A. Y. Vyshinsky, Vice-Commissar of Foreign Affairs, 
on July 31st when I Would raise with him questions relating to post-war trade 
and suggest that preliminary discussions on this subject be conducted with 
People's Commissar of 'Foreign Trade. My appointment with Mr. Vyshinsky 
was duly arranged and I am submitting herewith for your information a copy 
of a note verbale which I left with him. In taking this step I followed the 
procedure identical to that taken by the British Embassy when they presented a 
note verbale to the People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs as referred to in 
paragraph 4 of my despatch No. 172 of May 23rd. 	, 
3.We had more than usual difficulty in decyphering your telegram No. 140 

of July 26th and in order that there may be no misunderstanding, I am 
enclosin& a copy of this telegram as decyphered at this end' and I should 
appreciate if you could point out any divergencies from the original text. 
4. Underlifing your telegram No. 140 of July 26th there appears to be the 

assumption "that the Soviet Government will follow the policy of bilateral 
balancing of trade with the different countries and require Canada to accept 
Soviet products in repayment of the credit which we propose to extend for the 
purchase of Canadian goods. We have no indication as .yet ' what will be the 
Post-war' policy  of the Soviet Government in this respect but I should like to 
Point out that before the war the Soviet Government did not follow the policy 
of bilateral balancing of imports and exports. They did conclude agreements 
w. ith European countries on this basis, but this was on the initiative and 

	

- Insistence  of 	the other countries who were parties to these barter agreements. 
ilV,Ith the  rest of the world trade was • conducted in accordance with the iprinciples  of multilateral trade. 5.T 	. 

A  e conduct' of the State monopoly of foreign trade by the Soviet 
Ituiover

h

nment bas  been governed almost exclusively by commercial consider-
eo„nis

e  e
ver' sincé it was' established in 1918. The trade organizations of the 

F's Commissariat of Foreign Trade have purchased and sold goods to the 
**" 
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manufactUrers in the United States and European countries and little would be 
gained by funneling Canadian offers through a Government agency. In fact I 
can see definite disadvantages as then our firms would ncit be able to exhibit 
the same skill in salesmanship and in "sharpening their pencils"'as they would 
if they had to deal direct with the Soviet buying organization in competition 
withetber manufacturers of the same type of goods both in Canada and in the 
United States. ' . 

10: We Must clearly' realise that Soviet iniport requirements are compiled on 
the basis of a carefully prepared plan. Only those goods included in the plan 
are purchased and up to the quantities specified in the plan. The Soviet buying 
organizations receive ipecific instructions to purchase in accordance with the 
plan and it is their'duty to buy to the best advantage. Price, therefore, has an 
all-important influence in deciding on the source of supply, but no Soviet 
organisation will buy goOds just because they are cheap. It is useless for 
Canadian firms to think that they can sell goods to the Soviet Union if they 
offer an attractive Price. If the higher Soviet authorities have already decided 
that they do not need to import these goods or do not need to buy as much as 
the Canadian finw is offering to sell at the specially reduced price, no amount 
of persuasion will result in a sale. 
11.I hope the members of the External Trade Advisory Committee have not 

been Misled .by journalistic exaggerations or by inflated war demands into 
assuming that the sales of Canadian products to the Soviet Union after the war 
are likely to be 'anywhere near on the scale of present shipments. There are 
definite opportunities  for  trade with  the Soviet Union of which we must 
endeavOur to take advantage, but the  possibilities are definitely limited. 
12.In 'paragraph 6 of my despatch No. 202 of June  23rd,t  I mentioned that 

Mr.  Mikoyan,  .People's Commissar of Foreign Trade, had .  told Mr. Eric 
Johnson, President of the United States Chamber of Commerce, that the 
Soviet Uni•On will require to import four times the pre-war volume. Since total 
imports in 1938 were valued at $273,192,000 this would give an import volume 
valued 'ât 'around a billion dollars, unless prices become very much more 
inflated ,than at present. It is not possible to tell what allowance, if any, Mr. 
Mikoyan was making for reparations from Germany. Obviously if the Soviet 
Union obtain large supplies of machinery and reconstruction materials as 
reparations from Germany their import needs from other countries will be 
reduced: Even allbwing an importation from all countries, apart from 
roeptarations, of a value of around a billion dollars a year, Canada would be 
b aining more than her full share of this trade if we secured 5 per cent or 

000 ,000 a year. 
1,3. probableex-ports depend very largely on the volume of shipments of 

East 
meat flour. It * reasonable to expect that for some years the Soviet Far 

shiPments 

. , , 
 will 

and 
.requir

• is 
e imports of wheat and flour from abroad which will keep 

- from' Canada up to the present level which represents a Value of 
ar°lind $ 18 ,000,000 a year. The next most substantial item of our probable 
export to'the Soviet Union after the war will be in the group of commodities 
eln 'raeed b y the term "machine tools and miscellaneous machines." Under the 
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Soviet Union on credit, such trade would not help our deficiency in United, 
States 'dollars during the transitional period before multilateral clearing is 
established. For this reason, while we may obtain some. orders for consumer 
goods in the immediate post-war period, 1 do not look upon this as a trade we 
should especially encourage because from the long-term point of view there will 
be no permanent 'market to be developed in the Soviet Union for goods of this 
character. . 

16. Before the war the Soviet Union was self-sufficient in iron and steel. 
There has been a great deal of destruction to iron and steel plants in the 
Donetz Basin, the Ukraine in 1938 having accounted for 61.6 per cent of pig 
iron and 47.8 per cent of rolled metal production for the whole of the Soviet 
Union. Judging from articles in the press, however, rapid progress is being 
made with the restoration of the Donetz Basin iron and steel industry. Every 
few weeks there are reports of  newly restored blast furnaces being again 
producers tf pig iron. In addition there has taken place during the war a great 
increase in iron and steel productive capacity in the Urals and in the Kuznetz 
Basin of Siberia. Output of iron and steel in the Urals is now double what it 
was in 1940, when this district accounted for about a fifth of total Soviet 
production. War demands have been enormous and great as though the 
demands for reconstruction may be they should not be beyond the capacity of 
Soviet industry. We can look, therefore, to little outlet in the Soviet Union for 
the products of our iron and steel industry to help it tide over the difficult 
reconversion period.. There may be some imports of steel rails from Canada, 
but 1 should think the Soviet industry will be able to supply the requirements 
for this commodity as soon as it is freed from the necessity of producing iron 
and steel for munition purposes. Some flat cars may also be purchased from 
Canada during the first year or two after the armistice, although it is probable 
that Third Protocol shipments of these cars were to 1111 the gap in war-time 
demand for this type of rolling stock. In general 1 can see little prospect of the 
country that stood second in immediate pre-war world production of iron and 
steel requiring to import products of this type from Canada after the war. 

• 17. We now have to consider another group of commodities which account 
for a large'proportion of Canadian mutual aid shipments to the Soviet Union, 
viz., non-ferrous metals. In all cases the present shipments reflect inflated 
demands resulting from the war which will be sharply curtailed once the 
armistice with Germany is signed. Before the war the Soviet Union produced 
87 per cent of normal requirements of aluminium.  HoWever, 72 per cent of the 
1938 production of aluminium was in the Ukraine,' where industrial plants and 
particularly electric ‘  powe'r installations suffered greatly from the German 
invasion. It will take time for aluminium capacity in this region to be restored. 
In the meantime there  has  been a grcat increase in aluminium production in 
the Urals, i that district 'now producing six times the quantity it did in 1940. A 
great deal will depend on post-war dcmand for aluminium, particularly for the 
aircraft industry,,While some.  imports  from Canada may be possible it may be 
expected that the Soviet Union for stratcgic reasons will seek to expand rathcr 
than  curtail.domestic productiodin order to make the country self-sufficient in 
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Kingdom exports to the country in question. The United Kingdom will 
continue to buy Canadian wheat and bacon because, they need them, but 
imports of many other commodities will be restricted on account of the 
unwillingness of the United  Kingdom to allow Canada to accumulate sterling 
which will represent a liability the United Kingdom would have to take care of 
after multilateral clearing is established. For this reason we shall have to be 
careful not to make hasty commmitments to the Soviet Union or any other 
country regarding any commodity which is an important item of export from 
the United Kingdom to Canada. In the case of anthracite coal there is the 
further  danger  that the United Kingdom can always use the analogy bétween 
Canadian purchases of Soviet coal and United Kingdom purchases of Soviet 
lumber to curtail imports of lumber from Canada in favour of imports from the 
Soviet Union. This would have political repercussions in British Columbia and 
would be serious for the lumber industry of that Province if at the same time 
the barriers to the sale of Canadian lumber in the United States market had 
not been removed. For the present, therefore, I propose to proceed carefully on 
the subject of anthracite coal and will refer to you if the question of the sale of 
Soviet anthracite coal to Canada should be raised in concrete form during my 
discussions  with the People's Commissar of Foreign Trade. I assume, however, 
that there will be no harm in telling him that the Soviet Union should be able 
to ship anthracite coal to Canada in quantities corresponding to those shipped 
before the war. 
22. There is another possibility that may arise out of my discussions with the 

People's Commissar of Foreign Trade. The Soviet authorities may take the 
initiative in suggesting an understanding between the two countries in respect 
of lumber shipments to the United Kingdom market. This would bring us up 
against the whole post-war policy respecting commodity agreements and cartel 
arrangements. It would also have political repercussions which are difficult to 
foresee at this stage. An understanding between Canada and the Soviet Union 
probably would not be effective unless it also included other important 
suppliers of lumber to the United Kingdom, such as Finland and Sweden, and 
the conclusion I have reached is that it would be premature at this stage to 
discuss such a proposal. I shall immediately advise you if any  suggestion  to this 
effect is put forward by the Soviet authorities. 

I have etc. 
L. D. W1LGRESS 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

-L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique
au Commissariat populaire des Affairés étrangères

Ambassador in Soviet Unio n
to People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs

Moscow, July 31, 1944

' . The Canadian Embassy presents its compliments to the People's Commis-
sariat of Foreign Affairs and has the honour to advise that the Govèrnment'of
Canada has instructed the Canadian Ambassador at Moscow to institute
preliminary discussions with the Soviet Government regarding post-war trade
between Canada and the Soviet Union . In this connection it is desired to bring
to the attention of the Soviet Government that legislation is being introduced
into theCanadian Parliament to give the Government of Canada authority to
extend credits for the purpose of post-war trade.

It 'would be of great assistance to the Canadian authorities in studying the
particular problem of trade with the Soviet Union if they could receive from
the Soviet authorities an indication as to the terms desired for a credit covering
Soviet purchases of Canadian products after the war, such as length of credit,
rate of interest and method of repayment . It would also be of assistance to the
Canadian authorities if the Soviet authorities could furnish particulars
regarding the kinds and quantities of products which the Soviet Union will be
interested in purchasing from Canada, provided it is possible to arrange for the
extension of a credit satisfactory to the governments of both countries .

The Canadian authorities believe that there will be increased scope after the
war for the sale of Soviet products in the ~ Canadian market, but in this
connection also it would be of assistance if they could be informed by the
Soviet authorities of any products which were not exported to Canada trom the
Soviet Union before the war and which the Soviet`authorities believe should be
available for sale in the Canadian market after the war . -
: Finally the Canadian authorities would like to learn if it is the intention of

the People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade to establish in Canada a special
organization for the purchase of Canadian products and for the sale of Soviet
products in the Canadian market.

The Canadian Embassy is of the opinion that the most practical method
whereby a preliminary exchange of views concerning post-war trade between
Canada and the Soviet Union could be effected would be for the Canadian
Ambassador to discuss this question with the People's Commissar of Foreign
Trade or with his deputy and the Canadian Embassy would appreciate if the
People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs could take the necessary steps tO
arrange for such a preliminary exchange of views .
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DEA/6226-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in Soviet Union 

DESPATCH 162 	 Ottawa, August 26, 1944 

SECRET. Your telegram No. 219 of July 29, regarding post-war trade with 
Soviet Union. 	 - 

I. We favour guaranteed bank credits as far as they are feasible. There may 
be cases where we will be willing to give a direct credit to another government 
but on the  whole we think it wiser and sounder that an agency of a foreign 
government should contract in the usual way with our manufacturers or 
exporters and if such manufacturers or exporters are unable to handle the 
transaction through ordinary banking channels we should make the deal 
possible by insuring a credit under the first Part of our new Export Credits 
Insurance Act. 
2. The Department of Finance is in agreement with your views in paragraph 

6. They feel we should be careful to avoid undue optimism in these matters and 
also careful to avoid rushing in to offer credits to the Soviet Union before we 
are fully acquainted with the policy that is likely to be followed by the United 
States and the United Kingdom. They suspect that the U.S.S.R. is likely to 
play off one country against another and to drive very hard bargains both in 
regard to the term for which a credit is granted and the rate of interest 
applicable thereto. They think a term as long as twenty years is likely to be 
asked for and a rate of interest as much below 3% as possible. 
3. Finance is anxious to learn what terms the United States is considering in 

connection with certain kinds of civil goods or, alternatively, for all goods 
supplied under the Fourth Protocol" after the German war is ended, and feel 
some consideration should be given to the point made by the British that the 
U.S.S.R. has ample gold reserves and no need for credit on unduly generous 
terins. What we do with the Soviet Union will undoubtedly in fl uence our 
transactions with The Netherlands, Czechoslovakia, and other countries which 
have already approached us for export credits of one type or another. We have 
offered the Soviet Union a twelve-year 3% credit in connection with the Hydro 
Electric equipment deal now undcr negotiation with Canadian companies. We 
expect the Soviet Union is holding off acceptance of these terms because she 
expects better terms from the United States. 
4. We are forwarding statistics on prewar Canadian trade with the Soviet 

Union,' and a *illy of The Export Credits Insurance Act. 

78. 
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79. 	 DEA/6226-40 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Arhbassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 315 	 Moscow, September 17, 1944 

Sir, 
1 have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 172 of May 23rd, 1944, in 

which I outlined the discussions regarding the extension of credits by the 
United Kingdom Government for the purpose of financing post-war exports to 
the Soviet Union. In this despatch I propose to bring you up to date on the 
developments which have taken place since the above despatch was written. 

2. Mr. Charles Gifford, the Commercial Secretary of the British Embassy, 
had an interview in June with Mr: Krutikov, the Vice-Commissar of Foreign 
Trade. In this conversation Mr. Krutikov made it clear that what the Soviet 
Government wanted was a long-term credit of twenty-five years.  This  was to 
apply not only to trade during the immediate period commencing with the 
cessation of hostilities with Germany and extending until the conclusion of a 
comprehensive commercial agreement between the two countries but also to 	a 
non-military deliveries under the Fourth Protocol now being ,  negotiated. In 
other words, the Financial Agreement of August .16, 1941, was to be set aside 	d 
immediately and its place taken by a new agreement of which the essential 	t, 
feature would be the extension of a long-term credit of twenty five years 
granted by the United Kingdom Government to finance non-military exports to 	a 
the Soviet Union both prior to and after the cessation of hostilities with 
Germany. 

3. After this proposal was reported to London a reply was received 	r  
instructing Mr. Gifford to come to London for consultation. He left at the end 	2 
of June and only returned on September 3rd. He brought back with him 	} 
detailed  instructions  covering a counter-proposal to be submitted to the Soviet 
Government. This counter-proposal was embodied in a long note addressed to 
Mr. Krutikov and signed by Mr. Gifford. A copy of the note was also sent to 
Mr. Molotov by the Ambassador. The note was datcd September 10th, and the 
following' day Mr. Gifford called on Mr. Krutikov and had a long discussion 
with him on the whole subject. 
4. The note commenced with a frank statement of the financial position of 

the United Kingdom after' the war. It pointed out that in the prosecution of the 	c 
war the United Kingdom has had to liquidate foreign assets to the total value 
of £1,000,000,000 and to increase her external debt from £500,000,000 to 
£3,000,000,000. This means that after the war the United Kingdom at a time 1 
when her receipts from overseas investments are greatly reduced will have to 
export each year £100,000,000 worth of goods for which no equivalent in 
imports will be received. This financial position makes it very difficult for the I I ; 

I 
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United Kingdom to * sell on other than à cash basis and renders impossible the
granting of long-term credits.
5,A comparison was then given of the situation in the * United Kingdom with

that in the Soviet Union .° It was pointed out that, while the Soviet Union had
suffered terrible devastation, many of the materials required for reconstruction
were found within the country and, with the recovery of the Ukraine self-
sufficiency in food should once more be attained . In contrast the United
Kingdom had to import a great deal of the raw materials and food required to
maintain the economy of the country . Finally a reference was made to the large
gold reserves at the disposal of the Soviet Government. -

6: The note then went on to outline the counter-proposal . This took the form
of a five-year credit of 130,000,000, of which not more than 16,000,000 may be
used iri'any one year, although in the later years this figure may be exceeded if
the full amount of 16,000,000 has not been utilized in any one year . The credit
may be drawn upon by Soviet buying organizations in the United Kingdom for
the purpose of effecting 40 per cent of the payments due on contracts placed
with United Kingdom manufacturers of industrial equipment . Provision will be
made to safeguard against credit being granted on the same contract both by
the manufacturer and by the government . In other words, the credit may be
utilized only in the case of goods sold on a cash basis. The credit will be
administered by the Export Credits Guarantee Department . While the use of
the credit is confined to industrial equipment and then only on the conditions
described above the note states that in respect of all other transactions exports
to the Soviet Union will be accorded the same facilities as exports to any other
country . The sums advanced under the credit will be repayable after five years
and the rate of interest will be 2'/. per cent .

7 . .Inythe meantime the provisions of the United Kingdom-Soviet Financial
Agreement of August 16, 1941, will be applicable to (a) all orders for non-
military goods under the four protocols and (b) all orders for non-protocol
goods placed before January lst, 1945 . The United Kingdom Government,
however, agrees to reduce the rate of interest on payments due under the
Agreement from 3 to 2'/. per cent . Before Mr . Gifford had left for London Mr .
Krutikov had stressed . the onerous nature of the provisions of the Financial
Agreement of August 16, 1941, objecting particularly to the payment of 40 per
cent in cash 'and payment of the balance over three to seven years . He had
proposed insteâd a . long-term credit of twenty-five years- . The only concession
offered by the United Kingdom note is the reduction in the rate of interest .
,8 . Mr. Gifford had a four hour discu'ssio 'n with Mr. Krutikov at the meeting
on September ll th and the latter made it plain that the United Kingdom
counter-proposal was quite inacceptable to the Soviet Union . A written reply to
the note~ was 'prômised but this has not yet been received. Very wisely Mr .
Krutikov in his discussion with Mr. Gifford did not question the seriousness of
the United X ingdom financial position, but stressed the economic plight in
which the Soviet Union would find itself as a result of the war . He called
attention to the destruction of Soviet assets and the long time it would take for
exports to recover their pre-war volume . He emphasized particularly the
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goods we may be in 'a position to supply. The same considerations would hold 
good in connection with the products of our extractive industries, all of which 
are raw materials for Soviet industry. This would' narrow the field for the 
granting of credit down to the supply of machine tools and other. industrial 
equipment.  I have pointed out in previous despatches that in this type of 
equipment our industry is not nearly so well placed to supply Soviet require-
ments as the highly specialized machinery industries of the United States and 
the United Kingdom. . 

12. While recognising the validity of these arguments we have to bear in 
mind that after the domestic deficiency in consumer goods has been filled 
Canadian industiy,will be greatly in need of export outlets. From the long-term 
Point of view, therefore, trade with the Soviet Union will have a certain 
importance for the Canadian economy. Canada is in a better position to extend 
credits for post-war trade than the United Kingdom. Accordingly we should be 
influenced less by what the United Kingdom is able to do and more by what 
the United States is likely to do. In view of our relative disadvantage in 
competing with other countries for the supply of industrial equipment to the 
Soviet Union, it would unduly prejudice the positive results to be gained from 
the granting of credits if they were to be confined to financing shipments of 
industrial equipment. The Canadian Government will be under domestic 
pressure to grant facilities for the sale to the Soviet Union of certain products, 
e.g, live cattle. In view of these considerations it would be . preferable to 
exclude from the scope of the credits only goods which obviously should be sold 
on a cash basis. This could be accomplished by entrusting to the Exports 
Credits Insurance Corporation the administration of the credits granted to the 
Soviet Union. 

13.1 have not had any reply to the note which I left with Mr. A. Y. 
Vyshinsky, Vice-Commissar of Foreign Affairs, on July 31st (see paragraph 2 
of my, despatch No. 249 of August 5th). This is not surprising because the 
Soviet Government is not in the habit of dealing promptly with general 
requests of this character. My own view is that we should not force the pace 
and I am glad to see from your telegram No. 162 of August 26th that this view 
is shared by the Department of Finance. I consider it is to our advantage to 
await the outcome of the latest United Kingdom proposal and particularly the 
steps which the United States will take in regard to the financing of post-war 
trade with the Soviet Union. On this latter subject it is very difficult to obtain 
information here as the officials of the United States Embassy arc reticent in 
talking about the negotiations of the Treasury Department in Washington with 
Soviet representatives. 

14. It is obvious that all I c in do here is to have preliminary conversations 
with the People's Commissar of Foreign Trade and that detailed discussions 
regarding terms of credit will have to be conducted in Ottawa. I shall do my 
best,  however, to keep you informed and will advise you of such developments 
as come to myknowledge. I should also appreciate receiving any information 
that may become available in Ottawa respecting the conditions undcr which 
Canadian trade with the Soviet Union after the war should be financed. 
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Mémorandum du ministère des Finances
Memorandunt by Department of Finance

[Ottawa,j October 20, 194 4
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account all the circumstances, and there' may even be situations where an 
import of foodstuffs, raw materials or even consumers .goods can be justified; 
for example, in the case of Russia it may be quite important to give the civilian 
population whatever consumers goods are possible in the next few years if only 
for the purpose of recompense for the tremendous sacrifices they have endured. 
On the other hand, there is clearly enormous capital development to be done at 
home. However, Russia's credit is good and her future export possibilities 
would seem to be substantial, particularly with the advantage of her state-
directed economy. In these circumstances it seems to me that it may be the 
sensible policy for Russia to so dispose her economic resources as to engage in 
capital reconstruction at home and the preparation for the production of 
consumers goods, while at the same time importing certain consumers goods as 
well as raw materials from abroad if she needs raw materials. 

I raise this point not as a purely academic criticism of an otherwise valuable 
despatch, but because it seems to me we, in Canada, may have a particular 
interest in this question if we arc a producer of raw materials, foodstuffs and 
possibly other consumers goods. As you know, I have raised it in the case of 
China, but I can quite understand that China's case is different from that of 
Russia, and China may legitimately, feel that her credit resources and other 
foreign.  exchange resources arc so slender that she can afford to use them only 
for the most urgently needed capital equipment. 

R. B. BRYCE 

81. 	 DEA/6226-40 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 353 	 Moscow, December 15, 1944 

SECRET. My telegram No. 219 of July 29th regarding post-war trade with the 
Soviet Union. 

1. Mikoyan, Commissa' r of Foreign Trade, received me on December Ilth. 
Interview was not successful in eliciting any information regarding Soviet views 
on possibilities of Canada supplying their post-war requirements. In general, 
discussion turned out much as I expected and indicated, first question to be 
settled is that of credits. • 
2. I commenced discussion by enquiring if he thought we were in a position to 

supply their post-war requirements for a series of commodities. His reply to 
each was the same — that it was not possible for him to discuss details until he 
knew the conditions under which wc were prepared to sell. He would not even 
commit himself on such relatively simple commodities as flour, metals and live 
cattle. His general attitude was that we had taken the initiative and should 
submit concrete proposals. I could not obtain any indication about their general 
views on post-war requirements. His reply was that their plans had not yet been 
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worked out. -  At no stage of the discussion was there any ,  hint ,  of, bilateral 
balancing. , 
3. Sensing that Mikoyan was waiting for me to introduce subject of credits, I 

asked him if he could indicate what credits they had in mind for durable goods 
not usually sold on cash basis. His reply was that we should submit proposals, 
but he then mentioned that Stepanov66  was negotiating with the United States 
Government and it had been agreed that repayments should commence in the 
ninth year, continuing until the thirtieth year. Rate of interest had not yet been 
settled. They were asking for 2.1 and had so far been offered 2.38 percent. In 
reply to my enquiry, he said this proposal related to heavy industrial equipment 
as well as to goods supplied under the Fourth Protocol after the German war is 
ended. 
4. British Commercial Secretary has informed me that there have been no 

new developments in situation reported to you in my despatches No. 315 of 
September 17th and No. 386 of November 3rd.t 	 • 

5. On the question of organisation for handling trade with Canada, Mikoyan 
said AMTORG was now out of date. New forms of organisation would have to 
be established,  but  their plan had not yet been worked out. 	' 
6. Interview ended on friendly note. Mikoyan said good relations had been 

established between the two countries and he felt problems relating to post-war 
trade could be settled on basis satisfactory to both countries. 

DEA/6226-40 82. 

PERSONAL 

Le sous-ministre des Finances 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, December 26, 1944 

Dear Norman [Robertson], 
We hear from several indirect sources,- including Moscow, of the attitude of 

the United States authorities towards credits to Russia. The latest report is 
that the United States is willing to consider a thirty•-year credit for a very large 
amount, with payrnents beginning in the ninth year and witli an interest rate 
exceeding 2% by an amount which is still a subject of controversy. There are 
also various reports as tô the teims on' which Russia will settle for industrial 
equipment and civilian supplies requisitioned under the new Protocol if all 
deliveries have not taken place by the time the German war ends and if Russia 
is not then a participant in the war against Japan. 

It seems obviotii  tome  that the Russians and perhaps also the governments 
of ' .certain other countries will play oné 'country off against another in 
negotiating for ekport credit terms and that it may be unfortunate if the 

"M. S. Stcpanov, commissaire adjoint du peuple au Comméice extérieur. 
M. S. Stepanov, Assistant People's Commissar for Foreign Trade. 
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creditor'countries compete too strenuously with each other in the attempt to
get export business on a long-term credit basis . Do you not think it would be a
good thing to have Mike Pearson discuss frankly the whole situation with the
United States Government and get as much information as possible in regard
to their attitude, perhaps with a view . to exploring the desirability of acting on
some concerted basis?67

Yours very truly,
W. C. CLARK

83 . DEA/6226-40

Ambassador in Soviet Unio n
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

1 L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DESPATC"ti 14 Moscow, January 5, 1945
. ,. ,

• Sir,
I have the honour to report that on December 27th I had a long conversation

with Mr. A. W. Harriman, the United States Ambassador, during the course
of which we discussed the question of the granting of credits for the purpose of
financing post-war exports to the Soviet Union .
2. Mr. Harriman took the broad and very sensible view that, while it would

not be .wise • to give the impression of ganging up on the Soviet Union, the
leading exporting countries should be careful to avoid competitive bidding with
one another for Soviet trade by trying to outdo each other in the granting of
credits . In his view it would be to the interest of the United States to allow the
United 'Kingdom `and other European countries to obtain their fair share of
Soviet business. This would make it easier for them to purchase the goods they
require to import from the United States . On this account he considers it would
be mistakeri policy for the United States to use their financial power to grant
credits to the Soviet Union for the purpose of taking business away from other
countries . In his view the granting of credits should be solely for the purpose of
enabling the Soviet Union to obtain goods which otherwise they would be
unable to import from the United States or any other,country .

3 . To illustràte his point Mr : Harriman mentioned certain transactions before
the wâr of the 'United States Export-Import Bank . An order had been obtained
from Brazil for locomotives at a price considerably higher than the quotations
of United Kingdom manufacturers who had been accustomed to supply the
Brazilian railways . The Export-Import Bank had deliberately arranged for the
extension of .credit terms sufficiently attractive to secure the business for the
United States notwithstanding the non-competitive character of the offer of the
" ' ' 4 . . . , . . . .

~. - ' .. . ,.
. .

. I . ' . .

. .

"La note suivante é tait écrite sur cette copie du tf l 6 gramme:
The following note was written on this copy of the telegram :

Copy given to L. B. P(carsonl who will follow this up in Washington. R[obcrtson]
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the crédits  received for reconstruction. As regards the rate of interest he was 
not in the slightest degree perturbed when Mr; Harriman pointed out that the 
rate proposed was far below that at which the United States Government could 
borrow. 
7. Sinée then the negotiations have been transferred to Washington. Mr. 

Stepanov, a member of the Soviet delegation to the Bretton Woods Conference 
remained over in the United States to conduct negotiations with Mr. Dean 
Acheson of the State' Department regarding credits for heavy industrial 
equipment of a type which obviously could not be supplied under Lend-Lease 
and the terms for payment of goods ordered under the Lend-Lease Act but not 
shipped at the time hostilities with Germany ceased. These negotiations have 
been carried on for some months. Agreement has been reached that repayment 
should commence in the tenth year and extend over the ensuing twenty years. 
The United States Government have offered a rate of interest of two and one 
third per cent but the Soviet Government are sticking out for the two per cent. 
In this connection, however, I believe the rates of interest of 2.38 and 2.1 per 
cent respectively quoted to me by Mr. Mikoyan are more correct. (See my 
telegram No. 353 of December 15th). Mr. Harriman probably was talking in 
round figures. I also believe that the rate of 2.38 per cent offered by the United 
States Government represents the rate at which they are able to borrow plus a 
handling charge of one eighth of one per cent. This is what Mr. Gifford, the 
United Kingdom Commercial Secretary, told me was the basis of both the 
United States and United Kingdom offers (See paragraph 10 of my despatch 
No. 315 of September 17th). 
8. Mr. -  Harriman said that Mr. Acheson has been showing the greatest 

patience in his talks with Mr. Stcpanov. He has tried to understand all of their 
counter-proposals and has gone to great pains in explaining why it is not 
possible for the United States Government to agree to their proposals. For 
instance, Mr. Stepanov had claimed that it was not right that the United States 
tax on corporation profits should be included in the price of machinery sold to 
the Soviet Government, presumably on the grounds that no money should 
accrue to the United States Government on business with the Soviet 
Government. Notwithstanding all the consideration shown by Mr. Acheson in 
his discussions with Mr. Stcpanov, Mr. Mikoyan had complained to Mr. 
Harriman that Mr. Acheson was being very unreasonable. From this and other 
evidence Mr. Harriman has come to  the conclusion that Mr. Mikoyan as a 
typical Armenian is applying the technique of the carpet trade to international 
financial transactions. On a number of occasions he has mentioned to Marshal 
Stalin that Mr. Mikoyan is unduly tough, but he thinks Stalin probably 
thought he was being complimentary in a jocular way. The next time he will 
trY to impart More seriousness to this observation. 
9. Signs are not wanting that the Soviet authorities have not grasped the 

practicality of United States lend-lease operations and that they misinterpret 
United States magnanimity and generosity. Mr. Harriman told me that when 
the dispute arose over the seizure of oil-well equipment belonging to American 
oil companies in Roumania, Mr. Vyshinsky suggested to the United States 
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Import Bank, by government-guarantee of private bank credits or by the 
private banks themselves without government intervention. Mr. Harriman 
mentioned thàt the Johnson Act was still an obstacle to advances to Soviet 
Government organisations by the Export-Import Bank and presumably would 
preclude any form of United States government loans to the Soviet Union. It 
appears all that has been discussed so far has been the financing of shipments 
having some connection with the war and arising out of the operations of the 
Lend-Lease Act. I should be most grateful to you for any background 
information on this subject you may be able to supply, based on the informa-
tion already available to the Department of Finance. 

13. Our own course is clear. We should continue to do everything possible to 
watch the situation closely but should refrain from making any direct offers of 
credits to the Soviet authorities until the time is right. This I consider will be 
either when hostilities with Germany cease or when the United Kingdom and 
United States Governments complete their negotiations for the financing of 
post-war trade with the Soviet Union, whichever is the earlier. It is particularly 
important for us to know how far the United States Government are prepared 
to go and I see no good purpose served by entering into discussions with the 
Soviet authorities until the United States situation is clarified. In The Export 
Credits Insurance Act we have ready at hand the machinery for taking 
advantage quickly of opportunities for business with the Soviet Union that may 
arise after the war and it is still too early to judge the exact extent to which this 
country will offer a market for our products. Before the war trade between the 
two countries was practically non-existent and it is difficult to see how a 
country, whose imports are likely to be largely confined to capital goods, can 
offer much scope for Canadian exports, unless our more developed engineering 
industry proves to be better able to compcte internationally than it did in the 
past. 

I have etc. 
L. D. WILGRESS 

DEA/6226-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis , 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
- to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-182 	 Washington, January 10, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: Dr. Clark's letter 
to you of December 26th on the attitude of United States authorities towards 
credits to Russia. Plumptre has discovered from F.E.A. via Oscar Cox that a 
couple of months ago a proposal was made to the Russians to give them credits 
in relation to capital equipment on the following terms. The rate of interest was to be 2% percent. The loans were to extend over a period of 30 years. The first 
Principal  repayment was to be due on the  last day of the ninth ycar. Since this 
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paragraph 13 will likely occur without our deliberately putting off negotiations. 
On the other hand, we cannot put them off for many months longer. Secondly, 
it should be noted that the Russians have now agreed to purchase on credit 
terms still to be negotiated industrial equipment which has been ordered by the 
Mutual Aid Board for Russia but which remains undelivered at the conclusion 
of hostilities. As yet neither the Russians nor ourselves have taken any 
initiative in opening discussions on the terms of credit to be applied in these 
transactions. I assume that the Russians will wish to take up this at the same 
time as credits for the electrical machinery are discussed, and will themselves 
wish to wait until the U.S. situation is clarified. 
4. On the subject of the difficulties which the United States authorities had 

over the Soviet requests for the inclusion of industrial equipment in the Fourth 
Protocol: The U.S.S.R. requested approximately $1,818,168,000 of industrial 
equipment. This total includes $126,517,000., estimated as undelivered from 
old orders of june 30, 1944; $224,369,000. authorized under the terms of the 
Third Protocol for delivery in the Fourth Protocol period; and $1,467,282,000. 
of  new  requests. The offering of the United States, as contained in their 
Schédule of Supplies attached to the Fourth Protocol, totalled $1,132,453,000. 
The 'old orders and the orders authorized during the Third Protocol for delivery 
during the Fourth will be made available during the period of the Fourth 
Protocol. The U.S. undertakes to consider the placement of new orders not to 
exceed $300,900,000. Items to the value of $481,807,000., regarded by the 
U.S. as requiring a long period to produce and as having a long period of useful 
life, will be subject to the terms of a proposed agreement supplementary to the 
Mutual Aid Agreement; and the Russians are also free to place orders for this 
class of equipment without the financial assistance of Lend-Lease. 
5. The U.S. have been for some time exercising care in the use 'Of Lend-Lease 

funds to' ensure that supplies with post-war value were not made available. You 
may have hear that the House of Representatives in poising, last week, the Bill 
to extend the Lend-Lease Act for one year from' June 1, 1945, added an 
amendment prohibiting the use of Lend-Lease funds for post-war relief, 
rehabilitation or reconstruction of foreign countries. The measure passed by a 
vote of 354'  to 28 when the amendment was added after encountering 
considerable opposition in its unamended form. 
6. We had 'hoped that by now we would have signed in Ottawa the Fourth 

Soviet Protocol since the period it covers' expires June 30,1945: Arrangements 
had all been made indeed for signing last week, but last minute differences 
arOse between " the Soviet and the U.S.' and U.K. Governments over the 
schedule of suppliei. The signing has been postponed sine die. 69  

• 
69Le  Protocole fut signé le 17'avril 1945. Voir le  volume 10, document 597. 

The Protocol was signed on April 17, 1945. Sec Volume 10, Document 597. 
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such industrial equipment provided for under the Fourth Protocol which will be 
undelivered at the end of the war and which equipment the Soviet have agreed 
to purchase. Such credit, while tied to the industrial equipment, cannot be 
considered objectionable. Any loans or guarantees made during the three-year 
term of the Export Credits Insurance Act, under Part II, must, by the 
provisions of the Act, be tied, but it appears likely that no unfair advantage will 
accrue to Canadian exporters since the loans will in all probability be tied to 
exports which would move on their own merits in the transition period of 
shortage. The extent to which operations under Part II of the Act or other tied 
loans would in fact be unfair practice or equivalent to export subsidies will 
depend upon the terms of individual transactions. Even here it will be difficult 
to diaw a sharp line of distinction. For example, suppose we and the U.S. both 
made credits available to foreign governments at rates at which each 
Government can borrow in the domestic market, or at those rates plus a 
standard surcharge. In this event the U.S. would be providing credits at a lower 
rate than would we, because their domestic rates are lower. Can it be said in 
these cases that the U.S. Government is providing an export subsidy? Certainly 
they are providing an added incentive for purchases in the U.S. if the use of 
such credits are tied. Under such circumstances, however, we might be said to 
be providing an export subsidy by comparison with, say, Australia or some 
other country following the same general principle but where domestic interest 
rates are higher. In other words, if credits obtained in any country, either 
privately or through public channels, are tied to use within that country, then 
there will be a trade advantage for those countries with lower interest rates. 
Insofar as many private trade credits have in fact been tied, this condition has 
existed in the past without Government intervention. There isno taint to the 
assistance provided under Part I of the Act since the insurance is provided 
against, payment of premiums which are estimated to cover the cost of the 
insurance.! It should also be noted that Canada's adoption of export credit 
insurance and the direct provision or guarantee of export credits is more of a 
defensive measure than an aggressive one. Both the U.K. and the U.S. have 
been providing insurance, credits and guarantccs for some time. 

It is, of course, equally clear that tied loans may be abused in particular 
cases by being used as a form of price cutting or of export subsidy. The 
instance mentioned in'despatch No. 14, paragraph 3, is an excellent illustration 
of this abuse. 

There may, ,  however, be  cases in which the fact that a loan is ticd is not a 
matter of indifference on the one hand or a means of disloyal competition on 
the other. A loan' may be granted for the purpose of moving surpluses which 
would not 'otherwise be exported but which arc not strictly competitive with 
potential exports in third countries. The loan in this case is an inducement to 
buy that harms no one. Before suggesting that tied loans should bc condemned 
an  d eliminated like othei forms of trade discrimination, it would be necessary 

see whethe'r these innocent uses of ticd loans arc sufficiently important to 
justify their continuance. 
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It can be contended that the general effect of a tied loan is similar to that of 
any other form of bilateral trade and that for a country to stipulate that the 
proceeds of the bonds which it buys must be spent within the buying country is 
not radically different from stipulating that the proceeds of the goods which it 
buys must be spent in'the buying country. If it is replied that the granting of 
credit involves an element of risk which is not present in the purchase of goods, 
the answer seems to be that either this risk is offset by the interest charged or 
else that the acceptance of the risk constitutes a form of price cutting or export 
subsidy. 

A useful and important argument runs that in the past, if a country which 
had borrowed money in the United States used the funds to pay for supplies 
imported from a third country, it might have been the case that the third 
country was in such a position that its nationals would , increase their 
investments in the United States rather than buy U.S. goods. In such 
circumstances, the U.S. would have a claim against Country A, the counter-
part of which would be the sale of the U.S. securities to the nationals of 
Country B. The loan would not have promoted employment in the U.S. In the 
foreseeable future, it is most unlikely' that consequences such as those referred 
to above would flow from the extension of "untied" credits by the United 
States. Exchange control in most countries of the world will prevent the 
nationals of those countries from increasing their investments in the United 
States. Moreover, the policies of exchange control which «bid give effect to 
such action are already recognized and are not perhaps' considered inconsistent 
with reasonable commercial policy. The exchange policy in point is that which 
does not allow the transfer of capital funds in scarcc currencies. It is 
conceivable that a third country receiving part of the proceeds of a U.S. loan in 
payment for sales of goods to the borrower would add to its idle balances in the 
United States. It seems that this is most unlikely to take place on any 
substantial scale. In the interests of broadening international trade and 
financial relationships, the United States could well afford to expose itself to 
such slight penalties ai might be involved. Moreover, it would always bo 
possible for the U.S. to review its policy if that policy did not appear to be 
producing satisfactory results. To repeat: In the post-war period the United 
States can be almost sure that when it makes a loan that loan will be used to 
pay for U.S.  • goods and services either by the borrowing country or  by any 
other country which falls heir to the U.S. dollars. The more definite assurance 
afforded by "tied credits" has serious international disadvantages. The above 
view applies particularly to loans at large. A tied loan, if uscd to aid a 
distressed industry still has  a great political usefulneis in the lending country 
though the purpose of the loan is often to exclude low-cost producers in other 
countries, as in the case of a U.S. loan tied to wheat.  • 

The points considered so far have been in the main theoretical. A more 
practical argument is that cited in paragraph 5 of Mr. Wilgress' dcspatch when 
he quotes Mr; Harriman as saying that it would not be politically feasible for 
any institution supported by the United States Government to grant loans, the 
proceeds of which would be spent in some other country. It is difficult to expect 
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any Congress or Parliament to provide large loans or assistance in the form of .
guarantees to make loans possible, if the proceeds of these loans can be spent
by the borrower in financing purchases in other countries - perhaps in the
countries of competitors . It may be, possible, through the use of an interna-
tional agency such as the International, Bank recommended at Bretton Woods,
to get some untied loans or guarantee authorities from public funds, but it is
hard to believe that it will be politically possible to provide credits in general
without having them tied to use in the country of origin . Canadian legislation
permitting loans to other countries has been based on a somewhat similar
assumption,•although in order to avoid adherence to the policy of tied loans,
the effective legislation has been limited to three years, Part II of the Exports
Credits Insurance Act . It can be argued that it is better to have tied loans than
to have no loans and that if the proceeds of commodity trading are free it may
not matter much if the proceeds of loans are tied . Indeed, a tied loan tends to
liberate'buying power . It may set free the proceeds of commodity trading .
China may, for example, be in a better position to buy from the United
Kingdom after receiving a tied loan from the United States than before . If,
therefore, tied loans are the only loans which are politically feasible, it might
be inexpedient to condemn them.

It will not be the presence of tied loans that will create the most serious .
problems, but the absence of untied loans . There is no practical way of
eliminating tied loans altogether since many arise simply as the financing of
desired, purchases, but care should be taken to see they are not abused .
Internationally : and nationally a very . large amount of trade credit is in fact
made up of tied loans but it is also possible nationally to obtain credit which is
not so tied to specific purchases .

Our main hope for untied loans in the period immediately following the war
will rest on the Bank for Reconstruction and Development and if substantial
loans are available there it will contribute much to the flexibility of the whole
world structure . Later it might be hoped that if the reconstruction proceeds
satisfactorily there might be other untied loans when the credit standing of
various countries had been improved and stabilized. The credits will have to
come from the major, creditor countries and particularly from the United
States .

If it should in fact prove inexpedient to press the arguments which have
been advanced against tied loans to the logical conclusion . to which ' they lead, it
may nevertheless be extremely useful to citc the adherence of the United States
to a policy of tied loans as a defence against any objections which the United
States authorities may advance to those forms of trade barrier or commercial
discrimination which other countries find it politically difficult to relinquish . It
may be worth establishing our case in respect of tied loans, even if we are to
use it as a shield and not as a sword!
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86. 	 DEA/158-40 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in Soviet Union 

TELEGRAM 222 Ottawa, October 31, 1945 
- 

SECRET. 1. Negotiations under way here for months with Soviet authorities 
respecting credits" are still deadlocked. We have offered to lend at the 
borrowing cost of the Canadian Government plus a small charge for overhead. 
These are the identical terms we have offered to all other Allied Governments. 
The Soviet authorities still press for exceptional treatment, pointing out that 
the Americans have agreed to make loans to the U.S.S.R. at 2%% to clear up 
the amounts outstanding in respect of materials ordered under Lend-Lease. 
They say that their Government cannot see their way clear to accepting our 
interest rate which would amount to 3.1%. We have pointed out that the cost of 
borrowing to the Canadian Governrrient is higher. than to the United States and 
that in principle we were going further than the United States in that we were 
prepared to offer the same basis for determining interest ,  rates in granting 
credits for reconstruction purposes as we were in granting credits to clean up 
Mutual Aid orders. 
2. A further obstacle to agreement is that the U.S.S.R. is unwilling to make 

partial payment in cash. Here, too, we have asked the U.S.S.R. for no more 
than we have requested from all other Allied Governments. 

3. 1 see no likelihood that we shall agree to grant the U.S.S.R. more 
favourable treatment than we are according other Allies. 
4. Do you think that the U.S.S.R. is likely to persist in their attitude or will 

they modify their stand when they have closed with the United States on the 
terms ôt.  the U.S. credit? Our view is that we have no great interest in forcing 
credits on the U.S.S.R., and we have done our part in offering a credit to them 
on the same teims as to others. As a result of the difficulties we are experienc-
ing in our 'negotiations we shall probably soon have to require the U.S.S.R. to 
pay cash for all purchases in Canada. 
5. Soviet reOresentatives have insistently asked for a 25% reduction in the 

price of certain industrial equipment ordered under Mutual Aid, cost of which 
they undertook to pay if deliveries were Made after the cessation of Mutual 
Aid; It now seems likely that they may pay the full price in view of our 
willingnesd to reduce substantially the price Of flat  cars  ordered as Mutual Aid 
but not delivered as such. 	 • 	- 

"Voir aussi le document  125./Sec also Document 125. 

k 
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DEA/6226-40
,, : , . . .

Lambassadeur en Union soviétiqu e
au secrétaire dÉtat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Soviet Unio n
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATC H 294 Moscow, November 3, 1945, ~ . . . . . . .

, SECRET., Your telegram No. 222 of October 31st, regarding extension o f
credits to Soviet Union .

I . I : did not expect Soviet Government to agree to make partial payment in
cash, because, this might prejudice their negotiations for credits from other
Governments .
2. On the other hand, I have thoûght that eventually they will agree to pay us

a higher rate of interest than the United States, but may do so only after
negotiations have been completed for a United States credit covering purchases
for reconstruction purposes.

3 . Members of the United States Congress, who visited Moscow in
September, expressed doubts about purpose for which proposed credit is to be
used . They want to be satisfied that large proportion of credit will not be used
fôr essential military purposes .

4 . This and general political difficulties merits delay in granting of United
States credit . In this event, Soviet Government may become more inclined to
agree to our terms . I see, therefore, no reason to make concessions at this stage .

88. DEA/I 58-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
' à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqu e

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Soviet Union

DESPATCN, [Ottawa,] November, 20, 1945

We have béen unable to settle our diffcrences with the Soviet authorities
relating to credits, both commercial and those covering goods originally bought
as Mutual Aid, or relating to the prices to be paid for industrial equipment . As
a consequence, we have not since November 11 th extended credit and haverequired the Soviet authorities to pay cash for all purchases . In the case of
wheat, however, we have agreed to fill the outstanding contracts and all the
shipments of wheat which were scheduled for November will go forward on
credit basis .

The Soviet Commercial Counsellor, Mr . Krotov, in an interview with Mr .
Ilsley pressed" hard for better terms for the Mutual Aid cleanup than for
commercial credits on the grounds that the United States was extending special
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e

Minister of Finance
to Commercial Counsellor, Embassy oJSoviet Union ~5

Ottawa, December 7, 1945

d.~ea
' d P tt•bail Voir E. R . Stcttinius. Jr.. Lc n

FINANCES . COMMERCE ET MARINE MARCHANDE ,

Yours very tru is .
J. L. ILSLEY

,"Accords cn vcrtu de la Clause 3-C de la Lo~ u . 1944 p 336-7. ~eau
Weapon for Victory . New York, Macmillan Co. ; . P• Lcnd-

Agrecmcnts under Clause 3-C of the Lend-Lease Act . Sc 33~~R . Stettinius, Jr . .

Weapon For Victory . New York, Macmillan Co., 1944, pp.
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SECTION B 

TCHÉCOSLOVAQUIE/CZECHOSLOVAK IA 

	

90. 	 DEA/6993-B-40 

Le ministre de Tchécoslovaquie 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Czechoslovakia 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

	

No.2517/144 	 [Ottawa,]  September 7, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
I have the honour to refer to the conversations of Dr. L. Feierabend, the 

Czechoslovak Minister of Finance, and myself with you, the Minister of 
Finance, Mr. Ilsley, and Dr. Clark, Minister of Trade and Commerce Mr. 
MacKinnon, and Mr. Oliver Master, regarding credit to Czechoslovakia for 
the purchase of Canadian produced goods, and to submit a memorandum 
outlining the extent of the credit, and the list of goods which the Czechoslovak 
Government would like to buy in Canada. 

Accept etc. 
DR. FRANTISEK PAVLASEK 

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la légation de Tchécoslovaquie 
Memorandum by Legation of Czechoslovakia 

The present rapid development of the war and the necessity to bring help 
and relief to the Czechoslovak Republic and to assure employment of her 
population as soon as the Nazi forces are expelled from her territories, have 
already lead [sic] my Government in London to make preparations for the 
renewal of economic life at home and of commercial intercourse with the 
United Nations. 

In view of the previous successful trade betwCen Canada and Czechoslo-
vakia, future relations with Canada will again be an extremely important 
factor in the life of the liberated Czechoslovak Republic. 

1. Czechoslovakia will require a considerable supply of Canadian goods for 
her reconstruction, the value of which will amount to S15,000,000. 

11 
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The goods which Czechoslovakia - would like to buy in Canada are 
approximately as follows:  

, Articles 	 Quantity in tons 	Approximate Value 
. 	 [metrical] 	in Canadian dollars 

- 	 . 
, Metals and Minerals 	 . 

, 

' 	 . 	 . 

1. Copper 7.000 	 ' 2,198,000 
2. Lead 	 , 	5.000 	 1,342,000 , 
3. Nickel 2.400 	. 	2,043,000 

. 	5. Mica 	 . 	 . 	'150 	; 	, 6,600 
6. Aluminium 	 1.000 	 . 363,000 

6,259,500 

Food 
7. Wheat 	 108,000 	 6,000,000 
8. Fish [Tinned] 	 2,600 	 893,000 
9. Dried Milk 	 220 	 • ? 

6,893,000 
. 	 . 

Other Goods 	 . 	 . 
- 

10.Calf Hides [Wet] 	 500 	 188,000 
11. Kobalt Compounds 	 15 	 36,300 
12. Nickel 	 120 	 39,336 
13.Silicon Carbide 	 1,300 	 28,600 
14. Pulp Forage Manufactures 	 6,000 	 336,600 
15.Special Woods 	 ? 	 ? 

628,836 

2. The six years of German occupation have resulted in the destruction of 
Czechoslovakia's industrial and commercial organization to such an extent that 
the Republic would be able to purchase these goods only if neçcssary credit 
were granted to her by the Canadian Government. 
The Czechoslovak Government should, therefore, greatly appreciate any 

assistance that could be extended to it in accordance with the Export Credit 
Insurance Act in order that trade between Canada and Czechoslovakia may be 
facilitated and developed. 

This credit could be granted either through a guarantee by the Canadian 
Government of a loan contracted by the Czechosltivak Republic with a 
Canadian Bank, or through a direct loan given to the Czechoslovak Republic 
by the Canadian Government that the Czechoslovak Republic may be enabled 
to purchase and to pay, the costs of the Canadian produced goods. 

3. The purchase of wheat depends also on U.N.R.R.A., which has been 
requested to give its consent that the quantity  of  wheat bought by the 
Czechoslovak Government directly in Canada, would not be subtracted from 
the wheat quota allocated to the Czechoslovak Republic by the U.N.R.R.A. 
4. If the full amount of credit granted by Canada is not exhausted within the 

first year, the residual amount could be transferred to the second year, or could 
be used for . the purchase of larger quantities of goods than outlined above. 

160 
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5: The Czechoslovak Republic would be able to commence repayment of this
loan after four years, and would be able to complete its full payment within a
furthèr period of rive years .
6 .', In view of the urgent need for relief and reconstruction immediately after

the hostilities have ceased the Czechoslovak Government would be very
grateful if a ' favourable consideration 'could be "given by the Government , of
Canada to this matter as soon as convenient .

DR.' FRANTISEK PAVLASEK

91.' DEA/6993-B-40

Le sous-ministre des Finances
au sous-niinistre par intérim du Commerce. . . l

Deputy Alinister of Finance
to Acting Deputy JIlinister of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, January 31, 1945

Dear Mr . Master:

Re: Export Credits and the Government of Czechoslovakia

' I have now heard from Dr . Pavlasek regarding the proposed export credit to
be provided by the Canadian Government to his Government, about some
details respecting which I had written to him on December 5, .1944 .'

You will recall that there has been some . delay, due to Czechoslovakia's
desire to ascertain from UNRRA that the purchase of wheat from Canada on
credit terms woûld not prejudice the amount of wheat which UNRRA was
prepared to make available to Czechoslovakia. Mr. Wilson, of your Depart-
ment, was kind enough to ascertain in Washington that UNRRA had replied
to Czechoslovakia on ' this matter on December 8, last, and Mr. Bryce
cômmunicated this information to Dr . Pavlasek, who was immediately able to
con firm it and has now written to me to say that there is now nothing in theway of preparing a final draft of the credit agreement for $15,000,000 .

Czechoslovakia,' as you will recall, has suggested a few amendments in the
agreement, which wey. proposed, on most of which we were able to meet her .There wâs one mino r point on . which we asked for some further elucidation,and that was " the suggested inclusion of 'allowance for additional expenses
incurred . in connection with the purchase, such as brokerage and similar
expenses : In reply. Dr.- Pâvlasek says that they are not able to forecast in any
detail what these additional expenses will be . He suggests they might include
commissions fto an export or purchasing agent, and travelling expcnses for amission which would be sent to Canada for the purpose of buying the goods
under the credit. He acknowledges that brokerage expenses are usually paid by
the seller and would not, therefore, have to be provided for . We arc able under
the 'Act; and specifically under the second regulation passed under it, to
provide for services or e supplenientary work done or to be done in conncction
with 'the' goods purchased,' and it is possible that legally this could include
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Ciechoslovakia wants Durum semolina our supply position is unfavourable. If 
they are willing to take semolina produced from Red Spring wheat there is a 
much better prospect of making satisfactory supply arrangements. 

,.Yours faithfully, 	•. 	• 

OLIVER MASTER 

93. 	 DEA/6993-B-40 

• Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
• to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,1 March 1, 1945 

The Loan Agreement with . Czechoslovakia concluded under the Export 
Credits Act was signed today by the Minister of Finance and the Czechoslovak 
Minister." The loan is for $15,000,000, and attached to the agreement is a 
schedule of the supplies which the Czechoslovak Government intends to 
purchase in Canada with the proceeds. These are food stuffs and raw materials. 
I am asking the Department of Finance to provide a copy for our files. 

Dr. Pavlasek came to see me after the signature in order to express his 
cordial thanks to all concerned for the assistance given his Government in the 
agreement and throughout the negotiations. He repeated what he has already 
said, that he hopes that his country will rely on imports of Canadian flour for a 
substantial part of its needs and that land now used for wheat growing will be 
put into pasture or employed for forage crops. He says that they wish very 
keenly to maintain an active trade with Canada and other countries to the west 
and he thinks that we can rely on his Government to support ,warmly plans for 
a return as soon as possible to multilateral trading and for the reduction of 
tariff barriers and other obstacles to commerce. 

• H. W[RONG] 

94. 	' 	 • DF/Vol.4316 

Le ministre de Tchéco -  slovaquie au sous-ministre des Finances 
Minister of Czechoslovakia to Deputy Afinister of Finance 

No. 841/45 

Sir, , 

nVoir Canada. Recueil des traités, 1945, N• 25. See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No. 25. 

[Ottawa,] May 10, 1945 
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-You may take this letter; together with your oven, as constituting an 
agreement to the use of the credit provided to the Govérnment of Czechoslo-
vakia for meeting shipping charges on the goods to be purchased in Canada in 
accordance with the terms of the agreement. 

I am enclosing for your information and records a copy of the Order-in-
Céuncil P.  C. 3357 of May 8, 1945, amending the Regulations under the 
Export Credits Insurance Act to authorize the use of credits provided under 
that Act for delivery or transportation charges. 

Yours very truly, 
W. C. CLARK 

96. 	 ' 	 DF/Vol.4316 
Le ministre de Tchécoslovaquie au sous-ministre des Finances 

Minister of Czechoslovakia to Deputy Minister of Finance 

No 894/45 . 	 [Ottawa,] May 16, 1945 

Sir 	• 
. 

, 
I have the honour to express my thanks for the information contained in 

your letter of May 14th, that the Government of Canada has approved an 
order-in-council amending the regulations under the Export Credits Insurance 
Act to provide for the use of funds made available under that Act also for 
transportation charges outside of Canada. 

I should also like to thank the Minister of Finance, the Hon. J. L. Ilsley, for 
his authorization that the transportation charges for the goods to be purchased 
under our credit agreement with Canada may be met from the credits provided 
for under the agreement. ' 

As however, by using the credit also for the transportation costs the amount 
allotted for the purchase of goods in Canada would be considerably reduced — 
the cost of transportation being estimated at approximately four million dollars 
-:-  Government would bc very grateful if the Government of Canada could 
kindly extend the' credit agreement concluded on March 1st by a further four 
million dollars. 

Should direct credit from the Canadian Government to the Government of 
Czechoslovakia  no  be 'available, ,my Government would appreciate it if this 
credit of foui million dollars could be established in the form of a bank credit, 
backed by the guarantee of the Canadian Government, under terms similar to 
those in our agreement of March 1st. 

Now that the entire territory of Czechoslovakia has been liberated and 
President  Bene  has returned to Praha with the whole government, I am 
convinced that this great plan of Canadian assistance to Czechoslovakia will be 
successfully carried out. The fact that Hamburg will again be available as a 
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99. 	 DTC/Vol.100 
Le sous-ministre par intérim des Finances  

au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Acting Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, October 31, 1945 

Dear Mr. Mackenzie: 
Re: Amendment to Schedule of Export Credit Agreement with Czechoslovakia 

The Czechoslovak Minister to Canada was in to see Mr. Bryce of this 
Department the other day to explain that because of the great destruction 
which parts of Czechoslovakia suffered  in the closing months of the war in 
Europe, they find it necessary to import some supplies which they had hoped to 
be able to obtain from domestic sources. In particular, I understand, they want 
to secure meat and fats from  North  America and, if possible, some from 
Canada, to be paid for out of the credits which we have undertaken to advance 
to them. For this purpose it will be necessary to amend the schedule to the 
Agreement. 

. I am writing to say that this Department would be quite prepared to agree 
to any amendments to this schedule which your Department feels are feasible 
in order to meet the requirements of Czechoslovakia. I hope that every possible 
consideration will be given to Czechoslovak requirements at this time and that 
strenuous efforts will be made to assist them if at all possible. One for the 
consideration's which I know this Department — and, I believe, the Govern-
ment --- had in mind in making this Credit Agreement with Czechoslovakia 
was the importance of a speedy economic recovery in that country in setting an 
example to other c'ountries of Central and Eastern Europe and thus helping to 
promote a prompter recovery in this important area. 

Yours very truly, 
W. A. MAcKINTosii 74  

Sous-minis. tre intérimaire  des  Finances pendant quelques mois en 1945, durant la maladie de 
Clifford Clark. 
Acting Deputy Minister of Finance for several months in 1945 during the illness of Clifford Clark. 
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I shall be glad if you will be good enough to let me know whether an 
amendment to thé schedule of the Agreement appears to you to require 
something more in the way of formal action than I have indicated. If it would 
meet the necessities of the situation I would be pleased to keep you informed of 
any additions to Schedule 'A' which are agreed to between the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce and the Czechoslovakian Government. 

Yours very truly, 
M. W. MACKENZIE 

101. 	 DF/Vol.4316 
Le sous-ministre par intérim des Finances 

au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Acting Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, November 9, 1945 

Dear Mr. Mackenzie, 
1 acknowledge with thanks your letter.  of November 3, regarding the Export 

Credit Agreement with Czechoslovakia, in particular the request of that 
government that it be permitted to purchase fats and meats which were not 
originally included in the list of commodities to be purchased under the Credit 
Agreement. 

agree with you that  forma)  amendment of the schedule to the Credit 
Agreement is not necessary in such cases, and am glad to note that efforts are 
being made to provide Czechoslovakia with the commodities required. 

Yours very truly, 
W. A. MACKINTOSH 

SECTION C 

PAYS-BAS ET INDES ORIENTALES 

THE NETIIERLANDS AND NETIIERLANDS INDIES 

DEA/7492-40 
Mémorandunt d'une réunion avec une mission des Pays-Bas 

Memorandum of Afeeting with Netherlands Mission 

[Ottawa,) April 4, 1945 

102, 

— Netherlands representative 
— Netherlands representative 
— Netherlands representative 
— Netherlands representative 
(Netherlands Minister to Canada) 
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Combined Boards for the third and fourth quarters of this year; others were 
being sought. • 

Mr. Robertson suggested that the list of coinmodities .be discussed with 
Trade and Commerce: As to the meat requirements; he doubted whether the 
renewed agreements with the United Kingdom would leave anything available. 
However, it was pointed out that the food was under Combined Food Board 
allocation and the Dutch either had or would seek Combined Board allocations 
for all commodities. 

In estimating the dollar requirements for the first year, no account had been 
taken of Canadian troop expenditures and no allowances made by the Dutch 
for troop guilders. The Dutch hoped for a credit that would cover all their 
needs, which would be partially off-set by the troop credits. Mr. Bryce said 
that no arrangement had yet been made with the Dutch for troop guilders 
obtain'ed by Canada from Supreme Allied Headquarters. 

On the subject of United States discussions, Dr. Steenberghe said he had in 
mind an arrangement similar to the one made by the U.S. with the French 
under which goods would move either on Lend-Lease or on long-term loan. The 
Dutch had submitted figures two months ago to the F.E.A. It was expected 
that negotiations would start next week. 

Dr. Clark observed that the U.S.-French agreement calls for payment by the 
French of 20 per cent in cash on certain requirements. He asked whether the 
Dutch would request the U.S. to waive the cash payment. The Dutch replied 
that they expected to pay for all ships in cash but hoped for raw materials 
under Lend-Lease or long-term loan. 

Mr. Rasminsky said that Canada ha.  d a twofold interest in receiving a part 
payment in cash, 'arising from the limited appropriation which will have to be 
used to meet in part the needs of other countries whose position was not as 
relatively good as that of the Dutch, and the Canadian United States dollar 
position. There was a rather high U.S. dollar content of exports and Canada 
would want to be left at least even on its U.S. dollar outlays. 

He  asked the Dutch if they would disclose their financial position. Dr. 
Riemens said that the short-term position was poor; the long-term position 
much better, particularly when the Dutch assets were unfrozen. Their foreign 
exchange holdings were limited. He mentioned the loan negotiated with private 
U.S. banks under the terms of which the Dutch pledged $100,000,000 in gold 
against a credit for immediate purchases. Apart from that they had 
$ 150,000,000 at their disposal plus $80,000,000 in gold blocked in South 
Africa. On a basis of U.S. Treasury figures, the Dutch had investments in 
stocks in the United States of some $600,000,000 and $100,000,000 in bonds 
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held in Holland. (He excluded the holdings of the East Indies.) He undertook 
to provide the exact figures later. (See footnote)" 

On the subject of the Netherlands East Indies, Dr. Steenberghe explained 
that whereas the N.E.I. were politically one with the Netherlands they made 
their own financial arrangements; borrowed on their own credit, either with or 
without guarantees of the mother country. The East Indian position was 
conSiderably better than that of the Netherlands, but although their immediate 
needs were not as urgent as  those of the motherland, neverthelesS, their long 
term position was not good because of the tremendous reconstruction 
requirements which will take up all the N.E.I. • reserves. ,  There was, therefore, 
no prospect of an N.E.I. loan to the Netherlands for anything longer than a 
few months. 

In reply to the question as to whether the Dutch were seeking a general 
credit or one to be used against a definite schedule of. purchases, Dr. 
Steenberghe stated that a general credit would be necessary because the Dutch 
are not in a position to know what their needs will be.  •They are sure that they 
will require large qu' anities of wheat in the second, third, fourth and fifth years, 
probably in the amounts taken prevar, but their other requirements were 
uncertain. However, if no crédit was made available to them and they were 
unable to find foreign currency, they would be forced to use inferior wheats 
although their preference was to use a percentage of Canadian with their 
native and other wheats. 

Mr. Robertson asked if the Dutch expected  the continuation of a state 
import monopoly during the term of the agreement. Dr. Steenberghe said that 
because it would be necessary to control currency he felt it would be necessary 
to control imports and he expected buying to be done by the state. Dr. 
Steenberghe said this would not mean that the whole program of imports 
would be covered by a credit agreement. Their estimated requirements were 
conservative. Other items would be needed and the agreement did not represent 
the limit of export possibilities. 

Mr. van Stolk felt he should distiniuish between  exclusive  monopoly by the 
state and state control. What was envisaged was state control under which free 
enterprise would operate, and not exclusive state monopoly. 

When questioned as to the omission of rolling stock from the Dutch 
requirements, Dr. Steenberghe explained that first the conditions in the 
Netherlands yet to be liberated was unknown. However, since it is expected 
that all the bridges will be destroyed, no rolling stock will be needed for the 

172 
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"La note suivante était dans l'original: 
The following footnote was in the original: 

In later discussions it was explained that the figures were net. Allowance had been 
made for the Bretton Woods commitment of S80.000,000. 'There was moreover 
approximately S45,000,000 still available from the loan negotiated with private U.S. 
banks. 
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first or second years . 'In : view of this 'the Dutch had . increased their, require-
ments for trucks. Further, railways were not an important means of transporta-
tion in Holland. Sixty per cent of all inland transportation had in the past been
by barge .

Mr. Robertson asked on what general economic policy the needs had been
estimated. Did the Dutch intend to continue their prewar' fiscal policy or to
seek greater economic independence in the, post-war to cut down exchange
charges ; e .g ., are they planning to increase their production of wheat? Dr .
Steenberghe emphasized the Dutch dependence on foreign trade and said that
they .'would seek a great volume of imports and exports . If insufficient
assistance were forthcoming from other nations, the Netherlands might be
forced to self-sufficiency, but it would not be by choice. As to their wheat
program he said that that Germans had increased the grain acreage somewhat
but at the cost of pasturage . He did not expect that there would be any increase
over the prewar wheat acreage because of the emphasis that would be placed
on dairy products . The budget for transitional needs, he said, was based on the
assumption of the resumption of wide international trade . ,Their objective is to
reconstruct the normal economic life to active external trade . Holland, he said,
must rely on foreign trade, shipping and specialized agriculture .

He expectéd there would be heavy Dutch requirements for livestock . It was
estimated that thirty-rive' to forty per cent of the cattle had already been
removed by the Germans . He feared that the livestock population might be
reduced overall by sixty per cent of the prewar figure. ,

Mr. Robertson asked whether the Dutch looked for restitution in kind from
Germany . The reply was that it was hoped for but not taken into account in the
budget . There were, Dr. Steenberghe said, so many claims and some of them
big ones .

Mr. Robertson suggested that the'commodity position be examined with
Trade and Commerce . Mr. Mackenzie arranged to do so at three o'clock the
same day .

He suggested that the financial aspect be considered with the Department of
Finance and the Bank of Canada and a meeting was arranged for three o'clock
in Dr. Clark's office on the following day .

As to shipping, 'the Dutch said that they had now been allocated 1,700 tons
a day for the territory now liberated . They are seeking additional -tonnage . The
Dutch had assumed no responsibility for supplying the territory now occupied
as it was "still a military responsibility although limited to the prevention of
unrest and disease . The 1,700 tons of shipping allocated was supplementary to
military supply . The problem of stockpiles for non-liberated Holland was also a
military responsibility but the Dutch were trying to have shipping and supplies
made available to them . The arrangements with the United Kingdom were that
any supplies released to the Dutch would have to be replaced .

On the , subject of relief in Holland after V-E day when presumably the
Dutch will be called to take over with the ending of military responsibility, a1 i 4

- . . . : ) : . . . . t . . z , .
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take over which may come more quickly than it did in Belgium, Dr. Steen-
berghe said that there was some difficulty between the governments concerned 
over this question. The Dutch claim they cannot take over responsibility unless 
more supplies are allocated, more shipping made available and improved 
opportunities to procure supplies are furnished. There is doubt too as to the 
length of the period of military responsibility. 

The program the Dutch were presenting was not one however for military 
relief but covered the . period beginning at the termination of military 
responsibility.  

Mr. Robertson said that Canada had sent a note to all Allied Governments 
identical with a note sent by the United States and the United Kingdom on 
military relief setting out that accounts for civilian relief provided under 
military auspices would be presented in due course." 

As to the recent UNRRA offer of emergency assistance, the Dutch said 
they had not accepted it as the offer was very small being only $10,000,000 for 
all liberated countries. The Dutch" felt that if they can get their supplies 
themselves they will not need the help of UNRRA." • 

DF/Vol.4318 

Mémorandum du ministère des Finances 	
= 

• au procureur par intérin: du Trésor 
Memorandum by Department of Finance 	 1 1 1 

to Acting Solicitor of the Treasury 

• , 

, 	
[Ottawa,i May 10, 1945 , 	. 

, , 
Re: Credit Agreement with Netherlands Indies 
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of that entered into with the Kingdom of the Netherlands, including a letter 
reement. I will 

redraft the letter, in respect of which there are several minor changes, and 
similar to that which we gave Snouck in connection with that ag 

Clark wondered if you would get out a redraft of the agreement- 

-

nk for the time 
being, as it depends upon what is done in regard to the Frcnch In fact, I think 

The amount of the credit in the agreement should be left bla 

-76Voir  le  volume 10, document 1102./See Volume 10,  Document 1102. 
"La note suivante était dans l'original: 

The following note was in the original: 
In the above memorandum please read "Netherlands" in place of "Dutch? •  nun  accord avec les Pays.Bas fut signé à Ottawa  le ler mal 1945. Voir Canada, Recueil des 

• traités, 1945, N° 28. 	 -• 

Series, 1945, No. 28. 	
1945.  Sec  Canada, Treaty An agreement with the Netherlands was signed at Ottawa on May  1. 

103. 
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we should make it for $10 million in any event, as we should hang on to
whatever available authority we have that is not already'committed .

The agreement should be drafted to be between the Government of Canada
and the Bank for the Netherlands Indies, which is an agency of the Govern-
ment of the Netherlands Indies having its Head Office in Paramaribo,
Surinam. The obligation will be guaranteed by the Government of the
Netherlands Indies .- Dr. dé" Iongh will send us a legal opinion regarding the
status of that bank . The bank was set up by the Government, and is owned
partly by the Government and partly by some of the private .banks of the
Netherlands Indies . It exercises some, if not all, of the functions of a Central
Bank; *and all its obligations are guaranteed by the Government of the
Netherlands Indies . Mr. de Iongh is to look into the question of whether, any
special action of the'Government of the Netherlands Indies will be needed to
guarantee this particular, obligation, or whether it will suffice merely to have
an official letter from the appropriate Minister of the Government, stating that
the general guarantee applies to this particular obligation .

The terms, period, interest rate, etc., are to be exactly the same as in the
Netherlands agreement.

R. B. BRYCE

104. ' DF/Vol . 431 8

Le sous-ministre des Finances
au président du Conseil des Indes orientale s

Deputy Alinister of Financ e
to Chairman of the Boardfor the Netherlands Indies

Ottawa, May 19, 194 5

Dear Dr . Crena de Iongh ,
Referring to our conversations in regard to the export credit to be made

available to the Netherlands East Indies, I am glad to be ablé to inform you
that I am now in a position to recommend that the amount of this credit should
be $15,000,000 rather than the smaller amoiint which we discussed while you
were in Ottawa . I trust this will meet satisfactorily all your requirements up to
the time when the second credit can be arranged .

Yours very truly,
W. C. CLARK
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DEA/8638-40 105. 
Le ministre des Pays-Bas 

au .  secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
 Minister of The Netherlands 

16 Secretary of State for External Affairs  

[Ottawa,] September 13, 1945 • No. 1568 

Sir, 
• I have the honour to refer to the negotiations now taking place between the 

Minister of Finance of the Canadian Government and the Bank for the 
Netherlands Indies. It is intended that the Minister of Finance and the Bank 
should conclude an agreement whereby thé Canadian Government will lend 
$15,000,000 to the Bank, to enable the Bank to piovide funds to the 
Government of the Netherlands Indies to purchase' Canadian-produced goods 
for export to the Netherlands Indies. The loan would  be  made under the 
Export Credits Insurance Act of Canada.  , 

I desire to inform you that the Bank  for the  Netherlands Indies is an agency 
of the Government of the Netherlands Indies. 

The Netherlands Minister for the Colonies on July 17, 1944, issued a 
resolution guaranteeing the performance of the obligations of the Bank for the 
Netherlands Indies; a c,opy of an English translation of the resolution' is 

;11 already in the hands of the Minister of Finance, the Honourable J. L. lisleY. 
The effect of this resolution is that, if the proposed loan agreement is made 
between the Minister of Finance 'arid the Bank, the following will be 
guaranteed to the Canadian Governrnént by the Government  of the Nether-
lands Indies: - .•  

(a) the repayment of the loan according to the terms of the agreement; 
(b) the payment of the bonds to be given as evidence of the indebtedness; 
(c) the fulfillment of all other terms of the agriement. 

I am glad to assure you that the Government of the Netherlands Indies will 
use the moneys advanced under the agreement exélusively, to pay, the costs of 
Canadian-pioduced goôds purchased for export to tlié Netherlands Indies. 

• Accept etc. 	. 
SNOUCK HURG ROME 
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106. 	 DEA/8638-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 	au ministre des Pays-Bas  ' 	 • 

Secretar y of State for Exiernal Affairs 
to Minister of The Netherlands 

No. 58 	' 	 Ottawa, September 21, 1945 

Sir, 
I have the honour to acknowledge your despatch No. 1568 of September 13, 

1945, containing diplomatic assurances that: 
(a)•the Government of the Netherlands Indies guarantees performance by the 

Bank of its obligations under the proposed agreement; 
(b) the Bank for the Netherlands Indies is an agency for the Government of 

the Netherlands Indies. 
I am advised that the Department of Finance is now prepared to proceed 

immediately with the agreement and will get in touch directly with Dr. Crena 
de Iongh, Chairman of the Board for the Netherlands Indies, Surinam and 
Curacao, and the appropriate officials of the Bank for the Netherlands 
Indies." 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

DF/Vol. 4319 

Le ministre des Finances au ministre des Pays-Bas 

Minister of Finance to Minister of The Netherlands 

Ottawa, September 24, 1945 

Dear Mr. Minister: — 
You will recall the discussion in my office at which you and Dr. Riemens 

were preient and in the course of which you asked whether it would be possible 
for the, Government of Canada to increase by another $25,000,000 the amount 
of export credits; which it would place at the disposal of the Netherlands 
Goernment . for p-urchases during the twelve months' period commencing May 
1st, when our credit agreement was signed. At the time, you and Dr. Riemens 
indicated thai While you would prefer that this $25,000,000 be in addition to 
the total  of  $85,000,000 which we have already agreed to provide, it would be 
satisfactory to you  if  the $25,000,000 were transferred from the $60,000,000 
which was to have been provided in later years. 

"L'accord fut  signé le 9 octobre' 1945. Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, N°31. 
The agreement was signed on October 9, 1945. See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No. 31. 
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I have now had an opportunity of discussing this mae tGovernment's
lleagues
lending

in the Cabinet, and am able to tell,s
Ïnrance Act has been increased by

authority under the Export Credit
s Parliament,we will be prepared to provide you with an additiona l

for the time b
00 ,e00g0

in credits for use as soon as you
We decideda the

$85~000,000 already
we would prefer to limit our tota l
noted, leaving until later a decision as to whether or

nott the total would be

increased if you should need more thanŸô 8S 000 000 in a l
very truly,

[J . L . ILSLEY ]

DEA/7492-40

Mémorandum du ministère
de~a Banque du Canada

à l'adjoint exécutif au gouverneur
Memorandum from Department of Finance

to Executive Assistant to Governor of the Bank of Canada

[Ottawa,] December 12, 194 5

Re: Netherlands Credit
Mr. Riemens have

As I believe I told you, the Netherlands Minister and a un
t spokento me about the possibility of the Netherlands getceed

inlarge r
the past,°a d

of credit from Canada than that
kln

which
eco

had
ntemplated when we made

being permitted to use it more quickly than was

our arrangements last Spring .
Our original agreement with the Netherlands was made before

ethe
that the

the Netherlands was liberated . Since l i
han twas antic pat d, andthey have also

foun
d needs o

f that morethe N t of the goodsewhmh they want - to obtain are available in
rices that are

Canada than they had expected and can
both these factors,tthey would now

satisfactory to them. As a consequenc
e liketo make larger purchases than they anticipated and would l i

éneral te rmsta
borrow from us for this purpose . They descr ibed to me i

n g 1~ 1947• I ny
program of purchases

.
amounting to about $130,000,000 ,o T to

from the point o f

general, this sounded to me like a pract ical sort p g that for this
view of the type of supplies . they want to obtain: They suggest this magnitude. I
pûrpose they would like to secure a credit of approximately t~ma8 °rtion
suggested, however, that they should allow in t soentsm toe about
payable in cash, ' which would reduce the eted sôme months ago to the

$110,000,000, - which is the figure they ' sugg

Minister of Finance.
I would be qui te p repared m Yselfto support a credit of this kind ver ,

tthn

Netherlands, all things considered . I would be ver interested
syo ~ can eSet an

having your opinion and that of others in the Bank,
opportunity to speak to them about it. My, own belief is,that the Dut âlÿ

are an

excellent moral risk ; and that while their economic future is undou
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uncertain than it ever has been before, we ; can expect • them to make prettystrenuous efforts to rebuild their trade and to repay what they borrow.
` This, however, is not likely to be the end of it . Mr. Snouck has indicated to
me that his Government would hope that we could lend them further amounts
after May 1, 1947, which might raise the total of their indebtedness to us to
something over $200,000,000 . I have told him that I thought we should not
endeavour to reach any agreement or commitment on this further amount for.
some time .

There are one or two other matters to be taken into account in determining
the needs of the Netherlands for credits . We shall probably be paying them
something on balance for goods and services supplied to the Canadian Army in
excess of supplies provided by Canada for the Netherlands forces, including
surpluses . This however, is unlikely to exceed $10,000,000 or $20,000,000 .

The Netherlands representatives are to be in Ottawa December 17th, 18th
and 19th, although their visit may possibly be delayed a day . I shall be getting
in touch with you subsequently about attending meetings with these
representatives and I hope you will be able to reserve some time for this
purpose.

R. B . BRYCE

DEA/7492-4 0
„ Mémorandum du ministère des Finances d'une réunio

n avec des représantants des Pays-Bas
Memorandum by Department of Finance ofMeeting

, . with Netherlands Representatives

[Ottawa,] December 17, 194 5

Thé following met in Room 123 East Block to discuss further credits to th e
Netherlands and related matters :

For the Netherlands : Mr . Snouck I1urgronjc.
Dr . Stccnbcrghc,
Mr. Phillipse ,
Dr. Riemens,
Mr . Albarda.
Dr. Mackintosh Department of Finance
R. B . Bryce

Mr. Pierce
Mr. Starnes Department of External Affairs
The Department of Trade and Commerce was unable to
send representative because ofanother meeting taking placeat t hae same time .Mr: Steenb •

erghe, after noting the appreciation of his Government for~anada's
: action during this year, explained that their requirements fromCanada were .now a ' .good deal larger than they had outlined in April last,beçause'they had found after liberation that the Netherlands neéded more thanhad been, anti c i pated, and also because they had found Canada can supply
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much 'more in the way of things they need than had.been expected.. He also 
stated that the Netherlands would be glad to get any information Canada 
could give them regarding the articles which Canada would like to import from 
the Netherlands, as this would help them in making repayments. He stated in 
reply to questions that they have already made commitments of something over 
$39 million against the credits we have already provided them, including the 
interim credit. 

Of this $40 m. some $15V2m. is for wheat, and several million more for oats, 
barley, horses, linseed.oil, meat, etc. He will give us the details subsequently. 

He went on to state that they now estimate the amount of .their require-
ments up until May 1, 1946, will be about $25 m. in addition to the $40 m. 
already obtained. For the following year, from May of 1946 to May of 1947, 
they estimate they will need' an additional $75 m., making a total of $140 m. 
for the two years. In the three following years they expect they will be buying 
something of the order of $55 m. a year from Canada. The general nature of 
the purchases they wish to make on the scales indicated includes foodstuffs, 
particularly wheat, raw materials, chemicals, railway equipment, trucks and 
other transportation equipment, add machine tools. Their program beyond 
May, 1947, is still uncertain, of course, and even their program during the year 
May, 1946, to May, 1947, to some lesser degree. In answer to a question from 
me, he stated that their contemplated program in the U.S. amounted to about 
$500 million in the year 1946. The American purchases will cover require-
ments of a more temporary nature than the Canadian, and taper off more 
rapidly. They include large amounts of special food-stuffs, such as meat and 
milk, which the Netherlands will produce domestically later .on, as well as 
substantial amounts of capital equipment to re-equip Netherlands industries. 
In answer to another question, he indicated that they expected to finance this 
largely on credit, although they were not sure as to whether it would be an 
Export-Import Bank loan or a loan more akin to that provided to the United 
Kingdom by the U.S., on more favourable terms and 'conditions. They are 
particularly concerned about the shipping requirements on American loans. 

There was a question raised about the possibilities of buying materials in 
Canada for the assembly of Ford cars in Amsterdam.  They do not know 
whether they should buy this in Canada or in the U.S., nor who should 
approach the Ford Co., — the Netherlands authorities or the Canadian 
Government authorities. It was agreed they should talk to  the  Department of 
Trade and Commerce about this matter. 

I asked Riemens whether they expected to .  be able to make cash payolents 
earlier than they had expected last April, before May of 1947, as this 
would affect their reqitirements at that time. He replied that their negotiations 
regarding the unfreezing of assets were going fairly well in the U.K., were 
proceeding now with some dispatch in the U.S., but ,were going ahead with 
least progress in Canada. They expected some agreement  in the U.S. in the 
reasonably near future, but the process of unfreezing under the agreement will 
probably be a slow one and they will be uncertain as to the amounts they can 
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count on. For that reason they do not feel that -  they can undertake to make 
their cash payments to us prior to May 1st of 1947; 

Steenberghe then stated that his 'Government would like, in addition to 
increasing the amount of the credit to cover the program they had outlined, 
also to extend the period in order to make it similar to the credits we have 
granted the Belgians and undertaken to grant the French. Their wish would be 
to consolidate the $25 m. already provided with the amounts to be provided in 
future, including that for the repayment of the $15 m. interim advances, and to 
start repayment in 1950 and carry it on up to 1976 or thereabouts. They would 
also prefer, if possible, to arrange credits to cover the period up to 1950. 

I suggested that it would probably be difficult for us to make commitments 
as to the amount of credit to be extended beyond May of 1947, and Dr. 
Mackintosh agreed, mentioning particularly that it would be difficult to do this 
when the amounts involved were so substantial. I also stated that it would be 
necessary if repayment did not commence until 1950 and went on until 1976, 
to charge an interest rate slightly exceeding 3%, although possibly lower than 
3V10%. I suggested that they might consider the time repayment should start in 
the light of this interest question. 

• .4 

It was noted that we would go over their buying program in more detail 
during the,afternoon at the suggested meeting with the Department of Trade 
and Commerce. • 

I mentioned the other major items involved in the Netherlands balance of 
payments with us. I stated that the Canadian 'Army owed the Netherlands a 
substantial amount for supplies and services obtained in the Netherlands while 
the Netherlands Army was, in turn, buying supplies and equipment from the 
Canadian Army and from the Department of .Munitions and Supply here." 
The Netherlands authorities themselves thought the amounts payable by the 
CanaClian Army would be about 80 million guilders, and the amounts payable 
to Canada,by the Netherlands Army about 40 m. guilders. I pointed out that in 
addition to these there were the more complicated items of the payment for the 
Canadian portion of the civilian supplies distributed by the military forces, and 
the "hot" or "black" guilders held by the Canadian Army. However, after 
accouni'ii iaken of all these items there would, I thought, be some balance in 
favour of the  Netherlands whiCh could be utilized in buying here and which 
might therefore reduce their requirements of $140 m. although the amount of. 
such reduction is very uncertain at present. Riemens asked whether we would 
be Piepared to recognize net payments made as a result of these Army 
transactions as  coming within the cash portion of the program. I said I would 
net like to answer that definitely without consultation with the F.E.C.B.st 
authorities, but that I thought it likely we would be prepared to regard any 
Canadian dollars obtained as a result of such settlements as convertible. (I felt 
that this was desirable in view of the attitude which the F.E.C.B. has recently 
been takini in regard to dealings with continental countries, and also in view of 

„ 	 — 

8°Voir les documents 1183-7./See Documents  185.7.  
'Foreign Exchange Control Board. 
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f convertibility from the Netherlands in regard to

our obtaining the condition o , . . ,

any guilders that we acquired.)
ain with the Department of Trade and Commerce

and
We agreed to meet again

the next few days •
to endeavour to see Mr .llsley R. B . BRYCE •

DEA/7492-40

des Finances au ministre des Pays-Ba s

Le ministre Netherlands ,
Minister of Finance to Minister of The

ecember 28, 1945Ottawa, D
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portion of the cost of your program : from receipts from " Canada in respect of
goods and services supplied to the Canadian Army, by the Netherlands, even
after allowance is made for offsetting payments in respect of the purchase of
surplus stores ' and equipment and other Army accounts . In addition, unless
serious new 'delays are experienced, it should be possible, I think, for the
Netherlands to make some part, if not all, of the agreed amount of purchases
for cash obtained from the sale to Canada of gold or foreign exchange in the
early part of 1947, if not in the latter part of . 1946 . If there should be any
difficulties in these other sources of financing prior to May 1, 1947, they could
be taken into account when we meet to discuss the provision of further amounts
of credit for later use .

The Canadian Government is prepared to agree to the revision of the terms
of the enlarged credit along the lines discussed last week, that is, providing for
repayment in twenty-seven annual instalments commencing in 1950, and with
interest rates averaging approximately 3 .05%. `

I hope that these points will be satisfactory to your authorities and that we
can proceed to complete the new agreement early next month 8 2

Yours very truly,
J . L . ILSLEY

SECTION D

BELGIQUE/BELGIU M

to Minister, Embassy in United States
= Secretary of State for External Affairs

- au ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELETYPE EX-1348 Ottawa, Apri19, 1945

IMMEpIATE . Following for Pearson from Clark, Begins : Would you please
transmit the following confidential message as quickly as possible to M . Gutt,S3
care of the Belgian Embassy, from the Hon . J . L. Ilsley, Minister of Finance:

On Friday last the Mutual Aid Board considered at length the policy it
would .follôw , in respect to providing under Mutual Aid supplies to Belgium and
Certain 'ôther European Allies in the light of other requirements for Mutual Aid
and the general war situation. The conclusion reached was that only supplies
required for direct military use in the war could be provided as Mutual Aid to
Belgtum` . and such other countries, , and that raw materials, foodstuffs,

,, .machinery, rolling stock and civilian type supplies generally could only be
.1 : . . . . .

'2Vo'ir`
Canâdâ, Recueil des trait és, 1946, N° 19.S e

e'E• e Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No . 19.
Gutt, ancien ministre des Finances de Belgique .C M

- DEA/6993-D-40

utt, former Minister of Finance of Belgium .
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provided on the basis of cash or credit purchases. Any undertaking to extend 
Mutual Aid to these European Allied Nations beyond direct military supplies 
would involve an important change in Mutual Aid policy, which would have to 
be a matter for consideration by the Government to be responsible to the new 
Parliament, as the Government at present is restricting its action to that 
necessary to carry out established policy. There was keen appreciation of 
Belgium's urgent need for various civilian type supplies and every effort will be 
made to ensure that Belgium is enabled to obtain as much as possible of her 
essential requirements. 

As all or practically all of Belgium's requirements from Canada appear to 
be of a civilian type and in view of the policy outlined above, we assume that 
there will be no need for any Mutual Aid agreement. We will therefore be 
prepared to arrange for settlement in cash for goods and services supplied to 
our forces by the.Belgian authorities when satisfactory arrangements can be 
worked out by both sides with the United Kingdom, through whose agencies 
the Canadian forces receive these benefits from Belgium. We are also prepared 
to enter into a credit agreement with you along the general lines discussed 
when you were here." In these discussions you originally suggested a thirty-
year term but later indicated your' willingness to consider a credit repayable in 
installments commencing in the sixth year and ending in the twentieth year. 
We would like to make the term of the credit accord as closely as possible with 
Belgium's needs and would be prepared to agree to repayment over a fifteen-
year period, commencing with the sixth year, if you think this is the most 
appropriate term. However, as you were informed by Dr. Clark, the rate of 
interest we would be able to offer you would depend on the term of the credit, 
being higher for a longer term than for a shorter term. For an average term of 
about 5 years the rate would be two and one-quarter percent, for an average 
term of about 7 years, two and one-half percent, and for an average term of, 
say, twelve or thirteen years it would be approximately three percent. 

When you were here you outlined a program which would have involved 
purchases of the order of $100 million. Whether supply conditions in Canada 
will make it possible to carry out the whole of that program, I am not in a 
position to say, but in any case it is practically certain that it will be necessary 
to spread your purchases over at least séveral quarters. This brings me to a 
difficulty from our point of view, which arises from the limited appropriation 
made available under our Act for direct loans to other Governments. As You 
will have noted, our statutory authority is limited at the:present time, to $100  
million. Some of that.has already been used up and other credits are in various 
stages of neetiation. It is intended, however, to ask Parliament at the next 
session to increase our appropriation substantially and I lave every confidence 
that some time next fall, we will have ample *power to meet the whole of Your  
requirements which may have to be firianced by export credits. For the presen t, 

 therefore, I would suggest that we arrange a credit of $25 million along the 
lines indicated above and that at the same time we have a supplemente 

"M. Gutt eut participé aux discussions à Ottawa le 26 mars 1945. 
Mr. Gutt had participted in discussions in Ottawa on March 26, 1945. 
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exchange of notes expressing' the intention of the two Governments to enter
into a further export credit arrangement along the 'sanie lines as soon as we in
Canada have obtained the necessary additional appropriation from Parliament .
In the meantime, if you . require additional amounts' before such amendments
can be obtained, we would be prepared to consider guaranteed credits under
our Export Credits Insurance Act. As you are probably aware, we have already
arranged to provide temporary advances under the powers of our war
appropriation act to enable us to purchase as your agents locomotives and other
items that will aid directly or indirectly in the prosecution of the war, and this
should help to overcome any temporary shortage of funds under the Export
Credits Insurance Act .

You will recall the discussion concerning the agreed minimum proportion of
your requirements to be purchased for cash . We would propose that purchases
equal to twenty percent of the credits used, say, each month or each quarter,
should be made with Canadian dollars obtained from the sale to Canada of
gold or exchange convertible into gold : Any other Canadian dollars accrued or
accruing to you from current payments to' Belgium by Canada could be used to
purchase here in addition and thereby reduce the amount of credit required.
This would have the effect that five-sixths of Belgium's defici v on payments to
and from Canada would be financed on credit, and only one-sixth by use of
gold or its equivalent .

We would be glad to discuss these matters with you again at your earliest
convenience, with a view to consummating an agreement as quickly as possible .
A copy of this message is being furnished to Mr . Heyneas here .

Mémorandum du ministère des Finances
au sous-ministre des Finances, . ,

Memorandum from Department of FinanceI , to Deputy Minister of Finance _

.DEA/6993-D-40

[Ottawa,] April 23, 194 5

. Re: Export Credits for Belgiu m
I have already handed you a memorandum left with me by Mr. Couvreur of

the Belgian Embassy, suggesting certain'counter proposals in regard to export
credits to Belgium : Mr. Couvreur's understanding of this proposal was that it
would amount to an arrangement under which Belgium would offer credits to
Canada, as ïwell as Canada to Belgium, and at the conclusion of each year
under which these credits were being drawn upon, a balance would be struck
and the net indebtedness accumulated during the year would be reckoned . An
amount equal to 20% or 25% of this net for the year would then be paid in gol d

"Maurice Heyne, chargé d'affaires de Belgique.
Maurice Heyne, Charg é d'Affaires of Bcigium.
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or its equivalent and the balance would be funded in some way for a fairly long 
period on terms to be agreed in advance. . 

You will note that this resembles very much a combination of their proposed 
monetary agreement with an export credit arrangement to deal with the 
balance of indebtedness arising out of such a monetary agreement each year. 

I am sending copies of the Belgian memdrandum and this note to Mr. Pierce 
of External Affairs, Mr. Coyne of the Bank of Canada, and Mr. Max 
Mackenzie, of the Department of Trade and Commerce. 

R. B. BRYCE 

[PIÈCE  JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de l'ambassade de Belgique 
, Memorandum by Embassy of Belgium 

The Belgian Government have examined the text of the cable forwarded by 
the Department of Finance to M. Gutt in Washington, as well as the 
dispatches from the Embassy of _Belgium relative to the negotiations of M. 
Gutt and Baron  Bol" with Canadian authorities on March the 26th at 
Ottawa. M. Gutt, who has communicated with the Belgian Government, has 
requested this Embassy to submit the following suggestions to the Canadian 
authorities. 

As a rule Belgium does not wish to enter into a long-term credit with any 
other country with a view to securing agricultural and industrial commodities 
urgently needed for her economic war effort. Belgium's declared fi nancial 
policy is to enter into mutual credit agreements with other countries. On these 
lines Belgium has signed agreements with the Netherlands, Great Britain and 
France. Belgium has also adopted this policy towards Argentina, Sweden, 
Portugal, Spain, etc. 

The Belgian Government would like therefore the Canadian Government to 
consider the possibility of entering into à mutual credit agreement. In this case 
Belgium would be able to reimbursè in Belgian 'commodities the amount of 
credit used. On the notice of withdrawal of the mutual credit agreement ,  
Belgium would pay the balance due to Canada in gold or foreign currency. 
Canada and Belgium might also arrange that at the end of each year, the 
debtor country during that year pay in gold or in foreign currency to the 
creditor country 20% or 25% of its debit balance. 

The Belgian Government would very much like to know what consideration 
the Canadian Government might be able to give to this counter proposal. 

, Reports from the Embassy of Belgium in 'Ottawa to the Belgian Govern' 
ment emphasize that Canada would not wish to be placed in the position °f 

 granting credits to Belgium if commodities purchased in othcr countries were 

'Conseiller financier principal de Belgique. 
Chief Financial Adviser of Belgium. 
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paid for in cash (cfr.. final paragraph of the notes" of the second meeting of . 

March 26th held in Dr. Clark's office). 
The Belgian Government wish to know if Dr. Clark's remark will be strictly 

adhered to. At present purchases in Argentina, Sweden, Portugal and Spain 
require either dollar or - pound sterling. In accordance with the monetary 
agreement between Great Britain and Belgium, credits in excess of limit agreed 
upon are to be paid for in gold. Purchases made by Belgium in the United 
States are paid indirectly in gold. 

M. Gutt will be in Ottawa at the end of this week or at the beginning of the 
following week, and upon completion of his negotiations he will leave Canada 
for Belgium. M. Gutt would very much like to bring the Belgian-Canadian 
financial negotiations to a definite conclusion before his departure from 
Canada. 

113. 	 DEA/6993-D-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis. 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States. 

• 

TELETYPE EX-1670 	 Ottawa, April 30, 1945 

Following for Stone from' Clark, Begins: Would you please transmit the 
following message to M. Gutt at the Belgian Embassy, from me: 

We have received from your Embassy in Ottawa a memorandum 
commenting on the export credit arrangements discussed with you and 
containing certain counter proposals which your Government have put forward 
for consideration. We may not fully understand all aspects of the counter 
Proposals .but generally speaking they seem to ignore several of the points 
important from Canada's point of view which we had explained to you and 
Baron Bel in our several discussions and I fear that they are not such as the 
Canadian Government could entertain. 

In the first place, they appear, to incorporate many of the features of the 
monetary agreement which you had discussed with us earlier in a preliminary 
way and which, for reasons we made clear, We had decided to defer. My feeling 
is that this counter proposal would have the same basic disadvantage as the 
1) °Ixied nionetaiy .  agreement itself in suggesting to other countries that 

anada and Belgium were setting up bilateral currency arrangements which if 

Dot 	nulttate,against the interests'  of both Canada and Belgium. 

1. 	adopted bY 'other 'CountrieS for instance the United States, would seriously 

Furtherm 	" 
AT_ _ 	tfrartt 	 whether  w hnve nnv ctntntnrv nnthnritv 

,I,JMIOt • %/I .7 11.41elt •-• 	 •a.• 	••••••7 

would enable the Canadian Government to borro w under the proposed 
mutual credit plan and in view of the probability that Belgium will need to buy substantially more from Canada than she will be able to export to Canada, the 

'Non tro' uv-é.iN' ot loca:  ted* 
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nevertheless a tendency to perpetuate and therefore wreck . the chances of a
multilateral agreement . Canada is so closely related to* the United States in
financial matters that she would not like to do anything against the principle of
multilateral agreement : as it) is laid down in the . Bretton ' Woods proposals .
Canada'has no statutory powers to enter into a reciprocal credit agreement
with Belgium . The Canadian Parliament is not likely to endorse such a• policy . :
The Canadian Government is however willing to help Belgium in granting her
an export credit for the amount of Belgian purchases in Canada .

M. Gutt pointed out'that Belgium would not like any publicity about the
credit granted by Canada . He is in favour of a loan for a short period, for
instance ten years . :In this respect, M . Gutt mentioned a conversation he had,
with M. Steenberghe88 who recently concluded a credit in Canada on behalf of
the Netherlands for a period of ten years with reimbursément at the end of the
sixth year, interest of 2'/.%, cash payment of 20% to be made in proportion of
the credit used . This last information was given by Dr. Clark upon request of
M. .Gutt . . Dr . Clark said also that certain arrangements had been made to
adjust the rate of interest according to the average length of the credit . If
Belgium' uses the entire credit in the first year, the reimbursement which only
takes place at the sixth year will make it a credit of an average period of 7'/ 2
years. Therefore, the rate of interest would be 2'/2% instead of 2'/.%. Notes
have been exchanged on the subject between the Canadian and Netherlands
Governments 89 Canada is prepared to enter into a similar agreement with
Belgium even for a long period provided that the rates of interest would be
adjusted accordingly . The rate of interest is payable as soon as the money has
been drawn for buying Canadian supplies .

M. Gutt asked Dr. Clark what he really meant in emphasizing in a previous
meeting that Canada would not wish to be placed in the,position of granting,
credit to Belgium if commodities purchased in other countries were paid for in
cash . M. Gutt stated that in Argentina, commodities could only be paid for in
United States dollars .' Even in . the, United States purchases are paid in U .S .
dollars. Dr. Clark replied that the 20% of cash asked for in, proportion of the
Purchases made by Belgium in Canada would be quite sufficient .

M. Gutt asked if, he could receive a copy of the credit agreement between
Canada, and the Netherlands . He could ask a copy from the Netherlands,
Government 'but in order to lose no time he availed himself of the opportunity
of being here to'make this request . Dr. Clark said that he was quite willing to
g've-him a`copy in spite-of the fact that this credit agreement was not for
publication 90 ' a -

►,

Igle
wI th name of country omitted

~tlM• P . C . Steenberghe, président, Mission des Pays-Bas aux États-Unis chargée de l'é conomie,
des finances et de la navigation .
M• P- C . Steenberghe, President, Economic, Financial and Shipping Mission of the Netherlands
in the United States . '"Voir

Canada, Recueil des trait és, 1945, N° 28 .
~See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No . 28.

Note marginale :/Marginal note :
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Dr. Clark wanted to know Belgium's reply with regard to the granting of a 
credit as soon  as  possible. It was agreed upon that M. Gutt would be able to 
give a definite answer in a fortnight. Dr. Clark insisted because Canada under 
the Export Credit Insurance Act can only grant One Hundred Million dollars 
($100,000,000) credit. Several countries have asked credits and Canada had to 
refuse • the amounts requested for because she had allocated Twenty Five 
Million Dollars ($25,000,000) to Belgium. • 

When Parliament meets again after the general election there is no doubt 
that the ceiling of One Hundred Million Dollars ($100,000,000) credit will be 
raised and that Belgium will be in a position to increase her credit in Canada. 
Dr. Clark mentioned that, at the present' time, France pays in cash for her 
purchases in Canada. She will contract in the autumn a big loan and the 
purchases in cash she is now making will account for the proportion of cash 
requirements asked for by the Canadian Government in granting a long-term 
loan. . 

115. 	 , DF/Vol. 4316 

Le ministère des Finances à l'ancien ministre des Finances de Belgique 

Department of Finance to former Finance Minister of Bel,giunz 

Ottawa, May 11, 1945 

Dear Mr. Gutt:— 	 • 
I am sending you enclosed two copies of the crediu agreement" which we 

have recently concluded with another country, as you know, and of the 
accompanying letter, which contained certain collateral understandings. As Dr. 
Clark told you, we have been asked to keep this agreement and this letter 
confidential until we are instructed otherwise, and therefore this information is 
passed to you on a strictly confidential basis. • . 

• You will note in the'last paragraph of the letter that it is provided that the 
agreed amount of cash purchases will be postponed until the third year of the 
agreement, rather than being carried out during the first two years. This we 
regard as an exceptional provision to meet the  special circumstances arising 
from the difficulties which the country in question has faced in securing the 
release of its dollar assets from custodian and other controls. In the other 
agreements which we are negotiating, we are proposing that the purchases 
financed by the sale to Canada of gold or foreign exchange convertible into 
gold shall be made ai the same time as the credits are being drawn ulx111. ! 
would therefore suggest that for your purposes you consider the last paragraP" 
replaced by the following sentences: 
"To implement this intention it is understood that the Government of will at  

the end of each quarter commencing on or after this date during which the 
credits referred to in this letter are drawn upon, acquire Canadian dollars bY 

" Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
with name of country deleted 
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the sale to Canada of gold or foreign exchange, convertible into, gold in an
amount not less than 20% of the amount of credit utilized during, each such
quarter year . It is also understood that the Canadian dollars so acquired will be
used either to meet the • current , requirements of in Canada, or to make
repayments of the credits, or to redeem the bonds provided foc .under the
agreement dated today or the subsequent agreement referred to in this letter ."

If there are any .questions you have concerning this form,of agreement and
letter, we would be glad to give you such further information as we can about
them through M. Heyne .

Yours truly,
" R. B. BRYCE

116., DF/Vol. 4316

L'ambassadeur de Belgique au sous-ministre des Finances

'Ambassador of Belgium to Deputy Minister of Finance '
No. 4255/CL:975 Ottawa, le 14 août 1945

Monsieur le Vice Ministre ,
Comme suite à notre conversation téléphonique de ce ' matin, j'ai l'honneur

de vous confirmer que d'après des instructions arrivées à l'instant de Bruxelles,
le Gouvernement belge est en principe d'accord pour la conclusion de l'emprunt
de $25,000,000 (vingt cinq millions de dollars canadiens) mentionné dans la
lettre que ' M. Bryce a adressée en date du 11 mai à M . Gutt:

Le projet de contrat appelle cependant de la part du Gouvernement belge,
les observations suivantes:

1 . . Les,$ canadiens, objet de l'emprunt, doivent pouvoir être utilisés pour les
besoins du Congo et du Grand Duché du Luxembourg au même titre que pour
les besoins métropolitains belges 92 .

2. Il doit être entendu que le Trésor peut amortir conformément au tableau
d'amortissement ou anticipativement à son option en faisant, à son choix, des
paiements en or ou en dollars canadiens 9'

Dès l'instant où le Trésor a le choix entre ces deux modes de payement la
clause relative à la détermination du ' prix de l'or, telle qu'elle est insérée àIl
article 9 du project de contrat peut être admise telle quelle .

Par contre il est important de préciser que le Trésor pourra affecter au
remboursement de sa dette tous les dôllars canadiens dont il se trouverait, ou
dont 1 g - .• . ,a anque ~Nattonale se . trouverait être propriétaire ou detenteur a un
moment donne. ,

Ce sont notamment les dollars provenant des sources suivantes :
(a) dollars canadiens reçus 'à titre de remboursement des billets belges mis àlahdisposition des troupes canadiennes en Belgique ;

..

: ' •, u
. •

92Note marginale :/Marginal note: •O K
"Note marginale»/Marginal note :Probably 0 K
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(b) dollars canadiens provenant des avoirs existants • ou à venir belges, 
congolais ou luxembourgeois; • ' 

(c) dollars-  canadiens qui , pourraient être acquis par le canal de l'Interna-
tional Monetary Stabilisation Fund" ou de l'International • Bank for 
Development and Reconstruction"; 
(d) dollars Canadiens provenant d'acquisitions de  •  francs belges par des 

ressortissants canadiens (ncitàmnient pour des transferts de caractère 
financier). 

' 

Il conviendrait de plus d'obtenir l'assurance que les importateurs canadiens 
seront autorisés à régler leurs achats dans l'Union Economique Belgo-
Luxembourgeoise et au Congo Belge en dollars U.S.A. 
3. Il devrait être précisé également que pendant toute la durée du contrat et 

notamment au cas où expirerait "such period as foreign exchange regulations 
in Canada require that exports from Canada, to Belgium result in the sale of 
U.S.$," la Banque du Canada acceptera de vendre du $ canadien contre du $ 
U.S.A., au cours officiel en vigueur au jour de l'opération. Cette stipulation est 
essentielle pour que le Trésor puisse bénéficier de l'option prévue au premier 
paragraphe de l'article 9. 

En effet si le prix que les autorités canadiennes fixeraient pour l'or était trop 
ônéreux, le Trésor ne pourrait se libérer qu'en acquérant du dollar canadien 
contre dollars américains, qui peuvent toujours être acquis contre or au prix 
officiel à la Federal Reserve Bank of New York. • • 

Ces diverses conditions pourraient être stipulées dans une lettre annexée à la 
convention, (analogue à la lettre datée d'Ottawa 1st May, 1945) qui 
accompagne le texte d'accord communiqué à M. Gutt. ' 
4. L'Etat belge se réserve le droit de demander que le compte spécial prévu à 

l'article 2 soit ouvert à la Banque Nationale de Belgique au lieu , d'être ouvert à 
son nom. 	" 

Veuillez agréer etc. 
A. PATERNDTTE DE LA VAILLÉE 

117. 	 ' 	DEA/6993-D-40 

Le sous-ministre par intérim des Finances 
à l'ambassadeur de Belgique 

Acting Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Ambassaddr of Belgium' 

Ottawa, September i 1945  

Dear Mr. Paternotte de la Vaillée,' 	 • 
I should have written before this thanking you for your letter of August 14thr 

 regarding a credit agreement between Belgium and Canada and a number °' 
detailed points concerning the terms of the suggested agreement. Lee; 
nately we have been delayed in preparing a reply to your letter by the urgen 
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matters arising from the' end of hostilities and preparations for the session of

Parliament which has just commenced
. "AsDr. Clark informed M. Gutt,' we have reserved $25,000,000 within ' the

amount we are authorized to loan by Parliament so that we can lend this
amoûnt to you'as soon as the details of the agreement'are worked out . I think
the Minister would also be willing to inform you of the Government's intention
to increase the 'amount of the credit at a later date, when Parliament increases
the amount which the Government may loan under our legislation .

I find it' is not altogether clear from - the correspondence and records of
discussions on this matter just what length of loan your Government would
wish to obtain . from us . . In 'Mr. Ilsley's message to M. Gutt of April 9th,94
several lengths of loan were mentioned, with interest rates dependent upon the
length chosen . Perhaps it would be desirable for us to discuss this matter
furtherbefore proceeding with the drawing up of a draft agreement . If, on the

other hand, your authorities have already decided on the term they would wish,
I would be glad to learn of it from you . I believe -you are familiar with the
principle by which we determine the interest rate that we'are prepared to offer
for loans of various terms.

40

94S

~4th
;r of
) rtu'
.ge gt

Proceeding now to deal with the specific inquiries in ' your letter to me, I

should sày first of all that we would be quite prepared to agree that the funds
provided in the credit could be used to meet the needs of the Congo and the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,'as well as Belgium . We are also quite agreeable
to the ~second point : that Belgium may pay off the debt before maturity if it so
desires, paying either in gold or in Canadian dollars . I believe in fact that this
point was covered explicitly in paragraph 10 of the draft agreement which Mr .

Bryce gave to M . Gutt on May I 1 th. ' ,
I

In regard to your major point, stating that you would wish Belgium to be
able to make repayment-with any Canadian dollars coming into the hands of
the Belgian Treasury or the National Bank of Belgium, there are more detailed
points to be considered. We should be prepared to agree to repayment from
any Canadiandollars accruing to'Belgium from current account transactions
betweèn 'Belgium and Canada .' This would include category (a) mentioned i n
your letter, i .e ., dollars received in the purchase of Belgian currency for the use
of Canadiân troops, and also probably category (d), Canadian dollars obtained
from the ' purchase" b}i Canada of Belgian francs, particularly for financial
transactions, though I think it would be desirable to settle more clearly whatYou have in• mind in this category . We should also be quite prepared to have the
loan repaid with Canadian dollars acquired from the International Monetar y
Fund'or the International Bank for Development and Reconstruction . There is
more difficulty ;" however, in 'regard to Canadian dollars derived from capital
account sources, inasmuch as this may conflict with the principles of ou r
exchange control . Normally • under our exchange control, Canadian dollars
obtained from the sale of assets in Canada by non-residents are not regarded as
good Payment for exports from Canada . The reason for this is, of course, to
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prevent such .action being used to nullify our general control over capital 
movements. Consequently, we would need to qualify our agreement in regard 
to the repayment of the loan with Canadian dollars derived from the sale of 
Canadian securities held by residents of Belgium to restrict it to the use of 
Canadian dollars derived from the sale of Canadian assets held by residents of 
Belgium, as authorized from time to time during the period in question by the 
Foreign Exchange Control Board of Canada. ,I believe that the Board would be 
willing to give sympathetié consideration to requests that Canadian dollars 
derived from the sale of Canadian assets held by residents of Belgium prior to 
the commencement of Canadian exchange control . in 1939 (or acquired 
subsequently with Canadian dollars owned by residents of. Belgium as at 
September 16, 1939, or in exchange for assets originally owneci) could be used 
for repayment of loans made to the Belgian Government. On the other hand, 
the Board would be less likely, I believe, to agree to the use for this purpose of 
the proceeds of sale of Canadian securities acquired by residents of Belgium 
outside of Canada since the commencement of exchange control. Furthermore, 
of course, we should not wish the loan to be repayable with Canadian dollars 
purchased in unofficial markets-outside of Canada in which non-residents of 
Canada may sell Canadian dollars to one another. 

In your paragraph 3 you ask that during the course of the agreement and 
particularly during "such period as foreign exchange regulations in Canada 
require that exports from Canada to Belgium result in the sale of U.S. 
dollars ...," we assure you that the Bank of Canada will undertake to sell 
Canadian dollars for U.S. dollars at the official rate in effect on any day in 
which you may wish to purchase Canadian dollars, in order that your Treasury 
may benefit from the option provided to it in Article 9 of the draft agreement. 
We are quite prepared to agree to this, and it means that in 'effect the loan can 
be repaid at any time from Canadian dollars derived from the sale to the 
Canadian Foreign Exchange Control Board of U.S. dollars. 

In regard to your last point, we are quite prepared to provide in the 
agreement that the moneys may be paid into an account in the name of the 
National Bank of Belgium. I presume you will make the necessary arrange' 
ments with the Bank of Canada in this respect and for the operation of the 
account. Our cheques will, of course, be payable to the Belgian Government ,  
but I presume that the National Bank of Belgium is authorized to accept them 
on behalf of your Government. ' 

When you have had a chance to consider this replay, I would suggest that 
officials of your Embassy might get together with officials of my Department ,  
and perhaps of the Bank of Canada, and get the necessary documents prePar ed 

 so that we may complete the arrangements and the tiansfer of the credits t° 
your account without delay." . ; 

Yours very truly, 
W.' A. MACKINTOSII 

"L'accord fut signé à Ottawa le  25 octobre 1945. Voir Canada, Recueil des traités. 1 945,   re 29425.  
The agreement was signed at Ottawa on October 25, 1945. See Canada, Trcaty Series. 
No. 22. 
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NORVÈGE/NORWAY
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• L'adjoint exécutif du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada
au sous-ministre des Finances

Executive Assistant to Governor of the Bank of Canada'
- to Deputy Minister of Finance

San Francisco, Apri125, 1945

Dear Dr. Clark, , , .
I have just had a long conversation with Mr . Arnold Raestad, Governor of

the Bank of - Norway, who came to see me regarding methods of financing
Norwegian purchases in Canada after liberation . In my conversations with Mr.
Hallvar Hillestad a couple of weeks ago regarding the transfer of United States
funds to Canada by the Norwegian Trade and Shipping Mission, it had beenarranged that the matter should be further discussed with Mr . Raestad here in
San Francisco, which explains why he came to see me .

He began, by saying that the London Government had recently been giving
general'consideration to Norwegian post-war requirements and possible creditarrangements with Sweden, Switzerland, ' the United States and Canada . They
were not prepared to go through with the deal which Hillestad discussed with
me at the present time, except as part of a more general arrangement, which
would include financing some part of their purchases through credit .

Their Canadian dollar requirements are now , eestimated at $20,000,000 to
$30,000,000 to cover the first eighteen months, but this figure" is regarded as
rock , bottom, as it ' is anticipated that when the Government gets back to
Norway, and the departments re-established, they- will be reminded of many
important items which they have overlooked . They would like to think in terms
of about fopr years ahead and, on this basis, Mr . Raestad thought that their
requirements would be at least $70,000,000 . As to * the character of the 'suppliestheY want, he was,very - indefinite ; the only concrete information he had was
that they would want to buy $10,000,000 worth of wheât in addition to the
$4•g million worth of wheat they already own in Canada . I made it clear to Mr .
Raestad that the, negotiations would have to be conducted with you . However, Ioutlined

,to him the general character of our legislation, and mentioned that,
the appropriation being limited, we would want to make any credit initially
granted of a magnitude which would see them through say the first eighteen
months, but that there might be a simultaneous exchange of letters on the
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from New York banlcs, and a Certain amount of' gold with us — I believe 
$12,000,000 or $15,000,000. He said that the Norwegian Minister in Ottawa 
had tried unsuccessfully to get a copy of the Czech Credit Agreement." I 
wonder whether you Could send a copy of this down to me ori copy of the type 
of agreement that you would propose to the Norwegians, so that he can give 
thought to the questions it raises before going to Ottawa. 

It would be helpful if you could reply to this letter by airmail via diplomatic 
pouch. Mr. Raestad will make no further moves until I get in touch with him 
again. 

• I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Towers. 
With kind regards, 

119. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. RASMINSKY 

DF/Vol. 4321 

Le sous-ministre des Finances 
, 	à l'adjoint exécutif du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada 

Deputy Minister of Finance 	' 
to Executive Assistant to Governor of the Bank of Canada 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, May 1, 1945 

Dear Mr. Rasminsky: 
I have your letter of April 25th, 'reporting your conversation with Mr. 

Arnold Raestad, Governor of the Bank of Norway, about the possibilities of 
financing Norwegian purchases in Canada following the liberation of Norway. 
I very much appreciated your letting me have so fully and so promptly the 
information which he gave you and the inquiry which he made about any 
further information that we might want. 
• In general, the information we would like to have would be whatever they 

could tell us in regard to the amount, nature and timing of their requirements 
from Canada. In particular, and because of the current shortage in the amount 
of funds we have at our disposal before the next session of Parliament, I would 
i

f 
 to know how much they would need during the next six or eight months. 

We should also like to have some general information regarding their external 
financial position, but you appear to have obtained the essential facts and given 
them to us in your letter, both in regard to their sterling resources and their 
dollar resources. There is no other information which I can think of at the 
moment that we should like to have and which he is unlikely to have with him. 
If anything else occurs to me I shall write you again. 
, I regret that we have not a copy of our agreement with Czechoslovakia on a  
n an , 	I could send you, and there will not be time to have another copy 

-- Voir Canada, Recueil dei traités, 1945, N° 25. See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No. 25. • 
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typed before this letter must leave. However, I am sending you enclosed a copy 
of the agreement which we are tonight signing with the Netherlands, from 
which I have had removed the name of the Government and the rate of 
interest.. As you will recall, the rate is somewhat misleading in this agreement 
because of its connection with the larger transaction. .I should point out that 
the Netherlands authorities do not wish any announcemenu or information 
about this loan given out at the present time. For that reason  I do not believe 
you should indicate to anyone there that we have concluded this agreement. 

We shall be glad to see the Norwegians as soon as they can be here. I ought 
to point out to you, however, and perhaps you should point out to them, that 
the bulk of the funds available to us for direct loans under the Export Credits 
Insurance Act are already pretty well committed, and that if their require-
ments in the next six or eight months exceed a few million dollars, it may be 
necessary to consider guaranteed loans, at least on an interim basis. The details 
of this, however, are a matter we can discuss when they get here, but I think it 
desirable that you should not give them the impression that we can provide 
them with much in the way of direct credits in the next few months. For your 
own information I might say that we have, of course, committed $15 million to 
the Czechs, and now $25 million to the Dutch. We have offered $25 million to 
the Belgians, and the French have been in recently, hoping to get large 
amounts and rather disappointed to find that we could only give them $20 
million or $30 million in the next few months. In addition, Crena de longh 
expects to be here in the next week or two to arrange a credit for the 
Netherlands Indies. Almost certainly all of these will want direct credits, and it 
is obvious that our present appropriation will not suffice to meet all these 
requests. 

With kindest regards, 
Yours very truly, 

W. C. CLARK 

120. 	 DF/Vol. 4321 

L'adjoint exécutif du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada 
au sous-ministre des Finances 

Executive Assistant to Governor of the Bank of Canada 
. 	to Deputy Minister of Finance , 

, 
CONFIDENTIAL 	 San Francisco, May 9, 1945 

Dear Dr. Clark, 	 - 
I conveyed to Mr. Arnold Raesiad, Goveinor of the Bank' of Norway, the 

gist of your letter of the 1st. I saw him todà'y at his request and he  express
very deep, disappointment at our difficulty in extending credits in substantial 
amounts until there  is  a fresh appropriation of funds. He said that he had since 
1940 been an ardent propagandist in favour of extending trade relates 

 between Norway and Canada and that it would therefore be particularlY 
disappointing to him if financial considerations were to stand in the waY. He 
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recognized, however; that the Norwegian ' Government should have approached
us earlier and referred to the necessarily disorganized nature of the activities of
a government in exile which had 'prevented them from doing so as soon as they
had knowledge of our export credits Insurance Act .

He said at first that the question of taking guaranteed credits would be a
difficult one for Norway. The Government itself would not wish 'to borrow
from, any individual commercial bank and certainly not from a particular
exporter . To borrow from an individual' bank would place them in an invidious
position . The Norwegian Trade and Shipping Mission which has, as I recall, a
balance of some rive or six million dollars in Canadian funds (arising out of
shipping earnings which they have chosen not to convert into United States
funds) is not authorized to borrow. The Bank of Norway is also debarred under
its statutes from borrowing and a special decree was required to authorize it to
contract . the sixteen million dollar loan from the group of American banks
which I referred to in my letter of Apri125th . This loan, incidentally, is for two
years on a 2% basis . The 'amount is somewhat larger than the Norwegians
wanted and they had to extend it to allow a reasonable participation by
practically all the New York banks . The funds raised by the Bank of Norway
in this way' are being loaned and not sold to Norwegian ship owners and
exporters in , order to preserve the so-called self-liquidating character of the
transaction which is being handled through the Norwegian commercial banks
and not directly by the Bank of Norway . The Bank of Norway is a private joint
stock company with shares fairly widely distributed and actively traded in . The
Governor and the Deputy Governor are appointed by the King in Council and
the other three directors by the Norwegian Parliament to whom the Bank is
directly responsible . This no doubt explains the conservative way in which its
borrowing operations are handled .

I told Raestad that the whole question was one which should be discussed
with you 'and suggested that he proceed to Ottawa as planned after the
Conference . He said at first that the difficulties he saw 'in the way of
guarantees,` even if the guaranteed loans werejo be repaid out of later direct
credits to the Norwegian Government, were so great that he doubted whether
it would be worth proceeding unless there was a reasonable hope that fairly
substantial amounts might be available in direct credits .

I' asked him what 'he estimated their Canadian dollar requirements to be
during the next six ' or eight months. He refused to ' answer this question saying
that thèir - requirements were variable since the distribution of their purchases
would depend in large part on financial considerations and they might be
obliged to direct their purchases to certain countries where easier finance was
available: He 'again • mentioned the fact that credit negotiations were ' under
discussion with Sweden, Switzerland and the United States . He also informed
me (though he was not quite sure whether this information was official) that
the Argentine Government has just made a gift of forty thousand tons of wheat
to Norway and the Swedish Government has provided the use of three tankers
to transport the wheat .
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Le sous-ministre des Finances '

a~ l'adjoint exécutifxéeuti du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada

Deputy Minister of Finance
Canada
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reasonable period, the new credit to be entered into as soon as Parliament had 
given us the necessary increase in our appropriation. We will be very glad, of 
course, to Sit down with some one representing Norway ànd consider a 
mutually satisfactory program for financing the total of their probable 
Canadian purchases over an agreed period." For your information, 1 may say 
that we had a very pleasant discussion with M. Guindey,'°° and reached, I 
think, a mutual understanding of our mutual positions. In view, however, of the 
small size of the credit which we could make available at the moment and in 
view of the French desire not to jeopardize a future credit deal with the United 
States, M. Guindey, after discussion with M. Pleven'°' in Washington, 
confirmed to me today that they would prefer to proceed with cash payments 
for the next few ,  months and with' the hope of entering into a large credit deal 
some time next fall when our increased appropriation should be available. The 
cash purchases made during the next few months will be allowed to count as 
meeting in part any provision for a proportion of cash payments which we may 
include in the agreement. This decision on the part of France, which is the one 
I expected, will release an additional $20 to $30 million of lending authority. It 
will enable me to meet de Iongh's immediate requirements of $15 to $20 
million-  and make it possible for me probably to do a somewhat similar deal 
with Norway  if  Norway should require it. M. Gutt has also been here this 
weeki" and he is to give me his reply in about ten days' time after he has had 
an opportunity of discussing our proposals with his Government in person. 
Incidentally, I had again to express our reluctance about entering into 
monetary agreements or mutual credit arrangements and M. Gutt while not 
accepting our argument fully nevertheless stated that he personally understood 
our position and that it was what he expected. 

I hope you will prevail upon Mr. Raestad to come to Ottawa in order that 
we may get down to brass tacks on his problem. I  sent the copy of your letter to 
Mr. Towers, who expects to leave with his colleagues on Monday.'°' 

Yours sincerely, 
W. C. CLARK 

r. 
Lt 
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'or m I '''Voir le document 128./See  Document 128. [er 	mlitené Pleven, ministre des Finances de France. a 	
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122. 	 ' 	DF/Vol. 4321 
L'adjoint exécutif du gouverneur de la Banque du Canada 

au sous-ministre des Finances 
Executive Assistant to Governor of the Bank of Canada 

to Deputy Minister of Finance 	, 

San Francisco, May 22, 1945 

Dear Dr. Clark, ' 	• 
As I telegraphed you yesterday' a group of Norwegians is planning to go to 

Ottawa next week to negotiate an export credit. 
I had a visit yesterday from Colbjornsen [sic] and Hillestad who are going 

instead of Ràestad for the reason mentinned in 'my telegram. The conversation 
was very general and revolved around two main questions: (a) the amount of 
their Canadian dollar .requirements until the end of this, year and (b) the 
question of partial payment in U.S. dollars or gold. 

On the first question they were rather indefinite as they did not have recent 
estimates of their .  Ministry of Supply. They spoke, however, of total require-
ments, of twenty million dollars.' I said that on the basis of the information I 
had had from you this was probably higher than could be made available out of 
the present appropriation. By the time they get to Ottawa they will have the 
supply representative along with them and will no doubt have a more exact 
idea of how much they want to spend and what they want to spend it on. 

• On the question of partial payment in foreign exchange they put up quite a 
strenuous battle against any such provision. The line they took was that 
Norway did not want to borrow more than she needed to and would certainly 
pay as much as she could in .cash so there is no necessity for any specific 
understanding regarding part payment in foreign exchange. Hillestad also 
produced the extraordinary argument that our asking for part payment in 
foreign exchange was based on a bilateralist approach which was contrary to 
our declared policies. I naturally replied to this that the opposite was true, that 
multilateralism in financial matters meant using the currency of third countries 
to settle international transactions and this is what we were proposing. 

I stated very emphatically that the decision in these matters was in your 

hands but that I could not possibly advise you to undertake to finance the 
whole of the Norwegian deficit of Canadian dollars even for a limited period (),f  
time. I explained that we were the world's largest solvent debtor, that we hau 
to have a certain inflow of United States funds  to  keep our economy going, that 
in the past our current account deficit with the United States had been covered 
by converting the surplus arising in transactions mainly with the Unite,d  
Kingdom and continental Europe and that we had to maintain our Unitee  
States dollar income as high as we could. They knew that there was  
provision for part payment in foreign exchange in the'Czech agreement and I 
explained that this was because the Czechs had no foreign assets  of  anY 
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magnitude and that in all other agreements negotiated since that time there
was such a provision .

We did not discuss, except obliquely, what the proportion of foreign
exchange payment should be . In explaining the technique, however, I used an
arithmetic example given by Colbjorsen, taking as the basis a United States
dollar payment of 25% of the amount of credit extended. I think that they
would agree to go at least,this high and unless you feel that we should make
these percentages uniform for all countries, I do not think that you should go
any lower.

I imagine that, they will go over all this ground with you again . Hillestad
particularly is a tough negotiator but they have been softened up here .
Incidentally, in explaining our need for United States funds I made no
reference to the United States dollar content of our exports and I do not think
that this is really a strong argument as it involves discussion of particular
commodities. They have, as you know, already bought a good deal of wheat in
Canada and are now planning to buy ten thousand tons of flour .'The Norwegian Vade and Shipping Mission has certain Canadian dollar
deposits`arising out of shipping earnings which they have chosen not to convert
into United States funds. I asked what these deposits now amounted to and
what they proposed to do with them. Hillestad said that theÿ now amounted to3.8 million dollars (you can check this through Turk)10' and that they regarded
this as a normal working balance . It is high for a normal working balance but I
am inclined to think that you could let this ride ' and raise no objection to them
retaining these balances or using these balances to pay for exports (which we
have as a matter of fact already undertaken to permit) but relate the United
States dollar payment to the amount of the credit .

I am sending a copy of this letter to Donald Gordon103 and enclosing
herewith cop}► of the letter I am writing him .t

Yours sincerely,

L. RASMINSK Y

d
;d
io

1y

1045 Turk, conseiller, Commission de contrôle 'du change étranger .S .
Turk, Adviser, Foreign Exchange Control Board.âu

C
Onald Gordon, gouverneur adjoint, Banque du Canada et présidcnt Commission d prix etmmerce en temps de guerre . - , es

Donald Gordon, Deputy Governor, Bank of Canada and Chairman, Wartime Prices and TradeBoard .
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123. 	 DF/Vol.4321 
Mémorandum du ministère des Finances 
Memorandum by Department' of Finance 

[Ottawa, June 14, 1945] 

MEMORANDUM RE CONVERSATIONS WITH NORWEGIANS 
THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1945, CONCERNING CREDIT 

• UNDER THE EXPORT CREDITS INSURANCE ACT 

These meetings had been arranged originally by Dr. Clark and Mr. 
Rasminsky, the latter having been in touch with the Norwegian representatives 
in San Francisco about the question, as indicated by the telegrams on file. 

I spoke to Mr. llsley immediately before meeting the Norwegians, and he 
agreed that I might negotiate a loan with thein for $12m. or $13 m., being 
what we had available under the existing appropriation. He also agreed to the 
interest rate and other terms being in accordance with the general practice and 
principles we had already establis.hed. 

At 10.30 in the morning we had a meeting .in Room 123 at which were 
present: Mr. Arnold Raestad, Governor of the Bank of Noiway, Mr. D. Steen, 
Norwegian Minister to Canada, Mr. Ole Colbjornsen [sic], Financial 
Counsellor to the Norwegian Embassy in Washington, Mr. H. Hillestad, 
representative of the Bank of Norway in New York, and Mr. Skaug, main 
representative in North America of the NorWegian Ministry of Reconstruction, 
representing Norway; Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. English of the Department of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Rasminsky and Mr. Coyne of the Bank of Canada, 
Mr. Pierce of External Affairs, and Mr. Tolmie and I from the Department of 
Finance. 

At the opening of the meeting Mr. Raestad reviewed 'generally the 
Norwegian financial position and their need for imports. He stated that they 
would not be able to make use of a guaranteed loan at present, owing to legal 
difficulties on their side, and that they would like to obtain a direct loan. Mr. 
Skaug outlined the general nature of the goods Norway would like to obtain 
from Canada, which include notably about 8,000 trucks, worth, say, $1 0  111 . ,  

over the next year, perhaps half of this coming in 1945, some $5 m. to $8 m. 
worth of wheat and flour during the remainder of 1945, perhaps $5 m. of re 
equipment of various types, and $3 m. or $4 m. worth of farm machinery,  

although their program has not been definitely allocated in this item as yet. In 
addition, there would be various smaller items. They were interested in the 
possibility of getting as well some small wooden fishing vessels and semi-d1°  
engines for fishing vessels. They thought in general that they would be able t°  
use a credit of $30 m. to make these various purchases in Canada during the 
next year or two. 

Following this a short discussion ensued in regard to the Canadian reques, 1  
that Norway should obtain a portion of its requirements in Canada during the 

 period by the sale to Canada of gold or U.S. dollars. No attempt was made 1° 
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reach a decision on this matter at this . meeting . In the conversation Mr .
Rasminsky reviewed the,- present situation of Norwegian balances in this
country,' which include 'an official account convertible into U .S. dollars and a
non-official account which is not .

In regard to the terms of the credit itself, the Norwegians have inquired
what length of credit it would be possible for Canada to provide to them at
21/4% interest and at 3% interest . They would not wish to make any repayment
of the credit for the first six years but would be willing to have it spread evenly
over the remainder of the period .

It was agreed that Mr. Skaug would meet with officials of the Department
of Trade and Commerce to discuss the purchase program in more detail, and
that the Norwegians would meet at 4 .30 p .m. with the representatives of the
Bank of Canada and - the Department of Finance to discuss the foreign
exchange aspects as well as the credit itself. '

In thé afternoon at 4 .45 a meeting was held in the boardroom of the Bank of

figure :of -25% - which they felt was high . The Norwegians argued also tha t

Canada, ' at which were' present the rive Norwegian representatives, Mr .
Tolmie, Mr . Rasminsky, Mr. Coyne and Mr. Bryce . Mr. Tolmie and Mr.
Bryce had prepared drafts for a credit agreement and for a letter to the
Norwegian Minister from the Minister of Finance . These drafts were discussed
at some length . In regard to the credit agreement there were no particular
points of controversy or negotiation . Mr. Raestad had some worries about the
wording of Clause 9, and it was agreed that a letter would be drawn up to
explain what "a specified foreign currency" was intended to mean in this
paragraph .

The principal discussion at this meeting concerned the percentage of the
credit which Norway would agree ~ to spend in Canada from the proceeds of
gold or foreign exchange during `the period in which the credit was used . The
Norwegians argued that their foreign exchange position would not permit them
to incur substantial liabilities of this nature . Mr. Rasminsky had suggested a

account should be taken of advance payments which Norway had recently
made in the U .S. for trucks and for flour. The payments for trucks had
amounted to '$ 1,129,000, and the payments for flour to approximately$ 650,000, Mr . Skaug pointed out that he had already written to the Canadian
Mutuâl Aid Board about the possibility of covering the payments for trucks
under thecredit some weeks ago . Mr. Rasminsky pointed out that these earlier
PaŸments amounted to approximately the difference between a 25% and a 20%
cash Purchase ratio applied to the proposed $30 m. amount of the total credit .ne . sugg ested , that ~, rather than make the cash purchase arrangement
retroactive,we might agree on a figure ~ of 20% . The Norwegians finall ythou h •

5t that this might be acceptable to them, but said that they would have to
consult Oslo about it .

In regard toalternative the general terms of the credit, I offered the Norwegians the
of payment in 9 annual instalments at the end of the 6th to the end
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of the 14th year at 23/4%, or payments in 17 annual instalments at the end of 
the 6th to the end of the 22nd year at 3%. The Norwegian representatives did 
not criticize these terms at all, but said that they would like to ask Oslo which 
would be preferable. This course of action was agreed to by the Canadians. 

The Norwegians wished to insert in the draft letter in the third last line on 
the first page, following the word "through", the words "one of its official 
agencies or through." This was agreed to. 

The following day Mr. Colbjornsen; Mr. Skaug and Mr. Steen came in to 
see me. They had thought there might be some points to discuss but it 
developed there was nothing further except the arrangements regarding 
signature, which Mr. Steen had taken up with Mr. Tolmie, and the possibility 
that action by the Norwegian Government on this matter might be delayed, 
due to changes in the Norwegian Cabinet. The Norwegian representatives 
asked me whether it would be satisfactory if there was a delay beyond June 
25th to have any cash payments made from that date forward included in the 
20% cash payment under the agreement. 1 said I thought this would be 
satisfactory from our point of view. 1 confirmed this later with Mr. Rasminsky. 

•  R. B. B[RYCE] 

124. 	 . 	DF/Vo1.4321 

Mémorandum du ministère des Finances au ministre des Finances 
Memorandum by Department of Finance to Minister of Finance 

[Ottawa, June 19, 1945 ]  

RE: CREDIT TO NORWAY 

You will recall my speaking to you last Thursday about negotiating a credit 
with representatives of the Government of Norway, in accordance with 
arrangements originally made by Dr. Clark through Mr. Rasminsky in San 
Francisco. You agreed on Thursday morning to my proceeding to negotiate 
such credit on the general terms. which Dr. Clark had arranged with other 
Western European countries and for an amount of $13,000,000 immediately,  
to be increased later in a manner similar to that arranged with the Nether' 
lands. 

The negotiations resulted in a draft agreement,' which we gave to the  
Norwegians on Thursday afternoon, which provides fora credit Of 
$13,000,000. The form of this agreement is almost identical with that in the 
case of the Netherlands and I have therefore not attached a draft of it. We  
offered the Norwegians the choice of two periods and interest rates, either: 

(i) repayment in 9 annual instalments, commencing at the end of the 6th year 
and 'running to thé end of the 14th year, in which case interest would be at 
2%%; or 
(ii) repayment in 17 annual instalments, commencing at the end of the 6 th 

year and running to the end of the 22nd year, in which case interest would be  
at 3%. • 	; 
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The first period would average 10 years, and for a credit• of this length the
Dominion would now pay 2.62%. The second credit would average 14 years in
length, and for this period the Dominion would pay 2 .93%. Thus in each case
we have left a margin such as Dr. Clark considered desirable. You will note the
margin is less in the case of the longer term than in the case of the shorter term
credit. That is in part an attempt to meet the Norwegian desire for a
substantial period without exceeding the 3% which has normally been regarded
as the top figure at which the Dominion is borrowing currently . In part also it
is an endeavour to take into account the shape of the curve of interest rates and
the fact that the average rate- that would be appropriate to each of the 17
instalments would be not 2 .93%, such as I mentioned above for 14 years, but
considerably less than that at 2 .77%. This difference between the appropriate
rate for the average term and the average rate that would be appropriate to the
various instalments, is one that becomes quite important as we get into these
longer, terms. The Norwegians asked to be permitted to consult Oslo as to
which of these alternatives they would prefer, and we agreed .

The' Norwegians also agreed, somewhat reluctantly after prolonged
negotiation, to make purchases for U .S. dollars or their equivalent 'in Canada
during'the time that they were drawing on the credit, in amounts not less than
20% of the âmount of the credit. This is the same percentage which the~
Netherlands agreed to and which we have asked the Belgians to agree to, if
they obtain credit .

We have suggested in the draft lettert from you to the Minister for Norwayin Canada that the amount of the credit would be increased to $30,000,000
when there wâs sufficient appropriation for this purpose. This is the'same typeof arrangement that was made by Dr. Clark with the Netherlands . The amountof $30,000,000 we' felt was in accord with the magnitude of the proposed
Noïwegiân purchasing program here and was not excessive in terms o f
Norway's general financial capacity .

We have not'yet prepared any recommendation to Council for approval of
this proposed agreement, and I think we should wait until we hear from
Norway as

; of course, we must know which of the alternative periods theyprefer
: In the meantime, however, I would appreciate it if you could confirm

whether the arrangements along the lines suggested above are satisfactory toYou .106

R. B. B[RYCE]

1 01 a note su'
: ~ ^

i
The vante Éta i t écrite sur le mémorandum :fo4owing note was written on the memorandum :

Appro"d •(107j June 2 5/43 J.L. 1(Isley)
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125. PCO

TOP SECRET

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

lié [Ottawa, August 2, 1945 ]

EXPORT CREDIT POLICY ;

FRANCE; NORWAY ; NETHERLANDS ; U.S .S.R .

10. THE SECRETARY submitted a memorandum from the Department of
Finance regarding export credits to certain European countries for purposes of
reconstruction .

The French government desired to obtain Canadian imports during 1945-46
totalling some $475 millions, apart from military and naval supplies provided
under Mutual Aid, and had asked for a credit of approximately $330 millions
in this connection. French requirements were under detailed study by the
Departments of Trade and Commerce and Reconstruction and the Department
of Finance recommended that the amount of credit to be extended should be
determined primarily by the size of the programme of exports which the
Canadian government was prepared to permit, having in mind alternative
export markets and Canadian domestic requirements .

The government of Norway had requested a credit of $30 millions to finance
Canadian exports during the next two or three years . The Minister of Finance
had recommended an immediate credit of $13 millions, to be followed by a
subsequent credit of $17 millions, subject to the increase by Parliament of the
lending authority of the government under the Export Credits Insurance Act .
Repayment would be in nine annual instalments commencing at the end of the
sixth year, with interest at the rate of 2'/.%. It was also agreed that Norway
would purchase in Canada with U .S. dollars an amount equal to 20% of the
credit provided.

The government had already entered into agreement with the Netherlands
government to provide a credit of $25 millions and the Netherlands had been
informed that it was the intention of the Canadian government to provide
additional credits of $60 millions during the next four years, subject to the
granting by Parliament of additional lending authority . The Netherlands
government had now requested an additional credit of $25 millions to finance
an immediate programme .

The U.S .S.R. had opened negotiations for a substantial export credit and a
number of alternative plans had been suggested by the Minister of Finance in
accordance with the general policy of the government . Meanwhile, the
U.S .S.R. had requested a credit of between $2 and $3 millions for the purchase
of certain hydro-electric equipment, already ordered in this country and in part
ready for delivery. This sum would be repaid either as part of a larger credit or,
failing this, in accordance with one of the alternatives already suggested by the
Canadian government .
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This whole programme would require an increase in the lending authority 
under the Export Credits Insurance Act from $100 millions to approximately 
$700 millions. 

(Departmental memorandum on Export Credits for European Reconstruc-
tion, undated)» 01  

11. THE CABINET, after discussion, 
(a) deferred to the next meeting further consideration of the granting of 

credits to France and the Netherlandsr' 
(b) approved the granting of a credit of $30 millions to the government of 

Norway, on the basis above set out as recommended by the Minister of 
Finance; and 
(c) approved the granting of a credit to the government of the U.S.S.R. of up 

to $3 millions, on the basis above set out as recommended by the Minister of 
Finance. 

SECTION F 
FRANCE 

DEA/6993-A-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM H-59 	 San Francisco, May 1st, 1945 

Following from L. S. St. Laurent for Honourable J. L. Ilsley and copy to 
Honourable C. D. Howe, Begins: I have had interesting conversation with 
Vice-Admiral Fenard, Chief of French Naval Mission at Washington. He is 
very anxious to place with us, at earliest possible moment, orders for tug boats. 
He says our specifications fully meet their requirements, whilst American 
specifications would require substantial changes. Tells me matter of 
contracting delayed because they are not clear as to what financial arrange-
ments they can make under our export credit provisions. If these arrangements 
are expected to be concluded sometime and such orders accepted, it would be 
helpful to be able to make announcement within a couple of weeks and thus 
allay fear of unemployment in St. Lawrence River shipyards. Could you let me 
know what arrangements for exports credits for this purpose French can make 
with us if they want to go ahead at once. Ends. 

"L'accord fut signé à Ottawa le 25 juin 1945. Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, N° 27. 
The agreement was signed in Ottawa on June 25, 1945. See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No. 
27. 

'Voir les documents 132 et 107./See Documents 132 and 107. 

126. 
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127. 	 . DEA/6993-A-40 
• 

 Le secrétaire d'État  par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs , 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM D-112 	 Ottawa, May 5th, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Hon. L. S. St. Laurent from J. L Ilsley: • , 
Have read with interest your report on your conversation with Vice-Admiral 

Fenard re purchase of tug boats in Canada and the obtaining of export credits 
here. In respect of export credits we have had somewhat the same difficulties in 
dealing with the French as in the case of Mu.  tual Aid, namely, 'their failure to 
send promptly some person or mission authorized to make an official approach 
to us, explain their needs and problems and discuss the whole matter fully and 
frankly with us. Over the last year we have had two or three approaches made 
by persons who said they were not authorized to speak officially and not able to 
explain French requirements here or the precise type of credit desired. The 
latest approach of this sort was made to my Deputy about two weeks ago by M. 
Bernière.'" Clark endeavoured to explain the situation as best he could in 
vacuo and suggested that if the French Government would send someone who g 1 I 
was authorized to negotiate with us, we would be very happY to sit down with 
him, consider their whole program of purchases in Canada and endeavour to e 1  5 
work out a comprehensive plan (involving export . credits and a certain 
proportion of cash payments) which would be mutually satisfactory to both 
parties.  At the same time he had to explain that our limited appropriation for I( 
direct Government to Governmenr credits was now nearly exhausted hY 	t 
commitments already made. to 'other countries and that if France desired a 	( 
large credit we could only make  an  agreement now for one of $20 to $30 	; 
million and by an exchange of notes agree to increase this credit to the higher 
amount desired when we had an additional  appropriation  from Parliament. Mr. 
Dernière said that he would discuss the mattei with M. Monnet H°  in 
Washington but expressed the view that a 'credit of $30 million would hardly he 
considered sufficiently  important  to bring M. Monnet to Ottawa. 

Clark has received no fuither: word from M. Berniére but Mr. RasminskY 
has had certain discussions with M. Guindey in San Francisco and Clark bas  
now received advice that M. Guindey is coming to Ottawa and will be here for 
a couple of days around May 10th. M. Guindey is Director of Foreign Finance 
in the French Ministry of Finance and sho,uld be in a position to discuss and 

'eft. Bernière, président, Mission française des approvisionnements au Canada. 
R. Dernière, President, French Supply Mission in Canada.  • 

"Jean Monnet, chef, Mission économique française aux États-Unis 
Jean Monnet, Head of French Economic Mission in United States. 



negotiate on matters of this character . Incidentally . he advised Rasminsky that
they had not raised the possibility of obtaining a credit here bécause they, did
not wish to prejudice their position vis-à-vis the United States .

We would of course be prepared to consider an export credit to France and
the interest rate would depend on the term over which the credit was to be
repaid .,Our policy is to fix a'rate at the cost at which the Dominion Govern-
ment borrows in this market plus a small differential . As in other cases we
would not be willing to grant a credit for the full amount of French purchases
here but would require a reasonable proportion to be paid for in gold or U.S .
dollars for reasons which will be clear to you in view of the U .S . dollar content
of Canadian*production and our heavy indebtedness in the U .S .

I hope we should be able to deal with the whole matter satisfactorily when
M. Guindey arrives .

128• DEA/6993-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in France

DESPATCN 437 Ottawa,`May 29, 1945

Sir :

Discussions were held early this month
I
between Mr . Guillaume Guindey,

Associate Director of the Treasury of the French Finance Department, and
officials of the Canadian Department of Finance on the subject of a Canadian
export credit to France . No agreement was reached because the amount of
credit which'could be made available by Canada could not exceed $30,000,000
and thë French requirement is very substantially in excess of this amount -
probâblj► something between $100,000,000 and $200,000,000 although no
amount was mentioned.

We . think, that the French reluctance to conclûde an agreement for
$20,400,000 'or $30,000,000 was due to their desire not to prejudice negotia-
tions with the United States.

The French have indicated that they wish to resume negotiations later, at a
time when itawill be possible for us to seek the approval of the Canadian
Parliament for an amount more commensurate with what the French consider
to be their need . In the meantime, the French will purchase for cash in Canada
throu gh their Supplies Mission in Ottawa . It is expected that some arrange-
ment can be made so that their cash purchases will be considered as part
PaYment in cash under such credit agreement as may be reached .
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Under the credit arrangements with Belgium and
the

Ne t cent financed byand 8 per
20 per . cent of the purchases are , tome

1t das h the French .
credit . A similar arrangement is conte p

I have etc.
G. DET. GLAZEBROO K

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/6993-A-40

Le sous-ministre par intérim des Finances

résident, le Conseil français des approvisionnements
au P

Acting Deputy Minister ofFinance
to President, French Supply

Ottawa, July 7, 1945

t l

r i

Dear M. Bernière: you and M. Paul-
I am writing in reference to the discussion concerning the means of

Boncour12 had with Mr
. Bryce about ten days ago

the ro osed program of French purchases in
Canada,

extended byfinancing t P P
particularly the possible negotiation of tarliament at its next session provides

Canada - to France when the Canadian P

additional lending authority to the Government for export credits
. I T a in tMd

it
that M. Monnet would like an opportun Y to - discuss this matt e
Ilsley and possibly other Ministers before he leaves for France in the next fe

w

ialsweeks .
has discussed this matter with the Ministers

anid
Mr. Ilsley

primarily concerned with such questions, and Government a credit to France
that he would be prepared to recommend to the

discussions with
in an amount and on terms to be agreed upon

following
pending the approval of

representatives of the French Government; and that ,
en he would be willing to

the necessary increased authority
bmingrthe Government's intentiobne Of

providin g
a letter to your Ambas

roviding the credit once the necessary Parliamentary
.' authornty has

granted. are already familiar with the principle followed to gra~t
I believe you a

Government in determining the interest rates on which
it is prepared above

such credits - which is, broadly speaking, that the rate
forba

coightly
esPond1°g

the rate at which the Canadian Government can borrow of
derstand that your Government would prefer to have r ch F~ench

period. I un
the loan commence, only after an inte rval of some,years dur ing which

Il 'Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, Nos 22,28 .
Sec Canada, Treaty Serics,1945, Nos . 22, 28-

112G . Paul-Bonçouf, conseiller of France .Commercial CounsellorA, Embassy
France.

G . Pa
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exports can recover to reasonable dimensions, and to have repayment spread 
over as long a period as possible in order to reduce the burden on the French 
balance of international payments in any  one year. If, in order  to  accord with 
your desires in this respect, the loan were to be repayable in twenty annual 
instalments, commencing at the end of the fifth year, the interest rate, 
determined in accordance with the principle noted above, would be three per 
cent per annum. 

I believe your authorities are also familiar with our practice of asking 
countries obtaining export credits to purchase at least an agreed portion of 
their Canadian requirements for gold or its equivalent. We must do this as 
Canada requires a continuing supply of United States dollars (over and above 
those which can be obtained in direct trade with the United States), in order to 
maintain her own economy and to continue the payments on her own very 
substantial obligations to the United States. It is only by obtaining some 
current payment in cash that a country as heavily indebted as Canada is to 
other countries can herself undertake to lend to others, even in this period of 
reconstruction in Europe. 

We should like to discuss the amount of the proposed loan in relation to 
what Canada will be able to supply to France up to the end of 1946, and also, if 
the amount is to be large, in relation to the'other foreign credits which France 
is proposing to obtain in the United States and elsewhere. 

If  you will let me know when it would be possible for M. Monnet and any 
other French representatives to discuss this subject, I would be glad to try to 
arrange the necessary meeting with Mr. Ilsley and others for this purpose. 

• Yours very truly, 	. 
W. A. MACKINTOSH 

DF/Vol.4317 

Le président, le Conseil français des approvisionnements, 
au sous-ministre par intérim des Finances 

President, French Supply Council, 
to Acting Deputy Minister of Finance 

No. 5367 • [Ottawad July 16, 1945•

Dear Mr. Mackintosh: 
I ackno'wledge receipt of yo'ur letter of July 7th about the financing of the 

French program of purchases in Canada. 
Mr. Monnet has instructed mé to advise you that he will be very glad to 

come to Canada to discuss this matter with Mr. Ilsley and the other ministers in the next few days. 
I think the best way would be for me to get in touch with Mr. Bryce to 

arrange the appointments. 

130. 

Yours very truly, 
R. DERNIÈRE 
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131. 	« 	• 	 PCO/Vol.35 
Mémorandum du ministère du Commerce ' 

Memorandum by Department of Trade and Commerce 
.; 

RE: PROPOSED EXPORT CREDIT TO FRANCE 	• 

The French request is for a loan of approximately $340,000,000. This 
amount is 70% of a proposed program amounting to more than $475,000,000. 
However, an examination of the "program of import" shows that it includes 
nearly $100,000,000 of goods which will not be physically available before the 
end of 1946. The remainder, totalling $387,00,000 may be divided into three 
main categories: 
(1) Wheat, totalling $110,000,000. 
(2) Items réadily available, totalling $180,000,000. 
(3) Harbour equipment and ships, totalling $97,000,000. 

,4 

It may be possible to continue to supply considerable quantities of wheat to 
France, although most recent Wheat Board estimates place our prospective 
carry-over at a much lower figure than was originally thought likely. The main 
problem is one of transportation, especially during the winter months and it 
will probably be impossible to supply France on the scale contemplated in the 
"Program of Import" without materially cutting into our allotment to Great 
Britain. The Minister of Trade and Commerce, while unable to undertake any 
commitment at this date, *recommends that the figure of possible French 
purchases of wheat in Canada be cut to $90,000,000. 

A large number of items on the French "Program of Import" are in fairly 
easy supply and will assist France substantially in her own rehabilitation 
problem. The Minister of Trade and Commerce recommends that provision be 
made for the financing of $180,000,000 worth of these goods. 

The third group of items, totalling $97,000,000 are items for the reconstrue-
tion of France's seaport and inland waterways, including $40,000,000 worth of 
ships. Full information as to the possible availability of these items is not yet at 
hand. In any case, these are items in which the Department of Trade and 
Commerce feels that it has small or no continuing interest. The Minister of 
Trade and Commerce recommends that these items be left in abeyance until 
fuller consultations may be had with the Minister of Reconstruction, but in anY 
event, recommends that $97,000,000 be the maximum. 

Thus, if the third group of items is to be proviiled, the aggregate purchase 
would be: • 

(I) Wheat 	90,000,000. 
(2) Available Items 	180,000,000. 
(3) Harbour Equipment and Ships 	 97,000,000. 

[SECRET] [c. Aiigust 8, 1945] 

S367,000,000. 
Deducting 30% cash payment, i.e. 	  $I 10,000,000. 
the amount of loan necessary would be  $257,000,000— 	say $250,000,000.  



It is not possible' to regârd the loan as likely to contribute directly to
"facilitating and developing trade or any branch of trade" between Canada
and France . Indeed, its .very size is such that the French problem of servicing
and amortizing it out of current trade ibalances may well put them under ;
pressure to attempt to limit imports artificially and drastically, once the basic
materials for reconstruction have been provided and payments on the loan
begin to fall due . Many of the items requested embody little hope of continuing
trade, among them paper, carbon steel, and the large items for seaports and
inland waterways and for ships .
- However, a - large part of the program' is physically available and it is

difficult to find any more advantageous outlet for these goods at the present
time . The proposed loan will be of material assistance to France in feeding her
people and rehabilitating her communications and industrial system . This may
be ~ regarded ' as - a prerequisite to the recovery of economic well-being
throughout Europe and consequently a contribution to the recovery of
maximum international trade. If it is decided to provide France with aid on this
scale, careful consideration should be given to the desirability of asking for an
interchange of most-favourcd-nation treatment as a concomitant of the loan .
We already have m.f.n: treaties with all the other countries with whom we have
signed loan agreements, though not with China and Russia where the question
may be raised . It might be advisable, too, in view of the history of French
commercial relations, to ask the French for some statement of policy or intent
with respect to non-tariff trade discriminations, such as quotas, import levies,
export subsidies and foreign exchange controls .

The Minister of Trade and Commerce recommends that these consider- '
ations might be raised with the French before the loan agreement is finally
concluded .

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1 /ENCLOSURE 1]
DF/Vol .431 7

Mémorandum du ministère des Finances au Cabinet -
Mémorandum front Departntent of Finance to Cabine t

[Ottawa,j August 8, 194 5

RE: POLICY ON EXPORT CREDITS TO FRANC E

The Gôvernment of France has requested a credit from the Canadian
Governinent; as and when the export Credits Insurance Act is amended to
increase the amount which may be loaned, to finance 70% of the cost of aproposed

, progfam, of French purchases in Canada during 1945 and 1946,
which amount in, all : to approximately $475 million . Agreement has been
reached'with the French representatives on possible terms for such a credit, in
accordancewith the principles being - followed 'by the Government; it is
pro Posed , the loan should bear •interest at 3% and be repaid in 30 annual
instalments commencing at the end of the first year and extending to the end of -
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substantial,
the 30th year. The . amount - of , the loan requested is .so
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French governments and fro m
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United States and
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substantial gold reserves
much foreign debt as yet, it is true, and

the actual amount of
(about $2,000,000,000) and
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French Government is
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million to finance exports of $270 million within the program submitted by 
France, plus an additional amount to be determined later to finance the sale of 
ships, barges, scows and other port equipment which is still under consideration 
by the Departments of Trade and Commerce and Reconstruction. This 
additional credit for ships, etc., should not exceed $70 million. 

A memorandum from the Department of External Affairs recommending 
the provision of credits to France for reconstruction purposes is attached 
hereto. It is understood the Minister of Trade and Commerce is also submitting 
a memorandum on this question. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

DEA/6993-A-40 

MémorandUm du ministère des Affaires extérieures 

MemorandU m by Department of External Affairs 

'[Ottawa,  n.d.] 

CREDITS FOR FRANCE 	 . 

The achievement and maintenance of social order in France and her 
economic well-being are of great political importance to Canada as a means of 
lessening the danger of war. In priority, the importance of stability in France 
ranks next to that in the United Kingdom, for Western Europe cannot prosper 
while there is distress and unrest in France. 

Advices received from London and Washington make it clear that the 
Governments of the United Kingdom and the United States are most seriously 
concerned with the probable political effects in Europe of 'economic want. The 
British view is that unless we all work very hard the situation in Europe will 
deteriorate rapidly and dangerously; that the future of France will largely 
depend on its success in dealing with economic problems and that the failure of 
France to get supplies from abroad may not only entail a collapse of the new 
French Government, but lasting ill-feeling between France and the United 
States and the United Kingdom. 

The United States is well aware of the serious prospects of Europe next 
winter in the absence of a programme of very extensive assistance, and has 
adopted a generous lend-lease and credit policy toward France. . 
, With so much at stake it would be politically wise to do our utmost to 
'surflish supplies to , France and to provide the necessary credits, which appear 

an in  comparison with the sacrifices we have already made in the interests of 
vorid order. 	. 	' 
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DEA/6993-A-40

Le ministre des Finances '. °
au chef, la mission économique française aux États-Unis

Minister of Finance
to Head, French Economic Mission in United States .

Ottawa, August 16, 1945

Dear M. Monnet :
_ The 'program of French purchases in Canada and the suggested credit
arrangements to assist 'France in financing these requirements, which you
discussed 'on July 23rd'with Mr . St . Laurent, Mr. Howe, Mr . MacKinnon and
myself, have been considered by the Canadian Government . The Government
has studied this prôgram in the light of what you and others have told 'us of the
urgency of France's needs and also in the light of Canada's ability to supply
these items required, particularly at a time when other demands upon our
production, labour and materials in several fields are still very heavy . We
understand that this program includes the purchases which France has already
made since April 25, 1945 . We have 'come to the conclusion that -we will be
prepared to make available to France credits sufficient to finance 70% of the
cost of that amount of your program which we feel Canada can supply, subject,'
of course to the Canadian Parliament at its forthcoming session approving an
increase in the Government's lending powers adequate to cover this and other
requirements . . These credits would be furnished on the terms upon which
tentative agreement was reached with you when you were here, that is, the loan
would bear interest at 3% and would be repayable in 30 annual instalments,
commencing some time in 1947. It is understood that the remaining 30% of the
cost would be 'paid by France' in cash, and that this agreed payment in cash
would include the cash payments made by France'for purchases since April
25th of this year. We would propose that the credit be available for use up to
December 31, 1946 .

The Department of Trade and Commerce has examined your proposedprogram in detail, apart from those items in Tables No . 34, 35(a), 35(b) and
36,t comprising mainly ships and boats of one type or another and harbour .equipment

. On the basis of this review, the, Government is prepared, if and
when the necessary 'authority - has' been obtained from Parliament, to provide
you with credits of $190 million to finance 70% of the cost of purchases of
approximately $270 million, which is the amoûnt . of purchases within your
program apart from the items noted above, which the Government believes
Canada` will be ~reasonably able to supply, during this, year'and next year . When
the appropriate Departments have studied the situation in so far as possibilitie s

upplying•the ships and other items specified in Tables 34-36 are concerned,the Governrrient .will be prepared to consider, this matter further and to agree to
the provision of additional credits equal to 70% of the costs of the amount of
these items Which`the Government considers Canada can properly supply in the
circumstances of the next year . '
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I wish to make clear that in agreeing to provide credit to assist France in 
this purchasing program, the Canadian Government is not guaranteeing that 
France will in fact be able to obtain all the supplies in question. The 
Government will be prepared to facilitate these French purchases by assistance 
in procurement, but cannot undertake to force Canadian producers to meet 
these French requirements in preference to other demands. ,  

At this time when Canada will be assisting France to increase substantially 
its imports from Canada for purposes of reconstruction, and when the 
Canadian Government hopes to see an increase in exports from France to 
Canada, it seems to me appropriate to suggest that Canada and France might 
agree to extend to one another Most Favoured Nation treatment in commercial 
policy. Such action would, I think, impress »upon the people both of France and 
of Canada our intentions to develop future trade between the two countries on 
a mutually advantageous basis. I understand that the Departmént of External 
Affairs would welcome an opportunity to 'discuss the possibility of such action 
with representatives of your Government at an early conVenient date. 

I understand that the French Supply Council in Canada is discussing 
further with the Department of Reconstruction and the Department of Trade 
and Commerce the various types of ships, boats and seaport equipment on 
which we have not yet reached a decision, and I hope now that your Mission 
has more complete details of the items in which you are interested, we shall be 
able to come to an agreement shortly on this portion of the program. 

Yours very truly, 
' J. L. !ism 

134. 	 ' DEA/6993-A-40  

' Le chef, la mission économique française aux États-Unis, 
au ministre des Finances 

Head, French Economic Mission in United States, 
to Minister of Finance 

August 26, 1945 

Dear Mr. Ilsley: 	 • 	. 	r 

beg to acknowledge receipt of your  letter of the 16th instant giving an 
outline of the cOnditions' under which the . Canadian Government is willing t° 
finance our requirement's in Canada up to thè end of 1946. 

The  conditions Indicated by you are agreeable to us: namely, 70% of the  
amount agreed betwéen you and us to be financed by loan of 30 Yee 
répayable in 30 annual instalments comméncing in 1946 at a date suitable t° 
you, the interest to be 3% Per annum on the outstanding amount. 

We note that you agree to financé our purchaie up to 270 million dollamrs  
and also I 'understand you are willing to considér-  to increase it by about Iv,'41  
million dollars for the purchise of ship and sea'-pcirt equipment. I shall be glau 
to know the decision d the Cana.  dian Govérnment on this matter. 

220 
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As I informed you during our conversations, we would like to make the 
terms of this agreement as nearly similar as possible to the conditions we have 
obtained in the United States. In the, latter, case the ratio of cash payment is 
20% and we would like to have the same proportion accepted by you in .  our 
agreement. The total cash payment by the French Government to Canada 
would be the same, but instead of making the agreement operative from April 
25, 1945, we would set a later date so that the amount of cash payment 
involved in the agreement would arnount to 20%. 

We will place our orders before the end of 1946 and it is understood that 
these agreements cover all goods and materials included in the program which 
we have agreed with you, or with such modifications as might be mutually 
agreed upon. 

These purchases are intended for France, North Africa and the French 
Empire. 	 • - 

As  regards  your suggestion concerning the most favoured nation clause, this 
is a question which in due course will be discussed between the representatives 
of our countries; but, in conformity with the general principles included in the 
lend lease master agreement which is well known to you and that France has 
signed, I can now assure you that the French Government will collaborate with 
the Canadian Government in '.a concerted action to eliminate all forms of 
discriminatory treatment in international commerce, and to the reduction of 
tariffs and other trade barriers. 

r wish to 'express to you the French Government appreciation for the 
coopeiation you are giving us in this matter and for the contribution you are 
thus making to the French recovery. 

Yours very truly, 
JEAN MONNET 

DEA/6993-A-40 

Le ministre des Finances 
au président, le Conseil français des approvisionnements 

Minister of Finance 
to President, French Supply Council 

' 	Ottawa, September 6, 1945 

Dear Mr. Bernière, 
You will recall that in my letter of August 16th to Mr. Monnet, in care of 

Y°urselt I informed him that the Canadian Government will be prepared to 
make available to France credits sufficient to finance 70% of an amount of 
purchases of $270,000,000 on your proposed program of purchases, apart from i 	

i 
terns  - n tables Nos. 34; 35 and 36,t and I stated that when the appropriate 
p  

epartments had studied the possibility of supplying the ships and other neating 
equipment specified in these tables, the Government would consider the  matter further  and  agree to the provision of additional credits equal to 70% 

t 
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under which the Canadian Government is willing to finance our requirements 
($345,000,000.00) up to the end of 1946, the amountof credit to be granted us 
by your Government being $242,000,000.00. 

My office informs me that Mr. ' Bryce has consented that the agreement 
should become effective retroactively as of 20th July, 1945. 	 • 

May I ask you if it would be possible to have now a letter consolidating 
briefly the correspondance exchanged between ourselves in this matter and 
which would then constitute, with our answer to it, the gentlemen's agreement 
between our two countries while awaiting the additional financial authority to 
be granted by your Parliament. 

With a renewal of my sincere thanks for your kind cooperation during these 
financial negotiations, please believe me, 

Faithfully yours, 	' 
R. BERNIÈRE 

137. 	. 	 DF/Vol. 4317 • 
Le chef, la mission économique française aux États-Unis, 

au ministre des Finances 

Head, French Economic Mission in United States, 
i• 	to Afinister of Finance 

Washington, le 23 Septembre, 1945 

Monsieur le Ministre, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser réception de votre lettre du 13 septembre ainsi conçue: 

"Dear Mr. Monnet, • . , 
I am writing to you to confirm and set forth the points of agreement 

regarding the Credit which it is the intention of the Canadian Government to 
provide to the Government of France, and about which we had several 
discussions in recent wèeks. 

I  am able tOi tell you that it is the intention of the Canadian Government if 
and when the Canadian Parliament increases the authority of the Government, 
to make loans under Part 2 of the Export Credits Insurance Act, to enter into 
an agreernent with  the Government of France under which credits will be made 
available to France during the remainder of 1945 and in 1946 for purchasing 
Canadian 'goOds within the programme of proposed purchases which your 
SuPPly  Mission • in Canada , has submitted to us. The amount of the Credit 
which we'are prepared to fUrnish under the agreement, is $242,500,000. This 
Credit  will be furnished on the understanding that it will not exceed 80% of the 
value of the purchases made by the Government of France in Canada during 
the period from July 20th 1945 to December 31st 1946. In calculating such 
Purchases, it is understood that those made pursuant to requisitions placed by 

al 
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les conditions dans lesquelles seront exécutés nos achats au Canada pour la fin 
de 1945 et en 1946. 	' 	_ • 	, • 
Je puis vous assurer, d'autre part, que mon Gouvernement partage votre désir 
de coopérer en vite d'établir des relations commerciales stiivies entre la France 
et le Canada, et qu'il sera heureux de discuter les questions mentionées à ce 
sujet dans votre lettre en prenant pour guide les principes généraux auxquels 
vous vous référez. • 
Je tiens à vous exprimer, au 'nom du Gouvernement Français et en mon nom 
personnel, ma très vive appréciation pour l'intérêt que vous manifestez pour la 
reconstruction di la France et les sentiments de comprehension mutuelle entre 
nos deux pays dont vous n'avez cessé de faire preuve au cours de nos 
conversations. Je ne doute pas que l'accord auquel nous parvenons aujourd'hui 
sera la source de développements heureux et également profitables de notre 
commune amitié. 

Veuillez agréer etc. 
JEAN MONNET 

138; 	 DEA/6993-A-40 

Décret en Conseil 
Order in Council 

P.C. 6490 	 Ottawa, 12 October, 1945 

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 
Ilth October, 1945, from the Minister of Finance, representing, — 

That by Section 3 of the War Appropriation Act. No. 1, 1945, the 
Government of Canada may act as the agent of the Government of any British 
or foreign country allied with His Majesty, for any purpose which in the 
Opinion of the Governor in Council will aid directly or indirectly in the 
prosecution of the war, and any obligations or costs incurred temporarily or 
assumed by.  the Government of Canada in the exercise of such powers may be 
paid out of any unappro'priated moneys in the Consolidated Revenue Fund; 

That, follow. ing the lermination of actual hostilities, supplies, including 
foodstuffs and other essential civilian requirements, will still be needed by the 
governments of countries 'allied with His Majesty, pending the termination of 
the war, for wartime purposes including the repatriation of their. armed forces, 
the occupation 'of enemy territory, the disarming of enemy forces, and the 
military government of enemy peoples; 

That it,will aid in the prosecution.  of the war for the Government of Canada 
to act as agent of the aforesaid governments in the purchase of foodstuffs and 
other essential supplies in Canada; 

That the GovernMent of France, one of the aforesaid governments, has 
requested the Government of Canada to procure supplies, including foodstuffs and  other esseittial civilian requirements, on its behalf, and has undertaken to r  
elmburse the Goirernment of Canada for expenditures made on its behalf; 
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The  Committee, therefore, on the recommendation of the Minister of 
Finance, advise that under and bÿ  virtue of the War Appropriation Act No. 1, 
1945, the said Order in Council P.C. 6490, of 12th October, 1945, be hereby 
amended by deleting the words and figures "Twenty Million Dollars 
($20,000,000)" where they appear in the last paragraph of the said Order in 
Council, and substituting therefor the words and figures "Forty Million Dollars 
($40,000,000)." 

A. D. P. HEENEY 
Clerk of the Privy Council 

SECTION G 

CHINE/CHINA 
140. 	 DEA/6993-C-40 

Le sous-ministre des Finance 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 Ottawa,  November 6, 1944 

Dear.  Mr. Robertson: — 	 • 
I believe I have already mentioned to you, and I now wish to inform you 

officially, that His Excellency the Chinese Ambassador came in to see me in 
the latter half of October to request a loan to China under the Export Credits 
Insurance Act. He said his Government had instructed him to ask for a credit 
of $50,000,000 in order that they might proceed to purchase various types of 
capital equipment in Canada for export to China- at the earliest possible 
opportunity. 

I did not obtain many details from His Excellency, who did not seem to be 
in a position at the time to furnish them, and it appeared to me that they 
wished consideration at this stage to be given to the questions of principle and 
the total amount involved. I assured him that we would consider the matter in 
principle and that I would communicate further with him about it. He 
indicated some desire on the part of his Government to get an early answer. 

We have been anticipating for some time' a request from the Chinese for a 
loan or guarantee either under this legislation or otherwise, but I had hoped 
that it would not be necessary to make a decision on this difficult matter before 
land or sea  transport  to China had been opened up once more. It occurs to me 
that the Chinese Governm.  ent may be making an application at this date 
because they .fear that other countries may be applying and we may be 
c_ommitting the whole of the funds available to us under the Export Credits 
Insurance Act. I would hope that it would prove possible to convince the 
Lhinese authorities.  that they cannot make use of any crcdits in Canada for 
s.cnne considerable, period, because of transportation difficulties, and to assure th 

 that we will give any requests they makc most careful consideration at 
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discussion of a request from the Chinese Government for a loan of fifty million 
dollars under the Export Credit Insurance Act for the purchase of various 
types of capital equipment in Canada for export to China when satisfactory 
communication routes are reopened.  • . 

. The first question that needs to be considered is the stability of the present 
Chinese Government. The ideal of central government in China is as old as 
Chinese history itself. The concept has been nourished by a sense of unity of 
race,- written language, customs and beliefs, and a rich common national 
history and literature,' a like degree of civilization and a sense of geographic 
distinctness from the rest of the world. Despite certain obvious setbacks, the 
Chinese people as a whole have achieved during this war more than ever before 
the sense of that national unity which it has been the aim of the nationalist 
revolution fathered by Dr. Sun Yat-sen to foster. However, the survival of a 
good deal of local autonomy, both in provincial and smaller units, must be 
expected to be a continuing feature of Chinese politics and the Chinese 
economy until  the country has been more completely bound together by 
railways, highways and airways, and until the efficiency of large-scale machine 
production of consumers' goods has overcome the independence of local 
handicraft industries. 

There have been two formidable challenges to the National Government's 
aim of achieving and asserting its control over the whole country. One has been 
the provincial separatist movements led by old-style war lords; the other is the 
so-called Communist movement. It is, I think, generally agreed that the 
Central Government, through a series of opportunistic manoeuvres, has 
managed to maintain essential control over the various war lords in the 
outlying provinces, and that they are a diminishing threat to its supreme 
authority, unless allied with some new and more dynamic force, such as the 
Communist movement. The Communists, however, have managed during the 
war period to extend very considerably the area of their control behind the 
Japanese linés so that, today, they claim that popular governments which they 
have organized administer large sections of north and central China, 
embracing a population of some eighty-five million people, with a regular army 
approaching a half million men, supported by a people's militia numbering over 
two million. 

While there is as yet no indication that the Kuomintang-Communist 
differences will be resolved in the immediate future, there appears to be no 
necessary fundamental clash of interests between the two groups.that cannot be 
resolved,in time. We consider that while the Communists will continue for the 
present to  support  their local autonomous governments by maintaining a 
separate army, they do not aim at secession and the establishment of a separate 
Sovie
twes  

t-supported State in North China, but rather the inclusion of representa- 
of their party and other minority parties in a national coalition 

government which would continue to be presided over by Chiang Kai-shek, and 
which would embark on simultaneous policies of industrial development and 
aagrarian reform.. The Communists say they will be prepared to give up their 

when they consider that civil liberties and the existence of their party is 
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guiranteed by an operating constitution. ThCre is no evidence to indicate that 
the Soviet Government wish'es to see separate Communist-controlled states set 
up in North China and Manchuria. It seems more in part that they will wish to 
see China under a strong, unified and democratic government with broad 
popular support and receiving considerable assistance from the western 
democracies towards industrialization and a better living standard for her 
people. 

The present Central Government of China, with which we are in diplomatic 
relations, enjoys the advantage of a virtual monopoly of experience and 
qualified technical personnel in such fields as foreign affairs, banking, large-
scale industry, communications (railway, highway, river, and air), higher 
technical education and the more specialized. branches of modern military 
science. However, this advantage cannot be fully exploited in China's present 
condition. Moreover, some observers argue that the Communists make up in 
morale what they lack in technical training. The probability exists, therefore, 
that unless the present difficulties between the Central Government and the 
Communists can be settled by arbitration, resort to force by either side would 
result in a long and inconclusive _civil war. Such as prospect might seriously 
distrub international relations in the Pacific area and must be avoided if at all 
possible. 

It might be argued that any loan granted the Chinese Government for 
unspecified purposes might be construed by some as releasing other funds of 
the Chinese Government for the purchase of munitions that might be used in 
civil war. This being the case there might be a good deal to be said for 
postponing a decision on the 550,000,000 loan until the internal situation in 
China is more settled. Meanwhile we might suggest that we would be prepared 
to consider credits or guarantees for the purchase in Canada of specified items 
of national use to China which could not be construed as aiding one side in any 
prospective civil war. Moreover, obligations for capital equipment of 
constructive national value would be more likely to be honoured if another 
government were to succeed the present government. 

Something should be said here about thé probable plan of development that 
will govern China's post-war modernization. Westerners in China observe that 
while China is a nation at war, the main interest in Chungking has not been in 
the war but in the post•war period of. reconstruction and industrialization. 
Without large-scale assistance from the United Nations the Chinese see no 
early possibility of being able to drive out the Japanese. They are now 
confident, however, that Japan will be defeated in due course by the growing 
power of the United Nations, particularly the United States. It is too earIY te 
say whether the recent changes in the Chinese Government will make ! tr  
possible for China to participate more fully in the defeat of Japan. Even " 
more attention is concentrated on the immediate war effort, much interest Will 
continue to be taken in the post-war era, where Chinese aspirc to see a strong 
and united nation — politically, economically,' and culturally — erting 3 

beneficent leadership in world, and especially Far Eastern affairs. 
ex  
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The Chinese realize that the place of security and influence in the modern
world which they covet can only be realized by a modern China. They are in
dead earnest about their responsibility for . leadership in the Far East, about
filling the power vacuum that will be created in the area by the defeat of
Japan, and about not making the blunders in their relations with other nations
that have characterized Japan's brief career as a world power . There is no
question whatever that the . present Chinese way of doing things is inadequate
for this role. In self-defence and in order to fulfil national aspirations China
must industrialize, and do it . rapidly. It may have to develop more light
industry than heavy, but for its own salvation it must maintain certain essential
forms of production and must build up transportation and communications .

; To the end that China may canalize the greatest amount of energy possible
towards rapid industrialization after the Japanese have been expelled from the
country the Central Government, private organizations and individuals have
devoted much time to the elaboration of plans for economic development . In a
recent~ speech to Chungking Dr . Sun Fo, President of the Legislative Yuan,
said that "since the adoption of the general resolution relating to economic
matters by the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang in September
1943, the Government, through the Executive Yuan and a special committee of
the Legislative Yuan, have made detailed studies to work out rational and
practical solutions to the problems of our post-war economic structure . The
aim was how to realize an ordered development of industry on an improved
agrarian foundation . . . . A set of general principles was formulated and
submitted to the Supreme National Defence Council for a final decision early
this month (December 1944)." In his speech Dr. Sun gave an informal version
of these general principles. They called for the co-ordination of all economic
enterprises under a General Economic Plan, which has not yet been elaborated .
The following are to be exclusive state enterprises: postal and tele-communica-
tions, important national railways, large hydro-electric power plants, arsenals
and mints and such public works as harbours and irrigation and conservancy
projects . 7he state may enter other industries (e .g ., iron and steel, air lines, et
cetera) in -, competition or co-operation with private enterprise . Private
enterprise is expected to conform to the General Economic Plan . There is to be
no restriction on the percentage of foreign capital in joint enterprises, but the

' Chairman of the Board of Directors of such enterprises must be a Chinese
national . Foreigners may also operate their own enterprises in China, although
these are subject to Chinese laws, must fit into the G .E .P., and in some cases
require special authorization .

I

- This statement of general ' principles seems to indicate a sensible attitude
towards ' the post-war economic development of China. The General EconomicPlan, .which has yet , to take final form, and the regulations that will be
introduced to give it effect, will of course be most important . I do not think we
can eXpect to know at this time what form they will take . There are still many
factôrs which will

shape the final form of this plan and the enabling legislation
which cannot be foreseen yet .by the Chinese planners themselves . Nevertheless ,

, .~~~ .
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Vincent said that he himself would favour a policy of limited credits for clearly 
defined and commercially legitimate purposes. Before such credits were 
advanced, or at least at the time that they were, he thoug. ht  that it would not be 
unreasonable to expect the Chinese Government to pay in cash for some 
purchases from its very substantial holdings of United States dollars, which he 
said now amounted to over a billion dollars. Mr. Acheson agreed with Mr. 
Vincent in thinking that, while Dr. H. H. Kung," 4  Mr. T. V. Soong and some 
of the other major figures around Chiang Kai-shek had a pretty clear 
understanding of the difficulties that would face them in trying to obtain all 
that they desire from the United States, they would continue to push their 
programme in the hope that political, economic and sentimental considerations 
might lead the United States Government to over-ride its economic advisers. 
The Chinese bolster their hope with such arguments as that the United States 
will Wish to build up their country as a military ally in the western Pacific, that 
the United States will have an enormous post-war surplus production to dispose 
of, and that the American people have a long tradition of friendship for and 
philanthropy towards the Chinese people. 

, By way of summary, I might state that while there appear to be no 
irreconcilable differences between the Chinese Central Government and the 
Communists that cannot be settled by arbitration, conversations between 
representatives  of the two groups which have been going on intermittently for 
some tiMe now, more recently with the good offices of the United States 
Ambassador, have failed as yet to produce a formula agreeable' to both  parties. 
Like the United States, we attàch great importance to sound settlement of the 
Kuomintang — Communist differences, assuring post-war internal peace in 
China. Not only would a long and inconclusive civil war between these two 
factions  postpone any prospects there May be for the development of the 
Chinese internal market, but it would  rase  issues that might gravely unsettle 
international peace in the Pacific area. For this reason, and because there is no 
indication that the United States is prepared at this stage to make a 
comparable loan, I think it might be wise to postpone taking a favourable 
decision on the  Chinese request for a loan of $50,000,000 until the situation in 
China and in respect to the policies of other creditor countries becomes clearer. 

As an alternative to this loan, I think we might tell the Chinese Ambassador 
that we s\vould be prepared to consider limited credits for specified purposes, or 
guarantees on approved contracts. Such a procedure would give us a better 
oPportunity to consider our own supply position with regard to the items 
requested, and- would also enable us to pass on whether the Éoods ordered 
would be  put  to constructive use in China. 

If the Chinese ask for military or quasi-military supplies under these credit 
or guarantee arrangements' we could point out that a procedure has already 

114., 	2 	_ 
V  Ice-president, Yuan exécutif et gouverneur, Banque centrale de Chine. Vice-President, Executive Yuan and Governor, Central Bank of China. 
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been worked out whereby such requests will be dealt with by the Mutual Aid 
Board. 

Yours sincerely, 	' 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

142. 	 DEA/6993-C-2-40 
Mémorandum du ministère des  Finances 
Memorandum by Department of Finance 

FOR FILE 	 [Ottawa,]  April, 1945 

RE: PROPOSED LOAN TO MING SUNG INDUSTRIAL CO., CHUNGKING, CHINA 

. Roy Peers"' called me this morning from Washington to say that Dr. T. V. 
Soong and he had had a meeting with Mr. Howe, Mr. Pearson and apparently 
others in Washington yesterday at lunch, and had dismissed the proposed 
Canadian loan to the Ming Sung Industrial Company to purchase vessels in 
Canada. He said that Dr. Soong wanted to work out a master agreement under 
which the credits would be given- to the Chinese Government, who would 
apparently use them in part to purchase the vessels from Canada which the 
Ming Sung Co. wishes to obtain, and then the Chinese Government would 
lease them to the Ming Sung Co. Dr. Soong said that he would be talking in 
San Francisco to the Prime Minister and would mention this to him. Peers said 
Mike Pearson had suggested that he might speak to Rasminsky as well in San 
Francisco about this. Mr. Howe, said Peers, had told T. V. Soong that Canada 
wished to deal directly with the Chinese companies requiring equipment from 
Canada, rather than give blanket credits to the Government. Peers himself said 
that he had told Soong that he felt the Canadian proposal was a better one 
than what Soong was suggesting. Peers asked me if I agreed with this point of 
view. I said I thought our letter' to  Lu"  made clear that that was ciur view. 

Peers was calling me primarily to inform me ,what the situation is and also 
to confirm, if possible, what our current view is on the alternative put forward 
by T. V. Soong. I said that I felt San Francisco Was not the appropriate place 
to discuss alternative arrangements, particularly as the're would be no one there 
familiar with the previous negotiations. Peers said he agreed with this point of 
view, and that it was likely Soong wai coming to Ottawa within the next month 
and could discuss it here. 

I called Rasminsky and told him of the developments and suggested that he 
look up the documents already in the bank's possession on this matter. I told 
him that there weie,' three major arguments in .favour of credits to the 

Company rather than to the GovernMent: These were: 

"Conseiller, Commission des ressources nationales de Chine. 
Adviser, Chinese National Resources Commission. 

"Lu Tso-fu, président, Ming Sung Industrial Corporation Ltd. 
Lu Tso-fu, President, Ming Sung Industrial Corporation Ltd. 
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;(1) We want to know with whom we are dealing and make sure that all,the
credit is used for the purpose intended. In particular, we want to ' avoid any of
the credit being dissipated or used in some way , for personal advantage .
(2) We feel it is desirable to establish trade connections with Chinese

businesses and industries, rather than with the Chinese Government .
(3) In' view of the established position, the "know-how" and the real

resources of the Ming Sung Industrial Co., the nature of the industry they are
in, and the general reliability of Lu himself, we feel the credit of the company
may be superior to that of the Government itself .
Consequently, we would prefer to be lending to the Company as well as having
the guarantee of the Government. Moreover, we feel there is an advantage in
having the credit an ordinary commercial-type obligation, as that may have
certain advantages in case of exchange difficulties or social unrest .

I told Rasminsky that I thought it might be awkward to explain why we did
nôt wish to deal directly with the Government and that would be a problem in
diplomacy. I said I thought one could rest the case on the desire to establish
direct trade connections . I said I would call him again after I had spoken to Dr .Clark.

When I spoke to Dr. Clark he said that he had already had several
conversations with Dr. Sun in New York, who was acting for Mr. Lu, following
conversations which Dr. Sun and Mr. Lu had had with T . V. Soong . Dr. Clark
said that the only point they had raised had been regarding the cash payment .T. V. Soong had felt this was unnecessarily high and wondered if it could not
be reduced or eliminated . It was apparently this point which Dr. Clark
contemplated their discussing in San Francisco with T. V . Soong. He said that
Lu had apparently raised some cash without recourse to the Chinese
Government, but apparently would need to get some foreign exchange from the
Government in addition, to meet the amount which we had asked for in cash .

or, Clark' felt that probably Mr . Robertson rather than Mr . Rasminsky
ought to discuss the matter with T . V. Soong in San Francisco, and said that hewould call Mr. Robertson to explain the situation to him .

R. B. BRYCE

DEA/6993-C-2-40
Lé sous-ministre des Financesau sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Deputy Alinister of Finance10 Under-Secretary of State for External AffairsPERSONA,L` .

Ottawa, April 20, 1945
~ear Nôrman [RobertsonJ ,
IndÛSIs morning,

I
Mr. Sun, who accompanied Mr . Lu of the Ming Sungtrial Côr • g gWith us . poraton to Ottawa and carried on practically all the negotiationscalled me :frôm New York to discuss certain angles of our proposed.. . t . .t. f!{._ 4 . ) :' ., . . . . ,
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credit to Ming Sung. I am sending you herewith a note which I made in regard 
to the conversation in order that you may be fully informed if Dr. Soong raises 
the question in San Francisco. I think you Will remember the announcement 
made by the Chinese Government some two or three months ago in respect of 
their economic organization after the war in which it was said that the 
Government- would confine its industrial activities to large industries and 
certain public utilities, that private enterprise would be allowed to carry on in 
other fields (including shipping, I believe) and that in the area of private 
enterprise, foreign financial assistance would , be welcome, perhaps under 
certain conditions. Mr. Sun also points out that the Chinese Government has 
already agreed to guarantee a credit made recently by the United States 
Export-Import Bank to a private company in China and that instead of our 
deal being a bad precedent there had already been created an exact precedent 
for it. 

In your discussion with Dr. Soong you perhaps may avoid the dangers of 
reflecting on the credit of the Chinese Government by indicating our general 
preference for assisting private enterprises at least in fields where private 
enterprise seems competent to do the job required. 

With kind regards and best wishes for success on your present mission, 1 am, 
Yours very truly, 

W. C. CLARK 

[PIÈCEJOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du sous-ministre des Finances 

Memorandum by Deputy Minister of Finance 
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PROPOSED EXPORT CREDIT TO MING SUNG INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION, 

. 	CIIINA 

Mr. Sun of Mr. Lu's staff called me from New York today to ask whether I 
had heard of the recent change in attitude to the proposed crcdit assumed bY 
Dr. T. V. Soong. Neither Mr.  Lu  nor any  one of his advisers was present at the 
conference in Washington between Dr. Soong and Messrs. Howe and PearS011 

on Tuesday or Wednesday of this week but they had heard that Dr. Soong wit, 
the attitude that the credit should be  made  directlje to  the  Government ol 
China, which would purchasè the shiPs' and then lease thcm either tO Ming 
Sung or to some other corporation, that the Chinese Government preferre d  
cxport credits to be niade directly to it and that if this loan to Ming Sung wen, t 

 through it would create a bad precedent. Mr. Lu was greatly surprised at this 
change of attitude 'On' Dr. Soong's part and wished to  assure me that in the, 
conferences between himself and Mr. Peers with Dr. Soong the latter lea 

expressed the view that our deal appeared to be a good deal, apart from the  
fact that the Cash payment of 15 per cent seemed to be a bit high. 

L`u.Was quite concerned with the new turn  of  events and he and rvfr; 
Sun are fliing back to Chungking (prObablY leaving next Wednesday) se 



the Generalissimo and to find out whether by any chance there had really been
a basic change in, the policy, of the Chinese Government which had been
enunciated two or three months ago and which indicated that shipping was to
be left in private hands . Mr. Lu felt there had been no such change and Mr .
Sun said that he wished me 'to know that they .would do nothing or say nothing
that might possibly embarrass Canada . He would keep constantly in touch with
General Odium's office and keep in contact with us through that channel .

On the point that the credit to Ming Sung would constitute a bad precedent,
Mr. Sun said that this was not true . About a month ago an agreement had
been reached for an export credit of $16 million by the United States Export-
Import Bank to Yung-li .(?) Chemical Corporation (the largest chemical
organization in China) and the official documents in respect of this loan had
been exchanged between the Export-Import Bank and the Chinese Embassy .
This loan carried the guarantee of the Chinese Government just as in our
proposed deal with Ming Sung . Mr. Lu had confirmed this this morning with
the representative of this chemical corporation who was staying in the same
hotel in New York as Mr . Lu. Mr. Sun said that so far as the contribution
made to China and its war effort was concerned, Ming Sung has done far more
than . the chemical, corporation, and this was said without intending any
dispâragment to the latter corporation .

C[LARK ]

44 .

SEC

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

PCO

RET [Ottawa,] September 5, 194 5

/"DCntTC rnb 9-1 Bout A

7 • . THE .4INISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY reported that, during his
recent visit, the Prime'Minister of China had made a request for the granting
of financial aid to the Chinese government by direct government loan and by
export credits:

The sûm of $1 ' 00,000,000 had been suggested to meet a specified import
programme `from Canada . These goods considered necessary for the
prosecution of the war and lor the immediate period following the peace
consisted principally of industrial requirements and included $25,000,000 for
ofdnance supplies already produced .

(Letter, Dr
. Soong, to the Minister,,and enclosure, Sept . 1, 1945) . t

8' THE CAB I NET, after discussion,agreed that the amount and terms of any
financial assistance to China be referred for consideration to the members ofthe Mut 1 •

ua Aid Board .
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DEA/6993-C-40

émorandum de la troisième direction politiquesM s ext'au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaire
Memorandum by Third Political Divisiona~r

s'
Io Under-Secretary

of State for External AJf,
[Ottawa,] September 7, 194 5
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Extract front Cabinet Conclusions 

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] September 19, 1945 

CREDITS FOR CHINA; EXPORT PROGRAMME 

th 
	SECRETARY reported that, following the reference made to them by 

e  Cabiliei'ôii September 5th, the Mutual Aid Board had considered the 

""Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
242,370,000 
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and improve the excellent relations that have been built up with Canada during 
the war. 

It might be awkward to refuse extending any credit to China in the face of 
our commitments to Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, the Netherlands, the 
Netherlands Indies, Norway and the U.S.S.R., which are in the neighbourhood 
of $470,000,000. The only grounds for refusing could be that China was a bad 
credit risk, since in terms of population and need China might expect to receive 
more than any other country. The war with Japan has resulted in the loss of 
her industrial centres for eight years, serious interference with her agricultural 
production, blockade of the flow of goods into China, limited scope for taxation 
and dangerous monetary inflation. 
NOTE: It was suggested to Cabinet on September 5th that credits be granted 
to cover an ordnance programme of $25,000,000. This programme included 
pistols; Sten guns; Bren machine guns; Bofors; anti-tank rifles; 6-pdr. anti-tank 
guns; 3.7 anti-aircraft - guns; 25-pdr. self-propelled mounts; 25-pdr. field 
equipment; range-finders; binoculars; ammunition in scale for the weapons; one 
9-mm. ammunition plant; one .303 ammunition plant to be converted to 7.92 
mm. and motor vehicles.  AU the above items have already been produced with 
the exception of some wireless trucks and of the September production of Bren 
guns. • 

The $75,000,000 reconstruction programme discussed included raw 
materials (aluminium, copper, zinc, etc.) to the extent of $20-25,000,000; 
engineering services, civilian trucks, machine tools, communication materials 
and small steam power plants. 

The total Chinese request is in the neighbourhood of $250,000,000.''' In 
addition to the two programmes mentioned above, there is a long list of specific 
Projects which it is proposed should be examined individually by the Canadian 
authorities to determine their eligibility for financing under the guarantee 
Provisions of the Export Credits Insurance Act. It is possible that many of 
them can await the establishment of the International Bank. 
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position and agreed to recommend the provision of financial aid to the Chinese 
government for exports from Canada, on the following basis: 

(a) a $25 million credit for ordnance supplies; and, 
'(b) a $35 million credit to be used for reconstruction purposes 
conditional upon cash purchases to a total of $15 million. 

This would mean a total programme of Chinese purchases amouriting to $75 
million. 

; (Memorandum, Mutual Aid Board to the Secretary, Sept: 17, 1945).' 
2. THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed to arrangements being made with 

the Chinese government on the terms recommended by the Board. 

147. DEA/6993-C-40 • 
Le sous-secretaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, November 1, 1945 

Dear Mr. Howe, 
The outbreak in China of open fighting between the Communists and the 

forces of the Central Government has brought about a state of affairs in which 
it is even more than usually difficult to predict the course of events. The 
fighting has begun only after the failure of protracted negotiations in 
Chungking and it seems most unlikely that there will be an early end to it. 

In these circumstances, 1 am doubtful whether it would be wise to make 
deliveries of munitions to the Chinese Government under the recent credit, at 
any rate until the question has been considered in the light of the changed 
conditions in China, perhaps after the return of the Prime Minister. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

148. DEA/6993-C-40  

- Le ministre de la Reconstruction 
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Reconstruction 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Dear Mr. Wrong: 
Thanlcs for your secret letter of November 1st. 
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, No steps will be taken to ship ammunition to China until External Affairs
advises that this can be done safely, and certainly not until the return of the
Prime Minister. ' •

Yours sincerely,

C.D.HowE '

149
. DEA/6993-C-40

Mémorandum de la troisième direction politique
au sous-secrétaire d'État associe aux'Affaires extérieures

Mémorandum by Third Political Division
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affair s

SECRET' [Ottawa,] November 27, 1945

At the staff meeting this morning reference was made to the probability o f
political repercussions if Canada should extend further aid in the form of
munitions to China . A consideration of much broader significance is the effect
which the extension of such aid may have on the future relations of Canada
with China and possibly also on relations among the three great powers .

The Communist movement in China is widespread and seems to have very
solid grounds for support in the sympathies of large numbers of the Chinesepeople

. Their controversy with the present government will no doubt be long
continued

. It is not likely that supplies of munitions alone would be a
determining factor in the struggle . - Probably only foreign intervention could
settle the issue quickly and such settlement would be temporary .

The alternatives seem to be :
(1) Outright support of the Chinese Central Government, which would more

or less openly set the United States and the United Kingdom in opposition tothe U.S .S .R, (This has been advocated by the Ambassador in Chungking . )
(2) A policy of limited aid which would have the effect of needling the SovietUnion. , , .ti . .

(
3) A` policÿ agreed upon by the three great powers which would leav

settling of China's internal problems'to herself. e the

Under the third alternative some compromise would no doubt be worked out ,
by the contending groups in China for the immediate future and some form ofcoalition, for the longer future .

Canada's policÿ'may have . relatively little effect in view of the largersupplies under the control of the United States .
In these circumstances could an approach from Canada the Unitedbe considered which would indicate our hope that a common~"hands off ' States

might be adopted by the three reat policyg powers? " '

La note suivante Était écrite sur le mémorandum :The followi
I agree :ng note was written on the memorandum:R: M[acdonnëllJ ' -
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150.
Mémorandum du sôus=sêerétaire d'État aux* Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre

randum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] November 28, 194 5

SALE OF MUNITIONS TO CHINA . ,
ring the negotiations for the extension of export creditseto C~

i
~TeditVOfDuan'

agreed that the Chinese Government â o$50~000 OOOn programme for th e
$35,000,000 to assist in financi g

importation of reconstruction supplies from Canada and a
furtherunde rcreditthe

$25,000,000 for the purchase of the munitions ordered
fo r

Mutual Aid programme but not delivered when hostiliti ülanamove forward on

The ' munitions are already manufactured have begunChinese know. The y
whatever shipping becomes available ,
negotiations to take up the credit . The outbreak of civil war in

of anyl shipment of
makes it necessary , to consider the polit ical implications
munitions from Canada at this time .

The probability is that the controversy in China will be long continued blet ia

unlikely that $25,000,000 of Canadian munition s
a considerâbl

erove t
o supply of

significant factor in settling the
conflict. ~e. A

munitions could hardly, in itself, be a deter
factor in

hstandg such
quick settlement would probably require foreign

interventio n
settlement could only be temporary .

Hence we are justified in considering the effect which the furnishClBinaand
munitions would have on the political situatio both

C .alt seems likel y
and possibly also on relations among the three great powers 1 ing ofthe
that political controversy might arise • in Canada and

intervento. The
munitions might be interpreted abroad as a p

Chinese would no doubt appreciate our desire to avoid in Canada the bp the

controversy that has arisen in the United States
- harmful to Chinese and

resignation of Ambassador Hurley - wh ich would be

Canadian interests alike .It olitical
~ be that we can ' both satisfy the Chinese and avoid

Chinese a' 'm~~a y
difficulties for Canada by adopting the following course

: Allow the
cover a

credit 'of the originally contemplated amount " of ~ h~ ~a~•o~~t be spent on
programme of $75,000,000 but stipulate that none or
munitions .

This would be renewed evidence,of }our,'desire to assist the Chinese in the, . .,
work of peaceful reconstruction. such an

For practical reasons also the Ch inese Government might welcome but they
a

They know that the munitions are of little value to
ha d bar8a'n'adjustment.

have indicated that they did not take advantage of this to drive
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The transfer of the $25,000,000 to other projects might well enhance the value 
of the credit to them. 

We could agree that if the disturbances should moderate before the full 
$60,000,000 is spent we would be prepared again to consider the shipment of 
munitions for which they could use any unspent balance of the credit. 

[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

151. . 	 DEA/6993-C-2-40 

TELEGRAM 486 

L'ambassadeur en Chine 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in China 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Chungking, December 6, 1945 

, 	• 
MING SUNG SIIIPBUILDING CONTRACT 

1 have received a communication from the Protocol Department of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, dated December 6th, in the following terms,' 
Beàins:' 

The Protocol Department of the Waichiaopu (Foreign Office) presents its 
compliments to  the  Canadian Embassy ,  and begs to state that it has seen the 
memorindum of March 8ths  concerning the borrowing of fifteen million 
Canadian dollars by Mr. Lu Tso Fu, General Manager of the Ming Sung 
Industiial Company,  from the Canadian authorities concerned, for the 
purchse of eighteen ship's. 

The Chinese Government expresses its gratitude for this friendly gesture of 
help by the Canadian Government, and has given its sanction for this matter, 
and is willing to act as surety for the responsibilities of the Company. 

.We request the Canadian Government to act as surety also, so that under an 
atmosphere of faith the matter may be settled at the earliest possible moment. 
Ends. 

DEA/6993-C-40 

t  Mémorandum du ministère des Finances 

Memorandunt by Depart  ment  of Finance 

[Ottawa,] November 15, 1945 

REGARDING DEVELOPMENTS IN RESPECT OF CREDITS TO CHINA 
On December ,  12th General Kiang"' came in to see me in regard to the 

dssio 	 H ns we had had on credits for China. e said that they would like to be 
abl

iscu
e to use' the $75 million program already discussed with us for post-war 

119n • n , 

Canada. - 
ue erale P. Kiang, directeur,  Agence d'approvisionnement du gouvernement chinois au 

General P,  Kiang,  Director, Chinese 	Government Supply Agency in Canada. 
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purposes, and to have riô amount earmarked for ,weapons. He said that his 
Government would like to receive credits of $75 m. and be required to make 
cash purchases of $15 m. in addition. He understood  it  might embarrass us to 
ship weapons to China at the present time, and he thought their authorities 
would be quite agreeable to an arrangement under which the weapons which 
we were proposing to sell them on credit would be held by the Department of 
Munitions and Supply, say at Longue Pointe Depot, subject to future 
discussions and possible future sale by Canada to China for cash. They would 
like, however, to be able to obtain in the near future the industrial plant which 
was included in the original D.M.S. program and which he understands is 
surplus to Canadian requirements. I understand this includes some equipment 
for the manufacture of ammunition of particula r  Chinese calibre. They would 
also like to obtain the military-type trucks which were included in the D.M.S. 
program and which were to be included in the items sold to them for $25 m. 
These trucks can be used, he said, for civilian as well as military purposes, and 
would be of great value to China in the immediate future. They would hope 
that they could have the cash requirement restricted to one-sixth of the total 
program, or one-fifth of the loan. He had read Mr. Ilsley's statement in the 
House of Commonsm and had learned from that that in some cases we have 
confined our cash request to one-sixth rather than one-fifth of the program, 
and he felt that should apply in the case of China. He said his Government 
would also wish us to extend the repayments of the ciedit up to a time forty 
years from the date of the loan. He hoped that we could provide them with 
credits of this length at an interest rate of 3%. He would be interested, 
however, to learn what alternative period we could offer them at a 3% interest 
rate. He reported to me that they were making purchases now in the United 
States in anticipation of a credit from the U.S., placing their contracts on a 

'd 

contingent basis. He very much regretted the delay in being able to go forward 
on Canadian purchases. He said that already the delay had cost Canada the 
sale to China of the so-called China coasters, as his Government ha now been 

 

able to buy from the U.S. ships of this general type but somewhat superior in 
detail, and in particular of a tonnage of 3,000 tons, which is better adapted to 
their requirements. He was afraid that further delay might mean that they 
bought their railway equipment in the U.S. rather than Canada. 

I told him I would take these matters up as soon as I could with Mr. Ilsley, 
and possibly with Mr. Howe, as he was anxious to get them raised before Mr. 
Howe left. I saw Mr. Ilsley briefly that afternoon about the matter. He did not 
feel prepared to agree to an increase in the amount of the credit for post-Ivor 
purposes beyond $85 m. because of the relation of this to the amount being 
provided by the U.S., *hich we still understand to be.$560 m. He said that the 
Chinese agreement not to take the weapons at this time would not cause him 
alter his views on this matter, as the weapons were very largely Produ ce' 
already at the cost of the Canadian Government, in any event. He said Ile 
would be prepared to see some amount added to the $35 m. to cover the trucks  

inVoir Canada, Chambre des communes, Débats, 1945. Deuxième session, vol.  III.  PP. 2901; 12.  
Sec Canada, House of Commons, Debates, 1945, Second Session, Volume III, pp. 2 844'7 ' 
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and industrial equipment, and saw no objection to the shipment of these and
their inclusion in the immediate program .

I had an opportunity of speaking to Mr . Howe about this matter shortly
afterwards in Mr . Ilsley's outer office., Mr. Howe in general agreed with the
view which Mr . Ilsley had taken . He himself felt that it was not desirable to
ship the weapons under present circumstances and that they could be held until
later. He felt it would be all right toship the industrial 'equipment in the
ordnance program and the trucks which China had expected to take under the
$25 m. payment . He thought it was just as well to restrict the post-war credit
at the present time in the way Mr. Ilsley had suggested .

I told - General Kiang I would try to let him know about this matter on
Thursdaÿ, but was not able to do so . Mr. Pierce had agreed to get further
information from Washington on the status of the credit arrangements there,
and when this information is in, I will prepare a recommendation to Council
asking for authority to make a specific offer of terms to the Chinese for $35 m .
credits plus something additional to cover the trucks and industrial equipment,
the terms of repayment to extend to the end of 30 years, and various interest
rates depending on when repayment commences .

Mr. Ilsley and Mr . Howe both agreed that the amount of the required cash
purchases could be related directly to the amount of credit that we will provide,
and that we might amend our original offer in that respect .

R. B. B[RYCE ]

153
. DEA/6993-C-2-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurés t) l'ambassadeur en Chine

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in China
TELEGRAM

352 Ott D b 7awa, ecem r 1, 1945e

Your telegram No.' 486, December 6, 1945, Ming Sung ShipbuildingContrac t
Please advise Chinese authorities that to enable Canadian Government to

provide guarantee under Export Credits Insurance Act, it is necessary for
Chinese Government to inform Canadian Government that it has guaranteed
the obligation of the Ming Sung Industrial Company to pay the cost of the
eighteen ships being purchased from John Inglis Co . Ltd., that it requests the
Government of Canada to guarantee the aforesaid obligation of the Govern-
ment of China and that it ûndertakes to indemnify the Government of Canada
against any loss in connection therewith .I Yoû mi gabove ht also siïggest to Chinese authorities that it would be helpful if the

wefe transmltted through the Chinese Ambassador in Ottawa, and if he
were'at the same time authorized to execute on behalf of Chinese GovernmentWhatever documents might be necessary so that the guarantee arrangementI%

bercôncluded without unnecessary delay . g,
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' ' Le ministre des Finances
vernement chinois

au directeur de L'Organisme du go u

chargé des approvisionements

Minister of Finance

to Director,- Chinese Government Supply Agenc
y

Ottawa, December 28, 194 5

Dear General Kiang,
0 ou about the implementation of the off nmenlt to Dr . T. V

extended I am som
e writing t y

weeks ago on behalfsof the Canadian ove
r

Soong, for your Government, in re ponse to the request of your
Government

raised andl the
for credits . Mr . Bryce of my Department has informedch

with you on this matter, and of the variou s
Go e nment. y

requests which y e

of

y ou made on behalf of your
was that the Canadian

Governmen
t The offer woul d which be Mr . pHow

erepared
tmô lend $35,000,000 to the Governmen t

_
chase of post-war requirements of the Gov Ch na to pay for

China for the pur ina
in Canada, and to lend $25,000,000

to the
h it had ibeen expected

China
various types of supplies and equipm

Canada as Mutual Aid had the war ceeinln to spend

provision
receive from oron C 'agr

rovision of these credits was to be
contingen t

mthe salehtoaCanada of gol d
$15,000,000 of its own funds,

derived r in Canada during the period i
nin

United States dollars, on purchasing supplie s
were being utilized

. No definite offer of terms of the two
which these cred i
loans concerned was made at that time. ons and

understand, that it is now expected ando agreed that
the wea

f military supplies will not beI
munitions included in the original

pro gram
and that therefore the items on th is

purchased or shipped at the presen t
you

time,
wish to obtain immediately

are the
üested

Mutual Aid program which y
he used industrial equipment which your authorities had req

trucks, and t
and would like to receive as soon as

possible.
After taking up this matter with my

colleagues in the Cabinet, I am W°

you that - we are prepared to enter into a lân~aâ~would ~énd to
able to inform y

with

in~n
our. Government as soon as is practicab

forle, ué d ürchase of post-war supplies,
the Gover'nment of China $35ô be 0 a ~eedwith thei :Department of T rade

of
accordance with a program

as well to extend to you an add i t i
onaluested as

Commerce. We are prepared lie g originally req
$25,000,000 to be used in purchasing the supp u supplies are shipped

Mutual Aid, as and when the various ~ thé trucks andi ndustial equiPment
on

by mutual agreement. I understand that shortly, and

this program will be ready for shipment and can
âemen pfor vthém would

that the amount of credit 000 000 out of the $25,000,000 noted above
.

something approaching $15, ,
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We will make this loan on condition that your Government uses for 
purchasing supplies in Canada for export to China an amount of Canadian 
dollars derived from the sale to Canada of gold and U.S. dollars equal to 20 per 
cent of the amount of the credits utilized. In these cash purchases we would be 
prepared to include purchases made by your Government or by Chinese 
importers through commercial channels,. provided that satisfactory arrange-
ments can be made for obtaining records of them. 

In regard to the terms of the credits themselves, the Canadian Government 
is prepared to accept repayment in thirty annual instalments, commencing in 
1948. This is approximately the same period as the credit we have provided to 
certain Western European countries. We do not believe that we can undertake 
to provide credits for repayMent over a longer period than this. The interest•
rate we should request for a credit of this duration is 3 per cent per annum. We 
understand you would wish to use these credits during 1946 and 1947, which 
wouid be satisfactory to us. 

Mr. Bryce has reported to me the strong desire of your Government to have 
us increase the amount of credit which we could make available to you. I have 
discussed this matter with my colleagues, and I must report that the Canadian 
Government is not prepared at this early stage to agree to a larger credit for 
general post-war purposes than the one I  have  outlined above. As you know, 
however, we have indicated our willingness to consider .  the provision of 
guarantees for credits obtained in , Canada for the fi nancing of specific 
industrial projects, and we remain prepared to consider any projects along this 
line that your Government wishes to put forward itself or permit Chinese 
nationals to put forward. - 

If your authorities are prepared to agree to the terms which I have outlined 
above, I think it would be possible to proceed quickly to have an agreement 
drawn up which could be submitted to the Canadian Government and 
presumably to your own Government .for formal approval, and which could 
the> n be signed without delay. I would hope myself that completion of the 
agreement could be accomplished within another two weeks. 

I regret that there has been some delay in dealing with this matter in recent 
weeks, but, as you know, there has been a great deal of urgent business to be 
dealt with because of the termination of our Parliamentary session. 

I sincerely hope it will be possible for us to reach agreement quickly on a 
credit  that will enable Canadian supplies and equipment té be of use  to China 
in the enorméus task of reconstruction which she faces. 

Yours very truly, 
J. L. list.EY 
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SECT ION H
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GRÈCE/GREECE DEA/6993-H-40
155.

Le ~secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Grèce

'Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in Greece

[Ottawa,] November 29, 1945

entTELEGRAM 33 • . • • hi
s SECRET. The Greek Ambassador has advised me

W

that
hen the requesm

wishes to obtain an expo wasrt credit of $25 to $50 million . t reece
made we felt it would be difficult to justify, to Cabinet

l failu éGof successive
of (a) the political instability of Greece; (

b
) the~haotic economic and

Governments to deal effectively with b
increasingly

United Kingdom of financial
financial conditions; (c) the withdrawal Y the

support for the Greek Army,
which must affect either the security

prospectiv
e countryor its budget or both; (d) the small volume

of Greecedto repay the
.

trade between Canada and Greece ; and (e) the failur e
loan made by Canada in 1919 .

The advent
of a stronger Greek Government which has accepted United

Kingdom proposals for reconstruction and has undertake
n the situatiône materially .

We feel, however, that it migh tin consultation with British experts wise have change d
delay a decision until the stability of

the new Go
vernment has been proved and its reconstruction measures are in

• .
effective operation . negotiations ar e

We have learned from our Embassy in Washington âde to Greece by th e

proceeding satisfactorily for a loan of $25
aldetailed programme of proposed

Export-Import Bank. The Greeks submitted
expe
railroad

consisting principally of materials required for road
repair ,

and
• i n oadequipment, materials for irrigation of agriculturale-eeu ppn g the

,salvaging ships and for repairing ports, items necessary for q

Merchant
Marine and equipment for repairs and improvementi~ie w~l bé the

riod and the
per annum: The terms arewater works. The loan will

Bank rate of three per
period

standard Export•Impor the Bank to other
in some respects more liberal than t°S ând reproduced in the newspaPe~
borrowers . The report circulated in Athens
here that the United States had promised a loan of $250 million to~

Greece was

false. The United States authorities are not ~ considering a 1o

magnitude to Greece at this stage. resents
the loan under negotiation, which we understandthePway o f

In addition t
o the limit to which the United States are prepared the United Statess a

financial assistance apart from UNRRA resentativ e

authorities are expected to discuss with United
Km

a aglÛnited States-United
proposal to provide the Greek Government
Kingdom Technical Advisory Mission:
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L'ambassadeur en Grèce au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in Greece to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 50 	 Athens, December 2, 1945 

Your telegram No. 33 of November 29th, export credit for Greece, final 
paragraph 

Canada is-not, repeat is not, committed to negotiate loan or credit or trade 
agreement. Both Georgel" and I were present when Grew ,  replied, in most 
general terins, to a few questions. Misstatements by Greek newspapers are a 
daily occurrenée, (often reflecting wishful thinking, as widely circulated reports 
of 250 million United States loan show. The Grew misquotation has not since 
been mentioned to me and should be disregarded. 
2. 1 have told Greek Government I hope no trade agreement placing Canada 

at disadvantage will be concluded with other countries, e.g., Scandinavia (see 
my despatch  No 37 of November 1 stl. Sophianopoulos'" this week promised 
to inform me of progress being made in Stockholm. Nothing more definite has 
been said. I favour a Greek-Canadian Trade Agreement and would now like 
authority to discuss relevant points with the Greek Government without 
committing you, and  to ascertain views of United Kingdom, United States and 
U.N.R.R.A. advisers here. 
3. Regarding eXpo' rt credit, I share apprehension of instability of Greece for 

reasons mentioned in your first paragraph and agree with wisdom' of waiting 
for new 'Government to prove its capacity to stabilize economy. Several 
previOus Governments have had good intentions and British support. This 

' 

'Richard Grew, délégué commercial en Egypte (avec responsabilité pour la Grèce.) 
Richard Grew, Trade Commissioner in Egypt (with responsibility for Greece.) 1"James  George, troisième secrétaire, ambassade en Grèce. 

123

J

,am... es G. eorge, Third Secretary, Embauy in Greece. 
,: boph ■anopoulos, ministre des Affaires étrangères de Grèce. Sophianopoulos, Foreign Minister of Greece. 
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As the Greek request for a credit from Canada •will doubtlessly be pressed 
with insistence, we would welcome your comments by telegraph. 	 • 

'Associated with the question of credit is that of concluding a trade 
agreement exchanging most-favoured-nation treatment. Your despatch No. 27 
of October 9tht enclosed a summary of an article in Kathimerinit in which it 
was stated that Grew"' "will fix the formal basis for the Canadian-Greek 
commercial and economic exchanges by a basic commercial agreement." This 
indicates our commitment to negotiate an agreement. Is the statement 
accurate? We favour in general concluding such agreements. We are willing to 
proceed if we are committed or if the Greek Government desires to do so; but if 
neither is the case we would prefer to defer negotiations until they could be 
conducted in relation to the world trade negotiations which we expect will take 
place in the spring or summer of 1946. 

DEA/6993-H-40 156. 
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Government might prove stronger, but situation is as uncertain as ever. Net  
result of McNeil -Mission' 24  visible today is Left Centre is being given their 
opportunity. Extreme Left's jubilation already cooling into conditional support, 
while the Rightists and others blame the Government supporters and criticize 
United Kingdom Government authorities for dealing with Greek affairs with 
British rather ,than Greek public opinion in mind. This , despite the United 
States Ambassador having deviated slightly from traditional non-intervention 
policy. Government's complexion, with the public believing it was brought in 
by the British, has caused new wave of fear of Soviet influence among 
majority, which is probably Royalist, because the people dread the Communis-
tic alternative remembering last December. Despite the recent enactment of 
the death penalty for possession of gold, the drachma is again in 70 thousands, 
while open market commodity prices are soaring still faster. British economic 
experts' arrival expected within three weeks, but problem essentially one of 
public confidence and whether the Administration would enforce any new 
measures to be agreed upon. No reply from Washington yet received here on 
proposed United States participation. 
4. If the present Government should fall before elections, Moderate Right 

would probably replace it; after that, the Communists, with or without 
bloodshed. Lack of Greek stability may, therefore, play into Communist hands. 
Though Canadian credit concluded now would help present Government, I am 
against a rapid conclusion of credit negotiations and recommend playing 
waiting game. I see grave danger of credit granted now being used more to 
support the Government than the country, as the  tendency in utilizing 
U.N.R.R.A. supplies illustrates. However, if thc Greek Government press for 

immediate credit or trade agreement, and if a credit now veould be more useful 
to Canada's transitional economic policy, I recommend that the agreement be 
most carefully framed so as to ensure: 

(a) Credit must not be spent within few: months but used to supplement 
conclusion of U.N.R.R.A; 

• (b) Credit should not be available until after thc elections; 
(c) Goods selected should be from availability list approved by the Canadian 

Government; 
(d) Greek Government should sell direct to consumer or at any rate strictly 

limit  and  control Profit; 
(e) Canadian goods and their retail prices should receive full publicitY 

Greece. 
.(f) Settlement of old loan to be part of any new credit, and 
(g) Canada to receive most favoured treatmeni by trade agreement. Ple ase  

inform me what Canadian goods might be approved undcr (c) above- 

Grade  
124Visite en Grèce de Hector  McNciI, sous-secrétaire d 	

A
'État aux Affaires étrangères de 

 

Bretagne, en novcmbre 1945. 	 t Gre • 

Visit tis Greece of Hector McNeil; Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 0 

Britain, November 1945. 
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. 5 . I expect that the British are strongly behind the Greek request, as they
have already informally suggested loans of military and financial relief from
Canada . My despatches No . 59 of November,.16tht and No . '30 of Octobe r
30thf refer.
6. Greece is obviously very poor risk . Canadian help could ônly be given on

basis of Greek suffering and sacrifices during the war and to keep a strategi-
cally located friend from being submerged . Western Europe is already i n
danger .

7 . Granting of credit relief with strict conditions merits consideration now but
to be effective at the appropriate time.

8 . Anything said to the Greek authorities in ' Canada would probably soon be
reflected in Athens newspapers edited to suit particular purposes .

157. DEA/6993-H-40
' L'ambassadeur de Grèce au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of Greece to Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,) December 4, 1945
Sir:

With,reference to my conversation with the Under-Secretary of Statc for
External Affairs ôn the 22nd of November, 1945, I have the honour to inform
you that I have been directed by the Grcek Government to present to 'the
Canadian Government a formal request for credits as provided by the Export
Çredits Act, for the amount of 550,000,000 .

I think it will be unnecessary to restate what I had the opportunity of setting
forth at' length with Mr: Robertson relating to the financial conditions
prevailing in,Greece, which is well known by the Canadian Govcrnmcnt .

The gréa t `d iffcul tics facing Grcece today, following the tremendous
sacrifices she has undergone, thus paying the highest * price for the commonyictory ; ',' the' fact that Greccc has not obtained any crcdits from th e
100,000,000'originally appropriated for credits, cause me to look forward~ith confidence to the favourable consideration by the Canadian Governmentf the reqüest of the Greek Government and that the whole amount will bebtained, whicli, anyway , will only covcr a vcry small part of the Grcek nceds .
eelin m theAinôré confident of this having in mind the particularly friendl ygs of the Canadian Government and the Canadian people towards my
ountry who has'already receivcd, upon many occasions, concrete testimony. I
o not doubt that the Canadian Govcrnment will show the same s irit in~nsidering'thé aforesaid re uest of th pformulatin ,, q c Greck Govcrnmcnt and will scc that, in8 the conditions under which the credits will be granted, propcr

consideration of the fnanil situation of Grcece will not be omitted, especiallyi~ connection with c a the rio dpe and the conditions of repaymcnt .
Acccpt ctc.

• C. M. SAKCLLAROPOULO
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L I par intérim •des Finances

au sous-ministre airs ,
StateJor External AJJ '

Assistant to Under-Seeretary ofSpecial
to Acting Deputy Min ►ster of Finance

1945
Ottawa, December 7 ,

Attention: Mr. Bryce
2nd from the Canadian Ambassador

I attacheihe u jN t
. 5

0 of of export credits.
Decembe

r to Greeceon in paragraph 4 .
Please note the Ambassador's

proposals programme to ensure that there
On (a) we should certainly check the Greek (See teletype

'with the UNRRA programme as didbte eal e
U .S .

• to check the
is no duplication + Further, we . may
WA-5974 of November, 28th) .

U .K. Economic Advisory Commission, if the
Greeks

programme with the
decide to receive the Commission• will not likely be held before March

On (b) our advice is that the elections

1946 .
The suggestion in (c) conforms to our usual practice

.

that we would lend only if we had
confidence

ch conditions,
to impose su ndAs to (d) I would think

government and if we have it
would not be necessary

the making anI exorbitant profit a

which are designed to prevent
government

to prevent black market operations .
'the old loan•

~ unless the Greeks intoen ed t
o

I doubt if we should disinter ask the
iha s too much t

settlé other obligations of similar câVr ~ôad'they are ca pYing . . t
Greek Government to add to the he Y tin of the

mak
' •uestion with France but, felt then that ran hogld n

o

(g) We ra~sed thisq a rec.
e granting of m.f .n

. treatment a condition reWhô wôud probably 8

loan.12s I think we should raise

ference to a trade

it with

agreement, i n
the Te

Pâiâgraph 2 the Ambassado r say s
horit "to discuss relevant points" with the Greeks w

i tWith re

us. The Dep

. consider it
he would like aut y artment of Trade and. Commerce might

rototype agreement.

worth whilë to send us for transm . ~ttal to him a
âm asking the Department o

f

wu,u appreciate your comments _1
Trade and Commerce for theirs. SYDNEY D. PIERCE
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159.. 	 DEA/6993-H-40 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion avec l'ambassadeur de Grèce 
Minutes of Meeting with Ambassador of Greece 

[Ottawa,]  December 8, 1945 

The Ambassador referred to his note of December 4th requesting an export 
credit of $50,000,000 and hoped that the request would be favourably received 
and acted on quickly. 

I explained the requirement which had been laid down in all cases of export 
credits, namely, the presentation of a Canadian procurement programme, 
listing the supplies which it was hoped could be procured in Canada out of the 
proceeds of the credit. I said that we had received such a programme from all 
countries to whom loans had been made. When he had such a programme and 
not before, conversations , could usefully begin between him and the Depart-
ment of Finance. 

I further explained that we would wish to relate the programme of Canadian 
procurement to UNRRA's programme for relief in Greece, to the economic 
assistance which the United Kingdom and the United States were likely to 
provide, and  finally to the broad reconstruction programme of Greece. If, 
however, the Greelcs drew up a programme of Canadian procurement, a 
beginning could be made and this programme could be examined for 
availability in Canada. He asked me whether we objected to supplying 
foodstuffs. I told him that we had made a substantial contribution to UNRRA 
and that, in so far as foodstuffs for relief were concerned, we would expect that 
UNRRA would meet the needs of Greece. 

I told him that a loan of $50,000,000 would be difficult for us to justify by 
the extent of our interest, that it might be out of proportion to the assistance 
being granted by other countries and that it would certainly be hard to justify 
under a strict interpretation of the Export Credits Insurance Act, under which 
loans may be authorized "for the purpose of facilitating and developing trade 
or any branch of trade." Our trade with Greece has been very small, 
amounting to $300,000 in 1939. I told him that I thought it would be in the 
interests of Greece to present a programme considerably smaller than 
$50,000,0003 don't think, however, I made much impression. The Greeks will 
probably let the request stand even though they don't expect it to be granted in 
full. The Ambassador said that if we couldn't meet it in full they would be glad 
to receive a smaller amount. 

*The Ambassador proposes to communicate with his Government and ask for 
a programme at once without waiting for a reply to his note. 

S. D. P[tERcE] 

is 
Lit  

it 

of 
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` Le sous-secrétaire du Commerce ' -
au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce
- __ _ Pc" ,,, .e r ir Fxternal AJfarrs'

Ottawa, December 11, 194 5

Attention Mr. S. D. Pierc e

I have your letter of December 7 enclosing telegram N ct of exf
Decembe r

e ditsnce 0
2nd from the Canadian Ambassador to Gw~ih that subject~ and a possible trad e

together with his proposals in connection i

s agreement with Greece. points in connection with a

We should be in favour of hisagreementgw
relevant

ith the Greek government without
possible Greek-Canadian trade

at this stage committing us. It is hardly likely that we woul d
ed nation ptreatment ,

ourfurther at present than an
exchange with

although . this might be supple further agreement giving particular
major markets have been revised,

,
by a ested in . your letter, I am

attention to some • specific commodities . Asreemént with ° Brazil126 and draft

agreemen
t enclosing t

o
herewithbe copie

s discussed ofwith Mexico! In connection with ' the latter, be
r

comments regarding quantitative restrictions in my letter to you of Decem

10 might be helpful and a copy is enclosed t ' ` for a list of what
. 11 .

With regard to the Ambassador's request for jexport Greece under the
Canadian goods might be approved as available Potterm s ec~he

s of a loan, we are inclined to doubt the desirability of detailing p
a reciably beforeposition m1 'gh alter P

commodities at this time. The supply pos• ~t
t • are the

the loan
whi c

became effective. Further the listing only of items
~n that thesefi arc i

n
good

erron
supply at the moment, might g~n t

the
he wholeouswei

m
incl ne to the view that the

only ones we wish to export . exports as

Ambassador might indicate to the Greeks the
things,that Canada

what they would

listed in our trade statist ►cs and leave it to ~ them tolt round ofg
'ke to obtain under a loan arrangement

. Reserv ats►~~s th e
in t e case of

availability could be
made saloanlt~Greece wôuld not likely be so large as

the French loan.2 In any case
difficulties. thatto give rise to serious supp y ara raph 6 ,

In view of the fact, recognized by the Ambassadôr insôf view, Canadian

Greece is not a - first-class risk from the commercia l
m~~i ôP°in t d by the Ambassador .

help, if offered, would be mainly on the bas i
rosprospects of tra

Neither our past experience with a Greek loan
resen t

the future
would appear to offer

with that country - so far as we can see
at

1 = r Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, N• 18 .

See Canada, Treaty Series,1945, No. 18 .

12? Voir les documents 133 et 137 ./Sce Documents 133 and 137.
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any great prospect for the speedy retirement of any credit that might be 
granted. Relief in Greece would appear to be a particular responsibility of 
UNRRA. If, however, the government should decide, for the reasons 
mentioned by the Ambassador, to grant credits • to Greece, I concur in the 
recommendations of the Ambassador and the comments in your letter. 

Yours faithfully, 
• M. W. MACKENZIE 

161. 	 - 	 DEA/6993-H-40 

Ministère des Finances 
' à l'adjoint spécial au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• , Department of Finance 
to Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  December 11, 1945 

I have your note of December 8th regarding your conversation on that date 
with the Greek Ambassador, and also a copy of the note which the Greek 
Ambassador has addressed to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
asking Canada to provide credits to Greece in the amount of $50,000,000. 

As you  • know from our conversation on this matter, there are very 
considerable financial risks in any substantial loan to Greece, and there has in 
the past been relatively little trade between the two countries. We are all 
acutely aware — and, I believe, sympathetically aware — of the serious 
financial diffiéulties which Greece is now experiencing, and of the magnitude 
of the losses she has suffered as a result of the war. However, it would seem to 
me that our assistance to Greece, if there is to be assistance, should mainly 
take the form it has in the past, that is, of gifts of food to tide it over, and the 
provision of supplies by UNRRA; to which, of 'course, we contribute on a fair 
and equitable basis. Presumably, from what the Greek Ambassador has stated, 
more will be needed than can be provided through these agencies and in this 
manner. Such additional amounts would apparently have to be provided on 
credits, and in our case, presumably under The Export Credits Insurance Act. 

As you have pointed out, it will be difficult to justify a large loan in terms of 
our trade with Greece in the past and our prospective trade with Greece in the 
future. Therefore, it would seem to me that any credits beyond very small 
amounts would have to be justified by our general interest in the future of 
Greece and , its place in Europe. I am, therefore, writing to ask whether the 
Department of External Affairs would be prepared to supply us with an 
appreciation of Canadian interests in the future of Greece and with any 
information on the share which Canada should reasonably be expected to•
abssume  of a program of assistance by way of credits that might be carried on 

Y the U.K., the U.S., and other countries. 
R.  B.  BRYCE 

.11 
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162. 	 ' 	 DEA/6993-H-40 
'L'aMbassadeur en Grèce au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, ; Ambassador in Greece to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 72 	 At-hens, December 27, 1945• 

IMMEDIATE:SECRET. Canadian export credit for Greece. 
Well informed Athenian papers today report that Greek Vice-Premier 

Tsouderos will éonsult Canadian authorities while in London for economic 
talks with United Kingdom authorities this weekend. 
2. Considering Greek political instability and economic breakdown, I believe 

any credit made available to Greece immediately would do the country little 
good except by strengthening the present Government for a time. The twenty-
five million dollar United States loan will serve this purpose if anything can. 
Unless Canada can afford to give two credits to Greece, one now and one later, 
1 rec,ommend continuing waiting game. 
3. This telegram has not been repeated to the High Commissioner for 

Canada in London. 

PA RTI E 4/PART 4 
ACCÈS AUX MARCHÉS ÉTRANGERS 

ACCESS TO OVERSEAS MARKETS - 

163. DEA/6250-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 193 	 Ottawa,  February 21, 1944  

Sir: — 
I have the honour to inform you that consideration is being given in Canada 

to the maintenance of Canadian trade connections with countries which maY 
constitute substantial post -war markets for Canadian goods, even though at the 
present time exports to them may not be of great importance to Canada. 

21 One of the most important areas concerned is that dealt with at present bY 
the Middle East Supply Centre in Cairo. The requests for imports in  the 
territories under its jurisdiction are reviewed by it in the light of the suPPI 
situation and its recommendations are transmitted to the various suPPIY 
authorities. It appears that the Middle East SuPply Centre refers its 
recommendations to London and that United Kingdom companies are given 
the opportunity to supply any of the commodities which may be required. The 
reinaining requests are then referred to Washington, and Canada is usuailY ti 
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disregarded as a source 'of supply except for a very limited range of commodi-
ties -for . which Canada is the - only , possible source of supply . The United
Kingdom and the United States are-equally represented on the Executive
Committee which controls the Middle East Supply Centre but Canada has no
representation on this Committee.

3 . In the case of Turkey, there ; is a Cabinet Committee in London which
deals with supplies and any requirements which the , United Kingdom cannot
undertake are referred to Washington . Such knowledge as we receive comes to
us through our Commercial Counsellor there as a result of his close liaison with
the British Supply Council .

4 . A somewhat similar situation exists in the case of the requirements of the
British colonies . Orders for goods not available in the United Kingdom are
referred to the British Colonies Supply Mission in Washington, with which also
we maintain close liaison .

5. In view of these facts, I should appreciate it if you can explore with the
United Kingdom authorities the question of recognition which Canada should
receive as a supplying country and the desirability of establishing well-defined
channels by which we may be informed of the requirements of such areas as
the Middle Eâst, Turkey, and North Africa . In these discussions it would be
desirable to emphasize that our chief interest lies in forestalling a situation in
which the countries .concerned would normally look to the United Kingdom
and the United States as their normal suppliers to the exclusion of Canada . In
some instances it is a matter of retaining a foothold in our prewâr markets and
in others a, matter of becoming known in new markets which have not in the
past been exclusively those of the United Kingdom or the United States .

I have etc .
N. A. ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DESPATC -

'Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Comm issioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/6250-40

H 456 London, April 6, 1944
Sir

I have the honour ~ to rcfer to des atch No . 193 of Februaryconcernm ' your p 21 st
g . the maintenance of Canadian trade connections with the Middle

East, Turkey, , North Africa and the . British Colonies, even though at the
:5t timecx ports to thesè countries may not be of great importance tonada . Prevjous to the recei t of des atch thi sp your p question was verythoroughly °

gone into by officers in London of the Department of Trade and
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Commerce and discussions have since taken place with the gD d tooCanOada's
and other Departments concerned, particularly with 1 Centre in
interest in the areas which are the concern of the Middle East Supp

y

Cairo . the method followed in handling requirements for the areas
2. In principl e

referred to is to divide the requirements into t~hée~erchants to import certain

(a) Individual import licences granted to
essential commodities .

(b) Bulk indents submitted for certain commodirttes .

(c) Importation of cereals under a pooling sy

1

Under the bulk-indenting system the total number
de s and ' ût forward to the

added together, combined with any hev~eeds of designatedpcountries . In the

Missions established to deal with
pooling system, under which nearly all the principal

foodstuffs
of vl rthei

important materials are covered, the
Governments' estimates

requirements are bulked .

3
. In both cases, the requirements are discussed and checked b

th eonsideratio
nMissions

concerned, and referred to London and Wmâde t
o further

by directives on the
Orders, or purchases are then placed or gu arts

world supply and shipping position, which the Missions
om time to t me from the

in the United Kingdom or the United States receive
British and United States Government" . Both ' the United Ki ndexm whC hhs

United States Governments have established
areas for variôus commodities .

revised from time to time and gives the loading dom and

4. As your despatch under reference indicates, both the United Kin

g the UnitedStates are equally represented on the various
Missionseed,hic h

consider the requirements of the countries in
The exploratoryd conversations

Canada has no representation on these bodies. productive froma
which have taken place have not proôfd ever y

u
satisfactory o r

recognition of Canada ashe

supplyin

g the point of view of the possibility

country and/or the appointment of a Canadian repr ~f 1 t~stâes~ed to

various Missions . I have therefore come tod
e
the conclusio n

alt with by
that being

mad
e pursue at the the subjec

t highest level as variou s further
cônsderations of policy are involved .

S . Dominions Office telegram D .No.352 of March 7thl reporting
the views of

st~War

Mr. Landis, United States representative , on tTae
n

M.E .pA.E.S .C. on
aspect of the problem

development in the Middle East, deals with a long-range as
well introdusehaVe

and a Canadian comment on this telegram
ary a s

veryt
press report early

subject dealt with In~ this despatch, p ect of an
indicated that supplies to the Middle East, etc . are to- be the subj
discussion between Mr . Churchill and Mr . Roosevelt .`

.t would appear that th e
6. From the discussions whichsi

z
hav e

ed in ann made : , withfollowing points should be emphasized Y representations
ual foot,ng

(a) Recognition of Canada as a supplyingcountry on an e
q

the United States and the United Kingdom .

FI ]

):
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(b) Establishment of well defined channels by which Canada could be 
informed of the requirements of such areas as the Middle East, Turkey, North 
Africa and the British Colonies. 
(c) That Canada be designated in the Commodity Index as a source of 

supply. 
(d) The advantage of a Canadian Representative being appointed to the 

various Missions. 
7. In the light of your despatéh under reference I did not 'feel warranted in 

going beyond an exploration of the situation and if it is decided that formal 
representations on the subject should be made it will be necessary to give an 
indication of the merchandise Canada is in a position to supply in quantity to 
the centres where the various Missions are operating. 

, I have etc. 
FREDERICK HUDD 

• for the High Commissioner 

165. DEA/6250-40 

. Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

• Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs - 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 	 • 

. Ottawa, April 19, 1944 

. 1 	 • 

DESPATCH 463 

• 
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 456 of April 6 concerning 

the maintenance of Canadian trade connections with the Middle East, Turkey, 
North Africa and British Colonies. I agree with your view that this subject 
must no  w be dealt with by a representation at the highest level. I also agree 
that emphasis should be placed on the points mentioned in paragraph six of 
your despatch, particularly points (d) and (c). • 

2 . While it is hardly practical at the present time to give a list of the 
merchandise which Canada is in a position to supply in quantity to the Supply 
Centers where the various Missions are operating, our experience in supplying 
agricultural implements to the Middle East may serve as an illustration of the 
difficulties Nith which we have to contend. It is our understanding that the 
agricultural authorities of each country in the Middle East compile a statement 
of essential requirements which are sent to Middle East Supply Centre in 
Cairo. This body in turn submits the statement of total requirements to the 
Combined Planning AuthOrities in London. The authority in question as far as 
agricultural implements are concerned is probably the Food and Farm 
Ma 	

17 
chin.— 

' Committee. This Committee, it is understood, prepares Combined 
lanning Sheeti setting' out the requirements of British Empire Countries, P_ rotectoratis, -and the Middle East, and designates the sources of supply. The 

Planning Sheets  for  agricultural. implements then go to the Farm and Food 
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Processing Machinery Committee of the
Combined Production and Resources

a source of supply
Board in Washington; if, however, Canada is not showthe Committ e
at this stage, nothing can be done to adjust the

situation,
s but does not ree

concerned deals with production facilities, raw materials,
etc . ,

specify sources of supply, unless supplies are not available from the countries

named in the Combined Planning Sheets . Thus itplanning is being donelin
interests must be protected when the combined

is most urgently needed,
London and it is there that Canadian representation at the
âlthough it would be desirable if Canada couldbe rep t other areasilddl

e

East Supply Centre as well, and of course on similar bodies in a sin
, 3 . The; Administrator of Farm ,Machinery reports th

f
that

fooihe Middl e
agricultural implement was specified Planning Sheets for 1945 also
East in either 1943 or 1944 . The Combined
disregard Canada entirely and unless very prompt action

ult in the definite anda
no share in exports to that area ,

to the United Kingdom and the United States .
permanent loss of those markets ide
Studies made respecting Canada's long term exports show t~ted fromVth etors
about 27% of all farm implements f rms the basiscof a) estrong argument for
North American Continent and this
our participation in any market allocations

whimplements specified
important consideration is that many types of agricultura l
for shipment to the Middle East are either enti

r ô not protect Canadian trad e

shipped prev iously in negligible quantities .
any share of the market in the

interests now, it will be impossible to secure
st•war period, either for replacement parts or new units, as Caû(dëX b~sn~f

will be completely unknown. To stress theewould out
our

a~ uryeY
agricultural implements and machine ry , point tO
covering 25-years shows that about 45% of the value of our production goes

export markets . r in the Comm~itY
- 4. It is also yhighly desirabl ti

e
th t
sa If weacould have' representative with the

Index for Middle East count rnyMiddle East Supply Centre or with some Committee working under t
tha

het itbem s
he would be able to indicate to the authorities co PtN~gwthe

ouldn of course, be
which Canada might reasonably , be able to supp y ich

ed with information as to Canada's productive capacity in ite osi f rmfurnis h
might be in doubt, but even without any briefing, he source of supplY Of
the Middle East Supply Centre that Canada is a po tential

newsprint ,' whereas the Commodity Index in its present form shows the United
States as the only "loading areâ:' nsible for
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tcchnical advisors who could'
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Canadian exporters. In the ca g
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recommends that either Mr. G. H. Thomas or. Mr. Lionel Harper, (both of 
Massey-Harris .Company, Manchester), be named as technical advisor. 
6. The question of representation will have to be decicied before specific 

appointments can be considired. It might, however, be of use tO you to know 
that we have in mind 'Mr. Richard Grew, Canadian Trade Commissioner in 
Cairo, as liaison officer to the Middle East Supply Centre or as a member of 
one  of  its Committees. In French North Africa Mr. Lamontagne, who has 
recently been appointed as Economic Advisor would be available. Mr. Grew 
might be able to serve  as liaison officer to the British American Co-ordinating 
Committee concerned with Turkey, as his territory includes that country. 

1 have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

166.i 	 DEA/6250-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH A. 410 	 London, July 6, 1944 

Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 463 of April 19th, 1944 
concerning the maintenance of Canadian trade connections with the Middle 
East, Turkey, North Africa and the British Colonies. 

I have been informed by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs that he 
hopes to make available a considered reply in the near future, as our official 
representations arc now under active discussion. 

In the meantime, I have been advised by the Turkish Sub-Committee in 
London that for some time past consideration has been given to a list of goods 
destined to Turkey which the Committee wish to control, both from the point 
01.  view  of receiving recommendations from the Mission in Angora, and of 
allocating sources of supply. This list is not yet final but departments here have 
now suggested, tentatively, sources of supply for all the  items on this list. 

I am enclosing copies of the latest list which shows the proposcd sources of 
suPPIY.t  I am informed by  the  Turkish Sub-Committee that these are purely 
tentative and arc based mainly on the Middle East Commodity Index. On 
examining the enclosed list it will bc found that Canada appears as the loading 
a,,rea for very few items accounted for by  the  fact that the Middle East 

rnmodity Index does not, as yct, show Canada as a potential source of 
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supply for a large

The
number of commodities which are availabl for consideratio ntes

A aland is being submitted to the - United Shat any uthorites
additions which Canadafin

United States Authorities in
wan

dishe
s the to Turkis

h make
wSu

bill- , b
e Comm i takténe assumesss Wm~ that

I have pointed out that the ci f drawback t o
sources

Washington. To,this assumptio n
a course

not
is that usually the Authorities in Washingtndon . I have sugg y ested that

of supply and accept the recomme nd lt the mram r has been considered by the
final action should be deferred u you ma wish' ies and 1 am informed of the commodities for which

Canadaa
Canadian author it , ssible that y
may be considered as a loading area .ândsdefer action from this end so I would

to discuss this list with Washington you wish to be pursued .
a reciate being advised of the course which

y

PP I have etc .
VINCENT MASSEY

DEA/6250-40

167. aires extérieures
Le secrétaire d'État aux

en Grande-Bretagne
au haut commissa

State for External Affairs
Secretary of

to High Commissioner in Great Britain
26 1g44

Ottawa, July ,
DESPATCH 91 8

Sir,
Middle

East Supply Centre, discussions were held he
t e

In the matter of the M~ e which is
last week with Commander Jackson of the Centre the outcoth ~of

from the
summarized in the attached, copy of a- letter , dated Jul

y

Department of Trade and Commerce to the Underi Saci

h
We feel that the working arrangements outli erein are satisfactory,

a successful conclusion your
. efforts and ours to imProVe our

and bring to
relationship with the Centre .

We will be glad to have any comments from you
.

I have etc.
N. A: ROaERTS ô f State

for Externalfor the SeAffairs
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le sous-ministre par intérim du Commerce 
au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extériéures 

Acting Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, July 24, 1944 

Att'n. Syd. Pierce, Esq. 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
I have purposely delayed acknowledging your letter of July 12, with 

enclosed despatch No. A. 410 from the High Commissioner in the U.K. until 
we had had our meeting with Commander Jackson of the Middle East Supply 
Centre, Cairo. 

As you know, Commander Jackson was in Ottawa on Friday, July 21, when 
we had a discussion with him regarding the supply of Canadian goods to the 
Middle East countries. Three principal facts developed from this meeting. The 
first and perhaps most important was that Cmdr. Jackson undertook to arrange 
for us to receive copies of the Middle East program of requirements as soon as 
they are made available to the U.K. and the U.S. These are to be forwarded to 
us through our Trade Commissioner in Cairo as well as through the Canadian 
Embassy in Washington. 

Secondly, it was disclosed that inclusion on the Middle East Commodity 
Index can be readily arranged by notification by Canada to the Combined 
Boards in Washington and to the Middle Eàst Supply Centre in Cairo, that 
Canada is a source of supply for specified commodities. Cmdr. Jackson further 
assured us that the act of providing a statement of goods which we can supply 
against the M.E.S.C. program will automatically have the effect of placing 
Canada on the Commodity Index for these items. 

Finally, on the subject of Canadian representation on the M.E.S.C. Supplies 
Committee, Cmdr. Jackson explained that at present the Committee is - 
composed of representatives of the U.K. and the U.S. and that if we pressed 
our claim to' the point of  gaining membership for Canada, it would mean the 
admission of the French and the Russians, as well as most other parts of the 
Empire. This would, in his opinion, make the Committee large and unwieldy 
and he hoped that his proposals to work in closer cooperation with our resident 
Trade Commissioner would now remove the difficulties of the past. We have 
accepted  this  on the assumption, of course, that we will receive copies of the 
M .E.S.C. requirement programs promptly. 

As regards  the  • Commodity Index for the Middle East and Turkey, I 
understand the . Standing Committee of the External Trade Advisory 
Ci ommittee Will' be considering at its next meeting the commodities which 
snould be recoinmended  as  being available from Canada. Whcn this is o  

mpleted, I. shall see that it is transmitted to Washington and Cairo in 
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accordance with Commander Jackson's suggestion contained in paragraph
3

above . Yours faithfully,
OLIVER MASTE R

PARTIE 5/PART 5

MARINE MARCHANDE
MERCHANT SHIPPIN G

168.
Le secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires extérieures

au seerétaire aux Dominions . , +

DEA/7113-4 0

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

M41
Ottawa, March 17,194 4

TELEGRA

SECRET. Your telegram Circular D
. 303 of February 28thân control of

MOST
United Nations shipping after termrnatron of hostilities

that in h ene al interest of
Canadian Government concurs in youTcentral dg ection of shipping

United Nations it would be desirable to maintain from it
for such time as may be necessary to complete the wa nations a voice
and that some broader organization is necessary to g ive smalle

r a~ to be satisfactory

du

outlined
of United Statesin shipping control. The general procedure

andweshouldbegladtobemfo ,

and U.S .S.R.
DEA/62• s

169.
Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet

Memorandum by Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet
944

[Ottawa,] April 15,1
SECRET

PRIME MINISTERS' CONFERENCE, 1944'= •

, Agenda : Item 4- Commonwealth Cooperation

TRANSPORT; MERCHANT SHIPPING

Canada's War and Immediate Postwar Position. . e wers, has built up a
Canada, before the war ,one of the 1es'ndustr

i
t~ At resent the Canadian

large merchant fleet and shtp-building ry . , r

Voir aussi Ic

12" Le Premier ministre était alors i Londres pour la rfunion des premiers ministres . umcn`

document 764. Scc also D°u

The Prime Minister was then in London for the Prime Ministen' Meeting .
764 .
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merchant navy consists of approximately 150 ocean-going vessels  of 750,000 
gross tons. In addition, the Canadian government holds title to more than 90 
vessels, chiefly of the 10,000 ton class, which have been turned over under 
Mutual Aid to the United Kingdom. The shipbuilding programme in Canada is 
continuing and at the close of hostilities in Europe, the Canadian government 
will probably own about 300 ocean-going merchant vessels with a total tonnage 
of more than 2,000,000 tons gross register representing an overall investment 
of $500,000,000. If the shipbuilding programme is extended during the period 
of war against Japan, these figures will become even larger. 

The U.K. and U.S. merchant fleets will be far greater than the Canadian. 
Nevertheless Canada will have achieved the position of the third merchant 
shipping nation in the world. The restoration of Norwegian, Dutch and Greek 
fleets may be expected but Canada will be in a position to remain one of the 
foremost shipping nations. 

Postwar Control of Shipping; U.K. Proposals. 
Control of merchant shipping during the war has been exercised by the U.K. 

and the U.S. through the Combined Shipping Adjustment Board. Time charter 
arrangements which made possible the control of the merchant navies of 
European nations will expire shortly after the end of the war in Europe and 
certain European governments have already shown a desire to play a part in 
the control hitherto exercised entirely by the U.S. and the U.K. 

In view of these considerations, the U.K. has proposed to the U.S. (notifying 
the Commonwealth governments of this step) the establishment of an 
International Maritime Administration to plan the coordinated use of 
merchant shipping during the period following the termination of hostilities in 
Europe. The administration would consist of a council representing all the 
participating governments, and two small executive boards, one in Washington 
and one in London. Membership on the boards would be limited to those 
countries with a large amount of shipping to offer. The boards would be the 
real working agencies, would determine rates and with the consent of the 
Country concerned, would allocate shipping  services if such a scheme is 
adopted. Canada's position should bc recognized by membership on one or both 
Of the boards'. 

Comments on U.K. Proposals. 
There are a number of points in the U.K. proposals which require 

clarification. The suggestion that U.K. ships bc allocated to meet British 
Cmoromonwealth requirements may imply trcating the Commonwealth position 

ore or less as a unit. A further corollary of this position, if the early history of 
the Combined Food Board is an example, may be that the proposed London board 

would be, among othcr things, a British Commonwealth board. This 
could scarcely be satisfactory to Canada which has been working very closely 
with and through the U.S. War Shipping Administration. , 
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170. 	- 	 PCO 

Mémorandum du ministère des Transports au Commité de guerre du Cabinet 

kfemorandunt by Department of Transport to Cabinet War Committee 

U.K.-U.S. PROPOSALS FOR INTERNATIONAL 
CONTROL OF MERCHANT SHIPPING AFTER 
CONCLUSION OF HOSTILITIES IN EUROPE 

The, Committee on Merchant Shipping Policy submits the following 
statement and recomMendations with reference to proposals advanced by the 
U.K. and the U.S. for international control of merchant shipping after  the 
conclusion of hostilities in Europe: 

I. Wartime Control of Shipping. 
Since  the  beginning of the war control over British merchant shipping has 

been exercised by the British Ministry of War Transport. The U.S., after 
entering the war, established a similar agency, the  Var  Shipping Administra-
tion. Coordination bctwccn these two organizations has been achieved by 
setting up the Combincd Shipping Adjustment Boards composed solely of U.K. 
and U.S. representatives in London and Washington. The  Canadian Shipping 
Board, set up in December 1939, exercises similar control of Canadian 
registered,vessels. It is entirely indcpcndcnt of the British Ministry of War 
Transport, the Var  Shipping Administration and the  Combined Shipping 
Adjustment Boards but has closely cooperated with thcsc three agencies sincc 
their inception. 

II.Terms of U.K. Proposals. 
The United Kingdom has informcd Canada that it is proposcd to hold an 

international conference in London to discuss  the  establishment of an 
International Maritime Administration to coordinate  the use of mcrchànt 
shiPPing during  the period immediately following  the tcrmination of hostilities 
in Europe, 

The United Kingdom plan provides that  the  supply of shipping for essential 
militaryand civilian requirements would be  the  common responsibility of the 
United Nations. Each  nation  would retain considerable control over its own 
shiPPing•Airecting tonnage  to serve its own immediate needs, including shipping , for coastal and short trades and for "the import requirements of tterrit

ere
orieslor, which its government has special shipping responsibilities." If 

h, were insufficient tonnage for these nccds, application would be made to itmhie international body, for more vessels; on the othcr hand, any cxccss  tonnage 
le:taukid,.be Oa,,Ced at the disposal of the  international body. Each nation would 

oCrriaintain the controls needed to carry out the decisions of the 
nternatioUà I liodY; 

The 	• • 
 ng all 

aumuustrat ive agencies proposed would consist of a Council represent- 
the ;_ , 	Icipating governments, and tveo small Executive Boards,  one in 
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Washington and one in London
. Membership on the Boardsr

Neutral nl sation
in their territories byto those co_ untries with a large amount

of shppp n8 to of
f

would be invited to undertake controlo Warrant schemes.

Enemy do tin tonnag
e measures 'on the lines of U.K. and

h

U .S .
e authôrities administering

a p g would be controlled thro g

surrender terms .
U.K.

has agreed that machinery of

The U.S. has requested and the direction or license beere uisitioning as distinct from control of
voyages by

employed and that the controls be effective until six no ~ch d tuponhaq
conclusion of the war with Japan . Agreement has also be

e ro sedjointly by the U.K. and U .S . to

number of general principles to be p
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other maritime nations.' ' (See Annex A' hereto) .
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transition from wartime to peacett existing' not be to meet these needs merely by extending

ex
end of

lt will practicabl e
controls in their present form

. For'example, six months after th Éthe
ts concernedhostilities' l t' t

ies with Germany the time charters of vessels héc ~ve rnmen
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l expected shipping control .
will then demand a greater voice i n
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1
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is- proliosed 4  to establish. If these were to consist only of U.K. and U.S. 
representatives, Canada might easily find herself at a disadvantage. Accord-
ingly, it is desirable that  Canada,  request membership upon one of these 
Boards. 

V. Recommendations. 	 • 	 • 

The shipping problems involved in the U.K.-U.S. plan come primarily 
within the purview of The Canadian Shipping Board which has made certain 
recommendations in all of which the Committee on Merchant Shipping Policy 
concurs, more particularly: 
(i) That the U.K.-U.S. proposals for the establishment of an international 

maritime authority to exercise control of all shipping for a period of six months 
after the conclusion of hostilities in the Far East be approved in principle. 
(ii) That the invitation to attend the conference be accepted. 
(HD' (â) That in view of the fact the decisions which will be arrived at by the 

conference may be of considerable  importance  to Canadian Merchant 
Shipping, particularly to our Canadian Government owned fleet, and that the 
British Government has appointed Lord Leathers, British Minister of War 
Transport, to be head of their delegation, it is desirable that Canada bc 
strongly represented at  the  conference, possibly with a Minister of the Crown 
as head of the delegation, and with the Chairman of the Shipping Board as one 
of the delegates. 
(b) That  the delegation be provided with qualified assistants competent to 

advise  on  the sPecialized questions which will arise. 
(iv) That the U.K. Government be informed: 
(a)That- the Canadian government would be reluctant to impose general 

requisitioning but assumes that its present control will be recognized by the 
other governments concerned as being equivalent to or stronger than control by 
requisition because practically all Canadian tonnage is government-owned and 
the reniinder is undcr  the close direction and control of the Canadian 
Shipping Board. 	" 
(b)

 
Th  at the Canadian government would be prcparcd to accept the U.S. 

stipulation' that controls be continued until six months after the  end of thc war 
with Japaw if satisfactory agreements arc reached elsewhere in the scheme 
whereby Canada's vital export and import shipping requirements arc assured of 
consideration in all respects equal to that of othcr countries.'" 

C. P. EDWARDS 

h 

JaPPort tut apprOuvé par le Comité de gucrre du Cabinet le 12 juillet 1944. 
Inn report Widappro4d bY Cabinet War Committee on July 12, 1944. 
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171 . • aires extérieures
Le seerétairé dEaire en Grande-Bretagne

au haut commissaire

ofState for External Afja ► rs
Secretary
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 1944

Ottawa, July 15,
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representation on the Executive Board or Boards  mentioned in Dominions 
Office telegram D. 303 of February 28tht being confined to the United 
Kingdom and the United States. As the result of wartime ship-building Canada 
has a substantial claim to membership, although we would not wish to press 
this to the point of claiming precedence over such countries as Norway. 

DEA/7113-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1883 	 London, July 26, 1944 

MOST IMMEDIATE. 	1. Inter-Allied Conference on Shipping Control. 
Reference your telegrams No. 1437 of July 18th and No. 1478 of July 21st.t 
After its first meeting held at Foreign Office, Conference went into full 
Committee: In a series of meetings, and with the aid of a number of 
amendments not having great importance, the committee has now reached 
general acceptance of the Memorandum of Principles with the exception of 
clauses 2 and 7c on which we and the Netherlands, respectively, have reserved 
our acceptance. 
2. The visiting Canadian delegation has had lengthy discussions regarding 

clause 2 with United Kingdom and United States delegations. As indicated in 
my telegram No. 1815 of July 20th,t the latter accept our contention that 
vessels owned by the Canadian Government need not be requisitioned under 
this clause, but they urge strongly that the few privately owned ocean-going 
Canadian vessels, which might form part of the United Nations shipping pool, 
be requisitioned, as otherwise a loophole would be left for other nations such as 
Poland and, furthermore, it would bc difficult to include Sweden effectively 
later, 
3. United States delegates especially are pressing that Canada agree to clause 

2 as drafted, contending that unless we accept this proviso the success of the 
entire Agreement will be prejudiced. All other nations represented here have 
already' accèp-ted this clause as essential to effective control. MacCallum and 
technica'l àdvisers*, whilst of Opinion that Canada's participation in Agreement 
could be effective without actual requisition of the few privately owned 
Canadian'vessels Which will be involved, considcr it would bc unwisc to imperil 
Agreement by  continuing to stand out and recommend that clause 2 be 
accepted 'on' the basis that the Canadian Government will effect technical 
requisitiOnOf Such'érivately owncd ocean•going vessels which may comc within the  scope Of  thé Agreement.  Such vessels would be very fcw in number. Please' 
telegraph' as 'eàrlY as possible if this modification of your original instructions is 
aPProved. 

0411.1Y One Board with two branches in London and Washington, respectively, the 

With regard to the Executive Board, it is now proposed that there shall bc 

173.. 
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two branches to meet at fairly frequent intervals, say at least every three 
months with the Council meeting at least twice a year. The necessity of 
confining the Executive Board to very few members has been strongly 
reiterated. Decision as to membership of the Board is reserved to the next 
Conference meeting but, in informal discussions between MacCallum and 
United Kingdom and United States delegations, the two latter have indicated 
that 'Norway and the Netherlands will be included, making a Board 
membership of four. 
5. As an offset to this restricted membership, the idea is emerging that the 

other countries personally represented here will be given associate membership 
with, in practice, the position of a full member whenever action affecting their 
ships is to be taken by the Board. 
6. Whilst proposing to seize any favourable opportunity of pressing for full 

Board membership when the question rises formally at the next Conference 
meeting, the visiting delegation feel that the compromise proposal of associate 
membership will adequately protect Canadian shipping interests and 
recommend that, if necessary to ensure the success of the Conference as a 
whole, we be authorized to agree to it. As the next meeting of the Conference 
will probably be held within the next few days, we would appreciate receiving 
your views on this point as early as possible. ' 
7. At the Committee meeting yesterday, both the United Kingdom and 

United States delegations stressed again the desirability of keeping the Council 
on Ministerial level. 

' 	Le 

 174. 	
secrétaire d'État aux. 	

DEAP 1 13-40 

Affaires ext .ér:ietires 

. 

	

` 	au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
' 	. 	Secretary of State for External Affairs 	• 1 

	

, . 	to High Commissioner in Great Britain . 

TELEGRAM 1509 	 Ottawa, July 26, 1944 
. 	. 

Your telegram. No. 1883 of July 26th. ShipPing Control. 
1.  Canadian Government is Prepared to undertake to reqizisition privately 

owned ocean-going Canadian vessels càining within scope' of Agreement. 
2., We should endeavour to obtain Cahadian Membership on the Executive 

atiârd but should not press our:request to the point of prejudicing the success 
of the Conference.  

, 	 - 

3. In vieW of the progress of the waiit seetiii to us not unlikely that Sweden, 
and perhaps other neutral . -co>  unities might Welcôme an opportunitY, 
asSociating themselve's with  the Propoied shipping arrangements. It woula 
appreciated if you could bring this ,  suggestion to the attention of te e  .„ 	 , 
Conference. 	- 
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175:ï: PCO

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du. Cabine t
Extract from Minutes ofCabinet War Committee

, . .
SECRET [Ottawa,] August 3, 1944

INTERNATIONAL MERCHANT SHIPPING ;
LONDON MEETIN G

14. THE SECRETARY reported that agreement had been reached in London
on principles to govern the continuance of co-ordinated control of merchant
shipping and for the organization of a central authority for that purpose .

This' agreeinent, which had been accepted by the Canadian representatives,
was generally in accordance with the report of the Advisory Committee on
Merchant Shipping Policy which the War Committee had approved on ' July
the 12th . 1 " Copies of the draft agreementt had been circulated .

Under . the agreement, a central authority consisting of a council composed
of all the United Nations and an executive board with two branches, one in
London and one in Washington, would be established . The authority would
operate from the suspension of hostilities with Germany, until six months after
the end of hostilities in Europe or the Near East, whichever might be later . It
was understood that the executive board would be composed of representatives
of the United Kingdom, the United States, Norway and the Netherlands .
Certain other nations directly concerned, including Canada, would be grante d
associate membership with rights of consultation and attendance when matters
of concern to them were under consideration. Decisions of the Board affecting
the ships under the authôrity of any contracting government would be reached
only with the consent of that government . Control of ships would be exercised
by requisitioning for use or title .

(Telegram No. 1924, Canadian High Commissioner, London, to External
Affairs,July 28, 1944 - C .W.C. document No. 833) . t

15 . ,THE WAR COMMI TTEE, after discussion, approved the proposed
agreement and 'authorized signature thereof bÿ Canadian representatives on
behalf of the government .
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176. 	 DEA/7113-40 
Rapport de la délégation canadienne à la conférence de Londres 

sur le contrôle de la marine marchande • 
Report of Canadian Delegation to London Conference 

: 	on Shipping Control 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [London, c. August 5, 1944] 

Agreement on Principles having Reference to the Continuance 
of Co-ordinated Control of Merchant Shipping 

1. We have the honour to submit herewith a copy of the "AGREEMENT ON 

PRINCIPLES HAVING REFERENCE TO THE CONTINUANCE OF CO-ORDINATED 

CONTROL OF MERCHANT SHIPPING," signed in London on Saturday, August 
5th, 1944, by the duly authorized representatives of Belgium, Canada, Greece, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, United Kingdom, and United States." 2  
2. Governments Participating. 

It will be noted that the countries which took part in the Conference were 
those of the United Nations which'have contributed appreciable merchant ship 
tonnage to the war effort and which have been parties, in one way or another, 
to the existing arrangements for the provision of ships for the needs of the 
United Nations. Representatives of the French National Conunittee of 
Liberation participated throughout in the Conference, which opened on July 
19th and concluded on August 5th; but they did not sign the final Agreement 
for reasons which are given in Paragraph 10 below. 
3. Governments Informed. 

- Russia did not participate because one of the principal aims of the 
Conference was to ensure adequate shipping for the war against Japan. 
However, Russia, the other British Dominions, and Brazil have bccn informed 
of the Agreement. Sweden is to be invited at an early date to accede to the 

Agreement. The Free Danish Government in London was represented at the 
last meeting by an observer. 
4. Period of the Agreement. 

The Agreement is essentially a wartime agreement. It is to come into 
operation "upon the general suspension of hostilities with Germany" and is to 
terminate "six months after the general suspension of hostilities in Europe« 
the Far East," whichever may be the later "unless it is unanimously agreed, 
among the governments represented on the duly authorized body of the central  
authority that an) or all of the agreed principles may be terminated e  
modified earlier." In short, the Agreement is intended to cover roughlY the la st 
phase of the war between the defeat of Germany and the defeat of Japan. 
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' It is cleâr, however, that the Agreement and the machinery created under it
could provide a useful basis for post-war cooperation• in the international
merchant shipping field .
5 . Purpose of the Agreement.

The broad purpose of the Agreement is set forth in its first clause :
"The contracting Governments declare that they accept as a common

responsibility " the provisiôri of shipping for all military and other tasks
necessary for, and arising out of, the completion of the war in Europe and the
Far East, and for the supplying of all the liberated areas as well as of the
United Nations generally and territories under their authority ."

Behind this general statement lies :
(a) , The desire of the United Kingdom Government, and more especially of

the United States Government, to ensure that the merchant shipping of smaller
allied, countries (some of whom ; like Nor►tiay, are not at war with Japan)
should not be left free to turn to normal business whilst that of the two major
powérs continue to bear the burden of the war against Japan,
(b) A desire on the part of certain of the European allies, such as the

Netherlands, Belgium and the French National Committee of Liberation that
the shipping resources of the United Nations be available to carry the relief
and rehabilitation supplies which they will need so badly for some time after
their liberation and, moreover, that such shipping be available at freight rates
which are subject to some control .

(c) A general desire to avoid the highly disturbed or even chaotic conditions
which might ~ arise .in the shipping . field , if existing shipping controls were
suddenly relaxed during the transition period when hostilities will have been
suspended in Europe but will be continuing in the Far East.6. The Central Authority: (a) The United 11 faritime Council. (b) The United
Maritime Executive Board. .

To implement the Agreement and more specifically "in order that the
allocation of all ships under United Nations control may continue to be
effectively determined to meet the requirements of the United Nations," a
central ~.authority - is to be established . As noted in the Annex, this central
authority is to consist of (a) the United Maritime Council, and (b) the United
Maritime Executive Board . .

Each ,contracting government is to be represented . on 'the Council andmembership ; on the .Council shall also be open to all other governmentswhetheréofthe United Nations or of neutral countries which desire to accede
anThe prepared to accep t the obligations of contracting governments."

United Maritime Executive Board is to be established with two
ranches, one in London and one in Washington, under the chairmanship ofT he British Ministry of War Transportdministrution respectively. It is o exer esehthe erxecutive functo sh fpthcouncil

. Its membership is to be restricted to representatives of the Govern-ents of the United Kingdom, United States. Netherlands, and Norway,lthough •it
shall be open to the members of the Executive Board to
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recommend to contracting governments additions to the membership of the 
Executive Board as circumstances may require." 
7. Position of Canada. 
(a) In accordance with its terms of reference (as contained in Telegram No. 

1437 from External to Dominions dated July 18th),'" the Canadian delegation 
indicated readiness to accept in general the draft principles set forth initially 
subject to reservations regarding Clause 2 relating to requisitioning and Clause 
7 relating to the central authority and its powers. r 

(b) Requisitioning. We had protracted informal discussions on this point with 
the United Kingdom and United States delegations. Both accepted our 
contention that vessels owned by the Canadian Government need not be 
requisitioned under Clause 2 but they strongly urged that any privately-owned 
ocean-going Canadian vessels which might form part of the United Nations 
shipping pool should be requisitioned as otherwise a loophole would be left 
which would make difficult the effective inclusion later of certain neutrals, 
more especially Sweden. The United States delegates especially pressed for 
Canada to agree to Clause 2 as drafted, contending that, unless we accepted it, 
the success of the entire Agreement would be prejudiced. As all other nations 
represented, including Poland and Norway, who had originally shared our 
objections, finally accepted the clause as essential to effective control, we 
agreed to accept it also on the understanding that the Canadian Government 
need effect technical requisition only of  such  privately-owned ocean -going 
vessels as may come directly within the scope of the Agreement. In effect, this 
means that only those privately-owned Canadian vessels which engage in deep 
sea operations need be requisitioned. As far as can be judged at present, tile 
Canadian Shipping Board feels that nearly all privately-owned Canadian 
vessels can be effectively employed in Canadian coastal and near shore trades 
(e.g. to Newfoundland) and so rcmain outside the pool and therefore left 
unrequisitioned. In all probability only a few sea-going tankers will require t° 
be dealt with by some form of technical requisition. 
(c) Membership on the Maritime Executive Board. 

It was agreed at an early stage in the proceedings that the membership of 
the Executive Board be left for decision by the full conference at a later stage. 
However, from informal conference's with the United Kingdom and United 
States delegations we learned that: 

(i) it was contemplated (as we had eicpected) that the Executive Board should 
consist`of the United Kingdom and United States because of the outstanding 
shipping tonnage they control and of Norway because of the relatively great 
tonnage 'Contributeed by her and the extremely vital importance of mercha nt  
shipping to her national economy, and that 
(ii) it  was alio contemplated that the Netherlands should be a member' 

becausé-  of her relatiely largé tonnage contribution and because of ler 
 ;; 	 • 
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interests in the Far East where the last phase of the war is expected to centre,
and that ,
(iii) for Canada to press for membership would jeopardize the success of the

Conferencé since it would create a suspicion in certain quarters of the United
States that "the British" had two seats to one American and, moreover, would
make it impossible to refuse a seat to France which, if granted, might lead to a
demand from Creecé and possibly from other countries for equal treatment . ,

In short, it was clear to us that nothing would be gained by pressing this
point,' providing Canada's interests were otherwise protected . Accordingly,
when the question came up for decision and after obtaining approval from
Ottawa, 'we supported the proposal (which was formally put forward by
Belgium) that, in view of the necessity of confining the Executive'Board to
very few members, it be composed of the four countries named above.

By way . of compensation, we urged that each contracting Government not
permanently represented on the Executive Board should be represented by an
associatè member instead of by a liaison officer as originally proposed
whenevér matters affecting ships under the authority of that government or .
matters affecting the supply'of ships for territories under the authority of that
government 'were being considered . Our final acceptance was made conditional
upon an addition' to the wording of Clause 8 of the Annex to provide that
associate members, when such matters were being considered, "be entitled to
attend meetings of' the Executive Board . As originally worded, this clause
provided, merely that the liaison officers "be consulted by" the ExecutiveBoard.
8 . Degree of Control .

Anotlier: major point to ' which we devoted particular attention was thede finition of "essentia!" as used in the third line of Clause 3 and towards theend of 'Clause 7(b) of the Agreement, and the definition of ` territories forwhich it'hâs special shipping responsibilities" as used at the end of Clause7(b) • It was agreed that the words in question would be interpreted to mean
that the central authority` would consider all cargoes included in programmes
approved by ' thc appropriate national supply authorities to be essential . We feel
that this interpretation leaves the Canadian Shipping Board in a position toProtect adequately Canada's vital shipping interests .9. sh iP iWarrant Schemes .

With regatd to this point (Clause 5 of the Agreement), it was agreed that it
would be~ unnecessar for eachY participating government to introduce aseparate ship warrant scheme and, morcovcr, that it would be undesirable for a

international ship warrant scheme to be attempted since thi s
would involvë'the almôst impossible task of producing a document which would
comPly withthé Maritime law of every subscribing country . It was spccifically~agreed that

-Canüda's Ships' Privilege License System would require noialteration. , ,
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10. Position of France. 
As noted above, representatives of the French National Committee of 

Liberation participated in all the proceedings of the Conference and accepted 
the fi nal Agreement on Principles with the exception of Clause 7 of the Annex. 
The French delegation were unable to obtain authority from Algiers to sign the 
final agreement unless France were given full membership on the Executive 
Board. The final, signing of the Agreement: was twice postponed to give the 
French delegates an opportunity of obtaining the necessary authority and the 
leader of the French delegation flew to Algiers in an effort to obtain authority 
but had to return without «  it. It will be open to France to join the Agreement 
later, although her joining will then be regarded as an entirely new accession. 
11. Accession of Other Governments: Sweden and Brazil. 

As stated in Clause 2 of the Annex, membership of the Council shall be 
"open to all other governments whether of the United Nations or of neutral 
countries which desire to accede and are prepared .to accept the obligations of 
contracting governments." However, as implied in Clause 4 of the Agreement, 
it is countries "having under their control ships in excess of the tonnage 
required to carry their essential import, requirements," which are in mind. 
Sweden is the only important such country. It is understood that Sweden and 
also Brazil will be approached by the United Kingdom and United States 
governments. Undoubtedly Ridssia would be welcomed whenever shc kels in a 
position to join. There was no disposition to encourage the accession of 
"consumer" countries, although the wording of Clause 2 of the Annex would 
leave the door open to them. 
12. Terms of Remuneration. 

Considerable discussion, initiated chiefly by the Norwegian delegation, 
centred around Clause 7(1) of the Agreement.  The  Norwegian delegates tried 
unsuccessfully to have the words "commercial" and "taking into account 
increased costs" inserted in this clause. The French delegation:on the other 
hand, stressed the need of preventing rises in freight rates which would increase 
the landed cost of relief and rehabilitation supplies. It was finally agreed that 
all details on: this point be left initially to the Planning Committee and 
thereafter to the Executive Board. 
13. Currencies. 

The Norwegian delegation also raised the question of currencies in which 
remuneration for ship use would be paid. Thcir chief delegate statcd that his 
understanding was that remuneration would be fixcd in relation to the prices 
which all governments would have to pay for their supplies and that it would tbe  
paid in currencies which governments could use to pay for such supplies. Tie  
Chairman (Lord Leathers) immediately stated that this was a matter for the  
Planning Committee but he. wished to make it perfectly clear that t. h,e  
Conference could not give any. assurance as to the currencies in whe 
remuneration would be paid. 
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14 . `Relation to Relief and Rehabilitation Programmes.
The importance which all the European representatives ' attached to the

relation of the shipping arrangements to those for relief and rehabilitation was
very, marked. They stressed the desperate plight in which their countries would
be after the suspension of European hostilities and the prime responsibility of
their governments to alleviate that plight . Certain representatives, notably the
Belgian, French, and Norwegian, emphasized the desire of their governments
for a voice in the programming of supplies for their countries .

The United Kingdom and United States delegations took the view, which we
supported and which was finally accepted unanimously, that the United
Maritime Council and Executive Board as a shipping agency should confine
itself to shipping and could not concern itself directly with the formulation of
supply programmes: these would have to come, on the military side, from the
Allied military authorities, and on the civilian side, from the appropriate
authorities such as the Combined Boards, U.N.R.R.A., etc.
15 . The Planning Committee. ,

Clause 12 of the Annex provides that a Planning Committee shall be set up
to begin work in London as soon as possible to work out the details of the
machinery required to enable the Executive Board to discharge its functions .

Each delegation was asked to nominate one expert to this Committee. As
the Canadian Shipping Board had no expert available who could .bc left in
London, it was agreed that JIlr. J. A. Langley. Canadian Government Trade
Commissioner there, should represent Canada on the Committee . It is possible
that part of the Committce's work may be carried on in Washington . If thisProves to be the case, the Canadian Shipping Board 's Washington representa-tive, Mr. A. L. Lawes, will be available .
16 . Nature of the Commitment.

At one stage of the proceedings the principal Norwegian delegate said that,
whilst he understood that the Agreement would be valid as soon as signed, he
must make a formal reservation that the Storting would have the right to
affirm or denounce the Agreement . Both the United Kingdor ► s and UnitedStates delegations took exception to this and cmphasizcd their hope that no
reservâtions would be attached to any signature to the Agreement . In the end,
the principal Norwegian delegatc signed the Agreement without reservation onthe

understanding~that his point be formally rccorded in the Minutes of the
meetings; ~e Chairman said that, in this respect, ' Norway was in much the
~ ame position as other governments which would necessarily have to brin theVgreemént to the notice of their legislatures in duc course. • g
~17 • Publicity.

Attached hereto is a copy of the press statement' formally agrced upon by
he Confer-110e for relcase on Wedncsday, August 9th .
It was decided by the Confcrence that the Agreement itself should not beade' public ~ â Td .ublicl ,, that no othcr statement conccrn ing it should be issucdy untilan agreed later date but that, in the meantime, the Governments
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Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 
Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,' September 27, 1944 

INTERNATIONAL SIIIPPING; LONDON MEETING; DELEGATION'S REPORT 

9. THE SECRETARY, referring to discussion at the meeting of August 3rd, 
submitted a report of the Advisory Côrnmittee on Merchant Shipping Policy. 

The report stated that the agreement reached in London made adequate 
provision for the coordinated control of merchant shipping in the period 
immediately following the conclusion of hostilities in Europe. The Committee 
concurred in the report of the Canadian delegates. 

Some doubt had existed as to the position of ships built for other nations, 
and clarification on this point had been sought and received from the British 
Ministry of War Transport and the U.S. Maritime Commission. In general, it 
appeared that there could be no objection, provided that such shipbuilding did 
not interfere with the overall war effort and that ships constructed were 
employed in conformity with the purposes of the United Nations. 

Copies of the Committee's report had been circulated. 
(Committee's report, Sept. 25, 1944, and attached documents — C.W.C. 

document 866).t 
10.MR. HEENEY pointed out that the new arrangements would require the 

appointment of a Canadian member to the United Maritime Council and an 
associate member to the United Maritime Executive, to be set up under the 
new  "Agreement on Principles." 

The Shipping Board suggested that Mr. A. L. W. MacCallum be appointed 
associate member of the Executive Board with Mr. A. L. Lawes as his 
technical adviser. The member of the Council would require to be at 
Ministerial level. 
11.THE WAR CommITTEE, after discussion, noted with approval the report 

of the Advisory Committee on Merchant Shipping Policy and approved the 
arPPointment of Mr.' MacCàllum and Mr. Lawes, deferring appointment of a 
epresentatiire to  the Council pending receipt of a report,' now under 

Canada 
Preparatinn by .the A.dvisory Committee, on administrative machincry in 

.'" 

134, 
Le ministre  du Commerce, James A. MacKinnon, fut nommé au Conseil en vertu du Décret 

8220 en date du 27 octobre 1944! 	, the Minister of Trade  and  Ciammerce. James A. NiseKinnon, was appointed to the Council by 
°rder'in-Council P.C. 8220, October 27, 1940 
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coasting vessels and canalers. These ships can no longer be operated in the 
Canadian trades in which they have been employed without expensive 
reconditioning or repairs which would not be economically justified from the 
owners' standpoint: Neither the British Ministry of War Transport, the War 
Shipping Administration, Washington, nor any other Government signatory to 
the Agreement" has signified any desire to acquire these old ships. The ships 
are, therefore, a liability to their owners unless they can be sold to purchasers 
in countries that have not yet acceded to the "Agreement on Principles." The 
Resolutions, however, would prohibit such sales without the concurrence of the 
United Maritime Executive Board, and United Maritime Executive Board may 
refuse concurrence on grounds that such transfers are contrary to the spirit of 
the Agreement on Principles. 

Despite the effect which the adoption of the Resolutions would have upon 
Canadian shipowners, however, the Canadian Shipping Board felt that it would 
be undesirable from both a Canadian and international point of view to 
continue tô withhold concurrence. The amount of Canadian tonnage affected is 
relatively small, and Canadian non-concurrence would invalidate the 
concurrence already given by all other contracting governments. Moreover it is 
felt that.non=cooperation by Canada in this matter would affect adversely our 
position as  an Associate Member of the United Maritime Executive Board. 

Accordingly two recommendations to Council were prepared (copies are 
attached hereto as appendices "B" and "C" to this letter).t The first of these 
recommendations provided for Canadian concurrence in the Resolutions; the 
second foi appioval in principle of the requisitioning and scrapping by the 
Canadian Government of a limited number of the old surplus vessels affected 
by the Resolutions, and of the..pàyment of suitable compensation to their 
owners. However, the Vice-Chairman of the Board, in a discussion with Dr. W. 
C. Clark, has found that the Department of Finance does not approve of the 
principle involved in payment of such  compensation, and presumably this 
recommendation to Council may be considered unacceptable to the govern-
ment.. 

In any event  the Board feels strongly that the first recommendatiôn 
providing for Canadian concurrence in the Resolutions should be submittcd to 
the government, and proposes, if it is approved, to send to the Secretariat of the 
United Maritime Executive Board, a communication (as per  attached draft, 
Appendix "D")t stating that Canada concurs in the Resolutions effective 
March  1945, the date upon which the Resolutions were submitted to a 
meeting of the United  Maritime'  Executive Board. 

d 

	

I should be giateful, therefore, if you would submit the attached recommenation 	
- 

fo  Canadian.  concurrence in the Resolutions to the Sccrctary of State 

already 
for  External Affairs for consideration. You will note that  the  recommendation 

bead 'the concuiring signature of the  Honourable the Ministcr of 
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who is the Representative of Canada on the United

Trade & 7 : Commerce,

wMaritimeCouncil . ' . ; ' ~

., . . ~ , ,, . . Very truly yours,

A. L. W: MACCALLU M

DEA/7113-40

Décret en Consei l
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Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 
Extract from Cabinet Conclusion.s. 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] September 28, 1945 

INTERNATIONAL CONTROL OF POSTWAR SHIPPING 

3. THE MINISTER OF TRADE AND COMMERCE submitted a memorandum, 
copies of which had been circulated. 

Consideration was likely to be given at an early date by the United 
Maritime Council to revision or termination of the present international 
agreement  for the pooling and control of merchant shipping. A substantial 
amount of cargo shipping would probably have to be withdrawn in order to 
avoid ovèr-supply and destructive competition. 

Consideration had been given to the attitude which Canada should adopt 
and it was redommended that, in any preliminary discussions, the Canadian 
representative on the United Maritime Executive Board be authorized to state 
that Canada would be prepared to make a contribution to an international 
scheme of rationalization, provided suitable and equitable basis of contribution 
by all could be worked out; In this connection, it was suggested that Canada 
might confine her postwar tonnage to the 11/2 million tons (deadweight) now 
operated by Canadian owners and dispose of the remaining one million. 

It was also recommended that early consideration be given to the 
reeomniendations lirepated bY the Interdepartmental Committee on Merchant 
ShiPPing Policy, at the direction of the Cabinet War Committee, with respect 
to the establishment of a single shipping authority in Canada (C.W.C. 
Documénts 870 and 919, Sept. 27; 1944,Jan. 5, 1945).' 

(MeniOiandum, Minister of Trade and Commerce, Undated — Cabinet 
Document 67e,  ' 

4. THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed: 
(a) that the' Canadian representative on the  United Maritime Executive 

Enrci be 1. aiithorized, in preliminary discussions, to take the position 
recommended.by the Minister with respect to Canadian participation in any 

iselleme for continued control of international shipping; and 
la(h)

t 
 that the problem of establishing a single Canadian maritime shipping ,counihority, 
mince

_be,, referred for consideration and report to a special Cabinet 
c6Iliposed of the Ministers directly concerned (Transport, Trade and C° m  - . t 	om erce, exonstructton and National Defence for Naval Services). 
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carrYing.  Canadian materials to Europe, Australia, India, etc. The Ministry 
officials, indeed, suggested that Canada might well follow the example set by 
the United States by withdrawing a certain number of "Park" vessels from 
service, as these were gradually becoming surplus to world. requirements. The 
attitude of the United Kingdom, and doubtless of. other European maritime 
countries such as Norway, Netherlands, etc., appears to be that any reduction 
in world tonnage should be made by lay-up on the part of the countries that 
built war-time ships, such as U.S. "Liberty?' and the Canadian "Parks," and 
that the European countries which ,were still deficient in shipping should 
employ their ships to,the utmost in moving cargoes from North America. 

Subsequent to thé U.M.E.B. meetings in Washington, Sir Cyril Hurcomb 
and his assistants came to Ottawa to meet the Hon. Mr. Howe, Minister of 
Reconstruction, for the purpose of discussing the continued use, by the United 
Kingdom of 92 "Fort" vessels (Canadian-built) which the United Kingdom has 
had on Mutual Aid during the war, and at the same time discussing the extent 
to which the Ministry might continue to integrate "Park" vessels, on a dollar-
cost basis in thé movement of cargoes from Canada to the sterling area. After a 
meeting with Mr: Barker, General Manager of the Park Steamship, and 
myself, the Ministry officials agreed, as a minimum, to the following 
employment of "Park" ships into sterling areas; between now and the end of 
February'1946: 

From East Coast Canada to the U.K. 	 — 8 ships per month 
Froin East Coast Canada to India 	 — 1 ship per month 
From East Coast Canada to South Africa 	 — 1 ship per month 
From East Coast Canada to Australia/N.Z. 	 — 1/2 1 ship  per 

month 
From East Coast Canada to the Mediterranean Area 	 — 6 ships per month . 	. 
From Pacific Coast to the U.K. 	 — 6 ships  per  month 
Froin Pacific Coast to South Africa 	 — I ship  per  month 
Frorn Pacific Coast to Australia/ 	 — I ship  per  month 
From Pacific Coast to China 	 • 	 — 1 ship per month 

231/2/26 
It has been estimated by the Board and the Park Stcamship Company that 

these monthly;allocations of "Park" ships will require the use of 90 "Park" 
vessels during the period December to February, although strikes abroad and 
Port delays may mean that it will take  more  than 90 vessels to perform this 
InnthlY . programme. The total number of "Park" 10,000-tonners now 
operating is 110, so that between now and the  end of the U.M.A. period 
(March 2nd next) there is a possibility that "Park" vessels will not find full 
en?Ployment, in carrying materials from Canada to arcas abroad unless this minimum 'quiita  per  month is increased, or we can use spare vessels in moving 
goods to,South America. ' 

I should like to—emplasize'  that the situation above outlined has developed 
because of the directive of the British Treasury in the  matter of avoiding  the 

areas 
use of dollar-freight vessels — American or Canadian — into so-called sterling . 
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December 13, 1945, was held in the office of the Acting Deputy Minister of 
Finance, December 21, 1945, at 2.30 p.m. 	• 

Present: 
V. W.  Scully, (Chairman), Deputy Minister of Reconstruction, 

• Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, Acting Deputy Minister of Finance, • 
M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
A. L W. MacCallum, Chairman, Canadian Shipping Board, 

• Commander C. P. Edwards, Deputy Minister of Transport. 
M. McClung. (Secretary), Privy Council Office, 

Also Present: 	 • 
Captain E. S. Brand, Director of Naval Intelligence & Trade, 
M. W. Sharp, Department of Finance. 

I. DISPOSITION OF PARK STEAMSHIPS 
1. THE 'CHAIRMAN referred to the Secretary's Note and two memoranda 

attached thereto (copies of which had already been circulated) the first from 
the Chairman of the Canadian Shipping Board to the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce;  and the second, à summary of decisions on merchant shipping 
Policy takeri — bY the previous Interdepartmental Committee on Merchant 
Shippinà Policy. , 

(Secretiri's.  Note, December 19, 1945e Memorandum to the Minister of 
Trade and  Commerce  from the Chairman, Canadian Shipping Board, 
November 16, 1945, ICMSP Document No. 1; and Merchant Shipping Policy, 
December 19, 1945, ICMSP Document No. 2).t 

2. MR. Smilax stated that  the  terms of reference given to the Committee by 
the Cabinet Committee on Reconstruction appeared to cover two main 
Problems: 
(1)Employment of Park ships between now and the end of the United 

Maritime agreement next March 2nd. 
(2)The  size and composition of a permanent Canadian•flag Merchant 

Marine and desirability of establishing a Canadian Maritime Commission. 	-- 
3 . THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CANADIAN SHIPPING BOARD stated that the first 

of these .  problems arose when  the  United Kingdom government in October 
informed the Canadian Shipping Board that the United Kingdom would permit 
°lib' about eight Park ships during that month to operate from the east coast of 
Canada to .thé .  United' Kingdom as a part of the general United  Kingdom 
1,),(3licY of conserving sterling exchange. An agreement was reached whereby 25- 
26 Park ships`would be allowed to operate monthly into sterling arca bctwccn 
flow and.the end of the United Maritime agreement next March 2nd. This 
wculd bive employment to about ninety Park vessels during  the  period p 

ecembei1945 .:to the end of February 1946. It had, therefore, bccomc n 
ecessary to find other employment for the surplus Park vessels, roughly 

tw  

t enty in number, to provide for their disposition by sale or charter to private o  
Perators, Canadian or foreign, or to tie them up. 

‘;‘;i1 
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4. MR
. SCULLY felt that the government preferred to sell the vessels to

private operators who would maintain them under
Government ownership was

alternatively to charter them on a bare boat basis.
to be considered as a last resource .

5
. THE ACTING DEPUTY MINISTER OF FINANCE felt a suitable formula for

depreciation allowances could be worked out in consultation with the deputy
Minister of National Revenue (Taxation), offering terms as favourable as

those of the United Kingdom to its shipping operators .

As for the prospects of operating the vessels with reasonable earnings DR .

MACKINTOSH
felt that arrangements could be arrived at with the United

Kingdom by which sterling earnings could be converted into dollars
certain number of ships but that real difficulty might ar ise i n finding cargoes

for Canadian vessels to carry into the sterling area .

} Since there seemed to be general agreement that the tonnage
fall

i
far short

Canadian merchant marine, however owned and opcrated ,

of the present holdings of one and one-half million tons, sale of the vessels
should be made to all comers; . that is, Canadian buyers and foreign buyers

alike, provided the terms of sale were acceptable to the govcrnment . • and
t! C tTTEE after considcrable discussion noted these suggestions f

6. THE OM M
agreed that the Acting Deputy Minister of Finance formula for depreciation
National Revenue (Taxation), should have prepared a

allowances, bearing in mind the desirability of expediting tha t
sale of

steamships to all buyers between now and March 2, 1946, a n

the situation could again be reviewed.

II . LONG TERM POLICY; MARITIME COMMiSStON Stated that
while it

7 . THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF TRADE AND COhI h'
ERCE waswas desirable to continue with disposal between now and M~é 2na'marne

necessary to arrive at some estimat ofot to have i
undcr the Canadian

which it was in the interests of the governmen t
flag. overnment

From a trade promotion point of view, it was important that thet g and size
should have at its disposal a certain number of ships of suitable tain trade
which it could either allocate or conârdaât,~~c

tôutcs includcd ccrtain partsroutes of particular importance to Can but for.of the sterling area such as the Dominions and British West Indics,
purposes of calculation at this time should exclude the United King

do

ACCALLUM stated that such a calculat ion could be mader and
8 ., _ MR. M

submitted as an illustration, an estimate of' the dollar earnin~
f é emakin 8 all

maintain 100 Park ships on existing routes wh ich rcvcalcd that had to earn
payments necessa ry for operation within ' the sterling area they

approximately $57,000,000 a year. roblem

9. MR. ScULLV was of the opinion that, since the trade promotion p

requ i red close coordination of both private operations and govcrnment services
to the Canadian merchant marine, the successful operation of the merchant

n
Q
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hel
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marine, whatever size might be decided upon, would require the establishment 
of a single controlling authority. 

10. THE COMMITTEE after considerable further discussion àgreed: 
(i) that Mr. MacCallum undertake to have prepared a statement setting forth 

the minimum size of a Canadian merchant marine required in the national 
interest, which calculation woilld take accouneof such factors as the 300,000 
tons deadweight now operated by private owners; the tonnage required for 
profitable operation in the western hemisphere and to the sister dominions, but 
exclusive of the United Kingdom trade, and a tonnage to be determined which 
would allow for emergency need and other contingencies; 
(ii) that a Canadian maritime authority should be established and that its 

form and functions should be the subject of discussion at a subsequent meeting. 
(iii)that the Director of Naval Intelligence and Trade should forward to the 

Secretary copies of a memorandum' setting forth some of the considerations 
which might be borne in mind in the establishment of such a commission, 
which would be circulated to those members of the Committee who had not 
previcià sly seen it. 

III. NEXT MEETING. 
11. THE COMMITTEE after discussion agreed that the next meeting should be 

held as soon as possible after Mr. MacCallum had forwarded to the Secretary 
his estimate' as outlined in paragraph 10 above. 

The meeting adjourned at 4.30 p.m. 
M. MCCLUNG 
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184. . , .u Comité interministériel sur la politique du transport aérien
Rapport d du Cabinetau Comité de guerr e

Re ort jrom Interdepartmental Committee on Air Transport Poliry~
p to Cabinet War Committee

[Ottawa, January 14, 1944 1
li held in London in

1 . The Commonwealth meeting on
t a~n tâ n i~°ernâtional convention and a

October, 1943, approved of a report athese
report on security . The War Committee agreed that

On the bas s of these tw o

very useful bas is for discuss ions with othe r nation s

reports the interdepartmental Committee has prepared the attache ao Aiestablishing
endowin

g an International
international air transport convention it with po~~~ers• The
Transport authority, giving it a constitution

draft convention is preceded by
a thiiee p wghesrto draw particular attention to

2. The Interdepartmental Committee
provisions of Section 2 of Article 11 of the convention, unhc ~nt~rnational

to
t

member state undertakes to give four "frs of the convention :
air serv ices operating under the prov ision

(1) The right of innocent passage, rcfuelling, repair,

(2) The right to land for non-traffic purposes (e .g.
emergency) ,

(3) The right tô discharge passengers, mails and freight embars â ân
the

territory of the state or states whose nationality the , aircraft posscssc ,

(4)

for the
The ri ht to take on passengers, mails and freight destine d

territory of the state or states whose nat ional i ty the aircraft po

These are the four freedoms agreed to at the London meeting.

' Voir le volume 9, documents 644,651 .654.
See Volume ~

.

- CHAPITRE III/CHAPTER III
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3; There are two possible additional freedoms .which the Committee felt 
should not be granted under the international convention though states could 
grant them to each other's air carriers under bilateral reciprocal agreements: - 

(5)' The right to convey passengers, mails and freight between the territory of 
two states neither being the state whose nationality the aircraft possesses. 
(6) ,The right to convey passengers,  mails and freight between two points in 

the territory of any one state not being the state whose nationality the aircraft 
possesses. 	 ' 	- 
4.‘Thè representative of the Post Office on the Committee proposed that the 

references to mail in the third and fourth freedoms be deleted and a fifth 
freedom be added to the convention: 
"The right tO convey*  international mails between any regular points of call." 

The Cemmittee, however, was not convinced of the wisdom or the necessity of 
this proposal. 
5. It . is possible that the United States may favour the inclusion of only the 

first two freedoms. The Committee is of the opinion that the Canadian 
representatives in international discussions should make every effort to secure 
the inclusion of, all four since the grant of only the first two would deprive 
Canada of the valuable bargaining strength which she at present possesses 
because of the importance of air transit rights over Canada without giving her 
comparable advantages in return. 
6.So far as questions affecting world security are concerned the International 

Air Transport Authority is made subject to the international security 
organization which is to be set up by the United Nations. This is in accordance 
with the recommendation of the London meeting and with previous reports 
from the Interdepartmental Committee to the War Committee.' 
7.From its studies over the past year and a half the Committee has become 

convinced of the importance of the decision which the United Nations must 
make during the next year or so on the postwar organization of air transport. 
The decision may be a key one. An enlightened settlement will constitute a 
model for the settlement of other difficult international problems. It will mean-
that the United‘Nations have gone a long way to establishing a lasting peace 
and a new world order of security. Failure to reach an cnlighted settlement 
would prejudice the establishment of an effective world security organization 
and would thereby greatly increase the chances of another world war in the 
çoreseeable future. The Committee believes that a 'settlement along the lines set 
forth in the attached convention meets the requirements laid down by the 
Pnme Minister last April' in that it would "serve not only the immediate 
amaetional interests of Canada but also our overriding interest in the establish- 

nt of an international order which will prevent the outbreak of another 
werld war," 

1P1d. documents' 630, 641, 633. 
31.bid. Documents 630, 641, 633. Le 2.  avril 1943. Canada Chambre des communes, Débats, 1943, volume pp. 1814-6. 
4'112,1943. Canada, iiouse of Commons, Debates, 1943, Volume 11, pp.  1776-8. 
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tantair power -- important both in war and in
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X Joint operating organizations and pooling 	 , 
XI Other agreements and arrangements  

XII Amendments, ratification, etc. 
XIII . Definitions 
XIV Provisional Article 

• ANNEX 

It is assumed that an overriding treaty of peace will determine the obligations 
and rights of the defeated powers under this convention. 

DRAFT INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT CONVENTION 

SUMMARY  • , 
•

. 	
• 
	 . 	

. 	 . 

1. The convention establishes an International Air Transport Authority, gives 
it a constitution and endows it with powers. The Authority has the normal 
structure of an international organization: an Assembly representing all the 
member states , and a small executive committee which is called a Board of 
DirectOri. In each region a Regional Council is set up to deal with matters of 
regional concern. 

2. The Authority is charged with the duty of planning and fostering the 
organization of international air services so as 
(a), to make the most effective contribution to the establishment and 

maintenance of a permanent system of general security,  • 
(b) to meet the needs of the peoples of the world for efficient and economical 

air transport, and • 
(c) to ensure that, so far as possible, international air routes and services are 

divided fairly and equitably between the various member states. 
3. The convention is an agreement between states and is not concerned with 

such doniestic questions as whether the international air services of the various 
member states should be government-owned or privately-owned or whether a 
state should have more than one government-owned or privately-owned airline 
Company engaged in international air transport. These are matters of domestic 
Policy which each individual member state decides for itself. They are, 
therefore, outside the scope of the international convention. 

•
The iitimber of votes' which each member state can cast in the  Interna-

tional - Airs Transport Assembly varies from one to six dcpcnding on its 
importance in international air transport. The Board of twelve members, which 

elected by the Assembly, must include at least one national of cach of the  
'eight Iiiembei states of chief importance in international 'air transport. 

5 ' ,A.: c:0111  'PinY 'wishing' to operate an international air service makcs 
PPucation .  first'to its own government. The government, if it ap.provcs of the 

UPlication; › fonvards it to the appropriate Regional Council.  The  Regional 
i  mud holds formal hearings on the application before deciding whether the 

1 
 bp_plichant should receive a license and, if so, undcr what conditions. 

luY to '1 : ›.„;'; :, , . ;,,.., -. 	. 	• , 
b , T e Régional Council has nower to issue a license entitling a company not 

(a)  fre.édo-m—oi ail:  transit  over the airways of all  the  mcmbcr states of the  egion but also to 
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(b) the right to land at airports in the region for refuelling, repairs and in 
emergency; 
(c) the right to carry passengers, mails and cargo from the home state to any 

ôther member state,  and; 
(d) the right . to bring r back passengers, mails and _cargo to the home state 

from any other meMber state. 
7. A state which considers that a decision by a Regional Council is unfair has 

the right to appeal to the Board of Directors and the s Board can set aside or 
modify the decision. 
8. The application for a license from an airline which wishes to operate a 

service passing over territory under the jurisdiction of two or more Regional 
Councils does not go to all the Regional Councils concerned but goes to the 
Board. 
9. The Authority, acting through either the Board or a -  Regional Council is 

given power to determine frequencies of service on each route, to allocate 
quotas between the various member states and to determine rates of carriage 
for passengers and cargo. 

10. On questions affecting world-  s'ecurity the International Air Transport 
Authority is made subject to the international security organization which is to 
be set up by the United Nations. That organization may, in the interests of 
world security, order the International Air Transport Board to withdraw, 
suspend or modify a license, take certain measures concerning technical 
services, operating facilities and bases or set up one or more operating 
organizations to operate the air services on certain routes or in certain regions. 

11. Two or more member states may decide that the best way of operating all 
or some of the air services between them is not by rival companies each 
carrying a national flag but, by a joint organization. The member states are not 
prevented from establishing such joint operating organizations: Indeed the 

Board or a Regional Council may recommend to the member states concerned 
that they pool the air services on certain routes or in certain regions or 
constitute joint operating organizations to perform certain air services. A state 
has the right to participate in a joint operating organiz.ation either through its 
government or through an airline company or companies designated by its 
government. The companies may, at the sole discretion' of the state concerned ,  
be state-owned or partly state-owned or privately-owned.' 

12. Services between two contiguous states, such as Canada and the United 

States, are excepted from the provisions of the convention and are left to be 
dealt with by,  agreements  between the two states' concerned. COntiguous states 
may, however, by inutile consent, give the International Air Transport 
Authority jurisdiction over the services between them. . 

13. Airlines between a state and , its  colonies, possessions,  protectorat
mandates or territory abroad or between different colonies etcetera of the  sain
state are subject to the provisions of the convention if the route passes throtign 
the air space of another state. This means that a state cannot reserve  ah l its  
colonial services to its own airline companies. 
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14. In order that the air regulations - throughout the world should be as
uniform as • possible, an agreed set of regulations will be drawn up by the
International Air Transport Assembly and brought into force by each member
state. These regulations will cover such matters as air safety, rules of the air,
competency of air crew, ground signals, ' meteorological procedure, navigational
aids, communications,- airworthiness, national registration and identification of
aircraft, carriage of dangerous goods and salvage :

15 . The aircraft licensed by the Board . Or the Regional Councils will be
assured wherever they go in the world of being able to use adequate airports
and other ground facilities on payment of reasonable fees and charges .
Member, states may elect to bear all or a portion of the costs of constructing
and maintaining the necessary facilities . If a member state does not so elect,
the costs are advanced by the Board and borne by the Board or apportioned
among 'states . using the facilities . The" Board may require, in return 'for
advancement of costs, a reasonable share in'the supervision of the construction
work and in the control of the airports and other facilities. If a member state so
requests the Board may itself provide, man and maintain any or all the airports
and other, facilities which it requires on the- territory of- that state and may
►mpose reasonable fees and charges for their use .

16 . The 'expenses of the International - Air Transport Authority will be borne
by the member states in proportion to the number of votes at their disposal in
the Assembly, provided that, those expenses of a Regional Air Transport
Council which are properly chargeable to 'the states participating ' in that
Council, will be borne by those states .

17 .'Some time will be required after the coming into,force of, the convention
before the'International Air Transport Authority is in full working order . The
Assembly, must meet,, the Board must be elected, the Regional Councils
constituted, their rules of procedure, agreed upon . Certain temporary
arrangements are therefore contemplated to cover the initial period of existence
of the Authority . The convention does not terminate the rights of companies
now engaged in international air transport. These companies are given two.
Years to secure licenses from the Authority. Furthermore, airline companies
designated in a schedule to the convention are deemed to possess licenses issued
by the Authority to operate routes designated in the schedule and these licenses
remain valid until modified or withdrawn by ~ the Board or the competent
Regional Council .

PREAMBLE
The governments " signatory hereto, agree to the establishment of an Interna-tional Air Transport Authority .

Ii
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ARTICLE I 

THE AUTHORITY 

• Section 1 	 • 

An authority is hereby established to be known as the International Air 
Transport Authority and to consist of an AssembIY, a Board of Directors, 
Regional 'Air Transport Councils and such other units as may be created 
pursuant to the provisions of this convention. 

Section 2 

The Authority shall plan and foster the organization of international air 
services so as 
(a) to make the most  effective,  contribution to the establishment and 

maintenance of a permanent system of general security. 
(b) to meet the needs of the peoples of the world for efficient and economical 

air transport, and 
(c) to ensure that, so far as possible, international air routes and services are 

divided fairly and equitably between the various member states. 
• 

Section 3 

The Authority shall  have exclusive jurisdiction, pursuant to the provisions of 
this convention, over international air services other than 'services between two 
contiguous member states, provided that any two contiguous member states 
may agree that services between them shall coMe under the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Authority. When such an agreement has been notified by 
both states to the Board," and until such agreement has been terminated, the 
Authority 'shall have exclusive jurisdiction, pursuant to the provisions of this 
convention, over the services between the two states.' 

ARTICLE II 

OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBER STATES 

Section I 
Each member state recognizes that every state has complete exclusive 
sovereignty over the air space above its territory. 

Section 2 , 

Each member state undertakes to give the following freedoms of the air to the 

international air services operating under the provisions of this convention to 
the extent allowed by the license issued to the services: 

(1) The right of innocent passage, 
(2) The right to land for non-traffic purposcs (e.g. refuelling, rePa ir' 

emergency), 
(3) The right to discharge passengers, mails and freight embarked in tile  

territory of the state or states whose nationality the aircraft possesses, and 
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(4) The right to take on passengers ; mails and freight destined for the
territory of the state or states whose nationality the aircraft possesses .

Section 3
Each member state may
(a) designate the route to be followed within its territory by any international

air service and the air ports which any international air se rv ice may use, and
(b) , impose or permit to be imposed on any international air se rv ice just and'

reasonable charges for the use of the _ air ports and other facilities on its
territory, which shall not be higher than would be paid by national aircraft
engaged in comparable international se rv ices ,
provided that, upon complaint by 'an, interested air carrier through the
governnient or governments of which it is a national, the designation of routes
and usé of air ports, 'and the charges imposed for the use of air ports and other
facilities shall be subject to review by the licensing authority.

Section 4
Each member state undertakes to make available such radio frequencies and toprovide such meteorological se rv ices as may from time to time be required by
the licensing authority for the safety, efficiency and regularity of the air
services licensed by it .

Section S
Each member state undertakes to perform the obligations imposed on it by this
convention and to enact legislation necessary to carry out its terms includin g
(a) -legislation to ensure that no air carrier may operate international air

se rvices unless that , carrier is in possession of a valid license authorizing such
serv ices, issued under the provisions of Article VI of this convention, an d
(b) legislation to bring its national laws into conformity with the regulations

approved,by the Assembly under the provisions of sub-section 5 of section 2 of
Article III of, this convention. This action shall be taken within the period of
one year from the date of approval by the Assembly or, if it is impossible owing
to ezceptional circumstances to do so within the period of one year, then at the
earliest practicable moment and in no case later than eighteen months from the
date of approval by the Assembly .

Each4 mémber, state undertakes to permit the operation within its territory of
operating organi za tions constituted under the provisions of section 3 of ArticleIX Of Ais convention, provided that permission to an operating organization to
engage in domestic air transport within its territory shall be in the discretion ofthe state . t ` . ,

Section 6
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'ARTICLE 01 

THE ASSEMBLY 

Section 1 
The International Air Transport Assembly shall be composed of representa-
tives of the member states. Each state shall be entitled to the number of votes 
(one to six) in . the Assembly piovided  in the Annex to this  convention and may 
appoint as,  many representatives to the Assembly. as it has votes and may 
replace them from time to time. Each state may cast all of the votes allotted to 
it regardless of the number of its representatives presént , at any meeting. 
Decisions of the Assembly shall be taken bY a majority of the' votes cast except 
where otherwise provided in this convention. There.  shall be deemed to be a 
quorum if the representatives present can cast one-half of the possible votes. 

Section 2 
The duties of the Assembly shall be: 

(1) To elect the International Air Transport Board. 
(2) To elect the President of the'Board; The' President shall hold office for a 

period of six years. 	 • 
(3) To meet from time to time as occasion may require and at least once a 

year. 
(4) To examine and approve the annual réport of the Board, and to decide 

any matter referred to it by the Board. 
(5) To draw up and maintain regulations governing such matters as air 

safety, rules of the air, competency of air crew, ground signals, meteorological 
procedure, navigational ' aids, communications, . airworthiness, national 
registration and identification of aircraft, carriage of dangerous goods, salvage. 

(6). To make regulations governing the preparation of budgets and financial 
statements by the Board and to approve the annual budget and the financial 
arrangements made by the Board. - 

a 

- 	Section 3 
The Assembly shall have power: 	, 	, 	 g 1 ti 

(1) To determine its rules of procedure. 
(2) To fix the salaries of the President and the other members of the Board. 

(3) To refer to subsidiary, commissions, the Board or. any other a ppropriate 
agency any matter within the sphere of iti jurisdiction. 
(4) To deal with any matter, within the sphire of action of the Internationa l  

Air Transport Authority not specifically assigned to the Board or the Regional g I r  
Councils. 

CI 
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THE BOAR Ds . . . .

Section 1

The International Air Transport Board shall be elected by the International
Air Transport Assembly. The .Board shall be a permanent body responsible to
the Assembly and composed of twelve members in additon to the President .
They shall not be members of the Assembly . They shall hold office for a period
of six years . Two members of the Board shall retire annually and in rotation
but shall be eligible for re-election . The Assembly shall have the right to
dismiss any member of the Board at any time . In the event of the dismissal or
death of a Member of the Board, the Assembly shall elect a successor who
shall hold office for the unexpired portion of his predecessor's term of office .
The Board shall include at least one national of each of the eight member
states of chief importance in international air transport .

Section 2
The duties of the Board shàll be:
(1) To constitute, subject to the approval of the Assembly, the following

Regional Air Transport Councils : ' for example, European, North Atlantic,
North Pacific, Inter-American . . . In constituting a Regional Council th e

(3) .T o establish the rules of procedure of subsidiary commissions and o r

Board shall designate as participating states 'those member states which are
principally concerned in the international airlines of the region . The Board
shall also define the boundaries of the region or designate the routes over which
the Regional Council shall have jiirisdiction . The Board may from time to time
revise tlie lists of participating states and alter the boundaries of the regions or,
change the designations of the routes.

(2) To* decide, subject to the approval of the Assembly, the method of
appointment, the salaries and conditions of service of its employees, including
those members of the Regional Councils who are appointed by the Board .

Regional Councils.

(4) Toidminister, subject to the approval of the Assembly, the finances of
the InternationalAir Transport Authority.
(5) To'grânt licenses over routes coming within the jurisdiction of two or

more Regional Councils or of no Regional Council; and in these cases to
exercise the duties of a Regional Council .
(6) To conduct research into all aspects of air transport which are of

international concern, to make the results of its research known to all the
member states` and to facilitate the exchange of information on air transport
matters between the member states . •
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Section 3 
The Board shall have power: 

(1) To revoke or alter, after public notice or hearing, any decision of a 
Regional Air Transport Council including any decision to grant, withhold, 
alter, amend, modify, revoke or suspend a license and any decision determining 
frequencies of service, allocation of quotas, or rates of carriage. 

(2) To carry out the provisions of Article VII of this convention (Airports 
and other ground facilities.) 

(3) To establish, subject to the approval of the Assembly, subsidiary 
commissions responsible to it. 

(4) To institute such training facilities for its employees as it may consider 
necessary. 

Section 4 
Decisions of the Board shall be taken by a majority of the votes cast. One-half g 
the members of the Board shall form a quorum. The President shall have a 
casting vote. The Board shall determine its rules of procedure but the place of 
its permanent seat shall be decided - by the Assembly. 

ARTICLE V 1 
REGIONAL COUNCILS • 

• 

	

Section 1 	•  

A Regional Air Transport Council shall be 'composed of not less than six nor 
more than nine members. One-third of the members shall be appointed by the 
International Air Transport Board and hold office.ai the pleasure of the Board; 
they shall possess special knowledge of the problems of air transport and shall 
be nationals of states other than those which are designated by the Board as 
being principally concerned in the internatione airlines of the region. The 
other members shall be appointed by the designated states. The number of 
members to be appointed by each of the designated states shall be, from time 
to time, determined by the Board, having regard to the relative importance °, 
each state of the international air transport services under the Regiona' 
Council's jurisdiction and to the relative importance of each state in air 
transport. The members appointed by designated states shall hold office at the 
pleasure of the go' vernment appointing them. , 

I 	Section 2 
Decisions of a Regional Council shall be taken by a majority of the votes cast. 
One-half the members of a Council shall form a quoium. 

Section 3 
Each Regional Council shall appoint a Managing Director who shall hold  
office for a period of four years. 
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Section 4

The duties of a Regional Council shall be : '
(1) To grant licenses to operate international air services within the region ; to

withhold licenses; to attach to the exercise of the privileges granted by a license
such reasonable terms, conditions and limitations as the public interest may
require and as are consistent with the terms of this convention ; to alter, amend,
modify or . suspend any license, in whole or in part, or revoke any license, in
whole or, in part, for deliberate failure to comply with any provision of this
convention or of any order, rule or regulation issued under this convention or
any term, condition or limitation of the license .
(2) To determine rates of carriage for passengers and cargo, having regard,

among other things, to standards of speed and of accommodation, and to
consult with the postal administrations regarding rates of carriage for mail .

(3) To` "collect and publish information and cost statistics relating to the
operation of international air se rv ices within the region .

If the "airline companies of more than one state are opcrating 'on a route a
Regional Council shall have power to determine frequencies of service on the
route and to allocate quotas !

these member states shall have the right to be heard except in case: o f

LICENSES

Section 1
(1)'Applications ' for licenses can be submitted only by govcrnmcnts of

member states . An application by a person or corporation shall be submitte d
through the intermediary of the govenment of the member state of which the
person or corporation is a national .
(2) An application shall normally be made to the competent Regional Air

Transport Council . If the application, howcvcr, is for a service which falls
within the jurisdiction of two or more Regional Councils or of no Regional
Council,' the, application shall be madc to the - International Air Transport
Board whieh maÿ refer it to one or more Regional Councils for their opinion .

e foqowing footnote was in the original :Th M

, ~ . .

(I) The Board, or a Regional Council shall not grant, rcncw, altcr, amcnd ,
mOdifY; "suspend 'ort revoke a license except after reasonable notice to allmem~r' states in the region or regions concerned and after a formal hearing atwhich 11

, o e term , frequencies`of service" mcans the number of trips on the route pcr day or
ôc~Wak: The term "quotis~ means the numbcr of trips Nhich the airüne comt+aniesnY one member state may operate on the route.

'La
Th

note :uivante était dans loriginal :

~a . N~ I : 1 .

Section 5

ARTICLE V I

{, ~ :~ r • ' Section 2
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emergency or under the provisions of Article IX of this convention
(Relation-

ship to the International Security
Organization) .

ha 1 not grant a license unless it is
,(2) The Board or a Regional Council •, F : _r .

satisfied: y. _ . 1 in for the license is able properly to

- (a) that the person or corporation app y g prov this
provide the proposed air services, and to conform to thhe International Ai r

convention and the rules, regulations and
RqCounc ls, and

Transport Authority and the
competent Regional

applicant would
(b) ' that the proposed services and their perforé by th e •.

serve public convenience and necessity .

Section 3 ll

(1) The holder of a license granted by the Board or a Regional Council shay

have the right to, operate to, within, over
. and away hém censeterritory of an y

allow the

member state to the extent all by the l smember state for refuelling,
holder to make stops in the territory of any and fo r
repairs, taking on or discharging of

: passengers, cargo and m ~vid d thatano

other purpose and member states shall allow
oru~rporâtion possessing the

license shall grant permission ; to a pe~
o

nat i onal~
'ty of one state to take on passengers, cargo or mail of

withi
nof the latteroory

of any other state for discharge w i thi
n w ~hghe consent of the member state

within the of a a state except t
or member states concerned .

of more than . . . y cars but

licenses
2) No

may
license shall be granted for a' pe be revokcd, altered ,

( be renewed on application. Any license ma`he Regional Council

amended, modified or suspended by the Board or by

which granted the license .

ARTICLE VI I
. :, ~.

AIRPORTS AND OTIIER GROUND
FACILITIES

Section i ' '1 se of the opinion. .

If an air carrier licensed by the Board or a Regional Councôof a member state

• other ground facilities on the territory nd economi cal
that the airports or ular, effic lent a rform, itare not reasonably adequate for the safe, reg its

a
license to penational.

âl âoperation of the air services which itŸ s
ernments

permitted
of

by
which it is b e

may so inform the government or go laint is cons idered to b ;ond~
government or . governments may, - if the comp if•t it to the ropriate Regional Council, or ~f more tha ftcf f Rseonableapp ,transmit
Council or no Regional Counc~l is concerned, to the ,

ô

Board .
c

.
hcann8s at w h•

nic b
ai

notice to all member states co cernd ~h
t

and afte r
to be on

•heard, ., c;lities or to
the ri • the Boar

these member states shall have
d or Reg~

' ma y uest the member state• to expand its cx~sto~ng fa f°
or new

d
Counc~l Y e9 Boa
construct new ones or, to man and ç B~~d fac

il i t'es

or Regional Council• ûést made
accordance with standards set by th

at the instance of an interested member state, review any rcq
shall,
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by a Regional Council and after public notice or hearing may suspend, 
withdraw, alter, amend or modify its terms. Each member state undertakes, at 
the earliest practicable moment, to give effect to the requests of the Board or 
Regional Council. 

Section 2 
The expenses involved in carrying out any such request shall be apportioned as 
follows: 
(a) The member state may elect to bear all or à portion of the costs, 
(b) If the member state bears none of the costs or bears only 'a portion 

thereof, the costs (or the remaining portion of them, as the case may be) shall 
be advanced by the Board to the member state and shall be borne by the Board 
or be apportioned by the Board, over a reasonable period of time, between the 
stateS (including the member state constructing the facilities) whose air 
carriers or services use the facilities. 
In cases where the Board advances costs it may require a reasonable share in 
the supervision of the construction work, in the control of the airports and 
other facilities, and in the revenues derived from charges levied. 

Section 3 
If a member state so requests the Board may provide, man, maintain and 
control any or all of the airports and other ground facilities which it requires in 
the territory ,of that member state for the safe, regular, efficient and 
economical operation of the air services which it or a Regional Council has 
licensed and may impose just and reasonable charges for the use of the 
facilities. The member state shall either provide the land itself or facilitate the 
acquisition of the necessary land by the Board on just and reasonable terms. 

Section 4 
A member state may at any time acquire and obtain complete control over 
facilities on its territory for which the Board has advanced costs under Section 
2 of this Article, or which the Board has provided under Section 3 of thii 
Article, by paying to the Board an amount which in the opinion of the Board is 
reasonable in the circumstances. 

ARTICLE VIII 

FINANCE 
The  expenses'of the International Air Transport Authority shall be borne by 
tfe memberitates in proportion to the number of votes at their disposal in the tissembly; 

provided that those expenses of a Regional Air Transport Council Wh ich 'are: in the opinion of the Board, properly chargeable to the states 
participating in that Council shall be borne by those states in such proportions 
as the Board may determine. 

305 
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ARTICLE IX '

RELATIONSHIP TO THE
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

RELATIO ORGANIZATION

Section 1 so far as
onal Air, Transport . Authority shall be torganization

The International
involving world security are concerned, to

the general
q established among the nations of the world

for,the maintenance

which may,be
of peace and international security .

Section 2
ed b the International Security Organi~~tel and

The Board, when mform y
action is required in the interest of world

security, shall imme
modify, suspend or

such rant, withhold, alter, amend ,
'cense in whole or in part and take the

measurest~ures concerningwithout formal hearing g the International

technica
l revoke any 1 1 services, operating facilities and bases wh

t

Security Organization has directed should be taken
.

Section 3
when informed by the International Securit tOrgônst ttute,

The Board shall ,

that such action . is required in the intere in oorga°~~~tionsr to ~ operate air

supervise and control one or more opera the Interna-
o ganizations shallservices on routes or in regions designated from time

tional Security Organization, provided that
such operating crmission o fout the

not engage in domestic air transport within any
state the supeNision

that state
. The Board may place`operating orga n

and control of the appropriate Regional Air Transport Council
.

ARTICLE X

JOINT OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AND
POOLING

Section l
wô or more states from constit l

Nothing in this convention shall prevent t relating tooperating organizations but such organi ions sh
a

joint air transport lb

é

of this convention th einclBoar
duding those

subject to all the provisions
licenses and to the registration of agreement s

registration of agreements with the Board . ,

Section 2 pooling their

's convention shall prevent two or, more states from s ices shall
Nothing in thi s

services on certain routes or in certain regionsô u~n,udingth ose relating to

of thi s
be subject to all the , provisions

slicenses and to the reg i
Section 3 to the

'onal Air Transport Council, may recommend or ~n
The Board, or a R fn~ that they pool the air services on certain routes
member states conce
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certain regions or that they constitute joint operating organizations to perform 
some or all the air services on certain routes or in certain regions. 

Section 4 
A state shall have the right to participate in joint operating organizations 
either through its government or through an airline company or companies 
designated by it. The companies may, at the sole discretion of the state 
concerned, be state-owned or partly state-owned or privately owned. 

ARTICLE XI 

OTHER AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS 

Section 1 
This convention shall replace the International Aerial Navigation Convention 
signed at Paris in 1919, the Ibero-American Convention on Aerial Navigation 
sigtied at Madrid in 1926, the Pan-American Convention on Commercial 
Aviation signed at Habana in 1928, the Convention for the Unification of 
certain rules relating to International Transportation by Air signed at Warsaw 
in 1929, and the Convention relating to Sanitary Measures to be applied in 
International Air Navigation signed at The Hague in 1933. 

Section 2 ' 
The member states severally agree that this convention is accepted as 
abrogating all obligations or understandings inter se which are inconsistcnt 
with its terms, and undertake not to enter into any engagements inconsistent 
with its terms. In case any member state shall, before bccoming a member of 
the International Air Transport Authority, have undertaken any obligations 
toward a non-member state or a national of a mcmbcr state or a non-mcmbcr 
state inconsistent with  the  terms of this convention, it shall be thc duty of such 
member ,  state to take immediate steps to procure its release from such 
obligations. 

Section 3 
The right of any member state to enter into any convention or special 
agreement with any othcr membcr state or mcmbcr states conccrning 
international air transport is recognized, provided that  the  convention or 
agreement shall not impair any rights or obligations of any of the member 
states arising out of this convention. Every such convention or agreement shall 
be forthwith' registered with the Board and shall as soon as possible bc 
published by it. No such convention or agreement shall be binding until so 
registered.. 

All 
Section 4 

agreements or wôrking arrangements between operating companics 
regarding international air services shall be forthwith registered with  the  Board and shall not  be binding until so registered. 
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ARTICLE X.1
1. . ; .

AMENDMENTS, RATIFICATION , ETC
the Assembly or the

mendments to this convention can be proposed by
eithe

r Amendmentsshall be binding on the member states as soon as it
is

Board. An amei~ Assembly by at least two-thirds of the total possible votes
.

approved of by
Section 2 en on e

disa reement between two or more membhé i
states o r
nterpretationeof thi s

In case of a 8 one of the
or more member states and the Bshall,l atl t e request of any Court
intereste

d convention, the question in
disput e

member states be referred to the Permanent ou
or of the Board ,

of international justice .
Section 3 who

shall be ratified
. Ratifications shall be deposited with

. .•

This convention
shall notify the other signatory states .

Section 4
ct of ratifying statcs, when it has

The convention shall come into force, iat~ ~ luding . . . of the following : ••••

been ratified by ; . . Of the signatory s states by .•••

The date of coming into force shall be notified to all signatory

Section S ears.

' ma y be denounced until it has been in force
thercafter any

This convent ion Y
At the end of this period and at the ü~c° tiônSh 'sh

six'ear
allbe daddressed to . . . and

member state may denounce it . Den

shall be effective one year after delivery .

° Section 6
dhere to this convention at any time after it has

Any non•signatory state may a to . . . who shall inform all

come into force. Adherence shall be notified
signatory states.

ARTICLE XII1

DEFINITIONS , _ .

For the purposes of this convention the expression: : aircraft or

••• means any air service' performed by an airship
, mails or car8°~

(a) "air serv~ce ,
•

towed glidert for public use such as the transport ~ anrpo
taxie .

passengcrs, th
e

(b)
sernces under charter such a a,sses throu8h air

b) •"international air service' means any air service
nlcluding any su c

andat
més or

air space above the territory of two or more
tcctoratcs,

m
esslons, pro em

se rvice from a state to its colonus, p°ss ~ ' uous ber

tcrrito~ Y ' abroad,eprovided that anMâir service beca
two
Sc° ~ ~~t'ûnless the tw°

r
states shall be " dcemed" nottô be an , International

CI'

fi
a

d
tl
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states, pursuant to Section 3 of Article lof  this convention, have agreed that 
the service come under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Authority; 

(c) "member states of chief importance in international air transport" means 
the eight member states which, under the provisions of the annex to this 
convention, are entitled to the largest number of votes in the Assembly; 
(d),"nationality of aircraft" means the nationality of the state in which the 

aircraft is registered provided that the aircraft of an operating organization 
owned by two or more states or .  by the airline companies designated by two or 
more states is deemed for the purposes of this convention to possess the 
nationality of each d the participating states or companies; 

(e) "territory" of a state means the territory of a state and its colonies, 
possessions, protectorates, mandates or territory abroad. 

ARTICLE XIV 

PROVISIONAL ARTICLE 

Section 1 
After this convention has come into force the member states shall observe the 
following rules governing the temporary continuation of existing international 
air transport: 
(1) Such of their natiorials as are engaged in international air transport shall 

discontinue their activities within two years unless they obtain licenses under 
the provisions of this convention. 
(2) If a member state has previously granted to a national of a non-member 

state any rights of international air transport such rights shall be revoked 
within two years provided that, if revocation would involve breach of an 
agreement made with the non-member state, the period of two years may be 
extended by the Board. 

Section 2 
Until the' Inte'rnatiOnal Air Transport Board shall decide otherwise the 
jurisdiction of the Regional Air Transport Councils shall extend as follows: 

(1) Eurbpean air transport council: Europe not including the U.S.S.R., the 
A 

United Kingdom  and  Ireland. 
(2)North Atlantic air transport council: all routes bétween any point in 

North America which is north of 40 0  north latitude and any point north of 40° 
north latitude! in Europe including the United Kingdom, Ireland and the 
European portions of the U.S.S.R. 
(3)  

f 	t'fr 	 • 

, 	 Section 3 
the International Air Transport Board or the compctcnt Regional Air 

tihreansPort Council shall 'decide otherwise the aircraft companies designated in 
at4ched schedule shall be deemed to possess licenses issued by the 
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Transport
Authority to operate the routes designated in the

International Air T Po

schedule . ;. , . :

Schedule to .Section 3
State A to operatePart A. The North Atlantic . nies tobe designated by

(1) StateA: A companY or compa int in State A and any

not more than . . . round trips a north of 40° north latitude . .• •
n B to operatepoint in the British Isles or Europe State

State B
: A company or companies to be

designated b
in State B and any

(2)
not more than . . . round trips a week between any po

point in . . . .
(3) State C. A company . • •,

Part B . The Middle Atlantic . . .

Part C. The South Atlantic . . .

Part D. The North Pacific . . .

Part E. Inter-American . • •

Part F . Europe . . .

Part G. The Middle East . . •

Section 4

s section should provide for an equitable allocation of
transportcessation

(Thl of scarcity following
the

the member states during the period
of hostilities.)

Section S as soon as the
Assembly shall be summoncd by •• •

The first,meeting of the • meet at . . . two months after the date of

convention has come into force to

coming into force of the convention .

Section 6
. the election of the

International Air
The follow~ng pro~cdure shall govern

of the Intcrnatlonal Air Transport
Transport Board''at the first meeting ,of in air transp~~t

Assembly. Each of the eight member states S~X wi éC~ ~ cr the date of chm'on

shall, as soon as possible and not later t han
• vent ion, nominate one of its nationals for ô h~Ve
into force of the con rsons so nominated shall be deemed erson to
the Board and the eight pe nominate one p of th e

Assembly
by the Assembly . Each national ôn

cthel Board'may The chairman ns thus

fill : one of the . rema inmg ~ four seats erso
1y shall prepare a list in alphabetical ordeiwhfch sh~,~ v~te by secre

t Assembl
nominated and shall submit this list to t

~ethe highest number of votes shall to

ballot. Those four candidates who obta of the Board lots shall be d f,ve
considered as elected . At the first meeting ~rs~ which tw•o for
determine which two members sha ll serve for six

ich for two ând which for one '
}! J~ i

years, which for four, which for three, which
,E . :
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ANNEX TO CONVENTION 

Section 1 
For the first three years after the coming into force of this convention, the 
member states shall be entitled to votes in the Assembly as follows: 
(Then will follow a list of states with the number of votes to which each is 

entitled.)' 

Section 7 

Until the International Air Transport Assembly shall decide otherwise the 
regulations governing such matters as air safety, rules of the air, competency of 
air crew, ground signals, meteorological procedure, navigational aids, 
communications, airworthiness, national registration and identi fication ,  of 
aircraft, carriage of dangerous goods and salvage which are set forth in the 
attached schedule shall be deemed to have received the approval of the 
Assembly under the provisions of subsection 5 of section 2 of Article III of this 
convention (The Assembly) and each member state undertakes to enact or 
modify its national laws to bring them into conformity with these regulations at 
the earliest practicable moment and in no case later than twelve months from 
the date of the coming into force of this convention.3  

Section 2 , 
After  the  end of the period covered by Section 1 of this Annex the number of 
votés in the 'Assembly to which each member state shall be entitled shall be 
determined as follows: 
(Then will follow a formula.) 

It is suggested that the functional principle as outlined by the Prime Minister 
of Canada in the House of Commons on July 9, 1943 be followed in deciding 
the number of votes to which each state is entitled in the Assembly. The Prime 
Minister's statement of July 9 reads in part as follows: . 
"A number of new international institutions are likely to be set up as a result 

of the,war. In the view of the Government, effective representation on these 
bodies should neither be restricted to the largest states nor necessarily extended 
to all statei.* Representation should be determined on a functional basis which 
will admit to full membership those countries, large or small, which have the 
greatest contribution to make to the particular object in qtiestion." 

5 
La notesulvante était dans l'original: 

• 

The following' note  was in the original: 
The schedule to Section 7 would set forth provisional regulations which would among 
other things embodY 
lis • °' 	• 	some  of the rules and regulations contained in the conventions 

ted tn sechon I of Article XI. 
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Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité dé guerre du Cabinet 
Extract from Minutes of Cabinet .  Mir CoMmitte.  « • 

Ottawa, January 20, 1944 

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AIR TRANSPORT POLICY 

6., THE SECRiTARY submitted a report of the Interdepartmental Committee 
tin Air Transport Policy, including a draft international air transport 
convention prepared in accordance with principles approved at the Common-
wealth air conversations in October, 1943, and recommending that the draft 
convention be approved as a tentative and provisional statement of Canadian 
policy. Copies of the report and draft convention had been circulated. 

(Interdepartmental Committee's report, Jan. 14, 1944 and attached draft 
convention, Jan. 8, 1944 — C.W.C. document 693) 	, 

7. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY expreSsed the opinion that 
the draft convention submitted représented an .  acc' eptable basis for Canadian 
policy. At the proper time, as international discussions developed, it should be 
put forward to other governments as a Canadian proposal. 

8. THE WAR COMMITTEE, aftcr discussion, approved in principle the report 
and draft convention, as a tentative and, provisional statenient of Canadian 
policy, to be put forward at an apprlipriate opportunity. 

186. 	 DEAT72-NIK-40  

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

• 	Memorandum from Deparintent of Externat Affairs 
to Prime Minister • 

[Ottawa,] January 29, 1944 

INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT POLICY 

Our Embassy in Washington has ieceived 'from' the State Department an 
aide-mémoire dated January 26, initialled by Mr. Berle, which reads as 
follows: t , 
'.4hde-AMnarire 	 . 

The Canadian Embassy is informed that the government of the United 
States has been approached rec.ently by several other governments with a 

request for an exchange of views on the subject of postwar aviation, WI  th  

particular reference to the development of international air transport. 
The Department of State hopes that it will be possible in the first instance t° 

discuss these matters with the Canadian and British governments and believes  

MOST SECRET 
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that''such discussions would be facilitated if an early indication could . be
received of the views of the Canadian government on this general subject .

A similar communication is being addressed to the British Embassy .". . .
You will recall that the War Committee on January 20 approved of the draft
air convention as a tentative and provisional statement of the policy of the
Canadian government and agreed that it should be put forward at an
appropriate time for the consideration of other governments . The question,
therefore, arises whether the request from the United States government for an
early indication of our views provides us with an appropriate` opportunity to
transmit our air convention'to thém . We might transmit a document along the
linés of the 3-page summary which is attached to and precedes the draft
Convention . This would give a clear indication of our views but would reserve
till a later date any attempt to go into details . On the other hand we might
transmit the whole convention, and I think this would be preferable since it
would give a fuller and clearer picture of our point of view . I also think that
before doing this we should communicate the convention to the United
Kingdom government and to the representatives in London of the other
Commonwealth governments .

There ' is another important point in connection with the circulation of our
proposals . Our legation in Moscow has repeatedly emphasized the desirability
of placing our - views before the Soviet government whenever possible
simultaneously with our informing other governments . To inform the Sovie t
government on any subject only after other governments have been informed
rather as an afterthought serves to intensify and strengthen the latent suspicion
with which the Soviet government invariably regards the intentions of other
governments . In the present case, since the Soviet Union will be one of thegreat air: powers of the future, it is desirable to enlist their confidence and
goodwill, if at all possible . If we were to give them our draft convention at the
same time as the United States we would be doing everything we could to allay
their suspicions about negotiations taking place behind their backs . Moreover it
would be evidence that Canada has her own policies and view
independent of those of the United Kin dom, a point that continual

points
require s

emphasis in our relations with the Soviet authorities, who are incl nedto be
skepticâl of our claim to be independent of the United Kingdom .
- I would, accordingly suggest that our draft convention be transmitted toother governments as follows :
1 .

To the government of the United Kingdom and the representatives in
London of Commonwealth governments with a statement that we . will give theconvention to

; the governments of the United States and the U .S.S.R. shortlytl~ereafter , ;
b o the governments of the United States and the U .S.S.R .TO other interested governments in the light of developments .,b

bLes nota sui
Th vantes étaient écrites sur le mémorandum :e

following
notes were written on the memorandum :A

Ré ea~
W . L M. K(ingj 27•1-44.

At C(anadaj N(ousel 12-ii-44 J . A . G(ibsonl .
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-- Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

Ottawa, February 4, 1944 

• • • 

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AIR TRANSPORT POLICY 

3. THE SECRETARY reported that the United States had now suggested 
discussions with the Canadian and British governments prior to•  an exchange of 
views with other governments and had requested an early indication of the 
views of the Canadian government. 

(Telegram No. WA-534, Canadian Ambassador, Washington, to External 
Affairs, Jan. 28, 1944).' 
4. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY expresscd the opinion that 

the United States should be informed that the Canadian government were 
ready to participate in the proposed discussions, and that a document along the 	I r  
lines of the summary attached to the draft international air transport I I t, 
convention, approved by the War Committee on January 20th, should be 
transmitted to the U.S. and U.K. governments, as a general indication of the 
Canadian view. 	 I 11 
5. THE WAR CommirrEE, after_discussion, agreed that action bc takcn along 

the lines suggested by the Minister of Munitions and Supply. 

188. 	 ' 	"

D 1‘/72-

NIK-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures  
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for Externat Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

. 	• 

TELETYPE EX-518 	 Ottawa, February 5, 1944 
, 	e 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. YOUT despatch No. 212 of January 30' forwarding aide. 
 mémoire from the State Department and my despatch No. 121 of January 28' 

transmitting draft air convention. 
*, War Committee of ,  Cabinet have agreed that a summary or our draft  

convention should be transmitted to the governments of the British Comme 
wealth and the Government of the United States as a tentative statement oft1 e 
Canadian government's views with regard to the regulation of postwar  
international air transport. ,  

You are therefore instr 
along the following lines: 

1 

1 

! 



"Witli reference to its aide-mémoire of January 26 the Department of State is
informed that the Canadian government has been giving consideration to the
intricate problems of postwar international air transport and has tentatively
reached the conclusion that the most helpful solution of these problems lies in
the adoption of a multilateral air transport convention . There are attached
copies of a memorandum outlining the matters which in the view of the
Canadian government might fall within the scope of such a convention.,
The Canadian government would be grateful in return to receive at an early

date thé,preliminary views of the United States' government on the general
subject of postwar aviation.

Believing that a discussion of this subject with the governments "of the United
States and the United Kingdom would be mutually profitable the Canadian
government is prepared to enter into such discussions whenever agreeable t o
the other two governments ." •

The memorandum' is given in my immediately following teletype .f
The High 'Commissioner in London has been instructed to communicate the

same memorandum to the government of the ' United Kingdom and the ,representatives of the other tommonwealth governments which took part in ,
the London` conference in October . We are giving copies to the United States
Ambassador and the United Kingdom High Commissioner here .

TELEGRAM 242

DEA/72-MK-4 0

Ottawa, February 7, 194 4

' AIR TRANSPOR T

Please` give the United Kingdom govcrnment copies of our Air Transport
convention, omitting the three-page summary. A slightly revised version of this
summary+ has been sent to you by airmail today . You should tell the United
Kingdom `gôvërnment that in view of the forthcoming discussions in . Washing- '
ton between the United States, the United Kingdom, and,Canada we propose
to give the United States the text of the convention as soon as possible. We are,
however; putting off doing this in order to give the United Kingdom
governrnent an opportunity to comment .

Î ~ ¢ Y i ( ~ ^w f i . - . F S s . ._ ,

Sembl able aûl r&ûm~ de la convention dans la pièce jointe . document 184, avec l'omission duparagraphe 13 et 1a paragraphes subséquents rcnumE rotl~s .
, thè

t
iumma ry of the Convention in enclosure. Document 184 . with paragraph 13Omiftedand the'subsoquent paragraphs re-num bcrcd .

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britai n

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
iru haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
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' Affaires extérieûres
Le secrétaire d'Etat aux

, au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

State for External iljfairsSecretary of
to High Commissioner in Great Britain. . .

OttawaJeb,ruary 15, 1944

TELEGRAM 291-
42 of February 7 stated that we would shortly give

SECRET . My telegram No. 2 Unite
d nventionon international air transport - toeno co mentstto

our draft co
Government

. I assume the United Kingdom authorities have
make on this. whether it would ; not be wise to give a copy t o

2. We have been considering referably at the same time as we give it to the
the Soviet Government as well, p

United States . As you know, our Ambassador, in M~â'â has repeate y

o
the

r vpew
sclfical

l before . Cathe Soviet Governmentemphasized the from
general point of view of p g other foreign govern-
whenever possible simultaneously- W!table to do this in air transport in view of

ments
. It seems to us particularly des i

r the necess~ htene

d
'ty of securing the adherence of the Soviet

Union
cial responlsbilitiesof our own

international air transport conventimâinna r routes between the U .S .A . and the

because of our position athwart the

U.S.S.R. ~~ ers, theef ai r
3
. The circulation of our draft convention to the thr .e ~o rld not pnvolve outnlessUnited Kingdom, the United States and the U .S.S.R ,

forthcoming Washington talks to the Soviet Govcr Tmhét~nited
mentioning the forth~en informed of them by the United States o

they have already ,
Kingdom. with the United Kingdom. ., .

4. Please discuss this matter informally and orally the U .S .S .R.

authorities and find out what their present views af uans e rtlds cussions . The

in touch .with developme~last sumineréto have the Soviet Union participat earticipate in
place

United Kingdôm's desir e
international ,discussions, which it was then thought aam tattaches tO

the first • nce whtch the United g
in Ottawa;' indicatcd the importa

f' r 0'- .Lnrrndpur aux lui-3191: f ~ É
-Unjs

' the U .,., tc I uw l y .// . . . . . .. _ , ~keeping f ~ • I
EA/7' .MK•

4

" --

aû
séerétaire,d'État aux Affaires extérieures

StatesAmbassador in United
cnal Affairs

to Secretary ofState for E
Washington,

Fcbruary 15,194
4

ed to $eeTELETYPE WA-899 ask. . : . µ . • ` Bcrlc

ATE: Following for Robertson from Pearson,
Begins : ,

°n
e

me this
IMMEDI

mor
w
ning

,
about the forthcom ing International Civil Aviatl ta~ks . H
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feels that theY should be held tciward the end of March and that they should be 
confined to questions of principle and policy. There has apparently been some 
suggestion that, instead of tripartite talks, there might be concurrent talks 
between the British and Americans and the Canadians and Americans, but the 
Americans do not favour this. Berle rather hinted that Beaverbrook would have 
preferred Anglo-American discussions in the first instance, with Canada being 
drawn in later. I said that, speaking purely personally, I felt that the Canadian 
Government would prefer tripartite talks rather than two sets of bilateral talks 
and that we would also definitely prefer to participate from the outset. 

2. Berle then said that there had been some suggestion that the Russians, and 
possibly the Chinese, might be included. They were taking steps to find out if 
the Russians and the Chinese were anxious at this time for such inclusion. If 
so, they would have to consider whether they were to be invited. Berle himself 
was inclined to think that it might be more satisfactory at the beginning to 
restrict talks to the three Governments, but that, as the procedure would be 
informal and elastic, the Russians and the Chinese could be invited to 
participate later on if they so desired. I asked Berle if consideration was being 
given to a press statement, in view of the fact that so many leakages were 
occurring. He said that he wéuld be issuing something later today, merely to 
the effect that the three Governments "and possibly others" would be 
commencing soon exploratory and informal talks on this subject. I pointed out 
to him that the inclusion of the phrase "and possibly others" would lead to 
enquiries from other Governments. He admitted that this might well be the 
case, especially with the Netherlands and Australia, but he thought that there 
again they could be included later on. (Mr. Berle's reference to a press 
announcement was, of course, surprising, as London had not yet accepted the 
invitation to the discussions in question and, in any event, an official 
announceMent should be made simultaneously in each capital. We therefore 
made further enquiries of the Division of Current Information at the State 
Department through J. D. Walstrom (Acting Chief of the Aviation Division), 
neither of whom knew anything about any public announcement, though a 
story in somewhat general terms about civil aviation talks had appeared in this-
afternoon's Washington News. Later. Walstrom phoned back to say that Mr. 
Berle had decided nov, not to issue any statement, but one might be issued in a 
week or so.) 
7 ,3 . It was hoped that; if the initial discussions wcnt satisfactorily, a general 
u_nited Nations Conference on this subject could be convened toward the end 
01 tMs year. The United States Government would like to propose Ottawa as 
the site for such a conference and would be glad if the Canadian . Government 
c_°111d act -as hosts: Naturally, however, they would not make any formal 
th 
aPPr doach on this matter until they had ascertained our wishes. I emphasized e 	• 	• . • 

curability of this. 
4 . I asked Berle  

Gov 
 

if  he could 'give me any indication of United States 
ernment views on International Civil Aviation and reminded him wc had given them  statement of ours. He said — as he has already previously said — 
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,- 

that he hoped to be in a position to do this shortly, but that United States views 
were still not finally crystallized: 	 . 	. 

5..Berle then handed me a copy of the proposed agenda for the forthcoming 
meetings, which is as follows: Begins: 

PROPOSED AGENDA OF SUBJECTS RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL CIVIL 
AVIATION 

. 	 . 	 , 

I. AIR  NAVIGATION AND AIR TRANSPORT: 	' 

1. The right id transit and technical stop (stop for non-traffic reasons) for 
civil aircraft, 'subject to needed regulation for security. 

2. The right of commercial air entry. a 
3. Granting of international operating rights on a non-exclusive basis. 
4. Application of cabotage to air traffic. 
5. Control of rates and competitiye practices. 	• 	' 
6. Curtailment of subsidies and exchange of subsidy  data  
7. Uniform operating and safety standards. 
8. Standardization or coordinatién of air navigation aids and communications 

facilities. 

II. AIRPORTS AND FACILITIES: 	 « 

1. Designation of commercial airports of entry. 
2. Use of airports and facilities on a non-discriminatory basis. 
3. Airports and facilities in isolated areas. 

111. INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION: 

1. Establishment of an international civil aviation commission, and definition 
of its functions. 	 a 

2: Preparations and agenda for a United Nations Conference. Ends. 

DEA/72-MK- 40  

Le' haut comMissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner In Great Britain 
to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 414 	 ` 	London, February  j7, 1944 

MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram No. 291 of February 15th, Draft 

 Convention on International Air Transport. 	r 
1. I have discussed informally with the United Kingdom authorities the 

various points raised and they arc anxious that a copy of thc Draft  Convent
should not be given to the United States until they have commented upon i t• 
They arc at present studying the Convention and have promised to let me have  
these comments as soon as possible. 

192. 



Regarding the 'notification of the forthcoming Washington talks to the
Soviet Government, the United Kingdom has not informed the Soviet and say
they;would not do so in any case particularly as the invitation came from the
United States. They are still anxious to keep the . U.S.S.R. in touch with
developments in the International Air Transport discussions but until they have
had an opportunity of commenting on the Draft Convention they would prefer
that a copy should not be given to the Soviet .

~ ; : . .. • .
193 . . DEA/72-MK-40

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn
e au secrétaire d'État auxAffaires extérieures

Acting High Conrmisioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 421 London, February 18, 1944

MOST IMMEDIATE : SECRET. My telegram No. 414 of February 17th,
International Air Transport discussions. I am now advised informally that
communication received from British Embassy, Washington, indicates that the
United States has informed Soviet Government that preliminary talks are in
contemplation .

194: DEA/72-MK-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au nrinistre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to lltinister, Embassy In United States

Dear Mr. Pearson ,
We were very glad to receive your WA-899 of February 15 reporting •Mr .

Berle's views about the forthcoming talks on international av iat ion. We agreewith most 'of,the points which he put forward and we certainly agree with the
opinions which you expressed about the general Canadian attitude .

Tripartite talks are undoubtedly to be preferred to two sets of bilateral talkswhich , would ' provide too many opportunities for misunderstandings and
working at'cross purposes ." With the State Dcpartment and ourselves taking
this view there should be no great likelihood that Beavcrbrook's preference forinitial Anglo:American discussions will come to anything .

WePhâvëI
nô'objection to the inclusion of the Soviet and Chinese govcrn-

ments and, in fact, would be inclined to welcome their 'presence if they weredispoSed to come
. There is a danger that these governments, and particularly

the Soviet government,`might feel annoyancc at being excluded from the initia lconversations no matter how good ~ thé reasons were . It will be interesting to
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find out the result of the soundings taken by the . State Department in this

connection .

I think we, would be quite prepared to go to a general
United Nations

to hold iteasib
l conferencetowards the end of the year. Whet btr t conferencee here is relatively

in Ottawa is, of course, another
work than sûch 'a~ conference would be in

much ; more disturbing • to other r the
Washington or London and the government might feel

much to handle . Iethink
question of the I .L.O. confeâ little bit more about the size and nature of such
we should wait until we know
a conference before we put any suggestions before the government

.

Yours sincerely,, `
N . A . ROBERTSON

195.
DEA/3-C s

Le secrétaire aux Dominions

- au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

18, 1944•
TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D .24

5 London, February

IMPORTANT . MOST SECRET . Addressed Australia, New Zealand, South

Africa
. Repeated to Canada and to His Majesty's United Kingdom Ambassa-

dor, Washington, for information .
My telegram January 18th, Circular D . 88 ; Civil Aviation .

°
His Majesty's United KingdomûaAAmbassador

, from Stat
e Washington, ha s

Department reporte
d

as in my
receipt of aide•mcmoire dated January
first following telegram (not repeated to caândinvitation to a conference on a

2. We were greatly surprised to recet sition. It is clearly
tripartite basis and have carefully consider

Govcrnmentushouldhave invited only
embarrassing that the United States in the London
Canada • and not the other three Dominions who took part ~ial position
discussions, though no doubt this may be accounted orbt~nds>ôn th e North
of Canada in relation to civil aviation in North America

theAtlantic.
3 . ; More recently we have received further . indications which show that

United States Government contemplates 'that~ the Conference ô~~~ondThere
mattérs of high policy going beyond a preliminary, informal exploration.

to

Russi
a re'moreover suggestions that they, might consider extendin g

'and China also . In the light of these developments we have ~~t them to
should' make it clear to the United States Government that we cx

p
. . . . . : _ . .

'Voir le volume 9, les documents 757 9 .JSee volume 9. Documents 757-9.

`~Voar le document 186 et États-Unis~Sce document 186 and United Statcs . ~ S

`+ . • Foreign ' Rtlarions of the United States. 1944 . Volume it . Washington,

Government Printing Offia,1967, pp . 365-6 .
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extend invitations to Australia, New Zealand and the Union of South Africa. 
My fourth following telegram Circular D. 247t gives the text of the instruc-
tions which we are sending to Lord Halifax on this point. 
4. We are sending to the United States authorities our draft agenda'° as set 

out in my second following telegram Ciicular D. 246 •t We have also received 
from them and are repeating to you their suggested outline agenda in my third 
following telegram (not repeated to Canada)." 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 17 	 London, February 18, 1944 

IMPORTANT. MOST SECRET. My telegram of today Circular D. 245. Proposed 
discussions - with the United States on civil aviation. We have received through 
Canadian High Commissioner your memorandum and Draft Convention. 
2. As.  United States are now suggesting a preliminary discussion on a policy 

rather' than on a technical plane, it seems to us that nothing more than a 
statement of principles of policy is required at this juncture. 
3. Our suggestions for agenda are given in my accompanying telegram 

Circular D. 246. This draft of principles is derived directly from the 
Commonwealth Conference and we should hope that you will feel able to 
accept it . wiih such alterations as may be agreed. You will see from my 
telegram Circular D. 245 that we have transmitted this draft to Washington. 
4. We should like to have a further opportunity to consider and discuss with 

you your Draft Convention before this is transmitted to United  States.  At first 
sight it appears that it may give rise to  certain  serious difficulties for us 
particularly in relation to the running of services between the United Kingdom 
and British Colonies and we earnestly hope therefore that you will  not  
cominunicatè'with the United States on this until you have heard our views. 
5. You  will see from my telegram Circular D. 245 that we have felt it 

necessary ,to raise ,the question of extending participation in the proposed 
discussioni tci Australia, New Zealand and the Union of South Africa. Ends. 

10V oir "See, 
Ibid. pp. 384-6. "Voir le document 191./See document 191. 
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197. ' 	 • 	 DEA/72-MK-40 
Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
aux sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, Minister of Munitions and Supply 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, February 19, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson; 
Thanks for sending me copy of teletype from the Canadian Ambassador to 

the Secretary of State for External Affairs No. WA-899 regarding forthcom-
ing International Civil Aviation talks» 

I feel strongly that the talks should be tripartite , between the United 
Kingdom, the United States and Canada, rather than two sets of bilateral 
talks. 

I presume that it is a matter of indifference to us if others are included, 
although I think that more progress can be  made if the talks are confined to 
the three countries. - ' 

I understand that the International Civil Aviation Commission proposal is 
not being Well received in the United States, which may mean a new approach 
to the whole problem. 

Yours.  sincerely, 
C. D. HOWE 

■ 	
DEA/7-BWs 

Mémorandum au Premier ministre 

Memorandum to Prime Minister 

February 19, 1944 

I attach for , your approval a draft telegrani"' CoMmenting critically on 
proposals put forward in a paper presented to  the  United Kingdom War 
Cabinet by the Post-Hostilities Planning Sub-coinmittee entitled "Civil Air 
Transport and Security Problems.'" Ritchie, who' aCts  as  our liaison with the 
Post-Hostilities Planning Sub-committee, sènt this paper to Wrong read) ! 

 saying that it had been circulated in London for the comments of the 
Government departments and they were also anxious to have the benefit of anY 
suggestions which we might care to put forward. It will be discussed verY 
shortly at a meeting of the Sub-committee which representatives of Doinine 
Governments have been invited to attend. 

The paper has itself been revised after consideration by the UnitedKingden 
 Chiefs of Staff and must be regarded, therefore, as repres'enting a point of view  

12/bid. 
"Pour le télégramme tel qu'il fut émis voir le document 204. 

For the telegram as sent see Document 204. 



which is at least strongly held in the United : Kingdom Se rvice Departments. I

also attach a copy of it .t It is rather a surprising document to which objection
can be taken on two main grounds . These are, first, that• it deals throughout
with "the United Kingdom and the Dominions" as a single unit for security
purposes and, secondly, that its recommendations run directly counter to the"
establishment of an effective system of regulating international air transport
and are based entirely on narrow grounds of national security.

We are receiving a large number of papers originating in this Sub-
committee in London which deal with many phases of the peace settlement
ranging frorn particular boundary problems to the organization of world
security as a whole . We usually receive these papers first as drafts before the
Sub-committee, then as revised after consideration by the Chiefs of Staff and
finally as approved by a ministerial committee of the War Cabinet . Sometimes
they progress very rapidly through this procedure . When they have reached the
final stage they become the basis of United Kingdom policy for presentation to
other Governments perhaps through diplomatic channels, perhaps through the
Combined Chiefs of Staff or perhaps through the European Advisory
Commission . If they make proposals which are definitely unacceptable to us,
we can, if we have time, register our objections at a fairly low level without
definitely committing the Canadian Government to any policy by means of
observations from the Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems here .
We have, however, made it clear throughout that our failure to register
objections in no way implied our concurrence in the plans put forward . t

This is a case in which it seems desirable that our objections should be
registered promptly ." : ° : ' '

199. DEA/72•MK-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-1031 Washington, February 21, 1944

IMMEDIATE . Following, for Robertson from Pearson, Begins : I have just
received and read with considerable interest your teletypes EX-724,'1 725,'726' and 72716 of today's date regarding the forthcoming Civil Aviatio n
discussions. I think it is, unfortunate that the United Kingdom should be
pressinglor an extension of invitations to Australia, New Zealand and Sout h
Africa and I think it might possibly be well for us to let the State Departmen t
klloW we are not behind such pressure. It seems to me that this is a departur e

14La note suivante Et ait écrite sur le mfmorandum :
The following note was written on the memorandum :

APProved by P .M. 25-2-44'S R[obertson i .
Ce télégramme répétait le document 195 ./This tclegram repcatcd documcnt 195 ."Ce télégramme ré pétait le document 196 ./This telegram repeated Document 196 .
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from our functional principle and Might react to our disadvantage in the 
future)! -There is, of course, a good deal to be said for Mistralia being present 
but I cannot see that the claims of New Zealand and South Africa are as great 
as those of countries like Brazil and the Netherlands's if they desire to 
pirticipate. The United States reaction may be that it is apparently impossible 
to invite one Dominion without all four and therefore they had better in the 
future be careful about inviting any. Canada would suffer most from this 
attitude; not South Africa and New Zealand. I am not quite .clear why the 
United Kingdom should be so embarrassed at the other three Dominions not 
being invited unless they feel that on political grounds it should be all or 
nothing in these matters. Is there anything I can do or should do to make the 

- position clear here? Ends. 	 f. 

• 
200. DEA/72-MK-40 • 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister, Embassy in United States • 

TELETYPE EX-765 	 [Ottawa,]  February 22, 1944 

SECRET 	 S. 

Your WA-1031. Civil Aviation discussions. 	S' 
The State Department probably realizes that - Canada has not been 

associated with the pressure to extend invitations to Australia, New Zealand 
and South Africa, but in any case I see no reason for telling them so. It would 
be awkward if the suggestion could be made that Canada has objected in any 
way to the participation of other British countries. I think, therefore, that we 
can allow the question to be settled by the United States and the United 
Kingdom. 

201. DEA/3-Cs 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Gréai  Britain 

Ottawa, February 22, 1944 
-4 

MOST SECRET 	 . 

Dominions Office telegram No. 17 of February 18 discusses various points  
with regard to the forthcoming talks on civil aviation. 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
This point seems  tome  to be well taken. E. Rkidj.. 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
and France. E. It[eid). 

TELEGRAM 349 ..; 

d 

o 
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. We are agreeable either to conversations with the United States and the
United Kingdom or to the inclusion of other British countries as proposed by
the United Kingdom and of the Soviet Union and China âs suggested by th e
United States.

The British proposed agenda covers all important subjects which should be
discussed. We agree that no cut and dried plan should be submitted and our
draft convention should not be so regarded ; it is rather an attempt to present
(as a basis for discussion) a considered statement of how certain principles
could be embodied in a multilateral convention .

~ The British objection to our giving our'draft convention to the United States
appears to centre mainly in the definition in Article XIII of international air
services which includes colonial lines. Please enquire informally whether these
objections would be removed if we were to leave a blank after the word
"means" in the first'line of Article XIII(v)[b?] so as to offer no suggested
definition of an international air service at the present time. If so, we would be
prepared to, do this before sending the draft convention to other governments .
We believe it , would be wise to give it to,whatever governments it is finally
decided will be represented at the conversations .

DEA/3-Cs

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- au Premier ministre =

Memorandumfrom Under-Secretary of State for External 'Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] February 23, 1944

In conversation with the United States Ambassador this morning, he
referred to the hitch that had occurred in the arrangements for tripartite talks
on civil aviation questions between the United States, the United Kingdom and
Canada. The United Kingdom was pressing very hard for similar invitations to
be extended to Australia, New Zealand and South Africa . Atherton said that
he had urged his Government, very strongly, to invite Canada to take part in
these talks at the same time and on the same footing . as the United Kingdom
because he felt that our interest in civil aviation questions was of primary
importance. He,hopèd the State Department would stand by its guns and insist
on 'talks between the three countries together, and not enlarge them to six
countries,- because'this would turn them into a small conference and make the
omissiôn' of other countries more obvious and more difficult . At the same time,
he hoped they would not be driven back to substitute bilateral talks with the
United Kingdom alone for the' proposed three-cornered talks with Canada, the
United State's and the United Kingdom .
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203. 	 • 	DEA/72-MK-40 

Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister, Embassy in United States, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, February 24, 1944 

Dear Norman [Robertson], 
I do not think that I made myself very clear in my teletype No. 1031 of 

February 21 regarding the British proposal that the other Dominions be invited 
to the forthcoming air talks. I agree, of course, with the point you make in your 
teletype No. 765 of February 23 that "it would be awkward if the suggestion 
could be made that Canada has objected in any way, to the participation of 
other British countries." 

All I had in mind was an informal approach to Berle or Hickcrson to make 
sure that they understand that we are'not pressing for such an invitation." As 
you state, it may well be that- the State Department • realize that fact. 
Nevertheless, I think the British attitude on this matter has dangerous 
implications for the future. It certainly makes our functional idea of 
representation look rather silly ,and emphasizes the "unit" idea of British 
Commonwealth representation. If - the United States agree to the British 
proposal for the inclusion of the other Dominions, they ,will probably have to 
insist that Brazil, the Netherlands, etc., also'be invited. This is going to make 
them much more hesitant in the future about asking Canada to participate in 
any preliminary discussions. If the United States refuse the British suggestion, 
then the other Dominions arc going to be much more annoyed than if the idea 
of represCntation at these talks had not been put in their minds by the United 
Kingdom. 

I can  sec no reason for the United .  Kingdom attitude in this matter except 
their view» then° one  Dominion * should be represented at talks of this kind. 
This seems to be an indefensible 'proposition. In this connection the EmbassY 
here have already sent Eu third person  note  to the State Department, one 
paragraph of which reads: 
"His Majesty's Governm'ent in the United Kingdom fccl that in view of the 

scope and level of the prôposed discussions it would bc appropriate that the 
Dominions othèr than Canada should also participate in them and assume that 
in the circumstances 'Which have developed the United States Government will 
agree to extend an invitation  to Australia, New Zealand and South Africa." 

Yours 'sincerely, 
• MIKOPEARSON1 

"Note margina le/Marginal note: 
N. A. Rfobertsonj: As you know, I should like to  sec  this  donc.  R. NI Pcdondij. 
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DEA/7-BWs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 359 Ottawa, February 24, 1944

MOST : SECRE:r. Following for Ritchie from Wrong, - Begins : Your letter
January 27th,t P.H.P. paper on Civil Air Transport and Security Problems .t .
You will have noted that proposals in this paper are inconsistent with the
recommendations made to Governments by the Commonwealth Civil Aviation
Confecënce held in London in October last and with the Canadian proposals
for an international air transport authority which were given to United
Kingdom authorities by Canada House on February 8th .20 Apart from this
inconsistency we are also concerned by the assumptions on future Common-
wealth defence which underlie this draft . It appears to presuppose a single
defence policy for the entire Commonwealth with the United Kingdom and the
other, countries of the Commonwealth acting in effect as one Great Power .

2: Since this is a matter on which Canadian planning has reached the point of
presenting tentative proposals to other Governments our representatives at the
proposed meeting of the P.H.P. sub-committce are in a position to take a
definite and critical line .
3,'The ' Working Committee on post-hostilities problems has considered the

draft and offers the following additional comments which you arc at liberty to
use âs obse rvations from the Working Committee here :

The 'effectiveness of an International Air Transport Authority, taking its
directions on matters of security from an international security organization,
would be la igely nullified if important sections of the world's air routes were
removed' from its jurisdiction . It is essential to the working of such a system
that it émbrace most international air routes and most nations of importance in
the air -'M' security organization should be able, both in time of peace andin
time ôf war or threat of war, to control the use of ccrtain routes or bases by
pârticular * nations. The forces at the disposal of the international security
organizati`on should have access in peace and in war to the main international
air routes and air bases in accordance with decisions of the security organiza-
tion, ~j rÿ ~. r ~ •

Any , sûch' collective assurance of security would prove unworkable if
participating nutions `reserved international routes for thcir own jurisdiction .
For this,

reason,'the Working Committee cannot agrec that the trunk airlines of
the Commonwealth and certain rese rve strategic routes should be excluded
from`âny systém`of international rcgulation . Insistence at this stage on such a
provision would prejudice the chances of cnlisting the support of othcr great air
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articularly the United States, for an effective plan 'of international
powers, p
cooperation .
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y

reasonable claims . Ends. .,
DEA/72-1\1 K-40

205.
L'ambassadeur aux „États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux•Ajfaires 'extérieures

Ambassàdor in United States

to Secretary ojStatelor External Affairs
Washingtùn, February 28, 1944

TELETYPE WA 118 6

IMMEDIATE. SECRET .
Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins : My

:
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putting forward the claims of the other Dominions, desired to establish a 
commonwealth front on this subject, I should think they would be more 
unhappy about the new proposals than the earlier one. At the same time, I do 
not see how they can object to  the  United States issuing these invitations to 
bilateral talks. In any event the British invited this result, I think, by their 
earlier intervention. 
3. Berle pointed out that if the British Commonwealth  of Nations as such had 

wished to discuss aviation matters with the United States, such a meeting 
might have been possible,  but  only on the understanding that it was the' British 
Commonwealth on the one hand and the United States on the other. He 
thought it would be quite impossible to have discussions with five separate 
British Commonwealth States without inviting other States. 
4. I asked Berle when the bilateral talks would begin, and he thought in about 

a month. I also emphasized that we had received no indication of United States 
policy, and he again promised to send me something very shortly. In this 
connection am sending you by separate teletype a memorandum from the 
State Department. This memorandum is not very helpful but I think that I 
shall be able to extract something better from them this week. Berle said that 
the British had told him that they had received a long document from Canada 
giving in detail Canadian policy. I replied that we had already given him a 
memorandunfon this subjcct and would have nothing to add until we received 
something fro'm them. 
5. Afterwards I saw Hickcrson, who showed me a message from their 

Ambasiador in London reporting a conversation he had with "An official in 
Lord Beaverbrook's office," who had said bluntly that they had no intention of 
participating in aviation talks with  the  Americans to which Canada would be 
invited unless the other Dominions were also invited. 
6. I mentioned to Hickerson that Berle had for the  second time suggested 

Ottawa as a site for the eventual  United Nations Conference, and I empha-
sized agairithat no such proposal should be made formally to us until we had 
had a chance to discuss it with them informally, as it was doubtful whether we 
would t wish,to have such a Conference at Ottawa and we did not wish to bc 
confront:ed;itli an invitation which we would not be able to accept. 
7. I also urged Hickcrson to urge Berle to give us some information about 

Uun.ited States policy; more particularly a copy of the Berle Committee report. 
ickerson promised to do what hc could about this and said he would try to get 

us  the report this week though hc himself had not yet seen it. Ends. 
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206. 	 DEA/72-MK-40 
•r 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
- 	aux secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
' to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-1188 • 	 Washington, February 28, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Reference my WA-1186 of February 28th, civil aviation 
discussions.  Following is text of State Department memorandum, dated 
February 28, Begins: 

"The Department of State is grateful for the Canadian Embassy's 
memorandum of February 7, 1944, transmitting copies of a memorandum 
outlining the views of the Canadian Government regarding international air 
transport, including a proposal for establishing an international air transport 
authority, which has been read with great interest." 

The United States Government hopes to be in a position to furnish the 
Canadian Government with a summary of its views on the development of 
international air transportation at an early date." In the meantime, it is 
believed that the suggested agenda *regarding proposed preliminary conversa-
tions on this subject, which was given to Mr. Pearson on February 15," will 
furnish the Canadian Government with a general indication of the points which 
the United States Government believes might be suitable for exploratory 
discussions at this stage." End of memorandum. Ends. 

207. 	 , 	DEA/72-MK-40  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister, Embassy in United States 

TELETYPE EX-894 	 Ottawa, March 2, 1 944  

SECRET 

War Committee yesterday considered your report of your most recent 
conversation with Berle on civil aviation. The Canadian position maY be 

summed up as follows: . 
(a) We would hayc. preferred exploratory discussions among a small number 

of countries as the most satisfactory method and we regard separate sets of 
bilateral talks as an unnecessarily complicated procedure capable of giving rise  
to misunderstandings. It is unfortunate that the United Kingdom's insistence 

211bid. 
22Note marginale/Marginal note: 

This is helpful! 
23Voir le document 191./Sec Document 191. 
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on bringing in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa has brought the State
Department to its present position, (of which, incidentally, Atherton has not
yet been informed) .

(b) ' However, since'the State Department is committed to bilateral talks we
believe it desirable to have the talks between Canada and 'the United States
come first . If the United Kingdom-United States talks precede the Canadian-
United States talks, there is some risk that the United Kingdom representatives
might be tempted to try and speak for all the 'Commonwealth governments
which took part in the London discussions .

You should therefore see Berle and, using your discretion as to how much of
the foregoing it is necessary to give him, tell him that'we are prepared to enter
into discussions with the United States immediately. You should point out the
special relationship that exists between Canada and the United States by virtue
of the numerous international air routes connecting the two countries . More
than in the case of most other countries these international routes are
extensions of domestic routes and are closely linked with domestic systems of
air transport . This community of interest makes it desirable that discussions
shoûld take place at an early date . You may also say that we have prepared 'a
draft international convention and that in order to facilitate the early initiation .
of `discussions we will be glad to give it to the United States as soon as we
receive their preliminary views . Do not, however, give the draft to the State
Department until you hear from us about an amendment that must be made .

We cannot, of course, insist on Canada-United States discussions coming
first,' but : if ` you emphasize the importance of these discussions to both
governments, and the willingness of the Canadian government to enter into
them âs soon as possible this may have the desired result .

208.
DEA/72•M K-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieùres
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne `

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEG RnM 399 ' , Ottawa, March 2, 1944;
'(

Reference previous correspondence on international aviation .
Please inform the United Kingdom of the following :
As the United Kingdom authorities know the United States has proposcd aseries `of- bilateral talks on aviation with Canada, the United Kingdom, theSoviet Union ~ and - krhaPs other governments . Although we would havepreferred multilateral discussions we have agreed to the State Departmcnt'sproposal a - d • •

date, have Indlcated our willingness to begin bilateral talks at an early
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. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States

to Seeretary of St ate for External Affairs

Have London givcn , you = any indication of thei r

Washington, March 4,1944
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210. DEA/72-MK-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-948 	 Ottawa, March 6, 1944 

SECRET. Following for Pearson. Begins: Your WA-1343 of March 4. 
Berle's attitude can be regarded as moderately reassuring. We can obviously 

hope for nothing more definite until the State Department hears from London. 
We have had no word from London on this whole subject since the batch of 

Dominions Office telegrams dated February 18 which we copied to you. As you 
say this is somewhat surprising. 

211. DEA/72-MK-40 

Le` haut contmissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 549 	 London, March 6, 1944 

MOST SECRET. Your telegram No. 349 of February 22nd, Air Transport 
Policy. * •  

1. The various points have been discussed with the Unitcd Kingdom 
authorities and the following communication has now been received from the 
Dominioni Office, Begins: 

We have now had time to study the Canadian draft convention on civil air 
transport: If I may say so •  it is a very valuable contribution to thc study of the 
sUbject. We'welcome the assurance that it is intended as a basis of discussion 
anenot a' ctit and dried plan. Wc appreciate  the  Canadian Government's 
offer  to  leaVe 'à blank after the word "means" in the first line of Article 
XII1(B); if the drift convention is  sent  to other Governments. Subjcct to this 
amencIntent, We do not 'wish to ask that the Canadian ,Government should 
furthei 'defer  on  our account the circulation of the draft convention to othcr 
Gevernnients. We  assume that, if it is so circulated, the Canadian Government 
wilk make" it Clear that it represents only their own views. There arc some 
imPortant:poinii in  which We fear that we could not agree with its provisions. 
We sho-tild be-gritéful if, in conveying the above to  the  Canadian authorities, 
l'ou would ask them to inform us of their eventual dccision, and if this is in 
lavour Of èirculation, to let' us have copies, as sent to other Governments. Ends. 
te r n'iîàe Kingdom authorities were informed in the  sense of your 

grai Nô.'399'àf March lid, and have no further comments cxccpt to make 
Li 
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xchan with the State Department about the proposed
it clear that their e ges
talks have not dealt with our draft convention

.

DEA/7-BWs

212. ,
' secrétaire, le haut commissariat en

Grande -B gne,
Le premier Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux
AJ reat Britain,

First Secretary, High Commissi on in G airs
to Assistant Under-Secretary

of State for External AJf
4London, March 11, 194

1VIOST SECRET
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5. Turning to the P.H.P. Paper itself, I pointed out the difficulty of 
reconciling paragraph 12 dealing with "contracting out" and paragraph 18, in 
particular Conclusions (c) and (g), with any workable scheme of international 
security. I said that we could not help feeling that any British delegation to an 
International Conference on Civil Aviation which was hampered by the rigid 
requirements of the P.H.P. Paper would not be able to make any proposals 
which would have much chance of appealing to the other great air powers. 
6. I added that the views of the P.H.P. Paper were inconsistent with those 

contained in the Canadian proposals for an International Air Transport 
Authority which we had given to the United Kingdom authorities on February 
8th, and that I also thought they would be fotind to be inconsistent with various 
declarations of United Kingdom policy. I drew the attention of the meeting to 
the brief report of the Law Committee which had considered the problem of 
internationalisation with particular reference to its bearing on Imperial 
security,and which met during the Civil Aviation conversations in London last 
October. I pointed out that that Committee (a report of whose conclusions, 
dated 12th October,' you have of course received) had taken a wider and more 
positive view of the role of an International Air Transport Authority 
responsible to a United Nations Security Organization» I added finally that I 
had great difficulty in seeing how a World Security Organisation of the kind 
outlined in P.H.P. (43) 24a Final — The Military Aspect of any Post•War 
Security Organisation' —. could be made to work if it was restricted by the 
Imperial security conditions laid down in this P.H.P. Paper. I concluded by 
saYing that our Working Committee's views as I understood them were fully in 
favour of Commonwealth co-operation, but that that co-operation should be in 
the general framework of an International Security Organisation. At the 
conclusion of my remarks there was a general discussion, and I am enclosing a 
copy of a brief summary of the principal points emerging from this discussion 
which has been circulated by the Secretariat of the P.H.P. Sub-Committee.' 
The following are my own additional comments. 
7. In the background of the discussion was the difference of conception 

between our Working Committee and the Post-Hostilities Sub-Committee as to 
the character of any International Security Organisation which might 
reasonably be expected to emerge after the war. It is a difference of view which 
I have encountered on several occasions in recent conversations with United 
Kingdom officials, and it was most clearly expressed on this occasion by Mr. le 
Rougetel, the Foreign Office representative, when he asked whether our 
conception of an International Security Organisation was a collective 
rganization , similar

' 
 with modifications, to the League of Nations, or a 

said
`Pnolin  

, and 
g" of strength among the peace-loving nations to maintain security. He 

other members of the Sub-Committee agreed, that their minds were 
"'king. along the lines of a pooling of armed strength. They thought a 
etioollective. 9rganisation impracticable. Anything in the nature of an interna- 

nal force, for instance, seemed to them out of the question at present or in 
, 

'Voir le vniume 9,  les documents 644: 631./Sce Volume 9,  Documents 644, 631. 
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12. The meeting has, I think, served a very useful purpose. A full discussion 
of this kind showed that the Sub-Committee themselves had certain doubts 
about their own Paper, and felt that they had erred  on the side of "over 
insurance." They had, in drafting this Paper, evidently been thinking in terms 
of concrete Imperial defence problems, particularly in the Middle and Far 
East. 
13. I think our discussion also clearly showed the need for the greatest 

possible • precision of language in dealing with schemes for the future 
organisation of Civil Aviation in the interests of world security. Such terms as 
"internationalisation," "international control," "regulation," etc. need to be 
clearly defined and perhaps somewhat elaborated. 
14. Meanwhile the P.H.P. Paper on Civil Air Transport and Security 

Problems in its final form (which you have now received) has, I understand, 
been approved by the Chiefs of Staff, but the Sub-Committee stated that as a 
result of our discussion they intended to communicate to the Chiefs of Staff a 
rider to the Paper which would take account of our Working Committee's 
views. They will send me a communication outlining the points included in this 
addendum, and it will then be possible to estimate more clearly what 
impression our views may have made upon the Sub-Committee. 
15.Meanwhile the suggestions for facilitating the exchange of views between 

our Working Committee and the Sub-Committee here contained in your 
telegram No. 328 of the 19th Februaryt have been communicated to Jebb, and 
1 am informed that we may expect a reply in the near future. 

Yours sincerely, 
C. S. A. RITCHIE 

DEA/72-MK-40 

L'antbassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-1566 	 Washington, March 13, 1944 

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION. MOST SECRET. My WA-1502, March 10th,' Civil 
Aviation Discussions. 

. Late this afternoon Berle sent for Wcrshof (in the absence of Pearson). 
Berle said that the British Embassy told him a few days ago that  the  United 
Kingdom Government would not (not) accept the proposal that the United 
States hold bilateral talks with a large numbcr of countries as a prcparation for 
a  United Nations Conference. The British suggested as an alternative that a 
multilateial Conference of 14 countries be held in North Africa or Morocco by 
waY of preliminary to a full United Nations conference. 2. Be 	.d̀  e sal that he subsequently informed the British that the British 
ProPosal was not (not) acceptable. In the first place the United  States  did not 

213. 

• 
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• 10. Berle was told that the proposal would be sent to Ottawa immediately 
and that a reply would be made as soon as possible, but that it was not (not) 
likely that a reply would be forthcoming tomorrow (Tuesday). 

11. The British Embassy has not yet volunteered any information regarding 
the talks with Berle described above. We find one of Berle's statements 
puzzling, namely, his statement that the British have agreed to the latest 
proposal. There has been very little time for the numerous necessary telegrams 
to be exchanged between the British Embassy and the Foreign Office, as it was 
only last Thursday that the British Embassy first told Mr. Berle of the United 
Kingdom proposal for a 14-power conference. It is possible that what Berle 
really means is that the British Embassy has agreed to recommend to London 
acceptance of the latest scheme. If You think it wise,' we could ask the British 
Embassy exactly what the position is in this regard. 

DEA/72-M K-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

- 

TELETYPE EX-1086 	 Ottawa, March 14, 1944 

MOST SECRET. Your WA-1566 of March 13. Aviation discussions. 
We are inclined to acccpt Berle's latest proposals though we have not yet 

reached a definite decision and no communication should yet be made to the 
State Department. We hope to be able to send a favourable reply soon, possibly 
today. Meanwhile, we should be grateful if you would consult the British 
Embassy as to their position. 

215. 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

„ 

TELETYPE NA-1592 	 Washington, March 14, 1944 

Im mED.IATE: MOST SECRET. Your EX-1086, March 14th, aviation discussions. 
We asked the British Embassy if thcy could give us any information regarding 
developinênts sinCe last Thursday afternoon (the position on Thursday last was 
riart  rted in WA-1502 of March 10th)./ British Embassy said that, at the cnd of 

week, there.  was considerable discussion between the  British Embassy and 
Eerie 4garding the proposals which had bccn made by the United Kingdom 
ar,nd the United States respectively. After some discussion, it was agrccd that 
"'Jerk should go to London to talk with United Kingdom representatives. He 
would, hold exploratory discussions regarding international civil aviation and 

214. 

- 
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would also discuss the future procedure (i.e., what kind of conference should be 
held and when and where). 
2. The basic proposal that Berle should go to London has been approved by 

the United Kingdom Government and by the President. 
3. Berle would like`to leave by air in about ten days but the question of the 

time of his visit is subject to approval from London. 
4. The President is anxious to tell the Soviet Union immediately about the 

latest proposal but he will not do so until the U.K. Government have agreed to 
his'doing so. 
5. The British Embassy continued that Berle had suggested that he should 

talk with the Canadian Government about aviation en route to London. Berle 
vaguely said that, in order to help keep the whole thing quiet, he might suggest 
to the Canadian Government that these talks should be in New York rather 
than in Ottawa. Berle definitely did not (not) make any such suggestion when 
he spoke to us yesterday — see WA-1566 of March 13th. His proposal 
yesterday to us was that there should be talks with the 'Canadian Government 
in Ottawa or in any other place that the Canadian Government thought 
suitable. He said nothing to indicate that "the other place" might be outside of 
Canada. 
6. The British Embassy added that the proposed Berle visit to London would 

be completely independent of the forthcoming visit to London of the Stettinius 
party.26  

DEA/72.M K-40  216. 

DESPATCH 78 

SECRET 

L'ambassadeti r en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Moscow, March 14, 1944 

Sir, 	
, 	 . 	 R. 

1 have the honour to icknowledge receipt of your despatch No. 1 7  d I 
January 28th, 1944,' enclosing for my confidential information two copies of 3 

tentative and preliminary draft, dated January 8th, 1944, of an international 
air transport convention. In accordance with the instructions set forth la 
paragraph 3 of youf 'despatch, I sent you telegram No. 70 of March 8 111` 

acknowledging its receipt. -  
2. I have read 'oVer. the proposed convention with great interest. It 15  

exceedingly well drafted, the division  into  articles dealing with main headings g 1 . 

ePour la visite de Stettinius et de son groupe, voir États-Unis, 
On the visit of Stettinius and his party, Ste United States, 

' 	Department of  State  Bulletin,  Volume 10, April 29, 1944, p. 395. 



sub-divided into sections could very well be taken as a model for future
international conventions. It represents a constructive compromise between the
complete internationalization of trans-frontier air traffic and the conditions
which prevailed before the war . Section 1 of Article II definitely recognises
that each state has complete exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its
territory and the chief derogation of such sovereignty implied in the draft
convention is the transfer to the International Air Transport Authority of . the
right to license air lines engaged in international traffic flying over the territory
of a member state . ;

3 . In view of this I believe that there is a greater chance of the Soviet Union
agreeing to some such proposal than there was to the proposals for internation-
alization embodied in the secret report of September 28th, 1943, of the
Interdepartmental Committee on Air Transport Policy :27 In my letter to Mr.
Robertson of Janua ry 27th, 1944,t I endeavoured to appraise the probable
attitude of the Soviet Government to these proposals . I believe that the
considerations set forth in that letter will influence the attitude of the Soviet
Government to the proposals embodied in the latest draft convention approved
by the Canadian authorities, but it will be more difficult for them to adopt a
non-possumus attitude. They will be reluctant for strategic reasons to
relinquish full control over the granting of rights to fly over their territory, but
in the interests of international cooperation and of general security they may
not wish, to oppose . the proposals too openly if they should receive the full
support of the other principal states . They are more likely to insist upon theSoviet Union having voting strength equal or nearly equal to the United States
in the Authority and in the regional councils concerned with flights to or across
Soviet territory and if their wishes arc not met in this respect, they may seek to
escape from the obligations of the proposed convention on this ground . To a
great extent the attitude of the Soviet Union will be intluenced by the success
attending efforts to' promote international coopcration ' in other fields,Pa rt icularly in the realm of general security, but there will probably be few
subjects ' proposed for international cooperation which will so involve the
relinquishment of pre-war sovereign rights as the international regulation - oftrans-frôntier âir''traffic. On this account we may expect the Soviet Govern-ment to adopta very rese rved attitude and for the reasons set forth in my letter
to Mr,= Robertson' of January 27th to be very zealous in safeguarding their~~ hts of, granting permission to foreign aircraft to fly over their territory and

make use of their airports . ,
Although it' is desirable to make eve ry effort to secure Soviet adherence tothe proposed 6onvention, if , this proves to be impossible, it would still be worth-while to` procced : With the putting into effect of the convention without Sovietparticipation : ..The`International Air Transport Authority or its North Pacificârgan a1 1 'côuncil - could then negotiate with the Soviet Government fo r8ements concxrntng flights over North-castern Siberia as part of an airroute fro

;m
- Nnrth America to Asia . Flights into Soviet territory from the West

_~`- t.. .'* T...1~ !

k volume 9• ao cument
e ,
64 1 #01umb 9, Document 641 .
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are likely to be confined to air services operating from countries contiguous to 
the Soviet Union, which would not be subject to the provisions of the proposed 
convention. It is very unlikely that there will be in the near future any demand 
for a trans-Atlantic air service with its terminus on Soviet territory. It is chiefly 
in respect of North-eastern Siberia, therefore, that the Soviet Union presents 
an interest for future international air routes. Canada much  more  than the 
Soviet Union is likely to be a future crossroads of the air. 

• 	1 have etc. 
L. D. WILGRESS 

217. 	 DEA/72-MK-40 

Extrait d'une lettre du premier secrétaire, 
le ministère des Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

Extract  front  Letter front First Secretary, 
Department of External Affairs, 
to Ambassador in Soviet Union 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, March 18, 1944 

Dear Mr. Wilgress, 
It occurred to me that you might like to have a rather fuller account of the 

eomings and goings with regard to international aviation than we have been 
able to send you by telegram. , 

In the meantime there has been a bad leak in the press in the United States 
which resulted in large parts of our draft convention being printcd in American 
Aviation Daily. a trade paper. Although, of course, we have taken no official 
line on this, there is good reason to  suppose  that the leak occurred in the 
United Kingdoni. The editor of the paper,, Wayne Parrish, had just returned 
from a visit to the United Kingdom and was telling all his friends in the 
aviation business that Beaverbrook had taken him into his confidence. Since at 
the time of, the leak we had given the text of the convention to the United 
Kingdom but not to the.United States it is fairly clear that the blame cannot be 
laid on Washington's door step. Mr. Parrish also succccdcd in embarras
the British by printing their agenda for international discussions in extern°. 

It ,was rather embarrassing to have our draft convention make its first public 
appearance ,in a United States publication and the only sensible course w 
follow was to make it a public document. Accordingly; Mr. Howe tabled it in 
the House and secured permission to have it printed in Hansard." This puts tis 
in the  position of bein-g the first country to announce a detailed plan for the 
postwar -regulaticin of- international aviation ,(the Australia-New Zealand 

agreement included their, belief that international operation of the WOrld'5 

"Le  17 mars 1944. Canada, Chambre des communes, !Watt 1944, volume  U.  pp. 1 638 '45 ' 
March 17, 1944. Canada, House of Commons, Debases, Volume 11, pp. 1580-7. 
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airways was the best solution but went into no detail) . There are advantages
and disadvantages to making our position public at the present time, the main
disadvantage being that a particular plan is labelled Canadian which increases
the difficulties of acceptance by other countries and may make it more difficult
for the Canadian government to accept substantial revisions . However, it has
been made clear that our proposal is tentative and preliminary and put forward
as a basis of discussion so that I hope we can make it clear to the world that we
have no cut and dried plans and are supporting the general objectives of our
draft convention rather than the details .

Yours sincerely,
R. M. MACDONNEL L

218. " DEA/7-BWs
'-' Le premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne,

au sous-secrétaire d',ttat adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
First Secretary, Nigh Commission in Great Britain ,

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET London, March 23, 1944

Dear Mr. Wrong,
I 'am enclosing a copy of a letter' which I have received from Colonel lcMesurier of the Post-Hostilities Planning Sub-Committcc .

, Most of the points raised by Colonel le Mcsurier were, I think, covered in
my letter to you of the 11 th March . Colonel lc Mesuricr touches, however, in
the third paragraph of his letter, on one point which I did not mention . Herefers to paragraph 17 of the P.H.P. Paper on "Civil Air Transport and
Security Problems"' in which it is stated tha t
"Thé operating agcncics for any international zones that may be set up should

be controlled by an international air transport authority . This in turn should be
subordinated to the world security organisation envisaged in the Moscow
Declaration."

•

I Pointed 'out at the meeting on March 7th that this paragraph as it stoo d
mi8ht bé thought' to imply that the control of the proposcd world securityorganisation'should be limited to the international operating agencies set up inspecifc zones. Colonel le Mesuricr agrees that this paragraph was misleadingand'says' that the Sub-Committcc s view is that the world security organisationshould h ive" "certain powcrs" in relation to the international air transport.r. .
orgamsation outside those zones as well as within them .14 . 1 ,

It Is`nt from the last paragraph of Colonel Ic Mcsuricr's letter thatthe p•
." app

a~t-Hoscetilities Sub•Committee are somewhat nervous about the effectthat their paper on "Civil Air Transport and Sccurity Problcros" may have hadin Ottâwâ; I',am ° reassuring him that consideration of the Paper has been
hmlt Cttû'oûv own Post-Hostilitics Working Committee, but I should be
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grateful if you could authorise me to give Colonel le Mesurier the specific 
assurance for which he asks in the last paragraph of his letter. 

• Yours sincerely; 
C. S. A. RITCHIE 

219. 	 DEA/72-MK-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'Êtat aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-1850 	 Washington, March 25, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. Following from Pearson, Begins: Civil aviation. 1 am sending you 
herewith a summary of the views of the technical group of the  United  States 
Government regarding post-war civil air transport. In giving this to me, Berle 
pointed out that, while he has no reason to believe that these views will not be 
approved on the highest political level, formal approval has not yet been given. 
The memorandum embodying these views is as follows. Memorandum Begins: 

• SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES FAVORED BY THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA WITH RESPECT TO POST7WAR CIVIL AIR TRANSPORT 

If Air Navigation and Air Transport 
1. Right of Transit and  Non- Traffic Stop 

Civil aircraft of one nation should be free to fly in transit across the territory 
of another nation, and to land for non-traffic reasons. • Frccdom of air transit 
should include the right of non-stop passage for scheduled airline services. Such 
rights would be subject to reasonable regulations, including tho ise essential to 
national security, and would not affect the sovereignty of any nation. 
2. Right of Commercial Air Entry 

The establishment and operation of air carrier services including the right of 
_ 

commercial entry for transportation of passengers and property between points 
in two or more nations should be arrangcxl by inter-Governmental agreement , 

 except where a GoVernment may  permit  its carriers to negotiate directly with a 
•foreign 'Government'. 

•Each nation obtaining rights of commercial air entry from another nation 
should 	free to assign : them to its  •  air carriers without obtaining Prior 
approval of the other •  nation. However, ,one nation obtaining rights Of  

•commercial air entryin another nation should assign them only to a comPanY 
.Cir companies , which Elie  and continue  to be substantially owned and fallY 
controlled by nationals of either or both of the two countrics. 
• Specific  points  of entry and routes to be operated in connection with the 
rights of commercial air, 	should be established by arrangements between  
the civil aeronautical authorities of the countries concerned. 

„ 
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3. Non Exclusivity of International Operating Rights 
.E sach nation should agree not to grant exclusive commercial operating rights 

to air carriers of any single nation, or to seek such rights. 
4. Application of Cabotage to Air Traffic 

Each country reserves the right to limit the carriage of commercial air 
traffic between two points both of which are under its jurisdiction to aircraft of 
its own nationality.  •  

5.. Control of Rates and CoMpaitive Practices .  
'There Should be an international arrangement under which aeronautical 

authorities of the countries concerned should c,onsult with each other for the 
purpose of reaching mutual understandings with respect to problems or 
controversies arising in connection with rates and other competitive practices. 
For the time being, however, each country should preserve freedom of action. 

Under the above procedure the countries concerned would also consult with 
each other regarding the frequency of operation over particular routes, with a 
view to avoiding wasteful competition. However, in principle every carrier 
authoriZed toierve a particular route should be permitted to operate as many 
schedules as may be justified to take care of existing traffic at economically 
sound tariff charges. If it is deemed necessary to limit frequencies, due 
consideration should also be given to the proportionate share of traffic 
originated by nationals of each country. 
6. Curtailment of Subsidies and Exchange of Subsidy Data 

For the purpose of making international aviation as self-supporting as 
possible,  there should be a frank exchange of information between nations, on 
the basis of uniform reporting, as to the amounts of subsidies and other 
assistance extended by thc respective Governments to their air carricrs. The 
exchange of this information should be followed, wherever possible, by 
adjustment* or regulation of rates, services, and competitive practiccs in an 
effort to develop efficient and non-subsidizcd operations. At thc same timc, it 
should be recognized that there will be certain routcs whcrc, for reasons of 
national policy, nations might be justified in subsidizing limited services. 
7. Uniform Operating and Safety Standards 

Steps should be taken by all nations to establish minimum and adequate 
standards  for  aircraft' airworthiness, operation, and safety equipment. Air 
traffic rules, air traffic control procedures,' and similar operating and safety 
regulations should be as uniform as possible, but cach nation should bc 
permitted to*reserve the privilege of prescribing, on a non-discriminatory basis, 
s•Pecial (*crating rules and procedures of local effect to be 'observed in the 
Interest of  safety-  by aircraft engaged in air transport operations in its tcrritory. 

Sla 8. nder' ation or Coordination of Air Navigation Aids 
and Côtittisunications Facilities 
Airav'igatiori and communications procedures (applicable to both air and 

8.1.› should be standardized or coordinated as much as possible; this would 
,neeessàrilïrequire complete standardization of the equipment used. This 

eesilbjeCr.would 'be suitable for study and recommendation by any 
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6appropriate international body, but in the meantime the Should cont~nue
technical groups which have been discussing

these matters
with their work in this field.

li . Airports and Facilities

1 . Designation ofCommercial Airports of EntrYï air rts of entry as may be
Each country should designate s mnca'onl of international air services

necessary for the effective and efficient oPc

by such
other countries as may have been granted rights of commercial

entry

or transit.

2. Use ofAirports and Facilities on ,a Non-Discriminâtory Basis
accessory

Each country should agree that the
naVi t onal

ubl i c
aids.

a ir rts ,
weather reporting

and
facilities and technical assistance such g

-communications are to be made available to civil a`~cntt of another

country on the basis of national and most•fa
nation

be~ 8rantcd rights of
Commercial aircraft of another have cquality of opportunity to obtain or

commercial air entry or trans i t repair and maintenance.
provide necessary facilities for fu6ling,
3. Airports and Facilities in Isolated

The interested countries should endeavour to conclude arrangn ~rcasf ~ h~ e

development and maintenanc e
n aôT unable to perfor

m landing
these

fac ilit i es
functions.

i
Governments are un g

III . International Collaboration ion and

1 . Establishment of an International Civil Aviation Commission
ission . TheDefinition of its Functions

be established an International Aviation Commt
rics shouldThere should

composition of this body, and the manner in which the~c n'on 1 confcrcnce or

be represented thereon, could be detihe ~ n~ng, at lwst . the po~~'crs of this
by an interim study committee . At g
Commission might be limited to the following: to safety reFulations,

(a) The study of procedures, and practices relating

operatin gng methods, a,airline accounting, dissemination ofcommunications quipment

information, customs proccdurc, standardization o f
i abil ty of a~rts• ctc .

and facilities and air navigation aids, use and ava ct to the

(b)' To collect complete ~ information and make st su~idi'a p~ 1d airectly o r

operating statistics of all international air carncrs• b carricrs, ro S~nâ
indirectly by Governments to air carriers,-rates ~~ ô~tµccn prr' ct to
tive practices; contracts and agreements
between carriers and ;Governments, inte rnational regulations

Il ~nf rm~ on Of
licensing of aircraft and aircraft operators, and inconcerned .value or of interest to the var ious,Govcr

entioned studies and information collc'~ ôuntries
The results of the abovam a ould

be made freely and completely available to the Govcrmm~nt~da~t onal po„~ers

which are members Of the International Body. The following



might- be delegated to this Commission if the consensus of opinion among the
' t tcdin %,A %,a natons is in favor thereof: _ -, . ,, ,1 1
(a) To - recommend uniform simplified regulations where uniformity i s

practicable and unilateral action in other cases to correct abused or unsatisfac-
tory conditions which have been disclosed to the Commission in the exercise of
its functions as proposed above. '
(b) To consider and decide questions affecting two or more nations whencertifü:d to the Commission by the parties concerned.

It is suggested that no further major powers be delegated to the Commission
until after study and agreement by the nations primarily concerned .

220.
DEA/72- N iK-40

Atémorandum du premier secrétaire
au sous-secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures

i1lemorandumJrom First Secretary ,
to Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs

Ottawa, March 25, 1944
Hcre are the long awaited United Statcs vicws on st- wpo ar av~at~on in wh I chyou will find nothing new or startling . This is to say the least a conservativelydrawn docuïnent.
The systcm favoured by the United States provides for freedom of innocentPassage and freedom to land for non-traffic purposes . These will be general anduniversal *and on the bhsis of these freedoms rights of commerc ial entry would~}m,~be tter~of bilateral bargaining . Further, each nation would agree not to

grant~ezclusive commercial operating rights to air carriers of any single nation,or tô séçk such rights .
Tpe, memorandum is vague as to what could or should be done underinternational arrangcments . The following points are mentioned :

(a) There should be an international arrangement under which nationalaeronautical authorities
should consult with each other on problems of ratesandothe"r co1 mpetitive practices . Frecdom of action, however , would be1--,

Pr~rv~ b c~ch' ry.. .~ Y count ."~~ .
exca~~ only approach to the question of limiting subsidies is a provision fo rgi n % informationinformation to be followed where possible by adjustment orregulat

,,_ F
in'of rateso ctc.'

(c) fôrm t~~o and safety standards are recognized as desirablc but eachnatio
wb0n y~ôuld bé 811oWCd to prescribe its own rules to a certain extent . The~ ubjeCt'wôuld be rese rved for study ' bY any appropriate international~ `d) ~ .r ~ . , .

t~~n mternational civil aviation commission would have its initial powers`~~`

as ap~ o It might be allov►•cd to make recommendations and ô ac tpDeit
~un dealrng with questions certified to it by two or more nations.tn t. , f #. . ~~ . :!i~ ► t,*' . _ f
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The forthcoming talks will thus start off with comparatively little common 
ground. The best method of procedure might be for the Canadian representa-
tives to begin by suggesting that the United States plan does not go very far in 
attempting to deal with ,the problems of international rivalries and cut-throat 
unec,onomic eompetition, which we know from experience to be real dangers. 

. 
 

We  could then expound the advantages of international regulation and point 
out that an opportunity exists now to make a fresh start that may not occur 
again for a long time. At this stage of the discussions a number of specific 
problems would probably have emerged for considcration. 

R. M [ACDONN ELL] , 

221. 	 DEA/72-M K-40 

Mémorandum du bureau du Conseil privé 
Afemorandum by Privy Council Office 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,) March 27, 1944 

AIR  TRANSPORT- U.S. STATEMENT OF VIEWS 
(Teletype WA 1850 Afarch 25th from Washington) 

' • - 	 GENERAL COMMENT 

1. The preliminary statement of U.S. ■iiewi regarding air transport policy can 
scarcely be said to propose even a minimum of international regulation. 
Although a few loopholes are left opcn by-Which 'a Measure of international 
regulatioif could be established, the general tenor of the document is in favor of 
air traffic completely *unregulated in respeet of services, frequencies, allocation 
of routes, rates, etc: Even in the field of technical and safety regulations, e.g., 
airworthineis, certification, the degree** of international regulation that is 
proposed would not be great. 
2. This policy would appear to be based upon the assumption that the U.S. 

because of its superior ability,' greater strerigth (both actual and potential), and 
greater. traffic 'offering,i would be able' to dominate  the  international air 
transport scene without any effective international regulation being required. 

3: The ' Canadian position; on ihe'other hand, has bccn that unbridled 
competition Must result in international difficulties and that a cooperative 
system in which  i  all  nations great ,  and small wo.uld be able to play a part 
equivalent t&their *ability and efficiency was preferable to a domination of the 
airwaYs of the world by one or two great powers. 
4. .The main point which the U.S. wishei to have' accepted internationally is 

the iight•of ,  freedom of- transit including the right to land for refuelling and 
servicing. This, *of course, does not cover the right to takc up or discharge 
passengers. It is, in fact, virtually the only major change from the prewa r  
position which the US. is proposing. The powers which it is prepared to offe,r  

to , an  international, air commission are limited' only to the collection oat  

th exchange of information and even e Marginal powers which arc suggested a 

the end of the,U.S. statement of policy, would go no farther than allowing the 
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international body to recommend - uniformity in . matters of procedure, e .g .,
safety regulations, accounting, customs practices, etc . _

5. The universal acceptance of freedom of transit would involve the sacrifice
by Canada of our strongest bargaining point . If.we gave .up control of the right
of transit and, subsequently as is proposed in the U .S. memorandum,' were
compelled to rely on bilateral bargaining for the initiation of any international
air services, we would have very little with which to bargain . Accordingly, the
Canadian draft convention proposed that the right 'of transit should only be
granted if in return certain equivalent benefits accompanied it . It is very likely
that the U .S. will be the. only nation pressing strongly for this right of transi t
and that : most of the countries involved will be inclined to support the
Canadian view that right of transit can be granted only if accompanied by
certain equivalent concessions.

6. The Canadian proposals made the granting of freedom of transit
contingent upon the following other steps :

1 . The granting of certain freedoms of commercial outlet ; that is, the right tocarry traffic without having to bargain bilaterally with each government
,•,,.,..e---~ . .

2. The establishment of an intcrnational uuthority whose basic regulatory
functions would be control, through licensing, of
(a) routes
(b) ' schedulés' ,
(c) frequ e'ncies
(d) rates .

7• It may not be possible to gain all these things . However, the futuredevelopment of Canadian international air services would suffer if Canadagave the :right of transit as suggested by the U.S. without getting any of theequivalént concessions referred . to above. If the U.S. is not prepared to gobeyond fr.doni' of transit, thcn it is suggested that Canada would be in abetter Position without any of the frccdoms since we would at least retain oureontrol of trânsit and would have that as a bargaining point.

` DETAILED COMMEN T

Right ofTransit Ÿ •

g' The VS . ~merriorandum proposes that freedom of transit would be subjectto "t~~nable " regulations including those essential to national security"(paragraph=,~ If ,` it - was left to each country to intcrprçt "reasonableregulations"r~'without " any check whatsoever, each nation'ation could applyregulatiôns" ;n a rest rictive fashion as during the prewar pcriod in Europe . This' ~~ srong argument for the establishment of some regulatory body whichu that "reasonable regulations" were not excessive nor discrimintory .9' In this connection, it is worth noting that the right of transit is the onePoint on`which the U .S.S.R. is likcly to be sticky. It is quite possible thatfre~om of tra 'nstt would bc more acceptable to the U.S.S.R. if an intcrnational
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regulatory body, in which it played a dominant part, were in existence than if 
no effective regulatory body existèd. 

Righi  of Commercial Air Entry - •  

10. The second 'sentence," paragraph 2 of this section, is rather vaguely 
worded. Under it, the U.S. might assign rights in respect of a service granted to 
the ,U.S. government to a company owned in Canada; e.g., C.P.A. In theory, 
there is a possibility of a conflict here and the wording might be clarified. 

Non-exclusivity 
11. The U.S. proposal prevents dicriminatory or preferential arrangements. 

This again is desirable but unless placed within a suitable international 
framework, would be of benefit chiefly to the U.S. - 

Application of Cabotage to Air Traffic 	. 
12. The U.S. proposals are in accord with the Canadian point of view. 

Control of Rates and Competitive Practices 
13. The U.S. proposals are vague. They suggest only consultation between 

countries concerned with respect to problems arising , out of rates and 
competitive practices. There is no indication whether this is to bc done by the 
establishment of regulatory machinery to be used only when difficulties arise or 
whether they would be willing to give the international commission, which they 
propose, any continuing responsibilities. Judging by the functions later 
allocated to the commission, the intention is merely to suggest procedure for 
consultation rather than to vest any continuing powers in the commission in 
this respect. - 

14. In ,the *second paragraph .cif this  section,  the U.S. suggests that the 
number of schedules should be bascd upon traffic offering at cconomically 
sOund rates but presumably would leave each nation to make its own decision 
according to these criteria. The Canadian proposal, on the other hand, would 
use the same criteria but would have them applied by a single authority. The 
last sentence of this  section of the U.S. proposal opens a loophole for limitation 
of frequencies but does not indicate who would exercise the power of limitation. 

Subsidies 
15. The US. proposes merely an exchange of information regarding 

subsidics. In a vague fashion, it goes  on  to indicate that there should be some 
adjustment or regulation of rates and competitive.  practices but does ne 
indicate how this regulation is td be viorkéd dut. On the basis of the maehinerY 
suggested in the US. document,, it would apparently bc left to each govern 
ment to take such action as it saw fit in this connection.

' 

1 



Uniform Operating and Safety Standards
16. This is in accord with the Canadian proposal . The rese rvation entered in

the last sentence, however, could be dangerous . unless some international
authority were established to see that they were not used to excess .

Standardization of Navigation Aids and Communications
17 . : This is generally in accordance with the Canadian scheme although again

the U .S . would give the international body power only to study and make
recommendations, but not to establish standards :

Designation of Airports of Entry
18 . This is in accordance with the Canadian proposal .

e
►t
y1•

Non-discriminatory Use of Airports ,
19. ;This is in general in accordance with the Canadian proposal although the

first sentence in mentioning both national and most-favored-nation treatment
opens up two possible methods of treatment . Completely equal rights of access
would be preferable .

; . .
Airports and Facilities in Iso lated Areas

20. This is in general in accordance with the Canadian proposal although our
draft convention goes further in suggesting a specific procedure .

Establishment of an International Commission
21 . The Commission would be limited to study of procedures and practices

and collection and exchange of information. Within these limitations, it could
cover the field of civil aviation broadly but it is doubtful whether it would be in
any way effective as long as its functions were so proscribcd . ,22 . ;The . U.S. goes on . to suggest that, if desirable, additional powers to
recommend uniform simplified regulations be given to the commission in the
exercise of its functions "as proposed above ;" this would limit its recommcnda-
tions since ~ its, functions as proposed above are to be limited to study of
procedures and practices.
23,4The Ü,S, proposal suggests a useful additional function which the

Commission> .might , perform; namely, that of arbitration where parties
concerned agreed to such arbitration . ,

24• For , b ioader comment on the proposed functions of this international
Commission, see the first section of this memorandum .

J . R . E3 [nt. Dwttv]
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222. 	 DEA/3-Cs 
Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 	' 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister, Embassy in United States, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-1894 	 Washington, March 27, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your EX-1287; March 25,t civil aviation. Reid and 
Wershof offer the following comments on the U.S. document: 

General. 
1. The main interest of the discussions in Montreal will of course  be the 

explanation of the United States representative's of their reasons for believing 
that their proposals will be effective  in  overcoming the two main evils of the 
pre-war system, uneconomic wasteful competition and international friction 
resulting from devious air diplomacy. The United States proposals will do away 
with the right which nations can now exercise in an and-social fashion to 
prevent foreign aircraft from flying over their territory. Thcy would do nothing 
to prevent the United States and other states froni exercising in an antisocial  
fashion their right to prevent foreign aircraft from landing to take on and 
discharge passengers and cargo. Since the possible abuses of the  second right 
are many and difficult to define, it would seem clear that consultation is not 
enough, but that an international authority would have to bc sct up with power 
to suspend the right of air transit to all aircraft of a state which, acting directly 
or through its airline comPanies, unreaionabW exercises its rights or enters into 
a conspiracy in restraint of trade. 	- 

2. The Prime Minister and -Mr. Howe have made it clear that Canada is 
willing to make a real contribution to wcirld order in thc field of international 
civil  aviation?'  It is difficult to sec wherein the U.S. "summary of objectives" 
makes' Such a contribution. The U.S. would, in 'effect, preserve the existing 
system with the important change thât transit rights should be granted 
multilaterally. As transit rights constitute the main thing Canada can give 

; 

away (and are of comparatively small value to Canada whcn give by othe(  
countries) the U.S. scheme would be worse than the existing sct-up so far as  
Canada is concerned, and it is hard to see that Canada would secure anY 
counterbalancing advantages through strengthening of the world order. 

3. The potential difficulties which face Canada under thc pre-war sYstem 
the closed sky, if the relations between the US. and any of the major powers () 

 

Europe or Asia should become strained, are not lessened by the grant fl  
,freedom of air transit under a multilateral convention of the kind proPosed 
the U.S. If relations arc strained between the U.S. and country x, the 

"Voir Canada, Chambre des communes, Mats. 1943, volume II, pp. 1814-6 ct ibid. 1944' 

volume II, pp. 1632-7. 
Sec  Canada, House of Commons, Debases, 1943, Volume II,  pp. 1776-8 and ibid,1944,Voftline 

Il, pp 1575-80. 



may refuse commercial outlet to that country, which will then seek that right
from Canada which will be under :pressure from the U .S. to refuse in the
interest of continental defence .

Section 1. subsections I and 2.
4. As anticipated, the U.S. wants the right of commercial air transit granted

multilaterally and unconditionally, leaving rights of commercial air outlet to
bilateral negotiation or negotiation between small groups of nations . The
subsections are badly worded and could mean something else but, in view of all
the speeches made by U.S. officials, we think that the intent is as we have
stated.

Section I. subsection 2.
5 . The second paragraph of this subsection is ambiguous . It may mean that

the government of country A, which has obtained an outlet in country B, may
choose the' airline to use it (subject to the nationality limitation) . Or it may
mean that the government of country A, once it has been granted an outlet in
country B; should be able to assign it to more than one airline.
,6 . ;Alsô the second paragraph would enable the United States to grant'rights
to enter Canada to a United States airline company which was fully owned by
the Canadian Pacific Railways or the Canadian Pacific Steamships Company .

7. What we think the United States means is that the United States should
assign rights only to (a) United States companies substantially owned and fully
controlled,by, United States nationals or (b) , to a United States company
substantially 'owned and fully controlled by United States or Canadian
nationals subject in this latter case to the approval of the government of
Canada: 'This would make it possible for T .C.A. and say North Western
Airlines to establish a joint operating company to run from New York to
Alaska.

Section l, sûbsection 3.
8 . This non-exclusivity clause is badly framed. Under it a nation could, while

adhering to the clause, grant exclusive rights to two other nations . France ;" for
example, might grant exclusive rights to the United Kingdom and Iran . The
United States might grant exclusive rights to the United Kingdom and France
for cômmercial air entry into the United States for transatlantic operations and
might tlius freéze all other European countries out of the North Atlantic unless
Canada were , willing to grant them rights of commercial air entry. There is
nothing in this clause which would prevent the United States, Canada, the
United ~~ Kingdom - and say France from entering into an agreement to
monopoliZe :the North Atlantic for their own se rv ices . This is evidence of the
unrealistic character of the proposals made by the United States . We find it
hard to believe that the European nations will consent to give up the bargaining
strength'whieh they now possess because of their right to refuse frcedom of air
transit z-, . . .9 and get no adequate protect ion in return aga inst discr iminatory pol i cies
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which might be practiced against them by illiberal governments in the 
countries which are the main source of international air traffic. 

Section I, subsection 4. 
9. It would be useful to discover the reasons which have led the United States 

to propose that Great Britain should be able to reserve lines to and between its 
colonies to United Kingdom aircraft. 

Section I, subsection 5. 
10. It would be useful to try to discover what the United States representa-

tives consider would be the practical effect of this propos'al on the assumption 
that the United States does not intend to freeze the smaller European countries 
out of the North Atlantic. It is suggesting that aeronautical authorities from 
the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, France, the Netherlands, 
Sweden, Switzerland and Belgium would consult on rates and frequencies on 
the North Atlantic. All nations but one might agree on "sound tariff charges." 
One nation might stick out for a low uneconomic, highly subsidized rate 
structure and for operating luxurious, fast aircraft at frequent intervals in an 
effort to secure a virtual monopoly on the route and to drive  the  aircraft of 
other nations out of it. Should such an eventuality arise, how docs the United 
States propose that the resulting bitter international controversies should be 
dealt with? 

Section II, subsection 3. 
11. This is a good example of the basic weakness  of  the U.S. plan, namely, 

the unwillingness to entrust an international body with real power. This 
subsection would mean that small groups d countries, probably big countries 
in most  cases, would themselves arrange with a small or poor country to build 
air facilities in that country. . 	* 

223. 	 DEA/7-13Ws 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, March 29, 1944 

Dear Mr. Ritchie, 	• 
I have received your letter ofMarch 23rd With which you enclosed a letter 

of March 3rd from Lieutenant Colonel Le Mesurier. 1  This further clarification 
of paragraph 17 of. the P.H.P. paper on "Civil Air -Transport and Security 

Problems'? will be reported to the Working Committee.  The  paragraPhwa,s  
ambiguous and Colonel Le Mesurier's interpretation brings it more in line witn 

our views on the subject. ; , 4 - 
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As for the anxiety expressed by Colonel Le Mesurier in his last paragraph, 
you can  assure him that the P.H.P. paper concerned has been considered only 
in! the Working Committee. The Advisory Committee,.which, as you know, 
includes the Chiefs of Staff, has not discussed the paper, although it is possible 
that the service members of the Working Committee maY have brought the 
paper to the attention of their respective Chiefs of Staff. Our telegram No. 359 
of February 24th was, as a matter of fact, approved by the Prime Minister. His 
approval, however, was sought not for the substance of the telegram but rather 
for.the procedure, as we, were anxious to secure his authority for establishing 
direct relations in this way between the Working Committee and the P.H.P. 
Sub-Committee. Unless there are special reasons for doing so, we would not 
submit further comments from the Working. Committee to any higher 
authority for approval. • 

You might assure Colonel Le Mesurier that those persons in Ottawa who 
have seeri the P.H.P. paper understand thoroughly the origin. of the views it 
containseand do not attribute thcm to the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff or to 
the United Kingdom Government. We arc, of course, conscious of this situation 
because of our own anxiety that  the  views we have expressed should be 
recognized as the views only of the Working Committee and not , of the 
Canadian Chiefs of Staff or the Canadian Government. We consider the 
exchange of views on this lower level to be very useful, and we should be sorry 
to see the flow of papers from London interrupted by any fears of misinterpre-
tation on our part. . 
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Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Under-Secretary of State 
for Externat  Affairs 

224. DEA/72-M K-40 

Le président, Trans-Canada Airlines, 
au ministre des Afunit(ons et des Approvisionnements 

President, Trans-Canada Airlines, 
to Minister of Munitions and Supply 

SEcRET . %:' 	, 	 Nfarch 31, 1944 

Dear Mr. Howe: 
thoiight last night a great • deal over the  meeting  with our American 

friends?", T1», c more-I think of it, the  more  disturbed I am. 
Witliut defending the Canadian plan, it is at Icast robust, courageous and 

fair,  the); in their comments on it, aftcr it had bccn in their hands for some 
time, in no wiy' broke' down a single principle, apart from one or two minor 
Ngestkiabotit certain drafting. They could not or did not advance a single 

they paid at least lip service to it. Thcir objection  was 
- 

e'v°ir 	t 226./See—  Document 226. 
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is not such as to

confined to one fact, "The temper of our Congress and
people ' This

o far in commltting power to an
internationalCe oo the

.
future

permit us to go s greatest import athe nce
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pAftcr thinking the matter over
overnight Wdh ~~étpTlnciples certain of our plan, a
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Y
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referred to as excellent) adopted in~co~ d be madc'
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If it can consistently be done, it seems to me'that Mr. Massey should be
told,' for communication to the proper parties, what the exact position is.

I would further not like the idea to get around that this limp and anaemic
suggestion is the product of a virile North American democracy, but that it is
the product of 'the United States alone, and does not appeal in principle to .

Canada .
To me, the most regrettable feature is that it is symptomatic of a spirit

which bodes ill for world peace .
Yours faithfully,

H. J. SYMINGTO N

DEAj72-MK-40

', t L'an:bassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-2046 Washington, April 3, 194 4

SECRET. Following for J . R. Baldwin, copy to R . M. Macdonncll, from Escott
Reid, Begins :

AIR TRANSPOR T

(b) While it is essential to try as best we can to get the U .S. to agree to an
enlightenéd convention, our aim, of course, is to get general internationa l

interests we want to,try our utmost to have our convention continue to serve as
the basis for, international discussions . I think therefore that we should try, if
possible, to' put our reaction to the U.S . counterproposals in the form , of
amendments to our convention which we would be willing to consider accepting
if the United States ac~ce ts the rest of it ." My guess is that this means that we
shoüld elâborate at sonie considerable length Sections 2 and 3 of Article XIV,
the prôvisional article. We might go a very long way to meeting the U.S . views
onthe interimF transitional period covered by this article, if this increased
greatlÿ`thé chànce of the U .S . accepting the bulk of the rest of the convention .~ . ..

(a) kThe Montreal discussions have, as you point out, cmphasizcd the wisdom
of our having, put our views in the form of a detailed convention . In our ow n

2. Meanwhile there are two points I would like to make immediately :

1 . Many, thanks for your letter of March 31' sending us a full report of the
discussions in Montreal ." Max" and I will be glad to do a memorandum" for
you indicating possible solutions to the problems listed in your` Icttcr.

"Iskruible. R(obensonl . ' -

V01r le d66 ment suivant4Sce following documcnt .
»Non t r(KiveM ot located ." Note mar6inale*4Marginal notc :
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agreement to such a convention
. Consequently we have tobe careful in our

drafting of amendments not to put them in such a way as to make it less likely
that other nations will accept the general principles of the convention . It seems

to me therefore that we should right away, if this has not already been done,

try to get the reaction of the chief air powers our we not ask our
U.S.S.R., France, the Netherlands, Braz i l and China . Could

Ambassadors to those powers to discuss the convention with the Foreign Officet
concerned, and report by cable what they like most

c ase the 1 k lihood of thear
they like least, and what changes in i t would tn

accepting it.' s

3 . I hope that you will support the suggestion which I made to Macdonnell in

my letter of April lst,t that Mr
. Howe issue a press statement this week'6 in an

effort to remove misconceptions of our convention which appear to be current

in this country
. The more time the misconceptions have to spread, the more

difficult it will be to catch up with them . Ends .

-V

226.
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Rapport du secrétaire, la délégation aux conversations
entre le Canada et les États-Unis sur le transport aérie n

Report by Secretary, Delegation to the Canada-United States
Air Conversations

Ottawa, Apri14, 1944
SECRET

An informall and exploratory exchange of views on international air1 .
transport policy took place between Canadian and U .S . representatives on

March 29-30 .
The U.S. representatives were Mr . A. A. Berlc, Jr., U.S. Assistant Secretary

of State, Dr. ' E. Warncr of the Civil Aeronautics Board and Mr. Walstrom
e C .

the State Department. The Canadian representatives were the Ho n
Norman Robertson, Under-

D. Howe, Minister=of Munitions and Supply, Mr.
.Secreta ry of ' State for * External . Affairs, Mr . H . J . Symington, President,

Trans-Canada 'Air Lines and Mr. J . R. Baldwin, Privy Counctl Offïce ,

. ., . ... f . e { I . .

Secretary and
2. The discussions demonstrated fully thc` . usefulness of Prep~roûnd the

circulating a Canadiân draft 'conventton . The discussions centered

objectives of the convention and the methods suggested for obtaining them s t on~
the result that the Canadian delegates found themselves in a stronget Po
than had been expected .

"Note marginale:/Marginal note:
I don't think we can keep the initiative as the scope of diplomatic discussians

broadens without fouling our links with US . and U .K. The U .S . has initiated a

programme of bilateral discussions beginning with us . I think we'd better wait until

they get back from London and we learn where things sta nd bcfore considerin8 a

second step. N . A. R(obertsonj .
-*Aucune d6claration ne fut trouvie ./No statement was located .
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3; There was general agreement on a number of broad basic principles which 
may be summarized briefly as follows: 	• 

(a) A permanent international air authority should be established, which 
should be closely related with any general international security organization 
which may be set up but which should be able to  stand  alone if necessary. An 
attempt to work out the organization of this international air authority should 
be begun at once and its establishment need not wait upon plans for a general 
international security organization to take definite shape. 

• 
The leading air powers should play a predominant role in the authority but a 

place should be made for all nations wishing to participate. 

(b) The authority should concern itself in the first instance with technical 
matters such as airworthiness, safety regulations, etc. (The U.S. representa-
tives pointed out in this connection that special arrangements might have to be 
made ,in connection with radio communications in view of the present 
developments and consultations in respect of radar.) Before other regulatory 
funCtions over international air services were granted to the authority, the U.S. 
representatives thotight agreement should be reached as to the general 
prinCiples which would guide thc authority in its exercise of these functions. 
(This was intended among other things (o reassuic U.S. opinion by defining 
clearly the criteria upon which  the  authority would act for example in respect 
of control of frequencies.) , , 
(c) Any nation which wished to, should have the right to engage in 

international air transport. Negotiations for international air services should 
initially at leas.t, take place bctwccn governments and each government should 
assume responsibility for its own air carriers. 

(d) Discriminatory mcasurcs and preferential systems with regard to 
operation of air services or usc of bases and ancillary facilities should not bc 
Permitted.- Subsidies should bc curtailed and, subjcct to ccrtain cxccptions 
made neces.sary by considerations of sccurity, air services should be self-
supporting. 

,‘ 	• 
(e)AnY  nation should be able to reserve carriage of its domestic traffic 

(Cabotage)  and the right to indicatc international  routes  to bc followed across 
its territory and airports of cntry and dcparturc to bc use.  d within its tcrritory. 
Safeguards; however, would have to bc added to prevent abuse. 

(f)

 

Nations  should cooperate in thc development of facilities required for air 
transit thioùgh remote and isolated areas. In general, where special assistance 
vibas FeqUir-éd in-  the construction of bases and air facilities, financial responsi-

y shouldiest upon the governments of thc uscrs. 
• . e prInCiples wcrc already covered in thc Canadian draft convention. In 

thé-convention thc Canadian representatives also clarified certain 
ina!ter,i, ,kpeWhich the ti.S. representatives had remained in doubt. Thc U.S. 
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repiesentàtives were informed that the freedotits deseribed in Article II were to 
be universal and that it was not the intention to limit freedom of transit by the 
last phrase of the first sentence of Section 2 of that Article. It was also 
explained that in Article IV, Section 1, it was intended that the Assembly 
would.  select the governments to be represented on the Board and that each 
government selected would then designate its representative. It was also 
indicated that the Control of frequencies , and quotas suggested in the 
convention  was to be based upon a regional allotment which would leave each 
country a measure of freedom in working out its routes within a region. 

5. DifferenCei of opinion arose with regard to the measure of control to be 
granted to the international authority. The U.S. suggested that a detailed 
scheme of international control was at this stage premature and that such 
control could scarcely be effectively exerciied since there was not sufficient 
data available regarding international . operations to make re.asonable control 
feasible. Accordingly, the authority should in the initial stages bc limited to the 
collection 'of information which might provide an effective  basis for interna-
tional control and regulation at a later stage if such control and regulation 
proved necessary. Meanwhile, the international authority might bc limited to 
consultation with and recommendation to governments.' The U.S. representa-
tives laid considerable stress upon  the  political situation in the U.S. which 
might make it difficult to obtain approval there for an international body 
possessing a large degree' Of power.' In particular, there would bc a suspicion 
that any scheme would be based upon the desire of other 'countries to divide up 
the rich U.S. potential air traffic. It was for this rcason that the U.S. 
representatives insisted that if any measure of control should be given to an 
authority, the criteria according to which - the  authority would exercise this 
control must be c.arefully defined in advance. 

6. The US. representatives were not inclined to feel that chaos would result 
in !the immediate, postwar period should no restriction bc placed upon the 
initiation of international air services. They pointed out that the necessity for 
economic operation would make undue expansion unlikely and that, for 

example, the U.S. authorities could be relied upon to supervise U.S. 
international air carriers effectively. Difficulties might arise from time to time 
but 'côuld be 'decided as they arose by *côniultation between the governments 
concerned.  
7. They were also of the opinion that the framework adopted for international 

air services  should allow room for competitive operations. With regard to the 
of four freedoms * they were, of course, anxious for a multilateral accepta nce 

freedoms I and 2. As regards Commercial outlet, they were inclined to Prefe r  
bilateral 'agreements  but  felt that it might be' possible to work towards 
acceptance of freedoms 3 and 4. 

S. 	eiéntati 
rmission from their own authorities to 

repr. 	ves over the possibility 
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establish certain international air services might,set up carriers based in othe r
countries for operation of those serv ices .

9. The Canadian representatives pointéd out the reasons which , led the
Canadian government to approve the draft convention . These' need not b e
repeated here since they have already been covered in Mr. Howe's statement to
Parliâment on ~ March 17th . It j was emphasized, however, that seriou s
difficulties would be likely to ensue if no control of international air service s
existed .

10. In setting up an international authority, it would not only be necessary t o
meet the requirements of the U .S . but to provide a system which would meet
the .legitimate needs of other United Nations. This would require that each
should at least have the opportunity to operate or share in the operation o f
some international air se rvices and that each should have some effective
representation in any international control exercised .

I1 . , Moreover, the attempt to work out a pattern for international ai r
transport was important in terms of later efforts at international organizatio n
in other fields . The present time was more favorable for the establishment of a n

,o

nations unless linked with rights of commercial outlet and placed in a general
framework of international cooperation and control . .

13 . After full discussion, the U .S. representatives put forward the following
suggestions :

(1) Fre+edoms 1 and 2 should be accepted on a multilateral basis .
. . . ,

(2) A . preliminary committee should be set up as soon as possible which
would attempt to,work out an initial allocation of routes and frequencies And
outlets on a regiônal basis between . the countries wishing to operate interna-
tional air 'services. This preliminary allocation would take effect as soon as the
military : situation permitted the initiation of regular civil se rv ices . It was
understood that the chief air powers would be on this preliminary committee .
Countries would start on the basis of the initial allocation but would be free to
increasë . or.modify their frequencies at any time .,
(3) This initial allocation would be brought to an air conference of the United

Nations : which would be asked to approve it for a transitional period,
tentatively suggested as from 18 months to two years . ( It was suggested that
specific criteria for the initial allocation be agreed upon and that these might
be ba ed

anxious to obtain, would not be likely to be acceptable to a number of othe r
12 . It was also pointed out that freedoms 1 and 2 which the U .S. was most

urgency has passed .
effective international authority than would be the case after the period o f

to and upon movement of passengers and mail by all forms of transportat ion
from tountries in the prc-war years, and by capacity for operation of

services, as developed during the war, e .g ., number of pilots, etc.)
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(4) It would also be proposed to the air conference that an International Air 
Commission be set up, which during the same transitional period, would 
receive and collect reports, observe the operation of the provisional plan and 
report thereon at frequent intervals, and stimulate remedial action by the 
governments concerned in case of difficulties. 
(5) This framework would be established by the adoption of a convention 

which would also include a statement of general principles covering such points 
as reservation of cabotage, curtailment of subsidies, the right of countries to 
pool operations or engage in joint operations, the right of equal access to 
airports and facilities (i.e. "exclusivity"), cooperation in the development of 
airports in isolated or backward areas, guarantees against discrimination, 
including the definition of prohibitcd areas and the development of customs 
regulations, etc. 

(6) The conference would also assign to the Commission duties in respect of 
safety regulations, aids to navigation and othir technical matters which appear 
to be of common interest. 

(7) At the end of the transitional period, a furthcr air conference would be 
held at which time the whole ccirivention would come up for review along with 
the powers and duties of the Commission. On the basis of experience and data 
then at hand, the question of increasing the powcrs of the Commission would 
be reconsidered. 

14. However, the reluctance of the U.S. representatives to grant effective 
regulatory power to an international body and their tcndcncy to advance 
domestic political difficulties as a reason for refusing  power  to an international 
tribunal have very serious implications not merely for civil aviation but for the 
whole field of international organization. 

15. The establishment of a general international security organization maY 
make easier the achievement .of working arrangements in specific fields. 
Nevertheless, the United States counter proposals, leaving as they do to each 
government the right to increase of its own accord its initial allocation of 
frequencies; would be likely to lead to undesirable results. The United States 
would probably be one of the few countries in a position to increase frequencies 
extensively and might embark upon a heavy programme of expansion. Once 
initiated, services arc not likely to be dropped. Moreover, if it is not possible to 

grant power to an international authority now, it is much less likely this could 
be donc at a later period: 

16. There are a number of serious difficulties in the U.S. approach to the 
problem which must be examined, in particulaito see if any effective  mes

Proposed initial! of international control may be found which Could apply to  the 
allocation of services and to any changes in frequencies during  the  transition 
p eriod.

a  

_I. R. BALDWIN 
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Mémorandum du bureau du Conseil 'prive

Memorandum by Privy Council Office -

The basic problem involved is the acceptance by the United States of

[Ottawa,J April 5, 1944

measures of control which would prevent unhealthy and chaotic condition s
from developing during the transitional period .

Initial Allocation of Frequencies

govern allocation would be desirable, the following might be considered :
since the U.S. authorities are of the opinion that a detailed set of principles t o
of measuring the number of frequencies to be given to each country . However ,
less arbitrary division without attempting to use any highly complicated syste m

~ Terhaps the easiest method of making an allocation would be by more or

(a) In-going and out-coming passenger traffic in 1939 ;

(c) Number of miles flown by national commercial airlines, domestic and
(b)` In-going and out-going mail in 1939 ;

international, 1939 ;

0 Nûmber of air bases of a standard
.
suitable for designation as ports o f

(d) Number of nationals trained as air crew;

been occupied .)
some of

?
the.lesser nations, part icularly those i n Europe, whose terri tory has

. r

entry of, international trunk routes ; (This may not be an acceptable standard to., ,

Nat ions.) ', ',
would probably fare much better under it than the balance of the United
chiefly to the U.S., the U.K. and possibly the U.S.S .R . Canada, however,

(f) : Activities in the field of military air transport ; (This would be of benc Fi t

comphca tions ~ and, inflexibilities in this procedure, the committee should act
and app1 i~ rigidly in measuring each rcquest ; or whether because of the
we~ghted index should be drawn up on the basis of the information reccrvcd ,
considerat i on of the requests presented. It is open to quest ion wnctncr a
listed above, the allocating committce would set routes and frequencies after
' Once information was available for each country concerned on the point s

With a grcater measurc of freedom, it being understood that its decisions would
be based ingeneral upon the information supplied under the headings abov e
and thath in addition it would give reasonable consideration to security
arguments,which might be advanced by any government in connection with its
requests:~, j'A .

The hplan for an initial allocation might be more acceptable if it was
understoodEthat anyt countrysery would have the right to operate at least one• ; °~a . oAary basie . minimum frequency (which might be set at either onc e

`~c";~~' 'Fi t . ► ~,! . ` `
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weekly or once fortnightly) in any region defined by the exploratory committee

and in which that country might be directly interested .

Control during the Transitional Period lorator conversations was
The most important point of difference in the exp Y internationa

l hedesire of the U .S. representatives to avoid any mea
vernment to add itstcontrol during the transitional period, and to allow each go

frequencies whenever it desired .
the transitional stage there should , be a short period

At the beginning of This period might run
during which the initial allocations

certain countries would be likely from the
from four to six, months . Otherwis e
ve beginning of the period to increase their services

Teezin 1certainllgcne

i
ry Following the period of f 8

would be of little value.
ral

extensio
n principlesvices for the firstmight be set down to cover any . modificatio n

frequencies . Any nation w ishrn initiate
right to operate a se rv ice as

time would be granted the basic uencies could be based upon either
mentioned above . Extensions of existing frequencies If an
considerations of security or upon demon ~tiation of atrcomplaffic

cly new route
addition to an existing frequency or the 1n might be subject to the
should be proposed on security grounds, the p

approval of the general international security
organization .

be some criteria for
If proposals were based on traffe reasons, ther

e should
from 5

measuring their dcsirability . If the addition of another frequency, (e .g .

trips a week to 6 trips a week) on an existing route wcro' intended,t~en
,

cxistin g

understood that the new frequency would be initiated only if
ac ;t , (Or

se rvice were running at an overall average of 60 to 70%
thcpallocat i ng

whatever percentage might be accepted as a standard
committee) . It should ° be noted that the adoption of any

rules to gover n
would require as a corollary some agreement rcgardin

g

increased : frequencies competition would develop in order to

win rate the tra
f structures fc w since hich othe Would behthet onl means of obtaining increased

frequencies .
- > The question of new services on ncw routes in any given region during the

ulation of

transitional period is more difficult. There would little value i n
mcasurc ôf control

frequencies on °existing routes unless' th ~therwise expansionist elements cn utô

o ver initiation of services on new routes W might be a partial soluti o ion
break""down any working :arrangements. u n the traffic in the reg
suggest l that any new'service should be ased po
concerned carried on the ° existing services of the country wishing to

open th
e tion at

''~ com ratively low standard might be set ; e.g . open,
new service and a pa
50% of carrying capacity. On the other hand , this might not be satisfac' oat ô

of new services
woul would not be fair use the

apPear

that th

e instances

country
the criteriann~il~ftraffic. under. these conditions, a

untry wishing to initiate a new route might be granted
the transuencYtional

end
for a trial period which in no event would last afweoruldebc wthdraw n unless a

period. It might be stipulated that the service
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given degree of economical operation was proven, again based on carrying 
capacity. 

Commercial Outlets — Initial Allocation and Subsequent Changes 
Presumably under the U.S. proposals, services operating under the initial 

allocation would have the advantages of the four freedoms and in addition, at 
the time of the allocations, intermediary countries on each route would declare 
whether they wished to grant full rights of commercial outlet. Thus the initial 
allocations would cover not only routes and frequencies but commercial  outlet 
as well. Any subsequent changes involving additional commercial outlets could 
be made subject to the consent of the governments directly concerned, or to the 
consént of the international air authority, or to both. (The U.S. is likely to 
prefer only the consent of the governments concerned. This would not be 
contrary to the principles of the Canadian draft convention since at least 
freedoms three and 'four would be recognized.) 

Changes in Routes 
During the 'transitional period, changes in service on any route already 

established might be made subject either to the consent of the governments 
concerned, the international authority, or both. Here again, the U.S. is likely to 
prefer the first. Control or modification of routes is probably less important 
than control of new services and additional frequencies and if these latter 
points should be gained, then it might be feasible to allow modifications of 
route  with  the consent only of the governments concerned. For example, 
Canada-Might be operating a direct Service to London with a frequency of five 
times weekly. The extension of the Canadian service to Paris might be made 
subject Only to the consent of the Canadian and French governments as long as 
it wiS Understood that this did not involve an additional number of Canadian 
freCitiencies within the North Atlantic region. It would, of course, be preferable 
if such.extensions were subject to the approval of the authority. 

Inter -regional Connections . 

One of the points' raiscd by the U.S. representatives which reqiiires 
clarification is .  the position under the Canadian plan of services entering or 
crossinernore than  one  region. Under the Canadian convention, these would 
come directly under the jurisdiction of the International Board rathcr than 
Regional Councils. The U.S. in accordance with their general approach would 
apparently prefer to have the principles governing such services defined further 
in respect of frequency control. 

A service entering or crossing more than one region might bc considered as 
a.  service  in each region in which it possessed any rights of commercial outlet. 

however, a regional service crossed the boundaries of that region and 
terminated in a port of entry within a second rcgion, without travelling any clTihsta.  into the second region, some special arrangements might be required. 

Co 
 could easily be covered undcr the Canadian convention by allowing the 

uncil the second region in question to pass on the right of entry. 
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The basic principle to be kept in mind, however, is that any service should be 
based in the country establishing it. Thus the U.S. might operate a service from 
New York to India; it should not be considered as a series of separate links but 
in applying the freedoms of the convention and the principles suggested above, 
it should always be considered as a New York to India service. Otherwise 
attempts might be made to apply these principles to, for example, a U.S. 
service operating between Paris and Turkey or between Turkey and India. 

Use of General Principles during Transitional Period 	• 

Assuming that certain general principles are accepted which govern 
modifications of frequencies, routes and outlets during the transitional period, 
it remains to be decided who would apply these principles and supervise their 
relation to existing services. The U.S. would prefer that the international air 
authority should watch over the application of these .principles but should 
merely have powers of recommendation to governments. Thc Canadian 
approach is that the authority should actually possess power to apply these 
principles and that governments should be compelled to act in accordance with 
the decisions of the authority. A half-way measure might bc to leave the 
authority powers of recommendàtion only but have all governments bound 
under the convention to act in accordance with principles which would be 
spelled out in it. 

Export Capital 	 s •  

U.S. representatives were somewhat concerned over  thc possibility of U.S. 
capital which had been unable to gain in the U.S. privileges for international 
air services moving to a foreign country and thére establishing airlines which 
would seek the same international privileges. There could certainly be no 
objection  to this as long as it was subjcct to the consent of the foreign 
government concerned and as long as the international air services set up did 
not operate back to the US. Or, taking a Canadian example, the Canadian 
government could scarcely.prevent, under normal conditions, the C.P.A. from 
setting up an air carrier in Mexico as long as the Mexican government had 
approved such a step nor could it object if that air carrier sought international 
rights in other countries. Perhaps it should, however, bc able to prevent that 
carrier from operating an international air service to Canada which if based in 
Canada would not have been approved by the Canadian government. 

This problem might be met by allowing, in the Canadian convention, anY 
government the right to refuse cntry to an international air carrier controlled 
by domestic capital but based in another country. 

; 	 J. R. MALDWINJ 



228 . ,
Extrait du procès-verba l du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extract front Minutes of Cabinet War Committe e

MOST SECRET Ottawa, April 12, 194 4

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ; PRELIMINARY DISCUSSIONS

'11 . . THE SECRETARY submitted a report upon recent exploratory discussions
in Montreal between Canadian and U .S. representatives . Copies of the report
had been circulated .

(Privy Council Office memorandum, April 4, 1944 - C .W.C. document
748) .

12 . THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS said tha t
repôrts* had bien received from the U .K. government upon the subsequent
conversatiôns in London between U .K. and U.S. representatives, indicating
that'these discussions in London had followed somewhat similar lines and had
been based; in part, upon the Canadian draft convention .

Soviet representatives were now going to Washington for bilateral
conversations with the United States and, later, would probably go on to
London` for similar talks with the British .' lt might be desirable to invite them
to visit Ottawa for an exchange of views on their way to Britain .

(Telegram Cire . D. 537, Dominions Office to External Affairs, April 10,1944) .* '
13 . THE WAR COMMIrrcE noted the reports submitted and agreed that the

Russian representatives should be invited to visit Ottawa for exploratory
conversations . .

229. , Y DEA/3-Cs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

i , _

à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Soviet Union

TELEGRAM ô9 Ottawa, April 13, 1944

' «.~'ii( i .

ECRET,` Please inform Soviet Government that we should welcome a broad
ezchangeof views with them on civil aviation questions, and enquire whether
they,;WOUId like to arrange for their representatives at United Statcs-Sovicttalks ;toyCOme

onto,Ottawa after their conclusion .
I understand } the . United Kingdom Government have already extended

simiarinvitation to Soviet civil aviation delegation to visit London . They mightbe abl ` , -t oonvenlently. to come .to Canada before going to the United Kingdom,
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in same way as United States civil aviation delegates came to Canada for 
informal discussions prior to their visit to United Kingdom. 

230. - DEA/7-BWs 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures au 
premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to 
First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

MOST SECR ET 	 Ottawa, April 17, 1944 

Dear Mr. Ritchie, 
Your letter of March I I th describing your discussions with the P.H.P. Sub-

Committee on Civil Air Transport and Security Problems and your letter of 
March 23rd enclosing a memorandum of your conversation with 1s,1r. Le 
Rougetel on this subject' have been reported to the Working Committee on 
Post-Hostilities Problems — as you will have noted in the minutes of the 
meetings of March 16th' and _March 30th.' On the whole the Working 
Committee felt considerably encouraged both by the consideration given to its 
views and by the interpretation offered of the .  meaning and purpose of the 
P.H.P. paper. 
2. There are undoubtedly, however, substantial diffCrences between the 

conception of the Sub-Committee and the Working Committee on the 
achievement of international security.. Wc are anxious not to appear as 
irresponsible "amateurs" in advocating such proposals as the international 
control of intra-Commonwealth air lines, and we arc by no means unaware of 
the real problems faced by the United Kingdom because of her responsibility 
for the securiiy of the Colonial Empire. Our views arc based, however, on the 
conviction that the Colonial Empire as well as ourselves can find security onlY 
within the framework of an international system..(This sccms to us tu be the 

lesson of the events of the Past two years in South-East Asia.) Such an 
international system will be admittedly difficult to achieve, but there is no 
practicable alternative. , 
3. You have already received some indication of thc Working Committee's 

views on the questions of international security to which you refer. In view of 
the statement by Mr. Le Rougetel that he did not think the United Kingdom 
was thinking in terms of a revived League of Nations, it may be asked what 
was meant by paragraph 2 of the notes given to Mr. Edcn for his guidance at 
the Moscow Conference. In this paragraph, which you will find in Circular 

telegram D.770 of October 9th,1  it is stated that the Unitcd Kingdom holds 
strongly "to, a:system of a League of Nations." Is it possible that Mr. Lle  
Rougetel nieant the League of Nations and not a League of Nationsi 

Although the Working Committee has not considered intcrnational politica 

ôrganization it is assuming that there will be some form of World Council. As  
for, the "'mane of  armed strength,  the  Working Committee's preves, 
comment g on the military organization are based on an acknowledgement 



the fact that security must be maintained for, some time at least - by the
"pooling" of strength among the "peace-loving nations" coupled with a desire
to experiment with a "collective" or truly international force : . . ,

4. It wôuld be desirable, as you suggest, that the term . "internationalization"
be defined carefully when it is applied to civil air transport . The Canadian
Government as you know, has not proposed international operation of air lines,
and we are pleased to learn that the P.H.P. Sub-Committee is not opposed to
international regulation. It is the Canadian view, of course, that regulation
implies a good deal more than agreement on safety devices .

You will no doubt be receiving further views from the Working Committee
on these questions.

Yours sincerely,

H. H. WRON G

231 . , . .. DEA/62s.. _ ,

Mémorandum du bureau du Conseil privé

Commonwealth Conversations, 1943

Memorandum by Privy Council Office

Ottawa, April 18, 1944

PRIME Nt INISTERS
I

CONFERENCE, 1944
INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT "

In May '1943, the U .K. suggested exploratory conversations in Londo n
among representatives of the members of the Commonwealth regarding
international air transport policy . Canada, in return, proposcd that the U .S .
also be invited to participate . The U.K., however, held to its desire forpreliminary Commonwea lth conversations and after discussion during theQuebec Conference, Canadian representatives agreed to participate .

These conversations took place in London in October 1943 . The paramount
importance, of - security in any settlement of questions of international' airtransport pôlicy was recognized at .that time and a broad tentative outline of an
international airntransport authority was drawn up . A report on Common-
wealth cooperation was also rc ared .p p The Canadian representatives made itclear. at ;that time that any measure of Commonwealth cooperation must bewithin"thé } framt~work of a broader international organization, must be non-discriminator); and non-prcferential, and should not be attempted until moredefinite p lans for an international air authority had been laid .

It was understood at that time, between U.K. and Canadian representativesthat-the,next
: stage would be conversations between Lord Iicavcrbrook, Mr.Howe ând U.S. representatives .

"Pour les discussions
For di sen,. • ~a réunion des premiers ministres, voir le document 765.ions Al the Prime Ministers' meeting, sec Document 765 .
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There was evident among some of the U.K. representatives, a strong desire 
for a Commonwealth  system of air transport and a unified front. This became 
apparent in Lord Beaverbrook's idea that he and Mr: Howe would represent 
the London meeting , in the proposed discussions with the U.S. The Canadian 
government subsequently made its position with regard to any closed system of 
Commonwealth cooperation quite clear again when it pointed out that Mr. 
Howe would in any such discussions represent only the Canadian government. 

Canadian Draft Convention 
The Canadian draft convention providing for the establishment of an 

intérnationar air transport authority was based directly upon the sub-
committee report formulated during the London discussions. It was made 
public on March 17, 1944. 

United States Position; Bilateral Talks 
After the London meeting, further consultation took place with regard to 

the next step in international discussions. The U.S. came forward with a 
proposal for an exploratory meeting between representatives of Canada, the 
U.K. and the U.S., and possibly the U.S.S.R. and China. At this point, 
Australia found it necessary to claim that, if Canada was to bc represented, 
Australia also should participate in the discussions. The U.K. supported the 
Australian proposals, suggesting ' to the U.S. that all the members of the 
Commonwealth be invited. This proposal was, of course, unacceptable since the 
U.S. had intended that the discussions be limited to  the major air powers. A 
further U.K. suggestion that a United Nations confcrcncc of some 14 nations 
be held at once was greeted in Washington as premature. 

As a result, the U.S. has embarked upon a series of bilateral exploratory 
conversations, ,  a procedure less satisfactory from  the  Canadian point of Vie 
than the original ide.a of tripartite conversations. Those with Canada and the 
U.K. have already been completed; those with Russia arc undcr way and it is 
likely that subsequent  conversations  with China, Brazil and possibly one or two 
others may follow. After this, if a sufficient basis of agreement appears to exist, 
a United Nations conference may be called. Mr. Berle has suggested that this 
might take place in the  early autumn'. Lord Beaverbrook has offered the 
opinion that it would be preferable to wait until after the U.S. presidential 
elections. - 

Thé U.S.S.R. aviation representatives'now in Washington have been invited 
to visit both Ottawa and London for further bilateral conversations. 

Canadian, U.S. Views 
The chief difference of opinion between Canada and the U.S. is in respect of 

the extent cif authority to be given to an international agency. The U.S. desires 

to obtain the right of transit; that is, the right to fly planes anywhere withou t  
requiring the speci fic permission of the governments concerned (Freedoms 1  
and 2). Canada holds that this right shciuld be granted only if sufficient 

regulatory powers were. given to an international authority. This the U.S• 
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repeated its objections and eventually .it was agreed that the sub-committee
report upon which the Canadian convention was based, prepared during the
Commonwealth conversations in October 1943, should be studied by the U .S .
as a possible basis for the agenda for a United Nations conference .

This may be considered only moderately satisfactory progress . The U.S.
have not lost their reluctance to grant any effective measure of control to an
international authority . Apart from the question of the extent of Common-
wealth cooperation in the air, which has not been raised recently, the Canadian
and U.K. governments seem to be in general agreement upon the broad
international approach which is desirable . There is no reason to believe that the
other members of the Commonwealth are in disagreement with this approach
although the joint Australia-New Zealand statement recommending the
internationalization and international operation of main international air trunk
routes" 'does go . considerably . beyond the Canadian approach . Canadian
representatives are at present engaged upon an attempt to sce if a set of general
principles can be'found to govern the exercise of control by an international
autüoritywhich would be satisfactory to the U .S. government and would mak e

répresentatives supporting the principles of the Canadian convention . The U.S .
The', U . K .- U .S . conversations followed a similar line . with the U .K.

representatives were very reluctant to accept, frankly basing their objections in
part upon political difficulties, and adding that if any control was given to an
international body, specific criteria for its guidance should be set down .

U.K.-U.S. Talks

an effective international authority more palatable to U .S. opinion .

Conclusion
I- The U.K.°position with regard to Canadian and Australian representation
in international discussions has serious implications . If the British attitude is to
be that when one dominion is to be represented in international discussions the
U.K. must support the claims of the others for like representation, this is bound
to stréngthen - suspicions of a unitcd Commonwealth front. This position is
directly opposed to the Prime 114inister's definition of the functional principle,
and will certainly prove an impediment to full Canadian participation in
international organizations .2. There is always the likelihood that, at some stage, if the United Nations
generally fail to ach ieve the necessa ry degree of cooperation and particularly if
the U.K~ are unable to bring about an adequate harmony betwcen their own
and U ;s,~~ policies in the broader sphere, the United Kingdom may well turn to
the other members of the Commonwe a lth with strong propoasis for an Empire
or Commonwealth systcm of air transport .

3• The , U.K ;-`and U.S.' rcpresentatives have agrccd that cabotagc, that is
domestic ~ traffic "'should be resc rvcd to domestic airlines and that traffic.s .. . ~ ~J . ~ ~ . ,.ci . .. ..

ieV
B0ir Grande retagne:JSee Great Iiritain :

St
Britl

at'
shand Forrrgn State Papers . Volume 145. 1943-45. London, lier Majcsty':
anery O((ia . 1953, pp. 530-9 . 1
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between a parent country and its colonies shall be considered domestic traffic. 
This might have serious results for Canada if the U.K. should consider traffic 
between the U.K. and Newfoundland as cabotage traffic reserved only for 
U.K. airlines. 
4. The Canadian and U.K. positions in respect of bases in Newfoundland are 

dealt with elsewhere but the inability to achieve satisfactory settlement with 
respect to Canadian rights (e.g. at Goose) may prejudice the strength of 
Canada's position in the whole field of international air transport. 

J. R: BALDWIN 

232. 	 ' 	 DEA/72-MK-40 
L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 149 	 • 	 Moscow, April 9, 1944 

SECRET. My telegram No. 129 of April 17th,' Civil Aviation. 
1. Soviet Government have replied to our  invitation  for their delegation to 

visit Ottawa after the conclusion of talks in Washington. While receptive to 
proposal  for  an exchange of views with the Canadian Government, they feel 
that timc and place of such discussions can only bc examined and decided 
definitely after conversations in Washington. 
* 2. My interpretation is that the Soviet Government wants to discourage our 
pretensions to participation on basis of equality with Great Powers even where 
functional, principle applies. They probably feel they have enough difficulty in 
dealing with two Great Anglo-Saxon Powers without admitting a third little 
Great Anglo-Saxon Power to inner circle. 

, 

233 	 mK-40 

' Aféniorandum du premier secrétaire 	

DEA/72- . 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum front First Secretary 
- to Under-Sécretary of State for Exte rnal Affairs 

SECRET 	 (Ottawa,] May 29, 1944 

r;  Discussions between the United States' and Chinese Governments nri 
international aviation are  taking place in Washington. The Chinese delegation 
is a small one and is headed by a Mr. Chang, who is an ex -

minister of 
CornmuniCations in thé Chinèse Government. Hé has been in the United States 
for iérné time'.  although not in itri official position (he had bccn asked )Y the 

does Generalissimo to make a study of postwar civil aviation problems) and it 

not seem likely that he will be returning to China immediately his discussio 
with the United States Government are over.

ns 
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I think it would be worth while to extend an invitation to the' Chines e
Embâssy to have this delegation come to Ottawa ' whep the Washington talks
are finished . The views of China cannot command the same attention as those
of the Soviet Union to whom we have already extended an invitation, but the
Chinese position will be a factor of some importance in reaching an interna-
tional agreement . An exploratory talk would therefore appear useful .

The Chinese Government have already expressed an interest in our draft
convention through, Roy Peers.'9 They requested and obtained copies of the
draft convention and of Mr. Howe's speech of March 17, and the Chinese
Embassy in Washington has told our Embassy that they would like to have an
informal talk with a view to getting an oral explanation of some of the points .40

R. M. M[ACDONNELL ]

234: ;" DEA/3-Cs

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

lttemorandum jrom First Secretary
to Under -Secretary ojState for External Affairs

ls therefore°essential that we should not consider representations from othe r
general framework of postwar aviation, our bargaining position disappears . I t
tates airlines to cross Canada on the way to Europe without reference to theS
anada as a * bargaining card. Obviously if we grant . permission for United

• •

anythtng : like . our draft convention aceepted is to use transit rights acrossr%
approached = * by. the United States Government. Our only hope of havin g
3 . The Canadian Government will be faced with an important decision 'whe n

Department would want to open negotiations with other governments before
long :

for when the Civil Aeronautics Board announced the routes which the United
States would like to operate, it could be anticipated as probable that the Stat e

the war in territory controlled by the United Kingdom . This is not surprising
approach the United Kingdom shortly for permission to operate airlines afte r

2. ,The most important of these is that the United States may be expected t o

own Embassy.
information about aviation, some of which we have already received from our

Dominions Office telegram Circular D. 973' contains various items o f

SECRET 't [Ottawa,] July 6, 1944

governments for transit or landing rights except as part of a general settlement .

e reoommended this to the P.M. 12•6-44 . (N . A . Robertson) .I a8râ H I, K

390 fficier de liaison entre la Direction chinoise des approvisionnements de guerre à Ottawa, et le
gouvernement du Canada .
tiaison Offiar between Chinese War Supplies Agency . Ottawa . and Canadian Government .40 Notes m1 rginalaV%iuginal notes:' 1 hav

• • [eenlen~de) .
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strongl that th e
4. The United States Government can be expected brinrgabout a lông delay

difficulties of reaching a multilaterln
o
agreement

be subjected to such a delay when th e
and that United States airlines must of b ateral
whole thing could easily . be fixed up in a friendly . series

us th atllthe futurekof
Nevertheless, I think we should tell them if they approach
air transport is too important to be settled piecemeal ineiiaon a

lurely Canadat
we are not prepared to enter into negotiations

the cinternatlônal conference

United States and Canada-Alaska services)
is held .

ht inform the United Kingdom to this effect and ask whether they
5 . We m i

g would be prepared to adopt the same position"
R. M . M[ACDONNELLJ

DEA/72-NI K-40
235. °

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
b l'an ibassadeur de Chine

Under-Seeretary, ojStatefor External Affairs
to Ambassador of China

Ottawa, Ju1Y 11, 19 44

Dear Dr . Liu : Place in

We have obse rved with interest that discussions have been
tUn'tcd pState s

Washington between rcpresentati vwa °rf int rnatio1na~1 aviation . This, as )'o u
Governments on the subject of pos

is a subject in which the Canadian Government is dccply intcrenstti h ~ta
know be, ~ ~
on which an exchange of views between ~ ourotctwo

uG c whe hcrtthc Chinese

mutually helpful. I have, therefore , bcen asked t q loratoryand exp
Government t would be agreeable to entering t into i fi

y date .
conversations with the Canadian Government a an e3

artici ating in the
It is possible that the Chinese dclegat io,e ~hoich has bcl t p

to
O pa,L,a at the

discussions ;n Wash ington would be . ab pay would

conclusion of their, discussions with the United States Go ~c ce ation, and I
give the Canadian Government great pleasure to recc~ve the g

shall be glad to learn your Government's views on the subject .
; , t ~ . ; , Ir ours stncercly ,

N . A. RODERTSON

41 La note suivante était écrite sur ce mémorandum:

The foUawina note was r~ritten on this memorandum :` '
, Sec pcanon's tetter ro bis talk with po:ue. H . L. K(etnle Ysidel .
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Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Chargé d'Affaires, Entbassy in United States, , 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 1728 	 Washington, July 11, 1944 

Sir: 
In our teletype No. 4074, July 7, we reported to you on what the Aviation 

Division of the State Department had told us about the progress of the bilateral 
talks which the United States is conducting on international air transport and 
on the probability that the Aviation Division now contemplates a continuation 
of the pre-war regime in the air under which transit and landing rights were 
secured by bilateral agreements. The Dominions Office has reported to you, 
(on information securcd from Mr. Morgan, the chief of the Aviation Division), 
that in these talks a good deal of emphasis has been placcd by  the United 
States on their desire to secure transit and landing rights for United States 
airlines on the specific routes suggested by the Civil Acronautics Board. The 
Dominions Office has also reported to you that the Aviation Division has 
indicated to the British Embassy that the United States may shortly approach 
the:United Kingdom for permission for U.S. airlincs to operatc during  the 
postwar period along these C.A.B. routes. Finally, wc have reported to you the 
informal suggestion made  by Mr. Poguc of the C.A.B. that Canada and the 
United States should make a bilatcral air transport agreement  without waiting 
for the conclusion of the international talks. Mr. Poguc did not suggest that 
such a bilateral agreement bc confined to  cross-border services bctwccn 
Canada and the United States. 

2. It is too soon to say definitely what all this adds up to. It does, however, 
give me an uneasy feeling that the bilatcral talks may bc taking a turn which is 
not in the general intcrest. 

was to lie expected that in the bilatcral talks  the United States Would 
bring il; its own. programme for establishing United States airlines on 
international routes. This would hclp to makc cicar the kind of problcm which 
an international air transport authority would have to deal with. It would also 
helP„the'other couniries to undcrstand what the practical effcct would bc of the 
gran!:of certain 'freedoms of the air. lt would bc an entircly different thing, 
11°\11ever;' for, the 'United States so to conduct the bilatcral talks that thcy 
Pr'actiéalli l become preliminary conversations leading up to  the conclusion of 
old-fashionéd' bilateral agreements on transit and landing rights.  The linc 
Csalui(4 1?e"draWn piecisely, but it does exist and it sccms to me that  the United 
.ftatés danger of Overstepping it. I think that thcy will ccrtainly overstep it 

theishCiuld approach the United Kingdom governmcnt for permission for 
unit,ed States airlines to operate during  the postwar period in United Kingdom 

"I 'f?fltrolled areaealong the routes suggested by the Civil Acronautics Board, or 
tney should approach  the  Canadian govcrnmcnt to make an agreement which 
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would cover not only cross-border serv ices but also transit
or A

land
sia~ng r

ights

for United States airlines crossing Canada en result of~the bilateral talk s

4 . The possibility thus exists that the practical
will not be to prepare the way for an

which the United States is conductin g

enli htened multilateral convention to achieve the
objectives

the c
set

Berle in London, onclusion by th
e

g but will be to prepare the way fo nited tatcs ill
United States of bilateral agreements under which Tder tJo es abSsh Un te dneeds
secure the transit and landing ri ûhtswt• d bytthe Civil Aeronautics Board .
States airlines along the routes s gg

~

5. This would be - a dangerous and an unforeseen, oteral t lks .
havi nthg

acquiesced in the United States conducting have
been proceeding

assumption on which the nat ions of the

r isthat,bY a self-denying ordinance, no state would seek, poa'~ ad terminet th e~
other states until an internat ional ~r Wh ch would govern after the war. If the

kind of international reg ime in the
United States, prior to the holding of such a conference, acts on the ics ~ aP~ ns
that the conference is going to fail and goes

ahead
~ wilmbc

i
muâdicd . Every

for concluding bilateral agreements then all the

other nation with ambitions in international, air transport S,ble~ The elainay
start trying to get rights in as many foreign countr ies`i V Po ~ggle will break
even be a scramble for preferential rights . United Nations and, to borrow
out between the chief a i r . powers of the the driving

language which Dr. W. C. Clark has used in another conncction, ion, th e
force of national and commercial prestige, the instinct of self-p ~

;ntcrtnational
lack of any basis of confidence , ~n the poss ib il ities of organ i zc

cooperation will more and more drive harassed and hard pressed
governments

to follow selfish, restrictive, unilateral or bilateral
the fact this sort of dc~elop-

ment 6. is The no
t tragedy o f

inevitable.
the It is ,

situat ion w i ll l ie i roach
I,thrnk possible to reconcile our general apP

,
to the problem of international air transport w ith that of thenUnited

o â~tâü
The main reason why the Un i ted States opposes an effective

• would make an
transport authority is that i t is afra i d that such as thcrNôrth Atlantic and
inequitable allocation of frequencies on routes
would then freeze that allocation., I think, however, that they could

a d
usion of anrsuaded ; that the initial allocation of frequencie sobis o

r stacle to1the conc l
shôuld not, therefore, constitute ant ~Peë b~ô~ ovidcd that the conve bate
effective international . air tcanspor .-• uencies. The de
çontains ~ a fair and eqnitable formula ~ fou'i n

c~ formula, and the United
would ,then turn ; on the fatrncss and equity of ,the

Administration ' ând Congress .would have little or no reascd n bÿ ou pAir

the fairness and equity of the payload formula now be ing çonsi don a si`en route

Transport Cômmittee under wh ich any state already ope tin n with an average

`~ld , bâ allowed ' to increase i ts frcqucnetes if ope 8
shou

`~ load of more than 60 per cent of carrying capaci ty,7 not
~Y. _
- . itherefore; believe that an international air transport conference need

,
demonstrate a bankruptcy of statesmanship .
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8.. If this is so, the immediate problem is to try to prevent the waters from 
being muddied before that conference meets. I am not certain how that can 
best be done. The only suggestion which has so far occurred to me is that the 
powers of chief importance in air transport (i.e. those participating in the 
bilateral talks in Washington) should as soon as possible subscribe to a joint 
public declaration that they will not, prior to the holding of an international air 
transport conference, make any commitments to any other state on landing and 
transit rights or seek such commitments from any other state. 
9. It should be easy to get a number of the states other than the United States 

to subscribe to this declaration, since, if the United States can get assurances 
before the international air transport conference meets that it will be able to 
get by bilateral agreements the transit and landing rights which it wants, it will 
be under no pressure at the conference to agree to the establishment of an 
effective international authority. It is, therefore, clearly in the interests of the 
nations which want an effective international authority to take whatever steps 
they can to preclude the possibility that the United States will come to the 
conference with bilateral agreements more or less sewn up. 
10.There are two main difficulties in putting the proposal before the United 

States. The first is that thcy may interpret it as a reflection on their good faith. 
The second is that they may fear an adverse reaction in Congress where 
members may argue that the Administration has supinely agreed to refrain 
from doing anything to promote United States international airlines until 
foreign countries have given their consent. The first point might be met by 
saying that the long delay in the calling of the international conference makes 
the declaration necessary, the second by arguing that even without the 
declaration the United States cannot establish international air lines anywhere 
until foreign nations have given thcir  consent. 
11.Where Mr. Berle stands on all this I am not sure. Mr. Reid gained the 

impression from his last talk with him on June 19 (our despatch No. 1551 of 
June 20)' that Mr. Berle might almost welcome being forced by other countries 
into going at least half way to meeting our proposals. On the othcr hand, he 
would no doubt like to gct the reputation of bcing able to persuade foreign 
countries to accede to the United States views. 
12.The whole situation is, I am afraid, becoming confused and the confusion 

may well interfere with progress in this extremely important matter. 
I have  etc. 

L. B. PEARSON 
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Mémorandum du premier secrétaire ' `
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum jrom First Seeretary

Io Under-Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
[Ottawa,] July 13, 1944

This despatch, No: 1728 of July 11, from Washington e~p~i
d
siz

aPs ago~ o fmemorandum
length the danger which I mentioned~, other countries on av~âtion . The

the United States making b ilateral deals ffcctively ruled out by the
remedy suggested in paragraph 8 is, I think, pretty e

arguments in paragraph 9 .

2
B

. Because the ~main routes in which the
Civil A ~on~n da o~aboth,r l

interested require the consent of thét ânted 1Ke i ~~international discussions back
think that those two Governments co put would not
on the rails by quietly intimating to the State Departmen th advance of a genera l
consider questions of landing and transit Utg that we approach the
conference . I . am therefore repeating Y S gg~tion roach to
United Kingdom and attempt to secure their concurrence in this app

the problem in the interest of a workable general close

3 . Failing that, I think we could takc ' advantagc o k, u~nd Côn~f identially
relations with' the United States and tfoachto a settlement took the form of
that we would be disturbed if the app

separate bilateral arrangements and that we felt that we
mu t a~ross-borde

such discussions. By refusing to ncgtiute though we m~gh t

services) we could do a good deal to slow P the proceedings roach
incur considerable criticism if we were the only holdouts . Awould ~ bct ér.
with the United Kingdom and perhaps other govcrnmcn

, , . R. M[ACDONNCLL I

238.
Le secrétaire aux Dominions

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

aviation

- DominionsSecretar ♦I
1Iairs106 ecretary ojStateJor Externa l

, 19 44
London, JuIY 28,

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D . 1080

SECRET. My telegram July 18th, Circular D. 1036
; in

Civil
regard to

Aviatio n
f ture of civil

1 . We have been further considering positio n

•at i•on' t•n light of our talks with United States representatives and~b~,atérâother
of Un ited

tion which we have received regarding United States attitude
c cnt

conversations which they have held . We have noted also

"Documcnt 234 .
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States plans for participation in international air services as shown' by recent 
announcement of Civil Aeronautics Board regarding routes considered suitable 
for United States operators. 
2. It seems to us that time has come' when in pursuance of the preliminary 

discussions held during the Commonwealth meeting last October it would be 
profitable to make further progress with practical plans for air services 
connecting the varioù s countries of the British Commonwealth. We suggest 
that this might most usefully be advanced by an informal Commonwealth 
meeting between experts on the official level to make definite recommendations 
for the consideration of the Governments. Topics which would require to be 
explored 'at such a meeting would be: 
(1)' Basis on which the members of the Commonwealth might participate in 

the organisation of such air services. In this connection we have seen with 
interest the provisional scheme drawn up by the Australian Director General of 
Civil Aviation and can ourselves put forward some tentative proposals. 
(2) The routes to be followed. 
(3) Matters subsidiary to the foregoing such as ground organisation, 

uniformity of equipment, etc. 
3. ,We hope that you will feel able to agree in principle to this proposal and 

should be . glad of earliest possible advice as to your views. Furthcr consider-
ation,could then bc given to place and time of meeting which wc hope could 
take place in the near future. Ends. 

239; 	 DEA/3-Cs 
Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, July 28, 1944 

Dear Mt% Robertson, 
I attach a letter to you of today's date' reporting on a conversation which 

Reid 
 

had yesterday with Morgan, head of the Aviation Division of the State 
Departnknt; on the general question of international air transport policy. In 
some respecti this report is encouraging since it is clear that  the Aviation 
Division realizes the danger of a competitive struggle taking place for transit and landing rights. 

The  Siate' Department now seem to acknowledge that their bilateral talks 
were ajniitake and that they have failed in these talks to find a common basis ,, 

aireenient 'On Internaiional air transport policy. Sincc  the United States  has 
a‘teknwléded its fiiluré, it seems to mc that it is now opcn to any other nation mat so desires'tolry its hand at finding a general basis of agreement which Culd' Warrant the holding of a preliminary international conference. 
wl°reover,ithè'Uniied States may mean by failure, failure to persuade other 
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countries .to agree to their proposals . I . would think, therefore, that the way i s
self in an effo

now n to Canada to embark on bilateral discussions .
tdraft conventio nope

discover what sort of amendmeasis of discussion at a preliminary international
order to make it a satisfactory

b in

conference of the eight powers or so principally concerned .

The tio
n

Soviet . representatives in Washington are now. ; await n 8 ii f Ï waoul dtrans
from their government on Soviet policWéfe to

air
itself onothis after it

be unfortunate if the Soviet Governmen t
has had discussions only with the United States . Would . it not, therefore, be

desirable to have Mr . Wilgress speak to the Soviet Governmen t
should do likewiseest

to the United Kingdom that their Ambassador in
concerned, we

If, as a result of informal sound ings of the nation Principally agreemen t
come to the conclusion that there is a reasonable chance

air t~ransport fte r
on the general principles which should govern

internationa l
that an eight- power

the war, then, in reply to the United States proposal cie s
meeting be held to discuss a tentative allocation of routes

and
nal o

,
the

could suggest that the meetingdnâ
international air transport convention . It might at

question of the framing of an int
e
r of amcndnien t

that time be useful to let the United States know thekinld~ our conve ntion s
which our Air Transport Comm i ttee isun ted States makingand to find out how far they go to mee t

Mr. Morgan did not list the eight'poWe rs , which he considers to be those

principally concerned in international air transport .• I wouldnad
athink,

. thehNether-

that .they would be the U.S.A., U•K••b ~S~ Mexico .
lands, France and Brazil . Another possiY would be

Yours sincerely,

240.

L. B . PEARSON

DEA/3-C S

Le secrétaire aux DQj~es extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires

Dominions Secretary air
s

f>'' to Secreta ry of St ate for External AJJ

London, July 29 1944
TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1082 "'

, . : .
28th .

SECRET . My telegram Circular D . t080 of July .
CCivil Aviation. 1 mcntioned

~ra ra h,
I .` `In'my telegramof July 18th Çircu fd

D•B~3vc•rbrook and Sir . Berle has
possibility of ; discussion' between aerle

Washington:' Lord Beaverbrôokï has now telegraphed , that Sir .

informed him that he ' would like to disçuu: O
(1) pA bilate`ral agreemnt .'and cutie

iven eX e
2 Proposed international authority and whether it should be 8

~ ~
powers .
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2. Lord Beaverbrook feels that it would be better for us not to discuss these 
controversial issues with the United States while Presidential election is 
pending. He proposes, therefore, to suggest to Mr. Berle that best course would 
be that the United States should invite all the United Nations to table plans for 
international air routes which each would wish to operate after the war. In this 
connection he would refer to the fact that the United States Civil Aeronautics 
Board have already published particulars of the routes in which the United 
States are interested. We assume that intention is that the Board would collate 
the plans when received in response to present proposal. Advantage of this 
suggestion would, in Lord Beaverbrook's opinion, be that preparation of such 
plans and the collation would avoid premature discussions while at the same 
time registering progress in preparations for the proposed international 
conference. 	' 
3. We will keep you informed of any developments at WaShington but in the 

meantime should be grateful for your very early comments on the above. If this 
suggestion should materialise wc should regard the conference on the official 
level suggested in my telegram Circular D. 1080 as in the  nature of joint 
preparation between several Commonwealth Governments for the replies which 
they would make to the United States Government. 

DEA/72-MK-40 
•  Le chargé d'affaires, l'antbassade aux États-Unis, 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires, En:bossy in United States, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

241. 

IMMEDIATE. International Civil Aviaton. We have received a note from the 
State Department dated July 29th reading as follows: 

"The Secretary of Statc presents his compliments to  the  Chargé d'Affaires 
ad interim of Canada and refers to thc Department's circular note of June 
14th, 1944, transmitting a press statement of the Civil Aeronautics Board of 
this Government.' This statement listed the proposed international air routes  
which the Civil Aeronautics Board believes may bc desirable for post-war 
operation by United States air carriers. 

ee 

As mentioned previously,  the  'establishment of thcsc routcs will be 
dependent n' the consent of the  various Governments through whosc territory 
theY wduld be oPerated. This will involve considcrations of reciprocity in a 
nunilii0f.CiticS; and in this conncction the Unitcd States Government believes 
that a wôrld 'pattern  of routes can bcst bc workcd out if some of thc interested 
countries will inform each othcr of their plans in this rcspcct. 

The United States Government, having already announced its own projected international air routes, would appreciate receiving any information which the 
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Canadian Government can supply at this time concerning the latter's tentative 
plans (excluding services wholly between Canada-United States and Canada-
Alaska) on this same subject. A similar inquiry is being addressed to certain 
other Governments which are also expected to operate international airlines on 
an important scale. 

This Government hopes that such information can bé made available 
promptly, and on a non-confidential basis with permission to transmit copies to 
the other Governments concerned. In this way a picture id the probable post-
war international aviation network may take shape at an early date, thus 
permitting an intelligent discussion of the needs and requirements of each 
country and the rights which it can expect to receive from others." 

	

242. 	 . DEA/72-M K-40 
Le secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet 

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

	

• 	 Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet 
to Assistant Under-7Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  August 1, 1944 

Since I prepared this note yesterday WA 4521 of July 31st has been 
received from Washington as well as two personal letters from Mr. Pearson of 
July 28th43  dealing with the same subject. * 

1 propose to prepare a brief memorandum" covering the points in the 
attached note as well as the communication from Washington which may be 
circulated as a War Committee document for consideration tomorrow or else 
submitted for tomorrow's meeting to Mr. Howe, Mr. Heeney and the Under 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

J. R. B[At.Dwitsi] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 	•• 

, Mémorandum du bureau du Conseil privé 
Memorandum by Privy Council Office 

INTERNATIONAL AVIATION U.K. PROPOSALS 
JULY, 1944 	* 

Circular D. 1082 of July 29th from the U.K. states that Mr. Berle would 
like io discuss with Lord Beaverbrook a bilateral U.K.-US. agreement and the 

position of the Propoied  international  air ailthority in respect of executive 
powers. Lord Beaverbrook feels that discussion cin these controversial matters 
should be .held up périding the' presidential election but suggests, as an 

" 

œU • 

"Une seule lettre est reproduite, le document 239. 
Only one of the letters is printed, Document 239. 

"Aucun mémorandum pareil ne fut trouvé/No such memorandum was located. 



alternative, that the U .S . , invite all the United Nations . to table plans for
proposed international air routes .

In circular D. 1080 of July 28th the U.K. advanced • a suggestion of a
meeting at official level to make recommendatons for the consideration of
Commonwealth governments regarding plans for air se rv ices within the
Commonwealth .

The Canadian attitude, which would be conveyed to the U .K., should be
generally as follows:

(1) While bilateral conversations may se rve a useful purpose at present we
are of the opinion that the conclusion of bilateral agreements at this stage
would injure the chances of achieving a satisfactory multilateral agreement.
The proposed United Nations conference on air transport matters should be
proceeded - with beforé nations embark upon a programme of bilateral
bargaining . After an international conference it will be easier to see what
should be left to bilateral arrangements, whereas if this order were reversed
bilateral arrangements would probably injure the chances of achieving
multilateral agreement .
(2) While there could be no particular objection to an invitation from the

U .S . to other nations to table plans for postwar international air routes, this
tabling should be with ~ a view to consideration of the information by the
international conference. The desirability of leaving collation of these plans to
the'U .S. Civil Aeronautics Board which the U .K. indicates in para . 2 of D.
1082, is questionable. This may not, however, be serious since presumably all
plans will be made public and any nation will .be free to embark upon its own
collation .

(3) With regard to the U .K. proposals for discussion of Commonwealth
services, if the intention is to prepare a closed Commonwealth scheme and
reach definite agreement between the Commonwealth governments at once, I
think the scheme is subject to the criticisms suggested above in respect of
bilateral agreements.

The U .K. proposals are somewhat confusing in this respect . On the one hand
they suggest preparation of a plan for Commonwealth air se rv ices and definite
recommendations to . be submitted to the Commonwealth governments
concerned . On the other hand in circular D . 1082 they indicate that while the
meeting would mark out routes, proposals ' would subsequently be advanced
individuallÿ; by the separate nations of the Commonwealth in response to theU.S . invitation for, a tabling of proposed routes . This latter suggestion would
seem to indicate that Commonwealth air services arc to be broken up amongmembe rs of the Commonwealth and that any plan for a single Commonwealth
operatin8 company has been dropped, for any proposal of such a singlecompany would mean that each Commonwealth government when invited by
the vs ; would come` forward with the same scheme . Nothing would be more
calculat~'tô arôuse suspicions of a closed Commonwealth front .

Canadian interests would best be served by, on the one hand, continuing to
Press for a satisfactory multilateral arrangement yet at the same tim e

8
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el y

embarking upon bilateral discussions with the
countries

3hrc S rvices~s Inikthe
to be directly concerned ; S anadt ~~ultilateral solution but would clear
discussions we would not only Pp°
the way for any bilateral agreements- which may become necessary . The

U S.S R China, Australia, New
nations concerned wouldib France, Mexico~~ and the Netherlands . The meeting
Zealand, Brazil and poss y
proposed by the U.K. would provide an opportunity for exchange of views w i th

the U.K., Australia and New Zealand
. Subsequently discussions with other

countries could be held . if,
There would be little point in completely refusing the, U.K.

r~néd'innthe

after a delay . of some.weeks or months'écte' It would probably be better to

case of the last U.K. invitation on this sub1 would be

agree now to participate but to stipulate 'definitelyn~tourselves at this stage to
informal and exploratory and that we will not commit
'a Commonwealth scheme since we feel . that the

Un ted Nations anjoin best be settled after a multilatera l
ition . We might at the samewealth air services may

r

conference or at lëast aftertoh~ntinuetwith a prôgramme of bilateral discussion
time state that we propose

with other interested nations .',
J; R . BALDWIN

PCO

{

243.

' TOP SECRET .

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabine t

Extraet jrom ,lllinutes of Cabinet War Committee
194 4

[Ottawa,] August 3 ,

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ;

LSU.K: US. PROPOSA
eSted that

16 THE SECRETARY reported that the U.
.' 8o~mmcndatons for consider-

a meeting be held at the official level to makelans
for the establishment and

ation by the vanous governments
ôns rof thé Commonwcalth.

operation` of air serv ices between nations with scven other
The' U.S. government had invited Canada, along 1 information

governmcnts ` principally 'concerned in air transport ,
Tôutt~s after phc %~•ar• It was

regarding tentative plans for. international ;nterimr an
.P . roPosed that - this information would provide t a~l~t onf °of routes and

international confcrençe to discuss a, preltmi,nary

frequencies . July 28,
- .'(Tc lcgram Ctrc. D. A080, Dorrünions ' Office r to External Affa`nal ~ffa~rs,
. ~an Embâssy, Washingtôn, to Extc
and Teletype WA-4521, Canad

,

July 31, 1944) .

- 43Voir le volume 9, les documents 618-344See Volume 9 . Documents 618-3 •
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17.'THÉ'MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY, with reference to the U.S. 
government's suggestion, saw no objection to making public proposed 
Canadian international air routes as soon as suitable plans coUld be prepared. 

The U.K. government might be asked to indicate more precisely the 
purposes of the proposed Commonwealth meeting and, at the same time, their 
attention might b'e drawn to the matter of the Goose Bay lease and the 
importance of settling it before initiating any further Commonwealth 
discussions. 
18. THE WAR COM AI mrrrEE, after further discussion, agreed: 
(a) that  the U.S. - government be informed that the Canadian government 

would forward to them and make public tentative plans for proposed 
international air routes as soon as such plans were ready; 
(b) 'that the U.K. government be requested to indicate more specifically the 

purposes of the proposed Commonwealth meeting; and 
(c) that the U.K. government be informed, at the same time, that the 

Canadian government would wish to have the Goose Bay lease settled at an 
early date, before proceeding further in general discussions on air transport 
matters. 
• • • 

DEA/27-MK-40 

. L'ambassadeur de Chine 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 
Ambassadorof China 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 33-E555 	 Ottawa, August 5, 1944 

Dear Dr. Robertson, 
1 take pleasure in acknowledging the rcccipt of your letter datcd July Ilth 

in regard to the possibility of opcning informal and exploratory conversation 
betWeen  the  Canadian Government and the Chinese representatives now 
enfeéring with the United States Government on post-war international 
aviation; ,t After communicating with my Government and the Chinese 
delegation entrusted with the said discussions in Washington, I am now able to 
inforin You' that the Chinese Government welcomes the proposal of the 
Canadian'GCoiernment and that, as soon as possible aftcr they conclude their 
tabors in ihe . United States, the Chinese delegation will gct in touch with me 
with refeie.nce to the exact date of their impending visit to Ottawa." 

Yours sincerely, 
Liu SIMI-SHUN 

244. 

4Aucune  autre communication ne fut trouvée./No funher communication was located. 
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Le sécrétaire, l'ambassade au x premier
au sous-secrétaire d Etat aux Affaires extérieures

ited States ,
• First Seeretâry, Embassy in Un

to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, August 5, 1944

; . t
Dear Mr. Robertson: me up to

Mr. Berle asked me to call on him this morning in
order to bring

date on the discussions on international air
transpor t

Ho lastp° week, he had given too

He said that when he had spoken to Mr .

optimistic a forecast of what the Sov
iet attitude was likelyâ oebe Veddrom

the So
vthereforeiet wanted

delegation
correct it immediate y• On August,1 he

had
ion to the international air

.,talks a memoiahdeum setting forth
not feel at

the views of the Soviet Government"
He securing the consent of

of this memor a
liberty to give me a copy Government asGovernment . He let me.read it, however, and môvietnotes o

n Govern1

•

the Soviet ndum stated the views of the
The Soviet memora

follows
: Soviet

~sse gers will
(1) Transit carriage through the rig So.R wansi till of be good

s carrie
d and p

out
S R and

planes, and questions regardin g
b ecial treaties and agreements between the U

.

be regulated by sP
other interested countries . cannot y et questions concerning

2) The Soviet delegation et ive an answer t
o (fl y1 into the U .S.S.R. and to use aerodromes i n

the right of foreign a ircraft t

o the U.S .S .R . main line between the U .S.A. and the U•Slg
(3) They consider that the ma

rom New York or Washington to Mosçoh~ via ô~T~ edreither by a
the one f ers,
Cairo and Teheran . They sua~este

d on
a that thi

sparity m gbasis, or as a• ration of the

agreement
joint U.S.A.-U.S . S

between
U.S.S .R.

the U .S.A. ând the U.S.S.R. on the coordt

n country. Under such an agreement United Cairo

aircraft a

States
appropriate lines of each

and personnel would operate from New Yorkoor
Tate
Wash•~ng

from to

n Mt
ooscow to

ldwou
and return, and Soviet aircraft,aad P~gemrsonne

lents withwoul ope
intermedias A`,~ state

sith those
Cairo and return. The necessary the U .conclu d
be made as a result of bilateral agreeme th those in ermcdiary statcs . ired
intermediary states and by the ;U.S .S . U.S .S .R. ~

tilization of, airports on a non-exclusive basis req
u

(4) The questionof u •
further study by the U .S.S .R .

O 5 They agreed to the rese rvation of the right of cabota8c .

47 Voir États-Unis •.~Sce United States: s. 1944. Volume 11 . Washington, U .S .

1967 .
Unitedpp .Sta~

~518-9. -Foreign R~latlons °Office .
th e

Government Printing
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(6). The U.S.A would shortly receive, through diplomatic channels, a Soviet 
draft of a U.S.-U.S.S.R. agreement. 	 ,•' 

Mr. Berle.  said that unlike most Soviet documents; this memàrandum has 
been badly drafted and is not entirely clear. From conversations with the Soviet 
representatives, since , receiving the memorandum, he thought that the Soviet 
might not mean precisely what they had said in their first point. He thought 
that they might be willing to permit foreign aircraft‘ to pass in transit over 
U.S.S.R. territory, though it looked as if they would insist on foreign aircraft 
taking on or discharging passengers only at points near the borders of the 
U.S.S.R. • 

Mr. Berle said that there were two statements which he wished to make 
about the Soviet propàsals. The first was that the United States would not take 
these  as the final word and would, in the course of their further discussions 
with the  • U.S.S.R. representatives, try to persuade the U.S.S.R. to be less 
unyielding. The second was that the United States did not consider that a 
refusal by the U.S.S.R. to agree to the operation of international airlines over 
their territory need prove an insuperable obstacle to other countries entering 
into an agreement. While it would be advantageous for international airlines to 
operate over the U.S.S.R., it was not essential that they should do so. Thus, 
United States airlines to the Far East could operate by way of the Aleutians 
and Japan.' 

Following this  discussion of the Soviet memorandum, Mr. Berle outlined the 
Procéditiï which the United States consider should now be followed in the 
international talks. ' 

The United States had had discussions with the Netherlands on interna-
tional air transport  policy, and the Netherlands had informed them of the 
international routes they desire to operate. The United States will shortly be 
having discuisions with the Belgians and with India. They felt that when these 
discussions had been held, no useful purpose would be served by having any 
further bilateral discussions since in any further discussions they would merely 
be going over old ground. 

They hàped that the countries to which they had sent their note of July'29" 
would shortly be able to give them information on their tentative plans for 
establishment of international air routes. Such of those countries which replied, 
showipg , that they liad more than a very limited interest in establishing 
international air routes would then be invited by the United States to take part 
in a veiy informal discussion in an cffort to arrive at an informal agreement as 
to which -countries were going to fly which routes. Though he had as yct no 
Preeisedate mind, he thought it might be possible to  have  this discussion 

1n 
 akt  t.e PlaCe 'about thé middle of September. It was thcn his hope than an 

end f 
ernational 'conference on international air transport would be held before the o ' h e year,. He indicated that the date of the holding ,of this conference 

w uld béknié ti  me'after the presidential election, perhaps at the bcginning of 
elnher, and that it would be a conference of all the United and associated _ 	 Lri7, 

4Voir 	eni 241'./SCe' 	Docuin'  ent 241. 
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conference would discuss three problems. The first
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convention under which certain air rights would be accorded to all the•

signatory states. He described the position of the United States as intermediate 
between the Soviet and Canadian positions: 

Yours sincerely, 
ESCOT7' REID 

246. 	 DEA/3-Cs 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions, 

Secretary of State of External Affairs 
, 	to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 134 	 Ottawa, August 10, 1944 

SECRET. Your telegram Circular D-1080 of July 28. Civil aviation. 
•1.  In  considering your suggestion of a Commonwealth meeting at the official 
level it would be helpful if we could have a more specific indication of what you 
think could  be  achieved additional to the discussions on Commonwealth routes 
which took place in October 1943. At that time the Minister of Munitions and 
Supply outlined in general terms the areas in which Canada contemplated 
operations. 
2. We see disadvantages in attempting to work out at the present stage an 

integrated Commonwealth scheme for presentation to other nations. On the 
other hand, we agree that further conversations between the Commonwealth 
governments about the detailed working arrangements which will be required 
to, operate particular routes will be needed regardless of whatever arrange-
ments may be made for the control of international aviation. For example, 
Canada and the United Kingdom could profitably discuss the technical aspects 
of operatiOns acrciss the North Atlantic, and the outcome of these discussions 
would be useful whether international aviation is to be governed by a 
multilateral  convention or by bilateral agreements. 
3. However, we do not feel that discussions could lead to any conclusive 

result's Until the question of the Goose Bay lease has been settled satisfactorily. 
You will recall that we have not yet received a reply to our latest proposals 
which were given to yciur High Commissioner here over a month ago." 

•
In your, telegram Circular D-1101 of Augu.st 4' you asked for our views on 

the latest United States proposal that our two governments as well as a numbcr 
of others,  should make public the international air routes which they wish to fly. 
We see no objection to giving the  United  States our tentative plans for 
12roPosed international routes after we have had an opportunity to review them 
lurther and we intend to reply in this sense. 

389 CIVIL AVIATION 

"Voi r  can'ada. 
Documents relatifs aux relations entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve. volume 1. 

Ottawa, Information Canada, 1974, la pièce jointe, document 528. 
See Canada. Documents on Relations between Canada and Newfoundland, Volume I. Ottawa, 
Information Canada. enclosure. 1>xument 528' 
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- Mémorandum du premier séerétair e

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
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[Ottawa,] August 12, 1944
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SOpocument 245.
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"Note marginalc:/Marginal note:
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È~fé.~•~f? •
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- `6: We should propose to the United States: 
(a) That the nations represented at the September meeting should refrain 

from making bilateral commitments before the December conference." 
(b) That the air transport companies" of the various nations (and presum-

ably any other governmental services) should be permitted to carry passengers 
for hire. This, if accepted, should prevent some mix-ups and 1 think is worth 
trying." 
7.  Our.  Chiefs of Mission should discuss our draft convention with the 

governm.ents to which they are accredited and ask' for suggested revisions. Mr. 
Reid suggests the omission of Argentina. I would also omit China (the talks 
will be in Ottawa), the Soviet Union (we can go no further than we have gone) 
and the United Kingdom (a special situation prevails there and in any event we 
have asked them for suggestions but have received no reply). Otherwise I see 
no  drawbacks to the plan and it would serve to revive interest in our convention 
and perhaps attract some support." 

Summed up the proposals for action contained in this memorandum are as 
follows: 
1. We should propose to the State Department that the September meeting 

consider a broader agenda than questions of routes and give preliminary 
corisideran tion to the kind of system that should be constructed after the war." 
2. We should propose to the United States a self-denying ordinance on 

bilateral i bargaining over routes coupled with permission for official govern-
ment services to carry revenue loads." 
3. We should discuss our draft convention with certain other governments. 

R. M. M[ACDONNELL] 

331Vote marginalé:/Marginal note: 
Would that prevent our proceeding with discussions with other Commonwealth 
Gov[ernmenIts? If It would, I think we'd bc precipitating a rather pointless row by 
pressing a point of view which other Commonwealth Gov[ernmenIts would not 
accept for the sake of a possible 3 months deferment of bilateral negotiations. 

mle mot scomPanies. fut oblitéré et remplacé par .commands.. 
The word s'companies" was crossed out and replaced by "commands". 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
I think this is sensible. 

s'Note  maiginaleMarginal note: 
Our point of view has been put clearly to all other Commonwealth Governments. I 

s see no objection to our talking to the French, Dutch and Belgians, Brazilians and 
perhaps with Mexico and Chile. 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
OK. 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
See notes on paralgraphsj 6-7. R (obertson). 
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248.

° Dominions Secretary

cor .Prarv of State for External 'Affairs

au+ secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ~
Le secrétaire aux _Dominions

.v -- - London, August 21, 1944
TELEGRAM 119 10th, rjo, 134, civil aviation .
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249. 	 - 

	

. 	DEA/3-Cs 
Mémorandum du premier secrétaire" 

	

au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 	' 

' . Memorandum from First Secretaryi 9  
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 24, 1944 

On 'Aùgust 3 Cabinet War Committee considèred a suggestion of the United 
Kingdom Government that a conference of Commonwealth officials be held to 
rnake recommendations for - consideration by their governments about air 
services between Commonwealth countries. War Committee agreed that the 
United Kingdom be requested to indicate more specifically the purposes of the 
proposed meeting and that they be informed at the same time that the 
Canadian Government would wish to have the Goose Bay lease settled at an 
early date before proceeding further in general discussions on air transport 
matters. ' 

In reply the United Kingdom state that they do not aim at an integrated 
Commonwealth air scheme, but rather at continuing the discussions of 
October, 1943, which outlined the routes of major interest to the British 
Commonwealth and at reaching tentative conclusions on practical operational 
arrangements. In addition to an opportunity for bilateral discussions between 
members of the Commonwealth the United Kingdom hope that recommenda-
tions might be made for coordinating plans for different routes and for 
harmonizing operations at points of contact. All recommendations would be 
non-committal and subject to consideration by governments. New Zealand has 
agreed and South Africa has agreed in principle. 

On the subject Of Goose Bay the United Kingdom merely state that they are 
not clear why an agreement should be regarded as an essential preliminary to 
the proposed meeting. 

A meeting to discuss operational arrangements and the harmonizing of 
operations at pOints of contact would prejudice no Canadian interest and might 
Prodnce useful results. It has already been made clear to the United Kingdom 
that Canada seés disadvantages in working out an integrated Commonwealth 
scheme and this could 'perhaps be mentionedagain if it is decided to accept the 
invitiation. On the question of Goose Bay it could be pointed out to the United 
Kingdom that à discussion of Operational arrangements over the North 
Atlantic must inevitably be vague and inconclusive if the status of Goose Bay is 
undecided. 

• 	.1 	 , 
_ There is another current problem with respect to international aviation. The 
United States is anxious to conclude as rapidly as possible a series of bilateral 
erreernents with other countries in order to obtain landing and transit rights. 

om the , point of ? view of those who are hoping for a broad measure of 
agreement at an international convention this is a disturbing development. The . 	• ■ 

59R.  M. Macdonnell. 
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staking ,out of claims by one or more nations and the conclusion of hard and 
fast agreements in advance of an international conference will prejudice the 
success of such a conference. Any hope of séttinÉ up an international authority 
with powers over routes, frequencies and rates would be seriously diminished if 
the conference had to take into account a series of bilateral commitments. 

According to a telegram froin the Dominions Offices the United Kingdom 
Government is inclined to share this view. In order to prepare for a conference 
which can discnss' international aviation without being bound by intergovern-
mental agreements, the very thing that we are trying to avoid in the Canadian 
draft convention, it seems advisable to represent to the United States 
Government how prejudicial to the interests of international aviation a series of 
bilateral commitments could be. The suggestion could be made that until a 
conference is held' all intergovernmental discussions should be on a tentative 
and exploratory basis and that no agreements be made. If at the same time we 
enlisted the support of the United Kingdom Government, which is very likely 
to be available, the chances of influencing the United States Government 
would be increased. In any event, if both the Canadian and United Kingdom 
Governments were to postpone the making of agreements on landing or transit 
rights until a conference had been held, it would limit the extent to which the 
United States could carry out its proposed policy. 

250. 	 PCO 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 
Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,' August 31, 1944 

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION; 
LONDON MEETING; U.S. POLICY 

7. THE SECRETARY, referring to the 'decision taken at the meeting of August 
3rd, reported, that  the  U.K. government had explained that the proposed 
meeting was  not  intended to formulate an integrated Commonwealth 
agreement for international air services. It was intended rather to continue the 
discussions of October 1943, with  a view to reaching tentative conclusions on 
practical  • operational »arrangements for routes of major interest to the 
Commonwealth, and upon recommendations for co-ordinating plans for 
different routes and operations. The meeting would also afford an opportunitY 
for discussion between individual delegates on matters of direct concern to 
them. U.K. officials did not consider agreement regàrding the Goose Baylease 
an essential preliminary to this meeting, -but'. hoped to reply to Canadian 
proposals, in this matter, at an early date. 

Further, the U.S.' government -  had informed the U.K. government that 
proposed to initiate bilatéral negotiations with foreign countries immediatelit Y, 



to obtain landing and traffic rights for , U.S. air lines, with a view to establish-
ment of U .S. se rvices as soon as facilities could be provided . These negotiations
were to be on a non-exclusive basis, but would precede any , international
conference . The U.K . government were taking the position that such action
should be deferred pending an international conference, which should take
place at the earliest possible date .

jt

Y~

Finally, the U .K. government had requested permission to initiate military
air transport se rv ices from the United Kingdom across North America, by way
of Montreal and San Francisco to the . South Pacific, and also to the South
Pacific by way of Montreal and the Caribbean area .

(Telegrams Nos . 119, Cire. D. 1224,t Circ . D. 1225 ' and 122[6?],t
Dominions Office to External Affairs, August 21, 22 and 24, 1944) 6 0

8 . THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS pointed
out that the U.S. government's proposals to proceed with bilateral negotiations
at this point would involve a virtual return to the pre-war situation, and would
lessen the chances of achieving any satisfactory multilateral arrangement .

It might be possible to ease the situation by agreement that, as pressure of
military traffic decreased, military transport services would be allowed to carry
fare-paying passengers on a temporary basis .

9. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY felt that any proposal to
allow U.K. and U.S. air transport serv ices to carry fare-paying passengers
extensivelj+- on military se rv ices would tend to , make military transport an
instrument of commercial air policy .

No objection should be raised to the U .K. request to operate military air
transport services to the South Pacific, if the U .S . government granted similar
permission and as long as no fare-paying traffic was carried .

Canada should accept the invitation to participate in Commonwealth
conversations in London .

10 . MR. ROBERTSON, referring to the U .K. comment on the Goose Bay lease,
observed that this also had been discussed in the course of recent meetings with
U .K . representatives regarding financial arrangements 6 1

I1 .THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed :

(a) that the U .S. ~ government be informed of Canada's desire that amultilateral ~ conference . on air transport be held at the earliest possible date,
before any ofthe nations concerned initiated bilateral negotiations ;
(b) that the U .K.- government's invitation to participate in Commonwealth

conversations at the official level be accepted ; and ,

'Les 'dates précises des trois derniers télégrammes sont le 24 août (N° 122) et le 29 août (les
documents circulaires N°' D. 1224 et D . 1225. )
The correct dates for the last three telegrams arc August 24 (No. 122) and August 29 (Circular
')ocuments Nos. D. 1224 and D . 1225 . )"La

discussion des arrangements financiers est traitée dans le volume 10 . les documents 503-512 .
The discussion of financial arrangements is dealt with in Volume 10 . Documents 503-512 .
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251. pires extérieures
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conference at the earliest possible date and urge the United States not to 
prejudice the chances of success of this conference by making prior bilateral 
commitments. 

5. Dominions Office has been given the text of this message. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 152 	 Ottawa, September 1, 1944 

SECRET. Your telegram No. 119 of August 21. Commonwealth discussions on 
civil aviation. 

We will be glad to have Canadian officials take part in the operational 
discussions which you have in view. It is agreed that recommendations would 
he subject to consideration by Governments and that no commitments would be 
reached. 

• We should bc glad to learn the proposed date of the discussions. The most 
conveniebt tir'ne for Canadian officials will be towards the end of September. 

253. 	 DEA/72-MK-40 

Le chargé d'affaires,  l'ambassade aux États-Unis, _ 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE-  WA-5239 	 Washington, September 7, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. Your EX-3663, September 1st, post-war civil aviation. I would 
like to point out that, so far as I can discover, the United States has not asked 
us to participate in any bilateral negotiations pending the group talks which 
theY hope to hold in September and general United Nations Conference later. 
It is true that • Berle seems to have asked the British, through Lord Beaver-
brook, to discuss a bilateral agreement, but I cannot fihd any record of such a 
request to Canada. Wc did receive from  the  State Department on July 29th a 
specific*request for any information which the Canadian Government could 
suPPIY regarding post•war international air routes." Your teletype referred to 
above does not mention this request, but emphasizes the undesirability of 
bilateral talks at this stage. When I sec Berle tomorrow, he may well say that 
th is point does not now arise, but what arc wc going to do about the  informa-ti on 

requested. Can I tell him that that information is coming shortly, and then 

•  "VOir 'léineûtnént 241./See Document 241. 
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proceed informally to explain to him our worries about bilateral negotiations 
prior to a general international meeting? 

254. 	 DEA/72-MK-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-3745 	 Ottawa, September 7, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your WA-5239 Civil Aviation. Our EX-3663 of 
September 1st was based upon Escott Reid's report of his conversation with 
Berle at beginning of August" and more particularly upon message forwarded 
to Lord Beaverbrook by Mr. Berle, text of which is as follows, Begins: 

In many parts of the world it is now obvious that the war area is receding 
and civil needs are steadily reasserting .themselves. The Pacific, of course, 
continues to be definitely an area of military operations, as does Europe with 
the exclusion of Portugal, Spain and most of Italy; but, in substance, war 
conditions no longer prevail in southern part of Western Hemisphere and civil 
needs are rea.  sserting themselves in the western Mediterranean, North Africa 
and Middle East where Civil life is-  becoming 're-established as the war moves 
northward. 

The highest considerations of humanity and common sense, as well as the 
inherent interest in re-establishing so far as possible normal commercial life, 
dictate extension of civil aviation to regions now open for such communica-
tions. The exclusion of Civil Aviation from those areas on war grounds 
becomes increasingly less .  justifiable, and on any other grounds wholly 
unjustifiable. The Governments of the United Kingdom and the United States 
alike hope for an International Conference to discuss all these matters; but it is 
realized that an International  Conference, although completely successful and 
resulting in full agreement even on details, will not result in immediate creation 
of implementing machinery, so that a considerable time must elapse before 
result of such a Conference can be translated into actual air communications 
and service. 

, In view,. of this, the United States Government feels that an interim 
arrangement should be adopted immediately under and by which air lines can 
be established serving the principal centres of population, including Latin 
America. The securing of transit and landing rights.by  the United States and 
Great Britain for interim period, to and in centres to be served, is involved ia 
this. The United States Government has alrea.  dy advised the British 
Government of routes and landing points which the former proposes to 
establish, and it is understood that the. British Goverdment will inform us ° 
routes and landing points for which it is asking.

I  

"Document 245. 



-The,Government of the United States• likewise notes that, in substance,
British Overseas Airways Corporation is doing this now, since it operates as a
militarized service where convenient and as a commercial service whenever
practicable, and is actually performing service of a fare-receiving common
carrier in areas from which the war has actually receded, although on a
priority basis . On the other hand, American air carrier service is an uncon-
firmed militarized service which neither divides fares nor performs any of the
regular services of a common carrier . The disparity between these two
arrangements is so great as to raise considerable difficulty here with real
danger of considerable public reaction .

In handling interim arrangements, it is suggested that our two Governments
keep each other fully informed as we have been doing heretofore ; that
diplomatic cooperation be maintained ; and that no arrangements be made by

2. ' Canadian government had considered earlier the United States request fo r

which either party will try to effect exclusion of the other or foreclose the
legitimâte rights of any other country : The routes of transit and lading rights
established for interim period would, of course, be subject to discussion at
International Conference, perhaps separately from discussion of air navigation
matters so that jurisdiction of that Conference shall not be foreclosed .

The rapid progress of the war in Europe, and especially the likelihood that
there will be urgent necessity for air transport between North America and
France before very long, makes the situation of immediate importance and
calls forimmediate action . Accordingly, it is hoped that Civil Air Transport
Committee may see its way clear to agree with position of the United States
Government in this matter.

We would appreciate a very speedy reply. Ends .
United Kingdom's Government's comment to us on this is as follows, Begins :

Both United Kingdom and United States are agreed that an International
Conference should be held at earliest convenient date on basis agreed at talks
held in London during April . If for domestic reasons United States find it
difficult,to hold a Conference in Washington at present, we shall understand
their position and stand ready to call a Conference ourselves in London, Ends .

information ; regarding proposed Canadian international air routes and had
agreed that this information would be forwarded and made public as soon as
these plans which are at present being prepared by Canadian officials, were
ready.

3 . , The' ° subsequent information . regarding the United States intention to
proceed with bilateral discussions, however, has changed the situation and
authorities here 'are not clear regarding the advantages of supplying this
information if the' United States intends to pursue the course indicated in Mr .
Berle's message to Lord Beaverbrook.

4 , nthese circumstances, you should, using your own discretion, discuss the
whole niatter. informally with Mr. Berle, letting him know that we hold very
stronglÿ to, thè views expressed in the teletype EX-3663 of September 1st and
pointing out- that thûs far we have only been authorized to supply information



on proposed Canadian international air routes [upon] the assumption that the 
information would be intended for consideration at an international conference 
to be called at an early, date and that no bilateral negotiations regarding 
international air services would be held in the meantime. 

f* 

TELETYPE WA-5271 	 Washington, September 8, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. YOU EX-3663, September 1st, civil aviation. I left 
with Berle this morning a memorandum' based on the above teletype. He told 
me that he thought he could at once remove some  of  our anxieties on this 
matter, because the various agencies of the United States Government 
concerned, including the State Department, had jusiagreed on a recommenda-
tion to the President that an International Aviation Conference should be 
convened at the earliest possible date; they hoped  by  the end of October. He 
could, .of course, give me no assurance that the President would accept and 
implement this recommendation, but  he  was Optimistic. They hoped to have a 
Presidential decision, today or. tomorroW. This Conference ,. to which invitations 
will be sent as soon as it is cleared with the Piesident, would dcal with three 
matters: 
(1) The immediate and practical problem of establishing international air 

routes in those parts of the world where the war Situation now made that 
possible. These arrangements would only be prOvisional and would have to be 
reviewed aua subsequent Conference. The important thing was to get airlines 
into operation now and by international agreement. 

(2) Agreement on principles governing post-war international aviation. 
(3) Agreement on technical questions. In answer to a question, Berle stated 

that if the general Conference could be held soon, there would probably be no 
necessity for the suggested preliminary discussions >among the smaller group of 
Powers. This  meeting, 'as you know, had been originally set for September. 

It might be preferable, Mr. Berle thoéght,' to have questions under (1) above 
referred at once to à Committee of the Conference which would in fact consist 
of thOse Powers which had plans already prepared for the immediate operation 
of international air  routes and would have attended the September meeting. 
Such a Committee might in fact become a continuing Commission, reviewing 
develéprnents, making recommendations, and preparing the waY for 

 subsequent  Conference, when the provisional arrangements of 1944 might b.e 

made more permanent. For the above reasons, it wouldIe particularly useful if 
the 14 or 15 Powers whd would have been invited té Washington in September,  

could formulate and, if possible, send to Washington the information alreadY 
reqtiested as  to their plans for interriationil air routes. 

255. j 	 DEA/3-Cs•  
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 	- 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
- Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 
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Berle stated that the proposed Conference would probably have to include
neutrals, some of whom would be most important to its success . He was
thinking particularly of Sweden, Portugal and Turkey, possibly also
Switzerland . I asked whether they would also invite the Argentine, as it might
be very difficult to include some neutrals and exclude others . He said that
fortunately the Argentine was not ' important in these matters and, therefore,
need not be invited . As far as aviation was concerned, she was merely "a
dagger pointed at the heart of Antarctica ."

Berle went on then to assure me that they had no desire, and never had had
a desire, to precipitate a race, for post-war advantages and would do nothing to
prejudice the success of the forthcoming Conference . However, they had no
intention of refraining from any bilateral conversations which they considered
necessary and desirable . He was quite emphatic about this and added that, as
far as he could ascertain, United Kingdom policy in this matter was based
more on "cut and thrust" than on the "give and take" of our memorandum . He
was very critical of the actions of B .O.A.C. and of the United Kingdom
encouragement of those actions which enabled them, under the guise of
wartime arrangements, to strengthen their future commercial position . He
spoke about the British already instituting services to Rome and Marseilles. He
said that it would be unpardonable if, in the circumstances, the Americans did
not look after their own interests in these matters, when the American air
contribution to the liberation of Europe was so tremendous . I made the obvious
comment that if they were worried about the B .O.A.C. set-up, why didn't they
counter 'with a . U .S .A.C. No one could possibly object to them putting
themselves in the same position as the British . He merely replied that they
might have to come to this, and certainly Pan American were pressing them in
that direction . There is no doubt that, whether justified or not, Berle feels that
the United Kingdom Government arc aggressively and intelligently exploiting
the situation. He feels that while legally they may always be on safe ground,
practically they are taking advantage of the situation to the detriment of the
United Sta'tes . .Ttïere was some indication that he felt that once again the wily
Britishérs 'were tricking them. Berle also gave me the impression that he
thoiight'that our memorandum was merely an extension of arguments already
put to,them by the United Kingdom and probably prompted by the United
Kingdom :~I tôld him that our position in this matter had nothing to do with the
Position taken by any other country, but represented our own independent and
sincere?views.` Berle concluded by telling me that I was the first outsider to
have r~ew~' any information concerning their proposal for an early
Conferénce, and he pointed out again that naturally the carrying out of these
plans de'pended on Presidential approval . He would let me know as soon as that
aPProval had been~received . At no time in our conversation did Berle mention
the Possibility ôf bilateral talks between the United States and Canada or hisPrevious'`reeither qu~t+ for' information on our post-war plans. I did not bring upI . i~ i E

of th, cse questions: :
~ y, ~?~
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s 	 DEA/72-MK-4-40 
L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 	, 

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures • 	• 	, 
Ambassador . of United States 

. to Secretary of State for External Affairs 	. 

Ottawa, September 12, 1944 

Sir: 	. 	 s s 
I  have the honor to inform you that the Government of the United States 

has concluded bilateral exploratory conversations with a number of other 
governments which have displayed a special interest on the subject of postwar 
civil aviation, with particular emphasis on the development of international air 
transport. These discussions have indicated a substa.ntial measure of agreement 
on such topics as the right of transit and non-traffic stops, the non-exclusivity 
of international co-operating rights, the application of cabotage to air traffic, 
the control of rates and competitive practices, the gradual curtailment of 
subsidies, the need for uniform operating and safety standards and the 
standardization or coordination of air navigation aids and communications 
facilities, the use of airports and facilities on a nondiscriminatory basis, and the 
operation of airports and facilities in certain areas. 

It was also generally conceded that international collaboration, probably by 
means of an international aeronautical body would be desirable in achieving 
and implementing the aforementioned objectives, although there was some 
diversity of opinion as to the extent of régulatory powers on cconomic matters 
which should be delegated to this international body. The approaching defeat 
of Germany and the conseciuent liberation .of great parts of Europe and Africa 
from military interruption of traffic sets up the urgent need for establishing an 
international civil air service pattern on a provisional basis, at least so that all 
important trade and *population areas of the world May obtain the benefits of 
air transportation as soon' as possible, and so that the restorative processes of 
prompt communication maY be 'available to assist in returning great areas to 
processes [sic] of peace. s  

The Government of the United States believes' that an international civil 
aviation conference might profitably be convened within the near future for the 
purpose of agreeing on an increase' in existing services, and on the earlY 
establishment of international air routes and services for operation in and to 
areas now freed from > danger of military interruption, such arrangements to 
continue  during a transitional period. This conference mi 	also agree, so 
ai possible, upon the principles of a permanent international structure of civil 

far ght 	

i aviation and air transport, and 'might set ufiappropriate interim commttees to 
prepare . definitive proposals. Definitive 'action on  such  proposals, based el  
practical experience gained during the inteilm 'period, inight bc taken eit 
a result of later conference or by direct approval of the governments without

her as 

the necessity of conference. 
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The government of the United States suggests that  the international' 
conference proposed . for the immediate ,  future could have :the following 
objectives: 
I (A) The establishment of provisional world route arrangements by general 

agreement to be reached at. the conference. These arrangements ,would form 
the basis for the prompt establishment for international air transport services 
by the appropriate countries. 

(B) The countries participating in the conference would also be asked to 
agree to grant the landing and transit rights necessary for establishing the 
provisional route arrangements, and air services referred to above. 

(It would be highly desirable if each delegation were sufficiently familiar 
with its country's plans for international air services to permit formulation of 
an international air transport pattern referred to in paragraphs (A) and (B) 
above.). 
Il. The establishment of an interim council to act as the clearing house and 

advisory agency during the transitional period. It would receive and consider 
recommendations from each of the working committees referred to in item III. 
It would report upon desirable revisions in routes and services during the 
interim period, subject to the approval of the countries served by these routes 
and services. It would maintain liaison with each of the participating countries. 
It would supervise studies and submit information to the interested govern-
ment's concerning the development of air transport during the transitional 
period, and would make recommendations to bc considered at any subsequent 
international conference. 
III. Agreement upon the principles to be followed in setting up a permanent 

international aeronautical body and a multilateral aviation convention dealing 
with the fields of air transport, air. navigation and aviation technical subjects, 
and for the purpose of developing the details and making proposals for carrying 
into effect the principles so agreed. The establishment of the following working 
committees which would be under the supervision of the interim council: 
(A) A committee to follow developments relating to the establishment of the 

routes and services to be established under item I, to correlate traffic data, to 
study, related problems, and to recommend desirable revisions in routes and 
services. This . committee would also make studies and recommendations 
cO‘neCining the future pattern of these routes and services. 
(B) A centrà1 technical committee with subordinate committees which would 

work` clôsely ,with the committee described in subparagraph (C) below to 
considéi, the whole field of technical matters, including standards, procedures 
and minimum (requirements, and to make recommendations for their 
aPpliCitiOn and adoption at the earliest practicable time. 
(C).A committee to draft a proposal with respect to the constitution of a 

Perinânént international aeionautical body and a new multilateral aviation 
COflVentIon 

GovHaving'in mind the foregoing considcrations as a basis for discussion, the  - _ ernMent w the Unitêd States extends a cordial invitation to thc Canadian 
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Government to participate in an international conference a19n44 tand

abn
view o fvember 1 ,

to take place in the United States beginning e r y response as to whethe r

the time element would appreciate rece g

the Canadian Government can arrange to have a delegation at such
T ~oentse and

This invitation is being extended to
. the . following gove

authorities :
(A) All members of the United Nations .

Nations in this war. close(B) Nations associated with the United

N

an and Asiatic . neutral . nations, in vl be exof thei r pected along
(C) The Europe

relationship to the expansion of air
transport iniste and Thai Minister in

with the liberation of Europe. The D capac i t ies .
Washington will be invited to attend inc teei~ personal. '

P
! LEWIS CLARK

for the Ambassado r

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de
guerre du Cabinet

CabinetExtraet from Minutes of War Committee
1 0 4 4

[Ottawa,] September 13 ,

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ; PROPOSED MEETINGS,

LONDON AND WASHIN to the discussionreferri
n 2. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUCâna~da had béen invited by the

2 of August 31 st, reported that
at~ the meeting

artici ate in
, a conference of the United and Assoc'a e

United States to p P
Nations on November 1st next . •n the direction desired by the Canadian

This was a highly satisfactory step ~ romptly.
government, and the invitation should be a~diseûss , specific routes with interestcd ~nIt would still, however, be désirable to t

mmonwealth as' the nations most directly i n
members of the Co se to operate .
air services which Canada might propose

FOR ExTERNAL AFFAIRS su 9 geSted

23. THE UNDER•SECRETARY OF STA
theo f

that an annùuncc Commonwealth discussions on international
mcnt of

is stage, .e, might create ' the impr ession that tne
members to

aviation, at th g agree upon : a,çommo Po
Commonwealth ' were ~seck• ~ng t o

. participation in the broader international conference .` ested to
' , . rcëd that it be sug g

24: THE WAR COMMITTEE, after , c!â Co~mon ëalfh discussions take Place
the' United Kingdom that the P,~on~nference called by the United States

at the same time as the intc
na

; . . ;
. . 'I ,
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258 .` DEA/72-MK-4-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

~ ` . Dominions Secretary
to Secretary, of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1363 London, September 13, 1944
- . . . . . . . : y

SECRET. My telegram '28th July, Circular D . 1080, and your reply,63 Civil
Aviation .

There is general agreement that proposed informal Commonwealth meeting
between experts in official level to make recommendations for consideration of
Governments would be valuable. We feel that latest trends in United States
policy and intention of United States Government to summon an international
conference at Washington at beginning of November make proposed
Commonwealth meeting a matter of urgency. We should therefore like to
suggest that it should open on Tuesday 3rd October, if this date is convenient
to other British Commonwealth Governments . We suggest that London would
be a convenient meeting place, though for our part we should be prepared to
agree to any other centre generally preferred by other Governments . If 3rd
October is too early, we would suggest Tuesday, October 10th .

2. We are urgently considering' possibility of amplifying outline agenda in
paragraph 2 of my telegram under reference, and shall hope to telegraph later
as to this . If you have any suggestions we should appreciate them .

3 . Should be glad of earliest possible expression of your view as to date and
place, and for indication of names of your representatives .

259. DEA/72-MK-4-40

La délégation canadienne, la conférence de Québec ,
au soûs-secrétaire ad intérim aux Affaires extérieures6 '

;Canadian Delegation, Quebec Conference,
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs"

TELEGRAM H-19 Quebec City, September 14, 1944

Please relay ; following message to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs,
Begins: Yourtelegram Circular D. 1363 of September 13th, civil aviation .

United States invitation to early International Conference is in line with
procedure our Governments have been urging on it and we are therefore
accepting it promptly . While we agree upon early necessity of discussion o f

Envoyé avec iautorisation de A . C. Hall qui était chargé des communications du ministère à la
conférence de Québec.
Despatchcd under the authority of A. C. Ilall. who was in charge of departmental
communications at the Quebec Conference.

bsDocument 246' ~ ` '
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specific routes among nations of Commonwealth, preparation for both 
Commonwealth talks and broader International Conference and early date 
suggested for latter ,  place very heavy burden upon limited personnel available 
here. Participation in Commonwealth discussions at time you suggest would 
seriously complicate from this standpoint adequate preparations for both 
meetings. To meet these difficulties which we feel may be common to other 
members of Commonwealth as well, we have been considering whether 
Commonwealth delegations to the International Conference could not come 
prepared to discuss with each other questions of intra-Commonwealth air 
arrangements which were to have been the subject of the London meeting of 
officials. 

To prepare the way for such discussions we might arrange for full 
preliminary exchange of views by cable. This message has been repeated to 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and to our Ambassador in Washington. 

r 	A. L. HALL 

260. 	 D EA/72-M K-4-40• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaire.; extérieures 
à l'ambassa deur des États-Unis • 	. 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Antbassador of United States 

No. 100 	• 
* 	 Ottawa, September 18, 1944 

Excellency: 
1 have the honour to refer to your note No. 209 of September 12th 

conveying an invitation to the Canadian Government to participate in an 
international conference dealing with civil aviation which the United States 
Government proposes convening in the  United States beginning November 1st. 

The Canadian Government agrees that it would be profitable to convene an 
international conference on this subject in the near future, and has noted with 
interest the objectives which the United States Government has suggested for 
the Conference. The Canadian Government agrees that these objectives could 
serve a useful purpose as a general basis for discussion. • 

Accordingly I have pleasure in informing you that the Canadian Govern -
ment accepts the invitation of the United States Government, and will be 
prepared to send a delegation to the United States to participate in the 

International Conference which has been proposed. ° 
1  Accept etc. 

N.A. RonERTSON 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dontinions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR G . 53 London, September 18, 1944

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Addressed Canada, - repeated Australia, New Zealand,
Union of South Africa, Newfoundland and Southern Rhodesia . Your telegram
14th September, No. 174, Civil Aviation 67 ,

We sympathise with your difficulties, which are also felt here, in making
adequate preparations in such short time for proposed Commonwealth talks
and International Conference . At same time we fear that suggestion for British
Commonwealth talks concurrently with International Conference would not
altogether , meet what : we have in - mind. We should naturally wish our
delegation to keep in closest touch with other British Commonwealth
delegations at International Conference, but for our part we should not like to
embark on the Conference without prior discussons with other members of
British Commonwealth .

2.' New Zealand Government have now suggested that proposed Common-
wealth talks might more conveniently be held in Canada shortly before the end
of October . If this were agreeable to Canadian Government and to other
Governments concerned, we should be happy to arrange for our representatives
to attend . We suggest that, in order to allow adequate time for the talks
themselves N and for consideration of their results before the Conference,
opening date might be at least ten days before opening of Conference.

DEA/72-M K-4-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dontinions Secretary

TELEGRAM 182 Ottawa, September 25, 1944

SECRET . Your telegram G . 53 of September 18, Civil Aviation . Since talks
between ' Commonwealth offici a ls preceding the International Conference
appear to be generally regarded by Commonwealth Govcrninents as desirable
and since the most convenient meeting place is obviously Canada, we will beglad~to'hâVe'the talks held here. We propose that they begin on MondayOctober:. 23rd which would leave sufficient time before . the International
Conference and we extend a cordial invitation to send officials here for that

~►~~'~"1â t :` j,:r j 1 } .

"Voir 1e document 2594See Document 259.
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date. The talks will be held at some point near Ottawa. We should be glad to 
learn the naines of your delegation. 

Invitations are being sent to other Commonwealth Governments, India and 
Southern Rhodesia. A separate telegram' is being sent to you and to other 
Commonwealth Governments on the question of Irish participation. 

263. D EA/72- M K -4 -40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of Stake for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

• 
TELETYPE EX-3967 	 Ottawa, September 26, 1944 

• 

SECRET 
Civil aviation. You have seen our correspondence with the Unitcd Kingdom 

concerning the advisability of holding Commonwealth conversations before the 
International Conference, and you will have noted that, while we favoured 
postponement of the Commonwealth talks, the United Kingdom were anxious 
to have them in advance of the Conference. New Zealand has supported this 
view, and it is likely that other Commowcalth Governments will take the same 
line. The suggestion was put forward by New Zealand and welcomed by the 
United Kingdom that Canada would be the most convenient meeting place, 
and the Canadian Government has agreed to this. - • 

Please inform the State Department that exploratory conversations at the 
official level will take place in Canada in the latter part of October to consider 
operational and technical problems connected with possible air routes  between 
members of the Commonwealth. It should be emphasized that these discussions 
were agreed upon, though not announced, some timc ago before the United 
States Government issued its invitations to an International Conference, and 
that it is still felt by Commonwealth Governments that discussions between 
officials on a non-committal basis will be helpful. 

î 

264. DEA/72-NIK-4-40  

t. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassadôr in United States , 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5603 	 Washington, September 27, 19 44  

Yôur EX-3967 of•September 26th: Commonwealth talks on civil aviation. 
We gave Mr. Walstrom of the Aviation Division of the State Department this 
afternoon an informal memorandum' based on the sccond paragraph of You r  
teletype. He made virtually no comment and seemed to  have no misgivings 
about the Commonwealth discussions. 



. . Walstrom said that there had been some delay in reaching agreement on the
draft agenda for the International Conference on Civil Aviation, but that he
thought it would be ready for circulation in two days time .

265
. DEA/3-Cs

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretaryto Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D
. 1478 London, October 1, 1944

MOST,IMMEDIATE. PERSONAL, PRIVATE AND TOP SECRET. Following from
Prime Minister to Prime Minister, Begins :

1 : The War Cabinet reconsidered yesterday the question of inviting Southern
Ireland (Eire) to the Conference at Ottawa about civil aviation, in view of their
having been invited without our being consulted by the United States to the
later conference - in ~ United States of America. We have also considered
carefully the various expressions of opinion from the Dominions Governments .
We felt, however, after much heart searching, that it would be impossible for
us to advocate an Empire Conference at which a Member State of the British
Empire was present who actually at that moment would be maintaining in
Dublin German and Japanese diplomatic representatives and Irish representa-
tives at Berlin and Tokyo. The magnitude of the question of the future
relations of Ireland with the British Empire and Commonwealth and with the
United Kingdom is by no means to be overlooked, but it should not be settled
on a side issue of this character, where our hand has been forced by the action
of a foreign Power. Although Anglo-Irish relations are a matter of concern to
the whole Empire, it will, I am sure, be admitted that the interest of the United
Kingdom on account of our very close proximity, is one which must be
considered paramount. We therefore hope that you will be willing to acquiesce
in the line we take ., . . .

2• Wë do not consider that the geographical position of Ireland will be of very
great importance in post-war aviation . The new field we are building at Slough
for, the reception of the enormous aircraft of the future will deprive Foynes of
much, if not all, of its present signiGcance . Ends.

~ : .
( .a~~f
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266. 	 DEA/3-Cs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire aux Dominions 	- 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Dominions Secretary 

Ottawa, October 3, 1944 

MOST IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Reference your personal, 
private and top secret telegram of October 1st 1944. Circular D. 1478 — Civil 
Aviation. Following from Prime Minister for Prime Minister, Begins: In view 
of the considerations you advance we are prepared to acquiesce in the omission 
of Ireland from the list of Commonwealth and Empire countries to be.invited 
to the conference. . . 

We consider, however, that it would ease the situation alt around if some 
reference to a review of wartiMé air  services  were includèd in the agenda and in 
the public announcement of the conference. This might, in any case, bé a useful 
addition although it would not necessarily consume very much of the time of 
the conferenCe. It would obviously be improper to invite a neutral country, even 
though a member of the Commonwealth, to participate in a conference the 
agenda of which included such an item. - • 

My immediately following telegramt contains - sentence we propose to insert 
in announcement to be made on October 4th. 

I am repeating this telegram to Curtin, Fraser and Smuts. Ends. 

267. 	• 	 DEA/3-Cs 

e secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Irlande 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Ireland' 

TELEGRAM 31 	 Ottawa, October 4, 1944 

SECRET. As you will have seen from the press announcement today, there will 
be a 'meeting of officials " of Commonwealth and Empire • Governments in 
Montr-eal on October 23rd to discuss operational and technical problems 
connected with the establishment of air routes between countries of the British 
Commonwealth. This meeting will precede the general international conference 
on post-war civil aviation questions which the United States has convoked for 
November 1st. Ireland has been invited to participate in the general 
international conference but is not being invited to the Commonwealth meeting 
in Montreal. 

For your own most secret information I may say 'that we were disposed t° 
invite Ireland to take part in the talks in Canada. The United Kingdom felt  
strongly that Ireland should not be included in such talks at this juncture arid 
we have acquiesced in their view that the major question of Ireland's 

TELEGRAM 195 . 



relationship with the other countries of the Commonwealth should not be
settled on such a side issue as Irish, participation in a technical meeting of
officials. At the same time we felt'that'the settlement of this major question
should not be compromised by the ostentatioùs exclusion of Ireland from such
a meeting. In the circumstances it is important that no constitutional or
political importance should be attached to the absence of Ireland from the
meeting in Canada, and to this end it has been made clear that the Montreal
talks will include a review of military air transport services operated during the
war as well as a survey of possible extension of military air services during the
remainder of the war. The inclusion of this item in the agenda and the stress
put upon it in the public announcement of the meetings should give the Irish an
easy explanation of their absence from these Commonwealth conversations .

When Hearne68 asked me this morning if his Government was being invited
to the meeting in Montreal I told him it would not be, pointed out that the
agenda'would` include a discussion of wartime air operations in which his
Government as a neutral could not take part, and explained that the meetings
in Montreal although preparatory to the general international conference at
which,Ireland would be represented were also a continuation of the Common-
wealth civil aviation meetings held in London in October last, in which Irelan d

DEA/3-Cs

Le secrétaire aux Dominions , ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary

to
:lt
ad1's

did not take part .

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 177 London, October 5, 1944
.• . . .

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for the Prime Minister from the
Prime Minister, Begins: Your telegram of October 3rd, No. 195 . Civil
Aviation .

Am most grateful to you for so readily accepting my suggestion that
Souther"n Ireland should be omitted from the list of countries to be invited to
the Commonwealth and Empire discussions . Your suggestion for an addition to
the announcement so as to make it clear that wartime subjects are included is
very helpful and will, I hope, ensure that the matter does not become one of
controversy. Ends.

6
8JJ -J, H C'arne, haut cômmissaire d'Irclande.J . J .

Hearne, High Commissioner of Ireland .
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DEA/72-MK-4-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures '
au ministre au Pérou69 ~ . _

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Minister in Perus .

, , .
October 17, 1944Ottawa ,

Sir, place at Montreal between
- Beginning on October 23 discussions

Newfoundland,~ New Zealand, South
officials of Australia, Canada, India ,
Africa, Southern Rhodesia and the United Kingdom to conside

r
possible aiing andoutes

technical problems 'connected with the establishment .
November losst

b
an international

between members of the Commonwealth . -
nlC~~~go with more than fifty countries

conference on civil aviat ion will open
represented . position which the Canadian

In order that you mây be informed as to the p

deleg
ation to these meetings will tâke, F enclose the following two d oc i Ôn~tsair

PART I : General instructions for Canadian delegation to inter

conference.

PART II: Commonwealth discussions on air transport. wer e
These documents were submitted to Cabinet War Commiettâtion .dThese

approved as the basis of instructions for the : Cnoi for transmission .
documents, of course, are for your information and

I have etc.
' R. M. MACDONNEL L

for the Secretary of State
for External Affair s. ,. , .

ouvelle•

++~ dF he et la pièce jointe é taient envoyées aussi 1 Londres .âû Aouvcrncme tNall1eSa~
~

Irclandc, àgM~cou• en Chine,
Zélande en Afrique ~i

,
en
en Terre Neuve, à

France, en Argentine.
ashington .

Londra, à Chili, Mexique,
d South Africa,Brésil, en Belgique .

City, China'alia New
The despatch and enclosure wcre London

. Austr,London, ~ Ch le Zhlcxnco
Newfoundland, Washington . Allied
Brazil, Belgium .
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[PliCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

I.C.A.T.P. DOCUMENT No. 40 SECRET 

PARTIE  I/PART I 
Instructions générales à la délégation canadienne 

à la conférence internationale aérienne 
- General Instructions for Canadian Delegation 

' 	 to International Air Conference 
1. The Canadian draft convention for the establishment of an international 

air transport authority, made public in March 1944, has been revised, 
particularly in the light of discussions with the United States. A revised copy is 
attached hereto (Appendix I). Basically, the convention remains unchanged. In 
addition to à statement of broad general objectives there have been added 
specific principles or standards by which the authority must be guided in 
contr011ing routes, frequencies and rates. It is hoped that the addition of these 
principles  L  may make the document more acceptable to the United States 
authorities, who had éxpressed opposition to the delegation of extensive powers 
to an authority without any definition of the rules to govern their use. 
2. It is known that the members of the British Commonwealth, as well as 

certain of the other nations interested in air transport, such as the Netherlands, 
and Norway, are likely to 'support the approach suggested by Canada. On the 
other hand, the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are not likely to favour this approach — 
the U.S.S.R. largely for security reasons, since it wishes to retain close 
supervision of any services which may enter or cross its territory, and the U.S. 
because of general reluctance to support the trarisfer of extensive powers to an 
International authority. Thus the Canadian approach can be expected to 
receive both support and opposition from different quarters. 

3: It is recom* mended that the Canadian delegates should continue to support 
very strongly  the  principles of the Canadian draft convention and, if the 
occasion seems favourable, should put forward the revised version of the 
Canàdiân draft' convention for discussion. The Canadian delegates should seek 
to obtain  an international  authority that has as broad powers as possible, and 
should be instructed' to make a vigorous effort to achieve this goal. They 
should,. however, méet any reasonable suggestions. which would permit 
arrangements for the initiation, at an early date, of necessary services. 
4 . The Canadian convention provides for four freedoms under the supervision 

of an international authority. The basis of Canadian policy ha been that, if the 
f.our freedoms are  to be accepted multilaterally, there must also be an 
international authority with regulatory powers since otherwise the grant of the 
freedoms would be inequitable and would be of far greater value to some 
nations that to others. If it should prove impossible to obtain an effective 

cof nsidering 
internationa1 authority, the Canadian delegates should exercise great care in 

any ;suggestion for the multilateral granting of any of these 
,reed0ins,' since the transit rights covered by freedoms one and two are Ca 

0S, 
 • a s chief bargaining' points. It may be necessary to rely on those 
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necessary an g ,
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international services which ; '
war . (Appendix III) t These services are :
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xtending

(1) A service from W hile the, possib i l
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7 .- Should there be a failure to aciie~!e a regu pat.on in what

ce to Canadian part~~~
Canadian delegates should st i ll ag
authority it might be possible to set up: A" - ct o f services betwee n
g, ~e position of the Canadian' delegation in resPe of this report

.

embers of the Commonwealth
. deâlt witti in the second partmembers

. , t ~ ~ . ~ . . - , :
, f . . . . . .
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[APPENDICE I/APPENDIX 1] .: 

DEA/72-MA-1-40 

I.C.A.T.P. DOCUMENT No. 41 

Nouveau projet de convention 
Revised draft convention 

PREAMBLE 
The governments signatory hereto agree to the establishment of an Interna-
tional Air Transport Authority, the powers and duties of which shall be subject 
to review in accordance with Article XV hereof, at the end of.  . . years from 
the date of the coming into force of this convention and shall be subject to the 
initial allocation of routes and frequencies and outlets as set forth in the 
provisions of Annex . .. to this convention. 

ARTICLE I 

THE AUTHORITY 

Section 1 
An authority is hereby established to be known as the International Air 
Transport- Authority and to consist of an Assembly, a Board of Directors, 
Regional Air Transport Councils and such other units as may be created 
pursuant to the provisions of this convention. 

• 	 Section 2 
The Authority shall plan and foster the organization of international air 
services so as 
(a) tot 'avèrt the possibility of the misuse of civil aviation creating a threat to 

the security of nations, and to make the most effective contribution to the 
establishment and maintenance of a permanent system of general security, 
(b) to avert con fl icts capable of crcating friction among governments or 

peoples, 	 , 
(e) to avoid the development of economically wasteful competitive practices, 
(d) to ensure that, so far as possible, international air routes and services are 

divided fairly and equitably between the various members states, and to ensure 
to every state the opportunity of participating in international airline operation 
in accordance with its needs for air transportation service and its industrial and 
scientific resources, 	' 	 • 
(e) 

 a 
to  encourage  continued development of the peaceful arts of aircraft dcsign 

nd operition 
t? reject and discourage discriminations in the  following fields 

(i) 
use'of ba. ses— a"nd 	s to navigation, (iii) definition of prohibited areas, 

415 
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and(iv) customs arrangements ,
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convenient

nd
(g) to offer the poten alternative

services, to offer fr thechoice
peoples of t e,,world for, efficient and

generally to meet the needs
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economical air transport .

government or governm
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Po d on any international a i r Se l.ties on it s
(a) designate the route to international air se rvice rnay ust and•r rts which any • rvice j
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Each member state may ;n its territory by any intern ai%,% followed w •~th use, an d

territory of the state or s
Section 3 .

(3) The rig t o
territory of the state or states whose

nationality
t and

i
rfreight destined for the

(4) The right to take on passengers,
mails

ssesses .
t tes whose nationality the aircraft po

(2) The r~g
ers, mails and freight

embarked in the
emergency) ,

• h discharge passeng C. ssesses, an d

interna • ,
(1) The right of innocent p::SaeItraffiC

g, ur s~ (e.g, refuelling, repair'

' ht to land p po
tional air se rvices opera

Section r2
es to ive the following freedoms of

the ,iôpto the

Each member state undertak ting ûnder the provisions of th is conv

sovereignty over the air space

Section 1, lete exclusive
state has com p

Each member state recogn ~~Vehts terr•tory . . :

convention, over the services
ARTICLE 11

OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBER STATE
S

Section 3 , provisions of
ursuant to the twoThe Authority shall have exclusive jurisdiction, p

over international air serv ices other than services
o s memberestates

this convention, o rovided that any two cont ig
that se rvices between them shall come

underer the exclusive
contiguous member states, p has been notified by
may 'agree tha When such an agreemen

t

ard and until such agreement has been
terminated, thejurisdiction of the Authority .

provisions of this
both states to the Bo . pursuant to the p

Authority shall have
exclusive

etween the two states .
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and use of air ports, and the charges imposed for the use of air ports and other 
facilities shall be subject to review by the licensing authority. 	, 

Section 4 
Each member state undertakes to make available such radio frequencies and to 
provide-such meteorological services as may from time to time be required by 
the licensing authority for the safety, efficiency and regularity of the air 
services  licensed by it. 

Section 5 
Each member state undertakes to perform the obligations imposed on it by this 
convention and to enact legislation necessary to carry out its terms including 
(a) legislation to ensure that no air carrier may operate international air 

services unless that carrier is in possession of a valid license authorizing such 
services, issued under the provisions of Article VI of this convention, and 
(b) legislation to bring its national laws into conformity with the regulations 

approved by the Assembly under the provisions of sub-section 5 of section 2 of 
Article III of this convention. This action shall be taken within the period of 
one yegr from the date of approval by the Assembly or, if it is impossible owing 
to exceptional circumstances to do so within the period of one year, then at the 
earliest practicable moment and in no case later than eighteen months from the 
date of approval by the Assembly. 

Section 6 
Each member s.  tate undertakes' to permit the operation within its territory of 
operating organizations constituted under the provisions of section 3 of Article 
IX of this convention, provided that  permission  to an operating organization to 
engage in domestic air transport within its territory shall be in the discretion of 
the state. 

ARTICLE III 

its 
ift 

he 
Les 

THE ASSEMBLY 

Section I 
The International Air Transport Assembly shall be composed of representa-
tives of the member states. Each state shall be entitled to the number of votes 
(one to six)• in'the' Assembly provided in the AnneZ to this convention and may 
aPPoint as mànY representatives to the Assembly as it has votes and may 
replace ihèm from tinie to time. Each state may cast all of the votes allotted to 
it regardlé•ss 'of the nùmber of its representatives present at any meeting. 
Decisions of thé Assembly shall be taken by a majority of the votes cast except 

quOrn. rn,,  
where' othCriise piovided in this convention. There shall .  be  deemed to be a 

i i,,f,t1h,e:re, presentatives present can cast one-half of the possible votes. 
- 



Section 2

(International Air Transport Board .

President,of the Board
: The President shall hold office for a

(2) To elect th e

period of •• . years. re uiré and at least once a
(3) To meet from time to time as occasion may

q

year. rt of the Board and to decide any
(4) To examine and approve the annual rep

o

matter referred to it by the Board .
(5) To draw up such matters as air

competency of air crew, ground signalsin eteorologica
and maintain regulations governin

g safety, rules of theair, ess national

procedure, navigational aids, communications, _
- airworth ~s , salvage.ngerou

s registrationand identification of aircraft, carriage
of

financialbudget
g

(6) To make regulations governingrov
e the preparat i

,the annual budget and the financial
statements by the Board and to app . , . ,

arrangements made by the Board .
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The duties of the Assembly shall be:
the countries which may appoint members on theIN To designate

Section s

The Assembly shall have power :
(1) To determine its rules of proced ni ~nd the other members of the Board•
(2) To fix the salaries of the Presi

de the Board or any other appropriate
(3) To refer , to . subsidiary commissions ,

agency any matter within the sphere of its jurisdiction
. of the International

4 To deal with any matter within the sphere
of action

O' uthorit not specifically assigned to'the,Board or the Regional
AAir Transport Y

Councils .
ARTICLE IV

THE BOARD

Section 1 elected

International Air Transport , Board shall consist of a Presid ~ td tWelve

Th
e pursuant I r,ihe e

n
h
ven

t
tion ,

mber states o
eto ,the provisions of Article lli of th

members . It shall include one .naâï a nal of each ,o t ,o
ir transport it shall also i nclun 1 Âir

chief importance in mternation . the Internat
national of each of four other states desThé m~mbers shall in all casané

be
Transport Assembly for . . ., year terms 'The 'ts concerned . The Board shall be a per Board
appointed by the governmen member of th

e

body responsible to the Assembly . In the himtshall appoint a successor who
ceasing to act, the state wh icéâpp°t~ôn of his prédecessor's term of ofhce

.

shall hold office for the unexp~ Po
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Section 2 
The duties of the Board shall be: 	7 	= 	 . 
, (1) To constitute, subject to the approval of the Assembly, the following 
Regional Air Transport Councils; (For example, European, North Atlantic, 
North Pacific, Inter-American) . . . . In constituting a Regional Council the 
Board shall designated as participating states those member states which are 
principally concerned in the international airlines of the region. The Board 
shall also define the boundaries of the region or designate the routes over which 
the Regional Council shall have jurisdiction. The Board may from time to time 
revise the lists of participating states and alter the boundaries of the regions or 
change the designations of the routes. 
(2) To decide, subject to the approval of the Assembly, the method of 

appointment, the salaries and conditions of service of its employees, including 
those members of the Regional Councils who are appointed by the Board. 
(3) To establish the rules of procedure of subsidiary commissions and of 

Regional Councils. 
(4) To administer, subject to the approval of the Assembly, the finances of 

the International Air Transport Authority. 
(5) To grant certificates over routes coming within the jurisdiction of two or 

more Regional Councils, or of no Regional Council, and in such cases to 
perform the duties of a Regional Céuncil; or; in its discretion in special cases, 
to enable one or more Regional Councils to act to the exclusion of any other 
Regional Council having a technical but not substantial jurisdictional interest. 
(6) To conduct research into all aspects of air transport which are of 

international concern, to make the results of its research known to all the 
member states and to facilitate the exchange of information on air transport 
matters between the member states. 

Section 3 
The Board shall have power: 
(1) To revoke or alter, after public notice or hearing, any decision of a 

Regional Air Transport Council including any decision to grant, withhold, 
alter, amend, modify, revoke or suspend a license and any decision determining 
frequencies of service, allocation of quotas, or rates of carriage. 
(2) To carry out the provisions of Article VII of this convention (Airports 

and other ground facilities.) 
(3) To establish, subject to the approval of the Assembly, subsidiary 

commissions responsible to it. 
(4) To institute such training facilities for its employees as it may consider 

necessar. 	• 
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Section 4 
Decisions of the Board shall be taken by a majority of the votes cast. One-half 
the members of the Board shall form a quorum. The President shall have a 
casting vote. The Board shall determine its rules of procedure but thé place of 
its permanent seat shall be decided by the Assembly. 

ARTICLE V 

- REGIONAL COUNCILS 

. 	Section I 	, 	, . 
A Regional Air Transport Council shall be composed of not less than six nor 
more than nine members. One-third of the members shall be appointed by the 
International Air Transport Board and hold office at the pleasure of the Board; 
they shall possess special knowledge of the problems of air transport and shall 
be nationals of states other than those which are designated by the Board as 
being principally concerned in the international airlines of the region. The 
other members shall be appointed by the designated states. The number of 
members to be appointed by each_of the designated states shall be, from time 
to time, determined by the Board, haVing regard to the relative importance to 
each state of the international air transport services under the Regional 
Council's jurisdiction and to the relative, importance of each state in air 
transport. The member's appointed by designated state's shall hold office at the 
pleasure of the government appointing them. 

Section 2 ,  . 
Decisions of a Regional Council shall bc taken by a majority of the votes cast. 
One-half the members of a Council shall form a quorum. 

Section 3 
Each Regional Council shall appoint a Managing Director who shall hold 
office for a period of ... years. 

Section 4 
The duties of a Regional Council shall be: 

(1) To grant certificates in respect of international air services within the 
region; to withhold certificates; to attach to certificates such reasonable terms, 
conditions and limitations as the public interest may require and as are 
consistent with the terms of this convention; to alter, amend, modify or suspend 
any certificate, in whole or in part, oi revoke any certificate, in whole or in 
part, for deliberate failure to comply with any provision of this convention or of 

any order, rule or regulation issutid under  this  convention or any term, 
condition or limitation of the certificate. 

(2) To review and alter, if necessary, the rates of carriage for passengers and 
cargo, fixed in the first instance at conferences of air transport operators in 
that rcgion; and to determine rates of carriage for passengers and cargo, in the 
event that the air transport operators, after a reasonable period of time, fail t° 
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reach agreement ; and to consult with the postal administrations regarding rates
of carriage for mail .
(3) To approve or determine rates, as the case may be, which will so far as

possible :

(a) Permit the normal commercial revenues of the most economical operator
to cover the full costs of operation and reasonable profit, and . .
(b) Provide that where two or , more classes, of services - are offered as

alternatives, and so differ in their characteristics, such as speed and accommo-
dation, as to occasion substantial differences in operating costs, the rates
charged should bear an appropriate relation to those differences.7 0
(4) To collect and publish information and cost statistics relating to the

operation of international air services within the region .
. . . .

Section 5
In the granting of certificates in respect of international air services, a
Regional Council shall, .act in accordance with the allocation of routes,
frequencies and outlets under the provisions of Annex . . . to this convention;
but may make, additional . allocations in accordance' with the following
principles - , ; , . .

(1) Any State wishing to initiate an international service in a region should
have the right to operate a minimum quota of a weekly service, unless its
application justifies more;
(2) Any State already operating on a given route should be allowed to

increase its frequencies on that route if its existing se rv ices are operating with
an average payload of more than 60% of carrying capacity ."
(3) Any .state wishing to initiate a new se rv i ce over a new route should have

its request jûdged on the following basis :
(a) Average payload carried on serv ices of the applicant state in that region ;
(b) Potential traffic to and from the region in which the se rv ice is tooperate.7_
(4), If a state wishes to initiate a serv ice which will in part run over a route

followed by a . serv ice already operated by that state and in part over a new
route, the state should put forward its request for a se rv ice over the whole route
on the same basis as an application for a completely new route. In that case,judgment or the number of frequencies to be allowed' should be based upontraffic

moving to and from the country of origin of the se rv ice to the new areaopened up;
NOTE: The term "frequencies of se rv ice" means the number of trips on theroute per day or , per week .

marginale ;/Marginal note:
~~ (To be reviewed.)

Note marginale;/Marginal note:
(To be reYiewed and become a separate section.)12Noté marginak:/Marginal note :
(To be ehaked and eorrccted .)
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ARTICLE VI . •

CERTIFICATES

,

Section 1 governments
(1) ~ Applications for certificates may be submitted

onrsha 1 be submitted
of member states . An application by a person or corporation

through the intermediary of the government of the member state of which the

person or corporation is a national. , Air
2• An application 'shall normally be made to ' the competenR Which

l
Transport Council.' If the application, however, is for a service
within the jurisdiction of two or more Regional

Councils or of Regional
Council, the application shall be made to the Internationa

l

Board which may refer it to one or more Regional Councils for their opinion
.

Section 2

(1) The Board or a Regional ~ Council shall not grant, renew, alter,
c
am e

asenof
modify, suspend or revoke a certificate iticle IX of except(Relatio nin

or under the provisions of A

ship to the International Security Organization) .

2) The Board or a Regional Council shall not grant a
certificate

is able
satisfied that the person or corporation apply ing for the

properly to provide the proposed air services, and to conform to the provisions

of this convention and the . rules, , , regulations and requirement s
Counc 1•t

the
International Air Transport Authority and the competent

Regional
Section 3

(1) The holder of a certificate granted by . th3è Board,or a RegionierC~o ÿ âf

shall have the right to operate to, within, over and away from th

e

any member state to the extent 'allowed by the certificat ÂnnexSubj~o tri
o

allocation of routes, frequencies and outlets as provided for i
n allow theTheconvention and in Article V of this convet n'

certificate
state foryrefuelling,

holder to make stops in . the territory of Y m e

repairs, taking on or' discharging of passengers, cargo and miovid d t atanô

other purpose;` and member states shall allow such stops,
P ossessing the

certificate shall grant permission to
a person corporation

the territory
nationality of one state to take on passe g, cargo or

of anyother state for discharge within,territory of the latter or t'stâtetor
territory of a third state except with the consent of the membe

member states concerned . . ears but

(2) No certificate shall be granted for a period of more than •• bé revokedl

certificates may be renewed on application . Any certificate may ,ona

altered, amended, modified or suspended by the Board or by the Reg
Council which granted the certificate. '
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ARTICLE VII 

AIRPORTS AND OTHER GROUND FACILITIES 

Section 1 
If an air carrier furnished with a certificate by the Board or a Regional 
Council is of the opinion that the airports or other ground facilities on the 
territory of a member state are not reasonably adequate for the safe, regular, 
efficient and economical operation of the air service which it is permitted to 
perform, it may so inform the government or governments of which it is a 
national. Such government or governments may, if the complaint is considered 
to be valid, transmit it to the appropriate Regional Council, or if more than one 
Regional Council or no Regional Council is concerned, to the Board. After 
reasonable notice to all member states concerned and after one or more 
hearings at which these member states shall have the right to be heard, the 
Board or Regional Council may request the member state to expand its 
existing facilities or to construct new ones or to man and maintain its existing 
or new facilities in accordance with standards set by the Board or Regional 
Council. The Board shall, at the instance of an interested member state, review 
any request made by a Regional Council and after public notice or hearing 
may suspend, withdraw, alter, amend or modify its terms. Each member state 
undertakes, at the earliest practicable moment, to give effect to the requests of 
the Board or Regional Council. 

Section 2 
The expenses involved in carrying out any such request shall be apportioned as 
follows: 
(a) The member state may elect to bear all or a portion of the costs, 
(b) If, the member state bears none of the costs or bears only a portion 

thereof, the costs (or the remaining portion of them, as the case may be) shall 
be advanced by the Board to the member state and shall be borne by the Board 
or be apportioned by the Board, over a reasonable period of time, between the 
states (including the member state constructing the facilities) whose air 
carriers or services use the facilities. 
In cases where the Board advances costs it may require a reasonable share in 
the sùpervision of the construction work, in the control of the airports and 
other facilities, and in thé revenues derived from charges levied. 

Section 3 
If a meMber state so requests the Board may provide, man, maintain and 
confrol any or all of the airports and other ground facilities which it requires in 
the territory . of that member state for the safe, regular, efficient and 
economical operation of the air services which it or a Regional Council has 
licensed and may impose just and reasonable charges for the use of the 
facilities. The member state shall either provide the land itself or facilitate the 
acquison  of the necessary land by the Board on just and reasonable terms. 

• 	 4 
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Section 4

A member state may at any time acquire
advanced costs under Section

facilities on its territory for which the Board has
2 of this Article, or which the Board has provided under Section 3 of this
Article, by paying to the Board an amount which in the opinion of the Board is

reasonable in the circumstances .

ARTICLE V111

FINANCE

The expenses of the International Air Transport Authority shall be borne by
the member states in proportion to the number of

ional Air Transport
disposal

Counc 1
Assembly, provided that those expenses of a R g
which are, in the opinion of the Board, properly , chargeable to the states

participating in that Council shall be borne by those states in such proportions

as the Board may determine .. . , _
ARTICLE IX

RELATIONSHIP TO THE INTERNATIONAL SECURITY,

ORGANIZATIO N

0

,

111

Section 1
The International Air Transport Authority shall be subject so far as questions
involving world security are concerned, to the general organ ization which é ce

be established among the nations of the world for the, maintenance of p

and international security.

Section 2

The Board,• when informed by the International Security . Organization that
such action is required in the interest of world security, shall immcd iatel y
without formal hearing grant, withhold, alter, amend, modify, suspend or

revoke any certificate in whole or in part and ' take , the, measur International
technical serv ices, operating facilities and bases wh ich the

Security Organization has directed should be taken . ;

Section 3 t ion
The Board shall, wheninformed by, ; the International Security Or g

onst tute,
that such action is required in the interest of world secur i ty , operat e
superv ise and control one or more , operating organizations to the Interna-

ai r
on routes or in regions designated,from

o
i
morganizations shal l

tional Security Organization, prov ided that such operating ermission of
not engage in domestic air . transport within any state without the p

that state. The Board'may place operating organizations under the supe rv ision

and control of the appropriate Reg ional Air Transport Counc i l .

. . . .m . . . - c . . _ . . . . . k '' . .
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ARTICLE X 

JOINT OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AND POOLING 

Section 1 
Nothing in this convention shall prevent two or more states from constituting 
joint air transport operating organizations but such organizations shall be 
subject to all the provisions of this convention including those relating to 
certificates and to the registration of agreements with the Board: 

Section 2 
Nothing in this convention shall prevent two or more states from pooling their 
air services on certain routes or in certain regions but such pooled services shall 
be subject to all the provisions of this convention including those relating to 
certificates and to the registration of agreements with the Board. 

Section 3 
The Board, or a Regional Air Transport Council may recommend to the 
member states concerned that they pool the air services on certain routes or in 
certain regions or that they constitute joint operating organizations to perform 
some or all the air services on certain routes or in certain regions. 

Section 4 
A state shall have the right to participate in joint operating organizations 
either through its government or through an airline company or companies 
designated by it. The companies may, at the sole discretion of the state 
concerned, be state-owned or partly state-owned or privately owned. 

ARTICLE XI 

OTHER AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS 

Section I 
This convention shall ieplace the International Aerial Navigation Convention 
Signe  d at Paris in 1919, the lbero-American Convention on Aerial Navigation 
signed at Madrid in 1926, the Pan-American Convention on Commercial 
Aviation signed at Habana in 1928, the Convention for the Unification of 
certain rules relating to International Transportation by Air signed at Warsaw 
in 1929, and the Convention relating to Sanitary Measures to be applied in 
International Air Navigation signed at The Hague in 1933. 

Section 2 
The  'm'émber' l  states severally agree that this convention is accepted as 
anrogating all obligations or understandings inter se which are inconsistent 
with  its  term's, and undertake not to enter into any engagements inconsistent 
with its terms. In case any member state shall, before becoming a member of 
the International Air Transport Authority, have undertaken any obligations toward a non-member state or a national of a member state or a non-member 
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state inconsistent with the terms of this convention, it shall be the duty of such 
member state to take immediate steps to procure its release from such 
obligations. 

Section 3 
The right of any Member state to enter into any convention or special 
agreement with any other member state or member states concerning 
international air transport  is recognized, provided that the convention or 
agreement shall not impair any rights or obligations of any of the member 
states arising out of this convention. Every such convention or agreement shall 
be forthwith registered with the Board and shall as soon as possible be 
published by it. No such convention' or agreement shall' be binding until so 
registered. 

Section  4 • 

All agreements or working arrangements between operating companies 
regarding international air services shall be forthwith registered with the Board 
and shall not be binding until so registered. 

ARTICLE XII 

AMENDMENTS, RATIFICATION, ETC. 

Section / 
Amendments to this convention can be proposed by either the Assembly or the 
Board. An amendment shall be binding on the member states as soon as it is 
approved of by the Assembly by at least two-thirds of the total possible votes. 

Section 2 
In case of a disagreement between two or more member states  o  between one 
or more member states and the Board relating to the interpretation of this 
convention, the question in dispute shall, at the request of any one of the 
interested member states or of the Board, be referred to the Permanent Court 
of International Justice. 

Section 3 
This convention shall be ratified. Ratifications shall be depoited with . . wh° 
shall notify the other signatory states. 

Section 4 - 
This convention shall come into force, in respect of ratifying states, when it has 
been ratified by . . . of the signatory states including . . . of the following: . • 
The date of coming into force shall be notified to all signatory states by . • • • 

Section 5 	- , 
Any non-signatory state may adhere' to this convention at any timc after it  ha s 

come into force. Adherence shall be notified to . . . who shall inform all 
signatory states. • r 

.è 
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ARTICLE X11I -

DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this convention the expression :

(a) "air service" means any air service performed by an airship, aircraft or
towed glider for public use such as the transport of passengers, mails or cargo,
including services under charter such as "air taxis" ;
(b) "international air serv ice" means (this definition should be rese rved) ;
(c) "member states of chief importance in international air transport" means

the eight member states which, under the provisions of the annex to this
convention, are entitled to the largest number of votes in the Assembly ;
(d) `,`nationality, of aircraft" means the nationality of the state in which the

aircraft is registered provided that the aircraft, of an operating organization
owned .by two or more states or by the airline companies designated by two o r
more states is deemed for the purposes of this convention to possess the
nationality of each of the participating states or companies ;
(e) "territory" of a state means the territory of a state and its colonies,

possessions, protectorates, mandates or territory abroad .

ARTICLE XI V

PROVISIONAL ARTICLE

Section 1 I
After this convention has come into force the member states shall observe the
following rules governing the temporary continuation of existing international
air transport :
(1)=Such of their nationals as are engaged in international air transport shall

discontinue their activities within . . . . years unless they are allocated routes,
frequencies and outlets under the provisions of Annex . . . or are granted
certificates ünder the provisions of this convention .
(2) If a member state has previously granted to a national of a non-member

state any rights of international air transport such rights shall be revoked
within two years provided that, if revocation would involve breach of an
agreement made within the non-mcmbcr state, the period of two years may b e
extended by the Board .

Section 2
Until the International Air Transport Board dccides otherwise, the jurisdictio n
Of the Regional Air Transport Councils shall extend as follows :

(1) =European air . transport council : Europe not including the U .S.S.R., the
United Kingdom and Ireland .

(2) ' North : 'Atlantie nir transport council : all routes between any point in
Nbrth ' America which is north of 400 north latitude and any point north of 40°, .,,{ . . . .
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(3) . . . . . . . .
European portions of the U .S.S.R.
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north latitude in Europe including the, United Kingdom, Ireland and th
e
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Section 3

Until the International Air Transport Board decides otherwise,
the . member-

ship of the Regional Air Transport Councils shall be as follows .

considered as elected :

Séction 4 onal Ai r
Until the International Air Transport Board or the 'comf countRes

i
to whom

Transport Councils shall decide otherwise the persons the provisions of
routes, frequencies and outlets have been allocated ;

undcer' issued by
Annex . . . to this convention shall be deemed to possess certificates
the International Air Transport Authority to operate the routes designated in

the'schedule .

- Section 5
The first meeting of the Assembly shall be summoned by .~ . . as soon asdate
convention has come into force to meet at . . . within two months after the
of coming into force of the convent ion .

' Section 6

The following procedure shall govern the election of the
International

Transport
Transport Board at the first meeting Sf o

f
the

chief importance air transport
Assembly. Each of the eight member state Portance

shall, as soon as possible and not later than six week's after the mateembe sh plon
into force of the convention, nominate one

nted
its

be deemed 'to have been
the Board and the e ight persons so nominated to

elected by the Assembly : Each national delegation
Board. The cha ~man of the

fill one of the remaining four seats on the
Assembly shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all the persons thussecret
nominated and shall submit thi's list to the' Assembly which

of votes shall be
ballot . Those four candidates 'who obtain the h ighest n

. . . . . . . .

Section

Unt i l the International Air Transport Assembly shall decide othe iepey ôf
regulations governing such matters as air s~;ty

. iedurehenavigational aids
,

air crew,' ' ground s ignals, meteorological
airworthiness, ` national registration and id tfo th in the

aircraft, carriage of dangerous goods and` salvage which are set roval of the
attached schedule shall be deemed to have5 of section 2 of A r icle 111 of this
Assembly under the provisions of subsection
convention (The Assembly) and each member state undertakes to enact o

r modify its national laws to bring them into conformity with these reguiations at
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the earliest practicable moment and in no case later than twelve months from 
the date of the coming into force of this convention." 

ARTICLE XV 
This convention shall remain in force for a period  of.  . . years, and not less 
than . . . months before the expiration of this period the powers and duties 
granted to the International Air Transport Authority shall be reconsidered at a 
conference of the member states hereto, and the convention reviewed in the 
light of the experience gained. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

SECRET I.C.A.T.P. DOCUMENT No. 44 

PARTIE II/PART II 

Mémorandum sur les discussions du Commonwealth 
concernant le transport aérien 

Memorandum on Commonwealth Discussions on Air Transport 

Canadian interests in the field of international air transport continue to lie 
in the development of satisfactory multilateral arrangements and, in 
accordance with these arrangements the provision of conditions which would 
enable Canada to operate certain international air services. Within this 
framework Canada is interested in a service from Canada to the U.K., a 
Canadian service to the West Indies and eventually to South America, and 
services connecting Canada with Australia, New Zealand and the South 
Pacific. 

The Canadian government has strongly advocated a multilateral approach 
to the problems of international civil aviation, moving slowly in the matter of 
Commonwealth arrangements until the broader international picture should be 
clearer. The U.K. and the other Commonwealth members have given evidence 
cf a sincere desire to support a multilateral approach to these problems. The 
U.S., however, has been the main impediment in this respect adopting an 
attitude that is nothing more nor less than a return to the unsatisfactory 
prewar. position. Canada's interests lie in pressing for a international 
conference and a satisfactory multilateral settlement. This U.S. policy may 
force other countries to take similar steps either in bilateral negotiations or in 
limited  V international arrangements based upon common interests. The final 
Canadian  attitude on Commonwealth cooperation must depend upon the 
general international arrangements which ultimately are made and this factor 

, 	= 	, 
La note suivante était dans l'originalehe following footnote was in the original: 

The schedule to Section 7 would set fonh provisional regulations which would among 
°the'r 'things embody some of the rules and regulations contained in the conventions 
listed in Section I of Article X I. 

Present Position Present Position 
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ust of course, be kept in mind by Canadian representatives participating in
m ,
any Commonwealth conversations . :

Commonwealth Cooperation development creating

As a matter of general policy Cao~monwealthss heme or the establishment

even the semblance of an overall C n the hand
of single Commonwealth unit in the air transport field. O

da afterh the war to n
routes mentioned would likely . be of

di of the Commonwealth although they
routes which connect with other parts will
may serve other areas as well . The establishment of se rv is esason

as special
large task involving extensive-

concerned ande every effort to ensure
arrangements with other countries action in
economic operation must be made . Moreover the necessity for

has beenompttressed i n
the establishment of international services after, the war operating
previous reports to the government. The U.Sn issâdefinitely

apparentÿbûp
ent

on developing its
its own extensive international air se rvices a pP era-

own connections abroad ; in other words; it offers litând pass tanee fro mcoopther
tion. It will be easier to obtain prompt cooperat i on ices
sections of the Commonwealth than by other means . rveddahe makerclose
will have little success in the

Va tr`affic hookupsy ca n and agreements
arrangements with other airlines toprovde

both in respect of local and through passengers
. Here again the members of the

Commonwealth offer a ready , form of immediate assistance.
nature of

Another' point in favour -
of expâ Tesult of a suss ~iggestio ntics mad e and to the U .K .

Commonwealth cooperation arises as li~ the

by the U.S. in * giving notice of its desire to embar heu Û K egardlessoof ô~ther

U.S. implied readiness to make a barga in wit t

countries. The U.K
., if left with no other alternative, might be fo ~ ed~péf tipe

this suggestion but is unlikely to do so unless
havelunfavourable results for

attitude elsewhere . Any U.K.-U .S . deal woul d
Canada s

m ' ce it would circumvent Canadian interests and weaken th
e

, . . .
Canadian position:Otherm ed their

'ember nations of the Commonwealth have already disPlaônWealth
t

willingnëss - to cooperate with the UK ~. . in some sort of intra Comm

arrangements and will undoubtedly proceed on this basis . Canada n ilt ma e
,

event have a choice between standing out or
,p ctoratisfa g

and
t the Canadian

the pattern of Commonwealth cooperat ion Y from attern

iof view, i .e . non-exclusive, - and part of a broader international
p

under any international air transport agency wh ich may bec

Canadian Interests s with
The foregoing considerations lead to the conclusion that it would be in

Canada's interest to explore the possibility of cooperative arrangemen
t

the U.K., Australia,
ssibly India on a

New Zealand, the West Indies and po le ~ommihé
non-discriminatory basis which would avoid the cre . of a of

wealth front in the field of air transport but would leave

I
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Commonwealth free to make arrangements regarding international air services 
within other countries outside the Commonwealth. 	. 

The objectives of the Canadian draft convention are as valid for Common-
wealth . cooperation as for the broader field. All the general principles 
underlying the convention might well be applied to any arrangements for 
Commonwealth services although not in a manner which would be considered 
discriminatory by other nations. The members of the Commonwealth, however, 
might agree in accordance with these principles that competition should be' 
avoided or at least regulated, that the first four freedoms should apply as 
between Commonwealth members on Commonwealth services subject to the 
provision of suitable machinery for allocation of routes. 

Beyond this Canadian policy should re,quire the preservation of national 
identity of operations to the greatest extent possible since otherwise the 
impression of a unified Commonwealth would be created. Further, it is 
desirous that in any cooperative arrangements, the right to carry through 
traffiC 'across Canada be reserved to T.C.A. so that no other Commonwealth 
operations across Canada need be required. This would be a concession of more 
value to Canada, India, Australia and South Africa than to the U.K., Ireland, 
New Zealand, Newfoundland or other parts of the Commonwealth and in view 
of this distinction it would be difficult to reduce terms of a general principle. 

Possible Methods of Co-operation 
The required degree of cooperation may be achieved by inter-company 

agreements, by a Commonwealth supervisory agency, by joint operating 
organizations in given areas, or by joint holding companies with operations 
being divided among various national units. Joint operations would scarcely be 
acceptable to Canada since they would raise serious problems in the way of 
standardization, on an Empire basis, of equipment and operating techniques. 
Canada has already worked out her own distinct technique of operation based 
upon high safety and technical standards. Moreover Canada is setting out to 
provide .her own air transport equipment particularly planes based on U.S. 
designs. Accordingly Canadian participation in a joint operation would be 
difficult unless the operation were standardized throughout on the basis of 
Canadian type equipment and Canadian technique — a standardization which 
the U.K. would scarcely favour in any operation in which she participates and 
standardization which would be unlikely unless Canada held the controlling 
interest in the joint operation. Failing this cooperation should be based upon 
the principle that T.C.A. would maintain its own operations rather than 
becoming a participant in a joint operation.  •  

With the possible exception of the North Atlantic run the international 
s' ervices in which Canada is interested will involve heavy financial investment 
at least during the first years of operation. An agreement between Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand under which T.C.A. provided a service connecting 
wr  ith service's from Australia and New Zealand would, for example, be likely to 
seostilt for one or other: of the parties in an inequitable division of costs unless 

addition 1 r_a mancia I d .  a justment were made since no appropriate meeting 
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point would be likely to fit in with an even division of costs
. This difficultly wil l

members
exist in varying degrees on other . routes andWaom d havee the advant ge

the
of

Commonwealth . : A joint holding , company ,

providing for an equitable ; sharing of costs . For example, Canada, - Australia

and New Zealand and possibly the U .K. might become service from Vancouver
company assuming overall financial responsibility for

a to Australasia with individual segments of theservice
é eointah ldi gt company

the participating countries, for_ operation . In short, the e
be a device to maintain international let esl of oof,

era
perations

and for
i
la

providing for superv ision and coordmatlo~calls table, so long as its
fair sharing of costs . It need not be politically unacceP
activities are limited to specific routes rather than covering all, or even the

majority, of Commonwealth se rv ices . ' (See Appendix B).'
: agreements which

A further possibility is the conclusion of inter-
companonalComrnonwealth

would be superv ised by a Commonwealth Council or regi
Councils (See Appendix A) t A Council, might be given either executive or

advisory functions in respect of rates, . schedules and division
yet

responsibility . If a single Council were set up, for the whol ,

limited to Commonwealth members, it would b e developmentl of the iunt
advisory capacity . again in order to forestall t

h Commonwealth
. If, however, regional Councils were established, they might b

e

given regulatory rather than advisory powers . mmon
A joint holding company would have certain as ve ~~~regions whereas th e

wealth Council . Its functions could be l i m ited t p eneral
tendency would be to set up an overall Commonwealthwas not directly

i
interested .

responsibilities, dealing with areas in wh ich Canada
wThus, the holding company might be less likely to foster the deveâsp~ snng~é

any tendency to treat air transport within
re

Commonwealt h
would probably be

problem. Moreover the problem of financial responsibilities overa
l politicallyeasier under , limited holding companies than - under Cieat on of

Commonwealth Council . It may, however, be difficult to avo id the to fill
a Commonwealth advisory body unless an effective international agency

the same need is established. lic is adopte dcer what eIn any event Canada should make
cd a tbarriertto the vestablishment of a

n
none of the arrangements cons ect to
effective international air transport and all arrangements won 1 ements did not

any , ssuch authority which mighbW~ chblwou d;
h
that the

inder theracgvities of othe
r

create 'discriminatory conditions
countries in respect of air se rv ices; and that members of the Commonwealth

other
should remain free to make arrangements regard ing se rv ices to and

ocountries. ossibility Of
One consideration - which' should not be lost sight of is ehCânadian draft

establishing an organization similar to that mapped out in th
convention, among the members of the Commonwealth, making membershipndix I) Any
open to any other nation which,wished to join. (See Part I, APWere limited to
step in the direction of such an authority would be unwise i

f
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the Commonwealth members in view of the position of States such as France, 
Belgium, the Netherlands who would then be caught between two fires, the 
U.S. and the Commonwealth. The fact that membership was open to other 
nations would prevent any charge of Imperial discrimination. There would be 
obvious disadvantages in setting up an organization of this sort if the U.S. were 
not a member although it could be argued that this disadvantage would be no 
greater than those which would follow from a return to the pre-war situation as 
a result of U.S. opposition to any more effective international arrangements. 

U.K.. Interests • 

In view of the fact that the U.K. already is aware of Canadian objections it 
is not likely to press strongly for a single Commonwealth company to operate 
the main, Commonwealth air routes. It is more likely that it will propose 
limited joint  •  holding or operating companies and possibly an advisory 
Commonwealth Council. In this connection there may be certain areas in 
which the U.K. for reasons of prestige, will wish to participate in operations 
which primarily fall within the sphere of other Commonwealth members. For 
example in the Pacific area a Canada-Australasia service would be of primary 
interest to Canada, Australia and New Zealand, yet the U.K. would be likely 
to wish some share in such a service. In this case the question must arise 
whether the U.K. might be allowed, for example, to participate in a holding 
company (it would scarcely be feasible to turn any segment of this service over 
to the U.K. for direct operation), or to participate in a Commonwealth 
regulatory or advisory agency established for that particular region. 

Moreover while at first sight it would 'appear that the best solution would be 
a joint Canadian-Australian-New Zealand and possibly U.K. holding company 
for operations from Canada to Australasia, the U.K. may wish to extend this 
plan to cover a service from the U.K. to Australasia by way of Canada and 
possibly by way of the Caribbean as well and may suggest a joint holding 
company for this purpose. 

In this Canada's interests would be served by maintaining the separate 
identity of Canadian operations, by holding to the "segment" principle as 
oPposed to joint operations. Granted this point, Canada could then consider the 
desirability of a joint holding company. It would, however, be in Canada's 
interest to limit the activities of a holding company to the Pacific area rather 
than stretching it to cover all services between the U.K. and Australasia by 
way of North America. 

	

, 	• 	, 
North Atlantic I • 

The pattern suggested in London in October 1943 offers a satisfactory 
starting point and other members of the Commonwealth could be informed 
that if Canada were allowed to participate effectively in the three areas of ianttterestt  to, Canada ____ the North Atlantic, the Caribbean and the Pacific, no 

emp 
  

would be made for a given period of years, (e.g. five) to enter into 
co_roPetition with British or Commonwealth lines in the Mediterranean, 
Western ,  Europe,'  Africa Central and Southern Asia or Southern Latin 



America. This would ; however, leave Canada f
Té ading a serv ice by aynof

that m ight appear desirable with the U .S.S R8 S.R. in
Alaska and Siberia - a'serv ice which might be acceptable t

o connection .t On the North
view of her reluctance to deal with the U.S. in thi

s Atlantic where potential air traffic is relatively gre
Canad a

se rvicehwhichl may
upon maintaining a separate operation alongside any

be established. Parallel U .K. and Canadian services should have equal landin g
ona l

and traffic rights with schedules and-rates
subject tinstancer keep theldoor

supe rvision. Canadian representatives m ight, in the first pre
open for the extension of Canadian se rv

ice to Europiine tinto the U K s ervice s
give this up and to feed all traffic from the Canadia n

to Europe if, in return, any U .K. North Atlantic service
k d érmission

totraff
carry

into the T.C.A. system in Canada. The U .K. might se permission
local traffic between Canada and the U.S. but this right to

the
since it would result in direct competition with local Canadian

service s
U.S .

Caribbean Area • `
In the Caribbean area there should be an attempt to persuade theb

U.K .
to

leave operations from North America to t1~West Indies and ,
the U K S an equally effective

Brazil for operation by T .C.A. This would zil .
route to South America by way of North West 'Africa and the

andine t
o

hBtathe
This agreement might be based upon

a
the
nd for theltime being, the Argentine

T.C.A. would feed any traffic for Africa the
or Western South America, into the ,U .K. se rv ice in

mâÿ bé théere the
northern part of South America anmâic béebei~H n Trinidad and a Brazilia n
connecting point and main choice ma y

airport . In the long run Canada ~ is likely to require a Brazilian
Nassaunor

although in the initial stages Canadian se rvice may operate only't o
at the most Trinidad

. and B.W .I .A . There
A further, relevant point is the relation between T.C.A . h the

would be obvious advantage in using B .W.I .A. as feede r
f Canada tohundertake

West Indian Islands and it might even be desirable the
some financial responsibilities in connection with B .W.I .A. if this appeared
most satisfactory method of linking with it .

Pacific Area arrangements for
In respect of the Pacific, Canadian interests lie in making arrang oint

T.C.A. to operate a segment of the route rather than particiPa
i
the route

operation and in supporting the i
d Wi~h a

j
wéf t

holing
oaad û t Irât n sche for dules an d

or alternatively
ns'bil tiese: If possible arrângements should be limited

to the

financial r po
Pacific rather than extended to cover a wider area . The route to A han aad tect
way of the Asiatic mainland .offers more possi b ifit ies for tra ~acet in operation
trans•oceanic route but would ta~and obhér longe r

coûntries would be
involved•

since negotiations with U.S.S.R., China,
time . This situation

This, of course, is a longer route as well in res
pect of flying
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will probably lead Australia and New Zealand to press for early establishment 
of a direct oceanic route by way of Hawaii. In this event it would be in 
Canada's interests to limit the Canadian segment of operation to the route 
between Honolulu and the North American mainland at the same time keeping 
the door open for reconsideration of the route and eventual establishment of a 
service by way of China either in place of or in addition to the direct trans-
oceanic service. 

Conclusions 
While much give and take would be necessary on specific details Canadian 

iriteresis would, in general, be satisfied if other members of the Commonwealth 
accepted the following general principles: 
(1) The primary objective of each member of the Commonwealth remains 

the securing of a multilateral international agreement along the lines of the 
plan prepared during the Commonwealth discussions in 1943 and subsequently 
expanded in the Canadian draft convention. 
(2) The principle of Commonwealth cooperation would be subject to later 

review in the light of the results of the forthcoming international conference on 
air transport and any intra-Commonwealth arrangements should be subject to 
the powers which may be exercised by an international air transport authority. 
(3) Intra-Commonwealth arrangements should be on a non-exclusive basis; 

they should not block the establishment of service by other nations or 
negotiations between individual members of the Commonwealth and other 
nations. 
(4) Freedoms One to Four should apply between Commonwealth countries 

on agreed intra-Commonwealth services. 
(5) As far as possible each Commonwealth member should provide the 

international services within its own area so that intra-Commonwealth routes 
would be established on the basis of nationally operated connecting segments 
rather than on the basis of joint operations. 
(6) There should be no competing intra-Commonwealth services except on 

routes where the traffic offering is sufficient to justify the establishment of 
more than one service (e.g. North Atlantic). 
(7) Where parallel services may be established between members of the 

Commonwealth  their rates and schedules should be subject to joint agreement. 
(8) 'While the advantages of any Commonwealth advisory council should not 

be overlooked at this stage, any final decision particularly in respect of powers 
and functions should be deferred until some indication is received of the powers 
Which may be granted to an international air transport authority. 

If the government approves these general conclusions the Canadian 
representatives might participate in Commonwealth conversations within this 
framework on the following basis: 
(*That Canada would be interested in playing some part in somc operation 
as the North Atlantic southward to the Caribbean and possibly Latin 
Am
cros

erica and across' the PaCific to Australasia. 
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(b) - Canada would reserve ~ the . right . to
. makerate bug whi h

dfor
nottfall

international servic of intra-Commonwealth routes . . :•-- ~
directly within the pattern

(c) Canada would bé prepared to consider particip~anni
n
in some form of join t

a Commonwealth
holding compi~ny for ' specifc operations rather

Advisory Board .
Canada would wish T .C.A. to be accepted as a medium of carriage for

(d)
Commonwealth traffic across Canada .

270.. DEA/72-M K-4-40

Mémorandum du bureau du C
u Cabinet~ ~•

,
au secrétaire, le Comité de guerr e

Memorandum from Privy Council Office
to Secretary, Cabinet War Committee

SECRET,
UM FOR MR A . D. P . HEENEY :

~'Ottawa, October 30, 1944

MEMORAND

You have already received a set of the minutes of the Commonwealth Ai
re

°
Conversations held in Montreal last week.t These

, of thel dec s ons that were
intelligible if .1 outline in general terms the nature o

taken .

1 . INTERNATIONAL CONTROL OF AIR ROUTES -

MILITARY, ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL
CO

(a)
International Ownership and Operation, of all Civil Airlines.at~naAustrali a

and New Zealand favoured, this as 'highest
f rt foral

internationa l
nOther, countries, the

operation in the interests of peace and cheap P o
did not think "internationalization" possible of attainment .,,Auhtr oclwitho N he

Zealand will,'however, promote their proposal at Chicago, i t

support of the balance of the Commonwealth . United Kingdom,
(b) The Canadian Draft Convention. It was the view of the wred

supported principally by India, that the Canadian Convention rey

amplification. In its present form it was limited in scope, to the
cont omof

control of commercial air operat ions (the allocation
l the Can d an Convention was

frequencies and rates) .' With the approval of a ,
amended, into it being woven'provisions from the Paris, HavâS a, and Warsaw

Conventions" in respect of technical and air navigation matters .
;,• -, • . t ~ . . -

: . k `~ , . . ' ~ ; . . Foreign
-- * Convention de Paris) ; États' Unis, Office,74Voir Grande-Bretagne, Treaty Series. 1922, N° 2 (l a

Relations of the United States, 1928, Volume 1 . Washington, U .S . Government~ Pr i
j933, No 11

1942, pp. 585-95 (la Convention' de I 'Havane) ; Grande-Bretagne . Treaty

(la Convention de Varsovie). United States, Foreign
See Great Britain, Treaty Se ries, 1922, No 2 (Paris Convention); pf6ce,

Relations of the United States, 1928, Volume i .I . Britain, Tr~
ashington, U .S . Government Printin8

aty Series,~ 1933, No. 11 (Warsaw

1942, pp : 585-95 (Havana Convention).

Convention) .



The amended document to be sponsored by Canada,'S was promised the
support of all at Chicago.

(c) Operators Conferences . Failing acceptance of (b), the United Kingdom
proposed, and ultimately secured -full support of, a system of operators
conferences under which corporations engaged in air transport would mutually
determine the allocation of routes, frequencies and rates, to govern their
commercial operations ; these conferences in turn would be subordinate to the
jurisdiction of some governmental authority . Thus the principle of the control
of competition - would, in essence, be achieved and made the responsibility of
the operators themselves who would become advisors to their governments and
formally subject to their will .

(d) Bilâteral Agreements and Standard Clauses . Failing acceptance of (b) '
and (c), andf supposing reversions to bilateralism, an attempt would be made to
salvâge the principle of controlled competition, by insertion in all bilateral
agreements of standard clauses -which would secure, inter alia, (1) the
regulation of frequencies, quotas, and rates, (2) an undertaking to facilitate the
establishment as soon as practicable of an effective international authority, (3)
that bilateral agreements, be coterminous with a given transitional period,
should the latter be considered necessary .

11 . COMMONWEALTH AIR ROUTE S

Each country was asked to 'indicate routes of possible interest to it . These
were marked on a map . They make â surprisingly comprehensive system with
relatively little duplication, apart from the universality of the United Kingdom
interest :

111 . METHODS OF OPERATION

There were before the Conference two main propositions :
(1) Australia and New Zealand favoured a single operating commonwealth
corporation ( assuming failure to secure internationalization)
(2) the balance of the countries considered (1) impracticable and favoured a
serie's of national companies ; operating in co-operation, each over the lines with
which the various countries were by nature identified . Joint operations would in
some cases be favoured .. ,~. ,. . . . ~ .

rrojet
préliininaire révisé d'une convention internationale de l'air. Ottawa, Imprimeur du Roi,1944 . Publié aussi dans É tats-Unis ,

Revised Preliminary Draft of an International Air Convention.Ottawa, King's Printer, 1944.
Also'published in United States,

U. S . Department of State Publication 2820, Proceedings of the International CivilAviation Conference. Chicago. Illinois . November 1-Decem6er 7 . 1944 . Volume 1 .Washington, U .S . Government Printing Office, 1948, pp. 570-91 .
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' 	 IV. COMMONWEALTH CO-OPERATION , 

Regardless of the outcome at Chicago, it was considered desirable to form a 
Commonwealth air transport council to act as an advisory. and consultative 
body, to work out the details of Commonwealth co-operation and to secure the 
advantages  of  a single company operation whilst preserving the principle of 
independent national operations. : 

V. TRANSITIONAL PERIOD 
The Conference agreed that during the transitional period (here identified 

with the period during the balance of hOstilities) (1) existing military services 
should be retained on a military basis, (2) expansion . of civil services should be 
restricted, (3) if necessary, in the interests of the Commonwealth, carriage of 
civilians in military transport should - be arranged. 

Meanwhile the  R.A.F., R.C.A.F., R.A.A.F., R.N.Z.A.F. shou.  ld co-operate 
in opening a trans-Pacific service from the U.K.-United States to Australia, the 
R.C.A.F. operating the link from_ Dorval  to  San Diego.  Similarly a proposed 
southern route — United Kingdom, Azores, . Jamaica, . British Honduras, 
Clipperton Islands, Marquesas was considered of primary importance — the 
R.C.A.F.. would link this route with the northern route by a Canada-Carribean 
service. 

V. TECHNICAL QUESTIONS 

The Conference found ready agreement on the need for standard practices 
and co-operation on technical questions. 

In respect of the designation of specific types of aircraft for operation over 
Commonwealth routes, the Conference split: the United Kingdom headed a 
group in favour of the use of similar types of aircraft throughout (presumably 
British types); Canada and South Africa disagreed and would have limited the 
definition to aircraft of similar overall characteristics. 

VII. RATIFICATION 

It was understood that the discussions at Montreal were on the official level 
and as a body the session had no power of decision beyond the submission of 

unanimous recommendations to the respective 'governments. 
The foregoing would form the basis of each country's approach at Chicago. 

P. A. CUMYN 
Wing Commander 



271. 	 DEA/72-MK-4-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire général, la Conférence internationale 

sur l'aviation civile 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Secretary General, International Civil Aviation Conference 

Ottawa, October 30, 1944 

Sir, 
The Canadian Delegation to the Conference consists of the following: 

DELEGATES 
Honourable C. D. Howe, 

Minister of Reconstruction, Head of Delegation. 
Mr. H. J. Symington, 

President, Trans-Canada Air Lines. 
Mr. R. A. C. Henry, 
Chairman, Air Transport Board. 

ADVISERS 
Mr. J. A. Wilson, 

Director of Air Services, Department of Transport. 
Air-Marshal W. A. Curtis, 

Department of National Defence for Air. 
Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, 

Department of External Affairs. 
Mr. J. R. Baldwin, ' 

Privy Council Office. 
Mr. Escott Reid, 
Canadian Embassy, Washington. 

TECHNICAL ADVISERS 
Air Vice-Marshal A. Ferrier, 
Air Transport Board. 

Mr. J. P. R. Vachon, 	*. 
Air Transport Board. 

Group Captain W. F. Hanna, 
Royal Canadian Air Force. 

' Mr. A. D. McLean, 
Controller of Civil Aviation, Department of Transport. 

' Mr. J. R. K. Main, 
Department of Transport. 

Mr. O. T. Larsen, 
Trans-Canada Air Lines. 

Captain J. R. Baker, 
Trans-Canada Air Lines. 

Mr. S. S. Stevens, 
Trans-Canada Air Lines. 

Mr. C. Prdudfoot, 
Trans-Canada Air Lincs. 
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SECRETARIES < ~
Wing Commander P. A . Cumyn, .

Privy Council Offïce:

AVIATION CIVIL E

V_ nicr ` • rMr . J . ur . . . , , . ,
Department of External Affairs.'

additional Technical Advisors will remain in Canada and will
The following ., .

be available if their se rv ices are required :
- Mr . W . A . Rush . of Transport.

Controller of Radio, Departmen t
Dr. J . Patterson, O.B .E.. of Transport.
Controller, Meteorological Division. Departmen t

Mr. Stuart Graham,
Department of Transport.

Mr. F. G . Nixon ,
Department of Transport .

art
C
-owan .

Mr . P . D. McTagg -
Department of Transport

. I have etc.
H. L . ICEENLEYSID E

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs .

DEA/3-Cs

272.
Un conseiller, la délégation à la Conférence internationale

sur l'aviation civile, au sous-secretatre d'État
aux Affaires extérieures ,

Adviser, Delegation Io International Civil Aviatio n
Â f fairs

Conférence Io Under -Seeretary of State for

Chicago, November 9, 1944

Dear Mr. Robertson, rt on what has

I am very sorry that I have not befooü now sent however, we have been

been going on at th is conference . As y

extremely rushed. with âMultilateral Aviation

2. Committee I of the conference is dealing with
This is divided into three

Convention and International Aeronautical Body• ,. of which

committees
; Subcommittee I on "International Organization «Airon

sub-
Viscount Alain du Parc (Belgium) is chairman ; Pô~é~ün~téd States )

Navigation Principles" of which MrA. ir Translportation Principles" of
whic h

chairman; and Subcommittee
3 on the basis of

Mr. Symington (Canada) is chairman .
e United

3 . arts I and II of the Canadian Convention have been t~ons of th
discussion in Subcommittees 1 and 3 . The relevant se c

t has been taken as the
States draft,7° a copy of which i enclose, (Document 16

)

basis of discussion in Subcommittee 2 .

76V Or Étâts- Unis:/Sce United States : 554-66 .

proceedings of the International Civil Aviation ConJ~r~nce. Volume I, pP
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4. In Subcommittees Land 3, the Canadian draft - has been read through, 
once, article by article, Mr. Symington giving an explanation of each article 
after it is read. A very limited amount of discussion has taken place, and the 
ieading of the articles involves no commitment on the part of anyone.  •  
5. The members of the conference have now been invited to submit 

amendments to the Canadian draft and we also, of course, are working on 
amendments in order to narrow the gap between our proposals and those of the 
United States and other countries. 
6. It is Clear, however, that most states are realizing that the main struggle at 

the conference is between the United States on one side, and the United 
Kingdom on the other, with Canada in between, and are reluctant to commit 
themselves to either side. They are waiting until they see how far the United 
Kingdom and the United States can resolve their differences; if they can 
resolve them, then they will be in the happy position of not having to take sides. 
7. This is a not unnatural position for these states to take and we are, 

therefore, making no efforts to persuade them to commit themselves at this 
stage. Instead we are doing our best to draft revisions of our convention which 
will prove generally acceptable to both the United States and the United 
Kingdom. We are already meeting with some success in this and tomorrow 
representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada are 
going to get together to try to iron out their differences. 
8. The sections in our convention which we are now concentrating on in our 

informal:discu-  ssions.  with the British and the Americans are Section 1 and 2 of 
Article IV on the Board and Section 5 of Article V on the Regional Councils. I 
attach Our latest draft of these sections.' 
9. You will have noticed that the United States proposal on the constitution 

of the  Interim Council was entirely unacceptable to us, since it provided for a 
fifteen-member Council of which "two members . . . shall be appointed by the 
Government of the United States;  two  by the Government of the Union of 
Soviet  Socialist Republics; two by the Government of the British Common-
wealth of Nations; and one each by Brazil, China and France." Fortunately, 
the Latin Americans took the lead in attacking this proposal and I think it is 
dead. State Department officials have told me that it did not originate in the 
State Depaitment. My own feeling, when I first read of it, was that it might 
have originated in the White House, but I have no evidence of this. 
10.Clearly we 'cannot get through this conference an Air Board consisting of 

eight members  from  the states of chief importance in international air 
transport,  and  four from the other states. We are, therefore, prepared to 
emPremise on a 50-50 division — either 6-6 or 7-7. Mr. Symington's 
et ffeetiveness in discussions at this conference is in large part due to his ability 
0 talk 'not only  as a business 'man, but as the head of an airline company. As 

sui.c.h,  he keeps insisting on the necessity of creating an effective organization 
winch can act quickly. Consequently, he feels that it would probably be better 
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for us to agree to a Board of twelve members, even if we run the danger that
we may not be included as one of the six states of chief importance in air

transport
. I éntirely' agree with him on the necessity of keeping the Boar d

as a
small, and I think that our chances of beiné~~ésoff the

are so s
Board ,
l ghtthathwe havepermanent member or as one of the elected members,

little to worry about .

be

Dumbarton
-11 .' The • Indians last night pushed hard for acceptance of the

Oaks formula under which the five Great,- Powers would permanent
members of the Air . Board and all the other members uncompromising
wanted the elected members chosen by regions .
position on this and rejected it out of hand as being inconsistent with the

functional principle of representation on international
the

We
on, the

course, continue to maintain the functional principle i n

Air Board
. The chances of the functional principle not being adopted for the

permanent membership are, I think, very slight .

12. Mr. Howe's speech" and the revised Canadian convention have nevWhich

weakened the whole United States position at of the United States
Mr. Berle took in his . opening speech on the presentation of an
view was that the United States could not agree to the setting up

international authority which, in the absence of, e loui a challenge to
principles and criteria could act arb itrarily, and he threw
states to bring forward precise formula . This, of course, we did in Mr. Howe's

speech and in the revised convention, and we have
man it spelling tha

t
out

we
the

willing to go as far as the United States want to g
o convention every last rule, principle, criteria and

. comma to , cover ever y

eventuality.

13 . We realize, of course, that even if we can come to agreement with thehas a highthe stil
l convention orUnited States on all ; these principe afraid' th

e of is~~ tha t
United

when
States

hurdle to get over . What .they are et up and
treaty comes before the Senate or the House someone is going to g et
say - "You have agreed to a convention under which a foreign body ca n there, or
to a United States airline -- you cannot fly,here, and

re or there~t M
fly

r Stokeley
you can run only so many serv ices a day or a wee k
Morgan, the head of the Aviation Division in the State Departmen~oû~a'kloi

cours
etold

, me b
e that this sensibly us the thin

g diminished i f
tha t

the United States airline companies could b

e sold on,the convention but,as ' Mr ., Morgan put' it to me yesterday, none o
f

olitics
them, except Pan American, have any knowledge of international air p in

fo ~"
regi

mountryeand law, and they don't realize that if we continué with the
or

the air, an American airline company cannot' go' into a from all
increase its frequencies, until the State Department gets permissio n
the foreign governments concerned .
. , : . :, • ~ .. . t ~ . , . .

17Ibid, pp. 67-74 .



14. It is, I think, conceivable that if we come to an agreement on principles,
etc ., which should govern the various international organs, the Americans may
state, as Berle implied yesterday at his press conference, that - there is no
necessity for establishing these organs on other than a purely advisory basis,
that all that is,necessary is that the various states .sign a convention undertak-
ing to abide by these principles . ., . ,

15 . .We .would find it most helpful to have your advice on how best to meet
this argument . My guess is that our answer should be two-fold . We should say
that . numerous controversies would arise between the states signing the
convention on whether the other states were, in fact, carrying out the
convention, that this ; would result in a lot of diplomatic discussion, and if
discussion through diplomatic channels did not result in satisfaction, appeals
would be made to the Permanent Court of International Justice on the legal
question of whether, in fact, the state concerned had violated the convention ;
the questions at issue would be so technical that the Court would have to set up
a Board of Assessors on air matters to advise it and this Board would amount
very much to our proposed World Air Board, without many of the advantages
of the kind of Board which we propose ..16- TheThe second part of the answer would, I suggest, be that there is a greatadvantage in setting * up small bodies of members with long tenure, who get to
know each other, who learn to work with each other, and who are, therefore,
able to deal with controversies between states more easily than if no permanent
body existed .
,17 . You,will recall that at the Montreal meeting we agreed to revise Section
3 of Article I on the Reservation of Services between Contiguous Member
States . Under the March 17 draft, se rvices would be rese rved from the
jurisdiction of the international authority if one of the states concerned desired
to reserve . Under the present draft, agreed to in Montreal, se rv ices are rese rvedonly if both States want to rese rve.
18• Mr . Symington is concerned about this amendment which we accepted .

He is afraid that if the United States were to sign a convention along the lines
of our present draft, they would not want to rese rve se rvices to Canada ; theCanada-U.S . services' would then come under a North American Regional
Ccuncil,'and we would not get as good a deal out of that Council as we would
be likely to get as 'a result of a b i lateral bargain with the United States .19 . While Mr. Symington has moved in this direction since Montreal, theBritish have moved in the opposite direction . They are afraid that under the
sectionas at, present . drafted, the European states could establish a whole
netwôrk`uof routes in Europe which would be outsidé the jurisdiction of the
international , authority. They would, therefore, like us to consent to thewithdrâvi►âl of the whole proviso . Alternatively, they would want the proviso tocover services between ' adjacent or neighbouring countries so that the couldmake'rtheir y
Belgium~wn bilateral agreements with France, the Netherlands and

.
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.20.  If  this - United - Kingdom ,  proposal were to go before the conference they 
might well get the support of cbuntries like Cuba, and Australia and New 
Zealand might do their utmost to get a proviso under. which they would be 
regarded as adjacent countries.. 

21: 'Mr. Symington' would like to get the proviso back in its March 17 form. 
The United Kingdom, however, will certainly oppose this. HoW the other 
powers would line up I don't know. Brazil would, I suppose, support us because 
it touches almost every country in Latin America..The European poWers would 
probably support us: It would also, of course, be a sop to the Russians. 
22. If it got to a vote we might, therefore," be able to carry.  it, but the United 

Kingdom would do its best to have the word "contiguous" changed to 
"adjacent" or "neighbouring.".This, in my opinion,'would open so large a loop-
hole in the convention that there would be danger that the purposes of the 
convention would be frustrated. e 	 ' 

23. A possible compromise formula has oècurred to me which I shall put up 
to Mr. Symington. That is that Section 3 of Article I should read as follows: 

"The Authority shall  have exclusive jurisdiction pursuant to the provisions of 
this convention, over international air services other than services which are 
extensions of not more than . . . miles' in length of a domestic `service to the 
territory of a contiguous, adjacent or neighbouring staters 
24. Mr. Berle returned to the conference yesterday morning after having been 

away for a day or two. In the afternoon he gave a press conference which was 
somewhat disturbing. Though he is supposed, at his press conferences, to speak 
as chairman'of the conference, he undoubtedly .vvas speaking as head of the 
American delegation: He told the newspaper men that there was no chance of 
the conference agreeing on ànything except an Author4 with advisory powers. 
Fortunately, sbme of the more intelligent 'newspaper men, such as Russell 
Porter of the New York Times, knew enough  about  what is actually happening 
at the conference to refuse to send out Mr.' Bérle's remarks as being their 
opinion of the present state of the discussions. Mr. Berle's talk was doubly 
dangerous because it was all off the record and could not be attributed to him. 

25. In private  conversation  Mr. Berle takes exactly the 'opposite line. Why he 
should have put on a public exhibition of this châracter I do not know, but one 
of the American newspapei'mén thought the results of the election had made 
him "drunk with power." 
26. The Dominions Office representative here • has told me in the strictest 

confidence that before the United Kingdom delegation left London, Lord 
Swinton secured from the Cabinet an  instruction  that he was not to include the 
Irish in any Commonwealth meeting; the United Kingdom delegation was ,  
howeVer, to maintain friendly relations with .the members of the Irish 
delegation. The Dominions Office représentative  v;ra.  entirely frank in telling 

me what is, no doubt, known to yciu, that this policy of excluding the Irish from 

"La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document: 
The following note was written on this copy of the document: 

1 have shown this to Mr. Symington and he doesn't like it. 
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the Commonwealth councils is a policy which Mr. Churchill has forced on the 
British Cabinet. . 
27. The attached letter, signed by Mr. Baldwin, will supplement the 

information given' in this letter,'and will deal with the work of the committees 
which he has been attending, and the technical committes. 
.28. We shall look forward to receiving your comments and advice on the 
various problems raised in this and in Mr. Baldwin's letter. The reason I have 
made this report so long is to enâble us in our future communications with you 
to refer to the relevant paragraphs of these letters. 

Yours sincerely, • 
ESCOTT REID 

November 10, 1944. 
P.S. 

I attach a marked copy of the article in the New York Times for November 
9 by Russell Porter.' With the exception of the first four paragraphs the article 
is clearly, a summary of what Mr. Berle said at his press conference on 
November' 7. These statements of Mr. Berle's consititute the basis for the 
conclusion reached in paragraph 14 of this letter. 
• Mr. Symington's press conference' yesterday went off extremely well, and I 
think we can be pleased with the account of it which appeared in today's New 
York Times. 

E. R [EID] 

Enclosures__-.  
Article IV, Sections 1 and 2 — redraft of November 10. 
Article V, Section 5 --- redraft of November 10. 
Conference Document 16. 
Article in New York Times.. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

DEA/3-Cs 

Un conseiller, 
la délégation à la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Adviser, Delegation to International Civil Aviation Conference 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Chicago, November 9, 1944 

D  ear.  r. Robertson:  
Mr. Reid has asked me to supplement his exhaustive study of subcommittee 

one and three of Committee I. 
2 c 	• onunittee I nas a further subcommittee (2) which is dealing with the 

Principles of air 'navigation to be included in any permanent document. In view 
of the fact that the Canadian Convention had been accepted as the basis for 
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consideration in subcommittees one and three, it was agreed that the American
Convention to the extent that it dealt with air navigation

This subcommtteet is dealing
transport should be used in subcommittee two .

Tmerely with the general articles in the field of air navigation which
would

<<he
to be included in a permanent document . Thes Sbsot``antialeare likely
Part 2 of the revised Canadian Convent i on . No problems
to arise in this * subcommittee . One or two relevant articles in the American

Convention ovêrlàpped into the field of air transportation
commercial

se
rv ices .

particular, grant freedoms one and two multilaterally t
We have, with full support of sympathetic delegât ~n, , taeke~~chdcdfinallyhin
while subcommittee 2 may discuss th is it can only

b

subcommittee three since it is fundamentally a part of the field of air transport
.

3. Main Committee II of the Conference also deals with air ~rc i
dca

i
ling with

now broken up into a large number of subcommittees or air
navigation and

voluminous ' technical annexes covering

submitted by the United States . These presumably ~ ti~s becomem~ this ~e)d is
any permanent convention . The work the United cal
extremely valuable . We, as you know, have a large quantity

to av
i
~d

advisers down for this job. At first the United K ingdom were
any. action on these annexes on the - ground that they did of technical experts
technical people here, but they have sent

sible subs ant
supply

ly on all annexes . None
and I think it is intended to agree i f

of the other delegations are adequately supplied with technical adviscr o
are

this vvork but it seems generally to be accepted that if the documents
satisfactory to Canada,

will d us ifthe United States and the United Kingdom, they w

, be suitable to theothers . As a matter of fact, the Ethopian delegate
~~ ten days

we could lend him a technical adviser . It i s estimated that there is s t of the
resulannexesof relatively hard work to be done on these annexes . Canada as . a
new

discussions in Montreal has proposed the a~d~tâoc of
nsurancc and accident etc .

covering such fields as form of documents, g
ctivcly with

4* Main Committee 11I and IV of the Conference deal respc

provisional arrangements for services during the transitional period and th e
outset of the

establishment of an interim council for thesame pcriod . At the o concentrate
Conference it was quite evidcnt that the United States intended permanent
its efforts upon the activities of these committces râthcr than on fôvisional
organization . , Mr. Berle himsclf . ' has 'taken the committce on p

arrangements in hand .

5 . This committee has established one working subcommittee ~m~itees,
committee on an interim council hasest otht on powcs an

d subc
oduties .

one on the nature of an interim counc .~l and the ;} .
recei ved

6. We have' taken the stand in both committces generally and havc ther case

sufficient support f rom
be worked out until

fou r undamenta lmcnta
l that in

nagrcement has
can any ,og



been reached upon principles for a permanent organization. The United States 
in main Committee III submitted a document which was in effect an interim 
convention complete with annexes of provisional  routes  to be operated during 
the transitional period. The document covered all the necessary rights for the 
operation of these services and would in effect have been a multilateral 
agreement providing a complete pattern of routes for the beginning of the 
transitional period. As a result of discussion the committee seems to be 
swinging to the position, however, that rather than attempt this (which might, 
of course, prejudice our work for a permanent body here) the goal should be 
the establishment of a standard type of agreement incorporating standard 
clauses which would be used in bilateral or multilateral dealings during the 
transitional period. The United States has also accepted the position in both 
this committee and Committee IV that to as great an extent as possible all 
arrangements  covering the transitional period should include the principles 
agreed upon for a permanent authority. In consequence the discussion in the 
subcommittees of both committees centered largely upon a fcw points upon 
which there can be no possible objection and upon a fcw special points which 
have to be dealt with in the transitional period and which arc not relevant to a 
permanent organization.  AH  these subcommittees have virtually completed 
their work now as far as can bc donc at present and will not be able to go ahead 
until the main decisions in subcommittees one and three of Committee I have 
been taken. On thc whole we feel that this is a satisfactory position. 

7. The general remarks I have made in the foregoing paragraphs of the work 
of Committee III apply also to Committee IV and its subcommittees.  The  only 
additional feature here has bccn the vociferous opposition of a numbcr of the 
nations,  centered around the Latin American group, to thc  United  States 
ProPoials for constitution of an intcrim council; these arc roughly thc same as 
their proposals for a permanent council, i.e. weighted voting with inadequate 
representation for any nations othcr than the grcat povecrs. Mr. Rcid's 
comments on this in his letter apply equally to both the United States 
permanent and transitional proposals. The only addition to his remarks which I 
might offer is the fact that a Latin American bloc is undcrstood to bc planning 
to côme forward with its own proposals for constitution of a council which 
wo,uld apply to both the intcrim and the permanent period and that these 
ProWals also arc likely to prove unsatisfactory in that they will go to the other 
extrême of inadequate functional representation. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. R. BALDWIN 
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Rapport d'un conseiller,

a délégation à la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile

au sous-secrétaire d'État. aux Affaires extérieures

Report from Adviser,

Délégation to International Civil Aviation Conférence
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Chicago, November 12, 194 4

DEA/3-Cs

, . ., . ;
Dear Mr . Robertson :

This afternoon at 4
.30 we held the first meeting of the 'three great air

powers . There were present: 4 1

From the United States
Mr. Berle,
Mr . Pope, and
Mr. Burden.

From the United Kingdom
Lord Swinton ,
Sir Arthur Street, and
Mr. Cribbett .

From Canada
Mr. Howe,
Mr . Symington, and
myself.

The meeting lasted until 7 :45 with a half-hour's intermission .

2. Mr. Berle, of course, was in the chair, and he begân
I

. by
thef ollowing

thought it would be best to have the 'discussions take place unde r
three heads : .
(1) Rules of the game:
(2) What the international authority ought to be and do (including under this

the discussion of ports of commercial entry) .
In the event of our being able to reach agreement, the tactics we should(3)

follow in presenting the conclusions to the full conference .
,

,

3 . There was general . agreement that this was the intelligent way of

approaching the problem .

4. Mr. Berle then presented the enclosed document, which is dated Noverobôf
11, and which is entitled -"Basic Policies with Respect to the Condu
International Air Transportation During the Interim Period . s

5 . It became clear from the discussion which ensued and from infor â 1l ti1 fee

which I had during ;the short adjournment with the members o f
a first-class

delegations that the presentation of this paper had precipitated under-

crisis . Lord Swinton, who does not
of di lomathc negotiators, sad that it

was
statement which is normally required P nati on
"quite impossible to do" anything at this conference about

chance of éeinS this
airports . He then complained, "I only wish I had had
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document earlier." Later in the discussion, commenting on some remark of Mr .
Berle's he said, "I resent that" .

6. Mr: Berle did not improve the situation when he referred, speaking he sai d
"very bluntly", to the negotiations which were taking - place between certain
United, Kingdom interests and certain Argentine interests by which United
Kingdom airlines would be able to operate in South America under the guise of
Latin American companies .

7 . Before the discussion had gone on for more than perhaps thirty minutes, it
became clear that we were headed in the direction of a full-dress debate
between the United Kingdom and the United States on the general principle of
whether there should be international control of frequencies . It also became
clear that ` if this debate took place, . Lord Swinton would have evinced
remarkably little knowledge of what he was talking about .

- 8 . ~ Mr . Howe had arrived at the hotel just as the meeting began, and we had
not, therefore, had a chance of any discussions with him in order to bring him
up-to-date on the developments which had occurred since he left . We therefore
pleaded this to Mr. Berle as an excuse for adjourning the meeting for a quarter
of an hour }so that Mr . Symington and I could have "a chance to have a talk
with Mr . Howe .

9. Mr. Howe and Mr. Symington agreed that I might try to persuade Mr .
Berle and Lord Swinton not to resume the argument which had consumed an
hour or hour and a half, ;but to discuss our latest draft of Section 5 of Article
V, copies of which I enclose . (Edition of November 13,'1944 -'one star .) t10 . : I was able to get Mr . Berle by himself. He was in a raging temper with
Lord Swinton . ' He accused ' thè United Kingdom delegation, of having misled
the United States delegation completely about their position by some message
which they had sent through Dr. Warner previous to the meeting this
afternoon . He was obviously eager to cross swords with Lord Swinton and
thought that the time had come to face the real issue before the conference .
After some ten • or fifteen minutes I managed, however, to persuade him to
agree on the following procedure . On the resumption of the session, Canada
would suggest that we try to get to grips with the problem of control of.
carrying capacity by discussing the revised Section 5 of Article V of ourConvention . which,'in Mr. Berle's words "adumbrated" the Canadian escalator
clause, Mr. Berle said that this would be subject to a reservation on the part of
the United States ; that they were not committing themselves to any particular
type of international machinery or, indeed, of any international machinery .

11
. Lord Swinton, when I then called on him, was in a state of anger equal to

Mr. Berle's . He accused the United States of having double-crossed the UnitedKingdom
. He said that they' had come to the meeting this afternoon on the

assumption that they were going to discuss the principles of the permanent
convention and Mr . Berle had suddenly presented them with a document which
covered'only the interim period and which would give the United States a
completely free . hand in that period . (Mr. Howe and Mr. Symington had
previously told me that they felt very much the same about Mr. Berle's action .)
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Lord Swinton, however, without much difficulty, was persuaded to concur in 
the agreement which I had reached with Mr. Berle. 

12. When I returned  • to Mr. Berle's room where we had been meeting, I 
found that the United States delegation had returned and were discussing the 
problem .with Mr. Howe and Mr. Symington, who had remained in the room. 
Mr. Berle said that the United States had never desired, and did not desire, the 
provision in our convention providing for an escalator which went down as well 
as up. 	,• • 	, 

13. Mr. Berle made this reassuring announcement  when  the meeting was 
resumed and we proceeded to discussion of our draft. This discussion lasted 
from about 6.00 to 7.45, and was eminently satisfactory. So far as I could see, 
no insuperable differences emerged between the United States and the United 
Kingdom. A few drafting changes were suggested in our revision, but for the 
most part it was accepted in principle, and subject to all kinds of reservations, 
apart from paragraph 2 (of sub-section 1), Mr. Berle pointing out that the 
formula which we had advanced would mean that should an Argentine 
company be established to fly from Buenos Aires to New York, our formula 
would entitle that company to one-half of the carrying caPacity on the  route, 
and that this might well mean that the United States airline companies which 
had built up, at very great expense, traffic between New York and Buenos 
Aires would have to take services off the route as soon as the allocation under 
sub-section 1 of Section 5 went into effect. Mr. Berle, of course, realized that 
this possible diminution of United States  services  to Latin America would be 
only temporary in view of the provisions of sub-sections*2 and 3. He indicated 
pretty' clearly, however, that what he was afraid ôf was the kind of unintelli-
gent debate which might be precipitated in Congress and in the press of this 
country. 

14. Mr. Berle felt that the formula would probably bc fair if applied to the 
countries in Europe which had, in his'words, been "ravager by the war, but 
that it would produce inequitable results elsewhere, and particularly in Latin 
America. 	• 
. 15. The meeting ended in an agreement on all sides that sub-section 1 of 
Section 5 needed some revision. 

16. We arc to meet again tomorrow morning at 10:00  am.  Mr. Berle tells me 
that he wants to discuss rates, and that he will insist this time that the United 
States draft be taken as the basis of discussion. We shall, however, of course, 
have our own with us. 

17. Mr. Berle said to me frankly when we were alone a fter the meeting this 

afternoon, that he intended later on in the discussions to press for as lite  

international machinery as possible. He thought,that many, if not most, of the 

rules of the game agreed on might be automatic in their application. I, of 
course, did not give any indication .:)f our position on this. As 1 wrote you 
before, we had expected that the United States would takc this line, and when 
they do I think we will not have any difficulty in meeting their arguments 
insofar as they have no substance. Certainly 1 am sure you would agree that 
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wherever the rules and principles can be made automatic, it would be very 
much the better. However, we certainly cannot set up a very complicated 
system for controlling air traffic and at the same time establish no quasi-
judicial or administrative bodies to interpret the rules. 
,18. As a result of today's discussions, I think we have got through the first 

crisis of the conference, and my guess is that there will be about two more 
major crises. 

• Yours sincerely, . 
ESCOTT REID 	• 
by R. M. M. 

P.S.. Just as I was about to leave the conference 'room where I stayed for a 
short talk with the United States delegates, Mr. Burden discovered a 
voluminous file of papers on the conference table, and asked me if they were 
mine. I glanced through them and found that most of the memoranda were 
undated, so I immediately replied that they must belong to the United 
Kingdom delegation. The file was open in the middle. When I closed it I found 
on the outside -- "Mr. Cribbett: Secret." I returned the papers to Mr. 
Cribbett. 

DEA/72-MK-4-40 

Extra': de l'enregistrentent d'une conversation téléphonique 
entre le secrétaire, le Comité de guerre du Cabinet, 

et un conseiller, la délégation à la Conférence internationale 
sur l'aviation civile 

Excerpt from Record of Telephone Conversation between 
Secretary, Cabinet War Committee, and Adviser .  Delegation to 

International Civil Aviation Conference 

274. 

SECRET 	 November 16, 1944 

• The Great Power meetings will end today. A ncw draft convention" has 
been Worked out. It is satisfactory, but there has bccn  compromise on all sides. 
The Canadian convention is being played down, but the  new convention still 
retains many of the features of the draft takcn to Chicago. 

'The main changes arc: 
r: Regional 'Councils have bccn droppcd entirely, concentrating everything in 

thé_hânds Of the Board. This means regional operators' conferences. , 
Change 	Boa rd of clause which gave the Board mandatory powcrs, to 

nialçé theni'permissive ("may" instcad of "shall"). 
; 3 .`,Instead of having Board grant licences in accordancc with agreed 

Working of the principles being made automatic — thc principles 
v.e!!),8 'N'yiitten, in The  Board will make statistical allocations in accordance 

nVoirisec-- 
New York Times. November 21. 1944. 
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therewith =- then up to each government to comply : 4 .-, Canadian delegation

propose' to dig in on clause re settlement of differences between member states .

Prevision provision is for compulsory settlement = unless retained, they doubt

the efficacy of the above provision: "'.

'5 ." Fifth freedom•added - right`to pick up and let ' down traffic at any point

on route - U .S. insisted ; U.K. have fought but will probably have to give in,

with qualifying restrictions .

6 . Next stage is to have agreed document, if any, put before other powers .

France, China, and Brazil to be brought in first .

275.
E.R.

Un conseiller, la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile,

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

Adviser, International Civil Aviation Conférence,
Io Minister of Munitions and Supply

SECRET AND PERSONAL Chicago, November
21, 194 4

I

Dear Mr . Howe,
The conference is at the worst point as regards an air transport convention

that it has yet reached. There were no further three power meetings on Sunday

after you left . The U .S. and U.K. technical people, however, have attempted to
re-write Article XI (the capacity article) which is of course the most important
article in the convention, but completely failed to reach agreement . Neverthe-

less, a further draft of the convention was circulated late Sunday night to the
three powers which, contained the U .S. version of Article, XI and which also

dropped any reservation on the fifth freedom .

On Monday morning we were asked by Mr . Berle to act as an ,solutione We~r ed
between the U .S. and U.K. to make a last attempt to f nd a
various variations of the proposed formula for initial allocation and for increase
of frequencies and even suggested reliance on operators conference but without

success . Lord Swinton had apparently received further word from London and
could not modify his position in the least while, as time passed, there were signs

that Mr. Berle was inclined to ask for more and more, including the dropping
of the "birthright" article which was intended to protect the liberate oTmûla

Mr. Symington and Sir Arthur Street managed to find a satisfactor y

which, however, Lord Swinton did,not feel he could accept (which of course
might have been completely unacceptable to the U .S. as well) . A further three

power meeting called for noon was postponed because Lord Swinton did not
feel he was in a position to discuss the matter

. We finally,met again at 3:30 yesterday afternoon: . No attempt was made t
o

discuss any draft article, the time was spent really stating clearly the opposingfully
points ` of • view • so that the

I
main outstandir)g differences would be

understood on each side . Mr. Berle started by pointing out that, as he
understood it, the only difficulties were the formula for initial allocation and
the formula for the escalator clause.
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The U.S. felt that the attempt to confine the formula to traffic embarked in 
the state of origin, not taking into account traffic picked up under the fifth 
freedom, would be unfair and lead to uneconomic operation, pointing out that 
the ,U.S. operators said that unless traffic picked up under the fifth freedom 
were considered in both the initial allocation and the escalator clause they 
would not be able to provide enough service. Lord Swinton then pointed out 
that the U.K. acceptance of the draft convention had been passed upon the 
Canadian draft which only had four freedoms and that his Government felt 
that if the fifth freedom was added, traffic picked up under the fifth could not 
be considered in the formula for initial allocation or for increase. He stressed 
again the necessity of protecting smaller countries which would suffer if the 
U.S. point of view were accepted. He gave the distinct impression that he felt 
there was very little use of discussing the matter further and that an agreement 
to disagree was all that could be hoped for. In short, he seemed to have given 
up all hope. , . 

Mr. Berle, evidently annoyed by the reference to protection of small powers, 
spoke rather strongly about the lack of future for the European refugee 
governments. He, too, seemed to have little hope of reaching agreement and 
suggested that the alternative seemed to be a return to bilateral agreements 
covering everything. He did, however, display a readiness to keep the matter 
open for another day or so. He reported that he, too, had been in touch with 
Washington and had grave doubts regarding the possibility of mustering 
enough support there for the position taken by the U.S. in meeting the U.K. 
and Canada. He did, however, suggest one possibility which it was eventually 
agreed to consider overnight and discuss again this morning. This was that all 
through tickets should be considered as traffic embarked in the country of 
origin to the farthest point of destination on the through ticket regardless of 
stopovers. For example, a U.S. traveller to Cairo might buy a through ticket 
and might stop over .  in London or Paris for considerable periods; he would be 
considered as a U.S. passenger embarked for Cairo and would thus count as a 
U.S. pàssenger over the whole *route both as regards initial allocation and the 
escalator clause. The U.K. of course had hitherto taken the position that such a 
passenger would only be considered as a U.S. embarked passenger up to the 
first major stopover and that after the stopover he would be considered as a 
passenger embarked in whatever country he had made the stopover. There is a 
slight hope that if the U.K. will accept this suggestion, which, incidentally, Mr. 
Symington supported as being sensible, Mr: Berle might withdraw his demand 
that all traffic embarked under the fifth freedom be considered in both the 
initial allocation and the escalator clause. I am not, however, unduly optimistic 
about this': Mr. Berle also pointed out that it would be impossible to keep the 
conference waiting any longer and accordingly the three power draft 
convention was last night made available to the full conference which is to 
discuss f it tomorrow. The controversial points, i.e. the capacity article, the 
bbirthright article', and the section granting the fifth freedom, have, however, 

cen omitted. The article on 'denunciation has also been omitted since there 
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was an apparent disposition to thrash the life of any document unduly and Mr
.

. y ,
Symington took strong exception to this. likely; Mr. Berle will

if we should ' fail to reach , agreement, as appears to an
btedl ropose that such material as has been agroendâbeWâserOf,ginally

undou Y P
interim' drafting committee on t nultowould report to an interim
proposed by the U.S: This drafting committee

coun
sort interim

cil . In these conditions,'we will have to consid Îi is û
t
te clear that th e

côuncil or document we would be prepared to
accept .

~ concessions to an

U .S
: understood we would not be prepared to make' an

y

interim organization without * some agreement on the permanent, and is not

likely therefore to press very hard for any freedoms in twôTdt
period .

has been received
Since starting the dictation of this letter, be reached and that all

from Mr. Berlé that it is apparent no agreement can In the

hope of a permanent document with any teeth in
tlon andewil Îundoubtedly be

circumstances, we will have to recons ider ou ~pot little may be achieved here
getting in touch with you again regarding Symington will be
including our position on any provisional arrangements

. Mr
. resent our

making some sort of a , speech at the session which wi 1 protect our
feeling is in the direction 'of a fairly strong statement

p
ke clear that we are in no way at fault for the breakdown and

own position, m
a express our great disappointment. but it

fac mr

i action g
Hindsight is never a particularly useful tool for s have been

may be useful to have on the record some of the
I think it was a. I n

important in leading to the breakdown .
ofethesUn ted Nations before th

e

great error to call a complete conference round. As a
major powers had met and attempted to reach some com Wh~lé Canada, the

result, the conference here has been inactive
their difficulties .

we
This has not

U.S. and'the U .K. have attempted to résolve
the Ne iherlands, and

been entirely pleasing to the small nations,
claim t hbe cons dered major air powers,

one or ' two others which have som because of the
have been displeased by being virtually .lthéreuha been inadequate time for
necessity of keeping the conference going ,

the gr of theeat po
wers to consider and thrash out their difficulties .

than the present
major air powers would have had far more chance of success
meeting of all the United Nations . handicap as a result of the U.S .

V' - were from the begrnn ing under a Europeanthe
inabilitY to recognize the great change in outlook .

S of the world ; a chang e

in
powers,

outlook
and

w
a
hich

large
involved a

number o
des

iié for rsome effective regulation'of international
of

affairs . This of course is an ill omen for future discussions on any su )

international importance .

Apârt from ~ this se
Iverë initial handicap, there has been a serious hana ions

were far from sympathetic
that the -héads of the U.SS~ of éK deleg

onalities wasim sèd by, the in
~ athétic in temperament and a . cla P

.added to the initial difficulties.
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Personally, I think that the U.K. was far too much bound by instructions 
from London and the necessity for reference back on.every point that arose. In 
consequence, discussions have been delayed all too frequently while apparently 
the instructions from London have made it difficult  for the U.K. on some 
points to show as great a spirit of compromise as wa* s required. The U.K. also 
seems to have given up the attempt to reach agreement sooner than either the 
U.S. or Canada. On the other hand, some justification for this position may be 
found in the U.S. tactics of raising a new demand every time Canada or the 
U.K. gave in on a previous demand. Finally, there were delays which I feel to 
some extent were unnecessary, as a result of turning over drafting of difficult 
points to people who were primarily technical experts and who produced 
language and formulae so involved that the issues at stake became upon 
occasion completely confused. 

Under the circumstances, we will probably be back in Ottawa sooner than I 
had expected. Personally, I shall not be sorry to escape from this atmosphere. I 
am not unduly concerned over our ability to make satisfactory bilateral 
agreements in the future. I am greatly concerned by the indications that have 
been given here of the difficulties that may be expected in all future 
negotiations on almost every subject. Perhaps I am unduly pessimistic. I think 
Canada will have to be prepared to make its own arrangements and bargains in 
almost evéry field and to be as strong and independent in every field as we can. 

I can only add that every delegation I have talked to realizes that we have 
led the way in trying to reach a satisfactory solution of divergent views, that we 
have played an entirely *praiseworthy part throughout the negotiations and that 
no blame can be attached to us for any breakdown. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. R. BALDWIN 

DEA/3-Cs 

Un conseiller, la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile, 
au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Adviser, International Civil Aviation Conference, 
to Secretary to the Cabinet 

Chicago, November 23, 1944 

Dear Mr. Heeney: 
The conference has gone through some surprising changes since I wrote you 

two' dais ago." At that time negotiations had completely broken down between 
the united Kingdom and the United States by mutual agreement. We, 
h"èver, continued to work on a compromise formula for the traffic regulation 
article,-  and in the afternoon Mr. Symington addressed a formal letter to both 
Mr. Beile'and Lord Swinton,' stating his strong view that a further attempt 

'Son trouvé mais probablement semblable au document précédent. 
Not located but probably similar to preceding document. 

276. 
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towards settlement should be made, that failure at this stage would be merely 
destructive, and enclosing the suggested Canadian compromise article. 

.‘ Such a 'formal communication in diplomatic procedure, of course, meant 
that Canada was virtually placing the blame on the U.K. and the U.S. for the 
breakdown. The letters apparently caused considerablé flutterings in the 
dovecote'S, but no great change of heart. The British came up and discussed it, 
but remained impeivious to appeals. 

Mr. Symington; Mr. Reid and myself had dinner with the chief American 
advisers representing the operators, namely, Mr. Damon, Mr. Russell of 
National Aviation, Colonel Harris, formerly of Pan Agra, and Colonel Gates 
of the C.A.A." Mr. Symington left immediately after dinner to go to a 
Commonwealth meeting, but Reid and I stayed on for' the balance of the 
evening and made a great deal of progress. ![ 

The operators themselves made some useful suggestions and showed a 
complete readiness to continue to seek a settlement, and " believed that a 
satisfactory compromise .could be found along the lines we proposed. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Symington had a very difficult timiat the Commonwealth 
meeting, where the U.K. was attempting to line up all the delegations for 
Wednesday's plenary session to support the U.K. position that the conference 
had been a success, even tho'ugh it had not reached final agreement  upon a 
permanent convention. Mr. Symington 'alone refused to take this position and 
came back from the Commonwealth meeting qUite discouraged, feeling that 
the other Dominions were going to speak in support of the U.K. 

Yesterday, (Wednesday) morning he had breakfast with Mr. Damon, and 
during the morning we had further consultations with both the U.S. and the 
British, pursuing this time a new line that had been opened up by Mr. Damon, 
who expressed a readiness to drop the fifth freedom, although he later told us 
he did not have a great deal of success putting this view over to his delegation. 

Mr. SY.  mington later in the morning had an equally difficult time in the 
Steering Committee where an attempt again was made to line all the countries 
up to support the position taken by Mr. Berle that we must now merely 
conclude an interim agreement and put the best face on matters possible. 

By this time Mr. Symington was virtually in a state of nervous exhaustion, 
and I was very much afraid that he would collapse in the afternoon plenary 
session. His obvious exhaustion actually stood him in good stead, 
apparent to the whole meeting, and it led him to make a speech which, because 
of its brevity, had great effect. 	 • 	

for it was 

Mr. Bérle led off by praising the achievements' of the conference to date, 
and  suggesting that we had not completed the work because it was too 
ambitious a dream. Lord Swinton took 'a somewhat similar point of view. Both 
received perfunctory applause. Mr. Symington then, in a speech of not more 

than 250 words, expressed his great disappointment, and the disappointment 
that must be felt by the world, by the failure to'reach agreement on the reallY 

"Civil Aeronautics Administration. 
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substantial points before the conference, and said frankly that Canada would
continue as long as the conference lasted to seek to bring the U .K. and the U.S .
together. He received a tremendous'ovation, which took both the U .K. and the
U.S. heads unawares.
AThen an amazing procession of speeches began. China, as had been'

previously -arranged, supported Mr . Berle's suggestion for only an interim
agreement . The Latin Americans, who had obviously been expected to do the
same, played into our hands by asking for a 24-hour delay for study. The
delegate from Greece confused the issue completely, but helped us nevertheless
by -a,muddled series of questions by which at least he made it apparent that
Greece expected a full and complete document to be presented before we were
through. The Netherlands expressed its agreement with the partial document
already presented, but its disappointment that the important parts had not
been compléted 'and included . Australia, in an overly long but nevertheless
clear, speech, came in behind Mr . Symington. Mr. Sullivan of New Zealand
made a 'short, but extremely telling speech, in which he gave whole-hearted
support to Mr. Symington . India' and South Africa, which we had expected to
support the U .K., said nothing whatsoever.

Then Mayor, LaGuardia arose and made a brilliant and effective "Latin"
speech in which he too threw the gauntlet vigorously at the U .K. and the U.S .
for their failure to compose their differences at a time when the world was
waiting for leadership, and he too received a tremendous ovation .

With that the meeting broke up . Had it not been for Mayor LaGuardia the
tenor of the discussion would have been a complete snub for both the U .K. and
the U.S. As it was, the fact* that a U.S. representative had spoken to this effect
would improve their position, though his speech was taken by many as directed
towards Mr. Berle as well as towards Lord Swinton .

For the moment, we are sitting quiet, feeling that Canada has, for the
preserit,, shot its bolt. 'Mr. Symington went to . bed immediately after the
meeting . We locked his doors, put "Do Not Disturb" signs out, and cancelled
all his telephone calls. He is inclined himself to stay'here for another forty-
e1ght hours, feeling that if the deadlock cannot be broken by then, the situation
is hopeless, but there is no doûbt whatever that he 'should go away as soon a s
possible for a rest. ,

Meanwhile, both the U.S. and U.K. delegations have been meeting in closed
session to,review their positions again, and we are far more hopeful than we
were twenty-four hours ago. We know that we can carry the American
operators,with us in what we think is satisfactory settlement, as well as
practically all other members of the American delegation .M r .- Berle . himself remains difficult, and apparently is very much afraid of
the reactions of his senatorial advisers .

As for the U.K., -- they are in a terribly difficult situation and unless they
show greater willingness to meet the U .S . half-way, I would guess that they
would,go out of the conference bearing, as far as the delegations here are
concerned, most of the blame. We ourselves feel that it is the U .K. that has to
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take
the . U

the first step now, since we have reason to believe Vea~o meet
. hemWilling ,

at the first signs of a move from the U.K., to
b ak és e day afternoon's plenary

Two things at least were accomplished Y Y

session . Canada was publicly recognized as , the medinto~rbé hossible nowe to

leading the way in :trying to find a sélutéomâ ent~ document if failure is to be

d, for no be achieved on a t smaller scale, , both the

avoid
ecome out,

with 1 matt r what mayt p
delegations and the press will interpret anything less than a complete solution

as failure after yesterday's demonstration.

I am sending a similar letter to Mr. Howe t I am also attaching an extra

copy of this letter for Mr . Robertson . -
Sincerely yours,

J . R . BALDWIN .

. ' . ' • ~ . DEA/3-Cs
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Un conseiller, la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile,
. , , .

au Secrétaire du Cabine t

Adviser, International Civil Aviation Conference,

to Secretary of the Cabine t
Chicago, November 25, 1944

SECRET

Dear Mr . Heeney: o seems
of optimism which I felt when i wrote two days

time havede g thatThe slight g
to have been unfounded. Certain ne a~ve settlement here.
definitely lessened the chances for an effective

2 . I will deal first with the situation as regards th eThursday morning we took
States differences over regulation thispwou d be the wisest course after Mle
no initiative ourselves, feeling that however, Mr. Be

Symington's speech the previous ' dây. Late in,the morn ing, quite
sent

wo u
for Mr. Symington and indicated that the• United SWÔUId be l onsidered

happy if Mr
. Symington could find a solution whic dom delegation .

acceptable by the American operators and by the United
based onKhe dropping of th

e

We had prepared, as you know, a compromise t
fifth freedom and proceeded along these lines . Late in the afternoon Mr .

art ,
Vé ing

th e
extended talk with Lord Swinton at a

cocktail
Sym ington had an

results ' of which, however, were -nôt hopeful . ,' Nevertheless, that e erators ,tes
addresse

d S mington, a persona l
further4 conversations with the United

Swintonta( n 1o ghand)
eny ersonal and informal letter to Lo oints ,

enclosing a draft' of the section covering the two most
controversia l

d Swinton ô have
initial allocation and the escalatort

study rquestingwith the United States

the United Kingdom operators Y it and

operators. lace its position

, 3.~ Meanwhile, the United Kingdom was determined t
o
the roposed traffie

before the conference and had prepared tts version of t p
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regulation article, together with a lengthy covering memorandum which it 
insisted should be circulated officially to the conference: In spite of advice that 
this might not be wise tactics they persisted, and it was natural in these 
circumstances for the United States to feel that it too had to circulate its 
suggestions for the same article. We circulated nothing. • 
4. These two documents were sent around yesterday morning but have not yet 

been considered officially by the conference. We had hoped that upon study the 
delegates here would realize how small was the margin of difference between 
the two. Even though this may be the case, however, the picture is not good, for 
discussions between the United Kingdom and United States operators have 
failed to reconcile them on the most important point, the escalator clause. 
5. I attended a Commonwealth meeting late last night at which time Lord 

Swinton went over the United States suggestions. The main differences 
between the two plans are that the United Kingdom proposes that on the initial 
allocation capacity be scaled down after each stop so that after each stop the 
capacity is limited to fifty per cent of traffic embarked from the country of 
origin. The United States, however, on the grounds that this meant too 
frequent a scaling down and in consequence inefficiency of operation, had 
pioposed that capacity be scaled down not at each stop but at given division 
points, i.e. major distribution centers, which might have several stops between 
them. This would enable them to maintain a higher average capacity 
throughout the whole division including several stops. They also insisted, of 
course, upon the through ticket principle, i.e. that the passenger must be 
considered as embarked for his farthest point of destination on a through ticket 
regardless of stop-overs. I think the United Kingdom while opposed to these 
suggestions would, however, be willing to meet them. 
6. The main difficulty came in the difference over the escalator clause. There 

the United States insisted that traffic picked up under the fifth freedom should 
be considered a part of the payload in judging the sixty-five per cent necessary 
to get an , increase in capacity. (Both the United Kingdom and the United 
States in their proposals incidentally had come out for the fifth freedom.) The 
United Kingdom flatly refused to accept this position and will only take an 
escalator clause  based upon traffic picked up under the third freedom, i.e. 
embarked in country of origin. This would, of course, limit the value of the 
escalator clause. 
7. Incidentally, we received • in confidence and informally an interesting 

explanation of the United Kingdom position on this. It appears that when the 
escalator. clause was first proposed the United Kingdom referred it to London 
where a• special cabinet committee decided that the escalator principle could 
noL be accepted and instructions were accordingly sent back on this basis. 
11°weveray. mischance the word not was omitted in these United Kingdom 
instructions and the United Kingdom started out on the basis that an escalator 
clause vvas acceptable whereas in reality it had been turned down in London. 
When this difficulty was cleared up, Lord Swinton to his credit, stood by the 
escalator clause as far as he had gone up to that point, i.e. bascd on the third 
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freedom, but, of course, insists now that he cannot go a step farther
. Unless he

does, I think there is little hope of agreement .

8 . ,At the Commonwealth meeting' last night the question of granting
freedoms one and two also came up since it was apparent that even though no

satisfactory authority is achieved , here ~ the - United - States will press for a

multilateral grant of freedoms one and two . I took the position which had

earlier been - taken by Mr . Symington that we could not grant . any freedoms

without an effective permanent `convention . I
line .

United Kingdom was at first prepared to grant freedom one withou t
two, a suggestion which appeared : inconsistent to ' us since , the two are

inseparable, but without arguing the point Lord Swinton stated that he would
be prepared to disregard the leeway given to him by his cabinet in this respect

and refuse to grant any . freedoms, i .e. the Canadian position 1 this point

9 . Australia, New Zealand and South Africa felt less strong y o n

since they are all transit countries, but said they could asee n o uthority they
freedoms one and two without an effective permanent Y and

intended to take the position if the question arose

. 10. We also learned last night that the Latin -American bloc, spearheaded b
y

one Dr. Machado of Cuba, is "agin the world" to the authority here butpermanentonly to prevent the establishment of any effectiv e

also intends to oppose the granting of any freedoms whatsoever .

11 . Meanwhile committees of the conference had been meeting to discuss the

emasculated draft permanent convention which ha com let ly out of
the beginning of the week . These meetings have got'almost

p lace
hand. On Thursday afternoon a meeting on an Interim Council took ed by
which rivaled any burlesque show in Chicago. The Chairman, hândicap p

lack of knowledge of English and inadequate . experience , in pa l liamentar y
the

procedure, got completely - lost .` . 'As ; many as six motions ti~otionsoshould
meeting at one time and no discretion was used in judging wh The general
be voted on and what should be "hoisted" for the time being. European
temper of the Latin American nations and of certain of the smaller and

countries was bad . A . number, of useless amendments were proposed much
accepted despite dividéd votes, and there was a disposition to foric â scussion
through on the Interim Council as po~eb without presen t
on the permanent convention . I was Y Canadian I gave up
and after one or two attempts to do somth the results could only be saved
completely in view of the confusion, that permanent
by concentrating , our attention upon a - later meeting when theGreece and

document would be , considered. Vigorous ' attacks were - made by reat

Poland and supported by most of the Latin American - nations on thetô the

power , principle , and an' attempt was made to give the all important m
Assembly and to allow equal voting - there to govern Portant

including free choice of a Council :` There ' was obvious . resentment
~ Ts ândphet

the fact that these smaller countries, felt that, the so called great P rocedure to
Steering Committee of the conference Toere â ;t~rP $ege had made earlier that
them. This applied particularly to the p po
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the membership of the first Interim Council should .be settled here on 
recommendation of the Steering Committee. 
12. Yestérday two committee' meetings. ' were held to discuss the permanent 

convention articles submitted by the three great powers and to a lesser extent 
the events of the previous day were repeated. We kept very quiet, feeling that 
we should not inject ourselves into the situation again:'Mr. Berle made only a 
half hearted attempt, I am afraid, to stem the tide and again the chairmanship 
did not work out very well with the result that motions were put forward and 
voted on when they should have been reserved for further discussion. The main 
change yesterday was enlargement of the proposed Board or Council to twenty-
one members. Debate on the criteria for choice of the Board will continue 
today and there will be a strong attempt made I think to restrict the use of 
criteria and probably even to eliminate the functional principle entirely. 
Ireland, which is voting with the small powers, will bring forward a suggestion 
which it had put forward in the Interim Council meeting on Thursday and 
which was 'approved at that time; namely, that on all main committees and 
working groups of any organization set up each nation should have the right to 
be represented. This means that each main committee and vvorking group may 
be composed of fifty or more members and you can easily foresee the result of 
such -a situation. 	 ' 
13. I will not attempt at this time to analyze these developments. They may 

be a foretaste of what will come when a United Nations meeting on a world 
security organization is held. However, in all honesty, I must say that I feel 
that the situation need not have got out of hand if Mr. Berle and the United 
States delegation had displayed a greater generalship: The most charitable 
explanation is that inexperience and weariness has led Mr. Berle to this 
situation. The most uncharitable explanation is that the conference has been 
allowed to get out of hand deliberately' with the knowledge that any attempt to 
set tip a useful oiganization will be frustrated by this course. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. R. BALDWIN 

DEA/3-Cs 
Un conseiller, la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile, 

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
Adviser, International ,Civil Aviation Conference, 

to Minister of Munitions and Supply 

S ECRET »ID PERSONAL 	 Chicago, November 28, 1944 
Dear Mr. Howe, 

This conference seems to have more ups and downs than a roller-coaster. 
The ups, interestingly enough, have all been caused by plenary sessions which 
have forced the U.K. and U.S. to reconsider their decisions. 
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When last .I wrote to you the situation was far* from bright ; the U.K. and

U.S ., as you will recall, had both presented their ~ proposals for .. the article on

traffic regulations and there seemed little possibility that they could agree on
the fundamental principle as to,whether_ traffic picked up under the fifth
freedom should be considered in the _escalator clause .

Saturday they spent in consultation-among themselves . On Sunday we tried

another joint formula which was given to them separately and
. later discussed

with them together . It did not carry the support of either the . U .K. or U .S .

although it had certain features .which appealed to each . Briefly the Canadian

proposal was :

1
. Any route would be divided into divisions, the division points being the

main distribution centres
. If a division contained intermediate traffic stops,

that division would be broken down into sectors in accordance with these stops .

2 . The initial allocation would,be based primarily, as in previous proposals,
upon the right to carry 50% of traffic embarked from the state of origin for all

the states en route, aggregated by divisions .

3 . On the first division of, a, route, outward bound ; services would be scaled

down at sector points, if any, and at the end of the' division as well
. On all

subsequent divisions scaling down would only take place at divisional points .

4 . On all divisions after the first, each service would be entitled to put on
extra capacity as part of its initial allocation, to carry potential fifth freedom

traffic . The amount of this extra capacity would be 50% of the amount in a
division to which a line was entitled under the embarkation rule (2) above

.

5 . As a compromise on U.K. and U .S . differences over through tickets, we

proposed that passengers purchasing . through tickets should âvell~nstran
embarked to the furthest point of destination unless they were travelling on

airline not possessing the nationality of the state in which they embarked
. (In

such case, they would be considered as passengers embarked to the first stop-

over)

. 6. Our escalator clause remained practically unchanged although
d that if a

it on a division basis rather than a route or also
granted

load factor rose above 65% on a sector of a

would apply to the whole division .

7 . Any state would have the right to contract out of the fifth freedom .

Yesterday was devoted to discussion in full committee of this problem. We,
for obvious reasons, felt that we had to put the Canadian-compromise prop ng-
before the whole conference and accordingly i t was circulated in the

hadlthe
The nations here obviously wanted to know our stand while the

action
. U .S .

added advantage that we would not have to support either the U.K. or

proposals .
Due to the delay in putting our proposal forward, most of the dlp

pbaea

centered around the U .K. and U .S . proposals . Mr. Berle had obviously W
h to accept

the Latin American nations into line and not onlÿ were they prepared K
iri smallerregulation but spoke very strfavou r ongly

a body
. r

oblowwhe
nosal s

had rather expected th is but reaY rece
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European nations began to support the U.S. The Netherlands, Sweden and 
Denmark all came out for the U.S. position. Belgium and Greece hedged but 
certainly t did not support the U.K. and clearly indicate' d that the conference 
must find some solution. France supported some features of the U.S. position 
and some of the British position. China suggested delaying discussion to study 
the Canadian plan which at first reading appealed to them. Of the Dominions, 
apart from Canada, only Australia and New, Zealand spoke .. Australia was 
confused by the whole situation while New Zealand refrained from committing 
itself but, in carefully veiled language, indicated indirectly that the U.K. ànder 
the circumstances might well reconsider its plan. 

With the inability of the U.K. to get support for its line and the continuing 
insistence that some solution be found, there seems to be a general feeling 
abroad that the U.K. Must modify its position. We have heard through secret 
channels that, as a result of pressure from Washington on London, new 
instructions are to be issued from London. I do not think that the U.S. would 
be disposed, as a result of its triumph yesterday in committee, to make the 
British position difficult and there is eery likelihood that the Canadian 
compromise will offer,  a satisfactory meeting , ground which will allow 
everyone's face to be saved. - 

While all this was going on, committees and drafting committees dealing 
with (1) an Interim Council, (2) standard clauses for bilateral agreements 
during the provisional period and (3) other features of the permanent 
convention were meeting. Without going into detail, it is sufficient to say that 
no substantial modifications took place and that considerable progress has been 
effected. 

Sincerely yours, 
J. R. BALDWIN 

279. , „ DEA/72-MK-4-40 
Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Munitions and Supply 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, November 28, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
Re — International Air Conference 

Under date of November 23rd, I received letter with enclosure' from Lord 
Swinton, copy of which is enclosed herewith. I also enclose copy of my reply 
dated November 27th. I trust that my reply carries your judgment. 

I think it would be bad tactics at this time to suggest to Lord Swinton that 
Canada would be willing to make a multilateral agreement between Empire 
countries in the event that a wider multilateral agreement is impossible. I 

; 
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regret to say, - that the latter . seems to be, the probable outcome of the

Conference . :
'Provided an international authority is not possible, Lwould recommend to

the Government that no freedoms be allowed, either within or without the

Empire, and that Canada pursue a course of bilateral agreements .

I suggest - that, our friends in the U .S. could very well take objection to

Canada granting freedoms within the Empire that Canada would not grant t o

[PIÈCE JOINTE I/ENCLOSURE 1 ] , î

DEA/72-MK-4-40

Le ministre de l'Aviaton civile de Grande-Bretagn e

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

Minister of Civil Aviation of Great Britain

to Minister of Munitions and Supply

the U.S . . ' . .
. i

Yours truly,
C. D . HOW E

Chicago, November 23, 194 4

My dear Howe,
I understand that Mr . Sullivan°2 has sent you a copy of his letter to me of

the 22nd Novembert about the possibility of a meeting between Ministers o
f

ai nBritish Commonwealth Governments to carry further, certof the
recommendations of the Commonwealth a ir conversations held at

last month . '
I enclose a . copy of my reply,t in which I have expressed my vvillingness to

help by convening such a meeting while we are still in Chicago, if that would

be agreeable to you and the other Ministers concerned, ' or to take part in a

meeting in Canada or in London if that should be preferred . , '
Yours truly,

"SW INTON"

'~D G: Sullivan, ministre des Industries et-du Commerce, des Recherches scientifiques et

industrielles de Nouvelle-Zélande; chef de la délfgatiôn nouvelle-zélandaise à la Conférence
finternationale de l'aviation civile

. D. G . Sullivan, Minister of Industries and Commerce, Scientific and Industrial Research Of
New Zealand; head of New Zealand delegation to International Civil Aviation Confcrence.
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Sincerely yours, 
C. D. HOWE 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

DEA/72-MK-4-40 

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
au ministre de l'Aviation civile de Grande-Bretagne 

Minister of Munitions and Supply 
to Minister of Civil Aviation of Great Britain 

Ottawa, November 27, 1944 • 

My dear Lord Swinton, 
Thanks for your letter of 23rd November, enclosing copy of your reply to 

the letter written to you by Mr. Sullivan,t suggesting a further meeting 
between Ministers of British Commonwealth Governments to carry further 
certain recommendations of the conversations at Montre'al. 

I regret that difficulties in our Canadian Parliament have made it 
impossible for me to return  • to Chicago as I had intended. There is little 
possibility that I will be able to return before the end of this week, which will 
perhaps be too late for me to be of any use. 

I am informed that there is little hope of a multilateral agreement as a result 
of the Chicago conference. If that information is correct, it would seem that 
aviation must  be governed by bilateral agreements, in which event, I see little 
purpose of a Commonwealth meeting at this time. It seems to me that the 
individual units of the Commonwealth can bargain with each other, without 
the necessity of a general conference. , 

However, should the majority of the Commonwealth countries wish to hold 
a conference, I will be glad to take part, subject to the views of my Government 
after I have been able to consult my colleagues. 

I am still hopeful that a multilateral convention will result from the Chicago 
conferenéé. 

280. DEA/3-Cs 
Un conseiller, la Conférence Internationale sur l'aviation civile, 

au ministre des  Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

'Adviser, International Civil Aviation Conference. 
to Minister of  Munitions and Supply 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Chicago, November 30, 1944 

Dear Mr: 14 
e have bee' n in travail for a month and have brought forth a mouse. The 

mouse is so 'insignificant that the conference is rapidly proceeding to a 
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conclusion and will probably have come to an end ~by the time this reaches

Ottawa .
An agreement establishing an Interim Organization has been approved and

is ready to go before a plenary session . The . same is true of an agreement
establishing standard clauses to,be used in bilateral negotiations henceforth .

Both documents are unexceptionable; certainly •they, can do no harm and
possibly they may do some good even though they do not contain any teeth .

Meanwhile, the optimistic tone of my last letter has proven unjustified . The

U.K. and U.S. have failed to reach an agreement and the general opinion is
~ here is no further use in seeking a reconciliation at the moment. The U .S .
1 that ther e

were ready to accept the Canadian compromise in almost every respect, I

believe . The U .K. were willing to accept it in every respect except one; that one

point is the fundamental difference between the U .K.- and U.S. approach that I

have mentioned in earlier letters, namely, U.S. insistence that the fifth free dom

must count in any escalator clause and the U .K. refusal to accept this position.

During the past few days, to lemetr and,
: that the UtS hwere willingt tochief obstacle to a satisfactory set t

accept a formula which would be satisfactory to Canada and most other
however, the apparent decision . that ; no settlement can be

nations. With ,
effected here, the U .S . began to pursue a policy much less praiseworthy . First

of all, Mr . Berle proposed that Article XI (the controversial article on capacity
regulation) and Article XII providing a special and privileged position for
devastated countries (this article was closely tied - in with Article XI) both be

dropped from the permanent document completely. .This was not surprising but

the U.S. went further and insisted that Article X on establishment of rates also
be dropped completely from the permanent document even though this article
had been accepted earlier by . the U.K., U.S. 'and Canada . This step

considered unnecessary and unwise but we made no headway in persuading the

U.S. to let it remain . The situation has been resolved although not in a
satisfactory manner, by a motion in subcommittee that- these three articles be

; ;~ . . referred to the Interim Organization for further study and report . d
The U.S. went'even further and, without any consultation with the U .K. an

Canada, submitted a proposal that the rive freedoms with a right of reservation
on the fifth freedom be incorporated in a separate document to be attached as

. a protocol to both the permanent convention and the Interim Agreement and
opened for signature to any nations wishing to adhere . s

Quite apart from the tactics used, there were two serious difficulties with the
proposal . The use of a, protocol would tend, to : link the document wl

permanent multilateral agreement ; moreover, it forced the issue as regards th e

} granting of the freedoms . •
This proposal was discussed in subcommittee and this time it was the U.S .

~~ .

which suffered at least a partial snub. The Latin American nations did not line

up in support of the U .S. âlthough we understand that most of them might
sign
hout

such an' optional document . Mexico' seconded the U .S. proposal wit
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Chicago, Dec. 1, 1944. 

There are a few further developments since I started this letter. Mr. Berle 
who is almost feminine in his trait of havineon" days and "off' days was in a 
very bad temper by the end of yesterday. He had already been very rude to the 
Belgian delegate in the morning when, angered by the protests of the European 
nations over the dropping of Article 'XII, he waved the U.S. mailed fist and 
sPoke of U.S. generosity in the past and in the future and of Lend-Lease planes 
which had saved Europe. The Belgian came off with honours in the encounter 
since he made a very courteous response paying tribute to the U.S. generosity. 
Immediately after the meeting, however, he let the story spread rapidly that 
Belgiuni had paid cash for all planes from the U.S. 

During  the  afternoon; the Eiecutive Committee met and accepted three 
official languages — English, French and Spanish. There was also a proposal 
that Canada be made the seat of the organization but France entered a plea for 
Paris and the matter has been left open. Confusion over the election of the first 
Council, too, resulted in the agreement that each country should submit a slate 
for consideration. 

comment, and Brazil, while giving it a good measure of support, issued certain 
reservations. No other Latin American country spoke. . 

Most of the members of the British Commonwealth and several European 
countries spoke strongly against a protocol attached to a multilateral 
agreement, and a New Zealand amendment suggesting that any such 
document be made as a completely separate agreement was put forward. While 
this amendment wai not voted on, it obviously had a great deal of support and, 
in consequence, the U.S. agreed to redraft its proposal as far as procedure was 
concerned. Implicit in the piocedural criticism put forward by New Zealand, 
Australia, South Africa, Canada, U.K., France, Belgiuni; India., Poland and 
Greece was the suggestion  that none of these countries really liked the idea of 
granting the freedoms without any equivalent regulation by an effective 
international authority. Mr. SYmington pointed out that, since the U.S. 
proposed that the optional agreement be interpreted and supervised by the 
Interim Council (and subsequently by the permanent organization), it would 
mean that states signatory to the optional agreement would be allowing 
supervision and interpretation to be placed in the hands of a larger organiza-
tion which would include nations which had not signed the optional agreement. 
India went even further and indicated the undesirability of an agreement which 
would probably compel a split on an issue which was tied in with other issues 
being referred to the Interim Council for study, i.e., rates and regulation of 
capacity. •i •  

. There the matter stands for the moment. We cannot very well prevent the 
acceptance of the idea of an optional agreement to give away the freedoms but 
at least it is evident that there will be a number of nations who will not sign 
this agreement at present. 
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Also during , the. afternoon, we learned that Mayor LaGuardia was

dissatisfied with the situation ., and intended to make : a: strong speech urging

satisfactory settlement . We also learned
basis of the U K. r evisedrdraft of thewould be willing to talk business o n

Canadian compromise proposal which we circulated on Monday . All this, came

as a great surprise and there was a ray of hope which may . still exist. However,

when the evening session convened, it was obvious that Mr . Berle was in a very

bad temper ; our guess is that he disliked the attempt of his advisors and Mayor

LaGuardia to go on and seek: a settlement and . that he particularly disliked

their approaching 'Mr. Symington, without their speaking to him, - Mr . Berle .

We also understand that, upon learning of this situation, he, stated that there
was no possible hope of seeking a reconciliation since : one could never be

effected by the head of the U .K. delegation . Lord Swinton, .when informed of

the news, expressed equal distrust of Mr . Berle's intentions ., -

:~ One minor complication arose when one of the French delegates came up t o

see me five minutes before the evening meeting in order to inform me that they
had instructions to press for inclusion of the two freedoms in the Permanent

Convention . They had not realised that there would be : any serious opposition

to this and were very upset to learn at the last moment that Canada was firmly
opposed, as were the other members of the British Commonwealth . - I explained

our position and the French delegate went to explain their position to the head
of their delegation who, in the meantime, had apparently received a stern

lecture from Lord Swinton . The result was that they agreed not to present their
proposal until further consideration had been given to the matter .

Sincerely yours,
J . R. BALDWI N

281
. DEA/3-Cs

Un conseiller, la Conférence internationale 'sur l'aviation civile ,

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

Adviser, International Civil Aviation Conference,
to Minister of Munitions and Supply

SECRET AND PERSONAL Chicago, December 3, 194
4

Dear Mr . .Howe:- ;

We have, reached a sufficiently advanced stage of the conference to be
able

to label most of the articles we started with as "killed, wounded or mof
Unless something quite unforeseen happens, there remain only lesser

points
drafting to , be completed and the plenary - sessions for approval

of
have

documents : Drafting should be completed by, tomorrow night. There

to be some slight delay to allow for presentation of the final documents and
then, presumably, the usual formalities occupying a couple of days. Friday

The undercurrents during the last two days have been interesting . O
n

morning, when last I wrote, Mr. Symington was busy with another last
mLord

effort trying to find some means of reconciliation . Neither Mr. Be
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Swinton, however, was movable. Neither was willing to give the impression of 
making a move and neither would authorize Mr. Syniington to follow up any 
proposal, leaving it entirely to him to do as he saw fit. Actually, we understand 
that the instructions of the U.K. Prime Minister are to bring the conference to 
an end rapidly and return to explain the situation. 

In the afternoon, a disgraceful meeting was' held in which the head of the 
U.S. delegation, acting as chairman, manhandled procedure in a manner to 
assist the U.S. As I stated in my last letter, on motion of Lord Swinton 
seconded by Mr. Berle, it had been decided in subcommittee to refer the 
controversial articles to the Interim Council including, of course, the section on 
the five freedoms. In the afternoon in full committee when this motion came 
up, Mayor LaGuardia offered an amendment to the effect that they be 
referred instead to the Executive Committee of the conference for another 
attempt at reconciliation. His speech seemed to throw much of the onus upon 
the U.K. (he kept referring to his amendment as an amendment to a U.K. 
motion). He also emphasized the desirability of having some freedoms 
regardless of what happened. Lord Swinton made a very good speech in reply 
pointing out that the original motion had been seconded by Mr. Berle and 
stating that it would not have been presented if he and Mr. Berle had not been 
in complete agreement that no further attempt at reconciliation could succeed 
at this stage. Unfortunately, a passing reference by Lord Swinton to the 
freedoms, added to Mayor LaGuardia's speech, played into Mr. Berle's hands. 
Mr. Berle rose and stated that he would welcome a motion to insert the first 
two freedoms into the Permanent Convention. The Netherlands presented such 
a motion seconded by Syria and Mr. Berle then suggested that this motion be 
discussed and dealt with immediately and that the original motion and the 
LaGuardia amendment be passed over for the time being. 

,Mr. Symington protested against this procedure without avail but at least 
managed to get the meeting adjourned on the grounds that notice of such an 
important motion should have been given. 

In the evening, we found that Lord Swinton had been instructed by the U.K. 
War Cabinet to accept the first two freedoms. None of the other Common-
wealth countries were very happy about this. It was, however, decided to 
attempt at the next meeting to -have the two freedoms set up in a separate 
document open for signature rather than included in the Permanent 
Convention. On Saturday morning when discussion was resumed, the only 
countries that expressed doubts regarding the two freedoms and regarding the 
procedure that had been followed were Canada, Australia, India and Portugal, 
as I recall. The U.K. supPorted the Canadian suggestion that they might be 
made the subject of a separate document on the grounds that their insertion in 
the Permanent Convention might make it impossible for some nations to sign 
the Permanent Convention. A similar separate document is to be attached to 
the document setting up the Interim Organization. Mr. Symington made it 
clear that if the conference decided that two freedoms were desirable, 
regardless of the ability to insert articles on traffic control and rates, Canada 
nuld be prepared to sign the document establishing the two freedoms. 
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There the matter rested . A minor dispute arose over the desire of some of
the Latin Americans to allow any country where non-traffic stops (freedom 2)

were made, to compel the
. air service making such stops to offer commercial

service there as well
. This may go in the document but, if it does, it will be put

in a form that will not hamper the operators .

The afternoon session yesterday dealt only with final drafting changes in the

complete Permanent Convention . No meetings are being held today although

the draftsmen are continuing with their work. -
Sir Arthur Street, following your letter to Lord Swinton about a further

Commonwealth meeting,83 sounded me out yesterday regarding this question
and regarding the possibility of settling at least certain specific questions while
the Commonwealth representatives were in North America . I think he had in

mind the procedure to be followed in the establishment of a Commonwealth
council and possibly also the nature of any trans-Pacific operations and the

time and manner in which U .K. and Canadian Trans-Atlantic services could be

converted to a semi-commercial or commercial basis . I passed what he had told

me on to Mr . Symington who is this morning attending a meeting of heads of
Commonwealth delegations presumably to deal' with these topics and
particularly to discuss if there is any need for a gathering after this conference

is over .
Under the circumstances, it looks as though I will be back in Ottawa

during
the latter part of this week and this will probably be the last report that I

send to you from Chicago . The only other point of interest that occurs to me is

that Mr . - Symington has been asked to convene a meeting - of operators'

representatives here who wish to discuss the establishment of an international

operators' association. ~~

Earlier in the week, Mr. Aronstein, a~ Netherlands' delegate who is
connected with the Netherlands Economic, Financial and Shipping Mission in

the U.S., talked to me at some length about Canadian industry
n I ie was

expressing a particular interest in our aircraft and shipping industries .
obviously desirous of seeking some expanded trade

Î do not
i
thinkt hateh e

Canada and the Netherlands East Indies after the war.
that he

was speaking in terms of Mutual Aid : He made it fairly clear, however,

thought there was much to be said for inviting a Netherlands between
visit Canada or else taking some' equivalent steps for

discussion
Canadian and Netherlands' representatives withinthe next few months in the

U.S . This is a possibility that you may wish to cons ider.

Sincerely yours,
J . R. BALDWIN

_. . ., , , .-,. . . ,

AVIATION CIVIL E

"Pièce jointe 2, document 279./Enclosure 2 . Document 279 .
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TOP SECRET . - [Ottawa,] December 11, 1944

' . •
REPORT ON COMMONWEALTH AIR CONVERSATIONS IN MONTREAL• '

OCTOBER 23-27, AND DECEMBER 9-10, AND ON
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE, CHICAG O

NOVEMBER 1-DECEMBER 7, 1944

I ., INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE -

-~ The International Conference held in Chicago lasted for thirty-nine days, at
the close of which five documents were presented for signature . The complete
documentation of the' Conference has been deposited with all interesteddepartments in Ottawa, as well as reports by members of the Canadian
delegation on the Conference.

The United and Associated nations, neutral nations and representatives of
Denmark and Thailand in their 'personal capacities attended the- conference .
Canada played the role of one of the three great powers at the conference . The
main difficulties arose in attempting to reconcile the U .K. and U.S. views
regarding regulation of traffic and of rates and here Canada acted as "honest
broker" . After lengthy negotiations between the three wers ,po general
agreement was reached upon control of rates and upon most of the points
regarding regulation of traffic.

While at the end minor differences existed between the U.K. and U.S. in
regard to the initial allocation of se rv ices in any scheme for control of traffic
and in regard to such matters'as the definition of through traffic, it proved
impossible to effect a reconciliation with regard to the method by which
operators would be rewarded for efficiency . All parties agreed upon the
Canadian proposal that the operator who demonstrated his efficiency by
achieving an agreed high average payload on a se rv ice should be allowed to
increase capacity on that se rv ice . The U.K. however took the position that this'
Principle should be applied only to traffic embarked in the country of origin of
the se rvice, while the U.S . asserted that it should apply a jso to traffic picked up
at intermediate points on the route, asserting that only thus could any se rv icedevelop and expand reasonably .

It proved impossible to reach agreement on this point and in consequence allClauses on
regulation of rates and traffic, as well as a special article designed to

meet the needs of nations handicapped in the development of air transport as aresult of wâr , conditions, were dropped from the permanent convention and
referred for consideration at the interim organization agreed upon ât, Chicago .

Both Canada and France were proposed as the seat of the permanent
organizationwhile Canada also was urged to provide the seat for the interim
organization

. The Canadian representatives suggested that the permanent and
interim organizations should be located in the same place but did not urge
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Canada's claims to either. It was agreed by the conference that Canada should 
be the seat of the interim organization which should at its last meeting decide 
upon the seat of the permanent organization. 

Both the interim organization  and the permanent organization are to consist 
of an Assembly and a Council. The Council is  t..  be composed of twenty-one 
member States chosen according to three categories: 
(a) The chief operating countries, 
(b) The chief providers of facilities, 	 ' 
(c) States chosen to provide representation , for geo'graphical areas not 

otherwise represented. 
Canada was elected to membership on the Council as the most important 

state in Category (b). This result, together with the unduly large size of the 
Council can be attributed entirely to pressure from the Latin American states 
which insisted upon a large Council and which also indulged in electioneering 
practices as a solid bloc, which resulted in the Latin American slate for the 
Council being chosen, including Brazil, Mexico, and Belgium in the first 
category, along with the U.K., the U.S., France and the Netherlands. 

The following are the documents prepared in Chicago:" 

(1) Final Act 
This document which is attached to the present report as Appendix 3t 

includes a series of resolutions covering such matters as disposition of technical 
annexes prepared during the conference, technical personnel,  the  metric 
system, transfer of title to aircraft, the position of the Home Convention of 
1933, the development of private international air law, flight documents and 
publication of documentation. The most important of these resolutions sets 
forth certain standard clauses which signatories agree to incorporate in all 
bilateral 'agreements regarding international air services. Thc clauses arc of a 
general nature, providing for mutual recognition of standards, imposition of 
reasonable charges, registration and similar matters. Countries acccpting this 
resolution âlso undertake not to grant exclusive rights in bilateral agreements 
or make discriminatory arrangements. 

(2) Interim Agreement on International Civil 
Aviatfôn—(Appendix 4 hereto)/ 

The interim agreement eitablishes an interim organization which is to 
remain in existence until the permanent convention comes into  force  or another 
Conference  is  called,. but in no' case to exceed three years. It establishes a 
provisional organization composed of an Assembly, an Interim Council of 

twenty-one members and under the Interim Council, a committee on Air 

Transport,' a Committee  on' Air Navigation and a Committee on the 

International Convention.  

* 

"Voir Canada. Recut,' des trait és.  1944,N'  
See Canada ,  Treaty Series. 1944 ,  No. 36. 
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The powers of these bodies are generally similar to those given to the 
equivalent bodies in the permanent convention. Member states undertake to 
file all agreements with the interim organization but retain the right to 
designate routes and airports on a non-discriminatory basis, for use by 
international air services. In general the activities of the interim organization 
will be limited to carrying forward the technical work of the Chicago 
Conference and to study and review in the field of air transport. 

The interim organization will come into being when twenty-six governments 
of signatory states have indicated acceptance. 

(3) Permanent Convention on International Civil 
Aviation — (Appendix 5 hereto)' 

The permanent convention on international civil aviation contains many of 
the provisions of the original Canadian draft convention submitted to the 
Conference. It is composed of a part dealing with air navigation, a part 
establishing the permanent organization, a part dealing with air transport and 
a part containing final general provisions. 

The permanent organization follows the same lines as the interim 
organization but has more extended powers. It contains principles similar to 
those proposed in the original Canadian draft convention regarding coordina-
tion with any international security organization, regarding provision of 
airports and air navigation facilities and other matters. While in general its 
function is to be advisory and consultative, one chapter of this convention 
provides for compulsory, settlement of disagreements between nations over 
aviation matters. The Council is to be the primary instrument in settlement of 
disputes and unless it decides otherwise, its decision will remain in effect unless 
reversed on appeal to the permanent Court of International Justice or to an 
Arbitral Tribunal. The permanent convention will come into force when 
ratified by twenty-six governments. 

(4 & 5) International Air Services Agreentent and International Air 
Transport Agreement (Appendices 6 and 7)' 

Failure to reach agreement rcgarding control of traffic and rates made it 
imPossible to insert in the permanent convention any of the  so-called 
"freedoms" of the air, i.c. freedom of transit, non-technical stop, and the 
various freedoms of commercial outlet. Accordingly thé U.S. proposed that five 
freedoms be incorporated in a protocol to the convention to be opcn for 
signature by any state wishing to grant these five freedoms, which are: 

( 1 ) The privilege to fly across its territory without landing; 
(2) ,  The privilege to land for non•traffic purposes; 
(3 ) The privilege to put down passengers, mail and cargo takcn on in the 

territory of the State whose nationality the aircraft possesses; 
, e(r4)rThe privilege to take on passcngcrs, mail and cargo destined for the 

ritory of the state whose nationality the aircraft possesses; 
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(5) The privilege' to take on passengers, mail and cargo destined for the
territory, of any - other contracting State and the privilege to put down
passengers, mail and cargo coming from any such territory .

It was eventually agreed that this document should be entirely separate from

the convention and in no way tied to it .

Similarly the U .S. opened the way during 'the- closing sessions of the

conference for a proposal that all nations grant the first two of these five
freedoms, i.e . ' transit and non-technical stop. In the face of opposition t o

agree d
insertion of these two freedoms in the permanent convention lwo by any
that a document granting the two freedoms be opened for signatur e

nation wishing to grant them .
Of the above documents Canada signed the Final Act, the Interim

Agreement and the Permanent Convention .

Canada also felt that it would be impossible to refuse the first two freedoms
and indicated a willingness to adhere to the document establishing these two

freedoms but did not sign it at Chicago. It is desirable that before Canada

signs, satisfactory bilateral arrangements be concluded with the U .K . and U .S .

since in signing Canada will give np important bargaining counters
. It does not

appear wise for Canada to adhere to the five freedom agreement at present
. All

documents are to remain open for signature in Washington .

11 . COMMONWEALTH CONVERSATIONS-
Prior to the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago, conversa-

tions at the official level were held in Montreal between
representative s

ÿlfoundf
Canada, the U .K., Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India ,
land and Southern Rhodesia, under the chairmanship of Mr . H

. J•Sth algthe
of Canada. A complete report

Iof these conversations has been filed with
departments." s

(A) - Committees
Five Committees were established as follows:

(1) Committee on a multi-lateral international aviation conventio n

The work of this Committee ; had regard only to the negotiations that

subsequently took place in Chicago .

(2) Committee on Routes
This Committee prepared a mapof suggested routes covering various

parts
of the Commonwealth .

(3) Technical Committee
This Committee examined technical 'matters of air navigation as a

preliminary to the Chicago Conference .

(4) Committee on Operations
e actualr methods , of operation of various malor

This Committee discussed the
trunk routes connecting countries of - the Commonwealth . Canada took par

t

13Voir le document 270 ./Sce Document 270.
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only in discussions dealing with services from Canada to Australia and New 
Zealand. The Committee also recommended the establishment of a permanent 
Commonwealth Air Transport Council. Discussions in regard to this Council 
and in regard to trans-Pacific services were not concluded at the first Montreal 
meetings. 
(5) Committee on operation of military routes 

This Committee recommended: 
(a) that in the'preient abnormal situation existing military services should be 

retained on a military basis as long as possible to meet essential demands, 
(b) that any appreciable expansion of international civil air transport services 

which did not directly sérve the war effort, would be undesirable, 
(c) that if it should be decided that it would be in the British Commonwealth 

interest that the expansion of international commercial air services should 
meanwhile continue to be restrained, it would be desirable to effect some 
relaxation of the practice governing the carrying out of priority civilian 
passengers and goods in military transport aircraft. There were strong 
objections from the Service point of view to the principle of civilian passengers 
and freight being carried for hire in military aircraft, but it was felt that this 
objection was one primarily the concern of governments to resolve and it might 
be met in part by the governments undertaking to bear the cost. In the event of 
changes being made, it would be desirable for the governments operating such 
services to.  come to some arrangement as to priorities and scale of payments. 

The Committee also considered the operation of military trans-Pacific 
services from the U.K. to Australia by way of United States and by way of 
Central America. - 

On the first route it was agreed that the R.A.F., the R.C.A.F., the 
R.A.A.F., and the R.N.Z.A.F., should cooperate in providing aircrews, base 
and maintenance facilities and ground personnel at air fields in the respective 
territories of their governments and that liaison officers as they might be 
required should be appointed at bases along the route. 

The Canadian representative expressed the view that Canada should in the 
light of Canada's declared policy at this conference operate that Portion of 
route in which Canada was mainly interested, viz: , the link from Dorval to San 
Diego as an R.C.A.F. undertaking. It was agreed that it would be possible 
for this section to be operated by R.C.A.F. without detriment to the general 
principle of a unified route. 

On the second route it was agreed that from the point of view of strategic 
and military considerations this route was of primary importance and that 
efforts should be made to complete its survey and to initiate operations as soon 
as possible. This route might be developed in the postwar period as a 
commercial route but it would be primarily a military defence communications 
link, in which respect it could be regarded as a useful instrument for any world 
security organization which might eventually be established. 

Following the international conference in Chicago, Commonwealth 
representatives met again in Montreal with representation at Ministerial level 
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from Canada, the• U .K . ; Australia and New' Zealand: ~ In these discussions

further details with regard to the functions and procedure of a Commonwealth
Air Transport Council were agreed for recommendation to the Commonwealth

governments . These details are included in Appendix
116 to this report .

(B) - Pacific Service
Further details were also considered with regard to the operation . of trans-

Pacific services and the conclusions, reached are attached to this report as
Appendix 2°7 Briefly summarized they are, that if Australia and, New Zealand

can make satisfactory arrangements with the U .S. by which commercial outlet

can be obtained in the U .S. for a trans-Pacific service between Canada and
Australasia and by which Australia and New Zealand would be permitted to
allocate to Canada certain of the traffic rights obtained by them from the U .S .,

then parallel non-competitive operations would be set up on the route by TCA
on the one hand and by a joint Austrâlia-New Zealand-U .K: `company on the

other hand : Failing this, Australia, New ' Zealand' and the U .K. would seek to

operate a joint service from Australia to San Francisco and Canada would
operate from Vancouver to Honolulu, connecting there with the Australia-New

Zealand-U.K. service.

(C) - Bilateral Agreements
During the second series of conversations in Montreal the U .K: representa-

tives presented a- series of standard clauses for incorporation in bilateral air
agreements and suggested that all Commonwealth governments agree to
incorporate these standard clauses in any aviation arrangements made with any

country. The suggested standard clauses went much further than the standard
clauses agreed upon during the Chicago_ conference and provided for traffic
regulation along the lines advocated by the U.K. government in Chicago -

lines which had not proved acceptable to the U.S . ;. , i

The Canadian representatives took strong exception to this U .K. proposal on

the grounds that it would result in the establishment of a Commonwealth bloc
which would prejudice relations with other countries, and also on the grounds
that the proposed clauses .would not be applicable to the 'various agreements

which Canada would be making
. Accordingly it was agreed that no action be taken . in the U.K. proposal s

which remained merely : an indication 'of the y procedure which the U .K .

government proposed to follow in its own bilateral negotiations .
C. D . HowE

"Non trouvé./Not located . ;
"Non trouvé./Not located.
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la délégation aux conversations du Commonwealth sur le transport aérien

Mémorandum du secrétaire—.
Memorandum by Secretary,

Delegation to Commonwealth Air Conversations

have certain new equipment - early next year for this purpose and wishes t o

ToPSECRET December 13, 1944

MEMORANDUM ON COMMONWEALTH AIR CONVERSATION S
MONTREAL, DECEMBER 9 AND 10, 194 4

1 . These conversations picked up certain loose ends left from the Cômmon-
wealth conversations in Montreal in October and cleaned up certain problems
which required Ministerial consideration . The October conversations had been
held on the official level, while Ministers from Canada, the United Kingdom,Australia and New Zealand participated in the December conversations .

2 . Mr. Howe raised privately with the United Kingdom the question of
introducing commercial service on the North Atlantic and expressed readiness
to do this in the near future . The U.K. representatives indicated a desire to
consult with the U .K. government in regard to timing, since any decision taken
must also include the United States . My own feeling is that the real difficulty
lies in the fact that the'United Kingdom is not yet completely ready, hoping to

delay action until that time.
3 . Mr. Howe also raised with the U.K. the question of a Canadian service to

the West Indies on the basis agreed between Mr . Howe and Lord Beaverbrook
in 1943, that is, that the service'should be left, so far as the Commonwealth is
concerned, to Canada . The United Kingdom had already filed, in October, in
Montreal, a request on the part of British West Indies Airways to operate this
route . It was pointed out to the U .K. representatives that there was not room
for more than one

I
operator to run with any reasonable hope of economic

oPeration, and that it would be difficult for Canada to go into this service
without some reasonable assurance of a chance to build up traffic without
competition from other Commonwealth lines . The U.K. representatives wished
to take this up in London 'also and suggested that the best solution might be
joint discussions between Canada, the U.K. Colonial Office and West Indiesrepresentatives. They expressed sympathy with the point of view put forward
by Canada, and suggested that the solution might be an agreement by which,
for a set period of years, the development of this route was left to Canada .4

. In open session, the Commonwealth representatives discussed a Common-
wealth Council, the trans-Pacific route and standard clauses for bilateralagreements .
5-'On- the first of these points, agreement was easily reached upon theestablishmentof an advisory council, wi thout powers, but with broad terms ofHow ereference

. The only point at issue here arose over the inclusion of Ireland . Mr.
raised the question of the inclusion of Ireland and none of the
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' Commonwealth repreSentatives other than the United Kingdom, expressed any 
strong opposition to this proposal. I feel that Most of them would have accepted 
Ireland as a member immediately'. The United Kingdom, however, obviously 
acting on instrtictions, stàted that this Wàs quite impossible at p.  resent, but 
indicated readiness to keep the matter open for the inclusion ,of Ireland after 
the conclusion of hostilities. ' 
. 6. On the trans-Pacific route, further pressure was brought to persuade 
Canada to partiCipate in a joint U.K.-Canada-Australia-New Zealand 
operating company. This proposal, however, was completely given up when Mr. 
Howe stated that it would not be possible. .The Canadian suggestion for 
segment operations connecting at Honolulu did not meet with favour from the 
United Kingdom, Australia or New Zealand. Australia, supported by the 
United Kingdom, was obviously anxious to have her flag carried through to 
North America and urged very vigorously the desirability of having the 
Canadian flag carried to Australasia. Australia and New , Zealand also 
indicated their willingness to make available to a Canadian line a share of any 
traffic rights obtained by them from the , United States. Accordingly, it was 
tentatively agreed to consider the establishment >of ,  parallel operations from 
Vancouver to Australia via San Francisco,  subject to satisfactory agreements 
with the United States, to be made by .Australia ànd .New Zealand. Trans-
Canada Airlines wo.  uld provide a thrôugh service and atiother service would be 
provided by a joint U.K.-Australia=New Zealand cOmpany. By inter-company 
agreement arrangements would be Made for division of schedules and pooling 
of traffic. If this failed, it was understood that the joint company would then 
attempt to operate from Australia to San Francisco and that Canada would 
connect with this service by operating a route from Vancouver to Honolulu. 
7. On the question of standard clauses in bilateral agreements, a serious 

division of opinion arose. The United Kingdom, without prior warning, 
produced a series of standard  ,clauses  which they suggested that each 
Commonwealth coimtry should undertake to incorporate in any bilateral 
agreements. with any countries. These clauses had obviously. been discussed 
with the Commonwealth  countries other than Canada and had received general 
support and appioval. In effect theY provided for. rigid regulation of capacity 
along the lines which the United Kingdorit had unsuccessfully proposed at the 
Chicago conference. The 'discussion on this point was quite vigorous, with 

Canada alone standing out against the proPosal on the grounds: , 
(i) that any such action would be equivalent to establishing a closed 

Commonwealth bloc, and could not fail to produce tinfortunate results; 
(ii) that the proposed articles could not, apply to, all the various agreements 

which Canada would be making since they would be far from suitable in manY 
cases; 

(iii) that many countries which ,might find the type of regulation proposed 

satisfactory if included in an international convention would find it unaccept-

able as part of bilateral agreements, .with the result that insistence on it by thei 
 Commonwealth countries would prejudice chances of success in future bilatera 

agreements  with other éOuniries. 
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8. Australia, New Zealand and India all supported the British position, but 
the document was eventually left as merely an indication of the policy which 
the U.K. government itself intended to follow. My . own view is that if the 
proposals had been introduced on this basis in the first instance, it would have 
been much easier to discuss them. 
9. The outstanding feature of all the Commonwealth conversations has been 

the readiness of the Commonwealth  nations,  other than Canada, to move in the 
direction of a united bloc. While Australia or South Africa might on a specific 
matter differ with a U.K. proposal, in general they all appeared ready to fall in 
with the idea of concerting policy in advance, agreeing upon a common front, 
participating in common schemes for operation or control, and seem to have no' 
fear of presenting a common front in public. Canada alone opposed this 
consistently throughout the discussions. 
10. The U.K. trend in this direction has obviously been strengthened by the 

discovery that most of the Dominions favour such a development as a means of 
protecting themselves in world affairs and that even when there is a difference 
of opinion, these Dominions do not press their point of view vigorously. I think 
that the tendency in this direction has been strengthened as a result of the 
Chicago conference. Most of the Dominions have come away feeling that their 
only protection in future world affairs lies in being part of a large and powerful 
bloc. 
11. I fear also that the U.K. representatives in spite of the experience of the 

last twenty ,  years, do not understand the Canadian position and consider us in 
some respects obstructive and extreme nationalists, bent upon preventing the 
establishment of a united Commonwealth front in world affairs. In conse-
quence  of  this lack of understanding, discussion was, upon more than one 
occasion, lively with little recognition being given by the United Kingdom to 
the principles of, Commonwealth relations which evolved during the 1920's and 
1930's. Lip service is given to the right of any Dominion to freedom of action, 
but surprise and frequently a measure of annoyance is always evident when this 
right is exercised even in discussion. 

Rapport d'un conseiller, 
la Conférence internationale sur l'aviation civile 

Report by AdviSer, International Civil Aviation Conference 

TOP SECRET 	
' 	

December 13, 1944 

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE 
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1944 

In spite of substantia> 1 achievements in certain fields, the conference cannot 
be considered a major success although the U.S. and most of the other 
Participants will seek to put as good a face as possible upon the results. In my 
detailed letters from the conference I described difficulties which prevented 
agreement on the really substantial issues connected with control of capacity 
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and rates ; clash of temperaments between the heads of the U .K. and U.S .

delegations ; the unsatisfactory atmosphere caused by mistakes in organization
a

and procedure and by the unfortunate choice
si
n

locale;
lltakeno byldthe

smaller preliminary conference ; the uncompromi8 attitude
U.K. War Cabinet in instructing its delegation; and the disagreement between

the U.K. and U.S. over the treatment to be accorded to pick: up traffic on any

route and, to control of capacity. President Roosevelt's . announcement of the

resignation of Mr. Berle from the State Department at . a' time when the

conference .was drawing to a conclusion, although connected .
i n
with

of the
reorganization of the State Department, was considered by some
timing, as a criticism of Mr. Berle's handling of the conference.

In temperament the heads of the U .K. and U.S. delegations were completely

incompatible . Mutual lack of trust was increased by
ness of the other.l Te

min
lack of ability in negotiation and the uncooperatrv e
ran high and at times there was virtually a complete refusal to meet or even to
authorize an intermediary to act . . Upon such occasions only Canadian

independent action brought about further discussion betweTen two .itself was
The atmosphere of the Stevens Hotel was not good .

crowded and noisy, while its food was not of the best . Rooms
could get out

tempers easily became frayed . ~ While it was true that delegate s

into the city for diversion, it was also true that the atmosphere was far from
restful and fresh air was at a premium . o

The failure to hold a preliminary conference greatly lengthened the
true hwhen

meeting and added to gene ï~e d~sstl andt the U~K wbeganr cthei rulartwo weeks of
the three powers, Canada ,
meetings to attempt reconciliation of views. The other nations h ad

tTh s
during this' period and became quite unhappy over the

undoubtedly added to the spirit of re belliousness displayed during tht~é sLatin
weeks of the conference, by some of the smaller nations and by
American bloc . Lack of any prelim inarÿ agreement on'basic issues also nmadeof
much easier for small nations wi th exaggerated

during the last two weeks .
national sovereignty to press their v iews su Y

As ~ far as organization itself was concerned there was faulty dlrheads of
other respects as well . An Executive Committee composed of a

delegations was established but proved unwieldy in size and some â~~ Steerin ga
in harmony . The Executive Committee

the Presidenaof the Conference
Committee of some dozen odd memb et once
made practically , no use of this Steeringn Committee. I believe it onl y

or twice and then did little of significance .
The choice of Chairmen in main conimittees, subommittees aWererhatnd-

committees was far from' fôrtunate .' Sometinies the' Cha irmen

icapped by lack of knowledger of : English. Where this was not the the res1
case the y

'were frequently • inadéquatcly eqwpped to 'control a meet ing, w it roCedure
that some of the main sessions were confused and turbulentBle1T here wereofwhile` some of the drafting committees became towers
some exceptions to this situation .
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At times the President of the Conference displayed the ability to employ a
strong guiding hand ; at-other times this ability was far from evident . This may
in part be due to the fact that the U .S. delegation was split on a number of
issues and did not come into the conference with complete and clear ideas on
the more important issues. During the early weeks of the conference the U .S .
delegation held almost daily, meetings in an effort to solve its difficulties . One
of the best indications of lack of generalship were the facts that the Latin
American nations supported by_only two European countries, Luxembourg and
Belgium . managed to get the Council increased to an unwieldy twenty-one
members, and that the U .S. made no serious .attempt to forestall this or to
correct it after the damage had been done .

A further difficulty was the order of approach to the subjects under
discussion. The sensible approach in our opinion (shared by a number of
countries) was to deal in the first instance with permanent arrangements and,
having done this, then to deal with temporary arrangements, utilizing as much
of the permanent agreements as feasible . It took almost two weeks to bring the
U.S .- to this point of view and at no time did it prove possible to call a halt to
the committees dealing with temporary arrangements with the result that plans
for an interim organization and for standard clauses in bilateral agreements
were completed at a . time when the discussion on the permanent organization
was just nicely under way . In consequence the interim plans had later to be
reviewed completely in an attempt to bring them into line with the permanent
document . It also meant that Canada, having reserved its main arguments for
the permanent document found that certain, unsatisfactory clauses had been
inserted in the temporary documents . The supporters of these clauses argued
that since they had been adopted in the interim documents they should also be
included in the permanent convention . The foregoing procedure also led to a
number of the important questions being debated in several committees instead
of being concentrated in a single committee .

France, while playing in many respects a useful and sensible role was
obviously striving for recognition as one of the leading great powers . Its
insistence that French be an official language provided some difficulties . While
it did not succeed as regards the official language of the conference, French
was accepted as one of the official languages for the final documents; Spanish
and English being the other two. The Latin Americans made it quite clear that
if French were adopted officially for any,purpose, Spanish would have to be
adopted as well . This proved to be the case. Yugoslavia made a strong plea for
the use of a Slavic language, (presumably Russian) .

- The neutrals . were on the whole careful about ' their participation in the
conference. Spain said very little. Turkey said nothing . The Swiss rcpresenta-
tive spoke only once when he made a helpful attempt to keep the size of the
Couneil . down

,
to reasonable proportions . Portugal had a little more to say .

Ireland spoke quite frequently, both in committees and in drafting committees .Ch inad id not play a leading role at any time and did not attempt to pressforward . Poland was quite vocal but its contributions were not helpful . Greecewas very vocal indeed .
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Following the protestations of the U.K. and U.S. that all their endeavours 
were intended to protect the small nations, a number of these small nations 
suggested openly that they would prefer to protect themselves. In other words, 
the constant reference by the great powers to their protection of the interests of 
others found a welcome, but one heavily tinged with suspicion. 

One of the most ominous signs of the conference was the activities of the 
Latin Àmerican bloc under the leadership of Cuba and Mexico. The Latin 
American representatives displayed little ability in negotiation but by sheer 
weight of ilumbers made themselves felt. They held frequent meetings and 
agreed upon concerted plans of action. They also met a number of times with 
the head of the U.S. delegation who displayed ability to bring them into line. 
The fact that some of their activities at the conference were definitely injurious 
leads to the conclusion that either the U.S. was not able always to influence 
them or that the U.S. upon occasion deliberately allowed them to have a free 
rein in a manner disturbing to other countries. 

The constant theme of the Latin Am' ericans was protection of national 
sovereignty and maintenance of juridical equality, a theme which was used on 
every possible occasion in watering down the permanent convention. Their 
practice of common action and of voting as a solid bloc had its strongest 
manifestation in the election of the Interim Council. There; a complete Latin 
American slate was prepared, including seven Latin American States on the 
Council of twenty-one. This became known and resulted in a bitter debate in 
the meeting of the Executive Committee' which was supposed to agree on 
nominations for the Council. The U.K. and Yugoslavia in particular criticized 
the Latin American action strongly. The Executive Committee debate was so 
vigorous that the election was eventually referred to a plenary session, where 
the Latin American slate carried the election. 

' The Latin 'Americans had apparently approached a number of European 
countries asking for their support; in particular countries who sse names they 
had included in their slate. They were turned down by some and in conse-
quence struck those names off the slate, substituting others. By this device they 
obtained enough support from other countries, notably Irak, Greece, Egypt, 
and probably Turkey, Iran and Belgium, to give an assurance that between 
twenty-five and thirty countries would vote the Latin American slate. The 
voting of other countries was, of course, split according to the individual views 
of each country. Apparently Brazil alone was worried over this development 
and tried to hold it in check. Brazilian representatives frankly told Canada that 
they were in a difficult position. Being non-Spanish, and being the rising great 
power of Latin America they were an object of some suspicion on the part of 
the other Latin American countries. This was a short-sightcd move on the pa.rt 
of Latin America since the great powers, having seen this gerrymandering ,  vetti 
be likely in future to concentrate control in their own hands in order to prevent 
this sort of chaotic situation while the intermediate and lesser powers who.  were 

 angry over the situation will undoubtedly attempt some sort of retaliatory 
action at future conferences by forming a counter-bloc. 



Irritation, particularly among European countries, was extreme . India which
had a strong case for membership on the Council had been left off entirely .
Just before the 'closing session of the Conference, Norway made known its
intention of withdrawing voluntarily from the Council in order to provide a
place for India . Sweden and Denmark had approved this step . Apparently at
this point Mr . 'Berle 'made strong, representations to the Cuban delegate
pointing out that ; Latin America had badly overplayed its hand. Cuba
attempted to persuade some other Latin American country to withdraw from
the Council without success ; having failed it then made the grand gesture in
final session that Cuba itself withdraw rather than Norway in order to provide
a seat for India . The gesture was accepted .

In view of the fact that Congressional ratification will have to be given it is
interesting to note certain facts in regard to the composition of the first
Council . Eight States from the Americas are represented, - six from Latin
America together ' with the U .S. and Canada . Four British Commonwealth
States are represented, namely the U .K ., Canada, Australia and India,
together with Egypt which the Americas consider to be equivalent to a part of
the Commonwealth and Irak where Britain has a considerable influence .

A disturbing feature was the extreme bitterness of some of the invaded
countries with regard to future admission of new members (presumably enemy
States) . This matter got completely out of hand with the result that while the
United and Associated Nations and present neutrals may adhere to the
documents, other countries will only be admitted subject to the consent of a
four-fifths majority of the Assembly and to the specific consent in each case of
any country attacked or, invaded by the applicant during the present war,
(which for this purpose was interpreted to include the Italo-Ethiopian
campaign) . Greece, Poland and, Ethiopia led in this development with some
support from Yugoslavia and France .

The Secretariat*to the conference proved quite efficient in normal matters of
organization such as production and circulation of documents and announce-
ments . It did not, however, make any attempt to provide the little extra
amenities which help to keep a conference happy . The Secretaries for
Committees were efficient ; a number of them came from the Bureau of the
Budget. A few of them however were prone upon occasion to act as de facto
Chairmen, regardless of officially appointed Chairmen, as well as Secretaries,
a situation which f at times annoyed committee members. This was most
noticeable in drafting committees .=•, . .

"Pour le rapport de Symington :ur la Conférence de Chicago voir la pièce jointe , document 288 .
For Symington'a report on the Chicago conférence sec enclosure. Document 288 .
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- Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Munitions and Supply , . 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

*Ottawa; December 19, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson: - 	• 

Re: International Aviation 	. 
I have noted copy of confidential teletype WA-7021 from our Minister [sic] 

at Washington,' calling attention to the countries which have signed the 
various agreements which emerged from the Chicago,Conference. 

You will note that Canada has signed. the Final Act, and that this Act has 
been signed by 53 countries (everybody except Liberia). Canada has also 
signed the Interim Agreement, and 37 countries have signed this Agreement to 
date. 
; Canada has signed the Convention, as have 35 countries in all. 

Canada has not signed the Two Freedoms 'Agreement, although 28 countries 
have signed to date. .The United Kingdom' ,signed the Two Freedoms 
Agreement, but reserved Newfoundland. from the ierms of the Agreement, 
which is bringing in favourable [unfavciurablel editorial commcnt from the 
United States. . 

The United States is anxious to sit'down with  Canada to make a bilateral 
agreement covering aviation between thè two countries, and January 22nd has 
been mentioned as i suitable date." As the last meeting was held in Canada, it 
is proposed that the next meeting be held in New' York City. It is understood 
that you will notify the U.S.Ambassador at least a week before the actual date 
of the Conference. 

In'my opinion, Canada should sign the Two Freedoms Agreement. It might 
be convenient . to have the Agree'ment signed in Washingtén at the end of the 
U.S.-Canada conference. I understand that Newfoiindland will withdraw its 
reservation when Canada'. signs, although this was only a suggcstion made by 
the delegates from Newfoundland at the last Montreal Conference. 

The United States and 16 other cciuntries have signcd the Five Freedoms 
Agreement. It seems to me that it is not worthwhile for Canada to do so, since 
none of the European countries except Sweden and Turkey have signed. 

I shall appreciate the views of the Department of External Affairs in these 

matters.. 
Yours sincerely, 

C. D. HOWE 

"Voir les documents 297-8./See Documents 297-8. 
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

au Premier ministre

Ottawa, December 30, 1944

- MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRIME MINISTE R
The American Ambassador came to see me yesterday to enquire what

action the Canadian Government proposed to take about the "Two Freedoms"
Agreement drawn up at the Chicago Civil Aviation Conference . I told him that
we, were expecting to discuss with United States representatives the negotiation
of a Canada-United States Convention . at the end of January, and thought it
unlikely that Canada would sign the general international convention
conceding freedom of transit before the bilateral Canadian-American
agreement was concluded .

Mr. Atherton said that he had gained the impression, from conversations
with Mr. Howe, that Canada was ready to sign the Two Freedoms Convention
at any time . I told him that there had been no decision reached as to the timing
of the signing of this,Convention at the last Cabinet meeting at which Mr .
Howe had been present, and I thought it,unlikely that further consideration
would be , given to the question before his return from the south . The
Ambassador asked me for my private opinion as to whether or not it would be
difficult for the Canadian Government to sign the Two Freedoms Convention
prior to the opening of bilateral negotiations, if the United States very much
wanted us to do so. I told him that I thought it would be better to conclude the
bilateral agreement first, because otherwise the provisions of a bilateral
Canadian-American civil aviation agreement might be criticized in Canada by
persons who could contend that, in signing the general agreement first, Canada
had concedéd; in' advance, ' what was commonly, though I thought wrongly ;
regarded as the strength of its international bargaining position .

• DEA/72-MK-4-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnement s

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
, to Minister of Munitions and Supply ,

Deair Mr. Howe; `•

Ottawa, January 3, 194 5

I am taking advantage of a bag Bill Bennett is sending you to reply to yourletter : of December 19th on outstanding aviation questions . I am glad to note
that'the United States wish to discuss the question of se rv ices between Canada. ., .~, ig . .
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and the  •  United States since these will require a good deal of careful 
consideration and negotiation and the sooner we can start the better. 

A date in the second half of January should be satisfactory, as would New 
York as a meeting place. We will, as you suggest, make the necessary 
arrangements with the United States Embassy for the meetings. ' 

On the subject of the two freedoms I agree that Canada should sign the 
agreement, but think this should be done after or during the negotiation of our 
agreement with the United States. I am enclosing a copy of a note I have given 
the Prime Minister of a conversation I had with the American Ambassador on 
this subject last week.  

As regards the five freedoms, I agree that Canada should not sign the 
agreement for the time being. It would it is true, be of advantage to us in flying 
through the United States either to the Caribbean or to Australia. However, it 
opens up such possibilities of overcrowding on the Atlantic that it might lead to 
serious difficulties in the absence of an effective international 'authority to keep 
capacity in some sort of relation to traffic offering. . 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

288. 	 - 	DEA/72-M K-4-40 

L'adjoint exécutif du ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Executive Assistant to Minister of Munitions and Supply 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, January 3, 1945 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
I enclose a copy of a report on the International Air Conference, held in 

Chicago, which has been submitted to Mr. Howe by Mr. H. J. Symington. Mr. 
Symington has asked that I send you a c,opy of his report. 

Yours sincerely, 
W. J. BEN N ETT 

[PIECE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE) 

Rapport du président, Trans Canada Airlines 
Report by President, Trans Canada Airlines 

Montreal, December 29, 1944  

The International Conference at Chicago lasted for thirty-nine days. It 
opened on November 1st and closed December 7th. 

On the opening day, addresses were made b).,  leading delegates, the principal 

ones being those of the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada. The 

address by the Canadian Chairman, the Hon. C. D. Howe, aroused great 
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interest and printed copies were in brisk demand:-The address gave evidence of
careful preparation and was a reasoned discussion of an actual Convention. In
this way Canada's introduction to the*Conference was excellent.

When the proceedings were finally organized, Canada succeeded 'in ' having
the *Canadian draft convention selected .'as the basis for discussion and a
Canadian delegate was , appointed chairman of the sub-committee on
International Air Transport principles ., Several days were taken ùp with the
explanation of and reasons for the various clauses in the draft convention .
Good progréss was made until the clauses' dealing with allocation of
frequencies, escalation and control were reached 9 0

~ It soon became clear that there were important differences between the
United Kingdom and the United States on these subjects, and the Latin
American countries gave strong support to the United States against the
question of control of - the - Authority on the grounds of ' incompatibility with
their' sovereignty . As the situation developed, Canada naturally became the
mediator between the two largest nations in [endeavouring] to reconcile their
views, and spent many days and nights [in efforts] to find common ground .

Much 'progress had been made and was being [made when] the United
States suddenly demanded the addition of the [fifth] Freedom . In connection
with the Freedoms, Canada, after [long] consideration in the preparation of its
convention, had [decided] that only four freedoms were feasible . This sudden
move ! [by the] , United States greatly' accentuated the difficulties as it
[introduced] the factor of pick-up traffic in various countries [passed] through
on long trunk routes,' and correspondingly accentuated the importance and
difficulties of the clauses [previously agreed to] relative to the basis of initial
allocations and the [subsequent] increase . It was upon this point that the
Conference [finally?] broke down .

While the clauses dealing ' with freedoms, [?] and with protection of
countries retarded in [commercial aviation] development by war were finally
omitted from the [Convention which] had been virtually agreed upon
conditional on [agreement on the] frequency clause which included the
escalator [principle ?] not having been accomplished, the other clauses [?] .

By numerous drafts and suggestions, the Canadian delegation gradually
narrowed the differences, and when the last Canadian draft was submitted, the
Chairman of the United States delegation said that he would support it in his
delegation if the United Kingdom asked for it . The United Kingdom, however,
amended the Canadian suggestion by proposing that in case of dispute over the
original allocation or the escalator provisions that the disputed point be left for
decision by the International Board, who should make their decision after
consideration and' application of four principles set out in the suggested
amendment. By` this move the United Kingdom delegation got itself on tenabl e

90lI nous manque une partie de la première page de ce document . Les mots entre parenthèses sont
présumés .
Part of the first page of this document was missing . The words in square brackets are
conjectural .'
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grounds, viz., impartial decision on a disputed matter. by an impartial board, 
and they clung to that position to the end. It was at this point that London and 
Washington came into the picture. The United Kingdom said they had specific 
instructions not to support the last Canadian proposal, and the United States 
Said they could not accept the English amendment , as it wôuld not pass 
Congress. As a  last resort, I asked the Chairman of the United States 
delegation to permit- me to address his delegation, as I hoped to be able to 
convince them that the British amendment to the last Canadian proposal could 
well be accepted by the United States, but he refused saying that it was useless. 
The result was that these matters were referred to the interim board for study 
and report but, of course, unless a new Conference was called,' any change 
would now be an amendment to the present Convention and viould require the 
necessary two-thirds majorities in order to be adopted. 

To substitute for these clauses, the United States delegation proposed two 
documents, one providing for two freedoms and one for five freedoms, to be 
attached as protocols to the Convention. The Canadian delegation opposed this 
vigorously , and eventually persuaded the s Chairman of the  United States 
delegation to simply submit them.as  agreements between States who might 
desire to sign them apart  from  and in no way connected with the Convention. 
Thérefoie; these agreement.i stand à contracts between thcise who signed them 
unless and until the clauses left to thé interim Council for study are settled. 

s Meanwhile, the technical co.  mmittees and sub--committees had been working 
very hard and doing excellent work. , The Paris Convention and Havana 
ConventiCon were reconciled with the result, that a complete section on aerial 
navigation was incorporated in the Convention. Various annexes to the 
Convention covering all sorts of practical, and  intricate questions were 
completed. 

With respect to the composition of the Council, the Canadian Convention 
proposed stwelve members as a , workable body, selected on the functional 
principle. The South American and Middle East States wanted a larger board 
with the , idea of their securing representation thereon. Ncithcr the United 
Kingdom nor the United States delegations at that time seemed to desire to 
oppose these countries and they weakly consented to the' number being raised 
to twenty-ône. In the result, the Council is unwieldy and i will require to resort 
to an Execittive ComMittee to be efficient and Piactical. s 

- 
 

on the question of the seat of the Council, the United States had proposed 
Canada, and France had made an impassioned plea as  to  her claims. Canada 
took no part in any way. When it came to be decided, the Chairman called for 
a yote on the seat of the Interim Council and Canada secured a reasonable 
majority. ;  When it came to the question ,of the location of the seat of the 
permanent council, the vote was a tie with two votes missing. The delegate for 

Paraguay had left the room and the delegate for Luxembourg had gone to 
Washington. The delegate for Paraguay returned and voted for Canada, and 
the Chairman was announcing the selection of Canada when the delegate for 
Holland asked that the matter be left over for the final plenary session in view 
of the close vote and the absence of the delegate for Luxembourg, and this was 



done. Subsequentlj, the acting Chairman for Canada, after a visit 1rom the
French delegation, suggested that the matter be settled at the final meeting of,
the Interim Council, and this was agreed to . The French delegation . were
extremely grateful and many countries congratulated Canada on the fairness of
her stand. In any event, Canada did not want its selection to be the result of an
American bloc which it in principle was strongly opposing .

Whether the Conference was a success or a failure cannot now be
determined . A foundation has been laid which will permit of development, and
familiarity with results may remove fear of what may happen and may bring
about settlement of the disputed clause on frequencies and escalation .

The Canadian draft is the foundation of the Convention and the language of
the Aransport sections is largely from that draft . By reason of being more
thorôughly prepared; and by reason of having put forth a finished document,
Canada ~ took ' a most prominent position and won the commendation of all
countries. The credit is entirely due to those responsible for that preparation .
The acting Chairman of the Canadian delegation had access to confidential
messages ~ and the margin by which the last Canadian proposal failed of
acceptance was so narrow as to be tragic.

,'The achievements of the Conference were as follows :

(1) - Final Act - This document includes a series of resolutions, including a
recommendation to study the disputed essential clauses and reporting thereon .
Resolutions also cover such matters as disposition of technical annexes
prepared' during - the conference, technical personnel, the metric system,
transfer of title to aircraft, the position of the Rome Convention of 1933, the
development of private international air law, flight documents and publication
of documents. One of the most important of these resolutions sets forth certain
standard clauses which signatories agree to incorporate in all bilateral
agreements regarding international air services . The clauses are of a general
nature, providing for mutual recognition of standards, imposition of reasonable
charges, registration and : similar matters. Countries accepting this resolution
also undertake not to grant exclusive rights in bilateral agreements or make
discriminatory arrangements.

(2) , Interim - Agreement on . International Civil Aviation - The interim
agreement establishes an interim organization which is to remain in existence
until , the ! permanea convention comes into force, or another conference is
called, ;but in no case to - exceed three ' years . It establishes a provisional
organizatiôn composed of an Assembly, an Interim Council of twenty-one
members and under the Interim Council, a Committee on Air Transport, a
Committee on Air 1 Navigation and a Committee on the International
Convention .

(3) Permanent Convention on International Civil Aviation - The permanent
convention on international civil aviation contains many of the provisions of the
original ; Canadian - draft convention submitted to the Conference . It is
comPoseci- . of a part , dealing with air navigation, a part establishing th e

f ~
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permanent organization, a part dealing with air transport and a part containing 
final general provisions. 	. 	. 	 • 

The  permanent organization follows the same lines as the interim 
organization but has more extended powers.. It contains principles similar to 
those proposed in the original Canadian draft convention regarding coordina-
tion with any international security organization, regarding provision of 
airports and air,navigation facilities and other matters. While in general its 
function is to be advisory and consultative, one chapter of this convention 
provides for compulsory settlement of disagreements between nations over 
aviation matters. 
(4 & 5) International Air Services *Agreement and international Air 

Transport Agreement As a failure to reach agreement regarding frequencies 
and escalation had caused the elimination from the Convention of the freedoms 
clause and the rates clause, an attempt was made by the United States to 
circumvent bilateral agreements through multilateral agreements dealing, one 
with two freedoms and one with five freedoms. These bind the parties to each 
agreement as between themselves and are in no way part of the Convention. 

The Conference failed of complete achievement owing to several causes. 
The United States and the United Kingdom' viewpoints were at wide 

variance on many things, and it was most unfortunate that Lord Swinton and 
Mr. Berle got at cross purposes at their first meeting and that a mutual dislike 
of each other grew. It took days getting them into a Ira= of mind where 
progress was possible, and even then, there were outbursts from time to time 
which retarded progress. Whenever a suggested compromise caused either 
party too much difficulty in resisting, Lord Swinton's final reply was that it 
was contrary to the instructions of his Prime Minister, and Mr. Berle's final 
reply was that he could not get it through Congress. 

One effect of the initial delay was that the other head delegates had nothing 
to do and became impatient and perhaps resentful. One unfortunate result was 
the formation of a South American-Middle Eastern bloc,' which discovered 
their power and in fl icted their will upon the matter of the size and composition 
of the Council. , 

The United States gave way on the principle of computation on the basis of 
embarkation in a country, and felt that this was a great concession. The United 
Kingdom and Canada gave way on the powers . of the Authority and adopted 
Mr. Berle's new technique of enforcement by means of making each State 
refusing to compel her airlines to obey findings of the Authority guiltY of a 
breach of in international obligation."This :was  an original and probably 
effective meins of meeting a situation where there was dccp rootcd aversion to 
committing drastic enforcement powers to the proposed Authority. NIr. Berle 
was the father of this idea and deserves commendation for it. 

The Five Freedoms clause was virtually àgreed upon when Canada 's 
suggestion of the right to reserve out of the fifth freedom was accepted by both 
sides.  •The rate clause was agreed upon and the devastated and retarded nations 

clause also, but these were dependent upon the settling of the frequency clause, 
 



and when this was put 'aside for further . consideration, the others, although

practically agreed upon in wording, went the same way.
' t f

The susceptibilities of the * Latin ° American States to infringemen s o

rafting committees ably and well and commanded respect in all quarters . Mr .

sovereignty were by patient drafting overcome .

The organizations, both interim and permanent, were set up with a fair
chance that differences of opinion on the outstanding point will, in the process
of time,' not appear so formidable and that a proper regulatory authority may
be set up along the lines of the original Canadian draft .

One important lesson to be learned from the Conference is that the leading

nations'should have a complete understanding of their objectives before a large

Conference ` meets . Had - this been done in this - case, the Authority could

probably have been set up in a relatively short time . People of international

goodwill should if possible be the delegates . Mr. Berle unfortunately had an

anti-Anglo prejudice which showed itself from time to time, and Lord Swinton
was of the old imperialistic school not particularly alive to present day trends

and resentful of some of Mr . Berle's actions . The delegates to the Conference

should, as far as possible, be free to exercise their discretion on disputed points .

A reference to a home government by telegraph or cable is unsatisfactory and
depends to too large an extent upon the representations make by the delegate
rather than in the face of the evidence .

The United Kingdom was plainly fighting to maintain her spheres of
influence and there was evident a spirit of fear that the centre of influence was
flowing to this hemisphere . The latter applied somewhat also to other European

nations. It also seemed that England feared American superiority in the air . •

The United States, on the other hand, was plainly desirous of securing a
large measure of domination in the air and is not prepared to surrender her
chances by leaving them in the hands of others to approve or deny what it
wants .

The attitude of Holland, France and other European countries was to
maintain United States goodwill, giving up a minimum in doing so, while the
attitude of the United Kingdom was to prese rve her position even though

relations with the United States were put under some strain .

Canada should endeavour to add to her personnel, people capable of taking
a leading part in conferences of this kind . Personal contacts and conversations

with : representatives of many countries could not be prosecuted effectively
without a much larger delegation ..

Mr: Escott,Reid and Mr. John Baldwin did great work. As a resourceful

draftsman, ~ fertile ideas and quick of execution, Mr . Reid far outdid

repcesentatives of any of the other countries . Mr. Baldwin did his work on the

Wilson and his technical assistants more than held up their end .

`'The' place which Canada occupied at this Air Conference calls for added
responsibility. The selection of Canada as the headquarters for the Interim
Council (and probably the Permanent Council) and as a member of it, calls for
the'selection of a place in Canada for such headquarters and the provision for, .
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office space and living quarters. The membership and staff will be numerous 
and will bring a large number_of newcomers from all the world to this country. 
There is a twenty7one -man council  with  sub-commissions, committees and 
staffs, many with families, whose welfare. Must be, considered. Canada will 
require to decide on her nominee on the Council  as  well as -provide various 
types id personnel; and these should be competent men. 

In addition, an international association of operators from-  àll thé world is 
being formed, and it has been intimated that they also are seriously considering 
Canada as their headquarters. 

Canada thus has the opportunity of becoming a very big factor in world 
aviation and it should not, be neglected. Canada must endeavour to add to her 
personnel, people capable of taking a leading part in these organizations. 

Canada must give consideration .as to whether, she will sign the Two 
Freedom agreement and the Five Freedom . agreement prepared at the 
Conference. It would not seem wise to reach a decision until after bilateral 
agreements are made with the United States respecting both domestic and 
international lines, and probably also with the United Kingdom relative to 
international lines. 

Under instructions from Canada, the Acting Chairman was prepared to 
agree to the Two Freedom agreement, but *under the conditions as they 
developed, decided to intimate that Canada would at the proper time probably 
sign. Ultimately, unless a satisfactory convention can be obtained, Canada will 
probably feel it wise to sign the Two Freedom agreement: 

Canada must also decide whether she will sign the Five Freedom agreement, 
but this introduces other ,  considerations and must be thought out with great 
care. . 

Canada'niust decide whether she will further endeavour to bring the United 
Kingdom and the United States together so as to get a finished Convention 

'substantially along the ,lines of the Canadian proposals. If she decides to try, 
'then she would probably be in a stronger position if we do not now sign the 
Freedom agreements. 

Under the interim and final conventions signed at Chicago, the signature 
and acc,eptance clause reads as follows:. 

"The undersigned delegates to the International Civil Aviation Conference, 
convened in Chicago on November 1; 1944, have affixed their signatures to this 
Agreement with the understanding that the Gosiernnient of the United States 
'of America shall be informed at the earliest possible date by each of the 
governmenti on . whose behalf the Agreement has been signed whether 
signature on its behalf shall constitute an acceptance of the Agreement by that 
government and an obligation binding upon it." - 

• Although the' Canadian delegates signed under plenipotentiary pow ers it 

seems that this clause would govern and it is, therefore, recommended that the 

-} 	r 	

,  



Government should decide to ratify the signatures to the ~ interim agreement
and the permanent convention ."

The complete 'documentâtion of the Conference have been deposited with all
interested departments in Ottawa .. r , . ; , , : . . . . .,

DEA/72-MK-4-40289.
; L'antbassadeur aux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
r , i • . . , _

TELETYPE WA-88 Washington, January 5, 1945

aviation .
CONFIDENTIAL . My WA-7254 of December 30th,t concerning international

Freedoms Agreement. Mr. Parsons agreed with this conclusion . Be phoned,, . .,_ .a . .

to the interpretation that he had pledged Canada's acceptance of ` thc Two
that Mr . Symington's statement, as summarized in the Journal, was not open
Joint Sub-Committee of Committees 1, 3 and 4, and informed Mr . Parsons
December 3rd, which gives a résumé of the meeting on December 2nd of th e
At Mr : Parsons', request, Reid also looked up the Journal of the Conference fo r

which Mr. Sÿmington has used in answering repeated enquiries from the press
at Chicago had been - ."We are not signing at the moment," and that he had
refused, in spite of persistent questioning to say more than these seven words .

would sign the Two Freedoms Agreement . Mr. Reid stated that the formul a

talk with Mr. Reid on another matter, that the State Department has been
under . the impression that Mr .- Symington stated at Chicago that Canad a

4: Mr. Parsons of the State Department reiterated yesterday in an informa l
Agreemént to Congress .

3 . We have not yet received from the State Department a report on the
question of whether the Administration is going to submit the Interim

acceptance, we would be'grateful if you would give us a little prior warning 9 2
2. If you are going to make an announcement to the press in Canada on th e

the first country to have accepted the Interim Agreement .

1 : We sent to the State Department on January 1 st a note dated December
30th,t identical with that given in paragraph I of WA-7254 . Canada is, I think,

~"L'accord intérim aire. la convention . l'accord sur les services aériens internationaux et l'accord

, Chambre des commune: : Dé bats_ 1945 . deuxième session . D. 2548 ; Sénat. Débets, 1945 , pp.
- communes 1e 26 novembre et par une résolution du Sénat le S décembre 1945 . Voir Canada ,

sur le transport aérien international furent approuvés par une résolution de la Chambre de s

Commons, Debates. 1945, Second Session, p . 2492 ; Senate, Debates. 1945 . pp. 376-8 .
f2 Uri ôôrtim • 6 d f~' i ' 1945

on Novcmber 26 and by raolution of the Scnate on Deambcr S 1945 . Sec Canada . Ilouse o f
International Air Transport Agreement were approved by resolution of the Ilouse of Common s

-"The interiin` âgreèment, the convention, the International Air Services Agreement and th e
4W-3.' . r , . .

umqu e presse ut mis e 17 ~anvic r- A '' Press statement was issued on Janua ry 17, 1945 .
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however, this inorning to state that he had .been informed that-Mr . Symington

had told Mr. Berle that Canada would sign the Two Freedoms Agreement ; but

that ; Mr. Berle was out of town . and he was not able to check. this ~ story with

him. Mr. Parsons then mentioned the conversations which the United States
Ambassador in ', Ottawa ~ had had, and which are referred to in the second
paragraph :of the . Under-Secretary's memorandum to the Prime Minister of
December 30th, which was transmitted to us by the . Under-Secretary in a letter
to Mr . Mahoney of December 30th . t

5 . Reid's recollection of what Mr . Symington said to him of his conversation
with Mr . Berle was that Mr. Symington had reminded Mr. Berle of Mr. Berle's
promise, made at the very beginning of the `Conference, that if Canada were to
agree to a grant of air freedoms, the United States Government would see to it
that United States airlines landing in Canada did not deprive Trans-Canada
Air Lines of any considerable amount of .traffic . Mr. Symington had then gone
on to say that, since Mr . Berle was now leaving the State Department and his
statement, therefore, would not necessarily bind,his successor, it would clearly
be necessary for Canada- to withhold its signature of the Freedoms Agreement
until after the conclusion of .bilateral talks .with .the United States . Mr. Berle

concurred in the propriety of this course of action .

6 . I am - not . happy at this effort by the State • Department, through their
Ambassador in Ottawa and through Mr . Parsons here, to attempt to restrict

f âctiothe freedom o d of the Canadian Government by implying, if not statin g
openly, that Canada would be acting in"bad faith if it were to decide against
signing the Two Freedoms Agreement at the present time.

.7 . Perhâps .one . trouble is that, with` Mr. Berle out~,of the State Department

and with Mr. Clayton having only recently ' taken over aviation matters, the
control of United States international air transport policy is now lodged in the
hands of. Mr. - Stokeley Morgan, the Chief of the'

,
Aviation Division . Of the

dozen or so principal members of the United States delegation at Chicago, Mr .

Morgan was, in Reid's opinion, along with Senator Brewster, the most rigid

opponent of the Canadian views on the . International Air . Transport Conven-

tion. Apart from Senator Brewster and Mr . Morgan, the leading members of
the United States delégation all gave us clear indications that they -would have
been 'happy to have agreed to a permanent International, Convention which,
would have included the missing chapters, among them one very close to the
Canadian compromise on Article XI . Mr. Morgan, however; instead of

assisting in arriving at a reconciliation between the United States and United
Kingdom positions, demonstrated on a number of occasions .a. desire to put

obstacles in the way of reconciliation .

8 . It would, thus seem doubtful whether we can expect assistance from Mr .

Morgan in our efforts to close the gaps in the present permanent Convention .

Clearly, therefore, the important consideration which will need,to be weighed
by the Government in coming to a decision on whether or not to sign the Five
Freedoms Agreement 'or the 'Two Freedoms •Agreement ; or both, will be

whether such signature will increase or lessen the difficulties which will have to
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be surmounted in securing United States and United Kingdom acceptance of 
the inclusion in the Convention of the 31/4 missing chapters. 

290. 	, , 	. 	 DEA/72-MK-440 
Premier  secréiaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

First Secretary, EmbassY in United States, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 	• 

• Dear Norman [Robertson]: 
I have marked this letter, which deals with Canadian policy on the Five and 

Two Freedoms Air Agreements, "personal and secret" to make it easier for me 
to put' my ideas rather more directly than would perhaps be appropriate in an 
official letter for the Department's files.' 

2. I am concerned to learn from your letter of January 3 to Mr. Howe that 
you are in favour of Canada signing the Two Freedoms Agreement (Interna-
tional Air Services Transit Agreement). I have such respect for your judgment 
that it is with diffidence that I raise the question of the wisdom of your 
recommendation. You must have good  rasons for making it, but I find it hard 
from this distance fully to comprehend the compelling nature of those reasons. 
3: As I see it, the 'acceptance by Canada of the Two Freedoms Agreement is, 

of the four possible courses of action open to us, the one which would least 
serve either our direct and immediate national interests or our longer-run and 
overriding national interest in the establishment of an effective international 
civil aviation organization. 

4. I would put the four possible courses of action in the following order of 
merit,"the first being the best and the fourth the worst: 

(1) Acceptânce of neither the Two Freedoms Agreement nor the Five 
Freedoms Agreement (International Air Transport Agreement); 
(2) Acceptance of the Five Freedoms Agreement; 

, (3) Acceptance  of  both the Five Freedoms Agreement and the Two 
Freedoms  Agreement; 
(4) Acceptance of the Two Freedoins Agreement. 

5. I have already, in my letter to Mr. Symington of December 20,f a copy of 
which I sent you, set forth at some length the reasons which have led me to this 
conclusion. That lette r.  contains a draft of a statement which might accompany 
an announcement by the Canadian Government of its decision not to accept 
either of the freedoms agreements at the present time. It is not necessary for 
ine  flow,  therefore, to repeat the arguments which I make in my letter of 
December  20.!  Shall merely summarize them. 

6 . A refusal to accept either of the two agreements because they are at best 
st°PgaPs, and unsatisfactory stopgaps, would be in line with the policy of the 
Canadian Government during the past year or two. We have contended that 
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the only,practicable solution" to' the problems of international air transport is 
the conclusion of a comprehensive international air transport  convention. We 
have not yet succeeded in getting that convention, but if we continue during the 
next six-  'or nine mcinths to push for it as forcefully as possible, there is, I think, 
better than an even 'chance that we can get it. A comprehensive convention 
would include all the articles in the Five ,Freeclotris  Agreement.  It would also 
include the missing chapters on allocation of capacity, tariffs, and special 
treatment for those United Nations which have been hardest hit by the war. 
7. If I am right in my estimate that there is a better thati even chance of 

getting a comprehensive , convention within the next six or nine months, then 
there is no pressing need for the Five Freedoms Agreement during that period. 
The military set-bacics which we have suffered have postponed the establish-
ment of civilian air transport services on the main 'international air routes of 
the world.'Any services which can and need be established over Canada during 
the year 1945 could be established as the result of temporary permits granted 
by the Canadian Government, valid for the year 1945. - 
8. That is the line of my argument in favour of Canada refusing at the 

present time to accept either of the- freedoms agreements. My argument for not 
accepting the Two Freedoms Agreement, either with or without the Five 
Freedoms Agreement, is, in part, that we have consistently contended that it is 
not in the general interest to separate the first two freedoms from the third and 
fourth freedoms and, though it is true that  the  so-called Two Freedoms 
Agreement is, in  reality, a two freedoms plus agreement, it still does not 
satisfactorily meet our point. 	. 
9. Another argument for not signing, the Two Freedoms Agreement is set 

forth in the note which is attached to this letter. It is that we would give away 
much more than we would get. 

10. That note also attempts to make the point that we would get more of the 
air rights we need in order to establish Canadian long-distance international 
services by signing the Five Freedoms Agreement than we would by signing the 
Two Freedoms Agreement. The strength of this argument will be increased if 
Brazil accepts the Five Freedoms Agreement. 

11. I am, of course, showing this letter to Mr.,  Pearson and am telling him 
that'I hope he will add his comments; I am noi showing or sending the letter to 
anyone else but enclose two extra copies in case you'should want to pass it on 
to anyone. 

12.' I have not developed thé point ‘'which is of rnoit .concern to me and that is 
my . strông feeling .that our chances of getting the United States and the United 
Kingdom to agree this yéar on the ' missing chapter's of the permanent 
convention will be'greater if we sign neither of the freedoms agreements. 

Yours sincerely, 
' ESCOTT REID 

e , 	 • 	 -; 
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Appendice à la lettre du premier secrétaire, l'ambàssade aux États-Unis,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Appendix to Letter from First Secretary, Embassy in United States,
to Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs

? January 9, 1945

1 . On the assumption that our North Pacific line would, for some time t o
come, stop in China, and that our South American line would, for some time to
come, stop in Brazil, Canada needs, in order to' establish the airlines now
contemplated, the first two air'freedoms from :

' Newfoundland ,
Denmark (for Greenland) ,
Iceland,
U.S.A., including Alaska and Hawaii ,

: British West Indies, and 'possibly French Guiana and Dutch Guiana ,
U.S .S .R .

from the U.S.S.R., China, British West Indies and Brazil .
2 . On the same assumption, Canada needs the third and fourth freedoms

. Brazil .
though the Guianas might be by-passed by the route from Trinidad to

U .S . and China .

Agreement has been signed by Denmark, the U .S., the U.K., France and the
Netherlands . The Five Freedoms Agreement has been signed by Denmark, th e

3 . Of the countries which have been mentioned, the Two Freedom s

freedoms one' and two in the European colonial possessions in this hemisphere .
two, thrée and' four -in China is not worth more than the possession of th e

Greenland, the U.S.A. and the European colonial possessions in this
hemisphere . The question, therefore, is whether the possession of freedoms one ,

Two Freedoms Agreement and not the Five, we would get the rights we need i n

Agréement, we I would get all the rights we need for our long-distance
international air se rv ices in Greenland, the U.S.A. and China . By signing th e

4 . Thus, by signing the Five Freedoms Agreement and not the Two Freedom s

f

using the' first ' two freedoms in Canada en route to the United States, and we
would get in returnonly the much less important privilege of using the first two

the U,K,`, France, ' the Netherlands ' and Sweden the very valuable privilege o f
agreements .'If we in the Two Freedoms Agreement we would be giving t o
would abe . mâking of the two or rive freedoms to the other signatories of the ,

5 . Another, cônsideration, of course ; is the value ' tô us of the grant which we

reedoms in the British West Indies and the Guianas.
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291. 	 r 	 DEA/72-M K-4-40 
Le secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet 

au premier secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Assistant Secretary to Cabinet 
to First Secretary, Embassy in United States 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, January 18, 1945 

Dear Escott [Reid]: 

Aviation -- Freedoms Agreements 	, 
I have gone (Wet' with interest your personal letter to Mr.. Robertson on 

Canadian signature of the two freedoms and (Ive  freedoms agreements in 
which you suggest that Canada should not sign either but should upon request 
give temporary permits for the five freedoms. 

I am in complete agreement, from the standpoint of purely selfish protection 
of our aviation interests, that we would theoretically be in a stronger position if 
we did not sign the two freedonis agreement. (Signature of the five freedoms is, 
of course, out of the question). Yet it would be most unwise for us to make a 
public statement that we would grant to other nations five freedoms, upon 
application, on a temporary basis. I think that until the permanent convention 
is complete, our bilateral agreements will  have  to be varied in each instance 
according to the nation we are dealing with and the problems involved and will 
have to contain, in some cases, two freedoms, in other  cases,  four freedoms and 
posàibly even five freedoms. , 

This being the case, I think that we would hamper our own position and also 
our chances to complete the blanks in the permanent convention by refusal to 
sign the two freedoms after our bilateral talks with the U.S., if the U.S. is still 
anxious that we do so. For one thing, while we  have  not officially committed 
ourselves, we have ceriainly created the impression  that we would be likely to 
sign if a satisfaCtory bilateral arrangement with Washington could be made 
first. In addition, multilàteral granting of the two freedoms, even though it 
means the lois of important bargaining counters by a number of 'strategically 
located countries such as Canada, is genérally and . probably accurately 
accepted as a liberal and forward measure in the field of international air 
transport and it would, I think, bé unwise for Canada to refuse to go along with 
it. Regardless of what "reasons we might ôffer, I dotibt if they would be 
un'derstood or accepted and .we Might' in consequence find greater difficulty in 
bilateral deals and later attempts to complete the permanent convention. 

In short, I would not be inclined to take the initiative at this stage in signing 
the tw'o freedoms  agreement but if the U.S. cohtinues to press us to do so, I 
think we would be ill-advised iô refusê. — 
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Canada-U.S. Joint Board
I also read with'interest Mr. Pearson's letter tô Mr. Robertson of January

l lth9' dealing with Mr. Pogue's suggestion that a Canada-U .S. Air Transport
Board be established . This is not a new suggestion . I think if you' check the
documentation of the interdepartmental civil aviation committee, you will find
in one of the reports on Canada-U .S. services some time ago that it was
considered as a useful possibility. In fact, material prepared for the forthcom-
ing conversations with the U.S. envisages something akin to this .

I am enclosing, for yourinformation, a draft exchange of notes with the
U .S .' which we have prepared . It has not, however, been cleared finally with
Mr.' Howe, Mr. Symington or Mr. Henry . You will see that it provides for an
initial allocation together with a subsequent annual review by the aeronautical
authorities of the two countries . It would not be difficult to give a formal name
to this annual review by calling it a joint Canada-U.S. board .

The problem which troubles me most at the moment, however, is the idea of
establishing criteria upon which the Board would act in its allocation of routes
and services . There is something to be said, I think, for keeping the Canada-
U.S. situation relatively fluid for the time being at least and not binding it to
specific principles in view of the fact that we may want to make a considerable
number of changes during the next few years in respect to Canada-U .S. air
services. Moreover, if criteria'are to be set up, I think they should follow the
general lines of principles which may be incorporated in the permanent
convention and it might be wiser to wait until the position is a little clearer in
that respect before attempting to set up principles for a Canada-U .S. board .

As far as rates are concerned, the draft note does follow the Chicago pattern
in leaving rates to the operators in the first instance . As far as services and
frequencies are concerned, if you agree that it would be inadvisable to attempt
to set down general principles for a board during the New York conversations,
then I

the question becomes merely one of deciding whether there is any
advantage in calling the proposed annual review a meeting of a joint Canada-
U .S. board .

Yours sincerely,

J. R. BALDWI N

DEA/72-MK-4-40

à l'an:bassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Ambassador In United States
TELETYPE EX-447 Ottawa, February 8, 1945

Your WA-641 of February 6,' International Air Transport .
. . ,

" V oir le document 294 ./See Document 294 .

1 t~ . -
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As the result of a decision taken yestey Cabinet
behalf of Cantada andare instructed to sign the Two Freedoms Agreement o n

to indicate : to the Government of the United States that this constitutes an

acceptance of the agreement by the Canadian Government .
, ' . . . . .

~~ . __ . . . . .

293 .

PARTIE 2/PART 2

ACCORD AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED STATES
. .~ ,

DMS/.Vo1 .' 72-M-38
:, .

,j' Le seerétaire adjoint du Cabine t
, au ministre des Munitions èt des, Approvisionnements , -

Assistant Seeretary Io the Cabine t

Io Minister of Munitions and Supply

[Ottawa,] Décémber 30, 1944

Dear Mr . Howe : .
In view of the forthcoming conversations with the United States on Air

Services," I have attempted to set down some points which, the Canadian

Delegation might keep in mind .
In the first instance, it 'should be ascertained whether the United States

would bé , prepared to accept a continuation of the present policy regarding

Canada-United States air services, . i .e. division of routes in every case . Our

most important requirement in such a case will be "full rights on the Toronto to

Chicago run .

If, as . may ., well prove to be the case, the United States is prepared to make

arrangements for additional services only on :the .basts of parallel operati

othe most important cases,then it seems to me that the Canadian approach
should be to require 'parallel rights on all routes where traffic will be sufficient

to justify operation by two companies .

It might .be possible to set forth criteria by which decision could be reached
whether a rotite justified parallel operations ; e.g . where the traffic offering was

sufficient to provide, using aircraft of . average capacity (e .g . 21 passengers) ,

load of 60%.
enougti tôtal traffic for three round trips daily at an average pa y

However, differences i n' type of âircraft at present in use and excess
be easierl at

demand over space available lead to the "concluston that it woul
d

eciCcally on
this time, without establishing such general routes the existing
what routes there should be parallel ope atons aralleting of
principle of division between the two countries without any p

operations should be maintained.
ff ;
1i+ • .

'"Voir le document 298 ./See Document 298 .

93Voir le document 285 ./Sec Document 285.
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If parallel operations are to be permitted on any routes the number of daily 
frequencies to be allotted to each operator should be established by Consulta-
tion between the operators concerned and no increases in these frequencies 
should be permitted without the consent of both operators or both govern-
ments. , 

Coming to the specific trans-border routes in which Canada, is interested, 
they would appear to be: 
(a) Toronto to Chicago 
(b) Montreal to New York (if parallel operations should be agreed upon) 
(c) Vancouver to San Francisco 
(d) Fairbanks to White Horse 
(e) Winnipeg to Chicago 

(This selection is based upon the assumption that Canada will also retain 
Toronto to New York). 

In addition, if satisfactory arrangements can be made without requiring 
Canada to give up too much, it would seem desirable to clear up as part of the 
same overall bargain, certain other points relating primarily to through 
international services. The points which occur to me in this connection are: 
,(a) Permission for T.C.A. to use the United States field at Stephenville, Nfld. 

as a regular  stop.  
(b) Rights across the United States for a Canadian service to the West Indies 

including commercial stop at New York. 
(c) Possibly a commercial stop at San Francisco on a Trans-Pacific service. 

(This would be dependent upon arrangements between the United States, 
Australia and New Zealand but at least the door might be kept open for 
Canada). 
and 
(d) traffic rights in Honolulu for a Vancouver and Honolulu route. 

Yours very truly, 
J. R. BALDWIN 

DEA/9330-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
:I to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CON Fl D ENT I A L 	 Washington, January 11, 1945 
:!, 

 Dear Mr. Robertso
.
n: 

' Mr. Reid had lunch today with Mr. Welch Pogue, the Chairman of the Civil 
Acronatitics Board., The discussion for the most part turned on problems 
connected with the establishment of the provisional Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion and on this we are reporting separately.' Mr. Pogue mentioned, however, 
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in passing, the discussions which are shortly to take place between Canada and 
the United Stàtes on cross-border services. 

He  said  that ever since the middle id last summer, he had been thinking over 
thé possibility  of Canada and the United States apPointing a joint air transport 
board which would, on questions relating to the cross-border services, have 
pbwers similar to those exerciied  in the United States by the Civil  Aeronautics 
Board. 

Thus, the joint Canada-U.S. air transport board would make.  rulings on 
rates on the establishment of new services across the border,  and on the 
increase of schedules on existing services. 	. , 

Mr. Pogue is; I think, going to discuss this *suggestion further with his 
colleagues. 

Mr. Pogue agreed that it would no doubt be necessary for Canada and the 
United States in an agreement establishing such a board to set forth the 
criteria which the board should take into account in arriving at its decisions. It 
would also,  he  agreed,  be  desirable for the two governments to  agrée on an 
initial allocation of service  between them. This would give the board a basis 

•• from which to itart. 	- 
Mr. Pogué felt that Canada and the United States Were perhaps the only 

two countries in the world in which it might be possible to establish a board of 
this character. 

He had no hesitation in saying that an agreement constituting such a board 
would be approved of by the Senate without any difficulty.. - 

It seems to me that the suggestion made by Mr. Pogue is one which is 
worthy of careful consideration by the Canadian government.% 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSOiq 

• . 	. 
295. 	 40 D EA/9330- 

Le secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au président, Trans Canada Airlines 

Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet to President, Trans Canada Airlines 

SECRET 	 „ 	 Ottawa, January 20, 1945 
, 

Dear Mr. Symingion: 	
• 	• 

 
Mr. Howe asked me yesterday afternoon to Come down and see him about 

the  conversations  next Week. The following notes are a record of the important 
points resulting from the conversation. • 

I. We did not deal with specific Canada-U.S. routes at any length, since that 
is to be taken up in New York with you next Wednesday. 

2. As regards international through' routes,  Mr. Howe thought the only rights 

which Canada might ask for would be traffic rights in the Hawaiian Islands 
;-• 	 ••-‘q).•1 	 .. 	• 	 '` 	 • 

"Voir le document 291./See Document 291. 

. ; 	 . 



and the use of the U.S. field at Stephenville, Newfoundland . He did not feel,
however, that we should be in any hurry to advance a request for either of these
routes during the conversations; until we saw how much the United States was
going to ask for, since we could`get on without the one at the moment, and the
other (Honolulu) could be taken up later after Australia had dealt with the
United States. ' . ~, 11

3. He thought the annual review proposed in the draft Exchange of Notes
which " I preparedt might be called a meeting of a joint Canada-U .S. Air
Transport Panel, but he did not think that any specific principles, such as we
were discussing in Chicago, should be set down at this time for such a Panel ;
rather it should be merely given power to review and modify Canada-U .S, air
services .

He did not feel that it was necessary to include any clauses dealing with rate
control, since the powers at present vested in the C .A:B. and the Air Transport
Board, the "competitive" phrase in the T.C.A. Act and the general competitive
natûre of operations wôuld automatically take care of this matter .

As regards services in the event of competitive operations, he felt that any
regulation should be on the basis of total capacity and that the approach shoul d

4. In respect of the date of coming into force of the arrangements, he felt
that, while delay might be to our advantage, the normal procedures that would
have' to be followed in both countries, and particularly by the C.A.B. in the
United States, would be entirely sufficient delay in themselves and, accord-
ingly, we 'need not worry about delaying unduly the coming into force of the
new arrangements . I must confess that I am not quite sure about this myself .

5 . Since annual review is proposed, he was of the general'opinion that we
should attempt to keep allocation of services to a minimum during the present
conversations, only putting in those routes which we might reasonably hope to
put into operation in the relatively near future . It would then be possible, in a
year's time, to add any further routes that were desired . This would be a good
argument to use in keeping U.S. requests down to the minimum in the time
being as well .

He also indicated a desire tô take up with the United States the question of
fare-paying traffic on U.S. military se rv ices . - . , .
. I have revised the draft Exchange of Notes and 'Annex as a result of this

conversation and am enclosing'a copy of my revision for your information !

be the granting of equal rights in this respect to both parties .

Sincerely yours,

J . R. BALDWIN
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DEA/9330-40
, , . ~ . •i . . . .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

a lambassadeur aux États=Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States
. , , . ,

TELETYPE EX-243 [Ottawa,] January 22, 1945

FOR ESCOTT REID FROM J .R . BALDWIN . Begins: ' In conversation' with Mr .

Howe on Friday he indicated the following items for New York discussions :

1 : Canada-U.S. se rv ices

2 . Carriage of fare-paying passengers by U.S.-A.T.C 97.

3 . Any follow-ups on Chicago ' permanent convention-91 1
Canada-U .S . air services are in his opinion the most important . item. He is

inclined to limit any Canadian requests . in this, field,'not adding any traffic

rights for through international services which we may . want ' from the U.S .,

unless U.S. asks for these from Canada as well in the first instance . He has no

strong feelings regarding formal , establishment of a joint bôard but if one

should be established will take the
f
view regarding its` terms of reference whic h

I suggested in my last letter to you .

'Pur attitude regarding, fare-paying passengers , will * : depend upon State

Department reply . to our query" and alsolso position' of, our proposed overall

agreement regarding military " se rvices . . I assume you will be well briefed on

this. ~.

As regards Chicago permanent convention idea would be to see whether any

useful consideration could' be given informally to strategy but not to

spend time over speci fic matters of principles . End,

DEA/9330-40
297. ,

. . . ,~ . . ., . ~, : .,- • : : .

Le premier secrétaire, l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

First Secretary. Embassy . in United States,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affair s

AND SECRET Washington, January 29, 1945
PERSONAL . . ~ . . , , ,, . . , , . .

, . _

Dear Mr . Robertson:

John . Baldwin will no doubt be giving you a report on the
aviatio n

th s
conversations which we had in New York last week . I shall not therefo r

"Air Transport Command. ,
"Voir Canada, Recueil des traités. 1944, N° 36 .

See Canada, Tr eaty Series . 1944, No . 36 .

"Non trouv6 ./Not located .
100Voir les documents 935-6./See Documents 935-6.
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letter go over the whole field, but merely comment on some points which,  he 
may, perhaps, not stress in his report.- 	 . 	. 	 , 

	

. 	 . 	 . 	. 	. 
2. I am marking the letter:pèrsonal and secret to indicate that it would, in my 

opinion, be unwise for the letter to be circulated outside the Department.' 

, 3..1 enclose two copies of a r memorandum of January 25t which sets forth the 
draft proposals which we put before  the meeting on Friday morning, January 
26.t. . 

4. I  also  enclose iwo copies of the annex to the exchange of notes which is 
dated January 26.' 

5. By comparing the two you will see that we failed to get the Winnipeg-
Chicago run and, instead, took the Toronto-Cleveland run, and did not list 
among the United States routes the Minot-Regina and Spokane-Lethbridge 
runs. 

6. The really important route which we got out of the New York conversa-
tions was the Toronto-Chicago route. The Port Arthur-Duluth route was put in 
our list to please Mr. Howe's constituents and it is not one which TCA wants to 
operate'. The Victoria-Seattle route and the Whitehorse-Fairbanks route, which 
we secured,' are not 'important at the moment but may, according to Mr. 
Sy`mington, be important in the long run, since they can become part of the far 
western route from the United Stàtes to Alaska, and a route from the mid-west 
to Alaska. 

7. Mr. Symington shares my disappointment that we did not secure from the 
United States the Winnipeg-Chicago run. This would have given us a route 
from Chicago to Alaska and ultimately to the Far East. It, along with the 
Chicago-Toronto run, would have given TCA an alternative trans-continential 
service by way of Chicago, with rights to pick up and put down traffic in 
Chicago. - 

8. There is, I think, little doubt that if we had been firm enough in our 
negotiations we could have got the Winnipeg-Chicago run by giving the United 
States the Toronto-Cleveland run and the Minot-Regina run. Had Mr. Howe 
flot been in New York we could have pulled this off. He, however, for some 
reason, has never been keen on the Winnipeg-Chicago route and gave in to the 
United  States on this without any demur. 

9. We certainly ought to try to get it in the next conversations with the 
United States on the revision of the annex, and I would suggest that as soon as 
TCA is in a position to operate that route, we should propose to the United 
States the necessary revision of the annex. 
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10.` There is one other change which, I think, should be made in the annex as

soon as possible . It is now , illegal for TCA to ' sell in 'Seattle* a~ ticket to New

York via TCA (Victoria, Toronto, New York) . Similarly it is illegal for a

United States airline ' company to sell in Vancouver a ticket to Montreal via a

New York, ' Montreal) . Though this is
United * States airline cômpany, (Seattle ,
illegal, it will, nevertheless, be done . TCA, for example, will have to have

special tickets printed for sale in New York, one part of the ticket reading

"New York-Toronto", and anothër part reading "Toronto-Seattle" . It is in the

interest of the consuming public that the sale of such tickets be legitimized
. It

is also in the interests of TCA and of the United States airline companies with

which it competes, since it will keep them both up to scratch .

11 . There would be some difficulty in drafting a clause to .cover this, buteS heas
clause might read that while cabotage in generalwasni o

n
i
theeUnitédrStates to

Canadian airline could carry passengers from one po
'

another point in the United States, provided that say 80 to 90 percent of the

flight was over Canadian territory and vice versa .

12 . Dr. .Warner pressed hard in,the discussions for some protection for`yahe

United States against a Canadian . trans-atlantn airline
on .wiselra

i
n in~ed

traffic
it

from the United States middle west . Mr. Symi g Y Po
was a peculiar reversal of the rules at Chicago to find the United States
arguing against freedom and in favour of restriction, and that

oDr . Warner
would have been happy if he had been s i tt ing in on the

himself was, I think, unhappy at having to Put forward this Wé made was
when we remained firm gave in quite easily. The only concession

oints
that we would not run through planes from Clevelan d

howeverh
i
bc able ô sell

beyond the territorial l i m its of Canada . TCA
through tickets in Cleveland and Chicago to the United Kingdom via

T.C.A . ,

ist on
the passenger chang ing planes in .Montreal .

13 . Mr. SY mingtôn had some difficulty in persuading Mr . Howe to
t o

our securing this right, but fortunately suce~dé h.
av

e
Mr. tried t drain traffic b y

be conscious of the fact , that for 300 years of the
canoe, canal and train from the American middle west to Europe by

wa y
St. Lawrence :

14 . The United States tried .to get permission to take on in a~ont
T

United States
airline in Montreal for Europe

gh the United States trans-atlantic airline did
United States airline, even th

a

not

N4 r
have - the ~ right to ` pick up - and depositpassengers in Mont r S` st this

Symington,'with some difficulty,1was able to persuade Mr
. Howe to

request:
Yours sincerely, EscoT~r REiD
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Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extract from Minutes ofCabinet War Committe e

ToP SECRET Ottawa, February 7, 1945

- Boston to Moncton,
Boston to Montreal ,

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ;
AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED STATES

1 . THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY reported upon meetings held
in New York on January 25th and 26th between Canadian and U.S.
representatives regarding Canada-United States air services, and submitted
and commented upon a draft exchange of notes between the two countries
resulting from these meetings .

The draft, which was based upon standard clauses for bilateral agreements
approved during the recent' International Aviation Conference in Chicago,
retained the principle of geographical division of routes between Canadian and
U.S. lines.

;'Under the'new arrangements, Canada would have the sole right to operate
on the following routes into the United States :

Halifax to Boston, '
Toronto to New York ;
Toronto to Cleveland,
Toronto to Chicago,
Port Arthur to Duluth,
Victoria to Seattle, and
Whitehorse to Fairbanks .

The United States would have the sole right,to operate on the following routes
into Canada :

New York or Boston to Quebec,
New York to Montreal-Ottawa,
Buffalo to Toronto (two airlines), ,
Fargo to Winnipeg,
Great Falls to Lethbridge,
Seattle to Vancouver,
Seattle to Whitehorse, and
Fairbanks to Whitehorse.

In addition, both countries could provide air connections between Detroit and
Windsor. Airlines of each country would be limited on any one flight to a
single traffic stop in the territory of the other .1 ; 1 . 1 11
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( ;This ratio between U.S. and Canadian services which worked out at 
approximately two to one compared favourably with a previous ratio of about 
eight to one. . 	• 	 • 	. 

The agreement also provided for special consideration of border crossings 
between Canada and Alaska. In this connection, it was suggested that the 
Special -Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada be 
designated to examine the situation with a U.S. representative and submit 
recommendations. 

Copies of the draft exchange :  of notes, together with an explanatory 
memorandum, had been circulated. 	 • 

(Minister's -Memorandum and attached draft exchange of notes-, January 29, 
1945 — C.W.C. document 930).' • 	 • 
2. THE ASSOCIATE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

reported that officials of the Department of National Reyenue had suggested 
the desirability of broadening the provisions of the agreement in the matter of 
customs duties and charges on fuel oil, spare parts, etc. • 

3. MR. HOWE pointed out that these articles followed the, form of standard 
clauses agreed upon at Chicago. 

The U.S. government might be reluctant, for that reason, to make any 
change. In any event, completion of the agreement should not be delayed. 
Alteration in the matter of customs could be taken up later on. , 
4. THE WAR CommirrEE, after further discussion, agreed: 
(a) that the draft exchange of notes be approved; 
(b) that the modifications suggested by the Department of National Revenue 

in the matter of customs be included if immediately agreeable to the U.S. 
government; otherwise that these proposals be considered for inclusion in a 
supplementary agreement;'°' 	 ' 

(c) that theSpecial Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwcst Canada 
be authorized to act on behalf of the government of Canada in making joint 
recommendations from time to time on Canada-Alaska services as required 
under article X, clause (4). 

• 

, 
'°'L'accord, y inclus les modifications suggérées', fut incorporé dans un échange de notes le 17 

février 1945. Voir Canada, Recueil des teeth, 1945, bl• 2. 
The agreement, including the modifications suggested, was embodied in an exchange of notes 

on February 17, 1945. See Canada, Treaty Series. 1945, No. 2. 



; 

10›. • 
- vow le Volume  9, les  documents 643, 631.1See Volume 9, Documents 645, 651. 
Voirie document  283./Sec Document 283. 
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, 	PÀRTIE 3/PART 3 

SERVICES AUX BERMUDES ET DANS LES ANTILLES 
SERVICE TO BERMUDA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

DEA/72-RT-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet 

	

' 	' au premier  secrétaire,  ministère des Affaires extérieures 

, Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet 

	

S . 	to First Secretary, Department of External Affairs 

SECRET 	- 	 Ottawa, December 28, 1944 

Mr. Howe has indicated that he would like External Affairs to forward, 
through Dominions Office, a communication to the effect that Canada would 
like to enter into negotiations regarding a Canadian service to the West Indies, 
either directly with the West Indian governments concerned or through the 
Colonial Office or jointly. 

The communication might, I think, refer to discussion of this route that took 
place first between Mr. Howe and Lord Beaverbrook in October, 1943,m and 
then to further discussion between Mr. Howe and Lord Swinton in Montreal 
this month."” My own feeling is that we should not attempt to argue the case 
for such a service in the communication to the U.K., but should reserve that for 
the later negotiations. 

It was our understanding at the last meeting in Montreal that Lord Swinton 
was to take this up upon his return, so that when we made formal communica-
tion, it would be possible to give us a prompt reply, indicating what the next 
steps should be. I think the communication, however, should be so worded so 
that it would be impossible for the U.K. to come back with the suggestion that 
we wait for the first meeting of the Commonwealth Council next spring. 
Perhaps we might refer to our desire for prompt action and also to our desire to 
try out certain experimental flights during the winter. I suppose mention might 
also be made to the informal exploration we have already done in the area and 
to the equally informal approaches we have received from various West Indian 
representatives. 

May I take it that you will prepare a draft communication? 
J. R. BALDWIN 

299. 
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DEA/72-RT-40
300 .

? ., Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
; ; { au secrétaire aux Dominions ► :•

Secretary of State for External 'Affairs

to Dominions Secretary
. , . . , ,

-' ' ~Ottawa, December 30, 1944
TELEGRAM 25 0

The Canadian Government would . like to enter ' into discussions looking to

the establishment at an early date of a Canadian air serv ice between Canada

and the West' Indies . You will recall that thisnsubhat the latter indicated that
Howe and Lord Beaverbrook in October 1943 and
the United Kingdom Government, would be agreeable to the institution of such

a serv ice : Further discussions took place between'Mr . Howe and Lord Swinton

in Montreal recently .
As you are aware we have received a number of informal approaches from

interests in the West Indies which would like to see the establishment of such a

serv ice and Trans-Canada Air Lines .have for their,part made informal surveys

of the situation . We should .like to have discussions take place as soon as

possible so that certain experimental flights could be made during the winter .

We should be glad to have your, views as to the form which these discussions

should take . Presumably,they could be with representatives of West Indian
Governments or with representatives of the United Kingdom Government or

with both
. Any of these methods would be agreeable to us provided it was

expeditious : An alternative which we .have considered'is to wait until the first

meeting of the Commonwealth Air Transport Council but we are anxious to

avoid the delay which this would involve.

301.
DEA/72-R-1-4 u

Le secrétaire aux Dominions -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Ajfairs

TELEGRAM 2 ,London,lanuary 6, 1945, ; .• ,

I DENTIAL:.' ;Your telegram No. 250 of December 30th, proposal for
CON F
Canada-West Indies Air Se rvice.

We suggest that discussions should be held between in London
. and United

Kingdom officials, and for our part should be glad to have the m

2. If Canadian Government agree, we should also be glad to learn who si
oon if

represent Canada and probable date of arrival . It would facilitate d isc
`

we could be informed beforehand of Canadian proposals . Reference toc uldnbe
Governments concerned would be essential before an Agreement
concluded, but it is not , (repeat not) expected that this need involve undue
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delay, i and it is not (repeat , not) proposed, therefore, to invite West Indian
representatives to attend .

302. DEA/72-RT-40

. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au Dominions . Office -
Secretary of State for Externâl .9ffairs to Dominions Office

TELEGRAM 13 Ottawa, January 20, 1945

CONFIDENTIA L
Your telegram No. 2'of January 6 regarding discussions for a proposed

Canadian air se rvice to the West Indies . In order to avoid if possible any
further travel for the time being, which has in recent months consumed a great

. deal of the time of your, and our aviation officials, we should like to suggest
that' in the initial stages at least this question be taken up through correspond-
ence .

.The Canadian proposal for an air service to the West Indies and the
Caribbean area has developed naturally out of the policy laid down in the
Commonwealth conversations held in London in October, 1943, and the
Commonwealth discussions held in Montreal in October, 1944 . It was agreed
in London that each member of the Commonwealth, in establishing air services
connecting various parts of the Commonwealth, should be responsible for those
services directly adjacent to its own territory. During the same discussions, it
was informally agreed between Lord Beaverbrook and Mr. Howe that the
service from North America southward to the West Indies should be operated
by Canada . Subsequently, during the Montreal discussions there was general
acceptance of the principle that in the establishment of air services connecting
various parts of the Commonwealth, parallel operations should be avoided
except on those routes where traffic would be sufficiently heavy to justify the
operation of more than one service .

An air service from Canada southward to the West Indies and the
Câribbean area for a number of years is not likely to be heavily travelled . In
fact, it probably would not pay its way for some years until traffic could be
developed ; cértainly'it could not be considered sufficiently active to justify
parallel operations . The Canadian government, nevertheless,' is prepared to
undertake operation of this particular segment of the connecting services
within the Commonwealth and hopes that • the necessary permission may be
granted for its establishment.

Final decision has not yet been taken on the exact route to be followed, on
stopping places, or on such question as frequencies and rates. Tentative
consideration has been given to a route from Eastern Canada to Bermuda, the
Bahamas, Jamaica and Trinidad ; to " begin with, it would operate to the'
Bâhamas, being extended to further points as rapidly as circumstances and
preparations' would permit . Ultimate action on these matters, however, can
only be taken after a number of experimental flights have been flown .
Consideration' has also been given to the advisability of extending this service
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froin Trinidad to Brazil and we expéct, in due course, to undertake negotiations 
with the Brazilian Government in this connection. • * ' 

The Canadian goVernment would be happy to have the operator of this 
serviCe - (Trads-Canada Air Lines or a subsidiary) enter into direct arrange-
ments with any, other-British services which may touch, .pas  s-  through, or 
operate within ,the West Indies or Caribbean area so that wherever possible 
traffic may be exchanged between-  the Canadian  service and thése other British 
services and other arrangements for cooperation may be made. 

The Canadian government requests that permission be granted for a 
Canadian air service operating generally over the route suggested to set down 
and take up 'traffic at an airport' in each  'of the following -- Bermuda, the 
Bahamas, Jamaica and Trinidad, this right to apply*  not Only to traffic 
originating in and destined to Canada but  Ms.° traffic between thé.West Indian 
Islands mentioned. We hope that this permission May be granted at an early 
date 'since We aré anxious to proceed with the experimental flights which are a 
necessary preliminary to the inauguration of regular service. 

We assume that permission woirld be granted through an exchange of notes 
which would incorporate the standard clauses àgreed Upon in Chicago.m" 

DEA/72-RT-40 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions , 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures' 

s 	Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

. 	, 
London, March 2, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL. Your ,telegram  No 13* of January 20th, proposed  Canada 
West  Indies' air service.' Correct text,' Begins: 	• 	, 

.We have carefully considered proposals put forward. 
2. As Lord Swintôn explained* during second Montreal conversaticins, the 

discussion about the arrangements for operatiOn of air services On route from 
Canada -to .West 'Indies, which took place .in course of explanatoiy talks in 
London ,in 'October; 1943; was linked with other' propo* sals for operation of 
Empire air routéS Which' havé not been putT into effect in the form then 
contemplated. Ii, was never in our, minds that any company', shoà1d have a 
monopoly and that Would' be  out of keeping with policy which we have 
consistently advocated. Lord Beaverbrook confirms this view. 	• 
.3. As pointed ,out in second : paragraph  of your  telegram, United Kingdom 

deleêation, in coMmon with other' Commésnwealth delegations,' expressed view 
during Montreal Conference-that, in 'establishnient 'of air services connecting 
iarious, points of Commonwealth,  parallel ope-  iatiOni should be aVoided except. 
On  routes  wher-e traffic would justify operation Of More than one service. It was 

, 	f. 

4 

.lieVoir Canada, Recueil des traités. 1944, N°36. . 
Sce Canada,' Treaty Series. 1944, No. 36. - 
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for this reason that we advocated éstablishment of Joint organisations such as
that favoured by Australia, New ; Zealand and ourselves for operation of : air
services across Pacific. We should, therefore, be very• ready, if Canadian
Government so wish, . to explore with Canadian authorities possibility of
establishing a joint organisation in which Canadian, United Kingdom, West
Indian, Bahamian and Bermudian interests would participate for operation of
air se rv ices on Canada-West Indies route.

4 . We have noted proposals in paragraphs 4 and 5 of your telegram as to
route which you have in mind for service to follow ; and we appreciate your
offer that proposed Canadian service should fit in with the British air services~
which may touch, pass through or operate within West Indian area . We
suggest that detailed examination of these practical points should be taken up
when agreement in principle has been reached on the organisation for
operating the service.

5.. Your paragraph 6. It is settled policy to develop local company as choseninstrument for operation of inter-island services between British Colonies in
Caribbean area. Since traffic offering is not at present sufficient to allow even
one operator to make ends meet, we are obliged to rese rve to B.W.I .A .105 all
cabotage traffic between British islands which are at present served or will
shortly be se rved by it. For the time being, however, and subject to the views of
Colonial Governments concerned, we for our part should not wish, if a joint
organisation were established on basis outlined above, to rese rve cabotage
traffic as between islands not at present se rved by local se rvices, •though
question would have to be further considered when local se rvice was in a
position to carry such traffic . There would be no (repeat no) objection on our
part to carriage of "Fifth Freedom" traffic .

6 . We should of grateful for views of Canadian Government on suggestion
in paragraph 3 above . Ends . I

304. DEA/72-RT-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM64 Ottawa, March 14, 1945

URGENT. Your telegram No. 42, March 2, proposed Canada-West Indies airsè rv ice .

Your paragraph three . For reasons which we sought to make clear during
the recent Montreal conversations and which relate directly to questions of
techniques of operation, types of equipment and general responsibility,
inclûding adjustments of financial deficits, the Canadian government does not
favour participation in joint operating organisations and the specific proposal

"British West IndSies Airlines .
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that , a Canadian, United Kingdom, West, Indian, Bahamian and Bermudian

joint organisation be established for operation of
that as far as Canada is

se rvice is unacceptable to us . We remain of the opinio n
concerned separate . operation 'coordinated throught Commonwealt h

en operating
Transport Council . and through direct arrangements
companies offers the best method of development .

Your paragraph two . We have re-examined the reportHowe o
n

"All-British Air
14,

Routes" which was signed by Lord Beaverbrook and Mr.
1943,t-and which was accepted during the 1943 cof v~edrsat~n~ made effecti e;
for a Commonwealth coordinating committee has al y

and our approach to the question of. operation of Commonwealt hrv l~h routes and
the proposals we advanced for . a Canadian-West Ind i

based upon the policy outlined in paragraphs two and thôur tele ra m
report other

consideration s
are therefore at a

arising
loss t

o out ôfathe tCommonwealth conversations in 1943 whic h

have not been . put into effect in - the form then contemplatând our we for
welcome clarification . As the development of our policy plans
international air services particularly in respect~oû connections

the
cttpolicy outlined

different parts of the Commonwealth
hethe

been
United Kingdom considers this

in ,1943 we should be glad to know w
report agreed during - the Commonwealth conversations, in 1943 no l gus

operative and effective.,Rejection of that policy at this stage would com p

to reconsider the whole situation .
The Canadian proposals for an air serv ice to the West Indies arc also

l
to our general position vis-à-vis the West Ind ies in,which the trade agreement
with Canada106 and the subsidized Canadian steamship service

aof those
important elements . The, re-establishment, and . further developmen t

To the best of
edrelations necessarily involves joint air and ship connection . our

knowledge local se rvices in the territory appear r~`ith ht foro,nter-

Canadian se rvice and are anxious to work out arrangements wit h
of,traffic . We had not considered that the.Canadian service bût wou d

detrimental to the interests of any local se rviccs which that theexpect
rather provide more traffic for such services

. operationscould be integrated and satisfactoryarrangements worked out whic
h

would avoid any danger of detrimental compettt ion. monopoly.
We see no grounds for your suggestion that we are seeking

a
places in

Pan-American Air Lines ' now serves the points ' mentiof intcri sland trafCc
our application, and transports. by far the larger portio n
in this area . Also, the United Kingdom holds rights to the route ihé Ûn téd
York to Bermuda, and can if it wishes establish a routet ~ndirect

entiintention of the United
Kingdom to` Bermuda . - We hope it would not . bc

dom, ünder=these circumstances, to refuse a similar right to o
a

Cmën'~fKing
se rv ice which would fit in with the general plans for the deve p

f9 .'. .: . . , .
..

... , ~ ... * .i . : . -.

1 0'Voir Grande-Bretagne:/See Great Britain: 'sBritish and Foreign State Papers . Volume 123, Part I . London, His Maj estY

Stationery Office, 1931, pp. 578-88 .
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Commonwealth air services. The Canadian Government hopes that the United 
Kingdom government will not insist on withholding from Canada privileges 
which have been granted td other countries. . 

We feel, as was generally agreed in Montreal, that parallel competitive 
services on Commonwealth rciutes of doubtful economic potential would be 
destructive to the whole idea of a co-operative Commonwealth network. If the 
foregoing principles are agreed to, we see no difficulty however in working out 
détails of specific integration with B.W.I.A. or any other local Commonwealth 
service, in order to avoid duplication and detrimental competition. 

305. D EA/72- RT-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 636 	 ' Ottawa, March 15, 1945 

SECRET. May 1 draw your attention to my telegram No. 64 of March 14th to 
the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs on the subject of a proposed 
Canada-West Indies Air Service? 

I assume these messages will be secn by the Foreign Office and the Colonial 
Office as well as by the Civil Air Ministry since the issues they raise go beyond 
the field of civil aviation. 

As you will see we attach a good deal of importance to the matter from the 
point of view of general Commonwealth policy and would be sorry to see it 
dealt with in the United Kingdom on a purely departmental basis. 

DEA/72-RT-40 306. . 

TELEGRAM' 814 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• 

London, March 19, 1945 

Your telegram No. 636 of 15th March, Canada-West Indies air service. 
am assured messages referréd to have been seen by Foreign Office and 

other interested offices and that the United Kingdom authorities appreciate the 
importance the  Canadian authorities attach to this subject and their desire that 
it should not be dealt with purely departmentally. 
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307. DEA/72-RT-40 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions' 	• 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
' 	Dominions Sect.' etary 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 69 	 London, March 29, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL. Your telègram of March 14th, No. 64, proposed Canada-
West Indies air service. 

DiffiCulty which we felt over your telegram of January 20th, No. 13, was 
that it appeared to us to suggest that you had in mind that Canadian service 
should have monopoly on the route, and we are glad to learn from your 
telegram that there is no foundation for this view. We share your hope that 
institution of a Canadian air link between Canada and West Indies would 
strengthen the ties developed before the war by thè trade and shipping 
connection. But we think that the Colonial Governments concerned would not 
view with favour a suggestion that they should forego prospect of participation 
in an air service on the route and we should not like to press them on the point. 
It was for this reason that we put forward  suggestion of joint operating 
organisation which we are sorry to find you do not favour. But failing 
establishment of a joint operating organisation, we  • should like to have 
opportunity of discussing in further detail rights which should be granted on 
each side and when and how they should be exercised. We agree that any 
British service which it might be decided to operate on the route should be co-
ordinated with any ,Canadian service. Given cooperative approach to problem 
and with aid of machinery of the Commonwealth Air Transport Council, we 
should not expect difficulty in reaching arrangements satisfactory to the 
Governments concerned in practical application of the Montreal conclusions 
which amplified and developed the earlier exploratory discussions in London in 
1943. 
2. With reference to your penultimate paragraph, there is, of course, no 

question of withholding from Canada rights granted to . United States, though 
naturally any grant of rights should be subject to mutual agreement and to 
provisions of existing contracts. Position regarding B.W.I.A. was explained in 
paragraph 5 of my telegram of March 2nd, No. 42. Present position with 
United States company is that one contract with it has already reached end of 
initial term and has been renewed on yearly basis for duration of war. Others 
are due to expire  in, 1946 or 1947. Pre-war arrangements with United States 
company should not, therefore, necessarily be taken as basis of future polieY. 

3. We also wish to make clear that use of Kindley Field in Bermuda, or of 
any other airfields in leased bases, would necessitate discussions with United 
States Government in accordance with Bases Agreement of March 27th, 1941. 
To open this question with them now would 'raise delicate issues which we 
should prefer to postpone. Any plans for a Canadian service through Bermuda 

t 
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or West Indian leased bases would, therefore, we think, be subject to decision
to be reached as to handling of this aspect .

4 . We feel that further progress would best be made in oral discussion and
should, therefore, like to revert to our earlier suggestions for conversations in
London . We think that these could usefully take place between officials ; but we
should like to have a ' fortnight's notice of the date which would be acceptable
to you' in order that we might • consider further whether to arrange for
representation of Colonial Governments concerned . We should also wish - to
await return of Minister for Civil Aviation from South Africa .

308. DEA/72-RT-40

- 11lémorandun: du secrétaire adjoint du Cabine t
à l'adjoint spécial du sous -secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures - -

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet
to Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, April 7, 1945. ,. .

. I have prepared the attached note largely in an attempt to clear my own
mind on some of the problems related to air se rvices across the North Atlantic
and to the West Indies . I thought you might be interested .

J . R. BALDWIN .

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

MÉMORANDUM

MEMORANDU M

Canadian Air Services to Latin America
and the United Kingdom

The projected Canadian air se rv ices to the Caribbean and South America,
and to the . United Kingdom, are the two major problems in the field of
international air se rv ices with which Canada is now dealing; of these two the
South American service may prove the more complicated .
. The original plans for a Canadian service were based upon the Common-

wealth conversations of 1943 when it was understôod that a Canadian service
from North America to that 'area would provide that particular Common-
wealth link in the general chain of Commonwealth air services . The U.K. has
however rejected this arrangement and has tried to press Canada into a joint
operating company for the route or failing that, will seek rights ~ for a parallel
British service to run from . the West Indies to Canada . Under these circum-
stances it is obviously desirable for Canada to consider and explore fully the
possibility of, developing alternative, stopping places and sources of traffic in
Latin America .

A tapping of the Brazilian market has always been contemplated and should
prove fruitful . If no stop whatsoever in British West Indian territory were
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made, Canada would have to rely: upon rights in Cuba and possibly San 
Domingo, Curacao, Venezuela or Surinam. A further alternative or supple-
ment to,arrangements with the British West Indies would be a close tie-up with 
the Central_American-COmpany, T.A.C.A. • • 

While the tone of the last U.K. wire was somewhat more moderate; 1 do not 
see in it any fundamental change in their earlier position; it is likely that if 
Canada asks for any traffic rights in Bermuda or the British West Indies, the 
U.K. will insist upon reciprocal rights in Canada for a British company. There 
is a possibility that .if Canada fought the point vigorously, at the same time 
modifying its plans so that we made only onc or at the most two stops in British 
territory. that the British might be prepared to drop the demand for a 
reciprocal service.  In  this event, Canada might , limit traffic stops to the 
Bahamas and Port of Spain; hoWever, while we might not lose much by 
dropping a Jamaica stop we would lose by•omission of Bermuda. 

If by any chance it should bc decided tO give the British reciprocal rights for 
a service from the West Indies to Canada, then the only condition upon which 
this should be done should bc a complete grant to Canada of all the traffic 
stops we wanted in the British islands (presumably 4 or 5) including the right 
to carry inter-island traffic, which the U.K. at present reserves as cabotage. 
Anything less would bc a poor bargain; even under such conditions it is 
questionable whether the bargain would work out to our advantage. 

Any such reciprocal arrangement would strengthen our case for developing 
non-British traffic in the  area since a second British carrier would bc tapping 
the British island traffic pool. Canada in Œinsequence would need supplemen-
tary Latin American traffic. , 

Another problem  arises  from the British insistence upon applying (to all 
future bilateral agreements) the formula which thcy proposed unsuccessfully at 
Chicago. Sir Stafford Cripps has already stated in thc British Parliament that 
the  U.K. authorities intend to pursue thiS course. In thc West Indics it would 
complicate arrangements considerably • ànd if applied rigidly might result in 
uneconomic variations in schedules and capacity offered between the various 
islands and in difficulties in respect of definition of home traffic from the 
islands. ; - : - 

A further problem in the évent of reciprocal services is the fact that Canada 
has not pioposed to tap thé US. traffic market. It might well bc that the U.K. 
plans to develop a British service which would enter the U.S. market. If we 
granted recipiocal rights:to such a British service the situation would be far 
from 'reciprocity or equit)Î.'  

These circumstances indiczite 'the disirability, regardless of the course we 
may follow with the U.K,' of  developing as much as possible in the waY of 
traffic rights and agreements with  Latin .Aniérican nations in the Caribbean 
and CentreArnerican area-. They Will  be  valuable no mattcr what route we 
follini and maY be an important card in our negotiations with thc U.K. 

Mr. Symington's visit tô: the 'Caribbea n .  should prove helpful in this 

connection; if prospects are favourible for Canadian agreements with Latin 
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American countries and-companies then it may be well to develop as far as
possible a plan for Canadian service based on Latin American traffic without
worrying' for the time being about British West * Indian traffic, rather than
hinder our operation by letting a competitive U .K. se rv ice develop where there
is neither the necessity nor the traffic for a competitive se rv ice.

Perhaps an effective immediate step would be to indicate to the U .K. our
readiness to hold discussions at an early date in accordance with their
suggestion. Discussions presumably . should be deferred until after Mr.
Symington's visit to Cuba ; then if a senior representative can go to London so
much the better, if not, a less satisfactory alternative might be to suggest to the
U.K. that Sir Frederick Bowhill107 bring out a party to negotiate on these
matters .

If there 'are good prospects for agreements in Latin America, then Canada's
tactics ' in the event of discussions with the U.K. might be to point out that we
feel thére should be one Commonwealth service from Canada to the Caribbean
areabut that two Commonwealth se rv ices running in competition would beuneconomic and unnecessary, in view of the keen compctition that any in that
areâ service must encounter from U.S., Netherlands and Latin American
se rv ices . The U.K. could be informed that in these circumstances Canada
proposed to operate a se rv ice to the Caribbean area and Brazil and had already
undertaken arrangements with Latin American countries to make this possible ;
that Canada would be prepared to include a British West Indian stop or stops
in this P se rvice but not upon terms which would seriously prejudice the
economic operation of the Canadian line . This policy might , bring results ;
certainly if . the British West Indian islands were left without a connecting
se rv ice to British North America in consequcnce of U .K. reluctance to accept
the Canadian proposals then considerable pressure (from the islands) upon the
U.K. might result.

It might be wise, when discussing the West Indian service, also to raise the
question of a bilateral agreement with the U .K . covering North Atlantic
serv ices . Here again the starting point, which should be satisfactory from the
Canadian point of view, would be a simple agreement based upon the standard
clauses agreed in Chicago but providing also for rate control and for some
equality of capacity . The rate control could casily be taken care of by extension
of the arrangements now being worked out for fare-paying traffic on military
serv ices ; in any case any modification of rates would probably have to come asa, result of joint' Canada-U .S.-U.K. consultation and action. The control of
capacity could be accomplished by granting each the right to put on as manyservices as the other with some top ceiling for each, e .g ., one round trip a day.
: While this would be the simplest formula for agreement the U.K. may try to
introduce her formula already mentioned and bascd upon 50°b of home traffic .
The difficulty .here is that no satisfactory statistics exist which can be used

101Air Chief Marshal Sir Frede ri ck Bowhill , gEnizral d'aviation commandant . TransportCommand, Royal Air Force.Air Chief Marshal Sir Frede rick Bowhill. Air Otiiccr Commanding . Transport Command,Royal Air Force.
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since neither the prewar nor wartime travel offer satisfactory criteria. However 
it is unlikely.that the U.K. formula would injure the Canadian position since 
there is probably more traffic originating in Canada for. the U.K. than vice 
versa and we would benefit in the allotment of capacity.  •  

This situation would be complicated however if the U.K. wished to extend 
its Canadian service to a U.S. terminal, adjusting its services to take into 
account U.K. traffic bound for the U.S. In such circumstanccs Canada should 
limit agreement with the U.K. to four freedoms in ordcr to protect Canada-
U.S. traffic (the fifth freedom from the U.K. would bc of no usc to us in any 
case until it is proposed to run the Canadian service from the U.K. on to 
Europe). Moreover, in any such situation, the U.K. would probably be running 
more  services across the North Atlantic between  the  U.K. and the U.S. than 
home traffic between thc U.K. and Canada justified and it would bc necessary 
to place some limitation upon the number of U.K. traffic stops in Canada; this 
too would offer so many possibilities of confusion and complication that it 
would seem easier to adopt for at least an initial trial period a simpler formula 
by which a ceiling on services was placed, cach country given equal rights 
under the ceiling and arrangements made for modification of the ceiling after 
consultation. 

On the whole, there should be little rcason, given equal availability of 
aircraft, and once cconomy and efficiency of operation have had a chance to 
take effect, to fear U.K. competition on the North Atlantic route. Accordingly, 
there may be somcthing to be said for mccting thc U.K. on as many points as 
possible with regard to the North Atlantic if in rcturn thc U.K. would be 
prepared to make concessions in respect of the Canadian service to the West 
Indies. 

309. 	 DEA/72-RT-4 0  

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Munitions and Supply 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Dear Mr. Robertson, „ 
I have your letter of March 3Istt enclosing Dominions Office confidential 

cable No. 69,'" in the matter of the proposed West Indies air service. 
Malcolm MacDonald was good enough to communicate with me on the 

supplemental),  instructions which he received in this connection. 1 rcgrct to say 
that '.the supplementary, instruétions were such as to make the  proposa
èontained , in the Dominions *Office communication wholly unacceptable. It is 
quite eyident that the U.K. will demand for 13.0.A.C. rcciPrccal rights for any 

[Ottawa,j April 28, 1945 

loVoir le document 309./See Document 309. 



service that we undertake touching West Indies islands . Obviously, there is no
basis in equity for such an arrangement .

' .Malcolm MacDônald has interested himself in the situation and I
understand that Lord Cranborne has expressed the wish to discuss the matter,
provided he is able to call at Ottawa on his return from San Francisco .
Therefore, it would seem wise to take no action meanwhile .

Mr. Symington recently visited Cuba to attend a meeting of air transport
operators, ' and while there, he explored the possibility of a reciprocal
arrangement for an air transport service between Cuba and Canada . Obviously
the Government of Cuba would welcome such an arrangement . I have no doubt
that another Caribbean Government, possibly Dutch Guiana, will also be glad
to make 'a similar arrangement . Thus it would be possible to work out our
service to Brazil without touching the West Indies . I would be sorry to do this,
but on the other hand, I cannot be a party to permitting the U .K . to compete
with us on the Canada-Brazil service for the simple reason that we wish to
serve the West Indies in passing . You will appreciate that the U .K. has no
possible right to a route between Brazil and Canada .

I will be glâd of your views, but in the meantime, I suggest that no answer
be sent to Dominions Office cable No . 69 .

Yours sincerely,
[C. D. HOWE ]

310: C.D.H./Vol. 98
Procès-verbal d'une réunion sur l'aviation civile109

.' , Minutes of a Meeting on Civil Av iationJO°

[Bermuda,] December 20, 194 5

RECORD OF FOURTII MEETING HELD IN BELMONT HOTEL, BERMUDA, -

= ON THURSDAY, 20Ti1 DECEMBER, 1945 .

Mr . L . J . Dunnett W. J . R. Baldwin The Non . N . J . TuckerCdr. J, prummond Mr. A D Mct.ean Mr . N .P . Vesey

Representatives of the
U.K. Delegation Canadian Delegation Bermuda Government
Mr . W. C. G . Cribbett Mr. C . D.Nowe CaptainJ. R . McCrindle I Mr N.J Symington Captain The Non. Bayard Dil l

Mr. R .A .McKay ~10 r n Ra w

Board to the Canadian Delegation, and outlined to them shortly, the subjects.~,_ ., G . .

.ï ; . . . son

MR . ; CRIBBETT introduced the rcprescntativcs of the Bermuda Airpor t

109Pour 1es`oônversations aux Bermudes voir aussi Canada . Documents relatifs aux relations entreleCanada et Terre-Neuve. Volume 1 . les documents 1078-9 .1083 .1085,1086-8 .On the conversations at Bermuda set also Canada . Docum ents on R elations Be tween Canada
°n JNe»'foundlcnd. Volume 1, Documents 1078 .9,1083 .1083,1086-8 .
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discussed  in the course of the past three days, with particular reference to the 
arrangements for the operation of trans-Atlantic services between Canada and 
the United Kingdom, some  of .  , might, on occasion, pass .  through 
Bermuda, when they would be forced to use that route owin& to weather 
conditions though they would not be regularly scheduled to do so. The main 
purpose of the present meeting was to discuss the proposed Canadian service 
from Canada via , Bermuda to the Caribbean and Brazil, with particular 
reference' to.  rights for the service' in Bermuda. 

2. MR. HOWE outlined the Canadian proposals. He referred to the fact that 
Canada had historic connections with the Caribbean area and had spent large 
sums of money in building up a steamship se rvice to those parts. The staging 
posts that would be used on the air, service had now been finally settled, but the 
provisional intention was that the service should operate from Montreal via 
Bermuda to Nassau and thence probably via Jamaica to Trinidad, possibly 
British Guiana, Belem and Brazil. Bermuda and the islands in the Caribbean 
attracted a certain number of Canadian winter tourists but the traffic was very 
seasonal and the route was a thin one.. T.C.A. proposed in due course to 
operate 40 seater aircraft on the route. Speaking from the operating point of 
ViCW, MR. SYMINGTON said that a traffic studY of the  route  indicated that if 
all the passengers leaving Canadian ports by ship  for  Bermuda and thc West 
Indies prior to the War, were diverted to the air, not morc than one trip a week 
would be justified with the type of equipment T.C.A. had it in mind to operate. 
No air line undertaking could hopc to be economic at such a frequency, 
particularly in view of the heavy overhead that had to bc carried. In these 
circumstances it was most desirable from the economic point of view, that the 
service should be allowed freedom to develop the route. The traffic on the route 
would have to be energetica.  lly built up if a heavy' deficit was to be avoided. The 
United Kingdom was a long way away and the nearest British base for such a 
service was Canada. Continuing, he said that at the Montreal conversations it 
had been recognised that on thin traffic routes of this kind, it would not be 
good business to have competition with parallel air lines. Urgent requests had 
already been received from various quarters, e.g. Nassau and Trinidad, for a 
Canadian service to be started, and another reqUest had very recently been 
received from Barbados. 
3. Speaking on behalf of the Bermuda Delegation, MR. Diu said that they 

were glad to have the opportunity of discussing the whole question with the 
Canadian° and United Kingdom Delegations. .Bermuda had an overriding 
interest in the tourist trade and on these grotinds they naturally welcomed the 
proposed service. They would wish to be.satisfied, lowever, that any service 
provided was the kind of service they wanted to maintain tourist traffic with 
the, island. Moreôvér; although' it 'was' »extremely, unlikely that thcy would 
themielves Wish to operate or to arrange for the operation of a reciprocal 
service at any 'rate for some time, they felt that they must reserve thc right to 
do, so.,The following,is a summary of themain points madc in thc cnsuing 
discussion:  

- 
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.(a) MR. CRIBBETT said that there was no difficulty about third and fourth
freedom rights for the Canadian se rvice . in . any of the British Colonies
concerned. Moreover, the West , Indian Colonies were perfectly, prepared to
concede fifth freedom rights, and he understood _that this applied also in the
case of: Bermuda . The West Indian Colonies, however, did not feel able to
grant cabotage rights as between the islands within the sphere of operations of

- B .W.I .A. B.W.I .A., which was the chosen instrument for the development of
British air se rvices in the Caribbean, was already operating at a deficit and any
diversion of traffic would make its, economic . position still less satisfactory. It .
was most unlikely, however, that B.W.I .A. would operate, at any rate for some
time, between Nassau and , Bermuda, and accordingly there would be no
objection so far as the United Kingdom was concerned, to the carriage of
cabotage traffic on this sector of the route by the T.C.A. se rvice. As regards
the.reference made by MR. SYMINGTON to the discussions at Montreal on the
subject of parallel operations, the United Kingdom did not share the view he
had espoused as to what had been agreed on that occasion . The opinion which
the United Kingdom had expressed was that, while parallel operations were
appropriate on routes where the traffic offering justified it, on routes where the
traffic was thin the area for a joint operation became very strong . .This was a
very different solution, however, from the grant of ,a monopoly on the route to
the ôperating cômpany of one party . MR. TuCKCR indicated that he, for his
part, saw no objection to the carriage of cabotage traffic by T.C.A . between
Bermuda and Nassau . In the past Bermuda had had little interest in
connection ',with Nassau and the Caribbean, though her interest in these
terr itories might develop if traffic expanded in tourists who spent some of their
holidays in Jamaica and Nassau and the rest of their holidays in Bermuda .

(b), MR. TuCKER pointed out that it would be extremely difficult for the ,
Bermuda Delegat ion to persuade the Lcgislative Assembly in Bermuda to
forego Bermuda's right to operate reciprocally to Canada, even though it had
no intention of .exercising this right in the near future . Bermuda's connections
with .Canada were . considerable . Apart from the tourist traffic, on the
development . of which the Bermuda Trade Development Board intended to
spend a•good deal of money, there were strong business connections with
Canada . There were also social connections such as the education of children in
Canada. It had also to be borne in mind that a company had already been
incorporated in Bermuda, called Bermudian Airways. This company had not
yet, applied for any rights to operate and held no kind of a concession, but
would certainly oppose any proposal that Bermuda should forego its reciprocal
rights . .,,Further, it- would be very difficult to persuade the Bermudian
.Legislative Assembly that Bermuda should forego her rights (if and when she
wished ) tor operate - reciprocally to Canada,) to place a management contract '
with some, British air , line to operate the se rv ice for her. If T.C.A. wished to
have a monopoly it * was essential that this should be for a limited period only,
and that the period should be as short as possible. Three years would be very
much preferable, from Bermuda's point of view, to five . Further, it would be
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necessary for Bermuda - . to have , some assurance that T.C.A. gave her a

reasonable se rv ice and provided adequate capacity to meet the traffic offering .

(c) THE CANADIAN DELEGATION pointed out that the capital cost of gettin g

the service . going, would be very considerable, and that they must have

reasonable -protection for an adequate period in order to enable them to

amortize at any rate part of the initial cost of the equipment if the se rvice was

to be an economic proposition at all . Moreover, the costs of building up the

se rv ice and attracting traffic to it would be borne by ' Canada, and it was only

fair that she should be reasonably protected while do i ng so. If it was not

possible for her ry to come to appropriate arrangements for a se rv ice via

Bermuda, the British islands in the West Indies, she would have no alternative
but make other arrangements for the se rvice. A further difficulty was that not
only Bermuda, but all the British islands in the Caribbean might claim
reciprocity, and the effect of this might be that there were five or six companies
on the route competing for the very meagre traffic . This position would be

quite absurd. In any case Canada would certainly not be likely to agree to the
operation of a reciprocal se rvice from Bermuda to Canada by a company
substantially owned by American or Canadian nationals .

(d) MR . CRIBBETT suggested that there appeared to be two possible

solutions. First a joint company might be formed which,
of th

e addition
British

Canada, the Bermuda Government and the Governments
Caribbean Colonies could participate according to their interest in the service .

The second possibility was that the Bermuda ' Government, while rescrv ing their

reciprocal rights, might give an undertaking that they , would not exercise them

for a definite period of, say, three years . As regards the first possibility, i .e•

that a joint company would be formed, TtiE CANADIAN DELEGATION

indicated that Canada's overseas se rvices would be operated by self-contained

corporations , within the T.C.A. organisation . If the Bcrmudian or other British

Colonial Governments concerned liked to take blocks of stock in the T.C.A .

Corporation entrusted with the se rv ice from Canada to the West Indics, the

Canadian authorities `would welcome such part i c i pat ion . TNE BERMUDIAN

DELEGATION
' pointed out, however, that Bermuda had little or no interest, at

any rate at present, in that part of the se rvice'which served territory South of

Bermuda and that in these circumstances the offer to take stock in the T .C.A .

Corporation was not one that would prove attractive to Bermuda . As regards

the second possibility, i .e. that Bermuda would undertake not to exercise its
reciprocal rights for a dëfinite period of years, there was some discussion as to
whether the period - should be three years; four years, or five years . The

Canadian Delegation pointed ` out that three , years was altogether too short a

period . The Bermudian' Delegation, on the other hand, pointed out that they

must bear in mind the effect on their forthcôming negotiat ions with the U .S .A .

of any arrangement concluded now with'the Canadians . If Bermuda undertook

not to exercise its reciprocal rights in respect'of Canada for a period of
rive

years,' they felt ' little doubt that the Americans would insist on obtaining a
similar undertaking in respect of reciprocal rights in the U .S.A. After a further

discussion it was agreed that Bermuda would undertake not to exercise its
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reciprocal rights for a period of four years from the date of commencement of 
the service which shall be not later than January  !st.  1947, on the understand-
ing that the Canadian Government would provide a service adequate to cater 
for the traffic.  offering and that if it did not do so, the Bermudian Government 
would in the first instance make representations to the Canadian Government 
and if satisfaction was not obtained, thereby would be free to exercise its 
reciprocal right. The Bermudian Delegation indicated that para. 5(j) of the 
Annex to the United Kingdom draft pro forma Agreement' with a suitable 
addition to cover the above points, would be satisfactory from their point of 
view. 
(e) As regards the British Colonies in the Caribbean areas,MR. CRIBBETT 

said that no difficulty arose about the grant of cabotage right to T.C.A. in 
respect of services between Bermuda and Nassau, Bermuda and Trinidad and 
Bermuda and Jamaica. On the question of reciprocal rights he would enquire 
of the Colonial Office and Colonial Governments whether they would be 
prepared to accept a solution on the lines of that agreed in the case of 
Bermuda. 

(f) MR. SYMINGTON indicated that stop-over rights on through booking 
would be necessary to the economic operation of the route. MR. CRIBBErr 
suggested that it would be embarrassing for the U.K. to grant lengthy stop-
overs. The U.S. were pressing for a long stop-over and this would have serious 
fifth freedom implication on American services through the U.K. MAJOR 
MCCRINDLE confirmed this view and said that B.O.A.C. were thinking in 
terms of a stop-over limitation of 24 hours. 

It was ultimately agreed that this question would be explored by the United 
Kingdom Delegation on their return, and if any concessions could be agreed 
with the Colonial Governments, the matter should bc dealt with by exchange of 
letters giving effect to practical application of the provisions of this Agreement. 
This would be a matter of consequential machinery and would not form an 
integral part of the Agreement to be lodged at P.I.C.A.O. 
'(g) The question was discussed whether, if Bermuda secured, (as she 
intended to secure), reciprocal rights to operate from Bermuda to the U.S.A., 
she would like to assign these rights to T.C.A. for a period, to exercise on her 
behalf. It was agreed that Canada would look into this question from the 
operational aspect, and that it would be further considered by all concerned 
when the Canadian views had been obtaincd. 

(h) Finally, it was agreed that while in all the circumstances a bilateral 
Agreement governing the grant of rights to the proposed T.C.A. service from 
Canada through Bermuda to the Wcst Indies could not be concluded in final 
form during the present conversations, the general form and substance of the 
Agreement should be settled as far as possible before the Delegations 
dispersed. 
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DEA/72-RT-40 , 
Mémorandum du bureau du Conseil privé 

à l'adjoint spécial du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
, 	Memorandum from Privy Council Office .. 

to Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of External Affairs 

Ottawa, December 26, 1945 

• CANADIAN AIR SERVICES TO THE WEST INDIAN AREA  •  
I attach hereto original copy initialed by the Honourable C. D. Howe and 

Lord Winster,"° of the summary of , agreement reached at Bermuda on 
proposed Canadian air service to Bermuda' and the West Indies. Uninitiated 
copies are in the possession of Mr. Howe, Mr. Symington, the Air Transport 
Board and the Department of Transport. 

I do not believe that any further action need to be taken in Ottawa on this 
subject at the moment, since the next step now lies with the United Kingdom 
who presumably will consult with the various British Colonial territories 
involved and in due course forward us a'draft agreement for our consideration 
along the lineiagreed in the attached memorandum of understanding. 

J. R. BALDWIN 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Résumé d'accord 
Summary of Agreement 

. 	 Ottawa, December 21, 1945 

BERMUDA CIVIL AVIATION CONVERSATIONS 
SUMMARY OF CONVERSATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

(December 20th, 1945) 

The Canadian and United Kingdom Delegatiéns  met the  representatives of 
the Government of Bermuda; (Captain The Hon. Bayard Dill, the Hon.  FI. J.  

Tucker, and Mr.  N. H. P.  Vesey) on December 20th, in order to discuss 
various aspects of the proposed Canadian air service from Canada via Bermuda 
to the British Colonies in the West Indies and points beyond. 

	

. 2. The meeting took note:- 	 I 1  - 
(i)' Of the view of the Canadian Delegation' that the potential traffic on the 

route wOuld sbe 'very thin at atiy rate tintil such time  as a successful service had 
been:established and goodw' seCu.  red; In these - circumstances and in view of 
the very high iniiial 'cost of puichasing equipment and of creating the necessary 

- ground organisation at the various staging posts, the  Canadian Government 
felt that it was absolutely essential that the préposed Trans Canadian Airlines 

• 

"°Ministre de  l'Aviation civile de Grande-Bretagne. 
Minister of Civil Aviation of Great Britain. 
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[sic] - se rv ice should be safeguarded from cômpetition, at any rate for a period,
so as to allow for the amortisation of the capital . equipment . If adequate
safeguards were, not provided, it was very doubtful if the se rv ice could b e
justified at all . . '

(ii) Of the view expressed by the representatives of Bermuda that it would be
impossible to justify to the satisfaction of the Legislative Assembly the
complete abandonment of reciprocal rights . This did 'not'mean that Bermuda
necessàrily had any intention of exercising such rights in the near future . It was
in fact extremely unlikely that she would . Air transport was, however, in a very
fluid state of development, and if developments in the near future substantially
reduced the cost of air transport, the whole position might be radically altered .
Accordingly the most that the Legislative Assembly could reasonably be asked
to consider was that Bermuda, while reserving its rights to operate reciprocally
to Canada, would agree not to exercise them for a period .

(iii) Of a statement by the United Kingdom Delegation to the effect that
there was no difficulty over the grant to Canada of third and fourth freedom
privileges in the , British Colonial territories to which the proposed Trans
Canadian Airlines service would operate, nor any difficulty over the grant in
these territories of fifth freedom rights . Further, it was understood (and the
Bermudian Government for its part confirmed) that there would be no
objection to the grant of traffic rights between Bermuda and Nassau, Bermuda
and Jamaica and Bermuda and Trinidad . The West Indian Governments were
not, however, able to agree that cabotage rights should be enjoyed by Canada
between British Colonies in the Caribbean which come within the sphere of
operations of British West Indian Airways.

(iv) The Canadian Government represented that the character of the tourist
traffic ~ throughout the territory makes it essential that liberal stop-over
privileges be granted . 7he United Kingdom Government sympathised with the
proposal but stated it would be - necessary to consult with the Colonial
Governments as to the length of stop-overs to be allowed .

3 . After discussion, ' the meeting agreed to recommend :

(i) That the Canadian Government should be granted third and fourth "
freédom'rights for the proposed se rvice * from Montreal via Bermuda to the
West Indies and onward in ' the British Colonial territories concerned .
(ii) That the Canadian Government should also be granted fifth freedom

rights in these térritories.
(iii) That the Canàdian Government should be granted traffic rights as

between Bermuda on the one hand, and Nassau, Jamaica and Trinidad on the
other, but not between the British West Indian Colonies which came within the
sphere of operations of the British West Indian Airways .
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(iv) That as regards - reciprocal rights for Bermuda to operate a se rv ice to

Canada, these rights would be secured to Bermuda in accordance with normal

practice but that Bermuda would give an undertakintd
r
in view o f
awn attention,special circumstances to which the Canadian Government ha d

she would not seek to exercise these rights for a period of four years from the

date of the commencement of the se rv ice or from January I st 1947 whichever

shall be the earlier. It is understood as a cond i tion of this assurance that if the

Berumda Government is not satisfied that the se rv ice is adequate to cater for

the traffic offe ring, then it shall have the right to make representations to the
Canadian Government, and if satisfaction is not obtained, to exercise its

reciprocal rights .
v As regards the-British Colonial territories in the Caribbean area, the

United Kingdom Delegation have undertaken to enquire of the Colon ial Office

whether they would be prepared to reach . a similar agreement with the
If

Canadian Government on the lines of that set out i the (iv) above .
Government of

they are, a bilateral agreement would be concluded betwee ne

Canada on the one hand, and the Gove rnment of the United Kingdom on the

other, covering the grant of pr ivileges in the var ious British Colonies

concerned .
(vi) That if Bermuda secured (as she intended to secure), reciprocal rig ft heo

operate from Bermuda to the United States of America, thc question of r
assigning these rights to Trans Canadian Airlines to exercise on ke`h~ this
should be further considered. The Canadian Delegat ion undcrtoo

question would be examined by Canada from the operational point of vi Ûn~and
her views communicated to the Government of Bermuda and the

Kingdom . ,
(vii) The United Kingdom Gove rnment have undertaken to consult

and
Colonial Governments as to the length of stop-overs wh ich shall be granted

. to immediately communicate to the Canadian Government their vie~`Lo h tb
ÿ

subject so as to reach an agreement . Th is matter should be deal t
exchang

e of letters giving effect to the practical application of the provisions o
f

the agreement .
WE AGREE THAT THE ABOVE SUMMARY RECORDS THE CONCLUSIO R ZOTt D
RECOMMENDATIONS REACIIED AT OUR MEETING IIELD ON DECEl~1B

1945 . . Z t
.t [W. J

[C. D. H . l
r . ;

DATEDTHISTWENTY•FIRST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1945 AT BERMUDA
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PARTIE 4/PART 4 , 

CONSEIL DES TRANSPORTS AÉRIENS DU COMMONWEALTH 
COMMONWEALTH AIR TRANSPORT COUNCIL 

312. 	 DEA/72-MK-4-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
* au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
, 	to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 3443 	 London, December 22, 1944 

Reference air transport policy. 
-Arising out of the expected arrival in London of New Zealand, Australian 

and Indian representatives who participated in the discussions in Montreal," a 
meeting took place today with Lord Swinton presiding. The Indian representa-
tive had not arrived. I had only 24 hours' notice of this meeting with no 
previoui background and no instructions from you. The agenda indicated that 
most or the subjects of conversation wcrc of special interest to the countries 
already referred to, but item 1 was as follows: 
Commonwealth Air Transport Council. 
(a) Designation of representatives of High, Commissioncrs to assist Civil 

Aviation Department with secretarial duties. 
(b) Approval of Governments to establishment, composition and functions of 

Council. Hudd attended this meeting in an observatory capacity. 
2. With regard to the Commonwealth Air Transport Council proposal, 

Swinton explained that an announccmcnt had already been made that the 
establishment of this body had been agreed to," 2  but addcd that it was desired 
to secure as soon as possible  the  formal agreement of Governments to the terms 
of reference set out in the various clauses of Document  No. C.A.C. (D.E.C.) 5 
Annex No. 11 dated December 9th, 1944,' as hc  proposes  to makc a statement 
in Parliament at an early date."' 1 should bc grateful if you would instruct me 
on this point and also rcgarding  the  future activities in London of the 
Commonwealth  Air Transport  Council and the  relation of this office thereto. 
3. Please send me for reference as soon as possible documents covering the 

Montreal Commonwealth air conversations."' 

"Voir les documents 282-3./Sce Documents 282-3. 
1. 12Un.  communiqué de  presse  a été  émis à Montréal le 29 octobre 1944 après les discussions au 

sein du Commonwealth sur l'aviation civile. 
A press  release had  ken  issued at Montreal on October 29, 1944, after the Commonwealth 
discussicins on Civil aviation. 1131 - 
1-4  I ojanvier 1945. Grande-Bretagne,panuary 16, 1945. Great Britain, 

s House of Lords, Debates. 5th Series, Volume 134, Columns 581-2. 
"'Voir le document  283./Sec Document 283. 
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313.

Secretary ojState for External Ajjairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

DEA/72-MK-4-4 0

res extérieuresLe secrétaire d'État' aux'Ajjat'
au haut commissaire en GrandeBretagn e

London, December 28, 1944
TELEGRAM 296 1

Your telegram No.3443 ôf December 22 . Air Transport .

You should now have received ' the documents j of the Montreal air

conversations' held in December.
The Canadian Government has approved the establishment of the

Commonwealth Air Transport Council as described in Documen t
f dcussione and

With regard to its activities Weévc
it - as a forum

need be held as often as
exchange of views and do not bel

.
~

uarterly, which was proposed by the United Kingdom . aoi~a` iP wsnagrced a t
we see no need for a large secretariat . You w i ll have not c

Montreal that for the t ime being the Civil Aviation departmentmwas â nproo a of
would act as a focal point forCouncilful hc d~ignation of officcrs from
the United Kingdom suggestion that

y
8 ffices

Commonwealth countries to assist the secretariat High Commissioners '
do no Ontcnd

might detail officers to ma intain l
.
~aison .with the Secretan a

to designate a full-time officcr and believe that liaisma~ntfc~t dc l of

member of your staff w i ll be adcquate and need not consume g

the time of that officer .
314.

DEA/72-ADC-40
, ,

au seerétaire d' É tat aux Affaires extérieures
Le'sècrétaire aux Dominions

, . ,
Dominions Secretary ;

to Secretary ojState for External Affairs
Junc 2 .1945rj s e, ~ London,

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR G . 70j
, .., , 30th'

IMMEDÎnTE . CONFIDENTIÂL. W telegrams Circular G .} 6 of Jn n torscncral

and Circular G. 47 of May 4th' . It has become necessary ow i g

election in United Kingdom to reconsider the arrangements:
radio for civil

(a) For third Commonwealth and Empire Conference on

aviation, an d
(b) First Commonwealth Air Transport Council meeting . ntlY

it is desirable that dates" for these Confcrcnccs should be co~a shAs ould
related to . Telecommunications Conferençe, w>Colmi

m
oCommonwealth rA~STransport

commence on July 11 th, it is suggested that
Council should meet .on July 4th and that opening of C.E.R.C .A . Confcrence

should be postponed until'August 2nd . ► ,
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2. Minister for Civil Aviation proposes to preside over initial meetings of both
Conferences and he would also hope to attend any meetings at which Dominion
Ministers are present .

3 . We should be glad to know as soon as possible . . if above dates are
convenient and who will represent your Government .

4 . It is suggested that delegates to C .E.R.C.A. Conference should be
available in this country on July 26th in order that week prior to opening of
Conference could be devoted to visits to technical establishments where
demonstrations of newly developed radio aids to civil aviation will be held and
to informal study and discussion of the papers to be considered by Conference .
It is felt that these preparatory visits and studies will facilitate and enhance
value of work of Conference .

5 . With regard to Commonwealth Air Transport Council meeting, the draft
provisional agenda is contained in my immediately following telegram . Should

Dominions Secretary

be grateful for any suggested additions or amendments as soon as possible .

315. DEA/72-ADC-40.
Le secrétaire aux Dontinions

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR G. 71 London, June 2 , 1945

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL . Aly immediately preceding telegram . Following
items are suggested for agenda, Begins :
'1 . Proceédings of Southern African Air Transport Conference .
2. ;Review'of functions of Commonwealth Air Transport Council, consider-ation of paper to be presented by New Zealand on Commonwealth co-

opëration in research and development .
3 . Composition and permanent location of C .A.T.C. Secretariat .

-4• :(a) Review of progress in development of Commonwealth air communica-tions:
(b) Provision of ineteorological and radio facilities along routes .
'5 . General developments in international civil aviation .
6• Pro forma bilateral agreement based on Resolution VIII of Chicago FinalAct .''s . . ; .

7 . Provisional international civil aviation organisation and draft technical
annexes"b to Chicago Convention Amendments proposed by Commonwealthcountries. ~ -

"'Voir Canada, Recueildes traltés, 1944. N• 36.~ 16See Canada, Treaty Series. 1944, No. 36 .Voir États-UnisiS
ee United States,

Procecdings of the International Cis -11 A ► •lation Confe renc e. Volume I . pp. 184-372 .
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8. Proceedings of meeting of Sub-Commissions of International Committee 
on Air Navigation held in Paris, April/May, 1945. 

9. Progress of aircraft production programme. 
10. Economic Charactéristics of British aircraft types. 
11. Review of progress of C.E.R.C.A. Ends. 

316. 	 , 	 DEA/72-ABA-40 
. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 	au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1430 	 London, June 20, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Dominions Office Circular telegram G. 70 of June 7. 
My immediately preceding telegram' described our position re representa-

tion on the Commonwealth Telecommunications Confcrcncc.'" 7  Thc difficulties 
described there also prevent Mr. Howe's attending the Commonwealth Air 
Transport Council meeting on July 4. He expects to discuss situation with Lord 
Cranborne. 

4. Will you therefore express to the Dominions Office our regret at Mr. 
Howe's inability to attend Council meeting? 
3. Since high level representation has been requested, I would appreciate your 

acting as Canadian representative at the C.A.T.C. meeting and informing the 
Dominions Office to this effect: 
4. Owing to the pressure of work in preparing for the first meeting of the 

Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization in 
Montreal on August 15; for which Canada will shortly be issuing invitations, 
we regret it will not be possible to send any onc to assist you at the C.A.T.C. 
meeting. We hope to forward you shortly specific instructions. 
5. With reference to the CERCA Conference  on  August 2 please advise the 

Dominions Office that the Canadian representation will consist of W. A. Rush, 
Controller of Radio, Department of Transport, Head; and technical advisers, 
whose names we will furnish later. They expect to arrive in London in time to 
avail themselves of the invitation of the Dominions Office, contained in 
Circular G. 70, to visit technical establishments. 

IsiVoir le document 794./5« Document 794. 
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317. 	 DEA/72-ADC-40 

' 	Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to 
High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1483 	 London, June 27, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. My telegram No. 1430 of June 20, representation on 
first Commonwealth Air Transport Council meeting July 4th. 

We appreciate that we have placed you in a difficult position because of our 
inability to supply you with technical advisers. We accordingly suggest that in 
so far as possible you hold a watching brief and consult us on any proposals of 
importance put forward. Subject to  the  above, our position on the items 
suggested for the agenda in Circular telegram G. 71 of June 2nd from the 
Dominions Office is as follows: 
Item 1 — Proceedings of Southern Africa Air Transport Conference. 

We were not directly interested in the Conference and it may well bc that 
Item 1 will be nothing  more  than a report.  

My immediately following telegram' contains the resolutions adoptcd at the 
Southern Africa °Air Transport Conference.  The  following is our position on 
the 14 resolutions: 
Resolution I — No comment;  
Resolution 2 — While wc sec practical advantage for somc Commonwealth 
countries in pooling representation on technical committccs of the Interim 
Council, there is no advantage to Canada because  the  Council will operate here 
and we have technical men readily available; 
Resolution 3 to I I, inclusive — No comment;  
Resolution 12 — Wc cannot agrcc to a proposal that any  suggestions  which 
the Commonwealth governments rcprcscntcd on C.A.T.C. may wish to makc 
relating to the draft technical  annexes,  adoptcd at Chicago, bc transmitted in 
the first , instance to the C.A.T.C. Wc cannot, of course, object to the 
agreement reached in South Africa but wc would  oppose  any attcmpt to 
expand it on a broadcr Commonwealth basis. Wc wish to rctain freedom of 
action' for Canada to communicate directly with  the  International Organization 
and to avoid the establishment or  the  principle that any Commonwealth matter 
must be discussed by  the  C.A.T.C. before a Commonwealth country prcscnts it 
Othe  International Organization; 

Resolution  13 —  See our commcnts undcr Item 6 of the  agenda; 
Resollàion 14 --- Sec our commcnts under Item 2 of the  agenda; 
Item 
advisor bod Y y 

Our main concern is that C.A.T.C. remain a consultative and 
for the convenience of and not  the  control of the Commonwealth 

countries. We would regret to sec raised and could not subscribc to the 
principle of compulsory consultation. • 
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We are keenly'interested in co-operation in research and
deislfôrnrescarch

anxious to see, the NewZealand proposals . ., However, p p~a

and development have . already been put ., forward from
n a Thse New Zealand

attempt should be made to avoid confus ion and overl p~ilsând' with the plans
proposals should be tied in with thé existing propo

already made .
have no strong views on the composition and location of th e

leaseItem, 3 -- .WWe
C.A.T.C . secretariat and are prepared to agree to the

dwpthout
do not, however, make any ~ comm itments to s pp y personne lc
consulting us as we expect that the Interim Council will make heavy demands

on us . : ncof
- We don't know whether this item will cover more than a revie w

Item 4(a )
the progress made . Our position remains as it was at the Montreal Con ere ,
namely, we are prepared to establish se rvices on the North

the United Kingdom .
Indian area but this depends on reaching agreemen t

discussions with the U .K .
For your own information we have pc

n

authorities on both these question t but Gnd it difficult to kf nroadvanee is
Howe expects to talk to Lord Cranborne within the week and Y

made we will advise you.

On the Pacific, we will hold . to the Montreal decision; na
arrangements t the

Australia . and New Zealand can
Saic U.S. traffict wc are ready to discuss theUnited States whereby we can whic h

establishment of a through Canadian service to parallel any other
arc

i
ready to

Australia or New Zealand may wish to set up, or alternatively we
have our se rvice meet theirs at a satisfactory half-way point .

Item 4(b) We would be plcâsed ` to , any , ~lr

regarding meteorological facilities . On qucstions relating to for C.E.R .C .A .
Rush and his advisers will be arrivi th~ce~

a
in the

ttcrs will tbc dealt with then in
Conference and i t is probable tha t

. , • . :
detail: ,

. ,

Item '5 We don't know what ground,will`be covered under the hcading of

'gcncràl developments in international civil av iation. have stron
Item 6- On the question of 'pro forma bilateral dagrecment, owe

most of thg
views and they will probably ; be at var iance with the v i

ews o standard
Commonwealth countnes . We have, been11 foltofor agrccmcn s up to the
formula in our bilateral agreements and in our plans

resent and we intend to continue to do so
. ht forward a suppicmcntary

p, I : . : .. . '
. : , •e,, _` ; • ; ~ . . .

Lord Swinton at the Montreal Conference broug 1 much more rigid
proposal that our Commonwealth countries should •app Y a n the formula
formula for any b .~lâteral aigrecments with any nation, based up°d at Chicago
for allocation of quotas which the U.K.".

µ t' is desirabletô hac the Provisional
We'continue to hold the view that while
Intcrnat ~'onal Civil Aviation Organization establish some such formula we
it+would be harmful for CA.T.C. W do so. We ask you to direct your

have this matter dealt with in P.I .C.A.O. and not in C.A.T.C•



Item 7 - See our comments on resolution 12 of the Southern Africa
Conference. -
Item 8 = No comment .
Item 9 -= No comment. Would welcome receiving full information . Our own
plans for the DC-4 program"' are unchanged .
Items 10 and 11= No comment .

318. DEA/72-IA DC-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

, ,
TELEGRAM 1804 London, June 27, 1945

Your telegram No. 1430 of June 20th, Commonwealth Air Transport
Council meeting. -

; I have informed the United Kingdom authorities that you desire me to act
as Canadian representative and I note that you will forward instructions . In the
meantime, you ,will have been informed by Dominions Office tclegram' of the
postponement of the opening of this meeting until July 9th .

2 . I am somewhat apprehensive regarding my qualifications as the Canadian
representative without the presence of a technical adviser in view of my
unfamiliarity with ' the December conversations in Montreal, as the result of
which,the C.A.T.C. was set up. In the circumstances, I regard it as a matter of
urgency that you should reconsider sending someone to assist and advise me .

MASSEY

319
. DEA/72-ADC-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire dT tat aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britai n
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1838 ; . London, June 29, 1945

IMMEDIATE. SECRET :1, Your telegram No. 1483, June 27th . Appreciate yourdifficulty . but am disturbed at situation - regarding our representation atforthcoming C.A.T.C. meeting.

"'La proposition du gouvernement du Canada d'acheter les avions DC-4 de fabricationcanadienne; les avions furent connus subséqucmmcnt sous le nom de Canadair DC-4M NorthStars, Voir Canada,' '
Proposed pbrchase by Canadian Government of Canadian manufactured DC-4 airc raft laterknown as Canadair DC-4M North Star :. See Canada .L • Milberry, The Canadian North Star. Toro nto, Canav Books, 1982
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2. Suggestion that I should hold • "watching  biler' and consult you when 
necessary means that Canada's part in Conference will be essentially negative, 
except when necessity of cabled consultation with Ottawa might hold up 
proceedings. Conference was called in confident expectation that Canada 
would be full participant. Prospect now is that we shall fall far short of this and 
this I cannot think will be fair to ourselves or to other Governments concerned. 
3. South Africa will bc represented by a delegation of four, which includes 

the manager of the South African Airways and an experienced official recently 
appointed to deal with South African civil aviation matters in London. 
Australia will be represented by its Director General of Civil Aviation and two 
experts, one civil and one service. 
4. As matters stand, our delegation will consist of myself with a member of 

my staff, who must be detached from heavy duties at Canada Housc for at 
least a fortnight, together with possibly an Air Force officer who also will know 
little, if anything, of the background of the Conference. Further perusal of the 
agenda confirms me in my view that it is of urgent importance that someone 
quite senior should be sent from Ottawa with the necessary technical 
knowledge and background information to give reality to our participation. 
Otherwise I feel sure that our part in the Conference will be most inadequate 
and will be embarrassing alike to Canadian Government and to individuals 
representing it. 

MASSEY 

320. 	 DEA/72-ADC-40 

Le secrétaire d'Êtat  aux  Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretai); of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1516 	 Ottawa, June 30, 1945 

Your telegram No. 1804 of June 27, Commonwealth Air Transport Council 
meeting. 

I regret that the circumstances referred to in my telegram No. 1430 of June 
20th make it impossible for us to send a technical adviser. Mr. Howe has 
explained our predicament to Lord Cranborne. 
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321. DEA/72-ADC-40
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne a u

secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in Great Britain to
Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRA M 1876 London, July 4, 1945

MOST IMMEDIATE . Your [Our] telegram No. 1804 of June 27th, Common-
wealth Air Transport Council .

Air Marshal Johnson19 is willing and able to accompany me to meetings of
Commonwealth Air Transport Council next week as member Canadian
Delegation, subject to approval his Headquarters in Ottawa . I request that I be
authorised to use the Air Marshal's se rv ices in this way . He has considerable
knowledge of civil aviation problems and his cooperation would be most
helpful . I am informed that United Kingdom Delegation will include one or
two senior officers of the R.A.F. I have obtained permission from R.C.A.F.
Headquarters to use Group Captain Wyatt, Associate Secretary of Joint Staff
Mission , here, as Assistant, with Douglas Hicks of my staff as Secretary of
Delegation. May I please have immediate reply.
322. DEA/72-ADC-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Nigh Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEG RAM 1536 Ottawa, July 5, 1945

MOST IMMEDtATE. Your telegram No . 1876 of July 4, Commonwealth Air
Transport Cotincil .

The ' reasons for our inability to participate more fully in the C.A.T.C.
meeting have been explained to Lord Cranborne and we are not cxpcctcd to
have technical representation .

While the services of Air Marshal Johnson would in other circumstances be
most helpful, it is our opinion that a watching brief can best be held by you
without naming other delegates .

It wouldundoubtedly be embarrassing to Air Marshal Johnson to have to
keep silent for lack of authority on matters which he will be, and which he will
be consideréd' by others to be, technically qualified to speak . If Air Marsha l

"'Maréchal de l'air G . O. Johnson, général d'aviation, commandant en chef, quartier gFnéral .CARC outre-mcr.Air Marshal G . O. Johnson, Air Offiar Commanding in Chief, Ileadquartcrs, RCAFOverseas .
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Johnson and Group Captain Wyatt will be good enough to accompany you to 
sessions as advisers by all means avail yourself of their services. 

I note that Hicks will act as Secretary. , 

323. 	 DEA/72-ADC-40 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

• : au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
• to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1896 	 London, July 6, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Your telegrams No. 1483 and 1484' of June 27th, Common-
wealth Air Transport Council meeting. , 

Would appreciate furthcr guidance on following matters which appear likely 
to arise from Conference documents' received. 
(1) Pooling of representation On Technical Committees of the Interim 

Council. While it will not be necessary foi. Canada to share representations on 
Technical Committees, can we state whether We would be willing to represent 
other Commonwealth countries if they so desire. 

2. Trans-Pacific route. This may be discussed under following headings: 
(1) The division of frequencies on the Pacific route as between the joint 

United Kingdom-Australia-New Zealand Organization, T.C.A. and the 
American airlines. 

(2) The date when suitable equipment is likely to be available. 
(3) The precise route to be followed and the availability of the necessary 

facilities. 	, 	 . 
(4) The form of organization of the joint undertaking and its rclationship to 

other Pacific air services, e.g. T.E.A.'" 	S • 
(5) Estimates of cost. Will attempt to find out in advance  • whether New 

Zealand and Australia have achieved anything in negotiations with United 
States. At Commonwealth air meeting on December 22nd, Lord Knollys' 21  
states it was unlikely that the Canadian-built DC-4Ms would be produced and 
tested for operating much before the end of 1946..Can completion date be 
c,onfirmed please: 

3. P.I.C.A.O. and draft Technical Annexes to Chicago Convention. Your 
comments on resolution (12) of South African Conference arc noted. I shall, 
therefore, avoid discussion of Canadian comments on Technical Annexes, but 

would be grateful if you,could forward immediately 12 additional co pies for 
distribution to interested members of the Council. I have only one copy in nlY 
office and three have been sent to the Dominions Office. 

 

1.1■1•1110■1111M. 

1 	 i 

!'Tasman  Empire Ainvays. à 
n'Président,/Chairman, British Overseas Airways Corporation. 
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•Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	' 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

• . 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 	• 
to High Con:missioner in Great Britain 

, 

Ottawa, July 10, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Your telegram  No  1904, • July 8th,s Commonwealth Air 
Transport Council, New Zealand submission on acronautical research. 

•We believe there is much to be said for the principle of encouragement of 
aeronautical research and development and free exchange of information as 
advanced by New Zealand. Wc do not feel c,ompetent, however, on short notice 
to express a considered opinion upon the proposal for thc establishment of a 
special fund for these purposes and, moreover, we wish to have the New 
Zealand proposals considered carefully by the various agencies in Ottawa 
which are concerned with acronautical research and development. 
• Your wire has been referred to them for consideration but it is unlikely that 

comment will bc available before the conclusion of the Commonwealth Air 
Transport Council meeting. Wc will, however, forward our views to any 
continuing seeretariat which may bc set up for the Council. Ends. 

325. 	 DEA/72-ADC-40• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• , 	to High Commissioner in Great Britain•
TELEGRAM 1585 	 Ottawa, July II, 1945• 

IMMEDIATE. Your  No  1896, July 6th, Commonwealth Air Transport Council 
Meeting. 	• 

Your paragraph 1, Canada would be quite willing to rcprcscnt other 
Commonwealth countries on technical committccs if so requestcd. 

Your paragraph 2, sub-paragraph (1), division of frequencies must be 
subject to discussion in the light of arrangements with  the United States, 
although provisionally we had thought of a fifty • fifty division between 
American airlines and Commonwealth airlines on traffic moving to South 
Pacific from the U.S. together with equivalent arrangement between Canadian 
service and any other Commonwealth service which may carry this particular 
traffle. This problem, howevcr, cannot bc carried forward very far until we 
know something of the arrangements with  the United States as mcntioncd in 
your sub-Paragraph (5). 

TELEGRAM 1574 
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Sub-paragraph (2) . Canadian DC-4M equipment is likely to be available in
the summer of 1946 and we hope will be ready for operation in the autumn of

that year.
Your sub-paragraph (3) . This matter must be left for negotiation after other

details have been settled .

Sub-paragraph (4) . WeF have nothing further to say at present, other than

we envisage proceeding on the basis agreed at Montreal last year .122 ,
Your. paragraph 3, available extra copies have already been forwarded to

you . Ends. ,, .

326
: DEA/72-ADC-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne`

Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TELEGRAM 1591
Ottawa, July 12, 1945

IMMEDIATE . Following from Mr. Howe: We are considerably surprised and

somewhat "embarrassed by newspaper reports emanating from - London,

yesterday, which attribute to Lord Swinton a statement that revenues, expenses
and aircraft are to be pooled on parallel airlines operated by British and
Dominion companies on Empire routes and discussions to this effect are going

forward at the Air Transport Council meeting.,,
The press statements also make specific mention of the North Atlantic rout e

to be operated by Trans-Canada Airlines and B.O.A.C. as being under

discussion in this connection .
We realize that this type of arrangement may be suitable for certain

Commonwealth routes but as you know we have never cons idered them in any

way applicable to the North Atlantic . and i t has always been our view that

there was adequate opportunity on this route for parallel Canadian and British
operations which would remain completely separate in every respect . We

assume that you have made and will make known these views, if the occasion
requires, in the Commonwealth - Air Transport Council discussions, since we
would be reluctant to have any misunderstanding on these points arise . We had

not understood that ' the North Atlantic route ' was to be brought into the
agenda or we would have communicated with you sooner . At the same time we

hope that it will be possible for you to ' forestall any further comment to the

press which may produce misunderstanding'and misconceptions such as have

been created by yesterday's story from London . Ends.

122 Voir Ics documents 282-3 4See Documents 282-3 .
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327. DEA/72-ADC-40
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in Great Britain

to Secretary ojState jor External Affairs
TELEG RAM 1959 London, July 13, 1945

Commonwealth Air Transport Council meeting. Discussion of trans-Paci fi c
route. ,

1 . Mr. McVey, Australia, stated that United States had initiated discussion,
asking 'Australia and New Zealand to grant Five Freedom Rights to United
States . Australia and New Zealand will refuse and will open negotiations for a
bilateral agreement asking for equal rights proposed Commonwealth trans-
Pacific partnership, and joint United Kingdom, Australian and New Zealand
organization. Negotiations will be carried out in closest collaboration with all
partners. Mr. McVey emphasized that whatever rights were granted United
States in Australia, similar rights will be asked for whole partnership in the
United States .

2 . Estimated figures of traffic were presented from which it appeared that
out of 7,000 passengers from North America to Australia per annum, 2,300
originated in Canada . From these it was not unreasonable that United States
should claim 50% of frequencies.

3 . Points 1 to 7 of Montreal Document No. CAC (December) 6 Annex No.
2' were generally approved in course of discussion . On point No. 5, pooling of
receipts, Mr. McVey conceded that if one organization proved more efficient,
that organization would be entitled to consideration and readjustment . Onpoint No. 6, deficit on operations, you may want to watch development of
principle which has been affirmed during this Conference, that when on a
Commonwealth se rvice one partner is not able to take up all the frequenciesallotted to it, and asks the other partner to run such frequencies as it cannotfi11 ; the first partner shall undertake to meet de ficits on services he temporarily
relinquishe's.

44~ Frequencies discussed were four se rv ices a fortnight by the partnership,presumablj► `two by T.C.A., two by joint organization . New Zealand ask toh ave one of these four services terminating in Auckland per fortnight . This wasconsidered operationally possible. There was some discussion on the provision
of repair facilities : New Zealand wanted to see major repair facilities in NewZealand;` but this was opposed as uneconomic. Main southern repair basewould have to be in Australia . It was decided that the operators should statewhat services would be needed for most economic operation .
S• Stopping points to be used will probably be Sydney and Auckland,Noum ea, Fiji , Canton, Honolulu, San Francisco, Vancouver.
6• Fifth Freedom Rights . Brigadier Falla, New Zealand, was most alarmed tolearn that Mr. Sull ivan of his Government had suggested to United States at
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Chicago that.New Zealand would be prepared to offer Fifth Freedom Rights 
to United States between New Zealand and Australia. The latter would be 
opposed to this as undermining the whole Structure`of T.E.A. It was assumed 
that T.C.A. would wish to'carry traffic from Vancouver to San Francisco and 
that this would be essential tô  the  scheme, but we Could not very well ask for 
San Francisco to Honolulu.  traffic. Question of stopover privileges might arise 
here. On Australian-United Kingdom route, India has conceded 24 hour 
stôboveior'next through service to United Kingdom-Australian operators. You 
may, ,want to consider position of person who wishes . to break journey from 
Vancouver to Honolulu with 24 hour stopover in San Francisco. Passenger 
might then be considered to bc traffic of Amcric:an origin.. 

Pacific air mail. Mr. McVey stated that United States Military Air 
Transport had been carrying air mail td Australia from United States and were 
now offering to carry return mails. Australia is reluctant to acccpt this and 
hopes that R.A.F. Pacific Air Transport Service will carry Australian mail 
traffic. This is being discussed. .;  j  
8. Committees are preparing reports today, Friday,, and it is expected final 

plenary session will bc held  f  Saturday l afternoon; although supplementary 
discussions may go on next wcck. 

328. 	 DEA/72-ADC-40 , 	 . 	,. 	.. 	, 
: • , 	Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
- 	 High COmMissioner in Gréai Britain 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs , 
TELEGRAM 1960 .- 	. 	 London, July 13, 1945 

-f; 	 - 	- 
YOur. telegram Nô.. 1591 of July 12th. Following for Mr. Hoc, Begins: 

Regret. :Misunderstanding arising from ndwiPaPer* reports on C.A.T.C. 
discussions.' Position,with regard, to. , North Atlantic is clearly undcrstood here 
and theré is. nô':_qtiestion. of joint .ôperation. Subject is not on agenda for 
C:A.T.C. Meeting and ha' S itot béen discUised apart from question of facilities 
required at probable stopping points on North Atlantic routes. 

2.. In replit a qtieStioitfrôm a  Canadian coirespondcnt, Lord Swinton did 
- 

=Mark that agreement with * Canadi Was.not 'so far advanced as that with other 
Commonwealth olieratôis, although he aiitieiiiïed no difficulty in obtaining a 
sa* tisfictorY;.tirrangement, btitperhips he .did not make it cle.ar that a joint 
operation, as On all other COMmonwealthiOutés, was not contemplated. 1 have 
asked hirn to Wake- ibis-clear at the -mitt phis' conference to be  held at the 
conclusion of  the Mée-ting. Ends'. 



329. DEA/72-ADC-40
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne ,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Nigh Comnrissioner in Great Britain •

to Secretary ojState for Externat Affairs
TELEGRAM 1984 London, July 14, 1945

Commonwealth A .T.C . meeting .
,1 ., Meeting was concluded today with full plenary session . Following arc main

points of Committee reports adopted :
2 . Committee No. 1 . Research and Development.
(a) : So far as aeronautical research is concerned, the functions of the Council

as' laid' down in December meeting in Montreal arc considered adequate. If
Imperial Organization for Aeronautical Research is set up, as has been
proposed to Commonwealth Governments, problems will be submitted by
CATC to that body.
(b) Cômmittce has also proposed setting up of a standing Committee for Air

Navigation and Ground Organization (CANGO) to plan and integrate ground
organization, airways systems, and navigation aids on Commonwealth routes .
Committee will be similar to CERCA but with wider scope . It would not be
executive, but would make recommendations to Government Departments of
civil aviation concerned. It would be an interim organization for immediate
Commonwealth . problems and would probably be eventually superseded by
P1CAO Organization .
(c) CATC Sccretariat . United Kingdom Ministry of Civil Aviation will

continue to provide Secreta riat . but Dominion Governments arc asked to
consider seconding young officxrs to work in Council Secretariat, looking
forward to creation of permanent Commonwealth body. Question of costs of
permanent Secretariat will be discussed at later CATC meeting.

3 . Committee No . 2 . On Routes . Number of principles were recommendedfor 'operation of 5 parallel se rvices where these arc agreed by Commonwealth
Governments, similar to Southern African Conference principles . These willaffect Canada only so far as trans-Pacific se rv ice is concerned . Full documents
will be forwarded to you by next bag.' Trans-Pacific recommendations havealready been ôutl ined in my telegram No . 1959 of 13th July .'4•' Cômmittee No . ` 3 was a Technical Committee on provision of groundfacilities . Ma in points covered were use of present military installations forcivil air'toutes and co-ordination between sections along routes .

* 4 ~ MASSEY
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330. .• 	 DEA/72-ADC-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 1263 	 Ottawa, August 2, 1945 

Sir, 
1 refer to my telegram No. 1574 of 'July 10 on the subject of the New 

Zealand submission on aeronautical research and development to the 
Commonwealth Air Transport Council in which I undertook to forward to you, 
for the continuing Secretariat, the Canadian views. Sincc the Council did not 
adopt the New Zealand proposal, you may not consider it necessary to take any 
action. The National Research Council, the Royal Canadian Air Force and the 
Air Transport Board all disagreed with,the New Zealand suggestion. They did 
not hold it was a proper function of.the Commonwealth Air Transport Council 
to bring research and development within the ambit of the Council's authority 
since research and development for aviation are held to cover a much wider 
field than would properly be the Council's concern. 

I have, etc. 	. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

DEA/72-ADC-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Cominissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1793 , 	 . Ottawa, August 3, 1945 

Your telegram  No  1959,'" Commonwealth Air Transport Council 
Meeting. Discussion of trans-Pacific route. 

Your paragraph onC appears quite satisfactory. In the proposed partnership 
Canada would require the ,right to fly from Vancouver to San Francisco 
picking up passengers for Australia at the latter point. 

2. Your paragraph ,two, we agree that the United States appears entitled to 
fifty per cent of frequencies, but believe that this formula should apply only on 
basis of traffic moving between the United States and South Pacific. Reference 
to the amount of traffic originating in Canada for South Pacific as compared 
with United States traffic is not relevant to division of frequencies between 

331. • 	• 
.1 

niDocument 327. 
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United States and Commonwealth services since it relates only to position of 
Commonwealth services themselves. 
3. Your paragraph three, Canada will not press for pooling of receipts 

although experience may demonstrate this to be the most practical method of 
dealing with traffic. We do not, however, favour the pooling of deficits since we 
would prefer to be responsible for our own deficits alone. This whole matter 
must eventually be dealt with through an operator's agreement. 
4. Your paragraph four, the suggested four services a fortnight; two to be 

provided by T.C.A., and two by the other Commonwealth organization, 
appears satisfactory. Canada would be prepared to do its share in regard to 
arrangements to have one of the four fortnightly services terminate in 
Auckland. Provision of repair facilities should be left to the operating 
companies to work out. 
5. Your paragraph five, stopping points mentioned seem to be generally 

satisfactory provided facilities can be made available, and subject to 
reconsideration in the light of operational experience. 
6. Your paragraph six, while we would be glad to obtain the right to 

discharge passengers from Vancouver at San Francisco we feel that this right 
could only be arranged through separate negotiations between Canada and the 
United States as part of the general Canada-United States arrangements for 
trans-border crossings. Accordingly we do not feel that it should be made a 
part of the general negotiations with the United States regarding the Pacific 
route. In respect of stopover rights we arc disposed to take a liberal view in 
respect  of  such privileges, and we believe the  United  States takcs a similar 
view. 
7. Your paragraph seven, we have no comment to offer. 
8. Will you please make the foregoing views available not only to the United 

Kingdom but also to Australia and New  Zealand. 

DEA/72-ADC-40 
Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in' Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH A. 339 	 [London,] August 17, 1945 
Sir, 	. 

have the honour to refer to my despatch No. A. 288 of the 19th July, 
oonceinirig the conclusions and recommendations of the first  meeting of the 
C*A.t.e. would refer in particular to paragraph 4 of the despatch under 
reeference Which reported  the  sctting up of a standing committee to be called a 

ommittee for Air Navigation and Ground Organisation."' The proposcd 
'7  

I 'Voir le document 

 

329,/Sec Document 329. 
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Terms of Reference of the committee were outlined i~PCo Cerénce document
the report of Committee No. 1, C.A.T.C. final pape ,

29!
:

2
. 1 now enclose a copy of the minutes of a meeting held in London at the

Ministry of Civil Aviation on July 26th,t which was innacs ;c `y~lli mel-iitdred
the new committee, C.A.N.G.O. Opemng the meet g ed functions which
outlined the reasons for CANGO's existence and its propo s

had been agreed by the C .A.T.C. meeting. Since I have not yet received any

comment from you as to Canada's views in this m3nada hâdrap p ovcd tof the
this mceting was unable to state whethcr in fact C P

decision to set up such a committee .

3
. 1 should be grateful, thereforc, if you could inform me as to the view taken

by the intcrestcd Canadian authorities of thc proposcd o~ ~na~on a d Gro nd

at the C.A.T.C. mecting that a Committee for A~r N g

Organisation would fultil a very necessary function ~n thdeom Card ;nA~Iâ~ion
Commonwcalth Civil Aviation services. The Un~ted kin g

authorities and the other Commol~wealth members are onwcalth rganisation .s
that Canada should take an active part ~n such a Com m

4. If approval has been givcn, it will be necessary for sever (loste esdto ~ téach
immediately to implement Canada s part~c~pat~on . It ,~s p po

member of C.A.N.G.O. "should nominate a corresponding membe X~~hicnce of

normally be a senior officcr of ~ts Crvil Av~ahe C A~T C shouldtbc in~formcd as
operat~onal planning . The Secretar~at of t
to the name of the corresponding membcr in Canada who would ta nt an

G.O It will also be necessary to appointcrest in the activitics of C .A.N . •
N G O It woulfd iP, t~ s ofGceofficer in London to maintain contact with C.A. .• •

be sufficient for the time being to appoint a mcmber of the staf
to act as contact officer.

5 . With reference to the attached minutes of the meeting of S 5~nd• 6.~~
your comment is requested on the quest~one Sec cta p of t c C .A.T•C• wrote
forwarding the minutes for cons~dcration th ry

as follows:
•"These Minutes record in para . 6 the agreement of the meetinge torts

ro l that each member of the Commonwealth should preparc po
contPain ng the information outlined in that and the prcccding paragraph abo"t
facilities at the appropriate staging posts in their own territories aon as C0 p ete

; Reports to ` the Secretariat, so that the t p ho conttols th m~ and what the~~
picture showing what fac~l~ties now exi ,

ure ma be . The staging posts in question were those in Common~~ealÂ T ~fut y
Empire countries shown` in the list of routes prcpared for vcr andt M ontreal .
Conferencc t Those in Canadian , territory~ include Vancou letion
May I suggest that October lst be taken`as the target date for thc com

p

and despatch to the Secretariat of the relevant information . future needs
~ Paragraph 10 of the Minutcs records the discwc il~h routesnThis was shown

for Radio Communications along the Common
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to be a complex problem involving inter alia the question how many channels
would be required for all forms of aeronautical services including Meteorology
and Air Traffic Control . It was agreed, that as an approach to a solution, and
in order to plan the most efficient use of such channels as might become
available, each member country who was in a position to do so should prepare
an estimate of future requirements for communications for all aeronautical
purposes, indicating potential radio traffic by type and volume, and the extent
to which existing installations might meet future requirements when wartime
conditions no longer prevail .

The estimates of future radio requirements may take longer to prepare than
the information concerning existing radio and other facilities to be provided as
part of the fact finding reports mentioned in para . 2 above . When sending in
the latter it would therefore be helpful if you could say whether you expect to
be able to provide the additional information about future radio requirements
and if so, when it is likely to be ready ."

I have, etc.
FREDERIC H UDD

333 .. DEA/72-ADC-40

Haut coni n tissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne
-, < . . au secrétaire d'Ètat aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State ofExternal Affairs .

TELEGRAM 2352 London, August 18, 1945

Your telegram No . 1793 of August 3rd, discussion of trans-Pacific route in
C.A.T .C . meeting .

I . Your comments on this discussion were passed to United Kingdom
authorities through Director General of Civil Aviation . In reply, with reference
to negotiations with United States, (paragraphs I and 6 of your telegram) Mr .
Cribbett stâtes "It is noted that the Government of Canada consider that it
would be appropriate to negotiate their Third and Fourth Freedom rights at
San Francisco independently of the general negotiations with the United States
in respect of the Pacific route . It is not clear, however, whether the Canadian
Government consider that such separate negotiation should also deal with Fifth
Freedom rights at San Francisco, e.g. passengers conveyed by T.C.A. from San
Francisco to Australia, or whether these rights should be dealt with in the
general negotiations. If the Government of Canada agree, there would bedefi nitè advantages in dealing with Fifth Freedom privileges at San Franciscoas pait'of°the general negotiations since the Fifth Frcedom will also be ofconcern to the other interested parties, as regards both the exercise of suchrights bŸT,C.A. and also the reciprocal rights required by the joint organiza-
tion ~n respect of the carriage of traffic between San Francisco andVanoûver.
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2. From your telegram, our understanding is that you would agree to Fifth 
Freedom rights at San Francisco being dealt with in general negotiations, but 
would also like confirmation by cable before replying to Mr. Cribbett's letter. 
3. Copy of letter including other comments' is being forwarded by airmail. 

334. DEAp2-ADC-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grand-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAN1 1907 	 Ottawa, August 20, 1945 

Your No. 2352 of August 18th. Trans-Pacific route. 
In replying to U.K. authorities you can advise them that we agree that the 

traffic to be carried by the Canadian line (rom San Francisco to Australia 
should be a subject for discussion in the general negotiations. You will note 
that we have avoided calling this Fifth Freedom rights since doing so would 
open the question of Australia's rights to carry local traffic from San Francisco 
to Canada, on which we would prefer to reserve judgment for the time bcing. 

335. DEA/72-ADC- 40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAm 2385 	 London, August 21, 1945 

Your telegram  No 1907 of August 20th Trans-Pacific routc. 
Since Mr. Cribbett definitely raised , the question of "reciprocal rights 

required by the Joint Organization in respect of the carriage traffic between 
San Francisco and Vancouver," 1 feel that sense of the sccond sentence in your 
telegram should be conveyed to the United Kingdom authorities. 
2. Would following phrasing in our reply be satisfactory: "The Canadian 

Government agrees that the traffic to be carried by the Canadian line from 
San Francisco to Australia should be made subject for discussion in the general 
negotiations. ° 

- They would,* however, *prefer to reiervé judgmcnt for die time being on the 
question-  of rights for*all membirs of the Joint Organization in respect of the 
carriage of local traffic from San Francisco to Canada." 
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DEA/72-ADC-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TELEGRAM 1947 Ottawa, August 24, 1945

Your telegram No . 2385 of August 21st .
Our earlier suggestion with reference to the carriage of traffic between

Vancouver and San Francisco on T .C.A. was made because of the difficulty in
separating that traffic from other cross-border traffic which was dealt with as
part 'of the general Agreement with the United States .12S However, you can
now advise the United Kingdom that we agree that Fifth Freedom rights at
San Francisco be part of the general negotiations with the United States . We
would hope to discuss with other Commonwealth nations conccrncd the
manner of dealing with the carriage of traffic between San Francisco and
Vancouver.

337. DEA/72-ADX-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Nigh Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1583 Ottawa, September 21, 1945

Sir ,
'I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. A. 339 of August 17th,

1945, regarding the establishment of a standing committee to be called a
"Committee for Air Navigation and Ground Organization" (CANGO) .

Canadian interest in CANGO is not great . Routes in Canada of interest to
the Commonwealth happen to coincide with routes of far widcr internationalimportance . For our purposes we consider PICAO therefore more useful to us
and ` we are anxious to do all possible to strengthen it . However, we do
reco8nize that CANGO may serve a useful purpose for the other Common-
wealthnations because of the many Commonwealth routes with which they arc
~AN rilÿ eoncxrned .' For this reason we cannot object to participating i n

GO and to furnishing them with all the information needed . We areanxious ;, however, to limit our own participation as much as possible in practice
to oburving.

° Yôur'suggestion that Canada should be represented on this Committee(CANGO) by an official from the staff of our Iligh Commissioner in Londo n

~~• R~cu~it de~ ~rol~h. 19j5. N' 2.
Gn"2. TnatyStrlrs, 1945, Na 2.
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and that a corresponding member should be appointed in Canada, has been 
agreed upon. The Controller of Civil Aviation, Department of Transport, (A. 
D. McLean) has been designated as our "corresponding member" mentioned in 
Para. 13 of the committee's report (CATC doc. 29)./ 

Regarding the collection of factual data by CANGO respecting route 
facilities, action has already been initiated, following an interdepartmental 
meeting, to designate international routes and airports which can bc made 
available for international services in Canada for the information of PICAO. 
We propose to furnish a copy of this paper/ to CANGO whcn it is completed. 
Details regarding three of the airports which it is anticipatcd will be designated 
for international flying arc given in the attached documents./ Goose has been 
included because it was built by and has bccn leased to Canada for defence 
purposes. The civil status of the airport is still a subject for further negotiation. 
Vancouver has bccn included as bcing of some interest in the operation of a 
Central Pacific service. Gander Airport has not been mentioned because 
Canadian control of that  site  may terminate shortly. I might mention that 
negotiations arc presently under way to extend the runways at Vancouver and 
Dorval. 

I have etc. 
S. D. PIERCE 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

PARTIE 5/PARIS 
OACI PROVISOIRE 

PROVISIONAL ICAO 

338. 	 DEA/72-AJ11-40  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-885 	 Washington, February 17, 19 45  

CONFIDENTIAL. International Air transport. Relations between the Provisional 
International Civil Aviation Organization and the International Commission 
for Air Navigation in Paris. 

1. Dr. Warner of the Civil Aeronautics Board telephoned Rcid to make some 
informal enquiries this morning concerning the position of thc Canadian 
Governrnent on the meetings which have been called to take place in Paris 
from February'28 to March 25 of the Technical Sub-Committecs of I.C.A.N. 
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According to Dr. Warner, the purpose of these meetings is to examine the
technical Annexes agreed to at Chicago126 and to revise them .
2. Dr. Warner believes that the general interest would be se rved if the

revision done at Paris were kept to the bare inescapable minimum of such
changes as are indispensiblc in order that the necessary rules may be provided
for reestablishing whatever civil air traffic in the liberated areas of Europe can
be reestablished during the next few months before the Annexes have been
revised by the Provisional International Civil Aviation organization . He
expressed the personal hope that the Canadian Government would also take
this attitude to the meetings in Paris .

3 . Apparently the Paris meetings will consider all of the technical Annexes
drawn up at Chicago, whereas, in Dr. Warncr's opinion, the only ones which it
is necessary for them to consider are those on meteorology, communications
and air traffic control, with the possible addition of those on airways systems
and customs. It would, in his opinion, be futile for the Paris meetings to
consider, for example, the airworthiness code since it is not likely that they will
be building aircraft in Europe within the next few months .
4. Monsieur Roper,127 in a recent report on the Chicago Conference which

Dr . Warner has received, referred to consultations which he had after the
Chicago Conference with the delegations of Canada, India, Great Britain and
France, concerning the revision of these technical Annexes under the auspices
of I .C.A.N.

5 . The United States has been askcd to send an observer to the I .C.A.N.
meetings and they hope to be represented by someone from their Embassy in
Paris. They may also send a technical member.

6 . Dr. Warncr, however, thinks that it would be inadvisable for some 25 of
the 50 nations represented at Chicago to get together now to make more than
the bare inescapable minimum of revision of the Annexes, seeing that the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization will be established
shortly and that the views of all the States represented at Chicago have been
sought on the revision of the Annexes .7. Dr. Warner asked if we had any objection to his writing a personal letter to
Mr. McLean of the Department of Transport on this subject . He said that he
would send us a copy . We said that we had no objection, and I assume that you
will secure a copy of Dr . Warner's letter'. from Mr. i•1cl .can .

g• ' We would appreciate an expression of your views for transmission to Dr .
wârner ,

136t
d4-UnisjUnited Stat

procttdlntt oj t br In trnallonal Aviation Coeirrnrr. Volume 1 . pp. 184-372.
` ~ R P~. s~taire général. Commiuion internationale de navigation aérienne.Â l ~Pet•Socteta ry-Genctal . International Commi uion for Air Navigation .
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339 ,, 	 DEA/72-AJ H-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

?I l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-805 	 Ottawa, March 2, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL Your WA-885, February 17th. Relations between Provisional 
International Civil Aviation Organization and the International Commission 
for Air Navigation. 

We have taken this matter up with the Air Transport Board and the 
Department of Transport who do not entirely agree with Dr. Warner. 

According to the last paragraph of Roper's  report of December 31, 1944,' it 
appears that the purpose of the Paris meetings  is to harmonize thc texts of 
I.C.A.N. with the technical annexes agreed to at Chicago rather than to 
change  the latter. It is implied that somc attempt may be made at "perfecting" 
the work donc at Chicago which would indicate a possibility of recommenda-
tions as to wording rather than sense. 

The Canadian Government is not in a position to scnd technical experts, but 
proposes to name an observer, probably from the staff of  the  Canadian 
Embassy at Paris. 

The meetings have now been postponed until April. 
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DESPATCH 581 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État au Affaires extérieures ' 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, March 6, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
. Under cover of my despatch No. 511 of February 27,' I sent to you the 

charts and memoranda dated February 24' prepared by Mr. Marlin of the 
Bureau of the Budget on problems relating to the establishment of the 

Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization. 
2. I now enclose three copies of a memorandum datcd March 5 which Mr. 

Reid has prepared commenting on the United States memoranda of February 
24 and related problems. 

3. I do not myself feel that 1 know enough about the functions of the Aviation 
Organization to express an opinion on whether the mcmbcrs of the Council 
should give their full time to their work on the Council. What NIr. Reid 
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Prov i s i onal Aviation Organization .
~.` In order to save timc, Mr . Reid is sending Mr. Symington direct a copy of

the`enclosed memorandum of March 5, together with a copy of this dcspatch .

envisages is that the states principally concerned in air transport would have
full time members on the Council resident in Montreal, whereas the other
members of the Council would not necessarily be full time. While a develop-
ment of this kind would be desirable since it would tend to concentrate power
in the hands of those members of the Council who had most to contribute to it s
discussions, it would also clearly raise a number of delicate problems and somethought would have to be given as to how these problems could most
satisfactorily be met .
4. Regardless of whether the members of the Council, or some of them, are
going to be full time, Mr . Reid tells me that it is generally agreed that the
President of the Council should give full time to his post . This ought to
diminish the danger of the Council being pushed off into a corner by the
Secretariat sincc it will be in the Presidcnt's own interests to share his
responsibility with the Council as a whole .

5 . I recognize the virtues of the simplicity of Mr. Marlin's approach to the
relations between the Sccreta ry-Gcncral and the President under which the
authority would now from the President through the Sccretary-Gcncral to the
members of the Secretariat . There arc also obvious advantages in the scheme
which Mr. Reid has put forward under which there should be a division of
functions between the President and the Sccrcta ry-Gencral, though the
workability of any such scheme depends on the characteristics of the two men
who are appointed to the posts . Howcvcr, if there is to be a division of
functions, as Mr . Reid suggests, I think that he has given about as wise a
distribution as it is possible to give .

6. Various officers of the State Department and the Civil Aeronautics Boardhave expressed during the past few wccks their earnest hope that Mr.
Symington will shortly find it possible to pay a visit to Washington and to
discuss with them informally problems connected with the establishment of th e

I have ctc. .
L. I3 . PEARSON

[PIECE 1O1NTC~ENCLOSURE ]
Afénioranduni du premier secrétaire

h lentorarrdum by First Secretary
[Washington,] March 5, 194 5

COMMENTS ON TlIE U .S. MEMORANDA
t j ,~, , : u r rESRUARY Z 4

in wholc or in part of full-timc members; the respective duties of

, 19 -1 5, AND RL'LJITED PROtiLE1I S
Th~ V~. #memoranda raise three main questions : the role of the Council ; thenature of t hiem

MW embership of the Council, whether or not it ought or is likcly to~,lIm . . . .
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the President and the Secretary-General
. Upon the answer to the third question

depends the vital issue of who should be considered for the two posts .

The role of the Counci l
.On the one hand the Council cannot be permitted to interfere with day-to-

day administration . On the other hand it must be forced to bear responsibility

for major decisions of policy. The Council represents national governments .
The success or failure of the Aviation Organization depends

ThThis the l bce made
and in it which are pursued by national governments.
crystal clear to the public in the member states

. If a Council is not consulte d

sufficiently by the Secretariat and if the Secretariat doesWi~~force
as if the

to take responsibility for major dec isions, governments
international organization had a policy of its own for which

they are not

responsible. This will make it easy for them to shuffle off
OwhichZas

tion responsibility for mistakes which it makes . A Secretaria t
convinced that it can make better decisions than the Council will play into th

e

hands of such governments by not consulting the Council
e departments

jealousy and suspicion in Washington
~red to theene

w administrative organiza-
tions .

the Congress must not be transferred rules
tions . It is essential that the Council be an effective

vshould
body .

be so
and regulations of the Counc i l and of the Secretaria t
framed that major decisions of policy are made the responsibility of th

e

Council .

, II

The nature of the membership of the Council -
full-time members or part-tinte members

that the
The U.S. memoranda appear to be based on the assumptio n

Council will meet'at infrequent inte rvals and will be composed of men cowh o ncept,
givé only part-time to the Counc il . The Council members, under thi s
might be diplomats in Ottawa or Washington or members of such bodies as the

C.A.B. and the Canadian Air Transport Board .
a fuiitfor make

It is contended that the advantage of this proposal is that it wil l
easier to get on the Council first-rate men who could not be spared

d a national
time job . Since these men will be senior, officers in an agency the po~icY
government dealing with civil aviation the task of coordinating
decided on by the Council with the policies of the various nations concerned
will be facilitated .

One of the chief disadvantages of this proposal is that the members from the
cials

principal countries, just because they „would be senior government
offi

t me t o
would be overburdened with the ir ordinary dut ies. They would not havewhich the
give -a sufficiently profound study to the major decisions of policy

and
Council . must make. Discussion at Council meetings would

would tend to be superficial . Of necessity, under such conditions, the views of
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the Secretariat would usually prevail and there would be danger that the 
Council would tend to become a rubber stamp. 

Another disadvantage arises from the very fact that a part-time Council 
member might be a senior official from some national agency concerned with 
air transport. The Council will be discussing the whole range of problems of 
civil aviation. The member of the Council may come from an agency which is 
concerned with only one aspect of the problem. The other agencies will be 
jealous of his trenching on their fields and cooperation between the Interna-
tional Organization and those national agencies will be made more difficult. 
From this point of view it would be better if the Council member stood apart 
from the agencies and did not maintain a post on any one of them. 

It would clearly not be wise or desireable to insist on full-time members 
from each country represented on the Council. It would, however, be useful if 
the states principally conccrncd in air transport had full-time members resident 
in Montreal. The rules of the Council might be drawn so as to encourage this. 
They might, for example, provide that the Council could meet on, say, three 
days' notice. 

III 

The respective duties of the 
President and the Secretary-General 

The U.S. memoranda appear to be based on thc assumption that it is almost 
impossible to divide functions bctwccn the Prcsidcnt and the Secretary-
General; instead the one is made subordinate to the othcr. Thcrc is clearly a 
great advantage in having one single line of authority. The advantages of a 
wise division of functions between thc President and the Sccretary-General are, 
hoWever, very great. 

In the first place if the two posts arc virtually equivalent in prestige it will be 
easier to get two first-class  men. 

Secondly the posts require diffcrcnt types of ability and it would bc very 
difficult to find in a single man the qualities nccdcd for both posts. 

Thirdly the presumption is, from business experience, that it is desirable to 
divide the top responsibilities of an organization between a President and a 
Secretary-General. In many businesses the two posts arc called Chairman of 
the Board and General Manager respectively, or the one officer is called the 
President and the othcr the Vice-President and General Manager. 

A division of functions bctwccn President and Secretary-General will have 
to ,be clearly spelled out or otherwise confusion will result. Thc following 
divisioil of functions is suggcstcd. 

Prisident 

.7rhePresident is the elder statcsman and the chief diplomat of the 
Organization.  1-lis  primary job is to gct  the  Council to work togcthcr as a team; 
to smuuth out difficulties which may  arise  between members of the  Council 
anckbetween the governments they represent as %veil as bctwccn mcmbcrs of the 
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Council and the Secretariat; to remind the members of the Council unobtru-
sively and tactfully of the importance and extent of the task which they are 
called upon to perform as the governing body of the Aviation Organization — 
a task which calls for imagination, drive, and a quasi-judicial detachment. The 
President will be a "fixer", a pourer of oil on troubled waters. He should 
possess the good qualities of a successful ambassador and of a successful 
politician. Just as a good cabinet minister need not have, and probably ought 
not to have, detailed knowledge of the problems of his department, so a good 
President of the Aviation Council need not have detailed knowledge of the 
problems of international air transport. 

The President, as the embodiment of the Council, can act as a buffer on 
political questions between individual members of the Council and individual 
members of the Secretariat and thus protect members of the Sccrctariat from 
undue national political pressure. 

As the representative of the whole Council the main burden of representa-
tional duties (entertainment, public speeches) will fall on the  President's 
shoulders. He will also, in his cap'acity as representative of the Council and as 
chief diplomat of the Organization, visit the governments of the mcmbcr states 
from time to time to  case  any political friction that may have developed over 
the work of the Organization. 

The President will have a diplomatic adviser directly responsible to him. All 
the other officers, with the exception of the Legal Counsel, will bc directly 
responsible to the Secretary-General and takc their instructions from him. The 
Legal Counsel will be directly responsible to the Council as a whole. 

Secretary-General 
The *duties of the Secretary-General arc pretty clearly defined by the 

provisions of Article IV of the Interim Civil Aviation Agreement which reads 
as follows: 

"The Secretary-General shall be  the  chief executive and administrative 
officer of the Organization. The Secretary-General shall be responsible to the 
Council as a whole and, following established policies of the Council, shall have 
full power and authority to carry out the duties assigncd to him by  the  Council. 
The Secretary-General shall make periodic reports  té  the Council covering the 
progress of the Secretariat's activities. The Secretary-General shall appoint the 
staff of the Secretariat. He shall likewise appoint the secretariat and staff 
necessary to the ftinctioning of the Assembly, of the  Council, and of 
Committees or such working groups as arc mcntioncd in the present 
Agreement or may be constituted pursuant thereto." 

The Secretary-General's first job is to appoint a first-class staff. To do this 
he must be a good judge of men, he must know a great deal about the problems 
of international air transport and the men throughout the world who arc expert 
in their Particular fields, he must be able tci resist pressure from the member 
states. After  the  initial appointments have been made, the main job of the 
Secretani-General will be to get the secretariat to work togcthcr as a team; to 
inspire  them with enthusiasm for the work of the Organization; to create and 
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maintain a high esprit de corps ; to see that efficiency is rewarded and
inefficiency penalized . The Secretary-General need not be a good administra-
tor in the narrow sense of the word - the Deputy Secretary-General can be
given the responsibility for seeing that the whcels of the Organization run
smoothly. The Secreta ry-General should, however, be a good administrator in
the broad sense of the term in that he must have "common sense, courage,
integrity and tact ." He must know "when to be dynamic, to take the initiative
and to force an issue ; when, at the other extreme, to be content as , a purely
administrative official ; and when, on a middle course, to be a moderator
impartially smoothing over difficulties, a catalytic agent in negotiation ." (The
quotations are from "The International Secretariat of the Future," R.I .I .A.,
1944.) The Secrctary-Gencral's knowledge of and interest in air transport
should not be too specialized ; he should not, for example, be interested andexperienced only in the problems of air navigation (the work which CINA'=j
did), but should also be interested and experienced in the economic problems of
regulating international air transport - routes, rates, subsidies, etc . .
i` The Secretary-General will be ex oJficio secretary of the Council and of all
its committees and commissions . He will, on all these bodies, be the principal
expert present ; he will have with him bricfs prepared by the Secretariat ; it will
be his duty to see that the members of the Council arc provided, in advance of
Council meetings, with adequate agenda, documents, etc. As the chief expert
present he will take part in all discussions .

The policy-makingJunctions of the President and Secretary-Genera!
The President, as the impartial chairman of the Council, will have to be

discreet in inte rvening in the discussions . The Sccrctary-Gcncral as the head of
the Secretariat will also have to be discreet . Nevertheless, because of theirPrestige 'and their knowledge, their views on policy will carry more weight than
those of any other members of the Council .

DEA/72-ADU-40

Le bureau du Conseil privé
au premier secrétaire, l'an ibassade aux États-Unis

Privy Council Office
to First Secretary. Embassy in United States

u mmtttccs .

. . .; ;.~ .

. . ;

}~I am in general agreement with the points made in your memoranda, but I
am not sure that much is to be gained by an attempt to dcfinc carefully and i n

D ear Escott [Reid] ,
1 haVe gone over your note of March 5th in Mr. Pierce's Icttcr of N iarch6th"dea ling 'with the memoranda on the Rules of Procedure of the Interim

Council and its S bco •

Ottawa, March 9, 1945

izsion i nternationa le de navi tation a é rienne.
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detail the distinctive functions of the President and Secretary-General. The 
general suggestions you make would cover the appropriate role of each, but to 
set this down in rules and regulations would be difficult. I feel the matter will 
largely have to work itself out in practice; this, as far as I know, is usually the 
case in business institutions where the President and General Manager do not 
have their respective functions defined in great detail but work according to a 
very broad pattern and out of experience evolve a satisfactory working 
arrangement. I see no serious difficulty in making the Secretary-General 
subordinate to the President; I do not see any objection to the general 
assignment to each of the roles which you have suggested in your memoranda, 
but surely the definition of spheres can best be accomplished through 
preliminary conferences between  the countrics particularly concerned and with 
the two officials themselves when appointed. 

The question of the extent of time to bc given to the Organization by 
Council Members is much more important. Your own suggestion of a number 
of full-time members and a number of part-time mcmbcrs would probably 
work out in practicc though it could never be set down in rules. I myself think 
it is much better and much safer for us to proceed, for the moment, on the 
assumption that all members will give full-time to the work of the  Organization 
and to insist upon this in our preliminary discussions with the other chief 
countries. We might thus hope to get at least some full-time members from the 
more important countries, and it would not matter so much if other members 
did not devote the same attention to the work. 

Sincerely yours, 
JOHN R. BALDWIN 

DEA/72-ADU-40  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 Washington, April 10, 1945 

Dear Mr. Robertson: 
enclose three copies of a memorandum by Mr. Reid on discussions on air 

transport matters which have taken place during Mr. Symington's visit here 
yesterday and today. This was not typed until after Mr. Baldwin had left so 1 
would be grateful if you could pass a copy of the memorandum on to him. 

The visit of Mr. Symington and Mr. Baldwin to Washington has, I think, 
been extremely useful. 

You will note from the memorandum that one of the points discussed here 
was the possibility of prodding the states which have signed but have not yet 

342. 
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accepted the Interim Aviation Agreement .'" The United States is going to do
something about this . It occurs to me that Canada"might take upon itself to
prod Australia, New Zealand and South Africa . If the British states accept the
Interim Agreement we are in a somewhat better position when we ask the State
Department to prod their Latin American friends .

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSO N

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire

lltentorandunt by First Secretary

[Washington,] April 10, 194 5

NI R . SYMINGTON 'S VISITTO WASItINGTON

5

ir
e
1

k ,

re
et , _ j f•f r

'~Canada, Recueil des lrailis. 1944 . No 3 6.G

1 . Establishment of the Provisional International
Civil A viation Organization in Montreal

1 . * Mr. Symington, Mr. Baldwin and I had a session yesterday afternoon with
the'members of the Civil Aeronautics Board and with Stokclcy Morgan of the
State Department, Marlin of the Bureau of the Budget, Burden, Assistant
Secreta ry of Commerce, Koch of the C.A.A.,' " and one or two others.
:2.' Mr . Morgan agreed that the State Department would once more prod the
governments which have not yet accepted the Interim Agreement . They will
say that Canada was anxious to know as soon as possible the approximate date
on` which the Organization would be established since Canada was trying to
secure office and living accommodation in Montreal . In order to help the
Canadian authorities secure living accommodation, it would be desirable for
the governments which were represented on the Council to let us know as soon
as possible what type of living accommodation they would need for their
Council member. Mr. Morgan said that he might also include in the message
some statement based on recent declarations by the President to Congress of
the necessity of under•pinning the San Francisco treaty with international
agreements on aviation, trade, agriculture, ctc ., and that it would be helpful if
befo're the San Francisco Conference ended the Interim Aviation Organization
could get establishcd .

3•` Mr. Symington said that he would do what he could at the Air Transport
DpeTators Conference at Cuba to get the opcrators to bring pressure on the
8 _ ► ernmens to accept the Interim Agreement .140 1 Mr.,Marlin was asked, in consultation with Mr. Reid, to redraft the rules
and`regulations of the provisional Organization on the assumption that the

ôuncil' was 8oing to be composed of full-time members, there being genera l

"'• Tnory Serirs .19 44, No . 36 .lec' llit Ae ronautia Administra tion.
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— %Varner, U.S.A. 

— 'Eldred, U.K. 

— (Unless it was necessary to give this post to 
a Mexican, it might be held open for a 
U.S.S.R. citizen.) 

— An operator from the Netherlands. 

— Roper, France. 

— Cooper, U.S.A. 

— da Silva, Brazil. 

agreement that such full-time membership was desirable at least at the 
beginning of the Interim Organization's activities. 

5. In response to a request from Mr. Pogue,''' Mr. Symington gave his own 
personal views on the way in which the seven senior posts in the Organization 
might be filled. His suggestions were: 
President 

Secretary-General 

Dcputy Secretary-General 

Assistant Secretary General in charge of the 
Air Transport Bureau 

Assistant Secretary General in charge of the 
Air Navigation Bureau 

Legal Counsel 

Diplomatic Adviser 

6. There seemed to be general agreement with the main lines of this proposal. 
7. It was agreed that it would be desirable if the Unitcd Kingdom and the 

United States now had direct discussions on the problems connected with the 
establishment of the provisional Organization. Mr. Baldwin said that when he 
returned to Ottawa he would speak to the Under-Secretary of State for 
External Affairs and suggest to him that he tell Mr. Malcolm MacDonald that 
we have been having discussions with United States officials on problems of 
personnel and organization and that we think it would bc a good idea if the 
United Kingdom now had discussions with them and put forward its 
suggestions on how the six or seven senior posts might best bc filled. When the 
United Kingdom then approached the United States, the Unitcd States would 
give them the revised editions of the chart and of the rules and regulations. 

11. Filling in of the gap in the permanent Convention 
8. Mr. Symington and 1 called on Mr. Clayton this morning at the State 

Department at 9:00 o'clock. Mr. Morgan was also present. The discussion 
lasted for about half an hour. 
9. Mr. Symington urged that the United States and the United Kingdom 

should try to reach agreement on how to fill in thc gaps in the permanent 
Convention; otherwise we would be in for a bad period of bilateral bargaining 
over "Freedoms Three, Four and Five." He said that it was a tragedy at 
Chicago that we were not able to close the very small gap between the United 
States and the United Kingdom. He suggested that the gap in the Convention 
should be filled by incorporating in the Convention the Five Freedoms 
Agreement, together with the chapters on tariffs and special trcatment for 

certain United Nations, on which there was general agreement. There should 
also be included a chapter on traffic capacity. This was the chapter which  had 

Welch Pogue, président, Commission de l'aéronautique civile. 
L. Welch Pogue, Chairman, Civil Aeronautics Board. 



proved the stumbling block at Chicago. Mr. Symington suggested that this
chapter be pretty much the final Canadian proposal•made at Chicago12 with
one substantial change, namely, that if a state considered that the formula set
forth in the annex to this chapter was working out inequitably so far as it was
concerned, it would have the right to have this referred to a committee
composed of three members of the Council, one' appointed by each of the two
parties to the dispute and the third either by these two members or by the
chairman of the Council .

10. Mr. Symington said that he did not want to take up this suggestion with
the United Kingdom unless there was some hope of it being agreeable to the
United States . His feeling was that it would be generally satisfactory to most of
the members of the American delegation at Chicago and to the American
airline operators. He realized that the difficulty would be the Senate .

11 . Mr. Clayton did not dismiss the suggestion as impossible and said he
wanted to have a chance to think about it a little more and to talk to Stokeley
Morgan . He would then like to discuss the matter further with Mr. Symington
when Mr. Symington was returning from the Cuba Conference, and he
suggested that Mr . Symington and I have lunch with him on Friday, Apri120 .
,12 . After the meeting Mr. Symington asked me to pass on to Mr. Morgan the
latestdraft of our suggested new chapters' for the aviation Convention, leaving
out any reference to the possibility of including a provision under which a
member state (i .e., the U.S .S.R.) could contract out of the grant of all Five
Freedoms.

DEA/72-ADU-40
Le conseiller juridique à 1'anibassadeur aux États-Unis

Legal Adviser to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, April 20, 1945

Dear Mr. Pearson :

I reply to your letter of April 10th on the subject of acceptances of the
Interim Aviation Agreement . _

We have, as you suggested in your last paragraph, spoken to the Australian,
New Zealand and South African authorities . Mr. Howe has also spoken to the
United Kingdom High Commissioner .

We learned from the Australian High Commissioner's Office that they
understand Cabinet has approved the acceptance of the Interim Agreement .
Their information is on a ' personal level and no official word has yet comethrough . It is expected at any time .

Yours sincerely,
J . E. READ

132États-Unis JUnited Stata,
procetdingt Of the International Ch•il A►•fation Coqfere nee. Volume I . p. 610-4 .
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344. 	 DEA/72-ADU-40 
Le conseiller spécial, 

la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Special Adviser, Delegation to United Nations Conference, 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 San Francisco, May 2, 1945 

Dear Sir: 
In previous communications from the Canadian Embassy in Washington we 

have informed you of the informal discussions on international air transport 
problems which took place with the Statc Dcpartmcnt during Mr. Symington's 
visit to Washington and wc transmitted to you the draft of possible new 
chapters of the International Aviation Convention which wc informally gave to 
Mr. Stokeley Morgan of the  Aviation Division of the Statc Department.' 

I received yesterday from Mr. Morgan the enclosed informal and 
confidential letter of April 26th. 

Mr. Morgan reports  that  the  interested departments and agencies of the 
United States Government in Washington doubt whether it would be possible 
to work out a complete and satisfactory agreement along  the  lines which Mr. 
Symington has in mind before the first meeting of the Interim Aviation 
Council. Thcy therefore believe that wc should not try to reach an agreement 
on these matters before the first meeting. 

Mr. Morgan concludes by stating: 
"I am not giving up hope of reaching some sort of an agreement, but I think 

it will have to be along different lines, either through bilateral agreements, 
which I have full faith can be worked out in time, or through the procedure 
originally contemplated, namely, that of an experimental period (which can 
only begin when operations have been resumed) and study and recommenda-
tions by the PICAO." 

 

I assume that you will be letting Mr. Symington and Mr. Baldwin have 
copies of this correspondence. 

Yours sincerely, 
ESCOTT REID 

[PlÉCEJOINTEANCLOSUREJ 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction de l'aviation, 
le département d'État des États-Unis 

Afemorandum by Chief, Aviation Division, 
Department of State of United States 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Washington, April 26, 1945 

Dear Escott [Reid]: 
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Following the pattern of the very informal talks which we had with Mr.
Symington and yourself, it seems to me best to communicate the result of our
deliberations in the same informal manner to Mr. Symington through your
good self.

We have discussed the subject brought up by Mr. Symington in his talk with
Mr. Clayton with the various interested parties in the different departments
and agencies, and the consensus of opinion seems to be that it would be
inopportune at this time to reopen the subjects which we had to postpone at
Chicago.

In the first place, as you know, in resolution No. 10 of the Chicago
Conference the matters on which it was not possible to reach agreement were
referred to the Interim Council with instructions to give these matters
continuing study and submit a report . In our tentative planning for the PICAO
we contemplate a special committee of the Council to study these problems.

There is some feeling among our people that we should not try to reach an
agreement on these matters, so to speak, behind the back of the Council and
just before its first meeting, which I am now confident will take place soon. To
do so might create resentment and a feeling that we arc trying to make the
Council's decisions in advance . If we could sec the prospect of a complete and
satisfacto ry agreement along the lines Mr. Symington has in mind, we might
feel that the advantages to be derived therefrom would outweigh any possible
feeling of irritation that might be caused and that the Council would in fact be
glad to be shown the way to a solution . We doubt that such an agreement can
be worked out before the Council mcets .

` As you know, the basic difference at Chicago was the insistence of our
friends upon leaving important matters to the decision of the Council and our
insistence that we could not accept this type of control . It will not be an easy
matter to find a compromise ground here. Ni r . Symington's suggestion that
instead of accepting control by the full Council we agree to accept the decisionof a ; specially, selected tribunal of three is doubtless more workable as apractical measure, but is in essence the same thing, namely, regulation by an
international body.

I am not giving up hope of reaching some sort of an agreement, but I think
it will have to be along different lines, either through bilateral agreements,which I have full faith can be workcd out in time, or through the procedureoriginal Y' côntemplatcd, namcly, that of an experimental pcriod (which canonly'bigin -when operations have been resumed) and study and recommcnda-
tions by the PICAO .

,I° trust yoû'a`rc ' cnjoying the San Francisco Conference, and I am sure it
must bé most interesting. With kindest regards.

Sincerely yours,
STOKELEY W. M ORGAN
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L anrbassadeur en France ,
DEA/72-AJH-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in France

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
DFSPATCIt 87 3

Sir,
Paris, July 2, 1945

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No . 801 of June 23rdt forwardinga number of documents relating to the work of I .C .A.N.
meetings of the Juridical sub-Commission held in Paris fr o

and
m Junec12th otJune17th .

2 . I enclose herewith copies of the following communications dated June 28thwhich have been forwardcd by the Secretary General of I .C.A.N. 1 Note848 from M. Roper requesting that Canada be represented at the 28th Scssi o
No .

nof I .C .A .N. which is to take place in London between August 21st and 25th,and (2) copy of a communication of the same date from M. Ropcr to Mr . Raeof,this Embassy inviting him to take part in these meetings. A Note p rc arcdby M. Roper on the choice of place and date of the openin of the 28th pof the Commission is attached .' g session
3 . In view of the fact that Mr . Rae has been following the work of I .C.A.N.in Parisj think it would be useful for him to attend this session in London ; butbefore a reply is forwarded to Ni . Roper i should be glad to have your views.4•1 am taking this opportunity of forwarding copies in Frenc h document entitled "Bulletinof Information" covcrin the and English of

g period August and

a

September - D ecember 1944 . 1

d i ambassadeur en Franc e
Notefront Secretary-Ceneral,

1 have etc.
GEORGES P. VANIER

[PIÈCE JOINTE~ENCLOSURE ]

la Commnmissionofnternationale de natir4re~' ' •igot ion aerienne,

nternattonai Conin iission on Aerial Navigation.

rilf oflsi~~ i ~ _iq
Â~bassad

to Anibassador in France

(Paris,) le 28 juin 1945

Le ë~ nâdâ étant cr,
.

lan partie 3 la Convcntio portant (sur laj rcglcmcntation deâv • igation aérienne n
signée d Paris le 13 octobre 1919 j'a i~ r ;~ ."' l honneur d en
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vous prier de bien vouloir envoyer un Représentant de votre Gouvernement à la 
Vingt-huitième Session de la Commission Internationale de Navigation 
Aérienne qui aura lieu à Londres. 

La Session sera ouverte le mardi 21 août à 10 heures au Ministère de 
l'Aviation civile, Ariel House, Strand, et durera vraisemblablement jusqu'au 
samedi 25. 

L'ORDRE DU JOUR-EXPOSÉ DES QUESTIONS de cette Session vous a été 
envoyé le 8 mai 1945. Un Exposé détaillé des questions portées à cet ordre du 
jour est en préparation et sera distribué aussitôt que possible avant la Session. 

Je me permets d'appeler votre attention sur le fait qu'un trop grand nombre 
d'abstentions pourrait empêcher la Commission de délibérer valablement par 
suite de l'impossibilité de réunir le quorum prévu pour certains votes par 
l'article 34 de la Convention: il suffirait en effet, que le tiers des Etats 
contractants omit de se faire représenter pour que le quorum exigé ne fût pas 
atteint. 

La Commission serait alors amenée à se séparer sans délibérer et les 
Délégués présents auraient fait un déplacement inutile. 

Or, l'obtention du quorum prévu est rendu cette année plus difficile par le 
fait qu'en raison de la situation internationale actuelle sept des trente-trois 
Etats représentés à la Commission ne pourront pas être touchés par ma 
convocation. 

Un intérat primordial s'attache donc à cc que votre Gouvernement soit 
représenté à cette Session. 

Je vous prie d'agréer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, l'assurance dc ma haute 
considération. 

ALBERT ROPER 

347. 	 DEA/72-ADU- 40  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1754 	 Ottawa, August 1, 1945 

Addressed to Canadian representatives in the United  Kingdom No. 1 754, 
 Australia No. 355, United States EX-2794, Mexico No. 142, Brazil No. 66,  

Chile No. 49, Peru No. 57, France No. 367, Belgium No. 94, Nctherlands No. 
68, China No. 157. To Government  of,  India No. 63. To  United  Kingdom 
representatives in Colombia, Guatemala (for El Salvador), Egypt, Turkey and 
Iraq. (Czechoslovak and Norwegian representatives in Canada have been 
informed.) 

Please inform the government to which you arc accrcditcd which is a 
member of the Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviati°n 
Organization, in the following sense: 
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Canadian authorities have prepared tentative agenda for Council meetings
which will open on August 15 . It will, of course, be for the Council to decide its
own agenda when it meets but the suggestions contained in my immediately
following telegram are put forward by the Canadian authorities in the hope
that states members of the Council may find it helpful to have before them
proposals of a fairly concrete nature .

It will be noted that Part I includes opening formalities, general discussion
of the Organization's activities and election of officers while Part II deals with
measures required to enable the Organization to function . Part III covers
urgent technical questions which might then be considered and referred to sub-
committees . It is anticipated that the discussions under Part III will be in
general terms and will be concerned with initiating studies and planning the
Council's work on these subjects . It can therefore be anticipated that full
technical representation will not be required at the outset, and that states
members of the Council will have ample opportunity to designate technical
experts to the various sub-committees as the work of the Council takes shape .
348• DEA/72-ADU-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut conintissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
to Nigh Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1755 Ottawa, August 1, 194 5

. Addressed to Canadian representatives in the United Kingdom No . 1755,
Australia No. 356, United States EX-2795, Mexico No. 143, Brazil No. 67,
Chile No. 50, Peru No. 58, France No. 368, Belgium No. 95, Netherlands No .
69, China No. 158. To Government of India No. 64. To United Kingdom
representatives in Colombia, Guatemala (for El Salvador), Egypt, Turkey and
Iraq., (Czechoslovak and Norwegian representatives in Canada have been
informed . )

Reference my preceding telegram on agenda for Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization . Following is tentative agenda proposed :

. .E •,
PART 10) Opening address by the representative of the Government of Canada ;

replia on behalf of assembled states ;00 appointment of a tempora ry chairman;(iii), review of general purposes of the Organization by the temporarychairmân;' consideration of the general organization and of the Council'srelations to i ts committees; general discussion thcrcon ;
(iv) consideration of proposed rules of procedure of the Interim Council ;Y ) e lection of the president - acceptance;. ;-_ .
(~~~ appointment of secretary gencral ;
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(vii) election of other officers (1 or more vice-presidents); 
(viii) designation of committees of the Council as may bc required by the 

rules of procedure adopted; 

PART II 

(ix) submission of order of business, by the President, for approval; 
(x) rules of procedure of technical committees and subcommittees; 
(xi) generà review of status of annexes considered at Chicago; 
(xii) preparation of schedule of first group of subcommittee  meetings; 
(xiii) consideration of the general organization (establishment); 
(xiv) personnel and financial regulations; 
(xv) consideration of preliminary (first six months) budget; arrangements for 

temporary financing; 

PART III 
(xvi) problems of airway organization; and of promotion of uniformity of air 

navigation facilities, universal provision of landing areas, meteorological 
organization, and communications, at least to some minimum standard; 

(xvii) plans for compilation of lists of airports and air navigation facilities 
available for use in international air navigation; 

(xviii) arrangements for reception, registry, and publication of agreements 
relating to international air transport, as required undcr Article XIII of the 
Interim Agreement; 
(xix) development of a general publication policy for PICAO; 
(xx) resumption of studies on the  development of multilateral agreement 

relating to commercial rights in international air transportation; 
(xxi) planning of other special studies on air transport, including those 

relating to the organization and operation of international air services; 
(xxii) consideration of proposals for amendments to the permanent 

Convention; 
(xxiii) consideration of relations with CINAC 
(xxiv) consideration of relations with CITEJA;'" 
(xxv) consideration of relations with othcr international organizations; 
(xxvi) consideration of need for regional organizations within  the  framework 

of PICAO to deal with problems peculiar to particular arcas; 
(xxvii) preparation of studies on unification of numbcrs and systems of 

dimensions in international air navigation; 
(xxviii) consideration of procedure to biadopted by the Council for handling 

of 
(a) arbitral proceedings; or 

• 
ImCommission internationale de navigation aérienne. 
'"Comité  international technique d'experts juridiques aériens. 
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(b) complaints of excessive airport charges ; or
(c) complaints of "action causing injustice or hardship" under the Transi t

(xxix) consideration of the degree and nature of the assistance to be rendered
by PICAO to the member states under the provisions of Article XI of the
Interim Agreement .

Agreement or the Transport Agreement;

350.''

w i ll be superseded by the new body and will cease to exist . During the
interirn përiod, thcreforc ICAN should work as closely as possible with PICAO .

349. DEA/72-AJH-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in France

TELEGRAM 382 Ottawa, August 4, 1945

Your despatch No. 873 of July 2 . Canadian representation at session of
International Commission for Air Navigation .

We agree that Rae should attend on behalf of Canada and Roper's
invitation should be accepted. We do not wish to put forward any specific
proposals and Rae's role will be mainly that of an observer. He should be
guided, however, by the following general considerations and support whatever
proposals seem most likely to attain our objectives.At is the view of the Canadian Government and of other governments as wellthat the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization which is a much
more comprehensive body than ICAN (particularly because of United States
membership); should undertake primary responsibility for problems ofinternational , civil aviation . It is therefore desirable that means be found tomerge ICAN with PICAO as soon as may be feasible and that in the meantime
ICAN should be prepared to adopt whatever recommendations on technical
problems may be adopted by PICAO. It would obviously be unfortunate if two
bodies were to recommend differing technical standards to member states . If
the Chicago Convention is ratified by sufficient states and comes into forceICAN

DEA/72-ADU-40
- Le n tinistre de la Reconstruction-

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
11linister of Reconstructio n

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

n o the A ir Transport Board,' it is my opinion that Canada should be

Ottawa, August 10, 194 5

with
t

~éfe
. , •

Chaitm~' ._~ fence to a letter of August 3rd from Mr . R. M. hiacdonncll to the

P~r,Mr. Robertson-
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We then broke up into committees on Organization, Personnel and Finance, 
I being on the last, but it and Personnel were ordinary business and, while 
important, were straight work rather than matters d persuasion, which the 
committee on Organization promised to be. I kept in touch with the activities 
of the other two committees and it seemed that a situation was arising in 
Organization which warranted our having someone present (any State may 
send a member) so I phoned Ferrier" 6  and McLean' 37  and the latter came 
down yesterday. 

The situation, on which I felt we should lend support, had to do with what I 
thought could be interpreted as a power-play by France to remove functions 
from the President and put them under the Secretary-General, thus, M. 
Bouché hoped to take the Legal Counsel from the President, create a legal 
committee of equal status with that on Air Navigation and Air Transport and 
create a bureau under the Secretary-General equal to the Air Transport and 
Air Navigation Bureaus, calling it "Legal and Political." I objected to the first 
on workability, feeling that a legal committee was cumbersome, and if it goes 
through, I will agree only if its terms of reference are such that it will not be 
used except on specific requests of the Council. The legal and political bureau, 
I objected to on principle in divesting the Council and President of policy-
making power and giving it to the Secretary-General, who, I consider, should 
be as stated in the Act, "executive and administrative." McLean, in the 
Organization Committee, stated this view and if it comes up again it will be in 
Council where I will be present. I think it will work out alright. 

Today we are doing committee work and tomorrow we start reconsideration 
of more technical matters having already heard a review by the U.S.A. of 
various States' comments on the twelve Annexes. I have asked Ferrier to be 
present tomorrow; McLcan says that he may come too. 

• 

As soon as my time is not takcn up by the Council and Committees, I will 
come to Ottawa and talk with those concerned on the whole subject, but this 
may not be until after next week. 

Kindest regards and I am looking forward to sccing you soon. 
Yours sincerely, 

[ANsoN McKim] 

13.u . 
:i.ce-maréchal de l'air A. Ferrier, membre, Commission du transport aérien. 
tut Vice Marshal A. Ferrier, Member, Air Transport Board. A.  D. McLean, contrôleur de l'aviation civile, ministère du Transport. A. D. 

 McLean, Controller of Civil Aviation, Department of Transport. 
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353. 	 DEA/72-D-38 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur en France 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in France 

No. 789 	 Ottawa, October 10, 1945 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your airmail despatch No. 939 of July 10tht 

regarding the payment of the Canadian contributions to ICAN. 
I should be grateful if you would inform Mr. Roper that it has been decided 

to authorize the payment of the Canadian subscription for 1940 to 1945 
inclusive according to the scale suggested at the recent plenary session of 
ICAN. 

The contribution owing for the year 1940, which according to this scale 
amounts to  £450  (90,000 French francs), has been provided for in the present 
supplementary estimates and will be forwarded as soon as these estimates have 
received parliamentary approval. Payment of the later subscriptions will have 
to be held over until provision can be made for them in the next budget. 

I have etc. 
SYDNEY D. PIERCE 

for Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 



CHAPITRE IV/CHAPTER IV 

LES NATIONS UNIES 
THE UNITED NATIONS 

PARTIE  1/PART 1 
FORMATION DES NATIONS UNIES 

ORGANIZING THE UNITED NATIONS 

SECTION A 
ÉLABORATION ET EXAMEN DES PROPOSITIONS DE DUMBARTON OAKS 

DEVELOPMENT AND SCRUTINY OF THE DUMBARTON OAKS PROPOSALS 

354. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Dominions Secretary 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D-28 	 London, January 6, 1944 

MOST SECRET. Addressed Canada, repeated Australia, New Zealand, South 
Africa. Following for the Prime Minister, Begins: Your telegram of December 
19th, No. 199,' Moscow Declaration. 2  We are glad to learn that, as next step, 
you favour our proposal for preliminary exchange of views between parties to 
Moscow Declaration. Once progress has been made in this way it should be 
casier to see how best other United Nations could be brought into the picture. 
We shall, of course, welcome early exchange of views between Commonwealth 
Governments. Proposed meeting of Prime Ministers will provide opportunity 
for considering whole question including relation of any new scheme to League 
of Nations arrangements. In this connection we feel sure that you will share 
our views as to importance of United States participation in any new scheme. 
We think that in order to ensure this we should do everything we reasonably 
can to meet their views on procedure. 

2. Since despatch of my telegram of December 14th, Circular D. 1102,3  we 
have learnt that State Department communicated with Chinese Government in 
same sense as with Soviet Government and ourselves. We have not yet received 
State Departments' views on our proposal foi exchange of views. Ends. 

'Voir le volume 9, document 748./See Volume 9, Document 748. 
2Voir le volume 9, documents 247, 248./See Volume 9, Documents 247, 248. 
3Voir le volume 9, document 747./See Volume 9, Document 747. 
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DEA/7-ABs

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, January 24, 194 4

My dear Mr. Robertson ,
A week or so ago I took occasion to speak to Lord Cranborne about

Canada's relation to plans at present under consideration for Europe in the
post-war period . I pointed out that although such arrangements are largely in
the hands of the three great powers concerned, Canada had a unique position
among the remaining members of the United Nations and that she should have
appropriate relationship to such post-war plans and the machinery created to
give them effect. Lord Cranborne appeared to be much interested and asked
me to send him a personal letter on the subject which he might show to the
Foreign Secretary. This I did and I am sending you a copy enclosed .

Yours sincerely,
VINCENT MASSEY

PERSONAL

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Lettre au secrétaire aux Dominions

Letter to Dominions Secretary

London, January 18, 1944

I was glad to have the opportunity of talking to you the other day about
Canada's relation to the plans for post-war Europe which are now under
consideration by the European Advisory Commission. We are, as I said, much
interested in these arrangements and will, no doubt, wish to participate
appropriately in whatever machinery is to be set up when the time comes . In
what I said, I tried to explain Canada's attitude to the problem of post-war
Europe .

It is recognised, of coursé, that the main burden and the heaviest responsi-
bility in connection with this difficult task will rest on the three great Powers .
Their share in the war effort and in relation to post-war problems makes this
obvious

. You will, however, I know, agree that the other United Nations should
participate fully according to their various interests and capacities in any post-
war international organisation . There are, it might be said, three groups among
the United Nations. One of these is the British Dominions . Of these, Australia
and New Zealand have been primarily concerned with the South Pacific area .
South Africa's participation in the war has largely been on a continental basis .
Canada, alone of the Dominions, has made her principal, in fact almost her
entire contribution in the war itself, either in the European theatre or in directrelation to,it

.1 The war effort of, the Occupied Countries is, in the nature of
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things, limited, and that of the remain~nma
érlâls . rCanada, therefore ,

Nations
largely restricted to the provision of r a
unique place among the intermediate and smaller Powers engaged in the war .

She comes fourth in the supply of raw materials and she will be a factor
disproportionately large in relation to her population in the task of revictualling

Europe . It can be said, I think, that Canada ranks next in importance after the
three Great Powers in her contribution to the liberation and relief of Europe .

It is for these reasons, because of her function in a practical sense and with

no thought at all of mere questions of status or prestige that it is to be hoped
that full consideration will be given to Canada's position in the various plans
for post-war international machinery which are now being evolved .

356
. CH/Vol. 2103

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

au premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to First Seeretaryr High Commission in Great Britain

MOST SECRET Ottawa,
March 6, 1944

Dear Mr. Ritchie,
You are already aware that the Working Committee on Post-Hostilities

problems has been giving consideration to the paper produccd by the Post-

Hostilities Planning Sub-Committee in London on "The Military Aspect on

any Post-War Security Organiz.ation: 't I enclose a note prepared by the
Working Committee making some comments on certain paragraphs of this

paper . I leave to you the question whether this should be communicated to the

Post-Hostilities Planning Sub-Committee as it stands . Their - paper, I notice,

has reached its final stage and has been printed for the War Cabinet .

Thcre are several additional points concerning this paper which you might

find an opportunity of employing . Our main criticisms are three-fold : first, the

rejection of the possibility of establishing an international police
force;

secondly, the concentration on means of keeping Germany and Japan impotent
in ,the military sense ; and thirdly, the appa rent assumption that if the f

sr
great powers - I omit China, as I feel that he~n themselves ensuré worl d
probably a matter of form - stick together, they

security.
On the first point we are suggesting a modest scheme, to be worked in withscheme

the use of bases for world security purposes . It may be that such a
not in fact contrary tothe views of the London Sub-Committce

that in a later paper "European Allies - forces to be maintained ih~se Psélf
Hostilities Period" `(P.H.P . (43) 17A),t the , Sub-Committee

advocated a "United Nations Security Force" modelled on the
multi-natiolial

units in the R .A.F. ; ~ the do not go into detail but it would seem tha

members of the Committee at least are open to the sort of suggestio n
artment 1

have made. We hâve also noted in the report of the Inter-Dep
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Committee on Reparation and Economic Security dated August 31st, 1943,1
that it is suggested (paras. 20, 37-40, 49-54, 136=142) that Germany, having
been disarmed herself, should be 'required to contribute, , as a form of
reparations, to the cost of the armed forces of the Allies . If this plan were to be
accepted it might provide, for a time at least, a convenient method of financing
a small international police force such as we are proposing .

With regard to our second and third criticisms, the most serious test which
could be put upon a new world security organization 'would be a drastic
differénce of opinion upon an important matter between two of the three
largest powers . Such a test,could only be met if it were possible to line up the
secondary states, and even then it might well break the organization . I think
that it may be put this way : the great powers must co-operate to create and
work a world security organization, but unless they can carry with them at
least most of the more important secondary states their efforts sooner or late r

The âppëndix on Regional Security at the end of the paper is an interesting
summary of the objections and advantages . I feel, however, that attention
should tactfully be drawn to a phrase in Paragraph 1(c) "the foundations of
British Commonwealth strategy ." The use of this phrase seems to show that
the Sub-Committee is thinking in terms of a fully integrated defence policy for
the whole Commonwwealth, just as some of their proposals in the paper on
security aspects of international civil aviation were based on a similar
assumption:-It isan assumption which may prove to be misleading .

F am enclôsing enough copies, of our note for you to transmit it to the
representatives of the Navy, Army and Air Force who are associated with you
in these matters .

will fail. ,

Yours sincerely,
H . H . WRONG

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DEA/7-CB s

Mémorandum du comité de travail canadien sur .
les problèmes de l'après-guerre

Memorandum by Canadian Working Contmittee on

[ ttawa,] arch 6, 1944

NOTE BY TIIE CANADIAN WORKING COMMI TT EE O N
POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEM S

P•N•P. PAPER (43) 24A (UNITED KINGDOM) OF FEBRUARY 23RD, 194 4
ENTITLE D

.
1

MILITARY ASPECT OF ANY POST-WAR SECURITY ORGANIZATION "

Post-Mostilities Problems
RET .k • O M

SEC

t . . , . .
_`• ~f . . r~ ~ . ~ .
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• The  Working Committee has studied this report with great interest. In it a 
great deal' of material has been compressed into a remarkably small space. 
Such compression must involve omission both of supporting arguments and of 
important details. The Working Committee.considers that the following points 
should be taken into account, even in a summary outline: , 

A. PARAS 9 &.10. 
1. In paragraphs.  9 -  and 10 the  idea of an  International Peke Force is 

sùmmarily 'dismissed on the ground that its • effeCtive .  operation -"implies the 
existence of a world state." It is true that one cannot foresee the, development 
of international organisation fo a point at which an International Police Force 
could assume full military responsibility for the  preservation of peace; this 
Would invàlve the abolition of national forcés greater,than required for internal 
policing. On the other hand, might not a sinall beginning bé madé towards the 
création of an International Force? It is not very far-fetched to argue that the 
Air Forces of the British Commonwealth are a not unhopeful indication of 
what might be acco«  Mplished.in merging into  an efficient  combatant force an 
amalgam of different nationalities; There tare to be found in them not only 
nationals of all parts of the British Commonwealth but also  citizens of many 
foreign, cotintries 	Americans, Poles«  Frenchinen, 'Czechs, Norwegians. 
Furthermore, the methods worked out for the' training« . of these Forces are a 
promising example'of international cooperation in finance and control. 
2. It is suggested that further Consideration should be *given to the possibility 

of setting up a srnall International Force, as part of the world security 
organization, which would be charged with the perfonnance àf specific duties. 
Such a force would nôt at first be a combatant force equipPed to suppress or 
deter aggression. It might initially be used in the defence and Maintenance of 
bases held available for the use of the coMbined military forces of the United 
Nations operating under a' world security organization. 
3. It is not possible to be ,explicit until the plans for bases are further 

developed -- a subject to which the P.H.P. Committee in London is giving 
attention. In the North Atlantic area an International Police Force might be 
charged with the maintenance and defence of bases at certain strategic points. 
These might be situated: (a) in small countries such as Iceland, Greenland and 
possibly Norway; (b) in ex-enemy territory, such as the Kiel Canal, the joint 
occupation of. which , is suggested , in  paragraph .19 of the paper under 
consideration, and (c) at certain points now, leased to  the United States, such as 
Argentia and Bermuda. At first the détaChMent of the International Police 
Force stationed at these bases might be composed of troops and air formations 
equipped for local defence and reconnaissance duties. 

4: Such a plan would be an experiment which would not, if it failed, threaten 
world security. If it succeedéd, the International Force could be expanded as 
time went` on and habits of Coo' peiation and Methods of Control were developed. 
A great deal has been learnt during thé %sitar" about the technique of exercising 
commenced [command?) through inter=allied combined staffs. It might prove 
feasible to transfer to such an International Police Force some or all of the 
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military functions required in the later stages of the occupation of Germany -
Stage 4 and perhaps part of stage 3 in the plan outlined in the United Kingdom
Staff Reportt on the Military Occupation of Germany :

B . PARAS 5 & 6 :
1 . Paragraph 5 would be improved by the addition of 'a further condition of

success of the world organization, that this will also depend on the cooperation
of France and important secondary states, such as the Netherlands, Canada,
Australia, and Belgium .
2 . ,In , the same paragraph . it is stated as a condition of success that the

machinery should be of a kind to which Member States are already , accus-
tomed . - This ï implies a tendency to reject experiments, even though these
experiments have : been tried successfully in war . We hope to develop some
novel peacetime machinery of economic cooperation . Should we reject novelmachinery of. military cooperation? .
.3 . In : paragraph 6 the objects of . the world organization are too narrowly

defined. The whole plan is geared,to machinery designed to keep Germany and
Japan powerless . No one can tell from what direction will comethe next threat
to world peace . A world security,organization should have as one of its objects
the prevention or suppression of conflicts between smaller states .

4. Paragraph .5(a) includes China as one of the powers whose wholehearted
cooperation . is necessary .,to ensure the success of., the proposed world
organizâtion .• While we must admit the political need for saving China's face,
her inclusionis unrealistic in a- paper dealing with the organization of power.
i In, view ' of the' above opinions, the Working Committee considers that
paragraphs 5 and 6 should be framed as follows :

5 . The proposed world organization, whatever its form, is bound to fail
unless: --

(a) The United Kingdom, the United States of America, and the U .S.S .R .
continue to cooperate wholeheartedly in its support .
(b) The governments and peoples of those Powers at least retain the will to

enforce peace .

(c) The -organisation secures and retains the cooperation of other states,
especially France and the more important secondary states .
(d) -The`organization is simple and its objects are clear-cut .
6 . The objects should be: -
(a) to disarm Germany and Japan and to keep them disarmed ;
(b) to prevent them or any other aggressor from again upsetting the peace of

the world ;
-•,, : : ;(C

) . to prevent or suppress conflicts, arising from any cause, which threaten
general security .'
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357• 	 , DEA/7-Vs 

• Mémorandum de l  l'adjoint, le ministère des Affaires extérieures, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandumfrom Assistant, Department of External Affairs, 
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 . 	 [Ottawa,] March 25, 1944 

1 have read with great interest Mr..Wilgress's despatch No. 50 of February 
16tht in which he comments on the conflict between reliance on balance of 
power and collective security in Europe. He suggests that Canada could "do 
much by continuing that active leadership of the small nations she is already 
assuming but probably the best opening for her to render service to the cause of 
collective security is through behind-the-scenes prodding in Washington." 

This whole despatch, it seems to me,  should encourage the P.H.P. 
Committees to continue even more energetically to place their views in London. 
1 do not know how influential we are in Washington, but there is evidence that 
we can get somewhere by encouraging the believers in collective security within 
the United Kingdom Government. As Mr. Wilgress has point out, the United 
Kingdom — no matter how small she may be — can lead the world into 
collective security. Her reversion to reliance on the juggling of power seems to 
arise out of the funk induced by the thinking of Smuts and Halifax. In this 
mood the P.H.P. authorities suggest reliance on all-red air defence and British 
occupation of Bulgaria lest their Soviet allies get too near the Straits. 

Canadian intervention should be peculiarly influential because we could 
make it ,clear that, although we are not willing to commit ourselves to narrow 
schemes for imperial defence, the United Kingdom can count on us as the 
firmest of allies if they want to take the plunge into a real system of collective 
security. • 

[J. W. HoLmEs] 

358. 	 W.L.M.Kivoi. 370 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

4 

Memorandtim front Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Afinister 	 = 

[Ottawa,]  March 29, 1944 

We have received, during the last three months, a numbcr of telegrams front 
the Dominions .Office dealing with their plans for developing the form of the 

world sccurity organization forecast in the Moscow Declaration. They have 

now proposed an exchange of papers with the United States Government 
(tclegrams D.401 and 402 of March 20th),t and they have alrcady exchange 
with Washington lists of headings for further discussion. 

SEMCIMIlr 
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.. ' We have made no comment on this extremely
.
important matter since our

telegram to London No. 199 of December lgtb,4 in which we protested
successfully against a suggestion from Washington that other United Nations
should be invited to adhere to paragraph 4 of the Moscow Declaration. In that
telegram we said "we favour your proposal for a preliminary exchange of views
between the parties to the Moscow Declaration . It is certainly desirable that
other United Nations should soon be brought into the picture .". In the reply
from London (telegram D .28 of January 6th), they said they would welcome
an early exchange of views between the Commonwealth Governments . The
question is included among the topics for discussion at the meeting of Prime
Ministers.

I attach a short telegram, for your approval, which is intended to show that
our interest in the preliminary exchange of views is lively and which may result
in our getting some information that would be helpful in preparing for the
meeting of Prime Ministers.

[HUME WRONG ]

359.
; DEA/7-AQs

Extrait du procès-verbal de la troisième réunion du comité consultatifÎ . , sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre
Extract front Afinutes of Third Meeting of Advisory Conrmittee

on Post-Nostilities Problems

MOSTSECRET [Ottawa,
] March 31, 1944

PRESENT '
N . A . Robertson, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs (Chairman)H . H. Wrong, Asst . Undcr-Secrcta ry of State for Ext. Affairs,
Rear Admiral G . C . Joncs, Chief of the Naval Staff,Major General J . C. Murchie, Vice Chief of the General StaffAir Vice Marshal E. W. Stedman, Dept . of National Defence (Air),'A . D . : P. Hccney, Secretary to the Cabinet ,J. E. St. Laurent, Vice-Chairman of the National Harbours Board ,Lieut.-Col . E. W. T. Gill, Secreta ry , Chiefs of Staff Committee,
Commander D . K. MacTavish, Privy Council Office (Sccrctary) . *John W. H olmes, Esq . Dept . of Ext. Affairs, (Asst . Secretary) .

On the suggestion of the Chairman, the meeting a reed to take the
Memorandum of March 2nd' from the Working Committe e tee as read . Mr.
Robertson explained that, with regard to the proposed studies recommended in
the Memorandum,s it was felt that some considerations of this kind should be
prepared in "advance of the Prime Ministers' Conference . The meeting agreed
thàt it was desirable not to have to make hasty decisions on these subjects and
it Was'advisable 'therefore, to begin study as soon as possible, in view of the
fact that problems connected with these subjects might arise at any time .

s~oi~ ~~ volume 9 document 748,/See Volume 9. Document 748 .document 2 ~Sce Document 2.
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The meeting proceeded to consider the suggested topics on;page two of the 
Memorandum. Mr: Wrong said that general conclusions; or at least a summary 
of  arguments on .topic (i) would be necessary as a first. step. Although the 
Canadian Government would not make the final decisions, it was advisable to 
have some views prepared.on the pros and cons. These views could be drafted 
in the Working . Committee befoie the Prime Minister went to London. 

- Canadian authorities could.not try to construct a general security plan from 
the ground up, but: they should know .at least what . proposals would not be 
acceptable. - 

360. 	 DEA/7-ABs 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

au premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

MOST SECRET 	 Ottawa, April 1, 1944 

Dear Mr. Ritchie --- 
r 

I have received yoUr letter  of  March 22ndt Concerning the Working 
Committee's comments6  on the P.H.P. paper on "The Military Aspect of any 
Post-War Security Organisation"t and your letter of March 23rdt enclosing a 
letter from Lt.-Cmdr. Toddt on the same subject. The Working Committee, at 
its meeting on March 30th, considered your letter of March 22nd and the 
question which you raised concerning their views on an international security 
force. 

What the Working Committee had in mind in section A t  of its Note of 
March 6th was the desirability of setting- up a small international force as part 
of the world security organization which would be charged with the perform-
ance of such specific duties as defending  and  maintaining United Nations 
bases. They had in mind a force with a distinctive unifoim which would be 
responsible to an international body. This force might conceivably be directed 
by the Military Staff Committee proposed in the P.H.P. paper. The Military 
Staff Committee, ,according to the P.H.P. paper, would bc responsible to a 
World Council 'whiCh it viould advise on military matters. The ultimate 
responsibility.  of the international force ,woUld' therefore .  be  to the World 
Council. Its  relation to  the World COtineil WoUld kliffei` from that of the 
aggie 'gate of the national forces of the membei States. The latter would be at 
the disposal Of  the World'Council but  the 'unit.s.thereof, would 'continue to be 
iubjeet to  the ultiinate iutliérity of their' own national governments. The 

former, however, wo -uld be responsible 'onlY, tà the , World Council (and would 
presumably be Made 'up: of ilênadonalized pet:skins). 

'Voir  la pièce jointe, document  356./Sec enclosure, Document 336. 
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> . The Working Committee do not wish to seem Utopian . They are not
proposing an over-all international police force which could by itself resist
aggression by any combination of powers . They do believe, however, that some
experiments in the establishment of a truly international force should be
undertaken in the hope that -further developments might come from the
experience . They consider that successful experiments along these lines during
the War should not be allowed to lapse. In this connection they cited the
Commonwealth air forces, simply as an illustration of the fact that military
personnel of various nationalities can work closely together . Because of the fact
that all,the Commonwealth air forces are under the operational control of the
Air Ministry, the Working Committee did not intend to suggest this as a model
for the, machinery of controlling an international force . This explanation
should, I think, answer Ltd .-Cmdr. Todd's question .

We have now received the final version of the P.H.P. paper on "United
Nations Bases" which may lead to some further comment by the Working
Committee . The Working Committee's views on this and other papers will, at
any rate, be evident in the studies which have now been authorized by the
Advisory Committee. As you will note from the minutes of the Working
Committee meeting on March 30th,' we are setting out immediately to prepare
papers on -the advantages and disadvantages to Canada of organizing world
security on a regional, or on a universal basis and on postwar defence
arrangements with the United States . These papers should help to keep you in
touch with our thinking .

Yours sincerely,

H. H. WRON G

361.'

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

DEA/7-Vs

TELEGRAM 60 [Ottawa,] Apri14, 1944
MOST' SECRET . Your telegrams D.401 and 402 of March 20th .' Internationalorganization.

We are greatly interested in the development of these discussions and hopethat' . your proposal for an exchange of
Government will be adopted . We arc not attemptingg t~prepa e a draft scheme
of our owri, but we should appreciate an opportunity of seeing your papers
bèfore tliey take their final shape, if this is practicable .,
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362. DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 

TELEGRAM 43 I 	 London, April 5, 1944 
TOP SECRET. Thank  YOU  for  your telegram 4th April No. 60. International 
Organization: We certainly hope to communicate to you drafts on [sic] 
summaries of our papers before they are given to United States and Soviet 
Governments and shall welcome your views on them. In any event we are 
looking forward to general dicussion at Prime Ministers' meeting of issues 
involved. 

363. • . 	 - 	DEA/7-CBs 
Projet de ntémorandunt du comité sur les problèmes de  l'après-guerre 

Draft Memorandum by Committee on post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] April 21, 1944 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE 
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION OF SECURITY AND DEFENCE 

1. The failure of the system attempted between  the  two wars of seeking to 
concentrate, in a universal League of Nations, responsibility for the  mainte-
nance  of  peace anywhere in the world, has caused discussion of the possibility 
of organizing security on a regional basis. This, of course, is not a ncw idea; 
attempts were made even within the League of Nations to establish a regional 
system of which Briand's proposals for European union wcrc  the  most notable. 
The recent advocates of regionalism have not stated clearly thcir aims or 
methods, and consideration of its possibilities is markcd by considerable 
confusion of thought. , 

2. It is necessary at the outsct to distinguish sharply between regional 
organization of 'security and regional organization of defence.  The  regional 
organization of security must mean the establishment of a systcm whereby the 
states concerned with cach region agree to prevent war, or serious threat of 
war, within the rcgion. The regional organization of defence, on the other 
hand, involves for the most part international military arrangements for 
resisting ,  attack from outside on territories within the rcgion. This paPer,  
therefore, will treat first with a general international organization, and will 
thcn consider the position affecting regional defence arrangements. 

A. Regional Security  Proposais.  
3. It is generally admitted that world security cannot be attained without 

some central organization. In the Moscow Declaration  the  Governments of the 
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somewhat increased if South America were included in the region .

United . States, United Kingdom, Soviet Union and China have pledged
themselves to establish a general international organization for the mainte-
nance of peace and security . Thus the largest powers are already pledged to
aim at a world security system . For these reasons it is assumed in this paper
that there will be a central organization . If methods of regional devolution were
adopted, there would be as well a series of regional Councils . These might take
the form of a Council for Europe and a Council for Asia as suggested by Mr .
Churchill in a speech made early in 1943 . Whatever their size, these Councils
would include initally the states among the United Nations with territories
within the region. Regional Councils would have primary responsibility for the
preservation of peace within their regions, acting either on their own initiative
or at the request of the central organization . As there has been no attempt
made so far to draft a constitution on such a quasi-federal basis, it is difficult
to say how much authority, and what functions, might be devolved on the
regional Councils .
4. The chief advantages and disadvantages from a Canadian point of view of

a regional organization of world security, in which substantial powers would be
vested in regional Councils, are set forth below . The arguments in nearly all
cases are political rather than military . Since a basic Canadian interest is the
preservation of world peace, nearly all these arguments are not peculiarly
Canadian .

Advantages:
(1) The devolution on regional Councils of responsibility for settling disputes

within'- regions might remove many problems and strains from an over-
burdened central Council .
(2) Countries , are more apt to take seriously quarrels within their own

regions, and hence it should be easier to secure public support for effective
measures proposed by â regional Council . Thus, for example, it might be easier
to secure support from elements in Canada suspicious of overseas commitments
for obligation arising out of decisions of a regional Council .

(3) A regional system would permit smaller countries to play within their
regions a greater part than would be possible in a world organization, in which
the main responsibility must fall on the large powers .
(4),,It might prove feasible to arrange to some extent within each region for

the .coordination of the equipment and training of the military forces of the
countries within that region, and thus facilitate joint operations .
'(5) ,If North America were to be regarded as a region in itself there would be
no likelihood ' of serious conflict within the region . The danger would be

responslb111tes . of - their countries as being limited to disputes within that
,region.'This would encourage a false sense of security ., t,~k ,, ,
2o.r.m of regional devolution would tend to lead people to regard the

Disadvantages:.
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-(2) In particular,''the establishment of a securitY region including North 
America or the  Western  Hemisphere would encourage a revival of isolationist 
sentiment in the United States and Canada. This would endanger the essential 
cooperation of the United States in the maintenance of world security. 

(3) A comprehensive systetit of regional Councils would involve arbitrary and 
artificial geographical divisions. Regional limits might have to be set at such 
artificial boundaries as the Suez Canal, the Urals or between Greenland and 
Iceland. Moreover, continental regions would  be  based on the false premise 
that  the Seas divide; thin ignoring  one of the chief lessons' of this war and the 
last. The creatioriof oceanic regions (e.g., a North Atlantic or an Indian Ocean 
region) would  be  equally. arbitrary. Security regions inevitably overlap and 
Canada belongs to a North American, a North Atlantic, a > North  Pacific and 
an Arctic region.' 
(4) While, theoretically, a regional system might afford greater scopc to the 

smaller countries, the regions would tend to become spheres of influence for the 
largest powers; thus the 'United States would dominate a North' American 
region. Such a system might, therefore, serve in the long run to sharpen 
rivalries between great powers -and thus endanger world security. ' 
(5) If substantial powers were vested in regiànal Councils one result would be 

to  weaken Commonwealth ties; the present system of close Commonwealth 
consultation can most readily be continued inside a world security systcm. 

(6) All countries with colonial possessions outside their metropolitan region 
would probably have to participate in the Councils of any regions in which 
their colonies were situated. Thus,, for instance, Portugal and the Netherlands 

in addition to the great colonial powers --- Would have to belong to more 
than one regional council. Certain states would, therefore, concern themselves 
with the 'affairs of more than one council, though with varying degrees of 
interest. In this way, the object of concentrating the efforts of states in areas in 
which " they were principally concerned, would not be achieved, and an 
overlapping would be created; that would alsci tend to defeat the chief purpose 
of regional councils. • 

Summary. 
Serious dangers to general security, while their occasion may arise within a 

region, are certain to involve territories and issues outside the particular region. 
If sfiecific commitments to 'preserve the peace were confined to the elimination 
of dangers arising within att ,  particùlar region, there would bc little hope of 
developing a sense of responsibility for the general maintenance of security. On 
the other hand, regional security councils might, play a limited role in finding a 
local solution to purely local:disputes, such as border disputes between small 
countries. " 

Regional defence arrangements. 
i5:1WhitteVer‘foim the organization' of security may take -- and still more if 
the efforts to establish a general sécurity system' are unsuccessful — it is likely 
that there will bé further deVelopments after the war in the establishment of 

1 
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regional defence schemes . In modern conditions of warfare, it is impossible to
provide effectively for national defence against attack by a powerful aggressor
through arrangements covering only the territory of a single country. Thedefence of Canada depends on the defen ce of Newfoundland and . Alaska . as
well as of,the continental United States within the inner perimeter, and within
an, outer perimeter on the defence of more distant territories such as
Greenland, Bermuda and the Hawaiian Islands . The Australian-New Zealand
Agreement' , has proposed the establishment of a` .`regional zone of defence"
within "the framework of a general system of world security ." The purpose is
to make an attack from Asia less likely to succeed, by creating an outer ring of
defence in the islands to the north under the sovereignty of the United States,
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Portugal .
6. The direct purposes of regional defence planning are to act as a deterrent

against aggression and reduce the danger of attack. The existence of effective
regional defence plans would tend to support general security, through
decreasing the chances of success in the event of aggression from outside, and
thereby discouraging aggression . Rcgional defence, fundamentally military in
character, presents an entirely different set of problems to the regional
organizâtion of security.

7. ~ Regions for defence purposes would not in many cases correspond to any
regions which might be established for the maintenance of security. The
historic form of establishing regional defence has been through defensive
alliances; or simply staff consultations. In modern conditions regional defenceschemes require ; at least in most areas, further arrangements covering access
to and maintenance of bases and possibly joint exercises by the forces of the
countries'concerncd :

The permanent Joint Board on Defence is an example of an agency adopted
to provide for the defence of the North American region, even though noformal contractual arrangements that are binding in international law exist
between Canada and the United States .

8 . `The maintenance of regional ' defence arrangements for the North
American continent and their adoption in other areas which might be subjectto attackare

.in the interests of Canada, and accord with its strategic position .Such' arrangements, , indcxd, appear to be essential to solve the Canadian
defence problems in Newfoundland, Labrador, Alaska and probablyGr`eenlandx : ; , ' . :, . .

9. Such arrangements can readily , be adapted to la their part in a world
security system, through the opening of bases for the use of forces operating ina~ordance with the 'he decisions of the general security organization . Theestablislimjnt' ind` maintenacc of suitable bases in Canadian territory, andPë i hâps i n'Newfoundland, could be a partial discharge of the obligations ofÇanâda for the maintenance of intcrnational sccurity . g: •+~i +t~ ~*J <Ç~+ , .

Grindo-Bretaanei5ee Great Britain,; Brttlsl~
st~tion

and
~~

lSn Statt Pcpxrs, Volume 143 . 1913•1905. London, lier Majesty'sny offioe,19S3 . pp. 530-9.
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• . rt 1 to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

364. DEA/7-Vs

;Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures'
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Ajfarr1j

LES NATIONS UN I ES

10 .' There are dangers in the regional organization of defence, but these arc
for the most . part inevitable in any system . The largest partner in a regional
defence . scheme may be tempted to treat the wholc region as a sphere of
influence and may be intolerant 'of the rights of the smaller partners . If there is
a strong difference of opinion on the military establishments required, or, on
the nature of the danger to be tcared - if, for - instancc, the United States
should insist on organizing North Ame rican defence against a possible attack
from Russia - grave political problems might confront the other partners,
amounting even to a threat to their independence. These possibilities, however,
spring more from the preponderant strength of the large power than from the
existence of regional defence plans .

Summary.
Some regional defence arrangements do, in fact, exist, and others are

probable . For instance, the U.S.S.R. alrcady~has a mutual defence pact w ith
Czechoslovakia, and it is likely that a system of interlocking mutual defence
pacts will be established on its borders . In the Pacific, there is the further
example of the Australia-Ncw Zealand Agreement, with its proposals for a
regional scheme for defence . 'Thc employment of similar regional defence
arrangements in the North American continent is to the advantage of Canada
in the solution of its defence problcros . ,

The characteristic of all such arrangements is that they are built around a
particular strategic need . Regional defence ; arrangements, thcreforc, are
practi ca l and useful to meet certain strategic problems, defined in rclation to
dangers which might threaten a particular . area . They differ fundamentally in
function from regional security proposals. Though subject, like any other for m
of alliance, to abuse, they are capable of supplementing the general protection
against aggression afforded by a world security organiiation .

composition . of the body" intendcd , to, succeed the League Council . Those
concerned with the planning of the'world oiganiration, whether in London, or
in Moscow, or in Washington, seem to be contemplating an Assembly on w hic h

Mr.Churchill isquitu'Iikely totdiscuss` with the othcr Prime Nfinistcrs the

, H . H . Wront. See atso Document 761 . '
~'H : H : Wron=. Yoiriassi le document 761 . - `
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all . states will be represented and a Council made up partly of permanent 
members and partly of non-permanent members with rotating membership. 

There arc a few points in this connection which often seem to be missed by 
representatives of large powcrs. It is not possible for one sovereign state to 
"répresent" other sovereign states on an international body except in rare 
instances by special arrangement. It is unrealistic and undesirable that all 
states without permanent scats should have the same chance of selection for a 
non-permanent scat no matter what their size or importance may be; it may 
prove desirable to relate frequency of service on the Council to the size of 
contribution which would be based on capacity to pay and thus reflect the 
general importance of each state. It might be feasible to group states in 
categories of importance rather than by geographic.al areas although obviously 
distribution of non-permanent states must be related to geography. 

Ad memoriam, the following information on the composition of the League 
Council in 1939 is relevant to this question. In January, 1939, there were 14 
seats;  with  the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R. and Francc as permanent 
members. By the convention which had grown up as the result of years of 
diplomatic bargaining the non-permanent scats' were divided as follows: three 
Vient to Latin-America, which then contained II Member  States,  tveo went to 
Aiia with 6 Member States, one wcnt to the  "ex  neutrals" of the  last war with 
6 Member States, one was held by the Little Entente with three Nlember 
Statesahree were divided among the 14 ungroupcd members and one wcnt to 
thelsix Member States from the British Commonwealth outside thc Unitcd 
Kingdo-m. This was a most unsatisfactory system, especially from  the point of 
view of British Commonwealth countries, each of which could only hope for a 
seat for one term every 18 years although all wcrc fairly substantial and 
regularcontributors to the budget. 

-If, therefore, suggestions should come up for the creation of a new Council, 
1. ,should think it desirable for the Prime Minister to urge that some fairer 
sysiein of distributing non-permanent scats than that followed in the League 
Cijtetiist bè developed 

[HUME WRONG] 
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- 365. ~ . q ' . ~' - - : - ~t ;m -.'. . ; . : . . W.L.M.K./Vol . 32 2

:~ Extrait du procès-verba l d'une réunion des premiers ministres

Eztrâct front Minutes of Meeting of Prime Afinisters '
,~ . . . - .~ . . .

P.M.M . (44) 9th Meeting

TOP SECRET

(London,] May 9, 1944

~ . .

CONFIDENTIAL ANNEX
: ; •#

. TI IE POST-WAR SETTLEMENT

MR. EDEN explained that the'papers circulated under P.M.M. (44) 4' on a
Future World Organisation had been prepared in the Foreign 'Office to
facilitate discussion . No decisions had been , taken on them by His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom, and they had not in fact yet been taken in
the Cabinet, although they had been examined by a Çommittce of Ministers .

The United States Governmcnt had suggested that informal discussions of
an explorato ry and non-committal character, on the official level, should take
place in Washington next= month between . representatives of . His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom, ' the United States Government and the
Soviet Government . No documents had yet been exchanged, but we were
anxious to let `the United States Government have, before these discussions
took" placc, the papers now'circulated, subject to ' such modifications as might
result from discussion with the Dominion Prime' Ministers, and we understood
that the United States Government were likely to reciprocate with papers of
their own on the same subjects. We were not yet aware of the intentions of the
Russian Government . . . r

During Mr. Stettinius's recent visit there had been discussions in general
terms which had left ; the impression, that ; the - mind of the United States
Government was , moving very much on the lines of the papers now circulated
by, the , Foreign Office. ,We,did not, as yet, know what line the Soviet
Government were likely to tâké; or, indeed, their attitude towards the proposed
conversations, except that M . Molotov had indicated at an earlier stage that he
thought the idea ' of conversations a good one. It was relevant that the original
suggestion at Moscow for carrying the Four-Power Declaration furthcr had
come from the Russian side . He (Mr. Eden) had then supported it . Mr. Cordell
Hull had been a little reluctant to commit himself to it at that stage, as he was
not,then certain of the attitude of Congress ; but the latest information both
froni our Ambassador in Washington and from Mr . Stcttinius was that Mr .
Hull now felt that if agreement could be reached on general ideas about post-
war organisation, and if, in the course of the late autumn, an announcement of
a provisional character could in 'consequence be - made, there was little chance
of the Republicans going back on any such declaration, and that there would

be a better chance of getting United States opinion behind it . It would be seen
that the scheme set 'out in these papers embodied the best fcatures of the old
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League" organisation. We had aimed at laying down principles rather than 
elaborating rules or definitions. The fundamental conceptions which we 
believed were shared by the United States Government were a fully representa-
tive world Assembly and a small World Council the composition of which 
would have to be discussed, but the bases of which would be the three Great 
Powers (with, perhaps, China) who would have to carry out military decisions 
at the request of the World Council. , 

There were two points to which his League experience led him to.attach 
considerable importance. In the first place, the proposed World Council, if it 
worked, was, he thought, a conception of great significance and importance. 
The Council of  the  League had worked very well — better indeed than any 
other organisation of the body.  He  had never regarded it as being unrepresen-
tative. It was satisfactory from the Dominions point of view sincc it secured 
representation for them. It was easy to overdo the criticism based on South 
American representation on the Council, for, while South American members 
might not have made any positive contribution, at any rate they did no harm, 
and their presence thcrc was not a handicap. It would be observed that Mr. 
Churchill, in his paper P.M.M. (44) 5' was in complete agreement with  the  
idea that there should bc such a Council, although in connection with it he had 
developed the idea of regional committccs. ; 

His second  point was that if these arrangements for the  future world 
organisation were to work, thcy must have the necessary force behind them. If 
that  force was lacking, they could not work.  The big failures of  the  League of 
Nations  were duc to the lack of force — possibly to some cxtcnt to the lack of 
the will to use force.  The absence of the  United  States was, of course, also a 
veri relevant factor. The  co-ordination of military forces to bc placed at the 
dispoial of the World Council was an important point which would have to bc 
carefully worked out. 

The scheme ensured that the burdcn of supplying forces to give effect to or 
provide ;lacking for the  decisions of  the  World Council would bc widely 
distributed. Any organisation of this nature, if it was to live, must have  the  
confidence of the small Powcrs, and he thought it would have that confidence 
I?  proportion as the small Powers contributcd to  the  working of the  organisa-
tion. 

The funètional Committees proposed in the schcmc containcd in P.M.M. 
(44) 4 Were alsô important. They would play thcir part in conjunction with  the  
political organisation. 

The  only 'ôih‘er point on which he wished again to touch, since it was not 
Per4s,suffic1eritly clearly brought out in the  papers, was that we wcrc still at 
a_,s,tage which His Majesty's Government in the United  Kingdom had 
r`ached_,qforfinal. decision about the  details of the organisation suggested, althoi« th>ei ■vere entirely settled in thcir minds that thcy wanted a world 
orginisatioreziA's;, he had already explained, what thcy had in view was 

woudld 
c°11vèrsàtroili between officials in Washington in Junc. Our representatives ca  belecadéd by an official of very high standing, probably Sir Alexander 

°iân›Disciiisions would bc non-committal, but if thcy were successful and 
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the representatives of the United Kingdom, the United States and Russia were 
able, as a result of thcm, to come close cnough to agreement, then something 
might be put out as a scheme in the late summer, before the American 
Elections. 

-MR. MACKENZIE KING said that hc had not yct had time to study these 
important ,  papers,' which had only just reached him, but that on such 
consideration as he had been able to give thcm, thc approach embodied in them 
seemed to be excellent. He wished to express appreciation of the care with 
which the Foreign Office paper had been prepared, and also of thc tentative 
manner in which some of the  proposals embodied in thcm had been put 
forward. Speaking generally, this  document  gave a sound basis on which to 
work. He would not like to bc regarded as committed to any special features, 
for he had had insufficient time to consider the papers. Ile thought, however, 
that the main features would be generally satisfactory to Canadian opinion, 
and would be accepted by it prctty fully. Hc agreed that there would be 
advantage in further exploratory discussions at Washington next month. 

In reply to a question by Ma. EDEN as to whether, on the matter of tactics, 
hc agreed with Lord Halifax and Mr. Stcttinius that there would bc advantage 
in some announcement before the American elections, MR. MACKENZIE KING 
said that he thought this would depend on how far the Republicans agreed to 
make the mattcr one of common policy. In thc last Election the President had 
been fortunate in having agreement on foreign policy with Mr. Wink.  If  a 
similar agreement could now bc reached with thc Republican candidates, there 
was everything to be said for i1, but  it was very difficult to say what the 
attitude of the Republicans would be. Mr. Willkie had earned great praise and 
considerable support as the result of supporting the President on foreign policY 
in'the last Election campaign; and failure on the part of the Republican Party 
to take a similar line now might bc turned to their disadvantage. 

• 
MR. CURTIN asked 'Mr.'  Churchill  what was thc nature of the Regional 

Council for Asia ,  ‘`vhich he hàd in view; and whether its limits would be 
continentaVor-would be theloundaries of the Pacific world. Thc Dominions 
inevitably t'oolr a More -active interest in certain rcgions of particular 
geographical and strategkal conccrn to thcm than in thc world at large. It 
would be presumptuous:he felt, for thcm to expect to have a decisive voice in 
the handling by the United Kingdom Goveinment of the problems of Europe. 
On the other hand, there were practical problems in thc Pacific on which , 

 because of Australian familiarity with that area; he felt that the Common -

,wealth might,beletter able to advise than the advisers immediately available 
to His Majesty's Government in the  United Kingdom. 

MR. CHURCHILL said that he had an ëntirely opcn mind as to w..ct h _er th 

body which he had tentatively suggested as a Council of Asa  should be ealle,de 
 

the Council of Asia or the Council of the Pacific. Russia and India were 134)tn  
gritat. nations,in; Asia., In his conception all the Dominions which  ha d an 

 intérest in the area, ind also the United Kingdom because of her interests in 

'Asii,'would be represented in the Coined, and a substantial bloc would thus 
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result. The Dutch and the French must be associated with it. As regards the
Pacific islands, the United States, after their lavish expenditure of money in
connection with the war, would expect their strategic position and security in
the Pacific to be adequately safeguarded . - He felt, himself, that if they captured
individual islands which hitherto had been in the possession of the Japanese,
there was no reason why, by arrangement, they should not hoist their own flag
over them. It might well be that we should sec a position in which a number of
islands would be under a world body with varying classes of trusteeships,
assigned to different States . The principle of bases going under the safeguard
of the United Nations and thereafter held by a particular nation under one flag
or anothcr with a variety of arrangements for local dispositions was an
important one .

MR . MACKENZIE KING drew attention to the importance of the part played
bÿ geography in finally deciding what should be donc and how best it could be
done: Canada was next door to the United States, and the result was that
during the present war, when a common peril faced them, defencc arrange-
ments had become very closely interlocked . The Canadian Government had in
fact, established a permanent Joint War and Dcfencc Board with the United
States. The use of the word "permanent"' was significant in relation to the
discussion that was now taking place. He felt littlc doubt himself, that this
Board would remain in existence after the war . Certainly Canada was anxious
in present circumstances that it should do so. The two nations did their share in
preventing the enemy from crossing each other's territories. For that reason, it
might , perhaps be possible to work out a stronger combination if we were
careful not to make anything exclusive. Canada was able to bring the United
States into co-operation with us as part of the British Commonwealth . The
United States, on the other hand, were happy to have the British Common-
wealth playing its part in the Pacific. It would be unwise in our ideas for a
world organisation to ovcr•emphasizc the idea of a bloc and it might be wiser
to concentrate on how the most effective co-operation could be worked out .

MR • CNURCNILL said that the first difficulty which His Majesty's
Gôvernment i
cnntinûal `n

the United Kingdom had to face was that they were under
pressure in Parliament for their answer to the world problem, and

that :it``was `not" possible to postpone an answcr indefinitely, though he
recôgnis6d the force of thc point that had been taken as regards consultation by
the Dominion'P rime Ministers with their Govcrnmcnts . Secondly, we could not

f ~~~ 4t a ké ôûr stand'cntirely on generalities or expressions of goodwill -- something
more~ i , , .

posttve would be demanded here as well as for the forthcoming
conversations in Washington . tic had hoped himsclf that bcforc this most
'mp°rtA nt lmeeting,fion which the cycs of the world were fixed, broke up we
m'8ht`be'"ablc€to reach some general degree of tentative agreement among

As re8arda`'the'` position of Europe, this was the storm ccntrc, the place
where the weather came from. It was essential, thcrefore, to take the greatest
pa

ins
t0 maké aatisfactory arrangements for handling its problems, and, in
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act ion likely to,lcad to the breaking of the peacc. ,

particular, to give some life to the area west of a line running south from the
Curzon Line to the Black - Sea . If no provision was made for Europe we run
tremendous risks . He wished in that connection to touch on the interesting andimportant . suggestion 4hich Field-Marshal : Smuts ` had made at an earlier
mccting, ' that Holland, Belgium and perhaps the Scandinavian Powcrs might
be ' more closely associated with the . United Kingdom . - He had thought about
that, but in the outcome he did not see how we could undertake such a
responsibility. The fact• that we were an island had saved us in the past ; if w e
had to maintain a continental foothold, we would need a great standing army,
which the people of this count ry would not be willing to maintain . He felt little
doubt that the Dominion Prime Ministers would ri nd themselves confronted
with a similar reaction if there were in their count ry to be a demand for
maintaining a substantial . standing army for general security purposes . He
could not ignore the probability that the United States Government would beunder strong and continuous pressure from America to withdraw troops from
Europe, and that after one Presidential election we might find there were no
United States troops left in that continent. It was in those circumstances that
he felt that one of our cndcavours must be to build some entity in Europe and
to give a sense of self-preservation to the countries of that continent . It must be
remembered that at Tchran both Russia -and the United States had been
strongly in favour, of the dismemberment of Germany .

Continuing, MR.' CttURC II tt.L said that he attached the greatest importance
to the three Great Armed . Powers acting . as a Peace Executive or Steering
Committee. That was the essential differencc , between the schemc of the
Leàgue of Nations and the present , schemc, and the establishment of this
Committee was the real remedy for the wcakness,that had proved fatal to the
otherwise well thought-out scheme of the Leaguc.' Rcgional arrangements Were
of relatively scconda ry importance as compared with it, though he did attach
great " importance to regional arrangcmcnts . ; As for the division of responsibili-
ties bctween ' the European ~ Regional Council and the World Council, he
thought some subjects would have to go before both . In a particular case he
could,conceive that the European Council, wherc it fclt that there was a threat
to peace which hadcome to its notice in Europe, would proceed to lay the case
before the, Supreme Peace Executive of. the World Council . By the World
Council, facts would,.bc established, action 'stakcn and warning issucd . If that
warning was disregarded ôrders would , be given to the States of the world to
call , up , the forccs # which thcy , wcrc 'N under , obligation to providc against th e

roffcndcr. ;Once that ' grcat ; machine' was - set in , motion, with the power at its

dispôsal,~he fcl'tthat thcre was little danger that a larger State would persist i n

r He t had already ; make it` elear that, under;. the World Peace Exccutive or
World Council, he`contemplatai a World Asscmbly of which all States, other
'than the guilty States ;who had been 'responsible for and defeated in the war,
would,be members: Thut Asscmbly might perhaps establish sub-committces for
the âtudying of,the interesti of partiçular regions.

~ . _ .~ 9 . . . ~
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• What derogation from national sovereignty would be involved? In his 
scheme the only derogation was for the prevention of war. The scheme 
entrusted responsibility for preventing war to the three Great Powers at the 
top. But there was no question of the World Council, which those Powers 
composed, interfering with the internal affairs of any countries in the world or 
with their relations with one another, save only to such extent as those relations 
might threaten world peace..Thcre would be no need, for instance, for treaties 
between countries, subject always to that reservation, to come before the World 
Council, and it was only if the World Council had reason to believe that a 
Particular treaty or a particular action had in view, or was likely to constitute, 
a threat to world peace that there would be any question of its moving. 

MR- MACKENZIE KING said that the more he thought of the Regional 
Councils and the World Council the more he thouglit that very careful further 
consideration Of this concept would be called for. Hc quite accepted the special 
position of Europe as Mr. Churchill had defined it. But the emphasis, if there 
was to be a Regional Council as well as a World Council, ought to bc very 
strongly, on the World Council, and anything donc on thc Regional Council 
ought beyond question to emanate from thc larger World Council. If we began 
to_build on the foundations of the Regional Council there was a real risk, that 
we should develop a regional feeling. Elements of public opinion in thc United 
States,and Canada would welcome a Regional Council for the  Americas and 
Régicinal Colinas for the other parts of thc veorld, since thcy would construe 
such-an arrangement as meaning that thc Americas were safe and that they 
were'rid ér Europe and Asia and their problems. Nevertheless, hc still felt that 
Regional Councils would serve a very good purpose, but thc emphasis must be 
oif the WOrld organisation. 

MR.1 FRASER thDUght that Mr. Churchill's suggestion for regional sub-
oOmMittees' of  the World Assembly for studics of the interests of particular 
régions -might well bé the solution. , 	. 

:MR. BEVIN suggested tÉe taking of power to establish regional  bodies  which 
would have responsibility delegated to them, and thc letting of these regional 
bodies grow by experience. They might well grow into somcthing of value, but 
the maiticonstructive power should rcmain with the central organisation. 

'FIELD MARSHAL SMUTS thought that the real point was, as Mr. Churchill 
had said; the Steering Committee of thc three Great Allied Powers, and that 
the régional aspect was secondary. 
'MR:IMÀCKÉNZIE KING said that hc assumed that by  the  three Great Allied, 

pneeMr.hurchill had in view the three Great Powers established during 
the .veâ: Diming the war they in the Dominions had all accepted thc leadership 
of the- Primelginister of the Unitcd Kingdom and of President Roosevelt. 
Wouldlhe World Council  be  composed of thosc countries or of something 
widerl-Wôuld the United Kingdom or thc British Commonwealth be  the 

beil?b,Thmat,raised a very big question. 
Ortfthe "t  !ma ters t at hatt been under discussion at this meeting, hc felt 

tehantte:was 'needed was the view of Dominion Cabinets rather than 
',r- 
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1 

4 • ' 

of Dominion Prime 'Ministers; To-day's discussion • had *brought out very well 
the issues involved. He thought that the wise  course  would be to take them up 
as soon as might be for consideration by Dominion Cabinets, and that the 
timetable for the Washington talks would enable this to be done.-, 

MR: FRASER felt that if His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom 
were pressed in Parliament they could give the tentative opinion which United 
Kingdom Ministers had formed on the world organisation. 

MR. CHURCHILL said that on thé po.  int taken by Mr. Mackenzie King, it 
would be a very serious thing if we could not* be united when it came to the 
point. We must take some* part in the arrangements designed to prevent the 
recurrence of wars, and he hoped that we would be able to agree on that. That 
was why he had been so concerned to keep the World Council a small body 
with the simplest posible composition. He suggested that in any event before 
the meeting of Dominion Prime Ministers concluded its deliberations, it would 
be desirable that the terms of some parting statement to cover the work that 
had been done should be considered. Immense attention was centred on these 
discussions; the meeting of Prime Ministers from so many parts of the world 
was the subject of the admiration and  the  watchful attention of the nations. A 
document should, he felt; issue which, while guarded and in general terms, 
should contain something of leadership. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING entirely agreed and suggested that drafts should at 
once be prepared which could be considered by the Conference before it broke 
up. He was anxious that as long a time as possiblè should be given to the 
Dominion Prime Ministers to consider the draft in advance.' 

MR. CURTIN said he too agreed, and suggested that there might be 
formulated a consensus view of the observations previously made during the 
session'. So far as the world organisation was concerned he still felt that we 
should bè careful not tO take a line that might lead to misunderstanding on the 
part of Russia. The wise course would be to formulate a statement of principles 
which c,ould be adopted by this Conference, leaving the machinery of the world 
organisation to be worked out separately.  

366. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 322 

Procès- verbald'une réunion des premiers ministres • 

Minutes of Afeeting of Prime Ministers 

P.M.M. (44)' l 2th Meeting 	 [London,j May 11, 1 944  

TOP SECRET 

CONFIDENTIAL ANNEX 

THE POST-WAR SETTLEMENT 

A preliminary discussion took place on *thC position in regard to the 

forthcoming discussions at Washington on world organisation. MR EDEN. 
explained that the invitation to take part in those discussions had come from 
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the United States, and that we were committed to an exchange of memoranda
with them on the rive main topics enumerated in paragraph 3 of the covering
note to P .M.M. (44)4 . t

Those discussions - would be entirely informal and non-committal . The
papers appended to P.M.M . (44)4 would, , subject to the views of the Dominion
Prime Ministers, be used as background and, in effect, the discussions would
represent a preliminary study by experts from the United States, which we
knew . was anxious to proceed on these lines, from the United Kingdom, and
from Russia . While the Russian attitude towards the discussions had not yet
been fully ascertained, they had sent a friendly reply to the suggestion that
they should take place. If, as the outcome of those discussions, it proved that
there was a sufficient basis on which it looked as though progress could be
made, subject to the views of the Governments concerned and, in our case, of
the Dominion Governments, there might then be advantage in publishing the
provisional outline of a preliminary plan in the early autumn . The argument
for such publication in advance of the American presidential elections was that
the Republican Party might accept the scheme or at any rate let it pass without
critical comment . In either event, they would be unlikely to repudiate or oppose
it at a later date . They might well in any case be reluctant publically to oppose
a scheme for'-which, in principle, there was so much support in public opinion
in the United States. On the information available to us there should be a good
chance in such circumstances of support from United States opinion generally .
It was, he agreed, arguable that at a time when military operations of first-
class importance impended and the future of the world was still in doubt, it
would be better to postpone examination of these matters . On the other hand,
public interest in them was great and the countcr-balancing arguments for
these preliminary and exploratory studies was a very strong one .
~ MR . CHURCHILL said that, while conscious of the arguments that could be

used against the proposed discussion at the present stage, he saw no objection,
himself, to exploratory and non-committal discussions at the expert level such
as were in view.

MR . FRAS~tt reminded the Meeting that he had suggested that it would be
of assistance to His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom, in
considering the instructions to be given to the United Kingdom delegation to
the propos ed discussions in Washington if the Dominion Prime Ministers
recordc,d in writing, for the benefit of the Meeting, their views on the
documents that had been circulated, and suggested that the papers that had
been'prepared by{ the Prime Minister of Canada and by himself might be
communicated to the Meeting. This was agreed .

MR:`MqC KENZIE' KING then read to the Meeting the paper which is
apPended'to these minutes as Appendix i, in the course of which he made itclear thâ`t ' hé ` was not in a ' position to express the views of the Canadian
Government on proposals so important as those contained in the Foreign Officememora~da° on , Future World Organisation ( P.M.M. (44)4) without
consultâtion with his Government, but regarded that paper as a very useful and
practical prepa`râtion for the proposcd Washington discussions .
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. The problem of wOrld security must be met boldly, and we must have some 
form of ,World Council. and Assembly such as was proposed in these 
memoranda. Canada as a Power of middle size fully recognised the necessity of 
ensuring that power and responsibility should correspond., The United 
Kingdom; the United States, the Soviet, and for special reasons that the 
Foreign Secretary had mentioned, China, had a right and duty to a special and 
permanent place in the.World Council. , , •  

On the other hand, he did not think that representation on the World Peace 
Council for the "British Commonwealth and Empire" as such, was feasible or 
really desirable. United  • Kingdom representation, on the  other hand, was 
indispensable. He was not impressed by the arguments against confining such 
representation to the United 'Kingdom, and agreed that her strength had 
always been in her "alliance potential," which she was able to command when 
her policy was such that her interests were those of her allies. Her most faithful 
allies in the past two wars had. been the other-nations of the Commonwealth. 
Nor need it be feared that Great Britain would fail to give due consideration to 
the interests of other nations of. the Commonwealth, -  for she would want their 
continuing support. The method of procedure for  • establishing a world 
organisation outlined in Memorandum attached to P.M.M.- (44)4 seemed to 
him to indicate the right method of approach. While he could not commit the 
Canadian Government in any way to approval of proposals to which they 
would wish to give most careful study, he could say that it was the belief of the 
Canadian Government that a strong world organisation must bc established. 
These proposals provided a splendid basis in the formulation of plans for such 
an organisation. He trusted that, as in the  case of the Moscow Declaration, the 
Canadian Government would be able to makc somc constructive contribution 
to the more important Declaration which was now to be drawn up. 

Mk.' CHURCH ILL paid a tribute to the very valuable statement which had 
beenmade by Mr. Mackenzie King, which hc would like to study at greater 
leisure. He suggested that it should at' once be made available to all those 
present at. the Meeting. He attached  the  greatest importance first to the 
establishment of a world organisation composed of the Three Great POWerS, 

possibly 1.vith the addition of China; and second, to the .functions of that 
organisation being .  strictly limited to, the prevention of war. That was where 
power joined with responsibility, in ,the telling  phrase  that had just been used 
by iMr. Mackenzie King, ,would be achieved. It was in the ,World Council, 
composed of the,Three Great.Powers,' and in the world organisation, that this 
supreme,objective.of, preventing for the second ,

'
tiMe the sowing of the seeds of 

war all  over  the world would be achieved. The Council would bc an executive 
body. It would not derogate in anx respect fronithe national sovereignty 
câniiieS'of the' ivOild, save idthe extent' that ■ifa'i inherent in the prevention of 

%%tar,  or 	11 ,Of iuch . Mctional 'arrangements 	might' be the subject of agreement 
betweedimriétis Countries. 	

of the 

• He had not attempted to solve the problem of how the British Empire should 
bé represented, on the top body of the World Council. Of course,  the United 
Kingdom  must  be represented,there. He did nOt know how much authority the 

MIEMMUIRI 



Dominions would be prepared to entrust the United Kingdom to represent their
views on that body. It went without'saying that the closest consultation at all
times -would be essential with the Dominions on the matters likely to,come
before it . But he felt sure that the case for keeping the size of the supreme
body, the World Council, as small as possible was a decisive one . If all the
nations of the Commonwealth were separately represented on it, claims from
other nationalities and, in particular, from the sixteen States of the U .S.S.R.,would multiply and would be pressed . It followed thus that the United
Kingdom, though in touch always with the Dominions or operating on some
token system which would enable her to :speak for the British Commonwealth
and Empire, would have to take her place in the Council alone.11

We should remember, however, that the United Kingdom, solely in her own
right and `as a single unit, would carry nothing like the same weight as the
British Commonwealth and Empire as a whole . Moreover, the United
Kingdom in the post-war period would be much poorer than the United States,
and much weaker than Russia . For those reasons there would be obvious
advantages if the United Kingdom were to be in a position to speak on the
World Council for all the Dominions, of course, after the closest consultation
with them .

Action at the highest level, and so in the World Council, would be action o nthe very greatest issues, and could only be taken after the fullest consultationwith the Dominions . Moreover, war did not come without warning. Itsimminence could be foreseen many years ahead . Before any decisive action was
taken, it would be possible for the United Kingdom and the nations of the
Commonwealth , to communicate by telegraph and sec if the Dominions were
agreeable to the Three Great Powers in the World Council taking a particularline .

He recogniscd that 'on occasion there might be one, or even more than one,member of the Commonwealth who might not wish to be associated with whatwas taking place. That difficulty, if it arose, could be announced quite frankly .
Might it not be better that we should on occasion announce that there were
certain nations` in the Commonwealth who wished to stand aside, rather than
that we°should forgo for ever the advantage of our composite strength ?14 k .!

MA'CK'ENZIE KING said that there were many parallels between whatwas now - being' considcred - in this Meeting on world organisation and the
arrangements ~ under which in practice the war ' was conducted within the
Commonwealth

: The British Commonwealth recognised that Mr . Churchill
and Presidént Roosevelt were in effect directing the war, in association wit hMarshal Stalin and in certain circumstances with Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek

: Theré was never any question of any step taken by them not being ull
y

accept~ by the Dom inions .~ The Dominions had not felt left out in awathroughout the war. On the other hand, each Dominion Gover
any

yface
;ts own parliament. nment had to

r ' ght 'of=that
Each Dominion Government was pressed to assert th e

Dominion to direct the war, to take a decisive part in its strategyand th 6 likeAThe.•difficulties of doing so were, of course, only too present tothOSe' in the Dominions, on whom res nsibilit rested . ThePo Y , Dominions had
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come together at the present Meeting to prevent .and not to make difficulties .

Throughout,the war they had been in full consultation day by day with His
Majesty's Government in the United-Kingdom and they were entirely satisfied
with the working arrangements.

He wished, however, to add that there were two important considerations .

The first was the matter of personalities . Mr. Churchill, if he might be allowed

to say so, and President Roosevelt, were two very exceptional persons. We were

now engaged in building an organisation for the future, and the question of the
personalities at the head of the Government of the United Kingdom and of the
United States was a very material one, which could not . be left'out of account .

Secondly, we should be wise to take éxtreme care to ensure that whatever was
done should not appear to the world as an effort to make three or four Great
Powers the -controllers of the world's destinies . It was so easy for misunder-

standing to arise on that point . Appearances were often worse than realities
and if other nations (he was not speaking of the Dominions, who appreciated
the position) construed action that was being taken as the taking away of their
rights or of their sovereignty, the danger would be great .

MR . CH URCH I L L said that he entirely agreed as to the importance of this

point . Our object, of course, was to establish Worldg The Leagueh
would

prevent war and not one that would control the of Nations
had tried to found world peace on the

had disarmed orllettthehr armaments
that the wicked had armed and the good
rust, so that when the crisis was reached there was no force behind the League
of Nations . Under the arrangements which he had in view, the World Council,
if it did not fail in its duty, would be in a position at a very early stage to
intercept and check any threat to the peace of the world . It was because of

possible, misunderstandings that he was, in particular, anxious to limit the

functions ;of Excalibur (for the world organisation must have a sword to be

used if action . made that necessary) strictly to what, was necessary for the
prevention of war or of any threat to peace .

MR . EDEN suggested that the reasons for the failure of the League
soNations in 1935 and 1936 to take, action against -Germany had lain no t

much in any inherent weakness .in the League organisation as in the lack of

unity of policy and determination of purpose on the part of the Great Powers

towards Germany. .

FtEt. D-MAttSNAî, SMUTS said that the point raised by Mr . Mackenzie King

was of very great importance._It was, as he understood it, that Great Britain

should be a member of the .World Council in her capacity as Great Britain, and
not as the representative of the Commonwealth . Undoubtedly, an arrangement

of that character .would ease the position constitutionally, so far as the nations

of the Commonwealth were concerned . It met the parliamentary difficulties
that otherwise arose at once in connexion with any Conference or discussion, as
to the attitude towards it of the Dominion . Government in question . Those were

difficulties that, could not be prevented, given the, fact that the G iherpment
s

Surely resentand Parliaments of the Dominions were independent bodies .
plan was the bettevone? Great Britain would be a member of the Central
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Council in its capacity as Great Britain, but in alliance 	so to speak — with a 
number of smaller  Commonwealth  Powers; the United Kingdom • would be 
responsible for putting forward views that would in fact always be consonant 
with the views of those Allies, unhampered by having at each step to secure 
their formal adherence, but able to go forward on particular issues with a 
greater feeling of confidence because she was speaking in her own capacity and 
not as the mouthpiece of the nations of the Commonwealth. 

There was a close resemblance in practice between that situation and the 
practical situation which already existed over the fighting of the war. The 
Dominions had not been formally consulted before Great Britain declared war 
on Germany. But they had been kept in the closest touch all through the 
preliminary period and so were in a position to reach their own decisions 
without  the  least delay, once Britain had made up her mind. The whole 
diplomacy, he thought, would be much easier under the arrangement suggested 
by Mr. Mackenzie King, on the understanding of course, that the United 
Kingdom Government played the game, consulted the Dominions in advance, 
and kept them in step. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING remarked that he agreed that the practical question 
was whether the United Kingdom knew the attitude of the Dominion 
Governments. If it did it saved unnecessary discussion, while it might be taken 
for granted that no Dominion would take exception to the decision the United 
Kingdom might feel bound to take in a particular case.  • 

MR. CURTIN said that anything he might say would represent his personal 
view and not the view of his Government which he had not,' of course, been able 
to consult. While he was impressed by Mr. Mackenzie King's argument, he felt 
that the'other side to it should not be overlooked. Great Britain, if she sat in 
the World 'Council in her own capacity, would have the lowest status of the 
Three Great Powers in that Council. Surely that was just what we wanted to 
avoid? 

At the moment, he greatly admired the documents that had been circulated 
by Mr. Eden in P.M.M. (44)4, and the spirit in which they had been circulated 
as the outline of what could most easily form a suitable approach for the 
British representatives in the Conference at Washington with Russia and the 
United States which might lead up to a statement in the autumn to the general 
public as to world organisation. 

The major issue which the meeting was now discùssing was however not the 
lise, to be made of those papers but the question whether His Majesty's 
uoveroment in the United Kingdom should speak on its own behalf or on 
behalf of the British Commonwealth in the proposed World Council. That was 
a separate issue which might perhaps admit of being dealt with separately. 
_ MR. FRASER thought that there was much to be said for making no change. 

vve, in fact, better the existing arrangements in practice? The United 
1•ngcletn, thànks to its close liaison with the Dominions, was in a position to 
ibnterpret their' minds, and to use its own judgment with that knowledge as a 
ackground. Could that be improved upon? He agreed that if separate 
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representation was claimed for the Dominions,. a similar claim would be put 
forward bytthe component States of the U.S.S.R. Surely the matter was really 
one of adjustment among ourselves and not one that.could wisely be embodied 
in a new constitution or formula?.  

FIELD-MARstinuSrerrs referred to the question of _what instructions 
should be given by His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom to their 
representatives in the proposed informal talks  in Washington. He would 
himself approve the papers,that had been circulated by Mr. Eden in P.M.M. 
(44)4, adjusted to carry the emphasis which had been :brought out by Mr. 
Churchill in the paper which he had circulated as P.M.M. (44)5. He thought 
the directive preparecli:sy officials which had been circulated to the Meeting 
under P.M.M. (44)7' was a good summary of the situation, and he would be 
prepared to support it as it stood. He assumed that the four points taken in it 
would be the instructions to the United Kingdom delegates at the forthcoming 
discussions. 

Terms of Draft Directive circulated under P.M.M. (44)7t 
The Meeting then briefly discussed the terms of the draft directive for the 

United  Kingdom représentativés at the Washington discussions  which had been 
circulated under P.M.M. (44)7. On (2) of that directive MR. CURTIN 
suggested that the Words," possess and be prePared to use" 9  were perhaps open 
to misconstruction. How was the central organisation to "possess" this power? 
Was it to have an international force? If so, was that force to bc the result of 
certain allocations by individual nations to the central organisation; and was 
that 'organisation to have thé  power  to use the force so allocated without 
reference to the constituent elements? So.  far as Australia was concerned it 
would not be*possible tô use forces  made available by her anywhere without the 
apprôval of the Aitstralian Government. He could not support paragraph 2 of 
the directive  without knowing.a good deal 'more 'about it. MR. MACKENZIE 

KING said that he had taken the content of paragraph 2 as a statement of 
principle, the working out of that principle bcing left over for subsequent 
consideration. 

After discussion it was agrccd that foi the words "should possess and be 
prepared to use" there should be substitutcd thé -  words "should have at its 
disposal."' 

t  

'Le paragraphe 2 de la directive se lisait comme suit: 
Paragraph 2 of the directive was as follows; 	it 

"It is esiential that- the central organization shoUld passes: and bc prepared to use 
'adequate force for this purpose (the maintenance of peace and security on the basis 

`- 

	

	of the continued collaboration of the United States, the U.S.S.R. (and possibly 
China) with the British Comnionwealthr. 

PEIMEIMEIBI! 
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On (3) of the directive10 MR . FRASER suggested that the world organisation
would have power to allocate special duties to regional bodies where there is an
obviôus advantage in` the "limitation of the sphere of action" (P .M.M: (44)4 :page 6) . The right of appeal of a member of the world organisation should at
all times remain intact .

• MR . CURTIN thought that we should not go ' so far as the regional
ôrganisation, but agreed after discussion to'accept this paragraph subject to the
omission, of the word "political" where it ; occurred and to Mr. Mackenzie
Kirig's suggestion that "could" should be substituted for "should . "

In general ; Mr. Curtin said that he preferred the full 'document prepared by
the Foreign Office and circulated as P.M.M. (44)4 to the directive contained in'P .M.M. (44)7 . .
, .Mtt• - EDEN suggested that instead of using the directive the full Foreign

Office document should be adopted as the basis of the instructions to the
United Kingdom representatives in the Washington conversations, subject to
the : emphasis brought out by Mr. Churchill in the paper which he had
circulated to the Meeting as P.M.M. (44) S . .

MR . CURTIN said that he agreed personally in regarding the basis outlinedby, Mr. Eden in P.M.M . (44)4 as a satisfactory approach to the forthcoming
discussions so far as Australia was concerned . But the Australian Governmenthad not seen the document . There was ample time for it .to be made available
to them either in paraphrase or by air mail so that they could give their
considered views on it . He could not be certain that there would be unanimity.He supported the, Foreign Office paper, subject to the reservations stated in it,and noted that tt contemplated that if a measure of agreement was reached atWashington ''which could find expression in a draft declaration, the draft of
that declaration and the progress of the Washington talks would be the subject •
of further consultation between British Commonwealth Governments beforeany such declaration was published .

MR • FRASER• said that on the 16th July, 1936, the Government of NewZealand ,had informed' the League that she was prepared "to agree to theinstitutiôn of an international force under the control of the League or to theallocation to the League of a * definite proportion . of the armed forces of itsmem b~rs to"the 'extent if desired, of the whole of those forces - land, sea, andair. . Tothâtview, .his Government adhcrcd . They felt certain that withoutforce it, no intcrnational organisation could ' achicvc its pur pose. He hadéd his gencra ltrûst views on the future world organisation in a note which he~
;would be of assistance to His Majesty's Government in the UnitedKingdôm°in for' I ' • •

4 •i . . . ' : .

j~ ma afnn . .,~ .~ ..,. .---- -- - 1 -

Pâra ~ g
"

phe 3 de la directive u lisait comme suit:
8 ph 3'0f the directive was as follows:~z :"Regioni~ poiitica l organisations should be constituted under the aegis of a worldQ011t'cal organisation. Their exact functions might differ as between region and" region .
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Mrt: FRASER then read to the Meeting the note which is appended to these
minutes as Appendix II'-from which it appeared that, on a first reading, he
considered that the 'papers produced by the . Foreign Office and circulated

under P .M.M. (44)4 constituted a valuable contribution to discussion, and
agreed with many of its basic conceptions, but reserved the right to send in
further comments . On the proposals that had separately been mentioned to the

Conference by Mr. Churchill he had also a number of comments to make . He
was doubtful, in particular, of the wisdom of basing representation of the
smaller Powers on the World Council on the division of the world into Regions;

he was anxious that the reservation concerning the nationality of States eligible
for representation on a World Council should not exclude the British
Dominions ; he f felt that the placing, as had been suggested, of a much greater
degree of responsibility for preserving peace on the Regional Council rather
than the World Council could be harmful, and, was of opinion that objections
would be found to a division into Regions being made the basis of collective
action for the preservation of peace and,, the settlement of international

disputes . He cordially endorsed ° Mr. Churchill's suggestion for a union of a
world-wide brotherhood of the British peoples and for fraternal association
with the United States . As regards the suggestion for a United States of
Europe, he regarded this as a special problem which could better be
approached, as opportunity offered, over a long period of time, and as a broad
issue . If we raised it now, it might stimulate fundamental objections towards
the acceptance of a world organisation on the broadest basis.

He was not, however, against a United States of Europe . If it was feasible
and could be brought about it would probably go { further than anÿthing to
establish world peace, and he felt that an arrangement of this nature would be
very much better than asking the European countries, to join the British
Commonwealth .

M R. CH UttCH it.t, said that he agreed that ' the United States of Europe was
an ideal that could only,be achieved after years of patient study. We had to
bear in mind that in the post-war period there would be a vastly powerful
Russian State in, the East of Europe and in the West of Europe the United

Kingdom, and between them there would be a litter of broken States, disarmed
and smarting from their wounds . It was most important that we should restore
the `self;respect- of those States and enable them to build a structure which
would associâte them with one another and would help them to efface past

discords . The obvious advantages of such association were great . On the other

hand,' if we 'did nothing' in that way for " the peoples' of Europe, and they
côntinued ` to tear each other to pieces in devastating struggles, the United
Kingdom, anxious as it fmight be to stand outside such struggles, would, beyond
question, find herself involved in them, and that would be equally true of the
Dominions . He agreed entirely that however strong might be our admiration
and our l i k ing for the Dutch and other nations, we could not become
responsible for defending large areas of the Continent, as we should have to,
were they to be taken inside our British system . To do so would be to condemn

, . . . , _ , , . .
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our people to the maintenance of a vast standing army which they would never 
be prepared to contemplate. 

MR. CHURCHILL proceeded that he had learnt an immense amount from 
the discussion that had taken place, which had, he thought, been most useful. 
In the light of it he would prefer to withdraw the Paper which he had 
circulated as P.M.M. (44) 5, for he felt that the suggestions which had been 
put in that Paper had now served their purpose of stimulating and focussing a 
disciission. His views remained unchanged in essentials. But they could, he felt, 
be stated in a more mature form in the light of the discussion that had taken 
place. 

Equally the Foreign Office papers circulated under P.M.M. (44)4 might be 
re-examined from the point of view of emphasis. There were some points on 
which obviously no decision could be reached in the present meeting, and on 
which some difference of view existed. The Foreign Office papers might be re-
cast so as to show the alternative solutions to particular problems, and be 
drawn in more non-committal terms. That would enable each individual 
Dominion Parliament to consider them in complete freedom. They would, in 
their new form, be merely a statement of the case, but with a statement of the 
difficulties which would confront us at every stage and the alternative solutions 
to them. That document, after it had been sccn by Dominion Governments, to 
whom it could be despatched by air, could be taken to the International 
Conference at Washington and uscd as a guide for our representatives in the 
discussion there. As a guide, not as a rule, and of coursc on the understanding 
that those discussions and the outcome of them wcrc ad referendum. 

MR. CHURCHILL referred again to some of the governing ideas which had 
influenced his thought on this whole range of questions. The combination of 
the three Powers strongest in arms at thc end of the war; trustees for the peace 
(at any rate until the cnd of thc transitional period, and the worst of the 
horrors of war had bccn left behind); vested with ample power; knit together 
for all purposes other than war; all this appealed to him profoundly. In building 
up our re-constituted Europe wc could not overlook the possibility that, at a 
very early date, perhaps less than 5 years from the cnd of the war, whatever 
Germany resulted from the Treaty of Peace would come to play her part in it. 
He was perturbed at the thought of a chaos of ruined  States  lying bctwccn the 
United Kingdom and Russia. flc wanted something morc human and natural 
than , a sledgehammer to guide thcm on the right lines and to rebuild that 
Europe, united in policy and outlook, which had contributed so immensely at 
One time or other to the fate of thc world and to its progress. But with this 
reconstruction Russia must bc associated. At the last Peace Conference hc had 
urge() tlit the Russian problem had not bccn faced. If we took no pains to takc 
0Rf1iss4a.t>hail 

9 
théi position into account now, wc should be laying  the  foundations f  

orld war in a generation's time. 
MR: EDEN sa' id that as rega' rds the suggestion of a United States of Europe, 

sthurelY'tlie first step>would bc to talk to the Russians about it and make surc 
"at there Wis no feeling in their minds that it might bc directed against them? 
M e• CliUR-CIIILL said that he entirely agreed. 
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- MR. CHURCtHILL, in conclusion, said that he ! trusted - that the Meeting of
Dominion Prime Ministers, before it finally broke up,' would feel able to issue a
public statement, and offered to suggest a draft for, their . consideration . It was
important, to reaffirm our belief in world order, our desire to c o-operate with
and se rve other nations ; our joy in being joined in fighting side by side with our
great : Allies; the United States and Russia ; our hope for a continuation of our
Association with them ; our sympathy for the shattered countries ; our firm
resolve to . prosecute. the ~ war to a- victorious conclusion. We . might possibly
touch .lightly on one or two of the more important . topics, that had been under
discussion . If consideration of this proposed statement could be concluded on
Monday- , night,,• arrangements ; could be made to issue the Declaration
immediately after the f nal session of the meeting at noon on Tuesday .", . R . .

The meetingi expressed, complete agreement with .the course suggested by
Mr. Churchill and agreed that he should prepare a draft of a Declaration . The
point was taken that if any reference were included to specific topics it should
be in the most general,terms and carefully safeguarded, in the interests of
avoiding interpellations in Dominion, Parliaments as to what had passed in
confidential sessions. •

APPENDIX I
STATEMENT MADE BY THE RIGHT I I ON. W. MACKENZIE KING ,

' PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA, ' ' '
TO THE MEETING OF PRIME MINISTERS HELD AT•lO DOWNING STREET, S.W. I+

ON 11 TH MAY,' 1944 . '

THE Canadian Government in company ' with the other Commonwealth
` ' Governments has endorsed ' the Moscow Declaration. We welcomed the
suggestion of the United Kingdom Government for an exchange of vicws on the
implementatiori of the tprinciples in paragraph 4 of the Declaration bccause we
believed that it' was of urgent importance' to secure early agreement among
both large and small Powers on the fundamental nature of a world security
system . At' the same time, we pointed ' out - that the ~ majority of the United
Nations were still members of the League of Nations and would, therefore,
have to relate their yposition under any new security organisation to the League
Covenant : Now that we are seriously considering a new world security
organisation; I . think 'that ' an ° exchange of views among the Commonwealth
Governments~on the steps to be,taken in winding up the organisation of the old

"Liague ând transferring - its continuing functions to the new body would be in

I I .
,• . . , ,ôrder.

` ;The memôranda on FutûreWorld Organisation (P.M.M. (44)4) submitted
` by : thë' United = Kingdom Government is;°, [sic] I belicvc,' a very uscful and
practical preparation for the discussions' which will shortly take place in
Washington . They will, I know, be ëzamincdgwith great interest and sympathy
by the Canadian Gôvernm`ent which has been devoting a good deal of attention
to thcse'problems. x

"Voir auui le document 765 ./5ee also Document 765 .
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''<I need'not say that I cannot give you the views of the Canadian Government
on proposals of such importance' until after I have had an opportunity of
considering them' with the care they deserve, in consultation

. with mycolleagues . This I shall do at the first opportunity .
For the purposes of this ' meeting, however, I take it you would like to haveour own prelimina ry obse rvations on the proposals which have been put beforeiis

. The paper circulated by the United' Kingdom Government strikes me as a
forward-looking document

. The problem of world security must be met boldl

y
.We must have some form of World Council and Assembly such as is proposed

in this document . Canada, as a Power of middle size, fully recognises thenecessity of ensuring , that power and responsibility 'should correspond . Werecognise the right and the duty of the United Kingdom, the United States, the
Soviet Union, and (for the special reasons Mr

. Eden has mentioned) China to aspecial and permanent place in the World Council because upon them therewill fall the major responsibility for world security
. The United Kingdom has aparticular right to such ' a role of leadership and responsibility because of herlong , experience,

her world-wide interests, her moral leadership and hermilita ry power:
At, the same time, I am glad to note that these memoranda rcco n'necessity of securing the loyal and active co-operation of other andl lessheStates. Unless they have the voice to which they arc entitled by the contriburtiôns they can make to world security and prosper i ty, they cannot be expectedto discharge their appropriate responsibiliticx . They must be assured that thccan brirïg their cases before the World Assembly or World Council and not feelthat settlements by the Great Powers will be made arbitrarily at their ex pense .The question of representation on the organs of the World Securit or ânisa-

tion is, as the memoranda note, a difficult one. y g
We 'âgreé with the vicw, expressed in paragraph 28 of N lcmorandumattached to P.M.M . (44)4, that any system of rc rescntation A

recognisethe 'v,
gT~t differences between States other than the four Powers .Just'aswe arc prepared to recognise the great diffcrenresponsibility 4

betwcen Canada and the Sovict Union, for cxam
i
n

power and

expect some recognition of the considerable difference betwcenlCCanada anldPanamâ•"-Althoûgh the' sma~n~inin P~ial responsibility of the four Great Powcrs fo r8 political security must be recogniscd , nevertheless an effort shouldmade"to ive the smaller Powers a lar er share in the 'func'tional organisations which will ' g d~rcction of the manythe :World Council. be set up, possibly undcr the direction ofimp~~nt, .; a, . ,. Norway, for example, would not expect to assume anentitleà' ~~~tton in the security organisation, but she would certainly be, _ . .£ to a;'spécial voice on any body dealing with shipping . By recognition ofth's"funMiônal `piinciplc of rcprescntation, wc can retain 4
•achieving"s~rity ut avoid a too rigid adherence tothPowcr leadership in

wh'ch mi8h t not bc in the best interests of a co-o ra
the 4-Power principle,

Thé~`~' pc tivc world order.
This question

of regionalism is one that must be approached with caution .defenWa~ - ha"smade it clear that countrics can sccure their own immediate~ - only.#in c~ • .peraton with friendly ncighbours . This principle is the
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basis of thé Permanent Joint Defence Board; which was established in 1940 
between Canada and the United States, and it is, I believe, the basis of the very 
fruitful proposals recently made in the agreement between Australia and New 
Zealand. Another interesting example of the possibilities of international 
regional co-operation is the Anglo-American Caribbean Commission, whose 
work was described by the Colonial Secretary the other day. We should not 
forget, however, that a major lesson of this war is the truth that the seas do not 
divide and that the peace and prosperity of the world are indivisible. It would 
not be wise to encourage the peoples of the world to return to their illusions 
about their ability to live in continental isolation. I am glad to see, therefore, 
the view expressed in these papers that the World Organisation should be 
established first, and that regional associations for special purposes might 
develop out of the particular necessities of particular areas, and should be 
fitted into the overall framework of world security. 

In this connection 1 should like to make one or two observations, on the brief 
but very impressive noten which Mr. Churchill has circulated on the 
memoranda presented for our consideration. Mr. Churchill has suggest that the 
"British Empire and Commonwealth" should be one of the members of the 
World Peace Council. I think that we should consider the questions of 
representation which this would raise. The United States, the Soviet Union, 
and China are unitary States, but the "Commonwealth and Empire" is a 
complex of governments, each directly responsible to its own parliament and 
people. Our present discussions have confirmed our confidence that the policies 
of our governments will be in substantial agreement on the major issues of war 
and peace. We are in very close agreement on the objects and purposes which 
our foreign policies should pursue, but we must remember that the World 
Peace Council will be an executive body. It must be capable of prompt and 
single-minded action. In a sense it will represent the international community, 
and the States members of the Council will be the trustees of the  world interest 
in peace and security. I do not think they could discharge this duty properly if 
a representative on the Peace Council was trying to act simultaneously on 
instructions from the half dozen Governments which make up the Common-
wealth. • 

Frankly 1 do not think representation on the World Peace Council for the 
"British Commonwealth and Empire" as such  • is 'feasible or really desirable. 
Representation of the United Kingdom, on the other hand; is indispensable. 
The United Kingdom is indisputably a Great  Power in its own right with its 
influence in ,world councils enhanced by its special relationship with the 

countries of the Commonwealth. The foreign policy of the United Kingdom 
should be firm and decisive. Can it be 'firm and decisive if every issue must be 

decided on the majority vote of countries, some of which are not directly in 
touch with the affairs of all parti of the world at once? 

, 
"La nine suivante était dans l'originalehe following note was in the original: 

Circulated as P.M.M. (44)5, and withdrawn on the conclusion of the discussion. 
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At the 1926 Imperial Conference, the idea of the British Commonwealth as 
a single contracting unit was ruled out as tending to obscure the separate 
international status of the component parts. I do not see how foreign countries 
can be expected to accept an arrangement under which countries of the 
Commonwealth are at the same time formally parts of one of the major 
Powers, and also, separately, individual members of the general community of 
nations. In practice the position of Canada, Australia, South Africa and New 
Zealand, should ,  be fully safeguarded by the existing system of consultation 
which provides for preliminary consultation between the United Kingdom and 
other Commonwealth Governments on matters to be discussed by the major 
Powers. 

The prestige of the British Commonwealth was never higher than it is to-
day, - and that is particularly true in the United States, despite friction and 
jealousies that sometimes obscure their fundamental friendliness. This prestige 
is based upon a belief that in the British Commonwealth there has been evolved 
a unique alliance of a peculiarly tough and enduring kind whose members act 
together, unlike so many allies bound by explicit treaties, not because they are 
compelled to act together, but because they have the will to act together. What 
is more, our friends have discovered the primary objects for which the members 
of the Commonwealth act together are objects which can be shared by other 
countries of goodwill. They have realised that the Commonwealth is not a 
Power bloc exploiting its own selfish interests, but a group of like-minded 
nations whose close association has in the past and may in the future form the 
most reliable element within the framework of the world order. We must be 
very cautious, therefore, about moving in directions which might rouse old 
suspicions. What is more important, we must take no steps which would set one 
group of nations apart from another, or lose sight of the great contribution we 
can make to the world by proving to it that free peoples of mingled races can 
work together and stand together in a good cause. 

It has been suggested that Great Britain is not properly a Great Power 
unless she always speaks with the united voice of a great Empire. But Great 
Britain's strength has always been in her "alliance potential" — as Mr. Eden 
has said. This alliance potential she is able to command when her policy is such 
that her interests are those of her allies. Her most faithful allies in the past two 
wars have been the other nations of the Commonwealth, and no nation who 
wishes to attack Great Britain can dare to ignore the lessons of 1914 and 1939. 

or  need we fear that Great Britain will fail to give due consideration to the 
interests of other nations of the Commonwealth, for she will want our 
continuing support. But this is truc not only of Great Britain. It is true for all 
ef us. None of us can defend ourselves by ourselves, and we shall all seek so to 
eo-ordinate our policies that we can count on support in times of crisis. Are we 

ronger and more impressive in the eyes of the world this way, or bound 
ogether in such a way that our differences may be magnified and our disputes 

advertised? 
In Memorandum E attached to P.M.M. (44)4 there is outlined a method 

and Procedure for establishing a world organisation. This seems to me to 
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indicate the right line of approach . If the memoranda prepared by the other
countries are as well considered as those before us this morning, the subsequent
discussions should be able to grapple immediately with the major problems . I
agree with the expressions of urgency in the paper and concur in the view as to
the good results to be expected from agreemen t

I should
express date on the majo r

hope that the
outlines of the new world organisation . Press
fullest consideration will be given to the views of all the United Nations, and
that every care will be taken to avoid any appearance of presenting to them a

fait accompli to which they can do little more than sign their names . For this

reason it may not be advisable to publish the proposed Declaration immedi-
ately it is given to the other nations, lest they interpret publication as a scheme
to force their hands .

We have been asked whether we agree that these papers are on the right
lines as a basis for preliminary and informal discussions . While I should not
wish to commit the Canadian Government in any way to approval of proposals
to which they will wish to give most careful study, I can say it is the belief of
the Canadian Government that a strong wsuch an o

r
organisation

anisationusthese
established . In the formulation of plans for

have the otoproposals provide a splendid basis . We were happy to opportunity
express our views on the terms of the Moscow Declaration before they were

framed, and we appreciated in those discussions the consideration given to our
views by the United Kingdom Government . We hope that in the same way we
shall be able to make some constructive contribution to the more important
Declaration which is now to be drawn up .

367.
DEA/7-Vs

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire,
le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne

Memorandum by First Secretary,
High Commission in Great Britain

SECRET [London, c. May l7, 1944]

FUTURE WORLD ORGANIZATION

A meeting took place at the Foreign Office on May 17th at 3 :30 p .m• to

discuss certain suggested insertions and re-drafts in the Foreign Office paper
prepared for the meeting of Prime Ministers on the subject of future world

organisation . The suggested changes were in (a) the Covering Note to th
e

ed with
Foreign Office paper and (b) the memoranda A and B to be exchan g

the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics .

Those present were :
Sir Alexander Cadogan, (in the Chair)
Mr. Norman Robertson Canada
Mr . C . S . A. Ritchie Canada

Mr . Holmes Canada
Mr. A. Stirling Australia
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Mr. A . D . McIntosh New Zealand
Mr. J . V. Wilson New Zealand
Mr. D. D. Forsyth South Africa
Mr. Jones South Africa
Mr. G. Boyd Shannon Dominions Office
Mr. Jebb Foreign Office
Professor Webster Foreign Office
Mr. Greenway Foreign Office

. Sir ' Alexander Cadogan opened by explaining that the re-drafts and
insertions in the original paper on future world organisation, copies of which
were circulated to the meeting, had been drafted in the Foreign Office on
instructions from the Prime Minister . When at the close of the discussions on
future world organisation at the Prime Ministers' meeting Mr . Churchill
withdrew his paper outlining his ideas on the regional organisation of the
world, he instructed that the Foreign Office should prepare a balanced survey,
in non-committal language, of alternative suggestions to those outlined in their
original paper. Mr. Churchill had added that while he withdrew his paper his
own views on regional organisation were unchanged in essentials . The present
insertion and re-drafts had been approved by Mr . Eden but had not yet gone up
to the Prime Minister for his approval .

..'The discussion which followed was concerned in the first place with the
proposed insertion in the Foreign Office Covering Note to their memorandum
on-future world organisation . Sir Alexander Cadogan pointed out that this
Covering Note would not, of course, be given to the United States and Soviet
Governments for their consideration . It was merely background for the
information of Commonwealth Governments and the United Kingdom
representatives at the forthcoming Washington talks, and should not be
considered as instructions to United Kingdom representatives . The memoranda
on the other hand would be given to the United States and Russian Govern-
ments and would be put forward by the United Kingdom representatives at the
forthcoming talks between the United Kingdom and United States Govern-
ments .

Mr. Robertson opened the discussion on the proposed insertion in the
Covering Note . He said that he was somewhat surprised to see that this
insertion seemed to be a repetition in all its essentials of the Prime Minister's
°Wn Paper which he had withdrawn at the end of the discussion in the Prime
Ministers' . meeting. From the Canadian point of view it was open to the same
objections as had applied to the Prime Ministér's original paper . These
objections had already been set forth in a paper circulated to the Prime
Ministers' meeting, the two essential points of which were :
(a) ' that , in : the Canadian view the British Commonwealth could not beregarded as a single unified great Power, and hence the Dominions could notbe repr esented by the United Kingdom on the World Peace Council, an d
(b) that Canada was not in favour of the division of the world into regional

POWef groups .
Mr: Robertson said that he had been under the impression that the Prime

Minister had 'âcknowledged the force of the Canadian view as to (a), while
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retaining in some degree his original view regarding the merits of regional 
organisation. Mr. Robertson pointed out that both these concepts were to be 
found again in the suggested insertion in the Foreign Office Covering Note, 
and the Canadian objections to them still held good. 

As to (a), Canada had not envisaged that the Commonwealth would be 
represented as a unitary Power on the World Peace Council, but rather that 
the United Kingdom and the Colonial Empire would be represented as a unit, 
although her position would no doubt be fortified by the fact that she would 
have had prior consultations with the Dominions and secured their agreement 
on the main lines of policy to be followed. 

As to (b), the Canadian objections to the proposed regional organisation had 
already been explained. He added, however, that the American objections 
would probably be equally strong. 

Sir Alexander Cadogan agreed that in all probability the United States 
would be opposed to the regional scheme. He pointed out that the American 
objections were mentioned in paragraph 13 of the proposed insertion and that 
it was stated in that paragraph that it would be impracticable to approach the 
United States Government along these lines. Sir Alexander seemed to imply 
that the regional scheme put forward as an alternative in the opening 
paragraphs of the proposed insertion was dismissed as impracticable in 
paragraph 13 on the grounds of probable American opposition. His explana-
tion, however, was not free from ambiguity, particularly as Article 13 still 
proposed that "we (i.e. the United Kingdom Government) must therefore seek 
to secure these objectives (i.e. the regional organisation previously outlined) by 
indirect means so far as possible inside a world organisation." 

Mr. Robertson, who was supported in his contentions by Mr. McIntosh, 
went on to point out that the regional scheme would encourage isolationism in 
the United States. Canada's interests would not fit into a regional form of 
organisation, nor would Canada be willing to represent the Commonwealth in 
that region. It was also pointed out as a reason for not excluding the non-
European countries from European affairs that on only two occasions during 
the history of the League Council had states outside Europe prevented the 
achievement of any European objective clearly desired by the European states. 

Mr. McIntosh supported the view put forward by Mr.  Robertson, and said 
that the proposed insertion would, he felt  sure,  be unacceptable to his 
Government. He objected to paragraph 11 of the insertion with its references 
to Asia and the Pacific, and to paragraph 8 which suggested that the regional 
organisation would enable the smaller states to combine together with their 
neighbours to form compact blocs of power. This, he said, was quite opposed to 
the New Zealand conception of a world organisation. He supposed it vias 
directed against Russia. , » 

Mr. Forsyth said that he did not  sec  any great  objection  to the proposed 
insertion as far as his Government were concerned. 

, 
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• Sir Alexander Cadogan said that speaking personally he felt that Mr. Hull's 
conception of a world organisation was the right one, and that he was in 
sympathy with it. 
- With regard to paragraph 5 of the proposed insertion which deals with the 
proposed United States of Europe, Mr. Robertson said that he felt it was 
important that the conception of some form of European organisation should 
not be jeopardised by linking it with a general plan for the organisation of the 
world on continental lines. Indeed some such European organisation was 
probably desirable. He reminded Sir Alexander Cadogan that it had been 
suggested that the Dominions should participate in the United Nations 
Commission for Europe which was intended to be the supreme European 
authority in the interim period before a world security organisation could be set 
up. He added that in the case of Europe there remained the question as to 
whether the European continent was really the best unit for such an 
international organisation. The European countries on the Atlantic seabord 
were much nearer, both in culture and in industrial and social development, to 
the countries of the Western Hemisphere than they were to the countries of 
South Eastern Europe. 

After some further discussion the meeting turned to consideration of the 
suggested re-drafts of certain paragraphs of memoranda A and B. The 
following were the more important suggestions for alterations in the re-draft; 
1. Mr. Robertson suggested that a misapprehension might arise from the 

omission in the rc-draft of paragraph 15 of memorandum A of the sentence: 
"The sanie  principle applies to all other States." The re-draft now read: "They 
(i.e. the four Powers) must be given, therefore, a special position in the 
organisation in order effectively to maintain peace and security. In general, the 
more power and responsibility can be made to  correspond,  the more likely is it 
that the'machinery will be able to fulfil its functions." Mr. Robertson felt that 
the latter of these two sentences might be read as a gloss upon the former, 
whereas the inclusion of a reference to other States would make it clear that 
coriesponding obligations applied to them. Professor Webster, who appears to 
have drafted that paragraph, said that this had not been the intention, and that 
in the last sentence of paragraph 15 after the words "in general" should be 
inserted,"as regards all States." 

In discussing this point Mr.  Robertson  mentioned the question of associating 
the Dominions with thc World Peace Council. It niight be that if Canada were 
flot a member of the Council consideration would have to bc given to 
accrediting a diplomatic mission to the Council in the same way that a 
Canadian representative had been accredited to the League of Nations. 
Consideration would also, no doubt, have to bc given to the possibility of other 
methods,  of associating the Dominions with the Council. 
2. The Foreign Office representatives agreed that in line 2 of paragraph 18 of 

memorandum A the word "could" should replace the word -should." It was 

re jo 
agreed'that'in the penultimate scntcncc of paragraph 18, which read: "Such 

g n,a1 associations might also come into existence for electing representatives 
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to a World Council," the words "for electing representatives to a World
Council" should be deleted ."

3 . It was pointed out by Mr. Robertson that in paragraph 26 of memorandum
A the sentence: "The principle has been generally accepted that where the
interests of any State are specially affected it should have the right of
representation on the Council," which had stood in the original Foreign Office
memorandum had been altered in the re-draft to read : "The principle had been
generaly accepted that where the interests of any State are specially affected it
should have the right to lay its case before the Council ." Mr. Robertson
pointed out that the phrase "right of representation" had been omitted . He felt
that in view of the intention to keep the Council as small as possible it was all
the more essential that States should have representation on it when their
interests were affected . Professor Webster said that he did not think that in
practice this change in the drafting would make any difference, as it was not
contemplated that States which were parties to a dispute should vote at the
meetings of the Council .

It was pointed out that two separate considerations were involved :

(a) representation on the Council for States whose interests were affected in
policies which the Council might be pursuing, an d
(b) representation on the Council for States who were parties to an actual

dispute.
The question of the election of non-permanent members of the Council was

raised . It was considered that in all probability they would have to be elected
by the Assembly, and that in that case the Assembly could hardly avoid taking
into account the need for maintaining a regional balance.

In considering the re-drafts of memorandum B there was a brief discussion
on the proposal that the decisions of the Council, even on questions of principle,
might be taken by a two- thirds majority rather than by unanimity . Professor
Webster said that many authorities on both sides of the Atlantic cxperienced in
legal procedure were in favour of this change, which was designed to add to the
strength and effectiveness of the Council . In any event the proposal was merely
put forward as worthy of consideration .

At the close of the consideration of the suggested insertion and re-drafts
there was some discussion initiated by Mr. Robertson on the methods to be

13À l'origine, le paragraphe se lisait comme suit : '
The paragraph orginally read :

"18 . Just as there are special functional organisations, so there should be regional
associations when there is obvious advantage to be obtained by limitation of the
sphere of action . For instance, it is possible that out of some'Unitcd Nations
Commission for Europe' as proposed in Mr . Eden 's memorandum of July 1 st, 1943.
there might grow a European organism which, under the guidance of the thrce major
allies, might foster peaceful tendencia . heal the wounds of Eu rope. and at the same
time prevent Germany from again dominating the Continent . Such rcgional
associations might also come into existence for elccting representatives to a World
Council, for economic eo-operation, for the promotion of welfare in colonia l

= territories,"etc. It is, however, essential that they should not conflict with the world-
wide organisation but rather assist it to carry out its purposes".
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adopted for "winding up" the League of Nations . The Canadian view was that
this should be done in as orderly a fashion as possible, and he enquired whether
the United Kingdom authorities had given any consideration to the questions
involved .

Sir Alexander Cadogan said that they had not so far had an opportunity of
doing so. There were likely to be some thorny legal points involved and it might
be that neutral and enemy States had certain residual rights connected with the
League organisation . Sir Alexander deprecated the fact that every association
with the League of Nations was under a cloud. This had been partly due to
American and Russian dislike of the League, but he thought that in his recent
talks with Dr. Bowman of the United States State Department, that he had
detected a slight change of attitude .

` There was some discussion of the place of meeting of the future world
organisation . Sir Alexander Cadogan said that the Foreign Office felt that this
was a question which should be left to the very last . It was the kind of thing
which always raised controversy and difficulties. He would not be entirely
surprised himself if Geneva should prove the eventual choice .The discussion was concluded by Sir Alexander Cadogan asking for the
views of the Dominion Prime Ministers on the suggested insertion and re-drafts
at_the earliest possible date, if possible before the departure of the PrimeMinisters from London. Sir Alexander said that insofar as this meant a
repetition of work which had been done already at the Prime Nsinisters'meeting he regretted that it should be necessary, but the Foreign Office had
received their instructions to put forward these alternatives, and would be
grateful to have, in written form, the views of the Dominion Prime Ministers . If
there were objections, as he gathered that there would be, he hoped that they
would be set forth in the written comments of the Dominion Prime Ministers .
368 .

per s ould be IimItcd to refcrences to the special case of Europe .-.,

DEA/7-Vs

• m c rimc un istcr, Begins :1• When I left London it was understood that I should let you have as soon asPossible~ rny y comments on the changes suggested by the Forcign Office,
pal~oi ~ng the discussion of the subject by the Prime 11~Iinistcrs' Mcetin, in the~= aFuture World Organ izat ion" (P.M.M . (44)4) .' g
2• Mr."Fraser kindly sent me a copy of his letter to you of May 18th t on thisquestion.I ,in xtwhich hc took objection to the claboration of the idea ofregiônâhstYiagr~ .~r -- , proposed for inclusion in the Covering Note. I am in generalment with his views, and should prefer, as he does, that this expansion of. .the original pa h

• w~ng or r Eden fro th

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State jor External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

SECRET Follo ' f •
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5 

3. At several points in the revision of the Covering Note (paragraphs 5, 11 
and 12) reference is 'made to the British Commonwealth as one of the three or 
four Great Powers. My understanding of the sense of our discussions in London 
is that the United Kingdom rather than the British Commonwealth should 
c,onsistently be mentioned in this connection, as is done in paragraph 15 of 
Memorandum A. 
4. With regard to the redraft of certain paragraphs of Memoranda A and B, 

certain changes with' which I am in accord were proposed at the meeting of 
officials held in the Foreign Office on May 17th. I suggest that in the first 
sentence of the revised paragraph 27 of Memorandum A less weight should be 
given to the desirability of restricting membership of the World Council to the 
great powers, since the political feasibility of this is admitted to be most 
questionable. There appears to me to be some inconsistency between this 
sentence and the discussion which immediately follows of , the principles 
governing the choice of other members of the World Council. 
5. Apart from these observations I am in general accord with the line of 

approach taken in the five Memoranda, which provide in my view a satisfac-
tory basis for initiating discuslions with the United States and the Soviet 
Governments. 

369. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET Washington, July 18, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson: 
I have read with great interest Foreign Office P.M.M. (44)4 of May 8th 

entitled "Future World Organization,"t forwarded with Mr. Wrong's letter of 
June 26th,t as well as the suggested redraft of certain paragraphs of this 
document forwarded with Mr. Ritchie's letter to you of June 12th.t 

The Foreign Office Print, as amended, should serve as a useful basis for the 
discussions on post-war organization when the United States, United Kingdom, 
Russian and Chinese delegates meet to consider this matter. The Print's 
covering note and the four memoranda attached to it, touch, among other 
things, on two of the most important features of the whole problem. 
(1) The powers and responsibilities to be given to the small executive body, 

the World Council. 
(2) The position and obligations of the intermediate and small powers in the 

World Organization. 
The first question is the vital one  If it is solved satisfactorily, everything else 

becomes co' mparatively easy. 
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-` In this connection the analogy that comes to mind, almost automatically, is
that of the League of Nations and the Covenant : Incidentally, the Foreign
Office document does not suggest any procedure for dissolving the League and
its associated agencies .

The Print says that the organization proposed has much in common with the
League Convenant but is "more flexible" . The new plan "is based on the
acceptance of certain essential principles ." The means by which these
principles shall be carried out are "to be adapted to the varying circumstances
of human intercourse which cannot be foreseen . "

This approach may be unavoidable but it is, I think, idle to conclude that it
necessarily represents progress .

Furthermore, the statement of the problem in the Foreign Office Print, with
its emphasis on "flexibility," is incomplete. Unless the Organization is given a
br'oad grant of powers it may discover that it is incompetent, without a
constitutional amendment, to adopt the methods which experience shows to be
desirable. Flexibility of means is essential, but there must also be legal capacity
to adopt the desired means .

The only possible chance of success, it seems, for an international
organization of the kind proposed lies in the desire and ability of the three
Great Powers to work together within the framework of that organization .
Presumably flexibility is emphasized to make that co-operation easier and to
provide room for development . Flexibility, however, can also make it easier to
retreat as well as to advance .

The development, the nature, and the success of the British Commonwealth
of Nations is used as an argument to support this cautious, elastic approach . It
is, I think, an unfortunate one . The Commonwealth does not need to be
organized, even as a defensive alliance, because the interests and traditions and
sentiments which make for co-operation and collective action are so deeply
ingrained . The Commonwealth consists of separate States which have grown
out of a unitary Empire. The development of the world organization is
presumably from the separate and competing towards the collective and co-
operative

: There is little or nothing of tradition or sentiment binding its
members together. In short, principles and policies which might be safe and
eVen, essential for the British Commonwealth - where the strength of the
Whole lies in the freedom of the parts - are a misleading and dangerous guide
to any"World organization .

It might be argued that not freedom and sovereignty, but collective action
and interdependence should be emphasized in our post-war plans. Political
sealities make it necessa ry , of course, to remove the fear that anything like auPer'State is even thought of. For that reason - and for others - the Print
makes` clear, using the language of the Moscow declaration, that the world
must be based on the "sovereign equality" of all states .

Though this may be unavoidable in present circumstances, nevertheless thephrase' ; tsel f and its two concepts of "soverei nt " and " "create illusians which have no basis in fact . Corbet and Kirk in the la est Yale
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University study "The Outlook for a Security Organization" put this danger 
succinctly and well in the following paragraphs: 

"At the present time it is apparent that the peoples of the United Nations 
are being led to believe that they can have their cake of sovereignty and that 
they can eat it in complete security. 

This is not only untrue; it is dangerous. The matter is too important to be 
handled in such a cavalier fashion. Now, when basic decisions are being made, 
no possible harm could come from a clear statement setting forth the price 
which must be paid by all nations if permanent international security is to be 
achieved. It should be made clear that, if sovereignty is to be retained in its 
traditional form, the postwar security organization will be essentially and only 
a consultative agency whereby the `peace-loving' states will have an opportu-
nity to concert together in face of a threat to world peace and to determine 
upon common or joint measures. Sovereignty implies the right of a State to 
refuse, in any individual case, to participate in joint efforts to coerce an 
aggressor. A sovereign state undoubtedly will exercise that right when it is 
convinced that participation in the measures proposed would jeopardize its vital 
interests." 

It seems to me that the F.O. Print makes one thing prctty clear, that the 
world organization, in so far as the subordination of national sovereignty and 
national interests to any international authority is concerned, will have, at the 
very most, no greater power than the old League. It will, however, have, we 
hope, the participation of the U.S.A. and Russia in its work from the outset. 
That seems to be its only essential advantage over 1919 which drives home the 
point that everything depends on the desire and ability of the three Powers to 
work together for peace. 

Nowhere in the Print is there a clear statement that  one of the principal 
objects of the Organization must be to diminish the numbcr and intensity of 
disputes between the states and especially between thc three biggest states. 
Nowhere is there recognition of the fact that the successful working of the 
various functional organizations, such as an international air transport 
authority, will increase world security, and that without thcir successful 
functioning it is improbable that a world security organization will work. 

Peace and security can be established only as the result of a very high 
degree of cooperation between the states, and especially between the three 
biggest states. The more friction there is between the states the smaller will be 
the chance of securing the necessarily high degree of cooperation in the world 
security organization. Effective international institutions must therefore be 
established to diminish the chances of friction between the states and especially 
between the United Kingdom, the United States and the U.S.S.R. over such 
matters as commerce, finance, , air transport, shipping, communications. 
Nations are not likely to go to war over these things, but they are not likely to 
cooperate to keep the peace if they are continually squabbling over them. 

The above point, if made in the Print' would involve changes of the following 
character in Memorandum A: 
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(1) A new paragraph after paragraph 5 or paragraph 6 .
(2) A second "object" in paragraph 12 after (i) which might read somewhat

as follows - "To lessen the number and intensity of disputes between states by
the setting up of effective institutions for international cooperation in specific
fields such as commerce, finance and communications . "
(3) The addition to paragraph 17 of a clause - "just as reasonable security

would be increased in a world in which these functional organizations are
effective."

Another weakness in the Print is that it contains no recognition of the fact
that the best way of ensuring that states honour their obligations in the
Organization is to ensure that the advantages of membership outweigh the
disadvantages, that the value of the privileges flowing from membership is
greater than the weight of the obligations resulting from membership . The
growth of effective functional organizations should make this possible .

It would, of course, be desirable if no member state were permitted to resign
from the World Organization . Even if, for domestic political reasons, this is
impossible, provision need not be made for the expulsion of members for
dishonouring their obligations. Such members should be suspended from the
privileges of membership in the World Organization, or the functional
organizations, or both, at the discretion of the Council or Assembly . If the
functional organizations are effective this would, in itself, be a powerful
sanction .

To meet this point a paragraph on suspension of membership might be
added after paragraph 21 of memorandum A.

In some respects, the Foreign Office proposals seem to be an improvement
on the old League covenant . In others, however, they appear to be retrogres-sive . This seems particularly true in the place given in the Organization to the
intermediate and small powers . This place is lower, on the whole, than it was in
the old League. The weakening of the powers and prestige of the Assembly as
Opposed to the Council, is both a cause and a result of this tendency.

It is, of course, clear that there should be a real relationship between power
and responsibility in the new world organization . It doesn't make international
organization either more effective or more democratic if it is made as easy forIran' as for. the U.S.A. to obstruct salutary action .

At the same time the history of the League proves that not small powers but
bigiPoWers"cause most of the trouble and prevent most of the solutions . It also
shows that smaller powers - when not the pawns of larger - can do good and
constructive international work. Would it not, therefore, be wise to give those
smaller powers as much prestige and authority in the Organization as possible,

~withôut b,g ~ ''v'n g them power to block moves agreed on in the Council?Otherw,.r ~u .. ise p the moral and world position of the Organization will be greatly
,and it may become a sort of Holy Alliance with a great number o f

indifférent or resentful states outs ide the alliance . Even on the lowest terms, iti
s Sur~lYessential to construct an impressive, digni fied, universal organizationwithi~_wh icb` the' Big Powers can co-operate, and which will add its moral
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authority to the effective executive action of the smaller group of Great 
Powers. 

The Assembly is that section of the world organization which will attract 
the most public attention and it will be the main outlet in the world organiza-
tion for the views on international problems of the vast majority of states. It is, 
therefore, important from the point of view of the prestige of the Organization 
as a whole that the Assembly should be something more than a futile debating 
society. 

If the proposals set forth in the Foreign Office Print were adopted I think 
there would be a danger of the Assembly being squeezed between the Council 
on the one hand and the functional organizations on the other. Some of the 
smaller states would soon become disillusioned, their Governments would be 
criticised for making comparatively large financial contributions to the 
organization, and they might withdraw. Many small states feel already that 
they are completely at the mercy of the great powers, a condition which would 
not seem to them to be very greatly changed by their membership in a world 
organization dominated by the great powers which did not even guarantee their 
political independence and territorial integrity. 

For the above reasons, I think that the proposals made in the Print on the 
powers of the World Assembly should be widened and made more precise. 

Specifically, the following powers might be given the Assembly: 
(1) The Assembly (excluding the states with permanent seats on the Council) 

should choose the states to fill the non-permanent seats on the Council, and the 
non-permanent seats on the Military Staff Committee. 

(2) The Assembly should elect: 
(a) the Head of the Secretariat, who shoubi hold office for, say, six years 

unless dismissed by the Assembly by a two-thirds vote, and 
(b) the members of the World Court. 
(3) The Assembly should meet not only once a year, but "from time to time 

as occasion may require," possibly at the call of the President of the Council. 
(4) The Assembly should be the body competent to admit new members to 

the World Organization. 
(5) The Assembly should make regulations governing the preparation of 

budgets and financial statements by the Council and, possibly, by the 
functional organizations. The Assembly also should approve the annual budget 
of and financial arrangements made by the Council. 

(6) The Assembly should examine and approve the annual reports of the 
Council and of the Head of the Secretariat. 

(7) The Assembly should have power to decide any matter referred to it by 
the Council. 	 , 

(8)The Assembly should have power to determine its rules of procedure. 
(9) The Assembly should have power to refer to subsidiary commissions,  

functional organizations, or any other appropriatc agency, any matter within 
the sphere of its jurisdiction. 	, 
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(10) The Assembly should have power to deal with any matter within the
sphere of action of the World Organization not specifically assigned to some
other authority.
: A think also that the emphasis on membership of the Council might be
altered somewhat. The approach to this problem should be to make member-
ship on the Council as wide as possible, consistent with the necessity for speedy
and effective action . The approach seems to be almost that membership should
be on as narrow a basis as possible consistent with the unfortunate necessity of
adding a few outside members to the Big Three or Four .

Furthermore, paragraph 13 of the covering note states that, while the Great
Powers on the Council act only according to their own unanimous decision,
other members of the Organization would be "bound to follow the decisions of
the Council ." In the light of this - and other provisions - para . 15 of Memo
A, where it says "the status of all members is equal and all will enjoy the same
rights," becomes meaningless. All members do not enjoy the same rights under
the proposed scheme nor should they . But it is not necessary to violate this
principle of theoretical equality so flagrantly as is done in the words of para . 13
of the covering note, which have been quoted above . This becomes worse in
view of the proposed change, to paragraph 26 of memorandum A . This
paragraph originally provided that "where the interests of any state are
specially affected, it should have the right of representation on the Council ."
This now reads "should have the right to lay its case before the Council ." This
is an important change, both of tone and substance, and not at all, I should
think, a mere drafting alteration, as suggested by Professor Webster . We
should do our best, as Mr. Ritchie points out, to return to the earlier wording .

I do not see how the intermediate or smaller powers could ever whole-
heartedly, or even half-heartedly, support any World Council if, when their
specific interests are being discussed by such a Council, or when specific
obligations are being imposed on them, all they can do is lay their case before
the Council. It may not be either necessary or desirable to go so far as to give
other states rights of voting membership in any circumstances, but it should be
possible to lay down the right of "participation" by non-members in a
discussion before the Council, when their interests are immediately and
sPeciCcally affected by such discussion . '

the Bigôwn view 'is that any decision of the Council by, gay, a 2/ vote (including
ig Three but not necessarily China) should be binding on the Councilonly . It should be binding on the members of the Assembly, not represented on

the Council, only when accepted by those members under the same 1/3 majorityrule . Once that majority is obtained, however, the minority must accept . There
shôuld be no veto by anyone in the Assembly. If the three Great Powers wereWilling to give up their individual right to veto a decision of the Council, theother Powers might be willing to agree to abide by a decision of that body . Butifeach of the b ig powers keeps a liberu ►n veto, the other powers can scarcely beezpected to do more than agree to abide by a decision of =/~ of their peers .

The covering note, para . 7, makes a somewhat ambiguous reference to the"B ritish r,ommonwealth" as a member of the Organization . In spite of later
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and less ambiguous references to the contrary, it might seem that by
"Organization" in para .,7 is meant "Council" in view of the fact that only
three other States, the United States, U .S .S.R. and France are mentioned .
There should be no possible doubt on this score . The Great Powers include the
United Kingdom, but not the British Commonwealth . We don't want double
representation in the Organization .

There also appears to be some doubt in the minds of the authors of the Print
as to whether there are Three or Four Big Powers . "China," for instance, is not
mentioned in para . 7 of the covering note as one of the Big Powers, but is
included in para . 11 . Similarly para . 15 of memo A , mentions "Four Powers" as
enjoying a special position and accepting a special responsibility; also para . 13
of memo B and paras . 3 and 12 of memo C . On the other hand, para . 18 of
memo A talks about the "Three Major Allies" while para . 27 mentions "Three
or Four Powers ."

Personally I do not find it easy to accept the idea that China should be one
of the small inner group of Great Powers on whom any proposed world
organization must principally rest; or that the Government of China will be
able adequately to discharge the important responsibilities of such a position . It

would, for example, be absurd to permit China to veto a decision of the Council
on which the United Kingdom, the U .S.S.R., the United States and the
representatives of the other powers were all agreed .

Would it not be better - if it were politically possible - to leave the matter
open and merely refer to the "Great Powers," without any number, as is done
in para . 4 of memorandum B.

The above comments cover questions of general import which appear in
more than one of the Documents that make up the Print .

There are, in addition, one or two comments of detail on spçcific parts of the
Print that I would like to make .

(1) Memorandum A .
(a) Para. 18 has been enlarged to provide, in Mr . Ritchie's words "a decent

interment to plans for world organization on regional lines ." Mr. Ritchie adds
that the revised paragraph omits the reference to "regional associations coming
into existence for electing representatives to a World Council ." I would point

out, however, that this idea, though it may be omitted from paragraph 18, is
stated in paragraph 30 of the same memorandum.
(b) Para . 20. Should not the Associated as well as the United Nations be

invited to become members ?
(c) Para . 22. Surely members of the Organization should have wider rights

than those of information and criticism. If rights need to be specified at all,
should there not be added to those mentioned "advice and recommendation . "

(d) Para. 24. I think it would be a great mistake if the World Assembly were
given no control over ., finance and the admission of new members, or the
suspension of members, especially in view of the proposed concentration of
other powers in the hands of the Council .

®
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(e) Para. 26. Is it not a mistake to include the word "always" before "be 
represented on it." Even if it is necessary to include China with the other Three 
Powers among the "Great" it is surely unwise and unnecessary to make that 
inclusion perpetual. 
(f) Para. 34. I doubt very much whether the World Council, as proposed, is 

the proper body to give common direction to the functional bodies. The Council 
will be concerned primarily with political and security questions. Its members 
may be neither interested in nor competent to give direction to the work of the 
functional bodies. Such direction might be given by a separate Economic and 
Social council, also responsible to the World Assembly, and consisting of 
representatives of those countries playing the most important part in the work 
of the functional bodies. I do not think that it should be linked up with the "Big 
Four" political security council in any way. The directing work of this second 
council might bc supplemented, on the administrative level, by a committee 
consisting of the Director Generals of the various functional organizations. 
Indeed, it might not be necessary to have any Council between this Economic 
and Social Committee and the World Assembly. 

Memorandum D deals briefly with this particular subject. It visualizes an 
economic and social secretariat attached to the world council. This economic 
and social secretariat might be the administrative Committee mentioned above, 
responsible to the world Economic and Social Council, and ultimately to the 
World Assembly. 

My idea is that the World Council is itself, in a sense, a functional body, 
though dealing with the most important function of all — Peace and Security; 
as such, therefore, it should have no greater control over the other functional 
bodies than they have over each other. 
(2) Memorandum B. 
(a) Para. 9. Why should it not bc compulsory to refer all justiciable disputes 

to the Permanent Court and why would this make it necessary to allow States 
to make certain reservations? 
(b) Para. 13. 1 can  sec no reason, as previously stated, why China should be 

given a veto power over every dccision of the  Council. 
(c) Para. 14. The first sentence reads "States arc not likely to bind 

themselves to iccept the dccision of the  Council." What force, then, would 
such decisions have? This contradicts para. 13 Of the covering note. Which 
Prevails? This is too important a point to bc uncertain about. 
(d) Paras. 17 & 20. I think  the  proposal to omit any guarantee of territorial 

integrity is a good one as it would make "peaceful change" easier. It is true 
that article 19 of the  Covenant was of no grcat value. That, however, might not 
have been the case if there had bccn no article 10. 

acting 
(e)Para. 32. 1 think we ought to omit all references to the World Council 
ting  behalf of the othcr mcmbcrs of the organization. It will merely give 

'se to needless irritation and suspicion and doesn't really mean anything. 
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(3) Memorandum C. 
(i) This memorandum is not entirely consistent  i  with the previous memo-

randa, e.g., the objects of the Organization are stated intelligently in para. 12 
of Memorandum A. and far less intelligently in para. 3 of Memorandum C. 

(ii) The comments of the Canadian P.H.P. Committee on the February 3, 
1944, draftt of Memorandum C. are applicable to this latest draft." 
(iii) (a) Para. 3. I question the desirability of giving such unnecessarily 

strong emphasis to the fact that the permanent and main object of any World 
Organization is the disarmament of Germany and Japan. I think, therefore, the 
order of the objects in paragraph 4 should be altered as follows: (c), (a), (b). 
Surely (c) is by far the most important object and should be first. 

(b) Para. 7. I do not agree with the statement that an International Police 
Force implies the existence of a world state. No argument is made here against 
such a Force. The idea is merely dismissed. It is quite clear that there can be 
no general international police force at this time. Surely it is arguable, 
however, that a nucleus of such a force might be attached to the World Council 
to be used for special, if limited, jobs in specific places. 

(c) Para. 12. I wonder whether it is wise to lay down so categorically now 
that the four permanent members of the Military Staff Committee should 
come from the Four Powers, with only a vague and shadowy association with 
that committee granted to other powers. Here again the position of China is 
not such as to justify her inclusion, or the exclusion of othcrs, in international 
police action; especially as such action will likely be far more naval and aerial 
than military. China can now make practically no contribution to such form of 
police action. Canada and France  could make an important contribution. 

(d) Para. 15. No country not represented on the Council or on the Nlilitary 
Staff Committee is likely to allow these bodies to decide; without its own 
approval, the size and composition of its quota of force to deal with an 
emergency, so long as the permanent members of the  Council arc subject to no 
such limitation on their freedom of action. The psychological effect of constant 
cooperation between quota forces is as important as stated in this paragraph. It 
is almost as important, in fact, as the psychological effect of constant 
cooperation within the Military Staff Committee. That Committee should note  
therefore, be restricted to four nations. 

Yours sincerely, 
L.  B.  PEARSON 

"Voir le document  356./Sec Document 336. 
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Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États- Unis,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy în United States,Io Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/7-Vs

TOP SECRET Washington, July 27, 1944
Dear Mr. Robertson :

I have been giving some thought to the proposals made in the United States
paper of July 18th on the establishment of a general international
organization" and have the following comments to make:
A. Character of the Organization.

The United Kingdom statement of objects, amplified as suggested in my
letter of July 16th, seems to me more satisfacto ry than the brief United Statesstatement of purposes . The United States statement of methods is good as far
as it goes but is incomplete. It should include some such clauses as "facilitate
the establishment and maintenance of effective institutions and agencies for
international cooperation in such matters as commerce, finance andcommunications in order to lessen the number and intensity of disputes
between states, by promoting solutions of international economic and social
problems," "provide for the regulation and limitation of national armaments
and armed forces and for the control of the manufacture of arms and the
international traffic in arms."

Paragraph A4 of Section 1 of the United States paper on regional
organizations is probably preferable to paragraph 18 of United Kingdom
memorandum A, 1 though there is not much to choose between them . I am glad
the United States paper does not follow the United Kingdom paper (memoran-dum A, pa ragraph 30) in giving a blessing, even though qualified, to the idea ofrepresentation of regions on the Council .

Paragraph D2 of Section 1 of the United States paper is good. It will be
interesting to see how the United States develops its ideas on territorial
tmsteeshiP responsibilities. They have so far left their Section IX on this pointa blank

. You,will recall that the United Kingdom, as they pointed out in
paragraph 14 of their covering memorandum, t deliberately did not mention the
colonial question but preferred to leave it to the United States government toraise the .question if they so desire. It is, I think, good that they have done so .
BAss~»ibly:

Th e ' United States proposals on the wers of the Assembl ysatisfacto ' • , p° appear to berysubject to the qualifications mentioned elsewhere in this letter .

is-UnisAce United States,
~C ~tR ~elatlont oJ the Uatted States, 1944, volume 1 . Washington . U.S.overnm '

léd ~t " inung Office, 1966, pp. 653-69 .Oc~ ment 367, note 13 Aa Document 367, footnote 13 .
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They certainly seem more satisfactory than the
thetvoting

Kingdom paper . The proposal that in voting on fina questions
power of each state should be proportionate to its contribution to the expenses

appears desirable . It ought to curb some of the Latin American states . It does,

however, run counter to the "sovereign equality" idea, which makes it all the
more necessary to be careful how these words and others like them, e .g . "equal

rights" are used .

C. Council.
1 . Subject to the qualifications made elsewhere in this letter, the provisions in

the United States paper on the Council appear satisfactory, except that the
Council surely cannot, as both the United States and the United Kingdom
suggest, be given a blanket grant of power to "act on behalf of all members" of

the Organization . I am also not certain of the wisdom of rotating annually all

the non-permanent seats on the Council . As the United Kingdom memoran-

dum points out (memorandum A, paragraph 28) the principle of rotation
deprives the Council of experienced statesmen. It is to be hoped that the

Council should be empowered by a simple majority vote (not necessarily
including the concurring vote of all permanent members) to assume on its own
initiative or on reference to it of jurisdiction over disputes . The permanent

members ought to be satisfied with their veto power over (1) the terms of
settlement of disputes, (2) negotiations for a general agreement on the
regulation of armaments and armed forces, (3) determination of threats to the
peace, and (4) the institution and application of measures of enforcement

.

2 . The proposal that France should as soon as possible become a permanent
member of the Council is to be welcomed . The nam ing of France, as well as

China, to be permanent members of the Council might make it possible to
restrict the veto power to the United States, United Kingdbm and U.S .S.R .

This would mean that there would be three groups of states in the Council :

(1) United States, United Kingdom, U .S.S.R . : permanent members, each

with a veto over the four points listed above ;

(2) China and France: permanent members, but without a veto ;

'(3) Six non-permanent members
. TheyChina and France would thus be labelled as marginal great powers .

would not like that but it is the only way which occurs to me by which we coul
d

remove from China the right of veto .

3 . The United States proposes that the Council should make decisions voteimposition of sanctions, etc., by a major i ty vote includ ing the concurn g

of all permanent membe rs . Since the Council's membership is 11, this means
that the five permanent members, if agreed, need secure the support of only

one of the six" non-permanent, members . in' order to get a binding Coûncil
decision. The United Kingdom proposes 'a two-thirds majority of th three
which, in a Council of 11, would mean the rive permanent members Plus

permanent
out of the six non-permanent members . So long as each of th

e members of the Council, or even' three of them, prese rves a veto, it n o~é~bem

to be reasonable that two-thirds (4 out of 6) of the non-permane
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should also be able to exercise a veto. Consequently, the United Kingdom 
proposal for a two-thirds majority of the Council on questions such as the 
imposition of sanctions would seem preferable to the U.S. proposal for a simple 
majority. The United States proposal for a simple majority (not necessarily 
including the concurring votes of all permanent members) on all questions 
other than the five (or preferably four) specifically listed, seems sound. 
4. The useful United Kingdom suggestion (memorandum A, paragraph 38, 

and memorandum B,t paragraph 32) that the Head of the Secretariat should 
have the right to bring before the Council any matter which, in his opinion, 
threatens the peace of the world, is not included in the United States paper. A 
small change in paragraph 5 of Section V of the United States paper would 
remedy this. 
5. The United States paper proposes that "any state not having a seat on the 

Executive Council should be entitled to attend and to be heard on matters 
specially affecting that member." This is better than the corresponding United 
Kingdom proposal (memorandum A, paragraph 26) that "where the interests 
of any state are specially affected it should have the right to lay its case before 
the Council." I would prefer, however, a provision to the effect that any 
member state not represented on the Council should be entitled to participate, 
without a vote, at Council meetings during the consideration of any matter 
specially affecting its interests. 
6. Provision should also be made that, with the approval of a majority (or 

perhaps a two-thirds majority) of the Assembly, the Council may by a two-
thirds • majority (including the concurring votes of the United States, the 
United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R.) fix the number of members of the Council 
and the conditions of their membership. 

D. Ob ligations of member states arising out of decisions of the Council to 
impose economic and armed sanctions 

1. A decision of the Council should be binding on all members of the Council. 
(This may have the fortunate result of deterring states from seeking non-
permanent seats on the Council). The United States and the United Kingdom 
Propose that the Council decisions should also bind all member states. 

2 ., Under: the United States proposals, however, the new covenant does not, of 
itself; create , an obligation to assist in applying armed sanctions. That 
obligation will arise out of the general security agreement which the Council is 
to fohntilate and put before member states, and no member state will incur any 
obligations under this security agreement unless it signs and ratifies the 
security agreement. 

3,.. .The United Kingdom proposal seems to be that the Council, on the advice 
°1  Militari,  Staff Committee, can order the members of the Assembly to 
assist in applying armed sanctions. 

4 '  of hoThe weakness in the United States proposal is that it sidesteps the problem 

its.eu.s  w–we ste) 
organize armed sanctions. If the experience of the League repeats 
hall be debating fifteen years from now the merits of the latest draft 

cl a general security agreement — the discussions up to then having been 
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abortive. It would, therefore, be better if the instrument creating the World 
Organization gave rise of itself to some obligation on the part of all the 
member states to assist in applying armed sanctions. 

5. Perhaps a solution might lie in some such proposal as the following. All the 
members of the Council shall be bound by a two-thirds vote of the Council to 
apply economic, commercial, financial or armed sanctions. All the members of 
the Organization shall, if so requested by the Council by a two-third's vote, 
(a) cooperate with the Council in obtaining the information necessary for 

action and in appropriate measures of publicity; 
(b) take part in concerted diplomatic measures; 
(c) refrain from giving assistance to any state contrary to preventive or 

enforcement action decided on by the Council. 
All the members of the  • Organization shall, if the Assembly ratifies a 
recommendation of the Council by a two-thirds vote, impose the necessary 
economic, commercial, financial and armed sanctions. If the two-thirds vote 
cannot be secured, the Council's recommendation should bind only the 
members of the Organization who vote in favour of ratifying the Council's 
recommendation. 
6. The possibility should be explored of imposing some deprivation of 

privileges of membership on those states who, by voting against ratification of 
the Council's recommendation, make it impossible to get a two-third's 
majority. Perhaps this deprivation might apply if there were a simple majority 
in favour of ratifying the Council's recommendation but not a two-third's 
majority. 

7. The delay involved in convening the Assembly need not be great. Provision 
could be made that the Assembly could be convened in extraordinary session 
on five days' notice. Representatives of all nations ought to be'able to reach the 
meeting place in two or three days by air. 

E. Arrangements for Economic and Social Cooperation 
The section on this in the United States paper is good. An Economic and 

Social Council responsible to the Assembly would be a far better supervisory 
and coordinating agency for the specialized bodies that the World Security 
Council. I am not sure, however, that 24 states need be represented on this 
Council. I should think 15 to 18 wOuld be enough. Otherwise the Economic and 
Social Council would become unwieldy since it will also have present at its 
sessions non-voting participants from eight or so specialize,d organizations. In 
addition to the Economic and Soéial COuncil there should, I think, be an 
Advisory Council consisting of the Directors-General of the specialized bodies 
meeting under the Chairmanship  of  the Director-General of the World 
Organization. 

F. Procedure of Establishment and Inauguration 
It would be absurd if the failure of China to ratify the new covenant should 

prevent it from coming into force. The covenant should come into force when 
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ratified by fifteen states including the United States, United Kingdom, and
U.S .S.R. - but not including China, as the United States paper proposes .Yours sincerely,

L. B . PEARSO N

371
: Dea/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions l '

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary"'

TELEGRAM 64 Ottawa, August 2, 1944
IMPORTANT. SECRET. Future World Organization .

l .' On May 29th we informed the United Kingdom Government that their
rive preliminary memoranda on "Future World Organization"' provided, in
our view, a satisfactory basis for initiating discussions with the United States
and Soviet'Governments . Since then further consideration has been given to
these memoranda, and some attention has been devoted to the outline of the
United States document contained in your telegram D.1061 of July 25th .t As a
result we feel that it may be useful to express some further views of a general
chàracter before the discussions in Washington with the U .S . and Sovietrepresentatives begin on August 14th ." We have not yet, of course, had an
opportunity of studying the full text of the United States proposals or of
weighing carefully the outline of them which we have received .
2• . We are glad to note that there is much common ground between the

United
_ Kingdom and United States suggestions both as to the form of the

World Organization and as to the authority which it should exercise for themaintenance of peace .3 . Both plans recognize that the essential foundation of a working security
system is the continued collaboration of the three greatest military powers . We
fully agree that it is necessary to maintain within the international organization
an effective alliance of these powers directed to the preservation of peace byagreed'nietho& On the other hand both plans recognize "the principle of thesovere1gnf 6quality of all peace loving states" which was incorporated in theMoscow Declaratton, although it is not altogether clear in fact in either schemewhat, the ï practical application of this principle means . We have beenparticulârl 'ca6 Y concerned over the methods whereby these two major objectivesbe_réconciled :

Y n fact began on August 21 .

note suivante é tait écrite sur cette copie du télégramme:The following
note was written on this copy of the tclegram :Mr. Adand says P( rime) M(inister) has approved . M. McK(cnzieJI~~eï6alité, elles ont commencé le 21 aoüt .
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4. Naturally we are bound to pay special attention to the position proposed 
for secondary states in the new organization. We feel that this should receive 
careful and anxious attention in the Washington talks, and that the special 
place accorded to the Great Powers should not be extended beyond functions in 
which their active collaboration is indispensable. If they are given too large an 
authority and too extensive a right of individual veto the result may be that 
membership will not be sufficiently responsible to secure the participation of 
important secondary states whose full collaboration would be of the greatest 
value. 
5. The reason why the largest powers are given in both schemes "permanent 

membership" or "continuing tenure" on the Council and special rights of veto 
inside the Council is because of the great weight they exercise in international 
relations through their military and economic power. A simple division of 
states between Great Powers and the rest, however, is completely unrealistic; in 
our view the same selective principle which warrants a special position for the 
Great Powers should be applied as far as possible to all members of the 
organization in such matters as frequency of election to the Council, 
membership of functional  bodies,  control of finance and so on. It would be 
absurd to treat all states other than the Great Powers on a basis of equality in 
these matters; this, of course, is recognized in paragraphs 28 and 29 of 
Memorandum A of your proposals. 
6. Therefore, if power and responsibility are to be made to correspond, the 

differences in function which should be incorporated in the structure of the 
organization must in our view extend well beyond the giving of a special place 
to the Great Powers. While some attention must doubtless be paid to the 
proper representation of regions in any methods adopted for reducing to a 
workable executive group the whole number of member states, we feel that 
other considerations are equally or more important. In the case of the Council 
a major consideration should be the relative military power of the member 
states; the actual contribution towards the defeat of Germany and Japan 
provides one convenient and very relevant criterion for assessing this. 
7. We feel in general that the purposes of the organization should be broadly 

defined and should include reference to international co-operation in matters 
such as trade, communications, finance, health and social welfare, as well as to 
the preservation of security and control of armaments. The statement of 
purposes might well directly relate to the central problem of security the 
importance of collaboration in these fields. 
8. We are concerned over the very extensive powers proposed for the Council 

in both the United Kingdom and the United  States plans, and we feel that the 

requirement of unanimity among the permanent members should be narrowly 
defined. While it may prove essential to give the Soviet Government ,  for 
instance, a right of veto on action by the Council of certain kinds, it would  not 
be essential to give the same treatment to China. Might China be given 
continuing membership without the other special rights of the Great Powers? 
9. The greater the authority of the Council the more important is it that 

states not represented on it should have the right of effective partpation 

MINIM! 
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when matters closely touching their interests are under discussion
. We feel that

the mere right of access to the Council in such circumstances is not enough,
and that right of participation or temporary membership should be provided .10 . We doubt whether many states without permanent Council seats would
be ready to join an organization in which the Council's decisions on grave
issues, involving action on their part, would be binding on them

. It may be
necessary to make such decisions binding only on states represented on the
Council, at least until they have been also approved by the Assembly .11 . It follows as a general conclusion that we feel that the importance of the
Assembly should be enhanced and we are attracted by the United States
proposals on this point. We doubt that an assembly possessing little more than
the right of information and criticism would be an institution of value . Our
hope would be that, through the Assembly and the functional international
bodies, general support for all the activities of the World Organization would
be generated and extended . The Assembly should, therefore, be given as wide
powers, as is consistent with the retention for the Council of its essential
function of initiating action to guard world peace .

12
. We favour the general supervision by the Assembly of international

economic and social activities, and possibly also the creation of an economic
and social council on the lines of the United States proposal

. We should prefer
to see these matters separated from the scope of the World Council except
insofar as they relate directly to security. The Council might be regarded as
being itself the most important of the functional bodies, charged with the
supreme duty of maintaining peace.

13 . There are many other important questions on which we have not felt it
necessary to comment in advance of the Washington meetings . The views put
forwaTd in this telegram are intended rather to be in amplification of the
United Kingdom proposals, with special reference to the situation of secondar
states, than in criticism of them. y
372 .ÿ : . ._

TE LEGRÂM 120

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- Dominions Secretary ,
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/7-VS

1M~RTANT, TOP SECRET. My telegram Au ust 8th NoOrgani~tion. g , . 11 V Future World

Wi
' hâve' now had time to study your telegram of August 2nd, No . 130 .Copy has ~en given to our Delegation in Washington and they will bearmind`in the discussions flow about to open . You ex aincd ar you

r
~'eWS are intended to be in amplification of our rsals with s that your
to situatinn of •'seeondary" States . p p° pccial reference

We trust that it will be recognised that ou r
mem orandar were essentially preliminary, and on a number of points w e

London, August 21, 1944
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deliberately confined ourselves to alluding to the problems to be solved without
committing ourselves to any particular way of solving them . We still have an

open mind on many of them and should prefer not to crystallize our own views

before the talks are held
. Following comments on your telegram should,

therefore, be regarded as preliminary and non-committal . Copy is being sent to

our Delegation.

2. We are, of course, in general agreement with
Powers as to deny to othe rGreatthe organisation must not be so dominated b y

countries share of responsibility commensurate with their standing in the world
and run risk of failing to attract their interest and collaboration . We agree that

in deciding which States, other than Great Powers, should be elected to
and status and

Council, weight should be given to difference in powe r
~of different reg ions

functional importance, as well as to need for representation
of world. But we feel that any system which attempted to classify secondar y

Powers in different catego ries might arouse antagonism to the organisation at

the outset . Moreover, with reference to your paragraph ,
as

is
a

questionable
whether any special weight should be given to m i litary power q

for election. It is by no means certain that it would operat to advantageâ of
British Commonwealth countries . As regards suggestion that part P will
present war by candidates for Council should be a relevant crfse but

,
ithwill be

no doubt be the case to some extent in the early post-war years ,
impossible to ignore claim of European countries whose cooPe because,
essential, though their contribution to v ictory may have been limited
owing to their geographical situation, they have been overrun by the enemy

. A

feature common to both our own and United States papers' was that non-

permanent members of Council should be elected by Assembly .
ion

paragraph I of my' telegram Circular D. 1112 of August 8th ,

are to aim at a Council of 9 to 12 members and we infer that'this w 1
lwith your views. Beyond th is, i t may well be best to leave qualification s

members for sharing in responsib il i ty for dealing with different subject s

to be recognised in practice by their selection for Committees, Chairmanships,

etc .
3 . Your paragraph 7 . We agree that due place must be given to economic and

social aims in any declaration of objects of Organisation
. They were included

in paragraph 12 of our Memorandum A .

4. Your paragraph 8. We had previously considered point you d~ffere~al
China and had concluded that on one hand a suggestion for other
treatment ' ôf China would meet with United States objections, and

the other
hand, for, a long time to come,° Ch ina . ~s likely to depend so much o licy in
three Great Powers that she is unlikely • to pursu

e on
anh .ctd ~~no ~éf ee are

matters affecting international p eace and securi ty o th r
in agreement.

-5 . Your. paragraph 9.-We agree that States not represented on Council
over héir

heads .
f . ee

l It
.that
should

interests are being affected by dec i s ions taken o v

d be possible to guard against this in setting up the machinery of
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the Organisation and we feel sure that our delegate will have this point in 
mind. 
6. Your paragraph 10. It will have been seen that paragraph 14 of our 

Memorandum B does not go nearly as far as section VI of United States 
proposals. Your suggestion, however, that States which are not members of 
Council should be dispensed from observing Council decisions until endorsed 
by Assembly would seem open to objection that delay involved would endanger 
speed and consequent effectiveness of action to prevent aggression. 
7. Your paragraph 11. It was not intention of paragraph 22 of Memorandum 

A that Assembly should be limited to right of information and criticism. We 
think it should be a forum for general ventilation of views and a focussing point 
for interest of public opinion in all countries. It may well prove desirable that it 
should have more extensive functions. 
8. Your paragraph 12. We agree that Assembly should be in touch with 

economic and social activities. On other hand, when these are assigned to 
special functional bodies with their own constitutions and machinery for 
reaching decisions, there might be some risk, if Assembly were also given 
powers in these matters, of dissatisfied countries trying to use it to reopen 
matters already decided elsewhere. There is some advantage in specialised 
organisations being reasonably self-contained. Some coordination with each 
other will be needed, but while Assembly might well take an interest in their 
proceedings and policies, it might not be the best coordinating body. 
9. Generally we would recall that proposals emerging from the Washington 

talks  will  be subject to further consideration among members of British 
Commonwealth and to discussion by all the United Nations. 

373. 	 DEA/7-ADs 

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion du comité de travail 
sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Working Committee 
on Post-Hostilities Problems 

2. World Security Organization. 
Mr. Wrong stated that the Government was receiving a great deal of 

information on the proceedings at Dumbarton Oaks. On each day on which 
sessions were held, the United Kingdom delegate held meetings with the 
rePresentatives of Commonwealth governments in Washington and outlined 
what had taken place. At present there was little which could be done except to 
stu4 

 
the proceedings in Washington. The general views of the Canadian 

Gevernment had already been sent to London and there was not much which 
could be added to them just now. 

3.  



TELETYPE EX •3579 Ottawa, August 28, 1944 

Mr. wrong thought that if the experts of the Four Powers agreed upon 
proposals, even though their governments were not committed to them, these 
proposals would be published. It was the intention to submit the proposals to 
the other United Nations and it was felt certain that they could not be kept 
secret after they were given such wide circulation. He suspected that there 
would be some outcry from the other countries and that possibly some of them 
would refuse to take part in the organization as proposed by the Great Powers. 
The Dominion governments were in a special position in that they were the 
only governments aside from the great powers to know what was going on. All 
of them had taken a strong line concerning the rights of smaller countries. As 
in the case of the draft instrument of surrender," the Canadian Government 
was putting forth views which might be expected from other lesser powers. 

Mr. Wrong thought that at the next meeting of the Working Committee 
some concrete proposals might be ready for study. Urgent consideration might 
be necessary of such matters as the proposed form which sanctions might take. 
He felt more certain now than he had several weeks previously that there 
would be agreement between the Great Powers but not that this agreement 
would be palatable to the oiher countries. Canada had two points of view to 
consider. We did not want to throw a monkey-wrench into the harmony among 
the Great Powers but, on the other hand, we wanted to protect the Canadian 
position as well as that of other small countries. Canada had expressed her 
views firmly and he was inclined now to let some of the other countries carry 
on the argument for a while. 

In answer to a question from Lt. Col. Collinson concerning the Soviet 
proposal for an International Air Force, Mr. Wrong said that although this 
proposal was somewhat obscure as it appeared in the text of the Soviet plan, it 
had been learned that in the Washington discussions the Soviet representatives 
had made it clear that they were interested in a really international Air Force. 

It was agreed that additional documents on this subject would not be 
circulated to members until the terms of some agreed plan came from 
Washington. 

374. 	 DEA/7.V5  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Embassy in United States 

634 	 LES NATIONS UNIES 

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION 

SECRET. Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: You have suggested bY 
telephone and in several communications that it would help you if we could 

"Voir le volume 10, document 664./See Volume 10, Document 664. 
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give some fti rther statement of views on certain questions arising from the
discussions on world organization . On the points which you have raised I can
only give you my own opinions which are, I think, shared by some others in the
Department . They are as follows :

1 . I think it would be preferable for the document resulting from the
Washington discussions to be submitted to other United Nations before it has
been approved by the Governments of the U .S., U.K. and U.S.S.R. This would
confront the other Governments with less of a fait accompli and make
subsequent modification easier . The United States Government may in any
case insist on this course with their eye on the Senate .

2 . As to publication of the document, unless it is made public soon after the
conversations end, its contents will almost certainly leak to the press . On the
other hand there is something to be said for its communication to other
Governments before publication . What might be done is to communicate it to
other Governments as soon as possible after the meetings and to announce that
it would be released on a definite date . Early publication has the advantage
that public discussion and education on the proposals would be useful before
Governments are committed .

3 . You have asked more than once whether we could give guidance on the
extent of the right of veto for the Great Powers in the Council which in our
view could be accepted. I find it hard to make up my own mind on this . The
issue may be more formal than real since on matters of the first importance it
is not likely that any proposal would be put to the Council which any of the
Great Powers_was unwilling to accept . I have some sympathy with Smuts views
on this matterm but I think the right of veto will have to be admitted in some
degree in order to secure both U .S. and Soviet membership. It seems certainly
undesirable that it should apply to the assumption of jurisdiction over disputes
by the Council . I note that Section III C ., paragraph 5, of the U.S . proposalsrecognizes , that some separate voting procedure is needed for dealing with
disputes in which one or more permanent members of the Council are directlyinvolved . I gather that consideration of this problem has not yet taken place at
the ,meetings.

4• =With regard to the selection of non•pcrmanent members of the Council,YOU will have noted from paragraph 2 of Dominions Office telegram No. 120Of August .2 1 st that while they agree,with our thesis they seem to consider it
impracticable to attempt to give effect to it . I wonder whether this may not be
a matter which is best left open for later consideration, especially in the light ofthe ,

obligations assumed by Member States to furnish forces under the
agreement contemplated in Section VI D ., paragraph 2, of the U .S. memoran-
dum! This paragraph has been accepted in principle at Dumbarton Oaks . The~e'Âagreement might set the size of the Council and provide for clection byssembly but specify that el igibility, etc ., would be determined in a late

r
ag

reement in the light of the military obligations assumed by Member States ,~ .. , ., .

Smuts Pensait que les décisions du Conseil devaient ttre prises par un majorit é dans tous les cas.oughtthAt Council decisions should be taken by majority vote in all cases .
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their financial contribution and so on. This may be a bad idea and I am not
sure that there is anything in it . Ends .

375. DEA/7-Vs

Mémorandum de l'assistant, le ministère des Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Assistant, Department of External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, August 31, 1944

FUTURE WORLD ORGANIZATION .

A meeting was held in Room 123 on Tuesday, August 29th, to consider the
reports which had been received of the conversations on world security taking
place at Dumbarton Oaks . The following present: N. A. Robertson, A . D. P .

Heeney, H. H. Wrong, J . E. Read, H . L. Keenleyside, P. E. Renaud, G . de T .

Glazebrook, F. H. Soward, J . W. Holmes.

Mr. Wrorig reviewed in detail the views which had been expressed on the
documents submitted by the- United Kingdom, United States, and Soviet
Governments?' . In the course of the discussion the following ideas were put
forth :

1 . Those present agreed with the United Kingdom and United States view
that functional bodies to deal with economic and social questions should be
linked to the security organization . The possibility was suggested that there
might be a single Assembly but that the Council as envisaged in current
proposals should be limited in its function to responsibility for security . While

primary, responsibility for control of the economic and social organizations
would rest with the . Assembly, a separate executive council for economic and
social purposes would be established . Representation on the latter Council
would be based on economic rather than military importance .

2 . With regard to the selection of non-permanent members of the Council it
was suggested that no attempt be made in the present instrument to establish
criteria for membership and that the first election to the Council should be ad

hoc . A separate agreement would be made in which it would be provided that
eligibility for membership would be based on the tangible contribution which
the state was prepared to make to the forces needed for maintaining security
and the financial contribution'it was prepared to make to the world organiza-
tiôn. In general ' it'was hoped that ways might be found to emphasize the
responsibilities and obligations rather than the prestige which should be
associated with membership on the Council .

3. The possibility was considered of adopting the reverse lend-lease principle
to govern the

.
contributions which might' be required from states which could

not` or would not contribute' armed forees . It was suggested that pecuniar y
., .

= ' Voir États-Unisf5ee United States,
Foreign Relations `of the United States .' 1944, Volume 1 . Washington, U .S .

Government Printing Office, 1966, pp: 653-69, 670-93, 706-11 .
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contributions might be more realistic than the offers of armed forces of dubious 
value. 
4. Consideration was given to a proposal that the Canadian Government 

should seek to place in the hands of all the United Nations with which it had 
diplomatic relations a statement of Canadian views on the organization of 
security, with emphasis on the point of view of the lesser powers. It was 
thought that it might be advisable to begin in advance to proselytize other 
governments in the view that distinctions should be broken down so far as 
possible between the Great Powers and the other states. The question was 
raised as to whether this expression should come before the draft prepared by 
the Great Powers was submitted to the other states or whether it should come 
as a comment on this draft after it had been circulated. 
5. The recommendation was made that the' draft agreed upon at Dumbarton 

Oaks should be submitted to the other governments before it had been ratified 
by the Four Governments concerned in its preparation. The danger that the 
draft would not remain secret after it had been distributed was recognized, and 
it was suggested that publication be postponed until a definite date shortly 
after it had been distributed. 

J. W. H[oLmEs] 

376. 	 PCO 

Extrait du procès-verbal du comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract front Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  August 31, 1944 

FUTURE WORLD ORGANIZATION; 
PROGRESS OF FOUR POWER DISCUSSIONS 

19.  THE , 	UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL 
AFFAiRs re ported  on the progress of current discussions between the United 
Kingdoni, the United States and the U.S.S.R. 

These discussions were to be followed by iimilar discussions between the 
United Kingdom, the United States and China, and subsequently it was 
anticipated that an agreed document would be submitted to the United 
Nations as a preliminary to an international conference. 

epo— rtst of the Washington meetings from the Canadian Embassy and from 
the U.K. government had been very full. In general, the plans under 
consideration involved the setting up of an organiz2tion to be composed of an 
"Assembly, and a f`Council," although the exact powers of each had not yet 
been vCry clearly defined.  The  Council would have more extensive powers than 
those'of the Council of the League of Nations, and it would be in a position to 
tac  15e jurisdiction over disputes, recommend settlements, impose sanctions, and 

11  for military action. Its dccisions would be binding on all members. The 
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Assembly would be more in the nature of a forum for open discussion and its
recommendations were not likely to be binding on the Council .

- Decisions of the Assembly would, on important questions, probably be by
two-thirds majority, but in the Council it was likely that the concurrence of all
of the Great Powers would be required .

The Council would be composed of permanent members (the United
Kingdom, the United States, the U.S.S.R. and China, and, at a later date,
France) and probably six non-permanent members . There would also be a
Secretary General and a new or revised World Court. A special agreement was
contemplated by which member nations would allocate certain quotas of their
national forces and other facilities to be at the disposal of the Council if the
Council decided that military action was required to deal with a dispute .

Points of particular concern to Canada were: the danger in allowing a
permanent member of the Council to vote in a dispute to which it was a party,
thus granting it a virtual right of veto ; the extent to which the Assembly should
have general responsibility for the supervision of functional organizations in the
social and economic field; and_the method by which non-permanent members
would be selected for the Council . It might be desirable, in this connection, to

suggest to the U .K. government that in the rules governing selection
consideration should be given to the size of national forces to be made available
to the international security organization and the financial appropriations
made to this and other international organizations .

Some functional criteria of this character would help to protect the position
of Canada and other intermediate nations .

20. THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the vulnerability of Canada in
any future world war and to the importance to Canada of the function that a
powerful and effective world organization might perform in such an event ;

Canada would be in a much more difficult position if no such world security
organization were established . For this reason alone it would merit Canadian
support .

21 . THE WAR CoMMtTTEE, after further discussion, noted the report
submitted, agreeing that a communication to the U.K. government be prepared
for approval of the Prime Minister, covering points of particular interest to
Canada along the lines indicated in the discussion .

377
. DEA/7-Vs

Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy In United States,Io Secretary of State for External Affairs

TÉt.ETVPeWA-5116 Washington, September 1944
IMMEDIATE. Top SECRET. Post•War World Organization .
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At Cadogan's meeting last evening he told us that considerable progress had 
been made in the Organization Sub-Committee on the functions of the 
Assembly and procedure for dealing with threats to  and  breaches of the peace. 
Several important points, however, have been reserved for further discussion 
today, so I will not send you details of what has happened until these points are 
cleared up. 
2. Personally, I am somewhat encouraged by the developments of the last two 

or three days. Whereas the Russian draft, which is the least favourable to the 
intermediate and smaller States' position, was accepted as the basis of 
discussion at the Conference, they now seem to have got pretty well away from 
that draft, and the United States draft is really the one that is being used. This 
is, I think, the best of the three drafts from many points of view. 
3. A Sub-Committee on Nomenclature is recommending that the Organiza-

tion be called merely "The United Nations," the basic instrument to be known 
as "'The Charter," and that the general body be called "The General 
Assembly" and the smaller body "The Security Council." The Chairman of 
these bodies will be known as Presidents, and the Chief Executive Officer as 
the Secretary-General. 
4. The Legal Sub-Committee has recommended that the Permanent Court 

should be attached to the Organization and its statute become a part of the 
Charter. The Russians, somewhat surprisingly, advocate that the statute should 
not be considered at the Dumbarton Oaks meeting, but should be reserved for 
the general United Nations Conference. 

5. 1 1' had a long talk with Nickerson yesterday about Dumbarton Oaks 
develoPments and he gave me the impression, after I had discussed with him 
ou.  'preoccupation that the role of the intermediate and smaller States was 
being somewhat neglected in the proposed Organization, that the Americans 
were very alive to this, more so than the British, and that if we had any ideas 
on the subject they would be glad to get them. Do you not think it might be 
wise if I discussed with him personally and, of course, non-commitally, in 
greater detail than I have already donc, our views on this subject? Ends. 

378. n.; .. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au chargé d'affaires. l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires. Embassy in United States 

IELETYPE EX-3684 	 Scptcmbcr 2, 1944 

17‘144,P,IATE, TOP SECRET. Your message WA-5116 of September 1st, final 
Paragr:rh, agree that it would be wise for you to discuss with Nickerson in 
greater,deta-  il our views on the proper role of intermediate states in the new 
world..oiganization. 
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379. DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions,

Secretary ofStatefor External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 157 Ottawa, Séptember 4, 1944

IMPORTANT. Top SECRET. Your telegram No. 120 of August 21st . Future

World Organization. We are ve ry grateful for the information on the course of
the talks at Dumbarton Oaks given in your Circular telegramst and conveyed
by Sir Alexander Cadogan to the Canadian Minister in Washington . Since the
prospects are bright that the discussions will soon end in agreement, we think it
timely to supplement our previous comments as follows .

2 . We continue to attach importance to the procedure governing the selection
of non-permanent members of the Council, and we feel that it would be
unfortunate if the statement` approved at Dumbarton Oaks were only to
provide that there should be probably six members elected by the Assembly for
a term of perhaps two years. The course of events at the last International
Labour Conference and at the Bretton Woods meeting showed how powerful
and at times distorting can be the influence of blocs of states such as the Latin
American group . At Bretton Woods 19 of the 44 delegations represented Latin
American countries. If the new world organization includes as original
members the same countries, the Latin American group would make up half
the states (19 out of 39) available for selection for non-permanent Council
seats . Unless rules governing eligibility are developed, a claim for three of the
six elective seats is almost certain . The suggestion of the United States
delegation that Brazil should have a permanent seat naturally increases our
concern and we have been glad to learn that this has been strongly opposed by
the British representatives .

3 . Since the prevention of war is the main function of the Council and since
under the scheme its final sanction will be to employ the forces placed at its
disposal by Member States in the contemplated special military agreement, we
continue to th ink that non-permanent membership should in some way be
related to a dispassionate appraisal of the probable effective contribution of
states to the maintenance of security . You will, I am sure, appreciate how
difficult it would be for Canada, after enlisting nearly one million persons in
her armed forces 'and trebling'her national debt in order to assist in restoring
peace, to aceept , a situation of parity in this respect with the Dominican
Republic or Salvador .
'4.i If it is not possible to work out during the Washington talks an agreement
embodying,this principle (which was further developed in paras . 4-6 of our
telegram : No., 130 of August 2nd) we suggest that in the agreed document
recognition should be given to the validity of the principle, and provision made
that eligibility for election to the Council should be the subject of a later
agreement embodying such criteria as the responsibilities accepted by Member
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States in the proposed special military agreement whereby countries will place 
forces and facilities at the Council's disposal, and also the financial contribu-
tion of Member States to the expenses of the organization. 
5. With regard to voting in the Council, we welcome the conversion of the 

United States delegation to the United Kingdom view that parties to a dispute, 
whether permanent or elected members, should not vote. It is not clear to us 
whether any further restriction is contemplated on the requirement of 
unanimity among the Great Powers. We consider that this requirement should 
at least not be imposed for decisions concerning the assumption of jurisdiction 
over disputes by the Council, and that it should, if possible, be limited to 
decisions on measures for the enforcement of settlements. It is in fact very 
unlikely that any important question would be put to the Council over the 
opposition of the Soviet, United States, or United Kingdom representative, and 
still more unlikely that if such a question were put two-thirds of the members 
would support it. Moreover the more elaborately the special position of the 
Great Powers is defined, the harder will it be to convince public opinion in 
secondary states that they have a responsible role in the new organization. 
6. We have been glad to note your concurrence in the views expressed in 

paragraphs 9 and 10 of our telegram No. 130 to the effect that states not 
represented con the Council should have the right of effective participation 
when matters closely touching their interests are before the Council and that 
some provision should be made for associating them in decisions of the Council 
which  call for action on their part in grave issues. We hope that the United 
Kingdom delegation will succeed in securing satisfactory provisions under this 
head.. 
7. This telegram is being repeated to the Canadian Minister in Washington 

with instructions to inform Sir Alexander Cadogan of its contents. 

380. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5192 	 Washington, September 5, 1944 

FOR  OR IMMEDIATE ACTION 
IMMEDIATR TOP ..SECRET. World Organization. Cadogan made a further 
rePort fo'us last night on the Dumbarton discussions. The Steering Committee 
and ihe:Formu lation Committee worked on drafts over the week-end of the 
Chalf:!>è,1".i 	ihe "Charter" dealing with the Council, arrangements for the 

of  peace and sccurity, the International Court, and the Military 
v'cinimiss:ion. These drafts, however, could not include an agreed text on several 

a
_enrY iinportant points owing to the inability of the Soviet delegation to make 
 Y câncessions. They have therefore not yet been telegraphed to London and 

theref6i re,, _copies were not given to us. Not having heard from Moscow, the 
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Soviet delegates are standing firm on their original insistence of unrestricted
and unlimited veto power and on the exclusion of economic and social questions
from the Charter of the Organization . Cadogan seemed rather more
despondent last night than previously about the Soviet attitude, which, if
maintained, would, of course, make agreement here impossible . He hinted that

action on a high level might have to be considered .

2. Provision is made in the draft dealing with the composition of the Council
for France becoming a permanent member "in due course ." The functions of
the Council seem to be based largely on the United States draft, but Cadogan
is trying to secure the omission, at my request, of the provision that the Council
"would represent and act on behalf of all members of the Organization," etc .
The United States and Soviet have at least agreed to consider this . There is,
however, a provision that all member States are obligated to accept the
decisions of the Council . In this connection, I pointed out that the attitude to
such a provision of the secondary States, including Canada, would be greatly
influenced by what was done to ensure that non-member States should
somehow be associated with such decisions if they were specifically and
importantly affected by them. In this connection, the Steering Committee is
considering a general provision to the effect that non-member States will be
invited to attend Council meetings whenever they are parties to a dispute being
considered or whenever the Council considers the interests of a non-member
State are especially affected by the matter under consideration . In this

connection, when I read your teletype EX-3685 of September 4th2= to the
meeting, I emphasized the importance you attached to paragraph 6. Holmes of

the Dominions Office pointed out that your interpretation of paragraphs 5 and
6 of Dominions Office telegram No . 120 of August 21 st goes somewhat further
than he would have thought justified by their language. Cadogan also asked
whether we could produce a specific form of words which would satisfy the
views expressed in paragraph 6 of your September 4th teletype . What exactly

do we mean by "association" in contrast with "consultation"? Would we be
satisfied with a general provision for prior "consultation" or "association," or
would we also expect specific provisions in the clauses of the Charter dealing
with measures not involving the use of armed force and measures involving the
use of armed force (see United States draft 6, C and D)? t

3. Cadogan thought we were protected in regard to measures involving the
use of armed force by the agreements which would have to be reached with
each separate State to provide quotas . I pointed out, however, that this
agreement had nothing to do with the decisions of the Council as to when the
quotas so provided should be used . Furthermore, whereas the United States
draft ` had provided ' that economic, financial, and commercial assistance
necessary to support action involving the use of force, would be afforded only
after. the terms had been determined in consultation between the Executive
Council and the member States, this' provision seems to have been left out i

n

uCe tElEtype ripEta le document prfcEdent .
• This teletype repeated the previous document .
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the paragraphs on this subject now being considered by the Steering 
Committee. 
4. If you could produce a text or texts on these points which would satisfy us 

and which would ensure "consultation" or "association," or both, it would be 
helpful for me here. I shall myself try to work something out and, if successful, 
will teletype it to you. 
5. In paragraph 12 of my teletype WA-5156 of September 2ndf I stated that 

the United Kingdom were opposed to the representation of Council members 
only on the Military Commission. It would appear now, however, that the 
Steering Committee have at least tentatively agreed that this Commission 
should consist of the permanent members of the Council only, with others 
being called in when required; somcthing along the lines of the present 
Combined Chiefs of Staff Committee. Ends. 

381. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis. 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States, 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5210 	 Washington, September 6, 1944 

FOR  IMMEDIATE ACTION 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins: World 
Organization. 

The Position of non-member States in respect of action taken by the Council 
to maintain or restore peace might be safeguarded as follows: 
(a) Measures  No:  Involving The Use of Armed Force. 

The obligation on all States to take part in collective economic, commercial, 
and financial measures decided on by the Council might bc qualified by the 
folloWing pro -Vision: 

"Thc terms under which  the  above obligation comes into force shall be 
decided in consultation between (or, alternatively, by agreement between) the 
Executive Council and the member State concerned." 

(1)) Meaiures Involving The Use Of Force. 
The provision in the  United States draft, D (2), should bc qualified by the 

f°11°*ine .`.7he terms under which an undcrtaking under (2) above should 
cbomeirità'force shall be decided after consultation between (or, alternatively, 
Y 'ailièménU between) the Executive Council and the meinber State 

conoefâ ced:,: . 

Migévisitin in the United States draft D (5) (a) should be rctaincd. 

th " 	i. n1, 1811,,i bi' 'possible to secure the adoption now of the above provisions, 
..."tign:ram not too optimistic about this, if we use "consultation" instead of 
dgreetiiiht." If we prefer "agreement," I think the only possibility of securing 
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support here would be by the addition to the above paragraphs, after the words 
"member State concerned," of something like the following: 

"If the co-operation of that State is necessary for the success of the 
measures being taken by the Council." Ends. 

382. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Embassy in United States 

TELETYPE EX-3733 	 Ottawa, September 6, 1944 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Pearson from Robertson and 
Wrong, Begins: Your WA-5192 of September 5th. I think that you took the 
right line in your comments to Cadogan. With reference to your paragraph 3 I 
suppose that they realize that, unless states not represented on the Council can 
participate in decisions involving the use of the forces and facilities which they 
have undertaken to provide under the military agreement, the difficulty of 
negotiating a satisfactory military agreement will be much increased; it seems 
quite likely that states not permanent members of the Council would in such 
circumstances be very reluctant to undertake to furnish a proportionate quota 
of their forces and it might turn out that only the great powers would be 
prepared to provide any quotas. 

2. I think, therefore, that there is a strong practical case either for states 
contributing armed forces to participate in decisions of the Council to impose 
militâry sanctions, or for requiring such decisions to be binding only on Council 
members unless and until they have been ratified by the Assembly. The 
difficulties surrounding economic sanctions are similar. In their case the 
countries most affected (apart from states bordering on the subject of the 
sanctions) would be the large trading countries. The principle enumerated in 
paragraph 15 of U.K. Memorandum A that power and responsibility should be 
made to coincide as far as possible appears to indicate that the concurrence of 
important trading countries should be given in decisions involving the 
application of economic sanctions. In this regard, of course, Canada far 
outranlcs both the Soviet Union and China on the basis of prewar trade. 

3: It is difficult to see how the Canadian Government could secure the 

support of Parliament and the public for the surrender to the Council of full 

responsibility for, in the extreme case, sending into action a substantial quota 
of the Canadian armed forces without themselves being a party to the decision. 
This would be too serious a denial of resPonsible Government to be swallowed 
in the present state of international political organization. Much the same 
argument applies also to the imposition of economic sanctions involving a real 
disturbance in the Canadian economy.' 
4. If the great powers maintain a complete veto right for themselves (exeePt,. 

possibly in case of disputes in which they are involved) their surrender 01 
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sovereignty scarcely exceeds what they all formally renounced in the Kellogg-
Briand Pact. They commit themselves to a procedure but retain liberty to block
the employment of the procedure . They propose, however, that other states
should not only be bound by the procedure but should (unless they happen to
be elected to the Council) be bound to do their share in executing decisions in
the framing of which they have had no part . This might not matter much in the
case of a considerable number of little countries whose collaboration in
carrying out Council decisions would be unimportant. The serious difficulties
concern the position of the chief secondary states, the cooperation of some at
least of which would probably always be essential in the effective application of
either military or economic sanctions .

5. The result to be aimed at is fairly clear although it is difficult to suggest an
exact formula : Any Government required to participate in the execution of a
decision which involves substantial action on its part should be placed in a
position in which it can satisfy its legislature and people that it has had a
responsible share in the taking of the decision .

6. Our arguments in favour of differentiating between states on the basis of
their relative importance have previously been concerned mainly with the
election of members of the Council . The same considerations, however, apply
to the association of certain states not on the Council with its decisions . There
are disturbing signs that the United States will have difficulty in persuading
Congress to agree that the allotted quota of their forces should be used by the
Council without authority of Congress in each case . This seems to be straining
at a gnat when the chief secondary states may be asked to swallow a camel .

7. The formula which you propose in your message WA-5210 may, I think,
be safely passed on as a useful suggestion for dealing with a central problem .
You 'might try out the various alternatives you incorporate starting with a
provision requiring "agreement" under both (a) and (b) . The suggested
qualification at the end of your message might be improved so as to read "if
the coôperation of that state is important towards the success of the measures
being taken by the Council ." Certainly the adoption of your suggestions would
make it a good deal casier to explain and defend full Canadian adhesion to the
new otganization .

DEA/7-Vsr w

122-

Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis ,
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy in United States ,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELÈTypE WA-5269 - Washington, September 8, 194 4. ; .,, . . , . a
1MMEDIATE, Top SECRET. World Organization .

We had a , long discussion with Cadogan yesterday, at which Angus was
present,'Cadogan read us various new drafts which had been tentatively agreed
°°' ib°u8h there arc still Soviet rese rvations to many of the important
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provisions. The maintenance by the Soviet of these reservations will certainly 
alter the timetable, and the Three-Power discussions will not now be finished 
before the middle of next week at the earliest. The points on which the Soviet 
remain unmoved arc: 
(1) The abandonment of the right of veto, when party to a dispute (Cadogan 

said the United Kingdom has no intention of giving in on this point). 
(2) The exclusion of all reference to economic and social questions. 
(3) Whether decisions of the Council should be by a simple majority or two-

thirds vote. The Soviet still strongly favour a simple majority. Cadogan thinks 
that the Soviet may be trying to work up to a bargain by which they will agree 
to the inclusion of economic and social questions, in return for the unqualified 
recognition of the right of veto. Cadogan said that there was no possibility of 
any such bargain being accepted. He also added that it may well be that some 
of the Russian difficulties are due to the apparent inability of Gromyko," to 
understand the meaning or importance of some of the United States and 
United Kingdom proposals. Personally, 1 would be somewhat surprised if this 
were truc. Cadogan insists however that Gromyko is often very obtuse. 

1 made the following comments on certain of the provisions tentatively 
agreed on and which Cadogan had read. 

(1) 1 called attention to the fact that no provision had been made for 
ineligibility of election to the Council in certain circumstanccs, e.g., financial 
default or refusal to make quota agreements. Cadogan said that he would bring 
this up today. 

(2) 1 expressed disappointment that the words, "the Council should in all 
cases act on behalf of all members of the Organization," remained in the 
section on functions and powers of the Council. Cadogan said that he would try 
again to get them deleted.. 
(3) There has been some discussion whether the right of veto could, as 

suggested by us, be defined, and exclude, at least, procedural questions. The 
United Kingdom were supporting this, and 1 emphasized again thc desirability 
of definition and limitation. 

(4) As the result, 1 think, of our previous representations, Cadogan had now 
succeeded in getting agreement on the following sentence: "Any State, member 
of the Organization, not having a scat on the Council, should bc invited by the 
Council to attend and participate in (the United States and thc U.S.S.R. 
wished this to be changed to `to be heard during,' but the United Kingdom 
persuaded them to àccept 'participate') the consideration of any dispute to 
which it is a party, or whenever the Council considers thc interests of such a 
State are specially affected." 

If these last. lines are broadly interpreted, they might go a considerable 
distance to ensure that  Canada and other States would not bc asked to suPPIY 
forces or impose economic sanctions without prior consultation. 

t .! 

23L'ambassadeur de rUniedi soviètique aux États-Unis. 
Ambassador of Soviet Union in United States.' 
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-.,- This paragraph is, I think, important, and I doubt . whether it would ; have
been included if we had not pressed for it .

Cadogan said that they had now been instructed by London to modify their
opposition to the Soviet proposal for an International Air Force . They are
authorized at least to support inclusion in the Charter of a recommendation
that this question be given further study. Cadogan thinks that the United
States is also more favourable to the idea than formerly . I said that I felt sure
this change of attitude would be welcomed by us ; that on many grounds it was
undesirable to reject outright the Soviet proposal ; that even a token Interna-
tional Air Force would have great symbolic value ; that it would be much easier
for States to accept automatic jurisdiction of the Council over their contribu-
tions to an International Force than over national quotas or the imposition of
economic sanctions .

: Sir. Owen Dixon2' read the Australian statement which has been telegraphed
to yout and put forward the view that Australia might have some claim to
membership on the Council as representing the southwestern Pacific area .
Berendsenu made a rather emphatic statement along the lines of those he had
previously made at these meetings . Dr . Gie26 hoped that serious consideration
was being given to General Smuts' Regional Council ideas . Cadogan said that
political Regional Councils would not be supported by the United Kingdom,
but Regional Security Councils for implementing the action decided on by the
Organization might not be open to the same objection . These were beingconsidered.

I called attention to the Canadian views on regionalism as already
expressed .

Cadogan said that the United States were very anxious to press ahead with
the discussions so as to make possible a United Nations meeting in October .
Personally, I do not see how this can be done but there seems no doubt that the
Americans will try to bring it about . I am afraid that this hurry on their part
may result in two things:
M' Less' time for consideration of the plan by the other United Nationsbefore` the general Conference, and
~2) , The early appearance of the plan, either authorized or unauthorized inthe'press .
This woûld'certainly mean some kind of Congressional discussion . Cadogana6 was deGnite yesterday that it would be practically impossible to avoid ad~scussion ; in the House of Commons in London before the United NationsCoIIfécéncë: ` I, think he has heard again from London on this . The United

~ngaom woüld not expect any decision to be taken by Parliament, but would".-
~.

rainutre d'Aûstralie aux États-Unis .
i3 Mi4iuerotAûstralia in United States.4ministre de la Nouvelle-Zélande aux États-Unis.Ministei ofNew Zealand in United States.~. 1 ministre'de l'Afrique du Sud aux États-Unis.Min~stér af Soüth Africa in United States.
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undoubtedly have to yield to the demand that members be given a chance to 
express their views. 

Toward the end of the meeting, I read a memorandumf based on your 
teletype EX-3733 of September 6th, which, if I may say so, was a very good 
statement indeed and made, I think, an impression on the meeting. I pointed 
out our difficulty in putting forward specific and practical proposals 
embodying our views because we did not have an agreed text before us to 
which we could suggest amendments. However, I then said that our point of 
view on the position of non-member States in relation to Council decisions 
would probably be met if the following paragraph could be inserted after that 
section of the report dealing with measures not involving the use of armed 
force: 

"The terms under which the above application comes into force shall be 
determined by agreement between the Executive Council and a non -member 
State, if the co-operation of that State is important toward the success of the 
measures being taken by the Council." 

A similar provision (with _a few consequential verbal changes) would be 
inserted after the section dealing with measures involving the use of armed 
force. 

384. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy In United States, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE 	 Washington, September 8, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. World Organization. Cadogan reported to us this 
afternoon on a meeting with Stettinius and Gromyko this morning at which 
considerable progress was made in reaching agreement on disputed points. The 
situation now is that the Russians still reserve their position regarding an 
unqualified veto for all the permanent members, but have agreed to the 
inclusion of economic and social questions in the functions of the Organization 
and, for that purpose, to accept as a basis the United States Draft dealing with 
this matter. This is an important advance. In return, the Council decisions will 
probably be by a simple rather than a two-thirds majority, the Americans 
supporting the Russians on this point. Cadogan's instructions permit him to 
accept a simple ' majority if this is the only point standing in the waY 
complete agreement all along the line. Therefore, he will give way here if the 

Russians do not insist on the unqualified veto. Cadogan still insists, and a 
course rightly so, that there can be no compromise here. Also, provisions for 
suspension and expulsion, and not merely suspension only, have been accepted ,  
and this will be considered a concession by the Russians. 

2. Efforts are also being made to deal with the International 
proposal. The Americans may now propose as a substitute some provision to 

Air Force 
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the effect that the members of the Organization will earmark certain forces
"immediately available for combined action" if required . I do not myself see
much distinction between this and the original provisions for quota forces, but
there may be some value in it .

3 . On the question of eligibility of members for election to the Council,
Cadogan thinks that they might now be able to insert a clause to the following
effect : "Due regard being given to their contribution to the maintenance of
peace and security ." I told Cadogan that this was undoubtedly an improvement
but did not go, of course, very far . I also told Cadogan that the acceptance of a
simple, rather than a two-thirds majority, for decisions of the Council, would
add to our difficulties in accepting such decisions without prior agreement or
consultation when they involved positive obligations.
:4 . The United Kingdom and United States are trying to persuade the
Russians to allow the Chinese conversations to begin before the Three-Power
conversations end . They have not received much encouragement as yet, but if
this can be done it might enable the original timetable to be carried out and the
work to be finished at the end of next week .

5 . Tonight the Russians are taking the British to a baseball game . This
represents concessions on both sides . Ends.

385. DEA/7-Vs
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' à l'ambassade aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Embassy in United States

TELETYPE EX-3775 Ottawa, September 9, 1944E

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTIO N
TOP SECRET. Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins : Your WA-5269 of
September 8th . World Organization .

1• We have received from London the draft paragraphs submitted by
Formulation Committee.f I assume these texts are available to you in
Washington . ' They contain some drafting defects but there may be some
advantage in not seeking to eliminate these since if they are included in the
final document this might make its later amendment easier . The texts have
been received with request to obse rve "greatest possible security precautions ."
Here are some comments on points which might be useful to you at your
meetings with Cadogan .
2• Paragraph V .B. 1 of draft would prohibit the Assembly from making

recommëndations on its own initiative on matters relating to peace and security
which are under consideration by the Council . There are some good argumentsfor such a` provision, ' provided that the words "under consideration by theCouncil'

.' are not interpreted restrictively. It would, for instance, be going muchtoo far -f LUIS was interpreted as inhibiting the Assembly from making
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proposals on a question which might have been placed on the Agenda of the 
Council by one member without any action having been taken on it. 1 think 
that items at times appeared on the agenda of the League Council for meeting 
after meeting without consideration being given to them. 
3. By paragraph V.B. 2 the Council must recommend new members for 

admission by the Assembly. If the participation of the Council is required at 
all, I think that it would be better to substitute "with the concurrence of the 
Council" for "upon a recommendation of the Council." 
4. By the next paragraph of the draft the power of suspension can only be 

exercised in the case of states against which "final preventive or enforcement 
action shall have been taken by the Council." I am doubtful about the word 
"final"; finality is always hard to determine but in this context it would seem to 
imply the application of military sanctions. The power of suspension at an 
earlier stage might in certain circumstances be useful. 

5. In paragraph V.C. "Voting," the U.S. suggestion that voting strength on 
budgetary matters should be weighted in accordance with the contributions of 
Member States has been drcipped. I had hoped that at least this modest 
recognition of making some constitutional allowance for the differing 
responsibilities of Member States might be retained. Incidentally, if an 
International Air Force were to be set up, budgetary questions (which always 
consumed a lot of time at the League) would take on a ncw importance. 

6. The provisions for election of non-permanent members of the Council 
contained in V.B. 4 and VI.A impose no restriction at all on eligibility for non. 
permanent  seats. Have you any indication that the views which we put forward 
in our telegrams to the Dominions Office of August 2nd and September 4th 
have been discussed at all during the meetings? The United Kingdom in 
Memorandum A recognized "that this subjcct will need careful examination." 
We have not received a reply to our last telegram to  Dominions  Office. 1 am 
inclined to think that if nothing is done at Dumbarton Oaks on this point there 
will be great difficulty in dealing with it satisfactorily at a general conference 
of United Nations. 

7. I note that you have already drawn Cadogan's attention to the language of 
VI.B. 3 stating that the Council should in all cases act on behalf of all 
members. I quite agree with your objection. It is curious that the U.S. support 
the inclusion of this provision after stoutly resisting the inclusion of similar 
language in the Draft Instrument of Surrender for Germany" on the ground 
that the use of the phrase "on behalf or' implies prior consultation with and 
agreement of all concerned. 	- 	• •  

8. I am glad to hear that in paragraph VI.D. 4 the word "participate" has 

now been substituted for "to be heard." If they can add your draft additional 
paragraph this will make the whole scheme ,  more easily acceptable by a 
number of important secondary states. On a point of language your draft 
addition should, I think, be changed by substituting for "a non-Member 
the words "a Member State not represented on the Council." 

1 	 « 

"Voir le volume 10, document 677./See Volume 10, Document 677. 	

state' 
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:9 . I fully agree with the views which you expressed against the outright
rejection of the Soviet suggestion for an International Air Force and I think
that this position would be supported by the Government . We have received
from the Dominions Office the following draft provision which Cadogan has
been authorized to support ; I think that they might go further than this by
requiring the Council rather than Member States to examine the practicability
of the proposal .

"In order to increase the speed with which urgent military measures could
be taken, member states should undertake to examine the practicability of
organising contingents from National Air Forces into an International Air
Force, the composition of which would be determined by the Council with the
assistance of the Military Staff Committee ."

10 . As for the possibility of holding a general conference in October, I
assume that the U .S. are anxious to bring this about so that the conference
may be proceeding during the last stages of the election campaign and may
assist, in keeping the issues out of political controversy . I think that a
conference held so soon would inevitably be poorly organized and would
probably be of very long duration . We are, however, better prepared to
participate in it than the other Allied Governments, except for the Great
Powers, and I think that we can leave it to others to make the inevitable
objections . Ends .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Embassy in United States

DEA/7-Vs

TELE7YpE EX -3776 Ottawa, September 9, 1944
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTIO N
Top SECR ~T. Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins : My immediatelypreceding message was written before I received your WA-5284 of September
8th which I am glad to notice reports some important progress on the Soviet
Side• Cadogan's suggestion mentioned in your paragraph 3 regarding eligibilityfor" élection, to the Council is a small sop to us on a•~~~ r point which we have
particularly cmphasized I would much prefer a separate paragraph laying

:U . ., ,doWA tbe " general principle even if its application will have to be left for latera8r~eent .° ~,.,~, £,, x $ , :
2• : ~ne oould, of course, comment on the drafts which have emerged almostinderiÂit;1y but in my preceding message I have tried only to pick out some

onwhich a further word from you might influence the result . We shal lprobablY be joined by some less restrained critics when other Governments
recerve th' de raft charter. Ends .~~--
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387. DEA/7-V s

Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
a lassistant, le ministère des Affaires extérieures

Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Assistant, Department of External Affairs

[Ottawa, c. September 10, 1944]

Mr. Holmes :

N. A. R. will show this to P .M. and I think advise him to raise these matters
at Quebec.28 I have sent L . B. P. the text of paras . 6-10 by teletype . You might

circulate in the Dep't . a copy of this memo .
H . W .

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] September 10, 1944

This note is inspired by a telephone conversation with Pearson this morning .

1 . He is discouraged over possibility of making progress with our point o f

view on security questions . U.K. have put it forward without getting anywhere

with U.S . or U.S .S .R. Dunn29 will not even consider Cadogan's sop to us - a
proviso that due regard should be paid to military contribution in selecting
temporary members for the Council . Pearson spent until after midnight last
night with the British going over the ground .

2 . He has emphasized that the plan in present form will be strenuously
opposed by other countries and that we are trying, not to secure a special
position for Canada, but to propose changes which will make the plan more
acceptable at a general conference . The primary concern in Washington is to
get agreement among the three powers, especially with the U.S.S.R .

3 . The only major point of difference still outstanding between them is the
Russian refusal to forego the right of veto in consideration of disputes to which

they are a party. Malkin30 surprised him by saying that in his view this point
had narrowed to the question whether a great power voted on the assumption
of jurisdiction over such a dispute, and that a great power might still vote (with

right of veto) over recommendations or sanctions once jurisdiction had bee
n

2'La Conférence de Québec du 10 au 15 septembre 1944.
The Quebec Conference of September 10- 1 5, 1944:

"Directeur, Bureau des Affaires européennes, département d'État des États-Unis .
Director, Office of European Affairs, Department of State of United States .

"Conseiller juridique au Foreign Office de Grande-Bretagne.
Legal Advisor to Foreign Office of Great Britain .
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taken — the U.S. and U.K. would accept this. While such a provision would 
look bad, he agreed that in practice it would make little difference as sanctions 
against a great power were most unlikely. Jebb thinlcs Malkin may be 
mistaken, and Pearson will check this with Cadogan. He wanted to be sure of 
the interpretation to be placed on para 5. of our telegram to London of 
September 4th on this point. I told him that we believed that no country 
involved in a dispute should vote in the Council, whether it was a permanent 
member or not. This is what he had understood. 
4. He is going to talk to some of the Americans. Dunn and Pasvolsky are 

inaccessible. He suggested that we might talk to Atherton. 
5. They are set on a general conference in October. Pearson says this will 

undoubtedly be discussed at Quebec. He agrees that the difficulties over this 
ought to be made by other countries, not by us. 
6. I am disturbed by the serious possibility that the plan now being framed 

will not be accepted by a considerable number of states. Even if it were 
accepted, I doubt that states other than Great Powers would go on to consent 
to place quotas of their forces and military facilities at the disposal of the 
Council. This would pretty well reduce the whole organization to an alliance 
between great powers, with frills attached to give it the appearance of general 
participation. One frill would be the right of the five permanent Council 
members plus one other to the active cooperation of all member states in the 
execution of decisions on which they might reach agreement between 
themselves. 
7. The "sovereign equality" of states becomes, in practice, the sovereign 

equality of Great Powers. Canada would probably be less directly affected by 
such a plan than any of the smaller countries in Europe or Asia. The smaller 
countries in those continents, or at any rate those most exposed from the point 
of view of security, would probably be compelled to become clients of a Great 
Power — in Europe either of the U.K. or of the U.S.S.R. — thus creating new 
spheres of influence and a new balance of power. This would greatly 
complicate intra-Commonwealth relations; and its long-term effect might well 
be disastrous. It is also important for the prestige of the Council that its elected 
members should not be clients of one or other Great Power, always supporting 
its position. 
8. Dewey has already raised the issue of the place of smaller countries. It 

looks as though the answers given by the President and Hull would be shown to 
be specious as soon as the plan is made public. Thus we may find ourselves in 
the position of having the issue injected into the U.S. election, with our 
sYmpathies with Dewey and not with the President. I do not like the prospect of 
Canada having, in her own vital interest, to adopt publicly a position supported 
bY the opposition candidate and resisted by the Administration. We might have 
no other choice if the conference takes place before the election. 
2. 1  am inclined to believe that it would be better if the agreement at 
utimbarton Oaks left open some of these questions for later settlement, 
PerhaPs by including alternative drafts, or else by specifically referring certain 
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unresolved issues to the general conference for decision. It is also to be hoped 
that the agreement will be in form an agreement between experts, not formally 
approved by the three governments. 

10. If these matters are raised at Quebec, the sooner the better. h is 
preferable that the Washington discussions should be prolonged by new 
instructions to the delegations than that their result should be abortive. 

388. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 144 	 London, September 12, 1944 

TOP SECRET. Addressed Canada No. 144, repeated by Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs to United Kingdom Embassy, Washington, for Sir A. 
Cadogan. Your telegram Sept-ember 4th, No. 157. World Organization. 

We are glad to have this further expression of your views. 
2. In regard to eligibility for Council, we fully sympathise with your feelings 

about geographical blocs and secondary States. 
3. As to former, however, we think it inevitable and indeed desirable that 

whatever the principles of election, non-permanent members should in practice 
reflect interests of different regions of world. We think that there is bound to 
be some Latin-American representation on Council, though it seems unlikely 
that Assembly would agree to elect as many as three Latin -American 
countries, if only because remaining three scats would probably be considered 
insufficient representation for other parts of world. 
4. We are still reluctant to attempt to deal with position of minor States by 

writing into Charter of Organization a formal differentiation between 
Secondary States. To provide, even by implication, that some States are 
ineligible for Council would render Organization unattractive to them from 
start and might be regarded as infringing principle of Sovereign equality on 
which Organization is to be based. We alluded in paragraph 29 of Memoran-
dum A to difficulty of finding a principle corresponding to that regulating 
election of Governing Body of I.L.O. which would be applicable to a political 
organization. Military strength alone would not be qualification for dealing 
with economic and social matters, inclusion of which we understand you to 

favour like ourselves. We feel, however, with you that something might well be 
gained by adding words which would militate against election of States which 
by any critcrion are unimportant. United Kingdom delegation have therefore 
been authorized to propose insertion after words "non-permanent seats" in 
paragraph VI.A of draft text in my telegram of September 12th, Circular 
D.1338t of following words; "due regard being paid to their contribution 
towards maintenance of peace and security and towards the other purposes of 

the Organization." Delegation arc doubtful whether they will succeed in 
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securing this amendment but will continue to do. their best to obtain somewording of this kind .
: 5 . Your paragraph 5, voting in Council . After consultation' with United
Kingdom delegation we understand that you have in mind here disputes to
which a Great Power is not (repeat not) a party . United Kingdom delegation
expressed opinion, which we share, that if Soviet Delegation come round to ourand United States view we should see great difficulty in securing any further
departure from requirement of Great Power' unanimity to which Soviet
delegation attach great importance .

6 .,Your paragraph 6. In regard to first part, United Kingdom delegation have
secured inclusion in section VI .D(4) and (5) of draft text of words "and to
participate in discussion ." See also last sentence of section VIII B .9 as regardsassociation with proposed Military Committee .

7 . In regard to second part of your paragraph 6 we had not contemplated that
it would be possible to devise automatic machinery under which in all cases
States not on Council could be associated with decisions of Council . Ends .
389.,_,, .

DEA/7 -V s
'RMémorandunt du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre

Yémorandum front Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affair stu Prime lltinister

[Ottawa,j September 16, 1944
MEMORANDUM FOR T H E PRIME MINISTER

We had a discussion with Cadogan yesterday on the position reached atDumbarton Oaks. There is, at the moment, a deadlock with the Russians on animportant point, but if this is resolved the United Kingdom and U .S.S.R. willnot Oppose pressure from the United States to convene a United Nationsconference on world organization, with the tentative date set for October 25th .A
s to the deadlock, this comes from a firm Soviet refusal to agree thatparties to'a dispute should not vote in the Council when that dispute was underConsideration . They wish to prese rve their own absolute right of veto in a formwhich

would even prevent the Council from considering any complaint made
a8ainst them by any other state. Under the Covenant, parties to a dispute could
not vote and thus, so far as the Great Powers are concerned, the Russians arepressing

for a requirement of unanimity more stringent than that imposed i nthe 1.4gue. There is talk of a compromise, depriving partie s
ngbt to vote except at the final stage involving the imposition of sanctions ,~f the
Cado butgan said that neither Mr. Churchill nor Mr. Eden was ready to agree .
bol~at is the immediate issue . If it is resolved, the ro sed procedurep po ofS~ .°g a ' " ~ conference in about six weeks, on the basis of the present scheme,'4s ` toresent some ver yY political problems, perhaps moreawkward in the case of Canada than of any other country . The plan is wide.:~~
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open to attack in Canada by three sections of opinion, the attacks all centering
round one of its central features - a Council possessing great authority to
enforce settlements of disputes and to require all member states to assist in
enforcement, while giving inside the Council a very special position to the
Great Powers .

From the point of view of Canadian nationalists, especially in French
Canada, this scheme can be represented as depriving Canada of control of its
own policies and resources and subjecting Canada to the direction of a body in
which Russia may have a preponderant influence . The charge could be made
that its acceptance would constitute a surrender of responsible government .

From the point of view of the imperialists, they "could readily revive the
demand for a common Commonwealth front and a single Commonwealth voice
as being the only way in which Canada could exert her proper influence in the
world organization . They could say that it is clear from the scheme that the
world of tomorrow will be dominated by Great Powers, and could charge the
Government with having thrown away a golden opportunity to participate
directly in the controlling group.

From the point of view of the internationalists, the criticisms to be made are
fairly obvious. The plan incorporates, as one of its principles, the doctrine of
the sovereign equality of states, but in fact what it provides is for the sovereign
equality of Great Powers . All the other states of the world are, it is true,
treated on a basis of equality, but it is an equality of inferiority of status .

These are the three main lines of attack corresponding to sections of
Canadian opinion which seem certain to be made when the plan becomes
public. The issues will be injected into the Canadian election . If the present
timetable is followed, the issues are also likely to be injected into the American
election, with the criticisms which we would presumably be bound to advance
at an international conference snapped up by the Republicans for use in the
campaign. Mr. Dewey has already depicted himself as the opponent of Great
Power dictatorship and the champion of a truer internationalism giving due
weight to smaller states . , I

I think that those concerned with the Three Power talks in Washington are
so vitally interested in securing agreement between themselves that they have
not really weighed the proposals from the point of view of countries outside the
inner circle . It is likely that they will be greatly surprised by the criticisms from
nearly all quarters which will greet publication of the plan . I doubt whether

many states would agree to join the international organization if it is pushed
through in the form now proposed .
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DEA/7-Vs 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Ûnis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5470 	 Washington, September 20, 1944 

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. World Organization. My WA-5453 of September 
19th.t 

1. Mahoney and Reid are today attending meeting at British Embassy at 6 
p.m: which might provide an opportunity, if you so desire, to make suggestions 
on revision of communiqué which it is proposed to issue some time after about 
September 27th. The text of this communiqué is given in paragraph 5 of our 
WA-5453 and does not seem entirely satisfactory from our point of view: 
(a) It appears that the text of the proposals on which agreement has been 

reached is to be published before communication to the other United Nations. 
(b) The draft statement does not explicitly state that the proposals as 

published are the views of experts and do not necessarily commit the four 
Governments. 
(c) The communiqué makes no reference to immediate consultations with the 

Governments of the other United Nations. Their views apparently are not to be 
sought until after the four Governments have given further study to the 
proposals. 
(d) Paragraph 3 of the communiqué might give the impression that the four 

Great Powers are going to present to the full United Nations Conference a 
document which has been accepted by all four Governments. 

2 . If you have any instructions perhaps you could telephone them to us if a 
teletype would not reach us in time. 

391: 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Embassy in United States 

Ottawa, September 20, 1944 TELETYPE EX-3906 
FOR  IMMEDIATE ACTION 
TOP SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins: Your WA-5470 of September 
2°th. 1 have no opportunity of consulting others but the following points may 
be useful at this afternoon's meeting: 
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I . Your point (a) . Since full agreement has not been reached I doubt that we
should press for prior communication to other United Nations before
publication of the proposals .

2 . Your point (b) . I think you might suggest some change in language . If no
settlement can be reached of the major issue now unresolved, it may even prove
necessary to consider an organization of a different structure . Hence an
indication of the tentative nature of these proposals would be useful .

3 . Your point (c) . You might enquire whether there has been any discussion
on consultation with other Governments . I can see difficulties in the great
powers agreeing to submit to other Governments incomplete proposals .

4 . Your point (d). This is really covered by my comments on your (b) above .

You would be safe in assuming that the postponement of the projected
international conference is far from unwelcome to the Canadian Government .

392. PCO

Extrait du procès- verbal du comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extract jrom Minutes of Cabinet War Committe e
ToP SECRET Ottawa, September 20th, 1944

I!:

I
,

WORLD SECURITY ORGANIZATIO N

3 . THE ASSISTANT UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS" reported that a deadlock had been reached between the United
Kingdom and the United States on the one hand, and the U .S.S .R. on the

other, on the issue of voting by a Great Power who was party to a dispute
before the Council for consideration .

The Russians refused to recede from the position that permanent members
of the Council should be entitled to vote on all questions basing themselves on
the principle of unanimity of the Great Powers . The Dumbarton Oaks meetings
with the Soviet Union were to be concluded forthwith. Brief discussions with
China would then take place and a public announcement would be made in
general terms . Subsequently, the text of the document emerging from the
Washington meetings would be published omitting any conclusions upon the
points where agreement had not been reached. In any event it had been decided
that no general international conference on the subject could now be held in
early November as had been contemplated by the United States .

(Telegram Dominions ''Office to External Affairs, Circular D . 1381,

September 15, 1944) .'
4. THE WAR COMMITTEE noted the Assistant Under-Secretary"s report .

E : . . . , ,

"H. Wrong .
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DEA/7-Vs
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External AffairsIo Prime Minister

[Ottawa,j September 26, 1944

I attach the text of draft agreement reached at Dumbarton Oaks in the for mwhich it had assumed up to September 20th.t It seems unlikely that there will
be any further changes of importance before the discussions there end . The
amendments notified in telegrams from the Dominions Officet are all
incorporated in the enclosure .

The present intention is that this text should be made public shortly after
the end of discussions with the Chinese . The discussions with the Russians may
conclude today and they hope to get the Chinese meetings over by the end ofthe week . This document, therefore, may be revealed within a week .I

There is only one point in the document in which it is spelled out that
agreement has not been reached . This is Section C of Chapter VI on page 8
relating to voting in the Council which has been left blank, the issue, of course,be ing the Soviet refusal to accept the view of the U.S. and U.K. delegationsthat great powers should not be allowed to vote in the consideration of disputesin which they are involved . There arc, however, certain other points which arestill unsettled and it is possible that these may be listed in a covering statement.The more important of these points are as follows:

I~ -The method of amendment of the charter .
2•' Thé initial membership of the Organization and admission of newmembers (Chapter III on page 3) .3 . A proposed provision in Chapter VIII, Section A, which would in termsexclude- questions of domestic jurisdiction from the scope of the Council's

authôrity to settle disputes .
4. he inclusion in the statement of principles in Chapter II of a statementthat`each state is responsible for respecting "the human rights and fundamen-tal freedôms of all its people."

O w one , point which we have particularly stressed there has not beenincluded n: a, U.K .' proposal that the Assembly in electing non-permancntmem bers = of f` the Council should pay "due regard to the contribution ofmem bers of the Organization towards the maintenance of international peaceand . security and towards the other purposes of the Organization ." The U.S .particu
larly resisted this and was supported by the Soviet representatives .-IAink=that it . may be desirable for you to issue a statement verytr.tbeilpubl ication of this document indicating in general terms the attitudeof ihe

;G overnment towards the proposals while avoiding the adoption of aPosition which would tend to tic the hands of the Canadian representatives atan ïnter~âtional conferencc . it is not easy for anyone unfamiliar with the.
~.. .:
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background and course of the Washington negotiations to pick out the essential 
features of the plan and without some guidance public comment may be 
uninformed and unhelpful. If you think this a good idea I shall have a draft 
statement prepared for your consideration. 

394. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 160 	 London, September 26, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. PERSONAL AND TOP SECRET. Following from the Prime Minister 
for Mr. Mackenzie King, Begins: Personal and Top Secret. You will wish to 
read the following telegram I have received from Smuts, Begins: 

I feel deeply perturbed over 'deadlock with Russia in World Organization 
talks. This crisis in any case comes at most unfortunate moment before the 
final end of the war. I fear we are being rushed at breakneck pace into 
momentous decisions, and not in this case only. International aviation, tele-
communications, etc., all tell the same tale. Here, however, the consequences 
may be particularly disastrous. I may therefore be pardoned for sending a 
warning note about this impasse. 

At first I thought the Russian attitude absurd and their contention one not 
to be conceded by other Great Powers, and one likely to be turned down by 
smaller Powers also. But second thoughts have tended the other way. I assume 
that Russian attitude is sincerely stated by Molotov and correctly interpreted 
by Clark Kerr" and Cadogan as one involving honour and standing of Russia 
among her allies. She asks whether she is trusted and treated as an equal or is 
still the outlaw and Pariah. A misunderstanding here is more than a mere 
difference. It touches Russian amour propre and produces an inferiority 
complex and may poison European relations with far reaching results. Russia, 
conscious of her power, may become more grasping than ever. Her making no 
attempt to find a solution shows her reaction and sense of power. What will be 
her future relations with Germany and Japan, even France, not to mention 
lesser countries? If a World Organization is formed with Russia out of it, she 
will become the power centre in another group and we shall be heading for 
World War III. If no such Organization is formed by the United Nations, they 
will stand stultified before history. The dilemma is a very grave one and the 
position into which we may be drifting should be avoided at all costs. 

In view of these dangers, the smaller Powers should be prepared to make a 
concession to Russia's amour propre and should not on this matter insist on 
theoretical equality of status. Such insistence may have most devastating 

32Sir Archibald Clark Kerr, ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne en Union soviétique. 
Sir Archibald Clark Kerr, Ambassador of Great Britain in Soviet Union. 
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results for smaller Powers themselves. Where questions of power and security 
are concerned, it would be most unwise to raise theoretical issues of sovereign 
equality, and the United Kingdom and the United States of America should 
use their influence in favour of common sense and safety first rather than 
status for smaller countries.  •  

• On merits there is much to be said for unanimity among Great Powers, at 
least for the years immediately following on this war. If in practice the 
princiPle proves unworkable, the situation could be reviewed later when mutual 
confidence has been established and a more workable basis laid down. At the 
present stage, a clash should be avoided at all costs. If unanimity for Powers is 
adopted, even including their voting on questions directly concerning their 
interests, the result would be that the United Kingdom and the United States 
of America will have to exert all their influence on Russia to be moderate and 
sensible and not to flout world opinion. And in this they are likely to be largely 
successful. If Russia proves impossible, the World Organization may have to 
act, but blame will be hers. At worst the principle of unanimity will only have 
effect of a veto vote of preventing action where it may be wise or even 
necessary. It will be negative and slow down action. But it will also make it 
impossible for Russia to embark on crises" disapproved of by the United 
Kingdom and the United States of America. 

Where people are drunk with new-won power it may not be so bad a thing to 
have a brake like unanimity. I do not defend it, I dislike it, but I do not think it 
at present so bad that future of world peace and security should be sacrificed 
on this issue. 

The talks have so far been on an official advisory level, although no doubt 
there may have been intervention on a higher level. I think before definite 
decisions are reached on highest level the whole situation should be most 
carefully reconsidered in all its far reaching implications and some modus 
vivendi, even if only of a temporary character, should be explored among the 
Great Powers, which would prevent a catastrophe of first magnitude. We 
simPly must agree and cannot afford to differ where so much is at stake for the 
future. Ends. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires: extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 188 	 Ottawa, September 28, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. PERSONAL AND TOP SECRET. Following for Mr. Churchill from 
Mr. Mackenzie King, Begins: I am grateful to you for passing on in your 

33Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
courSeS. 
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telegram No. 160 of September 26th the message sent to you by Smuts . Like

him I am concerned over the deadlock reached at Dumbarton Oaks and I too
am not inclined .to doubt the sincerity of Molotov's explanation of the Russian

position ."It is certainly of the greatest importance that the Soviet Government
should fully participate in the new security arrangements and I agree with
Smuts that the whole situation ought to be most carefully reconsidered before

final decisions are reached .

. 2. I question whether the publication of the plan in its present form, with the
section on voting in the Council left blank, will help ultimate agreement . Its

publication will appear to'narrow the issues to the single problem of the right
of great powers to vote in the Council in disputes in which they are involved,
while fixing in other respects the structure-and authority of the new interna-

tional organs . Is it not possible that a way around the difficulty might be found
even though this would involve changes of substance in other parts of the plan?
Should there not be an attempt to see whether a different pattern could meet
the Russian position in some manner more acceptable than yielding to them on
the single important point now at issue?

3 . In actual practice it seems to me that this matter of individual veto is likely
to be more formal than real . It is unlikely that important questions directly
interesting the Soviet Government would be pressed to a vote in the Council
over Soviet opposition . If they were so pressed, it is still more unlikely that they
would secure the requisite support from other Council members . If the Soviet

Government were fully conscious of the respect which other nations have for
their strength, they would realize that, even without being assured a right of
veto,° their own power is a safeguard, against,the adoption of decisions which
they are unwilling to accept .

4 . 1 mentioned to you and the President on the last day of the Quebec
Conference my doubts whether, quite apart from this particular issue, the
scheme framed in Washington would secure the requisite public support,
especially in the more important secondary countries . While Soviet participa-

tion in the Organization is vital for its success, it is also most important that
public opinion throughout the United Nations should warmly support the plan
not only now but for many years to come . If the Organization is intended to be

mainly an alliance between the United States, United Kingdom and Soviet
Governments (which is, of course, one of its purposes) it would be logical now
to accept the Russian view on the question of veto. It would, however, be more

realistic and probably more acceptable to other countries if such alliance were
represented as a necessary ' transitional stage in the organizationâ on the
security, and not as part of a gcneral and permanent system base
sovereign equality of all peace-loving states ."

5. From the point of view of countries without permanent scats on the

Council, especially those whieh :are expected to make a substantial contribution
to the ma intenance of secur i ty, the problem is not fundamentally one of status
but of the degree to wh ich their people will accept a permanent delegation of
control over their own policies and actions to a Council on which they may not
be represented . I am referring to such sections of the plan as Chapter II,
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paragraph 5, Chapter VI B, paragraphs 1 and 4, and Chapter VIII B, 
paragraphs 3, 5, 7 and 10. These proposals raise  more  than theoretical issues of 
sovereignty. 

6. I hope and believe that general agreements may be secured on the abolition 
in both Assembly and Council of the League rule of unanimity. In that event 
all members of the Organization would be bound by decisions of the Assembly, 
even if they had voted against them; and all members of the Council (apart 
from whatever special position may be accorded in it to the great powers in 
addition to permanent membership) would likewise be bound by decisions of 
the majority of the Council. This would be a significant and important 
development. I doubt whether it is possible to go very far beyond this by 
seeking to include in the Charter pledges from all members to join in the 
execution of Council decisions in the framing of which they have had no part. I 
am conscious of the potential political difficulties in Canada if such pledges 
were sought, and it seems to me that these difficulties will present themselves 
more acutely in European secondary states. When the execution of a Council 
decision requires the active participation of a country not on the Council, the 
Charter might provide that such a country should be required to take positive 
action only if (a) the decision had been endorsed by the Assembly or (b) the 
country concerned either had participated in the Council's discussions or had 
separately agreed with the Council to join in task of enforcement. 

• 7. Thus, in addition to the Russian deadlock, there are strong reasons for 
reconsidering the whole situation. Furthermore, under the plan the effective 
participation of the United States in the scheme will depend very largely on 
whether the United States will ratify a special agreement, as contemplated in 
Chapter VIII B, paragraph 5, placing adequate forces and facilities at the 
disposal of the Council. There are signs that there will be intense opposition to 
what would be considered under their constitution an abrogation of the rights 
«Congress. If the United  States were to ratify the Charter but failed to enter 
into a special military agrccmcnt the whole structure would be undermined. 
8. I believe that in the  United  States and in nearly all the other Allied 

countries public opinion would accept far-reaching obligations designed to 
prevent a further outbreak from Germany and Japan. This would be regarded 
in quite a different light from the assumption of permanent and indefinite 
obligations to assist in all circumstances in the enforcement of settlements 
prescribed by the Council. By developing this line of thought it might be 
Pssible to discover a generally acceptable way around the Russian difficulty, 
at any rate as a transitional measure. 
9. It will take time to explore alternative courses, and it is important to keep 

the situation as fluid as possible. Hence I repeat my suggestion that the official 
Publication of the plan should be dcfcrrcd. 

O.  I should have no objection to your passing on this message to Smuts, 
Curtin and Fraser. 
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,J October 2, 1944

You will have noticed that Mr . Churchill referred at considerable length i n

his speech in the House of Commons on September 28th to the results of the
discussions on world security at Dumbarton Oaks . His speech was delivered

before he received your telegram of that day but it reads as though he had been
influenced by Smuts' arguments in favour of going slow in reaching final
decisions. He emphasized that the conversations "do not in any way bind the
Governments represented" and that "we ought not to be hurried into decisions

on the important outstanding questions ." "It would not be prudent to press in a

hurry for momentous decisionsgoverning the whole future of the world ."

He continued by pointing out that the great powers could not "do more in
the first instance than act as trustees for other states, great or small, during the
period of transition" and went on to say that futureestablishmentl of

in the
future would be only prel i m inary to the actual
world organization in its final form .

Finally - and this is perhaps the point of immediate importance - he
declared that he did not think that a satisfactory agreement would be

reached
until there had been a further meeting between Roosevelt, Stalin and

himself
which - he earnestly hoped might take place before the end of the year

. After

emphasizing the necessity of cordial relations between the U.S ., the Soviet

Union and the British Empire he declared "great decisions cannot be taken,

even for the transition period, without far closer, calmer and more searching
discussions than can be held amid the clash of arms . "

The language which Mr. Churchill used seems to indicate that part at least
of our last telegram will be received by him sympathetically . His public
assertion that a further meeting between the Big 3 is necessary in

the
neral

future should help to end the pressure froUnite d
the end of this year. Nis

international conference on world organizatio n
emphasis on the inevitably transitional character of present decisions mreat
indicate that he will advocate some special arrangement between case here
powers not built into the general international organization . In any

is nothing in this part of his speech which runs counter to the position which We

have taken. , ~ ' '
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397. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 179 	 London, October 7, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following from the Prime Minister 
for the Prime Minister, Begins: Your telegram of September 28th, No. 188, 
about the Dumbarton Oaks recommendations. We must carefully consider not 
only what is the best course to take over the Russian attitude to voting in the 
Council, but also what attitude we should adopt to the recommendations in 
general. In doing so we shall give fullest weight to your views. 
2. Meanwhile, the Americans have been pressing us hard to agree to 

publication on October 9th. We should have greatly preferred, for many 
reasons, to have time to digest the recommendations of the officials before they 
were published, and I agree that immediate publication may be attended by the 
risks and disadvantages which you apprehend. On the other hand, acceptance 
by public opinion in the United States of present proposals, imperfect though 
they may be, would be an immense gain to all of us. The Administration think 
that best way of securing this acceptance is by publishing almost at once. Of 
course the results may not be what they expect and hope, but I do not feel able 
to contest their view on this. 
3. Besides these wider considerations, there is the fact that much of the 

document has already leaked into the American press, and if official 
Publication is delayed the rest is sure to leak too. It is embarrassing for us if 
this happens and we do not give the authorized version to Parliament and press 
here. For these reasons we may have to agree to publication on October 9th, 
though we are still in communication with the Russians about text of 
communiqué." I am sure you will understand. 
4. It is, of course, understood that no Government or Ministerial commit-

ments are involved. Ends. 
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DEA/7-Vs 
Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister, Embassy in United States,. 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, October 12, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson: 
Now that the State Department has formally presented us with a copy of 

the draft United Nations Charter, the question arises whether we should not 
seek to have discussion on the Charter with the United States on an official 
level. So far, the United States has not received, at least from us here, any 
direct indication of the Canadian Government's views on the future world 
organization. I have had some informal conversations with Mr. Hickerson, but 
I was careful to point out that I was expressing only my own opinions, and not 
necessarily those of the Canadian Government. Thus the State Department has 
received indications of the Canadian Government's views only indirectly and at 
second hand through the United Kingdom delegates to the Dumbarton Oaks 
meeting; without in fact knowing that they were Canadian views. 
2. We have, on the other hand, discussed these questions at length and in 

some detail with the United Kingdom, both in London, during the Prime 
Ministers' meeting, and here during the Dumbarton Oaks discussions. We have 
also given the United Kingdom Government statements of our views in a 
number of telegrams. 
3. In view of our close relations with the United States, might it not be 

desirable, before the Canadian Government makes up its mind on the line 
which the Canadian Delegation should take at the forthcoming United Nations 
conference, to have a frank and full discussion of the problems with the State 
Department? 
4. If we are to have such discussions, they should, I think be held as soon as 

possible. For one thing, it is just possible that the United States may succeed in 
its efforts to hold the United Nations conference in the very near future. If the 
results of current discussions with the Soviet Union are satisfactory, it is 
conceivable that a United Nations conference might meet early in December. 1 
have a strong feeling that, for domestic political reasons, the Administration 
would like to announce, before the date of the presidential election, that a 
conference has at least been convened for the near future. 

5. That is one reason for trying to have discussions with the United States as 
soon as possible. Another is that the sociner they are held, the greater is the 
chance of our being able to influence American views. The Administration has 
emphasized the tentative nature of the present proposals, and its willingness to 
see them modified in the light of comments from powers other than those 
represented at Dumbarton Oaks. The closer, however, we get to the United 
Nations conference, the more fixed the views of the United States are likely to 
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become. We have met with a measure of success in our efforts to persuade the
United Kingdom Government to modify certain - Of their original views. We
might also meet with some success in discussions with the United States .
6. I, therefore, suggest that, after a provisional formulation of our own views,

we might discuss with the State Department the nature of any revisions we
might like to see made to the Charter .

7 . Since the draft Charter is the outcome of meetings between four great
powers, I should think that it would be appropriate if, at the same time, we put
our provisional views before the United Kingdom, the U .S.S.R. and China . So
far as the United Kingdom is concerned, there will, of course, be no difficulty,
since they will be seeking our views, and those of Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, and India, in the hope that the nations of the Commonwealth
will present a substantially united front at the United Nations conference. The
only question to be determined is how our views might best be put to London .
There is a good deal to be said for doing this both by memorandum and orally .

8 :1t~has occurred to me that, in addition to consulting with the great powers
and with the nations of the Commonwealth, it might be useful if, before the
holding of the United Nations conference, we discussed the problem informally
with France and with the principal middle powers, such as Brazil and the
Netherlands, and perhaps Czechoslovakia, Norway, Belgium and Mexico .

9 . The French will be happy that they are to secure in due course a
permanent seat on the council, but it is likely that they will be far from
satisfied with other provisions of the draft Charter. Since they are the only
great power which has not participated in the drafting of the Charter, they
may, for prestige reasons, be tempted to propose numerous amendments . But
considerations more important than prestige will enter into their calculations .
They will, I think, want to see created a more powerful international
organization than that envisaged in the Charter . They may push hard, for
example, for the proposal which has already received Soviet and Chinesesupport,

;that there be established an international air police force. They may
also Propose inclusion in the Charter of provisions which would, by themselves,
give rise to obligations on the part of member states to assist in imposing
military sanctions. It would only be with great reluctance, I think, that they
Would concur in a Charter which, like the present draft, entirely shelves this
problem,' and leaves it to be met by subsequent security agreements, some of
the more important of which may never be concluded or, if concluded, ratified .10-A realize, of course, that before discussions of any kind can begin, we have
to formulate at least provisionally, our own views . In the consideration that isno doubt being given to this matter in Ottawa, may I make one suggestion?
Any proposals of ours for revision of the Charter will emphasize, I take it, the
necessity of narrowing the gap between the rights and obligations of the great
and the lesser powers . I suggest that we make clear also that a solution of this
probiem is associated in our minds with changes for strengthening the Charterso as tu make it a more effective instrument for the maintenance of peace andfor I eaceful change . My own view is that Canada's national interest would be
served by such changes, some of which, as I have pointed out above, are likely
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to be put forward by the French . Certainly the international interest would be

se rved by -them. But equally certainly it would be more difficult to support

them if the "great-powers "="other-powers" gap is not narrowed . :

11 . In this connection, a comparison of the Draft Charter with the document,

"The International Law of the Future," published on January 1, 1944, by a

number of Americans and Canadians interested in international law and
organization, indicates certain gaps in the former document. Thus the Charter

is at present weak, or at least vague, in its provisions for peaceful change, there
being no explicit provisions in the Charter corresponding to proposals 20, 21
and 22 of "The International Law of the Future ." There is also no provision
corresponding to proposal 7 on the modification of general rules of interna-

tional law. Principles similar to the useful principles 2 and 10 of "The
International Law of the Future" do not ppea r
omitted, I believe, deliberately but not necessarily wisely .

12 . I realize that these matters are primarily the responsibility of Ottawa and
that, indeed, you may have already considered them . The Embassy is, however,
especially interested in the prablem through its association with the Dumbar-
ton Oaks talks . It may also be used as one of the channels for discussion in case
the suggestions made above prove practicable and acceptable . That is why I

venture to bring them to your attention .
Yours sincerely,

L. B . PEARSON

399
. DEA/7-Vs

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre"

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister"

[Ottawa], December 13, 1944

I enclose a copy of a despatch from Dupuyt reporting a discussion with M .
Spaak on the Dumbarton Oaks proposals . Spaak, I think, reveals a

Dtan~ân
judgment on the - merits and defects. He told Dupuy that he a n

Kleffens'6 had discussed whether the Dutch and Belgian views shoul d
h be by the

known to the great powers and that while no decision had been rea

c

Belgian Government they were in agreement that they might be faced with a
fait accompli unless they took some such action"

É 35 La note suivante é tait &rite sur le mémorandum : '
The following note was written on the memorandum : : '

- Given to R . G . R(obertson) to show to Baron Silvcrcruys.
xMinistre des Affaires étrangères des Pays-Bas. , .

` Foreign Minister of The Netherlands.
"'Note marginale:/Marginal note:

1 agree.
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We have been giving a good deal of thought to this in the Department and I 
am inclined to recommend that we should make some communication to the 
great powers at any rate before the projected meeting between Messrs. 
Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin takes place." In such a communication I think 
that we should not propose any fundamental changes but should follow the line 
that we have already taken with the British Government in suggesting that the 
selection of non-permanent members of the Council should not be left in the 
Charter as a free-for-all between all states other than great powers and that 
some changes and additions should be made so that countries not represented 
on the Council would not be required to take serious action to enforce a 
decision of the Council without some opportunity to participate in or agree to 
the decision. This should, 1 think, be put forward as a method of strengthening 
the authority of the organization by improving the machinery for organizing 
force behind the Security Council. 

The activities of the Latin-American bloc at the Civil Aviation Conference 
at Chicago seemed to me to emphasize the desirability of getting some changes 
made in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals before they are officially submitted as 
the basis for a United Nations conference. At such a conference the Latin-
American states would have about half the votes and they might even be able 
to arrange matters so that they would secure half the elected seats on the 
Security Council and considerable over representation on the Social and 
Economic Council. The United States Government has already been conferring 
with all Latin-American countries except Argentina on the proposals and it is 
still uncertain whether a conference of foreign Ministers of the American 
Republics will meet soon to discuss them. We may be confronted with a solid 
block of Latin-America plus the United States. 

In the first instance perhaps we might make known our views to the great 
powers only or even only in Moscow and Washington as well as London. Later 
we might make a further communication to all members of the United Nations 
with which we have diplomatic relations. It seems as though the Big 3 might 
meet in January" and if we are to make a communication we should, therefore, 
do so before the end of this month. If you agree° to this course I shall submit a 
draft to you for consideration.° 

"Note marginale/Marginal note: 	' 
I agree. , 

"Note marginaleMarginal note: 
Possibly before. K tine  14-XII-44. 

 'Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
I do. W. L, M. K Ling) 

Not marginale:/Marginal note: 
Please. W. L M. Mingl 
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400. DEA/7-Vs

Le seerétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D . 1827 London, December 18, 1944

I

TOP SECRET. Following for the Prime Minister, Begins : President Roosevelt
has sent to Marshal Stalin personal message regarding voting procedure in
Security Council under Dumbarton Oaks proposals . He has suggested
following draft provisions for Section C of Chapter 6 (Security Council),
Begins :

Voting .
(1) One vote should be held by each member of the Security Council .

(2) Procedural matters should be decided by the Security Council on an
affirmative vote of seven members.
(3) An affirmative vote of seven members, including concurring votes of the

permanent members, should be required for decisions of the Security Council
on all other matters, provided that the parties to a dispute should not vote in
decisions under Chapter 8, Section A, and under paragraph I of Chapter 8,

Section C. Ends .

2. President in his message to Marshal Stalin has emphasized that in
accordance with this draft, unanimity of permanent members of the Council
will be required for all Council decisions relating to determination of threat to
peace, action for removal of such threat or suppression of aggression or other
branches [breaches?] of peace . President agrees that there~ is need for this
requirement and states his willingness to accept Soviet Government's views in
matter as expressed in memorandum presented by them at Dumbarton Oaks
(my, telegram Circular D . 1163) .* He makes it clear that this proposal implies
that each permanent member of Council would always have a vote in decisions
of foregoing character .

3 . President then goes on to refer to provisions of Chapter VIII B, Section A,
of Dumbarton Oaks proposals regarding pacifie settlement of disputes. He

records his belief that procedures proposed under this section will be effective if
recommendations of Security Council made thereunder are concurred in by
permanent members, but that it will at the same time be necessary for Great
Powers to accept common obligation to abstain from voting in their own cause

.

President expresses his conviction that Great Powers will thereby strengthen
their own position as principal guardians of future peace without jeopardizing
their vital interests or deviating from principle that they must act unanimously
in all decisions of Security Council affecting their vital interests .

4 . President has asked whether Marshal Stalin would agree to holding, as
soon as possible, of meeting of representatives designated by him, by President
and Mr. Churchill to reach final agreement on this voting question and, on
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supposition that agreement is reached on voting, to discuss arrangements for 
early convocation of general conference. Intention would be that proposed 
meeting should be small and informal and should be held at place (possibly 
London) yet to be decided. United States Ambassador in Moscow, through 
whom foregoing message was to be conveyed to Marshal Stalin, has been 
instructed not in the meantime, to seek any yes-or-no answer to President's 
proposal, since importance is attached by United States Government to 
avoiding any premature crystallisation of the Soviet Government's attitude. 
6.[sic] State Department have indicated that in their view it would be most 

desirable for World Organisation Charter to go before United States Senate as 
Treaty not later than early or middle summer of 1945 if advantage is to be 
taken of present favourable political atmosphere in United States. 

7. We shall no doubt before long receive some indication of Soviet attitude. 
In meantime, we should be grateful if we could be informed how Dominion 
Governments view the President's proposal. Ends. 

401. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum  from  Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa], December 20, 1944 

Dominions Office telegram Circular D. 1827 of December 18th contains a 
proposal made by the President to Stalin for filling in the most important gap 
in the Dumbarton Oaks document and requires some comment from us. 

The proposals to govern voting in the Council need some study to make 
thefil clear. In the first place, Roosevelt suggests that seven affirmative votes 
should be required for Council decisions instead of six (a simple majority). 
This means that at least two elected members of the Council would have to 
vote with the permanent members before action could be taken. That is a 
minor point but perhaps an improvement. 

Secondly, on the central difficulty over the veto power of the permanent 
members, Roosevelt proposes an ingenious compromise. The suggestion  is that 
on all but procedural matters an affirmative vote, including the votes of the 
Permanent members, should be required, except that parties to a dispute should 
not vote on decisions relating to the pacific settlement of disputes or on 
decisions to refer a dispute to a regional agency for settlement. This would 
seem to mean in practice that a great  power  involved in a dispute could not 
Prevent the Security Council from taking cognizance of the dispute and could 
flot %;titégainst any recommendations which the Council might make for its 
settle-Ment short of the application of some sort of sanctions. If it came to the 
aPPlieiticin of sanctions (which only would  arise  after the Council has decided 
t:lat th-e dispute "constitutes a threat to the maintenance of international peace 
  %Axing power on the Council of thosc involved would bc restored. 
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This is an improvement on giving the permanent members a veto power in 
all circumstances but it does not remove the central objection that it places 
them above the law iniposed on other members. One danger in adopting the 
plan might be that a permanent member might be tempted, in order to 
maintain its right of veto, to press its differences with another state to the point 
at which the issue constituted a threat to peace from the beginning, thus 
placing itself in a position to prevent the Council from initiating the procedure 
for pacific settlement. 

We are asked to let London have our views on this. I think that we cannot 
say that the proposed arrangement is satisfactory but that we should not say 
that it is unsatisfactory. We can go so far as to recognize that this may be the 
best arrangement on which agreement can be secured in Moscow. 

The telegram also raises another important point. At the end of the 
Dumbarton Oaks meeting it was stated in both Washington and London that 
the points still in dispute would be discussed at a meeting between the heads of 
the Governments of the three powers. The President now proposes dropping 
this plan and suggests that a meeting should be held as soon as possible of 
representatives designated by heads of Governments to reach agreement on the 
question of voting in the Council and to discuss arrangements for a general 
conference. One must sympathize, I think, with the desire in Washington to 
have the Charter ready for submission to the Senate in June or July. 

You have already accepted my suggestion that we might present a statement 
of our views on the steps necessary to strengthen the position of leading 
secondary states. This is a tricky document to prepare but I hope to have a 
draft to submit to you within a few days. This telegram makes me think that 
we should have it ready for presentation in Washington, Moscow and London 
immediately after the New Year. 

402. 	 DEA/7 -VS  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

Ottawa, December 22, 1944 

TOP SECRET. Addressed Dominions Office No. 245, repeated to Canberra, No. 
29, Wellington No. 29, Pretoria No. 28. 

Your telegram Circular D. 1827 of December 18th. General International 
Organization. 

1. We recognize that a compromise along lines proposed by President 

Roosevelt  • may be the best attainable solution of the Problem of voting 

procedure in the Security Council. It would, however, still leave the great 

powers above the law proposed for all other states in relation  tø the central 
function of the Council of dealing with threats to peace. Furthermore, it could 
conceivably encourage a permanent member to turn a difference with another 

TELEGRAM 245 .  
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state at once into a threat to the peace under Chapter VIII B, in order to
prevent its consideration by the Security Council ' under- Chapter VIII A. At
this stage we do not feel called upon either to approve or to disapprove the
suggestion .

2. We recognize the importance of seeking to meet the views of the State
Department on timing set forth in paragraph 6 of your telegram .

3 . We feel, however, that before the draft proposals are formally submitted as
a basis for a general conference a further effort should be made to meet the
difficulties which we have already brought to your notice in connection with
the position of - the more important secondary states. These difficulties centre
around (a) the selection of non-permanent members of the Council and (b) the
authority of the Council to demand positive and perhaps drastic action from
Member States not represented on it in order to enforce its decisions . The
activities of the Latin-American group at the Chicago Aviation Conference
increase our concern that it may prove impossible to amend the proposals in
the desired direction at a general conference . We consider that there is a
greater chance of securing approval if the amendments are included in the
draft at this stage of discussion between the great powers and before its
presentation to other governments . We consider that such amendments would
increase the ' âuthority of the Security Council and thereby improve its
effectiveness. We, therefore, hopé that this matter will be pressed if the early
meeting proposed by the Président between representatives of the United
Kingdom, United States and Soviet Governments takes place .
.4• We have received informâtion that General de Gaulle informed the Soviet
authorities while in Moscow that he thought it was vital for the security of
France and for the operation of the general organization that the "middle
pôwers" should be effectively associated with the enforcement of peace . The
Russians are said to have indicated that they did not dissent .
5• We intend shortly to submit a statement of our views on these points to the

United States and Soviet Governments and, perhaps to some others . While
other parts of the proposals seem to us to require expansion or amendment
before they can be incorporated in the Charter, most of these further questions
can probably,be considered satisfactorily at a general conference and need not
be raised at this stage.

6 . In my. telegram No . 188 of September 28th to Mr. Churchill I suggested
that it would be difficult to secure acceptance at this time of permanent and
indefinite obligations to assist in all circumstances in the enforcement of
settlements prescribed by the Council . Mr. Churchill in his speech in the House
of Commons on the same day indicated that he thought that temporary
arrangements to bridge the transition period were essential . The public
reception accorded to the Dumbarton Oaks proposals in many countries
strengthens our belief that this approach has much to commend it . We should
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be glad to learn whether you intend to put forward proposals to this end at the 
projected tripartite meeting. 42 	 . 

403. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

_• 	au Premier ministres' 	• 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of Staté for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 	• 

[Ottawa], December 30, 1944 

I attach a dràft of the memorandiimt 'Which.  the War Cornmittee decided 
last week should be presented to the 'powers that too' k part in the Dumbarton 
Oaks meetings. In preparing this draft we  have ,had in mind that it would 
probably be published eventually  and  that it Was desirable, while making our 
suggestions as specific as possible,  to put them' forWard in such a way that if 
our points were not met the Government -Would be free to ratifY the Charter 
without laying' itself open to  a  chargé Of gross inconiiitency. I think that the 
memorandum should be presented personally' by the Ambassadors in 
Washington, Moscow, Chungking and Paris àricl bY'Massey in London with a 
verbal explanation which could include certain things that it is not expedient to 
say' in à written  document  at this time. They might be instructed to refer to the 
activities of the Latin-American' bloc at recent Conferences and notably at 
Chicago and , they -might be asked to develop 'the .  last paragraph of the 
memorandum which  proposes that standards should be established for 
eligibility for election' to the Council. We considered putting in some specific 
proposals but decided that it was better to leave this difficult matter open at 
present -. There are various devices; >none of them satisfactory in itself, which 
would go some distance towards 'meeting our views. These include such 
schemes as a 'System of weighted witing for elections with a number of votes to 
be cast by'each state refleeting its order of international importance, restriction 
of choice to countries which have made satisfactory agreements to give military 
assistance and also io countries ' which have discharged their financial 
obligations and pèssibly  the developMent • of some means of controlling 
nominations so as to reduce the pressure from blocs of states. 

I think that the instructions should go ()id before the end of next week. The 
War Committee has "approved their despatch and the memorandum contains 
no new statement of policy. • 

42La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du télégramme: 
The following note was written on this copy of the telegram: 

Approved by War Committee. 22/X11/44 H. Wirongl 
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404 . . :
: W.L.M.K./Vol : 342Mémorandum du sous=seerétaire d'État associe 'aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre
Memorandumfrom Associate Under=Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs

to Prime Minister

[Ottawa], Januâry 4, 194 5
The American Ambassador came to see me this afternoon to tell me that he

had just been informed by the State Department that he would be furnished
with full information about the agenda of the Conference of Foreign Ministers
in Mexico City" and would be kept currently informed of the proceedings . He
said that he had asked the State Department that this should be done in view
of the importance which he attached to the position adopted by the Canadian
Government. He added that . the conference was expected to open about
February 15th and that the central subject of discussion would be the
Dumbarton Oaks proposals .

Mr. Atherton commented that Canada had had an opportunity already of
making known its views through the United Kingdom Government and that the
Latin-American countries had had no such opportunity . I said that while this
was true I personally felt that it was very important for the administration in
Washington to give weight to our views . I pointed out that criticism in Canada
of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals would be picked up by the isolationists in the
United States and might become - especially if injected into the Canadian
election - a factor of some account , in the consideration by the Senate of the
Charter of the new organization .

Mr. Athérton said that he agreed most cordially with this and went on to
speak . rather obscurely of some new development in the making whereby he
expected that the United States Government would consult with us on issues of
foreign policy. I told him that it was likely that within the next few days we
would present in Washington and in the other capitals of the great powers a
very brief statement of the special difficulties which we were encountering in
considering the Dumbarton Oaks proposals . He said that he was sure that thiswould ;begiven every consideration . I explained that this statement was not
directed towards, the conference in Mexico City but towards the projected
discussions between the great powers for the completion of the proposals .

The general tenor of his remarks was that it was intended at Mexico City togive
:the Latin-American countries a chance of feeling that they wereparticipants in the international consultations . I took the opportunity of sayingthat I'thought

, it would be most unfortunate if the meeting concluded in aprogramme
:agreed between the nineteen Governments to be represented atMexicô City which would not meet our special difficulties. He replied that he`.~~ .

Conffrence interaméricaine sur les problèmes de la guerre et de la paix . Mexico, du 21février au 8 man 1945. Voir le document 723 .
Inter•American Conference on Problems of War and Peace . Mexico City, Fcbruary 21-March8, 194 3. &C Document 723 .

431 . , .< .,
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would be able to furnish current information on the discussions there and 
would pass on at once any comments which we might care to make. 

I felt in the course of this conversation that there was come consciousness on 
Mr. Atherton's part that his Government had not been doing all it should to 
consider thé Canadian point of view. I eMphasized to him that we were being 
very careful to say nothing which would make it harder to secure the 
acceptance in the United States of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals and that this 
had led us to refrain from giving publicity to the very serious difficulties which 
they caused for Canada. Unless steps were taken to meet these difficulties, 
however, it could not be expected that public discussion sooner or later could be 
avoided. 

H. W[RONG] 

405. 	. 	 . 	 PCO 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 
Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 - [Ottawa], January 8, 1945 

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ORGANIZATION 

5. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, referring to 
the discussions at the meeting of December 22nd, submitted and read a draft 
memorandum setting out certain suggestions for revision of the Dumbarton 
Oaks proposals for a general international organization. The memorandum was 
intended for communication to the governments of the United States, the 
United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., China, and probably France, prior to the 
calling of a general international conference. 

After stating that the government' welcomed the proposals published by the 
Great Powers, the memorandum went on to point out that in certain respects 
they created special difficulties for Canada and probably for other intermedi-
ate states not permanently represented on the Council. 

It was, therefore, suggested that, since recognition had been given to the 

primary responsibilities of the Great  Powers for the maintenance of peace by 
according them permanent membership on the Council, some corresponding 
recognition be given to the differing degrees of responsibility which other 
United Nations would be asked to assume. The potential contribution of 

Canada and a number of similarly situated states would be substantial. It %vas 
questionable whether such countries would be willing to accept the proposed 
obligations or be able to ensure effective collaboration, unless some means were 

devised of associating them more effectively with the work of the Council. This 

might be done by adjusting the powers conferred on the Council and bY 
ensuring that elected members were chosen in relation to their contribution to 

the maintenance of security. • 
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.
In order to accomplish this purpose, decisions of the Council concerning the

determination of threats to security and consequent action should be made
binding initially only on states which were members of the Council and a state
not represented should be required to take positive action only upon decisions
endorsed by a two-thirds majority of the Assembly, or when such state had
participated in the Council's proceedings, or had agreed to joidin a'particular
task of enforcement .

It was felt that the acceptance of these suggestions would contribute to the
effectiveness of the organization and assist in meeting the difficulty of
obtaining the support of states in a position similar to that of Canada .

(External Affairs memorandum, Jan . 3, 1945) ."
6. THE PRIME MINISTER expressed general agreement with the draft

memorandum submitted, but felt that the reference to participation in Council
deliberations should be clarified to convey a sense of participation as a member
of the Council .

7. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after considerable discussion, agreed that the
memorandum, revised in the particular mentioned by the Prime Minister, be
referred to the Cabinet for consideration at the earliest opportunity.

406.

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa], January 9, 1945

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ORGANIZATION ;
DUMBARTON OAKS PROPOSAL S

5• THE PRIME MINISTER submitted and read a draft memorandum which
had been considered the previous day by the War Committee .

If - approved, it was intended that . this memorandum form the basis of
communications to the governments of the U.K., U.S., the U.S.S .R., China
and probably France .

The War Committee were satisfied that the views expressed in the
memorandum as to possible amendment of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals
would tnake the international organization more acceptable to Canada and
other States in a similar position, thus providing for more general support in
the organization of security .

It was felt that these views should be made available to the Great Powers inadvan ce .'of the ' forthcoming meeting between Mr . Churchill, Presiden t
44V01r l e document 409./Sec Document 409 .
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Roosevelt  and ,Marshà1 Stalin,45  and that they wciuld have a better chance of 
acceptanCe " if :considered before the calling of a general international 
conference: . • . - ; . 

	

(External Affairs draft memorandum', Jan'. 3, 1945).t 	• 
7. THE CABINET,' after ' discussion,  approved the draft memorandum 

Subinitted foriMinediate  communication  to the  Great  Poviers,  as  representing 
the views of the government. 

407. DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. 	 , 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of Statifor External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 44 	 ° 	London, January 10, 1945 

IMPORTANT. TOP SECRET. My telegram . of Auiust 31st, 1944, Circular D. 
1237.t World Organisation and Soviet Constituent Republics. 

When Soviet representative at Dumbarton Oaks proposed that 16 Soviet 
Constituent Republics should be Founder-Members of World Organisation, he 
agreed, at instance of United States representative, not to pursue it at the time. 
Although Soviet representative did not at first raise objection to recommending 
inclusion of "Associated Nations" (i.e.,' Chile, Ecuador, Egypt, Iceland, 
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela), he did so later. No definite 
conclusion was re.ached on this point and eventual recommendation was 
(Chapter 3) that "membership of the Organisation should be open to all peace-
loving States." 

2. We are now considering what attitude we should adopt on the question of 
membership in any further international discussions. 

3. Soviet Constituent Republics.' In this connection,' we have referred to views 
expressed by other British Commonwealth  Goveinments in July, 1944, in replY 
to my telegram June 29th, 1944, Circular D. 947t •  It seems to us that, if the 
Soviet clairri is a' ccepted in case of World Organisation, it would have to be 
accepted in all other cases and recognition of Constituent Republics as 
independent sovereign States and exchange of diplomatic representatives would 
follow, as a matter of course. If, however, Soviet Government could be 
persuaded to withdraw their claim in this case, other cases should be dealt with 
separately later. In any event -we feel that, whatever the exact constitutional 
position of Constituent Republics, issue will have to be dealt with as a political 
and not as a constitutional question. 
4. From point of view of purely British interests, it would clearly be  better 

that ,World Organisation . machinery :  should include only one Soviet vote and 

4'La Conférence de Yalta. du 4 au 11 février 1945. 
The Yalta Conference, February 4-11, 1945. 
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not sixteen (or seventeen, if Soviet Union had a vote as well as sixteen
Republics) . If, as would probably be the case, U .S.S.R. could rely on support
both of Constituent Republics and, certain neighbouring States, it might
command a bloc of twenty-two or twenty-four votes which might represent
more than one-third of total votes in Assembly, at any rate in early years .46 If it
were the rule that a two-thirds majority, would be needed for important
decisions, Soviet voting strength would not suffice to carry the day without
support of a large number of other States, but it could block decisions of which
Soviet :Government disapproved .

5 . Immediaté practical consideration, which carries much weight with us, is
that, it could be argued that on paper Constituent Republics have more
autonomy in foreign affairs than India, e.g ., their own Foreign Ministers, their
own armed forces, right to enter into agreements with other countries and right
to exchange diplomatic and Consular representatives, even though Soviet
Government retains "representation of Union in international relations,
conclusion and ratification of treaties and establishment of general character of
relations between Union Republics and `foreign States' ." Whatever facts may
be, it'would be invidious for us to enter into detailed argument with Soviet
Government as to precise practical significance, of theoretical constitutional
position .
6 . Nevertheless, we feel that inclusion of 16 Republics with votes might, in

practice, so undermine authority of World Organisation as to render it
unworkable . Soviet Union would, in effect, be in a position to cast nearly one-
third of total votes in elections for non-permanent members of Security
Council, members of Economic and Social Council, and judges of Permanent
Court of International Justice. We have not overlooked Latin-American bloc of
some twenty , votes. But these are not under absolute control of a single
Government in same way as Soviet votes would almost certainly be . We feelgravedoubts - whether other countries would accept Soviet claim and some,
such as China,,' France and Brazil, might claim additional votes for parts of
their territory. In particular it seems highly unlikely that the United States
Government would accept membership in a World Organisation in which they
had only one 'vote and the Soviet government controlled sixteen or seventeen,
and United States membership is a fundamental assumption .7 . We consider that our aim should be : .
(a)_ To make World Organisation work effectively, an d
(b) To avoid friction with either Soviet Government or United States

Government .

" La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du télégramme:
The following note was written on this copy of the telegram :~,- only : by taking in ex-enemy states: Finland, Bulgaria, Roumania and Hungary,wh(ichl l lwi not be initial members.
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As their views are so far apart, the following courses seem open to us: 
(1) To agree to Soviet claim. This would put us in an embarrassing position 

vis-à-vis United • States Government and  • might easily 'wreck whole Organisa-
tion. 	 ' 	 • 
(2) To adopi attitude of flat opposition. The constitutional position of India 

makes this difficult and Soviet Government might attribute opposition to 
purely political grounds. 	, 
(3) To let the United States Go'vernment take the initiative in opposing the 

views of the Soviet Government. It would then be open to us to accept some 
compromise acceptable to both Soviet and United States Governments 
provided that it would not eXclude India. If deadlock were reached, we could 
declare our support for United States Government. 	, 

8. Associated Nations. We consider that we should support inclusion as initial 
members of countries named in paragraph 1 above, plus Turkey. 
- 9. We should be glad of views of other British Commonwealth  Governments. 

408. , 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagnee 

_ 	 Secretary ofState for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain'? 

TELEGRAM 89 	 Ottawa, January 12, 1945 

IMPORTANT. SECRET. My immediate following .telegram contains memoran-
dum for communication to the Governments represented at the Dumbarton 
Oaks meetings and to the French Government. You should liersonally present 
it at earliest opportunity to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. You 
should inform Lord Cranborne that we are carrying out the intention notified 
in paragraph 5 of our telegram No. 245 of December 22nd, and that while the 

United Kingdom Government is already aware of our views, we wish to let 
them know the exact form of the written and oral representations which we are 

addressing to the other Governments concerned. We are communicating the 

memorandum to the Governments of Australia, New Zealand and South 
Africa through our High Commissoners." 

2. You should supplement the memorandum verbally along the lines of 
paragraphs' 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this message. 

°Des instructions semblables furent cnvoyées le mème jour aux ambassadeurs en France, en 

Union soviétique et aux États-Unis ainsi qu'au chargé d'affaires en Chine. 
Similar instructions were sent the same day to the Ambassadors in France, the Soviet Union 

and the United States and to the Chargé d'Affaires in China. Belg ique et 
"Le mémorandum fut communiqué aussi aux ministres des Affaires étrangères de 

des Pays-Bas. 
memorandum was also communicated to the Foreign Ministers of Belgium and The 

Netherlands. 
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3 :-The . Canadian Government is deeply convinced of the necessity of
establishing an effective general security organization in which it would wish to
play its due part . The suggestions in the memorandum are put forward in the
belief that their adoption would both strengthen the organization and facilitate
completion at a United Nations conference of a Charter based on the
Dumbarton Oaks proposals . The expansion in other respects of the Dumbarton
Oaks proposals can in our view be considered satisfactorily at the proposed
general conference .

4 . Our reasons for feeling that these changes - should be made now are
indicated in the memorandum. You should point out in addition that in recent
large conferences groups of states have exercised a disproportionate influence
on decisions by adopting a common line of action. For example at the Chicago
Aviation Conference the Latin-American States (which would cast nearly half
the votes at a conference of the United Nations) were able to secure the
election of an agreed slate of countries to the interim aviation body . We feel
that similar tactics might be employed at a general international conference to
resist amendments designed to protect the position of countries of roughly the
order of international importance of Canada.

5 . The memorandum deliberately avoids proposing 'specific amendments
because there are alternative means of meeting most of the points . With regard
to the suggestion in paragraphs 7 and 8 that some standard of eligibility should
be`adopted to regulate election to the Council, we realize that there is no single
satisfactory method of achieving this . In the proposals the difficulties of
defining what constitutes a great power have been avoided by naming the
powers with permanent Council membership. The difficulties of defining a so-
called "middle power"

'
are still greater . It might be necessary to fall back on

some special method of nomination to restrict the choice of the Assembly .
Another possibility would be the introduction of weighted voting at council
elections, each state being entitled to cast a number of votes related to its
finàncial or military contribution . Certain general disqualifications could in
any event be included, such as'rules debarring states which have not made
satisfactory military agreements and states in default on their financial
obligations to the organization .

6•' You should - specially emphasize the importance which we attach to
paragraph 6 of the memorandum. The. suggestions made therein (or other
changes with equivalent éffect) seem to us essential if wide membership of the
organization is to be attained .'9

'La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du télégramme :
The Ibllowing note was written on this copy of the telegram :aPPrroved by P.M . 12/I/45 .
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409. 	 , 	• 	• 	 • DEA/7-Vs 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures " 
' _au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne" 

, ,Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain" ' 

TELEGRAM 90 	- - 	 Ottawa, January 12, 1945 

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Reference my immediately preceding telegram. 
Following is memorandum for presentation, Begins:  •, . 
"1. The Canadian Government • has welcomed the proposals for the 

establishment of a general international organization published by the 
Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and 
China. Certain parts of the proposals, however, create special difficulties for 
Canada and probably for other states as 'well. The difficulties relate to the 
means whereby the cooperation • of these states, in fulfilling the obligations 
placed upon the Security Council can best be assured; and the authority of the 
Security Council thereby increased. Because • of the high importance of 
enlisting the greatest possible measure of support, the Canadian Government 
believes that the proposals shôuld be expanded or otherwise amended to reduce 
these difficulties, and is of the opinion that the desired changes can most 
effectively be introduced before the proposals are formally submitted as the 
basis  for an international conference. 
2. The proposals recognize the primary responsibilities of the great powers for 

the maintenance of peace  • by according them permanent membership in the 
Security Council. It is also generally understood that, when the proposals are 
completed, the individual concurrence of the great powers will be required in 
certain important classes of  decisions. There is, however, no corresponding 
recognition in the proposals that the responsibilities which other members of 
the United Nations are asked to assume differ greatly, despite the fact that 
their power and their capacity ,  to use it for the maintenance of peace range 
from almost zero upwards to a point not very far behind the great powers. 
3. Under the proposals a country which would be called upon to make a 

substantial contribution to world security has no better assurance of election to 
the Security Council than the smallest and weakest state. Furthermore, such a 
country, when not holding an elected seat on the Security Council, would be 
required to obligate itself to accept and carry out the decisions of the Council, 
— decisions which might entail drastic action on its part under the provisions 
of paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Chapter VIII B. Such action might even be 
required by the Council without any consultation with the government of the 

country in question. In contrast, a great power is ensured of participating fullY 

"Envoyé également aux ambassadeurs en France;én Union soviétique et aux États-Unis ainsi 

qu'au chargé d'affaires en Chine. 	 . 
Also sent to the Ambassadors in 'France, the Soviet Union and the United States and to the 

Chargé d'Affaires in China. 

.3 
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in all the deliberations of the Security Council and ;is likely also to be assured
of exercising a right of individual veto on many of. its decisions.

4 . It is open to question whether . a country such as Canada could undertake
to accept such an obligation . or could, - if the obligation were to be initially
accepted, ensure effective collaboration in the indefinite future . Canada
certainly makes no claim to_ be regarded as a . great power. .The Canadian
record in two great wars, however, has revealed both readiness to -join in
concerted action - against : aggression and the possession of substantial, military
and industrial capacity . There are a number of other states the potential
contribution of which to the maintenance of future security is of the same order
of, magnitude . :The support of these states is important to the maintenance of
peace, and the active collaboration of some at least of them would probably be
required for the execution of major decisions of the Security Council under
Chapter_VIII B of the proposals .

5 . The question therefore arises whether it is possible, within the framework
of the general scheme, to devise means of associating more effectively with the
work of the Security Council states of the order of international importance of
Canada . This might be achieved by making some changes in the powers
conferred on the Council, and by ensuring that such states were chosen to fill
elected seats on the Council more frequently (or possibly for longer periods)
than states with less to contribute to the maintenance of security .
6. It is suggested that decisions of the Security Council under Chapter VIII B

should be made binding in the first instance only on states which are members
of the Council . States not represented on the Council should be required to
take positive action only when the decision has been endorsed by, a two-thirds
majority of the Assembly (when it would become binding on all members), or
when the country or countries concerned have by special invitation participated
on the same footing as elected members in the Council's proceedings, or when
they have individually agreed with the Council to join in a particular task of .
enforcement . The adoption of these suggestions would make it far easier , for
states other than the great powers to enter into agreements making available to
the organization substantial military forces, facilities and assistance, and would
thus increase the effective power at the disposal of the Council . Thei'r adoption
would also 'help . to secure the requisite public . support in countries not
permanently represented on the Council .

lBytheacceptance of these suggestions a special responsibility would be
P ed. upon all members of the Security Council which would not be imposed
on other members of the organization . Thus the changes proposed in the
authority of the Council must be considered in conjunction with the suggestion
for increasing the effectiveness of the elected section, since they would increase
the need for ensüring 'that the elected section of the Council was made . up of
states capable of contributing to the discharge 'of the Council's obligations . A
serious effort should, therefore, be made to devise a system of election which
would provid eth that due regard must be paid to the international significance of

e countries chosen . If Chapter VI A of the proposals was to be submitted in
its present form to a general conference of the United Nations, there would be
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small chance of securing its amplification> in this respect, and it is therefore 
urged that the question should be faced now. • • • 

8. In devising methods - of achieving this end it will be generally agreed that it 
is important to discourage election té the Council being sought for reasons of 
prestige, and also to avoid the development of electoral understandings, such as 
those which controlled the election to the Council of the League of Nations. 
While it is difficult to put forward a satisfactory formula, it is believed that, 
given  the initiative and support of the great powers, the problem can be 
solved."Ends. . 
Repeat to: The Canadian Ambassador in Washington, No. EX-133; The 
Canadian Ambassador in Moscow, No. 7; The Canadian Chargé d'Affaires in 
Chungking, No. 6; The Canadian Ambassador in Paris, No. 31. 

410. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, January 15, 1945 

Confirming my teletype WA-264 of today's date on the Dumbarton Oaks 
proposals, I have the honour to inform you that I left the attached memoran-
dums' with the Under-Secretary of State this afternoon. I had requested an 
appointment with the Secretary of State, but Mr. Stettinius is out of 
Washington for a few days, so I saw Mr. Grew" instead. I also made certain 
additional oral observations on the memorandum along the lines indicated in 
your teletype EX-132 of January 12th." I informed Mr. Grew that a similar 
memorandum was being delivered by the Canadian representatives in London, 
Moscow, Chungking and Paris to the Governments to which they were 
accredited. , . . . , 

Mr. Grew expressed interest in our«  point of view., but some doubts as to 
whether it would be easy . to  implement it. He ev'en went so far as to mention 
that the doctrine of the equality of states would make it difficult to distinguish 
between members of the Organization in respect of election to the Security 
Council. It did not seem to'occur to him that this distinction had already been 
made. . . 

Mr. Grew said that  our  memorandum, and my additional observations ,  
would be given careful consideration. He thought that I might wish to discuss 
the matter with Mr. Pasvolsky. I said that I hoped to do this, but I had already 

• 

"Voir le document précédent./See preceding Document. 
"Joseph C. Grew, sous-secrétaire d'État des États-Unis. 

Joscph C. Grew, Under-Secretary of State of United States. 
"Voir le document 408./See Document 408. 

DESPATCH  100  

Sir, 
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been requested to discuss it with Mr. Achilles and Mr . Sandifer of Mr.Pasvolsky's office . . , .
I think . that the presentation of our memorandum formally to the Under-

Secretary had at least the result of impressing on the State Department the
fact that we are taking this matter seriously .

I have etc.
L. B. PEARSO N

, . _411 W.L.M.K./Vo1 .39 1
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre
Mëmorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Prime Minister

[Ottawa], January 16, 1945

H. W [ RON G ] '

s4
Pour le télégramme tel qu'envoyé , voir le document 414.For the telegram as sent, sec Document 414 .

The attached draft telegrams' is in reply to Dominions Office telegram,
Circular D . 47 of January 10th .' During the last phase of the Dumbarton Oaks
meetings between the United States, United Kingdom and Chinese delegations
the Chinese agreed to subscribe to the Anglo-American-Soviet recommenda-
tions, but pressed that the following three points should be considered for
inclusion in the document to be presented by the great powers as the basis for a
general conference :
(a)'-The Charter should provide specifically that adjustment of settlement of

international disputes should be achieved with due regard for principles of
justice and international law . .

(b) The Assembly should be responsible for initiating studies and making
recommendations with regard to development and revision of the rules and
principles of international law .

(c) The Economic and Social Council should specifically provide for the
promotion of educational and other, forms of cultural cooperation .The' United " " Kingdom Government have now informed us that they have
reached the preliminary conclusion that they should support the addition of
these points to .the proposals . The first of them would certainly be useful indealing with criticisms of the Charter and so also would the second point to a

.lesser degree It`does not seem to matter very much whether or not the thirdpoint
.is in the Charter itself but I think that there is no objection to itsinclusiôn. ~ ;
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412. ~'. . ~~ ., . .r . 3 DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ~

DominionsSeeretary

relevant passages of memorandum" toindicate . more full, reasons for, and

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 88 London, January 17, 1945

TOP SECRET. Addressed Canada, repeated Australia, New Zealand and South

Africa .

Your telegram of December 22nd, 1944, No . 245, World Organisation .

We feel with you that President's compromise solution of voting difficulty
may be the best attainable: ' Accordingly, we are informing United States
Government as in my telegram todây ; * Circular D . 87 .t

2. We are giving further consideration to paragraph 3 of your telegram . If
you decide to communicate with United States and Soviet Governments as you

, major . points, we should be glad to be keptsuggest regarding your , twô
informed.

3 . We note that Canadian` Government think that .* other parts of proposals

require expansion or amendment . While we agree that details could well be left
until later, it would, of course, assist our consideration of them if we could be
acquainted with Canadian views before eventual Inte rnational Conference .

Vs413 . DEA/7-
L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Soviet Union
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 12 ° Moscow, January 17, 1945

SECRET. Your telegram No . 6 of January .~12th" •regarding Dumbarton Oaks
proposals:

1 . Saw. Molotov on January 16th and carricd out .your instructions. He was

mostTfriendly and appeared to be in excellent spirits .° ,
2 .' , I - recited all , points covered by your telegram No. 6 and also quoted from

nature of, our proposals. Molotov listened attentively only interjecting when he
had not`clearly grasped the point I was making .

3 . On conclusion of my recital, Molotov said memorandum dealt with very

important questions 'of international concern . The document, therefore, was
deserving of most careful study before any comments could be made . I coul d

"Voir le document 408 iSee Document 408 .
16 Voir le document 409./S« Document 409 .
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TELEGRAM 14 Ottawa, January 20, 1945 

415. DEA/7-Vs 
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assure'.  the Canadian Government that Soviet Government would give 
immediate attention to memorandum and would take into consideration the 
views expressed therein before meeting of the thrée heads of Government. 
4. The only question he asked at end of the interview was — had any of the 

other Governments yet expressed views on Canadian proposals. I replied that I 
did not think so as the memorandum Was being communicated simultaneously 
to all five Governments. Ends. 

414. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

TOP SECRET. Your telegram Circular D. 47 of January 10th.t World 
Organisation. We feel that inclusion of the three Chinese points" is on the 
whole desirable. We should be glad to see their first and second points 
incorporated in the Charter, both because of their substance and because they 
would enlist some public support for the Charter. If the Organization takes 
root we should expect it to promote educational and other cultural cooperation 
and there would seem to be no harm in including this among the functions of 
the Economic and Social Council. 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Comntissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 202 	 London, January 20, 1945 

SECRET. I should bc glad to have as soon as possible for my guidance, some 
indication of your views on the South African proposal for a Commonwealth 
Conference to discuss World Organization. The matter has not been mentioned 
as  yet even informally by United Kingdom officials. 

MASSEY 

"Voit le document 411./Sec Document 411. 
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416. 	 ° 	DEA/7-Vs 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne * 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, January 27, 1945 

DESPATCH A. 26 

Sir, 
I have the honour to inform you that I have communicated to the United 

Kingdom Government, through Lord Cranborne, the statement on the 
Dumbarton Oaks proposals for world organisation contained in your telegram 
No. 90 of January 12th. I have also explained this statement to Lord 
Cranborne in the sense of your telegram No. 89 of the same date. 

Lord Cranborne has askcd me to assure you that this statement will receive 
the fullest consideration by the United Kingdom Government, and that they 
will, in due course, communicate their own views on the questions concerned." 
Such communication is, however, unlikely to be before the impending meeting 
between Mr. Churchill, Mr. Roosevelt and Marshal Stalin. Lord Cranborne 
has asked if the Canadian Government would kccp the United Kingdom 
Government informed of any comments received from the other governments 
to whom the statement has been communicated. 

In the meantime Mr. Holmes of my staff has discusscd this statement 
informally with Mr. Gladwyn Jcbb of the Foreign Office. I am enclosing a 
report of this discussion which will give some tentative indications of views held 
in the Foreign Office on the Canadian suggestions. 

I have etc. 
, 	„, VINCENT MASSEY 

IPIÈCE JOINTEANCLOSURE] 
Méntorandunt du premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat 

en Grande-Bretagne 

Memorandum by First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

[London,) January 25, 1945 

This morning I had a conversation with Mr. Gladwyn Jcbb of the Economic 
and Reconstruction  Department of the Forcign Office concerning recent 

reference to the Canadian memorandum recently presented. 	
particular developments with regard to the Dumbarton Oaks proposals with 

..1■11.11! 

"Non trouve/Not located.  

TOP SECRET 
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, Mr. Jebb said that he had,read the Canadian memorandum with much
interest and considered that it contained a number of useful suggestions . I
explained that we realized that the points of view'raised in the memorandum
would not be new to the United Kingdom as they were in line with those we
had previously expressed . We realised also that they had received sympathetic
consideration and support by the United Kingdom officials . We felt, however,
that at this time it might be useful to express them directly to other govern-
ments particularly concerned . Mr. Jebb agreed strongly as to the usefulness of
our doing so. He emphasised the efforts which the United Kingdom delegation
had made at Dumbarton Oaks and subsequently to secure some concessions
along these lines .

I asked him frankly what chances he considered there would be for some
modifications in line with our wishes, and explained that there would be more
likelihood of success if some decisions on these matters could be reached
among the Great Powers and recommended by them to the General UnitedNations Conference . Mr. Jebb was not at all hopeful about the possibility of
placing this subject on the agenda of the forthcoming meeting of the leaders of
the Great Powers . He thought they would do well if they brought the great
men to consideration of the main issues, by which I presumc he meant voting in
the' .Security Council and the future of Poland. He thought that our views
might be` left to consideration at the general Conference. He was inclined to
think that we would have the support of such countries as the Netherlands and
Belgium. When I told him that we had good reason to believe that the Frenchan,0 Soviet governments would be sympathetic he considered this factencouraging. He apparently had not seen, or had forgotten, our reference to
French and Soviet views in paragraph 4 of our telegram No. 245 of December22nd to the Dominions Office .

He appreciatcd our fears conccrning the opposition of the Latin•America n
bloc at the General Conference, and said that his Government was equallyc°nçerned about recent manifestations in Chicago and elsewhere . In answer toMy. enquiry he said that he did not think the United States would necessarilyOppose our viewpoint because of their concern for Latin-American wishes.

On the question of the right of the Lesser Powers to decide whether or not
they would take part in enforcement actions, Mr . Jcbb was less sympathetic .
He âppreciated our problems and realised the difficulties we faced, but he was
frankly¢ worried about any provisions which would cause delay in the
enfo~c~mént'üf sanctions. He seemed to th ink that we might be satisfied on thissco re if the Anglo-American thesis on the voting in the Security Council wereaccepted by the Russians . I attempted to point out that these two matters werenotnecessa rily intcr-rclatcd so far as we were concerned . I pointed out that the
Grjjt~pôwers in the Security council wielded such overwhelming force thatthey could .take action without the support of other countries . He agrecd, butsaid thi~t - f h •

i t e Grcat Powcrs took act ion immcdiatcly upon a decision being
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reached in the Council~it would be necessary to consider the possibility of this
decision`being reversed if it were"voted on in the Assembly . Such an event

would create a very difficult situation :
" . . : : ~ .. , . . . . . ,

~' On the subject of the proper representation of the Middle Powers, Mr. Jebb

was in complete sympathy . He agreed that this was more than a question of the

rights of , the Middle 'Powers ; and that' their proper representation would

actually'strengthen ' the'Seçurity Organisation : ° i ezplained'that'we had been

attempting to devise satisfactory , formulae ~ and we recognised that there were

objections to all' of them,` but' we - hoped that some satisfactory arrangement

might be achieved . I put forward as a non-permanent of th emembers ld
that the Assembly m i ght be asked to choose permanen t

Council from a slate drawn up by the permanent members . He was interested

in this idea . He recognized the difficulties'- chiefly the fac v that the smaller

countries might object to a further restriction of the rights of the Assembly . He

recognised that the Great Powers would probably propose their special friends
or satellites, but"he was inclined Ao *think that even if they did the resulting
slate would provide for fairly satisfâctory` representation .

. . ; - . , . , , . • t

In particular, however, he - was inclined to , agree with our alternative
proposal to associate insofar as possible responsibilities with membership in the
Council : We discussed ways and means of committing a country to a certain
specified contribution to the enforcement of security before it became eligible
for membership in the Council, but our `efforts to reaçh a' formula did not go

very far. Mr. Jebb agreed ' when I su`ggested that it might be necessary to
require countries,to contribute a certain proportion of their resources rather
than to stipulate the size of the contribution requested, so that there would be

room on the Council, at least at infrequent intervals, for smaller countries like
New Zealand or Norway which, although small in population and resources,
could be expected to take a responsible attitude towards their obligations .

, . - . . , . _. . . .

In ' conclusion ' f enquired how, negotiations were developing concerning
President Roosevelt's proposals on voting , in the Security Council . Mr. Jebb

stated that . there was no indication at all that the Russians would agree . The

State Department ' had ' been sanguine - a(the beginning, and he himself had
thought there was some possibility, of Soviet concurrence after a talk he had
had with Mr : Sôbôlev, the Soviet Minister in London .

Mr. Jebb stated that he was very anxious tojbe kept in touch with Canadian

views, and hoped, that I would maintain contact with h im on the sûbject .
. . , .. , ,
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417:

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- : . . ~ au secrétaire aux DominionsS9

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary39

DEA/7-Vs

TELEGRAM 22 Ottawa, January 28, 1945

IMPORTANT . TOP SECRET.. Addressed Secretary of State for pominion
Affairs, No. 22, repeated Canberra No . 4, .Wellington No . 3, and Capetown,No. 3 . .

Your, telegram D. . 44 of January, . I Oth. World Organization and Soviet
Republics . Apart from other considerations set forth in your telegram, we feel
that inclusion of Constituent Republics as separate members would probably
prevent establishment of World Organization by so increasing opposition in
United States and a number of other countries as to make ratification of
Charter impossible . We are not sure, however, how seriously Soviet suggestion
should :. be taken and hope that when they understand the probable conse-
quences they,will withdraw it .

2. We feel it best that United States Government should take the initiative in
opposing the Soviet views and we have been considering what compromise
might be found. At Dumbarton Oaks meeting the Soviet representative
connected his proposal with the suggestion that the Associated Nations should
become founder members . If it were agreed that original membership should
be limited to countries which have signed or adhered to the Declaration by
United Nations, the position of India would be protected and thirteen Latin-
American states would still be initially included .60 The basis of the Organiza-
tion Awould not be seriously narrowed and possible Soviet apprehensions of
encountering a strong American bloc under United States leadership would be
reduced . ,a . . . :

3• A more drastic solution would be the development of a system of weighted
voting in the Assembly whereby the votes cast on behalf of each member would
be adjusted in accordance with their contribution to the purposes of the
Organization. While the difficulties in the way of developing an acceptable
scheme of this sort are obvious, they may prove less formidable than the
dif6culties inherent in the admission of the Soviet Republics to membership .

39 - - ,

ai rte sur cette copu du mfmorandum :
The following note was written on this oopy of the memorandum :
' APProved by Prime Minister before despatch . G ."Voir le volume 9, document 131 . Le texte y imprim é comprenait neuf États de l'Améri uelatine ; il fut subséquemment accepté par le Mexique, le Br ésil, la Bolivie et la Colombie. qSee Volume 9, Document 131 . The text printed there included nine Latin American states ;subsequently it was accepted by Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia and Colombia . .

La note suivante ft ' &
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418. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

• TELEGRAM 363 	. 	 Ottawa, February 10, 1945 

SECRET. Your telegram No. 202 of January 20th.. 
Whether a Meeting of Commonwealth  countries to consider World 

Organization will prove possible depends on the programme agreed between 
the great powers. United States Government seem anxious that International 
Conference should take place as soon as possible. If question of Canadian 
participation in a Commonwealth meeting is raised with you you should take 
line that Canadian Government would not be opposed to such a meeting if the 
programme permits and other. Commonwealth countries are agreeable. We 
should consider it undesirable, however, for tactical reasons that a meeting of 
this sort should take place in Canada just before an international conference in 
the United States and would prefer South African suggestion of a meeting in 
London, probably on official level. . 

419. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 370 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 
Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] Fébruary 15, 1945 

The discussions on the World Security proposals in which I participated in 
Washington over the last weekend cast new light on a number of points of 
considerable interest to us. My talks covered a very wide range, but in this note 
I shall try to set forth briefly the chief matters of importance which arose. 

The State Department had arranged a luncheon on February 10th at Blair 
House followed by a talk with the group of officials largely responsible for 
formulating recommendations on policy towards the World Security 
Organization. These included Pasvolsky, a Special Assistant to the Secretary of 
State, who is in direct charge of these matters, J. C. Dunn, the Assistant 
Secretary of State in charge of political affairs, except those relating to Latin 
America, Hackworth, the Legal Adviser, Wilson, Director of the Office of 
Special Political Affairs, Hickerson, now Deputy Director of the Office of 
European Affairs, and two juniors. Pearson, Heeney, Dunton" and Reid 
attended the luncheon with me. As this discussion ended without an 

- • 

6IA. D. Dunton, &ant, Commission de l'information en temps de guerre. 
A. D. Dunton, General Manager, Wartime Information Board. • 
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opportunity for me to raise a number of points, we had a further talk with 
Pasvolsky on February 12th. In the interval Heeney and I had some discussion 
with Lord Halifax on the subject and we also had a talk with Walter 
Lippmann. 

The most important outcome of the talks was the repeated assertion by the 
State Department representatives that they contemplated machinery for the 
enforcement of the peace treaties against Germany and Japan which would be 
separate from the general Security Organization and would, therefore, give 
effect to the so called Vandenberg proposals, amounting to a military alliance 
for a period of years between the great powers and perhaps some others to 
supervise and apply the terms imposed on the two chief enemy states. U.S. 
policy on this point has hitherto been far from clear, and while Pasvolsky 
asserted that this had been their intention for a long time, we had a feeling that 
the public response to Vandenberg's speeches had at least assisted in bringing 
about a general conversion to this view. Up to the present it has only been clear 
that the major allies would assume joint responsibility during the period of full 
military control of Germany, and it had seemed to us that the emphasis placed 
in the U.S. on the authority of the Security Council and the need for its rapid 
establishment had implied an intention that it should assume general 
responsibility for security when the disarmament of Germany and Japan had 
been completed. It is true that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals contain as their 
final paragraph a statement that "no provision of the Charter should preclude 
action taken or authorized in relation to enemy states as a result of the present 
war by the Governments having responsibility for such action." No elaboration 
of this statement, however, has as yet been offered by any of the major powers. 

I pointed out at once that it seemed very important that the plans for the 
separate peace enforcement machinery should be developed and made known 
to other Governments before the International Conference was called. If all 
questions of security with respect to Germany and Japan were removed from 
the scope of the World Organization for at least a decade and perhaps twenty 
years after the war, the functions of the Security Council during that period 
would be comparatively unimportant. (It was generally agreed that the 
Security Council could never handle a serious dispute between two great 
Powers which had reached the danger point). The establishment of independent 
Peace enforcement machinery would reduce the emphasis at the conference on 
the Security Council and enhance the  importance of the Assembly and the 
social and economic aspects of the Organization. The effect would be to set up 
transitional arrangements which would be likely to remain in operation until 
agreement could be reached on the readmission of Germany and Japan to the 
cenitY of nations. 

I think that we made some impression by our arguments on the necessity for 
developing - the longer range aspects of peace enforcement. In spite of 
Pasvolsky's assertion that U.S. policy had not recently been changed in this 
respect, , I i  found that Halifax was surprised at the line which he had taken. I 
,P°in!ed _out in passing that the separation of peace enforcement against 
'ern."Y and Japan from questions of general security would set up new 
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problems' for ~ other . countries over the composition - of the . contrôlling bodies
charged with the execution of the peace treaties, but we did not go into this
side. .It may be : that . some general decisions on - it - were reached:at the Yalta

Conference.
We discussed ' at considerable length the points made In our recent

representations . to the great powers. I was left !with the impression that our
memorandum had not been very seriously considered in the State Department
but that some at least of our purposes -might . win their support. Our central

objection relates to the powers of - the Security Council to require states not
represented on it to take" serious action for the enforcement -of its decisions .
Pasvolsky indicated that he thought that the Council should be able to demand
facilities (i .e ., especially transit rights for military forces) from all members of
the Organization but that the provision of armed forces might only be required
with the consent of the country concerned . He seemed to think, however, that
the Council ought to be able to require all members of the Organization to join
in economic sanctions and to take such political steps as the severance of
diplomatic relations . He would, therefore, probably .oppose our suggestion that
the Council's decisions under Chapter VIII B ought to be binding only on
Council members in the first instance, and . would prefer to make particular
exceptions relating to the provision of armed forces. '~-

With respect to our, alternative, proposals 'of various' means of associating
member states with Coùncil' decisions, the American officials seemed inclined
to resist the suggestion that' certain decisions of the Council might be
generaliied through approval by the'Assembly . We discussed at considerable

length our . proposal for enlarging 'the Council ad hoc by adding to it as
temporary members states whose interests were directly . involved in a dispute.

They were not sympathetic to this proposal (which incidentally appears in the
League Covenant) but the most explicit reason they gave was'that its adoption
would upset the voting rules in the Council . We pointed out that this objection
was easily met by requiring say a two-third majority instead of a set number of
votes, but I think that we shall have difficulty in getting much improvement in
the present text : .

''I was not able to make progress with our suggestion' that criteria should b e
established to ensure the election of the leading secondary states to the Council
more,, frequently ` than ' the - election of small , and unimportant states . The

Americans produced th i 'obvious and' formidable 'objections to any effort to

classify' all -the states of' the world - in ~ accordance with their international
significance . I . think, however, that they' would not oppose a minor addition to
the Charter stâting that i delecting the non-permanent members of the Council
the Assembly should pay due regard to the contribution to the purposes of the
Organization of ! the states chosen. This would x be some improvement . They

would also probably support a specific disqualification of states which failed to
fulfill their obligations under the Charter ., ., .

I broughtup'the ' questiôn" of the' absence of any provision in the proP 1 k soYwhich-` would permit , states' to ° withdraw - from` the Organization . Pasvht
Ofstated that all the great `powers`were lopposcd to the inclusion of a rig

0
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withdrawal such as that which appeared in the Covenant. I suggested as an 
alternative that there should be added a clause providing for the general review 
of the Charter after, a fixed term of years which Would give states dissatisfied 
with its operation or with the amendments then made in it an opportunity to 
drop out. I suggested that such a review might coincide with the termination of 
the separate arrangements to enforce the peace treaties against Germany and 
Japan. Pasvolsky said that consideration should certainly be given to this idea 
and seemed sympathetically dispo' séd vvhile implying that no decision had be' en 
reached in the State Department. , 

I was not able to get much clarification of the rather obscure provisions of 
Chapter yill B. of the Charter relating to the military agreements which all 
members would be expected to conclude. These agreements would place forces, 
facilities and assistance at the disposal of the Council. It was indicated that in 
the first place such agreements should be concluded between the great powers 
and that then other states should be brought in jointly or separately with an 
eye to the strategic considerations in each region. Pasvolsky readily agreed that 
it would be impossible for Canada to determine what obligations she might 
properly assume until agreements had been negotiated by the United States 
and United Kingdom. 

A number of smaller countries have been pressing for the inclusion of a 
territorial guarantee on the lines of Article X of the Covenant. I gathered that 
this will be resisted by all the great powers on the grounds that adequate 
protection against arbitrary action is given by the statement of principles in 
paragraphs 1, 3, and 4 of Chapter II. They feel that a guarantee of territorial 
integrity wo' uld be next to no real defence in modern warfare and might serve 
only to warn an aggressor of what he should avoid doing. They considered that 
the related .  problem of "peaceful change" is adequately covered by the powers 
of both Assembly and Council to make recommendations on matters affecting 
the peace of the world. 

.We did not discuss at any length the problem of voting in the Council except 
to /joint out in various connections that the compromise agreed to by the Big 
Three at Yalta62  would give the great powers a privileged position over all other 
states which would be hard to defend in smaller countries and would, therefore, 
increase the difficulties of ratification. 

We also had a lôni discussion of the planning of the economic and social 
actiiities of the Organization into which I need not go here. The information 
acquired will be of great assistance in our own preparations for the San 
rranciscdconference. Their intention is to keep the provisions of the Charter 
on this side as flexible as possible and I think that there is a great deal to be 
said for this. ■ 

A.s:f6 î' the Seat of the Organization no decision had been reached or ever 
attemptéd.- The Russians were strongly opposed to Geneva but were not 
committee: to 'Vienna or any other site. The Americans thought that the 
Assembly,' ihe Security Council, the Economic and Social Council and some of 

fh• • 
- vow le document 434./See Document 434. 
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the other bodies Might meet in different countries although they would have to
have a permanent base. I think that they ûnderrate the confusion and waste of
time arising from improvising arrangements for large international gatherings
in places without special facilities . They are opposed to concentrating at one
point the seats of the various specialized organizations, such as the I .L .O. and
the Organization of Food and Agriculture.

In general I found that there was ' very little disposition to consider
amendments to the Charter although there was recognition that its expansion
at some points was required. The Conference of the American Republics at
Mexico City may prove enlightening as I should judge that they underrate in
Washington the opposition to some of the proposals . As for the general
conference they did not learn that San Francisco had been selected for it until
just after my discussions at the State Department ended . They will have
considerable difficulty with the physical arrangements since San Francisco, I
am told, is greatly overcrowded already .

H. W[RONG ]

420. ' ' - DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire aux Dominions .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affair s

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 333 London, February 22, 1945

IMPORTANT. TOP SECRET. My telegram Circular D. 263 of February 10th.

World Organization . . , I
Now that it has been decided to issue invitations to all United Nations to

participate in _ Conference at San Francisco on World Organisation on 25th
April, we feel that time has come to reach definite decisions with regard to
preliminary gathering of British Commonwealth representatives referred to in
my telegram of January 17th, , Circular D . 89 .t

2 . In view of the immense importance of this issue for each and all of the
members of the Commonwealth, we think it most desirable in advance of the
San Francisco meeting to ensure fullest discussion and mutual understanding
of our respective points of view. We feel strongly, therefore, that a preliminary

meeting ought to be arranged as suggested . We are most grateful for the views

on the Dumbarton Oaks scheme , which we have received from Dominion
Governments and these 7 have been and are receiving the . most careful

consideration here, and we shall be quite ready to discuss them at a meeting .

3 . : As regards place, we should suggest a meeting in London . It would clearlY

be helpful if the Foreign Secretary who was himself at the Crimea meeting

could be available for consultation, and it would be difficult for him to

undertake another absence from this country in the near future before the San
Francisco meeting .

WWWRIPWRM
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4. As regards the time, there would we assume be advantage in so arranging
the meetings as to afford an opportunity for the results of the discussions to be
considered by the Governments before final instructions are sent to the
delegates who will be attending the San Francisco Conference . From this point
of view we suggest that the preliminary meeting should open on or about the
15th March so that discussions could finish by Easter . and leave three weeks
available before the San Francisco meeting opens .

5 . The magnitude of the issues raised would naturally seem to indicate
discussion at the Ministerial level, but, if any Government found it impracti-
cable to be represented by a Minister, we should welcome representation by
appropriate officials . It is suggested that I, as Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs, should preside at the meeting .

6 .' Opportunity could conveniently be taken at proposed meeting to discuss
also question of territorial trusteeship which is likely to be raised in connection
with the San Francisco Conference.

7 . We greatly hope above suggestions regarding proposed meeting will be
acceptable . We should be grateful for earliest possible reply and an indication
as!, to who would be your representatives at the meeting . We should be
delighted that delegates should be our guests while in England ., . .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

DEA/7-Vs

TE LEG RAM 49 Ottawa, February 26, 1945
IMPORTANT. Top SECRET. . Addressed London No. 49 . Repeated CanberraNo. 7, Wellington No. 6, and Capetown, No. 6 .

Your telegram Circular D-333 of February 22nd, World Organization .We shall ' be glad to participate in a preliminary gathering of British
Commonwealth representatives in London to discuss the Dumbarton Oaksscheme

. I regret that my own attendance is out of the question and that I amnot able to send a member of the Government as the Canadian representative .Mr
.'I-Iume Wrong, Assôciate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs,

will, however, be able to go to London to attend the meeting and to represent
t he Canadian Govcrnment in co-operation with the High Commissioner .

'~y4~ v
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DEA/7 - Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne _ 

. ■•••••••••••••,.......1. 

• Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 501 	 Ottawa, February 26, 1945 

TOP SECRET; Following from Prime Minister for High Commissioner, Begins: 
You will have seen Dominions Office Circular D. 333 and my reply to it. As it 
will be quite out of the question for 'me to attend the meeting myself I am 
taking up the suggestion made in that telegram that we should be represented 
at the discussions by an appropriate official and am therefore sending Mr. 
Hume Wrong. He has been in direct charge of our preparatory studies in this 
field and is thoroughly fatniliar with our general views on most of the questions 
which are likely to come up for consideration. In the_ circumstances I am 
expecting him to handle the specialized discussions which I assume will be the 
main object of the meetings. I think however it would be appreciated if you 
could arrange to be present at least at the opening sessions at which I imagine 
Mr. Eden will also be present. Would you convey to Lord Cranborne my regret 
that imperative nature of engagements here prevents my participating. As 
Wrong will not be taking anyone with him from Canada it would, I think, be 
very helpful, both to him and to your Office, to have Holmes' services made 
available for the duration of the meetings. Ends. 

. 
423. 	 DEA/1-Vs 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

• Secretary of State for EX ternal Affairs  • 
to Dominions Secretàry 

TELEGRAM 50 	 • Ottawa, February 27, 1945• 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. In view of public announcement from Canberra this 

Morning on Australian participation in Commonwealth discussions on 
international sécurity plans, it would, I think, be desirable for your Govern-
ment to issue explanatorïstateMent as soon as possible. '. 

It would be helpful, from our point of view,,if this statement could explain 
that meeting of Commonwealth repreientatives—  is intended to continue the 
exchange of views on world organization which has been proceeding through 
various channels over the last year. In view of the nature of the issues which 
will arise at the San Francisco Conference; it sccms to me most desirable that 

- your announcement should make it clear that the preliminary Commonwealth 
discussions will naturally not commit the "Governments to any particular 

policies to be followed jointly at the International Conference. 
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. I should also appreciate it if you could make it clear that, in suggesting this 
meeting of Commonwealth representatives at rather short notice, you had 
recognized that it would not, in all cases, be practicable for the Ministers who 
will be attending the San Francisco Conference to be present themselves at the 
meeting in London and had proposed, in these circumstances, that countries 
should be represented by appropriate officials." 

424. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur au Mexique 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Ambassador in Mexico 

TELEGRAM 35 	 Ottawa, February 27, 1945 

TOP SECRET. With reference to Circular telegram concerning Commonwealth 
meeting on World Organization, you will doubtless receive enquiries from 
various delegations to Mexico City Conference. You should take advantage of 
such opportunities to dissipate any idea that the meeting's object is to create a 
Commonwealth bloc at the San Francisco Conference. In fact telegrams so far 
exchanged between Commonwealth governments on Dumbarton Oaks 
proposals indicate a considerable divergence of views. 

425., 	 DEA/7-Vs  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, Fcbruary 27, 1945 

Dear Mr. Robértson, 
I am enclosing herewith a memorandum from the Department of State 

concerning the commcnts and suggestions which wc have made on the 
Dumbarton Oaks proposals. This memorandum is short, vague and not 
particularly enlightening. Its second paragraph, hoWever, seems to indicate that 
the State Department is clinging to its original views and is not likely to 
welcome the changes we have suggested. 

I do not know what they had in mind when they wrote "or throw out of 
bala\nce the character of the national contributions which will be required for 

"Une'anininCé'fut faite en Grande-Bretagne le I I mars 1945. Voir Grande-Bretagne,  flouse of 
Ceenona. Debates, Sth Series, Volume 408, Column 1664; un communiqué à la presse fut émis 
au Canada le 2 mars. 
,An announcement was made in Great Britain on March 11, 1945.  Sec  Great Britain, House of 
"mmona, Debates. Sth Series, Volume 408. Column 1664; a press release was issued in 
canida on March 2. 
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this purpose," in view of the fact that our approach to this subject has been
designed to create a better balance between such contributions. ,

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSON

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum du départment d'État

Memorandum by Department of State

Washington, February 26, 1945

The Department of State welcomes the comments and suggestions of the
Canadian Government concerning the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals which the
Canadian Ambassador handed to the Under-Secretary of State on January 15,
1945 ." The Department feels that reaction of the Canadian Government to the
Proposals should be discussed ' fully and with the entire frankness which
characterizes Canadian-American relations . It is only through such friendly
exchanges of views among governments and through public debate and
discussion of the Proposals that the proposed Charterof the International
Organization can be developed into a practical working instrument .

The Department is weighing the significant and helpful suggestions of the
Canadian Government with the greatest care . It feels sure that the Canadian
Government will agree that nothing should be done which might impair the
efficacy of the proposed instrument for maintaining security or throw out of
balance the character of the national contributions which will be required for
this purpose .

It is the feeling of the Department that great progress was made in hthe
direction of mutual understanding of the Proposals throi I gh the informal
conversations held during Mr. Wrong's recent visit to Washington 6S The
Department would be happy at ' any time to explore further through informal
consultation any question relative to the Proposals of interest or concern to the
Canadian Government.

: . . . . ,
. 01.39 7'Vol .

426. W.L.M .K•/

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqu e
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Soviet Union
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 51 Moscow,
March 3, 194 5

SECRET. My , telegram No. 12 of January 17th regarding proposals for

International Security Organization. A ,

64Voir les documents 408-1045ee Documents 408-10 .
63Voir le document 419 ./See Document 419 .
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1. At Red Army Day reception, Litvinof told me he had been greatly 
interested in our memorandum submitted to Molotov January 16th. I wrote 
and asked him if he would discuss the matter with me informally. He replied 
that he would be glad to see me, but was not authorized to endorse the matter 
officially. I called on him March 1st and at both the beginning and end of the 
interview he emphasized that he was speaking purely personally. 
2. Litvinof said many countries had proposed amendments to proposals, some 

of which conflicted with the basis agreed upon by the four Powers. His idea 
had been that there should be another meeting of the Powers to consider such 
amendments before holding general Conference but evidently this was not the 
intention, and amendments proposed by other countries had not been discussed 
in Crimea. I gathered the impression he considered this a mistake. 
3. On the subject of our proposals, he was very non-commital. He indicated 

that, if there were to be special qualifications for election to the Council, they 
would have to be based on military potential. He added that this would have to 
take account of ability to conscript for service overseas. I replied that it should 
be left to each country to decide how obligations would be carried out, but it 
would be easier for countries such as Canada to assume obligations if they 
knew they would participate in arriving at decisions. 

4.; Regarding what he described as our point two, Litvinof said that other 
Coùntries had  also  proposed action subject to  confirmation  by the Assembly, 
but in his opinion this would destroy basis of proposal which placed in the 
Council full power for deciding on measures to avert aggression. He referred 
me to the article by Malinin, sent you with my despatch No. 277, August 
26th,t in which it was argued that chief responsibility for combating aggression 
should rest with the Great Powers. He made it plain that he shared this view, 
but added that in the case of moral and economic sanctions all members of the 
Organization should be obliged to participate. 

427. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 339 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET  [Ottawa,] March 7, 1945 

In your discussions with the President66  some attention will doubtless be 
paid to the San Francisco Conference and related questions. In this note there 
iTs, suggested a number of points which you might wish to take up 'with Mr. 
Kuusevelt. I have sought to put them as concisely as possible. 

feel that under the proposnls the gap is too wide between the great 
Pu:Néri 'and -secondary states which have wide international interests and have 

' 
Pré

• • t  

mier ministre était à Washington les 9, 10 et 13 mars. 
e Prime Minister was in Washington on March 9 and 10 and March 13. 
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done their duty well ` du ring thé ~ war. The position of the ~great powers is
carefully hedged about so' as ~ to involve no' infringement on their sovereignty

beyond requiring them to - accept . obligations to follow certain procedures and
rules of 'conduct. All - other. members are placed under more stringent

obligations.'They have no assurance of membership in the Council beyond the

chances of periodic election . When in the Council they possess no right of veto.

When, not in the -, - - and this is perhaps our central , point - they

would; nevertheless, be obligated to take possibly, very serious action to enforce
the , =Council's : ; decisions under Chapter ;VIII . . B, involving the possible

application ; of, political,, economic and, finally, military sanctions by them
against an offender .-

This requirement raises very se rious problems about securing acceptance of

the ,Charter . The political difficulties are probably greater than the practical
di fficulties of operation,, since the Council would in practice almost certainly
need to secure the consent of any Government before asking it to take serious
action of this sort . If that is true, why, should not the proposals be changed to
conform to the practice likely to be followed? This could be done by providing
that enforcement decisions of the Council (but not action taken for the pacific
settlement of disputes) would bind only members of the Council and other
states which ~ were associated with these decisions in some manner . Such

association could come from temporary membership in ' the ' Council or from
agreement between the Council and the state concerned or from approval by
the Assembly of the decision in question . There may be other means also of
meeting the point .

Connected with this is the fact that the proposals establish no standard of
eligiblity whatsoever for elected members of the Council . Liberia and Salvador

are as eligible under it as Brazil, Canada and the Netherlands. We doubt that

the Assembly would in fact always elect responsible i members of the
international community who could make a serious contribution to the work of
the Council . While it is very difficult to suggest an effective means of ensuring
that, the more important smaller states are more frequently elected, we hope
that something may be worked out . We* realize that attention must be paid also
to regional distribution of seats .

2. It would'be useful to find out what is in the President's mind about special
arrangements to enforce the peace terms against Germany and Japan . If long-

term engagements separate from the World Organization are envisaged (as has
beeny suggested in the State Department as well as by Senator Vandenberg) the
functions of the Security,Council will be .severely limited for a considerable
period °and ,the concentration ; of attention on it will be misplaced . It seems

desirable that something more should be said by the great powers on this point
before San Francisco as otherwise the delegations there will be working in the
dark on an important side of the problem., If the Security Council is not called
upon to act against dangers,arising either, from Germany and Japan or from
serious disputes between the Allied great powers, the sanctions aspect of its
authority will not be of great importance until the time comes for admitting
Germany and Japan to the Organiiation ;'.
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3 .: Related with this is a question arising from the lack of any, provision in the
Charter for withdrawal or general amendment . Under the proposals a country
once in cannot get . out and the Charter could be * changed only after amend-
ments adopted by two- thirds of the Assembly have been ratified by a majority
including the five powers with permanent Council seats . Thus each great power
would possess a veto on amendment.

There is a good deal to be said for omitting provisions for withdrawals in
view of the use of the provisions in the League Covenant . I think we might
advocate, instead the,insertion of a provision requiring the general revision of
the whole charter after a stated period of not more than twenty years and
probably not less than ten years . As Roosevelt said in his speech the other day
frequent amendments will prove necessary, and it seems to me there is a great
deal to be said for calling a constituent assembly in due course to reform the
whole structure. Dissatisfied members would then have an opportunity of
dropping out. Such a revision might appropriately coincide with the end of any
special regime imposed on Germany and Japan .

428. DEA/7-Vs

H. W [RONG ]

L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SECRET.'. Reference my despatch No. 226 of March 2nd,t regarding
Dumbarton * Oaks .

TE~EGRAM 207 Paris, March 9, 1945

ocument 4094Sce Document 409 .

Rae has been given by De la Granville, Secretary of the Paul Boncour
Commission;' text of amendments proposed in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals
by, this ,Commission . These were presented to the French Government and
formally adopted after the Yalta Conference by the Council of Ministers . One
or two ; minor, changes have been 'made in these amendments, but De la
Granville stated they would stand substantially as instructions to the French
delegates, at San Francisco even if there were subsequent debates in the
Assembljr on International Organization . Amendments will be issued shortly in
form of a memorandum to interested Governments. De la Granville stated that
Canâdian' memorandum" which I handed to Bidault69 January . 14th, was---.-- , . .

"Une cômmiuion pour l'étude des principes d'une organisation internationale dont G . J. Paul-'~ ~~r. Président du Comité des affaires étrangères de l'Assemblée consultative de la France ,président.
C( mmiuion for the stûd of th ePaul-Bon~r y principles of an International Organization, chaired by G . J .
France, - . ' President of the External Affairs Committee of the Consultative Assembly of

"Georges Bidault, ministre des Affaires étrangères de la France.G, ges Bidault. Foreign Ministcr of Francc."Voir 1. .4
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studied in detail-by the Paul Boncour Commission, and our general position

regarding election to the Security 'Council was adopted unanimously and

incorporated in the amendments : Copy of the amendments follow by bag .

429. W
.L.M.K./Vol . 33 9

Mémorandum -. 11 1- 11 - .
'Memorandum,

[Williamsburg, Va., n .d.]

RE THE POSITION OF SMALL NATIONS IN THE WORLD ORGANIZATION :70

Under the proposals, the gap is too widè between the Great Powers and
secondary states which have wide international interests 'and have done their

duty well during the war.
The position of the Great Powers is carefully hedged, about so as to involve

no infringement on their sovereignty beyond requiring to accept obligations to
follow certain procedures and rules of conduct . All other members are placed

under more stringent obligations. They have no assurance of membership in th e
Council, they

Council beyond the chances of periodic election .
Vhe and this perhaps most

possess no right of veto. When not in the Council
serious of all - they would nevertheless be obligated . to take possibly very

serious action to enforce the Council's decisions under Chapter 8 (b) involving

the possible application of political, economic and finally . military sanctions by

them against an offender. This requirement raises very serious problem about

securing acceptance of the Charter .
The political difficulties are probably greater than the practical difficulties

of operation since the Council would, in practice, almost certainly need to

secure the consent of any government before asking it to take serious action of

this sort . If that be true, why should not the proposals be changed to
conform

to the practice likely to be followed . This could be done by providing that

enforcement of decisions of the Council - (but not action taken for the pacific
settlement of disputes) - would bind only members of the Council and other

states which were : associated with ` these decisions ~ in some manner
. Such

associations could come from temporary membership in ` Council or from

agreement between the Council and the state concerned, or from approval by

the Assembly of the decision in question .
Connected with this is the fact that the proposals establish no standard of

responsibility whatsoever , for élected members of the Council . Liberia and

Salvador are as eligible under it as Brazil, Canada and the Netherland
t

It seems desirable that something should be said by the Great Powers â
nWith

respect to the special arrangements * to enforce the peace terms a g

70La note suivante était écrite sur le mémorandum :
The following note was written on the memorandum :

Original left with President who said he would take this up with Stettinius
. March

13 .
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Germany and Japan before San Francisco, as otherwise delegates there would 
be working in the *dark.  on an , important side of the problem. If long terni 
engagements separate from the World organization aie.  envisaged, the functions 
of the Security Council would be Severely limited for ‘a considerable period,  and  
a concentration of attention on it would be misplaced.  •  

If the  Security Council is not called upon to act against dangers arising 
either from Germany and 'Japan or from' serious disputes between the allied 
Great Powers, the sanctions aspect of its authority will not be of great 
importance until the time comes, to admitting Germany and Japan in the 
organization. 

Under the proposals, a country once in the international organization cannot 
get out, and the Charter could be changed only after amendments adopted by 
2/3 of the Assembly have been ratified by a majority including the Five Powers 
with permanent Council seats. Thus each Great Power would possess a veto on 
amendment: . • - 

There is a good deal to be said for omitting provisions of withdrawal in view 
of the provisions of the League Covenant. It might be advisable to insert a 
provision requiring the general revision of the whole charter after a stated 
period of not more than 20 years and probably not less than 10 years. 

The President has said frequent amendments will prove necessary. There is 
much, therefore, to be said for calling a constitutional assembly in due course 
to reform the whole structure. Dissatisfied members would then have an 
opportunity of dropping out. 

Such a revision might appropriately coincide with the end of any special 
regime imposed on Germany and Japan. 

430. 	. DEA/7-Vs 

- 	L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 Washington, March 14, 1945 
, 

Dear Norman: 	• 
I am enclosing herewith a memorandum from Escott Reid on the draft 

materialt for the Prime Minister's statement on Dumbarton Oaks which you 
left with me." I had hoped to have done something myself, but that has been 
impossible. Escott's ideas may interest you. I commend especially to you 
Piaragraph 2. I think there is a good deal in what he says in that paragraph and 
tnat we are hearing far too much these days that there is no use of the World 

. 	, 	• 

ka`déclaration fut 'faite le 20 mars. Voir Canada, Chambre des communes', Débats, première 
session, 1945. PP.  20-32. 
The statement was made on March 20. See Canada, flouse of Commons, Debates, 1st Session, 
1945, pp.  20-31. 
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Organization even contemplating the imposition of sanctions against a Great 
Power. I can recognize that certain immediate political considerations in 
certain countries may make it necessary to take this line, but I see no reasons 
why we should encourage it in Canada; especially as it is a c,ompletely defeatist 
line and represents a considerable retrogression from the League Covenant. 
'Notwithstanding, the State Department here goes merrily along trying to 
convinée the people  that the Dumbarton Charter is 'inuCh better than the old 
League Covènant beca' u' se it has teeth' in it. What is thé use of having teeth if 
you cannot usé thém.  ? What the Dumbarton Oalcs Charter, needs in fact is a 
little dentistry. 

Yours sincerely , _ 
MIKE [PEARSON] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Memorandum by First Secretary, Embassy in United States 

SECRET 	 . , 	 [Washington,]  March 14, 1945 
, 

COMMENTS ON MEMORANDUM OF MARCH 6 TO  THE PRIME  MINISTER' 
OUTLINING MATERIAL WHICH MIGHT BE INCLUDED 

IN HIS SPEECH MOVING THE RESOLUTION ON ' 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION IN THE 

HOUSE OF COMMONS 	• 

Page .2, last paragraph. 
1. The statement is made that a permanent member of the Council could not 

block the consideration of a complaint against it by another state and an effort 
to solve the problem by pacific means. This is one possible inierpretation of the 
proposals, but there is another possible interpretation, as I have pointed out in 
my memorandum of March 13, and which Kelsen points out in his article in 
the American Journal of International Law. 
2. The statement is made that a great power can block punitive action, but in 

that event the Organization would be in danger of dissolution since it could not 
hope to be strong enough to coerce a great power. It can be argued that this is 
a half-truth. The Organization, through the use of the quota forces put at its 

disposal, would, presumably, not be in a position to coerce a great power even if 

the constitutional bar to the imposition of sanctions against a great power did 

not exist. However, if all  the  members of. the Organization, other than the 

aggressor gieat power, were willing to pool all their forces in a total war 
against that great power, they, would probably be strong enough to coerce  

Surely, indeed, the lesson to be drawn from the history of the thirties is that if 

a great power should, in future, act in such a way as to convince the other great 
powers that it is determined to dominate the world by force, the only aw y to 

prevent a world war from' breaking out Will be for the other great powers to 

form immediately an alliance against it and to declare that the moment it 

• 	 • 
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commences aggression they will in combination wage total war against it until
it surrenders unconditionally. Such a threat might conceivably bring the state
which is planning aggression to its senses and so prevent the war from breaking
out . In spite of the constitutional bar against . the imposition of sanctions
against a great power,' . the . provisions and machinery of the * Charter will
facilitate the' formation of such an,- ad hoc temporary alliance since the
discussions in the Council of a complaint against a great power will provide an
opportunity for the other . great powers to determine whether or not that great .
power is a menace to world peace. Before they pronounce sentence of guilt'
against it they, will, if . they are sensible, have .forged an alliance against the
guilty state.

Page 3, third pàrâgraph.
3 . It is stated that the provisions in the proposals for peaceful settlement

should normally be sufficient to deal with disputes of all sorts . For the reasons
given in paragraph 1 above, it is arguable that this statement goes too far . It
also - fails to take into account the weakening . of the system of peaceful
settlement by the reservation of matters of domestic jurisdiction which are very
often, if not most often, the occasions for the really serious disputes between
nations.

, . . :
Page4, third paragraph .. ,< .
4. It is stated that the Security Council could never be strong enough to

coerce a great military power even if the veto were removed . For the reasons
given in paragraph 2 above, it can be contended that this statement is a half-
truth : ~

Pdge S, first two lines .
5 . It is stated that the Security Council cannot deal with really dangerous,

disputes involving a great , power as a party . The words "deal with" are
ambiguous . If the Security Council is given power to make recommendations,
which have no binding force, on the settlement of disputes even if they involve
great powers it will be "dealing with" the dispute. It is to be hoped that one
thing which the Canadian Government will push hard for at San Francisco will
be the limitation of the individual veto of a great power to the one question of .
the imposition of sanctions .

Page 6, second paragraph
6• The list of functional inter-governmental bodies which have been or are

likely to be set, up is incomplete . The Universal Postal Union, as well as the
1•L .O ., is already in existence. Among the organizations which - have already
been conceived are the International Civil Aviption Organization and theOrga, niza tion for Cultural and Educational Reconstruction . Proposals havebe

. ,
en made for the establishment of international organizations dealing with

telecommunications and shipping .
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Page 7, second paragraph. 
7. It can be contended that it would be unwise to include this paragraph in 

the Prime Minister's statement. The next paragraph would be sufficient to 
indicate that the Canadian delegation is not going to make any vain attempt to 
alter the .whole structure contemplated in the Dumbarton Oalcs proposals. 
There would seem to be no necessity for us to announce publicly before the 
Conference opens that we are going to accept a treaty resulting from the San 
Francisco Conference even if none of the obscurities and deficiencies of the 
Dumbarton Oalcs proposals are remedied. Moreover., this would be a promise 
which the Canadian Government might not be able to fulfil. Another criticism 
which could be made of this paragraph is that it is only a half-truth to say that 
it is absolutely essential that the treaty adopted in San Francisco should be 
acceptable to the great powers. It is equally essential that it be acceptable to a 
very considerable number of the middle powers and the small powers. 

Page 8, second paragraph. 	,  
8. It is stated that we hope that some procedure will be devised whereby 

states not sitting on the Council would  note . have to undertake serious 
enforcement action without participating in the Council's proceedings or 
separately agreeing in some manner to join in executing its decisions. This 
would not cover the possibility that we would be prepared to be bound by a 
two-thirds vote of the Assembly ratifying the Security Council's decision, even 
if we voted in the negative. ' 

Page 9, first paragraph. 
9. It is stated that it is very difficult to make any acceptable scheme of 

arranging all states in order of international importance for the purpose of 
election to the Security Council. Compared with other problems of drafting the 
treaty, surely this is not one of the most difficult problems. The middle powers 
can be defined as those which bind themselves to make the largest contribu-
tions of forces and facilities under the special military agreements. Though 
there viould be difficulty in finding a common denominator for forces and 
facilities, these difficulties might well prove not to be so great as to warrant the 
statement that they would be "very difficult". Moreover, other states at San 
Francisco are going to emphasize the difficulties of defining the middle states 
and it would not seem to be necessary for the Prime Minister of Canada to 
draw particular attention to these difficulties. 

Draft resolution of March 6. 
10. It is suggested that the reiolution proper might read as follows: 

"Therefore be it resolved that this House 
(1) Endorses the action taken by the Government of Canada in agreeingof 

send representatives to the conference to participate in discussions based on the 
pioposals made public by the four inviting governments; 
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(2) Recognizes the vital importance to Canada of the establishment as soon
as possible of the most effective international organization for the maintenance
of international peace and security which - can * be established under present
conditions, an organization of which Canada should be a founder member ;
(3) Approves of the Canadian delegation to the San Francisco Conference

using its utmost efforts to secure the establishment of such an organization ."

431. DEA/7-Vs
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire dÉtat associé aux Affaires extérieures

. Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

ceins necessary, therefore, in some way or other to cover the contingency tha t

[Ottawa,] March 15, 1945

QUESTIONS ARISING FROM DUMBARTON OAKS CONFERENC E
ON WHICH FURTHER GUIDANCE SEEMS NECESSARY

BEFORE THE COMMONWEALTH DISCUSSION S
IN LONDO N

The Commonwealth meeting in London beginning on April 4th will be
concerned - with all aspects of the draft proposals. Hitherto we have paid
attention chiefly to those aspects which created special difficulties for Canada.
There are a number of! other important matters on which the Canadian
delegation will have to take a position at San Francisco . It would be very
helpful for the Canadian representatives at the London talks if some
preliminary consideration could now be given to some of these points . They are
stated briefly below, together with the line which might be adopted by the
Canadian representatives . It is not necessary to reach firm decisions at this
stage but rather to learn whether the general line suggested is acceptable .

1 .'Additions to the purposes and principles of the Organization.
(a) Several governments, including New Zealand, maintain that a guarantee

of the territorial integrity• and political independence of members should be
added on the lines of Article 10 of the League Covenant . Strong objection was
taken by Sir Robert Borden to the inclusion of this article at the Paris
Conference and its interpretation was later whittled down, partly on the
initiative' of the Canadian delegations at Assemblies . A non-committal attitude
might be adopted at present, since the importance of such a guarantee depends
on the methods proposed for its enforcement.'Several countries may wish its
inclusion because of their fears of Soviet aggression and their memories of the
Mnnich Agreement .

t(é) nder one of the principles all members would undertake to refrain from
threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the

Organization . The voting procedure in the Security Council, however, could be
used by any great power to block the application of sanctions and by any great
Power not party to the dispute to block even any consideration of a dispute . It

a serious~dispute has arisen'on which the Security Council cannot act because
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the veto power of a permanent member . has prevented a decision. This will 
present very difficult 'problems  and  at the London talks the Canadian 
representatives might confine themselves to drawing 'attention to the difficulties 
without putting forward suggestiôns for solution. A partial solution might be to 
provide that in such a contingency the Assembly could recommend a solution, 
without being able to employ the Council's powers to impose sanctions. 

2. Membership of the Organization. 
lt is intended that the founder members should be the United Nations 

invited to the San Francisco Conference. The question of the prompt admission 
of some  or  all neutral states will certainly arise and also of the early admission 
of certain ex-enemy States, including in particular Italy. It is suggested that 
Canada should support • the view that membership should be made as 
comprehensive as possible, except that the special cases of Germany and Japan 
should be left aside for consideration after a period of years. The early 
admission of Ireland might be specially urged, as the exclusion of Ireland 
might prejudice the question of Irish membership in the Commonwealth. 

At the Yalta Conference- Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill agreed to 
support the separate membership of the Ukrainian and White Russian 
constituent republics. This difficult issue will arise at San Francisco and will 
doubtless also be discussed at length in London. If it be the price of Russian 
adhesion, it may be necessary to pay it. It rnay also be the price of Russian 
consent for the admission of India. It 'may, . however, be difficult for the 
Canadian delegation at San Francisco to go publicly on record in support. At 
the London talks action should probably be confined to discussing the pros and 
cons without taking a definite line. . 

3. Composition of the Security Council. 
We are committed to the view that states with  important  international 

interests which are not great powers should be preferred in some manner for 
election to the Security Council. This point  was made in our representations to 
the great powers  in  January. Available  information  indicates that the United 
Kingdoni and French Governments will faviur an attempt to insert standards 
of eligibilitY in the Charter. The Soviet and U.S. Governments have not 
defined their pcisition but seem likely' to be hostile. In London the line 
previously taken sh.ould be purs-ued. „ 

4. Powers of the Security Council.'  
Our chief concern, hitherto, has arisen from the possibility that the 

proposals would obligate Canada to take serious action to enforce decisions of 
the Security .Qiuncil, in reaching which the Canadian Government had played 
no part. As the proposals stand" all members would be obligated to join in 
"diplomàtic,» eccinomic  or  other measures not invoWing the use of armed force" 
to, give effect to the Council's decisions..Their obligations to provide militarY 
forces; facilities  and  'assistance would be determined by special agreements 
sep—aratelY Jitified . 4 each metilberi but apparently, once consent had been 
given,' the SeCtirity Council co-" uld call upon the members to act within the 
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limits of their special agreements . We have suggested that in the first instance
only, members of the Security Council should be obligated : to execute its
decisions, but . that provision should be made for joining other members in
active enforcement through, one of three methods, all of which might be written
into the Charter :
' (a) by secu ring the approval of the Assembly for decisions ;
(b) by giving temporary membership on the Council to states whose

cooperation was needed ; and

(c) by agreement between the Council and the member concerned to take
particular action .
It is suggested that at the London meetings continued emphasis should be
placed on the importance of finding some method of meeting the difficulty .
S . Voting Procedure in the Security Council .

Under the Yalta compromise decisions on procedural matters would be
taken by seven votes out of eleven . On other matters a total of seven votes
would also be required, but these must include the votes of all the permanent
members except when . methods for the pacific settlement of disputes under
Chaptër VIII A are under consideration . In such cases a permanent member
would not vote if, his country were a party to the dispute . The permanent
members thus would be given an individual veto on all important decisions of
the Council when a dispute had reached the stage of being a threat to peace .
Before that stage was reached the permanent members would retain their veto
unless they were parties to the dispute in question .

This may be the best arrangement on which agreement can be secured . It
reveals clearly the fact that the Organization would be impotent to deal with a
threat to the peace from one of the permanent members of the Council . It is,
howèver; open to question whether the prerogatives of a permanent member
should éxtend to the right of veto in the case of . disputes coming up for
discussion under Chapter VIII A "Pacific Settlement of Disputes" ' when they
are not . parties to ' the dispute. Under the Yalta formula, for instance, the
U .S.S .R. could veto consideration of a dispute between Greece and Turkey or
between,'Paraguay and Bolivia . The case might be argued in London for
restricting, the veto of the permanent mèmbers to decisions on disputes
involvicïg threats to peace.

. In this connection reference has already been ' made under the first point in
this memorandum to the necessity for making some provision for dealing withdisputes.with which the Council is impotent to deal because of the exercise of
the yeto - power. The . French Government will press for some general escape
clause ~ reeognizing the legality of action being taken in such cases under
alliances and regional agreements notified to the Security .Council .

It'should be noted that the veto rights of the great powers would under the
propOSAs~ extend to decisions on a number of matters not directly concerned
with the consideration of international disputes . Thus it would cover: admission
° n~w~,, members ,̀ to - the j Organization (Chapter V .B.2) ; suspension of
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membership -of an offending state and also expulsion (Chapter V.B.3); election 
of the Secretary General (Chapter V.B.4); the approval of agreements placing 
forces  at  the ' disposal of - the • Security Council (Chapter VIII.B.5); the 
consideration o.  f a local dispute  by a regional agency (Chapter VIII.C.2); and 
the coming into force of amendments to the Charter (Chapter XI). Each 
permanent member of the Council would have to take affirmative action on all 
these matters. Desirable changes in the process of amendment are mentioned 
below. At the London meetings the possibilities might be examined of 
removing the veto power over the admission of new members. 

• 
6. Special Engagements against Germany and Japan. 

The importance to be attached to the matters raiSed under points 4 and 5 
and a great deal else beside will depend in part on the nature and duration of 
the arrangements made to ensure the execution by Germany and Japan of the 
terms of surrender and treaties of peace'. If long-term alliances with "auto-
matic" commitments are entered into between the principal Allies for this 
purpose (on the general lines of the Franco-Soviet Alliance), it would seem 
that thé Security Coùncil would be by'-passed in 'dealing with questions arising 
out of the 'peace settlement. We know at present that agreement was reached at 
Yalta on the general machinery of military government to be imposed on 
Germany for a period of perhaps two  or  three years, but it seems that plans 
covering a longer period were not discussed. Obviously, the debates at San 
Francisco will be unrealistic unless the delegations have some idea of the plans 
of the great powers to give effect to Chapter XII 2 of the proposals, which lays 
down that the Charter shall not preclude action taken or authorized in relation 
to enemy states as a result of the war by the Governments having responsibility 
for such  action.  

The nature of these arrangements will almost inevitably be determined by 
the great powers and ncit much influence could be exercised by Canada on the 
decision. At London we might support the general desirability of giving to the 
Security Council as Soon as possible a large measure of responsibility, without 
taking a definite stand for or against independent long-term methods of 
keeping Germany and Japan frotn becoming a danger to security. Much will 
dépend on the Soviet attitude, which is -  obscure, and on the U.S. attitude, 
which under the recent favourable'reception of Senator Vanderberg's proposals 
may favour an outright alliance to enforce the peace. 

7.! Special Military Agreements. 	" 	 • • 

The forces, facilities and assistance  which inember states are expected to 
make available to the Security Council on its call are to be determined by 
"special agreement or agreements concluded among themselves." The 
procedure coutemplated is obscure and should be clarified, if possible, in the 
course of the London talks. Some of the points requiring clarification are: Ho'  
are the agreements to be negotiated "among themselves" by member states? 
Do the facilities to be covered include transit rights for forces acting under 
instructions of the Security Council or would all members be obligated to 
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permit such transit? What sort of engagement ; does the United Kingdom
Government anticipate making ?

It is suggested that the general line at London should be that the Canadian
Government could not enter into any obligation to send forces overseas without
its express consent, and that if Canada entered into such an agreement, this
limitation would probably have to be incorporated in it . As the question of
transit rights would in our case be likely to be confined to undertaking to
permit the U .S . contingent called out by the Security Council to use Canadian
air fields, ports, railroads and roads; we might be ready to agree in advance
that we would extend these facilities when requested by the Security Council .,
It should also be made clear that ;the size of any Canadian commitment to
furnish forces, facilities and assistance can only be determined when
commitments have been entered into by the great powers.

8 . Regional Agreements.
° The proposals (Ch. VIII C) would maintain the supremacy of the Security

Council by requiring that no enforcement action against an offending state
involved in a local dispute should be undertaken under regional arrangements
without its approval . This seems a desirable provision; it was strongly defended
at Mexico City by the United States representatives in opposition to proposals
to exclude entirely from the scope of the world organization disputes between
côuntries of the western hemisphere .,There are likely to be regional agreements
in Western . Europe involving France, Belgium,, the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom, and perhaps other states, with the object of preventing German
resurgence . Any such agreements may possibly be treated as part of the special
arrangements to enforce the peace referred to under point 6 above. It is to be
hoped that some clarification of the views held in London may be secured at,
the Commonwealth meetings .

9 . International Court of Justice:
Two important questions concerning the Court may be brought up in the

London talks : Should the Security Council have authority to require member-
states to submit to the Court for decision disputes of a "justiciable" nature, if
they, fâil to settle them by, other means or voluntarily submit them to the
Court? If, a ,dispute has been adjudicated by the Court and one or more parties
to it fail . to accept , the Court's decision, should the Security Council be '
empowered to apply the sanctions clauses to enforce compliance? Until more is
known of the attitude of ~ the great powers, it is suggested that no decision
shoüld be reached on Canadian policy on these questions .

10-''Social and Economic Arrangements .
The sections of the proposals dealing with international economic and social

eooperation seem in general to be acceptable apart from drafting changes .
Undoubtedly central coordination of the various functional agencies will be
required, ' and the proposals . contemplate a'flexible system which could be
adapted to °cover such varied forms of desirable activity as those of the I .L .O
the various narcotics bodies and the proposed International Monetary Fund .
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The scheme would not give the Assembly or the Economic and Social Council
power to command, but would place them in a strong position to regulate by
recommendation and 'persuasion . The line at London might, therefore, be of

general support . The question might be raised of the possibility of associating
non-member states (including ex-enemy . states) . in :this side of the Organiza-

tion's activities .
. . : . ,

, 11.L . Amendment and Revision of the Charter.

Under the : proposals no member could voluntarily withdraw from the
Organization . The Charter could be altered by amendment adopted by a two-
thirds majority in the Assembly and ratified by the states with permanent
Council seats and a majority of the other members . Mr. Roosevelt in his recent
speech to Congress stated that frequent amendment of the Charter would
prove necessary and Mr. Churchill has more than once taken the view that
arrangements made now should be subject to easy alteration . The questions
arise, therefore, whether the amendment provisions are satisfactory, whether a
right of, voluntary, withdrawal should be included, and whether a complete
revision of the Charter after a trial period should be envisaged .

On the first `point, the proposals for amendment are likely to make
amendment very difficult for two reasons - first, that ratification by all the
great powers and a majority of the rest would be required following Assembly
approval, and, secondly, that the great powers would possess an individual veto
on, changes . This might make, it impossible to alter such important and
contentious provisions as the number of permanent members and the voting
procedure in the Council . If provision were made that amendments would only
be submitted for adoption by the Assembly after they had been proposed to the
previous Assembly, it might be` feasible to omit the requirement of later
ratification, as the interval would give plenty of time to secure Parliamentary
approval by resolution in countries where this was desired . The veto of the

great powers on amendments might either be omitted altogether or reduced so
as to require the concurrence of perhaps three of them instead of all those with
permanent Council seats. The possibilities might be explored in London .

There are good'arguments to support the omission of the right of voluntary
withdrawal, which °undér the Covenant gave trouble-making states an easy
escape from their obligations . On the other hand, it would not be easy to ask
the Canadian people to ` accept permanent membership in an admittedly
irriperfect orgânization. It is suggested, therefo ie, that at London the possibility

should be put forward of including in the Charter a clause requiring its general
revision after a t term of years in short, making the' Charter an interim
constitution only . At the 'end of this term, which might be from ten to twenty
years, the whole Charter should be reviewed and any new agreement submitted
once, moré to ratification .` If we are to have `separate peace enforcement
machinery . to . keep Germany _ and Japan ; down; the revision of the Charter
might. take place towards the end of these transitional arrangements

. This

general line might Well be argued strongly at the Commonwealth discussions .

__ .~ . ç . . .t :~~ . , . ., . . . .~ "s , , . . .

0
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12. Colonial Trusteeship and Mandates. 
The published proposals include nothing on this subject, but it was agreed at 

Yalta that the three great powers should discuss before San Francisco what 
provision should be made in the Charter and should invite China and France to 
join them. There seems to be a wide difference of opinion on this subject 
between the United Kingdom on the one hand and Australia and New Zealand 
on the other, with South Africa probably supporting the U.K. position. Canada 
does not seem called upon to take a positive line and our previous comments on 
the matter have been basèd on the effect in the United States of the policies 
proposed from London which seem destined to arouse strong opposition in the 
United States. Mr. Churchill appears to have told Mr. Roosevelt at Yalta that 
British policy would be revised. In London the Canadian representatives may 
need to do no more than take note of the discussion. 

13. The Seat of the World Organization. 
No dec«  ision has  ben  reached on the headquarters of the World Organiza-

tion and discussion of the problem between the great powers seems to have 
been avoided. The Russians are said to object strongly to Geneva, and Mr. 
Roosevelt is said to favour a peripatetic assembly. If the suggestion is made 
that  the hea. dquarters should be in Canada — which is a conceivable but 
unlikely  compromise, — it would be ùseful to know whether this should be 
definitely discouraged. Some decision will have to be reached at San Francisco. 

14.The Winding up of the League of Nations. 
A large number' of complicated cons' titutional and political problems will 

arise in connection with the winding up of the League. These have been under 
study in London and by the League Secretariat. There will have to be an 
overlapping period in all probability during which the nominal existence of the 
L'eague will continue. The question is likely to be discussed at London and the 
Canadian representatives might support any practical methods which would 
decently enter the' Covenant while permitting the continuation of the useful 
teChnical functions of the League and the orderly disposition of its property 
and records. 

15.The Questions of Commonwealth Relations. 
During the London meetings questions are certain to be raised about the 

relationship of the British Commonwealth to the World Organization. The 
general Canadian policy is clear cnough. Presumably the correct line to take is 
that decisions cannot be reached until the Charter has been completed on 
ma.  tters- siich as co-operation inside the Commonwealth on questions of defence 
(e.g. in the framing and execution of military agreements under the Charter), 
and  the position  of Canada with  respect  to special defence arrangements, like 
those proposed for Western Europe and also by Australia and New  Zealand for 
the South. Weitern Pacific. When the World Organization is established we 
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shall be able to assess any resulting problems of Commonwealth relations in 
the light of its constitution; priority of consideration must at this stage be given 
to the World Organization, and not ' to possible alterations in the scope and 
methods of the Commonwealth system, which is working smoothly as it is. 

[HUME WRONG] 

432. 

Le secrétaire d'État aùx Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in Soviet Union 

TELEGRAM 57 	 Ottawa, March 15, 1945 

TOP SECRET. Your telegram No. 51 of March 3rd. World Organization. If you 
have another opportunity of discussing ou. r position with Soviet Foreign Office, 
you might emphasize again our belief that some method should be found of 
associating with decisions of Security Council countries whose active 
participation in their enforcement is required. Great powers are reserving 
individual right of veto for all enforcement action, whereas states not elected to 
Council might as proposals stand be required by Council to take drastic action 
without any preliminary consultation. In practice consultation would probably 
be necessary as a condition of effective cooperation and we feel Charter would 
be strengthened by amendment to confo.rm with probable practice. This view is 
likely to be"widely supported at San Francisco. It can be met in several ways, 
of which approval by Assembly of some Council decisions would be only one. 

2. Insertion of provisions establishing qualifications for plection to the 
Council would be a desirable application of principle that power and 
responsibility should coincide which is recognized in preferred position of great 
powers. Its adoption Would not, however, meet difficulty described in 
paragraph 1. We gather United Kingdom and France may support insertion of 
standards of eligibility for Council membership, together with some secondary 
countries with important international interests. 

3. Information so far received indicates that following amendments among 
others will be proposed at San Francisco: 	• 	 • 

(a) Decisions to be based on principles of international law and justice; 
(b) Guarantee of territorial integrity of members to be inserted; 
(c) Reservation of right to act under existing alliances in event of emergency 

(France and Belgium will support); 
(d) Reservation of right of independent action in event Council cannot reach 

a decision; 	 , 
(e) Various proposals to limit authority of Security Council in favour of 

Assembly and to reduce prerogatives of great powers; 
(f) Insertion of declaration of rights of individuals in Charter. 

DEA/7-Vs 
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4 . It seems clear that effective responsibility of Security - Council ' for
maintenance of peace will depend for some' time on arrangements made for
ensuring German and Japanese execution of peace settlement . If separate
engagements against enemy ; states on . lines of Franco-Soviet Alliance are
excluded from direction of Security Council, it may have only minor part to
play for, a considerable period . Any light you can throw on Soviet intentions
would be welcomed .
.5 . ÿYou doubtless know that at . Yalta United Kingdom and United States
Government agreed to support inclusion as . original members of Ukrainian and
White Russian Republics. Soviet representatives seem to have brought up
position of India and this may be price of securing Indian membership . . We
have not yet decided what our attitude will be at the conference. . .

433.. DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D.445 London, March 15, 1945

Top SECRET. London meeting .
Scope of forthcoming discussions is, we think, generally agreed . Main

discussions would seem to fall naturally under heads :
(1) Dumbarton Oaks proposals, with' special reference to comments by

British Commonwealth Governments .
(2) Territorial trusteeship (my telegram of March 12th Circular D. 429) .t

Other possible questions are :
.(3) Future of Permanent Court of International Justice (my telegram of
March 12th, Circular D . 427) .t
(4) Future of League of Nations (Paper on this subject is being prepared) . t
2. If ."other British Commonwealth ' Governments have any suggestions to

make, under these or other , heads, we should be glad to have them as soon a s
possible .

DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.
' au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary .

TELEGRAM 66 Ottawa, March 18, 1945

TOP .$ECRET. Addressed London No. 66. Repeated Canberra No. 10,
Wellington No . 10, Capetown No. 9 .
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, Your telegram D. 445 of March 15; London meeting' 	. 	- 
We • agree  to  the  •  main heads of discussions ' as siiggested by you with the 

. following comments. 	 • 	. 	 , 	• 

(1) It  is desirable that under the first head  thé ie should be exchange of 
infôrtnation and views on the arrangements donternPlated; for,  the enforcement 
of peace -terms against Gèrmany and 'Japan. We find it impossible to form a 
clear idea of the responsibility and authority of the Security* Council (and 
therefoie to *assess the *importance  :Of sortie-  of the chief 'questions which will 
arise at San 'Francisco) withoût more information ' on this. If long term 
engagements are:made between the principal' Allies"-to deal with any threat 
from Germany, such as the Franco-Soviet Tréaty, and If the Security Council 
has no control over the operation of these engagements, it would seem that the 
Council would have a minor role to play during the currency of these 
engagements. This aspect could of course be covered during discussion of 
chapter 12 (2) of the Dumbarton Oalcs proposals. • 
(2) Should the special conference proposed by the United States to consider 

the Statute of the Permanent -Courtn take place we assume that discussion in 
London might be limited to general 'consideration of. the role of the Court in 
the world organisation: 	 • • 

435. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

	

. 	. 
L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires eXtérieures .  , 	, 
Ambassador in Soviet Union - 

. 	to Secretà ry of State for Extern.  al Affairs 

, Moscowi March 22, 1945 DESPATCH 145 

TOP SECRET 

Sir, 	 , 

I have the honour to refer to paragraph 5 of your top secret telegram No. 5 7  
of March 15th, in which you mention that the United Kingdom and United 
States Governments agreed at the Crimea . Conference to support at San 
Francisco the inclusion of the Ukrainian and Belorussian republics as original 
members of the World Security Organization. Since the receipt of your 

telegram I have discussed this subject with both the United Kingdom and 

United States Ambassadors. 
2. Sir Archibald Clark Kerr had only ,  a hazy,  recollection of what transpired 

at the Crimea Conference regarding this particular question since his attention 
there had been concentrated so largely on Polish'matters. He told me that at an 
early stage the Soviet delegation' made 'an inipassioned plea for the inclusion of 
two or three of the constituent republics ,  as original members of the World 
Security' Organizà-tiOn. When they were asked which republics they mentioned 

72Voir le document 567./See Document 567. 
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the Ukraine, Belorussiâ and , Lithuania and dwelt` at length on how these three
republics had suffered from German aggression .- At a subsequent meeting the
United Kingdom and United States delegations expressed their readiness to
support the inclusion of - two republics and : when asked which two each
delegation replied by naming the Ukraine and Belorussia . Sir Archibald Clark
Kerr said he, derived the impression that both delegations had feared . the
request for inclusion of all sixteen republics, and were greatly relieved . when
only three were mentioned . They were further greatly relieved when the Soviet
delegation were content with only two and this enabled them to escape the
embarrassment of having to discuss the delicate question of the incorporation
within the Soviet Union of. the formerly independent Baltic States . -
11 I asked Sir Archibald Clark Kerr if the question of the inclusion of the

constituent republics arose over a discussion of the position of India . He said he
had, no recollection of this but would look up the minutes of the Conference
and let me know: Later that day I met Sir Archibald by chance and he handed
me a note of one of his secretaries which read as follows :

"There ' is no specific , ~, mention of Jndia ' in , our , records of the Crimea
Conference. But the records of one or two meetings are not there and have not
yet come in from London ."

4 ~ Mr .' Harriman' had a much clearer recollection of what transpired at the
Criméà Conference regarding the-inclusion of the Ukraine and Belorussia in
the World Security Organization . He had no hesitation in indicating to me his
concern -over what had developed . He said the discussion had arisen over the
membership of India, and that this had placed thé United Kingdom delegation
in a weak position to resist the claims of the Soviet delegation for the inclusion
of two or three of the constituent republics. He implied that his own delegation
should have shown more resistance to the Soviet demands . He is fearful of the
effect that the inclusion of the two republics will have on United States public
opinion . Isolationists, he said, have frequently been referring to the six votes of
the'British Commonwealth in international organizations . Now they will talk
about the three Soviet votes . It will not be possible to say in reply that this is a
matter of little importance owing to the unimportant role assigned to the
Assembly of the proposed f World Security, Organization because to do this
would offend the small countries . '
5 The United , States Ambassador said that Soviet tactics in regard to this

matter were superb and he remarked that the other two countries represented
at the' Crimea Conference were children in comparison . When everyone was
fearful of a request for the inclusion of all the sixteen republics they rriodestly
asked that two or three be included and they linked this up with an appeal for
sYmpathy for and understanding of all that the western republics had suffered
from German aggression . They then mentioned that the Ukraine, Belorussia
and Lithuania were the three republics most dese rv ing of consideration. Mr.
Harriman also thought some reference was made to the Moldavian republic
but not very seriously. In any event the other two delegations were left with the
impression that they had to choose between selecting two republics from , the
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10. If we decide to take a position in opposition to the inclusion of the two 
republics we are then faced with the very difficult problem of how we should 
act in a manner ,that will assure the 'support of the majority of the other 
delegations not already committed to a stand and that will cause the minimum 
of resentment on the part of the Soviet Union. For once we shall have to be 
taking a Position that is in opposition  to both the United Kingdom and the 
United States. The Soviet Government are so susPicious of the motives of any 
government that comes out in opposition to a stand taken by them that we 
would have to be extremely careful to disabuse them that we are actuated by 
any  motives  that imply mistrust of the Soviet Union or disbelief in the 
wholehearted intention of that country to maintain peace.  and security. 
Experience also has shown that the Soviet Government are most adroit in 
countering arguments that may be advanced to show the non-independent 
character of their republics. They are capable of investing words with other 
meanings than their usual connotation. They can readily raise an argument 
based on legal technicalities to a higher moral plane. It is futile to base an 
argument on some particular aspect of the Soviet Constitution when that 
constitution can be amended so easily. Finally we are hamstrung by the 
anomaly of a dependent country such as India having enjoyed full rights of 
participation in international organisations for many years. 
11. The most effective argument against the participation of the constituent 

republics in the World Security Organization is probably one based on the 
federal character of the Soviet Union. A citizen of the Ukraine elects delegates 
to the Supreme Soviet of the Ukraine and also to the Supreme Soviet of the 
U.S.S.R. Representation in the Assembly of both the Ukraine and the Soviet 
Union would mean that a citizen of the former would be represented twice in 
the Assembly in a manner not enjoyed by the citizen of any other state (here 
we Must not lose sight of possible counter- arguments based on the anomalous 
position of India). 
12. Another possible approach is a reference to the practical impossibility of 

either of the two republics declaring war, remaining neutral or taking action to 
suppress aggression independently of the Soviet Union. Here again the position 
of India comes in and I can foresee a counter-argument based on the injustice 
of denying rights  to  two sovereign republics who enjoy a large measure of 
autonomy and who have suffered more from German aggression than any other 
states when these rights-  are accordéd without opposition to the people of India 
who are kept in a state of dependency on another country and who have not 
suffered from fascist aggression. 

13., It would be useless to refer to the fact that citizens of the Ukraine and 
Belorussia have Soviet citizenship, because the Constitution could easily be 
amended to provide for republican citizenship and Mr. Gousevn in October, 
1943, in his reply to the Foreign Office memorandum on the participation of 
the western constituent republics in the United Nations War Crimes 

"F. Gousev, ambassadeur de l'Union soviétique en Grande-Bretagne. 
F. Gousev, Ambassador of Soviet Union in Great Britain. 
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Commission stated that the republics had their own rePublican citizenship» It 
May be well to repeat hére thé relevant paragriph in Mr: Gousev's note since it 
sums up the whole Soviet case for the inclusion of the constituent republics in 
international organizations: 
"Possessing  A  the right sindependently, without anyone's confirmation, to 

establish their own constitution, possessing their own .territoiy, having their 
own citizenship, and possessing the right of free withdrawal from the Union of 
S.S.R., the Soviet constituent republics are sovereign states .  to .  no lesser a 
degree than the British dominions. The institution of the Method for exercising 
their sovereignty depends exclusively upon agreement between the constituent 
republics and the Union of S.S.R." 

14. It can be seen from the above that it is not going to be easy to frame a 
convincing case against the participation of the two, republics in the World 
Security Organization. At every turn we run u' p againsi the embarrassing 
precedent of India. It is desirable to avoid arguments that savour at all of what 
the Russians regard as British hyriocrisy. Ever since the emergence of Russian 
literatüre it has been their 'favourite intellectual pursuit to dispel the fog 
engendered by this hypocrisy with a few well-directed shafts of light. We are 
only giving them the weapons in which they delight if, we extol the superior 
virtues of the British Commonwealth of Nations. 

15. It is much better to base our case solely on the  imperative need of starting 
off the World Security Organization properly by strict adherence to the 
principles that meet with universal acceptance. One and the most important of 
these principles is that enunciated in paragraph'4 of the Moscow Declaration 
of October 30th,*1943" — the principle of the sovereign equality of all peace-
loving states, large and srn ail. This principle  will be impaired if any of the large 
states are represented in the Assembly .not only by themselves but also in 
addition by one or more 'of their constituent parts which aie not complefelY 
self-governing. Exceptions can and should be made (this to forestall arguments 
based on the position of India) in the case of countries well on the road to self-
government and concerning which'public declarations have already been made 
of the intention to accord them in thé very near future that degree of self-
government which Canada has enjoyéd for seventy eight years. But we should 
not niake exceptions in favour of the constituent parts of a federal union, no 
matter how large these parts may be and what degree of autonomy they,  have 
enjoyed• in all that does not directly côncern the maintenance of peace or the 
waging of war. The citizens of these  constituent parts have the same 
opportunity of having their views represented in the Assembly as the citizens of 
any other.peàce=loving state. This  they can do through the exercise of their 
constitutional right to elect representativei to the supreme legislative body of 
the federal union and thise representatives can make known the views of their 
constituents' to the delegates who will be representing the federal union in the 

Assembly of the World Security Organization. 

; I 

74Voir le volume 9, document 553./Sec Volume 9, Document 553. 
"Voir le volume 9, les documents 24l -8./Sc e Volume 9, Documents 247-8. 
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- 16 : . At the outset we should express our fullest sympathy for the sufferings
the Ukrainians and Belorussians have undergone .at the hands of the fascist .
aggressors . We can readily understand their determination to avoid a repetition'
of these evils. But we believe that the best way in which they can be spared .
from such a' repetition is by , strict adherence to, the principles on . which
international law and justice have been founded . One of these principles is the
sovereign equality of all states, large and small, and it would not, in our
opinion, be in accordance with this principle for the Ukrainians and Belorus-
sians to express their views through more than one delegation to the Assembly
of the World Security Organization .

I have etc.
L. D. WILGRESS

436. DEA/7-Vs
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum front Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET, [Ottawa,J March 26, 1945•„ : ;_ -
.- ,'Both the Prime Minister and Mr. St. Laurent have read my memorandum76

concerning a number of points arising from the Dumbarton Oaks proposals
which arc likely to be discussed at the London meetings . Both of them have let
me know. that the suggestions made in this memorandum (which were pretty
non-committal) were acceptable to them. The Prime Minister indicated that he
thought ! it- important to, press for some arrangement permitting the general
revision of the Charter after a term of years. I discussed this matter with Mr.St. Laurent . He says that he thinks we should avoid putting forward a proposal
which would require a fresh ratification of the whole Charter by states desiringto continue their membcrship and he proposes that in place of this, a provision
should be made for permitting states dissat isfied with the amendments made in
the Çharter to withdraw from the Organization . Thus the whole Charter would
have to be resubmitted to the U .S . Senate only if the administration had come
to the point of recommending the withdrawal of the United States . This seemsto me to be a very useful approach and I think that we should develop the idea
to the pôint' of, preparing draft amendments to this chapter of the Charter
befoçe the delegation arrives in San Francisco ."

Charter .
St. Laurent also said that he thought it unnecessary to include in the

er the present provision requiring approval of amendments by a two-thirds majo ri ty of the Assembly and subsequent ratification by the great
Powers and the majority of the rest of the members . He felt that approval by
the Assembly was all that was necessary without later ratification and he fell in
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with my suggestion that there might be developed something like a two- reading
process whereby amendments would be conditionally approved by one
Assembly and finally voted at the next Assembly, thus permitting Governments
to refer them to legislatures if they felt this to be essential . A yet more flexible
alternative would be simply to require that no amendment should be voted on
by the Assembly which had not been formally proposed at least six or eight

months in advance.
I am sending copies of this note to Mr . Read, with whom I have discussed

the matter, and also to Mr. Ritchie .
H. W[RONG ]

437. DEA/7-Vs

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'É tat aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

ToP SECR Er [Ottawa,] March 26, 1945

,

t

Redfern,'• in describing the talks with the President during the Governor
General's visit to Washington last week said that the President had referred to
the Soviet demand for the admission ' to the World Organization of the
Ukrainian and White Russian Republics . The President went on to say that if
the Russians wanted three votes he would demand three votes for the United
States and commented that after all the British Empire had six votes . When

Redfern answered that the six votes would represent six governments and
would not always * be cast on the same side, the President referred to the
Commonwealth discussions in, London shortly before the Conference as
indicating that a united front was being arranged .

This is a dangerous as well as an inaccurate interpretation of the meetings .

It seems to me that something pretty definite should come out from Ottawa
before the meetings begin and also that, if possible, the High Commissioner
and myself should seek to have the right sort of interpretation telegraphed from
London before the, meeting begins . There have been two recent despatches
from the AP Bureau in London which have been most misleading and
doubtless they have appeared in 'a large number of U .S. newspapers . One of

them related directly to , the Commonwealth talks before the San Francisco
Conference and the other dealt with rthe question of a united Commonwealth
economic bloc .

~Sir Shuldham Redfern, secrétaire du gouverneur g6n6ral .
Sir Shuldham Redfern, Secretary to Governor-General .

11
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438. DEA/7-Vs 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Afemorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] March 30, 1945 

In conversation this afternoon the French Ambassador referred to the 
President's announcement that the United States would seek three votes in the 
Assembly of the United Nations Organization. I told him that the Canadian 
Press despatch from Ottawa in this morning's paper was incorrect in its 
implication that the Canadian Government had known about this proposal in 
advance. The reasons why the United States Government might wish to secure 
such an amendment of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals were quite understand-
able. It was, however, unfortunate that American Congressional and press 
comment should link the American desire for three votes in the Assembly with 
the argument that the "British Empire" was going to have six votes there. This 
was a resurrection of the old argument which the isolationist Senators had used 
in 1920 to block American participation in the League of Nations, and which 
had been proved quite without foundation by the practical experience of the 
last 25 years. 

M. de Hautecloque said he had not received any comment from his 
Government on the President's  proposa), but he thought it quite possible that in 
due course a restored France would seek some sort of multiple representation 
in:the.World Organization for its great colonial possessions which were in 
process of acquiring a constitutional position not unlike that of the members of 
the  British Commonwealth. 

439. DEA/7-Vs 

• , Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
•, 	 à l'antbassadeur aux États-Unis" 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States" 

TELETYPE EX-1195 	 Ottawa, March 31, 1945 
.;, 

Tol'SEd!IET.' Following for Pearson from Robertson, Begins: We had no prior 
riOtifiCation of the President's statements regarding multiple votes for the 
UnitCd States in the Assembly of World Organization either from United 
1(inickitif or Unites States  sources.  The most mischievous feature of the 
ensuing discussion seems to be the tendency in certain quarters in the United 
Stïté,s;!,oequate the American votes with the votes of the countries of the 
Commonwealth

ntelégrammes semblables furent envoyés le méme jour aux ambassadeurs en France, cn 
Union toviètiqué ainsi qu'au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne. 
Similar telegrams were sent the same day to the Ambassadors in France and the Soviet Union 
and to the High Commiuioner in Great Britain. 
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The Prime Minister will attempt to avoid expressing any public opinion on
this subject, until we have fuller information . If questioned in the House, the
Prime Minister will probàbly reply that he had not received prior information

,on this matter and preferred not to'discuss its implications at the present time .

.I should be grateful to receive any comment which you may be able to
obtain on an informal basis from the State Department . Ends .
, -' ! ~ # . ' . . - . . . ,' . . _ . . r k . . . ' . . . '

440. DEA/7-Vs
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

been put bcfore+us : We were not certain whether the United States would thin k

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of St atefor External Affairs, . . , _

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 540 London, Apri13, 1945

IMPORTANT. Top SECRET. Following from the Prime Minister for (Canada
and Australia) Prime Minister, (New Zealand and , Union) Acting Prime
Minister, Begins :

1 . You have ' no doubt seen 'announcement issued from White House on
March 29th to effect that United Kingdom and Soviet representatives at
Crimea Conference agreed that United States and its possessions should, if it
so desired, have 3 votes on Assembly to be set up in World Organization if
Conference agreed to Soviet Republic having 3 votes . -

2. We were not consulted by United States Government beforehand on the

terms or occasion of this announcement .
3 . As to Russia, see my telegram of February 10th, Circular D. 263,'

paragraph 5 (b), regarding White Russia and Ukraine .
4. As to United States, the position is that, when United Kingdom and

United States delegations at C rimea agreed to support Soviet request for
admission of White Russia and Ukraine as founder members, United States
President pointed out to Prime Minister and Mr. Stalin that, if he were to

ensure wholehearted acceptance by Congress and people of United States of
United States pa rticipation in World Organization, it might be necessary to
ask for additional votes' in the Assembly for the United States in order to
secure parity. The United States delegation were not at that time able to define

Wethe form which this request would take . They asked for time and secrecy.
complied .` It was thérefore, understood that it was left "that the United States
should `propose the form' in which their ` undisputcd equality with every other
mémbér State should bc expresscd : ' '
`5 . . This wâs as far as wé`could getat Yalta and no definite proposal has yet

it worthwhile to press their claim or not . If they should, the only alternatives
evidently were either that they should nominate three members to represent the
United States vicariously' " or ." that they , should assign two of the members to

. - ' y : . ~ ' ' a . ., 1 _s . . . , . . . a . t . .
. .
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some of the small places under their control . Of the two choices, the ' former
apparently adopted by the United States seems preferable .

6. It cannot be overlooked that Russia demanded 17 seats (16 Republics as
well as the Union) which her population and variety of races and newly
adopted form of federalism justified in her eyes. It was very difficult to deny to
Russia the greatly reduced demand she put in for only 3 instead of 17 . These
two, White Russia and the Ukraine, are mighty countries with over 50 million
people and they have suffered terrible losses, probably several millions, during
the war. Refusal to consider their claims in any way, though so greatlyreduced, would have drawn upon us a ve ry severe examination of the position
of the British Commonwealth .

7 : It must be remembered upon this subject that the fact that in two fearful
wârs the whole of the Br i tish Empire all over the world has declared war on thesame impulse and in the same cause, and fought through to the end withoutwavering or flinching, conveys to foreigners a sense of underlying unity which
is undoubtedly true in spite of the most extreme interpretation of Dominion
stâtus' under the Statute of Westminster. The Dominions were subject to no
préssûre frôm His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom. They came
in of their own free will for the sake of ideas dearer to them than life . We have
also to consider the way others look at our affairs, as well as the way we look atthem ourselves. India, for instance, has a representative who is not chosen by
India butonly by the Viceroy, who is the servant of Crown and Parliament.Our two Allies of enormous concentrated power see our Commonwealth with 6
seats in the Assembly of the new World Organization and their pride or public
opinion demands some comparable representation . We, therefore, thought it
better to endorse the reducxd Russian demand and from that it followed thatthe United States should have the liberty referred to above.8 . We had, of course, assumed that if the President decided to put forward aProposal he would consult with us before doing so, when it was our intention to
discuss it with thc ôthcr British Commonwealth Governments . We must think
of his'aifficûlties, as well as our own . 1, therefore, consider we did the best wecould and ask that our work should be endorsed . Ends .

, Le secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires exierieure sau secritaire aux Dominions
Secretary ojStote for External Affairs

to Dontinions Secretary
TE~EGRM'$3

O

I wâs vë `' 1 d •

1% pr i13, 1945
MpoRTANT.- TOP SECRET. Following from Prime Minister for your PrimeMinister,~Begius; Your telegram Circular D . 540, World Organization, Votingi n Asembly.

a
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to avoid making to the Leader of the Opposition in the House of Commons 
what might otherwise have been a difficult statement. Ends. 

442. DEA/7-Vs 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

• • 	au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 932 	 London, April 3, 1945 

TOP SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins: Machtig tells me Mr. Churchill 
wishes to attend one of the Commonwealth meetings and may be present when 
Eden reviews Foreign Affairs. He is likely to argue on lines of Dominions 
Office telegram Circular D. 540 concerning plural voting for Russia and 
United States. I think we should not agree to endorse these compromises but 
should definitely reserve our position. Incidentally, French will probably claim 
vote for Indo-China on ground of their intcntion to grant it "Dominion status." 
Do you agree with suggested line. Ends. 

MASSEY 

443. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High ComMissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 954 	 London, April 4, 1945 

Following from Wrong, Begins: At opening meeting this morning 
proceedings were chie fly devoted to delivery of short statements prepared for 
publication, which were on expected lines. Smuts, however, spoke at length 
impromptu in an impressive manner, cmphasing the necessity of reaching 
agreement at San Francisco and the vital importance of achieving results. 
Masscy and I feel that he would be a very suitable Chairman of the General 
Conference as he would do his utmost to preserve a high tone of temper 
throughout. 

2. All the statements made clear satisfaCtorily the purpose of the London 
mcctings. Full tcxt, or excerpts, are to be released tomorrow for publication 
Friday morning, otherwise no publicity is contemplated until cnd of meetings. 

Mr. Eden will review Foreign Affairs Friday morning and Mr. Churchill will 
attend. Until thcn meetings will be concerned with Colonial Trusteeship. 

3. The Washington statement yesterday on voting has cleared the air. Also 
Cranborne gave a "background" press conference ycstesday, which was as 

emphatic as could be desired, on Commonwealth relationships, and the Times 

„ 	 . 

1 
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today has a useful leading article. This little storm, indeed, has resulted in 
general public repudiation of the "one voice" attitude. 

4.' This afternoon's meeting on Colonial Trusteeship, at which we kept silent, 
generated some heat between United Kingdom representatives and Evatt and 
Fraser. We shall  report on this subject when consideration of it is finished. 
Ends. 

444. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in United States 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Washington, April 4, 1945 

Dea' r Mr.  Robertson:  
I called on Scnator Connally, Chairman of the Foreign Relations 

Committee, this afternoon. As it happened, the Scnator was at the moment 
busily engaged on the  floor of the  Senate, where a debate had arisen over the 
Mexican Waterways Treaty. I therefore had to wait for him for some little 
tune and was able once again to contrast the atmosphere of the legislators' 
outer offices with that of the  Embassy anterooms. Thcrc were a number of 
peisoni of various conditions and interests lounging in Senator Connally's 
office, who rather looked as if they had bccn there for hours and were willing 
to remain for other hours. 

I had fifteen minutes or so with  the  Scnator aftcr he was able to leave the 
Senate Chamber. He expressed  the  usual fricndly sentiments toward Canada in 
general and the Canadian Ernbassy in particular. I mentioned the subject of 
the forthcoming San Francisco Conference and cxprcsscd the hopc that some 
of the difficulties which seem to have ariscn lately would soon be dispelled. He 
professed himself to be optimistic and felt that  the  atmosphere was even now 
bettefr.' He was  sure  that  the San Francisco Confcrcncc would bc a success 
because it had to be a success. At  the  same time, he admitted that this success 
meant merely a successful bcginning and that it was folly to expect everything 
to beacComplished at San Francisco. This sccms to bc a line that is now 
genejilly being followed in Washington. He realized that  the  Powcrs that had 
not been at Dumbarton Oalcs would fccl obliged to bring forward amendments 
a San Francisco and that these would have to be discussed. professed, 
however; to hold the view that many of these amcndmcnts would be produced 
witb-an'eye on public opinion at home and with no great hopc of acceptance. I 
suggestéd that there might well be greater obstacles to overcome than those of 
theamendments of the smaller Powcrs; that, if  the  Great Powers themselves 

u1(1 - 1,York together at San Francisco, other difficulties would bc less 
imPortânt: He interpreted this remark as applying to Russia and made some 
sjneff,,thetic observations about that country. He believed, for  instance,  that 

ifl Woiild not  have askcd for  the  three Russian votes if hc had felt sufficient 
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confidence in,the friendly, feelings of other States, toward, Russia . Senator

Connally was otthe opinion that : most of the difficulties with Russia were
caused by the fears and suspicions held by that country, many of which had a
basis of reason in the treatment given Russia over the years. This attitude on

the part, ôf the Senator .was rather surprising to me, as congressional opinion is
not normally as sympathetic and ùnderstanding of the U .S.S.R.

Senator Connally's mention of the three Russian votes gave me an
opportunity to remark that it was most unfortunate that, in the discussion of
this matter, reference should be : made so often to the six "British Empire"

votes. I added that,, as he would appreciate, there was a great difference
between the position of the Ukraine Soviet Republic and that of Canada . If we,

for instance, had wished to stay out of this war, we could have done so ; even if

we wished to get out of it now, the United Kingdom Government would not

intervene. I hesitated to think, however, what would have happened to an
official in the Ukrainian or White Russian Republic if he had argued against
participation in the war in 1941 or for withdrawal from the war in 1945 .

Senator Connally said that, of course, he appreciated the position of the British
Dominions in this matter . :I,hope he does, as there have been, once or twice in

the past, suggestions to the contrary .
Yours sincerely,

L. B. PEARSO N

445 . DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominionsd0

- Seeretarÿ of State for External Affairs
Io Dominions Secretary";

TELEGRAM 87 Ottawa,
April 5, 1945

MOST , IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND - PERSONAL . Following from Prime
Minister to Prime Minister, Begins: Your telegram D. 540 of April 3rd . In

view of the withdrawal by the United States of their proposal that they should

have three votes in the Assembly, this question appears at least for the present
to be narrowed down again to the admission of White Russia and the Ukraine .

We feel with you .that this proposal should be considered in the light of the

contribution which these Republics have made to the , common cause, and of
the constitutional developments ûnder which they have been given formal
responsibility for the conduct of their international relations . This latter seems

to us the criterion : on which emphasis should be laid in justifying their

admission. It is true that their admission on these grounds implies the
ultimate

admissibility of~ other . Soviet Republics. But in all the circumstances the
_.. , , . ; , : ,

~? Les paragraphes 1-4 de ce, télégramme furent envoyés au haut commissaire en Grande-

Bretagne (télégramme 807 du S avril 1945) comme réponse au document 442. ram
Paragraphs 1-4 of this telegram were sent to the High Commissioner in Great Britain (teleg

807, April 5, 1945) in reply to Document 442 .
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arrangement you agreed on at Yalta seems to us to be entirely defensible and
will, I am sure, be supported by our delegates at San Francisco.

2 . In voting for the admission of these two Republics 'as separate members of
the A Assembly, we should hope ' that the emphasis could be kept on their
individual qualificâtions for membership without underscoring the argument
that the U.S.S .R. is entitled to multiple representation .

We share your , concern at the apparent assumption by the U .S.S .R. and in
certain quarters in the United States that "the British Empire has six votes ." If
this misconception cannot finally be dispelled, it is likely to lead to further
claims for plural voting and in any case it has an unfortunate influence in
perpetuating misunderstandings . about the actual character of relations
betwéen the individual nations of the Commonwealth, particularly in the
United States .
4 .'Doubtless some elements of deliberate mischief-making enter into the

repetition by unfriendly critics of these mis-statements about Commonwealth
relations, , but I agree with your view that genuine misunderstanding exists .This is no doubt increased by the real difficulties created by the constitutional
position of India, and by the policy of neutrality pursued by the Irish
Government while remaining a member of the Commonwealth .
S . When I expected to have to make some statement in Parliament about the

United States request for three votes in the Assembly I had in mind saying
something along the following lines about the Congressional argument that the
United States should have three votes "because the British Empire will have six
votes" : -

The implication behind this argument is that the "Empire" is a political unit
that decides with one mind and speaks with one voice - but a voice that has
the weight of six . Nothing could be more misleading . The Commonwealth has
no votes - not six but none. It is the nations that make it up that have votes,and 4. those votes " are freely directed as each thinks right . The record of
discussions in the League of Nations and its subsidiary agencies shows many
cases where the members of the Commonwealth have not been able to agree
and have voted on opposite sides of a question . This situation has been
demonstrated beyond the possibility of question by the recognition by the
countries of the Commonwealth that each must make its own decision on the
question of peace and war. Unhappily unanimity was not reached on this
question` On some of the Combined Boards that have so successfully
coordinated the work of supply, production and shipping in this war, themem b~rs are Canada, the United K ingdom and the United States . Woulda*ne suggest for a moment that this means two votes for the Commonwealth
to one vote for the United States? It would be absurd to suggest such a thing .On`'these : Boards the: ~ Canadian representative represents the Canadian
8overnment and no ône else .

,Th~. peculiar character of the Commonwealth of Nations lies in the fact thatit is in" t, made up of nations - nations in every sense of the word. Those
nations have a community of outlook and tradition - a common love of peace

w~ .
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and liberty — a common hatred of tyranny and aggression. But they are not 
the only nations that have a community of interest.. Where could such 
community. and understanding be greater than between ourselves and the 
United States? But because there is much in common would anyone suggest 
that Canada and the United States are really one? Where there is a 
community of interest and outlook, nations will co-operate and work together. 
Cooperation could not be closer than it is between Canada and the other 
nations of the Commonwealth and between Canada and the United States. The 
Pan American Union brings together nations that occupy the same hemisphere 
and have a community of interest. But no one would suggest that that means 
the Pan American Union is an entity with 21 votes in world organizations. And 
yet this statement would be no more misleading than the statement that the 
British Commonwealth of Nations has six votes. 

There is cooperation between the nations of the Commonwealth — a 
cooperation that will continué and flourish. But it is not the cooperation of an 
exclusive circle or bloc. It is that free cooperation that can and, I hope, will 
become characteristic of the relations between all nations. 

446. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 238 

Énoncé des questions découlant des propositions de Dun:bar:on Oaks 

Statement of Questions Arising from Dumbarton Oaks Proposals 

DUMBARTON OAKS PROPOSALS 

NOTE BY TIIE SECRETARY 

I circulate a Statement of Questions arising from the Dumbarton Oaks 
proposals put forward for discussion by the Canadian Delegation. 

" J. G. LArrilwArrE 

Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.  I. 
5th April, 1945 

QUESTIONS ARISING FROM TIIE DUMBARTON OAKS 
PROPOSALS PUT FORWARD FOR DISCUSSION BY 

, 	 THE CANADIAN DELEGATION 
 • 

The general attitude of the Canadian Government towards the proposals for 

world organization has already been communicated to other Commonwealth 
Governments." It is therefore unnecessary to elaborate on the main points 
made in previous communications, especially as the chief Canadian comments 
are printed on pages 11-17 of Document B.C.M. (45) 4./ It may be useful, 
however, to set forth briefly in general terms the more important questions 

' , Volt les documents  408.9./Sec Documents 408-9. 

B.C.M. (45) 9. 

IIIWM 
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already raised, and to mention some further. matters which might usefully be,
discussed here.

. In the first place the Canadian Government favours the establishment of a
new organization on the basis of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals with suitable
additions and amendments . We accept fully the general approach, even though
we may not like some of the individual proposals . Mr. Mackenzie King recently
outlined in the House of Commons a number of difficulties and objections . In
the lengthy debate - which ensuedt2 . there was general support both for the
establishment of a world organization on the projected lines, and for the
incorporation, if possible, of the Prime Minister's suggestions . No Government
can pledge itself in advance to accept any Charter which might be produced at
San Francisco, but it is certain that we in Canada should not lightly reject
whatever treaty may emerge from the Conference .

It should be said, as a preliminary obse rvation, that we have found ourselves
faced with considerable difficulty in determining the proper perspective in
which to regard the security proposals without further information on the
methods which may be devised for enforcement of the peace terms against
Germany and Japan and for relating such methods to the work of the Security
Council . Paragraph 2 of Chapter XII of the proposals appears to be a general
reservation of the right of the principal Allied Governments to exclude any
action against enemy States from the scope of the Charter. The first stage of
the control of Germany by a Military Control Commission will, of course, be in
many respects the final stage of military operations against that enemy . Full
military occupation and government is expected, however, to give way before
very long to other methods of superv ision . If the Security Council is not
associated with this long-term supe rvision, its importance may, in fact, be small
during the years when it is most desirable for it to acquire prestige and respect
of all nations. If any renewal of danger from Germany and Japan is to be dealt
with by special arrangements outside the direction of the Security Council, and
if,~ furthermorc, the proposed voting procedure in the Security Council is
admitted to" preclude the taking of action against a Great Power, the emphasis
heretofore placed on the rôle of the Security Council would appear to havet!~n considerably exaggerated . At any rate it will be very difficult to negotiate
thë'military; agreements mentioned in Chapter VIII B 5 until more is known of
the plâns for,dealing with our present cnemies. We suggest, thcrefore, that this
general quest ion might be considercd at an carly,stage of these discussions .J From the. Canadian point of view the principal difficulties arising from thedraftproposaIs are three in number :

"V01f Canada . Chambre des communes. De6c tr, 1945 . première session. pp. 20-63. 66-111 . 113-55, 159-99, 209-52. 255-99 ct 309-28 .
~ I ~. House of Commons. Drbv<<s. 1945 . Fint Session . pp. 20-60. 63-106. 110-4 7 . 1S1-~ oa .1• 40. 243-54 and 294-313.
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1.-Procedure for  Application  of Sanctions by Members not on Security 
Council. 
- The  power of the Security Council to "call Upon" all members to undertake 

serious enforcement action,‘ both military and economic, without necessarily 
any prior  consultation, ° seems to us to require serioui consideration. The 
Canadian people, we believe, arc prepared to make commitments, and thus to 
acéept limitations on their sovereignty, to the same extent as other nations. It is 
very doubtful, however, whether they would be ready to give to a Council on 
which they were not represented the unqualified right to ordcr thcm to send 
Canadian forces into action, or to take measures which would seriously derange 
their cxport trade, whcn each of the  Great  Powers could veto individually any 
such action of the Council. It is truc that  the  Security Council could only 
dcmand forces within  the  limits prescribed in a special military agreement. 
Would countries without permanent Council scats be willing in such 
circumstances to  promise  a substantial military contribution? Certainly 
secondary countrics could .be expected to support the Council's actions more 
consistently, and probably to pledge larger forces, if they were assured of 
consultation bcforc they would be called upon to take serious action. We feel 
that the addition of suitable provisions for consultation would not only not take 
the teeth out of the organizatidn but would strengthen its efficiency. In 
practice, if the enforcement of sanctions required active aid from a country not 
represented on the Council, its consent would probably have to be sought in one 
way or another. If that would be  the normal practicc, might it not well be made 
the  formal rule?- 

„ 
2. Selection of Afembers of Sècùrity Council. 	* 

The principle that in the neW world organization power and responsibility 
should be related is one that wc gladly accept, and for that reason we approve 
of a, special position for  the Great Powers. In the  proposals, however, this 
principle is applied only to the Great Powers. The new organization would be 
more likely to acquire the rçquiiite atitliority if some distinction wcrc made in 
its constitution,between countrics,which were willing and able to expend lives 
and resources on a considerable scale, towards achieving, its purposes, and 
countries which, because of small resources, backward political development ,  
or incrtia, could not or would not make a sizeable contribution. This is not a 
question of status or 'prestige; it is a question of making sure that the dircction 
of the world organization is in thc hands of those who can do most to ensure its 
sticCeïs: This need May' best be Met by ensuring that among the States which 
are elected as members of the Security Council thcrc should always be several 
countries able to make a valuable 'contribution to the maintenance of security. 
In this way the Council could be made a more powerful and efficient body. 
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u 1 Y be considcrcd at these meetings .,It , ., f
alread ,

s is a ~~on o c vanous ponts w ~c avc
Y' ibeen raised by other Commonwealth Governments, which might :usef 1 ` •

,Thire aré somc further mattcrs dd't' t th h' h h
anadian Government attach considerable importance to this suggcstion .

~n~rporate ; a number of provisions open to valid and serious criticism . TheC •

ma palatable the i n i tial acceptance of a Charter which will doubtlessk

arrangement is, we think, realistic in view of the impossibility of long-range
p ammng during the final stages of the war before the peace terms are agreed,upon . Furthermore, the knowledge that a member would have an opportunity
of reviewing the question of membership after a term of years would help to

per Iod . .Th i s conception of the organization in its initial stage as a transitional
grven the r i ght to withdraw , from the organization at the end of the interim

t ose, .States which were dissatisfied with the Charter as amended might be
member•tatcs dcsiring to continue their membership . To meet this difficultyh

included i n inc Charter requiring its general revision after a term of years - in
short, making the an interim constitution only. But it would be
desirable to avoid the necessity of a fresh ratification of the whole Charter by

escape from their obl i gations. It is suggested, however, that a clause might be
withdrawal, which under , tthe Covenant gave trouble•making States an eas y
, : There are good arguments to support the omission of the right of voluntary

desired . . .. . . . ~

secure parliamenta ry approval by resolution in countries where this was

previous, Assçmbly . The interval thus ensured would give plenty of time t o
submitted for adopt i on by the Assembly after they had been proposcd to the
tnrely) we feel that the requirement of later ratification of amendments might
be dropped altogether if provision were made that amendments would only be
of them instead of all w ith permanent Council seats . Secondly ( or alterna-
omitted altogether or reduced so as to require the concurrence of perhaps thre e
question whether the veto of the Great Powers on .amendments might be eithe r
list of permanent membcrs . we think i t worthwhile, therefore, to raise the•

such contentious points as the voting procedure in the Security Council and the. . .

veto on all changes would tend to make impossiblc any amendment touching o n

by ratification by the Great Powers and at least half the other members 'of the
organization . In the first place the extension to each Great Pôwer of a right o f

amendment is r i g i d, involving approval by two-thirds of the Assembly, followed

represent a compromise . There will • be many imperfections, some of them
doubtless hard to explain and defend to public opinion . It should be made not
too difficult to improve the Charter . As the proposals stand, the procedure for

The proposals which may be expected to emerge at San Francisco wil l

3 . Amendment of Charter and Question of Withdrawal.

,r t, j >,
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4. Veto Rights of Great Powers.• 
The Canadian Government is prepared to accept the veto of each Great 

Power on the actual application of sanctions. Mr. MacKenzie King recently 
said in the House of Commons with reference to these arrangements: 

'There can be no question that thcy arc open  to theoretical objection. To 
what degree thcy arc open to practical objection depends upon how far 
objection can be takcn to a recognition of the  fact of 'power' in this imperfect 
world." • 

It seems probable that the chief difficulty over the Yalta formula would 
arise at  the initial stage of sccuring public support for ratification rather than 
in the actual operation of the Organiz.ation. Indeed, each Great Power would in 
reality possess a veto on sanctions, just because it was a Great Power, even if 
formally decisions were taken by majority vote. In somc respects we believe, 
however, that  the  right of veto by the Great Powcrs might bc restricted. It is 
not clear, for instance,  why a Great Power which is not a party to a dispute 
should retain the right to block its consideration by the Council under the 
procedure for pacific settlement. Undcr the Yalta formula, China could not 
prevent consideration of a dispute between China and India under Chapter 
VIII A, but could prevent consideration of any dispute to which China was not 
a party. It would allay anxiety, and therefore simplify public acceptance, if 
action under Chaptcr VIII A could be taken by, say, a two-thirds majority of 
Council members. As the proposals stand at present, furthermore, the veto 
right of the Great Powers extends to decisions on a numbcr of matters not 
directly'concerned with the considcration of international  disputes,  including 
the admission of mcmbcrs, the clection'of the  Secretary-General, the approval 
of agreements placing forces at the disposal of the  Security Council, the 
approval of plans for the'regulation of armaments, the coming into force of 
amendments to the Charter, and a numbcr of other questions,  the  length of the 
lis- t depending in part on  the definition of "decisfons on procedural matters" 
not requiring the concurring votes of permanent Council mcmbcrs. We think 
that the possibility of reducing somewhat the scope of this veto power should be 
considered. 

5. Is there a serious gap In the Charter? 
Even  when  the importance of voting procedures is placed in proper 

proportion, there still remains the possibility that the Sccurity Council might 

be unable to considcr a 7 dispute which threatened the maintenance of peace. 

What thcn would happcn is a matter which is causing scrious conccrn to the 

French Government, among others.. The Assembly would not seem to have 

power to deal with it, as it would bc required under Chapter V B I to refer any 

such'question on which action was =essay to  the Sccurity Council. This raises 

difficult issues which might never occur in the  actual operation of the 

Organization, but will certainly be discussed at San Francisco. 
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6 . Can the Security Council make reconrmendations for pacific settlement of
disputes?

The language of paragraph 5 of Chapter VIII A has been variously
interpreted ; it gives the, Security Council power to recommend appropriate
"procedures or methods of adjustment" for the pacific settlement of a dispute .
Does the phrase "methods of adjustment" cover an investigation of the merits
and a proposal for solution (an interpretation given to it in the official
Commentary of the United Kingdom Government) or does it only apply to
action such as proposing reference to the Permanent Court of International
Justice (an interpretation which has been placed upon it in the Department of
State)? We feel that the Security Council should be able to propose terms of
settlement at a stage before a dispute has`bcen found to be a threat to peace
under Section B of this Chapter .

7 . Special Military Agreements. (Chapter vni a 5 )
The methods are far from clear whcreby the "special agreement or

agreements concluded among themsclves;" by which all membcrs would be
expected to make forccs, facilitics, and assistance available to the Security
Council, could be ncgotiated . A good dcal of attention was paid to this
paragraph during the reccnt debate in the Canadian flouse of Commons. It
seems certain that there will be much discussion of it at San Francisco . We
think, therefore, that we should discuss hcrc both the procedurc which might
be adopted to give effect to the paragraph, and the character and extcnt of the
obligations which mcmbcr States might be expccted to assume .

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dom inions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/7-Vs

TELEGRAM 73 London, April 6, 1945

IMPORTANT. TOPSECRETAND PERSONAL . Following from the Prime Ministcr
for ' .Mr, Mackenzie King, Bcgins: Thank you for your No. 87. i askcd Mr.
Vincent Massey to read out the first paragraph at a meeting of the Dominions
Representatives this morning, and he did so to the univcrsal satisfaction of
those present who thought it the best possible summing up of the position .
Ends. .
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Conseil 
"Sir A. Ramaswami Diwan Bahadur Mudaliar, membre pour l'approvisionneme nt • 

exécutif du gouverneur général de l'Inde et chef, la délégation indienne. 	
-Gener al of 

Sir A. Ramaswami Diwan Bahadur Mudaliar, Member for Supply, Govcrnor 

India's Executive Council and head, delegation of India.  

LES NATIONS UNIES  

DEA/7 -Vs  
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétairé d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

' High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 95 	" 	 London, April 6, 1945 

TOP SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins': This morning Eden gave brief 
review of foreign situation especially emphasising improved relations with the 
United States during recent months and gravity of current difficulties with 
Soviet Government, especially .  over Poland. Mr. Churchill followed with some 
account of Yalta Conference. They are clearly greatly concerned over recent 
actions of Soviet Government, although Soviet denunciation of treaty with 
Japan has alleviated their anxiety somewhat. 

2. Mr. Churchill said he would have to inform parliament, within next 
fortnight, that the Yalta Agreement for establishing new Polish Government 
was ineffective. He saw no chance of Poland being represented at San 
Francisco. Eden considers it probable that Soviet delegation will attend, 
although for a time they thought there might be refusal to participate unless 
representation of Lublin Poles was agreed. 

3. With regard to treatmeniof Germany, the Prime Minister confirmed that 
there  was  no real discussion at Yalta of what "dismemberment" meant in 
practice. He favours separation of Prussia from rest of Germany and said 
President still had some idea of establishing five German States. 
4. At Prime Minister's request, Massey read first paragraph of your telegram 

No. 87 of April 5th on admission of Soviet Republics and there was general 
approval of views therein expressed. 

5. This afternoon there was general discussion of Dumbarton Oaks proposals. 
The United Kingdom, New Zealand and ourselves had circulated papers 
containing chief comments and Evatt, Fraser and Mudaliar" did most of the 

talking. Australia, New  Zealand and India all expressed general agreement 
with our suggestions. These will be considered in detail ncxt week. Smuts urged 
that as few amendments as possible should be pioposed at San Francisco and 
only suggested himself addition of a preamble and opening chapter headed 

"The New Faith", expresied in admirable language. Ends. 
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain
tô Secretary of State for External Affair s

TEt.ECRnM 994' London, April 8, 1945: . :, . .
TOP SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins: Following are some general
impressions so far derived from meetings here .

1 . i If a Charter is produced at San Francisco it will have to be Dumbarton
Oaks proposals as little amended as possible . Expansion into a full Constitution
will have to be done by later agreements .

2 . While pessimism over results is much less here than in Paris, there is no
confidence of outcome. Some apprehension is felt that Soviet Government may
cancel participation or ' withdraw delegation from Conference if Lublin Poles
are not admitted . In that event United Kingdom Government favours going on
without them. ,

3 . Other Dominions and India support special grouping of "Security Powers "
(Evatt's 'phrase) which have fought and suffered in war for purpose of
representation on Council . United Kingdom has not- taken a stand on this .
Smuts has only indicated sympathy for our views .

4 . Australia and New Zealand support changes to make amendment easier
and to provide for general revision of Charter . They also favour changes to
meet our,central point concerning authority of Council to require all members
to join in sanctions .

5. We start tomorrow with discussion of particular questions raised by each
delegation,with hope of ending F riday. Ends .

450. , DEA/7-Vs
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner In Great Britain

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM ,102 1 ~ -. . . . , , , . London, April 10, 194 5

SECRET: Following from Wrong, Begins : Chief feature of first meeting today
was discussion aris ing from our, proposals for limiting power of SecurityCouncil ' to require all members to undertake enforcement action . Discussion
revealéd wide difference of view . Evatt and Mudaliar joined United KingdomMinisters in defending proposal smaintaining thatauniversal obligatio ngaot ôn t

Australia n
enfo ce sanctions ~oncall of Security Council was ' an essential principle . United Kingdom Ministersargued , ngainst our suggestions, mainly on operational grounds, to general
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effect that Council must know in advance that all members would apply 
sanctions without delay. We contcndcd that this was not necessary since force 
behind Council would be so great that Council mcmbcrs could themselves 
carry out almost any dccision and could easily fill important gaps by bringing 
in particular States whose assistance might be needed in a special case. 
2. 1 said 1 foresaw great difficulties in securing full public and Parliamentary 

support if text was not changed, emphasizing that consultation with States 
required to take serious action will almost certainly occur and that this might 
just as well  be  included in Charter, as prospects of ratification might be 
endangered in several countries if it were omitted. 
3. The New Zealand representatives went further than we did and took line 

that all enforcement decisions of the Council should be confirmed by the 
Assembly by simple majority, except in cases of extreme urgency when Council 
might act, reporting later to Assembly. Smuts supported us to extent that he 
considered it absolutely impossible to expect States to scnd any forces overseas 
without prior consultation. He did not enter into other aspects but said this 
problem was the most important of all and critical to the establishment of the 
ncw Organization. All other speakers agreed on importancc of issue. 
4. United Kingdom representatives seemed not to have grasped the 

difficulties fully and discussion in which wc took active part may have cleared 
their minds somewhat. Eden unfo rtunately had to leave before it really got 
under way. Since there seemed no prospect of reaching meeting of minds by 
further discussion here, Cranborne suggested at conclusion that we should 
consider this matter bctwccn ourselves at San Francisco. Ends. 
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAm 1020 	1 .. 	 London, April 10, 1945  

SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins: We discusscd on Monday voting in 
the Security Council and selection of non•permanent members. 
2. On voting, we said Canadian Government would acccpt veto by perniznent 

menibers on application of sanctions, but wished possibility of rcstricting veto 
powcr in other respects to be considered. Smuts and Evatt accepted Great 
Pôwer, veto on sanctions as inevitable. Fraser criticizcd it strongly and 
Ulcerated Neif-, Zealand might *vote against it at San Francisco. All these 
delegations  were  critical of veto of Great, Powers on amendments to the 

Charter -- this will bidiscussed later. • 	• 	• 
3. Eden said United Kingdom Government was bound to support this 

particular provision regarding application of sanctions but was free to express 
opinions as to, how. far veto power should extend in other respects. It seems, 
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therefore, that matters such as removal of Great Power veto on consideration
of disputes to which they are not party can be examined at San Francisco .

4 . Consideration followed of selection of non-permanent members of Council
and there was general agreement on all sides that some method should be
found which would provide more effectively for representations of States able
and willing to assume substantial responsibilities . Evatt, Fraser and Mudaliar
all strongly favoured some such provision but Smuts, though recognizing
importance of question, thought it might be dealt with by later amendment of
Charter. After discussion of various methods an Expert Committee was
appointed, which met last night .

5 . This morning the Committee's report was accepted as basis for consider-
ation at San Francisco without, of course, obligating Governments concerned .
It proposes that Charter should be amended by inclusion of provision that
Assembly, in electing non-permanent members, "should pay due regard to the
contribution of the members of the Organization towards the maintenance of
international peace and security and towards the other purposes of the
Organization." It suggests that the first Security Council should be nominated
by the San Francisco Conference and that a resolution should be passed there
establishing a Committee to recommend to the first Assembly a priority list of
all members to be used as the basis for future elections . This is, in fact, as good
a proposal as I expected we could get . Ends .

452 . DEA/7-Vs
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

au secrétaire d'É tat aux Affaires extérieures
High Comm issioner in Great Britain

to Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
TE L EG RAM 1053 London, April 13, 1945

SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins : Following are chief points of intcrest
at Commonwealth meetings since April 10th .

1 .
'.
There was general agreement that Assembly should possess as wide

authority ' as possible except that Security Council should have primary
jurisdiction in consideration of disputes. I raised question of procedure if
Council were deadlocked under its voting procedure and could take no action ina dangerous dispute . United Kingdom representatives said this would requirefurther consideration as position was not covered properly in the proposals .I

2. All Delegations agreed that provision should be made for general review of
Charter'after 5 or 10, years, Smuts pressing for a short trial period . Other
Delëgâtions did not support my suggestion that opportunity for withdrawal
might ' be ` àfforded at this review. No one favoured inclusion of Right of
Witiïdrawal as in Covenant .

i r3• The' amendment provisions wcre widely criticized as too rigid and
especiall}► .,, the Great Power veto on amendments . United Kingdom were
âgreeâble to some change in this respect.
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4: All  agreed that Council should be able to recoMmend  solutions of  disputes 
under Chapter VIII A. United Kingdom considered this already covered, but 
recognize language requires clarification.- , 
5. Discussion threw little light on qtiestions raised by us respecting military 

agreements and relationship of peace enforcement machinery ,  to  the  World 
Organizatiôn. The discussion of economic and social aspects was also not 
illuminating. 	 ' 
6. All agreed that a preamble setting forth the high purposes'of the Charter 

should be added: • 	 • 
As Smuts remarked, the question of the veto hung over everything, and we

•  arc certain to hear much more of it aithe Conference.. Ends. 

453.' 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

, 	 au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 . London, April 23, 1945 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
As you will already have received both written and oral reports from Mr. 

Wrong on the British Commonwealth Meetings to discuss World Organization, 
1 do not propose to send a formal summary of the talks which have just been 
concluded. You may wish to have, however, soine comment from me on certain 
general aspects of the meeting. • 
2. To begin with, I think it can be said with confidence that the meeting 

accomplished a number of useful purposes. As Lord Cranbornc said in the 
Hôuse of Lords, it acted as a sort of dress rehearsal for San Francisco. The 
United Kingdom delegates to San Francisco, most of whom attended at least 
some  of the meetings, have stated that they now have a clearer understanding 
of the issues involved, as well as of the views of other parts of the Common-
wealth. A substantial measure of agreement was disclosed or achieved, and the 
exposure of differences --- for example on the question of territorial trusteeship 
— was equally valuable. 	. • 

3. The question of a "single voice" was Irrelevant. It is unfortunate that 
advcicates of such  a policy. could not . .see the Commonwealth consulting 
together' in this ,way, so  that  they might realize' i the impracticability of the 
single 'voice in real  situations and  the advantages 	for the United Kingdom, 
as well  as the Dominions, 	of present methods' of consultation. If the 
delegations, had cast votes' On ea-  ch issue, the United Kingdom would have 
fotind itself out-I/cited on sev'eral matters in which shc had  at  least tacit 
commitments to the Soviet Union and the United States. It is, of course. quite 
Unreareveit to Speculate about the results of -voting at such a  Commonwealth 

_ meeting,' when one is côncerned  for 	 an the  Most part with shades of opinion d 
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questions of emphasis, rather than with clear-cut issues on which,votes might
be cast . From the point of view of Commonwealth relations, the meeting was
well timed. The flurry caused by the White House statement on multiple voting
in'the Assembly made it desirable that the'position of the Commonwealth
should be stated sharply, and clearly . Spokesmen of all delegations made
statements- on the subject which could not be misunderstood . It is satisfactory
that the lead was taken by Lord .Cranborne and Dr. Evatt so that there was no
encouragement to the view that this is a peculiar Canadian heresy . What is
possibly more important is that the meeting provided a useful example of
Commonwealth machinery functioning for mutual advantage . It was a desire
of the United . Kingdom Government, and certainly of ourselves, that no
particular attention should be attracted to what was described as a perfectly .
normal process. It is my feeling that the more such discussions become
accepted as routine, the less misunderstandings there will be . It was satisfying
also to attend a Commonwealth meeting at which practically no time was given
up to introspective examination of the nature of the Commonwealth and there
was, therefore, full time for the real purposes of consultation .

4 ., The United Kingdom delegation included, besides Lord Cranborne and
Mr. Attlee, who attended regularly, the other members of the delegation to
San Francisco, Miss Wilkinson, Miss Horsbrugh, Mr . Tomlinson, Mr . Foot
and Mr. Mabane. The "other members" attended as observers and did not
make any contribution to the discussion . Mr. Eden attended several meetings
and Sir Alexander Cadogan was present at all the meetings . Mr. Bevin took
part in one meeting and Mr . Amery in several meetings, although he did not
speak. Colonel Stanley introduced the question of territorial trusteeship, but he
was promptly afflicted with mumps and his place was taken by the Duke of
Devonshire. Lord Cranborne was an excellent Chairman, who combined most
successfully the role of principal spokesman for the United Kingdom with that
of an objective Chairman . The United Kingdom delegation gave careful
consideration to our own views and those of other delegations . On the question
of, mandates their, policy was definitely modified as a result of the strong
difference of ~ opinion on the part of the Australian and New Zealand
delegations . In other respects, I . think it might be expected that the United
Kingdom policy will be modified at least in emphasis . They did, I understand,
appreciate particularly the careful study which had been given to the subject
by the Canadian Government and the responsible nature of the criticism and
suggestions which came from the Canadian delegation .
.5 . The outstanding figure at the meeting, although by no means the most

;voluble, was Field Marshal Smuts, who played the role rather of a member•at-
large" than a, representative of South, Africa . Particularly in his impromptu
opening' statement, he showed a masterly, philosophic approach to the
problems of world organization . It was obvious, however, that he had not given
very careful attention to the details of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals, and in
some cases seemed to be reasoning out their implications for the first time . As
a- man intimately associated with the League of Nations, he displayed a
llexibility of outlook and a willingness to accept the new approach which is not
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chàracteristic of elder statesmen who have been attached to lost causes . He
paid very careful attention to the Canadian views expressed and frequently
referred to the importance of Canada'in the new world organization and the
difficult positiôn in which Canada might be placed by the present proposals .
He supported our views on the position of the important secondary powers . He
also supported our view on the obligations of non-members of the Council in
the enforcement of sanctions. He argued quite' forcefully that it would be
impossible to expect non-members of the Council to cooperate loyally in the
enforcement of decisions in which they had had no share . Although he did not
base this argument on the attitude of his own country, he must have been
aware of the view that would probably be taken by most Afrikaners of such a
commitment . For the most part, his views were close to those of the United
Kingdom. On the subject of mandates, he was inclined to be even more rigid
than Colonel Stanley. He admitted his dislike of the Yalta voting formula but
constantly emphasized that the cooperation of the Soviet Union and the United
States was worth a very considerable price. His chief contribution was a
preamble to the Charter, stating the principles which would govern the World
Organization. This was accepted with some enthusiasm by the meeting,
although some changes were made. Its simplicity of language and high moral
tone added to the Charter something of the inspirational quality which was
lacking in the official language of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals .

6 . The Australian delegation was dominated by Dr . Evatt. Mr. Forde was
obviously unacquainted with the details of the subject and spoke very little . Dr .
Evatt's forthrightness at times became bluntness, but it was, I think,
recognized that for the most part he showed intelligence and a considerable
grasp of the subject . His former prejudices against Canada seem to have
largely dissolved, and he frequently associated himself emphatically with what
he considered to be the general Canadian attitude on World Organization .

Particularly on, the subject of the position of secondary States he was in
sympathy with us. He was even more emphatic than we on the need for
amendment of the Charter without the right of veto on the part of permanent
members . Constantly, when faced with such unpleasant features of the scheme
as the Yalta voting formula, he emphasized that Australia could accept this
situation provided it could be amended later on . On the subject of territorial
trusteeship, he aligned himself with Mr . Fraser in a vigorous attack on United
Kingdom policy. The eventual decision of the United Kingdom to accept the
continuation of the mandates in a reformed state and the principle that other
dependent territories might be voluntarily placed under some form of
international trusteeship did not satisfy Dr . Evatt - especially as Lord
Cranborne indicated : that the United Kingdom would not place any of her
colonies under international trusteeship. As might be expected, he placed a
great .deal of emphasis on the social and economic aspects, insisting particu-
larly that the Social and .Economic Council should be recognized as one of the
principal organs .'There was some uncertainty about the Australian view on the
powers of the Social and Economic Côuncil: °At the request of the Australian
delegation a question was placed on the agenda asking whether the Social and
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Economic Council should be given powers of decision as contrasted with 
powers of recommendation, in order to coordinate more effectively the work of 
specialized organizations, to take appiopriate action in an economic 
emergency, and to initiate ccinventions. However, Dr. Evatt did not go nearly 
so far in his statement on this subject. I have reason to believe that there was 
some difference of opinion within the Australian delegation on this subject. It 
is Mr. Holmes' impression, from his association with the Australian advisers, 
that Dr. Burton expected Dr. Evatt to insist that the Social and Economic 
Council should have a comparable authority with the Security Council, but he 
was apparently persuaded otherwise by Mr. Bailey, who understood too much 
about the legal problems involved, as well as by other more moderate members 
of the delegation. ' 
7. The relations between the Australian and New Zealand delegations were 

close and showed the mutual understanding which has resulted from frequent 
consultation. There was nothing exclusive, however, about their relations, and 
the two Southern Dominions did not on their own part form a bloc. On one 
occasion at least, Dr. Evatt indicated that he was speaking for Australia and 
New Zealand, but Mr. Berendsen, who spoke later, took a quite different 
position on the subject under discussion. This subject, the obligations of non-
members of the council to enforce sanctions, was the only principal matter on 
which there was an important difference of opinion between the Australian and 
Canadian delegations. Dr. Evatt, along with Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar, 
supported the United Kingdom view on this subject, both being convinced that 
nothing should be done which might seem to weaken the striking power of the 
new Organization. 
8. The New Zealand delegation was on the whole farthest away from the 

United Kingdom point of view. At this meeting, the Canadian view was for the 
most part possibly closest to that of the United Kingdom, and the New 
Zealand view most irreconcilable. The difference between the Canadian and 
New Zealand approach was due, I think, to the fact that the Canadian view 
was based on a full appreciation of the political factors involved, whereas Mr. 
Fraser, who could be described as the only Wilsonian present, was inclined to 
be guided almost entirely by his conception of abstract justice. Although Mr. 
Fraser's comments seemed sometimes irrelevant and impractical, it was useful 
to be reminded from time to time of what was ultimately desirable. Mr. Fraser 
stated frankly that the New Zealand Government could not accept the Yalta 
voting formula. He could not promise that they would vote for it at San 
Francisco, although they would not act without the most careful consideration. 
On the question of mandates, the New Zealanders were even more emphatic 
than Dr. Evatt in their opposition to United Kingdom policy. They supported 
our view on secondary powers but, as might be expected of a very small state, 
tended  to  emphasize willingness rather than capacity as a qualification for 
membership on the Security Council. Mr. Fraser was particularly bitter about 
the Yalta agreement to admit to San Francisco "the band-wagon states" who 
had made death-bed  repentances  by March 31st. His sentiments on this subject 
were,vvidely sharcd. Indeed, a considerable amount of discussion was due to a 
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general fear of the damage which could bc done to the World Organization by 
the combined action of irresponsible states, particularly some of those from 
Latin America. There were constant references to the behaviour of the Latin 
American bloc at Chicago and a desire to prevent .such activities from 
frustrating the purposes of the new Organization. Thc New Zealand delegation 
placed particular emphasis on the need to expand the powCrs'of the Assembly. 
This was their cure for difficulties over voting in thc Security Council and over 
the question of the obligations of non-members of the Council to enforce 
sanctions. Theiwere also very anxious to establish in the Charter the principles 
of justice according to which decisions of the Organization would bc made. N1r. 
Fraser was also the leader in the effort to secure in the Charter a guarantee of 
the territorial integrity and political independence of members. 

9.. The outlook of New Zealand differed in certain interesting respects from 
that of Canada, Australia or India, in that New Zealand frankly admitted that 
it was a small Power, whereas the other three countries considered themselves 
to be in a special category. Field Marshal Smuts was equally frank in 
admitting that South Africa was a small Power, but it can scarcely be said that 
he acted in the role of a spokesman for the smaller powcrs in the way in which 
Mr. Fraser did. 

10. The Indians played a helpful and , responsible role in thc meetings. Sir 
Ramaswami Mudaliar has a direct and logical mind which was very valuable 
in the discussions. In his introductory remarks Sir Firoz Khan Noon insisted 
that the Indian delegation was the free representative of the Indian Govern-
ment' and not responsible to Whitehall. Certainly their opinions as expressed 
seemed to be quite as free as those of the othcr delegations. Sir Ramaswami 
Mudaliar associatcd the Indians very strongly with the Canadian view on 
secondary powers. At frequent intervals, we were reminded by thc Indians that 
they 'considered India to be every bit as capable of contributing to the new 
World Organization as China; and they would consider it quite intolerable if 
their position vis-à-vis China was in accordance with present plans. For the 
most part their viewL were similar to ours, except that thcy supported the 
United Kingdom' and Australia on the • question of sanctions. Possibly Sir 
Ramaswami's most'impressive contribution was in connection with the debate 
on territorial trusteeship on which question the Indians associated themselves 
in general' with the Australians and New .:Zealanders. Whereas other 
delegations had been pleading with the United Kingdom to take a stand which 
would not offend American public opinion, Sir Ramaswami pointed out the 
importance of not offending Miatic public opinion by seeming to stand in the 
way of what they would regard as a forward step in the treatment of dependent 
pcoplcs  1 , • , 

11: `From' the Canadian point of view there is good rcason to feel satisfied 
with much of the cliscussion. We sectired general support for our views on the 
,secondary pôwers and on the related questions of amendment of the Charter 
and Aherighu ot withdrawal. The results were not quite so satisfactory in 
cértain' other respects:"Althoigh we sectired the support of Field Marshal 
Smutt'and to some extent of Mr.s Fraser, in our attitude on thc obligations 0 f 
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non-member States to enforce sanctions, we met with strong opposition from
the United Kingdom; : Australia and India . Lord Cranborne himself . feels
strongly on this subject, as was evident both at the meeting and in his address
to the House of Lords on the occasion of the debate on the San Francisco
Conference . We did succeed, however, in making the United Kingdom aware
more fully of our problems in this regard, and we know exactly where we stand
as far as they are concerned . Another somewhat unsatisfactory feature was our
failure to get very far on the question of the functions of the Military Staff
Committee, the nature of the military agreements to be concluded by member
stâtes,` and the relation of the Security Council to the enforcement of peace
treaties against ex-encmy States . The reason for our failure in this regard was
undoubtedly the fact that the United Kingdom, or the United Kingdom and the
other sponsor States, have not themselves thought out these problems to any
very great extent . Our emphasis on these problems may have served to indicate
to one'of the Great Powers at least that it is essential to have some clearer
understanding of these aspects of the new Organization .

12. I am enclosing a copy of a summary of the treatment of the Meeting in
the United Kingdom press .'

Yours sincerely,
VINCENT MASSE Y

SECTION B
CONFÉRENCE DES NATIONS UNIES SUR CORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE,

I
SAN FRANCISCO, DU 25 AVRIL AU 26 JUIN 194 5

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION,

SAN FRANCISCO, APRIL 25- JUNE 26, 194 5

454. DEA/7-Vs

L'an ibassadeur des États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Ambassador of United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

No. 293 . 1 , • , . ± , f . Ottawa, March 5, 1945

Thé.Government of the United States of America, on bchalf of itself and of
tlïe',Governments of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Irelând; the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Republic of China,
invites the Government of Canada to send representatives to a conference of
the United Nations to be held on April 25, 1945, at San Francisco in the
United States of America to prepare a charter for a general international
organization for the maintenance of international pcace and security .

The above named governments suggest that the conference consider as
affording a basis for such a charter the proposals for the establishment of a
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general international organization, which were made public last October as a
result of the Dumbarton Oaks Conference" and which have now been
supplemented by the following provisions for Section C of Chapter 6 .

"C. VOTING .

I . Each member of the Security Council should have one vote .

2 . , Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters should be made
by an affirmative vote of seven members.

3 . Decisions of the Security Council on all other matters should be made by
an affirmative vote of seven members including the concurring votes of the
permanent members ; provided that, in decisions under Chapter 8, Section A
and under the second sentence of paragraph one of Chapter 8, Section C, a
party to a dispute should abstain from voting ."

Further information as to arrangements will be transmitted subsequently. In
the event that the Government of Canada desires in advance of the conference
to present views or comments concerning the proposals, the Government of the
United States of America will be pleased to transmit such views and comments
to the other participating governments.. Accept etc.

RAY ATH ERTO N

455. DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures
à!'ambassadeur des États- Unis .

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

No.-19 Ottawa, March 5, 1945

Sir,
The Government of Canada is pleased to accept the invitation conveyed in

your Note No . 293 of March 5th on behalf of the Governments of the United
States of America, ; the United . Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Republic of China to
send 'representatives to a conference of the United Nations to be held on April
25th, 1945, at San Francisco to prepare a charter for a general international
organization for the maintenance of international peace and security.

The Government of Canada agrees that .the conference should accept as a
basis for its discussions the' proposals for the establishment of a general
international organization, which were made ' public in October 1944 and have
nôw` been supplemented by the' addition set forth in your Note of provisions
regarding ;voting procedure in the Security Council .

"Voir É tats-Unis,/See United Stata.
Departnrent of Stote Bulletin, Volume 11 .7 October S . 1944, pp. 367-74 .
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Noie has been taken of the offer of the Government of the United States of 
America to transmit to other participating governments such views or 
comments conc,erning the proposals as the*Government of Canada may desire 
to present in advance of the conference. I shall communicate with you again if 
the Government of Canada decides to take advantage of this offer. 

Accept etc. 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

456. 	 DEA/7391-D-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

!' 	 à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Ambassador of United States 

No. 40 	 Ottawa, April 12, 1945 

I have the honour to refer to your communication of March 26,t with regard 
to the composition of the Canadian delegation to the United Nations 
Conference at San Francisco and to inform you that the following will be the 
delegates representing Canada: 

Ri.  HON. W. L. MACKENZIE KING, P.C., M.P., Prime Minister of Canada, 
President of the Privy Council and Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Head of the Delegation. 

HON. L. S. Si. LAURENT, K.C., M.P., Minister of Justice and 
Attorney General of Canada, Deputy Head of the Delegation. 

SENATOR THE HON. J. H. KING, M.D., Leader of the Government 
in the Senate. 

SENATOR LUCIEN MORAUD, K.C. 
MR. GORDON GRAYDON, M.P., Leader of the Opposition 

in the House of Commons. 
MR. M. J. COLDWELL, M.P., President and Parliamentary Leader, 
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation. 

MRS. CORA T. CASSELMAN, M.P. 
The following persons will be senior advisors to the delegation: 

MR. N. A. ROBERTSON, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. 
MR. H. H. WRONG, Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. 
MR. L. B. PEARSON, Canadian Ambassador to the United States. 
MR. JEAN DÉSY, K.C., Canadian Ambassador to Brazil. 
MR. L. D. WIWRESS, Canadian Ambassador to the U.S.S.R. 

• MR. W. F. CHIPMAN, K.C., Canadian Ambassador to Chile. 
MAJOR-GENERAL M. A. POPE, C.B., M.C., Military Staff Officer 
to the Prime Minister, Military Secretary to the Cabinet War Committee 
and Member of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. 

The following persons will be special advisors to the delegation: 
, MR. P. E. RENAUD, Department of External Affairs. 

, 	MR. L. RASMINSKY, Assistant to the Governor of the Bank of Canada. 
r  MR. E. REID, Canadian Embauy, Washington. 

MR. C. S. RITCHIE, Department of External Affairs. 
MISS ELIZABETH MACCALLUM, Department of External Affairs. 
MR. R. CHAPUT, Department of External Affairs. 
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• The Press and .Information Officers of the , Canadian delegation will be the
following: t : .

Mr. A. D. Dunton, General Manager of the Wartime Information Board .
Mr. Hugh Campbell, Wartime Information Board, Canadian Embassy, Washington .
Mr. N . J .'Andcrson, Wartime Information Board . - ,

The secretariat of the delegation * will be as follows :
Secretary -

Mr. R. G . Robertson, Department of External Affairs .

Assistant Secretaries - .
Mr . J . L Delisle, Department of External Affairs .
Miss M . Bridge, Department of External Affairs . ,

The following members of the secretariat -of . the Prime Minister and
Secretary of State for External Affairs will attend the Conference with the
delegation:

Mr . W. J. Turnbull, Principal Secreta ry.
Mr . J . W. Pickcrsgil L
Mr. J . A . Gibson. ' .11 .
Lt . Colonel C. S. Wallace .
Mr . J . E. Handy.

The following secretaries to delegates will, accompany the delegation :
• Mr. M . Jack- sccrctar•y to Mr. Graydon

will,
- -

Mr . A . B . Macdonald - secreta ry to Mr . Coldwell •

The administrative 'staff of the Canadian• delegation will consist of the
following :
Cypher staff:

Mr . A . L . Hall.
Mr . J . J . Meagher.
Sergeant P. Cooper.
Miss C . McCorquodale. '
Miss E. Simond .

Clerical staff: . '
Mr. Roger Frankham, Prime Ministcr's Messenger. •"
Mr. D. H . Russell, Prime Minister's Stenographer.
Miss S . Rump. Department of External Affairs, Stenographer .
Miss A . Hill, Department of External Affairs, Stenographer.
Miss L. St. George, Department of External Affairs, Stenographer .
Miss H . Perrault, Department of External Affairs, Stenographer .
Warrant Officer L. Dawson (C.W .A .C.), Stenographer .Miss C . S . I rving, Stenographer.
Mrs . R . S . Mitchell, Wartime Information Board, Stenographer.
Mrs . F. Fowler, Wartime Information Board, Stenographer .
Sergeant J . C. MacKellar; Army Messenger. `-
Sergeant J . A . Lemelin, Army Messenger.
Sergeant R. G . Hinde, Army Meuenger.' 5 '

Accountant:
Mrs . P. M . Jones.

In addition to the above, a` personal secretary may be taken by Mr. St.

Laurent . There will also be a stenographer whose name is not known here
proceeding from our Embassy in `Washington . In attendance on the Pr ► me
Minister in addition to those listed ; there will be the Prime Minister's
confidential messenger, Mr . Nicol .

M
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The above information has been sent by teletypet to our Embassy in
Washington, which has been in communication with the officials in the State
Department, who are making the Conference arrangements . In addition, we
have informed them of the modes and dates of travel and of the ports of entry
into the United States. Since this has been done, I assume there is no need to
burden you with a repetition of it .

Accept etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
- for External Affairs

DEA/7-Vs

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la délégation canadienne ,
' là Conférence des Nations Unies sur l'Organisation internationale

Minutes of Meeting of Canadian Delegation,
United Nations Conference on International Organization

SECRET San Francisco, April 27, 1945
.

1 . Ât 5, o'clock on April 24th a meeting was held in the Prime Minister's
rooms at which the following persons were present :

The Prime Minister, Mr. Dcsy,
Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. Wilgress, •Senator King, Gcncral Pope,
Senator Moraud, Mr. Renaud,
Mr. Graydon, Mr. Rasminsky,
Mr. Coldwell, Mr . Ritchie,
Mrs. Casselman, Mr. Pickcrsgill ,
Mr. Robertson, Mr. R . G . Robertson; . .. Mr: Wrong . ,

During the course of the meeting it was joined by the following :
Mr. Pearson, Mr. Reid ,
Mr. Chipman, Mr. Dunton .

2 . . The Prime Minister opened the meeting by stating that he thought that the
Canadian delegation would be best advised to withhold suggestions for
amendment and positive comment for the time being until there was an
opportunity ~ to see how the conference developed and to ascertain what
measures would be necessary ." In connection with the organization of the
conference he asked Mr . Wrong to outline information that had thus far been
received .

3 . `Mr . Wrong stated briefly the information that was available with regard to
the plans for. the opening session at 4:30 on April 25th and for the meeting of
the Steering Committee at 10:30 on April 26th . In connection with the work of
commissions and committees, he submitted a, tentative list of Canadian
delegation personnel for the proposed four main commissions . The Prime
Minister emphasized that this was a purely tentative list and instructed that
copies of it be made available to the delegates and advisers for consideration
and suggestion :-= . , , 0 1
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TELEGRAM 1-03 San Francisco, May 2, 1945 

ri 

LI  

,4. In connection with relations with the press the Prime Minister pointed out 
the possibility of embarra.  ssment through casual statements that might receive 
publication. He suggested, and it was agreed, that no statements with reference 
to the work of the conference should be given to the press by members of the 
delegation except through Mr. Dunton. As a first statement, it was agreed that 
Mr. Dunton should tell the press that the Canadian delegation was of one mind 
in its desire to do everything possible to assist the work of the conference and 
ensure its success. It was also to be stated that the fact that the Canadian 
delegation was not bringing forward spccific amendments to the proposals 
immediately did not mean that the delegation did not have definite views as to 
measures of improvement that should be taken. Suggestions for revision and 
views in general would be put forward as seem desirable after careful 
consideration of the circumstances. The primary aim of the Canadian 
delegation was to ensure that world organization would be brought into being 
in as large a way as might be possible. 
5. In conncction with the probability that the Soviet delegation would bring 

forward a proposal for separate membership for the Ukraine and for White 
Russia, the Prime Ministcr said that he assumed that the delegation was in 
agreement that the action taken by Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt at Yalta 
in support of this proposal was wise. He thought that emphasis should be 
placed on separate membership rather than on the multiple vote aspect. Mr. 
Coldwell said that he felt that we cotild not oppose separate membership in 
view of the position of India. 

Arising out of this matter Mr. Pearson said that he thought there was no 
possibility that the United States would bring up the question of multiple votes 
for themselves. It involved a departure in principle and they did not wish to 
start the extensive debate that would immediately arise. 

6. The Prime Minister closed the meeting with the observation that there 
were a great many difficulties to be surmountcd at the conference and that the 
problems were going to be greater than most people had foreseen or even yet 
foresaw. 

458. 	 DEAP -Vs 

• Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
•au secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Read from Robcrtson, Begins: We are 

considering submitting the following as provisions to be added to Chapter X o 

thé Dumbarton Oaks proposals concerning the Secretariat:

f  

"`4. The Secreiary General and other personnel of the United Nations shall 

not seek or receive instructions in regard to the discharge of their res
ties  from  any Government or from any other authority external to the 

ponsibili- 
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Organization. The Secretary General and other personnel shall refrain from 
any action, including any public pronouncement, which may reflect upon their 
position as international officials, either in their own countries or elsewhere. 
Each member undertakes to respect fully the international character of the 
responsibilities of the Secretary General and other personnel and not to seek to 
influence them in the discharge of their responsibilities. 
5. The appointment and conditions of service of the personnel of the United 

Nations shall be such as to permit the establishment of a truly international 
Civil Service with the highest standards of efficiency, competence and 
integrity. The personnel shall be selected by the Secretary General under rules 
to be established by the General Assembly. Positions shall be open equally to 
men and women. Subject to the paramount importance of seeking the highest 
standards of efficiency, competence and integrity, due regard shall be paid to 
the importance of recruiting personnel on as wide a geographical basis as 
possible. 
6. The Secretary General and other personnel of the United Nations shall be 

immune from legal process with respect to acts performed by them in their 
official capacity, except when the United Nations waives this immunity. 
7. In order to guarantee the independence of the United Nations as an 

international institution, the General Assembly shall adopt a convention, for 
submission to the members with a view to ratification, establishing the legal 
status to be conferred on the United Nations, the official international 
organizations or agencies brought into relationship with it, and on the 
personnel of the United Nations and these related agencies." 

I should appreciate it if you could give these paragraphs your immediate 
consideration and let me have your comments. Ends. 

459. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
Le secrétaire d'État par intérint aux Affaires extérieures 

à la délégation, la Conférence des Nations Unies 
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Delegation, United Nations Conference 

TELEGRAM D-100 	 Ottawa, May 3, 1945 

IMMEDIATE AND SECRET. Following from Read to N. A. Robertson, Begins: 
Your telegiam•  11-73 May 2, 1945. I have considered draft paragraphs 4 to 7 
fdr addition  • to Chapter X of Dumbarton Oalcs proposals. The proposal 
throughout used the word "should" in the case of mandatory provisions and in 
these paragraphs it is suggested that the same type of wording might need to be 
followed for the sake of uniformity. 

There is no reference to "personnel" in Chapter X and in order to take this 
into àccdunt the first line of the draft paragraph 4 might be revised to read: 
4.,"The Secretary General and personnel of the staff of the United Nations 

should not send etc." 
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The "other references would not need any i change - with the exception of the

addition of the word "other" in the second sentence of paragraph 5 .

Generally I think that these paragraphs are entirely satisfactory and add
greatly to the effectiveness of the proposals considered as a whole .

" Mr. Wershof has made the following comments on paragraph 6 :

(a) Why, deal with this particular immunity at this point? Theie will surely
be -à` chapter (or a separate convention) dealing with immunities of the

organization and its staff.

(b) When ÿou say "except.:whcn the United Nations waives this immunity" ;

what does it mean? Who can act for the United Nations in waiving immunity?

(c) The phrase "acts performed by them in their official capacity" is no t

precise . If a clerk, is breaking the traffic laws in his motor car while on an
official errand, is it an act performed in his official capacity ?

I think that these points are well taken . If there is a chapter on immunities of

the organization and its staff or. a separate convent ion it may be possible to

omit paragraph 6 . The point with regard to waiver does raise a question as to

who can act, but that could ve ry well be taken care of in general rules as to
procedure. The question of "acts performed by them in their official capacity"
is not in one sense of the word precise . On the other hand, it would be difficult,
if not impossible, to work oût in .these proposals precise categories of action
which could be regarded as being "official',' for the purposes of the rule . On the
whole I think that thesé points should be kept in mind by any person on the
drafting committee wh ich settles in detail the text of the charter. At the
present stage when the matters are bcing considered as proposals, I should be
inclined to regard the inclusion of paragraph 6 -as being both desirable and

adequate in its present form .

460.
DEA/7-Vs

'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of State for Exteina! Affairs
to Acting Secretaiy of State jor External Affairs

TELEGRÂM H-84 San Francisco, May 4, 194 5

IMMEDIATE. We are submitting our amendments to Secretary General today

and shall'release .text to Cânadian`correspondents here late this afternoon• In
putting forward amendments we have taken acxount of amendments p roposed

by some delegations and have left i t to them to advance suggestions which we

could support.
Summa ry of our chief amendments is as follows :

(1) Composition, ; of iSccuritÿ' . . Couneil .
l

Insertion of scntcncc requ1 duegiving
Assemblÿr to adopt rules for choice ôf non•pcrmanent members ,
wei8ht to their contribution ' to maintenance of secur i ty and pcrformance of

their obligations to the Organisation. (We should hope that Confcrence mig t
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establish Continuing Committee to prepare rules for consideration at first 
Assembly.) 

• 	• 

(2) Alteration of Chapteri VI D (4) on lines of Article IV (5) of Covenant to 
give States whose interests are especially affected right to sit as member in 
Security Council, together with corresponding alteration in following 
paragraph. 
(3) Insertion of new paragraph 8 in Chapter VIII B, requiring that States not 

on Council should sit as members before they are called upon to provide forces 
under paragraphs 4 and 5. (New Zealand Government are proposing that all 
Council decisions, except in cases of extreme urgency, must be approved by 
Assembly before they become effective. We have decided not to propose 
amendment on lines of paragraph 6 of our memo to Great Powers of January 
12th" since this would have no chance of adoption and New Zealand 
amendment ensures consideration of entire machinery for application of 
sanctions by States not on Council). 
(4) A complete rearrangement, with some additional matter, of Chapter 

deàling with economy [sic] and social cooperation. 
(5) 'Addition of paragraphs on Secretariat to Chapter X, with some revisions 

from form already telegraphed to you. 
(6) Addition to Chapter XI of requirement that special Conference to 

consider revision of whole Charter shall be convened in 10 years. (Australia is 
suggesting that amendments should be made by two-thirds majority in two 
successive Assemblies, including votes of at least three permanent Council 
members in each majority, with elimination of ratification requirement. We 
have, therefore, not made a similar proposal). 

; 
461. 	 DEA/7-Vs 

:-Amendements proposés aux propositions de Dumbarton Oaks 

t PropOsed Amendments to Duntbarton Oaks Proposals 

[San Francisco,] May 4,1945 

AMENDMENTS TO DUMBARTON OAKS PROPOSALS 
SUGGESTED BY TIIE CANADIAN DELEGATION" 

Introductory Note 
In putting forward the amendments which follow, the Canadian Delegation 

has taken account of the amendments proposed by a number of other 
delegations. It has not included in its own suggestions several amendments 
already proposed which it expects to support. 

"Voir le document 409./Sec Document 409. 
hies prochaines notes, N• 87, 88, 89, étaient dans l'original. 

The following footnotes, Nos. 87, 88, 89, were in the original. 
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(Chapter VI, Section A )

1 . In,the second sentence of Chapter VI A delete the words "in due course"

before "France,"

2. Substitute for the third sentence of Chapter VI A the following:

"The General Assembly shall elect six states to fill the non-permanent seats .

The General Assembly shall adopt rules governing, the choice of the non-

permanent members, in order to ensure ~ that due weight be given to the

contribution of members to the maintenance of international peace and
security and the performance of their obligations to The United Nations . "

,1

0

Voting in the Security Council"

(Chapter VI, Section C )

The first three lines of paragraph 3 to be amended to read as follows :

"Decisions of the SecürityCouncil on all other matters shall be made by an
affirmative vote of not less than two- thirds of all the members of the Security
Council including the concurring votes of the permanent members ; "

Temporary Membership in the Security Council"

(Chapter VI, Section D )
Paragraphs 4 and 5 to be amended to read as follows :

"4. Any, member of The United Nations not represented on the Security
Council shall be invited to send a representative to sit as a member at any
meeting of the Security Council during the consideration of matters specially

affecting the interests of that member of The United Nations .

5 . Any member of The United Nations not represented on the Security
Council and any state not a member of The United Nations, if it is a party to a
dispute under consideration by the Security Council, shall be invited to send a
representative to sit as a member at any meeting of the Security Council

during the consideration of the dispute."

The Security Council: Procedure

(Chapter VI, Section D)
Add new paragraph 6 :
"Thé Security Council shall submit annual and, when necessary, specia l

reports to the General Assembly for its consideration . "

"This amendment is related to the amendments proposed by the Canadian delegation to Section

D ofChapter VI and Section D of Chapter VIII .
"This amendment is related to the amendments proposed by the Canadian Delegation to Sectio n

C of Chapter V1 and Section B of Chapter V11I . ..
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Determination of Threats to the Peace or Acts of
Aggression and Action with respect thereto"

(Chapter VIII, Section B )
The following new paragraph to be inserted between paragraphs 7 and 8 :

"Any member of The United Nations not represented on the Security Counci l
shall be invited to send a representative to sit as a member at any meeting of
the Security Council which is discussing under paragraph 4 above the use of
the forces which it has undertaken to make available to the Security Council in
accordance - with the special agreement or agreements - provided for in
paragraph 5 above."

Arrangements for International Economic
and Social Cooperation

(Chapter IX)
Note: The Canadian Delegation is of the opinion that the various provisions

of Chapter IX of the proposals could with advantage be rearranged and
clarified . It, therefore, submits a revised draft of this chapter which takes
accountof certain amendments proposed by other delegations. (Reference is
made in brackets at the end of each provision to the related provisions of the
Dumbarton Oaks proposals as presented in Conference Document I) .

Section A . Purposes

(The statement of purposes might in the final drafting be removed from this
chapter and consolidated with the general statement of purposes in Chapter I) .

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being whic h
are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations, (page 18, lines
10-13) members agree to cooperate fully with each other and with The United
Nations (new) with the object of:
(a)'attaining higher standards of living and economic and social progress and

development (new)

(b) facilitating the solution of international economic, social and other
related problems ; (page 18, lines 13-14 )
(0 promoting respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms . (page 18,

lines 15-16) :

Section B. Organizatio n
1 . - For the purpose of promoting international cooperation in economic, social

and ielated fields and of adjusting situations likely to impair the general
welfare,' the General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommenda-
tions (page 5, lines 16-20) in such form as it considers appropriate to the
members of The United Nations and to official international organizations an d

11his amendment is related to the amendments proposed by the Canadian Delegation to Section
C and D of Chapter V1. ~
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agencies brought into relationship with The United.Nations (hereafter referred 
to as "related organizations and agencies"). (new) The United Nations shall, 
where appropriate, initiate negotiations among the nations concerned for the 
creation of any specialized economié, social or other organization or agency for 
the accomplishment of the objective set out above (new). 
2. To assist it in the discharge of its responsibilities the General Assembly 

shall establish an Economic and Social Council (page 18,1ines 16-18) which, in 
addition to the functions more specifically enumerated under D and E below 
(new) shall receive reports from members of ,The United Nations and from 
related organizations and . agencies on the steps taken to give effect to 
recommendations of the General Assembly (page 19, lines 15-16, and 20-22) 
and shall communicate its observations on such reports to the General 
Assembly. (new)  • 	•  

3. The Economic and Social Côuncil may appoint such committees or 
commissions as may be required to assist it in the performance of its functions. 
(page 20, lines 14-18). 	 . 
4. There shall be a permanent staff, which shall constitute part of the 

Secretariat of .the United Nations, to assist the •Economic and Social Council 
and such committees and commissions as may be appointed by it. (page 20, 
lines 18-20). 	 ». 

„ 	- 
Section C. Structure of the Econontic and 

Social Council (page 19, line 4) 
I. The General Assembly shall elect eighteen members of The United 

Nations whose representatives shall constitute the Economic and Social 
Council (page 19, lines 4-6). In the election of members, the General Assembly 
shall have due regard  to the necessity of arranging for the adequate representa-
tion of states of major economic importance (new). The members to be 
represented shall be elected by the General Assembly for a term of three years 
(page 19, lines 6-8) but at the first election six members shall be elected for a 
term of one year, six members for a term of two years, and six members for a 
term of three years (new) (page 19, lines 8-9). Each such member shall have 
one representative who shall have ,one vote., Decisions of the Economic and 
Social  Council shall  be  taken by simple majority, provided at least twelve 
members vote. (page 19, lines 9- 11). The Economic and Social Council shall 
adôpt its* own rules of procedure.  and the method of selecting its President 
(page 21, lines 3-5). 

Section D. Functions and Powers' of the Economic and Social Council 
In addition to  the functions enumerated elsewhere (ncw), the Economic and 

Social  Council shall be empowered tô. (page'19, lines 13-14); 
(a)' ieceive, and , Consider reports* from  related organizations and agencies 

(page 19, lines 20=22); 	.• 	* • ; 	..1 	• 	• 
(b) communicate to the General Assembly and to members of The United 

Nations its  observations  on general 'questions of international economic and 

social Policy arising out of its consideration of these reports (new); 
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(c) make on its own initiative studies, reports (new) and recommendations 
with respect to economic, social and other related matters of international 
concern (page 19, lines 17-19) to the General Assembly, to members of The 
United Nations and to related organizations and agencies (new); 
(d) assist the Security Council upon its request and enable the Secretary-

General to provide information to the Security Council (page 20, lines 7-9); 
(e) 'perform services at the request of members of The United Nations and 

related organizations and agencies with respect to economic, social and other 
related matters, subject to the approval of the General Assembly (new); 
(0 perform such functions as may be entrusted to it by intergovernmental 

agreement, subject io the approval of the General Assembly (new); and 
(g) perform such other functions within the general scope of its competence 

as may be assigned to it by the General Assembly (page 20, lines 11-13). 

Section E. Relations with Other 
, 	 Official International Organizations (new) 

(1) Economic, social and similar inter-governmental organizations and 
agencies having specialized responsibilities in their fields as defined in their 
basic instruments shall be brought into relationship with The United Nations 
on terms to be determined by agreement between the Economic and Social 
Council and the appropriate authorities of the specialized organizations or 
agencies, subject to approval by the General Assembly, (page 18, lines 19-23 
and page 19, lines 1-3). Such agreements shall be initiated by the Economic 
and Social Council (new). 
(2) The Economic and Social Council shall co-ordinate the activities of 

related organizations and agencies through consultation with, and recommen-
dations to, such organizations and agencies (page 20, lines 1-2) and through 
recommendations to the General Assembly and to members of The United 
Nations (new). 
(3) The Economic and Social Council shall make suitable arrangements with 

related organizations and agencies for the participation, where appropriate, of 
representatives of such organizations and agencies in its deliberations and in 
those of any committees or commissions established by it (page 20, lines 21-23 
and page 21, lines 1-2), and for the participation of representatives of the 
Economic and Social Council in the deliberations of such organizations and 
agencies (new). 

Secretariat 

(Chapter X) 
Add the following paragraphs: 

'4:The Secretary Genéral and other personnel of The United Nations shall 
not seek or receive instructions in regard  to the discharge of their responsibili-
tFes from any government or from any other authority external to The United 
Naticiosk Organizaticni. The SeCretary General and other personnel shall refrain 
frOm it4; action; including any public pronouncement, which may reflect upon 
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their position 'as international officials,, either in their own countries or

elsewhere . Each member undertakes to respect fully the international character
of the responsibilities of the Secretary General and other personnel and not to
seek to influence them in the discharge of their responsibilities .

5 . The appointment and conditions of serv ice of the personnel of The United
Nations shall be such as to permit the establishment of, a, truly international

civil serv ice with A he highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity.
The personnel shall be selected by , the Secretary General under rules to be

established by the General Assembly. Positions shall be open equally to men

and women. Subject to the paramount importance of seeking the highest
standards of efficiency, competence and integrity, due regard shall be paid to

the importance of recruiting personnel on . as wide a geographical basis as

possible.

6. With a view to ensuring the 'independence of The United Nations, the
official international organizations or agencies brought into relationship with
it, and the personnel of The. United Nations and such related agencies, their
legal status and appropriate immunities from national jurisdiction shall be
defined by a Convention to be adopted by the General Assembly for submission
to the members of The United Nations.' The members undertake that they will
in no case subject the personnel of The United Nations to legal process with
respect to acts performed by them in their official capacity unless this
immunity is waived by The United Nations .

Amendments

! (Chapter XI )
The following additions to be made to this Chapter :

1 . "No amendment shall be considered by the General Assembly unless its
text has been communicated by the Secretary General to all members at least
three months before the opening of the General Assembly .

2 . In the course of the tenth year from the date on which the Charter shall
come into effect, a special Conference of The United Nations shall be convened
to consider the general revision of the Charter, in the light of the experience of
its operation :"

462. DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary of Stçrte for External Affairs
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM H-145 , I San Francisco, May 10, 1945

SECRET., UNC-8. Following for 'Chiefs of Staff from Pope, 1 3egins : After

several more unfruitful meetings ; Committee 3 of Commiss ion III came down

to earth'with a bang this afternoon when the New Zealand representative, in
. ; .~_ Y . . . , .
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an impassioned oration, expressed the conviction that no Council of eleven
members could possibly take it on itself, at least effectively, to speak for forty
nations. Indeed, he argued, not even thirty-nine countries could validly speak
for forty . He, therefore, moved an amendment to the effect that the Assembly
should be associated with the decisions of the Security Council .

2. Stassen, of the United States, then spoke, and delivered himself of a speech
based largely on sentimentality, coupled with the threat that it was inconceiv-
able that members could return home having failed to reach agreement, that is
to say; without having accepted the Charter as drafted by the Big Four.

3 : . This gave the Prime Minister an opportunity to intervene, which he did, by
expressing great sympathy with the object aimed at by New Zealand, but
suggesting that their amendment was somewhat for recognition . Mr. King,
therefore, moved an amendment to the amendment to the general effect that
the countries to be involved in a decision of the Security Council should be
associated with the Council for that purpose . He then made the speech which
he had prepared to deliver in support of the Canadian amendment, described in
my UNC-6 of May 4th .t

4 . The Committee then adjourned, and is to meet again at 10:30 tomorrow
morning . Upwards of nine or ten members have already signified their
intention of speaking to these two amendments, so that we are probably in for a
two or, three-day debate.

5 .`. The issue has at last been joined . Ends .

463. DEA/7-Vs

Déclaration du Premier ministre
Statentent by Printe Minister-, ,

[San Francisco,] May 10, 1945

,STATEMENT MADE BY PRIME MINISTER IN COMMI TTEE ON
ENFORCEMENT ARRANGEMENTS ON MAY 10TÜ, 1945,,, .The Canadian Delegation has proposed one amendment to this chapter, the

addition after para . 7 of a new paragraph reading as follows :
:,"Any member of The United Nations not represented on the Security

Council shall be invited to send a representative to sit as a member at any
meeting of the Security Council which is discussing under paragraph 4 above
the use of the forces which it has undertaken to make available to the Security
Council in accordance with the special agreement or agreements provided for
in paragraph 5 above ."

The purpose of this amendment is clear - to provide that there shall be
effective consultation between the Security Council and a member state not
represented on the Council before that member state is called upon to despatch
outside its own territories forces which it has undertaken to make available
under ; the,military agreements contemplated in paragraph 5 . It seems certain

.,~ . ., . . . .
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that consultationwould, in lact, have to take place,  and we feel that a 
requirement of consultation should be included in the Charter itself. 

The p;oviers -which the proposals would vest in thé Security Council to call 
upon'all meMbers to join in the impoition of sanctions — military,'economic 
and diplomatic -- raise especially difficult problems for secondary countries 
with wide international interests. It is 'likely that .if sanctions have to be 
imposed against an aggressor, the active collaboration of some states not on the 
Security Council will be needed. Let me contrast the position in this respect of 
the great powers on the one hand and of the secondary countries with world-
wide interests on the other.. Each Great Power, is assured not only of full 
participation in the consideration,of the dispute from the beginning, but it can 
itself prevent any decision to impose sanctions, even if it be in a minority of one 
in the Security Council. All, the other, members of the Organization are asked 
to obligate themselves in the Charter to carry out any decision of the Security 
Council, including decisions which might require them to send into action the 
forces which they are all expected to place at the.Council's disposal, as well as 
decisions which might gravely disrupt their economic life. The council could 
call upon any member to do these things, and there is no assurance that the 
member would be consulted rather than ordered to take action. I feel sure that 
whenever, a particular member was desired to take serious enforcement action, 
consultation would be a praCtical nec,éssitY: Therefore, the amendment which 
the Canadian Delegation has proposed would not delay action, since it would 
only incorporate in the Charter itself a step towards action which would 
probably have to be taken in any event. Unless this need for consultation is 
recognized in some manner in the Charter, the process of securing public 
support for the ratification of the Charter will be made considerably more 
difficult in a number of countries other than the Great Powers. 

This matter is obviously closely related to the contents of the military 
agreements Which all member states would be expected to conclude as soon as 
possible. I should like to ask whether any state not assured of a seat on the 
Security Council could reasonably  be expécted to place at the Council's 
disposal a substantial contingent of its armed forces unless it knows that it will 
have sonic say in the use to which these forces arc put. It is likely, indeed, that 
the adoption of the amendment which' I have proposed will tend to increase 
considerably% the forces made available for military sanctions by countries other 
than the Great Powers. I regard this amendnient, therefore, as strengthening 
the àuthority of the Council by giving it a larger assured backing. I need 
scarcely--sai that no suggestion from the 'Canadian delegation is intended to 
imply any action which would lessen the contribution which Canada or any 
other country similarly situated would be expected to make under any of the 
provisions of the Charter. - 

The positiOn of the great powers .in' this connection  is  thoroughly protected 
by the voting' formula  includedl in Chapter vi c. They reserve the right of 

individual judgment on'all questions involving the imposition of sanctions. IS it 
unreasonable to assume that other states should have their position protected at 
least to the modest degree of being brought in some manner into consultation 
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before they are called upon by the Security Council to take action which might
have very grave consequences? We all wish the Security Council to be strong
and effective . I believe that its strength and'its effectiveness can be increased if
an effort is made to look at the proposals from the point of view of the smaller
countries and especially of those which have fought and suffered .

Canada is one, but by no means the only one, of the countries to which the
considerations I have mentioned apply particularly . Canadian international
interests are world wide. Although Canada is geographically removed from the
places of origin of this war and of the last, nevertheless Canada has been
involved from beginning to end in both these great wars and has been a
belligerent in them for almost exactly ten years out of the last thirty years . I
am not going to talk about the Canadian war record beyond saying that I think
it is widely recognized that Canada has been an effective member of the two
great alliances which have been built up in our life time to resist German
attempts at general domination .

What I ask, therefore, is no more than that my own country should be
associated in some effective manner in the framing of decisions by the Security
Council when such decisions would impose a heavy burden upon it . Obviously,
there are various ways in which this process of consultation might be achieved .
The Canadian amendment suggests one method of consultation to be employed
when countries not on the Security Council contribute forces in connection
with the application of military sanctions . This is connected with another
Canadian amendment to Chapter vt which will be considered by a different
technical committee. The purpose of the other amendment is to change the
existing paragraphs 4 and 5 of Chapter VI D so as to provide that members not
on the Security Council should have the right to sit as temporary members
when matters specially affecting their interests are under consideration, and
should be given the right to vote .

I think' myself that it might be advisable to write into the Charter several
alternative methods which could be employed in order to permit the
participation of members not represented on the Council in decisions of theCouncil which directly affect them.
` In closing I should like to raise a general question which, it seems to me, has

a bearing on all the discussions in this Committee . Against what states would itbe likely - that Security Council could take enforcement action under this
Chapter?; Not against ; the Great Powers, since they, are protected by their
individual veto on Council decisions. Perhaps not against Germany and Japan,since the .final paragraph of the Proposals seems to provide a means whereby a
special system of sanctions against enemy states can be established in the eventof. their violation of the peace settlement. Is it correct to assume that what is
really,before this Comm ittee is the creation of an enforcement procedure whichcan .only:be employed against smaller states? I suggest that as much light as
possible should be thrown on these matters in the course of our discussions .
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•  Mémorandum du conseiller principal, 
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies, 

au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Senior Adviser, 
Delegation to United Nations Conference, 

to Prime Minister 

San Francisco, May 11, 1945 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRIME MINISTER 

It seems likely from this afternoon's meeting in Field Marshal Smuts' room 
that there are three points which will be pressed at the discussion with Mr. 
Eden this evening. These are (1) the association in decisions of the Security 
Council of members required to take active enforcement measures; (2) the 
question of domestic jurisdiction; and (3) the process of amendment of the 
Charter. 

On the first point we do not know whether the great powers are ready to 
make any concession to meet the views expressed in the Committee. I rather 
think that they must be consulting among themselves on this since both 
Cadogan and the Russian made no reply to your speech. They may emerge 
with an offer like the Smuts' formula of participation without right to vote. 
While the particular issue of voting rights has not been debated in the 
Committee, we have from the first favoured temporary membership of the 
Council in such circumstances and have committed ourselves by the 
amendments which we have proposed to cover the point. 

I am not much impressed by Smuts' argument that our amendment would 
require an alteration in the Yalta voting formula. It does not infringe in any 
way on the voting rights of the great powers and merely substitutes a 
proportion of votes for a fixed number as being requisite for a decision of the 
Council. I think the Yalta formula will have to be altered in this respect since it 
is not easily operable in event of absentees or abstentions from voting. 
Abstentions were very frequent in the League Council and I recall one meeting 
at which I was present at which a motion was carried by three votes with eight 
abstaining. A proportion of votes cast is a much more workable arrangement. 

On the question of domestic jurisdiction, what is proposed by the four 
powers is that a seventh principle should be added to Chapter  ii,  saying that 
nothing contained in the Charter authorizes the Organization to intervene in 
matters essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the state concerned; "but 
this principle shall not prejudice the application of Chapter vIll B." In my own 
view the fears expressed by Fraser, Forde" and Smuts are not well founded as 
I do not see how a dispute over immigration policy could come before the 
Organization under this proposal unless it had reached the proportions of 

"Frank Forde, vice-premier ministre et chef de la délégation australienne. 
Frank Forde, Deputy Prime Minister and Head of Delegation of Australia. 
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leading to the verge of war . In that event it is not a domestic dispute but an
international dispute which the Council should be able to deal with as
threatening the peace of the world . I should not think that we would have any
serious trouble in Canada over Parliamentary acceptance of the language
proposed. A number of countries are anxious for its inclusion so as to provide
for the possibility of action before hostilities broke out in the event of
aggressive preparations of the Nazi type carried on under the umbrella of
"domestic jurisdiction".

On the question of the process of amendment, I believe that we shall not
succeed in getting any departure from the requirement that the permanent
members of the Council must all ratify amendments before they come into
effect. I think that both the Americans and the Russians would strongly oppose
any change although I should like to see them forced into the open . I believe
that the best we can do is to aim at something like our own amendment which
would necessitate the holding of a constitutional conference to revise the
Charter after a period of ten years . As this is a matter on which Smuts feels
very strongly, he might well be allowed to make the running if he is willing to
do so. Undoubtedly it would be helpful in securing Parliamentary approval if
something were added to the Charter which could be pointed to as showing
that there was a real prospect of the removal of debatable provisions without
great difficulty or long delay .

[H. H. Wrong]

465. DEA/7-Vs

Le conseiller principal, la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies ,
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Senior Adviser, Delegation to United Nations Conference,
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

San Francisco, May 13, 194 5

Dear Mr. Read ,
It has not been physically i possible to keep the Department properly

informed of developments here . Usually about ten of the twelve Technical
Committees of the Conference meet each day with the final batch of three
sitting, as someone put it, from 8 :30 p.m. until unconditional surrender. In
addition, there are a good many sub-committees and meetings of the various
controlling committees . We are represented on all three of these latter, the
Steering Committee, the Executive Committee and the Coordination
Committee . What time one has between attending meetings and preparing for
them is given up to ensuring reasonable liasion inside the delegation and a good
deal of inter-delegation contact .

The delegation has really shaped very well . There have been no serious rifts
among the delegates and the group of advisers are working together
harmoniously . The delegates, however, begin to depart tomorrow when the
Prime Minister leaves, as you know . Mr. St . Laurent follows the next day and
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Mr. , Coldwell ' and Mrs. Casselman later 1 in the week. , Senators King and

Moraud - and Mr. - Graydon will stay somewhat longer, although I am not sure
how long the last two will stay on .

-'As to the probable duration, this is still anyone's guess . At long last most of
the committees are beginning ~ to get down to the substance of the matters
béfore'them after tremendous discussions on matters of procedure which were
quite unnecessarily prolonged because of the inexperience of most of the
chairmen and many of the Secretariat . There is a great deal of work to be done
and an enormous mass of amendments to get through so that I should think
myself that we should be lucky if we can wind the show up in three weeks .

Walter Lippmann remarked to me yesterday that he was leaving San Francisco
at once but that he would come back in mid-August to see how we were getting

on .
You know a good deal about the , supposedly private meetings from the

copious reports about them which appear in the press . As usual, Messrs .

Reston and Crider get the story pretty straight in the New York Times.

The Prime Minister, mmade a statement on the relatiônship to the Security
Council of members' represented on it on May' 10th . This had been prepared
and considered by the whole - delegation for ; use in moving the amendment
which we had proposed but the whole subject was opened up that day by Mr .
Berendsen of New Zealand and the Prime Minister thought it wise to follow on
while a general motion was under discussion . I enclose two copies of his
statement . The debate is expected to continue tomorrow and perhaps the next
day centering mainly round the amendment which he moved to the New
Zealand motion. I think that we shall be defeated at . this stage if the matter
comes to a,vote but may secure nearly the requisite two-thirds majority .

There has not been much Commonwealth consultation . I find among my
papers a note I sent the Prime Minister after attending with him a discussion
which Field Marshal Smuts had' proposed bctween the chairmen of the
Dominion Delegations . We had a discussion later the same evening with the
United Kingdom delegates on the points mentioned in this note but I do not
think we advanced far . -towards a solution . The heads of the Dominion
Delegations are all naturally thinking in terms of the difficulties of securing the
approval of their Parliaments. ,11

The next two weeks are likely to be a very strenuous round of meetings . I n~
not seem'to find timë to write you except after dinner on Sunday cven i ng a

even thën only ' once â' fortnight: ' •
Yours sincerely,

~ . ~ ; H. H. WRONG
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' Mémorandum du secrétaire, 
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies" 

Memorandum by Secretary, 
Delegation to to United Nations Conference" 

[San Francisco,] May 14, 1945 

1. A meeting of the delegates and advisors was held at 9:30 to consider a 
number of questions of policy that might arise during the following week on 
which decisions by the Prime Minister would be desirable prior to his 
departure. Discussion was based upon the attached memoranda which had 
been drawn up to present the particular points of substance that might arise in 
the various Committees. 

2. COMMITTEE 1-1 

. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

- With regard to this, the Prime Minister mentioned that in any general 
clause concerning human rights, it would be necessary to bear in mind the 
related clause about no intervention in matters of domestic jurisdiction. He felt 
that, so far as Canada was concerned, the Provinces would be very anxious to 
be sure that there would be no possibility of intervention in matters such as 
education vvhich fell within their jurisdiction. 

Approval was given to the proposal that we should support the Great Power 
amendments in regard to human rights and domcstic jurisdiction. There was 
also agreement that in connection with the New Zealand Amendment 
concerning a guarantee against aggression and in support of the territorial 
integrity of members," it would be desirable for us to give support to the 
general proposition as a guiding principle which could be backed up by the 
authority and powers of the Security Council. On the other hand, it was agreed 
that it would be undesirable to give support to a sweeping guarantee. 

3. COMMITTEE i-2 

PREAMBLE, ETC. 
With regard to membership in the organization, it was felt that Canada 

should in general support divisions of members "that tended toward the 
principle of universality." Mr. St. Laurent said that the sub-committee report 

_ 

9I R. G. Robertson. 
92Voir Nations Unies, Documents de la Conférence des Nations Unies sur l'Organisation 

international e,San Francisco, 1945, Volume IV, Londres et New York, United Nations 
Information Organizations, 1945, pp. 679-80. 

' See United Nations. Documents of ,the United Nations Conference on international 
Organization, San Francisco, 1945, Volume 111, London and New York, United Nations 
Information Orgaiizations, 1945, P. 488.. 
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on  meinbership was likely to favour inclusion of all peace-loving states which 
are able and willing to carry out the obligations of the Charter. 

With regard to the principal organs of The United Nations, it was agreed 
that if it came to a vote, we should support the listing of the Economic and 
Social Council as a principal organ. With regard to the procedure for 
amendment, it was felt that a proposal providing for the possibility of 
withdrawal after sessions of a conference held for the purpose of revising the 
Charter might be open to improper construction. It might make it appear that 
such a Conference, as we had proposed, would be a "Withdrawing Conference" 
rather than a "Revising Conference." It was agreed that the Canadian 
Delegation should not take any leadership with regard to a withdrawal clause. 
It was felt that Field Marshal Smuts might take the lead in attacking the 
present amendment provisions and, if so, it would not be necessary for Canada 
to take any active initiative. 

4. COMMITTEE ii-2 

POLITICAL AND SECURITY FUNCTIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY 

Approval was given to the suggestions  set  forth in the attached memoran-
dum. 

- 	5. COMMITTEE II-3 

INTERIM COMMISSION ON'EèONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

Approval was given to the suggestion that Canada should introduce or 
support a proposal for the establishment of an Interim Commission along the 
lines suggested. 

6. COMMITTEE 11-4 

• • 	 TRUSTEESIIIP 

The meeting was of the view that it would be desirable to have the ultimate 
objective of independence for depehdent peoples  set out at some point in the 
Charter — perhaps in the statement of general problems with regard to human 
rights. The Prime Minister thought that it should bc put in as a general 
objective but not necessarily in closely restrictive tcrms. 

7. COMMITTEE III-1 

a 	 , 	 SECURITY COUNCIL 

General approval was given to the views  set  forth in the attached memoran-

dum concerning this Committee. 

8. COMMITTEE III-3-3 

ENFORCEMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

i 

In general the meeting was of thc.  view that the main thing was to ensure 
that the Canadian Government should have an opportunity of being consulted 
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before any decision was reached to call upon Canadian Forces for enforcement
action . It was agreed that we should not press for any general voting authority
for any members called into the Council for discussion in such case but should
consider our efforts on ensuring the right of voting on the specific question of
use of a country's own Forces .

9 . It was not possible to complete the examination of the other memoranda
but the~ Prime Minister stated,that he felt that the general views set forth in
them were on the whole desirable as a guide in connection with points that
might arise .

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1]
Méniorandun: du conseiller spécial,

la délégation ù la Conférence des Nations Unies'-'
1lfentorandum by Special Adviser,

Delegation Io United Nations Conference93

[San Francisco,] May 13, 194 5

COMMISSION 1, COMMITTEE 1

PREAMBLES, PURPOSES AND PRINCIPLES OFTHE ORGANIZATIO N
This committee has made little progress so far and has served principally to

give delegates an opportunity to make speeches of a very general character .
Several important questions will, however, be bound to come up sooner or later
for decision .

1 . The four sponsoring powers have now proposed an amendment to
strengthen paragraph 3 of Chapter I by providing for "the promotion and
encouragement of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all,
without distinction as to race, language, religion or sex ." But at the same time,
they have introduced a further amendment, as follows : "Nothing contained in
this Charter shall authorize the Organization to intervene in matters which are
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the state concerned or shall
require the members to submit such matters to settlement under this Charter,
but this principle shall not prejudice the application of Chapter vlll, Section
B .

The proposed amendment regarding domestic jurisdiction may be opposed
in the committee, on'the ground that it weakens, or even nullifies, the other
principal amendment of the sponsoring powers by excluding many questions
affecting human rights' from the jurisdiction of the Organization . This
argument has already been advanced by the World Jewish Congress in so far
as it affects the position of the Jews . On the other hand, the exclusion of
matters falling within the domestic jurisdiction of states will have substantial
support * perhaps in particular from Australia and New Zealand, who are
anxious lest their immigration laws should be brought within the pu rv iew of the

9JC• S . A. Ritchie.

~
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Organization . ; On , the ï whole, therefore, the amendment of the sponsoring
powers seems to represent a compromise which the Canadian Delegation might
appropriately support . We have ourselves, no amendments to propose to
chapters t and H

. Alternatively, it may be suggested that Chapter I should be merged with a

preamble . based on Field Marshal Smut's draft .9! This might be the most
satisfactory solution, as the chapter, in any event, consists rather of aspirations
than of precise obligations.

2. The Mexican, New Zealand and certain other governments are proposing
amendments to the effect that there should be introduced into the purposes of
the Organization a guarantec as against exte rnal aggression on the territorial

integri ty and political independence of every ;member of the Organization.
Presumably the Canadian Delegation would be opposed, to a sweeping
guarantee of this kind . The Australian amendment might afford a satisfactory

compromise. It states as an' amendment to paragraph (4), Chapter (2) "all
members of The United Nations shall refrain in their international relations
from the threat or use, of; force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any member or state or in any other manner inconsistent with
the purposes of The United Nations :" If this amendment can be understood as
simply affirming the general principle which should guide the conduct of states
and not as a guarantee of territo rial integ ri ty and independence it might afford

a satisfactory compromise which the Canadian Delegation could support .

, [PIt:CE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2 ]

iNfémorandum du conseiller principal,
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies" '

Memorand um by Sénlôr Ad viser.
'` Delegation to United Nations Conjerence°!

[San Francisco,] May 13, 1945
. ; ; . •

COMMISSION 1, COMMI TTEE 2

:
QUESTIONS OF POLICY RELATIVE TO

MEMBERSHIP AND PRINCIPAL ORGANS OFTNE ORGANIZATION ,

AMENDMENT AND REVISION OF THE CHARTE R
L 1 : ~ Memberâhlp. ,' Chapter tit' now provides that "membership in the

Oiganization should be . open" to all . peace•loving, states ." A number of

amendrüents hâve, been moved, _ the general , effect of which is to delete the
; words ."peace loving',' and to state that membership should be open to all states
which are w i lling to undertake the obl igat ions of inembership . This has led to a

debate between,thetmajority , of delegations yho are in favour of the principle

of universality andesëveral of the delegations from European countries who are
-------•,~ e~'' . .! 1 ~; s ~ P ., ~ bs ) .a

"Voir Nations Unies. Dvcumenu, pp . 667•8 .
See United Nations. Documents, pp. 476-7.

►I L„ W(ilgressj .
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in favour of supplanting the qualification "peace loving" with one more explicit
and equally or even more restrictive. The suggestion has been made- that the
consistent policy ;of neutrality should disqualify a state from membership, e .g.,
Switïérland :

Recommendation. It is assumed that the Canadian Delegation shoul d
support the principle of universality and consequently membership in the
Organization of all states willing to accept its obligations .

2 . Principal Organs . Chapter iv lists the principal organs of the Organiza-
tion . Here the main question of policy is the inclusion of the Economic and
Social Council among the principal organs . The Big Powers appear disinclined
to agree on the grounds that the Economic and Social Council is derived from
the Assembly. The neatest way of avoiding controversy would be to delete the
chapter altogether, but this too may be opposed . Another solution is to list all
the, initial organs and avoid the classification into "principal organs" and
"subsidiary agencies" :

, Recommendation . In view of the great possibilities of the Economic and
Social Council for the advancement of human welfare, it is assumed that the
Canadian Delegation should support any move designed to enhance the
importance of that body., Hence full support should be given to the efforts to
avoid the present implication of Chapter iv that the Council is a "subsidiary
agency . "

3 . Amendment and Revision of the Charter.

in
,
Technica

l xi concerning the améndment procedure has not yet been discussed
in echnical Committee 1/2 . Controversy is l ikely to centre around the
provision 'of the proposals requiring ratification of each amendment adopted by
the Assembly by all of the rive powers with permanent Council seats . As the
Charter will undoubtedly include a number of provisions which will be hard to
explain and defend, this extension of the veto of the great powers into the
process of amendment is strongly opposed . South Africa, Australia, NewZealand and India, as well as ourselves, have all expressed great concern over
its effect on parliamentary discussions . On the other hand, the removal of the
right 'of veto would cause difficulties ' over ratification in the U .S. Senate and
possibly a refusal of the U .S.S.R. to join the Organization .

'- Rec'o'mmendation. It is, th~refore, recommended that the Canadian
Delegation - should -support any reasonable compromise likely to be adopted
without endangering ; the : participation of the U.S. and U.S.S .R. We have
proposed an .amendment requiring a special conference in ten years to revise
the Charter without specifying how the results of that conference would be
brought into, effect . The Four Powers have submitted an amendment
suggesting such a conference whenever three•fourths of the Assembly and any
seven members of the Council agree'to convene it . The difficulty over the veto
might be' modified if provision were made permitting the withdrawal of a
member not prepared to accept the Charter as revised at a conference of thissort

. It is recommended that the Canadian Delegation should not support the
inclusion of a general right of withdrawal but could support a right of
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withdrawal being given after a general revision of the Charter has taken place, 
if such a proposal receives responsible Commonwealth support. 

The Four Powers have also proposed that the Charter should not come into 
effect until it has been ratified by themselves and France and a majority of 
other members. This seems to be unduly restrictive, but it may be necessary to 
accept it. 

[PIÈCEJOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3] 
Mémorandum du conseiller spécial, 

la.  délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies" 
Afemorandum by Special AdWser, 

. Delegation to United Nations Conference" 

(San Franciscal May 13, 1945 

COMMISSION 2, COMMITTEE 2 
POLITICAL AND SECURITY FUNCTIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY 

The responsibility for settling disputes by peacefu) means, for imposing 
settlements, and for using force to restore peace must be placed by the Charter 
squarely on the shoulders of the Security Council. If the Security Council 
shoulders its responsibility, the Assembly should not get in its way. If,  because 
of the use of the veto or for some otlier reason, the Security Council is unable 
or unwilling to shoulder its responsibility, the Charter should give the 
Assembly power to takc over from the Council as quickly and as effectively as 
possible the political and security functions of the Council other than the 
imposition of sanctions. 

Ratification by the Assembly should not therefore be required in order to 
make binding on all members of the Organization a decision by the Security 
Council to impose diplomatic or economic sanctions. 

The provision for expelling members from the Organization could usefully 
bé omitted. 

The Assembly, with the concurrence of the Council, should be enabled to 
suspend from any or all the rights and privileges of membership states which 
persistently violate the principles of the Charter or arc wilfully and persistently 
in arrears on their financial contributions. Restoration of privileges should 
require approval by Council and Assembly. 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 4/ENCLOSURE 4] 

Mémorandum du conseiller spécial, 
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies"• 

- 	 Memorandum by Special Adviser, 
Delegation to United Nations Conference" 

[San Francisco,] May 13, 1945 

COMMISSION H, COMMITTEE 3 
SUGGESTED INTERIM COMMISSION ON ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

It is suggested that the Canadian Delegation be authorized to propose (or to 
support the proposal of another delegation for) the establishment of an Interim 
Commission on Economic and Social Problems by this Conference. 

At least a year, and possibly longer, will elapse before the Economic and 
Social Council can begin functioning. Meanwhile the economic problems 
arising out of the war will grow in intensity and numbers. It would be difficult 
to set up the interim machinery to handle these problems on an operating basis, 
but  there wOuld be great advantage in interim machinery which could lay the 
ground-work for an early start on the substantive problems. 

The Interim Commission would have no operative responsibilities. Its 
functions would be: 
(a) to prepare a plan for the functioning and organization of the Economic 

and Social Council to enable it to get started at the earliest possible time. The 
Commission would study and suggest the kinds of expert committees, the size 
and character of the staff required, etc.; 
(b) to submit to the first session of the General Assembly a report on the 

economic and social problems which should first be dealt with by the Economic 
and Social Council. In the prcparation of this report it *would be necessary for 
the Interim Commission to study the problems and prepare the way for action; 
(c) to -  negotiàte with specialized agencies with a view to preparing draft 

agreements establishing a relationship with the organization. The negotiation 
of,these agreements will take some time and many months of the time of the 
Economic and Social Council  coud  be saved in this way; 
(d) to facilitate the transfer to the new Economic and Social Council of 

functions now the responsibility of the corresponding agencies of the League of 
Nations. , 

Another advantage would be that the Interim Commission would have to 
assemble à staff which could form the nucleus for the larger staff of the 
Economic and Social Council. 

Finally there would b.e great psychological advantages in having a 
functioning commission created out of. this Conference to work on practical 
and urgent problems while the process of ratification of the Charter is going on. 

"L. Rasminsky. 



The procedure suggested here is parallel to that followed in the case of th e

The question of finance could be solved .by having each member agree to

contribute in accordance with a specified percentage. The sum involved would

be small .

[PI ÈCE JOINTE 5/ENCLOSURE 5 ]
. ,, . . . . : . , .

Mémorandum du conseiller principal ,
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies°d

` Mémorandum by Senior Adviser
, Delegatfonto United Nations Conference 9s

[San Francisco,] May 13, 194 5

ties'should stand in a differcnt relationship to the Trustee Council from other

half of states - chosen by the Asscmbly . ; I see no reason why states with
permanent seats on the Security Council - but no direct colonial responsibili-

that the Trusteeship Council should be composed = half of trustee states -
2. In' particular, I .think we might'support the United Kingdom suggestio n

Australia and New Zealand may adopt .
be endorsed by the Canadian delegation - this regardless of the attitud e
between themselves - either on points of substance or future procedure shoul d
United Kingdom and ' the United States . Any . agreement they can come to
acceptable accommodation between positions already taken up publicly by th e

1 . In so far as this Conference is concerned the principal job is to work out an

ITTEE 4COMMISSION II, COM M

TRUSTEESHIP QUESTION S

of dependent peoples . % ~ o ~ 3 :~r :

- I should think we would be well advised to oppose the inclusion n
Charter of language of uncertain application which might only have the effect

of bedevilling more modest and practicable projects for improv ing the position

by the Russians and Chinese. If these questions of ultimate goals do cometh é

compromise will head off division on the Trusteeship Amendments pu t
' 4 . It is to be hoped that adoption of a United States-United Kingdom

• down

which it apparently attaches a certain prestige value . - ,

trusticship areas, we should take"rio part .
.
In 'principlc we arc prepared to

forego 'such special advantages as we now reccive from ""discriminatory" or
prcferéntial" regimes in certain colonial ôr, mandato ry ` areas administered by
Commonwealth count ries' but I do not' think'we s̀hould take part in a move to
forcé' the United Kingdom from a position it' has taken up publicly and to

on ' thc` question of "non-discrimination" commercial, cconomic etc . ln

f LES NATIONS UNIES

3 : ; If issue is joined publiclyibetwecn the United States and United Kingdo m

"N. A . Robertson.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 6/ENCLOSURE 6] 

Mémorandum du conseiller principal, 
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies" 

Memorandum by Senior Adviser, 
Delegation to United Nations Conference 

[San  Francisco,] May 13, 1945 
• 

. 	COMMISSION II, COMMITTEE I 

THE SECURITY COUNCIL— COMPOSITION, POWEFtS AND PROCEDURES 

(1)1f • our amendments for association of non-members with  the  Security 
Council are defeated, should we re-open the question of membership on the 
Council and *seek to enlarge it to fifteen? 

My 'own view is that we should not. 
, (2) .What should our attitude be to a permanent seat on the Council for a 
Latin-American state? 

This is likely to receive solid Latin-American support. I think we should 
oppose it, but should not lead the opposition forces. We should be particularly 
careful to avoid offending Brazil, which has been very friendly to us at this and 
other,  conférences and which might legitimately expect to be the Latin-
American permanent member if one were choscn. 

Opposition té the proposal should be based on the principle that another 
permanent member would meân that a majority of the members of the Council 
had veto Powers* and that public opinion in our country simply would not 
accept a Latin-American state with a veto power when Canada had none. 

(3) Shall we amend our "due regard" clause in order to place squarely on the 
Assembly the duty of establishing rules for the application of the principle now 
agreed on and embodied in the Big Four amendment? 

I' think we should do' this, and in supporting the proposal we might indicate 
certain rules, both for eligibility and ineligibility, which the Assembly might 
wish to adopt.' For the above purpose, we would have to move an amendment 
for the insertion of a new sentence to the effect that "The General Assembly 
shall adopt rules to ensure that the above principles of election are followed." 

- In any debate on this amendment we should emphasize the correctness of 
the interpretation 'given already by Sir Alexander Cadogan that, in the Big 
Four amendment,w° the words "specially" and "in the first instance" definitely 
establish a priority for the first functional criterion of election laid down. We 
should.resist any effort to put the second criterion, geographical distribution, 
on the same basis as the first. 

2 	; 

L. B. Pearson 
Ic°Voir Nations Unies, Documents. pp. 889-10. 

See United Nations, Documents. pp. 623-4. 
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(4) In Section B, paragraph 4, all members of the Organization are obligated
to accept decisions of the Security Council and to•carry them out in accordance
with the provisions of the Charter.

Should we not take advantage of the discussion on this paragraph to
emphasize our position that non-members of the Council cannot accept without
qualification general and unlimited obligations of the kind indicated and that
therefore the words "in accordance with the provisions of the Charter" become
of especial importance? One of those provisions is vitt-B-5, which provides that
armed forces, facilities ' and assistance are to be made available to the
Organization by members, through agreements to be concluded by them . If

such agreements are not concluded, is there any provision of the Charter by
which non-members are specifically obligated to carry out the decisions of the
Council which impose active obligations on them? Furthermore, if conditions
limiting such obligations can be attached to these special agreements, this
should be made clear . The nature and extent of such conditions would, in our
case, doubtless depend on action taken by this Conference in respect of the
amendments we have put forward .

(5) Section C. Voting Procedure.
Under this, the question of the Great Power veto . will come up, as

amendments from Australia .and elsewhere propose a majority decision rather
than unanimity among the permanent members .

I think we should support any reasonable move to limit the veto strictly to
the actual application of sanctions, but that,we should not press this position to
a vote in the face of strong Big Four opposition . What should we do, however,
if a vote is forced by others ?

Section C, 2 and 3.
- The requirement of an affirmative vote .of a fixed number, 7, will cause

difficulties . Apart from the fact that our amendment on "association of non-
members" will require a fractional majority, this would be preferable on other
grounds.

Under the present system, abstention, even of non-permanent members, is
equivalent to a negative vote.

Would it not be better merely to say that "Decisions of the Security Council
should be made by an affirmative vote of at .least two-thirds of the members
present and voting? "
(6) Section D, 4. . a

Our amendment provides that a non-member of the Organization is placed
on exactly'the same footing as a member of the Organization in the case of
disputes to whieh it is a party. This might mean that an ex-enemy state would
be given a deciding vote on a Council decision . Should we not modifY this
position, by altering our amendment so that voting rights would be restricted to
members of the Organization?



. ., , [PIÈCE JOINTE 7/ENCLOSURE 7]

Mémorandum du secrétaire,

là délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies'° '

Memorandum by Secretary,
Delegation to United Nations Conferenee'0 1

[San Francisco,] [May 13, 1945?]

COMMISSION IV -- COMMITTEE 2- LEGAL PROBLEMS
. . ,

1 . Registration of Treaties

There has been general agreement that all future treaties of members should

be sûbject to registration and should . be deemed to be not binding unless
registered. With regard to treaties heretofore entered into, it is probable that
the final decision may be in favour of optional registration .

One problem that may arise is whether agreement between members of the
Commonwealth should be subject to registration . The matter has not been
raised specifically. If it is brought up, it is suggested that we should take the
position, that the clauses of the Charter apply to all members of The United
Nations without distinction and that, accordingly, a general clause requiring
registrâtion covers agreements within the Commonwealth just as it does other
agreements entered into by or between other members .

2." Treaties and Obligations inconsistent with the Charter

There.~ has been general agreement in the Committee in favour of the
insertion, of a clause in the Charter to abrogate all existing obligations of
members inter se which are inconsistent with the Charter, and providing that
no,member shall in future undertake any obligation inconsistent with the
Charter. Some difference of opinion has arisen as to whether the Charter
should abrogate existing inconsistent agreements other than those between
members of the Organization (that is, between a member and a non-member
state) or whether it should simply require members to negotiate for release
from inconsistent obligations .

.It is probable that'a simple clause requiring abrogation is too sweeping . It
might be desirable for us to suggest that a distinction be provided as follows :

(a) 'Agreements between' members should be abrogated, and agreements
between' members and non-members should be re-negotiated, if they are
inconsistent with the principles or objectives of, or with any clause in, the
Charter of The United Nations.
(b) In the case of agreements which are not necessarily inconsistent with theCharter, but whieh' give rise to an obligation that may, on occasion, conflict

with an 'obligation , under the Charter, the obligation arising out of the Charter
shall prevail . Thus, a"most-favoured-nation" agreement might conflict with an
obligation to apply economic sanctions . The agreement would not have to b e

,,`R. G . Robertson .'-,., s .
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abrogated immediately  aï  being inconsistent with the Charter, but there would 
be a clear recognition that, if economic sanctions were called for, the obligation 
to impose thcm would take pricedence over the obligation to grant most-
favoured-nation treatment. 

3.* Capacity to carry out obligations 
, One proposed amendment that, requires consideration by the Canadian 

delegation is that propoied by Belgium as a new clause in the Charter. It is as 
follows: 

"No state can evade the authority of international law or the obligations of 
the present Charter by invoking the provisiOns of its internal law.", 

- The Belgians have agreed to  the  deletion of the  words referring to 
"international lal.v" on the ground that there is too great doubt and uncertainty 
as to the extent and nature 'Of many  of  the obligations arising out of interna-
tional law. However, they wish to have the second portion retained. 

In view of the PrivY Council decision in the "Labour Conventions Case,"°2  
it is probable that an amendMent tô the 13.N.A. Act [woUld] be required to 
enable us to meet such an'obligation; Section 1, of the B.N.A. Act reads as 
follows: 	 ` 	 — •. 

"The Parliament and Government of Canada shall have all Powers 
necessary  or  proper for performing the - Obligations of Canada or of any 
Province thereof, as Part of the British Empire, towards Foreign Countries 
arising under Treaties between the Empire and such  Foreign  Countries." 

To be sure that Canada ■vill bc able to meet all obligations arising under the 
Charter  the above Section should probably .be amended to ,bring it into line 
with the constitutional development that has taken place in the Commonwealth 
as, a result of which treitics are no longer those of "the Empire" as such. This 
ciauld be donc by altering it to read:' . 
"132. The Parliament and Government of Canada shall have all Powers 

necessary or proper for the  performing of the obligations of Canada arising 
under Treaties or Agreements with foreign countries.". 

If Canada were to agree to the Charter  with  the inclusion of the Belgian 
clause, a possible subsequent procedure might be to include in the resolution of 
approval for submission to the House of Commons and the Senate a revised 
Section 132.  to enable Canada to meet the full Charter obligations. Passage of 
the resolution with  this  included would, it see« ms, thcn authorize the submission 
of the necessary amendment. 	. , 	 = 	- 

The immediate alternative course in Committee would bc to oppose the 
insertion of a clause specifically designed to ensure that the Charter can be 
carriè4 out in  all  its  aspects. It will be difficult to argue successfully for this 

cimrse— without impugning the sincere  dire of Canada to see an effective 
Or-ganization brought into existence.. 

nellioir Canada/See Canada, 
C. P. Pluton,  cd.,  Canadian Constitutional Decisions of the Judicial Committee of 
the Privy Council 1930 • 1939. Ottawa, King's Printer. 1939. pp. 278-304. 
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•In considering the present problem it is desirable to consider that, if The 
United Nations succeeds, it is likely to give rise to a number of Conventions 
which will involve obligations upon Canada. While the present constitutional 
position continues it will inevitably involve the danger of our incapacity to meet 
obligations  that are considered desirable in the international field. 	 • 

467. 
• Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au 'secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
•to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• TELEGRAM H-179 	 San Francisco, May 16, 1945 

SECRET. '  UNC-10 Chief of Staff from Pope, Begins: 
•L Reference UNC 8'°' and 9.t Committee 111/3 met again yesterday 

afternékm. Debate was continued on New Zealand motion and our amendment 
thereto; at conclusion of which Wrong got up and said that as both motion and 
améndment' wire of a general nature only, and that our spccific amendments 
would in any case have later to be discussed and voted on, he would now 
withdiaw oil'. amendment. New Zealand likewise withdrew her motion. 
2. Russia then moved that the question of the Canadian amendment be 

referred to the Sub-Committee in the hope that a formula reconciling the 
Caàadian view and that of the Great Powers could be unanimously agreed 
upon. This was supported by United States, Belgium, Holland, and others, and 
was carried by a vote of thirty-two in favour and nil against. 

'e 	 5 

3. As our amendment under this head is of essential importance to us, this 
development is at least gratifying. Ends. 	 • 

DEA/7-Vs 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to 
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

I  

TELEGRAM' 'H-197 San Francisco, May 18, 1945 

•
- 

At Delegation meeting this morning, the trusteeship proposal supported by 
the United States and the United Kingdom setting "self-Government" as one 
of thé objectives In thé administration of dependent peoples, was considered. 
Amendment proposed by China and supported by the U.S.S.R. would insert 

mdePehdence" as an alternative objective. Opposition to this Chinese and 
Soviet amendment gives the •U.S.S.R. a chance to appear as champion of 
dependent peoples. On balance it was felt that we should support the agreed 

•
nuDocument 462. 
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United States-United Kingdom text if they were unable to accept proposed
amendment .

-There is some indication that United States would not be opposed to
eliminating -the veto from Chapter VIII -= A- peaceful settlement . It will
not, however, introduce such a proposal . It was agreed that if a proposal of this
type is brought in, we should support it unless it appears the U .S .S.R. would
not accept Charter with elimination of this part of veto .

Our amendment requiring Assembly to adopt rule governing selection of
non permanent members' of Security Council was defeated in Committee on
Wednesday. Ten of the votes in support were principally from Latin American
Delegation. United Kingdom, U .S.S.R. and the United States all opposed .
Substance of our Middle Power amendment has, as you know, been approved .

In Committee on Economic and Social Council, proposal for special mention
of I .L.O. was withdrawn . The opposition of the United States and the U .S.S .R .
was strong.

Our redraft of Chapter IX was modified in Committee by insertion on
Fraser's motion of "full employment" as an objective of Economic and Social
Council . We suggested 'preferable formula as being "highest possible level of
stable employment." The U.S.S.R: strongly favoured words adopted .

Commission IV meets in public tomorrow morning to receive a report from
Committee 1 regarding Inte rnational Court . Decision has been taken in favour
of a new Court rather than retaining the old one .

I shall try to send you a daily telegram about the important question under
discussion in Conference and in Delegation meetings .

469. DEA/8-PW-40

Le secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Secreta ry of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

to the drafting of provisions of Chapter 5, and possibly other provisions .

TELEGRAM D-214 Ottawa, May 18,• 1945

Following for Secretary to the Canadian Delegation, from Read, Begins :

The Chief of the Narcotic Division, Department of National Health and
Welfare, has received informal communications from Washington with regar d

It seems that there is some doubt as to whether the existing provisions are
broad,enoughto enable the General Assembly, and possibly the Social and
Economic'Council, to deal with opium and other narcotic problems .

Mr. Morlock of; the State Department is arranging for the United States
Delegation to .. insure that there . is v a, definite statement on the record,
mentioning opium as ; being ~ included , within "other, ' related problems" (or
possibly other general language) .
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Colonel Sharman hopes that you will give consideration to this matter, with 
a view tà supporting United States delegation and insuring that the language 
iised is broad enough to include opium and other narcotics. 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs  • 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs , 

TELEGRAM H-203 	 San Francisco, May 19, 1945 

Executive Committee yesterday discussed proposals to expedite the work of 
the Conference. Termination of Committee work by the end of next week has 
been suggested and target date of June 2nd for final plenary session. The 
Secretary General privately suggested June 9th as a more probable date. 
Intention is to have the Conference end with 3 documents — the Charter, 
Statute of Court and resolution for the establishment of an Interim Commis-
sion to begin preparatory work. 
, U.S.S.R. has taken strong line against elimination of veto in Chapter  VIII  A. 
First paragraph of VIII A has been referred to a Sub-Committee. The 
impression is that Gromyko is under instructions not to yield further on veto. 

,U.S.S.R. is opposing our provision for association with the Security Council 
in  enforcement of decisions involving troops of a non-member country. 
Privately, Novikov stated that they would not object to it for Canada but 
oppose generalisation. 

Provision has been approved for suspension of voting rights for States 
financially delinquent. 

Commission IV this morning was purely formal. No decisions. 

471. 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Secretary of State for External A ffairs 

TELEGRAM H-220 	 San Francisco, May 23, 1945 

LON FIDENTIAL. United  States  have proposed that Committee reconsider text 
of purposes for%Economic and Social Council which was adopted last week. 
Their primary purpose is to lessen prcscnt emphasis on "full employment." In 
delegation meeting this morning it was felt that while present wording was 
loose, an 'attempt to amend it might lead to serious public misundcrstanding 
and would be exploited by the U.S.S.R. and by Doctor Evatt. No support was 
given United States motion in Committee and it is hoped that they will not 
press it to a vote. 
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, 2. Our amendment regarding association with the Security Council before
providing forces ~ has not yet -, been , reported from Sub-Committee . Big Five
Committee is having difficulty getting Soviet approval, but prospects are good
for agreement on revised but satisfacto ry text.

3 . - Dclegation has been considering the part we should take with regard to the
Great Powers amendment providing for four Deputy Secretaries-General who
would, in effect, be Great Powers nominees,within the Secretariat . Present text
requires straight Council majority for election of the Secretary General and
makes no mention of Deputy Secretaries-Gcneral . Great Powers are anxious to
provide for the appointment of Deputy Secretaries=General in the Charter and
to require Great Powers unanimity for their nomination . In view of the terms
of our own amendment, which is designed to establish .independent status of a
real international, Secretariat, I think we shall have, to oppose Great Powers
amendment, but shall do so in very moderate language .

.. . . . 4 . ; . . . .

472 . ➢ DEA/7-Vs

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire dT tat aux Affaires extérieures

Under-Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
` to Secretary of St ate for Exteinal Affairs

San Francisco, May 27, 194 5
TELEGRAM H-240

The question of the domestic ., jurisdiction clause in ,the Charter will be

coming up in ♦ Committee early, next weck. ! In an informal Common wealth

Committee meeting yesterday Evatt and Fraser took a ve ry strong line rc the
present sponsoring Powers amendment to Chapter II of the Charter on this
subject which reads as follows: "Nothing contained in this Charter shall
authorise the Organisation to inte rvene in matters which are essentially within
the domestic jurisdiction of the State'conccrned or shall require the members
to submit such matters to settlement under this Charter; but this principle shall
not prejudice the application of Chapter viii, Section n." They both argued

that in its present % form this ', amendment was a direct indictmentjp4 to
inte rvention on the domestie affairs of States . They were agreed that it would
have a most disturbing political effect in Australia and New Zealand in
relation to the immigration laws and implied they might not be able to secure
ratification for the Charter in their respective countries if this question could
not be settled to their satisfaction - they were supported by South Africa

. The

Australian and New Zealand suggestion is that the last phrase in the
amendm int ' should ~ be left out so that it' would read as follows

: "Nothing

containcd in this Çharter' shall 'authorise the Organisation ' to inte rvene in

matters which are essentially within ' the domestie ' jurisdiction of the State

conceTncd 'or shall require the members to submit - such matters to scttlement

tinder` this Charter." It is arguable that the'removal of this phrase would not, in

1 N é rtuiainalc~.,/Mu6inal notè: ~ ~`` _'.

incitcmcnt?
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matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the State
concerned or shall require the members to submit such matters to settlement
under this Charter." It is arguable that the removal of this phrase would not, in
fact, weaken the Security Council's power to deal with any situation whether
domestic or international in origin which threatened peace . On the other hand
it will be difficult to explain taking these words out of the amendment as they
were designed specifically to preserve the powers of the Council under Chapter
vtll B to deal with any threat to the peace, whatever its origin .

The United Kingdom Delegation have cabled to London recommending that
the Australian and New Zealand suggestion might' be accepted in principle
subject to drafting changes. They will then have to attempt to reach agreement
with the other sponsoring Powers on the altered text of the amendment .

There-are indications that the American Delegation is divided on this issue .

Their general attitude, as indicated informally, is that they are satisfied that
the ~ sponsoring Powers amendment as it stands adequately protects their
domestic control of all immigration policies. However, if the question were
once made a public issue by Australia and New Zealand, they would inevitably
be faced with political difficulties.

It " is likely that there will be strong opposition in the Committee to the
proposed modification in the sponsoring Powers amendment on the ground that
this would further weaken the provisions in the draft Charter for the promotion
and encouragement of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. If
the question comes to a vote, I assume that you would wish the Canadian
representative to support any text which could be agreed between the United
Kingdom and other Commonwealth countries and the United States .10 1

DEA/7-Vs

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
1 ~ ' - au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

~' Secretary of State for External Affair s
Io (Inder-Secretary of State for External Affairs. : .~ . ~

TELEGRAM D-257 Ottawa, May 28, 1945
. : i1, ,, ,• , ; ;

. Following from Prime Minister for Robertson, Begins: Re yours H-240. You
are entirely right .in assumption set forth in last sentence . Ends.

.~~
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474. 	. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
- 	Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, , 	Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TEI:EGRAM H-270 	 San Francisco, June 3, 1945 

(Please repeat in code to Prime Minister). After prolonged discussion 
between sponsoring Powcrs a substitute tcxt for the Canadian amendment to 
Chapter vut B was adopted unanimously in Committee this afternoon to follow 
paragraph 5. Text is as follows: 

"When a decision to use force has been taken by the Sccurity Council it 
shall before calling upon any member not represented on it to provide armed 
forces in fulfilment of its obligations under the preceding paragraph invite such 
member, if it so request, to send a representative to participate in the decisions 
of the Security Council concerning the employment of contingents of its armed 
forces." 

It is fully understood that words "participate in the decisions" includes right 
to vote. 

Soviet Delegation would cinly support this text on condition that we 
withdraw our other two amendments to Chapter VI D concerning temporary 
membership in Council. Since there was • little possibility of carrying 
amendment to paragraph 4 of this section, we have agreed to withdraw it. 
Netherlands Delegation have proposed amendment to paragraph 5 which 
mects our position and we therefore also withdrcw our amendment to this 
paragraph, after stating that wc reserved the right to support the Netherlands 
amendment. 

Committee on Enforcement Arrangements has also been considering 
transitional arrangements in Chapter xsi  and there has been strong demand, in 
which we joined, for clarification of mCaning of both paragraphs while 
accepting desirability of including their substance in the Charter. Through 
poor tactics of Great Powers in a Sub-Committee where they were in the 
majority, the original text of paragraph 1 was brought to vote this afternoon in 
Full Committee without any change and was defeated by 22-9. It was agreed 
not to vote on second paragraph and to refer whole question to Steering 
Committee for further considcration. We have throughout takcn position that 

only comparatively minor drafting changes were necessary, but Soviet 

Delegation has obstinately pressed for adoption of original text. We suggested 
to Committee that no publicity be given to the discussion in order to avoid 
appearance of serious dissension when, in fact, difficulties were only about 
matters of form. 

Please inform Chiefs of Staff.  
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM H-300 	 San Francisco, June 10, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Following for J. E. Read from N. A. Robertson, Begins: 
1. Consideration is now being given to the provisions of Chapter xl of the 

Charter which has to do with the summoning of a Constitutional Conference to 
discuss revision of the Charter.. The original Four Power amendment is as 
follows: 

A general Conference of the members of the United Nations may be held at 
a date and place to be fixed by a three-fourths vote of the General Assembly 
with the concurrence of the Security Council voting in accordance with the 
provisions of Chapter vl Section C paragraph 2, for the purpose of reviewing 
the Charter. Each member shall have one vote in the Conference. Any 
alterations of the Charter recommended by a two-thirds vote of the Conference 
shall take effect when ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional 
processes by the members of the Organization having permanent membership 
on the Security Council and by a majority of the other members of the 
Organization. 

2—Since the above amendment was introduced, the sponsoring Powers have 
accepted a reduction of the General Assembly vote from three-fourths to two-
thirds. In addition, a Sub-Committee has recommended that the Constitutional 
Conference should be called within a period of 5-10 years after the coming into 
effect of the Charter. The sponsoring Powers are maintaining their stand on 
ratification which would require assent by all States with permanent 
membership on the Security Council. 

3. ; The  general view of our Delegation has been that a more satisfactory 
provision, would be one providing for the summoning of a Constitutional 
Conference without including in the Charter any stipulation as to how the 
Conference would conduct its business or as to how its recommendations for 
the revision of the Charter would be given effect. 1 should be glad to know 
whether you think that such an open provision would, in fact, permit the 
Constitutional Conference to make its own rules for the coming into force of 
the amendments which it would have approved or whether the normal 
amendment procedure established in the Charter would still apply until it had 
itself beèn amended in accordance with the procedure stipulated in it. Ends. 
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Under-Seeretary of State for External 'Affairs

to Secreta ry of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM H-301-. - San Francisco, June 10, 1945

IMMEDtATE . Following for Read from N. A. Robertson, Begins:

1 . Reference my immediately preceding telegram concerning amendment of
the Chartcr.

2. In view of the possibility 'of being unable to get any provision fo r
ofamendment free from the veto, question has arisen as to the desirability o

inserting a clause to enable withdrawal from - the Organisation at the time of
holding a Constitutional Conference in . the

that a withdrawal clause wouldConference are unsatisfactory . It is recogn
have undesirable aspects, and we would not wish to introduce such a provision

ourselves. However, it may be difficult in inâny countries to secure acceptance
of a commitment to permanent membership in an Organisation with the
defects seen in the present Charter and without a liberal provision for change
in future : .

= "3. In connection with withdrawal, a special Sub-Committee of Committee 1/2
recommended as follows on May 23rd :

"The Commission adopts the opinion of the inviting Powers that the facility

of withdrawal of the members should neither be provided for nor regulated .

Should the Organisation fulfil its functions in the spi ri t of the Charter, it would

be inadmissible that its authority could - be weakened by some members
deserting the ideal which inspired them when they signed the Charter, or even
mocked by aggressor or would•beaggressor States .

It is obvious, however, that withdrawal or some other form of dissolution of

the Organisation would become inevitable if, deceiving .the hopes of humanity,

the Organisation was revealed to be unable to mintaln peace or could do so
only at the expense of law and justice. On account +of this risk , inherent to all

human`enterprises, the Committee abstains from inserting in the Charter a

formal clause forbidding withdrawals : '

Thé' above would appéac . to constitute an opinion that, without a specific

clause,`there wôuld be no withdrawal except under rebus sic stantibus .

4 It has , now been suggested informally by` the United Kingdom delegation
that no `withdrawal' provision is necessary, since there is an implicit right of

withdrawal not only at the time of, or âRer, â Constitutional Conference but at
any time in the future . This seems to be at variance with the above. âur

wouon
appear to me that in a multilateral agreement of indeterminat e

withdrawal could only be on the basis of consent of the participating
parties or

in the light of the doctrine of rebus sic stantibus .
I should appreciate having your view as soon as possible . Ends .
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uler-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for External Affairs . .

TELEGRAM H-302 San Francisco, June 10, 1945

SECRET. Following for Read from Robertson, Begins: The Italian Government
have made application to the President of the Conference for admission to its
deliberations, and Stettinius has asked the Secretary General to transmit their
application to the participating Governments for their information . It is not yet
clear' whether; or how, the question of Italian admission will actually come
before the Conference. United States Delegation is disposed to support the
Italian application but does not wish to move in the matter without some
assurance of United Kingdom concurrence, which has not yet been given . They
are rather afraid that, if they do not sponsor the Italian application, it may be
taken up and supported by the U.S.S.R.

My persônal view is that we should support the admission of Italy if the
question comes to a vote :
(a) Because it" is another step towards universality, which we have always

urged shôuld bé the objective of the Organization ;
(b) Because it would help to redress the conspicuous under-representation of

western Europe in the'present Conference; and
(c) Because admission of Italy to the United Nations would strengthen the

domestic and external position of an anti-Fascist Government which seems
genuinelji determined to repudiate the sins and errors of its predecessors .

- ,

_~ Ne, voted for the admission - of Denmark without bothering you for
authorization and ; I . feel we can do the same if, and when, the admission of
Iceland is considered. The possible entry of Italy, however, raises an important
political question, on which it would be helpful to have an indication of the
Government's views . Ends .

478.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures `

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to'Secretary of State for External Affairs
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. Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRAM H•303 San Francisco,June 10, 1945

Top SECRET . Following for Read from Robertson, Begins: On the resumption
of discussion in Committee of the question of voting procedure in the SecurityCouncil, Evatt` made' a very powerful statement of the case against the
unanimity rule and the Great Power veto . Senator Connolly and Professor
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Webster, who spoke for the United States and the United Kingdom, were no 
match for Evatt in argument. Webster, in endeavouring to explain how Sir 
Alexander Cadogan had come to give the Committee an interpretation of the 
application of the veto to procedures of pacific settlement which was much 
narrower than that subsequently given in the agreed Memorandum issued by 
the sponsoring Powers and France, got tangled up in a very disagreeable 
personal exchange with Evatt and Fraser, in the course of which Fraser 
referred either to Cadogan's action or Webster's explanation of it as 
"contemptible" and "most dishonest." Senator Connolly, on question of 
procedure, asked . Fraser to withdraw his unparliamentary references to the 
behaviour of the United Kingdom delegation. All told it was an extraordinary 
and deplorable exhibition of Commonwealth public manners. Pearson 
intervened effectively just before the close of the debate, and managed, I think, 
to put Commonwealth differences in a little better light and perspective from 
that in which they had been exhibited by the principal protagonists. 

Pearson and I are seeing Evatt this evening and will endavour to ascertain 
just what object he hopes to achieve by the tactics he is pursuing. It seems clear 
to us that, in this year of grace, there cannot be a World organization 
established, with Russia a member, unless it provides for voting rights in the 
Sccurity Council substantially as set forth in the  Great  Power  memorandum 
which you have seen.m6  The effective choice appears, therefore, to be between 
such an Organization and an OrganizatiOn from which the Soviet Union and 
those countrics which feel their. security most closely dependent on their 
relations with it are eXcluded. Our view is that it is better to take the 
Organization that we can get and, having come to that decision, to refrain from 
further efforts to pry apart the difficult unity which  the  Great Powers have 
attainécl. This means forcgoing the luxury of making any more perfectionist 
speeches either' on the voting procedure itself or on the general amendment 
procedure, which is very closely linked with it. We can continue to oppose the 
Soviet Union and other Great Powcrs on such essentially secondary questions 
as the method of election of. the Secretary General, nomination of Deputy 
Secretàries or the omission of "expulsion" from the Charter, but we should not 
insist on forcing decisions on such central questions as veto and amendment to 
a vote in which our association with the other middle and smaller Powers might 
well result in the rejection of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. 

This general line of conduct carries, I think, the judgment of the members of 
our delegation. We may, however, be called on within the next day or two to 
translate this general attitude into votes on specific questions. I hope that, with 

the campaign now over, you May be able to have a word on these questions 

«Wok Nations Unies, Documents de la Conférence des Nations  Unies sur l'Organisation 
Internationale. San Francisco. 1945. volume XI, Londres et New York, United Nations 
Information Organiutions, 1945, pp. 7544. - 
Sec  United Nations, Documents of the United  Nations  Conference on International 

Organization. San Francisco.'1945; Volume XI, London and New York, United Nations 

Information Organizations, 1945, pp. 711-4. 
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with the Prime Minister and let me know if he approves the sort of position I 
have tried to outline. Ends.'" 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM D-322 	 Ottawa, June 11, 1945 

SECRET. Following to N. A. Robertson from Read: Begins: Reference your H-
300, 301, 302, June 10, 1945. 

Yonr H-300, para. 2. I assume that you have in mind provision for 5-10 
yeàrs conference in substitution for the Four Power amendment, and not in 
additionlo the same. A provision for summoning Constitutional conference, 
without inclusion of stipulation as to how conference would conduct its business 
or as to how revisions of Charter would be made effective, would have 
following results: 
(a) Revisions thus made would be subject to Chapter 11 of Dumbarton Oaks 

proposals, and would require ratification by countries having permanent 
membership, plus majority of other members of organization. 
(b) Conference could provide its own procedure, by unanimous consent of 

countries present. 
(c) Assuming all members of The United Nations present, Conference could, 

by unanimous consent, make overriding changes in Charter. 
2. There is difference of view here as to advisability of 5-10 years scheme. In 

view of general view of your Delegation, it is unnecessary to state pros. It is 
hoped that you will not overlook the definite disadvantage in a ten year 
scheme. Original Four Power  amendment is completely flexible and would 
enable summoning of Conference at time when it became necessary and 
convenient to do so. It would also enable summoning of Conference at any time 
when it became necessary and would not be spent with the first conference, as 
in the case of the ten-year plan. Further the ten-year automatic summoning 
sche-me is somewhat misleading in that it would not in fact be possible to have 
an effective conference without Great Power support. Further, the fixed period 
scheme might well result in a conference at a timc when it would be impossible 
to make'progress. ' 
3. Your 11-301 raise.s the question as to the legal necessity for a withdrawal 

provision. I think that, in the Case of a multilateral agreement of indeterminate 
duratiân, withdrawal could only (in legal theory) be made on the basis of 
consent of ,the other countries, or in the light of the doctrine of rebus sic 
stantibus. On the other hand, it is impossible to overlook a factor which is not 

'"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
P.M. agreed. 
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technically legal . It might, well be that a country could withdraw and that the
countries generally would disregard the action and in a sense give it passive
recognition . I should think that it would be a much better thing to incorporate
no provision for withdrawal and to rely upon the possibility of de facto (as

distinct from de jure) withdrawal . There would likely be a great deal of
criticism of the Canadian Delegation, if they had any part in the incorporation
of a withdrawal clause : If you think of doing so, could you let me know and I
could consult Mr. King?

4. H-302 concerning Italy. It is unlikely that we can make any progress in
getting the Prime Minister's approval of the suggested course of action with
regard to Italy, until tomorrow at the earliest . I have discussed the question

which you raised, with my colleagues here, and - there is general agreement,
with no dissenting views, that it would be undesirable for Canada to have any
part, in raising this issue at this stage. You are familiar with the Trieste

question and with the similar question .vis-à•vis France .in the Northwest . The
acceptance of Italy would immediately prejudice claims which are being most
vigorously made , by two . of the United Nat ions, . because acceptance would
mean an immediate rceAgnition of peace without a peace conference, peace

treaty, or the necessary negotiation for territorial or other changes . There is

also the possibility that it might bring out the Polish issue again . There is also

the hope, that you are close enough ' to , completion of the Charter to make it
impossible to provide for representation and enable them to travel from Italy
and reach San Francisco in time to have ansimpôrtant part in ' the deliberations .

5. With' regard to all of these questions, I am wondering whether you are
giving sufficient weight to the desirability of , winding up in San Francisco

before some new issue disrupts the conference, and in time to reach Ottawa

before the snow flies . Ends.ra . . . , ,

480. . DEA/7-Vs

:` Extrait d'une télégrâmme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract from Telegramfrom Secretary of. Statefor External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

. . . .
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET.

t ""~d_
. . . . t

1 : My telegram D-322 June 11, 1945 and your telegrams H-300, 301, 302 ,

June 10, 1945, have been considered by, Pri me Min ister, who concurs in

position tâken in D=322, iri âll respects . '
2. Yoûr'telegram,H-303 hasbeen considered by Prime Minister, who agrees

in vicw put forward by you, in all respects .,',' "
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au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Under-Secretary oJState for External Affairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le soûs-secrétaire d'État âux Affaires extérieures

DEA/7-Vs

TELEGRAM H-317 San Francisco, June 16, 1945

IMMEDIATE. SECRET: The Conference is working under great pressure in order
to complete the Charter for signature on June - 23, although some doubts
remain whether this can be achieved . The major issues have all been disposed
of in Technical Committees excèpt the related questions of amendment and
revision of the Charter and withdrawal from the Organization . Decisions
should be reached on these points late tonight .

2 . In agreeing reluctantly to the Yalta voting formula in the Council, many
delegations took position that their acceptance of veto of each permanent
member over important Council decisions should be met by some concession
from the Great Powers in order to permit the later revision of the Charter
withoût extending the veto to the results . The Great Powers, however, are
solidly ' opposed in Committee discussions to such a change, with Russians
insisting on their perpetual veto over all alterations. The Americans take the
same line" but on different grounds, since they are concerned over possible
reactions in Senate if their own veto right is not written into the Charter so as
to cover both ' ordinary amendments and the results of a general revision . There
seems • littlé `chance of any " concession of substance to meet the legitimate
concern of- the smaller countries . We should, of course, not cast our vote for
any proposal whicli would endanger ratification of Charter by United States .

3 . It may, • however, be difficult• to explain in Canada why the Canadian
delegation acquiesced in decisions open to serious attack . We are, therefore,
endea'vouring to ensure that the record should show both our own views and a
declaration by 'the United States at least that they would not accept the
Charter if the changes desired by smaller countries were adopted .

4 .' The Great Powers are now'willing to include,' possibly in the Charter itself
and certainly in an agreed statement, a general recognition of the right of
withdrawal, probably linked with failure by withdrawing State either to accept
amendments made or to secure adoption of amendments desired . Indeed, it
looks as though this controversy might end in recognition of right of
withdrawal more extended than that in the Covenant . We have not favoured so
easy an escape from the obligations of the Charter . In view of the position
described above, however, we consider it wise to include a limited right of
withdrawal by States not prepared to accept results of a general constitutional
revision. ` It is' now : likely that a broader provision than this will be adopted,
which in the circumstances it would be difficult to oppose .
5• A great deal of difficult detailed work remains to be donc 'in theCoordination' • Committee, and there are still outstanding questions in someTechnical ; Committees .: The` public sessions of Commissions are also not yet
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TELEGRAM H-328 San Francisco, June 18, 1945 

half completed. In addition, the work of translation is heavy, and the entire text 
as revised by the Coordination Committee will have to be examined again. 
Unless some unexpected cause of delay arises, however, it is likely that 
signature will take place on the 23rd, although postponement to 25th is 
possible. Date of the President's visit is probably fixed within very narrow 
limits by arrangements for the meeting of the Big Three. 

482. 	 DEA/7-Vs 
- 	Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

' Under-Secretary of State for Eiternal Affairs 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM H-325 	 San Francisco, June 18, 1945 

It is planned to hold organisation meeting of Preparatory Commission (on 
which all countries here represented will have one member) immediately before 
closing plenary  session of Conférence. Secretariat has requested delegations to 
appoint their representitive and to provide him with the necessary credentials 
from his Government. These credentials can take form of a letter addressed to 
Mr. Stettinius as Secretary of State signed by the Prime Minister. 
2. Since there remains some uncertainty about date of first meeting, it seems 

desirable to name myself and Wrong as alternative Canadian representatives. 
I, therefore, recommend that a letter be prepared on this basis authorizing one 
or the other to represent the Government of Canada on the "Preparatory 
Commission for the purpose of making provisional arrangements for the first 
sessions of the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and 
Social Council and the Trusteeship Council, for the establishment of the 
Secretariat, and for the convening of the International Court of Justice." 

3. We also expect to be represented on the Executive Committee of this 
Commission which will, under the draft resolution, exercise all the  Commis
sion's powers whcn the latter is not in session. It is expected that there will be a 
short meeting of the Executive Committee following the meeting of the 
Preparatory  Commission.  

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Under-Secrétary of State for External Affairs 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

My telegram H-317 of June 16th.. • 	. 
Committee last night completed considération of amendment and revision of 

Chirter. Final decision wa* s to accept original Dumbarton Oaks proposals for 
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ordinary amendment'procedure and to provide on ' following lines for convening
special Conference for reviewing the Charter . Such a Conference can be called
at any time by two-thirds vote of Assembly with . concurrence of any seven
members of the Council . If not held before Tenth Annual Assembly, proposal
to convene it shall be placed on Assembly agenda and shall be adopted, if
approved, by simple majority of Assembly, and any seven Council members.
This makes it almost certain that Constitutional Conference will be held within
ten years if there is really widespread demand for the general revision of the
Charter. Soviet£delegation alone voted against - proposal to place convening of
Conference on agenda of Ténth Assembly . We consider this, an important
advance in : the achievement of which the Canadian delegation played an
admittedly leading part .

2 . Attempts to remove the veto from results of such a Conference failed of
adoption, and it was decided after long debate that ratification would be
required by two-thirds of all members, including permanent members of
Council .

3 . It was also decided to omit from Charter any provisions for withdrawal,
and instead to include in Committee's report statement that, in absence of such
provisions, members could not be forced to remain in the Organization if there
were good and sufficient reason to withdraw, including amendments which
they could not .accept or essential amendments which they could not secure .
The position we took was that no right of withdrawal should be written into the
Charter but that, in view of the decision taken on the veto over amendments,
we could not resist a fairly strong reference to withdrawal in the report.'oa

484 . DEA/5475-E-40

Mémorandum du conseiller principa l,
la délégation à la Conférence des Nations Unies

Memorandum by Senior Adviser,
Delegation to United Nations Conference

CONFIDENTIAL [San Francisco,] July 3, 1945. . , ;, .

PREPARATORY COMMISSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION

The first meeting of the Preparatory Commission was held in San Francisco
on June 27th : I represented the Canadian Government and Maj . General Popeand We Ritchie accompanied me to the meeting . The proceedings were almos t

"La charte fut signée le 26 juin 1945 . Voir Canada, Recueil des traités. 1945 . N• 2. Pour lerapport de la-délégation canadienne à la conférence, voir Canada, ministère des Affaires
extérieures, Recueil des conférences, 1945 N• 2, Rapport sur les travaux de la Conférence des,Nations Unies sur l'Organisation Internationale tenue â San Francisco du 25 avril au 26 juin1943. Ottawa'. Imprimeur du Roi. 1945 .
The Charter was signed on June 26, 1945 . See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No. 2. For the
report of the Canadian delegation to the conference . see Canada. Department of External
Affairs, Conference Series, 1945, No. 2, Report on the United Nations Conference onInternational Organizatfon held at San Francisco, 25 April-26 lune, 1 945. Ottawa, King'sPrinter ;1945 . é : ~ , .
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entirely formal and lasied 'little more than half an hour..Under the Agreement 
which was signed at the same time as.the Charter, it is provided that all the 
functions and powers of the Commission are to be exercised by an Executive 

• Committee sitting in London when the Commission itself is not in session. It is 
also provided that the next meeting of the Commission shall take place as soon 
as possible after the Charter has been ratified by the number of states required 
to bring it into effect. ,-.. 	 • 	• 

It was agreed at the first meeting to léave all'the oiéerative decisions to the 
Executive Committee. The United Kingdom representative (Mr. Jebb) said 
that he thought that arrangements 'could be made for the Executive Committee 
to hèld iis first meeting at thé beginning of August. The interval would be 
required to enable the United Kingdom Government to arrange for suitable 
premises and for the engagement of the requisite subordinate staff. 

At the first meeting . or the EXecutive COmmittee it will be necessary to 
appoint an Executive Secretary, other officers of the Committee, and a 
provisional staff. It is contemplated that the provisional staff will be mainly 
composed of officials appointed by the participating Governments and we shall 
doubtless receive a request to provide some suitable personnel for temporary 
duty. The Executive Secretary is likely to be a British official who will not be 
regarded as a candidate for the post of Secretary General of the United 
Nations; We have learned from the United Kingdom delegation in San 
Francisco that the Executive Committee will probably be accommodated in 
Church House, Westminster. - •  

Thé Executive Committee will have a great deal of prcparatory work to do 
in preparation for the first session of the General Assembly and the other 
organs • of the United Nations. In addition to such essential duties as the 
preparation of draft rules of procedure, estimates of expenditure, staff and 
financial regulations and so on, it will have to prépare recommendations 
(subject to approval by full Preparatory Commission) on the following among 
other matters — the  permanent  headquarters of the organization, the transfer 
of functions and assets of the League of Nations, the annotated agenda of the 
first sessions of the General Assembly, the Security Council and the Economic 

•and Social Council, and the relationship to be established between the United 
Nations and some of the special organizations like the I.L.O.. The date of 
meeting , of the first . Assembly depends on .the speed of ratification of the 
Charter, and it now .looks as though, this might be a matter of only a few 

months. It is probable, therefore, that , the Assembly will be convened early in 
1946. 

One of the reasons why decisions were deferred at San Francisco was that 

no agréemeni had been reached among the major powers on such questions as 
thé,Chairininship':of the' Exectitive Committee, its rules of procedure, and so 
on. We were infoimed by both the United Kingdom and United States 

delegations that they wished to undertake diplomatic negotiations, particularly 

With the Soviet Government; on these tnatters.‘ • 
We 'shall  have t6, provide for suitable Canadian representation on the.  

Exécutive Committee' . It is likely that this will be almost a full -time post and 
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that it canniat therefore be assumed by the High Commissioner in London or a 
mémber of his staff. The plans are, however, not yet sufficiently definite to 
permit a recommendation being made. We are asking Canada House to keep in 
touch with the United'Kinidom authorities'and to let us know by whom they 
will be iepresented. There Was some indication at San Francisco that they 
woul& pràbably be represented by a junior Minister. We are also asking the 
Canadian Embassy in Washington to 'maintain contact on these matters with 
the Department of State. 

H[UME1 W[RONG1 

485. 	, 	 DEA/5475-40 
L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador of United States 

to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. , 387 	.f 	 Ottawa, October 25, 1945 

Excellency: 
I am directed by my Government to inform you that the United Nations 

Charter is now in force, the following twenty-nine instruments of ratification 
having been depositcd with the United States Government: 

China, France, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom, United States 
of America, Argentina, Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Chile, Cuba, 
Czeèhoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, El Salvador, naja, Iran, 
Lebanon, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Philippine 
Commonwealth, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, Yugoslavia. 

The Secretary of State of the United States signed on October 24 the 
protocol of deposit of ratification as provided under Article 110 of the Charter, 
a copy of which thé Department of State is transmitting to *all missions of 
signatory States in Washington. 

486. 

Accept ctc. 
RAY ATH ERTON 

DEA/5475-40 

Le secrétaire d'État par. Intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis . 	, 

-Acting Secretary of Stcite for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States 

Ottawa, October 27, 1945 No. 103 

Excellency , 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of October 25th 
informing me that the United Nations Charter is now in force, twenty-nine 
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instruments of ratification having been deposited with the United States
Government. The Government of Canada has received' this information with
deep , gratification . As you are aware, Parliamentary approval of the
ratification of the Charter by the Government of Canada has now been given
by the unanimous vote of , both Houses of Parliament .109 It is, therefore,
expected that the Canadian instrument of ratification will be deposited with
the Department of State in Washington in the near future .

Accept etc .
H. H. WRONG

for the Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

487. DEA/5475-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État des É tats-Unis

Ambassador in United States to Seeretary of State of United States

No. 413 Washington, November 9,1945

I Sir,
I have the honour to hand you herewith the Instrument of Ratificationt fo r

the Charter of the United Nations and the annexed Statute of the International
Court of Justice, as signed by His Majesty the King on November 1, 1945 .

This Instrument is handed to you for deposit with the Government of the
United States of America in accordance with Article 110 of the Charter .

Accept etc.
L. B. PEARSON

488. DEA/5475-40

.' Le secrétaire d'État des États-Unis b l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State of United States to Ambassador in United States

[Washington], November 27, 194 5

Excellency,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's note no .

413 of November 9, 1945 transmitting for deposit with the Government of the
United States of America the Canadian instrument of ratification of the
Charter of the United Nations with the annexed Statute of the International
Court of Justice .

This ' instrument of ratification has been deposited in the archives of the
Department of State with the signed original of the Charter .

' r Canada, Chambre des commune: . Mats. 1945, deuxitme session, volume 11, p . 1368 ;

Sénat, Mats. 1945, deuxitme session . volume 11, p. 156. 1334 ; Senate,
See Canada , l{ouse of Commons. Debat es, 1945, Second Session. Volume 11 . P.
Debates, 1945, Second Session, p. 146.
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I
Other governments signatory to the Charter are being informed that Your

Excellency deposited the Canadian instrument'of ratification of the Charter on
November 9, 1945 .

Accept etc.
JAMES F. BYRNES

SECTION C

RÉUNION DU COMITÉ EXÉCUTIF,
COMMISSION PRÉPARATOIRE DES NATIONS UNIES,

LONDRES, DU 16 AUOT AU 22 NOVEMBRE 194 5
MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

UNITED NATIONS PREPARATORY COMMISSION,
LONDON, AUGUST 16-NOVEMBER 22, 194 5

489 .. DEA/5475-E-40
1 ' .

Le secrétaire aux Dominions -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
Io Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 153 ' London, July 12, 1945

,IMPORTANT. Canada No. 153, Australia No. 242. As Prime Ministers are
aware,- one of the documents signed at San Francisco was entitled "Interim
Arrangements Concluded by the Governments Represented at the United
Nations Conference on International Organisation ." This document
established a Preparatory Commissôon (which held its first meeting the day
following signature of the Charter) and an Executive Committee of fourteen
States which will exercise the Commission's functions when it is not in session .
It was also agreed that the seat of the Commission and the Committee should
be located in London and His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom
should, as -soon as possible, inform the other members of the Executive
Committee when it would be desirable for the latter to hold its first meeting .
2. An, examination of the practical considerations involved has now been

made and we feel that all the necessary arrangements can be concluded in time
for a meeting of the Committee on Thursday, 9th August, at Church House,
Dean's Yard, Westminster. ,
:3 . Should, be : glad, therefore, to learn as soon as possible whether this

tentative date is agreeable to you . If so, we should be glad also to be informed
who will be your, representative and what staff will be attached to him.
4•+,It was also'agreed at the first meeting of the Preparatory Commissionreferred I ;to' above that His ; Majesty's Government in the United Kingdomwould appoint an

.,"Interim Administrative Officer" who would be responsible, . ,~_ .

'Voir
les documents 482,`484,/See Documents 482, 484 .
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for making  all  the necessary preliminary arrangements. Mr. Gladwyn Jebb, 
C.M.G., has now been appointed to this post and will be available in London 
for consultations regarding the establishment of the Executive Committee 
which any Government concerned may wish to set on foot. 
5. Similar communication is being addressed to foreign Governments 

represented on Executive Committee. 

490. DEA/5475 - E-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire aux Dominions 
Secret  ary  of State for External Affairs 

to Dominions Secretary  

TELEGRAM 178 	 Ottawa,  August 4, 1945 

Your telegram No. 153 of July 12th. Executive Committee of United 
Nations Preparatory Commission. Mr. L. B. Pearson, Canadian Ambassador 
in Washington, who is now in London as Canadian Member of the Council of 
UNRRA, will represent the Canadian Government at the opcning meetings of 
the Executive Committee. Mr. Escott Reid will act as alternate representative 
and will remain in London for such  time  as may be necessary. The date of 
August 9th is acceptable for the first meeting. We arc not at present able to 
attach further staff to the Canadian representative. 

491. - 1, 	I 	 DEA/5475 - E-40 

) 

	

	
Le haut  comM issair e p f̀rir intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

,. 
, 	 'au secrétaire d'État auX  Affaires  extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
,, to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM .2319, 	' y 	 f, London, August 14, 1945 

MOST IMMEDIATE:'‘ Following for Robertsini from Rcid, Begins: United 
Nations" Cc:Immiitee ielegrain No: L . ' 

1. Chairrnanihip  of  Committee may 'cause trouble at first meeting of 
Committee on 15th. Sovieepropose.that Chairmanship rotate among Big Five 
and that Chairmanship of Preparatory Commission go to Middle Power with 
two Vice•Chairmen of Commission from small Powers. 
2. This ,wôuld tend to:establish pattern for Security Council and General 

Asseinbly. 	 f 	• 

thé, kind *Of iitieitioni in which thé militaiy-power of the  Big  Five is irrelevant. 

proposal on the 3: Haslucli, the AuStr* alian iepresentative,` strongly opposes
groun 	a ommittee is a Committee of the whole organization dealing with d th t C 	• 

He is personally opposed 'to pritiCiple: of Big 'Five rotation even on Security 

Council and fears that acceptance of Soviet proposal would constitute 

precedent not only for SecurityrCouncil but for other Committees of the 

LES NATIONS UNIES  
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Organization . In place of Soviet proposal he would personally prefer election of
Soviet representative as permanent Chairman .
4. `Jebb had o riginally assumed that United Kingdom representative would be

permanent Chairman, but in view of Soviet attitude he secured concurrence of
other Great Powers in, : Soviet proposal . This he did before change of
Government here, and : he is now clearing the matter with [Noel-] Baker and
Bevin.

. 5. in our opinion the prime consideration is the avoidance of an unpleasant
debate on procedure at the first meeting of the Committee . If such a debate
could be avoided by, our not opposing the Soviet proposal we would be prepared
not - to oppose . However, . if Australian and . other representatives refuse to
concur in it our best course- might be to suggest that [Noel-] Baker be elected
Chairman for first two weeks and that decision on the question of principle be
postponed to give time for further consideration .

6 . ; Would be grateful for your instructions . Ends .

492. DEA/5475-E-40

: * - - Le secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures -
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM :1863 Ottawa, August 15, 194 5

IMMEDIATE. Following for Reid from Robertson, Begins : Your telegram No.
2319 arrived too late for consideration yesterday. We do not like Soviet
proposals concerning chairmanships on several grounds and approve course
suggested in your paragraph 5, which we assume you have followed if meeting
has not been postponed. We also dislike continued arrangement of such matters
by 'Greât Powers behind the scenes, as in San Francisco, a procedure which
permits most obstinate among them to secure support of other four in
committee' for' dubious proposals such as these and thus tends to make
committee discussions unreal . Ends .. w . . . . . ~t! - 1~

' ~ . . . . . . 1
. .

DEA/5475-E-40

Le haul cômntisâalre par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e. i au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affaires

TEt.EGRÂM 2334 , . . London, August 16, 1945

SECRET: .~Following for . Robertson from Pearson, Begins : United NationsCommittee . Telegram No : 2 . ,
~ . . Reference your telegram No. 1863 ..ti •rs^- . . 6
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LI  

• • 	 . 

1. Koo, at first meeting of Committee this 'morning, hesitatingly and with 
apparent distaste, put forward for discussion as personal suggestion proposal 
that Chairmanship rotate between Big Five thus "following precedent set at 
San Francisco." This was immediately opposed by Brazil, Netherlands and 
Australia and received support only from Soviet Union. 
2. At this point I stated that Canada was opposed to the principle of rotation 

and that since the Technical Committees at San Francisco had had a single 
Chairman and this Committee was of the nature of a Technical Committee, it 
could be argued that the precedent  set  at San Francisco was contrary to 
suggestion made by Koo. We then suggested that in order to avoid prolonged 
debate at the Committee's fire meeting, decision be postponed until our next 
meeting. This suggestion immediately received unanimous support. 

3. Since thcn I have informally made the following suggestion: 
Chairman Gromyko — First Vice-Chairman Koo — Second Vice-

Chairman Freitas Valle — all serving in their personal capacities so that when 
the Chairman is absent he will bc succeeded by Vice-Chairman. Unless the 
French object, it seems likely that this formula will be accepted tomorrow. 
4. (Noeleaker stateil he did not wish to be considered for Chairmanship 

and Jebb was unanimously elected Executive Secretary. 
5. Second meeting of Committee takes place tomorrow (Friday) afternoon. 

Ends. 

494. 	 ' 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
1  * 	 to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2349 	 London, August 18, 1945 

SECRET'. Following for , Robertson from  Pearson,  Begins: United Nations 
Committee telegram No. 3. 	• 

I. Informal discussions preceding yesterday' 's Committee meeting indicated 
that the compromise on the chairmanship referred to in paragraph 3 of my 
telegram No. 2 was acceptable to all members of the Committee except the 
Soviet delegate. He refused even to submit the proposal to Moscow. 
2. As a result, the matter was debated for two hours yesterday. The United 

Kingdom, the United States and 'France made it clear that they were opposed 
in principle to the Chinese proposal,' but that they would nevertheless vote for it 

with the hope that in future Technical Commissions of the United Nations 
would have one Chairman chosen for his personal mcrit. 
3. Winant Proposed, as a compromise, that the Committee elect a different 

Chairman every two weeks. The Committee accepted this subject to the formai  
condition that the Committee's report to the Preparatory Commission should 
contain a statement that its action did not constitute a precedent one way Or 
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the other. IV was also subject to a gentleman's agreement that the Big Five
would be elected in turn for the first ten weeks .

4 . Gromyko was unanimously offered the first chairmanship, but withdrew in
favour of Koo, who was unanimously elected ., . . ,

5 . Four votes took place:
(1) Should an accompanying statement be made to the Preparatory

Commission-yes 11- no 3. (U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia) .
(2) For the principle of rotation - yes 8, (rive Great Powers plus Czechoslo-

vakia, Yugoslavia and Iran) `- no 5, with Canada abstaining from voting .
(3) Should Winant's motion be voted before any other motion - passed by 9

to 3, with China and France abstaining and the Soviet Union being supported
by the usual two votes .
(4) The. Winant motion was then passed by the same vote as the previous one .
6 . The debate was , amicable. It demonstrated unwillingness of United

Kingdom and United States to continue the practice of making arrangements
on such matters behind the scenes . [Nocl•] Bakcr made clear his belief that
these matters should be settled on the floor of the Committee by the usual
democratic procedure, and i feel certain that Winant concurs . Ends .

495. DEA/5475-E-40

Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif,
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Alternate Representative. Executive Committee,

United Nations Preparatory Commission,
° to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, August 21, 194 5

Dear Mr . Robertson, °
I have been thinking over the kind of questions on which it might be useful

if I could have some guidance from you .
The only one which is urgent"is on the winding up of the League of Nations,

since the Sub-Committee on this subject is to be established immediately and
will probablÿ take as its basis of discussion the United Kingdom proposals .
Consequently, I would appreciate a memorandum from you, giving your views
on these proposals which I think you must have .

Though the Sub-Committee entitled "General Section" is to be established
immediately, I doubt whether it will for some time be tackling the problem of
the permanent Headquarters of the Organisation . Nowcver. that subject will,
no doubt, be coming up from time to time in informal conversations . Already
one of the advisers to the Soviet Delegation, Mr. Roschin, has broached thesubject to me., He gave me the impression that he thought there was a good
deal to be said for having the Headquarters in the United States, but naturally
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I did not attach much importance to this, since I think he was merely trying to 
sound out our views. 

Another Sub-Committee to be established immediately is the one dealing 
with "Relations with Specialised Agencies." At s'ome point in its procedure this 
Sub-Committee will have to deal with the delicate problem of the relations 
with the I.L.O. . 	• 	• 

The Sub-Committee on "Financial Arrangements" is not to be set up 
immediately. Before it is set up, it,would be useful if I could have your views on 
the inethod which you think would be most desirabl e.  of assessing and collecting 
contributions froin the inember States. 

The Sub-Committee on .the "Security Council" is also among those which 
are not  to  be set up inimediateiy. My guess is that when it is set up and starts 
discussing the , rules and procedure of the Security  • Council the Soviet 
Delegation  will propose that the chairmanship rotate aniong the Big Five. I 
doubt whether this proposal could go through without opposition, since I think 
that Australia will oppose the principle of rotation even as applied to the 
Security Council. ' ' 

On a number ,  of thesèquestions, I know *that the line which you will want 
me to take when the question ultimately comes before the Committee will 
depend on developments and on the impressions which I am able to secure of 
the general line which other delegations are likely to take. However, it would, I 
think, be useful  ifl couldllavei even at this early stage; some idea of your 
general approach to the problems:,  

--Yoùr's 'sincerely,' 
ESCOTT REID 

496. 	 DEA/5475- E-40 

• t  Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif, 
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies, 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
1. .;* Alternate Representative,. Executive Committee,' 

United Nations Preparatory Commission, 
teSecretary of State for External Affairs' 

Nô: 7: 	 London, August 24, 1945 
_ 

' 

I.- One iMportant*questiéti'of Principle which is'emerging as a result of recent _ 

meetings of the ComMittee is whether the Committee should content itself, for 

the  rhosu part,  with  preparing 'agenda' on organisational problems for the 

principal organs of the Organisation, or whether it should also prepare agenda, 
,with apprOpriaté documents; oh questions ' of substance. (See especially the 

Minutes of the third meeting forWarded to you under cover of despatch No.4 of 

20th*Augtisti:1945.)/ .  - 
" 2 The agreement 8 reàéhed  in San Francisco instructcd the Executive 
Çommitteeto "prépare  the Prinisional agenda for the first sessions of the 
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principal organs of the Organisation, and prepare documents and recommenda-
tions relating to all matters on these agenda . "

-3 . ; The impression :which Mr. Gerig,-- the acting head of the United States
delegation, gave at the third meeting'of the Committee was that the United
States, in its desire to have the General Assembly meet as soon as possible, was
of the opinion that the Executive Committee should confine itself to dealing
with organisational problems. He argued that the functions of the sub-
committees as set forth in Mr. Jebb's papert might well be narrowed down and
that the best approach to the work of the Executive Committee might be to
take on the minimum tasks necessary.

4 : : Mr.'Noel-Baker, of the United Kingdom delegation, on the other hand,
stressed the importance of the Assembly at its first meeting dealing wisely with
substantive questions . He said that clearly the first item on the agenda of the
General Assembly would be a debate on the general condition of the world and
whatrthe United Nations could do about it . He thought that perhaps this
debate might be documented by something equivalent to the annual report
which used to be prepared by, the Secretary-General of the League .

5 . His opinion was that another item which would come high on the agenda
of the first General Assembly would arise out of the insistent demands of many
countries that the United Nations immediately begin to deal with urgent
problems . of world importance, such as displaced persons, the prevention of
epidemics and the general field of economic reconstruction . .

6 : It -would seem to us that Mr. Nocl-Baker's approach is wisc ; that to
confine the' discussion at the first meeting of the General Assembly to purely
organisational questions would be somewhat of an anti-climax. Moreover, it is
unlikely that the General Assembl y would, in fact, regardless of the desires of
the states represented on the Executive Committee, confine itself to a
discussion --of purely organisational questions . If this is so, the choice is not
between an organisational meeting of the Assembly and a meeting which would
discuss world problems as well as organisation, but bctwecn an ill-preparedmeeting of the General Assembly and a relatively wcll-prepared one .

7 . , iV the - General - . Assembly is to secure the respect of public opinion
throughout the United Nat ions, i t seems to us of great importance that its first
session k should ' be as ' suocessful as possible and that the Assembly should
demonstrate , 1 its ~ability_' to - deal, with delicate problems of international
significance in a wise and useful manner. The General Assembly should, from
its inception; be, to use Senator Vandenberg's phrase, "a town meeting of the
world .",

8 . 1hus it , would seem to'us ' essential that the Executive Committce prepare
adequately annotated and documented agenda on questions of substance for
the , first session s', of the General Assembly, the Security Council and the
Ecônomic and Social Council .

9 . The difficülty is obviously one of time and of staff . On the first point we
sugges t that it would be better to postpone the meeting of the Assembly for a
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month or two in order that preparations for it be well advanced than to have it

meet prematurely without adequate documentation or preparation .

10. On the second point, our feeling is that the Executive Committee should
do its best to secure a staff sufficiently large and able that it can make
adequate,preparation for the discussion of questions of substance at the first
meetings of the organs of the United Nations . Mr. Jebb unfortunately seems to
be thinking in, too limited - terms, so far as the temporary international
secretariat is concerned .
`11 . The explanation of the attitude adopted by the United States delegation

in trying to restrict the work of the Executive Committee may be that they are

anx ious to have the United Nations Organisation set in motion before the
pendulum in the United States swings back to isolation and while the
Administration can capitalise on the virtually unanimous support which has

been given to the United Nations Charter in the United States .

12. In order to go part way to meet the United States desire to set things

moving as soon as possible, perhaps it might be desirable to have a meeting of
the Preparato ry Commission take place in about another two months and for
the Executive Committee to present to the Commission, at that time, its report
on organisational problems. The Preparatory Commission could then discuss
this report and refer it back to the Executive Committee with its suggestions
for revision and amplification . The Preparato ry Commission could then decide
what questions of substance should be discussed at the first sessions of the

principal organs and instruct the Executive Committee to prepare adequate
documentation on these items. If the Preparato ry Commission saw fit it might
also authorise the Executive Committee to add further items to the agenda if it
considered this desirable in the light of developments before the Assembly
meets .

13. Another meeting of the Preparato ry Commission would then be held
immediately before the first meeting of the General Asscmbly to receive the
final report of the Executive Committee .

14 . The first of these two meetings of the Preparato ry Commission could be

held in London and the question of the place of the final meeting could be left

open. The effect of this might be that the final meeting might be held at say,
Geneva, and followed immed iately by , the first meeting of the General
Assembly without prejudice to any decision which might subsequently be made
about the headquarters of the Organisation . The argument for holding the final
meeting of the Preparato ry Commission and the first meeting of the General

Assembly in Geneva would be that only at Geneva are we likely to Gnd, for the
present, the facilities which would make possible the dignified, orderly and
efficient conduct of the first meetings of the United Nations . On the other

hand,F the U .S.S.R. and possibly other . Gove rnments, may well refuse to go to
Geneva in any circumstances .
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15. I should greatly appreciate your views on the questions which I have 
raised in this despatch. 

I have etc. 
ESCOTT REID 

497. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 

- Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Comntissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, August 28, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: United 
Nations Committee telegram No. 5. 

1. The Committee has still not reached agreement on the text of the 
memorandum on its method of work and the terms of reference of the Sub-
Committees. It looks as if agreement will be reached tomorrow or Thursday 
and the Sub-Committees can then start to work. 
2. The two chief points at issue in the last three meetings, of which the last 

two have been open to the press, are the nature of the Executive Committee 
Secretariat and the relations of the Committee with the League of Nations. 
3. The Soviet view on the Committee Secretariat is that the only part of the 

Secretariat which should be international should be the clerical and adminis-
trative staff. The rest of the Secretariat would be composed of members of 
national delegations who would, while serving in the Secretariat, remain 
members of those delegations. Their arguments indicated that this is the sort of 
pattern they have in mind for the Secretariat of the United Nations Organisa-
tion. 
4. In view of these implications, we have taken a leading part in opposing the 

Soviet views on these questions, urging that the temporary Secretariat should, 
so far as possible, be set up in accordance with the provisions of Article 101 (3) 
of the Charter. The Soviet were isolated and it looks as if the Committee will, 
tomorrow, adopt the substance of our proposals. 
5. So far as the League of Nations is concerned, the Soviet desire is to 

pretend that it does not exist. They, therefore, opposcd our suggestion that the 
League of Nations should be invited by the Sub-Committees to submit papers 
to them on matters falling within thcir competence. 
6. [Noel-]Baker said this morning that the Soviet Ambassador was pushing 

the Committee too far in asking that there be no reference to the League in the 
Cominittee's memorandum, and Massigli said that our proposal was "in 
perfeét accord with common sense." The Soviet received no support except for a brief intervention  from Yugoslavia, even Czechoslovakia taking a fairly firm 
line against thCm. The compromise tentatively adopted today was not to 

TELEGRAM 2469 
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mention the League by name, but to instruct the Sub-Committecs • to seek 
assistance from "the existing International Organisation." 	• 
7. The Soviet delegation is obviously bound by very precise and detailed 

instructions. Gromyko does not show the same confidence in his abilities or his 
position in Moscow as Golunsky did at the Co-ordination Committee in San 
Francisco. 
8. The rearguard action fought by, the Soviet delegation on the Secretariat, 

League, relations with the press and the chairmanship of the Committee, has 
more than doubled thé amount of time which the Committcc has had to devote 
to its organisation. If, as is likely, the Soviet continue to act in this way, the 
most pcssimistic estimates about the length of the Committee's work will be 
justified. Ends. 

498. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au représentant suppléant. la  Comité exécutif. 
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies 

- Associate Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Alternate Representative, Executive Committee. s 

United Nations Preparatory Commission 

Ottawa, August 30, 1945 

Dear Mr. Reid, 
I am writing in partial  reply to yOur letter to Mr. Robertson of August 21st 

in which you ask guidance oh a number_of 'Wailers which will co rne up in the 
stibkommittees'of the. Exécutive Committee. As an introduction let me say 
that we are concerned id the Department at not.being able to supplement your 
efforts by'providing ftirther help for thé Executive Committee. We shall talk 
the situation over with Mr. Pearson on his return and scc if there is anything 
that We ciin do. The trouble is the old familiar one — in the first place we are 
deiperately *short Of People and, seciindlY, we arc not in a position to give you 
very much guidance on the issues that will arise because of the pressure of 
Work  and the large number of urgent and important  matters coming up for 
decision. * 

›One 'point on whsch,you ask guidance is on the winding up of the League of 
Nâtions.',1: -  think that  we  have  not seen, the latest version  of  the United 
Kingdom proposals. Mr.lOwen give*me in San Francisco a copy of the secret 
report of March 15th of the Foreign Office Committee on this subject. 1 1 have 
not had time to 'reread Wall  but!  think'it is Safe to say»  that the general line 
taken' by this Conimittee is- iteceptable tô Us. The report is writtcn more from 
the :point of view of -what his to be done to liquidate thc League of Nations 
than from the;point of viewbf what the Executive Committee has to do to take 
functions  and  'asseti frônÉthe'Leàgtie.' It cairiei the judgment, 1 believe , of  

t,. I 	P•1: 	 e •;. 
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Messrs . . Lester '", and °Jacklin"= : who were unofficially associated in its
preparation .

'One point I should mention in this connectiôn although it is a minor one . It
will be'awkward for the members of the League (except for the not inconsider-
able number who do not seem to be embarrassed' by' defaults on their
obligations) .to be called upon to continue to pay a contribution to the League
for more than the shortest possible period after the United Nations Organiza-
tion has been established. This affects both the arrangements for the transfer
of assets and liabilities and the agreement between the United Nations and the
I .L.O. since .the I .L.O. budget is now well over half the League budget .

I doubt that there is much that I can add on the question of the headquar-
ters of the new organization . You know our general feeling in the Department
that .Geneva is probably the most suitable place, if agreement can be secured
on it: For purposes of practical convenience from the language point of view, it
is desirable that the headquarters should be in either an English-speaking or a

French-speaking country. Otherwise there would be very great difficulty in
securing subordinate local staff. I suppose that it may still be necessa ry to
postpone a decision unless Soviet objections to Geneva are removed - perhaps
by some device such as the creation of a small international territory .

With regard to financial arrangements, I note that the sub-committce is not
to be set up at present . Perhaps we may be able to send you some more detailed
ideas before long. My own feeling is that , with the exception noted below, the
League method of determining relative contributions was more effective than
anything else that could be devised . I am sure that we would never be able to
arrive at a strictly statistical formula and that what will in fact be used will
amount to an estimate of relative capacities to pay. The exception, however, is
that the League scale (or rather the I .L.O. scale which is the same thing with
the United States and , Brazil and a few other countries added) squeezes the
middle countries badly. From the beginning of the League, for instance, the
United Kingdom paid 110 units and Canada 35 . When the United States
joined`the" I .L.O. it was on condition that her contribution would be the same
as that of the largest contributor - the United Kingdom . The Department of
Finance in ânother 'connection has recently written on this subject expressing
anxiety, in view of experience with UNRRA, F.A.O. and other bodies, over the
pattern which`°we 'are getting into in which the largest countries refuse to pay
more than` the secônd largest and a number of the smaller ones arc unable or
unwilling'to`pay , anything at all, thus placing an unfair burden on the middle
cotint ries 'which have to take u the slack from both ends . This is a ve ry real
bttdgctaiy ,' problem,' ° and -1 ~ am sure that we shall run into trouble unless
tdéntical p rinciples are applied in determining the cont ributions of the United
Stâtes and 'of Canada to the nevi► organization.

~~ 1 ''5ea n Le~tcr.`scciftaire géné rai intérimaire, Société des Nations .
; Sean Lester, Acting Sccretary-Gcneral . League of Nations.

Ÿ• e Seymour Jackiin, trésorier. Société des Nations.
Seymour 1 a eklin, Treaiurer, League of Nations .
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I think that we had better leave over for the present any consideration of our
attitude in the event that there is pressure for rotating chairmanship of the
Security Council among the Big " F'ivc. The importance which the Soviet
Government seems to attach to these matters is an indication of their lack of
matu ri ty in international affairs .

- I do not feel competent at the moment to give you any suggestions on one
other point mentioned in your letter - the relations of the new organization
with the I .L.O. I - have not followed closely enough the recent discussions in
I .L.O. bodies . It is going to be a very difficult matter to settle, and I expect
that a good deal will be said about it at the meeting of the Governing Body and
Labour Conference in Paris in October .

I am getting Mr. Rasminsky to go th rough the papers and reports which you
have sent from London in preparation for a talk with Mr . Pearson next week . I
hope that this may produce something more helpful to you than this lettcr can
be.

499.

Yours sincerely,
H. H. WROtiG

DEA/5475-E-4 0

Le repr1sentant, le Comité exicutll
la Commission poparatolre des Nations Unies,
au secrétalre dTtat aux Affaires extérieures

Representativt, Executi ve Comntlttee,
United Nations Preparatory Commission,
to Secreta ry ojStatefor External Affairs

London, Scptcmbcr 1, 1945N. 0:17

CONFIDENTIAL

1 . Nowthat the Executive Committee has gone into sub-committce and has
thus finished the first stage of its work it might be useful if i were to make
some general comments on developments in the Committee during the first two
weeks of its existence ,

2 . The most significant development is that there are no penthouse mcctings

taking ; placç :as at San . Franciseo. So far as I am aware the only joint
rccommendat~on wh~ch has been made to the Executive Committcc by the fie

great powers was on the acceptancx by, the Committee of the principle of a
rotating :çhairmanship. On the othct"questions which have come before the
Committee the Gve great pôwçrt, do . not .appcac : to have had any previous
consultation ~ând each has demonstrated ' its freedom in committcc to differ
from the oth er great poweri.

3. ,Thë"Facecutive Cornmitteé. during the past two wceks, has bccn dealing
with a number ," of questions . which have been charged with political and

emotional content, such as the nature of the ucretariat, relations with the

League and relations with the press. The fict that on such matters the rive
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great powers have not considered it wise nor useful to agree on a common line 
may lessen our fears that they will prcscnt the Security Council with agreed 
decisions on all important matters on its agenda. 
4. It is too early, however, from the mere experience of two weeks' work in a 

committee.dealing with organizational questions to forecast what the  attitude  
of the grcat powcrs will be on the Security Council. I have a feeling that to 
some extent the attitude they have taken to date on the Executive Committee 
results from Mr. Noel-Baker's strong personal distaste for secret  five  power  
conclaves, or indeed secret conclaves of any kind. Some of the members of the  
British delegation have already privately referred to him as the chicf 
spokesman of the small powers. Now that Mr. Stettinius has arrived in 
London, Mr. Stettinius' influence may be thrown in the direction of five power 
consultation, though this is far from certain. 
5. The Executive Committee is, on the whole, a stronger committee than the 

Co-ordination Committee at San Francisco. Its most influential member is Mr. 
Noel-Baker. During the Coalition Government he had the task of dealing with 
the question of war transport which could not have been very close to his heart. 
Now that he is back with his old love again — collective security — he is 
bubbling over with ideas and enthusiasm and energy. Because of his years in 
the wilderness he comes to his task much  more  eagerly than most of the  other 
members' of the Committee. 
6. Mr.Gerig, the temporary chief of the United States delegation in Mr. 

Stettinius' absence, has presented his brief very ably but leaves  the  impression 
sometimes that he is not very enthusiastic about it. In private conversation he 
franldy states that he is embarrassed by the voluminous and detailed 
instructions on every point on the  agenda,  which he receives every day from 
Mr. Pasvolsky and Mr. Dunn in Washington and like so many United States 
civil servants he does not mind stating bluntly in private the points on which hc 
disagrees with his instructions. He regrets, for example, the line takcn by his 
people in Washington that the Executive Committee being, in thcir opinion, an 
agent  ,of the embryo General Assembly should keep its hands off the sacred 
great power organization —  the  Sccurity Council — and though hc has not 
been very precise in talking to us about the problem of the scat of the 
Organization,  I am fairly certain that he himself is in favour of the scat being 
established at Geneva' and not in the United States. 

7,  Mr. Gromyko is bound even more tightly by his instructions than Mr. 
Gérig: If it were not for the Soviet delegation the Executive Committee could 
probablY have completed, in three days, what it has actually taken two weeks 
to dd.' (Indeed were it not for the Soviet Union the  Committcc might never 
have, come into existence since the other powcrs at San Francisco would 
probably have been willing to appoint a temporary secretary-general and give 
hini authority to make the necessary prcparations for the first meetings of the 
teens 'of .  the 'United Nations.) Mr. Gromyko gives the impression that he follôivi thé letter of his instructions rather than thcir spirit and he has sorely 
ted the patience of the Committee by his stubborn refusal to admit defeat and 

y his insistence oniaising again and again questions which have already been 
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determined by the Committee .against Soviet wishes . On this Committee the
prime diplomatic virtue required is patience.

8. The difficulties which the Committee has encoûntered in dealing with th e
Soviet delegation may

.
sometimes a rise not out of Mr. Gromyko's stubbornness

but out' of his lack of a complete command of English and French . At one
meeting th6 other day the Committee, for example, made it clear at least three
times " that ` the Executive Secretary could - appoint senior~ members of his
secreta riat from outside the ranks of officials of the fourteen countries
represented on the Committee . I am fairly certain, however, that Mr . Gromyko
still does not understand that this decision has been ' made .

9 . SAs at San ' Francisco some of the difficulties in dealing with the Soviet
delegation ârise from the fact that the Soviet ' membcrs do not understand %i hat
is meant by certain western political *concepts . The idea of a civil se rvice,
whether national or international, which tries its best to be impartial and w hich
nevertheless, of necessity, is concerned with advice on policy as well as with the
carry ing out of gove rnment decisions ; seems to be utterly foreign to them . They

appear unable to distinguishthé difference between referring a proposal to a
sub-committee for study and report and deciding in favour of the principle of a
proposal . To them the two things are idcntical .=

' 10. Dr. Koo, the chief of the Chinese delegation, has`not, so far, had a chance
to indicate his strength as a participant in discussions on questions of
substance. As chairman he has, instead,' donc his best to avoid open diffcrences
of opinion in the Committee and to gloss ôver differences by finding a formula,
evcn , though occasionally the formula is so imprecise that it only postpones a
decision on a question of substancx, and may make it necessary for the battle to
be fought all over again in all ten 'sub•committces.
,A 1 . The Australian delegate, Mr. Hasluck, ' has been one of the most useful
members of the Committee l and has demonstrated ` much more ability in
London than he did in San Francisco : Perhaps the value of his contribution to
an - international ' discussion increases as the square of his distance from Dr.

Evatt . He" has been given,• he tells me, almost no instructions from his

gove rnment . i ,
•A 2. Mr. Frettas Vallë of Brazil has'demonstrated on this Committee the same
practical common sense 'which he showed on the Co-ordination Committee at
San Francisco .

' . , i , . . » ." . • has made useful&3. Mr: Kerno, who is the Czechoslovak represen tative ,
contributions'to the discussions and has shown a surprising indepcndcncc of the
Soviet Union: He ® fôund it necessary{ to vote with the Soviet Union on the
question ôf the'rotating chairmatnship of the` Committee and, once the Soviet

zUnion' , had 'shown" its bittër" dislike of 'the United Nations Information, . . , .., , .t , . . , , . ,Ocrs, and
rgan izat ion, hé had to ccase berng'itschamp~on.' But on other matt
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national . delegations , of the fourteen countries represented on the Executive 
Committee. He further stated that he "viewed with great apprehension" a 
system,under which some,of the temporary international secretariat.would be 
paid by national governments and some by the international organization and 
he si,v,ent so fat- as to urge that payments made by governments to their officials 
who were lent to the secretariat should be refunded to them later by the United 
Nations organization. , 

14. The representatives of Yugoslavia and Chile have contributed almost 
nothing to the discussions . and the temporary representative of Mexico, their 
.Ambassado'r here-, has nOt said a word. Indeed, the Ambassador is reported to 
.haie Said that he did not know anything about the subjects to come before the 
Committee, that he had not read anything about them and that he would not „.. 
say anything, Ina that he would come to the meetings so that the Committee 
would not number thirteen! No doubt when the chief delegate of Mexico 
arrives,. Sefior Padillo Nervo, he will make a useful contribution to the 
discussions. • 

van Royen, the Chief Netherlands' delegate is not as useful a member 
of . the ,Cornrnittee as his alternate, Mr. Pelt. 
,16.,The Iranian representative, Mr. Entezam, does not say much but what he 
says is, almost invariably to the point and it looks as if he will be a good 
chairman of the sub-committee on general questions. 
-17. Thé attitude *taken by the Soviet delegation on the secretariat of the 
Preparatoiy Conimission is a* forecast, I am afraid, of the very considerable 
difficulties which the Executive Committee and the Organization will face in 
matters relating to the secretariat: It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that the 
Soviets believe that all the senior posts in an international civil service should 
be held by national civil servants and that only the junior posts should be held 
by•international civil servants. The national civil servants would be merely 
loaned temporarily to the Organization. ' 

18. You may have noted, for example, Mr. Gromyko's statément (pages '4 
and 9 of, the minutes of the meeting of Aug. 24)t that "the main creative work 
of the Executive ,Committee" would be done by sub-committees composed of 
repesentatives of delegations, that experts should not be on the staff of the 
secretariat, and that "the functions" of the secretariat were strictly technical 
and .organizational. Moreover, the national officials lent to the secretariat 
would remain members of their delegations and would be paid by their national 
governm* ents, ›i . 

Mr. GrômYko has insisted, in discussions with the senior officers of the 
temporary secretariat, on following a sort of point systcm in determining how 
many chiefs 'of section and assistant chiefs of section should come from the 
Soviéti ,  delegation.. He seemi to have been trying to ensure that the Soviet 

.Union has a position of equality with the other great powcrs on the temporary 
secretariat and ,worIcs on some such assumption as that two dcputy chiefs of 
section are .equal to one chief of section. He has also taken care to make certain 

• 
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that . the chief of section on the Secu ri ty Council is a member of the Soviet
delegation .

20. As a result of the line taken by the Soviet delegation the position of the
inte rnational civil servants on the temporary international secretariat has been
greatly weakened. I am told by Mr. Gçrig that a number of the Americans on
the international secretariat are unhappy because they accepted their positions
on the understanding that they would be policy advising officials and they now
fear that they will be nothing but minute takers .

21 . It may be that on the' question of the secretariat of the United Nations
the Executive Committee will be unable to present 'a unanimous report, but
that two reports will have to be presented to the Preparatory Commission, one
in the name of the Soviet and Yugoslavian delegations and the other in the
name of the other delegations. The issue has been so clearly drawn that it may
be neither possible nor desirable to avoid this .

22 . The other issues on'whieh it is obviously going to be difficult to secure
unanimity relate to the League .of Nations and the I .L.O. Mr. Gromyko went
so far, at one meeting, as to say that his objections to inviting observers from
the League to attend meetings of the sub-committees "arose from the simple
fact that the League did not exist" . (Meeting of Aug . 27th. Page 5) .t However,
having made their position clear in the Executive Committee it is possible that
the Soviet delegation will .not stubbornly try to prevent the sub-committees
from making use of the knowledge and experience of the League of Nations
and from treating the League and its officials courteously in discussions
relating to its winding up. °

23. The dislike by the Soviet Union of the League appears to be equalled by
its dislike of the I .L.O. and even so harmless a body as the United Nations
Information Organization. The Soviet Delegation has constantly reminded the
Executive Committee that it is not a member of either 'of these organizations
and that it indeed objects to UNIO calling itself a United Nations organization
when less than half the United Nations are members of it.

24 . The discussions in the Executive Committee on relations with the press
indicate the difficulties which the United Nations will face in dealing with this
problem. The Soviet delegation did not want to have any of the meetings of the
Executive Committee open to the press, except formally staged meetings at
which the Committee would, without debate, adopt some memorandum on
which it had `previously reached agreement. Apart from that, they thought the
press ought to be content with formal press releases. While it is hard to say
how they can even try to prevent the General Assembly from holding most of
its meetings. in public, it does seem likely that they will do their best to ensure
that no real discussion in the Security Council goes on in public, and they may
also try: to ensure thatï assembly committees dealing with political problems
should hold their meetings in private . ,

25. On. the question of : the relations of the Executive Committee with the
press the United States delegation has taken a line ve ry similar to that taken by
the Soviet delegation . Mr. Noel-Baker has taken an extreme position on the
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other side. In his opinion the meetings of the Executive Committee should 
always • be open to the press unless the Committee is discussing questions of 
personality. He is convinced that this would not prejudicially affect the 
frankness of discussion nor otherwise lower the standard of discussion but 
would actually improve discussion and that it would help to educate the public. 

26. Thus on most of the controversial questions which have so far come 
before the Committee, the Committee has usually been divided, with the Soviet 
world on one side and the rest of the world on the other. It is possible that this 
may not be the line-up in discussions over preparation of the agenda for the 
first sessions of the Security Council. On this point the United States 
delégation is taking an extremely restrictive line, and the Soviet delegation has 
not shown its hand. 

I have etc. 
L. B. PEARSON 

DEA/5475-E-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

- Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2585 	 London, September 7, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Robertson  from Reid, Begins: United 
Nations Committee telegram No. 12. 

My telegram No. 10, 4th September,t on the nature of the First Assembly. 
1: Stettinius, at this morning's meeting of the  Executive Committee, made 

the following formal proposal on behalf of the United States. Eighteen States 
had alreàdy ratified the Charter and it was estimated that thirty would have 
ratified éarly in October when the Charter would come into force. The 
Preparatory Commission should be convened to meet in London about October 
15th and the First United Nations Assembly in London about November 15th. 
Each meeting would last two or three weelcs. The Assembly meeting would be 
almost purely :organizational, though could also call attention to important 
world problems. The regular annual meeting of the  Assembly would be called 
for next spring, perhaps April 25th, the anniversary of the opcning of the San 
Francisco Conference. 
2. He, therefore, proposed that  the  work of the Executive Committee and its 

Committees be restricted to purely organizational matters and that the three 
Committees, which had not yet met, meet immediately. 
3. Noel-Baker stated that he was in agreement with the main principle and 

purpose of these proposals, but that his Government needed more time before 
committing themselves to detailed dates and places. Subject of [sic] the work 
being well done, the United Kingdom would like to aim at a target date for the 
Preparatory Commission of October 15th, but it might be necessary to 
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9. One relevant consideration additional to those set forth in my dcspatch No .

7 , is : that the adoption , of : the , United States proposal would mean that the

Securi ty Coûncil would be in active operation for about four months before the

General .,'Assembly = really begin working . This : might tend to destroy the

preca rious equilibrium between the powers and prestige of the two bodies -11 - . - . . . --- L!-t. T Lohn»ld

0
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postpone it two or three _weeks . `Later in the discussion ' he added that three
weeks ', would - have, . to clapse . between - the' completion of the Executive
Committee's report and the meeting of the Preparato ry Commission in order to
give all fifty United Nations time to study the report ., ,

4 ., ~The ` Soviet Union, the Netherlands 'and 'China expressed general
agreement with the United States proposals .

5 . . I took the general , line set fo rth in paragraphs 6, 7, 12 and 13 of my

despatçh No: 7, 24th August,' and suggested as possible dates - October 15th
or November , 1 st for the meeting of the Preparatory Commission, to receive the
Executive Committee's report on organizational problems; a second meeting of
the Preparatory= Commission at the beginning of `January to receive and
app rove of the final report of the Executive Committee ; and the first meeting
of the Assembly towards the end of Janua ry. Since the First Assembly would
include most or all of thç,States represented at the preceding meeting of the
Preparatory Commission, it could be assumed that it would approve all the
organizational proposals of the Preparato ry Commission in three or four days,
and could then become ."a town meeting of the world ." My suggestion,
therefore, meant that the 'organization meeting of the' Assembly would be
postponed about two months from the date set by Stettinius, but that the
Assembly would meet as the town meeting of the world three months before
Stettinius' date. . . ; ~ .

6. Mr. Hasluckemphasized that the problem was a practical one of
discovering the best method of ensuring that each organ of the United Nations
function as early as possible .to .the full extent of its powers . He added that the
appointment of the Preparatory Commission had avoided the necessity of

, having a constituent meeting of the organs of, the United Nations, since the
~ organs at their first sessions need 'only rubber-stamp the decisions made after

, debate by the Prcparatôry Commission :
7 The discussion~will . be resumed and probably, concluded at the nex t

meeting of the . Execûtive Committee 'on Monday, September 10th, at 4 :30 p.m.
8.: Sincx the meeting, I have lea rn ed that Noel-Baker was bound by a political

decision of the Government to do his best to meet Stettinius' views.

10 . - I , should = welcome your 6 instru i
take on Monday: Ends . i _ f ?
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501. - 
Le secrétairè d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande Bretagne 

' Secretary Of State for'External Affairs 
to Acting High' Commissioner in Great Br.  itain 

TELEGRAM 2086 - 	' 	 Ottawa, Septeffibér 10, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Reid from Robertson, Begins: United 
Nations Committee telegram  No 2. Your  No 12 of September 7th. ' 

,*1.' I regret that we were not able , to send you instructions on the timetable 
proPosed by Stéttinius in time for today's meeting. While we think that the 
practical considerations arc in favour of a course on the lines of your suggestion 
to the , Executive Committee you will appreciate that the dates set for the 
meeting of the Preparatory Commission or the Assembly are not matters on 
which we can take a strong stand. We have discussed this with Pearson and he 
agrees with .this view. 
»2: If the. United States proposals arc approved, the work to be done by the 
ExecutiVe Cam' mittee will not be as important as seemed likely hitherto. We 
feel'tliat‘ it is unneCessari to circulate memoranda from the Canadian 
delegation and that your main part should be constructive criticism of 
proposals before the Committee and its sub-committees. 

3. If you can send promptly copies of sub-committee documents, we shall do 
our best to give, them somC consideration here. Rasminsky has agreed to 
comment on papers ielaiing to ecOnomic and social questions. He is not able to 
prepare original meniorânda fnicirculation to the sub-committee nor could he 
go to London before Novembir Which now.  appears.  to be too late a date. 
'4. We: are. irranging for. Mr. Turgeon to spend some weeks in London 
arriving as soon as possible in order to act as Pearson's succcssor. In addition to 
sifting on ExCcutive Coinmittee he could also attend the Court Sub-Committee 
and possibly  more  than this. He will inform Canada House of the timc of his 
arrival.  

5..,W,e appreciate fully the difficulties with which you arc confronted and will 
do vihat we can  to  find sOme further means of assisting you. The pressure on 
the Department, howevCr, is now very great indeed. 

, 	 • 	• 

• 
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502.',_. a` DEA/5475-E-40

Le haut commissaire par Intérim en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Acting High Commissloner in Great Britain

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 2599 London, September 10, 194 5

CONFIDENTIAL Following for Robertson from Reid, Begins: United Nations
Committee telegram No. 13 .

1 . Committee on Assembly. C. K. Webster has proposed that Committee
draft regulations on election of non•permanent members of Security Council
.which would enable Assembly to carry out its obligation to pay duc regard to
the crite ria of Article 23 : This is what we suggested at San Francisco .
Committee wilt ` discuss this ` at an' early 1 meeting and then appoint Sub-
Committee . If you could send me draft of kind of regulations you would like to
see adopted, or at least some ideas. I should be grateful .

2. One way would be for Assembly first to elect a panel of ten or so States
eligible under the first criterion, then to elect three or four out of this panel ;
and, when these had been elected, to establish a series of panels of the main
geographical areas not represented on the Council, and to elect one State from
each panel . Ends .

503. DEA/5475-E-40

Le haut commissaire par Intérim en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire dTtat aux Affaires extérieures
ActingHigh Commissioner in Great,Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEG RA M 2600 s . London, September 10, 1945

CONFIDENTIAL Following for Rob ertson fro m Reid, Begins : United Nations

Committee telegram No. 14 :
l . Neadquarters of specialized âgencies. The ' Unitcd Kingdom delegation

have, w ith the usual safeguards, presented a memorandum ' to the Committee
on Specialized .' Agencies advocating that the hcadquartcrs of all international
specialized agencies should be at the scat of the United Nations Organization .

They add that many of the ~ new agencies and the United Nations itself will
require branch offices; that conferences and meetings may be held occasionally
in different count ries; and that there may also be a considerable development
of regional conferences.

2. Do you wish me to support this proposal in principle? N4y pcrsonal opinion
is that the disadvantages of a single international civil se rvice city may
outwe igh the advantages . I th ink, however, that Wrong, Pearson and yourself

take the opposite line and shall, of course, be very happy to defer to your
judgement. Ends.
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DEA/5475-E-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2103 	 Ottawa, September 11, 1945 

For Reid from  Robertson,  Begins: U.N. Committee telegram No. 3. Your 
No. 14 of September 10th. 

In general you may support principle of a common headquarters for most of 
the large international agencies. Some of them, however, may bcst operate 
from a different headquarters. This would apply to organizations such as the 
Monetary Fund, Development Bank and the Civil Aviation Organization. 
Where the work of one Secretariat should be closely related to that of anothcr 
(eg.,LL.O.  and Economic and Social Council) the advantages of a single 
headquarters arc great. Similar considerations would probably apply if a 
commercial policy organization is created. 

2. ,  This is not a mattcr of very great importance and the final decision must 
be affected by the choice of the headquarters of the United Nations. Ends. 

DEA/5475-E-40 
Le haut contmissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

* au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAm 2606 	—fl 	 London, September 11, 1945 
„ 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Robertson  from Reid, Begins: United 
Nations Committee telegram No. 16. 
l. 	

1 • 

My telegram' No. 12 of September 7th on the nature of the First 
Assembly. Yesterday afternoon's discussion was inconclusive on this point, but 
agreement was reached that  the  target date for the completion of the•
reconiméndàtions of the Executive Committee on organisational matters 
should be October 15th, subject to the possibility of a fortnights' postponement, 
and that the' Preparatory Commission should be summoncd as soon after this 
dàte ai possible, assuming that by that date the  Charter  had come into  force.  

2.41asluck and Noel-Baker took  the  lead in advocating that the First 
AisérnblY'should not be purely an Organisational Assembly, but should discuss 
questicinsàf substance. I supported them with concrete suggestion that the 
FirstfAiiimbly meet two months after  the conclusion of the Preparatory 
Cornmission, i.e.», about January 15th or 21st. 

3.  1  shall telegraph you immediately after this morning's meeting. Ends. 

504. 

505. 
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506. 1- 	; 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
Le haut commissaire Par intérim »en Grande-Bretagne 

; au Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures — 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for 'External Affairs `. 

TELEGRAM 2616 - 	• 	 London, SepteMber 11, 1945 

IMMEDiATE. SECRET. Following for Robertson- from Reid, Begins: United 
Nations Committee telegram No. 17. 
;1; My telegram No. 16 of today's date. The Committee this morning decided 

that the 'Preparatory Commission should be convoked to meet in London 
between November 1st and 12th, on the understanding that tWo weeks interval 
would elapse between the completion of the recommendations of the Executive 
Committee 'on  organizational questions and the first meeting of the Prepara-
tôry Commission. The general; feeling of thé Committm is that it will not 
complete its work until the end of October. The piébability, therefore, is that 
the Preparatory Commiision will meet on November 12th. 
2. At its next meeting; on Thursday' morning, the Executive Committee will 

try to decide when the first 'séssion :of the General Assembly will be held. 
Stettinius is still pushing for a meeting in December. My guess is that the date 
Will be fixed for January 1st, that the January meeting will be "primarily 
organizational in character,". but that ; opportunity will also be provided for a 
general discussion on , questions of, substance, and that the Assembly will 
adjourn to meet again two or three months later. 
3. The Executive Committee will, therefore', be wôrking at top speed during 

the whole of October.  Lester  told me yesterdiy that he has informed Wrong of 
the proposal.that the Supervisory Commission meet from October 12th - 20th. It 
would be most valuable if Wrong could be in London for the rest of the month 
of Octnber'. 
4. perhaps either you or he, and also •RaSminkky, could be hcrc for the 

Preparatéry Cominission's meeting, -  beginning November 12th and lasting 
probablY for three weeks.'; 	 ' 

Delighted to leain from your telegram' No 2 of  September 10th of Mr. 
ed arrival. 	' 	• 

6 The  only two.Canadiari incinoranda Which have bccn circulated are two on 

thé SéCretariatt Which are based on draft FAO papers and were prepared in 

acairdânce With Mi. PeaâOn's instrùCtions. • 
7,' All ten sub-coiiimittééli will begin' meeting next week, probably e a 	 • 	° 

SIX a de 
tWki at  a time.. Subjcict to Yôui,instruCtions, I intend to attend regularly the 

Confinitteés on Asseinbly?  Secùritji ,COuncil and Secretariat. Perhaps Mr. 

, 

;Tûrgé'od Might' be able to ''attend , the Committee on the League, as well as 
,Court. 

tri  
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507." - ' DEA/5475-E-40

~ * ., . . . Le haut commissaire par Intérim en Grande-Bretagne, .
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

'''Aeting Nigh Commissioner in Great Britain ' . '

508 . 1 . . . ., . , . . . 3  , I
. DEA 5475-E-40i

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2621'-' London, September 12, 1945

IMMEDIATE. SECRET.' Following for Robertson from Reid, Begins :" United
Nations Committec telegram No. 18 .-

1 . At
, . . . . . . . . . . . , . t . .

the ` Secretariat` Committee meeting tomorrow a vote will be taken o n
the duration of the . appointment of the first Secretary General, it being
understood that . the tenure of subsequent Secretary Generals might be
different.,Ônly. the Soviet and Chinese delegates have spoken in favour of a
short term, the Soviet mentioning three ycars. The majority of the Committee
appears to favour either seven ycars with a possible re-appointment for a
fürther threcayears, or a straight ten year term without re-cligibility. The latter
will probably be favoured by the three Latin American delegates, since this is
the rule ~ adopted - at Chapultepec for the Secretary Generalship of the Pan
American Union .

2 :' Subject to ÿour instruction, I propose voting for the straight ten year term .
Ends .

to Acting Nlgh Commissioner in Great Britain
Secretary of State for External Affairs

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

~ ~
. P ~ .. ~ - , .. , . .

TELEGRAM 2112 p f ;., , Ottawa, September 12, 1945

IMMEDIATL.Following for , Reid, from Robertson, Begins : U.N. Committee
telegram No. 3 . Your No. 18 of September 12th . While we consider threeI 7Y•
years too short a, term for Secretary General there is a good dcal to be said forin arrângement permitting a change in the office before ten years. Therefore
Yoll sliould support a seven or five year term with provision for re-election ore.: .___ . . . _ .
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509.7-," . ; . DEA/5475-E-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d 'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
, , au Premier ministre -

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister ,

[Ottawa,] September 12, 1945

We are receiving a great volume of material, most of it of a technical
nature, relating to the work of the Executive Committee of the United Nations
Preparato ry Commission in London, and I think you should have a note on how
things are going.

With regard to our own representation, Mr . Turgeon should arrive there to
take Pearson's place before the end of this week . I should like to strengthen our
representation fu rther by adding one or two competent junior men but at the
moment I do not see how we can spare anyone else .

The timetable for getting the new organization under way is becoming
clearer. Mr. Stettiniui has suggested, on behalf of the United States
Gove rnment, that the Executive Committee should finish by October 15th and
that the full Preparato ry Commission should then meet to consider the results,
to be followed by the first meeting of the General Assembly in November,
p rima ri ly to approve the necessary arrangements to get the Organization into
active existence . This would include such matters as the election of the non-
permanent members of the Secu rity Council, the choice of members of the
Social and Economic Council, the election of the Secreta ry General and a large
number of other decisions .

Reid has just telegraphed that the probability , is that the Executive
Committee will not finish its work before the end of October and that the
Preparato ry Commission will meet about November 12th . He thinks that it

will not be possible for'an Assembly to be held until about January lst and that
the Assembly would be p rima ri ly organizational in character, although there
would be an opportunity of discussion of some other questions of substance .

The first regular Assembly would then be convened to meet in perhaps April of

next year. . :
If matters tu rn out as Reidt expects, we shall have to make provision for

sending a delegation to„an `Assumbly around Christmas. If that Assembly is
conce rned almost wholly with,constitutional problems, the delegation need not
be` very large but it will have to include a number of those who were at San
Francisco . The first regular Assembly, if it is held in the spring, would
probably have a wide va riety of business on its agenda and we might have to
despatch a considerable delegation to it.

It seems on the whole most likely (although not yet by any means certain)
that the headquarters of the new Organization will be established in the United
States with San Francisco as the most probable choice in that country .
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510. 	 ' 	DEA/5475-E-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

I;ELEGRAM 2131 Ottawa, September 13, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Reid from Robertson, Begins: U.N. Committee 
telegram No. 4. • 

1. Your telegrams 16 and 17 of September 11 th. It is unlikely that we shall 
be able to decide on our representation on Preparatory Commission for some 
time. In view of the congested programme it seems probable that there will be 
considerable discussion at the first Assembly of the recommendations on 
matters of organization, since governments may not have time to consider these 
recommendations as a whole until the Assembly is convened. Wrong has 
informed Lester that it is doubtful whether he can attend the October meeting 
of the Supervisory Commission. 
2. We are not sure that great importance attaches to arrangements for the 

Assembly to discuss questions of substance at its first meeting and I think you 
need not  press for a broad agenda. In view of the difficulties encountered in the 
operation of the Executive Committee, it may turn out that the preparation of 
the agenda for the first regular session of the Assembly can be done more 
effectively after the Secretary General has been elected by a preliminary 
Assembly. 
3. We shall shortly let you have our ideas on questions raised in your 

telegram No. 13 of September 10th concerning choice of non-permanent 
members of Council. We doubt that effective regulations on this can be drafted 
in a hurry. Ends. 

DEA/5475-E-40 511. 

No.'37 

Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif, 
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies, 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Alternate Representative, Executive Committee, 
• United Nations Preparatory Commission 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, September 15, 1945 
CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
1. One of,the subjects which came up recently at a meeting of the committee 

on the General Assembly concerned the admission of new members to the 
Organization. 't 
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, _2. I .took advantage of the opportunity to put forward the suggestion which

the Under-Secretary made on a number of - occasions at the Coordination
Committee in San Francisco, that new members should be required to accept
the obligations of the Charter in 'some rüanncr equally' formal and binding as

that in which the original members accepted the obligation :

3. I was asked to prepare a paper on the subject for the Committee but
thought it wiser to' suggest 'that the secretary to the committee prepare the
paper .
4 . In order to assist the Secretariat to prepare the paper I have given the

secretary • of the committee, Mr. Cordicr, the, attached memorandum of
' Scptcmbcr 11 .

I have ctc. -
Escorr REID

[PI ÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

1tlémorandum du représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif.
- la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies

11leniorondûm b}► Alternate Representative. Executive Committee ,

United Nations Preparatory Commissio n

(London,] September 11, 194 5

ADMISSION OF NEW MEME3ERS

1 ; Provisions ojArticle 4.
(1) A stâte (other than an original member) must, in order to become a

! member of the United Nations, "acxtpt the obligations contained in the .••

Charter."
(2) The Securi ty Council must decide that the applicant state is able and

willing to carry out these obligations .
(3) The Secu ri ty• . Council must , recommcnd to the Assembly that the

Assembly admit the state to membership.
(4) The Assembly ~must decide that the state is able and willing to carry out

the obligations containcd in the Chaçtcr . ,
(5) The Assembly must decide to admit the state by a two thirds vote
2. ,~ Original members "accept the obligations contained in the Charter" by

signing and ratifying the Charter.

3. It is essential that before any other state becomes a member it should
accept the obligations in same equally formal and binding manner .

_4`-Thë'simplest waÿ in which new membcrs ' could accept the obligation
s

contained ÿ in'the Charter woüld be by` signing and ratifying it . Bat Article
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110(4) may ûnintentionally prevent this since it says that states which sign and
ratify become original members and the purpose of Article 3 is to restrict the
privilege of original* membership to the states participating in the San
Francisco Conference and Poland .. . ~ . .

5 . Instead therefore of signing and ratifying, a new member might sign and
adhere. , , .

6. It is suggested ' that the ' procedure for the admission of new states be as
follows : ;

(1) The applicant state writes a formal note to the Secretary-General
requesting admission to membership ; the request is accompanied by formal
evidence (e .g. a resolution passed by the national legislature by the appropriate
majority) . that the application is supported by the body whose consent is
necessary to ratification of a treaty .

(2) The application is laid by the Secretary-General before the Security
Coiincil which decides whether , the applicant state is able and willing to carry
out the obligations of the Charter.
(3) If the "application is approved by the Security Council, the Secretary-General lays it before the Assembly which scnds it to a committee to report onwhether the applicant state is willing and able to carry out the obligations of

the Charter. ~. . . . , .
(4) ; The Assembly, after considering the committee's report, votes on whether

to approve the application .. . .,_
(5) If .-'the ! Assembly approves of the application the Sccrcta ry -Gcneral

informs'the applicant state that its application has been approved of and that
its membership will bëcwme effective on the date on which it presents to the
Secretary-General an instrument of adherence (approved of by its constitu-
tiônal organ whose consent is necessary to ratification of a treaty) and signs the
Charter :

(6) If the General Assembly is in session the presentation of the instrument
of adherence and the signature should take place with due solemnity at a
public plenary meeting of the Assembly .
(7) If the Assembly is not - in session the state will become a member by

presenting,the instrument . of, adherence to the Secretary-General and bysigning , theCharter i at a public ceremony in his presence . A formal ceremony
of admission to the Assembly will take place subsequently at the opening of thenext Assembly . '. F ;
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512.. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif; 
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies, 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Alternate Representative, Executive Committee, 
United Nations Preparatory Commission, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

. 	- 

[London,] September 16, 1945 

Sir, 
1. Under cover of my despatch No. 38 of September 15, I transmitted to you 

a copy of the minutes of the fifteenth meeting of the Executive Committee held 
on September 13.t 

2. The only subject discussed at this meeting was the proposal of Mr. 
Stettinius for the speeding up of the work of the Committee. The draft of Mr. 
Stettinius' proposal which the Committee was working on was PC/EX/3 of 
September 13./ 
3. In the course of the discussion Mr. Nervo, the delegate of Mexico, 

proposed a compromise under which the first General Assembly would be held 
in two parts, the first part being mainly organizational and the second part 
taking place after as short an adjournment as possible. 
4. This proposal met immediately with the approval of the Australian and 

Chinese representatives and it seemed clear that it provided a possible basis for 
agreement by the Committee. In order to crystallize discussion I suggested that 
the last three paragraphs of Mr. Stettinius resolution should be redrafted in 
accordanc.e with Mr. Nervo's suggestion and that in this redrafting we should 
be as precise, as possible and stick to the language of the Charter and of the 
Interim arrangements. The substitute which I proposed for the last three 
paragraphs read as follows: 

No. 42 

CONFIDENTIAL 

"5-6-7 
To recommend to the Preparatory Commission: 

(a) That the first session be divided into two parts. 
(b) That the first part should be primarily organizational in character, but 

prepared to refer urgent world problems to the organs of the United Nations 
established at this first meeting of the General Assembly. 

(c) That the Assembly would then adjourn in order that the organs of the 

United Nations proceed promptly to organize themselves and undertake their 
respective tasks. 

(d) That the second part of the first Session of the General Assembly should 
be convened as early in 1946 as the organization and work of the several organs 
of the United Nations permit." 
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5. , This new draft was welcomed by  the • committee and M. Massigli, the 
chairman, urged that the committee immediately adopt it with a few verbal 
changes. In making this proposal M. MasSigli must have realised that an 
immediate vote would have resulted in the Soviet delegation and their two 
followers either voting against the resolution or abstaining. He apparently felt 
that it was high time that the committee refused any longer to give in to the 
Soviet desire for excessive delay. 
6. The • Soviet, however, àppealed for time for further consideration and a 

compromise .was arrived at under • which a vote would be taken without 
discussion'at the beginning of the riext meeting. In order to soften the blow to 
the Soviet a sub-committee was appointed to see if they could make a few 
minor changes in my draft in order to meet the Soviet position. When the sub-
committee met the next morning Mr. Gromyko was in a much more 
conciliatory mood, with the result that without much difficulty we agreed on 
the addition of a new sub-paragraph which made it possible for the sub-
committee to reach unanimity. 
-7. Even as drafted, however, the resolution of Mr. Stettinius was still in very 

imprecise terms and though its meaning might be clear to the members of the 
Executive Committee it would not be very clear to the other members of the 
Preparatory Commission. Consequently I suggested that when the resolution 
was sent out to the members of the Preparatory Commission there should be 
attached to it a draft of the agenda of the first part of the first session of the 
General Assembly. 
8. This proposal, after a very brief discussion, was approved of unanimously 

by the sub-committee and as a result the committee on the General Assembly 
has held two long meetings on Friday and Saturday, September 14 and 15 in 
an effort  to reach agreement on the draft agenda. 
9. At yesterday afternoon's meeting, which lasted for three hours, we finally 

reached unanitnoui agreement on everything except the precise wording of a 
number of items and thé draft agenda in this form will come before the 
Executive Committee tomorrow. Copies of it will be sent to you in the ordinary 
way under form letter despatch but for your convenience I enclose a copy.f 
10.As soon as I brought forward my formula in the Committee it was 

Supported by Mr. Hasluck of Australia. This aroused Mr. Gromyko's suspicion 
and he Made a ,  statement which Mr. Noel-Baker not unfairly paraphrased 
later.'; . "idme of the members of the committee who have views I do not like 
support thii compromise and therefore I oppose it." Mr. Noel-Baker proceeded 
to give Mr. 1 Gromyko a totigh lecture on how impossible it would be for any 
committée to ieach a compromise if the Soviet delegation took this line. 

11:The net «éffect of the various decisions which it is likely that the Executive 
Coirimittêé is 'going to tnaké, in the course of the next day or so, on the date, 
dfiuration 	nature of the meeting of the Preparatory Commission and of the rst part  Of thé first session of the General Assembly may be that the work rij  ich:the Executivè Committee would have done under Mr. Jebb's conception , 
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of its activities will, to a considerable'extent, be done by committees appointed

by the Ass emblyand sitting during the period of the Assembly adjournment .

' 12. No matter , how you slice up the wôrk' of - the organizing of the United

Nations the total amount of work to be done 'remains the same . Some of it can

be , done by the Executive Cômmittee and some by the Preparatory Commis-
sion,f some by the first part of - the first Assembly and some by the second part

of the first Assembly . I had hoped that virtually the whole work would be done
by : the Executive Committee and the Preparatory Commission so that the
organs of the United Nations when they first met could rubber-stamp the rules,
regulations t and _ recommendations ' which . the Gfty . United Nations had, after
intensive study in the Preparatory Commission, agrecd to. From the point of
view of the prestige of the United Nations I think this would have been a good

idea since the United Nations could then have set an example of getting down
to work on questions of substance virtually as soon as the first Assembly met .

Unfortunately, as a result .of Mr.~ Stettinius' pressure and the Soviet desire to
have the first Assembly do as little as possible the 'compromise which we are

about to adopt will mean , that the General Assembly and the other organs of
the United Nations will have, to do a great, deal . of the organizing work after

they have been set up .
I have etc.

. , . . . . . , , .ESCOTT
°

REID
~. . ~: ; . , . .

513
. DEA/5475-E-40

'Le sous-seerétaire dttat associé aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif,
la Commission préparatoire des Nation Unie s

Associate Under-Secretary of Statejor External Affairs
to Alternale'Representative. Executive Contmittee,

United Nations'Preparatory Commissio n
. . _ , . . . . . . .

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, September 17, 1945

- ._ - - . ` 7
. :1 - . s . .ai : . , . .

Dear Mr Reid, , : • . ;
This, letter contains some informal comment on your despatch No . 29 of

Septemberx 1 Otht , touching on points which . arose in the Executive Commltte

and its sub-committees du ring the week ending on September 8th
. With regard

to the headquarters (your paras . 3-6) I would agree with the line taken by Mr-

Geng that` the, organs establlshed- by the Charter should have their headq
ters in the,same place and I think that you should support this line. I think it

.
would also be convenlent to have the headquarters of certain of the specialized

âgencies'at thé headquarters+of the Organization, though not necessaWOU~dlbé
them.; I,~would . not, however, agree w ith Mr. Nocl-Baker that i t
desirablc to merge spccialized âgençties in the United Nations Organization

.

think that the pattern of association^is bound to vary in relation to the function
; performed. Would Mr. [Noel- ] Baker extend his centralizing tendencies so as to
include the I .L.O.?
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We' -: would -certainly save time and trouble if English and French were
recognized as the working languages of the Organization and also as the
official languages . "If other languages are included as official languages, the
Organization maÿ. later be hung up by demands , for translations of copious
documents into Russian, Chinese and Spanish before they are considered .
Therefore, if agreement can be secured on two languages only, this would have
strong advantages on purely practical grounds (your paras . 7 and 8 . )

With regard to' the admissiôn of new members, If think that the Soviet
Government is anxious to secure the admission of the Eastern European ex-
enemy states as soon as possible . We can scarcely oppose this provided that
they have Governments which most of the United Nations are prepared to
recognize. It would, however, be rather deplorable if Bulgaria, for example,
were admitted to the United Nations before Sweden, Switzerland and Ireland .

I wôuld"agree with the line taken by Messrs. Gerig and Webster and
yourself on the office of the Secretary-General as reported in your paragraph
10 . 11 ' If the Security Council operates fairly smoothly from the start - and
that is a :large assumption - the Secretary-General's power of initiative will
probâblÿ'in fact become a reserve power. I feel, however, that full participation
of the Secretary-General in the discussions of the Council should at least not be
ruled out' by anything in the rules of procedure . I am not sure about the
wisdom ~ of - adopting a regulation forbidding the Secretary-General to take
employment under his own government after he has vacated the office. It
would be a rule which would be hard to enforce in practice and which might
lead to reluctance on the part of a desirable candidate to accept the post . The
aim on the whole is to be commended but I am hesitant about making it a rule .

" - With regard . to the observations of the Soviet delegation reported in your
paragraphs 13-15, we are, I am afraid, going to have a great deal of trouble
with .the Soviet Government over establishing a,working relationship between
the United Nations and the 4 .L.O. The Soviet Government's demand for
"democratic_ changes',' in the constitution of the I .L.O. is another irritating
example of their abuse of the word democracy . It may prove necessary to
define the relationship with the I .L.O. over Soviet opposition . It seems to me
also rather âbsurd to argue that the declaration of January lst, 1942, should be
taken âs hâving 'anything to do with the establishment of the new Organization
and I assume that the Russians will not press this point .

Yours sincerely,
H. H. WRON G

Ces trois personnes avaient appuyé la propositionarticiper aux discussions du Conseil eommererfsentant do l''ntÉr è t général
. général puisse

The three had supported , the p roposition that the Secretary-General could participate ind iscussions of the Council as a rcpracntative of the general interest.
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514. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif, 

la Commission  préparatoire des Nations Unies, 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Alternate Representative, Executive Committee, 
United Nations Preparatory Commission, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs • 

No. 39 	. 	- 	 [London,] September 17, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir,  
I. Unlike most of the  othcr committees, the committee on the Secretariat has 

been making fairly rapid progress. This is fortunate because it has more work 
to do than any of the other committccs. 
2. The effectiveness of the committee is largely duc to the  • ability of the 

chairman, Dr. Pclt, and to the fact that it has had as chief of section Mr. David 
Owen to begin with and  now  Mr. Martin Hill." The work of the committee 
may slow down somewhat whcn its chairman, Dr. Gavrilovicus arrives, but 
perhaps by that time most of the work of the committee will be being done by 
sub-committees. 

3. Mr. Roschin is the Soviet representative on the committee and like 
Profcssor Krylov is a lot more conciliatory than Mr. Gromyko. 
4. On the whole the Soviet line on this committee has not been extreme, 

though most of the differences of opinion are usually between the Soviet group 
on the one sidc and the rest of the committee on the other. 

5. Up to the present the main discussion has been over the office of 
Secretary-General and Dr. Pelt and Mr. Martin Hill arc now preparing the 
first draft of a report on this subjcct which will be submitted to the committee 
at one of its early meetings. 
6. The only question of substance on which the committee has so far voted is 

the term of office of the Secretary-General. After long discussion it became 
clear that all the members of the committee except the Soviet group favoured 
either a five ycar term renewable for five years, or a seven year term renewable 
for three ycars, or a straight ten year term. The committee, therefore, had to 
decide whcthcr to state this in its report or to attempt to reach a compromise 
which two-thirds of the members of the committee would support. The 
compromise suggested was a five year tcrm subject to a five year renewal and 

in accordance with your instructions" I supported this compromise which was 

n'Adjoint principal du secrétaire général. Société des Nations. 
Principal Assistant to Secretary-General, League of Nations. 

IlelY Stefan Garrilorie, sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires étrangères de Yougoslayie. 
Dr. Stefan Gavrilovic, Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Yugoslavia. 

"Document 509. 
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adopted unanimously by the committee, with the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia abstaining from voting and with Mexico and Iran absent .

7 . As I have reported before, the feeling Of the majority of the members of
the committee is that the Secretary-General should not take office under any
national government after his retirement . Tentatively, however, the committee
has decided against putting this in its report, but I think the matter will be
reopened when we discuss the actual draft of the report .

8.1 should, therefore, be grateful if you would inform me by telegram of the
line which you would like me to take on this . My feeling is that some reference
at ;least should be made in the report to the belief of the majority of the
Committee that 'it is undesirable that an ex-Secretary-General should take
office under any national government. I am not sure whether we should go
further and recommend that it be a condition of the appointment of the
Secretary-General that he agree not to take office under any national
government after his retirement .' 1 7

9. The rule , which is applied to the Secretary-General should perhaps
logically be applied also to at least one of his principal assistants, the man who
will be in charge of the political and security division or department of the
Secretariat, since he also will become the repository of the con fidences of
member states . Even if both these men are precluded from accepting office
under a national government they ought to find no difficulty in making a living
since other international organizations, both official and unofficial, would be
glad to secure their se rvices and they would also, if they turned out to be first-rate men, be offered high academic posts .

10 . The Committee has just begun the discussion on the number and nature
of the principal officers of the Secretariat . I prepared a rough draft of a
memorandum on this subject which I showed to Professor Webster, Mr . Gerig
(United States representative) and Dr. Pelt . Dr. Pelt and Mr. Gerig told me
that they were in substantial agreement with it and that they thought it would
be useful if I put it before the Committee . I, therefore, had it submitted
(PC/EX/SEC/14, Sept . 15).t It was put before the Committee on Saturday
morning after the discussion on the subject had been going on for an hour or
so, and, its submission was welcomed by the Committee and served to
crystallize the discussion .' I

11 . The only substantial point of difference which has so far emerged in the
discussions in ~ the Committee on the principal officers is that the Soviet
delegation wish to have a separate director and division of the Secretariat on

"'Note marginale /Marginal note :, I've already told Reid I don 't agree in my letter of Sept. 17th . li . W [rong ] 22/ 9/4 5.Le mémorandum proposait qu il n'y ait pas de secrétaire général adjoint et que les directeurs
soient choisis parmi les principaux agents. dont le plus ancien remplirait les fonctions d esecrétaire général adjoint advenant l'absence ou l'incapacité du secrétaire général .
The memorandum proposed that there should be no deputy secretary-general and that theprincipal officers should be the directors of divisions, of whom the senior in precedence could: become Acting Secretary .General in the event of the absence or incapacity of the Serretary-General.
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Assembly matters and a separate 'director and division on Security Council 
matters. Professor Webster gave general support to  the  Soviet position. His 
argument seemed to .be that since the Council had primary responsibility in 
political and sec.  urity matters the  section of the, Secretariat dealing with these 
matters should come dim' tly under the Council. - • 

12. The compromise which Mr. Gerig favoured was that there should be one 
department on political and security matters and that under this department 
there, would be three, divisions, each under a director: a political division, a 
security .division  and a Military staff- committee division. The third division 
would  serve  only the Sectirity Council but the other two would serve both the 
Security Council and the General Assembly. I had made very much the same 
suggestion in  presenting my paper-, since 1 had said there would be a military 
staff COmmittee section of the political and security division. 

13. Mr. Gcrig and I have ,been asked to prepare a common proposal to go 
before the next meeting of the committee and 1 do not think wc will have any 
difficulty in reaching an agreement. 

14. In presenting my,memorandum, 1, of course, emphasized that like all 
other papers submitted by delegations at this time it did not bind thc Canadian 
delegation but was merely a working paper submitted as a basis for discussion. 

15. In putting forward the suggestion that there should bc one political and 
security division of the Secretariat 1 said  that  both the Assembly and the 
Security Council had iesponsibilities in the political and security field; the line 
of demarcation between the responsibilities °teach had been laid down in the 
Charter, but it was impossible to define precisely the boundary between the 
responsibility and powers of each organ and that it was, therefore, ncccssary to 
face the fact that it was virtually inevitable that there would be a struggle for 
power between the Assembly, and the Security Council in the political and 
security field. 	• 	, 	 • 

16.; Even though the struggle might be inevitable we should do our best to 
ensure • that 'it' did  not  extend down throtigh the SeCietariat but that the 
Secretariat remained in fact as well as in thecnif a joint Secretariat for both 
organs of the United,Nations; it would be most dangerous if some people in the 
Secretariat came to  be  known' as ."Assembly men" and some »as "Security 
Council men." 

17. When:you have receiv'ed the joint  proPosals of Mr. Gerig and myself 
which Mr;tMartin Hill is now drafting, 1 should be most grateful if you vvould 
let  me  know by telegram what you think of them. 

18. The interpretation of the first sentence of paragraph (?] of Article 10
" 

 1 of 

the  Charter which refers to appropriate staffs being "primarily assigned to 
organs cif- the,United Nations, has caused difficulty in the Committee. I said 

that my interpretation was that the Secretary-General has complete authority 
to'move spècialists from one division of the Secretariat to another division, but 
thathe must always 'provide ea.  ch'ingan with an adequate specialist staff. , 	 y 

19. An 1  interesting discussion ,  took place at the second meeting of the 

Committee (PC/EX/SEC/4 Sept. 4) on the general character of the Secretariat 
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and problems of its recruitment. Mr. Noel-Baker pushed hard for the creation 
of an international civil service commission which would protect the Secretary-
General against pressure from member nations. Mr. Roschin made the point 
that one could not interpret thè Criterion of the "highest standards of 
efficiency, Competenée and integrity" as applying only to short run consider-
ations. He argued that in the short run the most efficient secretariat might be 
one recruited from one single state, but that in the long run the Secretariat 
could only be efficient if  it were recruited on a wide geographical basis. I 
thought it wise to  support  him on this and to point out that the Committee had 
indeed already decided that, even though you might get the most efficient 
initial Secretariat by appointing a large number of rather young men, 
nevertheless long run considerations of efficiency demanded that in the initial 
appointments a proper age balance should be established in order to provide 
reasonable chances for promotion and to give the Secretary-General continuous 
opportunities of adjusting his staff to changing needs. 

20. Mr. Roschin had said that Soviet citizens would have difficulty in 
qualifying for posts on the Secretariat on pure grounds of efficiency and 
competence because of language difficulties and because there were few people 
in the Soviet Union who had training in the problems of international 
administration. In order to help overcome these difficulties I suggested that, to 
begin with, a large numbcr, of probationary appointments should be made to 
the Secretariat of persons who do not possess an adequate knowledge of one of 
the two  working languages, English and French, and who had not had 
experience in international administration. These probationaries, during the 
one or two years of their_ probationary period, would then receive "In-service 
training" in the administrative methods of the organization and in language so 
that the best of them at the end of their probation would be qualified to be 
given. permanent appointments. These suggestions were _welcomed by the 
Committee and will, I think, find their way into the final report. Having gone 
thus far_to meet the Soviet position I thought I could launch an attack on the 
argument which Mr. Roschin, supported by Mr. Victor Hoo and Mr. Lisicky 
(Czechoslov' akia) had put forward, that the Secretariat should include persons 
capable of representing the present views of their governments. I said that it 
seemed to me that the seat ,where the headquarters of the Organization was 
located was going to be full of people representing the present views of their 
governments, that there will indeed be an embarrassing wealth of talent for the 
Secretary-Genéral to  consult: Most, if not all, members would maintain a 
diplomatiCinisiién at the headquarters, the head of which would probably have 
the link of Ambassador, the states represented on the Security .Council would 
have permanent representatives who might not necessarily be the same as their 
aEmbassador, W .:the. United Nations, the national representatives on the 

cônomic and Social  Council and Trusteeship Council would be visiting the 
headquarters frequently and the head4uarters would also be visited by special 

Moreôver it is possible that the United Nations would have branch 

,It 



offices throughout the world and thesc could report on the views of national
governments.

` I have etc .
ESCOTT REI D

DEA/5475-E-4 0

Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif,
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies,

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Alternate Representative. Executive Committee.
United Nations Preparatory Commission ,

to Secretary ojState for External Affairs
No. 44

CONFIDENTIAL

[London,] September 18,194 5

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

Sir,

1 . The most inte resting development in the committee on specialized agencie s

has been the drive by the ~United Kingdom delegation for a much closer
integration of the specialized agencies with the United Nations than was
contemplated by the framers of the San Francisco Charter .

2 . The general approach by the United Kingdom delegation is set forth in the
two papers which they have submitted (SA/8 and SA/9 of Sept. 7)r Mr .

Fleming, the United Kingdom representative on the committee, made clear at
the meeting of the committee on September 10 that there had been a change in
United Kingdom policy since San Francisco . He said that they now felt rather
more strongly than at- San Francisco that there may be room for new
specialized agencies which could, . under their basic instruments, accept a
greater degree of control by the United Nations .~ They were also now more
strongly in favour than at San Francisco, of a common secretariat and a
common budget fôr the specialized agencies of the United Nations .

3 . The United Kingdorrï paper immediately precipitated attacks from the
other members of the committee,' particularly M . Raoul Aglion, the French

representative .1 took the general line which the Under-Secretary had taken on
the Coordination Committeé at San Francisco that satisfactory working
arrangements between' the ' specialiied agencies and the United Nations could
be secured tonly as the result of a" freely negotiated agreement between the
United Nations and the specialized agencies and that we would prejudice our

i
:.. y . . n. . , . . : . , .. . ~

chances of gett~ ~ng such an agreement if the language used in any recommen a-
tion of the committee could be interpreted by a specialized agency to mean that
we `were going to try to` bludgeon them into giving up their autonomy• I also
said that we ought to distinguish clearly between agreements with exlsting
specialized agencies which had to be negotiated and agreements with new
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specialized agencies which might be created on the initiative of the organiza-
tion under Article 59 . Such an agency might under its constitution be made
virtually subordinate to the United Nations . •
4.* I also took advantage of the opportunity to draw attention to the fact that

the agreements with the agencies, though negotiated by the Economic and
Social Council, would be between the agency and the whole organization ; that
under Article 65 the Economic and Social Council was required to assist the
Security Council, upon its request ; that under Article 48, paragraph 2, the
decisions of the Security Council for the maintenance of international peace
and security were to be carried out by the members of the United Nations
through their action in 'the appropriate international agencies of which they are
members ; that the Security Council would no doubt request the Economic and
Social Council to include in an agreement with a specialized agency a provision
under which that agency would be subject to the orders of the Security Council
relating to the imposition of economic sanctions and that the members of the
United Nations were bound by the Charter to support, within the specialized
agencies, the inclusion of such a provision in the agreement .

5 : ; A summary of this discussion is contained in the report of the fifth meeting
of the committee held on September 13 (SA/14) . t

I have etc.
Escorr REID
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures, . . :
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] September 20, 194 5

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRIME MINISTE R

, " ' 1 sent you a note the other day"' on the anticipated timetable for bringing
the United Nations Organization into active existence . I attach a copy of a
telegram of September 17tht,which gives the text of a resolution passed by the
Executive Committee that day . While exact dates for the various meetings
cannot yet be determined the general 'programme is now fairly clear . It is asfollows : ' ' ' ,

~1 . Executive Committee to complete its report to the Preparatory Commis-
sion by November Ist at latest and if possible by October 15th .

2 . Full Preparatory Commission (on which all signatories of the Charter are
represented) to meet a fortnight later provided that the Charter has been
ratified by twenty-nine states, including the great powers. It seems likely that
the necessary ratification will have been deposited within the next month or s o

1 19Daument 310.



and it is, therefore, probable that the Preparatory Commission will meet in the 
first half of November. 
3. The Preparatory Commission to convene the General Assembly as soon as 

possible a fter it has taken the necessary action on the report of the Executive 
Committee with a target date of December 4th. I should think that this date 
was unlikely to be realized and that the Assembly would more probably not 
come together until three or four weeks later. 
4. The first Assembly to deal at once with the steps necessary to organize the 

United Nations, including the establishment of the Security Council and the 
Social and Economic Council and the election of the Secretary General. At its 
first meetings the Assembly might also refer to these other organs of the 
United Nations urgent world problems. 
5. The Assembly then to adjourn so that the other organs may begin to 

operate and to meet again in the second part of its first session early in 1946 
(not later than April 25th) to discharge its regular functions. 

The Executive Committee seems to be getting down to work fairly rapidly 
after long delays at the beginning. It is operating now mainly in ten sub-
committees. The programme, however, is certainly on the optimistic side from 
the point of view of timing since it seems to assume fairly ready agreement by 
the Executive Committee with the reports of its sub-committees, by the 
Preparatory Commission with the proposals of the Executive Committee and 
by the General Assembly with the proposals of the Preparatory Commission. If 
we arc to seek representation on both the Security Council and the Social and 
Economic Council, we shall probably have to do a little private electioneering, 
and I think that we should reach a decision on this in the near future. Our part 
in ,the war would seem to me certainly to entitle us to representation on the 
Security Council and our general economic importance qualifies us for 
membership on the Social and Economic Council which has eighteen members 
all elected by the Assembly. 

[HUME WRONG] 

DEA/5475-E- 40  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2186 	 Ottawa, Septemb t, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL Following for Turgeon from Robertson, Begins: U.N. 
COMMITTEE telegram No. 6. Reid's telegram No. 13 of September 10th. 

1. Our feeling is that it will not prove possible to draft now satisfactory 
regulations governing the election of non-permanent members of the Council 
and we think it preferable that this should be deferred. It may prove easier to 

517. 
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prepare, rules when the Council is a going concern with only three vacancies
occùrring annually.

2. The criteria of Article 23 have been followed fairly successfully in selecting
the 14, members. of the Executive Committee . Perhaps the most satisfactory
approach to the problems of the first Assembly is to consider how best to
reduce,from 9 to 6 the number of smaller states now represented on the
Executive Committee . The countries which could most properly be eliminated
would include Chile, one of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, and one other
which might be Iran or Australia . It is to be remembered that three of those
chosen for thé first Council will se rve for only a one year term .
°3 . Among the arguments against preparing definite regulations at present are
the following :

(a) Relevant tests of the criteria in Article 23 will be the military commit-
ments to bee made under Article 43 and the scale of contributions yet to be
established.
.(b) : An` important consideration omitted necessarily from Article 23 is the
condition of dependency on a permanent member of the Council . If exact
standards were formulated, we might find it hard to resist a demand for the
election of the Ukraine.
(c) Until all the United Nations organs are in operation it cannot be judged

which members contribute most to the economic, social and other purposes of
the Organization.
.(d) In . its first years at any rate one of the best guides to the relativ econtribution of members is what they accomplished during the war .

I suggest that you should talk on these lines privately in the first place to
Webster and others, without repudiating the idea which we sponsored in San
Francisco that regulations ought eventually to be adopte by the Assembly.
Ends .

518.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Acting High Conrmissioner in Great Britai n
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

' DEA/5475-E-40
Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e

PERSONAL AND SECRET London, September 21, 1945

Dear Mr . Robertson ,

1• Noel-Baker had a dinner of about a dozen people of the British Common-
wealth on Friday night, September 14, to discuss various problems relating tothe Executive Committee. The Australians were Evatt, Hasluck and Tange; theCanadians Mr

. Noel-Baker and CurK~Webster ; , Holmes
lw'ere rc esented

i
b dH~gh Commissioner, Nichols, and New Zealand by their
H the

ighCommissioner, Campbell .



2. The day before the dinner Noel-Baker had told me in the strictest 
confidence that he was having great difficulty with Stettinius who was putting 
very heavy pressure on him to force him to agree to his proposals on the dates 
and character of the meetings of the Preparatory Commission and General 
Assembly. While Noel-Baker was willing to compromise on the date of 
January 1 for the General Assembly, he saw great practical difficulties in the 
way of holding the Assembly in London beginning the first week in December. 

3. Stettinius said that if the Assembly could not be held here in December it 
would have to be held in the United States in January and that he could rally 
China and the Soviet Union to his side. He then pressed Noel-Baker for a 
meeting of the Big Five in order that the Big Five should present the Executive 
Committee with an agreed recommendation. 

4. Noel-Baker said to me that he greatly disliked the Big Five arranging these 
things behind the scenes and that he would be in a stronger position to resist 
the drive for secret meetings of the Big Five members of the Executive 
Committee if 1 would raise the matter at the Commonwealth dinner, since he 
was sure that Evatt wou.  ld pick up the ball. 

5. During the discussion alter  dinner, when wc had spcnt some time in 
discussing the possible headquarters of the United Nations and a possible 
secretary-general, 1 raised the question of Big Five meetings, saying little more 
than what was contained in your telegram to me, No. 1863 of August 15. 
Evatt, of course, immediately jumped at the bait and reinforced my argument 
by citing with approval Mr. Mackenzie King's recent telegram about five 
power meetings.'" 

c  6. The results, 1 think, have been beneficial in two ways — we have been able 
to make again the point made in your telegram No. 1863 and Noel - Baker has 
been provided with some additional ammunition to use when discussing with 
Bevin and Attlee how far the United Kingdom ought to go in resisting the 
pressure of Gromyko and Stettinius for five pow:- nenthouse meetings. 

7. 'The main subject discussed at the dinner was the location of the permanent 
headquarters of the United Nations. Noel-Baker put forward his arguments for 
Geneva, to which 1 gave general support in accordance with the guidance given 
me in Wrong's letter to me of August 30. 121  

e 

8. Evatt plumped hard for San Francisco on the ground of its proximity to 
the Far East. 

Le volume 10, document 634./Volume 10 ,  Document 634. 
12•Document 498. 
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9. He" got,F however, no support from the other people present . The South
African and .New Zealand representatives expressed their own personal
preference for Geneva though they were careful to say that they did not know
what the views of their governments were .

10. In my brief intervention I emphasized the severely practical consideration
that if we were to go anywhere else but Geneva we would have to camp for the
first few critical years of the life of the Organization .

11 . Noel-Baker linked together the choice of the secretary-general and the
choice of the headquarters. He has told Stettinius that if the headquarters is in
Europe he would support the choice of a United States citizen as secretary
general . "Within these four walls and not for repetition outside" he said that
the three Americans he had in mind were Winant, Eisenhower and Stassen .122
The only other name suggested in the course of the discussion was Bruce12' of
Australia, whose name was put forward by the New Zealand representative .
My guess is that [Noel-] Baker shows a lack of knowledge of American politics
in believing that Stassen would consider the appointment ; that as long as
Stassen believes that he has a chance for the Republican nomination for the
Presidency in either three or seven years time he would not accept the post ; and
that,; even though all the other possible candidates for the Republican
nomination are ganging up against him, I should not imagine that he has yet
given up, the fight as hopeless .

12 :`The,possibility of course remains that he might accept the appointment
andi then; after two years, resign in order to campaign for the Republican
nomination ; but this would be hardly fair to the Organization and I do not
think he would do it .

13 : Winant's virtues are obvious but he suffers from the great drawback that
the delivery of a public speech is such a travail and heavy burden to him that
the process is as painful to the audience as to himself . Out of Noel-Baker's list
it seems therefore that Eisenhower is the only possibility . Whether he would
take it is another matter. He, of course, suffers from having no direct
knowledge and experience of the discussions at Dumbarton Oaks, San
Francisco and here which are leading up to the organization of the United
Nations . ;

14. I am sending a copy of this lctter to Canada House .
, _. . .

EscorT REI D

'22Harold Stassen, chef de l'état-major adjoint de l'admirai W. F . 1lalsey. (Commandant de la
Flotte américaine dans le Pacifique Sud) ; délégué des États-Unis à la Conférence de San'Francisco; ancien gouve rn eur du Minnesota .
Harold Stassen. Assistant Chief of Staff to Admiral W . F. t ialsey. (Commander. United States
Fket in South Pacifie) ; United States delegate. San Francisco Conrcrence ; former Govcrnor of
Minnesota .

~23S• M . Bruce, haut commissaire de l'Australie en Grande-Bretagne.S . M . Bruce- High Commissioner of Australia in Great Britain.
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519. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
Le haut commissaire paiintérim en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2733 	 London, September 21, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Reid, Begins: United Nations 
Committee telegram No. 26. General Assembly. 

I. ,  The Netherlands delegation is informally sounding out a number of 
members of the Committee on a draft proposal which they arc considering 
introducing providing for the establishment of a subsidiary organ of the 
General Assembly under some such title as "Standing Committee of the 
General Assembly on Peace and Security." Pelt consulted me yesterday and 
hopes to give me today draft of proposed text which I shall telegraph to yout in 
view of its importance. 

2. Pelt advances the following arguments: 
(a) Such an organ would operate when the Assembly is not in session. Failure 

to set it up will increase the probability that the General Assembly will remain 
in continuous session with a series of adjournments in ordcr that its Political 
and Security Committee can remain in existence throughout the ycar. This 
may not be contrary to the letter of the Charter but it may be difficult to 
reconcile with its spirit, especially in the light of the provisions for special as 
well as annual sessions. 

(b) The General Assembly is charged under the Charter with serious 
responsibilities in the political and security field  (sec  paragraph 2, page 35, of 
our report to Parliament). The existence of a permanent subsidiary organ 
making studies, reports and recommendations to the General Assembly would 
lessen the danger that the Assembly might discuss delicate issues in an unwise 
and even dangerous fashion. 

(c) The need for having a large number of special sessions of the Assembly to 
discuss urgent political and security questions would be diminished. A custom 
might grow up under which member States would refrain from asking for a 
special session unless the calling of such a session had been recommended by 
the subsidiary organ. 
(d) The Assembly has the Economic and Social Council and the  Trusteeship 

Council to advise it on the carrying out of two of its important responsibilities 
but has no similar organ to advise it on the carrying out of its most important 
responsibility, that in the political and security field. Ends. 
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, , DEA/5475-E-40

Le haut commissaire par Intérim en Grande-Bretagn e
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 2734 London, September 21, 1945
CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Robertson from Reid, Begins: United Nations
Committee telegram No. 27 .

Tûrgeon is attending Committees 5, 9, 10 on the Court, League and General
respectively. I am attending Committees 1, 2, 6 on the Assembly, Security
Council and Secreta riat respectively. The number of Committee meetings per
week is being increased and Sub-Committees are also being formed . We regret,
therefore, that we have no time to attend any of the meetings of the other four
Committees, or even to read their documents . Consequently, if any contribu-
tion is to be made by Canada to the work of these four Committees, it will be
necessary for you to send us memoranda in a form suitable for transmission,
withôut change, to the Secretary of the Committee concerned . Ends .

521. DEA/5475-E-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 2200 Ottawa, September 22, 1945

CONFIDENTIAL. You may have seen Reid's telegram 2734 of September 21 st
concerning sub-committees of Executive Committee . We are concerned that it
is proving , impossible in London to attend or follow proceedings of sub-
committees dealing with finance, the Social ana Economic Council and
relations with specialized agencies . If papers are not read until they reach here,
there will be considerable delay and in any event we cannot form here a clear
impression of course of discussions and general atmosphere .
- We realize pressure under which Canada House is working but hope you

can arrange with Turgeon and Reid for proceedings in these three sub-
committees to be followed by members of your staff. This need not mean
attendance , at sub-committee meetings but papers should be read in London
and points of interest to Canada discussed with representatives on Executive
Committee . ;,The sub-committee on Trusteeship can be left alone for the
present .

Plcase discuss with Turgeon and Reid what can be done and report joint
views .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
au haut commissaire par Intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TEt,EGttAm 2224, . I Ottawa, September 26, 1945

SECRET. Following for Reid from Robertson, Begins: U.N. Committee
telegram No. 7 . Your telegram No. 26 of September 21 st.

1 . I doubt the wisdom of pressing for adoption at this stage of proposal for a
Standing Assembly Committee on Peace and Security. This would certainly
arouse strong opposition from some of the great powers and we cannot in fact
estimate clearly the need for such a committee until the Security Council and
the Assembly are in operation . If the need is felt, the Assembly can always take
action itself. You should not support . Pelt's plan unless it turns out to be
acceptable to the permanent members of the Council . Ends.

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner In Great Britain
to Secretary oJStatefor External Affairs

TEt.EC,RAtit 2782 London, September 26, 1945,z .

Further to my telegram No . 2753, September 24th ; regarding proceedings
of sub-Committees of the Executive Committee United Nations .

, 1 . Reid tells me that it is now probable that the ten Committees will conclude
their activities on October 10th, so that Executive Committee can approve the
final report on October 15th. The Finance Committee had its first meeting
today, but the Committees on the Economic and Social Council and on
Relations with Specialiied Agencies are now more than half way through their
work, and it would be difficult for someone who is new to the problems to know
what points were of particular interest to Canada .

2 . Iv now seems probable that the Preparatory Commission will meet for
three weeks or more beginning November lst,` will break up into Committees
and will be expected to complete the work which the Executive Committee is

going to be unable to do itself. Therefore, there would be an opportunity, if
Canada is' adequately represented at the Preparatory commission, for us to

have the reports of the Committees on which we are not represented revised to

fit our views .
` I should be grateful for your views .
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524.' DEA/5475-E-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

Your  telegram 2782 of September 26, United Nations Executive Commit-
tee. Proceedings of Finance Sub-Committee arc of particular interest to us as a 
fairly large contributor and 1 hope you can makc arrangements to sec that they 
are currently followed. Wc wish to see the load fairly distributed in accordance 
with capacity to pay and to ensure that same principles are applied in 
determining quotas of all mcmbcrs large and small. The United States, for 
example, under I.L.O. scale contributes far less proportionately than Canada. 
2. We can perhaps let mattcrs rcst with respect to the other two sub-

committees you mention although both arc dealing with matters of particular 
interest to us. One problem is that we arc going to have difficulty in sending a 
large enough delegation to the Preparatory Commission. 
3. Please discuss with Turgeon and Reid  how financial matters can best be 

followed. 

525. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Contmissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAm 2836 	 London, October 1, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Turgcon, Begins: United Nations 
telegram No. 35. 

1. The Executive Committee will probably hold closed session on Wednesday 
afternoon to discuss the scat of the  Organization and the Secretary General. 
Names of possible places and persons will be discussed. 
2. The advocates of Geneva may try to discuss the matter as Europe versus 

the United States, but the issue may narrow to Geneva versus San Francisco. 
3. The o'nly persons who have so far been mentioned informally for the post 

of Secretary General are, Van Kleffens," 4  Van Roycn, Pelt, Winant, Stassen, 
Eisénhower, Noel-Baker, Robertson, Wrong and Pearson. 
4. The United States liaison officer at the Conference has indicated that he 

considers Winant and Eisenhower unsatisfactory and mentioned Van Roycn as 
a possibility. The Americans obviously realize  the  political difficulties of 

N. Van Kleffens, ministre des Affaires étrangère des Pays-Bas. 
E. N. Van Kleffens, Netherlands Foreign Minister. 
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having the first Secretary General an American if the scat is in the United 
States and two of them have indicated preference for Robertson or Wrong. 

5. I should bc grateful for any guidance you can give me for Wednesday's 
meeting. 
6. The Executive Committee on Saturday approved, in principal, of 

Committee 10's report on qualifications of the headquarters and agreed that all 
the principal organs, other than  the Court should bc located at the seat of the 
United Nations. Victor Hoo'" and Massigli wanted to leave open the 
possibility of some principal organ being located elsewhere, but in view of 
unanimity of other members of the Committee withdrew their opposition. 
Ends. 

526. DEA/5475 - E-40 
Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2294 	 Ottawa, October 2, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Turgcon from Wrong, Begins: United Nations telegram 
No. 10. 

Your No.35. I think you should bc non-committal on both questions coming 
before the Executive Committee. No official policy has been settled either on 
most desirable headquarters or on candidates' for Secretary General. Opinion in 
the  Dcpartmcnt leans towards .  Geneva and an American Secretary General, 
but this is not firmly held. Presumably Wednesday's discussion is only 
preliminary. 

527. DEA/5475-E- 40  

- 	Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2861 	 London, October 2, 1945 

My , telegram  No  2838 of October 1st,'  United Nations Executive 
Committee.' 

Have you any further instructions for Le Pan, who is sitting on the Finance 
Sub-Committee, over and above those contained in your telegram No. 2243 of 
Septernber 27th? - 

usVictor lloo, directeur, Bureau 'permanent de la délégation chinoise I la Société des Nations 
et 

ministre de la Chine en Suisse; membre de la délégation chinoise au Comité exécutif. . 
Victor lloo, Director, Permanent Office of Chinese Deleg,ation to 1.eague of Nations and 

Minister of China in Switzerland; member, delegation of China to Executive Committee. 
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In particular, have you any comments on working paper drawn up by the
United Kingdom delegation which was dated the 28th Septembert and was
forwarded to you by Mr . Reid?

528 . DEA/5475-E-40

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs

TELEGttnM 2867 London, October 3, 1945

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Wrong from Reid, Begins : United
Nations Committee telegram No. 38 . My telegram No. 30 of September 27th .1
J . The Assembly Committee will shortly have to vote on the followingproposal :
. . The President of the Preparato ry Commission, as the temporary President

of the First General Assembly, should nominate, say, ten States as members of
a Nominating Committee ; this Committee should limit itself to the nomination
of the President and Vicc-Presidents of the Assembly and the Chairman of its
Committees who would together form the General Committee of the Assembly ;
in proposing candidates for these offices the Nominating Committee should
take into account personal competence and geographical distribution ; the
General Assembly and the Committees concerned would retain the right to
accept or reject the nominations or to make additional nominations from the
floor.

2., It seems to me that, since the members of the First Assembly will know
each others capacities well because they will have worked together in the
Preparatory Commission, the case for a Nominating Committee in the First
Assembly may be weaker than for a Nominating Committee in subsequent
Assemblies. The Soviet group insist that the Nominating Committee should
nominate States for Chairman of the Committees and not persons .

3. I should be grateful for your guidance on the two questions of a
Nominating Committee for the first and for subsequent Assemblies. My
personal inclination would be to vote in favour of a Nominating Committee, on
the following 'conditions :

) That it nominate persons purely on grounds of personal competence forthe Chairmanship and Vice-Chairmanship of Committees, subject to the one
qualification that not more than one Committee Chairman should come fromany one State;

(2) .That the nominations of either States or the first delegates of States asVice-Pr es idents of the Assembly should be such as to ensure an adequate
8e0graphical distribution of membership of the General Committee .

We are, I assume opposed to this Nominating Committee or any otherCommittee being given the right to nominate members of the Councils . Ends .
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529.
DEA/5475-E-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire par Intérim eà Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGEtAM 2317 Ottawa, October 4,1945

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Reid from Wrong, Begins : U.N. Committee

telegram No . 12. Your telegram No . 37 of Oct. 3rdt

1 . On the question of whether there should be one or two Assembly

Committees in the economic and social fields, we strongly support the view

expressed by the majority in the Sub-Committee, i .e. that there should be two

Committees .
2. While it is true that all the subject matter of the

on~d ffcrct
andtypes lofCouncil is part of the welfare work of the O ganizati ,

experiencx will be required for the consideration of different aspects of the

work. We fear that as a result of having only one Assembly Committee, not all
of the problems will receive adequate consideration . Ends .

DEA/5475-E-40
530. , : .

Le secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par Intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Acting High Commissioner In Great Britain .

TELEGRAM 2318 Ottawa, October 4,1945

CONFIDENTIAL . Following for Reid from Wrong, Begins : U.N. Tel . No. 13 .

Your telegram No. 36 . Rules of procedure for the Assembly .
We are in general agreement with the Secretariat textt of the draft rules of

procedure of the General Assembly and with most of the tentative suggestions
put forward by, the Canadian delegation for the amendment of the Secretariat

draft. We have the following comments to make.
(a) With regard to Rule 7, paragraph 3 of the Secreta riat draft, you suggest

substituting "the senior Vice-President shall act as President" to take the place
of the Secretariat draft provision that the - President shall "appoint a Vice-
President to take his place."z It does not seem desirable to introduce the idea of

seniority among the Vice-Presidents . The Secretariat draft therefore seems

preferable on this point .

Ob Your suggestion regarding Rule 5, paragraph 3 of the Secretariat dra~ârs

that reports r from the International Court of Justice and from subs id y

organs of the General Assembly"'shall be added to the l ist of reports to be

placed on .the provisional agenda of, the regular session of the Assembly. We

are in agreement regarding reports from the International Court of justice, but
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are not clear as to the precise meaning of your suggestion regarding "reports 
from subsidiary organs." Reports from such organs as the Economic and Social 
Council, Trusteeship Council and Security Council are already provided for, 
whereas genuinely subsidiary organs such as e.g. a commission on employment, 
should report not direct to the General Assembly but through the organ to 
which they are responsible. In the case of an employment commission, for 
instance, this would be the Economic and Social Council. 

(c) Rule 2, paragraph 2 of the Secretariat draft. Your suggestion is that in 
the case of special sessions, the summons shall be addressed to the Members 
not less than 10 days before the date fixed for the opening of the session, rather 
than 15 days as proposed by the Secretariat. On balance we prefer the 15-day 
period suggested by the Secretariat. Ends. 

531. 	 DEA/5475-E-40 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2320 	 Ottawa, October 5, 1945 

. Your telegram No. 2861 of October 2. United Nations Committee. 
1. We consider the working paper on financial arrangements' presented by 

the United Kingdom delegation to be a satisfactory basis. It proposes in effect 
the adoption of the system developed by the League of Nations with certain 
modifications to meet current conditions. 
2. It should, however, be made clear that the temporary use of the scale 

provisionally adopted for the budget of the Food and Agriculture Organisation 
carries no suggestion that this scale would be satisfactory to us for the United 
Nations since the scale does not apply the principle of relative capacity to pay 
in the case of the United States and probably some other countries. 

3. We are consulting the Department of Finance on the United Kingdom 
proposals and may have some further comments later. 

DEA/5475-E-40 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2325 	 Ottawa, October 5, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL Following from Wrong for Reid, Begins: U.N. Committee 
telegram No. 14. Your telegram No. 38.' 26  

'Document 528. 

532. 
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l . I am in agreement with views expressed in paragraphs three and four on
the subject of the Nominating Committee . You should therefore support the

proposal for a Nominating Committee .
2. It may . be preferable that instead of ten 'States to be nominated as

members of a Nominating Committee, there should be perhaps twelve . Ends .

533. DEA/5475-E-40

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TELEGRAtit 2907 London, October 6,1945

SECRET. Following for Wrong from Reid, Begins : United Nations Committee .

Telegram No. 41 .
Rules of Procedure Security Council .

1 . I have been told informally by the United States delegation that they are
under hard and fast instructions from Washington to resist an elaboration of
the provisional agenda and the rules of procedure of the Security Council .
These instructions apparently come from the Army and Navy and are
supported by Pasvolsky. Some of the United States delegates strongly
disapprove of these instructions but feel that the utmost they can secure as a
compromise is that agenda and rules should be somewhat expanded beyond the
United States proposals and that the accompanying report from the Committee
should include a statement of the urgent problems which the Security Council
will have to deal with once it has exhausted its provisional agenda, and also a
statement of the problems which it will have to face in drawing up its
permanent rules of procedure . '

2. Without making any statement to this effect, I am falling in with this line
and the United Kingdom appears to be taking the same position.

3. This does not, however, preclude us continuing to work on extensive
permanent rules of procedure for the Security Council in order that, when the
Security Council meets, either the Secretariat or some of its members can
present the Council with a carefully worked out and complete draft .

Emphasized the qualifications on the covering page of the rules of procedure I
presented and have, therefore, refused to defend such principles as that of
rotation of Chairmanship . I agree, however, with the virtually unanimous
opinion of the Committee that the provisional rule which had the best chance
of being accepted withôut debate at the first meeting of the Security Council
would, be rotation among all eleven States in alphabetical order, each State
holding the position for one month, reserving, however, the right of the
Canadian delegation to support an alternative proposal, if that alternative
proposal were better and were politically feasible. Ends.
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534: _ DEA/5475-E-40
Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TELEGRAM 2354 Ottawa, October 9, 1945

SECRET. Following for Reid from Wrong, Begins: United Nations telegram
No. 5 .

Your telegram No. 41 of October 6th . We feel it best, as you suggest, not to
press for adoption by Executive Committee of very detailed rules of procedure .
Some of the matters covered in your draftt are probably better worked out as a
result of experience than prescribed in advance. For example, we prefer
Secretariat draftt to your proposed Rules 1, 3, and 7. Your Chapters XII and
XIII also seem to provide rather too elaborate a code to start with .

2. There is much to be said, however, for your Rule 16127 in place of the
Secretariat's Article VIII, which would make it possible for a single member,
by absenting himself, to prevent all discussion in the Security Council .

3 . We are rather concerned lest difficulties arise over the distinction made in
both drafts between consideration at ordinary and at periodic meetings of the
Security Council . It seems very difficult to lay down in advance what special
rules should govern periodic meetings.

4 . While we would prefer to see the omission of paragraph 7 of Article IX of

the Secretariat draft, probably the best that can be done now is to seek to
postpone a decision, and you might confine your argument to urging omission
of a definite rule at present .

5• With regard to the agenda for the first meeting of the Security Council, we
doubt whether in present circumstances a general discussion of the state of the
world would be productive. Ends .

'ntNine representatives shall eon :titute a quorum (of the Security Councill . .
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535. 	' 	 DEA/5475-E-40 
L'adjoint spécial, le ministère des Affaires extérieures, 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Special Assistant, Department of External Affairs, 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No.. 8 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
With reference to Mr. Reid's despatch No. 1. of November 2,t enclosing copies 
of a report by the Canadian delegation on the work of the Executive 
Committee of the Preparatory Commission,ns I am now forwarding you, in 
addition, four copies of a short memorandum prepared by Mr. D. V. LePan 
which discusses more fully the work of Committee 7 on Budgetary and 
Financial Arrangements. 

1 have etc. 
L. MALANIA 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du deuxième secrétaire, 
le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Memorandum by Second Secretary, 
High Commission in Great Britain 

[London,]  November 6, 1945 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION 
COMMITTEE 7 ON BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

1. Contributions. The work of Committee 7 was made much lighter by a 
decision which was reached at an early stage, that the question of contributions 
should not be considered in any detail. lt was recognized that the responsibility 
for apportioning contributions had been placed by Article 17 of the Charter on 
the General Assembly. It was also felt that this was a question with far greater 
political implications than any of the other matters with which the Committee 
had to deal. Accordingly, it was decided to recommend that a Standing Expert 
Committee on Contributions should be established at the First Part of the First 
Meeting of the Assembly and should be charged with the responsibility of 
working out a proper scale of contributions. (Recommendation 6.) 

The Committee restricted itself to listing some of the dangers which have to 

be avoided in apportioning contributions. The Netherlands delegate pointed out 

that some countries might wish to pay too little for reasons of economy, while 

InPour le deuxième projet du rapport, voir le document 536. 
For the second draft of the report, sec Document 536. 

London, November 13, 1945 
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other countries might wish to pay too much for reasons of prestige. In 
accordance with the instructions contained in telegram No. 2243 of the 27th 
September, I pointed out that there was  a third danger: if the smaller countries 
could not be persuaded to pay their full share and if a limit was put on 
contributions from the largest countries, the middle countries might find 
themselves called upon to pay a disproportionate contribution and this inequity 
might prejudice the United Nations Organization in the eyes of their people. 
As an example of the danger to be avoided, I mentioned the International 
Labour Office scale where the United States pays 110 units and Canada 35 
units. You will find a reference to my remarks in the Summary Report of the 
Fifth Meeting of the Committee, which I have attached.t It was as a result of 
this argument that the sentence, "If a ceiling is imposed on contributions, the 
ceiling should not be such as seriously to obscure the relation between a 
country's contribution and its capacity to pay" was inserted into paragraph 7 of 
the Report.t The question of whether or not there should be a ceiling was left in 
abeyance. But one point of interest emerged from the short and inconclusive 
discussion. The United States delegate believed that there should be a ceiling, 
while the United Kingdom delegate assumed that capacity to pay would be 
taken as the sole criterion and would not be modified by the imposition of 
either a maximum or minimum. The United States delegate argued (and I 
think with some justice) that, if the United States contributed strictly in 
accordance with its capacity to pay, the size of its contribution might seem to 
give it a dangerous weight in the work of the Organisation. In my own view, we 
should not dismiss out of hand the advisability of setting a ceiling on 
contributions. I think it might have real political advantages and, if care were 
taken to adjust the contributions of other countries below those affected by the 
ceiling, I think it could be fitted into a scale which would avoid the embarrass-
ment in %vhich the I.L.O. scale has involved us. 

Until the first budget of the Organisation has been approved at the Second 
Part of the First Meeting of the Assembly, funds must be found through some 
interim arrangements. These are set out in paragraph 10 of the Report which 
provides for contributions to an Emergency Working Capital Fund based 
essentially on the scale of the Food and Agricultural Organisation. The use of 
this scale was originally suggested in a paper submitted by the United 
Kingdom delegation. In accordance with the instructions received in telegram 
No. 2320 of the 2nd [5th) October, I requested that the provisional nature of 
the use of this scale should be made clear. The Australian delegate also wished 
this fact to be put beyond doubt. As a result of our representations, the 
sentence, "It should be stressed that the use of the F.A.O. scale is merely a 
matter of convenience and is in no sense a precedent for any assessment of any 
contribution" was written into this paragraph. 

2. Combination of Committee 6 and 7  al  the Preparatory Con:mission Stage. 
Y ou will notice that it is recommended that the Preparatory Commission 
should appoint an Administrative and Budgetary Committee as one of its eight 
committees (Recommendation 8) or, in other words, that the present 
Committees 6 and 7 should be combined at  the  Preparatory Commission stage. 
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This recommendation was proposed by the United States delegation . It is an

expression of their general view that administrative and budgetary concerns are

closely, ,inter-related and should be considered together . This view was put

forward the more continuously and strenuously because the chief United States

delegate on the Committee was Mr . Eric H. Biddle of the Office of the Budget

in Washington .

3 . Locâtion of the Budgetary Functions. At another point, however, the

United States delegation was unable to get this view translated into a

recommendation in the Report . The original paper submitted by the United

Kingdom delegation had proposed that, when the system was in full working
order, the preparation of the budget should be entrusted to the Treasurer of the
Organisation . Mr. - Biddle argued that the budget is an instrument of high
policy and that its preparation should, therefore, be a function of the
Executive . He proposed that there should be a Director of the Budget on the
Secretary-General's own staff. This proposal was belatedly supported by the

Soviet delegation at the Sixth Meeting of the Committee, but it did not win

support elsewhere .
In my own opinion, this is a technical question and of no great importance .

After listening at length to Mr . Biddle's argument, which was plentifully
interspersed with such terms as "estimate appraisers" and "administrative
analysts" and with references to the General Motors Corporation of America, I
still could not make up my mind as to whether it would be wiser to adopt the
United States or the B ri tish system of handling the budget for the new

Organisation . However, I think it would be useful if the Canadian delegation to

the Preparatory Commission could come equipped with a view on this question .
4. Canadian Representation at the Preparatory Conimission Stage . With the

exception of th e question of contributions (which will not now be considered
again until the Assembly has met), the Committee did not have to deal with
any questions which arouse political debate . Nor did any of the matters dealt

with require the attention of a trained economist . Most of the discussion was a
perfectly amicable consideration of what administrative and financial devises
would be best adapted to ensure the smooth and efficient conduct of the
Organisation . In my opinion, Canada would be most usefully represented on

the, parallel committee of the Preparatory Commission by someone, not

neccssarily `with any formal training ' in economics, who has had wide

experience in large-scale administration .
D. V. LEPAN
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DEA/5475-E-1-40

Projet du rapport sur la réunion du Comité exécutif,
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies -

Draft of Report on Meeting ofExecutive Committee,
' United Nations Preparatory Commissio n

REPORT BY THE CANADIAN DELEGATION ON THE WORK O F
EXECUTIVE COMMITT EE OF THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION OF THE

UNITED NATIONS HELD AT LONDON,
16TH AUGUST-22ND NOVEMBER, 194 5

CONFIDENTIAL' [London,] November 22, 1945

SECOND DRAFT

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Section 2 The Structure of the Report of the Executive Committee
Section 3 The Main Differences of Opinion Within the Executiv e

Section I' Introduction

: Committee
Section 4- Part III of the Report - Chapter by Chapter

The General Assembl y
The Security Counci l
The Economic and Social Council and Specialized Agencies
Trusteeship Syste m
Court and Legal Secretariat
Budgetary and Financial Arrangements
League of Nation s
Headquarters of the United Nation s

Section 5- The Contribution of the Canadian Delegation

APPENDICES129A Report by the Executive Committee to the Preparatory Commission of
the United Nations '
B- Papers submitted by the Canadian Delegatio n

1 . Some considerations relating to salary scales and allowances (Sec . 5 of
Sept. 5, 1945),

2.' Staff 'règulations (Sec. 6 of Sept . 4, 1945)
3 . Principal officers of the United Nations (Sec . 14 of Sept . 15, 1945)
4. Canada-Mexico-Netherlands Resolution of Sept . 20 on the

organization of the work of the Executive Committee (44 of Sept . 19,
1945) '



5. Observations by Mr. Reid on the tripartite proposal (43 of Sept. 20, 
1945) 
6. Procedure concerning the admission of new members (A 25 of Sept. 
24, 1945) 
7. Suggestions for amendment of the Secretariat draft of rules of 
procedure for the General Assembly (A 26, Rev. 1 of Sept. 28, 1945) 
8. Revision of Secretariat draft of rules of procedure for the Security 
Council (SC 17. Rev. 1 of Oct. 2, 1945) 
9. Proposal that the Headquarters of the Organization be established in 
Quebec City (EX-72 of Oct. 5, 1945) 
10. Norwegian proposal of 1926 on the single transferable vote system 
for elections by the Assembly (A 46 of Oct. 10, 1945) 
11. Covering note of a revised text of rules of procedure for the 
Economic and Social Council (ES 39 of Oct. 11, 1945) 

C — Extracts from statements made by the Canadian representative at the 
Executive Committee 

1. Mr. Reid cominenting on Mr. Stettinius• proposal that the Prepara-
tory Commission meet about October 15, a Constituent General 
Assembly about November 15, and the first regular annual meeting of 
the General Assembly meet about April 25, 1946; (12th meeting, Sept. 7, 
1945) 
2. Mr. Reid proposing that the Preparatory Commission meet on 
October 15 or November 1 and that, after two months interval, i.e. about 
January 15 or 21, a full dress Assembly meet (13th meeting, Sept. 10, 
1945) 
3. Mr. Reid spcaking in opposition to the proposal that the Executive 
Committee try to complete its work by Octobcr'18. (26th meeting, Oct. 
15, 1945) 
4. Mr. Reid in the debate on the report of the Committee on the Sccurity 
Council (29th meeting, Oct. 22, 1945) .  

D -- Supplementary report on the work of the Committee on budgetary and 
financial arrangements.'" 	 ' 

SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The introduction to the report of the Executive Committee to the 

Preparatory,Commission sets forth the constitution and terms of reference of 

the Executive Committee. • 
2. The Executive Committee held thirty-six meetings, the first on August 16, 

1945, the thirty-sixth on November 22; 1945. It held no meetings  between 
October 27 and November 22. 

pièce jointe, document 533./Document 535. enclosure. 
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3 . The, chief delegate of Canada from August 16 to 29 was Mr. L. B.
Pearson. From August 30 to September 16, and at the meeting on November
22, the acting chief delegate was Mr. Escott Reid. From September 17 to
October 27, the chief delegate was the Honourable W. F. A. Turgeon K.C. In
the periods in which he was not chief delegate Mr . Reid was alternative
delegate .

4 . The attached "Directory of the Delegations, Committees and Secretariat"t
gives the representation of Canada on the ten committees . Canada was
continuously represented on Committees 1, 3 and 6 by Mr . Reid. From
September 17 on Canada was continuously represented on Committees 5, 9
and 10 by Mr. Turgeon. Canada was represented on Committee 7 by Mr . D. V .
Le Pan . Mr. Reid attended a few meetings of Committee 3 and about a third
of the meetings of Committee 8 . Canada was not actively represented on
Committee 4.

5 . Though Mr . Holmes is included in the official directory as secretary of the
delegation he was unfortunately unable, owing to pressure of other duties
arising especially out of work in connection with the Five Power meeting,"' to
give time to the work of the delegation .

SECTION 2

THE STRUCTURE OFTIIE REPORT OFTHE EXECUTIVE COMMITTE E
6 . The report of the Executive Committee distinguishes between the

"recommendations and positive proposals" on the one hand and the "appen-
dices" on the other. The recommendations and positive proposals, unless it is
specifically stated to the contrary, arc to be regarded as agreed by the fourteen
delegations (not the fourteen governments) as a suitable basis for the work of
the Preparatory Commission . The appendices are put forward with the same
object . but more tentatively. The recommendations and the proposals are
"working documents" subject to revision by the Preparatory Commission .

7 . Thus the Canadian Government is not bound by the recommendations and
positive proposals in the report and is free at the Preparatory Commission to
propose amendments to them . .

8 . Part J of the report is a brief introduction . Part I I contains all the formal
recommendations. Part III is divided into ten chapters, one for each of the ten
committees of the Executive Committee . Each chapter begins with the
appropriate recommendations . (The recommendations thus appear twice in the
report, once in Part I and once in Part 11) . The recommendations are followed
by . positive proposals such as provisional agendas and provisional rules of
Procedure . Seven ~ chapters conclude with an appendix or appendices. Theappendices are not uniform in character. A few are summaries of the main
considerations taken into account by the committee in arriving at its
recommendations . Others elaborate the rccommendations. Others are papers

131 Le Conseil des ministres des Affaires étrangères, Londres . Voir le volume 10, chapitre 111 .Partie 2.
Council of Foreign Ministers, London. See Volume 10, Chapter 1I I. Part 2 .
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submitted by national delegations or are extracts from the records o f

Committee or Executive Committee meetings.
9. Part IV gives the terms of reference of the ten committees and the report

ends with an annex which " gives the text of the Interim Arrangements
concluded at San Francisco setting up the Preparatory Commission and the
Executive Committee.

SECTION 3

THE MAIN DIFFERENCES OF OPINION WITHIN THE EXECUTIVE COMMi TT EE

10. The amount of agreement reached between the fourteen delegations in

the ten weeks of the Executive Committee's work is most encouraging . The

main points of difference have been narrowed down to seven, and on only three
of these is the minority composed of the Soviet group - the U .S .S .R .,

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia . The seven main points of difference are :

(1) An organic versus a functional organization of the Secretariat ;

(2) The relative imQortance of the criterion of equitable geographical
distribution and the criterion of personal competence in the selection of

chairmen of the working committees of the Assembly and of advisory

committees of experts ;
(3) The amount of preparato ry work which the Executive Committee and the

Preparatory Commission m ight wisely and usefully do for the first meetings of

the Security Council ;
(4) The relations of the United Nations with the I .L.O.;
(5) The relations of the United Nations with the League of Nations ;

(6) The choice of the site of the United Nations;
(7) The establishment of a tempora ry Trusteeship Committcc .

11 . While tticse ~differencxs of opinion arc important and involve questions of

principle they must be seen in the pcrspcctive of the large area of agreement

embodied in the whole report . Thus the proposed provisional rules of procedure
for the General Assembly contain 140 rules and there is agreement on 130 of

these rules . Similarly there is virtually complete agreement on the whole of the

30 page Secreta riat report with the exception of the difference of opinion on an
organic versus a functional organisation. Moreover the extent of each of the

seven main differences is not as great as might first appear .

12 . Thus - the Soviet contention, that the Secretariat should be divided on

organic rather than on functional lines is set forth in a chart under which half
the departments are functional not organic, so that the difference bet ween the

Soviet view and the view of the other members of the Executive Co héTethe
not really over the whole structure of the Secretariat, but over w h

Security Council should have a separate department of the Secrctariat and the
Assembly a sepârate department, or whether there should be one political and

security department serv ing both organs .
that both

13 ." Similarlÿ the Executive Committee is unanimous in bclicving

equitable geographical distribution and personal competence must be taken
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into account in the election of the chairmen of the working committees of the 
Assembly, the vice-presidents of the Assembly and the members of expert 
committees. The point at issue is the relative importance of the two criteria. 
14. White  at the beginning of the Executive Committee's work both the 

United States and Soviet delegations were opposed to the committee on the 
Security Council doing virtually anything, at the  end of the committee's work 
they supported the present compromise report which contains not only a quite 
extensive set of rules of procedure, but also a preamble which would justify an 
elaboration of the present agenda and of its documentation and an expansion of 
the provisional rules of procedures. 
15. While differences of opinion over the relations which should be 

established between the I.L.O. and the United Nations have been a constant 
source of trouble at meetings of the Executive Committee and of a number of 
its committees, the Soviet delegation have never stated that they are opposed to 
the I.L.O. being brought into relation with the United Nations. They have 
restricted themselves to stating that relations should not be established until 
"certain changes of a democratic character" have been made in the constitu-
tion of the I.L.O. 
16.Though differences within the Executive Committee still persist on 

relations between the United Nations and the League of Nations the Soviet 
delegation appear to share the view of most of the other members of the 
Executive Committee that it is in the general interest that the League of 
Nations be liquidated as soon as possible. The difference between the Soviet 
view and the view of most of the other members of the Committee is over the 
method of liquidation. 
17.There is disagreement within the Executive Committee over where the 

site of the United Nations should bc but there is complete agreement on the 
criteria which should govern the precise location of the site and on the facilities 
and immunities which the host government should accord to the Organization. 
18.The objection which the Soviet delegation has made to the establishment 

of the temporary Trusteeship Committee is bascd entirely on c,onstitutional 
grounds. 
19. On only three of the seven outstanding issues are the U.S.S.R., 

Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia arrayed against the rest of the Committee — 
the organisation of the Secretariat, relations with the I.L.O. and the 
establishment of the Tcmporary Trusteeship Committee. The Soviet group 
have a certain amount of Latin American and Chinese support in what the 
majoriti of the Executive Committee would consider to be an over-emphasis on 
equitable geographical representation. So far as the Security Council 
committee was concerned the Soviet group and the United States delegation 
took, at the outset of the committee's work, virtually the same position but the 
United States. delegation was divided as to the wisdom of the instructions 
which they had received from Washington. On relations with the League of 
bolfations the Soviet Union and Australia were on the same side. On the choice 

thC site of the United Nations the Soviet group were aligned with the 
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majority of nine against a minority which consisted of the three western 
European states — the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands. (The 
United States and Canada refrained from voting on this question.) 

SECTION  4 . 

PART III OF THE RiF'ORT — CHAPTER BY CHAPTER 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
" (CHAPTER 1) 

20. The importance of this Chapter derives from the importance of the 
General Assembly. The General Assembly is .the town meeting of the world. 
Two of the principal organs of the United Nations — the Economic and Social 
Council and the Trusteeship Council — arc subordinate to it and, under the 
Charter, it can itself discharge all the functions of these two organs. It elects a 
majority of the members of a third principal organ — the Security Council. It 
and the Security Council, sitting separately, elect the members of a fourth 
principal organ 	the Court. It establishes the regulations for the fifth 
principal organ — the Secretariat. It has a reserve power over all the organs 
through its control over finance. Its powers will be further enhanced if it 
appoints the Atomic Energy Commission. 
21. The most important part of the chapter on the General Assembly is 

Section 3, the provisional rules of procedure. The Executive Committee has 
proposed that these rules be adopted without debate as the rules of procedure 
for the Preparatory Commission and for the first part of the first session of the 
General Assembly. 
22. These rules are a simplified and modernized version of the rules of the 

League Assembly. They make possible the calling of a special session of the 
General Assembly on ten days' notice (Rules 3 and 8). Provision is made for 
the use of two working languages and five official languages (Rules 57 to 66). 
The meetings of the General Assembly and of its Main Committees are to be 
held in public save in exceptional circumstances (Rule 67). Elections of persons 
and of states are to be by secret ballot (Rules 86 and 92). Committees can take 
decisions on any question by a majority of the members present and voting 
(Rule 114). A formal procedure is established for the admission of new 
members in order to ensure' that new members formally, and in accordance 
with their respective constitutional practices, undertake commitments as 
binding as those undertaken by founder mem' bers (Rules 119 to 123). 
23. An adequate committee structure is recommended for the General 

Assembly in Section 4 of the Chapter. 	- 
24. It is recommended that the first part of the first session of the General 

Assembly be divided into two parts, the first of which would be primarily 

organizational, and a provisional agenda is drawn up for this first part. (The 
recommendation on the two- part  Assembly was based on the assumption tha 
the first part; would be concluded before Christmas, 1945. The decision tot 
postpone the -; Assembly until January, 1946 will probably result in 3 
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reconsideration of the whole question and it is possible that the General
Assembly might sit from about February 1 to Apri125, the anniversary of the
opening of the San Francisco Conference, with only a brief adjournment of
perhaps a fortnight after the election of the Secretary-General) .

25 . The Netherlands delegation submitted a proposal for the establishment of
a Standing Committee of the Assembly on Peace and Security . (See footnote
to paragraph 34 of the Appendix to Chapter 1) . This proposal will probably
provoke a good deal of discussion in the Assembly committee of the Prepara-
tory Commission .
26. The, Canadian delegation submitted the proposal made to the League

Assembly by Norway in 1926 that the single transferable vote be used in
electing the members of the Councils. This may give rise to a good deal of
discussion in the Assembly committee of the Preparatory Commission .

THE SECURITY COUNCIL. . .
(CHAPTER 11 )

27 . .This Chapter embodies a compromise which is satisfactory to neither of
the. two schools of thought on the Executive Committee's committee on the
Security Council, and presumably both sides reserve the right to reopen the
whole question in the preparatory Commission .
28 . In the committee the U.S.S.R. and the U .S.A. were at one extreme,

Australia-and Canada at the other extreme . Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
followed the Soviet line which was also supported in principle by China, France
and Chile . Brazil, the Netherlands, Mexico, Iran and the United Kingdom in
general supported the Canadian-Australian line .
29. The U .S.-Soviet position was that the Executive Committee and the

Preparatory Commission need not, and indeed ought not to, make recommen-
dations to the Security Council on how it should organize itself . The Canada-
Australia position was that the Interim Arrangements required the Executive
Committee and the Preparatory Commission to prepare as carefully for the
first session of the Security Council as for the first sessions of the other organs,
that experience had demonstrated the necessity both of early agreement by any
international deliberative'body, however small, on detailed rules of procedure
and also of thé advance preparation of a well-documented agenda .

30
. The United States delegation pretty well reversed their position in the

final debate in the Executive Committee and this reversal probably marks avictory of the U.S. delegation over Mr . Pasvolsky and the United States chiefsof staff.
31

. The preamble to the recommendation concerning the Security Council is
an almost complete victory for the Canadian-Australian position . The largewords of, the preamble are, however, followed by an agenda which does noteven include all the constitutional or organizational questions which the
Security Council ought to deal with in order to organize itself promptly andefficiently

; the provisional rules of procedure arc a bare minimum and do not
include any suggestions on how the Security Council is to carry out theinstructions given it in the Charter to so organize itself as to be able to function
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continuously ; though the Interim Arrangements require the preparation of
documents and recommendations relating to all matters on the agenda, there is
no adequate documentation for the item 'on the Military Staff Committee
(item 9) and no documentation at all for the items on the staff to be assigned to
the Security Council (item 10) or on the special military agreements (item 11) .

32 . However the mere inclusion of items 9 and 11 demonstrates the desire of
the Executive Committee that the Military Staff Committee begin work as
soon as possible and that the special military agreements be concluded as

quickly as possible.

33. Rule 9 in the provisional rules of procedure is of special interest ; it

provides for the presidency of the Security Council to rotate among all eleven
members in the English alphabetical order of the names of the member states .

This solution to the vexed problem of the presidency is open to serious adverse
criticism since it may mean that in a crisis the presidency is held by the least
competent representative on the Council . It was agreed to only as a temporary
expedient because it seemed to be the proposal most likely to be accepted
without prolonged debate at the first meeting of the Security Council .

34. The Canadian delegation received the support of a majority of the
Committee, but not the~ requisite two-thirds, for the inclusion in the Rules of
Procedure of nine rules on the conduct of the` business of the Security Council .

(The vote was 6 in favour and 5 against) . The Canadian delegation contended
that differences of opinion over what was proper procedure might hold up the

work of the Security . Council and seriously lower its prestige unless the
Security Council were, as soon as possible after its creation, to agree on normal
parliamentary rules of this character .

35 . The committee in its report to the Executive Committee submitted a list
of questions of organization and procedure requiring,the early attention of the

Security Council . This was a much curtailed version of a longer list submitted
by the Australian delegation . The Executive Committee, however, rejected this
list by eight to rive (Australia, Canada, Iran, Netherlands, United Kingdom)
with one abstention, France.

36. The emphasis in Rule 27 on publicity of meetings is that normally the

Security Council shall meet in public . This provision was included only after

long debate .

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

(CHAPTERS III AND Vill )

37. Chapters III and VIII are to be considered by one committee of the
Preparatory Commission and should therefore be read together .

38. One `point of - special interest in the recommendation concerning the

Economic and Social Council is that the Preparatory Commission cultural,
consider # suggesting urgent problems in the economic, social,
educational, health and related fields for discussion by the Council E~ono ic
session. This may prove to be one of the most important tasks of th

e

PO • if, in
and Social Comm i ttee ' of the Preparatory Commission, especiall y
accordance~ with Ahe Interim Arrangements,' it prepares documents and



recommendations relating to the substantive items which it places on the 
agenda of the Council. 

• 39. The provisional rules of procedure of the Council are deficient in that 
they do not include, even by reference, the standard rules on the conduct of 
business along the lines of Rules 70 to 81 of the proposed rules of the General 
Assembly. 
40. The committee on the Economic and Social Council unanimously 

recommended the establishment of eight commissions. Due to Soviet opposition 
in the Executive Committee the recommendation for a Coordination 
Commission and a Fiscal Commission was dropped. Soviet opposition to a 
Coordination Commission probably arises out of the fact that it would contain 
the director general of the I.L.O. as soon as the I.L.O. was brought into 
relation with the United Nations. 
41. The Interim Arrangements instructed the Preparatory Commission to 

"examine the problems involved in the establishment of the relationship 
between specialized intergovernmental organizations and agencies and the 
Organisation." It did not (probably at Soviet insistence) instruct the 
Preparatory Commission to "prepare recommendations" concerning the 
establishment of these relationships. Consequently the Soviet delegation 
insisted that the Executive Committee should not approve of the report of the 
committee on specialized agencies. The Soviet group was alone in this 
insistence but nevertheless scored a formal victory though the minutes of the 
Executive Committee demonstrated that all the members, except the Soviet 
group, approved of the report. 
42. The reason for the Soviet attitude is that they do not want in any way to 

approve of relations being established between the Organiz.ation and the I.L.O. 
43. The report of the committee on specialized agencies is termed, at the 

insistence of the Soviet Union, not a "report" but "observations" and it is not 
even said whose observations they are. 
44. The "observations," like the report of the committee on the Economic and 

Social Council, is not a very penetrating study. It does not touch the real 
problems of coordination of the work of specialized agencies, which is basically 
a problem of coordinating national social and economic policy within each 
nation. Nor does it make clear that the ultimate coordinating agency must, in 
the absence of an international legislature, be the national governments. Nor 
does it test the value of the general principles which it recommends by applying 
them to one or two existing specialized agencies such as, for example, the Food 
and Agriculture Organization or the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization •  

THE TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM 
(CHAPTER Iv) 

45. The recommendation to set up a temporary Trusteeship Committee refers 
to the proposed Committee as an "interim organ". The Soviet, Czechos-
lovakian and Yugoslavian delegations, as has already been noted, objected to the creation of this Committee as being non-constitutional; they also objected 
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to the use of the word "organ" on the ground that the Charter recognizes only

two sorts of organs : the principal organs (Article 7) and subsidiary organs
(Article 22) to be established by the General Assembly for the performance of
its own functions exclusively. They argued that the proposed committee could
not properly be referred to as an "organ" under either of these definitions, and
that there was no room for it within the Charter .

THE COURT . THE REGISTRATION AND PUBLICATION OF TREATIES :
PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES

(CHAPTER V)

46. The report sets out the steps taken to comply with the requirements of
paragraph 4(e) of the Interim Arrangements Agreement regarding the issuing
of invitations for the nomination of candidates for the International Court of

Justice .
47. The Australian delegation objected to the action taken on the ground

that, since the provisions of Article 5 of the Statute could not be complied with
(there being no Secretary-General), no effect i

ve tThis objection was
the authority of the Inte rim Arrangements Agreement .
overruled .
48. The report makes useful recommendations concerning the registration

and publication of treaties and international agreements, stressing the
importance of preventing any gap occurring in the publication of these
instruments between the termination of the League of Nations treaty series and
the beginning of the treaty series of the United Nations, and of securing the
voluntary registration of treaties by, non-member states .

THE SECRETARIAT
(CHAPTER VI) .1 1

49. This is probably the most important chapter in the whole report ;the
certainly the chapter which contains the most creative work and it may, in
long run, turn out to be the most significant for the future of the Organization

.

It is the product of a most harmonious and hard-working committee whose
members found themselves in general agreement on virtually all the questions

that came up. Where, at the beginning of the discussion, the points of view
differed, the recommendation which was worked out was usually not so much a
compromise as a synthesis .

50. The report is important for what it excludes as well as for what it

includes . kThus the Soviet proposal for a number of under-secretaries-general
who` would not be working heads of departments but some of whom should
coordinate the work of two or more Departments was beaten in committee by a

vote of seven to three. Another Soviet proposal that a permanent deputy-
secreta ry-general should be appointed was defeated - four voting in favour
and six against . Thus there are no officers between the Secretary-General and
the working heads of the departments . These heads of departments are called

"assistant seeretaries-general".
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51. The structure proposed for the Secretariat is democratic in form and 
substance. It differs from the League structure in that the grades are not 
divided into an upper-class, a middle-class and a lower class. A specific 
recommendation is made that there be no lopsided age distribution among the 
first appointees to the Secretariat. The Committee was unanimous in agreeing 
in principle to the establishment of an international civil service commission. 

52. The following passages in Section 2 "Report on the Organization of the 
Secretariat" are of special interest: 
(a) The general character of the Secretariat (paras. 1-7); 
(b) The functions of the Secretary-General (paras. 8-17); 
(c) The methods of selection of the Secretariat (paras. 52-56) especially the 

recommendation for in-service training for which the Canadian delegation was 
chiefly responsible; 
(d) The suggestions on salary scales (paras. 68-71) especially the assumption 

that official salaries and allowances will be free of national tax and that 
salaries shall be supplemented by childrens' allowances. 

53. The following regulations in Section 3 "Staff Regulations" are of special 
interest: 
(a) Regulations 1-8 on the duties and obligations of the Secretariat; 
(b) Regulation 19 on the probationary period; 
(c) Regulation 27 on the forty hour week. 

BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 
(CHAPTER VII) 

54. The recommendations conccrning budgetary and financial arrangements 
are made with a view to ensuring the proper preparation and thorough 
examination of all proposals involving expenditure before they are given final 
aPProval. One of the most interesting of these recommendations is that for the 
creation of a Supervisory Committee for Administrative and Budgetary 
questions, which is to be a small body of independent experts. The budgetary 
staff of the Secretariat will compile the proposed budget before it is submitted 
to the General Assembly for action, the budget will be examined and analyzed 
by the Supervisory Committee. The' report of these experts to the Assembly 
will greatly faCilitate the Assembly's task in dealing with administrative and 
budgetary matters. 

55. The proposed committee is to consist of seven members selected on the 
basis of broad geographical representation, personal qualifications and 
exPerience. No two of them are to [be) citizens of the same state; at least two 
of them are to be financial experts of recognized standing. Their term of office 
is to be three years, although, in the first instance, two members might be cl ected for one year,  two for two years and three for three years. 



THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
(CHAPTER lx) 

56. The League of Nations is to be wound up and the Executive Committee 
recommends that the United Nations take over its assets (subject to the 
liabilities which accompany these assets) and such of its activities as are found 
to be non-political in character. 
57. The question of determining in advance what activities arc undoubtedly 

non-political was admittedly hard to solve in committee: for instance, the 
Soviet, Czechoslovakian and Yugoslavian delegations contended that the 
activities concerning refugees could not be said to be non-political, nor those of 
the international bureaux. In the result, no recommendation was made in 
respect of the transfer of League activities concerning mandates, refugees or 
international bureaux. 

THE PERMANENT HEADQUARTERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
(CHAPTER X) 

58. At a meeting of the Executive Committcc held on October 5 two votes 
were taken: one that the permanent headquarters of the United Nations should 
not be in Europe and another that it should bc in the United  States.  At the 
prec..eding meeting of the Executive Committee a report from a committee was 
adopted sctting forth the exact requirements which should be complied with in 
respect to the location, wherever it might be. 

59. As a result the Executive Committee has recommended that the 
headquarters be established in the United States and that the Preparatory 
Commission agree upon a recommendation to the first part of the first session 
of the General Assembly as to the precise location of the permanent 
headquarters and the exact requirements to bc embodied in an agreement 
between the competent authorities of the host country and the United Nations. 

SECTION 5 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE CANADIAN DELEGATION 

60. The report of the Executive Committee is a synthesis of idcas put forward 

in writing or orally by all fourteen delegations. It thus represents  the views not 

of iny one delegation nor of a number of delegations but of all  the  delegations. 
It is, thereforei not only impossible but unwise to try to pick bits out of the 

report and to state that such and such a delegation was responsible for one bit, 

such and such for another bit and so on. 
61. The  Canadian delegation to the Executive Committee conceived it to be 

their* duty—not to attempt' tô promote short-run Canadian interests but to 

promote' thè  long-run interests of Canada by contributing as bcst they c.ould to 

the Creation of an effectivé world organiz.ation. The members of the Canadian 

delegation acted theieforé not so much as national civil servants but as 

international civil servants. 
62. In this the Canadian delegation claims no special merit since this was also 

the attitude of the other members of the Executive Committee. All WCfC doing 
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their best to contribute to the smoothest possible operation of the United
Nations. The members of the Executive Committee differed not in their
objectives which were common but in the méthods which they proposed should
be followed in order to realize those objectives . The differences in suggested
methods resulted in the main from different backgrounds and different
concepts of international administration .

63 . The Canadian and Australian delegations took the lead in insisting that
the Executive Committee try to do as much as possible in the brief time at its
disposal to prepare well documented provisional agendas for all the organs of
the United Nations so that when they met they would be able to get down to
business as quickly as possible .
64 . Those two delegations also emphasized the importance of agreement in

advance on as extensive rules of procedure as possible in order to avoid waste of
time on procedural matters when the organs held their first sessions .
65 . To begin with a number of the members of the Executive Committee had

no clear idea about its task and many indeed argued that since each organ was
given the power to adopt its own rules of procedure the Executive Committee
should not itself draw up provisional rules . Gradually, these members retired
from this position so far as the General Assembly, the Economic and Social
Council and the Trusteeship Council were concerned, but they stuck to it so far
as the Security Council and the Court were concerned. They compromised
finally on the Security Council but refused to compromise on the Court, with
the result that the Executive Committee has done virtually no work to prepare
the way for the first sessions of the Court, thus making a distinction between
the Court and the other organs of the United Nations which has no warrant in
the Interim Arrangements .
66 . The Canadian delegation did its best to insist that the language used in

the report and especially in the rules of procedure and the staff regulations
should,be as simple as possible. This meant, on the one hand, that it was
necessary . to revise almost every text taken over from League of Nations
documents, since these documents arc usually bad translations of French, and
on the other hand that it was necessary to re•write almost any document
submitted by the United States delegation .
67

. The Soviet delegation insisted at the beginning that the committees
should take as their basis of discussion papers prepared by national delegations .
They did this in order to try to clip the wings of the temporary internationalsecretariat. They, themselves, however, did not submit a single paper and the
only national delegations which submitted extensive papers were the UnitedKingdôm,' the ' United States, Australia and Canada. China submitted only one
Paper and the Netherlands only one paper . Most of the United States paperswere submitted at a ' late stage in the meetings. The result was that the
secretâriat had to produce papers in order that the committees could get onwith their work. It is to be hoped that thisForeign"`pffice that an international meeting ~ofc this

has
kindv~canno t

the
succeed

without a strong international secretariat which is allowed reasonable freedomof action .
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SECTION D

RÉUNION DE LA COMMISSION PRÉPARATOIRE, LONDRES,
DU 24 NOVEMBRE AU 24 DÉCEMBRE 1945

MEETING OFTNE PREPARATORY COMMISSION, LONDON ,

NOVEMBER 24-DECEMBER 24, 194 5

537
. DEA/5475-J-40

Le représentant suppléant, le Comité exécutif,
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Alternate Representative, Executive Committee ,

United Nations Preparatory Commissio n

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affair s

SECRET AND PERSONAL London, September 22, 1945

Dear Mr. Robertson, _
Now that the Executive Committee has fixed fairly definite dates for the

meetings of the Preparatory Commission and the first United Nations
Assembly I hope that you will - be able to give early consideration to the
problem of Canadian representation .

The Preparatory Commission is to meet on November Un ~ed Nations is
toNovember 15 at the latest . The General Assembly of the

meet on Tuesday, December 4 and this date is definite if agreed to by a
sufficiently large number of governments - members of the Preparatory

Commission .
The number of representatives which we will need at the Prepara'n~Yo

Commission will, of course, depend in part on whether it breaks up

committees. I hope that we shall be able to get the Executive Committee to
make up its mind on this question during the next week . I, myself, am strongly

of the opinion that if the Preparatory Commission is to do a thorough job in
revising and amplifying the report of the Executive Committee it must break

up into committees .
The choice really seems to me between the Preparatory Commission doing a

thorough'job on the Executive Committee's report and the United Nations
General Assembly doing a thorough job on it . If the Preparatory Commission

does a thorough job then the Assembly meeting only a week or so later can
rûbber-stamp the Preparatory Commission's report in so far as it affects the

Assembly. .
Assûming that the Preparatory Commission does break up into

committees
the

it might well break up into committees of the same type as those o
Executive Committee perhaps amalgamating :the committee on the will

aVe

a n d Social Council and the committee onSpecialized Agenc i es . Th i s

us' with nine committees .
,#~ }
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In appointing the Canadian delegation to the Preparatory Commission and 
the United Nations General Assembly it will be useful to bear in mind the 
desirability of including in the delegation the officers whom the Department 
will be appointing to its mission to the headquarters of the United Nations. 

We would, I think, have very adequate representation at the Preparatory 
Commission if the Canadian delegation were to be made up somewhat as 
follows: 
(1) Mr. Wrong or yourself as chief delegate and representative of Canada, on 

the committee on the Security Council and the committee on the League of 
Nations. 
(2) Mr. Turgeon as representative of Canada on the Legal committee and the 

committee on the seat of the Organization. 
(3) Mr. Rasminsky as îepresentative of Canada on the committee on the 

Economic and Social Council and the financial committee. 
If you want me to stay on for the meeting I might perhaps attend the 

committees on the General Assembly and the Secretariat. 
I viould hope that the delegation might also include two other members and 

that thése might be the officers whom the Department intends to appoint to the 
Canadian mission to the headquarters of the Organization. On the assumption 
that Rasminsky would be unable to join the staff of the Canadian office at the 
headquarters, it would be useful if he had an understudy at the Preparatory 
Commission who might, for example, be Jean Chapdelaine. The other junior 
officer might be Saul Rae or John Holmes and one of these three might be 
secretary of the delegation to the Preparatory Commission. 

If, however, you are thinking of appointing Holmes to the delegation I 
would urge that it be made a full-time assignment for him and that he be 
relieved of his duties at Canada House during the period of this assignment. A 
part-time assignment would, I think, be neither fair to him nor to the Canadian 
delegation. 

These three officers could assist the chief representatives on the committees 
and one of them could also be the Canadian representative on the Trusteeship 
Council. 

As you will have noticed from recent communications the Assembly and the 
Security Coltincil.carinot proceed to the election of the judges of the interna-
tional,court until DeceMber 15. This election may take three days. This would 

ean'that the earliest date for the conclusion of the General Assembly would 
be about Decem' ber 18. • 

	

M — 	' y guess, th ere ore, is that the first part of the first General Assembly will 
last for about  two wéeks, from about December 4-December 18. It would seem 
to me ,ihat.t.hé Canadian delegation to the Preparatory Commission could be 
carriécl ovér to the Gèneral Assembly with one or two important additions. 

	

. 	 , 
I would urge that the Prime Minister should, if at all possible, lead the 

d.  elegation to the first Assembly. The opcning of the first Assembly is going to 
be a great historic occasion and it would be most appropriate if the Prime 
Minister could attend. 
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The addition of . Mr. - St. Laurent would be most valuable and if the Prime
Minister could not stay for the whole of the two weeks of the Assembly, Mr.

St . Laurent'might be able to take his place as chief of the Canadian delegation .

These ideas are passcd on to you 'merely to help you in working out what I

know will be a very difficult problem, and I realise that in view of our lack of

staff you may not find it possible to accept all my suggestions .
I do feel, however, that both from the point of view of the prestige of the

new Organization and of the prestige of Canada it is most desirable that
Canada - be well represented at - the , meetings of both the Preparatory

Commission and of the first Assembly . It is particularly important that our
representation be strong in the economic field, so that if we are elected (as I
assume we will be) to the Economic and Social Council, we can immediately
appoint a first-class person to represent us at the initial meetings of that

Council . Similarly ; if we are elcctcd to the Security Council it would obviously
be most desirable that the Prime Minister be present so that he can immedi-
atcly take his seat on the:Sccu rity Council .

Moreover, the effect of our having a strong dclegation at the Preparatory
Commission and the first Assembly will increase our chance of being elected t o

the Secûrity Council .
Yours sincerely,

EsCOTr REI D

538.
DEA/5475-J-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

au représentant suppléant, le Commité exécutij,
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies

Associate Under-Secretary of State jor External Affairs
to Alternate Representative. Executive Conmmittee,

United Nations Preparatory Commission

PERSONAL Ottawa, September 29, 1945

Dear Escott [Reid],,
Norman has handed to me' your letters . of September 22 and September

25 1.1 2 âbout
I Canadian representation in the Preparatory Commission and the

Assembly. 'This is ve ry much in our minds, but Fam not in a position even to

gucss what will happen. We are' doing our best to' get Rasminsky . Unfortu-

nately the Debate on the Address has been more protracted than was
expected

and the , Parliamentary ` programme for,dealing with financial matters with

which Rasminsky is concerned, has been retarded . I still hope, however, that he

will be 'available in time to reach London at the beginning of November. You

will doubtless be` talking over the whole situation with Norman soon after his

arrival in London in a week's time,

I)iVOn tfouvE~Not Iaited.
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Our difficulties arise in part from the extraordinarily congested programme 
of international meetings, combined with the additional volume of work which 
has fallen on the Department with the end of hostilities. I think that there will 
be between 7 and 10 international conferences or meetings of one sort or 
another between now and the end of the year at which Canada will have to be 
represented, and in many of the cases this Department will have the main 
responsibility. I am personally alarmed over the hurried programme which is 
being pushed in London for the new Organization. The sour discussions in the 
Council of Foreign Ministers are not a good prelude to the first Assembly and 
the initial activities of a Security. Council. They make the doctrine of 
unanimity of the Great Powers look pretty silly as an assurance for the 
maintenance of international harmony. This seems so apparent that I wonder 
whether there will not be a move from on high to lengthen the programme and 
postpone the opening of the Assembly. 

Another point. The Prime Minister thinks that we should attempt to secure 
election both to the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council. 
We have not yet taken any steps of an electioneering character, and I am not 
satisfied that we would be well advised to do so. With regard to the Security 
Council, a relevant factor would be the method proposed for determining which 
of the non-permanent members are to sit for only a one-year term. This is also 
a matter whicli'you may have a chance of discussing with Norman in London. 

Yours sincerely, 
HUME WRONG 

539• 	 DEA/5475-J-40 
Le secrétaire d'État par intérint aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire exécutif 
le Comité exécutif, la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Executive Secretary, 

Executive Contmittee, United Nations Preparatory Commission 

Ottawa, November 15, 1945 
Sir, 

1 have the hémour to advise you thai the Government of Canada will be 
represented at the session of the Prcparatory Commission of the United 
Nations to be opened in London on November 23rd, 1945, in accordance with 
the Interim Arrangements concluded by the Governments represented at the 
United Nations Co'nference on International Organization held at San 
Francisco, by the following 'delegates: 

4 	 -`t 
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DELEGATION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA 

Head of the Delegation 	 • 
. His Excellency Mr. L. Dana Wilgress, 	. 

Canadian Ambassador to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Delegates 
Mr. Gordon Graydon, B.A., LLB.. 

Member of Parliament, 
Brampton, Ontario. 

The Honourable Senator Adrian Knatchbull Hugessen, K.C., 
Member of the Senate of Canada, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

, The Reverend Mr. Stanley Howard Knowles, B.A., B.D., 
hlember of Parliament. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

Mr. L Philippe Picard, K.C., 
Member of Parliament, 
Quebec City, Canada. 

Mr. Howard Waldemar Winkler, 
Member of Parliament, 
Morden, Manitoba. 

The follo. wing have been appointed as advisers to the Canadian Delegation: 

Advisers 	 . 
Mr. T. Carter,  

Third Secretary, Canadiân Embassy to Belgium, 
Brussels, Belgium. 

Mr. E. A. Cote, hl.B.E., 
Second Secretary, Department of External Affairs, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

Mr. Leo Malania, 
Assistant. Department of External Affairs, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

Mr. A. F. W. Plumptre, 
Wartime Prices and Trade Board, 
Ottawa, Ontario. ° 

Mr. Escott Reid, 
First Secretary:Canadian Embauy to the United States ,  
Washington, D.C. 

540. 	; 	 DEA/5475-J -40  

' ' 	Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
- au haut  commissaire  en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAm 2757 	 Ottawa, November 22, 1945 

SECRET. Preparatory Commission ielegram No. 9. 
Reference your telegram No. 3414.t 1 fear selection of a Canadian as 

Chairman of the Preparatory Commission might prejudice Canada's chances 
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of electiori to the Security Council and to` the Economic and Social Council and'
that in fact it would be difficult to combine Chairmanship of the Commission
with . active leadership of our delegation . For these reasons suggestion that
Wilgress be Chairman should be discouraged .

Of other names suggested Masaryk would be acceptable though in the light,
of his expérience of the UNRRA Council he would probably be unwilling to
take the post . We have no views as to suitability of Colban"' but think Freitas-`
Vâlle'14 would be an excellent choice whom our delegation could support
without reservations .

The suggested slate of Committee Chairmen proposed in paragraph 4 of,
your telegram strikes us as excellent .

541. W.L.M.K./Vol .34 3

Afénioranduni du Premier ministr e
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Afentorandum front Printe lttinister
Io Under-Secretary of State for External Affair s

[Ottawa,] November 23, 194 5

MEMORANDUM FOR MR . ROBERTSON:

Re: Interview with lltexican Ambassador
The Mexican Ambassador, Dr. Del Rio, called on me at 3:30 this afternoon

at my room in the House of Commons. He mentioned having had a previous
word with you, and said that his purpose was to ask the support of the
Government of Canada for Mexico being given a place as a non-permanent
member on the Security Council of the United Nations Organization .

I told the'Ambassador he might be assured that our Government would
carefully consider . the request of the Mexican Government, but that as he
would anticipate we had been approached by other governments as well, and I
could not ï give - him any definite word beyond saying that the request of the
Mexican government would receive the most careful consideration of our
Government .- :

The "Ambassador then asked if he might learn of the decision when it wasmade. I said I could not give an assurance of this as the circumstances under
which • the Canadian Government's decision would be made known, woul d

. . ~,- .

"'Erik Côlbân
' ambassadeur de la No rvège en Grande-Bretagne et d él égué à la Commission

préparatoire.
Erik" Colban, Ambassador of Norway in Great B ri tain and Delegate Io Preparatory
Commission. • ~

,~Cyro dei Freitas-Valle, ambassadeur du Brésil au Canada et d é l égué à la Commission
préparatoire. .
Cyro de Freitas-Valle, Ambassador of Bratil in Canada and Delegate to Preparatory
Commission.
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depend on developments that I could not, at the, moment, foresee . These were

not the exact words of my ,reply, but it :is what it was intended to convey .

I assume it is quite proper. for one country_to ask the support of another in
these matters of representations on Council and committees . I doubt, however,

if it is proper for any country to ask for a definite decision, or to do more than
await developments with the promise, meanwhile,,of careful consideration of its

request . .
The Ambassador also spoke of a trade treaty between Mexico and Canada

which he said he expected would be in readiness for signature during the
Christmas season . He said he was hoping that the, Minister of Trade and
Commerce, Mr. MacKinnon, might visit Mexico for the purpose of the
ceremony of the signature. He also indicated that Mr. MacKinnon had said he
did not wish to approach me personally on this but would have no objection to
the Ambassador so doing . I gave no definite, assurance as to what might be
agreed to in this regard .' I was not myself over-familiar with the present status

of the negotiations."s
,

W. L. M. K.

542., DEA/7-Vs

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Seeretary ojState for External Affairs
to Primé 1tlinister ;

[Ottawa,j November 26, 1945

i, -MEMORANDUM FOR TNE PRIME MINiSTE R

I think you took the only *possible line with the Mexican Ambassador when
he pressed for an assurancx'of .Canadian support for his country's election to
the Security Council . He had tackled `Mr. St. Laurent when the latter was
Acting Secretary of. State ~ for External , Affairs, and 'sent him the enclosed
memorandumt in support of Mexico's claim : He also spoke to me on Thursday,
when I gave hirri an interim answer along the line you used .

The Executive Committee of the San Francisco Conference, which has been
continued as the Executive°Committee'of the Preparatory commission for the

United Nations Organiiation," consists of 14 members, the five Great Powers
and nine others designated'o riginallÿ by the Sponsoring Powers in accordance
with the principles which it is expected will govern the election of the non-
permanent members of the Security Council . The real nub in the election of
the six non-permanent members of the Security Council will be the dropping of
three ôf the nine states now represënted on the Executive Committec . My guess

is that one of the three Latin American states (Mexico, Brazil and Chilen the

go, and I assume it will be Chile . One of the three states bordering

o

U.S.S.R :- (Cïechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Iran) will be droppcd• I th i nk it

~~SVoir ledocument 117945ee Document 1179.



likely that it will be Yugoslavia. If Iran is dropped it would almost certainly be 
replaced by some other Middle Eastern state, thus prese rving the present due 
regard for "equitable geographical distributidn." 

The remaining states on the Executive Committee are Canada, Australia 
and the Netherlands. If the Netherlands is not continued on the Security 
cciuncil, its place would, I think be filled by Belgium, for the representation of 
Western Europe on the Security Council should not be further reduced. 

This process of elimination would leave Canada and Australia candidates 
for the last seat. This is an awkward, undesirable and, as far as I can see, 
inescapable consequence of the reduction in membership from fourteen to 
eleven. Australia is anxious to be elected to the Council, though disposed, I 
believe, to concede Canada's prior claim.'" Evatt said in Washington that he 
thought Canada and Australia should both be elected to the fi rst Security 
Council and that Canada was entitled to election for the whole two-year term, 
while Australia would be content with initial election for the junior one-year 
term:Such an arrangement would be very welcome from our point of view, but 
I do not see hnw it would be feasible. 

In assessing Canada's chances of election, we have to recognize that this 
country doès not fit conveniently into any of the groups, blocs or regions which 
may be expected to mobilize themselves to elect representatives to the Security 
Council and io the other elected agencies of the United Nations. This country's 
claim has to stand pretty much on our record of performance, our readiness to 
take our fair share of international costs and responsibilities and our capacity 
to send good delegations to international conferences and organizations, i.e., in 
the words of Article 23 of. the Charter, on the "contribution we can make to 
the maintenance of international peace and security and to the other purposes 
of the Organization.'" 

On these premises I am inclined to the view that we should not specifically 
put forward our candidature for the Security Council or the Social and 
Economic Council, and certainly should not canvass other countries for pre-
election promises of support. In conversations with representatives of other 
countries' here, in London and in Washington, I have assumed that Canada 
would be chosen"' because it would be an obvious and sensible choice for other 
countries to make, and have takcn it for granted that the more responsible 
members of the Organization, who arc concerned to see the Council strong and 
representative,t will, of their own motion, see that the Canadian claim to 
representation is not overlooked. This may prove to be rather a hopeful view of 
things, for it is quite possible that, when the gerrymandering begins, we may be 

u6Note rnarginale:/Marginal note: 
We certainly have. Kling] 

'37Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
Most important of all. Kling] 

'"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
I agree, but an eye may be kept on the situation. King ] 
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squeezed out by the organized voting blocs . This, however, is a risk that has to

be run, for we cannot hope to organize a comparable counter-bloc that would

ensure our election.19

543 .
DEA/5475-J-4 0

, Le secrétaire d',ttat aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande -Bretagne

Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to Nigh Commissioner In-Great Britai n

TEt.EG R AM 2791 Ottawa, November 27,1945

SECRET. Following for Wilgress, Begins : Preparatory Commission telegram
No. 11 . With the experience of the San Francisco Conference and the
Executive Committee in mind, the Canadian position on the main issues likely
to arise in the Preparatory Commission will be familiar to the Delegation . You

will of course refer for instructions any major question of policy which may

arise . Otherwise it is considered desirable that the Delegation should have wide
enough discretion to deal with day to day business in the Committees . In this

connection you will , no doubt be holding , daily .mecttngs of the Delegation to

discuss the, line to . be followed at, the meetings of the Committees. The

allocation of members of the Dclcgatton to the various Committees is left to

your judgment a fter consultation with the members of the delegation .
The following are our views on certain particular points of importance :

(1) When the proposal put forward by the Netherlands representative to the

Executive Committee for the establishment of a standing committee of the

Assembly on peace and security comes up for discussion, you may speak along

the following lines, expressing at the same time our appreciation of the motives

which prompted the Netherlands Delegation in making this suggestion . At San

Francisco the Canadian Delegation accepted the principle that primary

responsibility for, the maintenance of international peace and security was

placed on the shoulders of ,the Security Council and that thcre should be no
divided ° jurisdiction . This principle is recognized in the structur e

for a standing
organization . We are concerned lest the Netherlands question bcfore the
committee on peace and security may reopen this whol e
present , allocation of responsibility has - bcen given a fair trial . If cxperience

warrants, the Assembly can later establish such a committee .

' „Les notes suivantes étaient écrites sur le m émorandum:
The following notes were written on the memorandum :

If Mexico were on the Security Council and Canada not this would surely raise a

question here! W. L. M . K(ina j
The reasons for Mexico's representation apply with greater force 10 Canada . K[ing l

N . A . ROBERTSON
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(2) With regard to the elaboration of rules of procedure and the further 
specification of items of the agenda for the Security Council, our instructions 
to the Delegation to the Executive Committee will stand. The Delegation 
should not press for the further elaboration of detailed rules of procedure for 
the Security Council unless the permanent members of the Security Council 
themselves favour such a course, nor do we wish to press at this time for the 
inclusion of specific items in the agenda of the Security Council. 

We consider that pressure for the elaboration of detailed rules of procedure 
and the adoption of a broad agenda for the Security Council would be largely a 
waste of time as the Security Council is not likely in practice to allow itself to 
be bound by the recommendations of the Preparatory Commission. 
(3) Secietariat. You should resist any proposals which would have the effect 

of giving each national Government the right to the appointment of any of its 
nationals to the international Secretariat. You should also oppose the proposal 
prohibiting the appointment of persons not nationals of any of the United 
Nations to the Secretariat. 

With regard to the Soviet proposal for the division of the Secretariat which 
would have the effect of setting up a separate Secretariat for the Security 
Council, it may not be unreasonable that the Secretary-General should consult 
the Security Council about appointments to the political and security 
department of the Secretariat. 
(4) The United Kingdom and United States delegations share our interest in 

a satisfactory definition of the relationship between the I.L.O. and U.N.O. We 
are comtnitted to no formula and would favour any solution on which these 
delegations reach agreement. 

7 	 e 

(5) The Canadian delegation should hold a watching brief on discussions 
relating to Trusteeship, but when the United Kingdom and United States 
delegations are in agreement, should give them general support. 
(6) With regard to the prior preparation of rules of procedure for the 

International Court of Justice, the Canadian Delegation should refrain from 
pressing for the preparation of such rules of procedure by the Preparatory 
Commission. The legal advisor considers that rules of procedure should not bc 
formulated until the court meets. 
(7) You may support the proposal of the United Kingdom Government that 

the election of the judges of the International Court of Justicc should be 
postponed until March, 1946, to give more time for study of the qualifications 
of the candidates. 
(8),With regard to the recommendation of the Executive Committee that the 

real value of the emoluments of the judges of the International Court of Justice 
should not be less than those of the judges of the old court during the period 
1:36-1939, we consider that the emoluments of the judges should be related to 

ose of senior officers of the Secretariat. 
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(9) We are in general agreement with the recommendations of Chapter 9 of
the Executive .Committee report'!0 on the League of Nations, and also with
those of Chapter 7 on budgetary and financial arrangements .

(10) Headquarters of the . Organization : The Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom spoke to the Prime Minister on' this subject while in Ottawa"' and
asked for Canadian support for the establishment of the headquarters in
Europe. Mr. Attlee has been told that the Canadian Government incline to the
view that the headquarters should . be in Europe. We understand that the
United Kingdom proposal is for Copenhagen or Luxembourg as headquarters .

Should ; the Preparatory Commission modify the recommendation of the
Executive Committee .we should not be averse to either of these sites although
we think Geneva has advantages over both. We think something could be said
for having the headquarters of the Organization in Central Europe at a point

where eastern and western influence intersect . In any event you should consult
us before taking any definite stand on this subject, and meanwhile report the
sense of informal discussion in the Commission . You will see from the telegram
of November 23rd from the Canadian Ambassador in -Washington,' which is
being repeated to yoti, ' that the United States Government will not press for
headquarters in the United States.' ,
(11) It seems certain that the whole question of holding the Assembly in two

parts will be reopened during discussions in the Preparatory Commission,
because of the nccessity of bringing before the first Assembly as soon as
possible the question of the Atomic Energy Commission and its relation to the
United Nations Organization . We expect that the Canadian Government will
have to have further consultations on procedure with the other signatories of
the Washington Declaration12 and we shall instruct you when the position is

clearer. Ends.

544. DEA/8-PW-40

Le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Seeretary ojStatefor External Affairs
Io High Con imissioner in Great Britain

TEt.EGttAM 2810 Ottawa, November 28,1945
. . ~" . . _ , . .

CONFIDENTIAL . Preparatory Commission No. 13 .
Following for Wilgress from Wrong, Begins : The Chief of the Narcotics

Division of the Department of National Health and Welfare informs us that he

• . ! . ~ - . - .. . . ~ ~ -

e : . .. r ' . ,,.. . ' . .p ` . . .: -. .

t~Nations Unies, Rapport du Comité exécutif à la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies.

'''Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies. 1945 .
United Nations, Report by t h e Executive Committee to the Piepa ratory Commission of the
United Nations, Preparatory Commission of the United Nations, 1945 .

l "Du 17 au 19 novembre 1945/Novcmber 17-19,1943.
' "Voir Canada, Recueil des traités. 1943. N' 13 .

Sec Canada, Trcaty Stries. 1945 . No. 13 . °
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and  the U.S. Commissioner of Narcètics are concerned over the proposals of 
the Executive Committee for organizing the committee work and secretariat on 
the traffic in dangerous drugs. Recommendition IX, paras. 3 and 4, 143  for the 
transfer of League functions in this field is satisfactory in form and substance, 
but the pioposals in Chapters 3 and 6 of the Executive Committee's report 
seem to reduce control of the drug traffic to a minor division of  the welfare 
activities of the Organization. 
- 2. ,International narcotic questions are administrative and technical in 
character and can only be handled satisfactorily by experts. They are governed 
by special conventions which established the Permanent Central Opium Board 
and the Drug Supervisory Body as administrative agencies. Matters of policy 
have been handled by the Opium Advisory Committee of the League which 
reported to the Assembly, and there was a separate section of the Secretariat to 
handle drug questions. There is much to be said for continuing to treat these 
problems as separate international questions handled by an expert committee 
directly under the Economic and Social Council, with their own branch of the 
Secretariat directly responsible to the senior official on the economic and social 
side. 

3. The delegation should consult with other delegations on these matters, 
particularly with the United States and United Kingdom delegations and with 
Dr. Victor Hoo',44  who has served on the Opium Advisory Committee and is 
aware of the views of the U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics. Dr. Hoo might be 
asked to show you a copy of a letter addressed to him on November 9th by NIL 
Anslinger.' 43 ,We are also sending you a copy by bag.' Ends. 

DEA/5475-F-40 545. 

TELEGRAM 3504 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins: Preparatory 
Commission telegram No. 19. 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, November 28, 1945 

r 
431slations Unies, Rapport de Comité exécutif  h la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies. 

p. 15. 
United Nations, Report by the EXeCidiVit Committee to the Preparatory Commission of the 
United Nations. p. 15. 

'"Délégué adjoint de la Chine à la Commission préparatoire. 
Deputy Delegate of China, Preparatory Commission. 

145Le commissaire aux narcotiques des États-Unis. 
United States Commissioner of Narcotics. 
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This seemed to appeal to him and in course of conversation he himself 
suggested Versailles, even Berlin, and mentioned as one consideration the 
desirability of strengthening the economy of Austria by selection of Vienna. 
After ,  canvassing all the other European possibilities, i.e.,  Luxembourg, 
Brussels, ,Prague, Copenhagen, we mentioned London. He appeared very 
interested and questioned me closely on possible Soviet attitude. This morning's 
meetings and conversation with Coville confirms information given in your 
telegram No. 12 of November 27th. t  
6. In discussions in committee on the critcria governing the choice of the  site,  

the line which we propose, subject to your instructions, to take is that while 
itatement on criteria in the  report  can usefully be amplified, Committee should 
not decide that failure of a site to fulfil one of the  critcria necessarily dcbars 
thit site from consideration. 
7. Possibility exists that an eastern Canadian city might emerge as possible 

compromise. List of inviting cities circulated by sccrctariat includes Navy 
Island, Sault Ste Marie, Vancouver Island and Quebec, but compromise on 
Canada might be some other city, e.g., Montreal. Ends. 

546. 	 DEA/5475-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut  contmissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 	 • 

TELEGRAM 2832 	 Ottawa, November 30, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Wilgress from Robcrtson, Begins: Preparatory 
Commission telegram No. 15. 

Your telegram 3504 of November 28th. United Nations headquarters. The 
line which you arc taking is approved. In view of complete diversity of opinion 
you might bear in mind the possibility of temporary use of League buildings at 
Geneva pending establishment of more stable international conditions. We 
realize, that this would raisc scrious problem of negotiating an agreement with 
Swiss ,Government on short-term basis and would also leave  open for 
protracted discussion the permanent site. Ends. 

547. , DEA/5475-F-40 

Le haut contntissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

1 ELEGRAM 3535 London, December 2, 1945 

I.."EDIATE.. SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins: 
Preparatory, Commission telegram No. 27. 
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Youi telegram No. 15, United Nations headquarters. 
-1: We were glad to have Your Iiiews since we had ourselves had in mind the 

pôsSibility of suggesting' that two decisions be made concurrently, one on 
Geneva'  as  temporary headquarters for, say,' three years and one on permanent 
site to whieh organization wôuld move when buildings had been constructed. 

2. We feel that it woUld be premature to make any  such  Suggestion, unless it 
becomes apparent that general agreement cannot be reached by the Prepara-
tory Commission on permanent headquarters. 

3 ., I feel that Soviet objections to Geneva arc io strong that choice of Geneva 
as Permanent headquarters would endanger' Soviet cooperation on the 
Organization. We do not yet know what their' attitude would be to temporary 
use of buildings at Geneva. The premature' suggestion of Geneva as temporary 
headquarters might also lessen the chances of a Europcan site being chosen as 
permanent headquarters. ' 
4. Noel-Baker has been canvassing possibility of persuading Preparatory 

Commission of the wisdom of postponing for some years a decision on a 
permanent site and indicated that, if this happened, he himself would not press 
his objections to the choice of a site in the United States as temporary 
headquarters. We feel, however, that the Prcparatory Commission as a whole 
wants to make a firm recommendation now of the permanent headquarters and 
that the Commission.would co' nsider Noel-Baker's suggestion only if it were 
deadlocked. • 	• 	. 	• 

5. We arc today circulating to the Technical Committee a suggestion for 
their consideration on the method of voting. This method was summarized in 
paragraph 5 of my telegrain No. l9.'" Our memorandum' to the Technical 
Committee includes the suggestion that one entire meeting of the Committee 
be devoted to the taking  of  successive ballots and that the first item on the 
Agenda of the following meeting shall be the procedure next to be adopted in 
order to arrange soon a site.'The memorandum goes on to point out that while 
the method of voting we propose may not reiult on the first day of voting in 
any specific site reiciving two thirds of the votes, it will clarify the position and 
narrow the field down to a : few  sites, one  of which eventually 'flay be selected 
either by a continuation of this method  of  voting or by some other procedure to 
be' agiced upon by the Committee after theY have seen the results of the first 
day of voting. 

6. If. the method of voting we propose is adopted we shall, subject to your 
instructions', caSt our first vote for Geneva and then follow United Kingdom 
line on sites in Europe. 	 • 
7. Noel-Baker told us yesterilay .thàf Stevenson'" .  showcd him a telegram 

from Byrnes indicating.United States embarrassment over  reports  circula
to effect that United -Kingdom delegation were spreading report that United 
States Government did not wish site to be in the  United  States. [Noeleaker 

; 

.1aDocument 545. j , 	, 
IsAdlai Stevenson, représentant adjoint 'dis États-Unis L la Commission préparatoire. 

Adlai Stevenson, Deputy United States Representative, Preparatory Commission. 
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has written Stevenson denying the allegation, and stating that he has been
careful to repeat only what Byrnes told him in Washington that, while the
United States would welcome the choice of the United States, they did not
wish to influence the decision of the Preparatory Commission . Ends .

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
High Commissioner in Great Britain

DEA/5475-F-4 0

TELECRAM 3547 London, December 3, 1945

SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins :
Preparatocy Commission, No. 28 . Our telegram No. 15. United Nations
Headquarters .

1 . At,delegation meeting this morning Graydon again raised necessity of
taking into consideration strong desire of Canadian public to have United
Nations Headquarters located in Canada . He said he was mentioning this in
order to protect Canadian Government from criticism and during the course of
the discussion it became evident that his views were shared by Knowles . At the
time ôf the discussion the other Parliamentary delegates were not present .

2 . I .explained that the best chance of a site in Canada being selected would
be in order to resolve a deadlock between a United States and a European site .
In such an event it would be quite likely that a Canadian site might emerge as
a compromise. I said that this possibility would be seriously prejudiced if we
took any active steps to promote the selection of headquarters in Canada . Ithen wenf on to explain that our proposal on voting was designed to bring
ab~ut agreement on some site generally acceptable to two-thirds of the
members and , that it was quite possible that in the course of this voting aCanadian site might emerge as the most strongly supported compromise . IPointed out 'the provision for inclusion of a new site at a later stage in theballoting. `

3 . The whole discussion arose out of the manner in which we should cast our
votes if our proposal was accepted . I said that our instructions were to support
a site in Europe and this occasioned Graydon's warning . Later in the discussionhe urged

that we ourselves should take the lead in bringing forward a Canadiansite but I 'said that to do so, too prematurely, might defeat the purpose he hadin view .
4. n view'ôf this you may wish to give us more freedom to use our discretio n

an d tô'-follow the United Kingdom only up to the point at which, in our
judgment, no site in Europe is likely to secure a two-thirds majority . When this
Point àris es, would it be in order for us to switch our votes to a Canadian site o rshôuld we at any stage support the most favoured United States site? Ends.. .r~ :r.. . _
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e
au sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Conrmissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary ojState jor External Affairs

TELEGRAM 3571 London, December 5, 1945

Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins : Preparatory Commission

telegram No. 31 . Secretariat .

, 1 . The question of the relative jurisdiction of the Security Council and the
General Asscmbly in matters relating to the maintenance of international

peace and security has a risen in the Administrative and Budgetary Committee .

The Soviet delegation ' have given up their attempt to have the w hole

Secretariat organized on organical lines and are now concentrating on having a

Political and Security Department that will work mostly for the Security
Council . In this they have had the assistance of Stone, a Bureau of the Budget
official, who is The United States representative on the Committee and who

clearly obtains his instructions from his own Department and not from the

State Department whosc rcpresentatives here favour the proposals of the
Executive Committee.

2. The Soviet proposal is for a Dcpa'rtment called the Security Council
Department, but they are willing that the report should mention that "A

certain number of the members of the staff of this Departmcnt" shall work for

the General Assembly on matter relating to international peacc and security .

3 . We have been opposed to the Soviet proposal and have had a number of

talks with the United Kingdom, United Statcs,,iNetherlands and Soviet
delegations, but the matter has not yct comc up for discussion in the
Committee. This morning a meeting was held in Jebb's office at which these

delegâtions were represented , as well as Mexico and Czechoslovakia . An effort

was made to effect a compromise but without success . The chief difficulty

arose over title of Department . Three possible titles emerged as follows :

(1) Security Council Department ;

(2), Department for Secu rity Council Affairs; and
(3) Political and Security Council Dcpartmcnt.

Gromyko insisted on the first title, but towards the end intimated he might

accept i the' ; second .-! The : United Kingdom and, United States i`ia é aând
preference for the third title but were willing to accept the secon d
were not, repeat not, disinclined to agree to first title. I stood out for inclusion

of word "Political" in the title and was strongly supported by Netherlands and

Mexico .=
6. -_While~ in an effort to secure unanimity, I was prepared this morni~g ;s

accept : the words : "Security Council" in the title, i feared that once
t

adopted, it will be used by the Soviet Union as an indirect mcans of restricting
the exercise of the political and security functions of the General Assembly . In
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any event, the proposed compromise is still born owing to the refusal of 
Gromyko to accept the word "Political". 

7. I can see some force in Gromyko's arguments for a Department which will 
servé chiefly the Security Council, but we fear that if we give way at this stage 
it may encourage the Soviet Union to make further efforts to restrict the 
exercise of the functions assigned to the General assembly under the Charter. 

8. There is no doubt that the majority of the Technical Committee will 
support Administrative Organization as proposed by Executive Committee or a 
compromise that made it clear that the Department could also serve the 
General Assembly. We consider that substance of Soviet case is met by the 
provision for a separate division for enforcement measures which would serve 
the Security Council exclusively. 
9. Hugessen has speech prepared along following lines: 
(a) The extent of General Assembly's political and security functions undcr 

the Charter (see paragraph 2, page 35 of report to Parliament);"o 
(b) Delicate balance achieved at San Francisco in this field would be 

disturbed in giving the Security Council a privileged position in its relations 
with the general Political and Security Sections of the Secretariat; and 
(c) That such a privileged position would increase the danger of possible 

rivahlies between the Council and Assembly being reflected by division of 
loyalties within the Secretariat, whosc members should owe their allegiance to 
the whole Organization, not to one organ. 

10. Since further efforts to cffcct a compromise may be  made  within  the  next 
few days, I would appreciate your views and also your opinion on wisdom of 
voting Soviet Union down on a motion to acccpt, without change in substance, 
the relevant portions of the Exécutive Committee's report. Ends. 

550. DEA/5475-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affairs extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

Ottawa, December 6, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Wilgrcss from  Robertson.  Begins: 
Preparatory Commission No. 17.  United Nations Headquarters. Your 
telegram No. 28 of December 3rd. 

1. The Cabinet have now given consideration to  the  position which should be 
taken by the Canadian delegation in the event that a proposal is made for the 
establishment of the organization in Canada. 

Canada, ana a, minsstère'des Affaires extérieures,  Recueil  des conférences, 1945, N• 2. 
See Canada, Depanment of External Affairs Conference Series, 1945, No. 2. 
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2. It was agreed that, as a first choice, the Canadian - delegation should
support a site in Europe, on the general ground that the successful operation of
the organization would thereby . be facilitated .

3, , If, in the event, a European site is rejected by the delegates, the second
choice from our point of view .; would be some site in the United States,

preferably in the northeaste rn area. - '

4. Should Canada be proposed, the delegation should describe frankly

conditions-in this country which might , be disadvantageous. The government
have in mind, particularly, the lack'of accommodation in present circumstances
for headquarters as well as for residential purposes and in the matter of hotels.

A second consideration which might affect the choice is the comparative
distance of many locations in Canada from large centres of population .

551. DEA/5475-J-40
. . .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TELEGRAM 2896 Ottawa, December 7, 1945, °., •,

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for Wilgress from Robertson, Begins : Preparatory

Commission telegram No. 21 .

Your telegram No. 31 of December 5th . Secretariât .
We should, of course, prefer the adoption of the proposals of the Executive

Committee concerning the Political and Security Department, most of the
work of which would be on matters dealt with by the Security Council . I think,

therefore, :, that ; you should continue to support either the title originally
proposed by * the Executive Committee or the third alternative mentioned in
your paragraph 3 . Apart from the question of the title, we feel that the
establishment of two divisions inside the Department as proposed is sound and
corresponds to the provisions of the Charter. . You should, therefore, support

this, while compromising if necessary on the title, so long as that adopted does

not car ry the implication that the Security Council has sole responsibility in
the political field:, Ends . `

SS2.
DEA/5475-F-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e
,'. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great .Britain
to Secretary of State jor External Affairs

TELEGRAM 3596 London, December 7,1945

SECRET. .Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins : Preparatory

Commission telegram No . 36 . . {.
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United Nations Headquarters 
Your telegram No. 17, December 6th. . 

1. Debate at yesterday's meeting and first part of today's meeting was wholly 
taken up with question of procedure, Delegations favouring a site in Europe 
pressing for adoption of Canadian proposal on voting instead of a discussion on 
recommendation of Executive Committee. Arguments were well summed up by 
Spaak who referred  to  reluctance of delegates to speak against location of 
headquarters in United States. 

2. Chairman, at commencement of today's meeting, ruled that Canadian 
proposal could only be discussed when question of voting came up for 
consideration after discussion had been completed. 

3. After question of procedure had been settled, Philippine delegate led off 
with rhetorical effort urging location of headquarters in United States in order 
to maintain that country in the Organization. He was followed by Stevenson 
who delivered a carefully prepared statement stressing the desire of the United 
States Government that the decision on the site should be freely reached. 
4. I followed, stating that from the point of view of national convenience and 

our close ties with the United States, the location of headquarters in that 
country would have advantages for Canada but that we had to consider the 
question from the point of view of the interests of the Organization as a whole. 
Because many of the most important problems with which the Organization 
will have to deal, are European, the Canadian Delegation supported a site in 
Europe.  • 

5. I found it necessary to make the statement at this early stage for the 
following reasons: ) 
(1) Our motives in submitting our proposals on voting have been questioned 

and there was an advantage in coming out into the open rather than letting our 
position remain obscure until a later stage in the proceedings. 
(2) It seemed desirable that, our position should bc made clear before the 

United Kingdom and other European States had declared for  Europe,  since we 
were considered by some Delegations to be acting as cat's-paw for the United 
Kingdom, 	.). 

(3) Stevenson's statement presented a favourable opportunity for my 
intervention. 

6. Discussion with [Noel-]Baker, Spaak and Massigli, yesterday, revealed 
that they now favour Liege as a possible compromise site in Europe. 
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

au secrétaire d'É tat aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner In Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 3606 London, December 8, 1945

SECRET AND PERSONAL Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins :

Preparatory Commission telegram No. 37.= - -

My telcgram No. 36, December 7th, ' (No. 3596). United Nations

Headquarters.

I . At delegation ' meeting this mo rn ing Graydon, in a very reasonable

statement, reserved his position regarding my statement that the Canadian
delegation favourcd a site in Europe . He said that this was a matter on which

he had personally taken a position in the House of Commons and he felt that
our delegation should have made some move to secure the location of the

headquarters in Canada . He appreciated fully the arguments i had previously

advanced that probably the t best ' chance Canada' had of being chosen for the
headquarters was for a Canadian site to emerge as a compromise to resolve a
deadlock. As a member of the delegation and as one who had personally taken
a definite public position, he felt it necessa ry that his position should be made

clear, although he did - not want to embarrass the delegation by any public

disclaimer at this stage .

2. Knowles then spoke and said that he also wished to reserve his position,

although for different reasons than those outlined by Graydon .

3. If it becomes necessa ry for me to speak on the lines of the instructions in

paragraph 4 of your telegram No. 17, (No . 2879) 11 ' Graydon's embarrassment

will be further increased. In the debate earlier this week on dcsirable fcatures

of the site, -I stressed importance of office, and living accommodation to be

immediately .;available. Since lack of accommodation, under present circum-
stanccs is common to virtually all possible sites other than Gcncva, I cannot
stress this factor in regard to Canada . Indeed the situation in North America is

incomparably better,than in Europe, both as regards immediately available

accommodation and facilities for early construction . Ends .

"'Document 330 .
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554. 	 DEA/54754-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAm 3607 	 London, December 8, 1945 

Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins: Preparatory Commission 
teleiram No. 38. 

My telegram No. 31 of December 5th. Secretariat. 
1. A further meeting of the  delegations referred to in my previous telegram 

took place on December 6th, during the course of which a compromise was put 
forward for the considcration of the Soviet delegation. 
2. This compromise was bascd on a Canadian proposal for the  insertion of 

paragraphs in the report on the Secretariat, emphasizing  the  functional 
principle on which it was proposed to organize the Secretariat. During the 
course of the discussions, Webster tricd hard to have us agree to title 2 in 
paragraph 3 of my telegram No. 31. He argued that there was really very little 
in à name, but we continued to insist on the inclusion of the word "political" in 
the title and were strongly supportcd in this by  the  Mexican representative. 
Finally, Pelt'" proposed as a possible compromise,  the  acceptance by the Soviet 
delegation of our paragraphs describing  the  functional principle in rcturn for 
the acceptance by us of title 2 and the  description of the  Department as 
referred to in paragraph 2 of my telegram No. 31. I agreed to this proposed 
compromise but Gromyko pleaded for timc to considcr  the  Canadian draft 
paragraphs. 
3. This morning, wé were again called to a meeting at which  the  other 

delegations were present, except  the Mexican. The Soviet representative 
expressed his agreement with the  compromise,  subject to a few minor textual 
changes which we were able to agree to. The compromise to bc put bcforc the 
Committee 6 as a draft of the delegations concerned but the proposal has first 
to be cleared with the Mexican and Brazilian delegations who have, hithcrto, 
strongly supported the Canadian stand and wcrc not represented at today's 
meeting. 
4. Since dictating this telegram, 1 have received your telegram No. 21.'" 

Ends. 

"2Adria'n Pelt,.délègué suppléant des Pays-Bas I la Commission préparatoire. 
Adrian Pelt, Alternate Delegate of ne Netherlands, Preparatory Commission. 

"'Document 331. 
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should on all counts be welcomcd .

LES NATIONS UNIES

DEA/7-V s

Le secrétoire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

, au président, la'délégation canadienne,
la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unie s

Secretary of S tate for External Affairs
to Chairman, Canadian Delegation .

United Nations Preparatory Commissio n

Ottawa, December 8, 1945

The Swedish Minister in Ottawa, who has recently returned from a brief
visit to Sweden, called ` to see the Under-Secretary recently . Before leaving

Sweden he had had a conversation w i th Mr. Osten Unden, the new S w edish
ish

Foreign Minister, which he wished to have reported . to me.
a

The
t alledthe

Gove rnment have formallyrecordÛ it~ ,1Nationsn t o Organization and haveobligations of inembetship,
. ~n the

abandoned the policy of neutrality which they have pursued
European

will recall that Sweden, like a number of other smaller P~n

forrnally , reserved its policy in respect of. League of Nations obligations afte r

the failure of sanctions against Italy, which they felt had proved that the

system of collective security would not protect them. , :
The new declaration of policy is a welcome indication that SW ed

a Natnons
prepared to ° join her forces w ith other couf t Ï h

n
under

k
the

of alltthe neutral
Organization in resisting any new aggresso

countries Sweden has probably the biggest contribution
and social fields .slticuof the new world

orgamn tt of Swred nl inythe tOrgannomi c ization would strengthen
consider ~ that the presc
support of the general point of view which we are inclined,to put forward, an d

'H. H. WRON G
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

DEA/5475-F-4 0
556.

Le secrétaire dTtat aux Affaires extfrieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TELEGRAM 2909 Ottawa, December
10, 1945

SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Wilgress from Robertson, 13411s :
Preparatory Commission telegram No. 22 . .1- : . . . . . -
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; Your telegram No. 37 of December 8th. United Nations Headquarters. 
• For your personal guidance the instructions given in my telegram No. 17 of 
December 6th represent views held strongly by the Prime Minister who is 
firmly opposed to the selection of a Canadian site. If you have to speak again, 
while you need not imply that the considerations mentioned in paragraph 4 of 
my telegram are particularly  truc of Canada, there are almost certainly 
misconceptions abroad, especially among European and Middle Eastern 
delegations, concerning conditions and facilities in this land of comparative 
plenty. You should, however, be able to phrase your remarks so as not to cause 
additional embarrassment to Graydon. Incidentally, I am not aware of any 
wide Public'support here for a Canadian site. Ends. 

557. 	 DEA/5475-M-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 3633 	 London, December 12, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins: 
PreparatorY Commission telegram No. 42. , 

1. Experts appointed under Chaptcr VII, Section 1, paragraph 10, 1 " have 
recommended: 
(a) That the fiscal year be the calendar year. 
(b) That the emergency working capital fund provide for all expenditures in 

1946. 	' 
(c) That, accordingly, the basic advance of each member should be raised 

from.  5,000 dollars (U.S.) to 10,000, and 
(d) That' the certain members required by  Section 2, paragraphs 23-4, to 

supply the remainder of the fund should be Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, 
France, India, U.S.S.R., United Kingdom and United States of America. 
2. It is suggested that the total fund should be comparable in size with an 

annù al budget, which we' are confidentially informed may be 20,000,000 
dollars. Only 510,000 dollars would be supplied by the basic advances of the 51 
countries. The remainder, of which Canada's share would be 6.75%, would 
come from the additional advances of the nine countries. 
3. The experts further recommend that a permanent working capital fund of 

substantially the same size eventually replace the emergency one. Advances to 
this would be made by all members in proportion to their contributions to the 
United.,Islations. Meanwhile, it is proposed that members should not, repeat 

1, m,,Nations Unies. Rapport du Comité exécutif à la Commission préparatoire des  Nations Units. 

•
P.96: 
United  Nations, 	 e ons. eport ..y  the  ..xecutive Committee to the Preparatory Commission of the 
United Nation:I, p. 96. ° r 
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not, sev off . their ` advances to ' the emergency fund against their assessed

contributions as suggested in paragraph 23 . Accordingly, Canada and eight

other countries would be required, in 1946, to make available :

(a) Basic advance of 10,000 dollars. '
(b) Additional advance depending on FAO scale, and

(c) Annual contribution in full .

4 . The emergency working capital fund should"be large enough to cover, if

necessary, all expenditures, through 1946 . The Organization cannot approve its

Grst ' budget , until about, May. It is unlikelÿ , that funds can be voted by

Legislatures until autun, or . poss ibly later depending on sessions. Actual

contributions may be further delayed.

5. The experts, in explaining why the permanent fund should be equally

large, advance the following purposes for it :

(a) To "finance security measures" in emergencies .

(b) To provide for enlarged expenditures when necessary between voting a
budget in September and beginning of fiscal year in January .

(c) To meet other contingencies

. 6. As a result of strong arguments by experts, Committee 6 has
approved

recommendation that fiscal year be calendar year. The Committee appears

favourable to the othec proposals, .although Russians may object to large

outlays in 1946 . A meeting to decide on recommendations will be held on

Thursday at 5 :00 p.m.

7 . In the absence of other instructions we shall be taking the following line
:

(a) We approve proposals in principle .

(b) We be lieve'that permanent fund as proposed may be unnecessarily large .

(c) We are anxious that the permanent fund be set up as soon as possible

because it will provide for equitable proportional participation by all countrie
s

and release Canadian advances in excess of equitable proportion . Ends .

DEA/5475M-40
558 .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au' haût commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Seeretary oJState jor Externa! Affairs
to High Commissioner In Great Britai n

~ . ,., . .. .. ~ . .. `
.

. ~- a f • '
. • ~ ,

. y i

.

TELEGRAM 2937 Ottawa, December 12,194
5

IMMEDIATE . SECRET. Following for Wilgress from Wrong, Begins : prepara-

tory Commission No. 25 .
'Your'tele racn No. 42 of December 12th, financial proposals . I think you

should adopgreserved attitude toward these proposals about which there ha
s

roinna
been no time to consult anyone e1se . In addition to the payments required ~f
Canada under, your paragraph 3 we shall be expected to pay
contribution to League of Nations in 1946, which will amount to nearly
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$500,000 (including provision for I.L.O. for the year). It seems certain that 
U.N.O. would not be able to spend $20,000,000 in 1946 and my own feeling is 
that the experts' proposals should be scaled down substantially. Ends. 

DEA/5475-J-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

559. 

TELEGRAM 2945 Ottawa, December 13, 1945 

Following for Wilgress from Robertson, Begins: Preparatory Commission 
telegram No. 26. 

Press reports today assert that Canadian representatives took a leading part 
in yesterday's discussion of procedure and agenda of Security Council. We are 
puzzled by this in view of the instructions given in paragraph 2 of telegram No. 
11 of November 27th. Please report on position. Ends. 

560. ' 	 DEA/5475-J-40 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 3665 	 London, December 14, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wilgress, Begins: Preparatory 
Commission telegram No. 45. 

Your telegram No. 26. Discussion of procedure and agenda of Security 
Council. 

1.. In accordanCe with instructions given in paragraph 2 of telegram No. 11, 
Nov' ember 27th, our attitude in Security Council Committee has been that the 
compromise embodied in the Exicutive Committee's rcport should not be 
disturbed. We have, therefore, proposed no additions to the proposed  agenda,  
and have only proposed drafting amendments to the proposed rules of 
Procedure. We did, however, propose a commentary' on the rules of procedure 
which led to debate in last meetings of Committee. This was the basis of the 
press reports  which came to your attention. 

2. At first this Committee madc very rapid progress and approved the 
agenda, draft directive to thc Military Staff Committee, and the more 
important of the provisional rules of procedure, in two meetings. Thcn followed 
a long debate over the rules on languages. Thc delegate of Ecuador objected to 
English and French being the sole working languages and he received support 
from.  the Soviet group—The question was referred to the Steering Committee 



Il

language tules and minus any appendix. Ends.' .
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who decided the San'Francisco rule's'ss should prevail until otherwise decided .

Even this decision, however, led to another long debate in the Security Ccuncil

Committee. " Similârly, three meetings of the Committee were devoted to a
discussion of secret versus open diplomacy raised by a Syrian amendment to

Rule 31 .
3 . At last meeting of Committee, a commentary on the rules of procedure

which we had drafted was introduced and objected to by the representatives of
the Great Powers . We put up a ve ry mild defence, but received some support

from Australia and Netherlands, after which, at our suggestion, the matter was
put to the vote and turned down . This was followed by a discussion of a Syrian
amendment pointing out the need for rules of procedure on items listed at
bottom of page 45 of Report of Executive Committee . This was combined with

a discussion' of an Australian proposal for the inclusion of an item in the
agenda providing for the constitution of a sub-Committee of the Security

Council to consider method of dealing with these items .

4 . We gave support to both amendments,'but do not intend to press matter
any further, particularly as opposition of permanent members is indicated .

5. We felt it was necessary to give support to the Syrian proposal, because it
was along the lines of an item included in our commentary, and we had
previously opposed the Syrian delegation on their amendment to Rule 31,
about which there had been a lengthy debate and on which we had voted with
the majority, including the permanent members .

6 . The United States representative = has expressed his , appreciation for our

attitude throughout the discussions of this Committee . We have indicated no

desire to obstruct work of Committee or to force matters against the opposition
ofjhe permanent members of the Security Council . It has been necessary for

us, however, to show some constancy with our attitude in Executive Commit-
tee,' and consistent with your instructions not to accept without question the
thesis .that the Preparato ry Commission has no right to provide the necessary

documentation for the Secu ri ty Council .

7 . Committee is likely to complete its work today, and its report will be very
much in the form proposed by Executive Committee, but with changes in th

e

Information Organizations,1945, pp. 609-10 . nal ernalt
See, ' United, Nations . Docurntnts, of the United Nations Conference

Yo(k
oÛn~~~d Na~an s

`Ortanis'atlon. San" Francfico.' 1945.-Volume I I. London and New
Information Organira tions,194S, pp. 389•90.

"J sVoir~ Nations' Unies, Docum ents dt la Conprtnce des Nations Unies sur 8

internationale.' San Franciscb. -' 1943. ,vôlume H . Londres et New York, United Nations
:..~

. x , . rn' anisation
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56 1. 	 V 	DEA/5475-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures , 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 	, 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2958 	 ' 	Ottawa, December 14, 1945 
_ 

SECRET.  For: Wilgress from Robertson, Begins: Preparatory Commission 
telegram No. 28. 

Now that the Canadiari preference for a European Headquarters has been 
made clear publicly, we think that no more need be said on the matter. This 
reticence may help to avoid some controversy here. You should use your own 
judgement about switching support to the eastern United States if a deadlock 
arises or if a European site secures fewer than one-third of the votes. Ends. 

DEA/5475-F-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Comntissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 3675 s. 	, 	 London, December 17, 1945 

SECRET.  For Robertson from Wilgress, Begins: Preparatory 
Commission Telegram No. 46. 	. 

Your telegram No. 28 of December 14th. 
1. Committee 8 voted on December 15th in favour of location of headquar-

ters in the United States. This was preceded by a vote on Europe. Canada 
voted for Europe and against United States, since to have voted for United 
States or to have abstained on the last vote would have been interpreted as lack 
of courage, and would  have  caused resentment among supporters of a 
European site when every vote was of such importance. Abstention would not 
have won us any approval from thèse in favour of a scat in the United States. I 
was able to take advantage of opportunity to move that the vote in favour of 
the United States be made unanimous. 
2. Committee meets today, and after hearing report of Sub-Committee on 

invitations and data received from the various localities in the United States, it 
is presumed that there will be discussion on what site in the United States 
should be chosen. There is now general measure of agreement that the 
Canadian proposal on voting" should be applied to selection of site in the 
Unite,d States, alth'oûgh some delegations feel that selection of specific site 
should léft to the General Assémbly stage 

- 
Is6Voir le document 343./See Document 345. 
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~3 . , 'Assuming voting takes place on a specific site, my inclination is to give our
first preference to Hyde Park on account of its associations with late President
Roosevelt, our second preference to 'Boston and our third preference to
Philadelphia . Delegations who were in favour of Europe appear to incline to
Boston, but this site is not favoured by Latin Americans, who object to Boston
on grounds of Puritan atmosphere and attitude of superiority towards Latins .
The Soviet delegation have told us definitely that they favour site in Eastern
United States, and Philadelphia and Duchess County seem to be their
preferences . In view of this, I think there are good chances of Duchess County
being the site most likely to receive general support, although it suffers from
the disability of having no facilities immediately available .

4. Representatives of Navy Island have been undertaking ve ry intensive lobby

and are critical in general of our attitude on account of technical difficulty that
Navy Island is in Canadian territory ; they now propose that site should be
located on adjacent Grand Island which is United States Territory. I doubt if
this site is likely to have much support owing to general absence of cultural

facilities in cities near Niagara frontier.
5 . A number of delegations advocate Chicago or some other Middle Western

site in order to counter possible growth of isolationism in the United States, but
others argue that atmosphere in Middle West might be a handicap rather than
an advantage to the.Organization .

6. Finally, there is a solid block of about nine delegations representing
countries bordering the Pacific who are strongly in favour of San Francisco.

7. Since discussion of specific site is likely to continue over tomorrow's

meeting, I should appreciate any views you may be able to transmit, and a

general indication as to whether or not you approve of our Grst preference
being Dutchess County, second preference Boston, and third preference
Philadelphia . Ends.

563.;, DEA/5475-E-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Sècretarÿ oJState for, External Affairs; . ~. . .
to High Commissfoner In Great Britain

TELEGRAM 2989 Ottawa, Dcccmbcr 18, 194
5

IMMEDIATE . ° . SECRET. Following . for Wilgrcss from Robertson, Begins :

Preparatory Commission telegram No. 31 .
Your tclcgram No. 46 of December 17th.

1 . = We feel that .p`ractical 'considcrations against selection of Duchess County

are strong. It is essent ial that Headquarters `should have ample hotel
accommodation, easy communication facilities capable of expansion to meet
heavy peak loads, and housing, schools, etc., for members of Secretariat . This



points to desirability of Headquarters being on outskirts of a city of some size. 
Boston and Philadelphia in that order seem preferable to Hyde Park. 

2. In any event a good deal must depend on suitability of exact site and we do 
nôt know enough of specific proposals before Preparatory Commission to make 
a firm choice at this stage. 

DEA/5475-M-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

T. ELEGRAM 3719 	 London, December 20, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Wrong from Wilgress, Begins: Preparatory Commission 
telegram No. 54. 

Our telegram No. 42, December 12th, and your reply No. 25 of same date, 
regarding working capital fund. 

1. Since that time experts have submitted three complete revisions of their 
plan as a result of representations, including our own. Yesterday, Committee 6 
took folloWing action: 
(a) Recommended establishment at first part of first session of a fund, which 

is called neither tem'porary nor permanent. 
(b) Advances to this fund "will eventually bc set off in a manner to be 

determined by General Assembly at earliest possible date." 
(c) The fund is to bc sufficient to cover all expenditures through 1946. 
(d) Adv- ances to this fund arc to be made in installments by all, repeat all, 

members in proportion to F.A.O. scale, and the  General Assembly is to decide 
at first part of first session whether it should bc the F.A.O.'s first year scale 
(Canada 5.09%) or second year scale (Canada 3.80%). 
(e) F.A.O. scale will be superseded by U.N.O. scale as soon as latter is 

decided. 
(0 Provision will be made at  second part of first session for individual 

adjustments té latter scale.- 
2. Because of successive revisions of experts' plans, many delegations were 

not in a position at yesterday's meeting to give firm asscnt to newest proposals, 
particularly those delegates whose advances were to bc increased from 10,000 
dollars to substantially larger figures under F.A.O. scale. Accordingly, the 
general approval of the new plan is qualified as follows: 

"The  Coniinittee agreed, in principle, to these paragraphs on the express 
understanding that they do not prejudge the financial obligations to be 
undertaken by member States at the General Assembly." 

However, there' was no opposition at all to  the  general principles involved. 

564. 
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3. The U.S.S.R. delegation was unable to acccpt immediately new proposal of 
experts that the second year of F.A.O. (being more up to date and presumbaly 
more fair) should bc used as a basis for initial advanccs because they had not 
time to refer question to their Government. Hence, they_asked that the matter 
be left  open as indicated in 1 . (d) above. Their percentage under F.A.O. first 
ycar is 8 and undei second ycar is 10. On the other hand, the fact that all 
members would make initial advanccs, instcad of just nine, would reducc their 
share of the whole in roughly similar proportion. Accordingly, they may well 
accept second year basis. 
4. Argentine and Turkcy have made specific rcserv.  ations because they are 

not mentioned in either F.A.O. scale. 
5. Choicc of the host Staie is still too recent for any progress to have been 

made in budgcting. United States representatives arc still speaking of normal 
years budget possibly exceeding 20,000,000 dollars, but United Kingdom 
believe this is substantially too high. At any rate that figure is no longer being 
used in conncction with 1946. 
6. One rcason advanccd  1  in conversations by , United States and United 

Kingdom for kceping the Organization in a very liquid position during first 
couple of years (in addition to those mentioned in paragraph 5 of our earlier 
telegram), is the possibility that the Sccurity Council might suddenly wish to 
initiate extensive investigations or conferences involving large cxtra-budgetary 
expenditures. Undcr such circumstances it .would be undesirable for the 
Council to have a co«Mplaint against the AiieMbly.  for insufficient provision of 
funds or, even worse, an excuse foi a subsequent attempt to establish 
independent financial arrangements. For this and othcr rcasons the experts will 
recommend to.the General Assembly that  the  fund be maintaincd through 
1947 at the level established by'advances to meet expenditures through 1946, 
and that this proposa l shouid be considered in Septeinber at thc second session. 
End.- 	- 	- 	. 1 	 • 	- 

Associate Under-Secre tary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Deputy Afinister of Finance 

SECREr 	 . ;' 	t 	'Ottawa, December 22, 1945 
1 

De:ai Dr. Mackintosh, 
1 am' obliged to you for ynur , ietter oft  December 20thw replying to mY 

letters of December 13thtand 14th,'" concerning financial problems of the 
United Nations Orgrinization ana the League of Nations. 1 am glad to note 

565. 	 ^ 	 DEA/5475-M-40 

" - Le sous-secrétaire d'Étal associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre par intérim des Finances .  

"Document 697. 
"Document 696. 
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yourviews which will, I think, be of considerable help to the Canadian
delegation at the Assembly .

We ° have now received a further, report from the delegation to the
Preparatory Commission on the arrangements contemplated for the initial
financing of UNO. This is contained in Mr . Wilgress' telegram No. 54 of
December 20th, of which I enclose a copy. It seems' to me that the changes
made from the earlier plans are practicable and constitute an improvement,
and i feel that the Canadian delegation can agree to these proposals whether or
not the initial advance is based on the first year's scale or the second year's
scale of the Food and Agriculture Organization .

Yours sincerely,

H . H. WRONG

DEA/5475-J-40

Le représentant, la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies ,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative. United Nations Preparatory Commission ,- to Under-Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
CONFIDENTIA L

Dear ' Mr. , Robertson ,
I enclose three copies of a report dated January 4 on the work of the

Preparatory Commission of the United Nations which I submit in my capacity
of Canadian representative on the Preparato ry Commission.

This, report is based on the draft' which Mr . Reid sent you on December 28 .

CONFIDEN~IqL [London,j January 4, 194 6

Report by Representative. United Nations Preparatory Commission

London, January 14, 1945

Yours sincerely,
L. D. WILGRESS

DEA/5495-J-4 0
: Rapport du représentant, la Conimission préparatoire des Nations Unies

Expe'riénce'at the preparatory Commission demonstrated that if Canadasends to a ' general international conference a competent and hard-workingdelëgâtiôn;̀  if be~comà almost automatically one of the Big Five of theconference .
?•' French ' delegations at international conferences during 1945 have beentragi cally'weak ; The Scandinavian countries, which used to play so large a role

at Genëva; are not yeCable tô send - strong delegations . The strength of the
BelBian delegation to London lay in one man, Mr. Spaak, but he played a big
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role on only one committee, that on the choice of the site
. The strength of th e

energy and
Netherlands delegation lay also in one man, Dril Pelt, bu t

mmatees
his

ability he was able to influence very greatly

Assembly, on the Secretariat and on finance
. members - Dr . Koo and

3 . The Chinese delegation contained two powerfu l

Dr. Victor Hoo; without them the Chinese delegation would have played a

minor role .

4 . 1 The influence of the leading powers at the Conference was probably very

much .in this order :
United Kingdom

•U.S.S.R.United States
China ►
Canada
Australia
Netherlands
Brazi l
Mexico
Iran •
France Mexico and Iran was derived

5. The strength of the delegations from Brazil ,

entirely from the ability of Mr. Freitas•Valle, Mr. Nc rvo and Mr. Entezam

respectively.
6. The mixture of members of parliament and of civil servant s

tHousetof
Canadian delegation was a source, o f

to sens e he fc e ling of an international meeting
Commons men are able quickly t of th e
and to inte rvene at the right moment and in the right way .

I ~~~uc vinrk o king
Preparatory Commission their experience was of particula r
ôut the Canadian revisions to the rulcs of proccdurc of the various organs .

7 . As soon as the delegates arrived in London they were put hacd aat on~ On
delegation meetings, and in meetings

of sub•code cttation met f rom 9 to 10 .1 5

every weekday throughout the Confcrence the g
in the morning and held a full discussion of problems which were

lwasymade
i
to

during the next day or so. Thus ~tobthc utmostlofahisn ability to the
feel that he was expected to contribut e
success of the work of the Preparatory Commission .

Reid with the
aCéâ ûnt 18. Daily press' conferences were held by Mr.

newspapermen in London . These began at 10 a .m. and usually
Presumably a

about 10:45 a .m.' The direct result of the press confcrenccs wasr the indirect
more intelligent coverage of the news by the Canadian news csp~t was that the

and probably in the , long run ,the more important roblems of
group of Canadian newspapermen who know something of the real p

the United Nations is 'gradually increasing . in either Frenc h

9 . The ability.ôf.Mr. Picard and Mr. Cote to spcak fluently ed that

or Englis li was a source of strength to the delegation . and it
tw11 linplude a

future Canadian delcgations to '. . international conferences

substantial groupof members who are fluent in Frcnch
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10. Much of the influence which Canada exerted at the Preparatory 
Commission was the result of Canadian membership on the numerous and 
influential sub-committees which were creatéd. In order to get on as many sub-
committees as possible the delegation submitted proposals or amendments as 
early in the 'conference as it could. The value of this was amply demonstrated. 

11. The Report (dated November 2, 1945) by the Canadian , Delegation on 
the work of the Executive Committee listed in paragraph 9 139  the following 
seven main points of.  difference which existed between the delegations 
represented on the Executive Committee: 
(1) The conception of one single Secretariat as opposed to the idea of a 

separate department of the Secretariat to be allotted to the Security Council; 
(2) The relative importance of the criterion of equitable geographical 

distribution and the criterion of personal competence in the selection of 
chairman of the working committees of the Assembly and of advisory 
committees of experts; 
(3) The amount of preparatory work which the Executive Committee and the 

Preparatory Commission might wisely and usefully do for the first meetings of 
the Security Council; 
(4) The relations of the United Nations with the I.L.O.; 
(5) The relations of the United Nations with the League of Nations; 
(6) The choice of the site of the United Nations; 
(7) The establishment of a temporary Trusteeship Committee. 
12. Of these seven points the fourth was not touched upon during the 

Preparatory Commission since there was general agreement between the 
Powers principally concerned that it would be wise to let the dispute on this 
stand over until the sessions either of the Assembly or of the Economic and 
Social Council. 

13. The other six points listed did provide the main sources of controversy in 
the Preparatory Commission, though to these were added two other points — 
the question of official and working languages, and the question of how many 
of the United Nations should be permitted to see records of private meetings of 
the Security Council. 

14.,  The solutions *of the major controversies were affected by an agreement 
which seems to have been arrived at bchind the scenes by the United States 
and the United Kingdom early on in the conference that they would not, if at 
all possible, press any one of the major controversies to a vote if the vote would 
result in the Soviet Union being put in a small minority. 

15. Thus the firs-t point was met by a compromise under which the Soviet 
Union was - awarded the title of a department -- "Department of Sccurity sCouncil Affairs" — but very little else, since this so-called Department of 

ecurity Council Affairs will serve both the Assembly and the Security Council 
in political and security questions. The compromise is, however, an unstable 
one and„  th.  ough it is to be hoped that it is not re-examined during the first year 

13%4 le document 536./See Document 536. 
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or so of the United Nations, it will probably require re-examination shortly
after.

16.' The- second point likewise resulted in a compromise under 'which the
criterion of personal competence is not givcn the weight which it should be
given in the interests of the whole Organization .
17. The five Great Powers obviously decided shortly after the Preparatory
Commission began its work that they would resist âny changes of substance in
the Chapter on the Sccûrity Council in the Report of the Executive Commit-
tee. At the beginning the Great Powers were willing to accept minor
improvements in that Chapter. , Thus the United States and the United
Kingdom members of the Security Council Committee approved informally,
and in their personal capacities, the text of the explanatory notes which
Canada submitted, and also the text of the amendments on secret balloting on
the appointment of the Secretary-General, and on suspension and amendment
of the rules. However, shortly after this informal discussion, the United States
delegate received instructions from the Chiefs of Staff in Washington to resist
any further change however ' slight. (This information was given us by him in
the st rictest conGdencc.) These instructions he interpreted so literally that at
one time he said in private that the United States delegation could not accept
the deletion of the two "whereas's" fromthe draft directive to the military staff., . ,
committee.

18 . The controversy on the fifth point "The - relations of the United

Nations with the League of Nations" - appears to have resulted in a generally
acceptable compromise . . ~ I

19 . The discussion and controversy over the sixth point -"The choice of the
site of the United Nations" - demonstrated that the Canadian proposal made
in the Executive Committee, that no vote be taken,on this recommendation,
was sound. The debate would have been less acrimonious, though it might have
led to the . same result, had it not been forced into a straight jacket by this
recommendation .yThe choice of the United States will undoubtedly leave a
great deal of bitterness . Before the United States was chosen it fort u nately

became clear ~ however, that, regardless of what the United States said
officially, it was pushing very hard to get the seat in the United States . Thus
the United States is itself in large part responsible for the choice of the United
States as the host state and, being in large part responsible, it must assume an
even greater degree of responsibility than before for the success of the United
Nations.

20. The controversy over ; the seventh { point -"The establishment of a
temporary Trusteeship Çommittee", proved almost the most difficult to resolve,
and vnfortunately:the final decision was one to which a member [numbcr?] of

states had to attach formal reservations -- the only formal reservations which

were made to any, part of the Report of the Preparatory Commission.

21 . The results of the work z, of , the,,' Executive Committee and of the
Preparatory, Commission are encouraging . Within six months of the signature

of ~ the Charter at San Francisco all 51 United Nations have ratified the
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Charter and have reached agreement on a bulky volume of recommendations, 
resolutions and reports. Unless some unforseen event occurs the result will be 
that the various organs of the United  Nations  need each spend only a day or so 
rubber-stamping the recommendations of the Preparatory Commission. This 
means that in a day or so each organ will have sent other parts of the Report to 
committees for study and revision. The organs will thus be able to get down to 
their real business of dealing with questions of substancc .  within a few days 
after they are set up. 

22: Had the Preparatory Commission.not been held, or had it been, as _was 
contemplated by most of the members of the Executive Committee, a formal 
conference of heads of mission in London to rubber-stamp at plenary sessions 
the Executive Committee's Report, this happy event would not have been 
possible and the Assembly would have debated organizational questions for at 
least four weelcs.. • • 

'23.:The'form which the Preparatory Commission took seems to have been the 
accidental result of the fact that the Canadian member of the Executive 
Committee (Mr. Reid) assumed that all the other members had the same idea 
of the Preparatory Commission as he had, namely that it would be a hard 
working conference which would split up into committees. Actually all the 
members seemed to have had the opposite idea, but when Mr. Reid incidentally 
mentioned his conception they rallied to it in the course of two weeks or so. 
24. Much of the work which the Preparatory Commission did could have 

been done, and perhaps donc as well, by a small group of highly qualified 
officials got together by the Executive Secrctary. This procedure would have 
been analogous to that followed by Sir Eric Drummond 16° in the early days of 
the League. However, this procedure would not have had the same educational 
value which the Executive Committee and the Prcparatory Commission have 
had on those who participated in thcir work. The long arguments in the long 
committee sessions, which wcnt on for thirtccn weeks in all, were to a very 
great extent a discussion between the Soviet world and the Western world. If 
the Soviet Union had not been present, the Executive Committee and the 
Preparatory Commission could have donc their work in about one-third of the 
time they actually took. But the long discussion has given the representatives of 
the , Westérii —w.orld. a greater knowledge and understanding of the Soviet 
approach: ! to.  international .administration and an organized international 
conference system'. Prestimably it has likewise given the Soviet representatives 
a greciter. knowledge and understanding of the wcstcrn approach to interna-
tional'adininiètration ancran organized international conference system. 
25.,Th,e' ,Soviet, ,who arc always worried by the thought that they do not 

ritshis. 
persons who can 'compete on equal tcrms at international conferences 

iéprésentativei . of the Western world, must feel, as the result of the work 
èdf thel4'st six Months, somewhat more assured. The individual capacity of their 

légate's to thé Executive Committee and the Preparatory Commission was on 
.) 	 .; 

i 'SeCrétaire général de la SoCiété des Nations, 1919-1933. Secretary-General, League of Nations, 1919-1933. 
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the average as high or. higher : than that of any other delegation . Their
international lawyers topped all the other international lawyers present except

Mr. Bailey of Australia . Moreover, their men have visibly grown in ability in

the past rive months --= Mr. Gromyko and Mr. Roschin, for example, are now
much more able to hold their own in discussion without having to fall back on

the simple negative repeated monotonously for a long period .
26 . One dominant theme in the first Assembly of the Unite & Nations, as in

all future Assemblies, will be the prese rvation of a proper balance bet w een the
Assembly, the Security Council and the Secreta ry-Gcneral . The smaller

powers will t ry to tip the balance in favour of the Assembly as against the
Security Council . The British States and all other states accustomed to
responsible gove rnment will resist attempts by the United States to make the

Secretary-General not the chief civil servant but the international equivalent of
a United States cabinet member (with however no President to be responsible

to) . The Soviet will play up the special position of the Security Council and will
resist efforts by the Assembly to occupy effectively the political and security
field .

27. Du ring the last ' six months it has become clear that the powers of the

Assembly are potentially , larger than was thought when the Charter was
signed. Thus, though the Charter explicitly gives the Assembly power only to
establish regulations on the appointment of the staff of the Secretariat, the 51
United Nations have agreed to a report in which the General Assembly is
requested to approve recommendations concerning nearly eve ry aspect of the

work of the Secretariat .
28 . . This powe r flows from Article 10 of the Charter under which the General

Assembly may make recommendations on any matter relating to the powers
and functions of any of the organs `of the United Nations (subject to the one
proviso contained in Article 12, which relates only to disputes and situations) .

29 . Moreover the Assembly derives 'a potentially enormous power because the
budget' of the organization must be approved by it and, in approving the
budget, it can settle for example the structure of the Secretariat.

30. The interests of the Organization will be furthered by prescrving intact

all the implied'as well as the explicit powers of the Assembly, evcn though it

may not be wise for the Assembly to exercise all its powers immediately or in

relation ' to certain matters. It is therefore, suggested that Canadian delegations
to meetings of the organs of theFUnited Nations,should be instructed to resist
any interpretation of the fCharter which restricts the potential powers of the
Assembly. r

31 .' A decisiôn will have to be made on how far the Canadian delegation to
the Âssembly should go in pressing for the election of competent chairmen of
theP'main committees . The Great Powers will prepare a slate of committee

°ehairmen and expect it'to` go through automatically . This slate will probably

contain a number of incompetents . Since it is embarrassing to single out one or

two nominees and oppose them, it might perhaps be wise if Canada'
in

consultation with a number . of other responsible middle powcrs agreed
► n

r , .
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advancelo arrange for contested elections in all the main committees or to 
press for reconsideration of the proposal for a nominations committee. 

32.' , It isH -clearly unlikely that the resolution on 'atomic energy framed at 
Moscowlo will go through the Assembly .without critical examination. One 
question which will be asked is whether the veto extends to the giving of 
directives to the Atomic Energy Commission and to the publication of its 
recomniendations. The policy of the Canadian Government on this and on 
other aspects of the draft resolution will need to be communicated to the 
Canadian delegation.  •  
33. Another item which is delicate and on which instructions will be needed is 

the question of refugees which is now on the agenda for both the Assembly and 
the Economic and Social Council. 
34. In the debate in the Assembly the Members will raise urgent questions 

which they consider should be given immediate attention. Possibly Canada 
ought to be prepared to raise itself a numbcr of urgent questions to which it 
thinks high priority should bc given. 
T35. The procedure to be followed in calling international conferences on trade 
and on health will occasion dcbatc in the Assembly.  The  Mexican representa-
tive, Mr; Ncrvo, proposed late in the  Preparatory Commission that instead of 
calling special ad hoc conferences on questions such as these, an extraordinary 
session of the Assembly should be summoncd to discuss each of them. This 
proposal was made too late to bc examined thoroughly, but it would appear to 
offer obvious advantages. For one thing an cxtraordinary session of the 
Assembly called to draft an international trade convention would automatically 
have from its very first session an agreed set of rules of procedure. It would 
also have a staff experienced in handling an international conference. 
Moreover, the use of the Assembly for this purpose would increase the prestige 
of the Assembly, and would tend to develop its international legislative powers. 
There would also be less  danger  that an indcpcndcnt and unrelated agency 
would be established since the General Assembly, even though it might decide 
that a separate agency should be established for trade problems, would at the 
same time work out the agreement between that agcncy and the United 
Nations. • • . 
36. The deferred controversy over relations with  the I.L.O. will break into the 

open either in the Assembly or the Economic and Social Council, and 
instructions on this matter will be required by  the  delegation. 
37: Another matter on which instructions will be required will be on the 

treaty between the United Nations and the  United  States relating to the site of 
the United Nations. If a point near the  border  is choscn, such as Grand Island, 
it will probably be necessary to include in this treaty, or in a supplementary 
treaty made with Canada, provisions under which Canada undertakes special 
o_bligations., It might, for example, be necessary for Canada to transfer to  the 
United Nations the adjacent Navy Island. 

I'DoCument 662. 
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, 38. Another matter on .whieh instructions will be requi red is on the general
multilateral : convention granting privileges and immunities to the United

Nations. It looks as if the Chinese and Soviet Delegations may be reluctant to

agree, to a binding and precise convention and may prefer innocuous general
resolutions.

39. The sub-committee on the permanent seat, of the United Nations will
propose to the Assembly . some six seats which will probably include Boston,
New .York, Hyde Park, perhaps a place in the Connecticut River Valley, and
Grand Island . Canada's preference between these sites should be indicated .

40. .Other questions on which instructions would be useful are the following :

(I) ï Loans guaranteed by the League of Nations
(2) Setting up of Trusteeship Counci l
(3) Question of working and official languages
(4) The admission of new Members .
(S) The appointment of the Sccretary-General
(6) Elections of Members to the Counc i ls

41 . Canada's chances of election to the Economic and Social Council are at
the present not good . We can scarcely hope for election unless we receive the
support . of most, if not all,of the Latin-American republics . These republics

seem .to be firmly convinced that a , state which is a member of the Security
Council ought not to - be elected . to . the Economic and Social Council . They

believe in the sharing of, honours ." In this attitude they appear to be supported

by a .considerable number of other delegations . It would seem that the best
thing for us to do is to meet this argument head on in public in a speech in the

General Assembly, and to suppo rt for membership in the Economic and Social
Council states which have been elected to the Security Council .

"42. At present we have a more .than even chance of , being elected to the

Secu ri ty Council, but it is possible that our chances may be wcakened by the

application of the theory of the distribution of honours since we are virtually
assured of election to a very important body,` the Atomic Energy Commission .

43 .i Competition for the Secu ri ty' Council will probably be diminished if three
of the non-permanent menibers are"elected for only 8 month terms since states
which fear that they will only get an 8 month term may prefer to wait till

Septembcr and t ry to gct a 2 year term. Canada's chances of election w ill also

of course bé affected by the general position it takes in controvcrsics between
the Great Powers"and~the 'smaller, powers . If Canada swings too much to the
support of the Great Power, position it may lose more small power votes than it

will gain from the votes of great powers and their satellites .
44 . S6, far ~ in the Executive Committee and, the Preparatory Commission

Canada - hâs:steered a middle course, and has been able, on the mcrits of the

questions~ which have = come''up ; to vote against thc Great Powcrs about as

frequently as it has voted with them. It is to be hoped that this happy situation
will continue. . ~, x =
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PARTIE 2/PART 2 

.INSTITUTIONS SPÉCIALISÉES • 
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

t› ,  

•1 	;'. 

SECTION A 
COUR PERMANENTE DE JUSTICE INTERNATIONALE 

PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE 

567. 	 DEAP-V-ls 

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 304 	 Ottawa, March 26, 1945 

Sir, 
YOu will recall that no effort was made during the Dumbarton Oaks 

conversations to prepare a statute for the International Court of Justice 
envisaged by Chapter VII of the proposals on the establishment of a general 
International . Organization that resulted from those discussions.' 62  The 
proposals contemplated that the statute should be either (a) the statute of the 
Permanent Court ,of International Justice continued in force with such 
modifications as may be desirable or (b) a new statute in the preparation of 
which.the statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice should be • 
used ai a basis. 

It is now deemed desirable to have a preliminary meeting of jurists of the 
United Nations to prepare, prior to the San Francisco Conference, a draft of a 
statute to be submitted to that confcrcncc for considcration. 

Accordingly, the Government of the United States of America on behalf of 
itself and of the Governments of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the Republic of 
China, invites' the Government of Canada to send a representative to a meeting 
of the United Nations Committcc of Jurists to be convened at Washington on 
April 9, 1945, for the purpose of preparing a draft of a statute of an 
International Ccitirt of Justice. 

'' • 

, 

InVoir États-UnisiSee United States. 
&Pointe'« ofState Bulletin, Volume  11, October 8, 1944, p. 370.. 



The above named governments sugiest: ' 
a. That each of the invited governments appoint one representative to the 

Committee of Jurists, to be accompanied, if desired, by not more than two 
advisers. 
b. That if the work of the Committee of Jurists is not completed by the time 

the United Nations Conference begins, sessions should be continued at San 
Francisco. 

Accept etc. 
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RAY ATHERTON 
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. 	1 	DEA/7-V-Is 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

	

à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 	. 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 
_ to Ambassador of United States 

No. 34 	 Ottawa, April 2, 1945 

Excellency, 
I have the honour to refer to your note No. 304, March 26, 1945, in which 

you transmitted, on behalf of the Governments of the United States of 
America, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the 
Union of Soviet Socialist. Republics, and the Republic of China, an invitation 
to the Government of Canada to*send a repre.sentative tà a meeting of the 

United Nations Committee of Jurists to be convened nt Washington on Apri19, 
1945, for the purpose of preparing a draft of a itatute of an International 
Court of Justice. . ' 

The Government of Canada will be glad to cooperate in this veork and has 
appointed as a representative to this  meeting of the United Nations Committee 
of Jurists John E. Read, K.C., Legal Adviser of the Department of External 
Affairs., • * • 

The arrangements for advisers have not yet been completed, but it will 
probably be possible to let you have their names within the next day or two. 

Accept etc. 	• ** 	Accept etc. ' - 
N. A: ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 
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à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

No. 35 Ottawa, April 4, 1945

Excellency, -

I have the honour to make further reference to the arrangements for the
meetings of the Committee of Jurists in Washington commencing Monday,
Apri19. :

The Canadian Government has appointed as advisers
The Honourable Phillippe Brais, K .C ., of the Quebec Bar;

,The Honourable Wendell B . Farris, Chief Justice of British Columbia .

It is understood that representation is limited to the representative on the
Committee - and two advisers. Mr. Rogers Chaput of this Department is
accompanying them as Secretary to the Canadian delegation .

Accept etc . .

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

570
. DEA/7-V-1s

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

"= au sous-ministre de la Justice

Second Secretary, Department of External Affairs,
to Deputy Minister of Justice -

TOP SECRET Ottawa, April 26, 1945

Dear Mr . Varcoe -
' In continuation of my letter of ,&pri1 9,' I enclose a copy of memorandumPrepared by Mr. Read, reporting on the meeting of the Committee of Jurists in

Washington this month to discuss the future of the Permanent Court of
International Justice .

DEA/7-V-l s

Le deuxième secrétaire, le ministére des Affaires extérieures,

Yours sincerely ,

M. H. WERSHOF
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du conseiller juridique

Memorandum by Legal Adviser

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDU M

MEETING OF COMMITTEE OF JURISTS, WASHINGTON
APRIL 9TH-20TH, 194 5

TOP SECRET

1 . The report'of the Rapporteur' and the draft Statute of an International
Court of Justice16' give a clear indication of the work which was done at the
Washington meetings of the Committee .

2. This Memorandum will confine itself to the points which are likely to give

rise to controversy at San Francisco. '
3. The questions raised in'Artiele I of the Draft Statute.

There âre two contrasting views with regard to the nature of the Statute .

The first view is that the old Statute should be continued and that the new

, Statute should be in the nature of a revision and consolidation of the old . A

very substantial number of countries represented on the Committee of Jurists
favour.this course . It offers definite advantages . It ensures the continuity of the

Court . It preserves its jurisdiction under several hundreds of international
agreements, many of which continue in force, the most recent being the
Aviation Agreement .'" It preserves the position of States-which have accepted

- the Optional Clause .
The second view, which, has received substantil l support, is that a new

`Statute, ' based upon the old Statute adapted to meet present-day needs, should

be brought intoopcration - by a ' new - multilateral agreement. It would be
annexed to and form a part of the Charter. It is likely that it can be brought
into being with less delay than would be involved in a Statute providing for
revision and consolidation. The old Statute has no provisions for amendment
and changes can only be made with the unanimous agreement of all of the
parties. The effect of most of the treaties conferring jurisdiction can, to a large

. . • . . . . . , . - . . . . . . ~ i` . . . .

.

. . ..

. . . ~ t , } i
.

16rV oir Nations, Unies,"Documents de la Conférence des Nations Unies sur l'Organisarion

internationale. San Francisco. 1945 . Volume XIV, Londres et New York,
United Nations

Information Organizations,194S, pp . 854-87 .
Sec United Nations, Documents of the United Nations Conference on international
Organization. San Fra ►rclso, 1945, Volume XIV, London and New York, Un+ted Nations

Information Organizations,194S, pp. 821-53 .
""Voir Canada, R ecueil des traités, 1944, N' 36.

Sec Canada, Tnaty Stries. 1944, No . 36.



extent, be preserved by a General Agreement along the lines suggested in the 
comment in the Canadian brief,' para. 3, sub-para.(d), pp.7 and 8. 1 " Upon the 
acceptance of the Charter and Statute of the Court by all countries, there 
would be complete preservation of existing jurisdiction. ' 

There is a political angle to this question which should not be overlooked. 
Some of the countries, especially the Soviet Union, would have very strong 
objections to the continuation of the old statute. It would give a voice in the 
organisation and control of the Court to States which are not members of The 
United Nations, such as Estonia, Germany, Japan, Italy, Spain, etc. If Chapter 
VII, para. 5 of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals is intended to mean that States 
which are not members of The United Nations can only be parties to the 
Statute upon appropriate action by the General Assembly and the Security 
Council, the continuation of the existing Statute would be inconsistent with the 
proposal. 
4. The disposition of the questions raised in Article 1 may involve the 

submission of drafts. 
(a) Suggested 'draft' based upon continuation of the present Statute and 

Court. 

.t 	 Article /. 
The Permanent Court of International Justice established in 1920 shall 

function under this Statute, and shall be the chief judicial organ of the United 
Nations. This Court shall be in addition to the Permanent Court of Arbitration 
organised by the Conventions of The Hague of 1899 and 1907 and to other 
tribunals to which States arc at liberty to submit their disputes for settlement. 

(In this draft the particular references to the old Statute are restricted to a 
minimum with' a view to making it less offensive. The second sentence is 
modified in -accordance with understandings reached at the meeting of the 
Committee of Jurists. The preservation of the position of special tribunals of 
arbitration was inconsistent with the French text and seemed to imply that the 
position of general tribunals might be prejudiced. It would be better to drop the 
sentence out entirely, but if it is rctained it is essential that the preservation of 
alternative methods of disposition of disputes should be broad enough to extend 
to all  types  of tribunals including the International Joint Commission!) 

'Le paragraphe (d) se lisait comme suite: 
Paragraph (d) read as follows: , 

(d) Continuity and existing jurisdiction could be substantially preserved by 
appropriate provisions in a new Statute of the Court. For example, a provision 
whereby it wai agreed by all of the participating States that all treaties conferring 
jurisdiction upon the Permanent Court, to which they were parties, should be deemed 

, to confer jurisdiction upon the Permanent Court of International Justice as 
established by the new Statute, would be effective in most instances and would 

, ultimately be completely effective upon accession of all, or substantially all, civilized 
States:  In 'So far as the Optional Clause is concerned, there could bc a similar 
Provision in the new Statute, and those countries which were still content to accept 

mpulsory jurisdiction would doubtless accept it. 
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(b) Suggested draft based upon establishment of a new Court. 

Article I. 	, 
(1) The Permanent Court of International Justice is hereby established and 

shall function under the present Statute as the chief judicial organ of The 
United Nations. 
(2) This Court shall be in addition to the Court of Arbitration organised by 

the ,Conventions of The Hague of 1899 and 1907 and to other tribunals to 
which States are at liberty to submit their disputes for settlement. 
(3) The Permanent Court of International Justice established under the 

provisions of this Article shall be deemed to continue and may exercise, under 
the provisions of any treaties or conventions in force, any jurisdiction which has 
been conferred upon the Permanent Court of International Justice established 
by the Protocol of Signature of December 16, 1920, by treaties and conventions 
now in force. 

(The third paragraph might just as well be placed among transitory 
provisions in a Protocol bringing the Statute into force; or in the Charter; or in 
the Protocol bringing the Charter into force, along with other transitory 
provisions. It should be recognized that it would not immediately preserve all 
existing jurisdiction. It would, for example, preserve jurisdiction under the 
Aviation Convention because the parties to it and to the Charter would be 
identical. It would preserve jurisdiction under all Agreements in which both or 
all of the parties accepted the present Statute. It would presumably be made a 
condition of admission to the fold that other countries, both enemy and neutral, 
should agree to the Court's jurisdiction. Ultimately all existing jurisdiction 
would be preserved.) • 

5. There is no special Canadian interest in this matter. The Canadian and 
American Bar Associations recommended that the Present Statute should be 
continued with necessary modifications, but that, if the creation of a new 
Statute should be deemed unavoidable, the continuity with the past should be 
fully maintained and jurisdiction conferred on the Court under existing treaties 
and agreements should be preserved. There would bc no serious disadvantage 
to any country concerned, and this appears to me to be a case in which even a 
substantial .majority should give way to meet a minority position if the 
concession would result in a more general acceptance of the Court. 
6. The questions raised in Articles 3-13 of the draft Statute. 

 

7. It will be observed that alternative proposals are presented, covering some 
of these Articles, which are concerned with the nomination and election of 

Judges. The following comrnents will indicate the position: 
(a) The Committee of Jurists decided by a very large majority that the 

number of the Court should be maintained at 15 members. The U.K. 

, 

delegation tried hard to reduce the number to 9. Bearing in mind that the 
system of nomination and election was of such a character as to make it certain 

that the Courtwould ,always contain members from the countries having 
permanent seats on the Security Council, it was thought by most of the.  

members of the  Committee that there would be dissatisfaction with a Court of 

908' 
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9, with only 4 members from the other countries including both middle and
small powers . It was also thought that`4 wa& too small a number to give effect
t6 the provisions of. Article 9 . The Sub-Committee which studied this problem
had the advantage of consultation with two members of . the Court, and with
one ex-Judge (the Chinese representative) who had sat on the Court when it
consisted of 11 members and whose term of office extended over into the period
when the numbers had been increased to 15 . It' was made clear to the Sub-
Committee thât the increase to 15 members was essential in order to enable the
Court to do its work. Further, most of the Sub-Committee expected that there
would be a substantial increase . in the business of the court arising from United
Stàtes membership. The Committee and Sub-Committée were influenced by
the'recommendation of the American and Canadian Bâr Associations that the
number of 15, Judges should not be reduced. There would therefore appear to
be good reasons for resisting an effort which will probably be made at San
Francisco'to re-open this question and to reverse the position taken by the
Committee of Jurists .

(b) On the *question of whether Judges should be nominated by governments
or by national groups, there was a very close vote . The Committee was equally
divided and the Chairman ruled that the motion was lost . On this point the Bar
Associations recommended that the present practice should be continued, but
there does not seem to be any strong Canadian interest either way . The present
practice is "described in the Canadian brief at p . 21 para 2, and it is clear that
the method followed in Canada could be continued even if the Statute provided
for nomination by the Government . When I sat on the sub-committee studying
this point, I followed the Bar Association recommendation, but was prepared to .
accept the U .K. proposal in deference to the views of the majority of the sub-
committee. When the question was raised again in the main committee as the
result"of a verj► strong appeal from the United States delegation, I went back to
my original position. I think, however, that this is a case in which the United
States might very well be willing to make concessions . The United States view
is based', largely on 'the embarrassment which would be 'placed upon their
Government ifthey had to nominate directly, but they could follow the same
coursé as we do and accept the advice of their national group and thus get rid
of most of their' political *difficulty .

(c) :The third point relates to the number of nominations . The, United
Kingdom led a movement to cut down thé number to one and to restrict the
countries to 'nomination of their, own nationals. Here again I followed the
general, views which had been approved by the Bar Associations, bearing in
mind that there had been some advantage to countries such as Canada, which
were unlikelÿr to have Judges ôn the Court, to have a part in the nomination of
candidates who were likely to succeed . There is, however, no very strong
Çanadian interest on this point. On the other hand, I do not think that there is
any vëry strong United Kingdom interest unless San Francisco reverses the
position taken by the Committee of Jurists on the next point .
(d) ;The United Kingdom had proposed that defeated candidates should

become'members of the Court available on call to serve on the Court when the
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Court became short-handed . The countries would be limited to such members
in - their selection : of~ ad hoc , Judges. s If it is • revived and action taken in
Washington ' rëversed,} iti would follow automatically- that . each country should
be limited to a single nomination of one of its own nationals .

8." The questions raiséd in Article 36 of the draft Statute.

9.` Article 36 is presented+in parallel colùmns . The left-hand column sets forth
the Optional Clause taken directly from the old Statute with practically no
change of any'sort: The'right-hand column presents a scheme for compulsory
jurisdiction . The following observations are made .

' (a) ' Paràgraph 'one defines the extent of the jurisdiction of the Court . If the

parties agreed to submit .a matter , to the Court which did not come within the
limitations prescribed by paragraph one, the Court would be bound to rule that
it was without jurisdiction and that it could not : deal with the matter
notwithstanding the concurrence of the parties . . The United Kingdom urged
very strongly that there should be inserted the word "justiciable" go v erning

"cases" or some similar word or phrase such as "of a legal character ." The

reason for this revision is to prevent the Court from being concerned with
political questions . There was a strong feeling to 'the effect that the Court

would lose the respect of the world if it went beyond justiciable matters in its
jurisdiction . This point was taken by Judge Jackson of the Supreme Court of

the United' States in a very able address before the American Society of
International Law on April 14 . There was general agreement in the Committee
that it was desirable that the Court not be concerned with other than judiciable
disputes.' There were, however, many of the delegates who felt that
"justiciable" was a very vague word, lacking in exact defïnition . Others felt

that the ` alternâtive * .phrase "of a legal' character". might present unforeseen

difficulties . Further,' the application of the paragraph ; by the Court during the
last 25 yeârs'tiad not presented any difficulty. The principal objection was to

the Austrian réference ; which was clearly both a justiciable dispute and a
dispute of a legal'character . The objection, if sound, should have been taken to
the action of the Council of the League in referring the matter to the Court

.

The Committee therefore by an appreciable màjority rejected the proposal .

(b) The principal point ' of difference concerned the question of compulsory
jurisdiction . ._The draft' in the right-hand colu mn presents the views of a

substantial majority of the Committee. It provides compulsory jurisdiction for
legal ' dispûtes ' in four 'classes'" of cases. The compulsory juri sdiction under

paragraph 2 of this draft is narrower in its scope than the voluntary jurisdiction
which' maÿ arise tïnder' paragraph 1, but ` it' is still very extensive . There is no

provision for rese rvations or for contracting out in any way . There was a very

solid objection' to this position taken by the U.K:, U.S.A., U.S .S .R., France,

Norway, ând perhaps three or four other countries . 1 objected to it largely by
reason of the fact' that it offered no scopé for essential rese rvations such as

those which ire 'set forth on pp. - 38, 39, A0 'and 41 of the Canadian brief. The

United States delegate, Mr. Nackworth, ' who was President of the Committee,
made a very strong appeal for the maintenance of the ' system of the Optional

t~ ~ .~ . . . . _ . . : . . ,
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Clause. He assured the Cémniittee that the United States could be expected to 
àccept the Stattité of the Court on the basis of the Optional Clause and that 
there  .vas  good ieason to expect that thé Optional Clause would also be 
acCepted by the U.S.A. perhaps later. He did not say that the United .States 
would be 'unable to accept a Statute with compulsory jurisdiction,  but  I am 
convinced that he had a good kleal of doubt as to United States acceptance on a 
compulsory basis. The British u and French objected strongly, but I think that 
they would be unwilling to stay out of the Court even if it were established on a 
compulsory basis if the Statute were accepted by the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. 
It  was  'very clear that the Soviet representatives did not think that their 
Government could accept the Statute on a compulsory basis. 
(c)' The Bar Associations had put forward a proposal which was the basis of 

ihe draft  in thé iight-hand column, but which included an additional provision 
that, in becoming a party to the Statute, a State should be permitted to attach 
reservationS to its acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction and thereafter to 
withdraw' or wàive or limit such reservations. Reservations made by a State 
Were iô enure to the advantage of any other party to a dispute against which 
the State might have invoked the Court's jurisdiction. This view commended 
itself to.  à good many of the delegates. It was actually put to a vote and 
defeated, but in view of the fact that few of  the  members of the Committee 
heard the motion or knew what they were voting about, it is not certain what 
the àctual sentiment of the Committee was on the point. In substance a 
provision of this sort would go a long distance to meet the difficulties which are 
faced 'by: the countries which prefer the Optional Clause. It would not, 
however, meet the traditional jealousy of the U.S. Senate in asserting its right 
to Make thè approval of the Senate a condition upon the validity of any 
Agreement for submitting a question to international arbitration. Tradition-
ally, the Senate has insisted that particular international questions should be 
subject to approval by two-thirds majority of the Senate. Further, I am 
doubtful as to whether the Russians would accept this compromise position. 
Insofar as Canada is concerned, our experience in the past would indicate the 
need to extend it so as to make it possible, not merely to withdraw or waive or 
limit reservations, but also to add additional reservations to meet future 
conditions. With such an extension the Canadian position would be indistin-
guishable in substance from that which we have enjoyed under the Optional 
Clause. ; .; 

(d) This question, like the point arising under Article 1, is the sort of question 
which might  «affect  the question of acceptance or non-acceptance of the 
Statute. It  might give rise to difficulties which would go beyond the Court 
question and affect the broader position under the Charter of The United 
Nations. It might form a focal point for a revival of isolationist sentiment on 
this continent. 1  I should think that it would be necessary fully to explore the 
U.K., U.S.A.,. U.S.S.R. and French position and to try to avoid any position 
which might wreck the main scheme. (I do not think that my fears in this point 
were shared by the Canadian Advisers, except, perhaps, Chaput). 
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(e) It should not be overlooked that this question is one of differences in the
method of approach to an objective .which is desired by all . There is a general

desire, shared by all of the United Nations, to reach a position in which there
will be general compulsory jurisdiction to deal with legal questions . One view

based upon logical, reasoning to •_which there is no easy answer, is that the
objective could best be attained by an immediate universal acceptance of
compulsory jurisdiction . The other view is that the objective could more

certainly be obtained , by beginning with voluntary jurisdiction and providing

machinery , whereby the countries . concerned . could accept compulsory

jurisdiction under the Optional Clause . Following upon` the adoption of the
Statute of the Permanent Court in 1920, 46 out of 51 parties to the Statute

accepted the Optional Clause . It took nearly 10 years before the United
Kingdom, Canada and other nations of the ' Commonwealth were ready to

accept the Optional Clause . There can be little doubt that acceptance would
have been universal if it had not been for the decline in internationalism in the
"30's". If, as it is hoped, the United Nations, as a scheme for World

Organization, succeeds, there will be a progressive growth of world sentiment
favouring the international disposition of political and juridical questions . It

fa
thecan be expected that this will be accomplished by~r ge~fore there in

of
ct

Optional . Clause so that it will not be many y
universal acceptance of the principle of the settlement of international disputes
by judicial process. It is suggested that the Canadian policy might be to bring
about the acceptance of the draft in the right-hand column with the addition of

a suitable provision for rese rvations ; but that, if it proves to be impossible to

get unanimous acceptance of this course, the Canadian policy might be to urge
the majority . to acquiesce in the maintenance of the present pos i t ion, rather

than to take a chance on non•acccptanee of the Statute by any of the countries
concerned . :

10 . Chambers to deal with particular cases .

11 . The most important change in the Statute of the Court is tucked away in
Article 26 . This Article provides that the Court may at any time form a
Chamber for dealing with ° a particular case. It provides that the number of
judges to constitute such a Chamber is to bë determined by the Court with the
approval of the parties. This needs to bc read in conjunction with Article 28
which provides that the Chambers under Articles 26 and 29 may, with the
consent of the parties, sit and exercise their functions elsewhere than at The

Hague
. 12. While there isya sort` of conventional understanding that everybodY shoul

d

talk about what wonderful work the Court has done, it is impossible to overlook
the fact that the Court ' as it' has functioned is not an entirely sat

i sfactory world

tribunal : It has " not attracted to itself a large proportion of international
questions which 'âre dealt with by pacific means . It has failed to supplant ad,

hoc tribunals,' especially where difficult problems need to be dealt w'th' We
have had, during the period when the Court has been functioning, a dozen or

.more important international questions, all with the United States
. They have

been dealt with for the most part by the International Joint Commission, with
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two of them by special tribunals, namely, the Trail Smelter' 66  and the I'm 
Alone' 67. Measured on a basis of their relative importance, they would compare 
favourably with the general run of cases before the Permanent Court. I should 
not be inclined to advocate the transkrring to the World Court of the job 
which is done by the International -Joint Commission. On the other hand, a 
World Càurt should be capable of doing the sort of jobs that the Commission 
does very well indeed. . 

To deal  with  cases such as those referred to above, it is necessary to have a 
reasonably small Court which is capable of moving to the place where the 
international dispute has arisen. In the Trail Smelter case, for example, the 
tribunal mét at the following places: Washington, Spokane, Ottawa, Montreal. 
In addition it surveyed the Columbia valley and went over the plants at Trail. 
It could not have done justice otherwise. It may be important that an 
international tribunal should present itself in the place in which the dispute has 
arisen and give to the people affected in both countries concerned an 
oppoitunity to have their day in court. A feeling may thus be created that 
justice is being done and people  are  ready to accept an adverse decision by a 
court more readily, if they have the feeling that the court has given full 
consideration to all aspects of the question. 

The present provision gives the Court the power which is necessary in order 
to enable it to work out this problem in conjunction with the parties. At 
Washington there was an attempt by the Philippine representative to curtail 
the powers of the Court on this point by specifying the number of judges who 
should form a Chamber of this sort. This movement was succcssfuly resisted by 
Mr.' Flackworth and there should be no real difficulty in preserving the 
provisions of Article 26(2) and (3) intact. 

13. There is one point which arose with the discussion of Article 31. In the 
provision for ad hoc judges the right of representation seems to be limited to 
cases inter partes. We had some discussion of an alternative draft for para. (2) 
and (3) which had been put forward by the United Kingdom representative. 
The alternative draft was clearly preferable from every point of view, especially 
in that it made it possible to provide for ad hoc judges in the case of 
proceedings for advisory opinions where a particular country had an interest. It 
is possible that a reference might bé made under Dumbarton Oaks proposal, 
Chapter 8; Section A, para. 6, or undcr Article 65 of the present Statute, in 
which there might be an important interest of a particular country which did 
not have.a. judge on the Court. A question might be dealt with by this 
procedure which would be as important or even more important than questions 
arising inter. partes. When we were discussing this question in the drafting 
en,  mmittee, there was a general feeling that Article 31 should bc left as it is. It 

166Voir le volume 4, documents 457, 466, 468-9; le volume 5, documents 208-19. 

I' 
_Svee.  Volume 4, Documents 457, 466, 468-9; Volume 5, Documents 209-10. 
 ow le volume 4, documentseee Volume 4, Documents, 

370, 372-3, 375-7 379-81, 384-5, 388 , 390-3,  398,  401 '4 ' 407 '9;  Le volume 5, documents,/Volume 5, Documents, 
126, 129, 132-5, 140-1, 143-4. 
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•' 	 Le secrétaire d'État aux ;1ffaires extérieures .  
I 	î 	à la délégation, la Conférence des Nation Unies 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Delegation, United Nations Conference 

•
• TELEGRAM D-267 	, • • 	 , 	Ottawa, May 30, 1945 

Following from Read to Chipman, Begins: With regard to the proposals for 
changing" the text of Article 36, I should like to make the following observa-
tions: 
(a) The text settled at Washington is in my opinion adequate for all purposes. 

It  is essentially the same text as Article 36 of the old statute. More than fifty 
countries adopted the optional clause, a substantial number making reserva-
tions. I do not think that it is even arguable, under International Law, that 
there was no legal power to make reservations. "The statute" is not a "statute," 
i.e. it is not an enactment of a legislature and cannot be compared to an act of 
the Parliament of Canada; and is not subject to the same rules of law in the 
matter of construction. It must be interpreted and applied in accordance with 
International Law. When the new "statute" is given legal effect, it will be 
necéssaij,  to take into account the legal position under the old "statute," 
especially where the articles are substantially identical. 
(b) Further, apart from the interpretation placed upon "the statute" by the 

parties, I should have no doubt myself about a power to make reservations. The 
acceptance of the optional clause is fundamentally a unilateral declaration 
under which the declarant power has by its unilateral act accepted jurisdiction 
vis-à-vis the other countries which have made or may later make similar 
declarations. The other countries have no power to question a limitation by the 
declarant state of the jurisdiction thus assumed insofar as the limitation 
eliminates a class of legal disputes. It might be contended that a declarant state 
could not eliminate  a  specific dispute. A question might even be raised as to the 
elimination of disputes as between particular states, e.g. as between members 
of the Commonwealth. There could,, however, be no grounds for questioning 
the elimination of any classes of legal disputes by way of reservation.  •  
(c) A.ssuming that you arc intending to cut out the words "in all or any of," I 

agree that it is necessary to provide for authority to make reservations. 
(d) I should have thought that it would be a wise course to have a general 

Power such as that which has in fact existed under Article 36 of the old statute. 
Assuming the desirability of universal compulsory jurisdiction, it is expedient 
tO offer substantial inducements to countries with a view to their acceptance of 
compulsory jurisdiction. A general power of reservation, such as we now have, 
has proved to be a most effective induccmcnt. It is possible that if you adopt a 
restricted list of powers of reservation, you may postpone the realization of 
11.niversal Compulsory jurisdiction. The experience of the past has shown that 
there is no likelihood of a general power of reservation being abuscd. 
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(e) ' On the question of the "war" rese rvation, I think that we would be

justified in relying upon rebus sic stantibus, but you will remember that our

departmental view . on that point is not shared by the Foreign Office nor, I

think, by the other Commonwealth countries .
(f) On the other points of revision in wording, I find it difficult to comment

without a precise text . I think that it would be a very great mistake to leave out

the' word "c.ômpulsory." I should think that it would be of the utmost
importance to insure that acceptance of the optional clause brought about

compulsory jurisdiction and clear, unequivocal words should be used for the

purpose.
DEA/7-V-ls

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Under-Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
to S'eeretary of Staté jor External Affairs

TELEGRAM H
-258 San Francisco, May 31,1945

Following for Read from Chipman, Begins : I have your telegram D-267 of

May 30th . The Sub-Committee is reporting tomorrow in favour of the optional
clause, with no changes but the following, namely : the substitution of the words

"in all legal disputes" for the words "all or any of the classes or' s a sweetener

for those who wanted compulsory jurisdiction, and an insertion of a new
paragraph 4 between old paragraph 3 and old paragraph 4, now paragraph

the
of following : ""Declarations made undec Article 36 of the Statute o f

Permanent Court of International Justice and which are still in force shall be

deemed as between the parties to the present statute to have been made under

this article and shall continue to apply in accordance w i th their terms . "
Hackworth and. Fitzmaurice'" both thought "all or any" unnecessaâions

that new paragraph 4 was sufficient to prese rve the possibility of reservations .
also point out- that all adherences in the past covered all four classes Of

disputes enumerated in paragraph 2 and that there would be no diffic Y

getting adherencés on the new language ., It is hoped that with these changes

the Committee's report may be accepted . I should be glad to know if you agree
.

Ends .

I wG . C . irttzmâuricx. deuxiame conseiller juridique, Foreign Office de Grande- Brctagne .

G . C. F'itzmaurice. Se cond Legal Adviser. Foreign Office, Great Britain .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à la délégation, la Conférence des Nations Unies 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Delegation, United Nations Conference 

,•• 

TELEGRAM D-282 	 Ottawa, June 1, 1945 

Your H-258, May 31, 1945. Following from Read to Chipman, Begins; 
1. I have noted substitution of words "in all legal disputes" for words "all or 

any of the classes of," in paragraph (2) of Article 36. The references in second 
sentence of last paragraph of your telegram suggest that Hackworth and 
Fitzmaurice may have overlooked the meaning of the words "all or any of the 
classe i of  legal disputes concerning." They may think that they relate to an 
acceptance of all or any of four classes (a) (b) (c) or (d). We are of the opinion 
that "all or any" relate to an indeterminate number of classes of legal disputes 
concerning the subjects enumerated in subparagraphs (a) to (d) inclusive. 
2. We are of thé opinion that right of reservation upon declaration is based 

upon the existence of these words. Reservation can more properly be referred 
to as "exclusions" and, if you will look at the "Permanent Court of Interna-
tional Justice 1920-42" Hudson at page 467, you will see the close relationship 
between the words in question and the right of exclusion upon acceptance of 
compulsory jurisdiction. 
3. We have no objection whatsoever to the elimination of "all or any," 

provided that something is put into Article 36 which would give rise to a right 
of reservation or exclusion. 
4. We are convinced that the new paragraph 4, as quoted in your telegram, 

does not preserve the possibility of reservation or exclusion. 
5. While we view the drafting of the ncw paragraph 4 without enthusiasm, we 

are of the opinion that it would result in a partial preservation of the Canadian 
position as it now exists under our declarations of 1930 and 1939. 169  It would • 
still exclude the classes of disputes to which they make specific reference. On 
the other hand, it `would no longer be possible to make a new reservation or 
exclusion, and it would not be possible cithcr to amend or even to renounce any 
of the reservations already made. 
6. The effect of the new paragraph 4 would be that new members would have 

an option, but old members would not. 1 am not suggcsting that this would be 
an objection. 
7:-The nèw draft would create a position in which Canada and othcr 

countries would have effective reservations or exclusions. A new party, such as 
the U.S.A.' would have no power of reservation. For example, a dispute over the 
Provisions of  a United States Immigration Act would be subject to the ° 

ke'Voir le volume 4, document 541: le volume 7. document 1221  See Volume 4, Document 541; Volume 7, Document 1225. 
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compulsory jurisdiction of the Court ; but a similar dispute over a provision of a
similar Canadian Act would be excluded from the jurisdiction of the Court . I
have no doubt that you will be giving due'weight to the possibility that an issue
would be raised in this manner which might "~make it difficult to obtain
'ratification in countries such as U .S.A. and U.S.S .R.:`

8 . I have no doubt that `you have given due weight to the effect of the
elimination- of a power of reservation upon the acceptance by new countries,
such as U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. of compulsory jurisdiction under Article 36 .

9. My own personal opinion is, that the course suggested in the proposed
amendments would set , back - for many years the possibility of reaching a

position in which there - would be universal - acceptance of the compulsory

jurisdiction of Court on most important matters .
. , .~, . . . . . .

574. DEA/7-V-ls

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Under-Secretary ofState jor External Affairs
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TELEGRAM San Francisco, June 4, 1945

IMPORTANT. Following for Read from Chipman, Begins :

1 . I have your telegram D-282 of June lst .

2 . I have delayed replying until I had discussed your points with Hack,~xorth,
Malkin10 and Fitzmaurice.

; 3 : I should have added to my telegram H-258 of May,31 st reference to the

following paragraph in the Sub-Committee's report : . . i
"The question of reservations calls for an explanation . As is well known, the

article has constantly been interpreted in the past as allowing States accepting
the jurisdiction of the Court to subject their declarations to reservations . The

Sub-Committee has considered such interpretation as being henceforth
established. It has, therefore,°been considered unnecessary to modify paragraph
3 (of Article 36) in order to make express reference to the right of the States to
make such reservations : '

4. Hackworth's view expressed on Saturday afternoon is that this paragraph,
if made,of record as part of `the Conference report, will cover the matter

.

Malkin and . Fitzmauricc, whom I . saw this morning, take the same view-
Malkin had earlier raised your point with Fitzmauricc, who thought that the

power: to , make rese rvations did not corne from the words "all or any of the
classes" since these would only permit" rese rvations , excepting entire classes .

This view seems reinforced by French text. Malkin is now inclined to think that
the ; more indefinite the source of power , to make rese rvations, the better,

provided the Sub-Committee's report be of record . He also thinks that sinc e

110Sir William Malkin, conseiller juridique. Foreign Office.
Sir William Malkin, Legal Advixr. Foreign Office.
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Russia and the United States concurred both in the Sub-Committee's report
and in Article 36 as drafted therein and, generally speaking, since all those who
are interested in reservations also adopted the article as drafted, there was no
need to trouble further as to the likelihood of general adherence. He also thinks
there could be no differènce about further reservations, modifications or
renunciations.
:5 . The Sub-Committee was appointed because it seemed impossible to get a
two-thirds majority for either the left hand or right hand Washington draft and
it was supposed to bring in some sort of compromise solution with concessions
in both directions. Any attempt further to amend the article would recreate an
impasse in the opinion of Hackworth, Malkin and Fitzmaurice . A first vote of
26 for optional against 16 for compulsory jurisdiction which did not give the
two-thirds majority was followed by a second vote, taken specifically on the
new draft of Article 36 and was carried by 30-14, Australia, New Zealand and
China reversing their position for the purpose of escaping the impasse.

6 . The Minutes of the Committee meeting at hand this morning do not
specify' that,- as- many of us understood, the Sub-Committee's report was
adopted as well as the draft article . The Committee meets again either
tomorrow afternoon at a5 :30 p.m. or more probably tomorrow night, and the
suggestion is that China or some other country should move to clarify the
record and make certain that the whole of the Sub-Committee's report,
including the abstract quoted in paragraph 3 above, becomes part of the final
record . If you think that the general position will not be sufficiently covered if
this course be followed, can you let me know your views in advance of
tomorrow's meeting . Ends .

DEA/7-V-l s
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à la délégation, la Conférence des Nations Unies
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Delegation. United Nations Conference
TE L EGRAM D-295 Ottawa, June 5, 1945

Your H-272, June 4, 1945, also telephone conversation with Chaput .
In the circumstances, I think that you would be justified in relying upon the

recorded paragraph of . sub•committee's report, as preserving right ofreservation .

This is to confirm assurance already given to Chaput by telephone .
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576. 	 DEA/7-V-ls 
Le conseiller spécial, la délégation, la Conférence des Nations Unies, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État par intétim aux Affaires extérieures 
Special Adviser, Delegation, United Nations Conference, 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

San Francisco, June 8, 1945 

Dear Mr. Read, 
I enclose, herewith, copy of the Reports of the last six meetings of the 

Committee on the Court' which are almost exclusively concerned with the 
questions of compulsory jurisdiction and advisory opinions. 

The outcome and developments of the debate on compulsory jurisdiction are 
clearly outlined in the  reports. At the second meeting of the Sub-Committee on 
compulsory jurisdiction, Mr. Chipman proposed four amendments to Article 
36, one of which secured the necessary majority. This was the deletion of the 
words "all or any of the  classes" with which you arc familiar. Copy of the Sub-
Committee's report is enclosed herewith.t 

The Committee devoted a great length of time on the question of advisory 
opinions. Surprisingly cnough, however, not one single statement referred to 
the merits of the Case. Procedural matters wcrc the sole conccrn of those 
present. The question of acccss of international organization to the advisory 
jurisdiction of the Court was decided in the negative in the  first place by a vote 
of 19-10, the two-thirds majority required not being secured. Provision was 
later inserted in the Charter to the effect that the Sccurity Council and the 
Assembly would be entitled to ask for advisory opinion. When it came to the 
Statute, ho'wever, Mr. Chipman succeeded in having inserted in Article 65 
provision whereby organs authorized to that effect by the Charter would be 
permitted to ask for advisory opinions. It finally came out that the Steering 
Committee ruled that the Committee of the Conference dealing with the 
powers of the Assembly should decide  the  question on the  principle. That 
committee pronounced itself in favour Of international organization and the 
relevant paragraph of Chapter VII of the Charter was accordingly amended at 
our meeting last night. This last meeting ended at 12:30 a.m. and constitutes 
the end of our work.* was concerned with Chapter VII and with the provision 
of the Statute for. amendments... 

May I point out in closing that the Committee agreed that the Sub-
Committee's report on Article 36 be inserted in the Conference  report.  

You  sincerely, 
ROGER CIIAPUT 
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577. 	 DEA/7-V-Is 

Le conseiller spécial, la délégation, la Conférence des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Special Adviser, Delegation, United Nations Conference, 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

San Francisco, June 13, 1945 

Dear Mr. Read, 
During the meeting of June 7th to which I referred in my last letter, the 

Court Committee spent a whole hour on the proposed Article 69 for amending 
the Statute. The Washington draft apparently did not please the Peruvians, 
who preiented an alternative Article merely providing that the Statute should 
be amended by the same method as will apply for the Charter. They were not 
surprisingly supported by the Russians and also by Nizot,'" who has been 
following them quite closely lately. Basdevant,'" however, strongly opposed the 
Peruvian draft and asserted that he could not conceive how states parties to the 
Statute but not to the Charter could be expected to accept in advance all future 
amendments. -A full scale debate ensued, which, I think, is one of the most 
"substantial" which took place in the Committee. Hudson'" intervened with a 
relatively Fiery statement in favour of Basdevant's thesis, during which he was 
suddenly interrupted by the Russian (Krylov), who asked him what countries 
he had in mind when referring to states who would adhere to the Statute but 
not to the Charter. A compromise solution was finally reached which embodied 
the Peruvian point subject to any thought which the Assembly may have for 
states not parties to the Charter.  An additional Article (70) empowering the 
Court to propose amendments was unanimously adopted. 

The Cuban tried hard to have a provision inserted in Chapter VII (which, 
incidentally, will become Chapter X) for the enforcement of the Court's 
decisions. He was strongly and solemnly supported by Cordova, who acted 
more as a sponsor of the amendment than the Cuban himself. Malkin, Krylov 
and others contended rightly, I think, that  the  Cuban Article as it read could 
not be paised upon by the Court , Committee, whereupon an alternative 
Australian draft was adopted whereby states merely undcrtakc to comply with 
the Court's decisions.  • 

•

• • 
171 

 Joseph Nizot, conseiller, ambassade de Belgique aux États-Unis et membre de la délégation 
beige à la Conférence des Nations-Unies sur l'organisation internationale. 
Joseph Nizot, Counsellor, Embauy of Belgium in United States and member, delegation of 

17213,elgium to United Nations Conference on International Organization. 
■ elles Basdevant, conseiller juridique, ministère des  Affaires étrangères de la France  et membre 
de la délégation française à la Conférence des  Nations Unies sur l'organisation internationale. 
Jules Basdevant: Legal Adviser, Foreign Ministry of France and member, delegation of France 
tmo United Nations Conference on International Organization. 

anley O. Hudson, professeur de droit international, Harvard University, et juge à la Cour 
permanente de Justice internationale. 
hlanleY O. Hudson, Profeuor of International Law, Harvard University, and Judge. Permanent 
Court of International Justice. 
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" ; The Rapporteur's text was adopted at the 21 st and last meeting, with a few

amendments, among which, at - Mr. Chipman's request, the . insertion of the

second last paTagraph of the Sub-Committee's report on Article 36 which deals
with reservations. The report was considered to-day by the Jurists and also by
the Coordination Committees without apparently any substantial change being
made since Commission IV is meeting tomorrow for the purpose of considering
the report of its two Committees .

On ' the whole, the Committee has worked pretty well . As a matter of

substance, however, its work can hardly be compared in my opinion with that

of the Washington Committee. For a great part, it consisted in approving what

had been done there and, while it . took decisions on questions left undecided, no
new contribution was made in the, discussions of the merits . Indeed, in some

cases, e .g ., advisory 'opinions, the merits : were not discussed at all . This

probably explains why those who contributed most, in Washington (United

Kingdom, United States, the Netherlands, Greece) took very little part in the

discussions here . Even Egypt remained silent .

I enclose herewith- copies of the ' last documents issued on the Court
Committee including the report .1I discovered yesterday that documents on the
Court were being sent to you from another source . However, since your second

set is almost complete by now, you may as well have them all."'

Yours sincerely ,
ROGER CHAPUT

LES NATIONS UNIES

SECTION B

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ALIMENTATION

: ET L'AGRICULTURE (UNFAO) ,

UNITED NATIONS FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATION

- (UNFAO) :

578. DEA/5050-F-40

f ~ Le président; la Commission Intérimaire des Nations Unies
pour l'alinrentatron ' et l'agriculture,

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Chafrman, United Nations Interim Commission on Food and Agriculture,
to Ambassador in United States

. . .. . § . t ,
Washington, August 1, 1944

'-. . ~ ♦ - .- .r ~ . . . .. i

On instruction from the United Nations Interim Commission on
Food and

Agriculture; I have the honôûr to transmit to you a copy of their First ô~ é

to the Governments of ;' the Un ited Nat i ons, to wh .~ch is attached a copy

17'

I
ir Canada ,

statut de la Cour internationale de Justice fut signé le 26 juin 1945
. Vo, Recueil

,
des trait is, 1945, No 7 . 1945 . See Canada,
The Statute of the International Court of Justice was signed on June 26 ,

Treaty Series. 1945 . No. 7.
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Constitution of the Food and Agriculture: • Organization of the United 
Nations."? 	 - 

Both the Report and the Constitution have been approved unanimously and 
without reservations by the members of the Interim Commission on which are 
represented forty-four governments and authorities. 

The Report represents the views of the members of the Interim Commission 
on what should be the purposes and functions of the proposed Organization, its 
administrative strticture, and its management. 

I should be grateful if you would transmit this document to your Govern-
ment so that consideration can be given by thein to the acceptance of the 
Constitution of the Food and Agriculture Organization. 

May I call your attention to Article 21 of the Constitution which is pertinent 
to this matter: 

"1. This Constitution shall be open to acceptance by the nations speci fied in 
Annex I. 
2. The instruments of acceptance shall be transmitted by each government to 

the United Nations Interim Commission on Food and Agriculture, which shall 
ridtify' their receipt to the government's of the nations specified in Annex I. 
Acceptance may be notified to the Interim Commission through a diplomatic 
representa-tive, in which case the instrument of acceptance must be transmitted 
to the  Commission as  soon as possible thereafter. 
3. UPon the receipt by the Interim Commission of twenty notifications of 

acceptanée`the Interim  Commission  shall arrange for this Constitution to be 
signed in a single copy by the diplomatic representatives, duly authorized 
thereto; of the nations who shall have notified their acceptance, and upon being 
so signed  on 1:ïehalf of not less than twenty of the nations specified in Annex I 
thii Constitution shàll come into force immediately. 
4. AcceptanCei the notification of which is received after the entry into force 

of this  Constitution  shall become effective upon receipt by the Interim 
Commission or the Organizatién." 

It would be al).  preciated if, in due course, the instrument of acceptance by 
your Government  .of  the. Constitution could be transmitted to the United 
Nations Interitit ,Commission  on Food and Agriculture. When at least twenty 
such instrùménts.  of  acCeptance are received, the Commission is empowered to 
arrange for the formal signature of the Constitution, which shall then 
ilnr,iiediàféli;'come into force. Its coming into force will make possible the 
assetnbly *of the first' Conference of the Organization, on the opening of which 
the,Inten• m`Commissién'will be dissolved. 

• • 
* , 

,„.. 	 , vow Canada, ministère des Affaires extérieures Recueil des conférences, 1945, N.,  1, Premier 
rapport Soumis aux gouvernements  des  Nations Unies par la Commission intérimaire de 
_l'alintentation et de Pagricuhure.  Ottawa. Imprimeur du Roi, 1945. 

he
Canada, Depanment of External Affairs Conference Series, 1945, No. I, First Report to 

 Governntents of the United Nations by the interim Commission on Food and Agriculture. 
Ottawa,  King'* Printer, 1945. 
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:, - In ` transmitting this - Constitution, may I respectfully urge that your
Government act as speedily as possible with regard to its acceptance in order
that the Organization • may without delay begin the vitally important work

entrusted to it .
I have etc.

L. B. PEARSON

j f

I

LI

579. W.L.M.K./Vol .342
. Mémorandum du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

d - au Premier ministre

Memorandum jrom Under-Seeretary ojState for External Affairs
Io Prime Minister

[Ottawa,J October 22, 1944

CANADIAN ADHERENCE TO THE FOOD AND AGRICULTUR E

ORGANIZATION OFTNE UNITED NATION S

1 . Canada has been asked to signify readiness to accept the Constitution of
the proposed Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations which

has been prepared by the Interim Commission, of which Mr . L. B. Pearson is

Chairman . This Constitution ' has been approved in its final form by the

Departments concerned, namely, Agr iculture, Fisheries, Mines and Resources,

Trade and Commerce, and Finance and has been approved in a substantially

similar form by the War,Committee of Cabinet .

.2 . The Legal Adviser of the Department of External Affairs is of the opinion
that acceptance-of the Constitution is the equivalent of the signature of a
multilateral agreement which contains no provision , for ratification and that,

while it could be accepted without offending the strict letter of the resolution of
the House of Commons covering treaty procedure, it would not be in

accordance with the constitutional practice, which has been obse rved by the

Canadian Government over the last sixteen years, to accept this Constitution
without Parliamentary approval .

It is also su ested that it would be convenient for Canada's fi nal
3 .

acceptance to be postponed until it is clear that the United States Congress wil
approve of United States acceptance . ,

4. It ~appears véry''desirable, however, that `public intimation of Canadas
intention to adhere should be given at an early date and it is suggested that a
Ministerial`ânnouncement should be made of the intention of the Canadian
Government to introduce the necessary legislation when Parliament meets

.

This might : conveniently take the form of a speech by the Minister o
f

ain
Agriculture, who could avail himself of the occasion to expla i n th e
features of the proposed United Nat ions Organization on Food and Ag

and the reasons for Canadian particpation .
N. A. ROBERTSON
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580."z DEA/5050-G-4 0
L'ambassadeur auxbats-Unis

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-3452 ' Washington, July 2, 1945

IMMEDIATE. ; At I the meeting of the Executive Committee 1 of the Interim
Commission on Food and Agriculture held on Saturday last, June 30th,
consideration 'was given to the time and place of the holding of the first
Conference of FAO. It is now practically certain that United States approval
of the Constitution of FAO will have been completed within the next fortnight
and that it is safe to make, at least 'provisionally, decisions on the above matter .

At the discussion Saturday, it was agreed that if the Canadian Government
approved, and subject to con firmation by the full Commission, the first
Conference should be held in Canada beginning the week of October 8th or
October 15th. I ' was ' asked to ascertain informally whether the Canadian
Government ". would approve of this suggestion . The Canadian authorities
would, of course, `not be responsible in any way for the organization of the
Conference though if the same kind of help could be given that was given to
thé UNRRA meeting in Montreal,"s it would be most gratefully `received . If
there . were any, 'expenditures made by the Canadian Government on the
Conference, they would be deducted from Canada's first contribution to FAO,
assuming, ; of, course, Canada joins FAO. If the Conference were held inCanada, and I hope that this can be done, it might be in a Laurentian hotel like
Mount Tremblant, or alternatively it might be held in the west in Winnipeg or
Regina . . A good deal could - be said in favour of the latter course though
transportation difficulties might make a Laurentian locale preferable . I would
be glad to receive your prelimina ry reaction to this proposal as quickly as
possible as I have been asked to report back to the Executive Committee at its
next meeting : : I

- ► . . t ..176La deuxième s ession du Conseil de UNRRA, Montr éal, du 16 au 26 septembre 1944; voir levolume 10, chapitre V . partie 2/A .The Second Sess ion of the Council of UNNRA, Montreal, September 16-26,1944, see Volume10, Chapter V. pan 2/A.
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581.-  DEA/5050-G-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in United States 

to S'ecretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE W A-3788 - 	 Washington, July 18, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Following for .Robertson from Pearson, Begins: With reference to 
our telephone conversation .of a few minutes ago, I most earnestly hope that it 
will be possible for the Canadian Government to apProve Canada as the site of 
the first Cânference of the Food and Agriculture Organization, which it is 
hoPed to hold in October. At the Executive` Committee meeting this morning, 
all  the  members, inclUding the European >  meMbers, agreed that it would be 
much less satisfactory if the first Conferende .met in France, as the preparatory 
work had all been done oier: here and a Conference in France would mean 
moving' a large Secretariat across the ocean and bringing them back. 
Furthermore, it was -doubted whether the French Government could make 
suitable arrangements  for the Conference. Confidentially, it was felt by the 
Committee that the French invitation, fonvarded at the last moment, was 
largely influenced by *Prestige political considerà tions. I was, therefore, 
instructed' to tell the French member of the Commission that the Executive 
Committee felt that they could not at this stage alter the arrangements which, 
it wai hope—d, would result'in the Conference being held in Canada. It would, 
thérefore, be most disappointing, and indeed embarrassing, if we could not now 
tolIow through on these arrangements. » 

2.' In view of transportation and accommodation difficulties, I think it would 
be  preferable to hold the Conference in the cast. A place like Mont Tremblant 
Lodge would be ideal, if it were large enough and we could secure it. Would it 
be possible to have someone like Wing Commander Cumyn look into these 
possibilities. If, the Canadian Government agree in principle to holding the 
Conference in Canada, then a member of our Secretariat should go to Ottawa 
immediately  to  discuss accommodation  and  administration questions with 
Cumyn or someone else designated for that purpose. In my absence, anY 
message on this subject might be addressed directly to the Executive Secretary 
of the Interim Food Commission through this Embassy. Piquet, the former 
Secretary, has been forced to resign and his place is being taken by Mr. Gove 
Hambidgc of the United States Department of Agriculture.  Ends.'" 

 

"L'ambassadeur fut informé le 26 juillet que le gouvernement avait donné son accord à la tenue 

de la conférence au Canada. 	. 	 • 	/ 1 
The ambassador was informed on July 26 that the Government agreed that the conference  

_ should be held in Canada. 	' 	 ' ' 

I 
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582.. DEA/5050-F-40 

Mémorandum de l'assistant,"" le ministère des Affaires extérieures, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

MemoranduM from«  Assistant"' Department .  of External Affaiis, 
to Under-Secretaiy of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,1 August 1, 1945 

CANADIAN MEMBERSHIP IN THE FOOD 

AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 

1. The F.A.O. will meet some time in October. Action should therefore be 
taken as soon as possible for Canada's acceptance of the constitution. 
2. Twenty-five Governments have now informed the Interim Commission of 

their intention to adhere. The constitution provides for signature as soon as 
twenty nations have given such notification. 
3. The United States have accepted membership in the organization by joint 

resolution of the House and the Senate. The resolution passed the House on 
April 30 and the Senate on July 21. It will also be remembered that the United 
Kingdom notified acceptance without referring the matter to Parliament on 
January 12, 1945. 
4. Plans will soon be made for the actual signing of the constitution, which 

probably will be soon before or at the time of the Conference. 
5. With Parliament meeting soon, it would seem that the method for 

Canada's acceptance of the constitution would be to have a bill passed early in 
the session. 'A draft bill is available in print, copy attached,t and also a draft 
resolution,t as it is believed that the bill is a money bill and would therefore 
require procedure by resolution. 
6. The bill incorporates the F.A.O. constitution as a schedule. The Cabinet 

War Committee has already approved the constitution in substantially the 
same form: Certain arnendmentst suggested by Canada were later abandoned 
and the interested Departments agreed to this being done. 

7: In view of that fact, the draft bill should probably be presented to Cabinet 
for consideration and approval in the near future'" in order that it may be 
presented quite early in the session. 

8 . Once the bill beCtimes` law, it has been agreed that the Instrument of 
Acceptance be transmitted by the Canadian Embassy in Washington to the 
Interim Commission in the following form: 

"I ain, authoiiied by  the  Government of Canada to inform you that it 
accepts on behalf of Canada the Constitution of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations set forth in Appendix I of the First Report 
to the Governments of the United Nations by the Interim Commission on Food 

171 .1. A. Chapdelaine. 
1791:e projet de loi fut approuvé par le  Cabinet  le 13 septembre 1945. 

The 111  was approved by Cabinet on September 13, 1945. 
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and Agriculture, dated August 1, 1944, and that it undertakes faithfully to
perform and carry out all the stipulations therein contained ."

9. If the bill can be made law early,enough, the procedure for Canadian

acceptance of the Constitution
.
would be in accordance with the principles as

laid down in the'House of Commons by the Prime Minister in 1926 and 1928

as well as on othér occasions. The alternative as set out by the Legal Division,

would be, .
(a) To transmit the Instrument of Acceptance of the Constitution after

approval by Order-In-Council .
(b) Orders-in-Council, if necessary to give effect to the provisions of the

Constitution . pending the enactment of legislation by the Parliament of

Canada .
(c) Tabling of the Orders-in-Council along with the Constitution immedi-

ately they are passed and Parliament is sitting .

Décret en Conseil

' Order in Council

DEA/5050-F-40

P.C. 6491
Ottawa, October 11, 1945

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated
l 1 th October, 1945, from the Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

,

representing :

1 . That the first session of the Conference of the Food and Agricultur e
Organization of the United Nat ions has been called to meet at Quebec City on

' IOctober 16, 1945;

2. That a bill is at present before .the Houses of Parliament to provide fo
r

Canadian participation in the above mentioned organization ; and

3 . That it is appropriate that Canada be represented adequately at this firs
t

session of the Conference of the above-mentioned organization .
Secretary

The Committee, therefore, on the recommcndation of the Acting

of State for External Affairs, (concurred in by the Minister of Agriculture, the
Minister of Fisheries, the Minister of Nat ional Health and Welfare, th e

Resources )
Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister of mines an

advise: be the
1 . That the Honourable J . G. Gardiner ; , Minister of . Agriculture, Deputy

member of the .Confere nce. for Canada and that Dr. G . S . H . Barton ,
Minister of Agriculture, be appointed as his alternate ;

)'^, e

. ) I'
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2. That the following ' be appointed as associate members of the Canadia n
delegation :
Department of External Affair s

Department of Agriculture

Department of Fisheries

Department of National
Health and Welfare
Department of Trade and
Commerc e

Department of Mines and
Resources (Forestry)
Wartime Prices and Trade Board

Mr. L . B . Pearson,
Canadian Ambassador,
Washington
Dr. Gco. Bouchard ,
Assistant Deputy Minister of Agriculture
Dr. E . S . Archibald, Director,
Experimental Farms Se rv ice
Mr . J . G . Taggart,
Chairman, Agricultural Prices Support Board
Dr . D. B . Finn ,
Deputy Minister of Fisheries
Professor A . F. Cameron,
Chairman, Fisheries Research Board
Dr. F. S . Parney, Chief,
Industrial Ilygicne Division
Mr . Geo. Mclvor,
Chairman, Canadian Wheat Board
Dr . S . A. Cudmorc
Dominion Statistician
Mr. D . Roy Cameron,
Dominion Forester
Mr. K . W. Taylor
Co-ordinator, Foods Administration
Mr. H . If . tlannam, President,
Canadian Federation of Agricultur e

3 :'That the following advisers be assigned to the Delegation :
Department of Agriculture - Dr . J . F. Booth ,

Canadian Federation of -
Agriculture

Department of Fisheries

DePa rtmentof National '
Health and Welfare:~

-,

Associate Director of Marketing,
Agricultural Economics
R . S . I lamer, Director,
Production Se rv ice,
Department of Agriculture
A. M . Shaw, Director,
Marketing Service,
Department of Agriculture
Chief, Economics Division
Department of Fisheries
Dr. Georges Prefontain e
Department of Biology.
University of Montrea l
Dr. L . B. Pet t
Chief, Nutrition Division
Dr . C . A. Morrell
Assistant Chief
Dominion Analyst
Mr. G . R . Paterson
Executive Officer,Combined Food Board
Mr. J . B . Rutherford
Chicf, Agricultural Branch ,
Dominion Bureau of Statistics
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Department of Mines and 
Resources (Forestry) 

Canadian Federation of .  

Agriculture 	• 	• 

British Columbia Lumber • 
Shingle Manufacturing 
Association 
Pulp and Paper Research 
Industries 

—• Mr. J .D .B. Harrison, 
Chief, Forest Economics 
Division 
Mr. T.A. McElhanney' 
Supt. Forest Products 
Laboratory. 

— Mr. W. J. Parker 
Vice-President 

— Mr. J.A. Marion 
Vice-President 

— Mr. LR. Andrews, 
Ottawa Representative 

Fisheries Council of Canada 

Press relations: 

Joint Secretaries: 

— Mr. A. Koroleff 
Director of Woodlands 
Research 

— Mr. C. J. Morrow, 
President. 

— Mr. S. K. Murray 
— Mr. Bruce West, 

Canadian representative 
Washington office of the 
Canadian Information Service 

— Mr. Mark McClung 
Privy Council Office. 

— Mr. Jean Louis Delisle. 
Dept. of External Affairs 

4. That the expenses incurred by the members of the Canadian delegation be 
paid out of funds to be appropriated by Parliament for the purpose of 
Canadian participation in the above-Mentioned organization. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 
Clerk pf the Privy Council 

584. 	 DEA/5050- F-4°  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
l'ambassadeur  aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-3643 	 , 	 Ottawa, October 13, 1945 

MOST IMMEDIATE.' My EX-3638. Bill authorizing Canadian participation in 
Food and Agriculture Organization received royal assent at 6 o'clock last 
night. ' 
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tlPlease advise Interim Commission officially'of Canada's acceptance of the
constitution and accredited delegation180 as given to you in my EX-3628 . '. ~ _ ~ .. ~ . . ~ . , , ,

SECTION C

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ÉDUCATION ,
~ LA SCIENCE ET LA CULTUR E

(UNESCO )
UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIO N

(UNESCO)

DEA/5582-A-40

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '
Le secrétaire aux Dominions

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

.
CtRCULAR DESPATCH D . No. 135 London, August 22, 1945. ., . , . .

Sir,

With reference to paragraph 2 of my telegram of the 4th August D . No.
1375,t i have the honour to inform you that, at a meeting of the Conference of
Allied Ministers of Education on the 12th July last, His Majesty's Government
in the United Kingdom were requested to invite, on behalf of the Conference,
the Governments of the United Nations to send delegates to a Conference to be
held in London . on the I st November, - 1945, to consider the creation of an
Educational and Cultural Organisation of the United Nations in accordance
with Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations .

2 . In so acting on behalf of the Conference of Allied Ministers of Education,
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom are gratified to know that
they are also contributing to the practical realisation of a project for a United
Nations Organisation in the field of education and culture proposed at the
initiative of the French Government at the Conference at San Francisco, where
it rece,ived unanimous approval .

"L'instrument d'adhésion du Canada fut déposé le 13 octobre et la Constitution signée à Québe cle 16 octobre 1945 . Canada, Recuei l des traités. 1945, N• 32. Pour les travaux de laConfErence, voir Canada. Department of Agriculture. Reports of the First Conference of Foodand Agriculture Organization of the United Nations held atNovember 11945. Ottawa. 1943 . et voir aussi Food and Agriculture O,rganiLattionr of theUnited Nations, Re ~ ~Cana ~t of the First Session of the Conference . Washington, 1946 .da's acceptance was deposited on October 13 and the Constitution signed at Quebec on4ctober l6; 1945. Canada, Treaty Se►ies, 1945, No. 32. For the work of the conference sec
Canada, pep~nment of Agriculture. ReportsorgQnlzatto~t of the United Nations, held Quebr~CityCoOet robtrtl6 to Nom

and
bc~ tc 1945.Ottawa, 1945; see also Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations . Report of theFirst Session of the Conferean. Washington, 1946 .
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3. The :French Government having been apprised of the intention of His 
Majesty's Government in • the United ' Kingdom to despatch the present 
invitation have fully agreed to be specially associated with His Majesty's 
Government in the United Kingdom as the inviting power. 
4. Accordingly, His Majesty's Government.  in the United Kingdom has the 

honour in agreement  with the' French Government to invite His Majesty's 
Government in Canada to be represented at the aboire-mentioned Conference 
by a duly accredited delegate (wh .o might I be accompanied by alternates or 
'advisers). 	

• 

5. Ten copies of a draft Constitinion, as submitted to, and adopted as the 
basis of discussion by, the Conference of Allied Ministers,"  are enclosed, 
together with copies of two explanatory documents' prepared by the 
Conference and a copy of the preliminary agenda' of the United Nations 
Conference. In the event of the acceptance of this invitation by His Majesty's 
Government in Canada, further material relating to the Conference will be 
forwarded in due course. ,  • 
6.. 1 would further- suggest that, if possible, any observations upon or 

amendments to thé draft constitution should be foîwarded so as to reach His 
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom on or before the 1st October. 

1 have etc. 
ADDISON . 

586. 	 DEA/5582-A-40 

L'ambassadeur de France 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of France 
to Under.Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 164 	" 	 • 	". 	- 	Ottawa, le 30 août 1945 
• 

Monsieur le Sous-Secrétaire d'Etat, 
J'ai l'honneur de vous faire savoir que mon Gouvernement s'est associé au 

Governement britannique pour convoquer, au nom de la Conférence des 
Ministres alliés de l'Education, la Conférence qui se réunira à Londres le ler 

novembre en vue de réaliser une organisation internationale de coopération en 
matière d'éducation et de culture. 

"Voir Grande-Bretagne/See Great Britain, , , , , 	 , 	• 
Conference of Allied Ministers of Education, Draft Proposais for an Educational 

. and Cultural Organisation of the United Nations. London, Dis Majesty's Stationery 

Office, 1945.... 	, 	' 	,- i  , 	, . , 	 , 	, 	, 
Publié aussi dans États-Unis/Published also in United States, 

Department of State Bulletin. Volume 13; August 5, 1945. pp. 168-72. 
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~~Le 3 août, le Gouvernement britannique a adressé cette invitation conjointe,
en l'accompagnant d'un projett élaboré par . la Conférence des Ministres de
l'Education en février dernier . . ' '

Le Gouvernement français, qui procédait de son côté à l'étude d'un projet,
vient de communiquer celui-ci au ' Gouvernemént britannique et de le
transmettre, , comme document de la prochaine` Conférence, aux autres
membres des Nations Unies invitées, par l'entremise de leur représentation
diplomatique à Paris .

Ainsi que vous le constaterez, le projet français, dont l'ordonnance est la
même que celle du projet de la Conférence des Ministres Alliés de Londres,
s'en écarte cependant sur les points suivants :

1 . Le préambule affirme que l'idéal de démocratie et de progrès, commun
aux Nations Unies, doit être à la base de tout effort en matière d'éducation et
de culture .
2 . Le projet s'efforce de mettre sur 'le même plan les activités de la future

organisation en matière d'éducation et en matière de coopération intellectuelle,
les seconds ayant paru, dans le projet de Londres, quelque peu sacrifiés aux

3. Il resserre les liens avec l'organisation des Nations Unies en précisant le
rôle de contrôle que celle-ci exercera sur la nouvelle organisation de coopéra-
tion intellectuelle .

4. Il assure à 'cetté dernière, par une représentation' tripartite des Gouverne-ments, de Commissions Nationales 'et des grandes associations mondiales, un
caractère moins étatiste et plus humain visant à sauvegarder tout à la fois les
intérèts des Gouvernements et ceux des formes variées de culture nationale .,

5 . Ihienforce le 'rôle du Comité directeur.
6. Enfin, ~il propose, d'utiliser, comme Secrétariat de l'organisation nouvelle,

l'Institut de Coopération Intellectuelle de Paris, pour lequel seraient élaborés
des statuts entièrement nouveaux., ' Mon Gouvernement, en me chargeant de vous communiquer les indications
qui précèdent, m'a prié de vous signaler le prix qu'il attacherait à connaître le
point de vue du Gourvernement canadien et, le cas échéant, le projet ou les
amendements qu'il se proposerait de présenter.

premiers . . . ,

Veuillez agréer, etc .
JEAN MARIE DE HAUTECLOCQUE
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587. '; 	 . 	DEA/5582-A-40 
' 	Mémorandum de la direction juridique'82  ' 

au chef la direction de l'information' 

Memorandum from Legal Divisionn 2 
 . 	 to Head. Information Division 

[Ottawa,)  October 22, 1945 

•• DRAFT PROPOSALS FOR CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

It SCCMSiO nie that, in view of the reCent amendments to the FAO Bill and 
our proposed Diplomatic Privileges Bill, Article X of the draft proposals should 
be reworded as follows:—  

ARTICLE X 	• 

- 	1 Juridical Status of the Organization 
. 	 (  and its  Personnel 

I. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each Member state such 
legal capacity as may- be necessary for the performance of its functions. Full 
juridical capacity shall be granted wherever compatible with the constitution 
and lawi of the state'écsiiceined. 

2. Each member undértakes, insofar as may be  possible  under its constitution 
and laws, to accord diplomatic, privileges and immunities to the Organization, 
to pe‘ isons appointe4 by  other ménibers as their representatives in or to the 
Organization.and :tb the higher.  officials  of  the Organization not being their 
own nâtionali • 

3. Each member undertakes to  accord  to all officials and employees of the 
Organization such privileges, immunities' and facilities as are or may hereafter 
be  accorded iô equivalènt officials and emPloYees of ôther public international 
organizations:* 	 < .1 - 

P. C. 6634 Ottawa, October 23, 1945 
= 	. 	, 

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 
19th October, 1945, from the Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
representing: 

That the first session of the Conference of the United Nations Educational 
and Cultural Organization has been called to meet in London on November h 
1945; and 

"2E. R. Hopkins. 
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That it,is appropriate that Canada be represented adequately at this first
session of the Conference of the above mentioned Organization .

The Committee, therefore, on the recomméndation of the Acting Secretary
of State for External Affairs, advise : .

1 . That the Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey, High Commissioner for Canada' in the
United Kingdom, be the Chairman of the delegation for Canada; that the other
members : of the delegation be Dr. R. . C. Wallace, Principal of Queen's
University, and Mr . Edmond Turcotte, Editor-in-Chief of Le Canada, and that
Dr. R . C. Wallace act as alternate Chairman .

2. That the following advisers be assigned to thé delegation :-

National Research Council i n
Dr. J . E. Robbins .

Chief, Education Branch
Dominion Bureau of Statistics

Department of Eïiternal Affairs
. .~ . . . .,_ .

National Research Council

- Mr. T . W. L. MacDermo tChief, Information Division
Dr. J . G . Malloch .

London

A. D. P . HEENE Y
. Clerk of the Privy Counci l

DEA/5582-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
. au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagn e

Acting Secretary ofState for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

Liaison Officer of the

, . , . . .
TELEGRAM 2578 , e .., Ottawa, November 2, 1945., . . , . . .

CONFIDENTIAL . ' Education Conference . Please transmit to the Canadian
delegation the - following general obse rvations for their guidance :
1• We are in general agreement with the purposes and principal functions set

forth in Articles I and II of the'draft proposals, but consider the language of
these Articles can be improved . The chief problem of the Conference relates to
the méthods'whercbÿ these Articles are to be applied by the Organization . The
draft'contemplates that the Organization should mainly be a centre for
collecting, and $disseminating information on education and cultural matters,
but it would also vest in the' Organization more positive functions of
investigation and jrecommendation .2 . •2 . In connection particularly with this aspect, the Canadian delegation should
constantly bear in mind the character of the Canadian educational system and
th ethe position of the Provinces . It would seem desirable that any powers given top :r8amzation , to conduct research should be clearly drawn and that
investigations should be earried on within the territory of member states onlyby

tagreement. It is important to resist the inclusion of any language which
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1 

might be: interpreted as authorizing the Organization to interfere in the 
educational system of member 'statès. 
3. The constitution should not be framed so as to necessitate the passage of 

domestic legislation to permit its adoption, as this would give rise to difficult 
problems in federal states.  
4. Nevertheless, no impression should be conveyed that Canada is adopting 

an obstructive attitude at the Conference. Our jurisdictional problems affect 
other states and it may be expected that the United States will be equally 
reluctant to agree to anything which might be construed as authorizing 
interference with their educational system. 
5. The following observations relate to specific points in the draft proposals: 
(a) the constitution shOuld not commit member states to create national 

commissions or cooperating bodies and on this point alternative (c) of Article 
VIII A is preferred; 
(b) we therefore prefer general language in Articles V .  A and VIII B 

concerning the composition of national delegations, which Would avoid any 
requirement of consultation with a national commission; 

(c) Article X on the juridical status of the Organization should be redrafted 
on general lines of proposal given to MacDermot." 3  On this point and other 
points in which the draft contains provisions similar to those in the United 
Nations Charter such as Articles VII, XIII and XIV, the delegation should 
consult with the Canadian representatives in London who arc connected with 
the United Nations Preparatory Commission; 
(d) If it is decided' that the Organization should bc separately financed, the 

best scale of contributions would bc that to bc adopted for the United Nations 
Organization. Article Ill(i) suggests automatic membership for all members of 
UNO, but this proposal may be rcsistcd as inconsistent with Article III(iii) 
which contemplates support by separate contributions. On the  whole, we tend 
to favour close association with UNO; 

(e) there is much to be said for the headquarters of the Organization being 
the same as that of UNO,  but  this depends in part on the  site  to be chosen by 
UNO, and 'Sân, Francisco' may be rcgardcd as too rcmotc for ECO. French 

by French Embassy for oin.- 'support. They will also suggest incorporation in 
Inc_en approached delegation arc certain to press,for  Paris and  we have already 

secietiriat of staff of Institute of Intellectual Cooperation. We have given a 
non-commital answcr. You  should take the same line until position of other 
delegations is'clearer; . 

(1) tlicré is very little in the draft about the scientific  aspects of the work of 

the Organization, although we feel.that this may be important. We should be 
g141 to receive furthèi.information on what is proposed. -- 	-- 

6. iThe United Kingdom GOvernment has informally suggested that ECO 

should be established by resolution of the Assembly of UNO rather than by an 
agreement reqüiringindependent ratification. This has definite advantages of 

,r 	 " 	 • 
loVoir le document 387/See Document 387. 

LI 
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simplicity,- rapidity and assurance of intimate relationship between the two
Organizations. The delegation however should not commit themselves at this
stage to support of this proposal if it is made - to the Conference by the United
Kingdom delegation.
.7 . .As at all large conferences, difficult political problems will arise on which
it may be necessary for you to seek guidance . You should keep us generally
informed of the . course of the Conference and seek instructions on any
important new questions which may arise .

590.1 DEA/5582-A-40
Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures

Memorartdurii by First Secretary, Depârtment of External Affairs
P . . .

[Ottawa,l November 27, 1945

Archives of the United Kingdom; signature may take place either before o r

PROCEDURE FOR ACCEPTANCE OF TIIE CONSTITUTION OF TH E ORGANIZATION

The new Constitution was adopted by the London Conference withou t
dissenting voice "subject to acceptance" and is to come into force when it has
been' accepted by twenty of its signatories . The . Constitution provides that
instruments of acceptance shall be deposited with the Government of the
United Kingdom ; that the Constitution shall remain open for signature in the

âffer'the deposit of the instrument of acceptance ; no acceptance shall be valid
unless preceded or*followed by signature .

Apparently most of the States represented at the London Conference signed
the Constitution, the Final Act of the Conference and the intergovernmentalinstrument setting'up'the Preparatory Commission. Mr. Massey has signed the
Final Act Fof the Conference, the Constitution and the instrument establishing
the Preparatory Commission,"' and deposited the original copy in the Archives
of the Government of the United Kingdom. The Canadian delegate does not
seem to have had any full powers to sign .. . . . . . ~
The Constitutiôn

The Constitution itself seems a commonsense document (apart from a
somewhat "phoney" preamble) . It is certainly an improvement from our point
of view over the draft proposals prepared by the Conference of Allied Ministersof Education . One or two of the more important points of difference betweenthe two documents may be noted . By Article 1 .3 . the Organization is prohibited
from' intervening in', matters which are "essentially within ", the domestic
jurisdiction`of States Members of the Organization . Article VII deals with theNat," .1

Côoperating Bodies and states :
1• ch3 Member State shall make such arrangements as suit its particular

conditions for the purpose of associating its principal bodies interested in

"'Canada, Recueil de,r t 'I ' Cany rclth. 1945 . No 18 .ad a, Treary Sertes, 1945, No. 18 .
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educational, scieritifiC and cultural matters with the work of the Organization, 
preferably by thé formation of a National.Commission broadly representative 
of the' Government and sûch bodies. " 

2. National Commissions or National Cooperating Bodies, where they exist, 
shall act in an advisory capacity to their respective delegations to the General 
Conference and to thcir Govérnments in matters relating to the Organization 
and shall function as agencies of liaison in all mattcrs of interest to it." 

This seems satisfactory enough from our point of view as it appears to make 
it clear that the functions of the National Cooperating Bodies come into play 
only' if they are created by the Government concerned and that the Govern-
ment may take or reject their advice as it secs fit. ‘- 

, With regard to the General Conference, 'Article IV A. states "The 
Government of each Member State shall appoint not  marc  than five delegates, 
who shall be selectéd after consultation with the National Commission, if 
established, or with educational, scientific and cultural bodies." National 
Governments arc thus committed to consultation, but the extent of it and the 
procedure to be followed would remain within their discretion. 

Reports by Member States aré covered by Article VIII which states "F,ach 
Member State Shall report' periodicallito thc Organization in a manner to be 
determined by the General Conference; on its laws, regulations and statistics 
relating to educatio`nal, scieritific and cultural lifé and institutions, and on the 
ation' taken upori thc rCcommendations and Conventions of the General 
Conference." (ReCominendations to • Member States may bc made on a 
majority vote of the General Conference.' International Conventions require a 
two-thirds majority of the General Conference.) •- 

Relations with the  United Nations Organization are . covercd by Article X 
Which provides that the Organization shall be brought into relation with the 
United Nations Organization as soon as practicable as a specialized agency by 
the méans indicated in the relevant articles of the Charter of the United 
Nations. 

' 
, Budgetary arrangements are to be determined by thc 'General Conference 

subject to the arrangements laid down by the agreement with the United 
Nations Organization. 

'Héodquartérs of the Organization 
The  Conference adopted 'a resolutiOn to the effect that the scat of the 

,Organizatiôn should be in Paris but that this' resolution "shall not in any waY 
affect thé right of the:Gencial ConferériCe'to make decisions in rcgard to this 
Matier: by .a two thirds niajcirity.", ,The 'French apparently tried to make this 
decision on the location of the Headquarters an article of thc Constitution hat 
'did not succeed. 

; 	e 

PreParatory Commlislon: . 	• , 
in the The functions' of the Preparatory Commission, as laid down 

instrument establishing it, follow the pattern of thc intcrim arrangement s  
setting up the United Nations Preparatory Commission. The same  mach in 
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for the Executive Committee has also been adopted . The Executive Committee
will be sitting; in London for - approximately , a six months' period prior to . the
establishment of the Organization . and its ' , transfer to . Paris . States have
apparently . been elected to the Executive - Committee on a provisional basis
subject to their, representatives receiving authority from their Governments to
siton'thé Committee. The Executive Committee consists of:

: Belgium ~ , : . . Mexico
Brazil" . India .
Canada Netherlands
China ` Norway. a' . . .

Columbiâ PolandFrance United Kingdo m
C rccce United States , ,

If Canada is to be a member of the Executive Committee, we shall have to
find an appropriate representative . Mr. 111acDcrmot has suggested that "there
might be sômeone at C.M.H.Q. on the educational side or at Khaki University
who might se rve ."

. . . :'f . :~ . . , ~
Technfcal Sub-Committee

.,ThetTechnical Sub-Committee consists of the following provisional list of
States : ,

~Belgium ~ Irak
Brazil L.ebanon
Canada Netherlands
China NorwayCzechoslovakia Philippines
EgyPt - Poland
France ' Sy riaGreece United Kingdom
Luxembourg ; . United States
Iran Ju

goslavi a

is to begin ;mmediatâ work on the following agenda :
, 1 ,, Survey of:
(a) Educational needs of devastated countries .(b) . Measures already taken by national authorities .W National and international bodies engaged in meeting educational needs .
2• Distribution of the work.:

Û• Report ~ by representatives of relief and reconstruction agencies such as
NRRA, ISS,~~s etc .' : : .

_ J : :



e. 

Canada has been elected to the .chair of the Sub-Committee and Mr. 
MacDermot is now acting as Chairman. There are to be tivo or three more 
meetings of the Sub-Committee ' which will then ' disperse, leaving the 
Secrétariat to carry on its work. The Sub-Committee is apparently divided 
between those European countries which not unnaturally ' are principally 
concerned with having their urgent needs for educational reconstruction met 
through UNESCO and the United States which, while admitting that relief is 
urgent, maintain that this is not the primary purpose for which UNESCO was 
set up. The sort of procedure which the Sub-Committee seem to be contemplat-
ing at present is that a country in need will make its requirements known to the 
Secretariat of the Preparatory Commission. These would then be put before 
the Preparatory Commission for apprôval and passed on to the Government or 
international organization which might have indicated its readiness to deal 
with these particular types of needs. , 

Mr. MacDermot has Liked for instru.  ctions on the following points: 
1. Is the Canadian _Government prepared to make any further contribution 

towards relief for educational reconstruction purposes in Europe in the shape of 
funds or supplies, or both? 

It is pointed out that that there is a commercial aspect to this question as 
Canadian publishers, particularly in Quebec, might find an opportunity for 
obtaining markets. Mr. MacDermot thinks there will be some demand for 
French text books printed in the province of Quebec. There will also be the 
possibility of markets for the producers of school supplies, desks, blackboards, 
etc. 

2. Can Canadian UNRRA funds already contributed be applied to 
educational relief? 

The general question of the employment of UNRRA funds for this purpose 
has been debated in the Sub-Committee. Presumably under UNRRA's present 

regulations UNRRA funds would not be available for this purpose. Mr. 
MacDermot asked our views on this point alio. 
3. Would the Canadian Government encourage or allow the raising of funds 

on private appeal in Canada for these purposes? 
It seems that this latter is the most hopeful course. The United States 

Government seem to be willing to inaugurate a propaganda campaign for the 

purpose of raising funds privately although they do not appear to contemplate 
a Government contribution. 

(C. S. A. RuctilEj 
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. Les délégués à la Cônférenee dés Nations Unies sur l'établissement
- - de l'organisation pour l'éducation, la science et la culture' ' .

au Premier ministre

Delegates to United Nations Conference on Establishment of,
Educational. Scientifrc and Cultural Organization

to Prime Afinister

London, December 7,'194 5
Sir,

. . We, - the 'undersigned delegates, appointed to represent the Government o f
Canada ~ at :the .'United Nations Conference on the establishment of a n
Educational; Scientific and Cultural Organization, have the honour to submi t
the attached report on the Proceedings of the Conference held at London ,
England, from the 1 st to the 16th of November, 1945 .

We have etc .
VINCENT MASSEY
ROB. C. WALLACE

EDMOND TURCOTTE

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Rapport des délégués du gouvernement du Canada

Report of Canadian Government Delegates

REPORT OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT DELEGATE S

TO THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENC E

FOR TI M ESTABLISIMENT
OF AN EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIO N

London, November, 1945

INTRODUCTIO Ni In , October 1942, , at the invitation of the British Council and under the
chairmanship of the President of the English Board of Education, ' Rt. Hon. R.A .', Butler, ; - representatives of 9` Departments of Education from European
côuntries` . metin London to exchange views on the educational needs of the
post-war , period .

The Conference of Allied Ministers of Education that resulted, began atonce' to"plan` for' the ' educational and cultural ' reconstruction of occupied
countries .Thé conditions that confronted the Ministers were staggering, and as
the" war4ent on' they grew worse . The teachers, the books and `schools, the
libraries , and'rriuseûms, in short, all those processes through which normal
fainily,life is`sIipported and nourished in a community, had been subjected to a
sàvage'ànd 'calculated policy of destruction and degradation . Europe emerged
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from an ôrdeal during which millions of its children, and tens of thousands of
its educators and leaders in thought, creative, fe rvour and spiritual strength,
had béen'dépri'ved for ûpwârds of rive years of the freedoni and opportunity in
which their'civilization was rooted .

From . 1942-1945, therefore, the Conference of Allied Ministers of
Education, through Commissions and Committees, numbering by 1945 ten in
all, studied a multitude 'of questions that ' their task involved - the provision of
books, the training of personnel, ' the restocking of libraries and laboratories,
the care and restoration to their rightful places of looted works of art .

Through the Commissions and Committees and through regular bimonthly
meetings of the Conference of the whole, not only was a great quantity of
essential statistical material compiled, but stocks of books and other supplies
were collected and plans drawn up for their subsequent use . At the same time,
the Conference broadened its discussion, to include questions of international
cooperation in educational and cultural matters.

The necessity for organized action to deal immediately with the collapse of
cultural educational life in many : parts of the world pointed the way to
organization for longer range policy between nations in the same general field .
In 1945, therefore,, the Conference invited nations which had attended its
meetings as observers ~to , become members; and in the Conferences that
followed, the creation of a general Organization to deal so far as it could with
emergency needs, but designed also to serve the cause of peace through the
agencies of education and culture, was given approval . A Draft Constitution
for an Organization which was'presented by the U .S. Delegation, led by Hon .

J . William Fulbright of the U.S. Senate and circulated to the Governments of
the United Nations was given substantial support .

The idea was "advanced still further, by the general endorsement of the
French declaration on cultural co-operation 'a t San ' Francisco, and in August
1945, draft proposals to establish ; a permanent educational and cultural
organization of the United Nations werepublished by the Council ef Allied
Ministers of Education, and submitted to the governments of the United
Nations as a basis for the discussion at the Conference held in London between
November lst and November 16th, 1945 .

Such, , in brief outline, are . the events that led immediately up to this
Conference. It may be added, however, that if the constitution of UNESCO is

widely enough approved and enables the foundations of a genuine collaboration
between the interdependent nations of the world to be laid, it will be the fruit
not only of the Council of Allied Ministers of Education, but of the work and
aspiration of a numbcr of other bodies during many years past. Notable among
these a :may, be : mentioned - , the . Organization for Intellectual Co-operation,
initiated in' . 1922 at Geneva, and later reinforced by, the establishment of the
Institute of,Intellectual Co-operation in Paris, and the International Bureau of
Education, ; Geneva in ; 1931 . .These bodies, ; together' with . others in Great
Britain, the ; U .S.A: and elsewhere, have, steadily accumulated the data and
diffused,<the spirit on which , r a , serviceable international co-operation in

educ,ational, scientific and cultural matters can be founded .
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It is also of great importance in this connection that in Art. I, Sec. 3, and 
elsewhere in the Charter of the U.N.; full endoisement is givèn to the principle 
of promoting "international culture and educàtional co-operation." 

Interest  •  in these matters in Canada was established by the calling of the 
Educational and Cultural Conference, and by the wide distribution of the 
Draft Proposals. In a large number of communications received by the 
Government from the organized educational, scientific and cultural bodies in 
Canada, it was strongly urged that Canada should participate in the 
Confér`ence and 'associate itself as far as possible in the Organization it was 
called to establish. 

The same groups will now wish to know the -outcome of the Conference and 
it is suggested, therefore, that opportunity be made for giving the details of the 
purposes and functions of UNESCO adequate publicity. 

The Conference drafted a Constitution for a new experiment in world 
agencies for the maintenance of peace. The sincerity and sober desire of those 
at the Conference from the countries represented to lay the foundations of an 
organization through which the ideas and creative output of the people might 
be given freedom and scope were very evident. But it was also noticeable that 
many of those most convinced that such an organization had a task to do in 
international life, were also perhaps most aware of the difficulties that lie 
ahead. 

The Organization will take time to consolidate itself: its range of operations, 
certainly in its early years, must be limited by practical consideration of 
financial resources and other considerations, and experience must be gathered 
before it can assume even a substantial portion of its responsibilities: it will 
require full governmental support from the member states. These were some of 
the views freely expressed at the Conference. 

It was realized, therefore, that the development of UNESCO must be 
gradual. It was equally clear to delegates that the success will in large part 
depend on the teachers'in all institutions of learning, the scientists, the artists 
and writers who are responsible for the work of cducation, science and culture, 
in each country member of the 'Organization. Supporting thcm, will bc the 
large number who participatc in the institutions of learning and culture, and 
those who enjoy the fruits of theii work. It is important, therefore, that 
UNESCO be widely known by the public and its purposes clearly understood. 

Composition of Canadian Delegation 
Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey 	High Commissioner for Canada 

in the United Kingdom. 
Dr. R. C. Wallace 	 Principal, Queen's University, 

Kingston, Ont. 
Mr. E. Turcotte 	 Editor in Chief, Le Canada. 
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Advisers
Mr. T W . L. MacDermot Department of External Affairs

Mr. J. E. Robbins Education Branch ,
Dominion Bureau of Statistics .

Dr . J . G . Malloch National Research Council . .
, .~ . . . . . .

ORGANISATION OFTHE CONFERENC E

(a) Members
The United . Kingdom Government in association' with the French

Government invited the attending states to the Conference. The Conference

consisted of delegations from the following states:-
Argentine • Iran
Australia Ira q
Belgium Lebanon
Bolivia Liberia
Brazil' Luxembourg
Canada Mexico
Chile Netherlands
China Nicaragua
Columbia New Zealand
Cuba Norway
Czechoslovakia Panama
Denmark Peru
Dominican Republic Philippines
Egypt Poland
Ecuador Salvador
France Saudi Arabia
Greece South Africa
Guatemala Syria
Naiti Turkey
India United Kingdom

United States
Venezuel a
Yugoslavia

and representatives of the following official international organisations:
L.rague of Nations Secretariat .
League of Nations Committee on Intellectual Co-operation .
International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation.
Pan American Union
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations. .,
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.
International Bureau of Education.
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(d) Executive Committee 
PRESIDENT 

The Rt. Hon. E. Wilkinson, P.C., M.P. (UNITED KINGDOM) 

(CHAIRMAN). 

ASSOCIATE PRESIDENT 
M. Leon Blum (FRANCE) 

VICE-PRESIDENTS 
H. E. Schor J. J. Moniz de Aragao (BBAzu..) 
Dr. Hu Shih (cH1NA) 
H. E. Schor Jaime Jaramillo-Arango (COLUMBIA) 

• , H. E. M. Thanassis Aghnides (GREECE) 
• Rajkumari Amrit Kaur (INDIA) 

Professor Alf Sommerfelt (NoRwAv) 
M. Czcslaw Wycech (POLAND) .  
The  Hon. J. H. Hofmeyr (UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA) 
Mr. Archibald MacLeish (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 

CHAIRMAN OF COMMISSIONS 
COMMISSION I 

, 	 COMMISSION II 
. , COMMISSION III 

COMMISSION IV 
COMMISSION V 

Dr. R. C. Wallace (CANADA) 

Dr. A. Sommerfelt (NoBwAv) 
M. de Visschcr (BELoium) 
Dr. Jan Opocensky (CZECHOSLOVAKIA) 
Lt. Col. L. Marquard (SOUTH AFRICA) 

DRAFTING COMMITTEE 
Dr. Waldo Leland 
(Chairman) 

.• M. Bohet 
Mr. Y. R. Chao 
M. Andre Gros 
Professor A. Photiadcs 
M. Bodct 
Mr. G. G. Fitzmaurice 

(f) Credentials Committee 
BOLIVIA 
DENMARK 
FRANCE 
IRAN 
IRAQ 

•, • NEW ZEALAND 
PERU 

, UK 

YUGOSLAVIA 
• -  

(UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 

(BELGIUM) 
(CHINA) 
(FRANCE) 
(GREECE) 
(MEXICO) or substitute 
(UNITED KINGDOM) 

(Appointed 1st Nov 45) 
His Excellency Senor Carlos Salamanca 
Mr. Albert Michelscn 
M. Rene Cassin (Chairman) 
M. Mi Ashar Nckmat 
Ilis Excellency Negi Alasil 
Mr. R. M. Campbell 
Mr. Edwin Lens 
Mr. F. R. Cowell 
Dr. Protitch 
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PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE SECRETARIAT
Secreta ry-General Sir Alfred Zimmer n

Personal Assistant Miss K. Stafford ~
Private Secretary Miss F. E. McGlade

Under Secretaries-General Mons. Louis Gro s
Mr. William G . Carr

Administration and Personnel Mr . C. Purva
Assistant Miss 1. Grccnstrcct

Secretaries of Commissions and Com-
mittea

LES NATIONS UNIES

(h) Order ojProceedings
The Conference opened on November 1st and held plenary sessions during

that day and the next. Business included election of a President, the Hon . Ellen
Wilkinson, President of the English Board of Education, adoption of rules of
procedure, an address by Rt. Hon. Clement Attlee, Prime Minister of Great
Britain, and addresses by the President, the Associate President, Hon . Leon
Blum, and the Vice-Presidents of the, Conference . From November 5th to
November 16th inclusive, the Conference broke up into rive Commissions
which sat twice daily: On ' November 15th and 16th plenary sessions were
resumed for the approval of the reports of the Commissions, the acceptance of
resolutions, and the signing of the Final Act, the Constitution, and the
Instrument of Establishing the Preparatory Commission .

Immediately following the signing, c a Preparatory Commission met to
discuss . the agenda for a second . meeting which was held on Monday,
November 19th .

(i) Entertuinment a ~ : r
During the Conference, the delegates were the recipients of most generous

hospitality on a number of occasions . Their hosts, to whom deep appreciation is

due, were:
The Government of the United Kingdom !
The English Ministcr of Education . :~ .
The Royal Society
The British Counci l
The English-Speaking Union
The British Film Institute
The Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University.

, . .. .*

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON TNE WORK OFTlIE COMMISSION
S

The general procedure in the Commissions was to take up in sequence the
Articles of that section of the Draft Proposals for which the Commission was
responsible. These articles were studied in close conjunction with the
corresponding sections of the proposals put forward by the French Government
wh ich had been received by States attending the Conference some weeks in

advance . These proposals made a very valuable comparative document, for
they had been drawn up in considerable detail and crystallizcd a number of
important points most effectively . Supporting these basic documents were the
proposals and recommendations submitted by the various delegations during
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the Conference. Amongst these, owing to the broadly representative character 
of its delegation, and the diverse experience •  of the advisers and technical 
experts, the contribution of the United States Group constituted an especially 
important portion of the documentation. - 

"Stipplementing the recommendations of delegates, were the statements 
made to the appropriate Commissions by the • representatives of the official 
international organizations listed above (Section III a). These were not only 
valuable in themselves, but introduced into the Conference discussions, points 
of vie  w,' ixperience, and practical reports on work done and services  available 
from bodies with whom UNESCO will later be associated. 

The comment that follows does not attempt to cover the whole course of the 
deliberations of each Commission. It deals with what are considered the main 
issues raised, and in particular the points in which . thc Canadian Delegation 
were  especially interested. 

, In the event it Will be sccn by a comparison of the Draft Proposals of the 
CoUncir cif Allied Ministers of Education and of the draft Constitution that was 
finally,approved, that thé many months of discussion and exchange of views 
between various governments on which the Draft Proposals were based, went 
far toWards clearing the ground for •  the establishment of UNESCO. There 
were, of course, numerous points of detail, both in substance and drafting, that 
had been overlooked or inadquatcly treated. But the Constitution follows the 
Draft Proposals in thcir essential pattern, so that thosc in Canada who have 
studied the basic document will find in the Constitution, it is believed, a 
reasônablisatisfactory embodiment of its main principles. 

,The Canadian Delegation sülifiorted  the main structure of the Organization 
as laid down in the Draft Proposals, and its members endeavoured generally to 
contribuie helpfully, towards the clari fication of points in discussion and 
drafting. )_In particular, however, the delegates drew attention wherever 
necessary to the significance that any article might have for a federal 
constitution and .  satisfied that both in the discussions and in the final 
draft, this important consideration was appreciated. It is believed that the 
constitutional position of federal states is fully safeguarded in principle and in 
detail by the terms of the final document. 

commisléN 

The,Tlik " 
In liothl ihe - Alliedi Ministers'  and the French  drafts which were considered 

biïhe Coiifei:énCe;,the proposed organization was referred to as the United 
Nations Educatienal  and Cultural Organization. The United States delegation 
P. roPosed' the inclusion of the word "scientific". The Canadian delegation 
Joined  with the representatives of several othcr countries in supporting this 
ProPosakiThe vital part which science plays in the modern world, its distinctive 
cultural contributions and its importance in a balanced education are sufficient 
"arrant' foi this  support. Moreover, the inclusion of "scientific" in the title will 
InvitF.the,Support of scientists the world over for the ncw organization, and will 
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provide them,â for the first time, , with a recognized international agency through
which their concern for the social implications of new technical advances may
be'given effective expression . The motion was carried and the, full title became
"The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization,"
giving the abbreviation "UNESCO" which, as the Chinese delegate pointed
out, will serve as a universal name requiring no translation .

t

Preantble
In the view, of some of the delegates, and this was the Canadian view also ,

the preamble would be adequate if couched in brief, simple, and dignified
terms, setting forth the fundamental ideals of the Organization under which
the practical purposes might be pursued. Several of the European delegations,

however, whose homelands had suffered grievously in the war, advocated a
somewhat more extended statement. They felt strôngly that the world should
be reminded of the demoralization and strife that flow from lack of under-
standing and the ' breakdown of free education and culture and they were
supported by representatives of some of the l .atin American countries .

The resulting statement, therefore, is an attempt to incorporate lasting

principles and a vivid consciousness of a lessôn learned in the fires of war, and
was adopted without dissent .

. . , . .
Article I

This article is concerned with the functions of the Organization . From the
first, the Canadian delegation advocated a statement in sufficiently broad
terms that the work of UNESCO will not be hampcrcd by too rigid terms of
reference, which, however suitable they might ' be at present, might not be

suited to the changed 'world i conditions which there is every reason to
anticipate, but whose exact nature cannot be foresçen . At the same time, in
order to stimulate effective action, it' was felt that thc main and pressing

problems of the moment shôuld be indicatcd . This view was in harmony with
the' opinions expressed by most - of ` the Aelcgations in the prcliminary
discussions. The drafting committee; in `attempting to give concrete expression

to' the wishes of the delegates, produced `initially a statement of functions
which, by general consent, was felt to be too long and too dctailed, and had the
general effect of seeming to exclude all functions not expressly included . The

article was redrafted and adopted in the form in which it now appears in the

constitution . As it now stands, the - Organisation will be able to take any
measures for international ,co-operation within its fields which may at any time
be feasible and desirable. At the same time, some of the lines along which such
co-operation might be fostered now arc indicated . These include:

:1 . : The recommendation of international agreements to promote the free flow
of ideas by word and image.

2. , Collaboration with- members, at their request ; in the development of

educational activities.
3 .4 . Stûdy and recommendation of educational methods .

: . . ' ~' . , . , Is, .• . . . . . rl • . < .,~ ï . r~, .~ ;, . '
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4 . Recommendation of conventions for : the protection of books ; works of art'
and inonuments of history and science .
,5 . International interchange r of, personnel in the three fields' covered by
UNESCO . _

6 . International co-operation in making universally available books and other
matérials of information or culture .

This Organization is specifically prohibited from inte rvening in matters
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state . It may make recommendations,
but it may.not take further action except on the request of the state concerned .',The actual working of the Organization will depend - on the decisions of
successive general conferences and on the efficiency and imagination of the
Secretariat . The functions as outlined give full opportunity for valuable work
by the OrganiZation and its officers with proper safeguards against improper orunwarranted interference in matters of purely domestic concern . The Canadian
delegation felt that this was an adequate constitutional statement of functions
and accordingly voted for the adoption of the article .` !

COMMISSION 1 1

The Cenera! Structure of the Organization
Membership

Â brief discussion showed the general desire to have all members of United
Nations eligible for membcrship in UNESCO, and also to open membership
from the',earliest stages to certain other countries, such as Switzerland and
Swëden :

A provision forwithdrawal, in the Council of Allied Ministers of Educationdraft,was deleted to correspond with the results of the discussions at San
Francisco (as reported p .21 Conf. Series 1945, No. 2) after the opinions behindthe decisions in the United Nations Charter were pointed out by the Canadian
representative on the Commission .Jhe Council of Allied Ministers of Education draft provided for "suspcn-sions" . ôf inembers to be automatic upon suspensions from U.N.O. On thesuggëstio ri `of thc, U.S. rcprescntativc,, it was agreed that suspension need beonly at the request of the Assembly.

At` the, suggestion of the Chinese representative, it was agreed to add a
provisionregarding "expulsion," and to make it automatic upon expulsion fromU.N.O.
Composition ojthe Conjerence, r ,

by governments (or some by cultural bodies) and to what extent and in

iThe sûgg~tion of the Council of Allied Ministers of Education draft for fiverepresentatives from each state was accepted without debate .
:,The manner of selection of these represcntativcs, however, was the subject ofnàmthy''dibate, discussion centering particularly on whether all should bewha~

aY governments should consult with national bodies in selection . At the
one extreme was the French view, backed by Chile, that some of the five should
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be named by National Commissions (broadly representative of the government 
and national bodies.) At the other extreme was the position of Belgium and the 
Netherlands that they should be named  by  governments without any obligation 
on their part to consult cultural bodies. By the time half of the delegates had 
spoken in the debate, it became apparent that a procedure midway between 
these two extreines would have to be adopted. (See final text 1 V.A. (1), in 
which consultation is ,called for, but all representatives are appointed by 
governments.)  • 
Funciions  of  Con«  ference 

The proposals of ,the Council of Allied Ministers of Education draft were 
accepted alteration, although ,the French proposal to empower the 
Conference to prepare .  draft  "conventions,"  as well as "recommendation" 
found ready acceptance. , 

The calling of international conferences,was added as a function' , partly as a 
result of French suggestion, and partly to 'meet  the  desire of the Council of 
Allied Ministers of Education to make it possible for them to continue to meet. 
Voting in Conference 

The relevant clause in the Council of Allied Ministcrs of Education draft 
was made more precise by stipulating "a simple majority" except where 
otherwise specified, and adding "of those present and voting." 

In this debate the Canadian representative raised the question of a quorum, 
and after thàrough discussion,In which the corresponding dcbate at the San 
Franciséô Conference was referred to, it Was decided to omit any provision 
relative to a quorum.  The weight of opinion led by the British representative 
seemed to be that in order to establish a quorum high enough to be of any 
practical  importance,  it would constitute a handicap or limitation, e.g., if the 
quorum was 20, as prOposed by French, thire might be a meeting with 23 
pi,esent of Whom' 4 were.opposed to  a mCasure, 19 in favour. These 4 could 
walk'oui tiefore the vote Was taken and thus defeat or frustrate the 19. 
Procedure at Meetings 

, There was insistence that the 'place  of  'meeting should .vary "from year to 
year. ,7 lejn no twoa consecutive years in thé 'same place. The United States 
Representative proposed ihis phrase, together with the words making provision 
"for public access" to meetings 

Provision for "technicarcommitties wa"S included  on  French insistence. 
National Co=à perating  Bodies  

The position of National Co-operating Bodies was in the main settled in the 

debate on the composition of the Conference. A concession to the French point 

of view' was 'made by the inclusion of "preferably", at suggestion of the United 
States repres' entative. — 

Clauie,VII. 3 Of the final draft' was added at French suggestion, the purPose 
being to,enable the central organization to help National Committee develop 
stiéngth in countries 'so  wishing : 
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COMMISSION III 

The Commission examined very carefully the details of the draft and other 
proposals regarding the election and selection of the Executive Board, its 
powers and functions, the powérs Of the Director General, and the Sécretiriat. 
In the aPpioved -article VI it is laid down that members of the Executive Board 
should be chosen from the delegates to the Conference, after which they will 
hold office for three years at a time, excepting those during the first three years 
who  retire  according to a ballot and Article VI A, 3. Fri:1m this, it would seem 
to folloW that when a representativè is chosen from a member state for the 
Executive Board, his place on the Delegation could be filled by the appointing 
government, cm' not, as it chose. 

' Some eneasis was laid on ,the desirability of Executive Board members 
being chosen  for  their administrative capaciiy and experience, the implication 
being that in Selecting delegations, governments might take into consideration 
not only eminence and leadership in execution and achievement in the fields of 
eduCation, : science; and culture, but ability organizations [sic] in these fields. 

, With regard to the Director-General, it was the aim of the Commission to 
give him considerable scope for initiative and independence of action in the 
perforMance‘of his duties and at the same time to give the Executive Board and 
its Chairman-  definite duties and some freedom of initiative as well. The 
wording of the Article and clauses in VIB are so designed. 

It had beèn one of the French proposals or suggestions that the staff of the 
Institute of Intellectual Co-operation might bc incorporated in the staff of 
UNESCO. This'proposal, however, was withdrawn and the French delegation 
made it clear that they merely desired that UNESCO should avail itself, if it 
wished, -of the contacts the experience, and the documentation of the Institute. 

was agreed that for the most part the staff of the Secretariat should be 
appointéd by the DirectOr-General undcr conditions to be approved by the 
Conference (Art: yit 3). But it was desired, particularly by the French 
delegation; that it be recorded that thcrc was a difference of opinion as to 
whether or not higher  grade  appointmcnts should bc approved by the Executive 
Board. 

In the draft proposal there was a recommendation that an administrative 
tribunal .'rlaè' 'citablished to deal with disputes relating to the terms and 
conditions of appointment of members of the staff. It was agreed, however, that 
while this wOUld  no  t be included in an Article of the Constitution, the report of 
the  Commission  should draw attention to the fact that "in view of the small 
amount  of  work such a tribunal would have to deal with, the desirability of 
setting up a single Administrative Tribunal to cover the various branches of the 
UN.0,  should be emphasised." 
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COMMISSION IV '
Relations with Social and Economic Counci l

Articlè X. This article bases UNESCO on an agreement to the be reached
with UNO under Art . 63 of thet Charter. An important discuss ion followed in

connèction.with thé Budgetary ,,relationships of the two bodies in which it was

generally felt that the budget of UNO . [UNESCO] might be a "chapter" of

that of " UNO, or a portion of the consolidated budget of UNO, but that, the
allocation being made, UNESCO should have autonomy in the disposal of its
funds. ,

Article Xi . This article precipitated lively debates on the part that both
governmental and non-governmental organisations should have in the general
scheme of UNESCO. There were those who felt that either full membership or
a quasi-membership, with or without voting powers, should be accorded these
bodies, the purpose being to render UNESCO less rigidly official and
exclusively representative of the governmental point of view . Others thought
that non-governmental organizations in particular would in fact exert a greater
influence in their own fields 'and through UNESCO if they were given no
official connection with it." There was general agreement, however, that
UNESCO should co-operate fully with all such organizations and use
opportunity to consult with them on their special field of activity . Sub-sections
l and 4 of the Article are designed to facilitate this co-operation, and at the

same time ~ to retain the essentially nation-wide character of UNESCO and
allow it to work in close 'association through Committees etc., with inter-

governmental and international bodies with similar aims .
This position commendéd itself to the Canadian Delegation as one which

achieved the general international consolidation of all types of organizations in
the intellectual and cultural field which the delegate from France urged, for
`example, and avoided the difficulties of acceptance that the introduction of
non-government members might create as was pointed out by Norway .

. , ~

COMMISSION V '

The Interim Commission ; ,
Provision for the establishment of an Interim Commission of .UNESCO was

included in the draft proposals, but in a separate paragraph and not as one of
the articles of , the, Constitution . A . separate instrument for this purpose
therefore was drawn up as a result of the work of Commission 5 .

At the outset, there was a difference of emphasis between those who were
primarily concerned with making preparations for convoking the first meeting
of UNESCO, and the group of European countries, together with China, who
felt that the most immediate function for an Interim Commission should be to
determine ways and means of dealing with the emergency situation in the
educational, scientific life of countries sorely wounded by the war .

There was no fundamental conflict between the two points of view, however,
and as the sittings of the Commission proceeded, it was possible to reconcil

e
i
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them and to agree on terms of an instrument under which both needs would be 
satisfied.. 

, It was decided, therefore, that a Preparatory Commission should be 
established With' the normal functions of such a body, these being mainly to 
prepare for 'the first session of the General Conference, but with special 
Machinery for' dealing with the immediate needs of the devastated countries. 
This was to be'done through a Technical Sub-Committee which would at once 
make a tho'rough exaMination of material already accumulated on the subject 
and 'get into tolich also with the various organizations through vvhich. 
recOnstitiCtion'inea' sûres might be taken. There was some discussion as to 
whether Or not 'the whole task or reconstruction could be handled by the 
Preparatory Commission itself, by UNRRA; or by all international agencies 
stiitable for the  purpose. It was decided that the first alternative was not 
feasible,  and  after some discussion, the same decision was reached with regard 
to the 'second alternative. UNRRA, however, through one of its representatives 
was 'reported as rea.  dy to assist materially in planning the co-ordination of the 
administration  of reconstrution measures, to assist in the reconstruction of 
bàildineand Structures, and in the supply of scientific equipment. A number 
of countries indicated ways in which assistance had already been rendered to 
devastated àreas. 

'The questiori,of the form and amount of the contribution which might be 
made 'towards the work of the sub-committee was left entirely to the 
gdvernments'of the member states. But a number of the delegations present 
indicated:what might be expected in this regard. Denmark referred to the 
assistance  which had' already been given to scholars from Norway; Belgium 
expressed optimism  and  felt sure that small' nations would make whatever 
contribution that they could and would also feel confident that the great 
nations would help too. The  French  Delegation undertook to ask its Govern-
ment to make a contribution, and the United Kingdom Delegation stated that 
they felt sure that Great Britain would not wish to be left behind in this matter. 
The United States Delegation stated quite clearly that they could not 
Ondertaké to ,comniit their' government in any way, but unofficially their 
representativei expressed the opinion that when the facts of the situation were 
known iô the American people as clearly as they had been brought to the 
attention of the Conference, they would feel the same sympathy for the cause 

éve"iyone at die' Conference. . 
..lt was  Clear' ''fro. 	the remarks of the Delegation of Poland and from 

Belgium-ind,pieéce that Some tangible expression of the sincerity of the 
Ço'nferencé in ,thiimatter was nécessary, and consequently, that no time should 
be lost Wetting the 'matter undcr way. 

It  .va *s iireed ihài, the Technical Sub-Committee should meet as soon as r'nvsessibilgIea,' tâiond ,sit for 6 mo' nths during which it would make the necessary 
hi,' take 'Whatever stcps were practical to deal with interesting 

conditions and then turn over the continuing work of reconstruction to the 
Organization. `- 

• 
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LOCATION OF UNESCO
The resolution regarding this matter was introduced ' on November 9th in

Commission IV by the United Kingdom delegate, and is included in the Final
Act of the Organization .Not unnaturally it was a subject that ' had received a
great deal of consideration beforehand in all delegations, and the announce-
ment of the unanimous approval given 'to the United Kingdom proposal had the

most'gratifying effects throughout the Conference. .' '

In moving the resolution, Mr. Richardson of,the United Kingdom made two

interesting reservations : ;(1) that there were admittedly two views on the
location of UNO and its specialized agencies, one being that all should be in
the same _ centre, the other that this was an unnecessary and perhaps
undesirable centralization. It was urged by some ,that centralization would
increase the individual strength of all agencies, and result, in economic and
greater efficiency, but while the arguments, for centralization could not be
ignored, the United Kingdom made an,exception in respect of UNESCO ; (2)

that whatever, was decided by, the Conference on this matter could not be
regarded as irrevocable, that it might be subject to changing circumstances,
and that in fact the final decision even for the immediate present might not lie
wholly in the hands of the Conferençe . ' a . . . . ,

He felt that for his government, he might almost say for any Englishman
there was '- ; keeping . these reservations in mind - only one choice . His

delegation proposed, therefore, that Paris should be the seat of UNESCO and
he moved this because of the close links of France with his country, because of
the long historical - association of Paris . with the intellectual and cultural
leadership of the western world, and in recognition of all that France has stood
for and her services to the cause to which we were all pledged .

THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION

The Preparatory Commission is
I
composed of 'representatives from each of

the 'member, states attending the Cônferences .'Itsfunctions and duties are laid
in the Instrument establ ish ing the body, wh.~ch was signed with the Final

Act and the Constitûtion : ~1 1
A

,
meeting of the Commission was held immediately after the final Plenar y

Session., The, Hon. Ellen Wilkinson was elected as Chairman, and the

Commission' at ' once ' procecded : to ; elect the Ezecutive Committee of 14
members . Thé .15th' place was IeR vacant and it was recorded in the minutes
that this fact should be'communicated to the government of the U.S .S .R . with

the hope expressed that that government woüld "acccpt the vacant place .

,,The elcctiôn was by each delegation submitting a secret ballotmade '
containing 14 ~ names of, countries,` the ;14 names receiving the maximum

number of votes being declared elected .
The Commission's work falls under two heads : -

(a), Preparation for the convoking the UNESCO and -
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(b) Immediaté action to deal with the urgent needs of education and culture
in devastated countries .

Discussion turned on the date at which the next meeting should be held, and
in view of the urgency of the second part of its functions, a meeting,was called
for Monday,~ November. 19th . There .was also some preliminary discussion of
the topic which might .constitute the main basis of discussion at the first
meeting of ' UNESCO. f While no final decision was reached, . considerable
support and enthusiasm was expressed for the suggestion that the topic should
bé"Adult Illiteracy" .

Ât the second meeting of the Commission on November 19th, the question
was râised :by'the Czechoslovakian representative as to the authority under
which = he and certain other delegations could attend this meeting, and this
position was 'süpported by a number of states . This made it impossible to
continue to transact business on an official basis, though the Chairman ruled
that decisions taken at the first meeting were valid .

•- 'A list of countries were nominated from the Chair to compose the Technical
Sub-Committee on an entirely provisional basis, however, and a meeting of this
Provisional ' Sub-Committee was called for the latter part of the week, later
fixed for Fridày,"November 23rd . This arrangement was approved and it was
agreed that while authoritative action by the Sub-Committee and subsequent
action by the Preparatory Commission must await the obtaining of credentials
by thé ~'member ~ states of both Committees, the Technical Sub-Committeeshould meanwhile meet and discuss tentative plans.

COMMENT ; . ~

The effectiveness of the Conference as a whole will be determined by future
developments . As is made clear in the final documents, the, working of the
constitution depends at many points on a relationship between UNESCO and
UNO which still remains to be defined. Delegates to the Conference were fully
aware of this,• recognizing that they were breaking new ground in international
organization and that unforeseen circumstances would probably arise for which
adequate provision had not been made . The instruments under which the
organization will,operate, therefore, will need adjustment . Moreover, while
final agreement on the constitution was reached without dissent, it was realized
that the document was not without imperfections and that it did not, perhapscould not ,
It.

at this stage wholly satisfy the expectations of every country signing

,, Theï discussions . in plenary session and in commission were marked bycertain - general features At the outset two somewhat different emphases were
laid on thepurposes of the Conference. One, representing chiefly the views ofthe delegat ions whose countries had suffered most from the war, concentratedon ahe,

;urgent necessity of, beginning at once to restore the equipment andpersonnel~ thrôugh ' whichs education, scienti fic study and cultural activitieswhich hsd been destroyed,+might be restored . The speeches of delegates like M .Leon, Blum ' ôf: France, =and representatives from China, , Belgium, Poland andGreece j ;unde rlined .in .a strik ing manner the pressing needs in those countries .
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The *other point of view stressed rather. the importance of laying the firm 
,foundations of an international organization which would be concerned with 
the long range interests of intellectual and cultural co-operation. The United 
States delegation put the case for this view most strongly. „ 

The significance of this situation as the Conference progressed, however, 
was  not the divergence between groups, but the firm determination of all 
delegations, from the outset, to reconcile the two 'views. At many points, 
therefore, delegates manifested their readiness to understand the preoccupation 
of others and to accommodate their own opinions to them. It was in this 
conciliatory spirit, marking the whole Conference, that in the Preamble, the 
Definition of Purposes, and in the establishment of the Preparatory Commis-
sion — which provides machinery both for long term matters and short term 
emergency it was found possible to reach amicable unanimity on the final 
draft of documents. , 	 • 

A second point on which the Conference found itself in fundamental 
agreement concernS.  the Organization itself. UNESCO is constituted in very 
close relationship with the United Nations and in many respects is based on the 
Charter of UNO. This was held .to be important for many reasons. It would 
allow for co-ordination of effort, economy of personnel and administration, 
and, most important, would associate UNESCO closely with the vital peace 
aims for which the United Nations, Organization was established. In this 
connection, due attention was paid in Conference discussions to the Report of 
the Executive Committee of the Preparatory Commission of the United 
Nations. 

At the same time, the Conference also felt that if it was to achieve its 
objectives in the fullest sense, if it was to guard and promote in any effective 
way the free 'circulation of knowledge, and ideas, it must itself enjoy the 
maximum amount of autonomy. Hence the provision for conference 
administration and its own budget — subject to the  agreement  reached with 
the United • Nations and the emphasis laid on ' the co-operation of the 
Organization with the independent and unofficial bodies national and 
international in the fields of education, science and culture. 
: Therè* was 'general agreement, too, that the vigour of the Organization 

would largely depend on the support given to its recommendations, and the 
interCit 'shown on its  discussions,  by thé organized intellectual and cultural life 

of -each member state. Each meMber not only has its own contribution to make 
in these matters to the Conference, and to the work of the Organization; it also 
has muCh to gain for its own use. It was hoped, • therefore, that through the 

many forms  of  organizations concerned with education, science and culture, 
the finding,s  and  accumulated data of the  Organization •would be constantly 
diffused throughout the world. • • 

Anothei' aspect of the  discussions  wâs the prevalent sense among Delegates 
thaî Woikers in the field of the mind, particularly science, were discovering new. 
responsibilities in the modern world, both for promoting the free flow 01  
sCientific and cultural information,  and  for ensuring that these prnAucts of the 

laboratory and *âtudy should be used  to  help to maintain peace and to serve 
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human needs. This feeling injected a note of seriousness into the Conference 
which was reinforced by the Washington discussions on Atomic Energy in 
progress_ at the time. , 

Constitutional considerations made it necessary for a number of delegations 
to be quite explicit as to the relation of the UNESCO to their national 
governments though there was no disposition indicated by the Conference to 
ignore this matter. The principle. of sovereign equality as the basis of the 
Organization was observed, and the strict inviolability of national sovereignty 
as laid down in Art.' 2, sub-sec. 7 of the UNO Charter was expressly 
incorporated in the Constitution. By implication and as stated by the Canadian 
delegates on a number of occasions, the absolute constitutional autonomy of 
each country in the educational field was also clearly put before the Confer-
ence. 

Two. last points may be mentioned. In many speeches and remarks 
throughout, it was urged emphatically that the Conference should never lose 
sight of practical and realistic considerations in drafting its constitution. The 
purpose of the Organization is to restore that which had been destroyed, and to 
build for the future. It must recognize that the need may often be greater than 
the capacity to relieve it; that it is easier to plan than to complete enterprises; 
that without fundamental experience such an Organization as UNESCO 
should proceed cautiously and without too many preconceived notions; that 
intellectual and cultural studies and projects should be related to actuality and 
the possible. 

The second point was the hope expressed by more than one delegation, e.g. 
France and the United States, that the U.S.S.R. would, in due course, ally its 
educational, scientific and cultural life with that of the other members of 
UNESCO. Special reference was made to this in the record of the Preparatory 
Commission, and a place was left vacant on the Executive Committee of the 
Commission, Which, before long, it was hoped the U.S.S.R. would take. 

DEA/5582-E-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEG RA m 2955 	 Ottawa, December 14, 1945 

Following for MacDermot bcgins: — Your letters of November 24tht  and 
December 3rdt to Ritchie, reference to question of Canadian participation in 
UNEsco.t 

I. The Canadian Government would not, repeat not, bc in a position to grant 
special assistance from public funds towards educational reconstruction in 
EuroPe. Moreover, we find some difficulty in distinguishing between 
educational and other supplies delivered to European countries. As you are 
aware, several of the countries conccrncd arc receiving export credits from 

592. 
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Canada and they : can,' therefore, purchase supplies available here with the

dollars so provided .
2: So far as UNRRA is concerned it is clear that unless UNRRA authorizes

the ûse of its funds for the purpose of educational reconstruction, Canadian
contribution to UNRRA cannot be so employed: It would seem anomalous that
côuntries -which are paying for their relief supplies should be furnished by
UNRRA with textbooks and other school equipment when relief food stuffs
arc being bought: in countries which are not paying for their relief supplies,
consideration might presumably be given to the expansion of supplies furnished
by UNRRA'to include at any rate some essential equipment for the schools,
but this would be'a matter for UNRRA to decide . -, ry '

3 . As an alternative to gôvernmental assistance from public funds, question of
private appeal in Canada on lines proposed by State Department might be
considered . We are, of course, in sympathy ° with the . emergency needs of
devastated countries for educational supplies ; but we do not possess suf fi cient
information as to the nature of the'supplies likely to be in demand, nor the
private bodies in Canada which might be interested . Further consideration can
be postponed until your return to Ottawa .

4 . As regards ' Canadiân representation ' on Executive Committee of
UNESCO, we gather from your telegram-3419t that no further meetings of its
sub-committee` will - take place' before late in January, the affairs of the
Executive Committee ' being ` hândled " in the interim by the Permanent
Secreta ry. You should consult with the High Commissioner with regard to the
possibility f - Rive attending these meetings. Alternatively, it would be
necessary to secure the serv ices of an appropriate Canadian educationalist now

in the United Kingdom. Ends.
t , . . . .

, r , . . . , . . . , . , ♦ . . • 1 = ' . . t . . .
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CHAPITRE V/CHAPTER V

593.è- C.D.H./Vol . 15

,to High Commissioner of Great Britain

Le ministre des'Munitions et des Approvisionnement s

au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne

1llinister ofMunitions and Supply

MOSTSECRET February 8, 1944

Dear Mr . MacDonald ,
Thanks for your letter of Feburary 5th ; quoting despatch from Sir John

Anderson . I âm'glad that Sir John approves the action taken . We are doing
everything possible to restrict discussion, and considering the rather drastic
action taken, I think that, we are meeting with some success .

I will, of course, inform the Combined Policy Committee of the action
taken, but having in mind my last discussion in Washington with members of
the Côinbined' Policy` Committee, I have no doubt of their views. Unfortu-

nately, Sir John Dill was not present when the matter was discussed .

Unfortunately, the time and place of meetings of the Combined Policy
Committee are sô secret that I have never been able to attend a formal
meeting. To date I

.
have no advice of the time and place of the next meeting

other than the information given me by Sir John Dill . If you can obtain any
information on this subject, I shall be glad if you will advise me so that I can be
among those present.

Perhaps you might let your correspondent in Washington know that I would
aPPreciate a formal notice from the Secretary of the Committee .

Yours sincerely,
C. D. HOWE
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594. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 15 
Le président par intérim, le Conseil national de Recherches, 

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
Acting President, National Research Council, 

to Afinister of Munitions and Supply 

PERSONAL AND MOST SECRET 	 Ottawa, April 10, 1944 

Dear Mr. Howe, 
As requested I have prepared and am enclosing three memoranda on the 

very secret Radiological Project: 
Number I — General status of project - 
Number  2—  Recommendation of the Subcommittee on joint development 

of a heavy water pile 
Number 3 — Recommendation of C.J. Mackenzie to the Honourable 

Mr. Howc. 
My recommendations under number 3 have been made without the benefit 

of consultation with General Groves and Professor Chadwick and may have to 
be modified in some respects after the meeting in Washington.' 

I have been as brief and general as possible in memorandum number 1 but 
the document does give on paper ,statements that the Americans would 
probably object on security reasons to having on any  but  the most secret files. 

Yours sincerely, 
C. J. MACKENZIE 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

Mémorandum du président par intérim, le Conseil national de Recherches, 
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

Memorandum from Acting Presidênt, National Research Council, 
to Afinister of Munitions and Supply 

PERSONAL AND MOST SECRET, 	 , 	 [0 ttawad April 10, 1944 

' 	MEMORANDUM NUMBER 1 

GENERAL STATUS OF RADIOLOGICAL PROJECT 

TO: The HonOtirable C: D. Howe - 
Froni: C. J. Mackenzie'  

For some years it  has  been generally' kno' w'n that vast quantities of energy 
are locked up in the atom. 

, 

e 
'Réunion du comité conjoint de la politique le 13 avril 1944. 
Meeting of the Cornbined Policy Committee, April 13, 1944. 
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r Nuclear physicists tell us that even the large energy released in modern high
explosives involves only the relatively small energy of the electrons in the outer
fringe of the atomic envelope.

The discovery_ of radium brought a knowledge of radioactivity, i.e. the
spontaneous breaking away of a part of the

.
atom. The total energy released is

small as only a small portion of the atom is liberated, but atom for atom the
energy release in radioactivity is 100,000 times that in the most modern high
explosive . .

This gave physicists an idea : if the total atom could be made to "burst" atheoretical amount of energy could be obtained, at least a million times greater
than that obtainable from high explosives or fuel .

In my opinion Canada has a unique opportunity to become intimately
associated in a , project which is not only of the greatest immediate military
1mP6rtance; but which may revolutionize the future world in the same degree
as did the invention of the stcam engine and the discovery of electricity . It is anoPPortunity .Canada as a nation cannot afford to turn down .

In December, 1938 and January, 1939 in France and Germany a discovery
was made that certain elements, chiefly uranium, could be made to "burst"
(scientific term "fission") . Since 1941 active research in the United Kingdom,
the United States and Canada has been carried out and it is now certain a
bomb can and will be made that will be, if not a million times, at least
hundreds of times more powerful than anything yet known . It is also certain
that power units will be made in the future for aeroplanes, ships and
submarines that will drive planes thousands of miles and carry ships across the
ocean on a few pounds of fuel .

In 1943 the United Kingdom effort was combined with that of Canada and
transferred to Montreal . The American effort has been enormous : expenditures
and commitments to date are over two billion dollars .

t ; Time and military urgency demand that every possible avenue be explored .
The United States has six separate projects underway - a seventh depending
on heavy water, while most important and proving, could not be started until
plants to manufacture heavy water were constructed . These plants, built in
America at a cost of perhaps a hundred million dollars, are now coming into
production .

The}present proposal is to build the pilot plant for this important phase of
the project in Canada as a joint Uni ted States, Un i ted Kingdom and Canadianeffort . Our ownership of uranium ores, our early interest in the production of
heavy water at Tra i l and the presencc of a highly expert group of workers in
Canada give us a special interest and facility for this work .
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; 	 ..° [PIÈCEJOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

Mémorandum du président par intérim, le Conseil  national de Recherches, 
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

Afemorandum from Acting President, National Research Council, 
to Afinister of Munitions and Supply 

PERSONAL AND MOiT SECRET 	 [Ottawad April 10, 1944 

• 	 MEMORANDUM NUMBER 2 
° 

RESUME OF REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON JOINT DEVELOPMENT 
OF A HEAVY WATER PILE TO THE COMBINED POLICY COMMITTEE 

To: The Honourable C. D. Howe 
From: 	Mackenzie 	- 
„ 	1 	' 

Combined Policy Committee 
;i 

United States: - 

United Kingdom 
and Canada 

At the February 17, 1944 meeting of the Combined Policy Committee, a 
subcommittee was appointed to bring in recommendations in connection with 
the joint development of a , heavy water pile. The subcommittee consisting of 
Major General L.  R.  Groves,' Professor J. Chadwick' and Mr. C. J. Mackenzie 
recommends as follows: • 
(a) "Make no increase at this time in the present ficilities for heavy water. 

(b) Continue the present programs at Chicago and Montreal for the 
developident‘of fundamental'information On' heavy water piles. 
:(c) Undertake the 'design and construction of a heterogeneous heavy water 
pilot pile in Canada, as a joint American-British-Canadian project. 
■■•■•■11 

' 
2Vannevar Bush, directeur, Bureau de la recherche et du développement scientifique des États-

''. Unis 	 ) 
î Vannevar Bush, Director, United States Office of Scientific Research and Development. 
'James B. Conant. président, Commission de la recherche pour la défense nationale des États- 

James B. Oituïnt, Chiirntin: United  States KatiCetal Defence' Research Commission. 
'Chef des opérations, souskhef de la construction. Division de la construction militaire aux 

États-Unis, Armée des États-Unis. (Responsable, Manhattan Project). 	• 
Chief of Operations, Deputy Chief of Construction, Division of Military Construction in United 

States, United States Army. (Officer in charge, Manhattan Project). 
'Professor Sir James Chadwick. conseiller technique auprès des mcmbres britannique du. 

Comité conjoint de la politique; chef de l'équipe britannique de savants atomistcs aux États 

— Unit. 
Professor Sir James auidwick, technical adviser to British members of Combined policY 

,,,Committee; head of British team of atomic scientists in United States. 
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H. L. Stinson. Esq, 
Dr. Bush,' 
Dr. Conant' 
Sir John Dill 
Sir Ronald Campbell 
lion. C. D. Howe. 



(d) When adequate information has been obtained, or when the performance
of the pilot plant is known, consider the design, construction, and location of a
single heterogeneous heavy water pile of about 50,000 K .W.
(e) Review the situation when the performance of the first large scale

graphite pile at Hanford becomes known .
(f) Set up an organization to supe rv ise the pilot pile project .
(g) Strengthen the Montreal Laboratory : by the inclusion of American

scientists as well as British and Canadian scientists and the appointment of a
Director.

[PI tCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3 ]

Mém'orandum' du président par intérim, le Conseil national de Recherches,
1 au ministre des Alunitions et des Approvisionnement s

Memorandum from Acting President. National Research Council,
to 1ltinister of Munitions and Supply

PERSONAL AND MOST SECRET [Ottawa,] April 10, 1944, .,, . . .

MEMORANDUM NUMBER 3

RECOMMENDATION OF C . J . MACKENZIE
TO T H E 11ONOURABLE MR. IIOW E

To: The Honourable C. D. Howe

2 • !WHAT IS INVOLVED:

Frôm: C:'J. Mackenzie
. `, .

1 . It is my opinion that Canada should agrce to file- rccommendation of th e
subcommittee .

9 01l -ti While the subeommittee has not presented estimates of oost, it is believed the
'= #` ' following figura represent the proper order of magnitude.

Ca ilat F
. i . . :

, P Catl •
- ConsttuMion opilot plant $ 4,000,000

Supply of heavy water, graphite and uraniu m metal . ctc. 4,000,000

TOTAL 8,000,000
Yearly operatlna cbsl 1 .500.000

The - United States Army has now available all the heavy water, graphit e
and uranium metal necessa ry and it is assumed that as the project is acoo perative one they will supply the material, and the other expenses will be
shared between the United Kingdom and Canada so that the capital cost toCanada would be about $2,000,000 . The operating cost also might be shared
by the Ainerican and British but in my opinion we should be prepared to meetthe follôwing minimum costs :



1944 	Capital Cost of Pilot Plant 
Operation of existing Montreal Lab. 

$2,000,000 
750,000 
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2,750,000. 
1945 — Operating pilot plant and Labs. 	 1,750,000. 

3. ORGANIZATION: 

The project is to be a- joint effort with scientific and technical personnel 
from the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada, and will presumably 
be under the  auspices of the Combined Policy Committcc. 
IT IS N1Y OPINION THAT: 

(a) The project should be directed as to general policy by a subcommittee of 
the above Policy COmmittec such as: 

Major General Groves representing  United  States 
Profcssor Chadwick representing United Kingdom 
C. J. Mackenzie representing Canada 

(b) There should be immediately appointed two  senior  officers, i.e. 
(i) A Scientific Director General — To be responsible for the scientific 
direction and management of the laboratories: a national of either the 
United Kingdom or the United States to bc agreed upon by General 
Groves and Profcssor Chadwick. 
(ii) A Managing Director — To be in charge of the  construction of the 
pilot plant and all administrative matters, and take general directions 
from the above mentioned subcommittee. This officer should be a 
Canadian or at least be appointed by the Canadian mcmbcr of the Policy 
Committcc. This officer should bc  an  experienced and high grade 
industrial engineer. 

(c) That apart from payment of salaries and expenses of United Kingdom 
and United  States  members of the team, authority and responsibility for all 
matters of discipline and administrative detail should be clearly and definitely 
vested in a Canadian organization and that the Managing Dircctor be an 
officer of that organization. Whether the organization should be the 
Department of Munitions and Supply, the National Research Council, or some 
othcr agency such as R.E.L.6  or D.! L.'  should be decided as soon as possible. 

'Research  Enterprises Ltd. 
'Defence Industries Ltd. 



Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabine t

Extract front Minutes of Cabinet War Committee

ATOMIC ENERG Y

MOSTSECRET Ottawa, Apri121, 1944

.1 . THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY submitted a proposal
recommended by. the Acting President of the National Research Council for
the construction and operation, in Canada, of a pilot plant for the further
development of a special process of the highest secrecy . The product of this
process promised to be of the greatest importance to the war effort and its
postwar significance was likely to prove revolutionary .

g1he, project - was being under a Combined Policy Committee
representative of the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada . Large
sums had already been spent upon it by the U .S. government. Estimated cost of
the present proposal included $4 millions for capital construction, S4 millions
for materials and 5750,000 annually for operation ..,.. , . .

Participation of the Canadian government was strongly recommended .
Appropriation of the necessary funds would have to be kept secret .

2. ;THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, approved the Minister's
recommendation and authorized expenditure to Canadian account of up to $4
millions capital cost and $750,000 operating expenses.
. . .~ ,~~ .,; -, . , . . .

596.!, ;_ C.D.H./Vol . 1 5
Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité conjoint de la politiqu e

Extract from Alinutes of Combined Policy Committee
ToPSEC R ET (Washington,J April 13, 1944

< .

PRrsENT•.

Dr. James B . Conant
SirJohn Dill .Mir. C. D. Howe

BY INVITATION :
Dr. James Chadwick
Major-Gcncral L. R. GrovesDean C. J . Mackenzie
Major-Gcncral W. D. Stycrl

JOINT SECRETARIfS :
Mr. H a rvey H. Bundy'
Dr . William L. Webste r

Sc :, t
Cuet de l'état-major et sm- annmandant. Forces de service de l'armée département de laerre des ~tats.Unis.
Chief ôf Staff and Deputr Commander. Arm Scrvia Forces, United States War Dcpartmcnt .Ajnt. s

,

MEMBERS:,_ ; -_ ;
,The Socreta ryof War (Chaïrman )Dr. Vannevar Bus hSir Ronald 1 . Campbell

Péc~al du secrftaire à la Guerre des Etats-Unis.S ~1 Assistant to United States Serreta ry of War.
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4:MONTREAL PROJEC T

Major-GeneralGroves reported on ïbehalf of the Special Sub-committee,
appointed at the meeting of ,17th Februa ry, 1944, to study a proposed joint
development of a heavy water pile in Canada : He`summariïed its Report to the
Combined Policy Committee,10 which had been circulated previously to all
mcmbers of the Committee, emphasizing the premises from which conclusions
had been`derived and setting out the recommendations made therein .

• Mr. Howe stated that Canada was 'prepated to accept the recommendation
and,' indeed, was willing to accept the cost ' of the development now planned .

Mr. Howe thought a suitable site had been found where all technical facilities,
housing and, other serv ices were already - available and where security
conditions would be satisfactory.

Field Marshal Sir John Dill referred to ânxiety which had been shown in
Great Britain that the services of the team of scientists now in Montreal should
be used to the full . He expressed relief that a programme of work could now be
envisaged which, with adequate p riorities and cxchangeof information, would

. ., .
make that possible . '

Major-General Groves stated that he foresaw no difficulties with regard to
American priorities' required by the - proposed , work in Canada. lle also
explained that whatever information from American sources was required for
the successful prosecution of the work in Canada would be forthcoming . He
thought the group in Canada should be given full support and should operate
under the same secu ri ty restrictions as a similar group working in the U .S .A .

Mr. Howe stated that the project would be given top priority in Canada . He
agreed that there should be no difficulty over priorities on materials necessarily
to be obtained in the United States . Mr. Howe felt these matters could be
cleared easily, through machine ry -already established in Canada for dealing
with Canadian and American priorities .

The Committee` adopicd unânimously the Recommendations of the Specia l

Subcommittee :
In fulfillment of recommendation (f), the Committee unanimously agree d

that Dr. James Chadwick, Major-General ' L. R. Groves and Dean C. J .

Mackenzie, who had constituted the investigating Special Subcommittee,
should continue to act as a Subcommittee of the Combined Policy Committee
to superv ise,' on behalf and pndér the general supe rv ision of the Committee, the
carrying out ;_in_,Canadaf .of ; this joint American-British•Canadian project in
accordance with the Recommendation now adopted.

. + .

; . e

u . , , ~ . .

10Voir pièce jointe 2, document 594 . f5ee enclosure Z. Document 594.>
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597.' 	' 	 . • - 	 C.D.H./Vol. 15 

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
du cos.  eciitaire, le Comité conjoint de la politique - 

Afinister of Mun' iticjn.s and SuPply 
to Joint Secretary, Combined Policy Committee 

TOP SECRET Ottawa, May 29, 1944 
Dear Mr. Webster, 

1 have yourtwo letters of May 24tht with reference to the Agreement and 
Declaration of Trust. 1 am quite satisfied with the form of the Agreement, and 
it will be satisfactory to Canada." 

1 note that "Sir Charles Hambro and Mr. F. G. Lee are likely to be 
nominated as the two U.K. Trustees. 

1 suggest as the Canadian member, Mr. George C. Bateman, Deputy 
Member of the Combined Production and Resources Board, and Associate 
Metals Controller, for Canada. Mr. Bateman, who is resident in Washington, 
has a wide knowledge of the  problems with which the Trust will be faced, and 
is, 1 believe, well qualified for the responsibilities that he will assume. Mr. 
Bateman will be able to give whatever time is necessary to the work involved. 

Yours sincerely, 
[C. D. HowE] 

598. 	' 	 C.D.H./Vol. 15 
Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

au représentant adjoint, 
la Commission composée de la production et des ressources 

Afinister of Munitions and Supply 
to Deputy Afember, Combined Production and Resources Board 

. 	 . 
1 OP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] June 3, 1944 
Dear George [Bateman]: 

Yod are no doubt aware of very secret work being donc in the field of radio 
active materials. 

'ReCently', 1 have been asked to appoint a Canadian Member to a Committee 
of six, three to* be appointed by the United States, two by Britain, and one by 
Canada. Thé British Members of the Committee are Sir Charles Hambro and 
Mr* F. G. Lee. 1 have nominated yourself as the Canadian Member of this 
Committee. 

"L'accord fut signé le 13 juin 1944 par le présidcnt des États-Unis et  le premier ministre de 
Grande-Bretagne. Voir États-Unis. 
The  agreement  wu signed on June 13, 1944 by the President of the 'United States and the 
Prime Minister of Great Britain. See United States, 

romp Relations of the United States. 1944, Volume 11. Washington, LIS. 
Government Printing Office, 1967. pp. 1026-8. 
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Mr. W. L. Webster of the British Supply Council in North America is 
British Secretary of the Committee, and hc will give you the particulars. 

I will be greatly obliged if you will accept appointment to this Committee. 
Canada is not a party to the agreements to be entered into by the Committee 
but Canada has an interest through being an important source of supply of the 
material. 

Yours sincerely, 
C. D. HOWE 

599. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 15 
Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

,au ministre, l'ambassade de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis 

Minister of Munitions and Supply 
to Minister. Embassy of Great Britain in United States 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 21, 1944 

Dear Sir Ronald [Campbell]: 

Negotiations with Belgian Government 
ThanIcs for your letter of July 17th,t Setting forth the position of negotia-

tions between the Belgian Government in Exile on the one part and the 
Governments of the U.K. and U.S.A. on the other part. 

I agree  with  you that we on this sidc should permit considerable latitude to 
those in London who are acting on our behalf. Accordingly, I have instructed 
Mr. Bateman that Canada will not object to such reasonable terms as may be 

"agreed to by the U.K. and U.S.A., provided always that materials of Canadian 
origin are not discriminated against in thc markets Of U.S.A. and the U.K. 

Your letter reaches me just as I am leaving Ottawa to bc abscnt one week. 
will be glad to examine the matter with Malcolm MacDonald on my return to 
Ottawa. If in the meantime a decision is requied from Canada, you may accept 
the judgment of Mr. Bateman as being my own judgmcnt. If I may comment 
at this time, it seems to me that our Belgian friends arc attempting to drive a 
very hard bargain. 

• If a meeting of the Combined Policy Committee is required, 1 will be glad to 
attend at a mutually convenient date aftcr August 1st."  

4 "  

-"Pour l'accord entre les États-Unis, la Grande-Bretagne et la Belgique concernant le contrôle de 

l'uranium (k 26 septembre 1944), voir iblet. pp. 1028-30. 
For the agreement among the United States, Great Britain a 
uranium (September 26, 1944), see ibld. pp. 1028-30. 

	a nd 13elgium regarding control of 
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600. C.D.H./Vol . 15
Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité composé de là politique

Extract from Minutes of Combined Policy Committee
,

Top SECRET [Washington,j September 19, 194 4

PRESENT:

MEMBERS:
The Secreta ry of War . Chairma n

- Mr. C. D . Howe - 1'

Dr . Vannevar Bush
Sir Ronald I . Campbell
Dr . James B . Conant
Sir John Dill '

BY INVITATION :
Dean C. J . Mackenzi e

,Maj . Gen . L. R . Groves, during a part of the meeting .
JOINTSECRETARIES:

Mr . Harvey H . Bundy
.. Dr: W. L. Webste r
•' ;_ . .. . .

6• MATTERS RELATING TO THE CO M BINED DEVELOPMENT TRUST:
(a) ïUpôn,motion duly made and seconded, the Combined Policy Committee

RESOLVED unanimously that the appointment of the following persons on July
6, 1944, , as Trustees of the Combined Development Trust pursuant to
Paragraph 1 of the Agreement and Declaration of Trust entered into betweenthe two Governments dated June 13, 1944, be hereby approved and ratified :M I

Sir Charles J . Hambro
Mr. George L. Harrison'l

,Mr: Frank C. Lee

Maj . Gen. L . R . Grova
r• eorge C. Batema n

Mr,Charles K. Leith"
C~~'_ A.letter dated September 18, 1944, from Maj . Gen . L. R. Groves, sent as

airman of the Combined Development Trust to the Secretary of War as
Chairman'of the Combined Policy Committee, a copy of which is annexed
he"rëtô,t was read to the Committee .• . âi è -. É . . . .

•t ~ f ~ z

É
Pen~°nseil spfcial auprès du secrétaire g la Guerre des É tats-Unis.

S~al Consultant to United States Secretary of War.;~~hef, Direction des métaux et des matériels, Bureau de la production . de la recherche et dudé
veloppement, Commission de la p roduction de guerre des États-Unis.Chic

Metals and Materials Branch . Office of Praduction . Research and Devclopment, UnitedWar Production Board.
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°"After some discussion of a point arising from the wording of the Trust
Agreement, an interpretation of that point submitted in the third paragraph of
Maj. Gen. Groves' letter was approved unanimously by the Committee subject
to the adoptionl of rules of procedure of the Combined Development Trust
requiring that a quorum of the Trust shall include one representative of the
United Kingdom . '

The Combined Policy Committee also discussed an outline of general
practice on business between the Committee and the Trust which was
submitted in the fourth paragraph of Maj : Gen. Groves' letter . The Committee
approved this practice unanimously.

(c) The Combined Policy Committee considered Rules of Procedure which
have been adopted by the Combined Development Trust and which were
submitted by Maj . Gen. Groves as an annex to his letter addressed to the
Secretary of War. The Committee accepted and approved these Rules of
Procedure unanimously with the provision referred to in Paragraph 6(b) above .
A copy of the rules approved is annexed hereto t

(d) The Combined Policy Committee considered a financial plan for the
administration of the'Combined Development Trust which had been submitted
as a further annex to the letter from Maj . ' Gen. Groves to the Secretary of
War. Maj . Gen. Groves entered the meeting and explained that it was the
opinion of the Combined Development Trust that a definite substantial sum
should be allocated to the Trust in order to enable it to carry out its duties
under Paragraph 2 of the Trust Agreement . He pointed out that some of these
duties would require the placing of contracts which would run for a consider-
able period of years and which, for example' through options, might entail
payments not easy to estimate at the present time . He reported the view of the
Combined Development Trust that it was important for it to have sufficient
funds in hand to go forward in carrying ' out its duties as set forth in the Trust
'Agreement . It was reporte& to the Committee that necessary U .S.A. funds
were available . r

After discussion and upon motion duly made and seconded the Combined
Policy Committee RESOLVED unanimously that this financial plan for the
administration of the Combined Development Trust be accepted and appr0Ved
by the Committee subject to the authorization of the appropriate financial
agency of the U .K. Government. A copy, of this financial plan is annexed

hereto.t, ; , .

(é) .'Âs a result ;,r these dcliberations, it becamc clear that the Combinld

Policy Comm ittee now understands that the Comb ined Development Trust w
proceed within the limits of such monies as may be made available to it and
acting in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration of Trust dated lune
13, 1944, and subject to the principles of operation referred to in the preceding

paragraphs of this section and to any further directions which the Combined
Policy Committee may have to give' from ` time to time, to obtain, insofar as
may be practicable, control of the supply of uranium bearing ores and thorium
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bearing  oiesr  from the areas assigned to it by the Provisions of the Trust 
Agreement. 	, 

601. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 13 

Aide-mémoire du haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

Aide-Mémoire from High Commissioner of Great Britain 
to Minister of Munitions and Supply 

[Ottawa,  c. December 23, 1944] 
- 

TOP SECRET 
; , • 	 • 	 • 

- 	 ' AIDE MÉMOIRE 
It is understood that some little time ago Mr. Howe was somewhat anxious 

to know whether our contribution to the Montreal project in skilled personnel, 
without which the projcct could not go on, might be withdrawn at the end of 
the war. 

"After the termination of hostilities it will, or course, be difficult at the same 
time to meet the needs of the universities, whose scientific departments will 
have to be rapidly re-established, and to find skilled personnel required for this 
kind of project: 

Sir John Anderson wishes Mr. Howe to know however that there can be no 
question but that the United  Kingdom must continue to give support to the 
Montreal project and to continue to do everything to ensure its success. Ways 
will have to be found of getting over the personnel difficulty — for instance, 
arrangements might be made for university physicists to be seconded to 
Montreal in rotation for a limited period of time. 

Before Mr. Churchill left for Qucbcc on the last occasion the Chancellor 
gave him a note in this sense about the Montreal project with the object that if 
the question of our continued support after  the  war were raised by Mr. 
Mackenzie King or Mr. Howc satisfactory assurances could and should be 
given on this point. In that event, however, it is understood that Mr. Churchill 
did  not discuss the Project with Mr.  Mackenzie King on that occasion. 

The Chancellor is therefore anxious that Mr. Howe should be under no 
misapprehension about our intentions in this respect and has accordingly asked 
the High Commissioner to explain this to Mr. Howe on his behalf. 

There ihould accordingly be no doubt as to the United Kingdom's intention 
to continue to support and to co-operate with the Canadian authorities in 
respect 9f the Canadian activities in this connection aftcr the war. 
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602.. C .D.H ./Vol .13

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements et de la Reconstruction
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagn e

Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstruction
to High Commissioner of Great Britain

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] December 23, 1944

Dear Mr. MacDonald :

Thanks for your top secret Aide-Mémoire regarding future contributions of
skilled personnel to the Montreal project.

I am glad to have the assurance of Sir John Anderson that the United
Kingdom will continue to give - support to, the Montreal project and will

continue to do everything possible to ensure its success .
Canada intends to leave no stone unturned to make the project successful, as

far as our own resources will permit .

603. DEA

Extrait dei procès-verbal du Comité conjoint de la politique

Extract from Minutes of Combined Policy Committee

[Washington,] July 4, 1945
MINUTES OF COMBINED POLICY COMMI TTEE MEETING H EL D

• AT Tt iE PENTAGON ON JULY 4T11, 1945 - 9 :30 A .M .

PRESENT:

MEMBERS: : , - -
The Secreta ry of War. Chairman
Field Marshal Sir Henry Maitland-Wilson
The Hon . C. D. Howe
Dr. Vannevar Bush

BY iNVITATION :
The Right lion . The Earl of Hal ifax
Sir James Chadwick
Major General L. R. Groves
Mr. George Harrison

. i , .
' . ,. - . . . . . 1 : . t . ' .

JOINT SECRETARIES: ~ '
Mr . Ha rvey H . Bundy
Mr . Roger Makins
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3. USE OF WEAPONS AGAINST THIRD PARTIES 

FIELD MARSHAL WILSON stated that the ,British Government concurred in 
the use of the T.A." weapon against Japan. He added that the Prime Minister 
might wish to discuss this matter with the President at the forthcoming 
meeting in Berlin. 

THE CommrrrEE: Took note that the Governments of the United Kingdom 
and the United States had agreed that T.A. weapons should be used by the 
United States against Japan, the agreement of the British Government having 
been communicated by Field Marshal Sir Henry Maitland-Wilson. 
4. DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY THE TWO GOVERNMENTS ON THE USE 
OF THE WEAPON 

• 	. Dr. Bush suggested (1) that the Committee should approve the 
principles and conditions governing the release of information on T.A., and (2) 
thât it should thereafter be left to the scientific advisers to draft the statement. 
Sir James Chadwick should be consulted on the drafting and certify on behalf 
of the British members that it satisfied the principles which had been laid 
down. 

MR. HOWE suggested that in view of Canada's interest in this question, 
Dean MacKenzie should also be brought into consultation. 

THE CommiTTEE: Agreed that Dean MacKenzie should be provided with a 
copy of the proposed rules and the scientific release. 

604. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 13 

Le haut comntissaire de Grande-Bretagne 
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

et de la Reconstruction 

High Contmissioner of Great Britain 
to Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstruction 

SECRET 	 [Ottawaj August 6, 1945 

Dear C. D. [Howe] 
The  thing has gone off and the President's statement has gone out. 

Stimson's will be issued in about 3/4-of-an-hour, and yours should go out about 
1/2-an-4our after that. Could you come out of the Conference' 6  for a few 
minutes, as  there are two or three points 1 should like to discuss and one or two 
ways in whick we should like to help you. 

Yours ever, (. 
MALCOLM [MACDONALD] 

"Tube  Alloys. 
16141Conf6rence fédérale-provinciale tenue du 6 au 10 août 1945. Dominion-Provincial Conference, August 6-10.1943. 

T 
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605. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 13 
- 	 "- Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
' 	$. 1  ' et de là Reconstruction 

High Commissioner of Great Britain 	* 
• to Minister of Muni:lints and  Supply and of Reconstruction . 	, 	• 

ToPSÉcRET • - 	 . 	Ottawa, August 6, 1945 

Dear Mr. Howe, 	
. • . 	 . 	- 

My latest information from Washington concerning the proposed technical 
or scientific statement is that the Americans will not (repeat not) be putting 
out any scicntific statement at any rate for the present. I understand that they 
contemplate a 'considerable reVision of thCir statement as at present proposed, 
but I havé no details. I have been requested, therefore, to ask for your co-
operation in ensuring that there will be no Canadian scientific statement issued 
until we get a release for such from Washington. The United Kingdom are of 
course conforminiaécordingly. In'the Meantime the French translation of your 
scientific statement (which Dr. Cockcroft is having done in Montreal) will be 
up hére probably this evening or at any raté tomcirrow morning. I will send this 
over to you as soon as received." - ' 

Now that the news of the'atomic bomb is out the United States authorities 
rescind their cxisting ccnsorship stop on this subjcct and are replacing it with a 
ccnsorship stop on the following lines. 
Atomic Bombs 

. 	- 
Nothing may be writtcn, discussed or used in any media or publication on 

the following: 
1. Specific prâcesses, formulas and Mechanics of operation. 
2. Stocks, location of stocks, procurement of stocks and stock consumption. 

3. Quality and quantity of production of active material. 
4. Physical charactèristic's of the weapon and methods of using it. 
5. Speculation  in  . the future development of the processes for military 

purposes. 
6. Information as to the relative importance of the various methods,or plants 

or  Of their relative functions or efficiencies:I - 
The'American authorities  have  expresSéd the hèpe that the United Kingdom 

will act  in confirmation With the above and I am requested to ask if you will be 
bod enough also to coinply: , 

Youis sincerely, 
MALCOLM MACDONALD 

"Un communiqué de presse fut émis le 13 août. 
A press release was issued on August 13. 	I 
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606, . ., ; C.D.H./Vol . 13

Le haut commissaire adjoint, le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne ,

press and the ' text as it appears in the Canadian papers, or at any rate in th e

au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements ' *
et de la Reconstruction

Deputy High Commissioner, High Commission of Great Britain;

. to Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstructiôn

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL" Ottawa, August 10, 194 5

Dear Mr . Howe, ,
Your attention may have been called to a discrepancy between the text o f

President Truman's broadcast speech last night as given in the United States

Gazette of Montreal .
The passage in question, one of those relating to the Atomic Bomb, reads in

the Gazette as follows :
"The Atomic Bomb is too dangerous to be loosed in a lawless world . That is

why Great Britain, Canada and the United States, who have the secret of its
production, do not intend to reveal the secret until . . .

Iunderstand that the speech was delivered in these terms, but that in the
advance version given to the United States press, the word "Canada" did not
appear ; and that consequently, it will not or . may not have occurred in the
version' published in the United States . You may like to know this . What
happened, I gather, was that the advance version was received very shortly
before the time of delivery at our Embassy at Washington who communicated
at once with the White House, with the result that "Canada"was inserted by
the President when he actually spoke .

Yours sincerely ,

STEPHEN L. HOLMES

C.D.H./Vol . 1 3

Le représentant eanadien, le Comité conjoint de la politique,
.,. au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements

et de la Reconstruction
, ,- " " r ' . -

Canadlan Member, Combined Policy Committee,
to Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstruction

~ . _ . ,Tops' CttET= Washington, August 10, 1945

Dear .Mr. Howe: • i
I sawGeneral Groves this morning .
With regard to the heavy water, I did not have an opportunity of taking this

uP before, partly , because I, was away and partly because Groves has been
practically, incommunicado for some time . '

)~i~6}iâi'_~F ?
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He tells' me that we need feel no uneasiness regarding the continued use in
Canada of the heavy water borrowed from the U .S . The only chance of this
being called back would be if the Americans abandoned the project, which, of
course, is unthinkable. The . continuation - of,., the loan is, of course, on the
understanding that it will continue .tg be used in Canada for the purpose for
which it was intended .

He says that the heavy water which they obtained in Germany is of different
grades, none of which is suitable for the purpose which Canada requires .

He considers that the U.S. and Canadian partnership is much more
important to the U .S . than the U .S .•U.K. partnership . He did throw out a hint,
which I did not think it wise for me to ~explore, to the effect that the U .S . had
been carrying the full financial burden and I assume that he may wish to see
this revised so that in the partnership arrangement, the U .S. will not be called
upon for more than its proportionate share .

I spoke to him about the publicity emânating in the U.S. which carried
unfavourable implications as far as Canada is concerned . He thought that the
President's speech last night would go a long way towards correcting any such
impression but said that at the first favourable opportunity he would emphasize
the very high degree of cooperation which exists between the U .S. and Canada
in all phases of this project .

Groves says . that the bomb was exploded a considerable height above the
ground, partly to get the maximum explosive effect over the widest area and
also partly to minimize the danger of emanations extending over a considerable
period of time, which might result from explosion on contact .

Yours sincerely ,
G. C. BATEMA N

608 . C . D . H ./Vol .13

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnement s
et de la Reconstructio n

au représentant canadien, le Comité composé de la politique
Minister ofMunitions and Supply and of Reconstruction

to Canadian Alember, Contbined Policy Committee

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] August 17, 194 5

Dear Mr. Bateman :
Thanks , for your letter of `August 10th . The assurance of General Groves

regarding heavy water is quite satisfacto ry.
Progress at the Chalk River project is slow, but improving, and it looks as

though the project will be finished some time in November . We expect to have
an interesting operation. ~ : . . f

;-A am'glad to know'that Groves expects the U .S.and Canadian partnershiP
to continue. I think that he is right ; about the relative merits of the two
partnerships. We intend to strengthen our own staff and be independent of
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outside help. 1 do not understand his reference to the U.S. bearing all the cost, 
as Canada is now bearing the cost of its own project without help from anyone, 
but this can be discussed if Groves raises the question formally. 

! I am not greatly worried  about the publicity emanating in the United States. 
Fortunately for us, the Canadian contribution has been wholly creditable to 
Canada. 

1 was glad to notice that Mr. Churchill gives the atomic bomb credit for 
stopping the war. 

609. 	 DEA/201s 
Mémorandum  du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 
Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Prime Afinister 

The great public interest in the atomic bomb makes it highly probable that a 
number of matters concerning its manufacture, employment and future control 
will be raised in Parliament early in the session and that the Government will 
hè expected to make some declaration of policy. Quite apart from this the 
successful development of the bomb is of such far-reaching importance that it 
may profoundly affect international affairs even to the point of altering the 
whole balance of international forces overnight. It seems desirable, therefore, 
that we should attempt as a matter or some urgency to arrive at a careful 
appreciation of the results of this tremendous discovery as soon as possible. It is 
worth considering whether' you should make a statement on the orders of the 
day early in,thesession covering certain aspects in which we are specially 
concerned. 
2. The  fact that Canada has played a considerable part in the development of 

the bomb and is a guardian of at least some of the secrets connected with it 
both puts the Government in a position of special responsibility and places at 
its disposal knowledge and experience available only to the United States and 
UnitedjKingdorn Governments as well as ourselves. Since Canada is also a 
major source of the essentialingredient our policy concerning the control, 
Production  and eiport of uraniu.  m and other radioactive minerals is a matter on 
winch  long-term' decisions will have to be takcn soon. 
.3. In order to consider the political issues arising from the development of the 

bomb, it is necessary to secure the best scientific opinion available on a number 
O f technical questions. These include such questions as the following: 
(a), Is the secret of the manufacture likely to be preserved or is its independ-

, 

ent discovery probable in other countries? 
(Mr. Chtirchill in his speech of August 16th expressed the view that the 

secret would remain in present hands only for three or four years.) 
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610.- DEA/201s
Mémorandum au sôus-secrétaire dÉtat associé aux Affaires extérieures"'

Memorandum for Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs' a
, . . . . . ., .

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 25, 1945_ , . . . . , .

, .° You ., may - be interested in the attached memorandum on the effects of
atomic bombs on defence planning. This paper, which was submitted to the
Joint Intelligence Committee (on which we are now represented), has made a
great impression on the se rvice members. They, are now anxious to begin a
study of the functions and organization of intelligence se rv ices in Canada and
are asking for our advice .1 9

This will have to be related also to the questions twice put informally to us,
first by, Arnold-Forster2Ô and secondly by Cavendish-Bentinck,21 as to whether
there would be a co-ordinated intelligence organization in Canada which would
be . willing to co-operate with a smaller body being planned in the United
Kingdoin : . J.I .C. are starting an immediate study of this and if you agree I
wôuld suggest that for the time being they confine themselves to drafting
possible . plans which could then be examined by this department .

[PI t- CE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Memorandum from Chief, Interservice Topographical Section.

Mémorandum du chéf, la Section de topographie interarmées,
,' au Comité mixte canadien de renseignement s.,, .e . .

to Canadian Joint Intelligence Committe e

[Ottawa,] August 20, 194 5

~Jt seems generally agreed that the invention of rockct-firing guns an d
atomic bombs mark'the close of an era in human history, and that the new era
we are now entering is fraught with the utmost peril for the human race ., ;, _• . ; -_ . . . . , ,

Significance of Atomic Bombs and Rocket Propulsion
In making* the statements given below I have the support of two competent

physicists, Prof. J. O. Wilhelm and S/L P. M. Millman ._, .
. . . ~F~ kli 7 ~ . .. . .~. .~ .. . . .

! "préParè par G' dis T . Glazebrook.
"La note suivante était écrite sur le mémorandum :
The follôwing note was written on the memorandum :

Should I mention th a t we are also taking up atomic bomb questions? The next
m meeting is on Monday afternoon . G . de T. (Glaubrook J

H• C: Arnold•Forster, directeur adjoint du renseignement naval de Grande-Bretagne .=I HtiC.S Arnold- Forster, Assistant Director of Naval intelligence of Great Britain.V• F. W:'Cavendish•Bentinck, ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne en Pologne; anciennement
`` sôus•secrFtaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires étrangères et chef, comité conjoint du renseigne-

ment.;' ,

V' F- W. Cavendish-Bentinck. ambassador of Great Britain in Poland, formerly Assistant
Under-Secretar), of State for Foreign Affairs and Chairman, Joint Intelligence Committee .
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1. The general principles of the atomic bomb are so well known that any 
country willing to spend the requisite amount of money can learn the secret of 
the manufacture. 
2. Uranium ores are Sufficiently widely spread that any country, even a large 

private corporation like Standard Oil or the Aluminum Company of America, 
can readily gather a stockpile adequate for the production of atomic bombs. 
Furthermore, scientists' are likely to find other sources of atomic energy beside 
uranium ores. 	 . • 

3. While atomic bombs have so far been transported against hostile targets by 
plane alone, some method is likely to be found for projecting them by rocket 
also. 	 , 
4. The present range of rockct-firing guns can certainly be greatly increased. 

Within ten or twenty years it may be Possible to "rocket" atomic bombs 
against the city of New York from as far away as the coast of France in 
Europe, or of Brazil in South America. 	. 
5. No adequate defence against the atomic bomb is known. It may be that 

none is possible. So great is its destructiveness that navies, armored vehicles, 
concrete fortification and fleets of intercepting planes are as futile as was the 
body armour of the mediaeval knight against cannon. 
6. International control of the manufacture and employment of atomic bombs 

is exceedingly difficult. Factories diverted to their manufacture can be readily 
camouflaged as chemical and metallurgical plants; and no nation can be 
trusted not to use atomic bombs in order to gain world power, or perhaps even 
(e.g. Japan) merely to obtain revenge. 

If the above statements arc correct, aï I believe them to bc, then large navies 
and armies have lost most of their value and will shortly cease to exist. No 
country  is going to spend $100 millions to build a battleship which can be 
obliterated in its home port by a single bomb launched perhaps from 2,000 or 

3,000 miles away and costing, it may be, no more than S10,000. Hereafter, all 
that a nation planning an offensive war would seem to require is a coterie of 

scientists and technologists, a few industrial plants, and a small standing arrnY 
to serve as a police force. 

IntelligenceRequIrements in the Past 
The present war demanded full and up-to-the-minutc information on almost 

every phase of enemy life and activity; and each of the three services had its 
own peculiar intelligence needs. , 
' The army needed to know the numbers, organization and distribution of the 

forces which .the enemy could put into the field, their equipment, methods of 
transport and communication by land; sea and air, the industries that supplied 
thcir armaments and the food and medical services that kcpt them in the field. 

The navy had to know every detail of thc enemy's warships and mercantile 

marine, their sources of, fuel and other *supplies, thcir dockyards, harbor 

installations, etc. 

980 
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The air, force concentrated especially on the enemy's air resources, on air 
communication and transport, and on the military targets in enemy territory 
that could be attacked from the air. 

Under these conditions each of the three services naturally required an 
intelligence branch of its own. True, it was necésiary to coordinate the 
activities and pool the information of the three branches through a joint 
c,omMittee (the C.J.I.C.) and a joint sub-committee. But the system of three 
intelligence branches worked, and worked, on the whole, quite satisfactorily. 

Today, conditions are entirely«  changed. As far as one can foresee, large 
armies and navies arc both on their way out, and air forces are destined to be 
limited, probably to fast transport planes capable of carrying atomic bombs. 
War, if it recurs, will be waged with rockets and planes carrying atomic bombs; 
and it will be directed against all the major population centres, and against all 
places  where rockets, planes and atomic bombs are either manufactured or 
stored. 

, Under conditions such as these, the maintenance of three separate branches 
of intelligence, all gathering exactly the same information about enemy 
installations and plans, will be absurd. Indeed, the division of the defence 
forces of any country into the three services, army, navy and air, will itself be 
open to question as anachronistic. 

Future Intelligence Requirements 
The atomic bomb is still in its infancy. At the present time the United States 

alone possesses the full secret of its manufacture, but Russian scientists are 
capable of discovering it within two or three years, and even Spain or 
Argentina, giVen the help of fugitive German scientists, may be manufacturing 
these bombs 'within a decade or two. We do not know the limits of their 
deitructivenesi, -  the length of time they can be kept in storage, or the 
pre,caiitions a nation should take,  the  information it should gather, to protect 
itself in theevent of another war. 

A few things seem reasonably certain: 
1. Any future 'War is likely to bc a mattcr of a few hours only, or, at the most, 

a few days. No nation will bc able to survive a continuous rain of well-directed 
atomic bombs; and no nation is likely to attack another without prcparing in 
advàncewhat it believes to be an adequate stock of them. 
2. Practically all the intelligence' that was so essential for this war (e.g., on 

navit a....'ies; air-fleets, anti-aircraft defences, fortifications, landing beaches, 
etc.) will be useless. The short duration of any future war will preclude any 
problems of security and censorship, any interrogation of prisoners,  etc. 
3. Probably  the main information a nation should possess, for its self-

protection, 

.. 	, 

will be the atomic bomb strength of its potential enemies and their 

obtain (as 
means oflâunching them. Such information may bc extremely difficult to 

witness 	htnessour  ignorance of the industrial  set-up of Russia before and 
du!inglhis war). Yet the perils of ignorance  arc so great that peace-loving 

, 
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nations may be willing to pool their intelligence, ând .exchange information on

such topics as: ' . . . .

(a) Stocks of uranium and other source materials for atomic bombs .

(b) ' Locations'and production of every chemical and metallurgical plant that

might se rve for the manufacture of atomic bombs ; or of airplanes and rocket-
guns capable of launching them:

(c) Activities .of every scientist and technologist who might conceivably be
engaged in research on, or the 'manufacture of, atomic bombs .

It is obvious .from this that the information we shall require in the future
will be very different' from` the information .we. have needed in the past . We
shâll `be less concerned with purely" military matters ; e.g., armaments on sea
and land, defence installations, etc.; but we will need to watch very closely the
political and industrial organizations of all countries, and study also their
topographic features and their economic and scientific resources . What more

we shall need to know we cannot yet tell ; and until the picture becomes clearer,
it would be unwise perhaps, to scrap the intelligence se rvices which we now
possess, and which have served us so well in the past . But the handwriting is on
the wall, and the change to some new intelligence set-up cannot be long
delayed if Canada is to survive and maintain her place in the changed world .

Recommendation
In the light of the foregoing discussion I strongly recommend that the

Canadian Joint Intelligence - Committee, suggest
. to the Chiefs of Staff

Committee :
1 . That a senior intelligence officer be sent to England to consult the heads of

the various` British Intelligence se rvices; and to sound out their opinions
côncerning the nature` of the intelligence . they ,ibclicvc will be required
henceforth and the kind of organization best'fitted to obtain that intelligence .

2. That, sûbscquently,thesnmc or another senior intelligence officer be sent
to Washington on a similar mission .

DR. D. JENNESS

DEA/201s
611 . ~ ; . t'rieures

fémorandum du sous -secrétaire d T tat associe aux AJfarres ex e
au Premier ministre

a,.,. , ° _ .}, . ., . ; ._ .• . .~ ;, , . : . . .- . .

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External AJJa irs

° to Prime Miniver
M

~ . . ; . , ; ; . [O ttawa,] Sept .ember 5, 194 5
~~ : ..e ', f : t . . . - - .y . . . . . . - ~ . .. i .. . . . ~

18 to ncerning questions o f
~ - With refcrence to my memorandum o August t co
policy arising from the development Of the atomic bomb and the Canadian part

therein; I`gather from ", Mr. '~ Maleolm MacDonald that it is expeCted that

tnatters ° concerning ° the bomb wi110. be discussed in the Council of Foreign
Ministers . They would not be surprised in London if Mr. Molotov were to
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introduce the subject by requesting that the secret data should be revealed to
the Russians. Mr. Byrnes has let Mr . Bevin know that he hopes to talk over
with him in London the attitude which should be adopted at the Council but he
is apparently not prepared to- disclose the views of the U .S . Government in
advance of his own arrival in London .

The suggestion 'May be made that we should participate in any discussions in
the Council of Foreign Ministers on this subject but I think that we can leave
that to be dealt with if it should arise .

The probability of international negotiations in the near future makes it very
desirable that any statement made in the House of Commons should be most
carefully weighed in advanced .I I i .

DEA/201 s
Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

' au directeur de l'administration, la Commission d'aide mutuell e

H[UME] W[RONG ]

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Director of Administration,lllutual Aid Board

Ottawa, September 5, 1945

Dear' Mr. Fraser ,

We'are heading into some' intricate problems of much concern to this
Department arising from the development of the atomic bomb . It is likely that
questions relating to it will come up at the meeting of the Council of Foreign
Ministers which will open in London next week. In this connection I think that
we shôuld have exact knowledge of the approaches made to you by the
Russians for a Substantial quantity of uranium . You mentioned to me that they
had asked some time ago for 50 tons of uranium, explaining that they wished it
for use in, a g steel hardening process and that they had been put off with
requests for further information on the process in question .

Could you let me have an abstract of the information appearing on your
files about the Russian request and any information that is available about
their following this up both before and after the first use of the atomic bomb?
This may turn out to be a matter of some urgency and I hope that you will,
therefore, : be able to answer this letter soon in spite of your many other
preoccupations at the moment .

Yours sincerely,
H . H. WRONG
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613. 	' 	 ' 	 DEA/201s 
Le directeur de l'administration', la Commission d'aide mutuelle, , 	. 	. au sous-secretatre d Etat associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Director of Administration, Mutual Aid Board, 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] September 8, 1945 

Dear Mr. Wrong: 	. 
The request from the Soviet Commission here for uranium was verbal. 
A few months after Mr. Sergeevn returned to Moscow after his first visit to 

Canada in the Fall of . 1943, Mr. Krotov" presented me with a direct request 
from Mr. Sergeev to supply them with fifty tons of uranium salts and a small 
quantity of uranium, if possible. 

I was aware, at the, time, of our operations in this field so discussed it 
immediately with Dr. Thompson before making any inquiries as to the 
availability of this  item.  Dr. Thom`pson 'asked me then to inquire for what 
purpose it was required and they advised me at this time that they wanted it for 
certain types of steel they were developing, so we then asked them to advise us 
how they used it in steel production and to indicate to us the formulas to be 
used and advised them that, when we received this information, we would then 
reconsider their request. 

After this date, I never had a serious request for this item again, merely 
references to their previous request  and .I ,always *replied that they had never 
supplied us with the information which we h'ad requested. I am advised by Dr. 
Thompson that experiments have been made in !steel manufacture with 
uranium but that no particular desirable results have been obtained. 

I have had our files searched to make sure that there was no written request 
for these salts and we do not have any  written record of such a request having 
been filed with us. - 

Yours very truly, 
KARL  C. FRASER 

"Commissaire suppléant du peuple au Commerce extérieur de l'Union soviétique. 
Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Trade of the Soviet Union. 

"Conseiller commercial, ambassade de l'Union soviétique. 
Commercial counsellor, Embauy of the Soviet Union. 
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614. DEA/50219-W-40
Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by First Secretary, Department of External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa,J September 2, 1945

CONTROL OF THE ATOMIC BOMB BY TH E
UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATIO N

President Truman in the course of his statement of August 6, 1945,
announcing the first use of the atomic bomb, said, "Because of the wide-spread
knowledge and interest in this subject even before the war, there is no
possibility of avoiding the risks inherent in this knowledge by any long-term
policy of secrecy ." The President went on to name a committee to be set up61
charged with the responsibility of formulating recommendations to the

President concerning the post-war organization that should be established to
direct and control the future course of the United States in this field, both with
regard fo the research and developmental aspects of the entire field and to it s
military `'applications . It will make recommendations with regard to the
problem of both national and international ''control ." In his subsequent
broadcast of August 9 on the Potsdam Meeting, President Truman said, "Th e
atomic bomb is too dangerous to be loose in a lawless world . That is why Great
Britain and the United States who have the secret of its production do not
intend 'to reveal the secret until means have been found to control the bomb so
as tô, prôtect ourselves and the rest of the world from the danger of total
destruction ."

The President did not specify the United Nations Organization as the body
which might be entrusted with international control of the atomic bomb, but it
seems , probable that the Organization which is to be responsible for world
peace might, in the event of any form of international control being decided
upon, be given this responsibility. Meanwhile there has been a good deal of talk
in the press and elsewhere about the United Nations Organization being given
control of the atomic bomb.

In the British Hôuse of Commons a group of Labour Members offered an
amendment :to the' Government's motion for . the ratification of the United
Nations Charter in the following terms:

"And further expresses the opinion that the security proposais contained
thérëin have bee.n rendered inadequate by the atomic bomb and that the
Governmënt sh'ould take steps to represent to the United Nations that :
(A) An, international centre for research and production in relation to atomic

Power.: should be created at international expense and staffed by international
scientists and experts ;
(B) A' , system -. of international inspection of national laboratories andProduction : plants - should be instituted for the purpose of ensuring that nodeVelopment -of atomi c,, . .~ . power for purely national purposes takes place ."
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Nei- doubt when our own House of Commons comes to consider the 
ratification of the United Nations, Charter, there will be discussion of the 
atomic bomb. There may be proposals for its control by the United Nations 
Organization or by some other international body specially created for the 
purpose. 

The issues involved may perhaps be considered under three headings: 
1. Control of existing`capacity to manufacture the weapon. (This is at present 

vested exclusively in tbe United States, apart from dependence on Canadian 
stipplies of uranium.) 

2. Control of the secret of the scientific discoveries on which the manufacture 
of the bomb depends. This information is confined to the United States, United 
Kingdom and Canadian Governments.* 	- 
3. International control of  future  scientific experimentation in this field, of 

future production of thése weiponi and of the'raw MaterialS cnncerned in their 
production. 	 — 

All three questions arc interconnected, but:it is wholly within the power of 
the United States• Governnient to decide the first. There is nothing in the 
United Nations Charter to coMpel the United States Government to submit 
the manufacture of the atomic bomb to the control of the United Nations 
Organization. -o;far as its  obligations  under the Charter are concerned, the 
United States /iould be free to carry on the manufacture of such weapons for 
its own exclusive use. The Charter does not provide for compulsory disarma-
ment or the limitation 'or  control, of spec' ial forms of armament, but merely 
itates in Article 26 whiCh deals with disarmament, that "in order to promote 
the establishment and maintenance of international peace and security with the 
least diversion 

. 
for armaments of the world's hninan and economic resources, 

the Security Co uncil shall be responsible for formulating with the assistance of 
the Military Staff Committee referred to in Article 47, plans to be submitted 
to the Meinbers of the United Nations for the  establishment of a system for the 
regulation of armaments." 

By Article  .2 of the Charter  the  United States, like all other Members of the 
Organization, is committed to refrain in international relations from "the 
threàt'or use of force,"  but  it could pCrfectly well bé 'argued that the  continue 
manufacture of thé atotnic bornb docs not in itself constitute a threat of force 
any more than the maintenance of any other form of armaments. 

• It ,is possible that if. the United States has not by that time come forward 
With iome plan for the iniérnational control of the atomic bomb, the subject 

may be raised and diicussed 13)i thé Assernbliof the United Nations at its first 

ineetine:The Assembly'. has' the power under Article II of the Charter to 

"Considei- the geneial principles of  co-operation in the  maintenance of 

international peace and security, including the principles governing disarnia" 
Ment and the regulation of aimaments." It is possible that the Assembly might 
recommend the control of the afomié bomb by the United Nations Organiza- 

tion. Such a recommendation might be made ,  either to the United States 
f the Government or to the Sccurity Council, or to both. The Government  0  

986' 
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United States could, if it so decided, ignore the recommendation of the 
Assembly, and if the question came before the Security Council the United 
States could » exercise its veto to prevent any interference with its exclusive 
control and manufacture of the bomb. , , 

In view, however, of President Truman's declaration concerning the future 
control of the bomb, it seems more probable that before the first meeting of the 
Organization the United States Government, perhaps in association with the 
United Kingdom Government, will declare its policy with regard to the future 
of these.weapons. It has been suggested in the press that this subject may come 
before the Council of Foreign Ministers at its forthcoming meeting in London. 

Any attempt to forecast United States policy in the matter is pure 
speculation as there is no indication of the intentions of the United States 
Government. One possibility is that the United States might announce its 
willingness to place the atomic bomb and any similar weapons which may be 
discovered at the disposal of the Security Council to be used for the preserva-
tion of international peace and the suppression of aggression. Such an offer 
might have to be made dependent on the understanding that if the manufacture 
01  similar weapons were undertaken by .other countries, they in their turn 
would make them available to the Security Council and would give assurances 
that they would not be employed in any way inconsistent with the Purposes of 
the Organization. It would doubtless be understood, however, that all the 
nation< concerned would retain the right under Article 51 of the Charter to 
make use of these as of any other weapons in self-defence. 

A proposal of this kind would not in itself involve international control over 
tne production of the atomic bomb. It might perhaps be linked with the further 
proposal to entrust the Military Staff Committee of the United Nations with 
the responsibility for formulating a plan for the control of the atomic bomb by 
the United Nations Organization. In terms of the Charter the Military Staff 
Committee would be the appropriate body to undertake this responsibility. It 
would have to be assisted in its planning by expert scientific advisers. If the 
Military Staff Committee or perhaps some other special body set up to 
consider the international control of the bomb reported in favour of the 
practicability of its control by the United Nations Organization, the United 
States  and .United -  Kingdom Governments would  • at once be faced with a 
decision of tthe : gravest kind. It seems fairly obvious that no system of 
international control, could be made to work unless it was based on full 
reciprocity . of_ scientific information amongst the nations concerned. The 
position,has : been well stated by Sir Henry Dale of the Royal Society in the 
United Kingdom.' He argues for the complete disclosure of the scicntific facts. 
"The abandonment of any national claim to secrecy about scientific discoveries 
nolbust be a prerequisite for any kind of international control such as will 

yiously be indispensable if we usc atomic energy to its full value and avoid 
thé fjnal44.'st'Fr:which its m 

In any' 	
isuse might bring." 

asvoiding 
event, in the  Words of President Truman, -there is no possibility of 

.risks inherent in this knowledge by any long-term policy of 
ecrec

the 
 nMr,,Churchill has suggested an interval of 5 years before the secret 
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can be discovered by scientists elsewhere :' If this secret is withheld from the

Soviet Union, it can be assumed that Soviet scientists will be devoting all their

energies to its discovery . It has been suggested that French scientists who had
made considerable progress in research in this field before the German

occupation will not be long in achieving results .
Despite the likelihood of similar discoveries in other countries, there will no

doubt be a case put forward for the retention of secret scientific information
about the bomb by the Governments which now control it . Senator Vanden-

burg in a press inte rv iew on August 25 said that the secret could not be shared
with the world until "after the creation of absolutely free and untrammeled
rights of intimate inspection all around the globe." He added, "That is a

freedom which does not yet unfortunately exist ." No doubt many of his fellow

citizens will share Senator .Vandenburg's views .

is to
decision in- Should the British and American arrive at th e

principle that the secret of the production of the atomi c
the question would at once arise with whom it should be shared . Presumably if

the control of the weapon is to ' be vested in a body responsible to the Security

Council, the nations whose representatives compose the Council might be

expected to share in the secret of production .' Alternatively, it might be
proposed that this information should be restricted to the permanent members
of the Security Council whose representatives sit on the Military Staff
Committee . Any restrictive arrangement of ' this kind would be almost

impossible to work out in practice . If the effective control of the atomic bomb
is to be vested in the Great Powers or to be shared between the two great
Anglo-Saxon powers and the Soviet Union, a hegemony of power would result
which would be intolerable to the other , states of the world and might drive
them into competitive experimentation and manufacture of such weapons . Yet

it is hardly likely that at this stage the United States and United Kingdom

Governments would be prepared to pool their information with all the

Members of the United Nations, many of which would never in any event be in
a position to manufacture atomic,bombs.

But international control to be effective would have to mean much more
than the mere pooling of information . The body charged with this responsibil-
ity would have to have world-wide powers of investigation . There would have to

be some l form of control of the production and manufacture of the weapons
themselvés . Production might be limited to states authorized

by the Security

Council to produce weapons for, the use of the Organization,
but any such

production
system would be open to formidable objections . As an alternative, on the
might bc' confined to international zones and produced as a chae8 ontrol of
Security Council by international staffs . There would also have to b

raw matcrials.` - ' ` •
' ' The present Charter does not ' ënvisage a problem of this kind . The securit ythe

Counci Îhas general responsibility for the maintenance of world peace an d

Members have agreed to accept and carry out its decisions "in accordancea to
the present'' Charter" (Article 24) . The present Charter wou ~n~asions of the
give the' Security , Council authori ty' for' such far reaching
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domestic jurisdiction of inember states as would be implied by' any effective
international côntrol of experiment and production in this field . Moreover, the
United Nations Organization does not embirace all states and control would
have i to be world-wide. If, however, the Members of the United Nation s
accepted international control, the Organization might act with regard to non-
member states under the authority of Article 2 of the Charter - "The
Organization shall ensure that states which are not Members of the United
Nations act in accordance with these Principles so far as may be necessary fo r
the maintenance of international peace and security ."
~ But the most superficial review of the difficulties involved in internationa l

control of this new discovery must raise the question as to whether it would be
possibléat all in a world organized in nation states .

The'possible beneficent results of the new discovery have not been touched
upon as these seem remote and problematical . It may possibly be suggested
that' a body -responsible to the Economic and Social Council should b e
appointed to explore this aspect of the question .

Canada's Position:

AVthe present time it appears (although positive and detailed information
on this point -is not available) that the continued manufacture of the atomic
bomb is dependent on supplies of Canadian uranium . If Canada were a Great
Power,'its monopoly of the indispensable component of the atomic bomb might
put this country in a position to determine decisions as to the future use and
control of the bomb ; but as Canada is not a Great Power, her possession of
uranium ' is perhaps more likely to expose her to embarrassments and
difGculties :

In any event, our exclusive possession of the essential material for the
manufacture of these weapons is not likely to be of very long duration .
Uranium is' known 'to' exist elsewhere in the world, in the Belgian Congo for
example. It is'possible that more will be discovered, perhaps among the varied
mineral résources of the U .S.S.R: It also seems likely that in the course of time
other substances may bé discovered which can be used instead of uranium in
the production of the atomic bomb .

But'as long as the United ' States ,is dependent on Canada for supplies of
uranium ; the policy of the United States Government with regard to the atomic
bomb will ; require the cooperation of Canada . If the United States should
decidé'that~the time is not ripe for international control of the atomic bomb
and that its production should be a United States monopoly, the United States
Gôvernment' might insist that Canada should continue to supply American
requireménts` of uranium to the exclusion of those of all other nations. Such a
policji h'as already been advocated by one irresponsible American newspaper . It
seems unlikely that it will ever be the policy of the United States Government .

It seems more probable that the United Kingdom and United States
Governments will co-operate closely in their plans as to the future of the
atomic bomb. The two Governments might jointly decide that it was not safe to
disclose, the secret of production and that international control was not yet
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practicable. The 'Canadian Government might share this view, but even if the 
Government of Canada had come to the opposite conclusion and was willing to 
co-operate now in pooling information and in setting up a system of interna-
tional control, it would hardly be possible for Canada to take any action in this 
direction of which the United States and the United Kingdom did not approve. 
In such circumstances ,we might find ourselves; in a difficult position if other 
nations (e.g. the U.S.S.R. or France) should request the Canadian Government 
to 'supply. them with uranium on similar terms to those under which we are 
making it available to the United States and the United Kingdom. 

It would therefore be in 'Canada's interests for an effective system of 
international 'control to be set up, for we should no longer have to bear the 
responsibility of controlling the supplies of this essential material. But the 
prospects of such a system being established seem at present to be somewhat 
remote. Meanwhile there does not in practice appear to be any alternative open 
to Canada but to concur in any major decisions of policy which may be agreed 
upon by the United States and United !Kingdom Governments. If these 
Governments decide that international control and pooling of scientific 
information can safely be attempted, the Government of Canada would not 
presumably object to international control of Canadian uranium supplies. If, on 
the other hand, the two great Anglo-Saxon powers decided to maintain the 
present position, Canada would not wish to press for international control at 
the risk of parting company on so important a question with both the United 
Kingdom and the United States. A difficult situation from the Canadian point 
of view would, ,  however, arise if the policies of the United Kingdom and the 
United! States diverged , if, for , example; the United Kingdom were to 
advocate some measure of international control which the United States felt to 
be dangerous or premature. 

The hypotheses,which have been outlined above are necessarily mere guess-
work as to possible alternative situations with whicil the Canadian government 
might find itself faced. If they show nothing else, they at least indicate the 

importance of. the Department of External Affairs bcing as fully informed as 

the requirements of secrecy permit with regard to developments of Government 
policy and of public opinion in this field both at home and abroad. 
' The policy of Canada- with regard to the international control of atomic 

weapons will obviously have to be considered not only on the technical or 

military plane, but in relation to Canada's loreign policy. The subject of the 

atomic bomb is explosive In more ways than one. It is capable of producing 
sudden  and  drastic effects- on the relations of Canada with other states. It 
seems,- therefore, to be ;  essential that somebody should be set uP in the  
Department of External Affairs to study the problem (perhaps with the advie 
of scientific experts) and to consider, the question of the future control of the 

atomic eomb and of its bearing on Canada's foreign relations. 

'• 
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615 : . . ~' DEA/201s

, Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
au représentant principal de l'armée canadienne,

la Commission permanente canado-américaine de défense

-Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Senior Canadian Army Member, Permanent Joint Board on Defence
, .1 .. . . .

TOP SECRET Ottawa, September 19, 194 5

To: Major General Maurice Pope
Mr. Heeney. suggested that - I might send to you for your consideration

various - memoranda concerning the, atomic bomb. On putting together my
papers i I have made quite an accumulation . These are my only copies and I
should be . glad if you would return them when you have perused them and
made any extracts that you wish . The enclosures are as follows :

1 : A note from me to the Prime Minister, dated August 18th, some of which
is slightly outdatçd (e .g. I have now - learned a good deal more about the
questions raised in paragraph 3) but the main points in which still seem to me
to be sound: `?-

2 : 'A memorandum on international control of the atomic bomb prepared by
Mr. Ritchie, which is also a little bit outdated on some of the scientific points,
but which contains a very useful analysis of the problems inherent in any
attempt to entrust control of the bomb to the Security Council .

3 .' An
,
interesting paper prepared by Mr. Jenness for the Joint Intelligence

Committee on August 20th, with a short covering note from Mr . Glazebrook .
4 . Th"reé clippings from recent issues of the New York Times, of which the

mo'st important is the article by Phillips. f
5• SÂ letter tôme of September 13th from Lt. Col. P. W. Cooke of the

Department, of ,National Defence,2' which arose out of some previous
correspôndence concerning his desire to secure an appointment as a Military
Attaché . I have not answered this nor as yet discussed it with Glazebrook who
represents, this_ Department on the J .I .C.

I am quite sûre that we must do something to further the preparation of a
general policy.,This will, of course, have many facets, of which the Intelligence
field is only one . The first step is the collection of further information about
our town position in relation to production of •materials, control of radioactive
deposits, ;part in .the scientific research and development and participation in
joint planning, bodies with the U .K. and U.S. I am surprised that the matter
has not yet,been brought up in Parliament .

H . H. WRONG
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616. - 	 DEA/201s 
Mémorandum du représentant principal de l'armée canadienne, CPCAD, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Afemorandum from Senior Canadian Army Afember, PJBD, 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, September 21, 1945 

1 have read the attached papers relating to the atomic bomb, which are 
returned herewith. 

To my mind, it is more than difficult to assess, or even to attempt to assess, 
the influence of this ncw agcncy of destruction on the future organization of 
the Armed Forces, and on the broader question of its effect on international 
relations in the years which lic ahead. The participants in a revolution rarely, if 
ever, perceive thc ultimate or even the short-run consequences of their actions. 
1 am indebted to Mr. Scott Macdonald for the  remark that it was not until 
about 1840, that Guizot first noted that  the  French Revolution has marked the 
end of thc Feudal Systcm in France and subsequently in the greater part of 
Europe. 1 therefore venture to doubt if thc advent of the atomic bomb will 
prove an exception to this general rule„The timing, however, will be somewhat 
quicker. 

The effects of this new weapon are admittedly devastating in the fullest 
sense of the word. But if history is a .worth-while guide it may bc recalled that 
while mediaeval armour proved useless against primitive cannon, the invention 
of gun powder did not drive armics from the field; that if cavalry could not 
operate over ground swept by machine-gun fire:other 'soldiers were not thereby 
prevented from closing with the enemy. In 1918 we learned that men armed 
only with rifles would not dally to argue  the point with advancing armoured 
fighting vehicles, but in a Short space of time they were provided with weaPons 
which enabled them to do'so, and with success..Twenty-five years ago the tank 
led  the van of the attack. Today the tank follows in the wake of the foremost 
infantry. - 

Throughout the centuries there has been a sec-saw struggle between the 
weapons of offence and those of defence. An advance in the one has invariably 
brought along a counter to the other:It maY then bc a little early to decide that 
President Truman was merely indulging'in wishful thinking when he publicly 
stated that ,it Was not intcndcd to reveal the secret of the atomic bomb "until 
means have  ben  found to control it so as to protect ourselves and the rest of 

the world from the danger of total destruction." The time to chant Dona d 

requiem aeternam over the blasted bodies of the Fighting Services may not be  
just yct.  2 »- • 

On the contrary, 1 cannot escape the conviction that our sea, land and air 
armies will rctain their corporate existence for yet a while. That they maY 
undcrgo radical change in the next few years is hardly opcn to doubt, but the 

toughncss of their hold on life is likewise not to be doubtcd. Twenty years ae, 
it was the fashion to predict that the next war would be fought by snla" 
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compact armoured formations. Actually, in this war there were deployed in
Europe upwards of, 1,000 divisions, and at . a guess I should say that . not less
than : half' of: : these : were • old-time , infantry divisions equipped with horse-
transport. I'think, therefore, that in respect to our Armed Forces we should
wait and see, in the meantime quietly going on with the plans we have in hand .

Elsewhere, and in other words, I have suggested to you that in most matters,
excluding perhaps those relating to trade, economics and finance, it is but the
policy of:wisdom on our part to pass on the first round and to content ourselves
with -a'supporting bid when we next have an opportunity to speak . Whatever
may be thought of this as a general rule of policy, I have no hesitation in saying
that it seems the appropriate one to follow with respect to the question under
discussion .

t Some earnest minds seem to belicve that the closely-guarded secret of the
atomic bomb "should immediately be placed under the control and supe rv ision
of the Security Council of the United Nations ." To this I shall content myself
by observing that those who can bring themselves to believe that Great Powers,
such as the United States or the United Kingdom, would be innocent enough to
give the world (for there would be no security in the Security Council or its
Military . Staff Committee) information of such vital political and military
importance,- are merely seeking to be disillusioned . How much of the whole
secret may; be in the possession of Canadian authorities I do not know, but
however this may be, I can only conclude that under this head we should be
content to follow the lead of the United States and the United Kingdom .

; As regards the control,of the extraction and export . of uranium, it seems
cleâr. .that 'our policy should be such as fully to accord with that of the two
English=speaking Great Powers . Consequently, we should not export uranium
or other radio-active substances without first having obtained a green light
from the United Kingdom and United States, which Powers I think we may
feel assured w i ll conttnue to pursue in these matters closely parallel lines of• .
policy..

.To revert to the question of the effect of this new discovery on the
°rganization of the Fighting Se rvices, I would repeat that we should adopt a
polic}► of'waitand see . The Canadian people have admirable martial qualities,
but they are not, nevertheless, the world's leading militarists . You were good
enough to bringto'my notice that the United Kingdom had recently set up an
important Advisory Committee to inquire into the report on the international
treatmént and the further industrial and military development of the atomicbomb.~ It may be that for breadth of knowledge we could match this committee
in Canada,~but: I}have some doubt as to this. In any event I think we shouldkeep in ' touch with the work of this Committee and take such action as may benecessary to ensure that we are made aware of its findings . I might add here
that the Chiefs of Staff have asked our Missions in London and Washington toreport to tiûm whatever information they can obtain under this head .

Irittie°mâtteT of research, I do not know precisely the part played by our
Canadian scientists . Very properly the greatest reticence is being observed . My
guess~is that our, people carried out specific tasks allotted them by the United
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States (and the United Kingdoin?). It is very much to be desired that our 
people should be in a position to continue their close liaison of the past few 
years with London and Washington and do their part in further development. I 
would add the thought that as a special project they might undertake the study 
(if they are not . already doing so) of the possibility of developing "guided" 
means of defence against "guided" missiles. , 

' There is another military aspect to which it might be useful to make passing 
reference. As regards Europe, the desolate lands of Newfoundland are closer 
by 1,000 miles to possible trans-Atlantic targets than North American targets 
of importance are to European launching sites. The point lends added interest 
to Canadian and United States defence interest in Newfoundland. 

Intelligence, I think, is the last remaining point to be touched upon. We of 
course should strive to keep ourselves posted in every aspect of the atomic war. 
We must, however, avoid the temptation to indulge in flights of fancy. Apart 
from our Discrimination activities, we have never enjoyed any original sources 
of information. It is possible that we may make some progress in this direction, 
but this in all probability will be rather gradual. I think for some time to come 
we shall have to de-pend on our usual United Kingdom (and possibly United 
States) sources of information. The proposal of a unified Government 
Intelligence Bureau, while interesting, is hardly germane to this paper. 

• The 'domestic security aspèct of the question is one which I am sure has not 
escaped the notice of appropriate authorities. 

To summarize, my present views are: 
(a) that it is extremely unlikely that the U.S. and the U.K. are likely to make 

their special knowledge available to the Security Council, and that we should 
agree with them on this point; 
(b) that as henceforth all demânds on us for uranium and other  radio active  

'substances will be open to question, we should not allow any of these materials 
to be exported without the prior knowledge that such action is agreeable to the 

United States and the United Kingdom; 
(c) that we should not show undue haste in deciding in our own minds the 

effect the atomic bomb will have on the orjanization and tactical handling of 

our Armed Forces, but on the contrary; 
(d) that we should keep in the closest possible touch with the development of 

ihought on this question both in the U.K. and the U.S.; 
(e) that our research authorities should continue their present privileged 

liaison with their U.S. and U.K. opposite numbers; 
(f) that as a spe'cial, though possibly not separate activity, they should study 

(if they are not already doing so) the possibility of developing "guided" means 
of defence against "guided" missiles; 
(g) that the possible importance of NeWfoundland in atomic bomb warfare 

should not be lost to view, and 	• 	. 
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(h) that obviously our Intelligence should keep in the closest possible touch
with atomic warfare development in foreign countries .

[MAURICE POPE ]

617. W.L.M.K./Vol . 389
L'ambassadeuraux États-Unis

au secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-5096 Washington, October 3, 194 5

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins: Confirming
my, telephone conversation of a few moments ago, I have been * told by the
Acting Secretary of State that the President is submitting to Congress at 4 :00
p .m. this afternoon a message regarding the control of the atomic bomb . The
domestic part of that message provides for the transfer of authority over the
bomb and its development from the War Department to a Commission under
the President . On the international side, the President's message 'emphasizes
that the secret of the bomb cannot be indefinitely maintained and probably
should not, and that the main thing is to ensure that its development should be
along constructive rather than destructive lines . For this purpose international
discussions are desirable; are in fact essential with the United Kingdom and
Canada, countries which share the secret with the United States . The
President's message adds that later these 'discussions should probably be
extended to other countries : Acheson hopes that this message which he thinks
corresponds with thé line which Mr : King and with sic Mr. Truman took in
their discussion Sunday, last should prove helpful and he was anxious to let us
know about it before it was given to Congress .

618.
.~ . .

DEA/201s

Mémorandum du sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim
aux Affaires extérieures

au greffier du Conseil privé

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Clerk of Privy Counci l

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] October 11, 1945

Pearson telephoned this morning to say that a meeting of the Joint [sic]
Policy Committee on the Atomic Bomb would take place in Washington on
Saturday morning, October 13th . This is the top level Committee, the
appointment of which was agreed at the Quebec Conference of 1943 and onwhich Mr . I-Iowe sits . Both Acheson and Makins29 had discussed the position

,, .r .
Roge

r 23Makins, ministre, ambassade de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis .
Roger Makins, Minister, Embassy of Great Britain in United States. •' ,
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with Pearson, :and it :appears not improbable that the United States will use
this Committee as the channel - for consultation on the international questions
relating to atomic energy which were mentioned in President Truman's
message to Congress of a few days ago.

Pearson went on to say that the organization of the Committee seemed not
to reflect adequately the positon of Canada . The Canadian member was
regarded as one of three British members and notices of meetings were
conveyed to Mr. Howe through the United Kingdom High Commissioner here .
He thought that this should now be changed and that Saturday's meeting
might be a good occasion for suggesting some change . He had gathered that
this meeting will be largely concerned with questions of organization . On the
United States ' side they have to replace Mr . Stimson as one of the members,
and they are to consider the establishment of a joint secretariat . He suggested
that, if Mr. Howe was unable to go to Washington for the meeting, he might
take his place26 If the existence of the Committee was to be continued, it
would no longer be concerned with questions of production and development
but with matters of policy relating to control, mainly in the international field .

He knew that there would be no objection on the United States or the United

Kingdom side to his acting in place of Mr . Howe at the meeting .
H. H. WRON G

619 . DEA/201s-
`L'ài»bâssadeur aux États-Unis -

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. . : : . ; ,

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary ofSt ate jor Externa! Ajjairs

TELETYPE WA-5310 Washington, October 13,1945

IMMEDIATE . TOP SECRET. My WA-5295, October 12th,t Combined Policy

Committee.

This morning's meeting was presided over by the Secretary of War . The

point of chief interest raised was the possibility of using this Committee as the

mechanism for the international ~ discussions referred to in the President's
statement of last week and Mr . Attlee's statement in the House of Commons .27

Mr. Patterson=' said that no decision on this matter had been reached, so far as
he knew, by the President or the Secretary of State . This Committee might be

used, but,y on .the ': other hand, discussions might be conducted through the

Foreign Office and diplomatic channels. Lord Halifax said that he had not
~ . . t . . ~ . . . . - s f... .,, r . .

.. # 7 ? . . . ♦ . . . , a . ... . .
. .

xNotemarginale/Marginal note:
Mr. Howe has agreed . W ( rongj

'-"Le 10 octobre 1945. Voir Grande-Bretagne. "' . '
October 10. 1945 . See Great Britain, •'

t iouse or Commons. De bates. Fifth Series. Volume 414, Columns 227-8.
2sSecrEtaire i la Guerre des États-Unis .

Secretary of War of United States. :'
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rec,eived the viéws of the United Kingdom Government, but he spoke in such a 
way as to give the impression that he favoured using this Policy Committee for 
the discussions in question, and I learned afterwards from him and Makins that 
the United Kingdom Government will likely confirm this. , 

Three questions of specific interest to Canada arose. The suggestion was 
made bythe United Kingdom that we should also appoint a Joint Secretary, 
with Makins United Kingdom and General Groves U.S.A. There was no 
opposition to this, and I said that I wàuld enquire of my Government whether 
they wishéd to Wominate a Joint Secretary. The question also arose regarding 
the method of appointment of new members of the Committee. The practice 
has been that new members should be appointed only after approval of both the 
Président and the United Kingdom Prime Minister, but it was agreed today 
that this was unnecessary and possibly inappropriate and that, on the United 
Kingdom side, approval of the Prime Minister only was required, and, on the 
United States side, approval of the Prcsident only. I stated that I assumed that 
the sanie procedure would apply if any change in Canadian membership were 
ever required and that approval by the Canadian Prime Minister would be 
sufficient. This was agreed. 

The third point was brought up by the United Kingdom who wondered 
whether Canada's association with the Committee should be made somewhat 
more formal. It was pointed out that the Quebec Agreement establishing the 
CornMitieè was  between two Governments, not three, and that Canada's 
membership was based on a clause in the Agreement inviting her participation. 
Patterson expressed the view .  that Canada's membership on the Committee had 
been most %;aluable and that, if any formal change was required to regularize 
her position, this probably could be made. I said I would take up the matter 
with my Government, that so far as I knew the terms of Canada's membership 
on the Committee in the past had been satisfactory. If, however, the 
Committee were to be given new functions bcyond those originally contem-
plated and which were poSsibly more diplomatic than scientific in character, 
sine action might be required to put Canada on exactly the same basis of 
membérshiii as the dther members; assuming of course that Canada desires to 
continue its membership in the new circumstances. 

DEA/201s 

Le conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Counsellor, Embassy in United States, 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

PE.boNAL AND TOP SECRET 	 Washington, October 15, 1945 
„„ 

My dear Hume [Wrong]: 

of 
 I enclose herewith the Draft Articles to which wc referred in our exchange 
teletypes, WA-5315  and EX-3655.' I had only one copy of these made 

620. 
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which is enclosed herewith. The original which came from Makins is kept here 
and is numbered.Copy No. 1. 	.; 	. 

• It is>  perhaps out' ofórder'for me  to comment on this document, but it is 
certainly an extraordinary one to say the least. 

I think I should , tell  • you that I  had  'a call from George Bateman this 
morning saying that he had heard from Howe that he had had word from you 
that there wo.  uld bè a polic.),  meeting last Saturday and that Mike" would be 
calling Bateman to take him aloni to . the meeting with him. HoWe observed to 
Bateman that this was the first occasion on which he had not been informed 
direct of a meeting of the policy committee. Mike decided on Saturday, when 
he found, I think, that only Halifax was going to the meeting from the British 
Embassy, not to take Bateman with him. Bateman, therefore, expressed 
considerable surprise - to me on thè 'telephone today after he had heard from 
Howe'. I simply told him' thàt it was a matter which »Mike had handled himself 
and that I had not had anything to do with it. I said, however, that I would 
write to the Departmeni about it. Bateman observed that he supposed that the 
atomic bomb matters were now going into the hands of the diplomats, but that 
he thought that the diplomats should have somebody along who knew 
something about atomic bombs. I said that I sUpposed that if they were going 
into the hands of the diplemats it was because the questions to be decided at 
this particular meeting were probably' questions conCerning the policy in 

respect of.atomic power rather than any technical matters having to do with 
atomic power. I did not, of course, tell Bateman that that was exactly what this 
meeting did consider and that Mike told me on  his return from the meeting 

that he was very glad  that  he had not taken Bateman because he would have 

beèn quite out of place. ' 
,Bateman, however, will pursue enquiries as to how the meeting was 

organiied and why Howe did not get notification direct and there is no way 
that I can stop this. You may, therèfore, get some repercussions of it in 

Ottawa. , 
Yours sincerely, 

THOMAS A. STONE 

"L B. Pearson. 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Projet d'accord entre les États-Unis et Grande-Bretagne
Drâft Articles ofAgreement between United States and Great Britain

MOST SECRET [Washington, c . October 15,'19451
DRAFT ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT GOVERNING COLLABORATION BETWEE N

THE, . , .
AUTHORITIES OF THE U .S .A. AND THE U .K. IN THE MATTER OF

TUBE ALLOYS

1 . WHEREAS it is vital to our common safety in the present War to bring the
Tube Alloys project to fruition at the earliest moment ; and whereas this may
be more speedily achieved if all available British and American brains and
resources are pooled; and whereas owing to war conditions it would be an
improvident use of war resources to duplicate plants on a large scale on both
sides of the Atlantic and therefore a far greater expense has fallen upon the
United States ;

" r
.

It is agreed between u s
FIRST, thât we will never use this agency against each other .
SECONDLY, that we will not use it against third parties without each other's

consent.

THIRDLY, that we will not either of us communicate any information about
Tube Alloys to third parties except by mutual consent .

FOURTHLY, that in view of the heavy burden of production falling upon the
United States as the result of a wise division of war effort, the British
Government recognize that any post-war advantages of an industrial or
commercial character shall be dealt with as between the United States and
Great Britain on terms to be specified by the President of the United States to
the Prime Minister of Great Britian . The Prime Minister expressly disclaims
any interest in these industrial and commercial aspects beyond what may be
considered by the President of the United States to be fair and just and in
harmony with the economic welfare of the world .

And FIFTHLY, that the following arrangements shall be made to ensure full
and effective collaboration between the two countries in bringing the project to
fruition : . , ,
(a)` There shall . be set up in Washington a Combined Policy Committee

composed of: `

For the U,,S,A. For the U.K. For CanadaSecretary of War Field Marshal Sir John Dill The Non. C. D . HoweDr. V Bush
Dr. J . B . Col . The Rt . lion . J .J . Llewellin

Conânt ` ~

The functions of this Committee, subject to the control of the respective
Governments will be :-
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, (1) To agree from time to time upon the programme of work to be carried
out in the two countries .. . „-, , . .

(2) To keep all sections of the project under constant review.

(3) To 'allocate materials ; âpparatus and plant ; in limited supply, in
accordance,with the requirements of . the programme agreed by the Committee .
(4) To settle any questions which may arise on the interpretation or

application of this Agreement :'

(b) There shall be complete interchange of information and ideas on all
sections of the project between members . of the Policy Committee and their
immediate technical advisers .

(c) . In the field of scientific}research and development there shall be full and
effective interchange of information . and ideas between those in the two
countries ëngaged in the same'sections of the field .

(d) In the field of design, construction and * operation of large-scal e plants,
interchange of information and ideas shall be regulated by such ad hoc
arrangements as may, in each section of the field, appear to be necessary or
desirable if the project is to be brought to fruition at the earliest moment . Such

ad hoc arrangements shall be subject to the approval of the Policy Committee .
. _ , . ,. . , . .

621 .

, . . .

DEA/201 s

Memorandum by Acting Under-Secretary of State for External .tffairs
, . . . .

TOP SECRET • ' [Ottawa,] October 16,1945

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT AN D

CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERG Y

"At . the meeting - of the Special Committee of the Cabinet on Defence
Questions, held on October .16th, the . Acting Under•Secretary of State for
External Affairs pointed out that policy affecting atomic energy would soon
require serious decisions in the international and probably domestic fields .

:' According~ to information received from our Ambassador . in Washington,
the Combined Policy Committee was being :reograniaed and steps were being
taken by the United States to establish, by Act of Congress, a Commission for
the development and control of atomic energy. It was also understood that an
Advisory Committee had been appointed in the United Kingdom under Sir
John Anderson . The status of Canada's membership on the Policy Committee

and the appointment of a Canadian joint secretary were immediate questions
to be cons idcred: # d `,

Since Canada would soon be partieipatingin international discussions,
preliminary steps which might be taken included :
`(a)

I
pr eparation ` of ` a concise' non-tcchnical statement of the facts and

problems involved ;

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim_ ; . = aux Affaires extérieures
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(b). establishment of a small official committee for the formulation of 
recommendations; and, 
(c) consideratià of international machinery such as our position on 

Combined Policy Committee and revision of its terms of reference. 
The Committee, after further discussion, agreed: 

(a)lhat at the present stage, these questions were primarily for consultation 
between the Minister of Munitions and Supply and Reconstruction and 
External Affairs; and 
(b) that the Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs be 

authorized to consult the President of the National Research Council and other 
officials concerning all questions relating to the development and control of 
atomic energy, with particular reference to forthcoming international 
discussions. 

H[umE] W[RoNG] 

622. 	 DEA/201s 

Le ministre de la Reconstruction 
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Reconstruction 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, October 17, 1945 

Dear Mr. Wrong, 
, Tha-  nks fo'r yoUr letter of October 15tht enclosing copy of message WA-

5310 of October 13th from Mr. Pearson regarding the Combined Policy 
Conimittee  on atèMic energy. 

Should it bé 'decided to use the Joint [sic] Policy .  Committee for interna-
tional discussions, it is quite possible that the Prime Minister will wish to take 
over Canadian representation on the Committee, which would be quite 
satisfactory to me. Joint policy on technical matters having to do with 
Production is largely completed. An alternative might be to ask for full 
representation on the Committee and add a representative of External Affairs 
as a Canadian member of the Committee. 

I suggest that .  George, Bateman, who is resident in Washington, would be 
logical appointm' ent as Secretary. He is a member with general knowledge of 
the uranium trust and is the only man in Washington familiar with the work of 
the Policy Committee. He is also well known to Makins. 

, It is true that the position of Canada on the Committee is somewhat 
unsitisfictciry` irr that the one Canadian member and the two U.K. members 
have been working under the U.K. Secretary; whereas the three U.S. members 
have' theit°oWn' Secretary. Perhaps a logical step would be to have three 
members from each of the three countries, in which event Dean Mackenzie 
might be a logical third member. 
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-; I regard it as very important that i Canada retain membership on this
Committee in order to obtain a full exchange of technical information . I think

the U.K. will feel that Canada must retain membership on the Committee if
for no other reason than that all U .K. scientific work connected with atomic
energy is being carried out in Canada at present .

In my opinion, it would be well to await the return of the Prime Minister to
Canada before taking further action in this matter .

Yours sincerely,

[C. D. HOWE ]
623. DEA/201s

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par Intérim
au ministre de la Reconstruction

Acting Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs
to 1tlinister of Reconstruction

ToP SECRET • Ottawa, October 22,1945

My dear Pnme Mtntstcr. ,
. , eceipt of

Dear Mr . Howe,
Thank you for your letter of October 17th concerning the Combined Policy

Committee on atomic energy . I fully agree that further action with regard to
the composition and terms of reference of the Committee should await the
views of the Prime Minister. As there seems to be some possibility that he may
be involved, before his return to Ottawa, in top level discussions, in the course
of -which this matter might be raised, I am sending to Mr . Robertson in

London" a copy of Mr. Pearson's report of the last meeting of the Combined
Policy Committee" and a copy of your letter to me, commenting thereon . This

will ensure that Mr. King will be aware of your general views if he is called on
to express an opinion before his return here .

Yours sincerely,
H . H . WROhG

624. W.L.M.K ./Vo1 .378

Le Premier ministre au Premier ministre de Grande-Bretagne
Prime ltfinister to Prime Minister of Great Brita i n

TOP SECRET AND PRIVATE [London,] October 22, 194
5

. .
.

. ' f . r . . . .
• • •

I, regret to Gnd that I did not immediately acknowledge the due r

your l etter of Octobcr the 17th enclosing, for my private information, copies of

the exchange of vletters between yourself , and the President about the atomic

NN. A. Robertson Etait en visité à Londres.
N . A. Robcrtson was on a visit to London.

"Document 619 .
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bômb and related questions! The letter was handed to me personally by Mr .
Norman Robertson in whose care it had . been placed . Mr. Robertson advised
you office of my having received the letter personally from him .

I thought at the moment that this acknowledgment was perhaps all that was
necessary. I have since, however, felt that for the purpose of record, I should
send this further personal acknowledgement to yourself .

With your, letter was enclosed a copy of the communication of the 16th of
October from yourself to the President'2 in which you mention having discussed
the matter of the atomic bomb and related questions with myself and add that
yôii think it important that you and the President and myself should have a
discussion as soon as possible, and that you are prepared to go over as soon as
convenient. .

At the time Mr. Robertson handed me your letter he told me he had just
learned that you had received a reply to it from the President, giving
alternative dates as to the time at which it would be convenient for the
President to see you in Washington . Mr. Robertson did not know whether or
not any reference had been made in the President's letter to my being in
Washington at the same time.

.In my, interview, with the President on Sunday, September the 30th, the day
before I sailed from New York for London, the President said to me that he
and you and I might talk over matters together when you came to Washington
and reach agreement on the course of action to be taken. Mr. Truman also
asked me if I would come and see him again on my return from London .

Now that the date has been fixed for the time of your visit to Washington, I
am wondering whether it would not be well to have the President informed by
you, as well as by myself, of my intention to return via the Queen Mary which
sails on November the 4th and to go on from New York direct to Washington
so as to be there at the time of your own arrival by'plane .

InAis all important xmatter, I feel it is most important that you should be
fully aware of any and every conversation between the President and myself
and my movements in relation thereto ; also that the President should be
equally aware of my conversations with yourself and my movements in relation
thereto:

Yours sincerely,
W. L. M. K .

Pub46 dans États-Unit,/Published in United Statcs ,Foreign Relations of the United States . 1945, Volume I I, pp. 58-9 .
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TELEGRAM 3101 London, October 24, 1945 
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625. 	' . 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 378 
Le Premier ministre de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre 

Prime' Minister of Great Britain to Prime Afinister 

11 	I 

1 

My dear McKenzie [sic] King, 
Many thanks for your letter of October 22 about discussions with the 

President  on 	atoinic bonib and related questions. . 	, 	• 

I am sorry if thère has been  any  doubt in your mind on the point, but after 
our conversation I telegraphed to  the  President sugg' esting that he should meet 
both of us on the  11th,  and nave now  had  a reply saying that he would be 
very much pleased to mcct with you and me on that day. I hope this clears the 
matter satisfactorily from your point of,view. 

. You will remember we discussed the question of what publicity should be 
given to  the  meeting. •I am still awaitin& a further communication from the 
President. • 

Yours sincerely, 
C. R. ATTLEE 

626. DEA/50219-W-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
• 	au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL PleaSe *  transmit following to Canadian 
Ambassador to the United States, Washington, Begins: October 24th, 1945. 
Top Secret and Private. Pleasé transmit following for President Truman from 
Prime Ministcr of Canada, Bégins: 

Dear Mr. President, 
1» Mr. Attlee has informed me that in reply to a communication from him to 

you of the 16th instant on the atomic bomb and related questions, he had 
received a reply to the effect that you would bc much pleased to meet him and 

myself on November Ilth. 
2. I have since been informed that the date fixed for this meeting has been 

changed for the following day, Monday, November 12th. 
3. Recalling our conversation on Sunday, September 30th, on the eve of mY 

departure for England, and your wish expressed at the time that you would like 

to have a talk with me aftcr my return from London, 1 am sending this message 
to let you know that I have booked passage on the Queen Mary sailing from 
Southampton, Sunday, NoveMber 4th, expected to arrive at New York on the 

, 
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evening of Friday, November 9th. In view of the meeting arranged with 
yourself and Mr. 'Attlee for Monday. the 12th, I shall not return to Canada 
until after visiting Washington but will 'remain over in New York or 
Washington pending the time of Mr. Attlee's arrival which, I understand, will 
be by plane.  7 , 
4: I have asked Mr. Pearson, our Ambassador, to let me know of the time and 

place of meeting. I shall keep in touch with Mr. Pearson so that any word 
which may come from the White House to the Canadian Embassy for me will 
reach me immediately. Signed W. L. Mackenzie King. Ends. Message ends. 

DEA/50219-W-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim 
aux Affaires extérieures 

‘, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONNAL 	 [Ottawa,]  October 29, 1945 

With reference to my. telegram No. 2461 of October 20th,' and my 
memorandum of October 22nd' concerning the forthcoming discussions on the 
control of atomic energy, I have received Dean Mackenzie's reply to the 
questionnaire which Heeney and I prepared for him, and I am enclosing two 
copies of this as you may wish to give one to the Prime Minister. The questions 
are Heeney's and mine, and the answcrs are reproduced exactly as I have them 
from Mackenzie. 

	

. 	•• 
We have now, of course, heard that the arrangements have been completed 

for the top lével meeting on November 12th, and wc have seen the text of the 
letters exchanged between Mr. Attlee and President Truman. The enclosed 
memorandum only bears indirectly on the subject of discussion as set forth by 
Mr. Attlee in his long letter to President Truman of September 25th.' If I feel 
that %Ve can produce anything useful in the way of a commentary on this letter, 
I shall try and get it into your hands in time for the meeting. 

I have had some general talk on the high questions of international policy, 
which the invention of the atomic bomb has raised, with both Mackenzie and 
Mr. Flowe.They both agree that it is folly to talk about a defence against an 
attack;with atomic bombs, as the only possible method of defence is to 
interCept.the airplane or rocket or other projectile before it reaches its target, 
arethe possibility of. doing this in a sudden attack would be remote. 
Mac' kenzie has said to me that, the more he thinks about it, the more 
Profoundly impressed he is with the revolutionary results of the discovery in the 
Plitical field. But is it possible to conceive a voluntary rcnunciation of state 
soveieignty - at leasUall the major industrial powcrs of the world, which 
wooldàprovide -for the creation of an international government capable of 
exercising Continuous and effective control on ,  all release of atomic energy on 
more than a Iabora-  tory scale? This is the central question. 

627. 
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I have not yet told Pearson of the plans for the November meeting as he has
been at Quebec steadilÿ since the 15th of October, 'having been coerced into
accepting the Chairmanship of the F.A.O. Conference . He may be here in a
day or two on his way back to Washington, and I shall then give him the
information. In any case, Stone knows of the meeting (although not of the
exchange of correspondence between the President and Mr . Attlee which
preceded it), as Mr. King's message was passed to the President through him.

H[UME] W[RONG ]

[P1tCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Réponse du président par Intérim, le Conseil national de recherches,
au questionnaire préparé par le greffier du Conseil privé e t

le sous-secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Reply by Acting President, National Research Council,
to Questionnaire prepared by Clerk of Privy Council and

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] October 29, 1945

' CANADA'S POSITION IN THE DEVELOPMENT O F
~ • ATOMIC ENERGY .

1 . What is the absolute and relative importance of . Canada's part in the
development related to the employment of the atomic bomb, specifically :
(a) as a source of raw mate rials;
(b) as a contributor to research, in terms of personnel and results ;

;(c) with respect to development, including actual manufacturing operations ;

(d) measured in terms of finance, i .e ., expenditures upon personnel,
materials, etc .

. . . . . , . .3 , a x -

Answer
(a) The Great Bear Lake development is a sizeable source of material and

second only, to the properties of, Union Minière in Belgian Congo, which of
course are more extensive and the ore of a higher quality. The American

project, on the other. hand, was not entirely dependent on Canadian ore as they
had stockpiled • a great deal of Belgian Congo material, and while they valued
our present and potential supplies greatly on account of obvious advantages
think they might have carried out their immediate plans without our material .

(b) - Our ~ contribution to research was . tied up with that of the United
Kingdom as our scientific group in the Montreal laboratory consisted of about
fifty per cent United Kingdom and fifty per , cent Canadian personnel . On the
research 'side and from the standpoint of results obtained our contribution,
think, was much greater than the ratio of moneys spent .
â(c) Canada's development work was not a major factor in the production of

the atomie bombs droppcd ~ on *Japan,' but may have a very great effect on
future' plans : The development work in Canada using heavy water was not
duplicated anywhere else and was one of the several alternative methods tried

.
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Also our Chalk River plant will have the highest density of neutron emissions 
of any plant. It should 'also be remembered that the Canadian development is 
the only one in the British Empire and that the acceptance of the British 
scientific personnel in the American plants was largely made possible by the 
existence of our plant in Canada. 
, (d) The Americans estimate they have spent over two billions of dollars. The 
Canadian effort will probably amount to twenty millions by the end of the 
fiscal year. From the standpoint of research personnel, while we have no firm 
United States figures I doubt if the same ratio applies to personnel engaged as 
to  dollars  spent. I have no exact figures of the United Kingdom expenditures, 
but while they have talked in rather sizeable amounts of frojected expenditures 
I doubt very much if to date they have spent more than a fraction of what we 
have. 	" 	• 

e. 

2. What estimate can be made of Canada's potential importance in the future 
development of atomic energy for purposes of war and peace, specifically: 
(a) as a source of raw materials presently employed or likely to be employed 

at later stages; 
(b) as a posses.  sor of relevant scientific technique and industrial "know how"; 

• (c) as owner and operator of plants and processes. 
Answer 
(a) I think Canada's present situation as a source of raw material is much 

stronger than the total amount of ore in sight, as our geographical position as 
far as the United States is concerned is of very great importance. Uranium, of 
course, has been found widely in small quantities in many countries of the 
world but as I have said the Canadian source is the second largest of the 
developed properties and it is quite possible that still larger ore bodies may be 
disclosed in,the active exploration which is now being carred out. While I have 
no official information it has come to my cars that considerable ore bodies have 
been discovered in South Africa, and if this is truc it is significant. However, it 
seems to me that at the present moment Canada's raw material represents a 
significant asset. 
(b) Canada has no advantage in knowledge of relevant scientific technical 

and induitrial "know how" over the  United  States or Great Britain but 
definitely has o' vcr the rest of the countries of the veorld. Our scientific 
knowledge is greater than our present industrial "know how" but within the 
next year we will be very definitely in possession of valuable general "know 
hoe and particular "know how" in connection with the type of plant we are 
oPerating. In addition a great deal of fundamental speculation and planning 
has been done in connection with possible future industrial applications, but I 
think that both in the United Kingdom and Canada we arc all in the idea stage 
In this field and it is difficult to know whose ideas arc best. 
(:).:Ai the owner and operator of the only plant in thc British Empire I think 

w havé;, aU the moment, a rather strong position as far as everyone else 
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excepting the United States is concerned . As mentioned above we have some
advantage in being the operators of the only plant using heavy water.

3 . Tô'what extent are the U .K : and the U.S. dependent upon Canadian
participation in the future developmcnt and employment of atomic energy, i .e .,
to what extent has Canada a peçuliar stake in a joint enterprise? What can we
give or withhold to those associated with us, whether it be the U .K. and the
U.S. only or an alliance or in international organization ?

i

Answer °t' ; ~ • , .
As, far' as the United ; States is concerned they have always felt, I think, that
they were quite able to carry on alone; and as a matter of fact in the early days
they put every conceivable difficulty in the way of cooperative efforts outside
the United States, largely I think owing to an honest fear of security leakages.
While I think the United States welcomes the Canadian contacts I also think
they feel, as they do in the matter of . military defence, that they are quite
competent to look after themselves. As far as the United Kingdom is concerned
it is my conviction that we hold very, strong cards at the moment as they have
no atomic energy plant whatsoever in England, and it will take them some time
to build even an experimental pile. So, for the moment and for the next year or
so they will be dependent entirely on our development in Canada for experience
in piles and it will be from our plant that they must obtain any of the by
products which look so promising in the field of medical research. At the
present moment there is much discussion in England as to future plans . One
school apparently would like to build large scale plants there and they are
talking of capital expenditures of the order of eighty million pounds . The other
school of thought, which in my opinion is by far the better formed, feels that
the wiser plan would be to establish a large Commonwealth plant in Canada,
which could supply the mate rial for the other parts of the Empire, and to the
research labôratorics of which teamslor the various Dominions and Britain
could come for research work . Personally I think this lattcr is by far the wiser
scheme unless there are some higher policy considerations unknown to me.

4. What is the present position with respect to the Chalk Rivcr plant and the
research unit in Montreal and any other related Canadian undcrtakings? What
personnel and money (capital and operating expense) have we committed to
these projects?,How does this comparc with the U .K. and the U.S. qualita-
tively; quantitatively?
Answer
The scientific ° research laboratory in Montreal =is presently costing about
$750,000 per year., It .is impossible to' make an accurate cstimate of future
budgets until the question {of. co-opcration with the Unitcd Kingdom is
determined, but it is felt that a research laboratory budget of about $500,000
per year, wwill be a minimum. Regarding the Chalk River project the capital
costs on completion will be in the ncighbourhood of twenty million, and aga In
It is very difGcult .to estimate yearly. operating expenses for a type of industr ial

plant that has no parallel in history . Informed guesses run from two million to
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one-million dollars per year . As far as the United Kingdom is concerned
outside of thé scientists who are being maintained in our Canadian laboratories
and in the stations in'the United States thcrè is little money being spent, but as
mentionéd above'from informal discussions going on in England I have learned
that capital expenditures of the order of 'eighty million pounds are being
contemplated . As far as the United States is concerned all we know is that the
overall cost up to 1945 was in the neighbourhood of two billion dollars but it is
certain. that operation costs are of an altogether different order of magnitude
from, those undertaken by Canada .r'.

5. What briefly are the government controls in Canada over~ . , . : .
(a) deposits of radio-active raw materials;
(b) production of and refining of radi o-active ores ;
(c) `atomic research and development? Should a comprehensive method of

control on a long-term basis be established ?
., - .Answer

`(a)' ln the Northwest Territories all rights in connection with future mines of
uranium havé been rese rved to the Government, and similar agreements have

research and development but in my opinion there certainly should be . Such

béen .réached with several of the provinces .
(b) aAs far 'as I am aware there ~rc no Government controls on refining of

radium ores bufactually only Eldorado is conducting such an opcration .
(c) . There , arc no Government controls in Canada in connection with atomi c

controls should be established on a long-term basis but any legislation should
be very, carefully framed so that ordinary fundamental scientific work on
nuclear physics is not brought under Government control, but only the design,
dévelopment, construction and operation of atomic energy plants and thedistribution of radioactive fission products .

6 . What, in outline, are the agencies through which the development of the
atomic bomb has been directed on the tripartite international basis? In your
view, is it desirable to continue these tripartite agencies, pcrhaps in accordance
with a new agreement?
A ►rs ►vér

The Combined Policy Committee, establishcd out of an agreement reachedby 1 President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill at Qucbcc, was the
control k body;- : but t its authority and responsibili tics were limited . My
understanding is that the body was really not set up on a tripartite basis but
was a ` United , Kingdom•Unitcd States object with three represcntatives from
the Unitéd States=(Stimson, Bush and Conant) and three from the British end
(Di11, Campbell and Howe) . I do not know whether Mr. Howe was nominatedby

Mr Churchill or was nominated by our Prime 11linister .
In'the? United States! authority and responsibility for the project passed

through a SeMa of steps until it reached the Army. At first when the work was
on a very limited scale control was in the hands of a scientific committee . Later
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as interest inéreased responsibility passed to 0.S.R.D." and then when it 
became evident there was a reasonable chance of dropping a bomb in this war, 
and when an extraordinarily large sum of money was involved, the project was 
put under the administrative control . of a specially organized unit called 
Manhattan District, over which General Groves of the United States Army 
presided. . . 

In England there were various committees working from 1939 on and it was 
in 1942 that an agreement was made between the British and Canadian 
Governments to enter a joint project for the establishment of a joint laboratory 
under the National Research Council administration in Montreal. The 
Combined Policy Committee was set up in 1943 to  have  general supervision 
over the cooperative aspects that were being worked out. For instance, our 
decision to build a plant at Chalk River was taken after a Joint Policy 
Committee was formed and that body approved of the programme as a suitable 
plant to fit into the American programme. The Joint Policy Committee also 
laid down the general regulations as to how far information could be shared, 
and took responsibility for other general aspects in connection with world 
surveys of sources of uranium. The Combined Policy Committee, however, had 
no executive or administrative  control over any of the work in the United 
States, Canada, or the United Kingdom. All of the information in the United 
States was certainly not shared with Canada and the United Kingdom. For 
instance we were not given iny details of design but had to work out for 
ourselves all plans and detailed design of the Chalk River plant. In the case of 
individual specialists, where disclosures would be of benefit to the scheme as a 
whole interchange of information took  place on a strictly limited scale. 

My view is that the whole matter of tripartite agreements should be 
examined and a new agreement worked out in which Canada's place would be 
more definitely stated, and in which the actual authority of the Combined 
Policy Committee would be more clearly defined. 

7. Is it likely that denial 	 • 
(a) of ral:v materials now controlled by the U.K., U.S., and Canada 
(h) of the "secret" of the manufacture of plutonium; or 
(c) of information on the construction of the bomb itself would long prevent 

its production in other countries? 
Answer 

(a) The  question of where and how much raw materials there are in the 
world, or even what the raw materials of the future will prove to be is not 

certain but I do not think that the control of the raw materials in Canada, the 

United Kingdom and the United States would prevent, for any great length of 
time, developments in other countries. 
(b) I think the same answer can be given for both (b) and (c) as everyone is 

agreed that it is a matter of time. The more theoretical scientists are apt to put 

"Bureau de la recherche et du développement scientifique. 
Office of Scientific Research and Development. 
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MEMORANDUM ON MR. ATTLEE'S LETTER OF SEPTEMBER  25m  TO 
PRESIDENT TRUMAN e  REGARDING TIIE FORTHCOMING EXCHANGE OF 

VIEWS ON THE ATOMIC BOMB 

a lower limit of three to five years on it. The more experienced engineer 
industrialists, who in my opinion know more of the actual difficulties to be 
overcome, place a minimum of five with a probable ten years as the time that it 
would take countries like Russia, Germany or Japan to do it if they were 
working under prewar conditions: It is my opinion that even with the 
knowledge which the United Kingdom scientific and technical staff have, 
which is very extensive indeed, they could probably not build a large plant in 
England and get it into production on a sufficient size to really produce 
material with which to make bombs in useable quantities, under five to seven 
years. 

5 

8. Is it likely that the limits of destructiveness of the atomic bomb can be 
greatly increased? 
Answer 

It is certain that the destructiveness of the atomic bomb can be increased 
but figUres of the magnitude of a thousand times are not talked about by those 
who know  most  about it. There are two ways in which the increase can take 
place, first, by increasing the efficiency of the existing materials in the bomb 
which might double the effectiveness. In connection with the second possibility 
there is a large question mark, i.e., may fission be possible with other 
materials? In that field of speculation there is no consensus of opinion. On the 
other hand there is always available the simple expedient of increased 
destructiveness by dropping more and more bombs at the same time, i.e. "sticks 
of bombs." 

DEA/50219-W-40 

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by First Secretary, Departntent of External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  November 6, 1945 

Introductory 
It is  in  the interest of Canada and indeed of all the nations that the problems 

arising ôàf of the development of atomic energy should be dealt with on a 
boldly imaginative plane and that the question should not be considered merely 

term's of acctistomèd political and strategic conceptions which may prove 
inadeqtia:tei.o the changed world situation brought about by this discovery. 

,Canada's particular' interest arises, of course, out of our position as a 
auPPlièr of uranium, our contribution to scientific research in this field, and our 
geographicarsituation. The course of the forthcoming discussions in 
W_ ashington may affect our political relations with the United States and the 
Soviet  .Union as well as our position within the British Commonwealth. So far 

628. 
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as the United States is concerned the fact that we control an important source
of the esséntial raw material, combined with our geographical position, must
give Canada a new importance from the standpoint of United States interests .
While it has always been true that the 'United States could not look with
indifférence on any major development of Canadian foreign policy this will be
much more the case in the future .

: Canada's relations. with the rest' of the Commonwealth may be greatl y

affected by the development of atomic energy . At the present time and at any
rate for the ncxt year or so the United Kingdom will be entirely dependent for
expe rience in research on the Canadian plant . There is no atomic energy plant
in the United Kingdom, and it will take time to build even an experimental
plant. It is known that discussion is going on in the United Kingdom as to
whether large scale plants should be constructed there, or whether it w ould be
preferable to establish a Commonwealth plant in Canada which could supply
material to other " parts of the Commonwealth and become a centre for

research . If the latter plan were adopted, it might have important long term

implications . It would mean that the heart . of 4 the war-making power of the
British Commonwealth was located in Canada . ,

'The unique position of Canada in relation both to the United States and the
United Kingdom will certainly not fail to attract the attention of the Soviet
Union and may have important, though' unforeseeable, effects on the relations
with that country. ,

Our participation in the forthcoming talks in Washington raises the question
of how much effective influence Canada may have on the decisions to be taken
at that meeting. From the point of view of exercising any important influence,
we are, of course, ` in a much stronger position in relation to the United
Kingdom than to the United States . The United States is not dependent on
Canada for the continued production of atomic weapons or for experimentation
in this field . They could 'perfectly well get on without us . They are, however,

bound to be closely concerned with any policies which we may adopt, either
independently or in association with the rest of the Commonwealth . The

United Kingdom, on the ' othcr hand, at least, may be cxpected to give
considerable attention to Canadian views on this subject .

Our prinicipal interest in the outcome of the Washington discussions is the
avoidance of a situation in which the , nations of the world will be conducting a
desperate race . in the production oÇ new forms of atomic destruction, and,

► n

particular, thatnthe world should not split up into two great blocs of power, one
headed by the United States and the other by the Soviet Union, each devoting

their energies,to keeping pace with the destructive* powers accumulated by the

other: . Sueh â development would offer particular danger for Canada since,

should, a final atomic struggle break out between these two po w er blocs,
Canada on account .' of 'he`r geographical - situation, her control of a

principal
source,of râw material, and the location in this country of an important plant,
might becomé a target for attack:

Jffn
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MR. ATTLEE'S LETTER OF SEPTEMBER 25T11, 1945, TO 
. 	 PRESIDENT TRUMAN 	. 

Thre folloWing are the main points of importance in Mr. Attlee's communi-
cation: '• 	• 
1. There is a full realization of the reVolutionary character 'of the new 

discovery. It is obvious that the United Kingdom Government are aware of the 
necessity for adjusting their thinking to new concepts of policy and strategy. In 
Mr. Attlee's words, "The emergence of this new weapon has meant, taking 
acCount of its potentialities, not a quantitative but a qualitative change in the 
nature of warfare." 
2. Mr. Àttlee considers that no bounds can be set to the destructive 

potentialities'of the new weapon and he has "so far heard no suggestion of any 
possible means of defence." 
3. He considers that, "any other country possessing the necessary scientific 

and industrial resources could also produce atomic bombs within a few years if 
it decided now to make the effort," and that, therefore, "it would thus appear 
that  the  lead which has been gained as a result of the past effort put forth in 
the United States may only be temporary and that we may not have much time 
in which to decide what use is to be made of that lead." 
4. The main conclusion which the British Prime Minister draws from his 

analysis of the situation is that, "we have, it seems to me, if we are to rid 
ourselves of this menace, to make very far reaching changes in the relationship 
between states." 
5. Mi: Attlee gives a clear indication .  that he is thinking along the lines of 

côntrol bY a revised and strengthened United Nations Organization for he says, 
"now it seems tô us that the building, the framework of which was erected at 
San Trancisco, must be carried much further if it is to bc an effective shelter 
for humanity.” 

• The'grè.at importance of Mr. Attlee's letter to President Truman lies in the 
emphasis' which he places on the necessity for a radical transformation of the 
basis of international relationships in thc light of this new discovery.• 

PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S VIEWS 
We have no parallel knowledge of what is in President Truman's mind. His 

statements on the subject arc contained in his message to Congress of October 
3 ru on atomic energy, and in his Navy Day address of October 28th." 

President Truman's analysis of the dangcrs inhcrcnt in the new discovery 
and of the 'ùrgent necessity of sccuring international collaboration in dealing 

Similar to Mr. Attlee's. He also seems to contemplate that sooner or 
ter  the  United Nations Organization will bc the appropriate body to work out 

pi!ani for  dealing with this world problem. There is no indication, however, in 

thise, njïelations between states nor is thcrc any reference to international control 
eiSaie' to Congress of any realization of thc effects of this development on 

34P°ur  la'dernière, voir ÉtatkUnisflot the latter, see United State s. 
partment ofState Bulletin, Volume 13 ,  October 28 ,  1945 ,  PP. 653-6. 
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of research and - production . The President's speech rather looks to the
renunciation of the use of the atomic bomb and to collaboration between
nations in 'the exchange of scientific information . , It is impossible to know
whether he is merely proceeding with politic discretion in his public pronounce-
ments and whether he is, in fact, more prepared to face the implications of this
discovery than his public statements would indicate .

Speculation as to the proposals which the United States Government may
put forward at the Washington conversations must, therefore, remain pure
speculation . It , may, however, be worthwhile to consider certain proposals
which might be advanced .

AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE RENUNCIATION

OF THE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ATOMIC BOMB

Something of this sort is foreshadowed in President Truman's message t o

Congress . An international convention 'for the renunciation of this weapon
would, in all probability, in the present state of world opinion encounter a
certain amount of scepticism . The suggestion may seem, at first sight, to have a
parallel in the Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use of poisonous gas, but the
analogy is not a sound one. It seems very probable that the principal motive
which dissuaded belligerents in the last war fr . :m the use of this weapon was
that each side knew that the other possessed 6reat stocks of poisonous gas and
would be in a position to retaliate, but' if a nation launched a determined
atomic bomb attack upon another it would be with the object of so obliterating
the nerve centres of its enemy's life that no question of reprisal would arise, so
that this deterrent would not operate . ~ Moreover, wars are not won by the sole
use of . poisonous gas . It is merely an auxiliary . weapon, whereas it is clearly
contemplated, at any rate by the British Prime Minister, that future wars may
be won by the sole use of the atomic bomb, so that to outlaw the use of atomic
bombs would, in fact, be to outlaw war itself. The true parallel with an

international convention for the renunciation of the use of the atomic bomb
would be the Kellogg-Briand Pact to renounce war .

An international convention of this kind, unless accompanied by adequate
measures of international inspection and control, would not lull the suspicions
of those who do not yet possess this weapon, but it might have the unfortunate
effect of lulling American public opinion into the belief that the question was
settled .

THE EXCNANGEOFSCIENTIFIC INFORMATIO N

It is possible that a proposal for the renunciation of atomic weapons might
be accompanied by arrangements for the exchange of scientific information
regarding atomic energy. If all the nat ions had agreed to renounce the use and
development of the atomic bomb, there would be no question of

their
.

exchanging information with regard to the development of atomic weapon
s

The exchange of information' . would, therefore, presumably be in the general

field of research in atomic energy. This would be highly desirable in itself, but
unless accompanied by arrangements for international inspection it might
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INTERNATIONAL CONTROL 

Arrangements of the kind suggested above could be concluded without any 
interference with the accepted ideas of national sovereignty and without the 
United States being obliged to share their knowledge of the industrial 
techniques necessary for the manufacture of the bomb. Unfortunately such 
arrangements do not go to the heart of the problem. Nor will the United 
Nations Organization have the powers necessary to deal with the situation. The 
Security Council, it is true, has general responsibility for the maintenance of 
world peace and security and the Members have agreed to accept and carry out 
its decisions "in accordance with the present Charter," but the present Charter 
does not give the Security Council authority for such far reaching invasions of 
the domestic jurisdiction of member states as would be implied in any effective 
international control of experiment and production in this field. Moreover, the 
United Nations Organization does not embrace all states, and control would 
have to be world wide. 

The Military Staff Committee of the United Nations 'might, however, be 
charged with the formulation of plans for the control of atomic research by the 
United Nations Organization. They should be assisted in their task by expert 
scientific advisors and they would report to the Security Council. It would then 
be the duty of the Security Council if they accepted the report of the Military 
Staff Committee to bring it before the United Nations Assembly with 
recommendations for the inauguration of those changes in the United Nations 
Charter which would be necessary for setting up effective control of atomic 
energy. 

It may be that such controls could only be achieved through the establish-
ment of: • 
a.A system of international inspection of national laboratories and 

production plants for the purpose of ensuring that no development of atomic 
power for purely national purposes takes place. 
b.Thé establishment of an international centre for research and perhaps for 

Production also in relation to atomic power created at international expense 
and 'staffed by international scientists and experts. 

It is enough to state such objectives to appreciate the formidable obstacles 
which  he in thé path of their realization. The most immediate obstacle lies in 
the fact that the United States will almost certainly be unwilling in the interim 
period before such a system of control could be set up to share with the Soviet 
Union thé information as to the "know how" of the manufacture of the atomic 
bonib. If  this  is to be the attitude of the United States Government we must be 
Prepared  for a period of accumulating mutual suspicions which will not be laid 

It 
to rest by'anY signatures affixed to a pact of renunciation of the atomic bomb. 

remains to be seen whether in this atmosphere of suspicion it will be possible 
,;°. achieve any progress towards the solution of the problems raised by the 
uiseovery  ,of atomic energy, but at least it is to be hoped that the facts of the 

become a mere facade behind which nations, despite their pledged word, could 
be busily experimenting' with the more lethal aspects of atomic energy. 
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Mémorandum du 'deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux Etats-Unis

Memorandum by Second Secretary, Embassy in United States

[Washingtonj November 8, 194 5

THE A-BOMB AND THE UN O

. Proposals to place the : Atomic Bomb under the control of the United
Nations Organization seem to boil down to the following suggestions :
(I) Give the secret of the A-Bomb to the Security Counci l
(II) Place the use of the A-Bomb at the disposal .of the Security Counci l

(III) Give to the Security Council the power to control the production of the
A-Bomb
(IV) A combination of I-III ; II-III, I,II,iII, etc .

These proposals - may be examined with a view to determining their
practicability:

(I) Give the secret of the A-Bomb to the Security Council or the Military
Staff Committee

. A preliminary question might be raised : Is the, "secret" of the A-Bomb of
such a nature that it could be turned over to a group of political or military
representatives of UNO? This would be the case if . the secret consisted of a
formula, a set of blueprints, or written comments . But the secret of the Bomb is
really a technology that can only be learned by a large number of scientists and
technicians making a prolonged stay,in the, laboratories and the plants which
are now prôcessing the Bômb. , . ,

Supposing, however, that it could be done, the proposal means in effect that
the U.S. would reveal . the manufacturing "know-how" of a particularly
effective weapon to Russia, China, France,=plus six smaller nations, and in time
to' most ' of the nations " of. the world . The hope is, that these nations, having
obtained the "secret" as 'members of a peâce Organization, would not use the
knowledge imparted to them : i .e., manufacture the A-Bomb. In this hypothesis,

the U.S. should logically be, asked to discontinue the manufacture of atomic
weapons.
,,It is more than doubtful that : the U.S.would agree to discontinue the

manufacture of the A-Bomb and that Russia and France, once in possession of
the A-Bomb "secret" would agree not to manufacture it . • Even if they agreed

not to, how could we ; be sure , that they, were not secretly working on the A-
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situation .will be squarely faced at the forthcoming Washington meeting . Even
if the United States is only prepared to move slowly it should move in the right
direction - that of eventual international control - and it is to be hoped that
the discussion will not be obscured by pcoposâls which sidestep the central

~issue.
[C. S . A. RITCHIE]

. . ,, - ,. .

629. CEW/Vol. 2458
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Bomb? In other words, what guarantee is there that once the A-Bomb `.`secret" 
is disclosed, the world will not enter a rage of armament unprecedented in 
history? , 

, A word may be added about the danger of  revealing the secret of the A-
Bomb to small nations. It is true that in the present state of development of the 
Bomb it is difficult for a sm'all nation to manufacture it, but in a few years the 
situation may be entirely, changed.  If, for instance, some Latin American 
GovernMént cOuld  manufacture  such a weapon, it may be feared that it would 
bè uied for internal wars as well as for external wars: 

(II) Place the use of the A-Bontb at the disposal of the Security Council 
° Some argue that although the "secret" of the A-Bomb should not be shared, 

its ,use .  might be placed at the disposal of the Security Council, acting in 
accordance with the provisions of the Charter. Thus, the United States, under 
Article 43 Of the Charter, wOuld agree to make available to the Security 
CoUncil A-Bombs which would be used to remove any threat to the Peace. 

Any of the Permanent Members of the Council could of course veto the use 
of the Atomic .  Bomb against itself, and therefore the A-Bomb would be used 
only in 'armed intervention involving conflicts between small nations. If this is 
the casé, why should it be necessary to use A-Bombs to settle disputes which 
could just .as effectively be settled with the weapons that are currently used? Is 
it proper,' furthermore, that the World Peace Organization use an arm which 
spreads destruction on so vast a scale and strikes civilians as well as military 
forcés? 

(111) Give the Security Council the power to regulate the production of the A- 
Bomb 	j  , 

' This presumably. could be achieved by establishing a special commission 
under the Security Council to supervise the inspection of plants. The Security 
Council could also assume responsiblity in regard to the control of world 
uraniuM ores.. 

It may perhaps be pointed out that international control of the production of 
a weapon his'no precedence in international administration and that the UNO 
would be breaking new ground if such a proposal were adopted. 

The main'difficulty abotit international supervision of the production of the 
A-Bomb is: how can it be successfully carried out without the full cooperation 
of the Government concerned? It may be recalled, for instance, that during the 
war, the Soviet Government was very reluctant to make scientific information 
available to her Allies. It has even bccn more difficult for Allied scientists and 
technicians to 'visit Soviet laboratories and manufacturing plants. 

Scientists are skeptical about any form of control based on the production of 

I 
 .`sne raw materials used in the fabrication of the A-Bomb; they point out that it 

the realm of possibilities that very soon atomic energy will be obtai
entirely in 

ned,. from-More abundant material than uranium, such as clay or water. 
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(IV) Various Combinations of (I). (11), (111),_above

In practice, proponents of UNO control over the A-Bomb will probably

suggest that control be established over the secret and the production of the A-

Bomb; over its use and production ;' over its secret, use and production, etc .

Such combinations simply," in 'my opinion; add up the difficulties outlined

above.
It would seem therefore that international control of the A-Bomb by the

UNO is impracticable. If it is considered important that the A-Bomb should be
internationally controlled, the only alternative left, I think, is to outlaw the use,

of the Bomb by an agreement be tween the Five Great Powers and Canada to

which other nations would accede in due course . The agreement might provide
also for the re-establishment of exchange of information in the field of nuclear
physics (as distinct from A-Bomb technology) . The engineering "know-how" of

the A-Bomb should not, however, be given to any nation not having it a t

present .

630.

[PAULTREMBLAY]

W.L.M .K./Vol. 23 4

Accord entre les États-Unis, la Grande-Bretagne et le Canada"
Agreement between United States, Great Britain and Canada"

Washington, November 16,1945

HARRY TRUMAN

C. R. ATTLE E

W. L. MACKENZIE KIN G

1 . We desire that there should be full and effective cooperation in the field of
atomic energy between the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada .

2 . We agree that the Combined Policy Committee and the Combined
Development Trust should be continued in a suitable form .

3 . We request the Combined Policy Committee to consider and recommend
to us appropriate arrangements for this purpose .

"Cet accord fut signé par le Premier ministre après soumission au Cabinet le 17 novembre 1945.

Voir le document suivant . ,
This agreement was signed by the Prime Minister after submission to the Cabinet, November
1 7, 1945. See following document .
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631. 

Top SECRET 
:-; 

PCO 

• Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 
Extract  from  Cabinet Conclusions 

[Ottawa,] November 17, 1945 

ATOMIC ENERGY; 

; UNITED KINGDOM-UNITED STATES-CANADA CONVERSATIONS 

3: THE PRIME . MINISTER reported at some length upon discussions in 
Washington with the U.K. Prime Minister and the President of the United 
States; submitting for approval a brief agreement already signed by Mr. Attlee 
and Mr. Truman. 

The agreement expressed the desire for full and effective co-operation in the 
field of atomic energy between the United States, United Kingdom and 
Canada, agreed that the Combined Policy Committee and the Combined 
Development Trust be continued in suitable form, and requested the former to 
consider and recommend appropriate arrangements for this purpose. 

(Agreement  signed in Washington by the President and the U.K. Prime 
Minister, Nov. 16, 1945). 
4. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY reviewed the course of 

Canadian participation in the combined U.K.-U.S.-Canada development of 
atomic energy during the war. 

The matter had first come to the attention of the Canadian government as 
one of the utmost secrecy in 1942. In August of 1943, Mr. Churchill and Mr. 
Roosevelt had signed, at Quebec, draft articles of agreement governing 
collaboration between the United Kingdom and the United States under which 
the Combined Policy. Committee was established. Subsequently, he (Mr. 
Hoive), had been added to the Committee and Canada had played an active 
role inlesearch and development. In 1944, the Cabinet War Committee had 
authorized expenditure of up to $4,750,000 for the construction and operation 
of a plant Canada•36  In November of that year, the War Committee had 
approved procidure to be followed for assignments of patents in accordance 
with the decisions of the Combined Policy Committee. In December, Orders in 
Couneilt were passed appropriating funds for the secret plant and authorizing 
arrangements for the assignments of patents. 

Canada was not concerned directly with the Combined Development Trust. 
It was felt that Canada should continue work in the field of atomic energy 

al ong the lines which had been initiated during wartime. 
5 'r • - 11E rRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCII COUNCIL described the edxtent and nature of Canadian participation in research and development work 
uring the war. A combined research unit had been in operation in Montreal 

consisting of. Canadian, U.K. and U.S. scicntists and a plant had been 
36v . ou. le document 595./Sec Document 595. 
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constructed and was being operated at Chalk River in accordance with
agreements with the other partner governments. . Canada had also been an
important source of raw "materials to the United Stâtes :

Total Canadian expenditure to date had been of tlieorder of $15,000,000 on
both projects . In peacetime, the cost of an adequate programme'of research
and development would be 'approximately $2,500,000 annually . In the opinion
of those concerned, Canada should continue these operations in close
collaboration with the United Kingdom and the United States .

6. THE CABINET, after discussion, approved the agreement between the
United Kingdom," United States and Canada as submitted by the Prime
Minister, and agreed that it should be signed by Mr . King, noted the reports of

Mr. Howe and Dean MacKenzie; and ` agreed that arrangements for the
development and control of atomic energy within . Canada were problems for

further consideration .

632. DEA/201-Bs

Mémorandum du sous=secrétaire dÉtat auz Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre . , .. ;, . . .

i

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Prime Ministe r
' `Top SECRET [Ottawa,J November 19, 1945

. . .,, . . . , , .,, - . .

In conversation this morning, Mr . Neville Butler" enquired what the views

of - the Canadian Government * were as to the publication or otherwise of the
tripartite agreement : on cooperation in the development of atomic energy,
which, I understand, you signed, after discussion in Council on Saturday .38 His

first thought was that the agreement might be pub l ished in the ordinary course,

with the concurrence of the signatory countries, but his second, and I think

sounder thought," was, that, in view of the reference in the agreement to the
"Combined Development Trust," to rwhich no public reference has hitherto

been, made, that ` consideration of the question of puh!ication might, with

advantage, be deferred until the , governments came to consider closely the
set

terms of reference and composition of the Atomic Energy commission to b
up under . the United Nations. In the meantime, he thought it would be quite
appropriate for Mr. Attlee, in the speech he is , to make in London, to refer to
the existence of understanding for continuing cooperation between the United

Statesij the United Kingdom and Canada . in, the development of atomic
, . . _ . . ~ , . . .

energy!° , . t

"Sous-sccrEtaire d'État adjoint . Foreign Office de Grânde-Brctagne .
; Assistant Undcr-Secretary of State, Foreign Office of Great Britain .

,"Note marginale:/Marginal note :
a ` .>.- ., . . - tYcs . .

rNotë marginale./Marginal note:
9-

.
agree.

4ONote marginale:/Marginal note:
' ,1 agree also for Canada . W . L. M(ackenziej K(ingj 24-11-43 .
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DESPÂTCH 2714 

SECRET' 

L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Washington,) November 21, 1945 

..I have the honour to submit the following brief report on the Prime 
Minister's recent visit to Washington. 
2. The genesis of the recent conversations in Washington between President 

Truman, Prime Minister Attlee and the Canadian Prime Minister concerning 
the use of atomic energy• for destructive purposes, is to te found in the 
following words from Mr. Truman's message to Congress on October 3: 

"I therefore  propose  to initiate discussions, first with our associates in this 
discoVerY,  Great  Britain and Canada, and then with other nations, in an effort 
to effect  agreement on the conditions under which cooperation might replace 
rivalry in the field of atomic power."  • 
3. Subseq.  uèntly, thé President invited Mr. Attlee and Mr. King to meet him 

in Washington on November 11, and the invitation was accepted. 
4. Certain arrangements for the visit and the discussions were made by the 

Embassy with the White House and the State Department prior to the Prime 
Minister's arrival. 
5. The Prime  Minister, accompanied by the Under-Secretary of State for 

Extenial Affairs, arrived at the Union Station, Washington, on Saturday 
morning, November 10. He was met by representatives from the White House, 
State Depaitmerit, and this Embassy. Shortly afterwards, Prime Minister 
Attlee arrived in Washington by air, accompanied by Sir John Anderson, Mr. 
Rowan (his principal Private Secretary), Mr. Neville Butler, of the Foreign 
Office,  and  others'. Mr. King was joined in Washington by the Minister of 
Reconstruction, Mr.'Howe, by Mr. Hume Wrong and Dr. C. J. Mackenzie. 
6. Mi., King ,  procééded from thé station to Blair House, where he resided 

during his.  stay, in Washington as the guest of the United States Government. 
Later in:tile morning, Mr. King, accompanied by the undersigned, met the 
President, the Secretary of State, Admiral Leahy, Prime Minister Attlee and 
Lord Halifax in MC. Truman's study in the White House, where the President 
announcesd the  °arrangements  for the ensuing talks and for the Armistice 
Memorial SérvicetO be'held the next day at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 
in Arlington ›Cém' eierY. Those who participatcd  in  this first meeting were 
invited to reinain  for lunch ai the White House. This was purely social and no 
official businCis was discussed. 
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7. That same evening, Saturday, November-10, the President entertained the
visiting Prime Ministers and their advisers, as well as members and officials of
the United States Government'at'a State dinner, during which he and Mr .
Attlee spoke briefly .

8 . On November 11, at,11 a .m., wreaths were laid at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier in Arlington cemetery' during an impressive ceremony . As
each head of government moved forward to the tomb, the National Anthem of
thât country was played, and the gûard of honour presented arms . Afterwards,

Mr. King laid a wreath at the Canadian Cross of Sacrifice and, Mr . Attlee, a

wreath on Sir John Dill's grave. The President, Prime Minister Mackenzie
King, Secretary of State Byrnes, Admiral Leahy, Sir John Anderson, the
United Kingdom and Canadian Ambassadors, and Mr . Rowan then motored to

the Navy Yard, where they boarded the Sequoia, the yacht of the Secretary of

the Navy. The yacht, in damp and misty weather, began its sail down the
Potomac about noon, and returned to its mooring about 8 :30 p .m. that same

evening . Luncheon and dinner were served on board . By request, no record was
made during the day of the discussions that took place .

9 . Before luncheon, the President and, the two Prime Ministers discussed
between themselves the problem that had . brought them together in Washing-
ton, the use of atomic energy • for destructive purposes, and found that they
were in general agreement on the main principles which should govern national
and international action in this matter. After luncheon they were joined by
their advisers around the table, and each member of the party was invited to
express his .views as to how the problem should ' be dealt with . There was

complete 'agreement on the fundamental and far-reaching ' nature of the
problem, on the* necessity of an international approach toits solution, on the
importance which the world attached to these discussions, and the desirability
of issuing a combined statement embodying the agreement reached, as quickly
as possible :~ 'During the afternoon, various other questions of international
importance, which concerned more particularly the United Kingdom and the
United States Governments, were also discussed .

10 . The Presidential party left the Sequoia with the advantage of a complete

and frank exchange d views'on the general problem which had brought them
together, but without any definite arrangements having been made for further
meetings or for the drafting of a

Istatement' which could be used as a basis o
f

• io ndiscussion at such meetings. To rectify' this 'omission, the U.K. delegat

produced a paper, on Monday, which is attached to this despatch as Annex
0

and which was later circulated to theCanadian group . '

11 . The` Secretary of 'State entertained the visiting Prime Ministers at a
dinner on Monday, night, at which both', Mr. Attlee and Mr. King replied to

toasts proposed in their honour by Mr. Byrnes . After this dinner,'Mr . Wrong,'

Mr. Robertson, and Mr. Pearson, had an opportunity to .exchange views with"

the"Under-Secretary of State, Mr . Dean Acheson, on the'particular subjwcs

ûnder discussion .

12 . The information obtained above from Mr. Acheson was of assistance
n an

the preparation of a Canadian draft of a proposed statement based o
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eailier mémorandum by the undersigned (Annex 2) and on views expressed on 
Sunday by Mr: Truman, Mr. Attlee, and more particularly, by Mr. King. This 
draft was submitted to Mr. King, Tuesday niorning, and is attached to this 
despatch as Annex 3. ' , 
13.Discussions between the two Prime Ministers and President were resumed 

at the White House on Tuesday afternoon. At this meeting the Secretary of 
State .produced a draft statement (Annex 4)t which he hoped would be 
acceptable to all. This was given careful consideration, but it was felt to be not 
entirely 'suitable as drafted, and that further time was necessary before a.text 
could be finally approved. 	- 
14.On Wednesday morning, a Canadian redraft of the Byrnes statement was 

drawn up (Annex 5). 
15.A U.S. second draft (Annex 6)t was discussed at the White House 

Wednesday afternoon. Mr. King suggested certain changes to this document, 
two or which were of particular importance. He thought, first, that the 
reference to  •  the appointment of a Commission under the United Nations 
should be subordinated to the recommendations of the three signatories as to 
immediate action. For that purpose, these recommendations should be placed 
in the statement before the references to the appointment of a Commission. 
Mr. King also suggested that, at the end of the paragraph: "We are not 
convinced that the spreading of the specialized information regarding the 
praCtical applicàtion or atomic energy before it is possible to devise . . . 
safeguards .. . would contribute to a constructive solution of the problem of the 
atomic bomb", there should be added the following sentences: "On the 
contrary, we think it might have the opposite effect. We are, however, prepared 
to share on a reciprocal basis with other United Nations detailed information 
concerning the practical industrial application of atomic energy just as soon as 
effective and forcible safeguards against its use for destructive purposes can be 
devised." Such a change would make this very important part of the statement 
Positive rather than negative. Both these changes were warmly supported by. 
the President and Prime Minister Attlee. The Canadian Prime Minister also 
suggested the removal of all words and phrases from the document which 
implied that, in accepting the agreement, the signatories were acting for their 
respective governments. As finally approved, the agreement is between heads of 
governments and not between the governments themselves. 
16.Thé Byrnes draft included the sentences "It was agreed that, in respect of 

the carrying out of the plans outlined above, there should be consultation at the 
earliest possible date . with the other permanent members of the Security 
Council." Mr.. Byrnes stated that this sentence was included to meet a point 
made bY, Mr. King on Sunday that such consultation take place. Mr. King 
Pointed out, however, that in his reference to consultation on Sunday, he had in 
mind informing the other permanent members of the Security Council of the 
Proposed statement before it was issued. He did not have in mind subsequent 
ecoansultation with them before the plans outlined in the statement should be 

rrie  d into effect. As a result, the above sentence was deleted from the 
statement. 

- 
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► unnecessary. .':~ . . i •. ;, , . . . .
19 . At this meeting also,' the President returned to an idea which he ha d

previously expressed; namely,,that theré should be a forthright statement that
atomic warfare was prohibited and that ; any nation engaging in it should be
outlawed. There was general agreement on the . principle of prohibition, but
there was agreement also that prohibition alone was worse than useless as it
merely gave a feeling of false security without .doing anything to make that
security effective . It was therefore . agreed that the question of, "outlawing
atomic warfare" should be left, as it was in the Byrnes draft, as one of a
number of steps to be taken .
20. It will be noticed that in the draft, "atomic weapons' .' are to be climinated

only from national armaments . There was -_some discussion whether specific
reference should be made to the possiblity of turning such weapons over to the
United Nations, to be used only - on - orders " from the Security Council an d

~ against an aggressor. President Truman did not ;favour this course as he

7 ~ thought it was undesirable ' to recognize the use in any way of such a weapon .
Furthermore, as Mr . King had already pointed out, a provision of this kind
would remain futile as long as any . one ` member of the Security Council
possessed a veto over its use. •i .~

21 . •There was, however, a general understanding that, in referring the

problem to a Commission of the United Nations, the world organization was
being given a ve ry severe test at the very outset` of its existence and that the
three powers were now obligated more than ever to strengthen and develop the
United Nations organizatiomso that it could successfully meet this and other
tests .

22: At this Wednesday meeting, Dr. Vannevar Bush, who had joined the
discussions as a United States, adviser, suggested also that a sentence be

f_ included in the statement to the effect that the Commission should work
by

stages, each stage ` being successfully completed ' before the next one was
attempted . It was agreed that réference to this idea should be included .

i ~ _ r ._. '1 . e . . ~ . . . . . ~ . t Î e . , . . ,,. .. , • . s .
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17. It may be said that the general effect of the changes proposed by Mr.
j King at : this - meeting and accepted by the others, : was to remove from the

Byrnes draft much of the impression that the three conferees were shelving the
problem by sending it to a Commission and that they had no fixed ideas about
it themselves . .

18 . At this Wednesday meeting the United Kingdom also produced a redraft
(a copy of which I do not :possess) of their original statement and designed to
take into consideration ;points from the Byrnes draft and other points which
had been raised the previous day . The,U.K: draft was not as specific in its
recommendations as the Byrnes draft but was more impressive in its emphasis
on the fact that, the only . _ final solution to the problem was the development of
political conditions which would strengthen confidence and cooperation amon g

É the nations and make the use of this weapon unnecessary because war would be
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'23 . In view of the fact that the two drafts were already before the meeting ,
and that :Mr. King had succeeded in having alterations made to the U .S. draft
to meet'the Canadian point of view, the Canadian draft was not produced .

24 . At the close of the Wednesday afternoon meeting President Truman
suggested that a small drafting committee of Dr . Bush, Sir John Anderson, and
the undersigned, should be appointed to -,produce a new draft which would
combine those parts of the United States and United Kingdom drafts on which
there had been general agreement, and other ideas which had been put forward
and found acceptable ., This drafting committee met at 5 :30 at the White House
and again at 9 p.m. that evening. At 10 p.m. the President and the Prime
Ministérs :tnet again at the White House to consider the draft so hurriedly
produced by the drafting committee (Annex 7) .t This was gone over sentence
by sentence and a final text was agreed to by midnight . A clean copy was ready
for signature by l l a .m. Thursday morning. The formal agreement (Annex 8)"
was signed, by the President and the two Prime Ministers at that time, and
immediately, afterwards was •read to the White House correspondents, who
were invited to the President's office for this purpose .
' 25: The Prime Minister paid a farewell visit to the President at the White
House, Thursday afternoon, and left that day by the 4 :10 p .m. train for
Ottawa,'accoinpanied by Prime Minister Attlee .

26 . . Theré are' one or two observations that might be made on the procedure
adopted for cônducting these discussions and drafting the resulting agreement .
The' discussiôns, until Wednesday afternoon, were carried out without any
record,being• made or any drafting 'committee set up to submit texts, for
consideration by the principals . If a drafting committee (representing the three
governments concerned) had been appointed after the discussions on Sunday, it
would havé been ,able to submit a document on Monday or Tuesday which
could have been used as the agreed basis of discussion . Instead, separate drafts
were produced by the United States and the United Kingdom, which somewhat
complicated matters . In the end, a drafting committee was appointed, but not
until Wednesday afternoon . This meant that it had to work very quickly, as the
President had indicated that the statement should be made public the following
day.

27• Consideratiôn of speed seemed to weigh heavily in the minds of Mr .
Truman and Mr -Byrnes . In a sense it was unfortunate that more time could
not hâvép, been devoted to the discussions or the drafting of the resultin g
document. One of the reasons for expedition, put forward by the President, was
the' desirability of putting an end to press speculation and comment,unauthorized, ' and sometimes , mischievous . There was no doubt in this
connection that the President had in mind the activities of the United Kingdom
press'officer,~ , Mr. Francis Williams, who, on Sunday and Monday had held
press conferences where he apparently gave in some detail the United Kingdomview on - these ïnatters . .This, in turn, resulted in considerable publicity in the
_='!/A: )

:.i

; t •I!w

.,
. •' • . _ . ' . .

"Canada, Recuïd des traltis, 1945 . No 13.Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No . 13 .
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Mémorandum *  de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Memorandum by Ambassador ln United States 

November 8, 1945 

ANNEX II 
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Monday and Tuesday papers being given to what was called the "Attlee Plan". 
It - must be admitted that the .press policy adopted by the United Kingdom 
delegation at this conference was unhelpful. In contrast to this policy, no 
information whatever concerning the discussions ,was given out by the White 
House, the State Department, or the Canadian delegation. 
_28. It was noticeable that the Secretary of State was not accompanied by any 
advisers from his Department at any of the meetings that took place. This 
meant that, on the United States side, there was no one who was in a position 
to make a record of the progress of the discussions or report on the points on 
which agreement had been reached. In the earlier discussions, Mr. Truman and 
Mr: Byrnes were alone. It was only  on  Tuesday afternoon that Dr. Bush, a 
scientific expert, was asked to attend. It was rumoured that the War 
Department was annoyed at its exclusion from the talks and there is reason to 
believe also that the State Department would have welcomed the opportunity 
of scnding an adviser to the meetings with the Secretary. 

29. At the signature on Thursday morning, at which congressional leaders 
were present, Scnator Connally expresso:1'01=1y and in no uncertain terms his 
irritation at the fact that Administration leaders in the Senate had not been 
given any information about the progress of the discussions until, as he put it 
"5 minutes before the press were called in." Possibly, if the President and 
Secretary of State had bccn in a position to devote more time to the questions 
under discussion, and had not been under such pressure from other directions 
during the four days of the visit, there would have been greater opportunity for 
consultation with their scientific and political advisers and time for more 
careful drafting of the final document. , 

I have etc. 	. 
L. B. PEARSON 

[PlÉCEJOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

CANADIAN MEMORANDUM ON ATOMIC WARFARE 
Before  any  sound policy, national or international, can be laid down in 

respect of the development, manufacture and use of atomic energy for warlike 

purposes, the following assumptions must be confirmed. 
(1) That  the atoMic bomb is not merely a new weapon in a long succession of 

weapons, since man first bcgan to fight with clubs, but something revolutionary 

and unprecedented; a new departure in destruction and annihilative in effect. 
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(2);That •,the 'atomic bomb dropped  • on Japan, if development is not 
controlled, is only the beginning, not the end;  of the use of atomic energy for 
destruction; that even more devastating bombs are being or could be developed 
which will be,to the present bomb as a machine gun is to a breech-loader. . 	. 
(3) That. the secret of the atomic bomb cannot be kept and that within, say, 

five years a country like the U.S.S.R., will lare all about it. 
(4) ; That the manufacture of the.atomic bomb is possible in any industrial 

state which knows the secret. 	: 	- 	• • 	 • 
(5) That projection by rockets with accuracy over great distances is now or 

will shortly be possible. 	 . 
.It is assumed  that  the above • statements are substantially true. If this 

asstimption is' c:orrect,. then no government has the right to give its people a 
feeling of séCurity, which can only be false, by basing its policy on the opposite 
assumption, that a national or three-country monopoly of development and 
production is possible. Even if, for some years at least, such a monopoly were 
possible, its value to enforce peace would not be great because other countries 
would know,perfectly well that Anglo-Saxon public opinion would not permit 
the preventive use of such a terrible weapon. • 

It Might conceivably be technically possible for the government of a 
parliamentary democracy to destroy a menacing power by pressing a button 
the  moment; the menace became clear (though buttons presumably could be 
pressed alew seconds later in the other country as well). Politically, however, 
this would not be possible, at least in the U.S.A. As an American commentator 
has put it: "It would obviously bc unconstitutional for a President of the U.S.A. 
to "press, the button' for destruction of . an ostensibly friendly power without 
securing à prior declaration.  of war from Congress — the mere mention of , 
which viould cause the potential enemy to press his own button first." 

It  is  clear that unless there is agreement between nations regarding atomic 
bombs,.,there will be câmpetition. Such competition in the development of 
atomic enérgy for destructive,purposes would be the most bitter and disastrous 
armament race ever run. Like every other armament race in history, it would 
folio* thè, samé course, of, fear, suspicion, rivalry, desperation and war; only in 
this'cak the Wai would prObably mean international suicide. , 

It follows, therefore, that any constructive solution of this problem of the 
war use of atomic energy, must be international — not national. There is, in 
fact, no natiotial solution 

This,,does  no:  mean that the three countries concerned should make a gift of , 
th eir atOrniC knowledge to other countries without conditions. That , would be 
follY, It:means' that they should exploit the tcmporary advantage they now 
posseis in-ordéi to bring this weapon under international control, so that it can 
n. ever be `uséd by anyone. This can be attempted by trading the knowledge of 
inventiciu kid manufacture they .  alone possess at present, for renunciation by 
ta_11 natioài Ihe'r* ight of production or use, except, possibly, on orders' from 
he United' Nations. This in its turn means international supervision and 

c°ntrol of the development and use of atomic energy. If an honest offer of this 
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kind, made by the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada, were refused
by any, other state, that refusal would certainly disclose which nations were to
be trusted and which feared .

' This type of international 'solution seems implicit in' the following
paragraphs from President Trûman's Messâge'to Congress on October 3rd :

". . .. .Scientific opinion appears to bè practically unanimous that the essential
theoretical knowledge upon . which the discovery is based . is already widely
known. There is also substantial agreement that foreign research can come
abreast of our. present theoretical knowledge in time . -

The hope of civilization lies in international arrangements looking, if
possible, to the renunciation of the use and development of the atomic bomb,
and directing and encouraging the use of atomic energy and all future scientific
information T toward peaceful . and humanitarian - ends. The difficulties in
working out such arrangements are great . The alternative to overcoming these
difficulties, however, may be a desperate armament race which might well end
in disaster ."

To get down to details, the following principles might be embodied in an
international agreement proposed by the three governments to all other
governments:
(1) Prohibition of the-manufacture or the use of atomic weapons, except on

instructions from the United Nations . The "outlawing of atomic warfare"
alone, would be the worst of all possible solutions ., It would lull into a false and
dangerous security, without in fact making any contribution to that security .

As one of a number of steps, however; it is important .

(2) The destruction of all existing,atomic weapons or their transfer to the
United Nations, as trustee.

(3) The pooling ôf all the basic scientific knowledge of atomic energy so that

the secret development of new atomic weapons would be impossible .

(4) To reinforce
I
this prevention of secret,developments, and hence to remove

fears "and suspicions, the establishment under U .N.O . , . of an international

commission of scientists of world reputation ' with full authority to make
périodie investigations of all national .laboratories,'industries, raw materials
and every form of technical development in the field of nuclear physics and
atomic energy. _. , „ .

'Without such regûlar scicntific" Inspection, effective control would be
impossible. With it, secrecy would be equally impossible . Further, no country

could 'justify its - refusal to accept this kind of international ; scientific

supervision : ~ . _ .

(5) Annûal reports by this scientific commission to the General Assembly of
the United Nâtions . .

It.,would, of course, be understood ' that, until an agreement such as that
suggëstcd above, came into`force, no country would be under any special and
separâte obligatio dregarding atomic warfare .

. . I . I c . . . 1-1 . . ., - . . ~
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~ In'default of a genuine and sincere effort to find an international solution of
this kind, it is unlikely . that the world will be reassured by President Truman's
statement on October 27th : "We regard it (the atomic bomb) [sic] as a sacred
trust. Because of our love of peace, thoughtful people know that the trust will
not be violated ." "Thoiightful people" are not likely to include Soviet officials
in the Kremlin! This "sacred trust" approach to the problem, as a substitute for
international agreement, is, in fact, negative and unsatisfactory . There can be
no listing world security, on that basis . The U.S.A . simply cannot remove fears
concerning atomic warfare, of, prevent the inevitable-and fata tcompetition that
would . follow, -, merely by ! sitting on the bomb as a self-appointed "sacred
trustee" . Theré must be a better solution than that.

It has been said that the discovery of atomic weapons is the most revolution-
ary event in human history since Noah launched the Ark . In sober fact, its
significance for the future can hardly be exaggerated . It presents us with the
greatest threat to man's - existence ever conceived, and, paradoxically, the
greatest oppôrtunity to 'realize world peace . Weapons so horrible in effect,
possessed by many nations and under national control only, might, of course,
produce 'peace ; in the sense that life might be made impossible on this planet .
There is another and better kind of peace, however, which the grim prospect of
atomic warfare might help to produce ; that which comes from sanity and co-
operation in international relations, influenced by the prospect of what will
happen, if the peace is disturbed . I do not know whether that kind of peace can
be achieved . But with the atomic bomb suspended over our heads, it would be
madness not to attempt it .

The atomic bomb, finally, may force the United Nations to become an
effective association for peace . This, however, can only happen if the problem it
has posed`is approached and solved internationally . No other solution is, infact, possible and the effort to find one will be fruitless - and worse .

If there was ever an occasion for seeking a solution to any international
problem on the

.broadest possible international basis - this is it.:iiiIf the ;thesis of, my memorandum is correct, that the only possible solution
for the problem of atomic warfare is an international one, then concrete steps
should be taken at the forthcoming meeting to bring about such a solution . Tothat end, could - there not be a statement by the President and the two Prime
Ministers of principles on which an international agreement might be based
and an"announcement made that such a draft agreement would be submitted
shortly to'hllgovermm nts for subsequent discussion at the Assembly of theUnited Natiôns ?

A pronouncement of this kind would be of such exceptional interest andi6po~ance
; that it should, of course, be made in as impressive a form aspossiblé

; If the world air channels can be cleared for less important statements,
sûrely'they coûla be cleared for this . 'in the: three My ~dca would be that every radio station

countries concerned should be freed for half an hour or so from all
programs

and that a preliminary communique should be issued which wouldmake"it~PôssibÎe'for radio stations in other countries to take the same action ift
eY desr

,,,, }, -re t : i. ~ . .
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The following program might then be broadcast: . 
(1) Short statements by Prime Miniiier Attlee and Prime Minister King. , • 
,(2) A ten-or :fiftéen-minide staernént bY a sciéntist of World reputation 

concerned with the developmént . of the atomic bomb, like Oppenheimer or 
Bush, which wotild be , given, in the most drainatic and impressive fashion 
Possib1C,-  and would  drive home  to liiteners the implications .  for human 
existence of itomic" warfare.' ,• 

(3), A ten-Minute statement, ,by president Truman outlining the principies of 
an intérnational_dgreernent vvhich .the three gèvernments propose to submit to 
their législatuiésind to all'other govérnments and designed to bring this new 
weapon under international control and supervision.  

; 	• 	'ANNEX III 	' 

• 	:I 	 ' 

. 	 , 	 - CANADIAN DRAFT STATEMENT _ 

President .Truman and Prime Ministers Attlee and Mackenzie King have 
issued the following statement. ;  ; 	 • 	• 

:ln  our examinatibn of the problems arising from the development of atomic 
energy,-  our conviction has deepened that any approach tci this subject must be 
controlled by the following considerations. , • - 
(1) The release of atomic' energy has undermined existing concepts of 

national security and international organization, because it has provided a 
force which, misused, could annihilate wholè nations. 	• 
(2) There is no national solution to the problems of security which the release 

of atomic energy has now placed squarely before the world. 
(3) There can be no enduring international solution, unless nations succeed in 

working together , for peace within -  the framework of an effective United 
Nations Organization. Atomic energy cannot be safely used in a world of 
competing sovereign states. 	 ' 
(4) The fear of atomic bombs is basically' fear of an internatiànal situation in 

which the possibility of their use as an instrument of national policy cannot be 
excluded. No nation can hope to be freed from this fear by the possession of a 

temporary' advantage in atomic. development. An armament competition in 

atImic energy would be the most catastrophic arms race ever run. 
The only hope for a lasting solution to the:problem is the cre,ation of 

conditions which make' the use of this weapon unthinkable. To further such a .. — 

solution has now become an urgent and practical necessity. Action toward this 
end must be taken at once by the  United Nations. 

The MeMbérs ° of the  United  Nations Organization are pledged bY 

acce' Ptance of its Charter ,"to live together in peace with one another as pod 
neighbiniri` and  to unite their 'strength  to maintain international peace and 
security." The `contrà1 of the use and deVclopinent of atomic energy is the first 

great test of this pledgè. 
If, in loansideration of:this matter ,by the United Nations, it becomes dear 

that a" strengthening 'Of' the' 'Organizatién is necessary, ' that strengthening 



should,be undertaken . promptly. The United Nations cannot be static in the
face of these dangers .

We accept and recommend for prompt consideration by The United Nations
the following principles as bases for an international agreement :
(1) The prohibition of the use of atomic energy for destructive purposes and

the outlawing of any government which breaks this pledge .
'(2) The exchange of fti n,damental scientific information on the development
of atomic energy .

(3) The right of téchnically qualified personnel, under the auspices of theUnited Nations Organization, to examine all national installations engaged in
the field of nuclear physics and atomic energy, as well as to make investiga-
tions of sources of raw material, in order to give every possible security against
the secret evasion of undertakings openly given .
.(4) The sharing of information relating to the technique of the production
and operation of plants and equipment for the development and use of atomic
energy as soon as international arrangements concluded for the exercise of the
rights under, (2) and (3) above, are in effective operation .

(S) , Extension to the United Nations Organization, in due course, of the right
to make equitable allocations, according to the principles of Art. of theAtlantic, Charter,'? : of material for the production of atomic energy forconstructive, purposes, if a= world survey of the sources of such material
indicates that such allocations are necessary .
(6) Annual reports on national developments in this field to be made to The

United Nations by : Member States and by any agency of examination or
allocation which may be set up under (3) and (5) above .

We desire, in conclusion, to associate ourselves with the following excerpt
from a recent Presidential Message to Congress on this subject :

"The `hope of civilizâtion lies', in international arrangements looking, ifpossible
;xto the`renunciation of the use and development of the atomic bomb,

and directing and encouraging the use of atomic energy and all future scientific
information` toward 'peaceful and humanitarian ends. The difficulties inworking out such"arrangements are great . The alternative to overcoming thesedifficulties, however, may be a desperate armament race which might well endin disaster."

ANNEX V

SECOND CANADIAN DRAFT BASED ON U .S . DRAFTThe President of the United States,* the Prime Minister of Great Britain,and
the Prime Minister of Canada have discusscd `the possibility of interna-tional action:

(a) To prevent the use of ato r- dencgy r estructrve purposes, and
42V01~ le volume 7', document 3274Sm Volume 7, Document 327 .
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• 	 '.! 

(b) To promote the use of recent and future advances in scientific knowledge, 
particularly the advances in our knowledge of atomic energy, for peaceful and 
humanitarian ends. 

The primary objective of the discussions has been to take the first step in the 
prevention of a secret arms race, in atomic weapons or other major weapons 
which in our view are scarcely less terrible. This is an essential preliminary to 
the removal of the, burden of armaments from the world and the final 
banishment of the fear of war. ° 

2. As a contribution to this end, we propose, and accept for ourselves, the 
following bases for international  policy: . 
(1) The prohibition of the use of atomic energy for destructive purposes and 

the outlawing of any government which breaks this pledge. 	• 
(2) The exchange of fundamental scientific information for peaceful ends and 

on the basis of mutuality, effectively guaranteed and safeguarded. 
(3) The interchange of scientists, students and publications for peaceful ends 

with any nation which will fully reciprocate. 	 ' 
(4) The exchange-of detailed information regarding the practical industrial 

application of atomic energy whenever it is possible to devise effective, 
reciprocal and enforceable safeguards acceptable to all nations in order to 
protect complying states against the hazards of violations and evasions. 
(5) The immediate preparation by the Uliited Nations, through a Commis-

sion, of recommendations and draft convention for the purpose of implement-
ing the principles outlined above, and for submission to Members of the United 
Nations, and possibly to other states'. The Commission should consider open-
mindedly and on their merits, all proposals to eliminate the manufacture and 
use of atomic and other major weapons, having in mind that the military 
exploitation of atomic energy depends in large part .upon the same methods and 
processes as would be required for industrial use. The Commission should 
proceed . with the utmost diàpatch to  submit recomméndations and draft 
conventions dealinewith the separate phases of its work. 

We desire to emphasize that responsibility for the devising of safeguards to 
remove the threats to the very fabric of civilized life which are involved in the 
use of new scientific discoveries for destructive purposes, rests not upon three 
countries alone, but upon the whole civilized world. 

Although efforts to formulate and apply special measures to protect the 

civilized world from annihilation by the use of atomic bombs or other major 
weapons must not be relaxed, we are aware that the only complete protection 
of the  civilized world from the destructive use of scientific knowledge lies in the 

prevention of war.. 
We, therefore, declare the unswerving intcntion of our three countries to co-

operate with all the United Nations to maintain the rule of law among nations 
and to banish the scourge of war from this earth. 

; 
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Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner of Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

y 

o 

)- 
[s 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 [Ottawad November 28, 1945 
, 

My dear Prime Minister, 
I have received urgent instructions to inform you that the Government of 

the United Kingdom have under, consideration the question of the procedure 
for bringing before the United Nations Organization the proposals made in the 
statement on atomic energy which was signed at Washington on the 15th 
November by yourself, the President of the United States and the Prime 
Minister of the United Kingdom. 

The statement refers to the proposed special commission being set up "under 
the United Nations Organization to prepare recommendations for submission 
to the organization." The terms of reference under the heads in paragraph 7 
cover matters which under the Charter would fall within the scope of the 
General .Assembly, the Security Council, and also possibly the Social and 
Economic Council. 

It has been noted from press reports that President Truman is reported to 
have' said at his press conference on the 20th November that the General 
Assembly would be asked at its first meeting to set up the commission, that the 
General 'Assembly, not the Security Council alone, should take part in 
establishing the'commission, and that he was in favour of all countries sharing 
in the task of establishing the commission. There has been much speculation in 
the United Kingdom about the exact procedure to be adopted and it formed the 
subject of various questions to the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the 
recent Foreign Affairs debate in the House of Commons. Mr. Eden in 
particular suggested the need for a special meeting of the United Nations. To 
this Mr.' Bevin replied by pointing out that the General Assembly would be 
meeting' earlY in January, that there was therefore no purpose in a special 
meeting, (which would not in fact be technically possible) and that the 
Assembly would have, as its first task, the elections to establish the Security 
Council.-. He added that the tripartite pr.oposals would no doubt then be 
considered and 'early decisions taken as to how the commission should be set 

• • • 

FiéSi  and  most urgent, because it is almost bound to come up in the 
PiepeaioWCOminission, is the question of procedure for bringing the proposal 
fo!.' the.SP'e-ciâ1 Commission before the General Assembly. This could 
appaieritlY be dôme either by: — 

(a) iieso" lUtion Of the Preparatory Commission placing the matter upon the 
provisional agenda for the General AssemblY; 
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(b) action by one or more of the United Nations proposing an additional item
for, the General Assembly's _agenda, at some time between the closing of the
Preparatory Commission and the beginning of the prescribed period before the
General Assembly meets ;ôr

(c) by raising the matter in the General Assembly after it has met and adding
it on to the agenda . '
The question also arises under each alte rnative which powers should propose

placing the item on the Assembly's agenda .

On the whole the Government of the United Kingdom prefer alternative (b)
as the simplest and most natural procedure which they think cQu!d be justified .

In their view it is desirable to discourage the Preparatory Commission from
embarking on a detailed discussion about the proposed commission in relation
to the atomic problem.' However, it might be impossible, in view of the
widespread interest in the proposed commission ' and the general sense of
urgency, to delay the next move until after the Preparatory Commission is
over. Moreover it . is very likely , that some delegation will raise the question
directly in the Preparatory , Commission. In either of these contingencies,
recourse might be hàd to alternative (a) . ,- J

In the view of the United Kingdom Government it would be natural that the
initiative under either course (a) or course (b) should be a joint one by the
three Powers which issued the Washington statement . It is, however, argued in
certain quarters that the Soviet Gove rnment . in , particular ought to be
associated with sponsoring the tripartite proposals before the United Nations

Organization . Obviously the Powers in question want above all to get the co-

operation of the Soviet Gove rnment and any procedure which secured this
would be the best. But for their part the Government of the United Kingdom
are very doubtful on past expe rience whether the Soviet Government would
associate themselves in - sponsoring a_ statement, about which they were not
consulted, particularly as the proposal would be to place the matter on the
agenda of the General Assembly.

Then there are `the "questions of the formation and composition of the
eventual commission itself. Under the President's reported remarks at his press

conference, 'the commission ' would , be initially appointed by the General

Assembly. This leads up w the difficulty, which is sure to be raised by the
Soviet Government and which .will have to be considered, about the prec ise

working of the commission and the particular organ of the United Nations to
which' it will report. A solution might be that the commission would make its
recommendations to the Assembly so long as it was dealing with the first two
stages of its work as defined in paragraph 8 of the tripartite statcment, but that
at the stage when it came . to,deal with the control and supe rv ision of atomic

energy to prevent its .misuse as a weapon of war it would report to the Sec
uCounci l in accordance with Article 24 of the Charter. It seems from his public

remarks that President Truman may have some such dual allegiancen .accepa
and that if this were made pla inksuch an arrangement m i ght not be u

Ale to the Sôvict Government .
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'The~composition of the special commission would, no doubt, be influenced
by discussion . in the Assembly, but . the United - Kingdom . Government would
naturally like to reach an understanding beforehand with the Canadian and
United States Governments . ; Mr. Bevin was also pressed in . the recent debate
about, this ; aspect, of the matter. Here again your views would be _ greatly
welcomed . r
- Lord Halifax at Washington has been instructed to discuss these urgent
matters with the United States Secretary of State, Mr . Byrnes, in the light of
the explanation which I have given to you . He is also to inform Mr. Byrnes
(with reference to the last paragraph but two above) that the United Kingdom
Government would ;very much like,to, know the attitude of the United States
Government,on the point affecting Russia and in particular he is to enquire
whether they have had , any reaction from the Soviet Government to the
advance notice given them by the United States authorities of the tripartite
statement. Mr. Byrnes is also, being invited to consider sounding the Soviet
Government through the United States Ambassador at Moscow . ( It is doubted
in London whether any progress on the point could be made with the Soviet
delegation at the Preparatory Commission . )M, . w

Lshould be very grateful if you would let me know the Canadian Govern-
ment's ,views as soon as possible on the various matters which I have been
instructed to raise with you in order that I may send a very early reply .. .,

' r f Yours sincerely,
MALCOLM MACDONAL D

635
. W.L.M.K./Vol . 234.

ATémo~raadüm du sous-secrétaire d'État associe aux Affaires extérieures•a ; . . .,,
au Premier ministre

Memorandu'ntfrom Associate Under-Secretary of State for External AffairsI! I
' ` to Prime 11linister

UNITED KINGDOM SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSIO N

fore the United Nations? (2) What should be the composition of th e

Mr: Malcolm, MacDonald's letter raises two separate questions (1) Howshôuld the pro l)Osal of the three powers to establish the Commission be brought

Commissïôn`ând to what body should it report?
With ' rigjrd °to .' (l) the procedure to be followed seems to be relativelyunimportânt .~.Thë •pla~ U.S . ,_U.K. and Canada should be assoc~ated in action tothé' ;mattcr; on the agenda whether this is done at the PrcparatoryCommi~~on`ôro between the conclusion of the Preparatory Commission and thePening of thé "Âssembly or early in the session of the Assembly . We canreadily fall in with any course acceptable to the U.S. and U.K. It is agreedbetweCn the hm t at the Assembly should establish the Commission and that
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course should be accepted by Canada:9 Indeed, a good deal of the work 
Outlined for the Commission in the Washington statement seems to fall outside 
the scope of the Security Council's powers. . 

•A subsidiary question raised is whether there  • should be an attempt to 
ass' ()elate the U.S.S.R. On this I would suggest that the parties to the 
Washington Declaration should reach an agreement on procedure and should 
jointly notify the Soviet Government before taking action involving publicity." 
It is open to 'question whether they should notify as well the French and 
Chinese Governments.' I think that Canada should not take any initiative in 
proposing such an approach. 	 , 

The second question is the difficult one; How 'should the commission be 
composed? In addition to the three parties to the Washington Declaration it is 
clear that at any rate .  the U.S.S.R. and -  France should be invited to appoint 
members. It will probably be necessary to add China, one Latin -American 
country and at least  one  smaller European country. The Soviet Government 
Will undoubtedly seek' to have included a satellite state to prevent their being 
placed in the minority of one. • 

The U.K. proposals seem to contemplate-  that the terms of reference to the 
Commission should be those in the Washington statement. This appears to be 
satisfactory to us. They ràise the question of the body to which the Commission 
should report. The work outlined for the Commission in the Washington 
statement includes some matters which appear to fall outside the scope of the 
Security Council's functions, such as exchange of scientific information for 
peaceful ends and control of atomic energy to ensure its use for peaceful 
purposes. These would appear properly to be functions entrusted to the 
Assembly. The Assembly also has power under Article 11 to consider the 
principles governing disarmament and the regulation of armaments whereas 
the Security Council by Article . 26 is responsible  for  formulating plans for the 
regulation of armaments. There is thus an area of concurrent jurisdiction in 
which elimination of atomic weapons ànd the nature of the required safeguards 
come within the scope of both bodies. The Security Council could only claim 
exelusive jurisdiction if it were able to argue under the provisions of Articles 12 
and 34 that the development of atomic weapons constituted a "situation which 

might lead to international friction or give rise to a dispute." If so, the 
Assembly would be debarred from making recommendations but would not be 

debarred from discussing the matter. 
It seems to me that we cannot at this stage settle definitely to what body the 

Atomic Energy Commission should address its reports. It may bring forward 

proposals requiring Assembly action as part of plans v'ihich also would require 
action by the Security Council. Through which organ any such proposals 

should be 'implemented will doubtless be a subject of discussion in the 

Commission itself and it seems desirable that the three sponsoring governments 

Note   marginale/Marginal note: 1 	• 
, Approved. 	• 	 • 

"Note margina le/Marginal note: 
1 agree. 
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should propose that the reports of the Commission be addressed both to the
Security Council and to the General Assembly .' s

636. DEA/201-Bs
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagn e

. to High Çommissioner of Great Britai n
Secrëtary of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL Ottawa, November 29, 1945

My dear . High Commissioner,

, I have received your letter of November 28th informing me of the tentative
views of the Government of the United Kingdom on the procedure for bringing
before the United Nations Organisation the proposals made in the statement
on atomic energy signed in Washington on November 15th by the President of
the United States, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and myself . I
appreciate the need for reaching an early agreement between the parties to the
Washington Declaration and I welcome the opportunity of commenting on the
suggestions made by the United Kingdom Government before a final decision
is taken :

With régard to the method whereby the proposal for the establishment of a
spécial Commission should be brought before the United Nations Organiza-
tion; I am in full agreement with the view that the matter should be considered
by the General Assembly. The exact means whereby it is placed on the agenda
of the General Assembly is relatively unimportant. I think that it would be
appropriate for the parties to the Washington discussions jointly to propose its
inclusion in the agenda, preferably, after the Preparatory Commission has
closed its session and before the date for the opening of the General Assembly .
If, however, the matter is raided in the Preparatory Commission joint actioncould ;be taken .by the delegations of the United States, the United Kingdomand

.}Canada to sponsor a resolution adding the question to the provisionalagenda . for the General Assembly. My views arc thus in accordance with the
preference expressed by the Government of the United Kingdom .

The -suggestion that the Government of the U.S.S.R. might be approachedwith h" view , to securing their 'sponsorship for the tripartite proposals seemsunlikely to bring any fruitful results . As you 'point out, past experience
indicates that the Soviet Government would be unlikely to associate themselves
in sponsoring'a statement about which they were not consulted and might also
complicate the whole procedure by insisting at this stage that the subject was
one which'`should properly be cons idered by the Security Council . I think,therefore, ~that , the three governments directly concerned should reach
agreement between themselves on the course to be followed . They might then

I{ :Vy1~~3 . . . .
a)~ ,

_~.
. . . - - ^ •

,S 3 ,~.~ ,Z r : 4 ; . .. . .

Note marginale;/Marginal note:
1 âgree, _ ; + : .
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inform the Soviet Government, privately in 'advance, of the action which they 
propose to take without inviting comment from the Soviet 'Government. If this 
is done, it would be well to consider whether similar notification should be 
addré.sied to the Governments of France and China. 

The desirable composition of s the special Commission is difficult to 
determine. Perhaps the easiest course, to pursue would be to suggest that it 
should be composed of representatives of the Governments serving on the first 
Security Council. It  is, howevér, essential that Canada aï one of the sponsors 
for the establishment of the  Commission  should bè'assured of representation on 
it, whether or not. Canada is elected to one of the non-permansnt seats on the 
Security Council. The Commission is likely to continue in existence for a 
considerable period and it would not be desirable that its membership should 
change automatically • as a result of new elections to the Security Council. 
There might be included in it, initially at any rate, representatives of the five 
states with permanent membership, together with representatives of Canada, at 
least one Latin •American country and at least one smaller European country. 
A wide degree of overlapping with the membership of the Security Council 
would be some assurance against conflicts over questions of jurisdiction within 
the United Nations Organization.. 

As you indicate in the second paragriph of 'your letter the terms of reference 
set forth in paragraph 7 of the Washington Declaration cover matters falling 
within the scope of both the General Assembly and the Security Council. It 
might be that some of the proposais made by the Commission would require 
consideration by the Economic and Social Council and the collaboration of 
some of the specialised agencies to be brought into relationship with the United 
Nations, such as The Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. The 
most satisfactory course may prove to be the submission of reports by the 
Commission to either or both of the General Assembly and the Security 
Council. Matters falling directly within the competence of the Security Council 
under Articles 24 and 26 of the Charter could be the subject of recommenda -
tions from the Commission to' the Security Council alone if necessary. Quite 
apart from the specific allocation of functions. included in the Chapter 
(whereby some of the recommendations of the Commission would properly be 
for consideration by the Assembly), it is most unlikely that agreement could be 
secured among the members of the Unitcd Nations for concentrating wholly in 
the Security Council reiponsibility for dealing : with the problems raised by the 
deyelopment of atOrnic fission. , 

It will be necessary to decide in advance on a suitable dcsignation for the 

proposed special Commission. Under the Washington Declaration the 

functions of the Commission would not be limited to questions of the use or 

misuse of atomic energy. They would include the bringing forward of  proposa
for the elimination from national armaments "of all other major weapons 

adaptable to mass destruction" and also for the exchange between all nations 

of "basic scientific information for peaceful ends." While the Commission 

might be generally known by the short title of the United Nations Atomic 
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Energy Commission, the designation given to it in the resolution to be placed
before the General Assembly should clearly indicate its broader functions .

I am asking the Canadian Ambassador in Washington to inform the
Secretary. of State of the United States of the views put forward in this letter
and to exchange information on these matters with Lord Halifax .

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
DEA/201- 13 s

TELETYPE EX-4074 Ottawa, November 30, 1945

discussions ' are proceeding urgently between the parties to the Washington

ToP SECRET. IMPORTANT. My two immediately following messagest contain
the `text of top secret and personal letters exchanged 'between the United
Kingdom High Commissioner and myself concerning the procedure for
bringing .before the United Nations Organization the proposals contained in
the tripartite declaration on atomic energy which was signed in Washington
November 15th. You will note that Lord Halifax was instructed to approach
Mr. Byrnes with the suggestions contained in Mr . MacDonald's letter of
November 28th and that in my reply of November 29th I have told Mr .
MacDonald that you would inform the Secretary of State of the United States
of the views put forward in my letter and would exchange information on these
matters with Lord Halifax .
2. :It will be necessary to instruct as soon as possible the chairman of the

Canadian delegation to the Preparatory Commission on the attitude which he
should adopt if the question of the special United Nations Commission on
Atomic Qûestions is raised in the Commission . He is being informed today that

Declaration and that until they have resulted in agreement he should seek to
defer 'consideration of any proposal which may be brought up in thePreparatury . Commission . I should be glad if you would take the matter up
urgently'with the Secretary of State and the United Kingdom Ambassador .r`, ~ '

638.- ;

Ambassador In United States to

Wash ington, November 30, 1945
1MMEDIATE, TOP SECRET. Your EX-4074, 4075 1 and 4076.f

DEA/201-13 s

TELETY PE WA•6029

L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

}~ - < Secretary of State for External Affairs
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I am leaving an aide-inérnoiret at the State Department this afternoon, 
passing  on  to Mr. Byrnes the views expressed in your letter to the United 
Kingdom High Commissioner as given in EX-4076. 

Lord Halifax has sent me today, a copy of an aide-mémoire" which he left 
with Mr. Byrnes yesterday afternoon covering the points which Mr. Malcolm 
MacDonald brought to your attention in his letter of November 28th. Last 
night the United Kingdom Ambassador telegraphed to the Foreign Office that 
Mr. Byrnes had told him that he, Mr. Byrnes, was clearly of the opinion that 
the United Kingdom and United States and Canadian Governments ought to 
get together in regard to laying the proposal before the UNO sMsembly, and 
his thought moved very mUch with Mr. Bevin's as to—the'best way sof doing this. 
Mr. Byrnes also very much Wants to bring in Russia if this can be managed. He 
had expected to make a suggestion to you and to Mr. Bevin that he, Mr. 
Byrnes, should work out with the United Kingdom Ambassador and myself 
here, subject to approval of our Governments, the various questions of 
procedure and handling of the matter as he thought this might be the most 
expeditious way of doing it. The Secretary of State promised to study the 
United Kingdom noié with which  hé exPected to find himself in very general 
agreement. « . 	. 

639. 	• • 	 DEA/201-s 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-4099 	 Ottawa, December 3, 1945 
.‘ 

MOST IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Your WA-5966 of November 27th.t  My 
immediately following message contains text of letter addressed to you by Mr. 
HoWe requesting you to represent him at the meeting of the Combined Policy 
Committee on Decerriber 4th and suggesting 'certain amendments in a 
document addressed to the chairman  of  that Committee by Sir John Anderson 
and  General Groves. This text of this document is annexed to Mr. Howe's 
letter to you. - 
2. It seems likely that the principal 'discussion at the Combined Policy 

Comm.  ittee will relate to the proposals contained in this document. You should 
press for the amendments suggested by Mr. Howe, which have been discussed 
also with the Prime Minister and Dean Mackenzie, subject to the following 
additional amendment. • 
3. We feel that the reference in parairaph 4 of the Anderson-Grove 

document and in paragraphs 4 and 4 (a) of Mr. Howe's revision to the use of 

uranium and thorium for military puiposes should be eliminated. The first part 

"Voir États-Unisece United States, 
Foreign Relations of the United Sir/tit, 1945, Volume II, pp. 77-8. 
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of paragraph,4 should read, "All materials at * the disposition of the Trust shall
be allocated to the two Governments in such .quantities as may be needed in the
common interest," thus leaving out the phrase "for scientific research, military
and humanitarian purposes ." . This change does not in any way weaken the
effect of the proposal.

MOST IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Reference my immediately precedingmessage:' Following is the text of Mr. Howe's letter to you dated November
30th"and of the memorandum annexed thereto : Begins ,~ . . _ . . . .

TELETYPE EX-4100

à l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis •

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ~

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DEA/201s

Ottawa, December 3, 194 5

November 30, 1945 .
My dear Ambassador,

During the tripartite meeting on atomic energy in Washington, Sir John
Anderson and General Groves signed a document entitled "Memorandum to :
The Chairman of the Combined Policy Committee" copy of which is attached .
Canada was asked to have this agreement signed by C . J . Mackenzie as an
indication of favourable consideration by the Government, but it was decided
that for the time being, Dr. Mackenzie would not sign the document .

Paragraphs numbered 1, , 2, 5 and 6 are satisfactory as far as Canada isconcerned .
Pacagrâphs3 and 4 deal with the operations of the Combined DevelopmentTrust

. Canada is not at present a member of the Combined Development
Trust, although at the request of the United Kingdom Government, George
Bateman is one of the Directors of the Trust, representing the Government ofthe United Kingdom . Canada has undertaken no financial commitments inrelation to the ; Trust, but has undertaken to conduct, at her own expense,
exploration for and development of uranium ores within the Dominion ofCanada. .', Canada desires to leave the present arrangement unchanged .
ThereforeI suggest that paragraphs 3 and 4 be reworded and a new paragraph
43a)~inserted, all as follows : -. "The

two Governments presently responsible for the Combined Develop-ment Trûst `will ' take measures so far as practicable to secure control andpossession; l by, purchase or otherwise, of all deposits of uranium and thoriumsituated'in areas comprising the United States, its territories and possessions,and the United Kin dom .the remainin g They will also use every endeavour with respect to
g territories of the British Commonwealth (except Canada) and

other countries to acquire all available supplies of uranium and thorium . All
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sùpplies acquired under the provisions of this 'paragraph will be placed at the
disposition of the Combined Development Trust .

4 . All materials at the; disposition of the Trust shall be allocated to the two
Governments in such quantities as may' be needed, in the common interest, for
scientific research, military and humanitarian purposes . Such supplies as are
not allocated for these purposes shall be held by the Combined Development
Trust and their disposal shall be determined at a later date in the light of then
existing conditions and on a fair and equitable basis :

4(a) . Canada will take measures so far as practicable to secure control and
possession, by purchase or otherwise, of all deposits of uraniup, and thorium
situated within its areas. Canada,will develop its deposits and use the product,
in the common interest, for scientific research, and military and humanitarian
purposes."

The arrangement outlined above is wholly consistent, since the special
position of Canada was recognized when the Trust was formed . Canada was
the first to acquire all uranium deposits,within its borders, and, perhaps for
that reason, those forming the Trust were content to proceed with the Trust
without asking commitments from Canada . I see no reason why any change in
the situation is desirable at this time.

Regarding the next meeting of the Joint Policy Committee, it would appear
that the meeting will be coneerned ; principally at least, with procedure which
might be followed when setting up the United Nations Commission on atomic
energy.~ This would - seem to be a matter for diplomacy rather than for

development . Thérefore, I would ask that you represent me at the meeting to
be held next Tuesday, in the office of the Secreta ry of State . My onl y interest
is consideration of the document signed by Sir John Anderson and General
Groves, referred to above, and if this document is considered, I will be glad if
you will put forward my views as above stated . I regard it as important that
Canada does not - become involved, in the operations of the Combined
Development Trust .

• Yours truly,
;., C. D. HOW E

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum au président, ` le Comité conjoint de la politique
andûinfto Chairman. Combined Policy Committe e

t

A

[Washington,] November 16,1945
t' - _

. . . . . ' . , ' ..,E'~ . . _
.

We recommend that the following points be considered by the Combined
Policy,Committee in the preparation of a new document to replace the Quebec
Agreement, which should be superseded A n toto, - together with all other
understandings ~ with ; the exception of the : Combined Development Trust
Agreement which should be revised in conformity with the new arrangements

.

{ ;; _ , . . . . . . . - , ~ : .

t ~ . . . .
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J. The three Governments, the United States, the United Kingdom and 
Canada, will not use atomic weapons against other parties without prior 
consultation with each other; 
2. The three Governments agree not to disclose any information or enter into 

negotiations concerning atomic energy with other governments or authorities or 
persons in other countries except in accordance with agreed common policy or 
after due prior consultation with one another; 
3. The three Governments will take measures so far as practicable to secure 

control and possession, by purchase or otherwise, of all deposits of uranium and 
thorium :situated in areas comprising the United States, its territories or 
possessions, the United Kingdom, and Canada. They will also use every 
endeavour with respect to the remaining territories of the British Common-
wealth, and other countries to acquire all available supplies of uranium and 
thorium. All supplies acquired under the provisions of this paragraph will be 
placed at the disposition of the Combined Development Trust. 
4. The materials at the disposition of the Trust shall be allocated to the three 

Governments in such quantities as may be needed, in the common interest, for 
scientific research, military and humanitarian purposes. Such supplies as are 
not allocated for these purposes shall be held by the Combined Development 
Trust and their disposal shall be determined at a later date in the light of then 
existing conditions and on a fair and equitable basis. 
5. There shall be full and effective cooperation in the field of basic scientific 

research among the three countries. In the field of development, design, 
construction, and operation of plants such cooperation, recognized as desirable 
in principle, shall be regulated by such ad hoc arrangements as may approved 
from time to.  time:by the Combined Policy Committee as mutually advanta- 

,. 
6.:The Combined Policy Committee, already established and constituted so 

as to provide equal representation to the United States on the one hand and to 
the Governments of the United Kingdom and Canada on the other, shall carry 
out the policies provided for, subject to the control of the respective govern-
ments.. To this end, the Committee shall: 
1. Review from time to time the general program of work being carried out in 

the three countries. 
2. Allocate materials in accordance with the principles set forth in the fourth 

paragraph above; 
3. Settleiény questions which may arise concerning the interpretation and 

aPPlioatjén of arrangements regulating cooperation between the three 
Governments: 

ation' 
Thélabové is to be understood as being without prejudice to the consider-

Combined Policy Committee of any matters not covered in this 
tnenfcirandunt:— 	* 

• -.142 
JOHN ANDERSON 

L. R. GROVES 
Maj. Gen. U.S.A. 
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641.. 	 r 	 DEA/201s 
. 

• L'ambassadeur aux  États -Unis 	• 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs , 

Washington, December 4, 1945 

Dear Norman [Robertson]: 	 • 
The receipt of teletypes EX-4099 and EX-4100 over the wnekend on the 

Combined Policy Committee and the uncertainties which they raised in our 
minds here, prompt me to write you not only about these particular messages, 
but also about our whole relatiànship'to this Committee. 
- As you know, Mr. ,King -  signed a' short' document" when in Washington, 
along with Mr. Truman and Mr. Attlee, 'accepting the principle of co-operation 
between the three powers in respect of atomic developments and instructing a 
small group to prepare a meMorandum of proposals designed to implement this 
principle. That memorandum is contained in your teletype EX-4100, where I 
saw it for the first time. - ' 

In his letter to me dated November 30th, Mr. Howe proposed certain 
amendments to that memorandum which were, 1 understand, approved by the 
Prime Minister and Dean Mackenzie and for which 1 was asked to press at the 
meeting of the Combined Policy Committee which was held this afternoon. 

Mr. Howe, in support' of these proposals,' states that they would merely 
maintain the status quo in respect of Canada's relationship to the Combined 
Development Ti'ust. According to Mr. Howe, Canada is not a member of that 
Trust at present, although George Bateman is one of its dircctors representing 
the United Kingdom. There seems to be some mistinderstanding here, because 
Bateman has shown me a letter froni Howe to him dated June 3rd, 1944" a 
copy of which is attached to this letter and which shows that Mr. Howe 
appointed. Bateman to the'Committee as 'a Canadian, not a United Kingdom, 
representative. Bateman has always cànsidered himself as a Canadian 
representative, and so have the other members of the Trust. 

The changes suggested by Mr. Howe to paragraphs 3 and 4 of the 
memorandum will, 1 think be a surprise to the mcmbcrs of the Policy 

Committee, and will be interpreted by them as an indication of the desire of 
Canada to contract out of her present membership in the Trust, while retaining 
full membership in Ahe Policy Committee. 1 feel pretty sure that the other 

members of the Policy COmmittee will demur at this proposal. As I understand 
it, we are asking them to accept ,certain obligations in respect of the pooling 
and contiol of all  supplies of uranium and thorium which we do not desire to 

accept ourselves. In other «ids, all supplies required by the United States and 

the United Kingdom inside ,or. outside their territories will be placed at the 
t 	 • 

47Document 630. 
"Document 598. 
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disposition of the Combined . Development : Trust, . while Canada merely
promises to take measures so far as practicable to secure control and possession
of all ;uranium and thorium deposits situated within its territories and use the
production thereof in the common interest.

Incidentally, the additional amendment you propose to the memorandum,
namely; . the , omission of the words "for scientific research, military and
humanitarian purposes," will be opposed by the United Kingdom . They arevery anxious to have these words included, because they feel that it strengthens
their right to have allocations made to them under Section 2 of paragraph 6 : "

As it happened, there was no necessity at the meeting this afternoon for us
to bring 'these matters forward, . as the Anderson-Groves memorandum was
referred to a drafting sub-committee, which will discuss its terms and report
back to the full committee. General Groves and Roger Makins will be the U .S .and U.K. members of that Committee, while the Canadian member will be
myself.

It was -made clear at the meeting this afternoon that this memorandum,
when'approved by ' the Policy Committee and signed by the heads of
governments, will replace the Quebec Agreement . I raised the question of the
constitiitiônal effect of an agreement of this kind. Secretary Byrnes is referring
the matter to Hackworth of the State Department for advice in so far as the
United States is concerned. I think it should also be looked into from our pointof view.i It is quite clear that a memorandum of agreement of this kind, signed
merelj► by

.' members of the Policy Committee, has no legal effect, but whatwould be
.the exact situation if it is signed by the President and two Prime

Ministers? ' -

`I think I should point out the great emphasis laid this afternoon on the
necessity of"secrecy in these'matters .~You can imagine the interest that would
be,caused if it leaked out that the three governments were negotiating a formal
agreement of this kind, justifiable though that arrangement may be in presentcircumstances : Every possible precaution therefore should be taken here and inOttswâ to avoid any leakage. This will, among other things, necessitate ' greatcaution in any request for legal advice .

The activitics of the Trust were approved at this afternoon's meeting of the
Policy~Cominittee, including an arrangement for an equal division of the cost
of purcliâsing' the entire product of the Belgian mines . General Groves statedthis aftérn 6on w ith some satisfaction that, as a result of contracts made andot her steps' tiken, the Trust now controlled some 97 percent of the known andProdûcing 'sourees of uranium in the world ; and about 60 percent (I think) of
the thorium'resources The United States and the United Kingdom authorities,in fact, seem '

to have been very successful in building up a monopolistic cartel!
At the meeting this afternoon, Secretary Byrnes was elected as Chairman of

the Committee- replacing Secretary of War Patterson. We were asked tosubmit j the ~. pame of a Canadian Joint Secretar, and IBatema n,`Who was y proposed George
present, and he was duly elected .
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Yours sincerely ,
MIKE [ PEARSON J

"Voir le document 636ece Document 636.

u
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At the end of the meeting this afte rnoonI asked-the Chairman, Secretary

By rnes,•whéther he proposed to use'this Committee to discuss questions such as
the. proper, procedure'to be adopted in approaching' the United Nations on

matters a rising out of the Washington declaration ; specifically the questions

raised in our memorandum to him sent on November , 30th," copy of which I
forwarded to you in our Despatch No . 2811 t Mr . Byrnes thought that this and
similar matters should ;be'discussed between the'three govcrnments through
ordina ry . diplomatic ; ' channels and, ! not through . the mechanism of this
Committee. It would appear, therefore, that the Combined Policy Committee
is not likely to extend its activities as widely as I, for one, had e:Vected .

Ia feel , myself that the whole question of our relationship to this Combined
Policy Committee should be given the most careful consideration . If we are in
fact in any doubt as to the wisdom of full participation in any of its activities
and those of the Trust, might it not be better towithdraw from membership
now rather than attempt to limit our obligations as members? I realize that it
may now be too late, of course, , to withdraw, even if it were desirable, but
surely the subject is of such far-reaching importance that the pros and cons of
such withdrawal `„shbuld be given the most careful consideration . This would

seem to' be the-time to do it, before the sub-committee reports back to the full
Committee

. Frankly, I feel that, as a junior third party in this Committee, we may b e

dragged along in directions where we might not desire to go but over which we
would have little control . Would it - be possible - for us to leave the Policy
Committee to „the two - governments chiefly concerned and regulate our
association with it by an assurance to those governments along the line of new
paragraph 4(a) proposed by Mr. Howe and including the provisions of present
paragraphs 1, 2, 5 and 6? This would make it possible for the two members of
the Policy Committee to call us into consultation .whenevcr they so desire, but
would release us from the responsibility»of approving or disapproving all of the
decisions taken by the Committee. In `othcr words, our association with the
Committee would be somewhat like our association with the Combined Chiefs

' . . . .. . . . . . . . P : . . .. . -

of Staff here .
As I said above, it may be too late for this now, but I would be glad toe f

your reaction to the suggestion, based, I admit, on very skctchy . kno~~ ledg

the.origin and activities of the`Committ ee in question and its sub-agency, the
Trust . Jn any event, I think that the amendments which we suggest to the

memorandum should be r`econsidered in the light of the considerations that I
have Out forward ; and tiiose which are also being put forward in a letter fro m

Bateman, to Mr. , Howe,', a copy - ' " " " " - --a %Vh;rh is

enclo"sed .
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642. , I 	 D EA/201s 

Le cosecrétaire, le Comité conjoint 'de Ià politiqué, 
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 

:et de la Reconstruction 
• Joint Secretary, Combined Policy Committee, 

. to  Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstru Won 

TOP SECRET 	 [Washington,] December 4, 1945 

Dear Mr. Howe, 	, 	 • 
When I first spoke to you over the phone on Monday with reference to the 

C.D.T..and the meeting of the C.P.C. on Tuesday, I had not seen either your 
letter, to Pearson or the Anderson-Groves memorandum on which your letter 
was based. When I spoke to you the second time, I had only read the papers 
over very hurriedly. Since then I have gone over them more carefully and can 
readily see the reason for the position taken in your letter. 

Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Anderson-Groves memorandum are badly drafted 
and couldi.be very readily misconstrued. There also appears to be some 
confusion about my position on the Trust. I have always considered myself as 
being there as your representative and therefore as the Canadian representa-
tive. This would seem to be confirmed by your letter to me of 3 Junc, 1944, 
copy of which is attached. I interpreted the last paragraph of your letter to 
mean only that we would not be signatories to Trust contracts, as the funds are, 
and I think should continue to be, supplied by the U.S. and the U.K. My 
underitànding is that Canada became a mcmbcr of the C.P.C. by virtue of the 
Quebec.  Agreement in the fall of 1943 and that the Trust was formed by C.P.C. 
in the spring of 1944. 

Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Anderson-Groves memorandum might convey the 
impression that the Trust is to be given more authority than is either intended 
or desirable: The principal change in the proposed ncw Trust charter is to 
extend 'the authority of the Trust to acquire supplies from  the  member 
Govern*  merits as well as from  the  outside areas. I believe that the procedure 
actually contemplated by these two paragraphs would bc as follows: 
1.That all uranium and thorium supplies acquired by the thrcc Governments 

jointly or severallY• anywhere in the world, will be subjcct to allocation by the 
C.P.Ç. for use by the Governments for certain definite purposcs. 
2. All mitedal 'riot so allocated for use will pass into the owncrship of the 

Trust to be held on behalf of member Governments jointly until allocated by 
the C.P.C.—  
. 3. Such stockpile material is not to be purchased directly by the Trust unless 

,unleatecin territories outside thosc of the three Governments. If it 
o. riginates tint the administrative ambit, it would bc purchased in the first 
mstancè y that member Government and resold to the Trust at cost. 

le" 	,, 
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4. Material allocated directly for use by a member Government need not pass
through the ownership of the Trust as this would be financially and administra-
tively cumbersome.

It is not proposed that the Trust should, for example, have anything to say
about Canadian opérations . The Trust could, of course, make recommenda-
tions on such matters as the desirability of an extensive exploration and
development campaign in Canada but that would be about the limit of the
extent to which it could go .

As you will see from 2 and 3 above, it is proposed that the Trust should
purchase only unallocated material . It seems to me that there might be some
advantage to us in giving the Trust authority to purchase supplies in any or all
of the three member countries . Under the present authority of the Trust, if the
U.S. were to stop buying from Canada, we would have no place to sell our
concentrates . Under the proposed extended authority, if the U .S . stopped
buying from us, our market would presumably be with the Trust itself . '

It is my understanding that you approve the principle of having all supplies
subject to allocation by the C.P.C. Having regard to this, and on the
assumption that Canada is in fact a member of the C.D.T. and the further
assumption that the proposed enlarged authority of the C .D.T. is to be
exercised as I have set out above, I think it would be difficult to write ourselves
into the C.P.C. and out of the C.D.T .

I would suggest that before making a final decision on this point we should
wait until the drafting subcommittee has prepared a revised and clarified draft
of the Anderson-Groves memorandum, which will then be submitted to you for
any changes and comments before it goes to the C.P.C. I presume you would
want it made clear that acceptance does not involve a natural participation in
the C.D.T .

Yours sincerely,
G. C. BATEMA N

643. DEA/201s

Le cosecrétaire, le Comité conjoint de la politique,
au ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionements

et de la Reconstructio n

Joint Secretary, Combined Policy Committee, ,
to Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstruction

Washington, December 5, 1945

Dear Mr . Howe, .
At the C.P.C. meeting Tuesday afternoon the Anderson-Groves memoran-

dum was read but there was no discussion because of the understanding that it
was simply to act as a . framework for the more formal memorandum of
agreement to be prepared by the drafting committee, which draft was to be
submitted by the C .P.C. for approval . As the drafting Committee will also have
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to prepare a document to replace the Quebec Agreement, I thought it better 
that Pearson should be on the drafting committee with Makins and Groves and 
that I should act as Pearson's adviser. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. C. BATEMAN 

D EA/201- Bs 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-6132 	 Washington, December 5, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. I have just received the following aide-mémoire 
from the Secretary of State on the procedure to bring the Washington 
Declaration on Atomic Energy to the United Nations Organization, Begins: 

"The Secretary of State has the honor to acknowledge receipt of the 
Canadian Ambassador's aide-mémoire' concerning the proc,edure for bringing 
before the United Nations Organization the proposal, made in the agreed 
declaration of November 15th on atomic energy, to set up a 'commission under 
the United Nations Organization to prepare recommendations for submission 
to the Organization.' 
2. The views of the Government of the United States with respect to the 

proposed commission are in general accord with those expressed by the 
Canadian Government." In particular, this Government believes that Canada 
should be given representation on the proposed commission. This Government 
believes, however, that it would be unwise to attempt to establish in definite 
form its position on the organization of the commission prior to discussion of 
the subject with the Soviet Government. 
3. It is the opinion of this Government that it would be desirable to 

discourage the Preparatory Commission from undertaking a detailed discussion 
of the proposed commission. The United States delegate to the Preparatory 
Commission has been so informed and has been instructed to take up the 
matter with his Canadian and British colleagues. 
4. The Secretary of State finds it impossible to concur in the view expressed 

by the Canadian Government with respect to approaching the Soviet 
Government. This Government considers that it is essential, both for the 
successful establishment of the proposed commission and for its effective 
functioning, that its composition and terms of reference be acceptable to the 
Soviet Government. For this reason, the Government of the United States 
plans to take up promptly with the Soviet Government the question of the 
establishment of the proposed commission with a view to obtaining its co- 

50Voir ibid. 
See ibid. , 
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1 am, my dear Mr. Secretary, 

' Very sincerely yours, „, 	„ 
wAl I AO-rdING 

' 
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operation in submitting a -  proposal to the United Nations Organization or at 
least its concimence in such a proposal. 	. 	 ; 
*`5. As the Canadian Ambassador is aware,' thè Seéretary  of  State transmitted 
directly to the Foreign Ministers of the Soviet Union, France, and China, the 
text of the agreed declaration prior to its publication. The replies of the Soviet 
and Chinese Governments are enclosed for the information of the Canadian 
GovernmenL No reply has yet been received from the French Government. 

6. The United States Government believes that further consideration should 
be given to possible discussions with the Goyernments of France and China 
prior to the meeting of the General Assembly. 
7. The Government of the United States, is grateful for the views of the 

Canadian • Governmènt with respect' tô the establishment of the proposed 
commission under. the United Nations Organization, and desires to discuss this 
matter further with the Canadian Government in the very near future." 
Enclosures: 

I. Copy of acknowledgment from  Soviet  Government. " 
2. Copy of reply from Chinese Government. 

Chinese Embassy, Washington, November 23rd, 1945 

My dear Mr. Secretary: 
I have the honor to transmit the following Message dated November 21st, 

1945, addressed to you by the Minister for Foreign Affairs: 
• "I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's telegram 

November 15th, 1945, in which you transmittcd to me the full text of the joint 
statement on the control of atomic energy issued by the President of the United 
States of America, 'the Prime Minister of Great Britain, and the Prime 
Minister of Dominion Government of Canada. The  Chinese Government fully 
subscribes to the view that the only complete protection for the civilized world 
from destructive use of scientific knowledge lies in the abolition of war and that 
this can be brought about only by consolidating and extending the authority of 
the United Nations - Organization. It is to be hoped that the proPosed 
commission will be set up without delay so as to ensure that atomic energy will 
be • diverted from:destructive purposes and utilized for peaceful and humani-

tarian ends. 

)1, 	1 	, 
`f 	 )j 

TWAN-ii eA;TI -01:4 
'His Excellency James 'F. Byrnes' Secretary of State 	United States of 

'Ainerica 
, I have the honour to inform Your Excellency herewith of the receipt d 

'Your telegram of November 16th, containing the text of `The Joint Declaration 



on Atômic Energy of the President of the United States, the Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom, and the Prime Minister of Canada."~

V . MOLOTOV
Ends .

DEA/7-DE- s;t
é»torundum du sous secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures '

au Premier ministre

, . : . J ; . . . . r * .,, r~me iintster i
,~Memorandum from Under-Secretâry of State for External Affairs

m, toP ~

' Fôllôwing ôur'conversation' last night, I asked Malcolm MacDonald to let
his Government know that you thought it would avoid embarrassment for
everybody if they were to drop the suggestion that Canada should be associated
with the`Three-Power talks which are to be held in Moscow next week

. At thesame time it , would be casier for us if the official communiqué announcing the
talks did'not make specific refeience to the control of atomic energy . I also toldMr:'MacDonald that, though you fully appreciated the spirit and intention ofMr: Bevin's instruction to Lord Halifax to approach Mr. Byrnes with a view toassociating Cânadâ with the conversations, it was felt here that the suggestion
that Wilgress could return to Moscow from London, where he is Chairman of
the Canadiàn Delegation to the Preparatory Commission, was perhaps a shade
ofCcious: '

I then called Mr . J. D. Hickerson of the Department of State in Washingtonand`spokc to him along the lines of my conversation with Mr . MacDonald,
without,' ôf course, saying anything about the appropriateness or otherwise of
the süggation~about Wilgress . Hickcrson undertook to get in touch with hisSecre tary of State immediately . He called me back in about twenty minutes tosay tha v the communique had been issued at 8 o'clock that evening and that itwas therefore not`possiblc to take up our suggestion that no spccific referenceshould bé ' made to control of atomic energy .

Le cosecrétaire, le Comité conjoint de la politique,
au ministre de la Reconstruction

Joint Secretary, Combined Policy Committee,
to Afinister of ReconstructionTopso

PSECRET

DEA/201- s

D Washington, Decembcr 7, 1945ea r Mr•
~
~ Nwe; ,~~ -

~mee ~d anothcr mceting of thc C.D.T. this mornin and ~est cpiiôr~`d~° B+ y rday I hadcussions with Hambro and Aiakins . One of thc suggestions whichthc Bnttsh
:hâd proposcd to bring forward at this mectin was hat 'g t m thc casc

- , .t :,r~ ► ,, ±= r . -

[Ottawa,] December 7, 1945
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of any material produced in 'any . Empire country which might be sold to the
Trust, the sale in the first instance should be to the U .K., and from the U .K . to

the Trust. I told them that I was sure that such a proposal would be most
unacceptable to Canada and that they should not even raise the point . As a

result they dropped the matter .
Last night Hambro raised the financial question . He had in his mind the

hope that Canada would share equally with the U .K. the U.K.'s financial

commitment ' to * the Trust . I told ' him that I thought he would be ill-advised to

raise this point ; that at the present time Canada had spent considerably more
in connection with this ' project' than the U.K. had 'obligated itself for to the
Trust, and that such a proposal would be inappropriate until such time as the

U.K. had actually spent as . much as Canada, even if then . As you know, the

U.S. and U.K. ' agreed to place at the disposal of the Trust the sum of

$25,000,000 . to be split, fifty-fifty . The principal obligation of the Trust is in
connection with the ! Congo contracts, where the British pay their 50% in
sterling .

As I advised - you, there was no discussion of . the Anderson-Groves

memorandum afthé meeting of the C .P.C. last Tuesday. There was, therefore,
no necessity, and in fact no occasion, for mentioning the amendments to the
Anderson-Groves memorandum contained in your letter to Pearson . As there

appeared to be some confusion on certain points, no mention has been made to
the Americans `of the possibility' of our position being altered . However, I

understand that Pearson told Makins something about it and Makins in turn
told Hambro and Lee. However, I warned Makins not to say anything to the

U.K. until the position on our side had been clearly defined . At this morning s

meeting, .therefore, I carried on as usual. -

' During the discussion of the Anderson-Groves memorandum this morning
and the method of operation under the proposed néw chapter of the C .D .T., I

raised the point of what , obl igation on the part of the Trust there would be to
purchase unallocated material, having in mind what our position would be if at
any time our contract with the U.S. should not be continued . The British, in

the persons of Lee and - Hambro, , expressed the view that each of the three
countries should assume financial responsibility for material produced in their
respective countries . This view, if it prevailed, would mean that if our contract
with the U.S. was not renewed, Canada would be responsible for stock-piling
material which it produced . -, , ~ ., .

I explained to them in considerable detail the various factors and difCculties

involved in the operation of the Eldorado property . I also told them that it was
not our desire to produce' at'4 h igh `rate, but that if the operation is to be
carried on production could not fall bëlow a minimum economic limit• I also
told them that if,the C .P.C. was to have the right of allocation, and that if a

t
material

the same time the C.D.T. was not prepared to find a market for any

which might not be allocated, that we might have to reconsider our Position
with both C.P.C. and C.D.T.

Groves and Harrison both'agreéd with me that the new charter of
where

and the agreed basis of operation by the Trust, should provide
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647. 

desired the Trust should find a market for unallocated material and not leave it 
as an entire charge upon the producing country. The British receded from their 
view and accepted this suggestion. I should say that in talking privately with 
Màkins and Hambro, particularly at this morning's meeting, I made it clear 
that I had not had an opportunity of consulting you as to your views, and that I 
was expressing a personal opinion which might be subject to correction when I 
heard froni you. 

I would appreciate y.  our comments and advice.  
Yours sincerely, 

G. C. BATEMAN 

DEA/201s 

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements 
et de la Reconstruction 

au cosecrétaire, le Comité conjoint de la politique 

Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstruction 
to Joint Secretary, Combined Policy Committee 

Ottawa, December 11, 1945 

il 

t, 

Dear George [Bateman], 	• 
I have your letters of December 4th and 5th regarding C.P.C. and C.D.T. I 

think that you now understand why I declined to have anyone initial the 
Anderson-Groves memorandum. 

I feel that  Canada should not at this time undertake responsibility for 
financing the Trust. We have spcnt some $6,000,000 in purchasing Eldorado 
and are spending $1,000,000 each year in development work which is bringing 
excellent results in the way of locating new uranium prospects. It seems to me 
that itivelook after the Canadian source of supply at our own expense, that 
should be our full share. 

I have 'no particular objection to permitting the Trust to allocate our 
uranium, particularly should the Trust be willing to undertake to purchase any 
uraniuM that we do not sell direct to the United States or the United Kingdom. 
If thé Trust will not give such an undertaking, it seems to me that we should be 
left free to make our own arrangements. We can never hope to do better that 
break even with Eldorado and we will be fortunate to do that if the market for 
radiunigoes t° 

 
pieces as now scms likely. 

I think that Canada should remain a member of C.P.C., but I am not so 
concerned about our membcrship in C.D.T. Should it be decided that the U.K. 
and US:desire to operate  the Trust without Canada, I will have no objection. 

indiCates that you were named by the British as a desirable member of 
tneir side of the Trust and it was my undcrstanding that they desire your 
membership on account of your widc knowledge of metallurgy in many 
c2untries. It was known that you would represent Canada and report to me but 
n  is also a fact that Canada did not ask to be represented on the Trust. 

, 
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I do not wish to take tüo narrow -a view of Canada's relations to the Trust
and therefore I think we 'should reserve our positionc until the results of the

Drafting Committee'are known . The above thoughts are for your guidance as a

member of the Drafting Committee. The Prime Minister feels that we should
try'to be as independent as possible in all thest matters, and while I have not
discussed`details of the Trust with him,- I think I am interpreting his feelings

correctly . When the work of the Drafting Çommittee comes to hand, I will take
up the matter with him and with my Colleagues in the Cabinet .

You were correct in presuming that . I .would want it made clear that

acceptance of membership in the Trust does not involve financ ia l participatio n

in operations outside Canada .

648.

. [C . D. HOWE]

Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnement s

. ~: , . et de la Reconstruction .
au cosecrétaire, le Comité conjoint de la politique

DEA/201 s

Alinister ojMunitions and Supply and of Reconstruction
to Joint Secretary. Combined Policy Committe e

Ottawa, December 12,194 5

Dear Mr. Bateman ,
Thanks for your letter of December 7th after your meeting of the C .D.T. I

am sure ` you appreciate ` more than before my reluctance in signing the

Anderson-Groves memorandum without a great deal more clarification.
- I am sure that you and I have a common viewpôint on these matters and I
am sure that you will produce an agreement cover ing the future operations of

the Trust that will protect the position of Canada
. ide

` . I note that other members of the Trust agreed that the Trust should provide
a market for unallocated material and not leave it as an entire charge upon

producing ~ country. If this arrangement prevails, I will . have no objection ~n

permitting ' the Trust to - allocate all Canadian product ion not req

Canada; this provided we are not required to assume . financial obligation for

purchases made outside our three countries .

In any event, the new Trust document will be carefully considered her
e

when it comes to hand.~
Yoûrs'sincerely,

Yours sin ce rely,
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L'ambassadeur aux États- Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

AIDE-MÉMOIR E

S

5

)f
le
le
to
in

re

IMMEDIATE . TOP SECRET. For Immediate action . Following message receivedlaté last night from State Department . Byrnes leaves this morning for Moscow .Message Begins:

1 .-The Secretary of State makes further reference to the aide-mémoire dated
November 30th, 1945,' from the Canadian Ambassador concerning the
procedure for bringing before the United Nations Organization the proposal,
made in the agreed declaration of November 15th on atomic energy, to set up a
"Co,ômmission under the United Nations Organization to prepare recommenda-
tions for submission to the Organization," and to the aide-mémoire from theSecretary of State dated December 5th, 1945," in reply thereto .2. The Government of the United States has given further consideration tothe be`st ,, method of presenting to the Soviet Government its views on the
proceduce for establishing the Commission and also on the nature of the
Commission's authority. A tentative statement of the present views of theUnited States Government on this subject is forwarded herewith for theinformation of the Canadian Government . This Government plans to submitthis a ~ 'p per to the Soviet Government with a vicw .to obtaining its concurrence asto an agreed line of action

. It should be emphasized that, although these viewsreflect the ' approach that
. this Government is taking to this very difficultproblem

;'the draft may be changed before final submission to the Soviet
Government in the forthcoming discussions in Moscow. It is, therefore,
feQuested that this statement be regarded as strictly confidential .3 . This Government would be' glad to have a statement of any recent views ofthe Canadian Government on this 'subject .

Endosure

: 1•COPY of draft proposal sGovern on atomic energy for submission to Sovie tment . ,
Department of State, Washington, D .C .

DEA/201-B s

Washington, December 12, 1945
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PARTI!  

Following are enclosures sent with aide-mémoire quoted in Part 1 of this 
teletype. Enclosure one, Begins: 	. . 
Draft Proposals on AtomicEnergy for 
Submission to Soviet.Gové rnment 	 . 

It is the earnest desire of the United States to collaborate with other nations 
for the purpose of developing with the greatest practicable speed international 
measures to prevent the use for destructive purposes of atomic energy and 
other means of mass destruction, and  to promote the use of atomic energy and 
other scientific advances for the benefit of mankind. • • e . 

The President of the United States announced on October 3rd, 1945, that, in 
furtherance of this purpose, it wa“he intention of this Government to hold 
conversations with the other Governments associated with it in the develop-
titént  and  ti'sè of atomic energy, and .subsequ' ently with other Governments. The 
first step having been taken, it ii* now desired, as the next step, to hold 
exploratorY  conversations  with thé Sciviet Government in regard to this matter 
which is of ‘such•vital importànce tO the 'Peàce and well-being of the peoples of , 	. 
the world. 	. 	. 	. • 

As the Soviet Government • is aware, the Governments of Great Britain, 
Canada, and the United States believe that a Commission should be 
estàblished 'under the

' 
 United Nations Organization to study the problems 

raised by the discovery of atoMic energy and other related matters and to make 
reCommendatiorii for subMission to, the Organization. It is the hope of this 
Government. that the Soviet Government will join in the sponsorship of a 
proposal  to  this effect at the first meeting of the United Nations in January, 
1946. A draft embédying the present views  of the Government of the United 

States as to the Method of establishing the Commission is submitted herewith. 
It is the' desire of this Government to'have a full exch'ange of views on this draft 
and  to learn whether the Soviet Government will join in a proposal along these 
lines. , 

It is the belief, of this Goyernment •that the substantive problem presents 
very difficult questions; in consequence agieed international action is likely to 
be exceedingly complex and must  be based upon Careful and earnest study. 

The problem appears to this Government to consist of a number of separate  
although related segments. These segments include: 

• ' (1) The' eVer-widening excharigé of scientists and scientific inform ation; and 

scientific techniques and materials, 
(2) ,  The developmenU and ' exchange of knowledge concerning natural 

resourCCS, 	
, 

(3) The exchange of technological and engineering information,' 
(4) Safeguards against and controls of methods of mass destruction. It is the 

belief of this Government that successful international action with respect to 

any phase of the problem is not necessarily a prerequisite for undertakinbg 

affirmative action with respect to other phases. Affirmative action should e 

taken whenever it is likely to be fruitful. 	• 
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This Government believes that mutually aârantageous international action 
might well be undertaken promptly with respect to the first segment listed 
above — the exchange of scientists and scientific data. This Government 
attaches great importance to the developMent of effective collaboration in all 
fields of science. , •• 

The other segments present very troublesome questions which require  • for 
their solution the devising of effective, reciprocal and enforceible safeguards 
acceptable to all nations. The United States Government does not purport to 
have the solution to these questions, but it is eager and willing to work with the 
Soviet Union and other nations toward the establishment, as rapidly as 
possible, of mutually acceptable arrangements for full collaboration in these 
areas. To this end the United States Government will be glad to consider such 
proposals as the Soviet Government may wish to make in respect to any phase 
of these problems and to discuss them with the Soviet Government both in the 

•  United Nations Commission and separately. Enclosure one ends. 
Enclosure two, Begins: 

Annex 
Proposed Recommendation for the Establishment by the United Nations of 

a Commission to Deal with the Problems Raised by the Discovery of Atomic 
Energy and Other Related Matters , 

1. Establishment of the Commission 
The Commission should be established by the General Assembly which is 

the only body, under the terms of the Charter, possessing the authority to 
examine the entire problem of atomic energy. 

11. Reports of the Commission 
The reports of the Commission should be made to the General Assembly for 

transmission to the members of the United Nations, the Security Council, and 
the Economic and Social Council. The General Assembly should also request 
action of the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council on those 
aspects of the reports which require action, and which fall within the respective 
jurisdiction of those bodies.  • 

Comp' o-sion  of  the Commission 	• , 

The Commission should be composed of one representative each of those 
nations represented on the Secu' rity Council, and Canada when that nation is ' 
not a member' of the Security, Council. Each representative on the Commission 
should have such assistants as he may desire. . 	_ 
IV• Rules of Procedure 

The Commission should establish its own rules of procedure. It should 
choose its own officers, and have whatever staff may be deemed necessary. 
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V.,Terms of Reference of the Commission : .

The Commission should proceed with the utmost despatch and enquire into
all~phases of the problem, including the following :matters, and make such
recommendations from time to time with respect to them as it finds feasible :

(1) Wide exchange of scientists and basic scientific information for peaceful
ends,
(2) Further measures to facilitate and promote the use of atomic energy for

peaceful purposes, and the controls necessary to limit its use to such purposes,
(3) The elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and al l

otherweapons capable of mass destruction, an d

(4) Effective safeguards by ,way of inspection and other means for thos e

nations complying with the recoinmendations of the Commission .
The Commission should not infringe upon the responsibility of any organ of

the United Nations, but should present recommendations for the consideration
of those organs in the performance of their tasks under the terms of the United
Nations Charter.

Enclosure two ends.

DEA/201- 13s
650 .

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires exteriéures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

TOP SECRET IOttawa,J December 12,1945

I attach a copy of message WA-6206 of today, from the Ambassador in
Washington conveying the text ' of a communication from the Secretary of
State which sets forth the proposals he intends to put up to the Soviet
Government in Moscow in an effort to secure their concurrence in an ag
submission to the United Nations Organization of the Washington proposals to
establish a Commission on atomic problems . Mr. Pearson tells me that this
note was delivered to him shortly before midnight last night and that Mr.

Byrnes is leaving today for Moscow . If we have any obse rv ations to make we
should, therefore, submit them promptly, probably through both of our

Embassies in Washington* and Moscow. The communication says that the
United States Government would be glad to have a statement of any recent
views of the Canadian Gôvernment on the subject .' It also states that the text
submitted to us is not necessarily the final text to be submitted to the Soviet
Government .
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The most important part of the communication from our point of view is the 
second annex containing a draft recommendation to the United Nations. On 
the whole, this meets quite satisfactorily the points which we have already 
made to the U.S. and U.K. Governments. 
I. The Commission would be established by the Assembly. 
2. It would report to the Assembly which would transmit rec,ommendations 

requiring action by the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council or 
individual Governments. (We suggested that the Commission might address its 
reports to either or both of the Assembly and the Security Council, depending 
on the nature of the recommendations; the present proposal, therefore, keeps 
the Assembly rather more in the center of the picture than we had suggested.) 
3. The Commission would be composed of representatives of the countries on 

the Security Council, plus Canada when Canada was not sitting on the 
Council. (This is generally in accordance with our suggestion although we 
pointed out that it might be undesirable for the membership of the Commission 
to change automatically as a result of new elections to the Security Council. I 
doubt; however, whether a preferable formula for, the composition of the 
Commission can be discovered.) 
4. The Commission's terrils of reference would be those set forth in paragraph 

7 of the Washington Declaration with only minor verbal changes. It is made 
clear, that the Commmission would be a recommending body and that the 
appropriate organs of the United Nations would continue to have responsibility 
for acting on the Commission's recommendatons. 

The proposals with the covering memorandum which is also quoted in the 
attached *message, ,would be put forward by Mr. Byrnes entirely on his own 
responsibility and we are not asked to endorse them. The most that I think we 
need do at this stage is to instruct Mr. Pearson to inform the Department of 
State that we have no objection to Mr. Byrnes presenting this statement of the 
views of the United States Government. I doubt that the United Kingdom 
Government will have much to say in criticism since the proposals follow pretty 
closely the position taken in Mr. MacDonald's letter to you of November 28th. 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-6210 	 Washington, December 12, 1945 
FOR himEDIATE ACTION 

EDIATE. TOP SECRET. Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins: 
'derelict my WA-6206, December 12th, text of Mr. Byrnes' aide-mémoire on 
athtomic discussions in Russia, which you will have now received. This reached the'  last night and I had not had an opportunity to have any discussion 

DEA/201-Bs 
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with the State Department concerning it or the rriatters referred to in our aide-
mémoire 'of - November+ 30th to the Secretary on the subject . You will have
gathered from todây's aide-mémoire that,' while the approach on this matter to
the U.S.S.R. is by two Governments - U .S. and t U .K.- - the proposals seem
to be unilateral, for the aide-mémoire says that the United States is considering
the best, method of presenting its, repeat its ; views, not the views of the three
Governments, to the Soviet'= It also refers to the desire of the United States
Government to have' a full exchange of views with the Soviet Government on
this United States draft . In other words, a basis is presented by the United
States Government to the Soviet Government for discussc-)n with a view to
eventual submission to the' United Nations on behalf of three or four
Governments . I suppose the United Kingdom, who are more concerned in this
aspect of the matter than we` are, may seek to get this procedure and form
altered .

2 . Paragraph 5 of the United States draft proposals enumerates the various
segments of the proble m and, by enumeration, indicates a priority of treatment,
a priority which seems to be confirmed by paragraph 6 . This enumeration,
however; puts "the - exchange of technological and engineering information"
ahead of "safeguards and controls.", I think this order will please the U .S .S .R .,

but I wonder whether it is wise.' Furthermore, do not the last two sentences of
paragraph 5 contradict the first sentence of paragraph 8 of the declaration of
November 15th, which suggests that one stage must be completed successfully
before the next stage is ' begun? Considerable importance was attached to this
principle du ring the Washington discussions, but it is weakened, I suppose, by
the Byrnes proposals .

3 . The proposed recommendation in the Annex scems to me to be reasonably
satisfacto ry, though it does not take into consideration one or two of the points
which we had raised previously . Some confusion, however, might be caused by
the . enumeration of subjects for possible Commission recommendations in

Section 5 of the Annex and the enumeration of the various segments of work in
paragraph 5 of the proposals, especially as the two lists are not the same in all
respects . Ends .

52 L.e note suivante é tait 6crite sur âtté copie du t6lignmme :
The following note was wri tten on this copy of the telegram :

É ._Mr. Pearson tells me by telephone that he now thinks there i s a good dca l to b~ sa id
for having it a U.S. proposal.ll . W( rongl
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

TOPSECRET [Ottawa,] December 12, 1945

With regard to my earlier memorandum today concerning the proposal
swhich Mr. Byrnes intends to put up to the Soviet Government on questionsrelating to'atomic 'energy . Pearson has let us know the results of his further

consideration of these proposals and of a discussion on them which he has had
with Makins of the British Embassy . I need not bother you with his full report
as a good deal of it was covered in my memorandum of this morning

. There isone new point .of importance, however. This related to the paragraphs whichappear at the top of page 4 of Pearson's message WA-6206 . He points out thatthis page begins by enumerating the various segments of the problem and
indicating by the order employed the priority in which they should be treated .This priority ' wôuld put the exchange of technological and engineering
information ahead of safeguards against and controls of methods of massdestructiôn; whereas the basis of the Washington Agreement was that the
controls and à safeguards must be developed before full engineering andtechnological

, information was made available to other countries. Pearson,
furthermore, 'points out that the Washington Declaration laid down that eachstage of

the work of the Commission should be successfully completed beforethe nextk- stage, , was undertaken and this principle does not seem to beadequately expressed in Mr. Byrnes' draft . -
He tells me that the British Ambassador is telegraphing London urgently onthis point'to ' ,which ' he attaches considerable importance . We can, therefore,probab

,ly - sifely leave it to the United Kingdom to bring it to Mr . B rnes'attention before'he presents his ro y> a- p posals ' ~n Moscow . We should also [sic],however; c Omment on it ourselves to the State Department if you so desire . Inorder ,to ï be . sure that our comments are received in time, the shouldPresentéd ` µ ., _ ' - y be
.9 ~ tomorrow. ' , ~
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653. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 13 
Le ministre des Munitions et des Approvisionnements et 

de la Reconstruction 
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Minister of Munitions and Supply and of Reconstruction 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

[Ottawa], December 13, 1945 

Dear Mr. MacDonald, 
I have your letter of December .12th,t in which you advise that you have 

adopted an arrangement with United States authorities whereby British 
scientists working on atomic energy may be free to disclose information, 
providing that the disclosure is made, to persons authorized to receive such 
information as being essential to them in the course of their work. 

I am quite agreeable .  to .the application of the same principle as regards 
British scientists working  on the Canadian team in Canada. 

.Yours sincerely, 
[C. D. HowE] 

654. 	 DEA/201-s 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET [Ottawad December 14, 1945 

In light of the discussion between the Under-Secretary, Mr. Bateman and 
myself yesterday evening and the discussion the 'krevious evening with Dean 
Mackenzie and Mr. Heeney I telephoned to Mr. Pearson this morning to 
indicate the general line which we thought he might take at the Drafting 
Committee's meeting -  today. I suggested that while he need not present the 
exact téxt 'of the amendments by Mr. Howe to the Groves-Anderson draft he 
should indicate that the Canadian position with respect to the operations of the 

C.D.T.' was different from that of the other two members, especially in view of 

the fact that %i/e were the only producers among the three of the materials. In 

consequence, the provision that we should share equally in the purchasing 
operations of the C.D.T. would not be acceptable to us. 

I told him that we understood from Bateman that a further draft on this 

aspect would be produced by General Groves at the Drafting Committee. This 
draft, in the preparation of which Bateman had had a hand, would define the 
position of Canada more accurately. I suggested that he should stall on 
indicating his own approval of any draft and told him that before anY 

agreement could be made we had a good deal of work to do here in clearance 

with  the  Ministers concerned. I said it might turn out to be advisable that there 
should be two separate documents, one on the C.P.C. in which we wished to 

TOP SECRET  
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655. DEA/201-Bs 

continue to participate on approximately the present footing, and the other on 
the C.D.T. recognizing our special position. • 

Perhaps the gist of this may be said to be that Pearson was not to press for a 
position which would be equivalent to our ,  "contracting out" from the C.D.T. so 
long as our special relationship with it was spelled out. I said that we had at 
this stage no particular objection to the paragraphs of the draft agreement 
which related to the C.P.C. itself although we should undoubtedly want to 
consider these further before any agreement was signed on our behalf. 

I did not touch on the legal question raised in his letters' which I consider is 
not particularly important. In any case, the U.S. will make the running on this. 

H. W[RoNa] 

d 

)f 

is 
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° Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELE-TYPE EX-4227 	O 	 Ottawa, December 14, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: Your 
messages WA-6206 and 6210 of December 12th. The Prime Minister has 
considered the Aide-Mémoire quoted in your %VA-6206 and the draft annexes 
which the Secretary of State intends to present to the Soviet Government. He 
has als.6,eonsidered the criticism of the first annex made in paragraph 2 of your 
WA-6210. In the light of the Washington discussions he feels that a certain 
imouni'd exchange of technological and engineering information must take 
Place,lïfore international safeguards and controls can be agreed upon, or at 
any  rate as part of the same process of negotiation. He, therefore, considers it 
unnecessary for us to bring this point to the notice of the Secretary of State 
althOugh he agrees that it would be desirable for the proposals submitted to the 
Soviet GovernMent to follow as closely as possible the language of the 
Washington Dielaration of November 15th.. 

2 . In tl3ese .cirèttmstances the only reply you need make to the Aide -Mémoire 
Of  epibèr lith ifrom the Department of State is to say that the Government 
uf Canid4 does' not  'desire to.  offer any comments on the draft proposals which 
the Secretary of State intends to present to the Soviet Government on behalf of 
the G9.1;_ernment of the United States. Ends. 

. • 	- 

.; 

, 

3IN__ • 
uunment 641. 
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656.
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

I

TOP SECRET

Dear Norman [Robertson] :

ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE

DEA/201 s

Washington, December 14,194 5

I have just returned from the first meeting of the sub-committee of General
Groves, Roger-. Makins ~ and myself, appointed by the "Combined Policy
Committee to prepare a draft of an Agreement on atomic energy to replace
that signed at Quebec; as well as a new Agreement and Declaration setting up
the Combined Development Trust . ,

General Groves is an energetic administrator, with, I gather, some suspicion
of diplomats and all "unpractical" people . He is also, I fear, inclined to think
that things like international agreements and the 'drafting thereof are less
important than effective meàsures to maintain the lead already secured by the
United States in the development of atomic energy . I hope I am not being
unfair to him, but I received a fairly definite impression that he is more
concerned 'with ` the` national than the international aspects of this matter and
with the military more than industrial uses of atomic energy .

It was clear that he was quite willing to begin drafting at once the two
documents for immediate submission to the Combined Policy Committee . This

did not suit Makins or myself. We wished to have a more general discussion of
the form and purpose of the Agreements and return to the drafting of it [sic] at

â
,
subsequent, meeting. Yôù will be aware of my special reasons for this

attitude. I really had very little to go on in respect to the Canadian attitude. I

was not even certain whether the amendments proposed by Mr . Howe in his

letter tome dated November 30th" were to be maintained, though I gathered
from Hume this " morning that this was not to be , the case . I was further

handicapped at this meeting by not having a copy of the original Agreement
and Declaration of Trust or a copy of the minutes of the last meeting,' which,

according to General Groves, had been sent to Mr . Bateman . I was, therefore,
in hearty support of Makins when he suggested that we first talk about general
principles and then, if necessary, give the two documents only a first reading at
this,ineeting . So far as general principles are concerned, the,U .K. and U .S . feel

that ' what' is required is an Executive Agreement to be signed by the President
and :thc two Prime Ministers; ' or, rather, two, one dealing with the Combined
PolicyiComtnittee and ône`dealing with the Combined Development Trust

. The

Americans feel, however, that an Agreement of this kind is a binding inter-
governmental one. I assume, therefore, that the Canadian signature would have
to be authorized by Order-in-Council . Groves himself seems to have preferred
a Treaty' to a Memorandum of Agreement, a preference which seems t

o

"Voir le document 640 ./5ee Document 640.
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.indicate somewhat his inexperience in international politics . A Treaty along the
lines of the Draft Memorandum which is- now being considered would, of
course, have .to be made public and receive congressional approval . It is
difficult to contemplate this with equanimity in present circumstances .

We then took a look at the former Trust Agreement. I brought up the
question of our position and said that we were quite satisfied with our present
relationship to ; the Trust . The other two, however, thought that it would be
most .unfortunate if Canada did not sign the new Agreement . Groves, in fact,
thought that if we were going into the Combined Policy Committee, we would
have to become full members of the Combined Development Trust, especially
as the latter -Agreement will provide for the appointment and removal of
members of the-Trust by the Policy Committee . Groves added that he had
always assumed that Bateman was already a member of the Trust for Canada
and that all that,was required was an alteration of the new Agreement to make
that membership as valid in theory as it was in practice. He said that
Bateman's participation in the work had been most valuable and that the
Americans would , regret very much our withdrawal . Makins echoed this . Ireplied that .I would be in a position to let them know at the next meeting
whether we would participate in the signature of the new Declaration of Trust,
but I added that I could tell them at once that if we did, it would be on the
basis that no new financial commitments of any kind were involved . They bothaccepted this.

I'think ~myself that if we are to remain on the Combined Policy Committee,
we will also have to become formally members of the Combined Development
Trust .

We then looked at the Memorandum of Agreement" which is to replace theQuebec Agreement . A , few changes of form were suggested to it, though
nothing of substance. They will be embodied in a second draft, which Makins
will put tôgethér and which I shall be able to telegraph to you next week, by
which time I hope that our policy in respect of this matter will be somewhat
more definite than it is at present.. . .
~r ~n ggested the omission of "for scientifc research, military and humani-
MakinsPuq oses in paragraph 4. This was opposed both by Groves and

pparently there had been a great deal of argument before thes e
words were included and they did not wish to re-open the question . I can,
however, revert to this matter, if you so desire, when the draft reaches the full
~ommittee

In paragraph 1, J also suggested that, if there were wider internationalarrangements outlawing the use of atomic energy for destructive purposes, itwould be a , l ittle anomalous to sanction its use in this Agreement afterconsultatiôn between . the three governments . The paragraph will therefore berevised h y, •Ymcluding some such words as "pending the conclusion of an
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international Agreement governing the use of atomic *energy for destructive 
purposes, If etc. 

Groves and Makins had considerable  discussion of the present draft of 
paragraph  5.  Makins said that his people were a little worried lest this by 
implication meant that there would not be full co-operation and exchange of 
information in this field unless it could be shown to be "mutually advanta-
geous". He wanted it, therefore, to be made clear that "mutually advanta-
geous" applied only to the words "ad hoc arrangements" which preceded them. 
Groves, while he agreed with this interpretation, at the same time made it quite 
clear that the United States authorities did not necessarily intend to provide 
either the United Kingdom or Canada with all the idormation in their 
possession in the field of "development, design, construction and operation of 
plants." He was afraid that if they did this, some of the information might leak 
oût, and that therefore the U.K. and Canada would have to justify as 
"mutually advantageous" each particular request for information. 

The next meeting of the sub-coMmittee will probably be a week from today, 
when the two documents will be foimally passed for submission to the full 
Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

657. 	 D EA/20Is 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Antbassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-4278 —Ottawa, December 20, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for the Ambassador 
from Wrong begins: Your letter of December 14th. We are not able to give you 
any further instructions for your guidance at the meeting of the Drafting 
Committee of the Combined Policy Committee which may take place 

tomorrow: Mr. Howe had left for Bermuda long before your letter arrived and 
there has been no opportunity of discussing the position with the Prime 
Minister who is away from Ottawa today. 

2. I think, therefore, that your best course is to try to secure the adoption by 

the Drafting Committee of proposals in the form which seems most acceptable 
to you in the light of the views we have expressed and of the further informa-

tion which Bateman is able to give you after his visit last week to Ottawa. 
Thus, you might agree to submit to Ministers here for their consideration 

proposals which provide for our association with the trust on the understanding 
that no new financial commitments were involved. We have not, ourselves, seen 

in the Department the original agreement and declaration of trust relating to 

this body. 
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3 . With regard to the memorandum of agreement suggested to replace th eQuebec agreement, it would seem ; to be necessary to make a change of
substance in Paragraph 3, spelling out our special relationship to the trust, if
we are not to assume any new financial responsibility . You need not press
against strong opposition for the omission of the words in Paragraph 4 which
we desire to exclude . I think that there is a good deal to be said for the
suggestion you made which is reported in the , fourth paragraph on Page 3 ofyour letter.sb

4. If it is intended that the documents emerging from the Drafting
Committee are to be signed by the Heads of Governments, it is obvious that
there must be an opportunity for further consideration so that revisions may be
suggested, if necessary, when they come before the C.P.C. You should take the
line that the Drafting Committee is framing proposals of high importance for
the consideration of the three governments . I think it would be a good idea if
you coiild'c.ome yourself to Ottawa in the inte rval between the preparation ofthe drafts and their consideration by the C.P.C . Bateman might profitablyaccompany you .

5 . I .am afraid that this message is not vey helpful but it is the best we can
manage at present . Ends .

DEA/201-B sMémorandum du chef, la première direction politiqueJ '
Memorandunt by Head, First Political Divisions'

MEMORANDUM ON THE DECLARATION OF NOVEMBER 15T} {
ON ATOMIC ENERG YThe' .

purpose of establishing an Atomic Energy Commission under th eUnited
Nations Organization is set forth in paragraph 7 of the Declaration inthe following words ;

"In~order to attain the most effective means of entirely eliminating the use
of ato'mic energy for destructive purposes and promoting its widest use for
industrial and humanitarian purposes, we are of the opinion that at the earlies t
Practicable date a commission should be set up under the United NationsOrgâni zation to prepare recommendations for submission to theOrganiiation;'

~~ hThis ~

statement, therefore, puts emphasis on the complete elimination of atomicW eap°nsasEthe main purpose of the Commission .
shoul & x~1" tbe other hand, it is stated in the Declaration that the Commission
Of atorrii~k

e
s~ irc proposals "for the elimination from national armament s,, . Weapons and of all othcr major wcapons adaptable to mas s

rèié rc~ c~ncerne le huitièm eRefere"â is to the ei hth Paragraphe du document prbc~dcnt.
~~"S- A: Ritch'

g Paragraph or the preceding document.~e.
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destruction." It will be noticed such weapons are to be eliminated only from 
national armaments. There was some discussion during the Washington 
meeting as to whether specific reference should be made to the possibility of 
turning atomic weapons over to the United • Nations to be used only on orders 
from the Security Council and against an aggressor. President Truman, 
however, did not favour this course, as he thought that it was undesirable to 
recognize the use in any way of atœnic weapons. 

Moreover, the President adhered to the idea that atomic warfare should be 
prohibited and that any nation engaging in it should be outlawed. 

The inclusion of the idea' of the total prohibition of the use of atomic 
weapons and their exclusion from the armaments at tfie disposal of the 
Organization for keeping the peace has introduced into the Declaration 
confusion both .of language and of purpose:. 

The following  questions sUggest themselves. in connection with this all 
important point and shoiild be clarifie.d before  the  Atomic Energy Commission 
is set up. 
(1) The Atomic Energy Commission is to make proposals for the elimination 

not only of atomic weapons but of "all other major weapons adaptable to mass 
destruction" from national armaments. These other weapons are not defined. 
What the authors of the Declaration may have had in mind is the possibility of 
the development of new and still more terrible weapons in the future, but 
among weapons alrea' dy in existence which are capable of mass destruction 
would, no doubt, be included bomber planes and rockets, as well as poison gas 
and bacteriological means of destruction. Incidentally, it is perhaps worth 
noticing that mass destruction is made the criterion for the abolition of 
weapons and that there is no mention of peculiarly cruel weapons which do not 

inflict mass destruction, e.g., flame throwers. 
- The conception of the continued existence of national armies which have 

renounced  the principal weapons of modern warfare is unconvincing, nor is the 

experience of pait disarmament conferences 'encouraging. The fine distinction 
between different types of weapons with the object of eliminating those which 
are adaptable to mass destruction presents endless opportunities for evasion by 

states unwilling to reduce their war potential. There is the obvious further 
danger that . such states would be tempted to concentrate on building up those 

branchei of 'peacetime industry which can readily be converted to the 

production of these Weapons. 
(2) It is clear from President Truman's statement at the Washington meeting 

that he does not contemplate that the United Nations Organization should 
have at its disposal the instruments of atomic Warfare. It is not clear, however,  

whether other weapons of modern warfare, such as squadrons of bombers, are 

also to be eliminated from the armaments at the disposal of the Organization 

for the maintenance of peace. Presumably this must be contemplated as such 

weapons would be eliminated from the national armaments of member states, 

and the forces at the disposal of the Organization will be  compose  of 

contingents drawn from national armed forces. 
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(3) As a result of a decision that the United Nations Organization is not to
have at its disposal the major weapons of modern warfare, there might well
arise a complete paralysis of the Organization's effective power to maintain
peace. It will be recalled that great emphasis has been laid by those who
framed the Charter of the United Nations Organization on the importance of
the Organization having at its command overwhelming force . This realistic
basis of the authority of the Organization was widely acclaimed as an advance
on the League of Nations.' But if the Organization does not possess modern
weapons of mass warfare, it will not possess this essential element of
overwhelming force. The authors of the Atomic Energy Declaration have
themselves recognized, in paragraph 3 of the Declaration, that "no system of
safeguards that can be devised will of itself provide an effective guarantee
against production of atomic weapons by a nation bent on aggression ." It issurely . an`, unavoidable consequence of this statement that the Organization
itself should have atomic weapons at its disposal .

It maÿ be`argued that so long as the veto power of permament members of
the Security Council exists no purpose would be served by the Organization
having atomic weapons at its command, because an individual member of the
Security Council could always veto their employment against an aggressor. But
this argument applies to any force placed at the disposal of the Security
Council. It has always been recognized that a permament member could by its
veto paralyse the enforcement provisions of the Charter, but this fact did not
prevent the provision of armed forces to be employed by the Organization
against aggressors . Atomic weapons are only another form of force .

During the Washington discussions agreement seems to have been reached
on the principle . of the prohibition of atomic warfare, but there was also
agreement . that prohibition alone was worse than useless as it merely gave afeeling of

.false sec urity without doing anything to make that security effective .
If it is admitted that an aggressive state will, despite all possible safeguards, be
able to produce atomie weapons, then for the Organization itself to renounce
such Weapons is to make plain to the world its naked incapacity to deal withinôstthe dangerôus form of aggression . Such a decision would offer a standing
invitation to any aggressor to proceed with the secret production of atomic
weapons,in :the certainty that the Organization of peace loving states will have
only relatively obsôlete armaments at its command .

The prohibition of , atomic weapons combined with safeguards which cannever be completely adequate to prevent the production and use of these
Weapons bŸ ân aggressor affords no guarantee of the
tomaintainworld security . The Organization must~asethe

of the
arcl°ectslofttheChanet '

ünderstood be armed with overwhelming force, and force in the~0dern world will ~reside in the possession of atomic weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction It follows that while every effort should be made
to eliminate these weapons from national armaments, they should be retainedboY ahe Ctrganization

. It may also follow that such weapons should be entruste dgenuinely international army-air force responsible to the Organization.This wôuld be the first step in the direction indicated by the Prime Minister in
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his speech in thelrouse of Commons on December 17th when he spoke of 
"some form of world government restricted at least at  the  outset to matters 
pertaining to the prevention of war and the  maintenance of international 
security." 

659: 	 DEA/201-Bs 

Le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 	• 

TELEGRAM 271 	- 	 • Ottawa, December 21, 1945 

IMPORTANT. TOP SECRET. Your telegram No. 249 of December 19th.f We 
received from the United States State Department on December 1 lth the 
original draft of the United States Government's proposals for communication 
to the Soviet Goverment concerning the establishment of a United Nations 
Commission on atomic questions." Since the draft recommendation met on the 
whole our point of view as communicated to your High Commissioner here on 
November 29th and since we would not be taking part in the Moscow 
discussions of these matters, we have confined ourselves to informing the 
United States Government that we do not desire to offer any comments on the 
draft proposals which the Secretary of State intends to present to the Soviet 
Government on behalf of the Government of the United States. 
2. A comparison of the draft of December 1 1 th with the revised draft" 

quoted in your telegrams 2501  and 251 1  shows that Mr. Byrnes has decided to 
follow the language of the Washington Declaration of November 15th with 
much greater fidelity. We consider this an improvement as otherwise there 
might be a tendency on the Soviet side to argue that the proposals presented in 

Moscow bore at  certain  points a different interpretation to the Washington 
Declaration. 
3. We do not, however, regard ourselves as being in any way precluded from 

making further comments and suggestions on the form and substance of the 
recommendations to be placed before the United Nations Organization. 

e'Voir  le document 649./See Document 649. 
Publié dans États-Unis./Published in United States. 

Foreign Relations of the United States. 1945, Volume II, pp. 663-6. 



L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
DEA/201-s

au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States

to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affair s

TOPSECRET Washington, December 22, 194 5

Dear Hume [Wrong] ,

I am sending to you herewith some "atomic"60 documents which I have
received from Roger Makins . Fortunately we did not have our meeting
yesterday as General Groves was out of town and will not now be back before
Christmas. Pending more specific instructions I shall be guided by your
teletype EX-4278 of December 20 . It would be helpful, however, to have a
policy decision as soon as possible, whether we are to participate in the work of
the two agencies in question . As you know, I have some doubts about the
wisdom of such participation, but after further consideration I think it would
be difficult for us to withdraw now from the Combined Policy Committee .
That being the case, I think we will also have to accept membership in the
Combined Development Trust .

I do not think that I am supposed to send copies of these documents to you,
but I am taking that risk because there is not much likelihood of your securing
them from any other sources. They are, of course, not for circulation .

I should add that I saw Roger - Makins this morning about this matter and
he indicated that London would probably have some further suggestions to
make to the Combined Policy Committee draft declaration . They are, I gather,
not quite happy about paragraph 4, the pledge of cooperation .b '

Yours sincerely ,
M1KE [PEARSON]

[PIÈCE JOINTE 6/ENCLOSURE 6 ]

Nouveau projet de déclaration de fiducie
Redraft of Declaration of Trus t

TOP SECRET

-THâis, AGREEMENT AND DECLARATION OF TRUST is made . . . . . . . . . . . . b ,y
of the~ 0°

behalf of the United States of America, by . . . . . . . . on behalf
..Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Norther n

6OUne Seule pièce jointe est reproduite ici .only one of the enclosures is reproduced here ."l'a note :uivante é tait écri te sur cette lettre:
The following note was written on this lctter:Note-R~~ved by Secu rity bag on December 31st . If . W(rong )I
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Ireland, and by 	on behalf of the Government of Canada. The said 
Governments are hereinafter referred to as "the Three Governments"; 

WHEREAS it is in the çommon interest of the Three' Governments to ensure 
the acquisition of an adequate supply of uranium and thorium ores; and 

WHEREAS it is the intention of the Three Governments to secure to the 
fullest extent' practicable supplies' of uranium and thorium ores within the 
boundaries of such areas as come under their respective jurisdictions; and 

WHEREAS the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland is in communication with the Governments of the Dominions 
(excluding Canada) and the Governments of India and of Burma for the 
purpose of securing that such Governments shall bring unCler control deposits 
of the uranium and thorium ores within their respective territories; and 

WHEREAS it has been decided to establish à joint organisation for the 
purpose of securing supplies of uranium ànd thorium ores: 

NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED AND DECLARED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. (1) There is es' tablished in the.  City 6f Washington, District of Columbia, 

a Trust to be knoWn as "The Combined Development  Trust."  
(2) The Trust shall be composed of and administered by six persons who shall 

be appointed, and shall be subject to removal by ,the Combined Policy 
Committee established by:thé Three Governmenis. • 

2. The Trust shall use its best endeavours to gain control of and develop the 
production of the uranium and thorium ores and for that purpose shall take 
such steps as it may,in thé common interest think fit to: 
a. Explore and survey sources of uranium and thorium supplies. , 
b. Develop the production ,of  uranium and thorium  by the acquisition of 

mines and ore deposits, mining concessions or otherWise. 
c. Provide with equipmeit any mines or mining works for the production of 

uranium and thorium. 	•  

d. Survey and improve the methods of production of uranium and thorium. 

c. Acquire and undertake the treatment and disposal of uranium and thorium 
and uranium and thorium materials. 
f. Provide storage and other facilities. 
g. Undertake any functions or operations which conduce to the effective 

carrying out of the purpose of the Trust in the common interest. 
3. (1), The Trust shall carry out its fUnctions under the direction and 

guidance of the,Combined Policy COmmittee, and its agenda, and all uranium 

and thorium and all  uranium and thorium ores and supplies and other property 

acquired by the Trust shall be held by it in trust for the Three Governments 
jointly, and disposed of or otherwise dealt with in accordance with the direction 
of the Combined Policy Committee. 

(2) The Trust shall submit' iuch reports of its activities as may be required 

from time to time by the Combined Policy Committee. 
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4. For the purpose,, of carrying out its functions, the Trust shall utilise
whenever and wherever practicable the established agencies of any of the Three
Governments, and may employ, and pay such other agents and employees as it
considers expedient, and may delegate to any agents or employees all or any of
its functions. . .~ ~ .

5 . The Trust may acquire and hold any property in the name of nominees.
6 . All funds properly required by the Trust for the performance of its

functions shall be provided as to one-half by the Government of the United
States of America and the other half by the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland .
.1. In the event of the Combined, Policy Committee ceasing to exist, the
functions~of the Committee under the Trust shall be performed by such other
body or person as may be designated by the President for the time being of the
United States of America, the Prime Minister for the time being of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the Prime Minister of
Canada .

8 . This Agreement and Declaration of Trust shall supersede, as from its date,
the Agreement and Declaration of Trust made on June 13th, 1944 by the
President of the United States and the Prime Minister of Great Britain . It shall
remain in full force and effect from the date hereof.until terminated by mutual
consent on the request of any of the parties and shall be subject to revision or
extension at any time by mutual consent .

(Signed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ON BEHALFOFTHE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERIC A
(Signed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREA T
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAN D

(Signed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

DEA/201-B s

re
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' Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

I . We are informed from London that the final comuniqué of the Mosco w

ù l'ambassadeur aux Etats- Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United State s
TELETYPE EX-4310 Ottawa, December 25, 1945
T
n

p SECRET, ` Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins : My EX-4298 o fDecc mber 22nd t Establishment of United Nations Atomic Commission .ri .
will contain the text of the recommendation which the thrce Foreign

Ministers have agreed to sponsor at the General Assembly . This is being
S°bmitted to the Chinese, French and Canadian Governments in the hope that
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they will also act as sponsors. 1 am not telegraphing the text to you as you will 
get it from the communiqué. 
. 2. You will note that the principal change made at Soviet insistence has been 
to place the Commission under the general direction of the Security Council 
rather than the Assembly. On the other hand Mr. Molotov has agreed to the 
inclusion of language based on paragraph 8  of the Washington Declaration 
concerning procedure by separate stages. (Mr. Byrnes explained that this had 
been inadvertently omitted from his original paper). 

3. We should like your views (as an atomic expert) on the acceptability of the 
recommendation. Since we have always felt that the Commission should have 
much the same composition as the Security Council, 1 am Inclined to think that 
it will not hamper unduly its activities  forS it to be placed under the Security 
Council, although this undoubtedly will leave more openings for the use of the 
veto as a method of bargaining both in framing and carrying out recommenda-
tions of the Commission. 

662. 	 DEA/201-Bs 

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 425 	 Ottawa, December 27, 1945 

Sir: 
1 have the honour to transmit to you the following communication from the 

Secretary of State of the United States of America:42  
"The Governments of the Union of Soviet -Socialist Republics, United 

Kingdom and United States of America consider that it is of the highest 
importance to establish without delay a commission under the United Nations 
Organization to study and make recommendations upon the vital problems 
raised by the discovery of atomic energy and other related matters. The three 

governments believe that the initiative for the  establishment of this commission 
should be taken by the five permanent members of the Security Council of the 

United Nations together with Canada, as partner in the development of atomic 

energy. They consider that this initiative could best take the form of a 
resolution to be placed on the agenda of the first  meeting of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, which is duc to bc held in London in January 

next. 
For this purpose the three governments recommend the following text: 
'Resolved by the General Assembly of the  United  Nations to establish a 

commission, with the composition and competence set out hereunder, 

"La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document: 
Th . 	e following note was written on this copy of the document: 

P.M. has approved our concurrence. 	

to deal 
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with the problem raised by the discovery of atomic energy and other related 
matters. 

1. Establishment of the commission. 
A commission is hereby established by the General Assembly with the terms 

of reference set out under Section 5 below. 	 • 

II. Relations of the commission  with the organs of the United Nations. 
(a)The Commission shall submit its reports and recommendations to the 

Security Council, and such reports and recommendations shall be made public 
unless the Security Council, in the interests of peace and security, otherwise 
directs. In the appropriate cases the Security Council should transmit these 
reports to the General Assembly and the members of the United Nations, as 
well as to the Economic and Social Council and other organs within the 
framework of the United Nations. 
(b) In view of the Security Council's primary responsibility under the 

Charter cif the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace and 
security, the Security Council shall issue directions to the Commission in 

1.1  matters affecting security. On these matters the Commission shall be 
accountable for its work to the Security Council. 

111. Composition of the Commission. 
The Commission  shall be composed of one representative from each of those 

states represented on the Security Council, and Canada when that state is not a 
member of the Security Council. Each representative on the Commission may 

45  M have s'uch assistants as he may desire. 
IV. Rules of Procedure. 

he M The Corn. *mission shall have whatever Staff it may deem necessary, and shall 
make* recommendations for its rules of procedure to the Security Council, 

ed 	which shall approve them as a procedural matter. 
st 	V. Terms of Reference of the Commission. 

The Commission shall proceed with the utmost dispatch and inquire into all 
ns 	phases Of the problem, and make such recommendations from time to time 
te I 	with reipecno them as it finds Possible. In particular the Commission shall _ 

	

on
he 	

make specific proposals: 
(a)for* eiténding between all nations the exchange of basic scientific 

a information for peaceful ends; 
(b) * 	• 

	

rai 	or,contro. o. atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure its use only 
ior peaceful 

	

try 	 purposes; 
(c)for  the elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and of all 

other m 	_ 

	

a 	
, 
aiur:weapons adaptable to mass destruction; 

(d)for effeciive safeguards by way of inspection and other means to protect 

	

eal 	c{nnPlYing states against the hazards of violations and evasions. 
Thénvtirk' or. the Commission should proceed by separate stages, the 

s4lit eceisfùliic;inpletion of each of which will develop the necessary confidence of 
m.tae worlebefore the ncxt stage is undertaken. The Commission shall not 

fringe;uPon*the responsibilities of any organ of the United Nations, but 
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should present'recommendations for the consideration 'of those organs in the
performance of their tasks under the terms of the United Nations Charter .'

" In my . capacity as chairman of the meeting at which . the foregoing was

agreed, I have . the honour to extend.on behalf .of the Governments of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom and United States of America a
cordial invitation to the Government of Canada to join with them in sponsoring
the above resolution. In order that the necessary steps may be taken to place
this , draft resolution on the agenda of the General Assembly, the three
Governments would be grateful to receive an early reply to this invitation .

•r invitation is being extended to the Governments of France and
._ . : . ~•

0

,

G;

i ;

663.

Accept etc.
[PLAY AT H ERTON ]

DEA/201-B s

: â L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States '
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-6431 Washington, December 28,1945

, :, . •
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Following for Wrong from Pearson, B eg ins : Your

EX-4310, December 26th, proposal for establishment of United Nations
Atomic Commission . The Moscow communiqu6 states that we are to be asked
to sponsor this proposal . I assume this means that if we accept sponsorship, we
will have to support' the proposal in all its details . Some of these details,
however, will undoubtedly cause considerable disctission and some objection at
the proposed Assembly . The United States original recommendation,67 for
instance, correctly states that the General Assembly is the only Body under the
terms of thé Charter with the authority to examine the entire problem of

atomic energy . and that the reports of any Commission set up by the General
Assembly should be • made to the Assembly. in spite of this, the Moscow
recommendation` states that the Commission should report to the Security
Council even = though it', is a Commission set up by the Assembly. This

procedure will not, of course, find favour with many members of the Assembly.

Furthermore, the reports of the' Commission are to be made public only when
the Secu ri ty Council approves of this and are to be transmitted to the General
Assembly only "in 'appropriate cases" . Presumably any permanent member of
the Security Council could veto either publicity or transmissi on . I think there is

a'good deal,to be said for putting the Commission under the Security
Council,

but even more to be said for making its reports, without exception, available to
the Assembly for . its ; information := If this cannot be donc under the Moscow
recommendation, , and if we A are asponsor of that rceommendation, are w

e

uVoir le docvmcnt 64945ee Documcnt 64 9:
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IS

5

ve

thereby prevented from supporting proposals in the forthcoming Assembly to
ensure that the Assembly shall be given unfettered right to discuss every aspect
of the control of atomic energy? I hope not . - Sponsorship of this Moscow
proposal, then, which in the'circumstanccs it would be difficult to refuse, may
mean eithe r

(a) supporting certain detailed points on which we may have some doubts and
about which we were not consulted, or ,
(b) sitting back and letting the three sponsors who drafted the proposals bear

the responsibility of justifying them . to the Assembly. Neither course is anattractive one.
2. Section 4 'of the proposal deals with Rules of Procedure . Apparently the

Security Council is to approve of these by a non-veto majority . It should bepossible, therefore, to have these rules provide that no member of the
Commission shall exercise a veto over its decisions .

3
. I wôuld not have you think from the above that I do not realize that the

acceptance by the U.S.S.R. of this proposal for the establishment of an Atomic
Commission ' is a very considerable achievement, even though it does notcommit .the U.S.S.R. to anything except the establishment of the Commissionwith`agreed terms of reference. Some of the radio commentators within the lasttwenty-four' hours speak as if international control of atomic energy is already
established : ' That battle remains to be fought, but nevertheless a goodbeginning h as been made . All I am worried about is that by our sponsorship ofthe proposal we will be unable to initiate, or ssibl even approve ,ments to it which would improve it . Ends

. ~ y amend-

664,
i - r W.L.M.K./Vol . 23 4i 'Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures~ , . .

~lémoràndumJron: Under-Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
to Prime Aftnrster

TOP$ECRET ~
. (Ottawa ) December 29 1945

m ly raise a rcal problem . We should not, in agreeing t o

WitV~";..
,. . .,n8ard to the agreement reached at Moscow concerning th eComnussron"ôn atomic questions, I attach the following papers :I . A,~py of Mr. Athcrton's note of Deccmbcr 27th in which we are invitedto jol° in sPônsoring the resolution prcpared at Moscow .

w~hin"py "of message, W11.6431 of December 28th from Mr. Pearson in,gton; oommenting on the acccptability of this resolution from theCanadra~ point' of view.IA+draft replÿ` to Mr. Athcrton ' for your consideration .` 4' Notes on the Canadian reply which might be communicated verbally toMr
. Âtbenonwhen he is handed the formal answcr

. J3SOn's '°eomments on thc possible difficulties in our sponsoring the

au Premier ministre
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act as sponsor, so tie our hands that we cannot support a reasonable attempt to 
clarify the language of the Moscow draft. Unless some clarification is made, 
there is a danger that the individua l .  veto of the great powers may cast its 
influence over the treatment of its reports and recommendations in the 
Security Council. 

Our formal reply will be communicated by Mr. Byrnes to the U.K. and 
Soviet Governments. The informal commentary which might accompany it 
need, I think, be given only to Washington and London. 

There is a fair degree of urgency about answering since the resolution must 
be placed on the agenda of the Assembly under the draft iules not less than six 
days before the opening date of January 10th. 

[PI ÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE1 

Notes sur une réponse 

• 	 Notes on Reply 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,) December 29, 1945 

Although we arc ready to accept the resolution which has been drafted by 
the Foreign Ministers in Moscow concerning the constitution of the United 
Nations Commission on atomic questions, this decision has not been reached 
without some misgiving. In Mr. Byrnes', original draft of this resolution, which 
was annexed to the , Aide-Mémoire sent to the Canadian Ambassador in 
Washington by the Secretary of State on December Ilth, it was stated — in 
our view accurately — that the General Assembly was "the only body, under 
the terms of the Charter, possessing the authority to examine the entire 
problem of atomic energy." In the  course of the Moscow discussions, however, 
the Commission although to be established by the General Assembly has been 
subordinated to the Security Council in its operatidns. 

We are gratified that agreement was reached at Moscow with the Soviet 
Government to seek a solution of the problems created by the discovery of 
atomic energy on the lines set forth in the Washington Declaration of 

November 15th and we consider that it has been a considerable achievement to 
secure the acceptance by the Soviet Government of the establishment of the 

Commission with these terms of reference. A good bcginning has thus been 
made. 

We are, however, somewhat disturbed lest the language employed in Section 
II of the draft resolution might result in limiting or even blocking the 

usefulness of the Commission through the exercise of the power of veto in the 

Security Council by one of its permament members. Since the Commission is 

to be set up by the Assembly, there is likely to be objection in that bodY 
this acceptance of the resolution without some clarification of its terms in 

respect. This objection seems likely to center on two questions: 
1. Could a permanent memr of the SeCurity' Council block the publication be 

of the reports and recommendations of the Commission? 	

to the 

Ii 
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' Since under the draft the Security Council would have to direct that
publication should not take place (publication failing such direction presum-
ably being automatic), it may be that the individual veto would not operate on
such a motion .

2 . Could a permanent member of the Security Council block the transmission
of such, reports and recommendations to the Assembly, to Member Govern-
ments and to other organs of the United Nations ?
- It:

1
wôuld appear that this could be donc unless it is recognized that the

transmission of reports and recommendations to other bodies is a procedural
matter.é The final sentence of the resolution providing that the Commission
should present recommendations for the consideration of organs of the United
Nations in the performance of their tasks under the Charter would seem to
support the view that this question of transmission of reports to other bodies is
a question of proccdurc .,RThere is perhaps not a great danger that the veto power would be directly
employed to prevent the publication or transmission of reports of the
Commission. Unless, however, it is understood that the veto power cannot be soemployed, its existence would be certain to affect both the consideration of the
Commission's 'reports in the Security Council and the actual work of the
Commission itself. If a single mcmbcr of the Commission were in a position tosay that his Government would not accept such and such a proposal and would
employ itsveto if included in a report, he could exercise an undue influencewithin the Commission . In such connections the long shadow of the veto powermight obscure the real issues and exercise a more important effect on the
results than the actual casting of a negative vote in the Sccurity Council .

We have,' therefore, fclt it desirable to place our understandings on record .
Should there be a strong demand in the General Assembly for the amendment
of theresolution to make clear the points in question, we do not wish the
Canadian,delegation to be placed in a position in which it could not support theinsertion . ' of clarifying language because of the fact that the Canadian
Governmçntis one of the joint sponsors of the resolution .

DEA/201 s

o,em.~, randu~ by Associate Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs

~ .-~_ •
Mémora,sdum du sous-secrëtaire d Ttat associé aux Affaires extérieures111 ~~~

~

I

(Ottawa,J Deccmbcr 29, 194 5
Mr, péàrson tol dMeeting" me on the tclephonc yesterday that thcrc had bcen a

that day of the Drafting Committee of the C.P.C. at which draft
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. agreements  had lieen.  prepared for further consideration covering the 
constitution of the C.P.C. and the functions of the C.D.T. He said that he and 
Mr» Bateman both felt that thee new drafts sufficiently safeguarded the 
Canadian position in vieW of the reservations which we had expressed about the 
relationship of Canada to the C.D.T. . 

He also said that he thought it would be possible to stall further action on 
these documents for a while, so that' they could be considered, before being 
submitted to the C.P.C., by Mr. Howe after his return from the West Indies. I 
suggested that he should bring the drafts to Ottawa himself so that he could 
explain them fully to the Prime Minister and Mr. 11:Ave before they were 
formally laid before the C.P.C. He agreed that this would be a good method of 
procedure.' He will in the meantime send up the drafts by bag. 

,.H[time] W[RoNa] 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Associate Under-Secretary. of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 Washington, December 29, 1945 

Dear Hume [Wrong): .  
We had a second meeting yesterday morning of the drafting committee 

working on thé, Mcmorandum of Agicément to replace the Quebec Atomic 
Policy Agreement. Gerieral Groves was not in a very good mood, as he felt that 

the  Moscow décisions announcêd that morning had sold the United States out 
tci the U.S.S.R. in so far as atomic energy was concerned. Ilis views on 

international affairs — or mint of them —. are worthy of the "Tintes Herald." 

Roger Makins produced a second draft Memorandum of Agreement 

embodying suggestions made at our first meeting and one or two additional 

one sent from London. That second dra ft  is attached to this letter as Annex 1 . 

, We wcnt over it paragraph by paragraph. 
Preamble. General Groves thought that the first "WHEREAS" ParagraPh 

might bé rénioved, and 1 stippo*  rted him in this. 1 think the phrase "fruitful in 

its results" might be open to ironic misinterpretation. Thc rest of the preamble  

remains tinchanged,.I 
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' Paragraph :1. The underlined words were included . to meet a point I madeat the earlier 'meeting . They are, however, not quite satisfactory in this regard
as they seem to assume the possibility of a, wider agreement, not only on
control and prohibition of atomic weapons, but also over their use. This was not
intended, but it was agreed that the wrong impression might be created by the
words as they now stand . We decided, therefore, to cover this point, and also a
similar point in paragraph 4, which refers to allocation of supplies for military
purposes, by_ putting a new, paragraph at the beginning of the Memorandum
which -makes all its recommendations subject to any wider international
agreement to which the three Governments may become parties, for the control
or prohibition of atomic weapons.

Paragraph2. We had some discussion over this . I pointed out that as it nowstands, ; any one of the three Governments could disclose any information
concerning atomic energy . to another government without prior agreement with
the other signatories to the Agreement

. The only obligation is to consult .
General Groves, however, said that this was done deliberately as it was felt that
there might be certain occasions when agreement to disclose information would
be impossible and yet one Government might wish to do so.

Paragraph 3 was accepted as re-drafted .
Paragraph

4 caused considerable discussion and in its new form should meet
our poinvthat the Combined Development Trust will purchase from us all
uranium supplies which we produce on the basis of the policy laid down by the
Combined Committee, with the exception of those supplies allocated directly tous

. I have not yet shown this paragraph to Bateman, but I think it will meet
with his approval .

Paragraph 5 in its re-drafted form was unacceptable to General Groves . TheUX Government attach great . importance to a specific commitment for full
and effective co-operation between the three Governments in the whole field of
atomié development . If this can be accepted in principle, they are willing toqualifyx the

: implementation of the principle by the words of the second
sentence, General Groves, however, prefers the earlier paragraph and remains
°pposed to any. wider pledge of co-operation . However, he has agreed to re-examiné the ,mâtt~cr. I sùs
of th~s "`` " P~t.howcvcr, that we will have to submit both draftsparagrap

h to the Combined Policy Committee and let them choose .ParQBro
t

ph 6 ; -
'
No change.

.d f~ .,i , . . ^ É .. .

d uWe al~agr~ that there should be a tie-up between the draft Mm of:q emoran-8rcement and the draft Declaration of Trust by a reference to thelatter in the former.
.
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• In so far as the draft Declaration of Trust is concerned, there is a change in 
Paragraph 2, section (e). General Groves does not like the obligation expressed 
therein for the Trust to "undertake the treatment and disposal" etc. He is 
going to attempt to re-draft this, making the obligation a little less specific. He 
does not want to get the Trust into the business of refining. 

There is.also a conseqiiential change rdqUired in the Declaration of Trust if 
the 'amendments to paragraph' 4 of the Memorandum of Agreement are 
accepted. That change and a fuither less important change is attached to this 
letter as Annex II. 

Yours sincerely, v  
L. B. PEARSON 

(PIÊCEJOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE lj 

TOP SECRET 

Projet de mémorandum d'accore 

Draft Memorandum Of Agree' ment" 

WHEREAS the association of thc Governments of the United States, the 

United Kingdom and Canada in thé development of atomic energy during the 

second  world war was fruitful in its results; and 
WHEREAS the President of the United States, the Prime Minister of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland, and the Prime Minister of Canada have 
expressed the desire that there should bc full and effective cooperation between 

the Unitcd States, the United Kingdom and Canada in the field of atomic 

energy; 
The  Government of the  United  States, the Government of the United 

Kingdom of Great  Britain and Northern Ireland, and the  Government of 

Canada are agreed as follows: 
1. Subject to any wider agreements ' go  which they may subsequently become 

parties,' thé three Governments will not usc atomic wcapons against other 

parties without prior consultation with cach other; 
2. Thé three Governments agree not to disclose any information to or enter 

into negotiations conce.  rning-  atomic energy with other governments or 

authorities or personi in Other countries cxccpt in accordance with agreed  

common policy or after due prior consultation with one another; 

"Les mots en italique étaient soulignés dans l'original. 
The words in italics were underlined in the original. 
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3 . The three Governments will take measures so far as practicable to secure
control and possession, by purchase or otherwise, of all deposits of uranium and
thorium situated in areas comprising the United States, its territories or
possessions ; the United Kingdom and its Colonial dependencies, and Canada .
They will also, jointly and severally, as may . be, appropriate, use every
endeavour,with respect to the remaining territories of the British Common-
wealth and other countries to acquire all available supplies of uranium ores
and concentrates and thorium minerals . All supplies thus acquired will be
subject to allocation by the Combined Policy Committee .
4.` The supplies acquired under the arrangements provided for in the

preceding paragraph shall be allocated by the Cor»bined Policy Committee to
the three Governments in such quantities as may be needed, in the common
interest, for scientific research, military, and humanitarian purposes . Such
supplies as are not allocated for these purposes shall be offered for sale to the
Combined Development Trust which will hold the supplies thus purchased on
behalf of the three Governments jointly. The disposal of these supplies shall be
determined by the Combined Policy Committce at a later date in the light of
the then existing conditions and on a fair and equitable basis . Supplies in the
ownership of the Trust allocated to one of the three Governments will be
resold to that Government by the Trust .

4 . (a) The Combined Policy Committee will discuss and settle the policy to
be followed in the mining and producing of uranium ores and concentrates and
thorium minerals, and the Combined Development Trust will not be obliged to
purchase supplies mined and produced otherwise than in accordance with the
policy thus laid down .

5 . There shall be full and effective cooperation between the three Govern-
ments in regard to the exchange of information concerning the development of
atomic energy. Insofar as such exchange relates to the development, design,
construction and operation of plants, its implementation shall be regulated by
ad hoc arrangements approved by the Combined Policy Committee .

6. The Combined Policy Committee, already establishcd and constituted so
as to provide equal representation to the United States on the one hand and to
the Governments of the United Kingdom ' and Canada on the other, shall carry
out the policies provided for, subject to the control of the respective govcrn-
ments . To this end, the Committce shall :
1• Review from time to time the gencral programme of work being carricd

out in the three countries.
2.

Allocate materials in accordancc with the principlcs set forth in the fourthparagraph above .
3• Settle any qu estions which may arise conccrning the intcr rctation andapplication of arrangements regulating coopcration betwc n the three

Governments.
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

TOP SECRET 	- 

Amendments au nouveau projet de la déclaration de fiducie65  

Amendments to Redraft of Declaration of Trust" , 
1. For ."uranium and thorium ores" read throughout "uranium ores and 

concentrates and thorium minerals." 
2. Addio-  Paragraph 3 following sub-paragraphs after 3 (1): — 
(2) The Trust is not obliged to acquire supplies nened and produced 

otherWise than in 'accordance with mining and production policy discussed and 
settled by the Cdm.  bined Policy Cônimittee .. 

(3) Supplies in _ownership of the  TrustY allocated to one of the three 
Governments will be resold to that Government by the Trust. 

	

3. 3 (2)becomes (4). 	• 	 . 

"Voir la pièce jointe du document 660./See enclosure to Document 660. 



CHAPITRE VI/CHAPTER VI'

CONFERENCES '

ORGANISATIONS ET CONFÉRENCES
INTERNATIONALES

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AN D

PARTIE 1 /PART I
ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION

DEA/74-M-40

Le directeur par intérim, le Bureau international du Travail,
au ministre du Travai l

Acting Director, International Labour Office,
Io Minister of Labour

Montreal, January 19, 1944

Sir,

1 . I have the honour to confirm my telegram,t despatched from London on 20
December 1943,t by which I communicated to you the decision of the
Governing Body of the International Labour Office, at its Ninety-first Session
(London ; December 1943) to convene the XXVIth Session of the International
Labour Conference on 20 April 1944 .

2 . Agenda of the Conference
I have also to confirm that the Agenda of the Conference adopted by

Governing Body, as communicated to you by my aforesaid telegram, is as
follows

: I. Future . policy; programme and status of the International Labour
Organisation .

II• Recommendations to the United Nations for present and post-war social
policy.

III
. ~e organisation of employment in the transition from war to peace .

IV . S~al4secùrity : Principles, and problems arising out of the war.
V-Minimufm standards of social policy in dependent territories.I . Reports on the application of Conventions (Article 22 of the Constitu-

tion) .V
II' Director's Report .
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I have the honour to enclose a number of copies of an explanatory 
memorandumt which the International Labour Office has prepared, in the 
light of the discussions in the Governing Body, in order to provide some 
preliminary information on the scope and purport of the several items on the 
Agenda of the Conference, in regard to which reports will be forwarded to you 
as soon as possible. 

It should be noted that the Governing Body decided that the questions 
numbered III, IV, and V, should be placed on the Agenda under the provisions 
of Articles 3 and 19 of the Constitution of the Organisation. In virtue of these 
provisions,' each Delegate to the Conference may be accompanied by two 
advisers for each of these three questions. Moreover, Should the Conference 
decide on the adoption of proposals with regard to any one of these three items, 
it will rest with the Conference to decide whether these proposals should take 
the form of Recommendations or Draft Conventions; it is, however, the 
intention of the Office, as exiilained in the enclosed memorandum, to include in 
the reports on the various items on the Agenda proposals for several 
Recommendations but only one draft for a Convention, dealing with a special 
aspect of the problem of social insurance, which from its nature can only be 
appropriately dealt with in a Convention. 

3. Place of the Session of the Conference 
The Governing Body decided, on the invitation of the Government of the 

United States of America, that the Session of the Conference should be held in 
the United States, probably in Philadelphia; a further communication will be 
made to you on this subject. In coming to this decision the Governing Body was 
guided by the resolution unanimously adopted by the Conference of the 
International Labour Organisation in New York (October-November 1941), 
which runs as follows: - 

"The Conference of  the  International Labour •  Organisation places it on 
record for the information of the Governing Body that the members of the 
present Conference advise that the next session of the International Labour 
Conference may be held outside of Geneva if circumstances should so require. 

4. Organization of the Conference 	. 
In addition to explanations about the Agenda of the Conference, the 

enclosed memorandum also contains information on certain decisions of the 

Governing ' Body and of the Conference respecting the composition of 

delegations and on various provisions of the Standing Orders. 

5. Creden.  tials and drafiresolutions 
I venture to draw your attention to the importance for the efficient working 

of the Confirence of the observation of, the statutory time limits for thei 

communication of credentials of members of delegations (not later than 6 Apil 

14, 
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1944) and of draft resolutions-other than those relating to a question on the
Agenda (not later than 13 April 1944) .

6. Documents of the Conference
The International Labour Office is preparing reports on the several points

enumerated in the second paragraph above . Every effort will be made to ensure
that those reports are communicated to you as soon as possible .

7. Election of the Governing Body . . ,
Finally, I have to remind you ' that the Governing Body, which was last

appointed for a period of three years in 1937, decided at its 90th Session (New
York, October-November 1941) that it should continue in office, as last
constituted, until a regular Session of the International Labour Conference
could be held -at which a new election of members of the Governing body could
take place. It will therefore be for the Government .delegates to the Twenty-
sixth Session of the Conference, other than those representing the eight States
of chief industrial importance, and for the delegates representing the employers
and workers respectively to take the necessary decisions concerning their
representatives on the Governing Body at the forthcoming Session of the
Conference.

I have etc .
E. J . PHELAN

668. DEA/74-M-40

Décret en Conseil

Order in Council

P.C. 2303 Ottawa, March 30, 1944

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the
Secretary of State for External Affairs, concurred in by the Minister of
Labour, advise that the undermentioned persons be designated to attend the
Twenty-sixth Session of the International Labour Conference, opening on
April 20th, 1944, at Philadelphia, U.S.A .:-
Minister of Labour of Canada:

The Honourable Humphrey Mitchell ,Government Delegates:
Mr . Paul Martin, M .P ., Parliamenta ry Assistant to the Minister of Labou r , Ottawa ;
Mr . Brooke Claxton, K.C., M.P., Parliamenta ry Assistant to the President of th e

. Privy Council, Ottawa;
Alternâte

M
Government Delegates:

r . Arthur MacNamara, Deputy Minister of Labour, Ottawa ; an dMr . Vincent C. MacDonald, K .C ., Assistant Deputy Minister of Labour, Ottawa .
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Technical Advisers and Alternate Advisers to' the Government Delegates: 
Mr. W. D. King, Deputy Minister of Trade and Industry for Alberta, 

. Edmonton, Alta.; 
. The Honourable James O. McLenaghen, Minister of Labour for Manitoba, 

- I Winnipeg, Man.; 
The Honourable L D. Currie, Minister of Labour for Nova Scotia, Halifax, N.S.; 
The Honourable.  Charles Daley, Minister of Labour for Ontario, Toronto, Ont.; 
Mr. J. O'Connell-Mahar, Associate Deputy Minister of Labour for Quebec, 

Quebec, P.Q.; 
Mrs. Cora Casselman, M.P., Ottawa; 	 • 

. Mr. Alfred Charpentier, President, Confederation of Catholic Workers of Canada, 
Inc, Quebec, P.Q.; 	 - 	' 

Mr. Walter S. Woods, Associate Deptity Minister, Department )1' Pensions and 
National Health, Ottawa; 

Mr. H. C. Goldenberg, Department of Munitions and Supply, Ottawa; 
Mr. Allan Mitchell, Director of Employment Service, Department of Labour, 

Ottawa; 	• 
Mr. Alfred Rive, First Sécretary, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa; 

; Mr. Eric Stangroom, Unemployment Insurance Commission, Ottawa. 

Observers:' 	. 
- 	Mr. Antonio Garneau, President of the Health Insurance Commission of Quebec; 

Mr. J. P. Desprel4Secretary, Superior Labour Council of Quebec, Quebec, P.Q.; 

Employers .  Delegate: 
Mr. W. C. Coulter, President, Coulter Copper & Brass Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 

Technical AdWsers to Employers' Delegate: 
Prof. J. C. Cameron, Queen's University, Kingston, Ont.; 
Mr. J. R. Kimpton, Assistant Manager, Dept. of Personnel, Canadian Pacific 

' • 	Railway, Montreal, P.Q.; 
Mr. H. W. Macdonnell, Legal Secretary, Canadian Manufacturers' Association, 

Toronto, Ont.; 
Mr. Ralph Presgrave, Vice-President, J. D. Woods Ltd, Toronto, Ont.; 
Mr. Allan C. Ross, Ross-Meagher, Ltd., and Ontario Vice-President of Canadian 

° 	Construction Association, Ottawa. 

Workers' Delegate: 
Mr. Percy R. Bengough, President, Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, Ottawa. 

Technical AdWsers to Workers' Delegate.- 
= • Mr. Wm. L Best, C.B.E., Vice-President and Legislative Representative of the 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engine= and Secretary of Dominion 
Joint Legislative Committee, Railway Transportation Brotherhoods, Ottawa. 

Mr. George Burt, Regional Director, United Automobile Workers of America, 
Windsor, Ont.; 

Mr. Robert Carlin, M.P.P., International Board Member, International Union of 
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers, Sudbury, Ont.; 
Mr. Norman S. Dowd, Executive Secretary, C.anadian Congress of Labour, Ottawa; 
Mr. Ernest Ingle*, Vice-President, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 

London, Ont.; 
Mr. Edward Larose, General Representative,  United  Brotherhood of Carpenters and 

Joiners of America. Montreal, Pe. 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

Clerk of the Privy Council •  
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DEA/74-M-40
Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, .

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
.- Minister, Embassy in United States, .

to Assistant Secretary of State for External Affairs

Washington, April 11, 194 4

Dear Mr. Wrong ,

Thank you for the LL.O., Reportt on Item 1 of the agenda for the
fôrtlicoming, conference, "Future Policy, Programme and Status ." I have
managed to read it, but wish I had more time to send to you and Mr . Rive my
views on some of the very important matters discussed therein .

It seems clear that the I .L.O. is attempting to establish for itself a veryimportant', place in the post-war international set-up . This is, of course,
perfectly `understandable, and no one can take exception to it if the I .L.O. is
the " most ". competent body to fill the place proposed . That, I think, is a
debatable point . The fact that the I .L.O. is a pre-war organization has some
bearing_ôn it, though there may be a tendency to over-emphasize this factor at
a time when new, international agencies are being established or contemplated
on`a United Nations, rather than on a wider international, basis .

very considerable iriterest, not only to governments, but also to United Nations
organizations such as the Interim Food Commission . The I .L.O. report itself
recôgnizes this fact and does, it is true, make very broad and concrete
sugges'tions for co-operation . Nevertheless, it seemed to me as I read the
Report that the emphasis was placed not so much on co-operation as on the
desirability of the I.L.O. playing a predominant part in international economic
and 'social ° questions .' This emphasis ' may, of course, be partly defensive in
character and `spring from a tendency in other quarters to ignore, sometimes
delibeiately; the I .L.O. and other pre-war international organizations . It is
quite 'true that there "âre those who would like to start all over again in
international organizations and to discard, at least institutionally, practically
everything that existed before ' 1939: This tendency is not, I think, so strong
flow as it was a - year or so ago, but is probably strong enough to arouse a
certain defensive-offensive reaction in the minds of the I .L .O. and Leagueofficials .

The, proposed ' formal - Declaration on General Principles which theConference , is ' to be 'asked to accept confirms, I think, the feeling that I have
expressed in thé°precëding paragraph, that the I .L .O. has ambitious plans forits own futuré ' The Conference is to declare through this Declaration that it isthe . , .. , •

responsibility of the I .L.O. to scrutinize all international economic andfinancial ' • `polictes and measures . . . . . .and consider all relevant economic and
financial factors' and include in its decisions and recommendations any
provisions which it considers appropriate ." That is pretty far-reaching, in the
l'ght of what follows'in the Report . For instance, on page 40 of the Report, th e

Certainly the ambitious programme outlined in the I .L .O. Report will be Of
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I .L .O. claims a "primary interest in the achievement of harmonious working
relationships between all the constituent functional parts of the body of social
and economic institutions which the world's needs require ." The I .L .O . itself is
to be considered not so much as one of those functional parts, but as something
above them, to co-ordinate and, in a sense, review ' and direct their activities .
Using its special relationship to "workers" as a basis for the statement, the
Report declares that the I .L.O. should not be subordinated to any general
world organiaation ;' that it , "differs from highly specialized international
agencies now being envisaged for the discharge of specific responsibilities in the
economic field in that it is itself, in virtue of the participation in all its activities
of representatives of highly important elements of oeganized public opinion,
potentially ari instrument through which there can be achieved both a measure
of co-ordination of the work , of these specialized agencies and an adequate
backing for thcir,work, from public. opinion .""

The Report goes on to argue that co-ordination of the different fields of
international public policy . will require both machinery for taking immediate
decisions and machinery for general 'exchange of views on objectives and
methods of approach, and suggests that for the fulfilmcnt of this second
function the I .L.O. is a uniquely appropriate instrument. In other words, the

LL.O., instead of accepting a place as one functional organization among a
group of such organizations under the possible supervision and control of some
world economic council,"almost claims for itself the right to be considered as
that council . I am not sure =whether gove rnments or other United Nations
organizations will accept that claim .

An interesting development of the above idea is found in the emphasis in the
Report on the importance of the Permanent Ag ricultural Committee of the
I .L.O. I am not, of course, disputing that the I.L.O. has a very legitimate

interest in ~ ag ricultural labour questions, but the suggestions made go far
beyond that and may, well b ring the I.L.O. intoT conflict with the new United

Nations` Permanent Organization on Foôd and Agriculture . In view of the
development of the new United Nations Ag ricultural Organization, I should

think the I .L.O. would be well advised to play down, rather than play up, its

Agricultural Cornmittee. .This is certainly not the case in the Report .

The proposal to divorce the I.L .O. budget from that of the League is also,
think, .related to the matters that I have discussed above and indicates that the
I .L.O., itself is prepa ring to cut adri ft from the prc-war sct-up so that it can
exercise a greater, almost a dominating, influence in post-war internationa l

onomic and social organization . There are important references to thesea
~fnancial questions `on pages' 166 and 167, which you no doubt have noticed .

am'rather inclined to think myself that the emphasis in discussing this matter
at - the' . I .L.O. .Conference should be on the necessity of reaching as soon as
possible a single inte rnational budget, rather than on the advantage of scpa~ate
budgets for separate internat ional organttations . As the I .L .O . rightly po ints

. ~.
- _ .

° 'Note mâtainale/MirtinaÎ . .
~ ;P.41 .
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out, such a single budget cannot be worked out until far more information is 
known' about the general number and nature of international agencies which 
will be in existence, but the principle could; I suppose, be adopted now. 

I %Vas glad to note that the I.L.O. rightly.emphasized the necessity of close 
co-operation between various international bodies and that, where the work of 
those  international bodies ovcrlap — and it is impossible always to avoid this 

devices as the "Mixed Committee" should be adopted. 
The relatiçinship between the I.L.O. and the United Nations Interim 

Commission on Food and Agriculture provides a specific illustration of some of 
the inatters I* have touched on above. Incidentally, the I.L.O. have invited the 
Inférim Commission to be represented at its sittings and have asked me as 
Chairman to 'attend the formal opening. I expect to do' this, but someone else 
will have 'to take on the job of following the work of the Confercnce, as I 
anticipate being in Philadelphia for a couple of days only. Meanwhile, the 
Interim Commission is producing a mcmorandum on the Conference; more 
partiéularly those aspects of it which are related to our terms of reference. I am 
sending you a rough draft of the first part of this memorandum which one of 
the Commission's secretariat is preparing.t 

Yours sinccrely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

DEA/74-M-40  
Article I, l'ordre du jour, la Conférence internationale du Travail 

Item I, Agenda, International Labour Conference 
i , ;• 

[Philadelphiad April 12, 1944 

AGENDA ITEM I REPORT I CHAPTER I AND II PP. 1-47 RESOLUTION I 

and Purposes of the International Labour , 
Organization and its Role in relation to other 

— 	. 
• — 	international Bodies 
. 	• , 1s 1g 	cicu y 	rable that the formulation of the future policy and 

PnigramMe of the I.L.O. should proceed in harmony with the current proposais 
and - develoPments respecting post-war international c,o-operation and 
orgaiion in the 'eCo' nomic field as a whole. Present discussions look to the 
establishment of the desired international economic institutions on a functional 
bisis; is siiggested that there should be a number of separate agreements and 
oiginizaiiiini,*eâch of ,which would covcr a particular phase of international 
ec9il6n:1ièlations, and eaCh institution would possess the powers and 
organiion, sipproliriate to its specialized task. Thus separate international , 
ar9‘!ige'merits and "organizations arc projected in the sphere of monetary and 

commercial  policy, international collaboration to promote full 
emPl9ynient international commodity policy, international investment, food 
atrtiq .4gr„içultu'rè',' -and cartels.  It is possible that there may be others. A United 
'dationiAdrninistration for relief and rehabilitation is alrcady established. 

t . 

670. 
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.
It ~ is intended that these various projected arrangemen ts should together

constitute an . integrated framework of policy , and machinery for post-war
international economic co-operation . It is hoped that progress in working out
the proposals and in reaching agreements , would . be simultaneous, as far as
possible . It is important that the functions which are to be assigned to each of
the proposed bodies should be as clear-cut, concrete and specific as they can be
made. Since the object is to achieve a better international economic order there
may be a tendency for each organization to take on all sorts of vague general
purposes which could encompass a .ve ry wide range of activities . Furthermore,
since all economic matters are related to a greater or lesser degree, duplication
and overlapping leading to friction and confusion co(;ld easily result . In the
drawing up of constitutions and in the definition of policies and functions a
serious effort should be made to avoid these consequences from the outset.

The assumption by any one functional organization of - an overriding or
prima ry responsibility for such vague and general things as the "social
welfare," "freedom from want," "full employment," "raising standards of
living" etc. is not only , unrealistic but likely to lead to trouble . These worthy
objectives cannot be achieved by any unique policy, any one set of activities or
any particular institution . The accomplishment of these ends will be the
outcome of a proper integration of the policies and a combination of the efforts
in all the particular ` fields that are covered by agreements and specialized
organizations. We must look to specific undertakings and action in each of the
important spheres of moneta ry policy, trade, raw material controls, investment,
etc. It should be possible to define policies and programmes with respect to
exchange rates, trade barriers, , regulation of primary products, wage and
labour standards, international lending, etc., with a useful degree of
concreteness and precision . It should be possible also to establish institutions
with primary responsibilities in each of the particular spheres, to obtain
approp riate' gove rnmental representation and expert personnel for each
purpose, and to define the duties of such functional organizations with the
necessa ry cla ri ty. The emphasis should be on the achievement of progress in
these directions and not on the extension of the functions of a particular
institution to tinclude a long catalogue of vague generalities and unrelated
subjects' in respect of ' whieh the organization concerned has no special
competence. Little or nothing will be accomplished by the adoption of general
and loose resolutions `or 'recommendations on all manner of admirable
econo `mic ~ and moral objectives .' Furthermore, the appropriation by some
pa rt iculae institution 'of the function of "watch dog" for some all-pe rvading

social purposé can` produce nothing but difficulty . Progress will come through
the development'of côncrete' polic ies and agreed lines of action by means of the

particular'arrangements and apcçializcd machine ry required for each purpose .

Co-ordination will be necessary but that must be accomplished by methods
appropriate to this end . . It is contemplated that something in the nature of a
World Economic .Council will . be needed to co-ordinate the various functional
bodies,including' Perha ~ Ps the I .L.O. Such a council, established perhaps in
sortie suitable relationto the over-all political organization, would have as its
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géne'rà1 objective the integration of policies throughout the whole international 
economic field. 	 •  

In the light of the foregoing, the argument contained in chapters I and II in 
the report  under consideration raises a number of questions. The things to 
which positive objection could be taken either in the chapters or in the 
Proposed Declaration are relatively few but the general tenor of the discussion 
is disturbing. There is a conscious effort to magnify the functions of the I.L.O. 
and to aggrandize its purposes much beyond what it is capable or designed to 
perform. In chapter II an elaborate case is built up on the ['imposition that the 
I.L.O. is  "a world parliament of social and economic affairs." Consequently, 
bedause of the tripartite representation, it is argued that the I.L.O. is 
"singularly well adapted, to serve as the forum of representative opinion which 
is one of the necessary instrumentalities for the co-ordination of the work of the 
various international bodies now envisaged." The work of co-ordination is of 
the most general interest to governments as a whole and a body upon which 
they are represented very largely by Departments of Labour is not satisfactory 
for this purpose, any more than if they were represented by Departments of 
Agriculture or Trade. The important task of co-ordination is a special problem 
with wide ramifications which must be dealt with in an altogether different 
context. Too much should not be allowed on the claim that the I.L.O. is 
peculiarly fitted for certain  large purposcs because it includes representatives 
of workers and employers. It is very doubtful whether the labour or employers 
delegâteâ, except for a minority of ten or twelve countries, are in fact 
representative. 

A Considerable argument is made on the  ground that the I.L.O. is somehow 
the custodian.of the "social welfare," or the "social objectives," and that it 
thereby Possesses the keystone of all economic policy. Hence it is suggested in 
the Proposed Declaration that "The Conference declares that it is accordingly 
a responsibility of the International Labour Organization to scrutinize all 
international economic and financial policies and measures in the light of the 
fundamental objective and that in discharging the tasks entrusted to it the 
International Labour Organization may considcr all relevant economic and 
financial factors and include in its decisions and recommendations any 
provisions  which it Considers appropriate."  The "social welfare" or the "social 
objectives" cànnot be regarded as the unique property of any one institution for 
international  economic co-operation but constitute the central aims for all and 
can onli; bi achieved by the combined efforts of all. The  proposed monetary or 
commercial policy organizations could with equal logic claim the function of 
scrutiny over everything. There would be no end of confusion from such 
universal scrutinizing and intervention in any and every aspect of economic 
PolicY. An illustration is to be found in the Office report on Recommendations 
to the United Nations for Present and Post-War Social Policy' where it is 
parop u   osç—à that the I.L.O. adopt a resolution on the  "development,  conservation 
nd equitable distribution of the world's oil resources." This is plainly 

ridiculous. 
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: The same :general considerations would apply to a proposal that the I .L.O .
should have an overriding or prima ry responsibility with respect to the

achievement of full employment . Full employment is another one of the general
aims the attainment of which depends upon * the integrated policies and efforts
in the economie field as a whole, national and inte rnational, and to which all
the functional organizations including the I .L:O. should make their respective
contributions. The necessary integration must be the function of the central c o-
ordinating authori ty'established for that purpose . It is not intended to suggest
that the I.L.O. : should not do everything it can to assist or promote the
attainment of desirable objectives in any part, of the economic field or to call
attcntion to~ pârticular 'aspccts , of any ' question in respect of which it has a
special cômpetencx . The adoption of resolutions and recommendations for
these purposes, on a wide range,of subjects is unobjectionable but they should
not extend to the submission of specific proposals for adoption by governments
in respect of matters which'are more properly. or are p rima ri ly, the responsibil-
ity of other functional organizations. There is eve ry reason for a full exchange
of information and of obse rvers between the various functional bodies but this
should `not involve the aspect of "scrutiny" or asupe rv ision. These are functions,
in so far as theÿ are dcsirableJor a central co-ordinating authority.

The re-statement of the future policy and programme of the I .L.O. will be

most fruitful if it is directed tô * thosë subjects where it has special qualifications
and which will not , be covered by other organizations . There is a wide and
important field - standards of wages and . hours, standards of social security,
labour . management relations, industrial health , industrial safety, standards of

training, labour mobility, employment machinery and organization, etc. These

k are vital matters, whcre . further progress in international collaboration is

important . A more precise definition of the functions and programme of the

I .L .O.~ in" this ` field and the development of concrete proposals for the
progressive implementation of that programme would provide ample scope for
â' significant - contribution to' the - attainment of the better international
economic ; order. The' concentration of - the efforts of the I .L .O . on the

achievement of, progress in Uiesé directions -- along the general lines outlined
in chaptir`III = will be far môre uscful than the refurbishing of generalities
meaning all things,to all men or the+ dissipation of its encrgics on matters for

which it has no special competence and cannot have p rimary responsibility.

> . . . , il c

1 1
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur de Chine 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of China • 

Ottawa, April 14, 1944 

671: ' 
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Dear Di. Liu, 
I wish to refer to our conversation this afternoon, in which I endeavoured to 

explain•why the Canadian Government was not in a position to support the 
Chinese Government's request for an immediate increase in the number of 
pernianent, seats on the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Organization. 

The.  Canadian Government believes that it is necessary to maintain and 
extend  the  application of the functional principle in international organizations 
in order to secure the widest and most effective collaboration of al)  peace-
loving nations in taslcs of common concern. The constitution of the Governing 
Body of the International Labour Organization in establishing the permanent 
representation on- the Governing Body of the States of chief industrial 
importance, recognizes the validity of this principle by its provision that the 
criteria of `'industrial importance" shall be objectively determined and applied. 
Canada accepted the application of these criteria when it became a member of 
the International Labour Organization. Thcir application gave Canada a 
permanent seat .on the Governing Body in 1922, took that scat away in 1934, 
and restored it some years later. The principle of relating national representa-
tion on international bodies to the specific contribution which a particular 
country can make to the work of a particular international agency seems to us 
to be important  and one which should be maintained and extended. We should 
be reluctant to abandon or modify this principle of policy even to meet the 
special eàlitical cônsidcrations which have won for China the very high place 
which she hôld.s in the political and strategic councils of the United Nations. In 
any case, ai r told you this afternoon, I am confident that the progressive 
application of the principles already incorporated in the constitution of the 
International Labour Organization will assure, in the almost inevitable course 
of events, China a permanent scat on the Governing Body as one of the chief 
indlistrial'statés of the world. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 
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672. DEA/74-M-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis .
au secrétaire d'État aux=Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-2606 Washington, Apri129,1944

IMMEDIATE . Following from Government delegates to Labour Conference,

Begins: Canadian Workers' delegate Bengough hae,submitted to Conference
following Resolution relating to Federal States obligations under Article 19 of
Constitution of International Labour Organization:

"WHEREAS the constitution of a number of Federal States, members of the

International Labour . Organization, prevent their ratification of I .L .O.-

Conventions dealing with matters within the competence of their constituent

State Governments, and in such circumstances the usual procedure for dealing

with Conventions and recommendations cannot be adopted ;

AND WHEREAS it, is , desirable that a method be established whereby
Conventions and recommendations may be dealt with, pending any necessary
change in the Constitution of the International Labour Office ;'

THEREFORE be it resolved,' that the Acting Director be instructed to
communicate with Governments of such Federal States, in the period between
the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh Sessions of the International Labour
Conference, suggesting that arrangements be made whereby draft Conventions

of [or] recommendations which apply to matters within the competence of the
constituent State Governments would be referred to such Governments by the
Federal authority, with the request that they deal with the Conventions or
recommendations in the same manner as is prescribed for action by a member
State:

AND FURTHER, that the Federal Governments be requested to obtain in due
n

course a 'report regarding the action taken with respect to the recommenda o
or the ratification of a Convent ion, and convey such information to the
Secretacy-Gcneral :'

Renaud'. observes that this Resolution is based on assumption in paragraPh

2 that some change Mis necessary in Article 19 .
He is further afra>Id that the words "in the same manner as is prescribed for

action by a member State" in paragraph 3 might justify the Labour Office to

=L .a note suivanteEtait écrite sur cette copie du télégramme I propos des mots .international

Labour Office .:
The following note was written on this copy or the telegram with rcfcrcnce

to the wor s

"International Labour Office":
Amended to read cowntrits concern ed. See WA-2704 or May 3t it . W(rongl lémen taire

3 Premier secrftaire, ministère des' Affaires extErieures; consciller techniquc supp

aupr as de !a délégation du gouvernement.
First Secretary. Department of External Affairs; additional technical advisor to Governrlent
Delegation .
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contend that the following construction put by its Legal Adviser on Article 19 
on page 171 of report lt before the Conference applies to the case of Labour 
Conventions which apply to matteis withiti the competence of Provinces and 
which the Provincial Legislatures are prepared to enforce through legislation of 
their own; namely, that "once the consent of the competent authority (and he 
means the Legislature) has been given, there is an international obligation 
resting,upon the member to take any steps which may still be necessary under 
its own law to permit of the communication of a formal ratification or to make 
effective the provisions of the Convention." 

Finally Renaud points out as regards the word "ratification" --- in last 
paragraph of Resolution that (a) Provinces cannot ratify Labour Conventions, 
(b) Member States have not been allowed so far to ratify Conventions for a 

part only of their territory, 	' 
(c) Federal States are reluctant to ratify Labour Conventions which apply to 

matters within the competence of constituent States or Provinces, as it appears 
from the United States Government's view as reported in paragraph 2, page 
179 of report 1 above mentioned. 

Renaud -considers that Resolution would be more acceptable if word 
"ratification" were deleted from last paragraph as unnecessary and confusing 
and the  Words "recommendation" and "Convention" put in the plural to 
harmonize With paragraph 2; and if, in paragraph 3, the words "deal with the 
Conventions or recommendations in the same manner as is prescribed for 
action by a member State" were replaced by the following borrowed from 
Article 19:',"Bring the recommendations or draft Conventions before the 
authority or authorities within whose competence the matter lies, for the 
enactment of legislation or other action." 

As we are anxious not to oppose or amend Bengough's Resolution if 
possible, we should be glad of your views and instructions. Ends. 

673. 	- 	• 	 DEA/74-M-40  
Le ministre aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

4 
 Minister in United  States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

' 	• 

TELETYPE E;1863 	 Washington, May 3, 1944 

F°11ovving for Canadian Government Delegates, Philadelphia, Begins: Both 
Labour Department and Legal Adviser agree that you can vote for Bengough's 
resolution reported in your message.WA-2606 of April 29th. The amendments 
suggested by Renaud are improvements and possibly Bengough might be 
PrePared ,to incorporate them on grounds that they make resolution more 
workable 

 stands.
and acceptable. If desirable, however, you can accept resolution as it 

 — 
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674. • 	• 	 : 	• 	 DEA/74-M-40 
- ' La délégation, la Conférence Internationale du  Travail, , 

au ministère des Affaires extérieures 

: 	Delegation, International Labour Conference, 
, 	to Department of External Affairs 

, 	 — 
Philadelphia, May 5, 1944 

, Your teletype EX-1867 of May 4th. Mr. Robertion might be informed as 
follows: Labour Conference, which opened at PhiMelphia April 20th, decided 
after a general discussion on Items 1 and 2, in which Paul Martin took part, to 
refer Items 3 to 5 each to a separate committee and Items 1 and 2 to a single 
committee with exception of the proposed draft declaration on the aims and 
purposes of the International .  Labour Organization which will be revised by a 
separate drafting committee. 

,On April 26th Paul Martin tabled a draft resolution recommending that a 
committee be set up to meet during and after the Conference to consider 
certain constitutional problems of the Organization and report thereon to the 
next Conference. 

On April 29th, the Conference, with the agreement of the Canadian 
delegates, decided to refer this proposal to the Committee on Items 1 and 2. 

On May 5th Mr. Claxton spoke in that committee in support of the proposal 
which he presented in a revised form in the  name of both the Canadian and 
United States Government delegates. Thé proposal was supported by all the 
speakers and then referred for closer examination to a subcommittee on which 
Canada is of course represented. 

As amended the Canada-United States draft resolution provides first for 
certain emergency powers which the Director  of  the International Labour 
Office might be authorized eventually to exercise by the Governing Body of the 
Office, for the fixing of the  next session of the Conference, for the planning of 
further regionalization of the Organization and the consideration of the 

problems of particular industries, for assuring close collaboration during the 
deliberations of  the 'cominittee on ' constitutional matters between the 

Organization and the other international bodies, and secondly for the setting 

up by  the  Governing Body of the office of a committee to consider the future 

constitutional development of the Organization.. 
- It is understood that Bengough's proposal that Federal  States  be asked to 

request constituent' States* or Provinces to t deal with recommendations or 
conventions of the Conference  in  same' manner as Central GOVCIIIIlleRLS and_ 

consequently to bring these texts before Legislatures for enactment Of 

legislation;›will be considered by the committee to be sct up in accordance With 

the above Canadian proposal. 
Other subCommittees on Items I and II have bccn appointed to deal th  

questions respectively of constitution of permanent industrial committees, 
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assistance tô'enemy occupied countries, and recommendations to be made to
United Nations . .,,

The subcommittee on recommendations to United Nations has before it, in
addition to texts proposed by the Office, a draft convention on statistics of
employment submitted by the United States and a counterdraft convention
submitted by the Australian Delegation . '

Question :of- accepting or rejecting credential of workers' delegate of
Argentina not to be considered by plena ry conference until obse rvations
rece ived from Argentine Gove rnment.

Gove rning Body being re-elected today. Conference likely to last until May
13th.

675. ; DEA/74-M-40
~ L'ambassadeur aux États-Uni sau secrétaire d'État crux Ajfclres extérieures

Ambassador In United States

"' , i to Secreta ry of State for External Affairs
TELETYpB WA•2840 Washington, May 9, 1944~ , t _ : . .. . •_ . _

Following 4or External and Labour from Government delegates to Labou r
conference, Begins : This morning Tuesday on motion of Miss Miller, United
States and Coulter, Employers Delegate of Canada Committee on items 1 and
2 meeting as a whole adopted unanimously the report of its Sub-Committee on
the proposal on constitutional matters submitted jointly by the Government
Delegates of ;Canada and the United States . The text of the repo rt as adopted ,
is being mailed to you .

The Committee also adopted without discussion and dissent the report of its
Sub-Committee on Industrial Committees . This report records the unanimousdesire of members of the Sub-Committee that action should be taken as rapidly
as possible with a view to defining a policy for the constitution of Industrial
OOmnittee and for translating that policy into action.
~~u 1so tocords the opinion of the Sub-Committee that the InternationalLabour Office, should procxed forthwith with the setting up of industrialseW ons and invite the gove rn ing body to elaborate regulations governing theactivida of Industrial Comm ittees! Ends.. : :• .

~
I

Voir aussi RaPport de lo, délégation du gouvernement canadien à la 26 , session de la
. ~ON~^rt~t /nternatlanQle da T}a►w// tenue à Philadelphie du 20 avril au 12 mai 194I(=upp1&né'1t dle la Gazette du travail. juin 1944.) Ottawa . Imprimeur du Roi, 1944 .
~ aho Re~oe CGtnadian Go~trnmcnt Deledatlon go the 7i~~nty-sixth Session of the
aupp~~ment t[,o C° fennce. Phlladclphla . April 20 go May lJ. 1944 (Printed as a

o bour Cazette.lune 1944 .) Ottawa . King': Printer, 1944 .
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676. i ; : , .
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre adjoint du Travail

Under-Secretary of State jor External Affairs
to Deputy 1llinister of Labour

DEA/74-C-3 8

Ottawa, November 22,1944

RE: MEETING OFTHEGOVERNING BODY OFTNE

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFIC E

The Director of the International Labour Office has sent me the text of a
telegram which has gone to Mr. Vincent MacDonald as Canadian Government
member on the Govern ing Body. The telegram reads as follows:

"Have honour inform you 94th session Governing Body will meet in London
25th to 31st Janua ry, . 1945 . Session will be preceded from 17th to 23rd

January meetings of following committees ; first, constitutional questions ;

secondly, employment ; thirdly; finance. Three groups will meet 24th January.

Pa rt iculars of place and exact times of meetings obtainable from I .L .O., 3 8
Parliament Street, London . Agenda and first documents forwarded on 30th
September, others will follow immediately.t Please communicate as soon as
possible whether you will attend Governing ; Body, and constitutional and

finance committees, of which you are a member ."
- I presume that MacDonald will be getting in touch with you, but it occurred

to me that it may be üseful to you to have the text of this message as soon a s

possible.

TELEGRAM 2982

Secretary of Stâte for External Affairs
to High Commissioner In Great Britain

ALFRED RIV E

for the Under-Secretary of State
- for External Affairs

DEA/74-C-3 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Ottawa, December 30,1944

My telegram No. 2937, December 23 .
Mr. Paul Martin, Parliamenta ry Assistant to the Minister of Labour,

for
act as Canadian Government member of the Governing Body of the 11-0.
the January meeting in London. He will be accompanied by h1r•
Stan room, or, the I Department of Labour, . and Mr. A. A. "caps of the

Unemployment Insurance Commission . Thé party will leave for London about

January .10.
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, We are telling Mr. Martin that Holmes will assist him during the meeting 
of the Constitutional Committee which will precede the Governing Body.' 

DEA/74-Q-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne , 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for Externat Affairs 

TELEGRAM 173 	 London, January 18, 1945 

Following for the Minister of Labour from Paul Martin, Begins: At the 
opening session of the Constitutional Committee of the International Labour 
Office, Canada' was elected to the Chairmanship of the Committee. Ends. 

679. 	 DEA/74-T-40 

Le directeur par intérim, le Bureau international du Travail, 
au ministre du Travail 

Acting Director, International Labour Office, 
to Afinister of Labour 

D.627/100 

Sir, 
I havé the honour to inform you that the Governing Body of the Interna-

tional Labour Office, during its Ninety-fourth Session recently held in London, 
decided thàt' the Twenty-seventh Session of the International Labour 
Conference should be held in September 1945. 

2. Items on the Agenda 
I have alio the honour to inform you that the agenda of this Session of the 

ConferenCe, as settled by the Governing Body, is as follows: 
I. Director's  Report. (Social problems of the immediate post-war period 

with special reference to Europe — Future Policy and Programme of 
the I.L.0.) 

IL The ,  maintenance of high levels . of employment during the period of 
industrial rehabilitation and reèonversion. 

III:''.Welfare of Children and Young Workcrs. (First discussion) 
IV. Matteri arisiniout of the work of the Constitutional Committee. 

La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du télégramme: 
The following note was written on this copy of the telegram: 

Copy sent to the Prime Minister and to the Canadian Ambassador in Washington. 
‘Note marginale/Marginal note: 

'This is meant to be modest I've no doubt. R (obertsonj 

678: 

Montreal, April 2, 1945 
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Minimum stândards of social policy in dependent ter ritories. (Supple-
mentary provisions)

I VI. Reports on the Application of Conventions. (Article 22 of the Constitu-
tion)

I have the honour to enclose a number -' of copies of an explanatory
memorandum' which ' the International Labour Office has prepared, in the
light of the discussions - in the Governing Body, in order to provide some
preliminary information on the scope and purport_of the several items on the
agenda of the Conference and the procedure by which the Conference is
expected to deal with them .

The International Labour Office is preparing reports on the several items on
the agenda of the Conference and eve ry effort will be made to ensure that these
reports are communicated to you (as soon] as possible.

It should b e noted thât 'the Govern ing Body decided that questions III, IV,
V and (as an exceptional measure) VI should be placed on the agenda under
the provisions of Art icles 3 and 19 of the Constitution of the, Organisation . In
virtue of the'se provisions, each ' delegate to the` Conference may be accom-
panied by two advisers for each of these four questions .

3 . Place and date of the Session
The Governing Body decided, on the invitation of the French Government,

that the session 'of the` Conferencx should be held in or near Paris ; it took this

decision in virtue of the autho ri ty delegated to it by the Twcnty-sixth Session
of the Conference to decide the place at . which the Twenty-seventh Session of
the Conference shall be held.

The precise place and date of th e Session will be communicated to you by
telegram as soon as possible.

4 . Organisation of the Conference
In addition to explanations about the agenda of the Conference, the enclose d

mcmorandum also contains information on certain decisions of the Governing

Body and of the Conference respecting the ' composition of delegations and on
va rious provisions of the Standing Orders.

5. Election of the Governing Body
By reason of the décisions taken by the electoral colleges in the course of the

Twenty-sixth Session of the Conference it will • be necessary to hold in the

course of the ; Twenty-seventh Session an election . of the eight governments

which have elective ;seats on the Govern ing Body and of the employers' and
workers' representatives on the Governing Body .

I have etc.
E. J . Phelan
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DEA/74-C-38 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures" 

à la délégation, la Conférence des Nations Unies 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
, to Delegation, United Nations Conference 

TELEGRAM-  D.208' 

Following for Wrong from Rive. 
Since'I.L.O. — San Francisco negotiations may last through Summer and 

will bC fnfluenced by June Governing Body, I am anxious to know whether we 
should favour I.L.O.'s claim to be independent of Social and Economic Council 
control as officially stated by Paul Martin,' or would we prefer a Council, with 
powers proposed by Canadian amendments, to direct I.L.O. Pages 8, 9 and 15 
of George's  s memorandum of May 3rdt refer. Specific questions on Governing 
Body agenda  being sent by next bomber. 

681; .; 	 DEA/74-C-38 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM I-1-195 	 San Francisco, May 18, 1945 

SECRET. Following for Read from Robertson, Begins: 
1. Reférence your telegram D-208. Efforts to indicate in the Charter special 

relationship of the I.L.O. to the new International Organization have met 
determined ,opposition both from  the  U.S.S.R. and the United States of 
AmeriCi. In the case of the U.S.S.R., this opposition appears to stem from long 
standing antipathy to all the organizations of the League system, accentuated 
by the Soviet disposition to press claim for international recognition on behalf 
of World Trades Union Congress, which U.S.S.R. is trying to develop as its 
chosen instrument. The United States opposition to mentioning the I.L.O. in 
the Charter  reflects a sharp domestic division between the C.1.0.9  and the A.F. 
le L I°  The :United States ,  joined in imting down the Russian motion for 
recognition of thé W.T.U.C., which the C.I.O. is supporting and they now feel 
that it might prejudice the Congressional reception of the whole Charter if they 
accepted the A.F. of L.'s representations on behalf of the I.L.O. 

= 

7Voir Canada, Chambre des communes. Diboll. 1945, première session, p. 45. 
SC Canada, House of Commons, Debates. 1945, First Session, pp. 43-44. 

'James George, troisième secrétaire, section spéciale, ministère des Affaires extérieures. 
James George, Third Secretary, Special Section, Department of External Affairs. 
'Congress of industrial Organizations. 
'American Federation of Labour. 

680. 

Ottawa,' May 17, 1945 
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2. In thcse circumstance, the United Kingdom delegation are not prepared 
to press their motion naming the I.L.O. in the Charter to a division. In view of 
the support which the United Kingdom motion received from other Common-
weilth countries, most countries' of  western Europe and some from Latin 
Amcrica, it is likely that the motion could have becn carried on division, but 
very doubtful whethcr such an affirmative N'ôte would have done any real 
service to the status of the I.L.O. These doubts arc, I understand, shared by the 
I.L.O. representatives in San Francisco. 
3. As mattcrs stand, it is not expected that debate will be resumed in 

Committee on the United Kingdom motion or on any of the other amendments 
naming the I.L.O., so that Chaptcr IX,cstablishing an Economic and Social 
Council, will not refer nomination to any of the intcrgovernmental functional 
organizations which are to be brought into rclationship with the United 
Nations. Whcn the Conference comcs to considcr the nced for sctting up an 
intcrim Organization to carry on in the interval between the signing of the 
Chartcr and its cntry into force, it is being suggested that the interim body 
should be instructcd, inter alla, to negotiate with the I.L.O. and perhaps with 
othcr namcd intergovernmental bodies on the tcrms of their relationship with 
the United Nations Organization. The United Kingdom delegation are taking 
up this suggestion with the United States delegation shortly and hope that the 
latter will not find the' same political difficulty in supporting it that they have 
had in all proposais for mentioning the I.L.O. expressly in the Charter. 
4. In vicw of forcgoing developments; I do not sec much prospect of I.L.O. 

sccuring at this Conference any formal recognition of the special character of 
its rclationship with the United Nations. The charactcr of this rclationship will 
have to be ncgotiated by agreement bctween the I.L.O. and the Economic and 
Social Council and the ncgotiations should give an opportunity for taking the 

tripartite character of the I.L.O. into appropriate account. Ends. 

682. 	 W.L.N1.K./Vol. 390 

La délégation, la Conférence de l'Organisation internationale du Travail," 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Delegatlon. International Labour Organization Conference," 
' 	 to Secretary of State of External Affairs 

t 
Qucbcc City, June 21, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL Government group has postponed for scvcral days question of: 

(a) Readmission of Italy; 
(b) Invitation of Finland, Hungary and Bulgaria to I.L.O. Conference in 

October; and 

MMI•1■0 - • s 
"Quatre-vingt-quinzième session du Conseil d'administration du Bureau international du Travail 

du 21 au 27 juin 1943. 
Ninety-fifth Session or the Governing Body or the International Labour orriœ, s'une 21.27,  

1943.  

TELEGRAM 4 .  
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(c) Of Finland to Maritime Conference.
.-Philon, Gr`eek Government's representative called on me today and

suggested question of readmission of Italy should be postponed one or two
years. I told him I had, as yet, no instructions but did not think Canadian
representative would take an active part in the debate as matter was mainly of
European concern .

.I made no remarks,on (a) Italy, but as regards (b), said external relations of
thesé countries were controlled by armistices imposed by certain Powers in the
interest of all United Nations . I thought Governing Bodies could not take a
decision until those Powers or at least their representatives on Governing
Bodies had been consulted . United Kingdom and U .S.A. representatives said
that they had as yet no instructions but hoped to receive them soon .I

RIVE

683 W.L.M.K./Vol . 390
La délégation, la Conférence de l'Organisation internationale

du Travail, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Delegation, International Labour Organization Conference,

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Quebec City, June 21, 194 5
IMPORTANT. Following for J . E. Read, Begins : United Kingdom representative
understands certain ex•enemy and neutral countries will be excluded, for the
present,,from, the United , Nations Organization (see Wednesday's New YorkTimes. He, "therefore, thinks I .L.O. may be expected to follow this lead and is
asking fresh instructions .

Pleaseinstruct . Ends .

W.L.M.K./Vol . 390
Le secrétaire d'État par intérintaux Affaires extérieures à la délégation,' I

f' la Conférence de l'Organisation internationale du Travail
Acting Secretary of State for External Affair s

tô Delegatlon,12 International Labour Organization Conference
I

Ottawa, June 22, 1945f: <r
+
r

e

CONFIDENTIAL
Following for Rive from Read, Begins : Your telegram No. 4and youiunnum* bered telegram June 21 st, regarding rc•admission of Italy andinvitation to`Finland, Hunga ry and Bulgaria to I .L.O . Conference .

TELEGttnM 6"
,

12La'note`iuivânte 'tait Ecrite sur atte eopie du tfl lgramme:The following note was written on this copy of the telegram :Approval
of this telegram was given personally by the Prime Ministcr to Mr. J . E.Read on the telephone. June 22nd.
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We should take no initiative on re-admitting Italy or inviting other former
enemy states pending agreement between United Kingdom and United States
delegations . In this connection importance of not prejudicing Soviet attitude

towards I .L.O. must be borne in mind.

I agree your general line that Canadian representatives should not take
active part in this debate as one in which we have no direct interest . In any case
it is desirable that decision on this question should be postponed until it can be
considered in `relation to the general question oradmission `of former enemy
states to new International Organization .

- If the admission of any - of these countries is pressed, you would be justified
in urging ' strongly delay in disposition until cla rification of their general
position and relationship to United Nations . Ends ."

685. DEA/74-AC-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au directeur par intérim, le Bureau International du Travail

Linder-Seeietary of State jor External Affairs
to Acting Director, International Labour Office

Ottawa, September 21,194 5

Dear Mr. Phelan ,
When Mr. Jenks" was recently in Ottawa he raised the question as to

whether the Canadian Government would be agreeable to the holding of the

1946 International Labour Conference in Canada in the event the Office

should still be here . Subsequent to Mr. Jenks' visit the matter w as mentioned

to the Prime Minister who agrees to the conditionâl suggestion that if the office

is still in Canada the conference might be held here .
Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSO N

"Pour un rapport sur la r éunion du Conseil d'administration. voir Gaze tte du tra"atl. Vol Xl. V ,

- NI'
F

7
al report4pon themectinj of the Governina Body, sec Labour Ga-'ell e. Vol 45, luly to

December 1945. pp. 944-931 .
"Conseiller juridique, Bureau international du Travail .
~ Letal Adviser, International Labour Offioe.

®
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686; 	 DEA/74-T-40 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire général, la Conférence Internationale du Travail 

Acting Secretary of Staie for External Affairs 
to Secretary General, International Labour Conference 

Ottawa, September 28, 1945. 

Sir: 	•. 
• I have thè honour to inform you that the following persons have been 

designiiedly  the  Government of Canada to attend the 27th Session of the 
International Labour Conference to be held in  •  Paris commencing October 
15th, 1945. 
Government Delegates: 

Mr. Gray Turgeon, Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. Alfred Rive, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Ontario. 

. , Alternate: 
Mr. V. C. Phelan, Department of Labour, Ottawa, Ontario. 

Secretary to Government Delegates: 
Mr. T. L Carter, Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Ontario. 

Provincial Government Representatives Accompanying Government 
Delegation: 

Honourable Antonio Barrette, Minister of Labour, Quebec, P.Q. 
Mr. Jean-Pierre Despres, Department of Labour, Quebec, P.Q. 
Honourable Charles Daley. Minister of Labour, Toronto, Ontario. 
Honourable G. C. Williams, Minister of Labour, Regina, Sask. 

Employer's Delegate: 
Mr. Harry Taylor, Personnel Manager of Canadian National Carbon Co., 

and Member of Industrial Relations Committee of the 
Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Toronto, Ontario 

Technical AdWser to Employer's Delegate: 
Mr. Allan Ross, Ross-Meagher Ltd, Ottawa, Ontario. 

WorkereDelegate: 
Mr. J. Arthur D'Aoust, Vice-President, Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, 

and Vice-President of the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers, 
Montreal, P.Q. 

Technical AdWsers to IVorkers' Delegate 
Mr. Birt Showier. Vice-President, Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, 

' and President of Vancouver, New Westminster and District Trades 
and Labour Council, Vancouver, B.C. 

Mr. Norman H. Dowd, Executive Secretary. 
Canadian Congreu of Labour, Ottawa. Ontario. 

Mr. Alfred Charpentier, President, The Canadian and Catholic 
Confederation of Labour, Montreal, P.Q. 

, 	 I have, etc. 
J. E.  RD  

for Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

i 
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687.- ; . ; DEA/74-T-40

L'ambassadeur en France
~ au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France ,
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 573 Paris, October 26, 1945
IMMEDIATE. SECRET . Following for Read from Rive, Begins : Article 18,
paragraph 2, of proposed Resolution . 11, to amend the Constitution of the
International Labour Organization, page 159 of the Office Report,' IV (one)
1945, provides that the Instrument of Amendment will come into force in
ac cordance with Article 36 of the Constitution which requires ratification by
the States represented on the Council of the League.
' Some delegations wish specifically to meet the case if League Council has
ceased to exist . Legal Adviser, I .L.O., proposes addition of words "If Council
of the League should cease to exist before this Instrument comes into force, it
shall come into force on ratification by threc-quarters of the members of the
Organization ." He thinks that this is in accord with your views but would like
confirmation . United Kingdom would agree to this wording and United States
would not object . If you agree, Canadian delegation will introduce amendment
in this sense . Ends .

688. DEA/74-T-40

Le secrétaire dttat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
b l'ambassadeur en France

Acting Secretary of State for Ezternal Affairs
to Ambassador in France

TELEGRAM 523 Ottawa, Octobcr 27,1945

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram No. 573, October 26, 1945 . Amendment
of Constitution of International Labour Organization :

Following for Rive from Read, Begins : I agree . Ends .

689. DEA/74-T-40: , .

L'ambassadeur en France
au secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In France
to Acting Secrëtary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 580 {` + Paris, October 30, 194
5

Turgeon's speech ot
_

International Labour Conference this morning included
the followng passage which` was approved by Under~Secrctary, passage begins

:
.~ .
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°It•is the earnest hope of the Canadian Government that the International 
Labour Organization will become universal but we should not despair if 
universality is not achieved immediately: It should be remembered that a 
number of the staunchest of the present members of the organization remained 
outside for some years, their absence no doubt limited the effectiveness of the 
organization, but at no time was its existence imperilled. Let us therefore carry 
on with the work of the organization so far as we are able, confident that if it is 
well and truly done our place with the United Nations'will be assured and that 
eventually the nations outsidc the organization may be convinced by the 
practical demonstration of the value of our work that their absence from our 
councils is their loss.  Let us take our decisions in all matters with regard only 
to their effect on the achievements of the organization in its proper field and 
not with the idea that we must secure more mcmbcrs at any cost. Ends. 

690. , 	 DEA/74-T-40 

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 609 	 Paris, November 7, 1945 

Following for MacNamara from Phelan, Begins: Conference closed late 
yesterday. Final session voted resolutions, as in Office reports, on high 
emplôyment, on young workcrs and on dependent children, without change in 
substance but with many amendments. Immediately necessary changes in 
constitution voted but larger constitutional issues referred to Working 
Cônimittee to report next year. This Committee consists of six Government, 
three worker and three employer representatives. Canada did not seek a place 
on the Committee but supportcd South Africa, which was selected. 

Undersigned spoke briefly at plenary session, Sunday, on adoption of report 
on young, workcrs, pointed out procedure undcr Federal constitution and 
emphasizing recent Canadian progress conccrning children, notably family 
allowances. Governing Body meets today, Rive and undersigned attending. 

Turgeon leaves' for London to-day. 
Cablet iégarding Copenhagen meeting" received and expect to fly direct 

from' heie-on November 12th. Meanwhile, expect to visit Switzerland last three 
days of week to look over labour arrangements. Cable address Thursday to 
Sundayaritish Minister, Berne, but if in any doubt addrcss Canadian 
Atnbassadoi here. Ends. 

, 

bConférenee maritime technique préparatoire des plus importants membres maritime du BIT, du 
_151tovembre au 1 décembre 1945. 
maritime Technical Conference of the most important maritime members of the 110. 
N°Y-  ember  15 10  December 1,1943. 
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DEA/74-T-40

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In France to Secretary oJState Jor External Ajfarrs

fr

{

next year. Ends.

TEt.ÉGmM 612 Paris, November 9,1945

Following from Canadian representatives . Begins: Please pass to Labour .

Governing Body = Ninety-seventh Session . `
(1) Governing Body decided to hold next .Conferenee in Canada beginning

September 19th, 1946.
,(2) V. C. Phelan elected Chairman of Metal Trades Committee, which is

expected to meet in Canada or , the USA. in late spring or early summer of

692.
Décret en Conseil
Order ln Council

DEA/74-X-40

P.C. 6852 Ottawa, November 15, 1945
The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report dated

3rd November,194S,' from the Minister,of Labour, representing :

1 . That a number of standing Industrial Committees are being set up within

the framework of .the International Labour Organization with a vi cw to

providing specialized ~ machinery to consider the problems of certain of the
major world industries ;
2. That the Governing Body of the International Labour Office lias decided

to set up standing committees for, in the first placé, seven industries, viz.: Co
Mining; Inland Transport; Metal Trades ; Textiles ; Iron and Steel Froduction ;

Petroleum Production and Refining; and Building ; Civil Engineering and

Public Works;
3 . That these committees will act as technical advisers to the Govcrning B~~

and to the International Labour Conference and, at the same time, promo

interests of the industries concerned by exchanging information and concluding
agreetnent: on matters of mutual interest ; . ,
:4 . That the Governing Body has determined the countries which si ç ldgbe

represented on each eommittee, and that Canada has been accorded
to representation on all seven; Coal Mining (11 countries) ; Inland Transport
(24); Metal Trades (13) ; Textile Indust ry (17); Iron and Steel Industry (14) ;

Petroleum Industry (12); and Building, Civil Engineering and Public Works

(19) ; , -, :
S.; That these committees will consist of six members from ~c~ ~~nta

rèpresented : two Government, two Eanployen' and two Workcrs r p
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«6: ,  That the representatives of employers and of workers arc to be appointed 
by the Government concerned in agreement with the principal organizations of 
employers  and  workers having a 'substantial membership  •  in the industry 
concerned; .and • 
7:11at thé International Labour Organization will bc responsible for the 

expenses of the iepresentatives of both management and labour but that the 
indiyidual Governments shall be responsible for those of their two Government 
representatives.* - 

:The Committee, therefore, on the recommendation of the Minister of 
Labouradvise, 

1.-  That the Government of Canada be represented on these standing 
Intèrnational Industrial Committees; 
2. That the ,two representatives each of the employers and the workers of 

Canada on  such  committee bc appointed after consultation with the principal 
organiiitions of employers and workers having a substantial membership in 
the indtistry' Concerned, the expenses of these representatives being borne by 
thé International Labour Organization; 
3. Th'at. subject to any special provisions otherwise made in the circumstances 

of .any particular case, Government representatives on these various commit-
tees ,ber: paid 'their actual, necessary and reasonabfe travelling and living 
expenses incurred in connection with the meetings of the committees which are 
held from time to time and shall bc paid from the Department of Labour 
appropriation for International Labour Conferences; 
4. That  appointment of representatives to each such industrial committee be 

made by the Governor in Council. 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

Clerk of the  Privy Council 

693. 	 DEAf74-P-40 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au délégué, la Conférence Internationale du Travail 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Delegate, International Labour Conference 

CONFIDiNTIAL • . 	- 	

. 	 Ottawa, December 15, 1945 . 	, 
Dear Alfrid(Rive), , ,-... 	,.... 	, 

1  havé-icceived two unanswered letters' from you on 1.L.O. matters, your 
corn.,  iii*éntary' à feciober 30th from Paris on the proceedings of the Conference 
an' GoYêjiling' Body and your letter of December 5th from London on I.L.O. 
staffiliôt- 
, It ill *s'linds't though six Years of war and the addition of a good many ncw 
l_aces haVç not made a great deal of difference in the way  the I.L.O. behaves. I 
_nave 'alPià», found the internal politics of the Office dcprcssing with too much 
u°Iic5thilent' of 'real motives and a lot of personal rivalries. 
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I think that probably the most useful role for the I .L.O. in the modern world

is that of a safety valve. A certain number of pressures can be reduced through

its machinery. What comes out is usually only hot air but the fact that it does
escape is of some usefulness and importance . I doubt that the I .L .O. will

operate even as . effectively as it did during its first fifteen years in the capacity
of an agency, for the production of international legislation on labour questions .
Even in . ! the countries dedicated most sincerely to free enterprise the
relationship of the state to workers and employers has changed so much since
1919 that the tripartite structure of the I .L .O. now means something different

from what it did then .
I have no comments to offer at this time on the proceedings of the

conference. Mr. Turgeon, you will be interested to hear, has written to the
Under-Secreta ry speaking in very warm terms of your part there . With regard
to the staff questions raised in your letter of December 5th, I really have no
useful suggestions to offer. My own feeling is that a good many of the officials

whose contracts were terminated or suspended during the war would be better
replaced by new faces and, I should like to have these cases dealt with
individually . I am surprised to learn that as many as fifty non-S w iss officials

spent the war in idleness' in Switzerland under suspended contracts . If they

were nationals of Allied countries with any capacity for work, I should be
inelined to count this against them but it is always unsafe to generalize o n

questions of this sort .
Yours sincerely,

H. H . WRONG

PARTIE 2/PART 2

SOCIÉTÉ DES NATIONS
LEAGUE OF NATIONSt . , .

694
. C I I/Vol. 92 8

Le'secrétaire généralpar intérim, la Société des Nations
au sous-secrétaire d'Etat associé aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Secretary General, League of Nations,
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

URGENT— • ~ London, September 8,1945

My dcar Mr. Wrong ,
In - view ,of impendin discussions with the' Executive Committee of tue

United }"Nations eoncxrning rec~mmendations as to transfer
of

Sir ~ecil
activities, etc., and in view of meeting of the League Assembly,
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Kisch16 and I went to Oslo last week to have some preliminary consultations
with Mr . Hambro in his capacity as Chairman of -the Supe rvisory Commission
and as President of the adjourned Assembly .

We are endeavouring to limit if possible the number of League Assemblies
toône meeting in view . of widely expressed opinion of representatives of
Governments . I had been planning for this meeting to take place about the
15th,November but as a result of consultations both with Members of the
Supervisory Commission available in London and with some Governments
represented on the Executive Committee of the United Nations, it has seemed
better that I should propose that States Members agree to delegating a certain
limited "authority to the Supervisory Commission for such discussions and
planning as may be necessary with the Executive Committee . With this in view
the attached telegram' has been provisionally approved by Mr . Hambro and
Sir Cecil Kisch .

The Chairman, Mr . Hambro, desires me to ask for your approval or
comments on the telegram before it is despatched to the Governments and I
should be very grateful if you would cable me immediately.

You will probably be concerned as to what duties this may involve for
Members of the Commission . I should first of all tell you that the Chairman
himself will be unable to leave Norway until about the 8th October . We are
fortunate that Sir Cecil Kisch, Vice-Chairman and Rapporteur, will be
available constantly in London . Should you be able to be available in London
from time'to time it would be a great advantage and help but if this is difficult
you may count upon my keeping you fully informed with regard to any
discussions which may take place, and on any serious or potentially contentious
questions to ask your advice at an early stage.I myself do not at present .expect the discussions in the early stages to go
much further , than supplying information to the Executive Committee . In this
connection I attach for your information copies of letters' exchanged this weekwith the. Secretary ; of the Executive Committee. I would hope that at a later
sta8eï both the Executive Committee and the representatives of the League
would bè, able to come to more detailed discussions and arrive at a series of
recommendations which could be recommended to the Assembly . There will I
understand in the first case be a proposal at the Executive Committee that the
Asseinblies "of the two organizations would be asked to agree to a completetransfer , of all duties, assets and liabilities . Due regard would be given in anysuggestions, pt,t forward with the authority of the Supe rvisory Commission
and/or the Secretary-General to the interest both of those States Members
signatories to the United, Nations Charter and the other States Members in
regaid to the disposal of the material assets, and, as stated in the draft cable toGovecriinents . no ' final arrangement would be arrived at without fulleonsûltationwith you .~ - ., . ._ . . . .

~~èta i!Y}d État adjoint pour l'Inde; membre. Commission de supe rvision, Société desNations
~lssiatant ~ Ûnder'# ,

. . ., ,

Nauon~. ~ k _-~~ry of State for India ; member, Supe rv isory Commission, League of
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Should any proposal made at the Executive Committee for a complete 
transfer prove not to be acceptable, we should have to enter into a series of 
detailed  discussions. 

Referring again to the effort ito hold- only. one meeting of the League 
Assembly, it is as yet impossible to foresee a date. Wc cannot of course decide 
this without paying duc attention to the coincidence of meetings of the United 
Nations Organization and with the hope of presenting a more complete scheme 
to the meeting. It will of course be understood that if' such an Assembly were 
held, say, early in the new year, some continuing body fully authorized would 
be essential to deal with residual problems. 

I have tried in this covering note to give you an impression of the position as 
seen from here. Its inadequacy is largely duc to facts outside our control. 

Yours sincerely, 
SIN  LESTER 

695. 	 CII/Vol. 928 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au secr-  étaire général par inérim,' la Société des Nations 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Secretary General, League of Nations 

Ottawa,  September 18, 1945 

My dear Mr. Lester, • 	 ; - 
I have sent you thntiugh Mr. Holmes Of Canada House a reply' to the most 

urgent point raised in your letter to me 'of September Sth — concurrence in the 
despatch of the draft telegram' from Mr. Hambro to states members of the 
League of Nations. I think that the prsoccdure which you, Mr. Hambro and Sir 
Cecil Kisch have worked out is as good a one as can bc devised in present 
cirCurnstances; I haveilwayi been doubtful about the wisdom of trying to hold 
two League Assemblies if some waY round the difficulty could be found, and it 
seems to me that  the wisest course is to secure the agreement of all states 
members to a single Assembly which could be held  more or less concurrently 
with the first Assembly of the United Nations. We shall, I am sure, have great 
difficulty in arranging dates and adequate representation unless we adopt this 
course'. I  have  not consulted  the  authorities of my own Government on the 
Contents' of the telegmm btit*' 1 am fairly sure that it will meet with no 
objections  here' - * 

I ..appieciate*. yôur desire to have some members of thc SuPervie rY, 
Commission'available in London for consultation during the period °1  
negotiations With the Executive Committee. AH I can say at present about the 

prospects of my being there myself is that there arc so many internationa l 

 gatherings of one sort or another taking place in London and Paris during the 

next few months that I may be one of the Canadian representatives at one or 

more of these meetings. As you can imagine, however, the end of the war has 
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brought a new spate of work to my department here in common with most of 
the Foreign Offices of the world and we already were suffering seriously from 
shortage of staff, particularly of experienced senior men. The result is that it 
takes rather a lot to get me unstuck from my office in Ottawa. I would regard 
a trip to London, Paris and Geneva to attend meetings of the Supervisory 
Commission  almost in the light of a vacation. 

, I would not be surprised if we had considerable difficulty in getting general 
agreement on adequate procedure for the winding up of the League as I am 
nervous about Soviet opposition in particular and the reports which we have 
received on the proceedings in the Executive Committee arc not reassuring. 
What tliey-  are-  ready to agree to should, however, be made clear soon. 

, As the time draws close I am a bit worried about the reception by some 
govenunents of the necessity of voting sums for both a League budget and a 
United Nations budget for next year. I do not sec, however, how that can be 
avoided and I think the proposal that contributing states would have the 
unused, part of their contributions refunded when the transfer is effected could 
go so-  me way, to meet criticism. The bulk of the budget in any event will be for 
the I.L.O. and it is usually fairly easy to get approval of reasonable expendi-
tures for the support of the 11.0. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

DEA/5475-M-40 
.• 	• Le sous-seer.  étaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au ministre adjoint des Finances 

Ass' ocia te Under7Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Finance 

SECRET ; ; 	 Ottawa, December 14, 1945 

1. 1 mY.  let.tçr' of -yesterday' concerning proposals placed before the United 
Natkifs.Pieliarato.  ry Commission about the financing of UNO," I said that I 
Suouldb'é'‘,vriting to  you  shortly on certain questions of finance in connection 
withtee-  liquidation of the League  of Nations. I am enclosing copies of three 
doCiiniéâts that  cônnection. The first is despatch No. 18 from Mr. Wilgress' 
ceerini memorandum , prepared by the United Kingdom Government' 
disciised it an informal meeting at the Foreign Office which was attended by 
a Ca4dian'repreierstative. This memorandum is a convenient summary of the 
financiaA  l'f)roblems 'connected with the liquidation of the League of Nations. 
'Ce  propos als made in it are, of course, subject to the approval of both the 

A  _eneral:Aiütnbly of the United Nations and the final session of the League mull; bb,‘. 	
. 

(.1 	 is 'a co
P y 

of a 'telegram' from the Acting Secretary 
41;03 te:tile,, 441,  glie of Nations sent on November 28th, concerning the 

"Voir le document 537./See Document 337. 

696.. 
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League budget for 1946, which was approved by the Supervisory Commission
last month. This telegram concludes with a statement of the contribution
assessed against Canada under the budget amounting in all to 1,343,207 .54
Swiss francs.

The third enclosure is a copy of a communication from the Acting Secretary
General, dated November 30th, forwarding the budget of the League for 1946
and the report of the Supervisory Commission for 1945 .' The documents
attached to this letter have only been received as yet in single copy by airmail.
They will be sent to you as soon as additional copies are received .

It will be noted that under these proposals the final League budget for next
year will be somewhat larger than the budget for 1945 . About half the 1946
budget, however, will be required for the I .L.O. which will continue in
existence. . The arrangements for financing the I .L.O. independently of the
League have still to be worked out following negotiations between the I .L .O.
and the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations .

There will be certain payments due to members of the League of Nations
arising from the process of liquidation. The working capital fund of the League
is owned by states 4members and their share is, therefore, repayable without

question . The Canadian share at the end of 1944 amounted to 309,568 .88

Swiss francs without the inclusion of interest . If it is agreed that interest is to
be included a further sum of 80,575 .72 Swiss francs would be added to this
refund.

Other payments or credits which might accrue to Canada will depend on
decisions still to be taken . The possible credits seem to fall under three heads:

1 . When the transfer to UNO has taken place it is suggested by the Actin g

Secreta ry General that any excess provision for personnel, etc., of the League
transferred to UNO would be credited to the contributing states, thus reducing

their net contribution for 1946 . ~
; 2. It . is suggested in the Foreign Office memorandum attached to the first
enclosure (paragraph 5 (1)) that League members should be credited by UNO
with their share of a fair valuation of the material League assets transferred to
UNO, consisting`-presumably almost, wholly of buildings, grounds and
equipment . The Canadian share, based on the contributions made by member
states from 1919•1944, would amount to something more than 6 % of the total

valuation .
3 : It is âlso suggested in the Foreign Office memorandum (paragraph ?(2té

that states members of the' League should be credited with the ir proport i ona

share€ of ` any liquid funds#which may remain when the winding up of the
League has been completed

. I have commentedin this letter chiefly on the financial cffect o f
lled

proposals on Canada . The Canadian delegation to the Assembly will b r
upon to discuss them in all their aspects and I should be glad to knowhn the
you have ' any obse rvat ions to make, particularly on the suggestions made
Foreign~Office memorandum. I may also have to consider all these questions at
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a meeting of the League Supervisory Commission which is expected to take 
place early in January. 

H. H. WRONG 

697. 	 DEA/5475-M-40 
Le sous-ministre par intérim des Finances 

au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, December 20, 1945 

Dear Mr. Wrong: 
I have your letter of December 13tht concerning the recommendations for 

financing the United Nations Organization and I have received also your letter 
of the 14th concerning the financial problems connected with the League of 
Nations. 

We have not had timc to give detailed study, as we would wish, to these 
In'a tiers but there are certain comments which we can make. 

In regard to U.N.O., I think our major concern is with the equity of the 
basis arrived at for contributions. If we are satisfied that that basis is an 
equitable one, I do not think we should bc too concerned as to the needs for 
advances to provide working capital. I would be much more concerned with the 
adequaey of the budgctary control of the new Organization than with the 
actual iize  of the advances. Presumably, if wc are going to take the U.N.O. 
seriously, require to have an adequate reserve to meet contingencies. 

The basii which the U.K. suggests for the transkr of League of Nations 
assets seems-a reasônable one to me. I do not quite see myself why even ex-
menibers,'Such as the Soviet Union, might not be given a credit proportionate 
to  the  contributions which,' in fact, thcy made during the period of their 
memlirship.., This could be donc for ex-members who become members of the 
U.N.O:I,would not think, however, that this should be done for any members 
of the Leaguë-of Nations who wcrc not in good standing and who did not 
becoine" Members of U.N.O. 

probably be aWkward making thrcc requests to Pa. rliament next year 
for Winces and  current contribution to U.N.O. and also a final contribution 
tO  the Uàgue' of Nations. Sincc, however, thc assets of the League are to be 
transfeirid and  members given crcdit for their value, the question of substance 
is re:anY.  Whethér the League of Nations actually needs a full year's contribu- 
tioni,bekre the transfer is effected. If there is no unnecessary spending, we 

.toipse by making our contribution this year.  1  would not be too sure, 
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however, that the transfer would be made as rapidly and economically if there
was full financial provision for twelve months of 1946 ."

I am, yours very truly ,
W. A. MACKINTOS H

' PA RTI E 3%PA RT 3'• '

- CONSEIL INTERNATIONAL DU BLÉ
INTERNATIONAL WHEAT COUNCI L

698. DEA/4171-40
. ., ~

1tlémorândum de l'adJolnt spécial en temps de guerre au sous-secrétaire
d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

1tlentorôndum Jrom Special Wartime Assistant to Under-Secretary
~ , ' ~ `' of St ate for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs
. , . .

(Ottawa,] February 2,1944

MEETING OF INTERNATIONAL WHEAT COUNCI L
JANUARY 31ST-FEBRUARY 1ST

1 . The Canâdiân delegation requested that 'the Canadian shipments of wheat
under the Greek Relief Scheme be credited to the Canadian 25,000,000 bushel

corn, mitment to. Wheat Coüncil relief pool . The, Council passed resolution
recognizing shipments of relief wheat, to Grecce as, cumulativc installments

against contributions to this pool . Canadian shipments of relief wheat to

Greecx'since their inception total about 10 .5 million bushels which, together

with shipments in the future until UNRRA (if and when) takes o ver, will now
be credited against the 25 million bushel commitnient .

2. .The Coûncil passed a resolution a formally recognizing UNRRA as the

"intetgovern mental relief body" refcrred - to in the Agrccmcnt .'° The Council

may now transfer wheat from its relief pool to UNRRA for distribution . The

Argentine ' delegate' said he ' had not yct received any instruction from his
Government regarding this matter but that he personally agreed with the

resolution and that he felt fairly certain that his Government would approve .

3: £ The- Canadian ' delegation$` rcquested the ' dcletion of the clause in the

Memorandum R of 'Agreement which'fxed export prices during the six -month

period following the conclusion of hostilities at the p rice of the last bulk sale by

Canada tôthe," United ' Kingdom: The United States and United Kingdom

delegations stated that they,woûld be ;vety reluctant to agrec to the deletion of

this clatise before â~ se rious attempt had been made to find a substitute . After

"Pour la réponse, voir k document 363lFor reply. sec document 3 6 5.
"Voir Canada. Recueil des traités. 1942. Ne 1 1 .
Sec Canada. Tnaiy Stries. 194t Na 11 .
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lengthy, discussion a resolution to the following effect was adopted. The 
COuncil; 	- : 	• 

à. i.ëcognizes.  that the present clause is not applicable in the circumstances 
which'now 
b. recommends that immediate efforts be made to find a substitute, 
c. agiees that if an acceptable substitute is.not found by April 30th that it 

would recOmmend the deletion of thé present clause. „ 
The United  States delegation said that in order to start the ball rolling on the 
price clause, negotiations, they are prepared to propose the Canadian Wheat 
Board price to producers of $1.25 per bushel as a basis upon which to begin 
discussions. 

J. DEUTSCH 

699. 	 DEA/7-Js 

Le haut comntissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGFtAM 568 	 London, March 9, 1944 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Canadian Delegation, Economic Policy 
Talks,", Begins: 

1. , Dunnett of United Kingdom Treasury and Twcntyman of Food Ministry 
asked us and McCarthy of Australia to participate in an informal discussion 
regarding possible arrangements concerning wheat prices. We informed them 
that we'had no authority or instructions for a discussion of this subject, but 
that we would be willing to listen and to rcport what was on their minds. 
United Kingdom representatives speaking unofficially said they have given 
much thought to what should be done at next Wheat Council meeting 
concerning . the price clause in the mcmorandum of agreement. The present 
provisionregarding Canadian bulk sale price is to be deleted and they are 
anxious.,to,obtain agreement on al substitute. They fear that wheat prices, 
Particularly in the United States, will continue to rise and may get out of hand 
in the immediate post•hostilities period. Thcy feel that extremely high wheat 
Prices, Which they consider the Wheat Agreement was intended to avoid, would 
flOt inh interest of either exporting or importing countries and that it 
would' v,e-cï desirable to prevent development of such a situation. Dunnett 
hinted th4,extremely high wheat prices in immediate post-war period might 
h. ave a rèpercussion on ability of United Kingdom to purchase other foodstuffs, 
including bUlk_ purchases from Canada and Australia. They proposed that 
a.greement e  be reached now on a range of prices to apply during period 
Immediately following close of hostilities. 

eVoiiietkicu , malt 20/See Document 20. 
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2. . McCarthy said he was prepared to recommend to his Government that
agreement on range of prices should be reached but that these should be

applicable immediately. Twentyman thought that it would not be possible to
get agreement on a price to be immediately effective which was less than the
present Canadian price to the United States . This price was higher than United
Kingdom, could contemplate either now or in immediate post-war period .
Twentyman thought it possible that the United States might be prepared to
accept a range of 95 to 115 United States effective at close of hostilities .

However in the course' of discussion with McCarthy, United Kingdom
representatives thought it worth . while to explore possibility of reaching an
agreement on prices to be effective prior to end of the war .

3 . Aside from explaining a few relevant Canadian circumstances we said

nothing. Ends :

700
. DEA/7-Js

'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

- Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TEt .E GRAM 448 Ottawa, March 11, 194 4

stage was the correct one . Ends .

SECRET. Following for Economic Delegation from Robertson, Begins : Your

telegram No. 568 of March 9th . Minister of Trade and Commerce and
Melvor feel ~ that the Canadian position ~ respecting the forthcoming price
negotiations within the International Wheat Council should not be anticipated
by bilateral discussions with certain members of the Council . They take the

view instead that the proper place for such discussions is within the Interna-
tional Wheat Council itself.

As you are aware, tentative plans have been made to convene the Wheat

Council in Washington during the last week in the present month, at which
meeting the representatives of each of the five Governments are expected to
present the position of their respective Governments regarding a minimum

Draft
maximum range of prices to apply under the' terms of Article V of th

e

Convention . It is intended that the, Canadian position be presented in this
âgrecd manner. had no

Under the circumstanccs the position taken by you that yo
u

authority to discuss the ïnatter with British and Australian officials at thi
s

21 (i.1>i. Mclv" ,commissaire principal. Commission canadicnne du biF .

(i .ll . Mclvor, Chief Commiuioner. Canadian Wheat Board.
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W.L.M.K./Vol. 371 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire  d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 	, 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

IMMEDIATE. Canada Né. 39, Commonwealth of Australia No. 86. Interna-
tional Wheat Council. His Majesty's United Kingdom Ambassador at 
Washingtôn reports that Russians have expressed to Chairman their desire to 
become members of Council. In view of great Russian interest in Wheat trade 
and more generally of desirability of encouraging Russia to participate in 
international organizations we are of opinion  that Russian request should be 
supported. So far as legal position is concerned we see no reason in principle 
why Russian admission should not be effected by means of supplementary 
protocol or memorandum. 

We do not know what is attittide of United States authorities to proposal, 
but in view of short time before Council meeting on May 1st, we are informing 
our representative ôn Wheat Council that in our view proposal should be 
supported:: He hai been instructed to keep in touch with his Canadian and 
Australian'colleagues in the Inatter but should there be any special consider-
ation from  point of view of Canadian or Commonwealth Governments of which 
you wislius to be aware before matter is raised at Council, I should be glad to 
be informed as soon'as possible." 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 276 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

r 	to Prime Minister 

[Ottawad April 17, 1944 

INTERNATIONAL WHEAT PRICE NEGOTIATIONS 
At the ihiétingi of the International Wheat Council held last week, concrete 

ProPoials we  made for an international agreement on minimum and 
maximum  export prices for wheat to go into effect immediately and to continue 
for a Period of two years after the close of hostilities. The Canadian representa-
tives, acting on instîuctions from the Wheat Committee of Cabinet proposed 
that the'wartime range of export whcat prices under the Agreement should run from, the Present Canadian minimum paid by the Wheat Board to farmers 

ax•-i 	• - 
22_12s notés suivantes  kaient &rites sur cette copie du télégramme: 

The following notes were written on this copy of the telegram: 
Robinson note. K ( ing) 2 -4-44. 
Mr.R[obertson) informed. J. A. G(ibson) 

701.• 

702. 
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($1 .25 per bushel F.O.B . . Fort William) to the United States maximum
received by United States farmers (which at present is equivalent to 172
Canadian cents F .O.B. Fort William) and that the price in the immediate post-
war period should be based on the last wartime commercial export sale .
Canadian sales to the United States and to neutrals are now being made at
approximately S 1 .47 . and shipments to the United Kingdom of Government
owned wheat are charged to Mutual Aid at $1 .25 . The representatives of all
the other count ries taking part in the discussions - Australia, Argentina, the
United Kingdom and the United States, thought that the Canadian price
proposals were too high . The United Kingdom delegation suggested a price
range of 90( - to $1 .30. At the conclusion of the meetings, the United States
representatives made a compromise proposal for .a floor of â 1 .00 and ceiling of

51 .50 both F.O.B. Fort William. All the delegations undertook to refer the
United States proposal to their Governments and to request instructions
necessa ry to enable the Wheat Council formally to consider it at its next
meeting, which will begin on April 19th .

While not certain, there is a considerable chance that the United States
suggestion will, after some discussion, be acceptable to Australia, Argentina

and the United Kingdom . However, it can be argued that Canada should not
agree to the United States proposal,, and that Canada should adhere to its
original proposition, namely a range between the . Canadian minimum and the
United States maximum . It may be felt that it is not practical (politically) for
Canada to agree to a fixed maximum export price which is substantially lower
than the probable rising prices which United States farmers will be receiving
during a period when the United States is importing heavily from Canada .

Under the United States pa ri ty price policy, it is quite likely that United States
domestic wheat prices will continue to rise for a time.

Depending upon the Canadian attitude it is probable that agreement could
be reached on the United States proposal, or some slight modification of it . It is

not likely that the Canadian suggestion outlined above will be acceptable to
any of the other Governments . If the Canadian position is maintained, the
Wheat Agreement, for all practical purposes, will become meaningless and
possibly break down altogether. This might have some unfortunate repercus-
sions on the possibility of getting sensible international commodity arrange-
ments in the future. . Failure to obtain agreement on a reasonable price might
also intensify B ri tish caution, and lead her to husband her bargaining power
with reference to the 'purchase of igricultural products generally from Canada
du ring the immediate post=war period .

V e must consider. also whether, in all i the circumstances, export wheat

prices higher than $1.50 are really in our interest . During the period of the war
and perhaps for a short time after, the Canadian Government will have to
finance, directly or indirectly, a good part of our wheat exports to the United
Kingdom and Russia . The higher the prices the greater the burden on the
Canadian Treasu ry. Also, export prices in excess of $1 .50 if maintained fo

r someyears are sure to result in an over expansion of wheat p roduction both on
the part of ourselves and our competitors, with a renewal in the post•war period
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of the difficulties of the thirties . The Canadian interest lies in a large volume of
exports at reasonable prices . This will not be possible for long if the higher cost
export'competitors in the rest of the world are induced to expand their output
considerably . In Canada itself the inevitable extension of production into
marginal areas would bring in its train the social and economic problems
consequent , upon the subsequent readjustment .

DEA/4171-4 0
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary of State jorExternal Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1029 Ottawa, May 29, 1944

The'XInternational Wheat Council functioning in Washington under the
Memorandurri `of Agreement of June 27, 1942, undertook last January to
negotiate a new price agreement to be substituted for the price provision in
paragraphi 6 of the Memorandum of Agreement which fixed prices for the first
six months after the total cessation of hostilities, including the end of the war
with Japan as well as with Germany, at the level of the last bulk purchase price
negotiated' by the` United Kingdom with Canada . Now that bulk purchases
hâve been discontinued in favour of Mutual Aid transfers, either a new price
provision must be negotiated or the existing provision must be deleted. The
latter admittedly .would seriously weaken the wheat agreement .

Meetings of the International Wheat Council have been held intermittentl y
since the , first `of April to negotiate a new price agreement. The British,
American and Australian delegates were strongly in favour of having a
minimum and maximum range of prices effective now rather than negotiatinga range to take effect at the end of hostilities . At first the Council endeavoured
to find a range which would take effect now but be subject to review every six
moritlis or, year,` When the ranges proposed by the various delegations on thisbasis -~were 'found to be irreconcilable, the United States delegation made a
formal ~ propôsâl ` that the following clause be substituted for the concluding
sentence of paragraph 6 of the Memorandum of Agreement:

Pending such determination the five countries will maintain, from the 1st
MaŸ 1944 and 'until the termination of the provisions of this Memorandum,
export prices of wheat of not less than 100 Canadian cents per bushel and not
more than 150 Canadian cents per bushel, both basis No. I Northern in storeFolMi11iam•Port Arthur; equivalent f.o.b. prices will be calculated for wheatsof the other, exporting countries and will be adjusted from time to time to meetsubstantial changes in freight and exchange rates ."`3116 Memorandum of Agreement ends two years after the total cessation ofhostilities ~ ~~

Thç American` proposal gave rise to two substantial diffculties the firstbe .
thât'an ff • . . g ,

e ecttve ce i l ing of $1 .50 would be placed on the Canadian wheat
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exports to the.United States which is an abnormal movement inasmuch as the 
United States normally a net wheat exporter is importing more wheat from 
Canada in 1944 than is the United Kingdom. It was never contemplated until 
recently that the machinery of the Wheat Agreement should be employed to 
control the price on this movement. . 

The second difficulty is the duration of the Agreement, the United Kingdom 
having been unable to accept a floor price commitment of $1.00 for as long as 
two yea. rs nfter the end of the war with Japan. 

The first difficulty has been largely resolved by agreement on the part of the 
Americans to add the following clause: 

"Inasmuch as trade in wheat between exporting countries arises largely 
from dislocations resulting from the war these minimum and maximum prices 
shall not apply in respect to such trade." 

The British Government, however, has queried this clause, and has proposed 
acceptance of it on condition that the Canadian Government, through an 
exchange of notes  will >undertake, in spite of the possible attractiveness of the 
American 'market, to meet all the United Kingdom's requirements from 
Canada of wheat -and flour within thé price tinge. The Canadian delegation 
were surprised that the British Government would require such an assurance, 
particularly in-  the light of pist policy which has been so to meet British 
requirements. In fact the Mutùal Aid procedure as applied to wheat was 
establishéd in order that the full British requirements could be transferred on a 
different and lower price basis than that on whicli.Canadian wheat is being 
offered tO the United States. 	. 	 , 	• , 

The question of the duration of the agreement is a more difficult one. The 
British Government' at first replied to the American proposal with the following 
amendment: 	* , 

"That the price range of 100 to 150 Canadian:cents per bushel, basis No. 1 
Northern f.o.b. Fort William-Port Arthur, should be maintained until 1st 
August 1946 or until the first August 1st occurring not less than twelve months 
after the cessation of hostilities in Europe, whichever be the later date, and that 

thereafter, and up until two years after the end of the war with Japan, the price 

range should be lowered to 90 to 130 Canadian cents per bushel, basis No. 1 
Northern f.o.b. Fort .William-Port Arthur." z • 

On advice that the American Government could not agree now to any period 

in which . 1 the floor would be based on 90 cents Canadian, the British 

Government offered a second amendment as follows: 
,,)."That a .„range of $1.00 to $1.50 should be maintained from the date 

agreement  is  reached until. August 1, .1946, or until the first  AuguS  

 occurring, not less than 2 years . after the cessation of hostilities in Eur°13e' 
whichever be the later date." 

The proposal to terminate the agreement at the expiration of two full cirotpo  

years after the end of the war in Europe in place of the AilleriCaIl prOpOSa 

relate the termination to the expiry of two years after the end of the war wd■ th
Ian Japan would shorten the period in, which the floor price of $1.00 Cana  
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might be effective. By having the price agreement commence now, rather than 
at the end of the war, the agreement would be substantially at Canada's 
expense.. Canada would have to forego prices above $1.50 for the remainder of 
the war and for some period thereafter on wheat sold to commercial buyers 
except the United States. In return, the agreement would be terminated shortly 
after the freeing of shipping; and the fulfilment of relief demands might result 
in the fléor of $1.00 becoming effective. 

For this reason, when the second British Amendment was submitted to the 
Wheat Council, Dr. Wilson," the Canadian delegate from Ottawa, suggested 
that the *effective period of the British proposal be extended to include the 
expiry of three years from the date of the cessation of hostilities in Europe. The 
text of his proposal follows: • • . •  

"The range of $1.00 to $1.50 be maintained from the date agreement is 
reached until August 1, 1947 or the expiry of three years after the cessation of 
hostilities in Europe, whichever be the later date." 

° It may be pointed out that the British  proposal as it stands terminates the 
agreement  two yeirs after cessation of Europcan hostilities at the shortest, and 
three Yii•s it the longest. Dr. Wilson's proposal, since confirmed by the 
Canadian government, would make the three year period definite. 

At the Meeting of the Council on May 18, Mr. Twentyman," the British 
delegate, reported that he had consulted his government on the Canadian 
proposal and that it was unacceptable. 

The United States,  Australian and Argentine delegates reported that they 
could accept either the British or the Canadian proposals and accordingly left 
the matter for direct discussion between the British and Canadian delegates. 

On May 20, Mr. Twentyman offered to submit any further representations 
from the Canadian delegation to his Government, but since negotiations 
through this channel of communication appeared to have been exhausted the 
Canadian delegates proposed that the mattcr be takcn up directly by the High 
Cominissiânci for Canada in London. 

Will you please, therefore, arrange a meeting with the Secretary of State for 
Dominion Affairs and request a reconsideration of the British position on the 
Canadian proposal. The view of our Government is that the duration of the 
agreement proposed by the British Government falls considerably short of 
balancïng the interests of exporting and importing countries, when, as carefully 
as any prediction may be made, cxport prices during this period will almost 
certainly be kept in check for the greater part of the period by the ceiling of 

whereas there is little probability of their bcing supported by the floor of 
$ 1 .00 until shortly before the  end of the agreement. The Canadian proposal 
rePresents â substantial  concession in time from the American proposal and 
mak.e.S.,:,deptite the longest period which the British proposal would permit. 

C.  F. Wilson, directeur, Direction du blé et du grain, ministère du Commerce. 
_EWilson, Director, Wheat and Grain Division, Department of Trade and Commerce. w  

.t_;• entyman, Mission alimentaire britannique, Washington. 
Twentymtn, British Food Mission, Washington. 
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General acceptance might .be obtained in Canada for an agreement extending
three years after the European war, but not for an agreement which might
terminate two years after that date. The Canadian Government feels that as a
matter of *equity in conformity with the principle of balancing producer and
consumer interests in a commodity arrangement, the duration of a minimum
and maximum price range should be such that the floor price should have
prospects of being effective for as long a . period as the ceiling price is likely to
be effective .
`. Regarding the British- request for, an undertaking by Canada to furnish

British reqtiirements within' the price range, you might say that no departure
has been contemplated from our demonstrated policy of making British
requirements our first export priority . If on the other hand, the British
Government feels it should have some definite assurance, we would propose a
further clause in the price agreement coinciding with the intention of
paragraph rive of Article rive of the Draft Convention . At the same time, we
should call attention to the fact that the proposed agreement does not bind the
United Kingdom not to buy below, the, floor from non-signatory exporters .
Although we appreciate that the British delegate has recorded in the minutes
of the Council that it is not the intention of the British Government to seek to
take advantage'of the agreement by buyinj below the floor from non-signatory
exporters, and although we also appreciate that the agreement cannot long
survive unless all substantial exporting countries ultimately become parties to
the . agreement, we feel that the British Government should be prepared to
undertake in the agreement not to pay less .than the floor price for any wheat
imports if they attach importance to our binding ourselves to offer wheat freely
to the importing countries within the limits of the price range .

I would suggest that you invite Mr . R. V. Biddulph" to accompany you on
these discussions, since he has participated in similar negotiations conducted
through the Wheat Council . =

Mr. Twentyman is being given the substance of this cable in order that he
might separately submit these representations through the channels he has
been using .,.

704 . DEA/4171-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner In Great Britai n
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

DESPATCN A.439 London, July 18, 1944
. - , , . . . . .

With referenceto yôûr telegram ' No. 1029 of the 29th May, and subsequent
correspondence' regarding Wheat price negotiations, I have now received from

. ~ . . . , . . .

uCommiuaire europfen . Commission canadienne du b16 .
European Commissioner. Canadian Wheat Board .
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the United Kingdom Government a memorandum which I enclose herewith,
setting forth their views on the subject of Wheat prices for communication to
the Canadian Government .

A'copy of my letter of June 7th,t and of the aide mémoire on this subjectt
which was " based on your telegram No . 1029 of the 29th" May, will be
forwarded to you by the next bag to complete your records .

I have etc.
VINCENT MASSEY

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

DEA/4171-40

Mémorandum du gouvernement de Grande-Bretagne

Mémorandum by Government of Great Brftian

INTERNATIONAL WHEAT AGREEMENT

PRICE DISCUSSION S
,1 :' :The United Kingdom Government have given careful consideration to Mr .
Massey's * aide-mémoire of the 7th June,t dealing with certain aspects of the
recent discussions at the International Wheat Council on the subject of wheat
prices: The United Kingdom Government greatly regret that it has not been
possible' for 'them to accept in their entirety the views advanced by the
Canadian Government in this matter, and it may perhaps conduce to a fuller
understânding of their 'attitude if a brief reference is first made to the history
of the recent negotiations .

Brief History ofPrice Discussions. ,
2 .' * It , wilt be recalled that the view originally put forward by the United

Kingdom Government was that it would be inadvisable to attempt to fix wheat
prices under the Wheat Agreement, since in their judgment conditions
generally were too uncertain to make such an attempt profitable . As, however,
it became clear , that other Governments represented on the Wheat Council
were anxious to make an attempt to reach agreement on a price formula, theUnited ; Kingdom representative was authorized to announce at the meeting ofthe

Çounçit in August, 1943, that the United Kingdom Government were
willing tô play thar part in an endeavour to reach agreement on a price fair to
producer' and consumer; it was then contemplated that the range of pricesagree d

n F :Pshould come into effect at once, and be reviewed in the August of each. . - p .e xensuing year. In'reaching this decision the United Kingdom Government werein fl uenced porii~larly by the 'desire of the Canadian Government to amendthe lis-
section of paragraph 6 of the Memorandum of Agreement .

3 . At that
Govern . time the range of prices envisaged by the United Kingdo m

ment Out not conveyed to the Wheat Council) was 80/100 cents abushel ; f,o .b Fort William. Meanwhile the exceptional trade between Canadaand the United States caused prices to rise considerably . In February 1944, it
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was the  issue of thè • United Kingdom Government that had it not been 
necessary to• make provision for this special Canada-United States trade, a 
maximum price of 120 or 125 cents would have been appropriate. It was, 
however, the aim that a price ,rang“hould be fixed which covered all the 
export trade of signatory countries including that between the exporting 
countries themselves. Full recognition of the rise in prices was given in the 
subsequent instructions to the United Kingdom representative to accept if 
necessary a revised price range .  of 100/145 cents to remain in force until 
August, 1945, and to be reviewed thereafter; this maximum of 145 cents was 
accepted by the United Kingdom Government solely in order to cover 
Canadian sales to the United States of America without involving a reduction 
of the price ruling in thosc sales. 
4. It was made clear however in further discussions that the Canadian 

Government felt unable to acCept a price agreement on these lines. Consider-
ation was then given té the United States proposal of a price of 100/150 cents 
to run until two years after the cessation of hostilities but the United Kingdom 
Government felt bound for their part to oppose this since, in accordance with 
the final minutes of the Wheat .Discussions at Washington in 1942, the 
proposal would  have  involved fixing prices for two years after the  end of the 
war with Japan -7-, possibly until *1948 or. 1949. The United Kingdom 
Government considered that it would be altogether inappropriate for them, 
having maid especially to their  position as the only representative of 
consumers, to, accept such it high level of prices for such a long period. They 
therefore offered the following alternatives: 
(a) A price of 100/150 cents until 1st Atigust, 1945, or 1st August not less 

than tWelve inonthi after the end of European hostilities and thereafter until 
two years after the end of war with Japan a price of 90/130 Canadian cents, or 

(b) a price of 100/150 cents until Ist August, 1946, or the 1st August not less 
than two years after the end of hostilities in Europe,  whichever were the later 

	

date.; 	• 	• 	• 	.• 
These proposals were made on the assumption that they would cover all wheat 
moving in international trade sold by signatories to the Wheat Agreement, 
including the trnde between the United States and Canada. 

Pioposal (a) , was •nôt -  acceptable to the Canadian or United States •• - 

Goliérnments; Proposal (b) was acceptable to all othcr Governments except the 

Canadian Gôïernment, which considered, in the first place, that the duration 
of the Priéé-  i'angé,witi not sufficiently lins to protcct Canada, and, in the 

Second place,: thatiishould not apply to trade between Canada and the United 
States : In &der té reach agreement, the United Kingdom Government, though 

Witli iniiighfing'airééd 'that' the'Price  range ihoutd not apply to trade in wheat 

betivêen'anjr of thé fotir'inajor,ciport' ing "ctiuntries. They felt unable to agree 
however to the, prôPisal that the duration of the price range should be 

exténded: 

	

1,:?t 	ti 	 1' , 
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6 . It will be seen that in the course of these negotiations the United Kingdom
Government, in their desire to reach agreement, have made considerable
concessions to the views of the other participating Governments .

Canadian Representations
7 . :The Canadian Government, in their aide-mémoire of the 7th June, raise two
point

s (i); The United Kingdom proposal that Canada should give an undertaking to
supply, the requirements of the United Kingdom within the agreed price range .
(ii) .The duration of the agreed price range.:, . . ,

Supply of United Kingdont Requirements Within the Price Range8 .14e -: Canadian - Gove rnment have stated that if the United Kingdom
Government need some definite assurance that wheat will be made available to
fulfill :their requirements, they would propose that a further clause should be
added to the Price Agreement, coinciding with the intention of paragraph 5 of
Article .V ; of the draft Convention (which provides ~ that the exporting
Gove rnments should ensure that wheat for export is at all times on sale at
prices not in excess of the maximum equivalents fixed under that Article) . The
Cariadian Government ask that the United Kingdom Government should for
their,part, give an undertaking not to pay less than the floor price for any
wheat imports from non-signatory exporters. It should be explained that in
asking for ; an assurance that adequate supplies of wheat would be made
available :within the price range to meet United Kingdom requirements, the
United Kingdom Government did not of course mean to cast doubt on the
willingness of . the Canadian Government to continue in the future, as in the
past,,to supply, the United Kingdom with the wheat which it might need . The
request was prompted simply by the fear that if sales of wheat from Canada to
the United States were to continue at unrestricted prices outside the provisions
of the agreement-the traffic might grow to such proportions as possibly to
encroach on, or, constitute a handicap to, the normal trade in wheat betweenCanada and the United Kingdom. Since in order to meet the difficulties of the
Canadian Government, the United Kingdom Government had agreed to thetrade ~betwi~,n"Canada and the United States being excluded from theprcvisiôns ofthe price agreement, nôtwithstanding that it was in order to cover
thât trâdé'that a . price range of. 100/150 cents had been accepted, it was feltthat the ' Canâd ian Government would readily understand the desire of the
United Kingdom authorities to p ro tect themselves against any risk there mightbe of, whea v sales to the Un i ted States causing a reduction in the supplies
:ilable for: the United Kingdom 's esscntial needs .t tlïeré~tnâ It is rccognizcd, however,
S~t~

i-.~

Ÿ~ little likelihood in practice of the trade with the United
réaching such d imensions, and if the Canadian Government for theirç, .parvi regard,~any - such apprehensions as unrealistic, the United Kingdom

. .=~~~Y . , ,G
oveinmént°are fullYA PrePared to defer to their judgment and to refrain fromPressing their'rrwh quest. They have every confidence that the close co-operationIch bas'existed :throughout the war between the two countries in this as inother ds=}w~1~ eontI nue and have no doubt that any difficulties which may be
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found to arise from time to time on either side will be readily capable of 
adjustment in discussion between the two Governments. 

Duration of Price Range 
9. The United Kingdom proposal was that the agreed price range should 

remain in force until 1st August, 1946 or ' 1st August two years after the 
cessation of European hostilities, whichever were the later date. In view, 
however, of the passage of time since these proposals were originally made, and 
in the hope that the proposals may be more readily intelligible to Canadian 
public opinion, the United Kingdom Government now suggest that the date 1st 
August, 1946 in the above formula should be altered to 1st August, 1947. The 
Canadian Government, for their part, suggest the continuance of the price 
range until the 1st August, 1947, or three years after the European Armistice, 
whichever is the later date. Assuming that the European war ends before 1st 
August, 1945, the United Kingdom proposal would terminate the price range 
on 1st August, 1947 and the Canadian proposal at some  date  between the lst 
August, 1947 and 1st August, 1948. The Canadian Government justify the 
suggested longer duration of the price range on the grounds that in order to 
balance the interèsts of producers and consumers, the price floor should have 
prospects of being effective for as long a period as the price ceiling, and that 
under the United Kingdom proposal prices would be prevented from rising for 
a longer period than the floor would prevent them from falling. 

10. Given the high levels of the agreed pricc range, the United Kingdom 
Government feel unable to accept the view that its duration should be so fixed 
as to enable both the maximum and the minimum pricc to operate effectively 
over approximately equal periods. Such an arrangement would introduce a 
principle which would be extremely difficult to apply in that it would be 
impossible to say in advance how long prices would remain at the maximum 
and therefore how 'long the minimum pricc shbuld operate after prices had 
fallen to that figure. Indeed, such a neat balancing of maximum and minimum 
prices over a period of time seems artificial and inappropriate to the 
arrangements under discussion. 

11. The,United Kingdôm Government believe that it was not the intention 
under the 'draft Convention itself to balance the intcrcsts of producers and 

cOnsumers in the manner suggested by the Canadian Government. ParagraPh 2  
of Article V  of the  draft Convention provides that the prices fixed should in the 

opinion, of the Council, 	 - 
(a) return reasonably remunerative prices to producers in exporting 

countries, • 
(b) be fair to consumers in iMporting cotintries, 
(c)' be in reasonable relationship to prices of other commodities, and 

(d) make appropriate alléwance for exchange rates and transportation costs. 

They  rd  this  as  meaning' that a 'price range ihould, whilst fulfilling theisle 

requirernents, be as naiiow' ai possible, and that the problem of balancingoi  ea  
claims of producérs and consumers should be achieved rather by a choice  
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suitable ' price range, than by its duration. The latter method would in
part icular be much more speculative in its operation . In this connexion it will
be remembered that the arrangements iinder discussion are transitional andwill'doubtless be replaced before their expiry by something more comprehen-sive 'and complete . In that event, wheat producers will secure continuously
prices which have received the joint approval of both importing and exporting
countries .

12. For the transitional period the maximum price is now agreed . It appears
to the United Kingdom Government important that before a minimum is fixedfor ., longer . than the minimum transitional period, the discussions should
embrace a number of considerations which cannot now be properly assessed,
and should take into account the views of the importing countries which have
hitherto had no voice . The Memorandum - of Agreement will no doubt be
superseded by a comprehensive Agreement, possibly before its expiry, and the
United Kingdom Government were prepared, with this in mind, to conclude an
amendment to the Memorandum of Agreement providing a minimum price of
90 cents for, a longer period. But an agreement that would suggest that a
minimum of 100 cents should be held for longer than two full years from thecessation t of European hostilities (which should be adequate for further
discussions) , appears to the United Kingdom Government to be open to
objection : _ : .
' 13 : For these reasons, therefore, the United Kingdom Government express
the hope that the Canadian Government will now be prepared to accept the
United Kingdom proposal that the price range should last until the lst August,1947, or until lst August two years after the cessation of European hostilities,
whichever is the later date .'

DEA/4171-40Aide-mémoire du haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne
_î 7 ; à ç, e Aide-lltémolre by High Commissioner of Great Britain

705 . ,

516B/ 121
[Ottawa] August 3, 194 5

AIDE MEMOIRE

rs understood from the M' ' f F_-A

(Left with Under-Secretary oJState
° Itl, ; ; .~ by High Commissionerjor United Kingdom)

in~stry o that tthe stocks of Crown Wheatare, or,
will shortly be, exhausted and that it will therefore be neccssary in thenear future toof R, fx rices for new pu rchases . While it is recognized that this is,U cou~
e

. . a P
. • a matter entirely for the discretion of the Canadian Government, the

A't~ ~~n8d6m ~authori ties are anxious to submit certain points for the
~nsld_eration of the Canadian Gove rnment since they feel that any proposal torai

~ P,nCés wôuld have far-reaching effects .
~ tbe Canadian authorities are aware, the Wheat Council is due to meet in. LOndôa lâter th'~~~, ; s month. At this meeting a further (and possibly final) attempt
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will:be made to reach agreement . on the Australian, Argentine and U.S.A. 
price equivalents for 51.00 to S1.50 for Canadian No. 1 Manitoba w heat. Any 
further rise in Canadian prices would probably mean a figure in excess of the 
suggested maximum of 51.50 and might therefore seriously threaten the whole 
basis  of  this plan. Furthermore, any such increase would be likely to have 
immediate repercussions on the price of Argentine wheat, irrespective of the 
price ultimately determined under the Wheat Agreement. 

.The United Kingdom authorities feel also that the possible financial 
implications of any increase in price may be important. They appreciate that 
the Canadian authorities :might wish to make any necessary adjustments in 
Mutual Aid to absorb the increased price in the immediate future, but even in 
this évent the long term problem would remain serious. The United Kingdom 
does not feel entitled to count upon any extension of Mutual Aid into Stage III, 
which may now be near, and in this evenithe United Kingdom's already very 
grave financial problem in Stage III would be correspondingly aggravated. 
Moreover, a higher wheat price might very well result in pressure for higher 
prices for other commodities. If such increases were granted the financial 
difficulties of the United Kingdom .would be pro tanto greater. On the other 
hand, a further increase in the price of wheat without a corresponding increase 
of livestock products might be expected to encourage wheat production at the 
expense of livestock production. Though this might be partially offset if any 
limit on wheat deliveries were fixed, the Ministry of Food feel there would be a 
serious risk of the non-fulfillment ,of the minimum contracts already completed 
for beef, bacon and eggs in 1946, and as the Ministry have already made clear, 
they arc anxious, if possible, to obtain whatever supplies can be made available 
in excess of the minimum which have already been stated. 

The United Kingdom authorities therefore venture to express the most 
earnest hope that it will be possible for the matter to be settled in such a waY as 
will enable any increase in the price of Crown Wheat to bc avoided. 

706. 	 , 	 DEA/411 1-40  

; 	Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State J.' or External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 970 

Sir, • 
am réfernng to your despatch  No  -A. 439  of  July 18th, in which a • - 

ineinèrandurn 'that' you had iticeiVed from the United Kingdom Government 
sctting knits' their yiewi  on the iubject of wheat priccs was enclosed. The 

Kh 

	th Cailadiah—Governiiimit Sharei the  view* set out in paragrap 8 of 

Memorandum that it is unnecessary ïo 'record formal iccognition of Can 

readiness to Meet the fiiIr wheat requirements of the United ingdom within

ada'e 
 

s 

the price ranges about tà be agreed on, and shares the confidence expressed bY 

Ottawa, August 5, 1944 
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s . .

the United Kingdom Government that the close co-operation which has existed
between the two countries in this as ' in other fields will continue and that any
difticulties which may arise will be capable of adjustment by direct discussion
between the two Governments.

The views of the United Kingdom Government, as set out in paragraphs 9 to
13 of the memorandum concerning the duration of . the price range, have been
given careful consideration, including the reasons for the United Kingdom's
rejection - of the,Canadian proposal that `,`the range of one dollar to dollar fifty
be maintained from the date agreement is reached until August 1, 1947, or the
expiry of three years after the cessation of hostilities in Europe, whichever - be
the later date ." . The United Kingdom Government's alternative proposal that
the price range should last until August 1 . 1947, or until the first August lst
occurring two years after the cessation of European hostilities, whichever is the
later date; substantially meets the objection raised by the Canadian Govern-
ment,tô the earlier United Kingdom proposal . The Canadian Governmentaccordingly appreciates and welcomes this new proposal, and is instructing the
Canadian delegation to the International Whcat Council to support the newBritish proposal at the forthcoming meeting of the Council .

hâll appreciate it if you will convey this reply to the United Kingdom
Government. It is to be,hoped that an early meeting of the Council can be
arranged in 'order to conclude the Agreement. It is our understanding that the
question of f.o .b . differentials of the dollar to dollar fifty range in Australia
and'Argentina is ' the only remaining difficulty and that this point is the subject
of direct discussion bctween the appropriate Australian and United Kingdom
off, c~a

• t, , s : . . . • . .707
,• DEA/4171-40

. . éf ât^ . .~* ..,. .. .< ~

Secretary ojState fnr External AJfairs

p rom Vtlson, Bcgtns. Rc Intcrnattonal WhcatCouncil ~With majo ri ty of WheatfCouncil delegates in London, it was agreed
at 3qugust ~`meeting of , Council should be held in London rather thanWashington: Have not yet received advice of dcfinite datc of meeting .`•
-Wb~

s, , t ,

tC~,
.

_ ,
C:ommittee of ' Cabinet last Tuesday decided that you shouldrepresent Canada at this meeting . Please contact Cairns2• and advise him youstill repr~ént Canada.

Principal issue at meeting will be price discussions initiated at January 1944
meeting and not yet concluded. You will recall early in 1944 Canada offered tot t ~ . .~ t., _ _

Follôwing für Bidd 1 h f ~

I . . . . . , . s , . . . , Ugus ,
RAM , 1853 * 4 : . . Ottawa A t 13 1945

. au* haut commissaire par intérint en Grande- Bretagne
- Le secrétaire d Etat aux Affaires extérieures

id Acting Ntgh Comnttssloner in Great Britai n
TELEG

~A~~, Gi~ ~~irc. Conseil international du blé.
~s. Socreta ry, International Wheat Council .
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accept floor of S1.00 and ceiling of. $1.50 basis No. 1 Lakehead, provided we 
had practically a three-year agreement. To date only Argentina has agreed 
Argentine equivalent this range. Australia and United States still holding out. 

At August meeting United Kingdom may press for conclusion of agreement. 
Canadian position approved by Wheat'Committee is that our original offer 

$1.00, $1.50 still open for purposes of negotiation at August meeting on 
understanding that agreement would continue in force three years. If other 
exporters during August negotiations fail to fall in line, then our $1.00, $1.50 
offer to be definitely withdrawn.. In other words, if price negotiations break 
doWn again, as they may do, you should support our January 1944 request for 
deletion of last sentence of paragraph 6 Memorandum of Agreement. 

Reference relief item on agenda, hope to have you advised before meeting 
where Canada stands on .25,000,000 bushel relief commitment. Roughly 
15,000,000 bushels was sent as gift to Greece and remainder to UNRRA paid 
for out of Canadian contribution to UNRRA. 

Draft Agenda of August Wheat Council meeting as follows: ' 
"1. To consider the approval of the minutes of the fourth and fifth sessions of 

the Eighth Meèting (I.W.C.  (Minutes)  8/4 and 8/5)t held on 28th August 1944 
and 30th January 1945. 	, 
"2. To elect a Chairman of the Council to succeed Mr. Paul H. Appleby. 
"3. To consider the advisability of electing a Vice Chairman (at its first 

meeting held on 3rd August 1942 the Council agreed indefinitely (o postpone 
the election of a Vice Chairman). 
"4. To exchange views on the 1945/46 supply position. 
"5. To considcr the present position regarding the contributions of 

Governments of relief wheat under paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article VI (Relief 
Pool) of the Draft Convention (letters from: thc Argentine representative ,  

dated 20th April 1945; the Australian represenintive, datcd 12th July; and the 
United Kingdom representative, dated 16th July). 
"6. To approve its budget for the year cnding 31st July 1946 (Note by the • 

Secretariat to bc circulated at the mccting.) 
"7. To &onside's- the report of the Executive Committee on the determination 

of prices (Document I.W.C. (Prices) 5/45 to be circulated as soon as its text — 
now in di-aft form has been agreed by the timbers of the Committee). 

"8. To exchange views on the following provision of paragraph 3 of the 

Memorandum of Agree*  mcnt: 	. . the United States, so soon as after 

consultation with othcr countries it deems the time propitious, should convene 

a wheat conference of the nations having a substantial interest in internation 

trade in Wheat which  are  willing to participate ...'

al  

"9. Any other business." Ends. 
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to High Commissioner in Great Britain .
Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le secrétaire d'État âux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

DEA/4171-4 0

TELÉGRAM 1985 Ottawa, August 29, 1945

Following for Biddulph from Wilson, Begins : Have reviewed correspondence
mentioned Melvor's cable twenty-fourth27 and his explanation in that cable
quite correct.

Would add that in spring of 1944 I had a long discussion with Twentyman
over principle of a' three-year price agreement versus two-year agreement
which,iUnited i Kingdom then favoured . In May 1944 United Kingdom
Government accepted three-year principle leading to acceptance of August 1,
1947, termination . While not expressly stated, this was clearly on assumption
agreement would commence around August 1, 1944 .

Canadian Government's position now is that loss of a year in negotiations
should extend and termination date to August 1, 1948 . With prices over ceiling
and wôrld position very strong, floor guarantee unlikely to be any use to
exporters = in two-year agreement now while having to make concessions on
ceiling .

Ré , price extensions generally, first issue is whether United States and
Australia will accept their equivalents . If not, negotiations break down and you
should' withdraw Canadian Government's offer to accept $ 1 .00 and $1 .50
because of other exporters' failure to reach agreement . If others accept their
equivalents then you would need to advance our August 1, 1948, termination
based on immediate commencement of agreement, and you would probably get
support of other exporters, also that of United Kingdom who have recently
shown their anxiety to bring the $1 .50 ceiling into effect .

Am at,present convalescing and out of touch with office ; would appreciateYour following up other matters through McIvor . Ends.
7no

DEA/4171-4 0
.- Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

TELEGRÂM 2540 London, September 3, 1945

Fôllowinifor vMclvor from Biddulph ,•• dulph, copies for Cabinet Whcat CommitteeW~lson Begins: Covering International Wheat Council meetings August31st and September lst 19 4

, au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
: Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

9 S .
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1 . - United 'Kingdom could not reconcile Australian equivalents . Nothing was
said of United States and United Kingdom equivalents .

2. United Kingdom suggested new approaches to hold the 1 dollar to 1 dollar

50 range for two years irrespective argumentative equivalents .

3 . You may recall that disagreement ' on equivalents automatically ciosed the
eighth meeting with the deletion of the bulk sentence . Therefore, could not
permit paragraph 2 approach without stating Wheat Committee views to show
Government's willingness continuing negotiations on 3 year basis .

4.`,`It appeared a shock to the United Kingdom to`hear of 3 years .

5 . I made it definite that we withdrew unless these equivalents were agreed to
there and then . .

6 . There was no agreement .
7 . The eighth meeting çlosed with a recommendation to Government for the

deletion of the last sentence of- paragraph 6 of Memorandum of Agreement
and, of course, the pçiçe range also disappeared.

8 . The ninth session opened with suggestions of,the same range - the same
e 4

two years .
9. Further suggestions, when previous paragraph failed, that prices reach no

higher than at present for the present crop . This being occasioned as a
Preparatory Committce,is to be formed inviting ten nations to discuss the
Wheat Agreement within the next few months .

10. Finally, on my flat disagreement at the wording of above para ;raph, as it

simply meant Canada sacrificing and : no one else, it resolved itself into a
recommendation to Gove rnments to keep the p rice as low as possible .

11 . Eventually the United States spoke at greater length and, as I had
already assumed from their previous remarks, they mean to obtain a price on
the export markets of the world as near their parity as possible and no subsidy
considered . . : : ► . .

12. The United Kingdom, through Mr . Broadly, openly recognised our

difficulty' vis-à-vis with United States and expressed the pious hope that
Canada would do all possible to keep prices low. I pointed out that this is what
she had been doing continuously and with great difficulty .

13 . A further personal talk with Farringdon of United States implied that
United States might be in the position to make some small compromise, which
presume must be through some type of parity juggling, as their orders appear
to be no subsidy possible balance this crop . .

14 . You may be able to explore this point when he returns in a fortnight
.

15 . All çlse personal letter.+ Ends.
. . . . . , _
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
' au haut comMissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2047 	 Ottawa, September 6, 1945 

Folk:Wing for Biddulph fro.m Mclvor, Begins: Your 2540 and 2545' 
received, fully noted and discussed at length with Wheat Committee last night. 
1. We feel in view United States stand you took only possible position. 
2. Summarizing your cable as we understand recommendation. Last sentence 

of paragraph 6 will be deleted. 
3. Further, there is no agreement whatsoever now with regard to price. 
4. Except resolution urging supplying countries to maintain lowest possible 

levels on export wheat. 
5. Which in view United States declaration re parity prices surely makes such 

a recommendation rather absurd. 
6. Your comments re next meeting noted. Also reference to invitation other 

nations for discussions. 
7. Your position at meeting would appear to have been most difficult but 

must comment that situation well handled. 
8. We are still in midst of pricc discussions on current position which you are 

undoubtedly aware arc most complex, particularly account United States 
position.liope to cable you over weekend as to decision. 

711. 	 PCO 

• -• 

4 

TOP SECRET 

" n 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

[Ottawa,' September 13, 1945 

WHEAT PRICES ‘,1 	. 
MINÏSTER 6F TRADE AND COMMERCE explained the position 

conCeining eXpo' rt 'prices fok. wheat. 
A eiiticial -  situation had arisen. International discussions had failed to 

achieve agreement as to price and thc United States had now declared their 
intention of obtaining on export business a price as close as possible to their 
°in "Parity" price. 

In the opinion of the Wheat Board, this situation and the Canadian supply 
Position justified prompt corresponding increases in Canadian prices by 
aPProximately 30 to 35 cents a bushel. No increase was being made, however, 
Pending government decision. 
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The question had been considered by the Cabinet Wheat Committee, but no 
decision had been reached. Alternatives which had  been  discussed were a 
possible long term agreement with the United Kingdom, or the establishment 
of a ceiling price of $1.55, coupled with a floor of $1.00, such arrangement to 
be effective for a period of five years. 

(Copies of an explanatory note' were circulated and returned to the 
Secretary at the end of the meeting.) 

(Minister's memorandum, updated, re wheat prices — Cabinet Document 
60).' 

22. THE CABINET, after considerable discussion, agreed to defer further 
consideration of this question to a special meeting to be held the following day. 
• ' 11 • 

712. 	 PCO 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,) September 14, 1945 

WHEAT PRICES; STABILIZATION POLICIES 
1. THE PRIME MINISTER, referring to the discussion at the previous meeting, 

emphasized the gravity of the issues involved in reaching a decision on the 
question raised by the Minister of Trade and Commerce. 

2. THE MINISTER OF FINANCE read a memorandum from the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board assessing the effects upon administration of the 
govenment's stabilization policies of an increase in the export price of wheat. If 

wheat prices were permitted to rise, corresponding increases would follow in 

coarse grains, livestock and dairy products, with the inevitable result that the 

whole price ceiling programme would be critically affected. 
3. THE MINISTER OF TRADE AND COMMERCE suggested that consideration 

be given to a solution along the lines suggested in the memorandum which he 
had circulated at the previous meeting, namely, a floor price of $1.00 a bushel 

and a ceiling of $1.55 for a definite period of years. 
4. THE CABINET, after further considerable discussion, agreed that a draft 

Measure be prepared for consideration 'it the next meeting on the basis of a 

guaranteed floor of $1.1313 a bushel and a ceiling price at the present level of 

$1.55 to be effective for a period of five years. 
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. Extrait des conclusions du Cabine t

TOP SECRET fi " [Ottawa,] September 19, 194 5

WHEAT PRICES ; STABILIZATION POLICY
11 . - THE MINISTER OF TRADE AND COMMERCE submitted an explanatory

memorandum, a draft public statement and a draft recommendation to Council
for disposition of this question along the lines agreed by the Cabinet at the
meeting of September 14th.
-'The ; proposals contained in these documents, of which copies were

circulâted, had been discussed meantime with the Ministers of Finance and
Agriculture. They provided for instructions to the Wheat Board to offer wheat
for ' export overseas at prices not higher than the current price of $1 .55 a
bushel, and for an undertaking by the government that for rive years producers
would receive not less that $1 .00 a bushel on authorized deliveries for each
crop year.

(Memorandum to the Minister, Sept . 17 and attached draft statement; also
Minister's submission to Council, updated - Cabinet Document G3) . '12 . MR . MACKINNON read the draft statement which it was proposed to
make in the House of Commons, that afternoon, with certain minor revisionstherein, made since the draft had been first prepared.

13 . ~:THE CABI NET, after discussion, approved the documents submitted by the
Minister -with r certain amendments to the draft statement which it was
understood would be made that afternoon in the House, and agreed to the
passing of an Order in Council to give effect to the policy therein set forth .

(Order in Council P .C. 6122, Sept . 19, 1945) .t
. .~ 3
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I PARTIE 4/PART 4

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DES EXPOSITIONS
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITIONS BUREAU

The Cômmittee of the Privy ' Council have had before them a report, dated

714. DEA/12490-1-40

Décret en Consei l

Order in Council
. . . .

. . . . . . ~ . . . . . e . . .

P.C. 4666 Ottawa, July 3, 1944

16th June, 1944, from the Secretary of State for External Affairs representing
as follows:

1 . Under the authority of Order in Council P .C. 787 of the 18th April 1934',

the instrument of ratification in respect of the Government of Canada of the

Convention relating :to ' International Exhibitions, and the Protocol of
Signature, signed at Paris on the 22nd November 1928, on behalf of Canada,
and approved by the, House ôf Cômmons and the Senate of Canada on the 6th
and 8th March, 1933, respectively, was deposited with the French Government,
in conformity with Article 33 of the Convention, on May 22, 1934 ;2 8

2 . Under Article 37 of the Convention the` Government of Canada has the
option to elect to withdraw, with effect one year after the date of the receipt of

the notification of denunciation ;

3 . In - view of the 'course which is being followed by other interested
governments in denouncing ' the Convention and thus * clearing the ground for

the negotiation and conclusion of a new Convention dealing with the same
matters, it is expedient * that action' should , be taken by the Government of
Canada' notifying the other interested governments of the denunciation of the
Convention in respect of Canada . . ~

The Committee, on the recommendation'- of - the Secretary of State afornd
External Affairs (concurred in by the Minister of Trade and Commerc e
the Minister of National Revenue) advise that appropriate steps be taken t

o

denounce the Convention in respect of the Government of Canada .
A D . P. HEENEY

Clerk of the Privy Counci l

f

2sGnada, Recueil des traités, 1934. N• 7.
Canada, TreatyStries, 1934, No. 7 .

®
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715.» 	. 	 DEA/12490-1-40 
L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire  d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External Affairs 
, 	• 

DESPItH 979 " 	 Paris, July 6, 1945 

Sir, - 
I have the honour to refer to your Telegram No. 113 of July 1 lth, 1944t, 

and to the subsequent arrangements made by the Mission in Algiers to forward 
to the French authorities and to the appropriate authorities in Tunisia and 
Morocco, formal notice of the termination by the Canadian Government of the 
Convention relating to International Exhibitions signed at Paris on November 
22nd, 1928. 
2. I am enclosing herewith a copy of a communication dated July 12th from 

the Vice-President of the Bureau International des Expositions,t stating that 
as a result of the meeting of a number of delegates held on June 5th, it has 
been proposed to hold a preliminary meeting on November 6th of the 
representatives of member countries in France, in order to study the question of 
the revision of the Convention of November 22nd, 1928, and requesting this 
Embassy to designat e.  a representative for this purpose. 
3. Before replying to this Communication, I should be grateful for an 

expression of your views. 
I have etc. 

GEORGES P. VANIER 

1141 

DEA/12490-1-40 716. 1i • 	 ; 

Le sous-ministre du Contnterce 
au sous-secrétalre d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, August 10, 1945 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
May I'refer to your: reference note of the 8th instant,t transmitting copy of 

Despatch No. 979, of July 16, from the Canadian Ambassador at Paris, 
concerning the invitation to have a representative from the Embassy attend a 
Preliminary meeting on November 6, of representatives of member countries, 
to study the question of revising the Convention relating to International 
Exhibitions. 

Asyou know, the whole situation, immediately pre-war, in regard to the 
status of this Convention and to the functions of the International Exhibitions 
13_ areau wàs  far  from satisfactory, and any move that is to be made in the near 
future to re-draft the Convention and to put the functions of the Bureau itself 
On a better defined basis should be carefully considered and guided. 
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'` We believe that it would be well to arrange for a representative from the
Canadian Embassy in Paris to attend this preliminary meeting and that the
Canadian Ambassador should be so informcd .

Perhàps, in the Grst` instance, however, it would be advisable to ascertain
what views the United Kingdom Government hold in regard to participation in
this proposed meeting - as the United Kingdom Government took the
initiative in moving for the denunciation of the Convention of November 22,
1928 .

This Department is actively interested in the resumption of exhibitions work
-- including, of course, the field of, international exhibitions - and the re-
establishment of our Exhibitions Branch on a more adequate basis is one of the
matters to which it will be necessa ry for us to give immediate attention.

Yours faithfully,
M . W. MACKENZI E

4

717. DEA/12490-1-40

Lisous-secrétaire par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Deputy 1tlJnister of Trade and Commerc e

Ottawa, October 23,1945

I refer to your,letter of August 10th regarding the proposed meeting of the

Bureau International des Expositions.
~ You will remember that, at your suggestion, we inquired what the attitude

of the Gove rnments of the United Kingdom and Australia would be towards
attending this conference . Attached are copies of the replies' received, from

which it appears that the Government of Australia, if an invitation is received,
will send an obse rver and that the Government of the United Kingdom

proposes to send a representative who will, however, confine his statements to
an explanation of the three reasons which led the United Kingdom to denounce
the Convention of 1928 . '

In the circumstances, we have suggested to our Paris Embassy that Mr.

Yves Lamontagne2' should be nominated as the Canadian representative, to

hold a watching bricf., - „

'2SccrEtaire commercial. amb a ssade en France .
Commercial Secrcta ry, Embauy in France .

H . H. WRONG
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718. 	- 	 DEA/12490-1-40 

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 1749 	 Paris, November 20, 1945 

Sir, 
I have the honour to attach, in duplicate, copy' of a letter from the Bureau 

International des Expositions, requesting the Canadian Government to state, as 
soon as possible, its wishes regarding the regulations or articles of the 
Convention with respect to which revision may be desired. 

ralso enclose, in duplicate, a report  prepared by our Commercial Secretary 
on the meeting held on November 6th, 1945, which he attended as an observer, 
in accordance with your telegram No. 514 of October 23rdt, together with two 
copies of the Convention' to which reference is made in his report. 

I have ctc. 
GEORGES P. VANIER 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Rapport du secrétaire commercial sur une réunion du 
Bureau international des expositions 

Report by Commercial Secretary on Meeting of 
International Expositions Bureau 

(Paris,] November 10, 1945 

Notes on Meeting held in Paris on November 6th, 1945. 

Agenda 
1. PieSident'S rcport on the activities of the B.I.E. since the outbreak of the 

war. 
2. Proposal to amend the Convention. 
3. Collection of fees and determination of their amount. 
4. Pending proposals for forthcoming exhibitions submitted to  the B.I.E. 
5. Fixing  ôf date of 1946 meeting. 6. ,N  , 

,+ Muni; of delegations and appointment of committees. 
Chal' e 	M 'Leo 13  rman: r. 	n arcty (France). 
Delegates: The following countries and organizations were represented at 

the meeting: 
Canada,  France*, United Kingdom, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, 

°rwaY, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Tunisia, 
international Chamber of Commerce, American Chamber of Commerce in 
Paris. 
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The U.S.S.R. °had signified its intention to send a representative, but he
failed to turn up . , . .

The tl following countries were not represented : Denmark, Morocco,
Roumania, Spain, Australia, New Zealand, Finland .

The Chairman outlined the activities of the Paris office, which were very
restricted as a result of the war . A pamphlet was published in 1942 (copy
attached)t, containing the text of the 1928 Convention, together with the
resolutions and recommendations which the Bureau was called upon to draft
for the interpretation of and completion of the Convention . This documentation
is preceded by an Introduction setting out the reasons for the Convention, and
giving certain details regarding its application. ;~ -

sThe Chairman expressed regret at the death of. Mr. Maurice Isaac, Director
of the Bureau, and referred to the problem of his replacement . He pointed out,
incidentally, that it' would be necessa ry, in view of the high cost of living in
Paris, to considerably increase the salary of the new incumbent, suggesting a
coefficient of increase of nearly S over the pre-war sala ry. This matter will be

considered by , the Budget Committee, which will also discuss the question of
membership fees; their amount, and date at which they should become

iapplicable (April 1945 or April 1946) . .
The following countries have denounced the Convention : United Kingdom,

Canada, Australia, and the Ncthcrlands .
The United . Kingdom delegate,(observer), replying to the Chairman's

question respecting the rëasons which led to'the United Kingdom's denuncia-
tion stated that these were (a) the desirability of increasing the number of
countries which had adhered to the Convention ; (b) the fact that the United
States was not a signatory,and that it was desirable that it should be ; (c) the

intervals between exhibitions were too long . The United Kingdom desired that
the Convention be revised and this would be a condition to its re-adhering.

It was unanimously agreed that the Convention should be revised, and a
Cominittee of rive was appointed for this%purpose . It was also agreed that the
United States Embassy in Paris be approached with a view to securing the
membership of that country. The U.S.A. and the signatory countries will be
requested to state their views in respect to the revision of the Convention .

The Bureau has been informed that an exhibition is planned for NTilan, but
no date has been fixed for this exhibition . The French Government Winistry
of Reconstruction) is considering an exhibition in Paris during the summer of
1946, in which foreign countrics may participatc . Switzerland has applied for a
priority for an exhibition of popular art .

The` next régular ïnecting of thé Biureau will be in May 1946 .
YVES LAMONTAGNE

z!•.rf` ., ! . . '3 .r3 ,'E ', ,
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DEA/12490-1-40 

' 	 Le sous-ministre du Commerce 
à l'adjoint spéclal au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 
to Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

719. 

Ottawa, December 21, 1945 

Dear Mr. Pierce, 	• 	 • 
With reference to despatch No. 1749, of November 20, from the Canadian 

Embassy in Paris, concerning the proposed revision of the Convention relating 
to international exhibitions, we have been reviewing our file for the purpose of 
ascertaining on what precise points we would be prepared to suggest revisions 
of the Convention. In the light of the material that is available in our records, 
we 'consider that the letter from Mr. Stephen L. Holmes to your Department, 
undeidate. d October 19, 1945', summarizes very well the chief weaknesses in 
tlifoitnir Convention that require to be corrected.» We would lay particular 
emi)hasis On the importance of adherence by the United States to the revised 
CoMientiOn (See paragraph (a) of Mr. Holmes' letter). 

Mr. . :Lamontagne, who attended the meeting of the Council of the 
International Bureau of Exhibitions in Paris early in November, will be in 
Ottawalkrobably within the next fortnight, and we will have an opportunity 
then ofsoing into this question in somewhat greater detail. 1 will keep it in 
mind to write yo. 0 further with regard to any additional points with reference to 
changes in the Convention to which also we may wish to attach some special 
emphisii» 

Yours faithfully, 
M. W. MACKENZIE 

„ 

3°Résiniea dam  la pièce jointe, document 718. 
Summirized in enclosure, Document 718. 
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± _ _ j PARTIE 5/PART 5
UNION PANAMÉRICAINE ET CONFÉRENCES CONNEXES
PAN-AMERICAN UNION AND RELATED CONFERENCES

720. DEA/2226-40

Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre
' au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

1lfemorandum by Special Wartime Assistant
to Under -Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs

CONFIDENTiAL • [Ottawa,] March 28 ,1944

NOTES ON CANADA AND THE PAN AMERICAN UNIO N

I . There has been no change of any significance in our attitude towards the

Pan American Union since Mr. Brooke Claxton gave the address to which Mr .
Scully" refers in his letter of March 24?' The Chilean Foreign Minister wrote
to Mr . King offe ring to sponsor Canada's ent ry into the Pan American Union
shortly before Christmas", but the invitation was politely declined with the
suggestion that the members of the Pan American Union might prefer to settle
such problems as had recently been raised by conditions in Argentina and
Bolivia before Canada became a partner:A t is the feeling of this department
that in any event Canada should not become a member of the Pan American
Union until she has been extended a unanimous invitation to join . In other

words, we are not interested in membership unless the United States would
welcome our participation . That apparently is not yet the case. We are also not

disposed to enter the Union only to be used as a factor in controversial matters
with the United States by Latin American count ries . Friendly relations with
the United States must precede cooperation withlatin American states. There

seems to be no doubt as to th e general friendliness towards Canada in Latin

Ame rica and the growing prestige of Canada because of her part in the Second

World War. When the reti ring Minister from Brazil left Ottawa he publiclY
expressed the hope that Canada would soon be with her sister nations in the
Pan American Union . The address of Mr . McCarthy to thehas 1a ~topyCanadian Club last November, of wh ich Mr. Scully presumably h

a
~

was warmly received in Latin Ame rican countries .
2. The Canadian government has no objection to participation in conferences

of a scientific or technical character organized on a Pan American basis. In the

- last few months .Canadian officers have attended a conference in Dhâoérbéen
in Mexico City and on Cartography in New York. Invitation s

"Hugh Scully, wnsul général à New York.
Hugh Scully. Consul-General in New York .

»Non trouvéjNot located.
"Le message fut transmis via le ministre du Chili le 21 janvier 1944 .

The message was transmitted via the Miniitcr of Chile. on lanuary 21 .1944•
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extended to 'attend a Pan American Highway Conference in Peru and a
Criminal Jurisprudence Conference in Chile . The . United States governmenthas invited Canada to send an observer to a meeting of the Inter-American
Development Commission which is scheduled for New York in May

. All theseinvitations are under consideration . In the near future Canada will adhere to
the Convention of the Inter-American Indian Institute with headquarters in
Mexico.u
3 . The Pan American Union is not well known in Canada . In a Gallup Pollnot long ago 72% were recorded as never having heard of the Pan American

Union and as not knowing what its purpose was . Of those who did, 80% favourmembership. Statements reiterating membership in the Union have been made
during the past year either in the House of Commons or on public occasions by
Mr. Brôoke Claxton, M .P., of the Liberal Party; Mr. Howard Green, M .P., ofthe Conse rvative Party; and Mr. M. J . Coldwcll, M.P., leader of the C.C.F. Atitsïconvention in Februa ry the Bloc Populaire endorsed Canada's membershipin the Pàn American Union . The Union can scarcely be regarded as a party
issue, although its enthusiastic support by the Regional Isolationists in the Bloc
Populaire might possibly make it somewhat suspect in Conse rvative circles inOntariô. , ' . , .
4. Acxording"to recent eomments made by an official of the United Kin domForeign Office, the British government would welcome Canada's membershipin the PanW American Union . They regard the Union as a background type of

regionâl ôrganization which may help to contribute to world peace after the
war, and they, feel • that Canada could act as a bridge between the BritishCommonwealth and the Union . They would in no way regard Canadianroembership in the Union as a weakening of Commmonwealth loyalties .
S• Canadian contacts with Latin Ame rica are steadily increasin . There areflow Cànadian Embassies in Brazil and Mexico and Canadian Ministersaccreditai ' to Argentina and . Chile. Canada and Peru are also expected toezchange missions in the near future. Canadian Trade Commissioners arefound ; elsewhere in the lc aiding Latin American countries. The WartimeInfoririation Board has a Latin American Section which is active in s readinf ior'mation about Canada in Latin America and in assisting in arran in visi s.. profi :inent~Lat~n Americans to Canada. g g~ . . . .

n act adhere to the Coavrntion.

~~di d~ ~Gnada n'adh éra pu i la Convention .

(F. H. SOWARD]
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DEA/2226-40 
L'arnbizssadeur au Chili 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux.  Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador. in Chile • 
to Under-Si tary-  of Ski te for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 Santiago, August 12, 1944 

Dear Mr.' Robertson; 	 . 
7 ' Thank yotifor your letter of July 8th.t 

» I had drafted à !cues' to you in connection with the Pan-American Union, 
but what I Was s4,ing seems to be coniiderably .affected by the recent speech of 
the Prime Minister," of which extracts were given in your telegram No.8.' I 
take this to be an indefinite postponeMent of the ide:a of Canada joining the 
Pan-American Union. I have not seen any,reference yet in the local press to the 
speech, but if I am right  in mY diagnosis àf it, I think that it would be well to 
have some formula ready in case I am ag*ain asked about Canada's stand. 

In this connection Mr. Soward's confidential report of April 17th, 1944," 
enclosed with your confidential circular 108 of July 15tht states on page 11 
that, to the Chilean éxpression of willingness to sponsor Canada's entry now or 
in the futuré into the Pan-AmeriCan Union, "a polite and evasive refusal was 
returned." I have rather gathered that Sr. Fernandez takes the answer that was 
forwarded by Dr. Grove to benot sà much a 'refusal as a deferring. 

I am wondering whether  the  fundamental changes in the Pan -American 
constitution, to which the Prime Minister refers as being necessary before an 
invitation'can be given to Canada;may not have to go beyond the question of 
the designation of members. 'Assuming that Pan-America becomes more and 
more political,' thére Will have to be some idea' wh'eie it will fit into peace plans 
and world organization. There would àlso, I think, have to be some re-
statement of the bases of thé Union making for democratic equality between 
the Members. The tone used by Mr. Hull in his recent memorandum on the 
Argentine",'whatever the merits of the coMplaint, fills one with misgivings and 

is in sharp contrast to the tone tiséd by Mr. Churchill. The Churchill rebuke" 
was made from an equal to an equal.. The Hull memorandum is in a verY 
different toné; It may yet be brought home to the United States that such a 

tone defeats its object and, in my opinion, helps powerfully to inspire 

"Hispanidad". One certainly would not like to have Canada at any time 
exposed to such a tone. And even if such language were not addressed to us one 

would not wish to be compromised from time to time through its being 
addressed to others. 

"Le 4 août 1944. Canada, Chambre des communes, Débats. 1944, volume VI. PP. 6124-5 ' 
August 4, 1944. Canada, House of Commons, Debates. 1944, Volume VI, pp. 5912-3.  

*Non trouve/Not located. 	 .1 
"États-Unis/United States, Department of State Bulletin,  Volume  II,  July 30, 1944, pp. 107-  
"Le 2 août 1944/August 2, 1944. Grande-Bretagne/Great Britain, House of Commons, Debates, 

Fifth Series, Volume 402, Coiumn 1484. 
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", : Whether, or not : Canada joins the Pan-American Union, there is a concrete
question .that might possibly arise for us. What stand is Canada going to take
should Argentina actually run amuck? ~Mr . Bowers19 says to me, as . I have
quoted elsewhere,,"We are fighting against Fascist aggression in Europe and
Asia, we,cannot let it go unchecked in America" . Vill Canada . feel that thisline equally applies to her? Mr: Bowers has twice expressed to me his relief
that there is another non-Iberian but American country speaking down here,
and with a special title to do so. So far, of course, our speaking has been
restricted to politenesses . Are we going to take the line that difficulties between
South American countries are not our concern unless we enter the Pan-
American Union, or are not our concern as one'of the United Nations, but are
for thôse,countries, and particularly, for the United States to solve? The point
will necessarily affect thinking on regionalism and the linking up of any regions
with an international systcm ; but it might also suddenly bcome a practical
question upon which a Canadian stand might be expected and might have to be
taken without a great deal of time for taking it . This may well be one of several
cases in which Canada will be confronted with some of the consequences of
growing up and of going out into the world .. . . . .,_ 1 . F . .

Yours sincerely,
WARWICK CHIPMA N

DEA/2226-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l ambassadeur au Chili
Under-Sécretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in Chile

"Claude Q, g0*Claude G. 8~,~~~~ o
f

des États-tjnit &u
Un ted States in Chile.

Canadian: r~ in your secret letter of August 12th discussing the, . . position in the Pan American Union . While it is difficult to give apositive answer, to all the points raised in your letter, the following commentsmay Perhaps be helpful .
The Department feels that until the views of the United States are clarifiedon Canadian Participation in the Pan American Union, it is best to avoid an y

of eagerness in seeking membership. If and when an invitation isextended, to Canada by all the members of the Union . which presumably willnot happ en until the general conference planned for Bogota in 1943 has beenCOnven~, the Canadian Government will be prepared to consider the invitationSYmpathetically
, Meanwhile there will be an opportunity for the CanadianPeople-, to lnârn inore of the nature of the Pan American Union and ourrelations with ~ l'
.2~tin American states. The Wartime Information Board i s

I3was~much inte tedt

D ea r Mr . Chipman : .
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preparing a reference paper on that topic which should aid in the process of 
education. The Government will also continue to participate in such scientific 
and technical conferences of a Pan American character to which it is invited to 
send representatives. In the discussions in the House of Commons on the Prime 
Minister's statement it is perhaps significant that no opposition was expressed 
to membership in the Union. At that time Mr: Coldwell and Mr. Howard 
Green again favoured membership, with the latter adding the reservation, 
provided that it did not weaken Commonwealth ties. 4° 

Our answer to Dr. Grove's° letter of February 17th,t in which Chile offered 
to sponsor Canada's membership in the Union, might perhaps be interpreted by 
Dr. Grove and Séhor Fernandezu in the manner you suggest. Yet our letter did 
refuse the offer of immediate sponsorship and left purposely blurred any 
comment upon the suggestion that Chile might reserve the right to sponsor 
Canada's membership in the Pan American Union at a later date. As I have 
already pointed out it is not our intention to secure membership through 
sponsorship by a member of the Union. 

I agree with you in yOur opinion that the role of the Pan American Union in 
the system of world order needs careful examination. A Departmental 
memorandum on that subject" has already been sent to you with the request 
for comment.  I note your opinion that the tone of Mr. Hull's recent indictment 
of Argentina may help to defeat its own ends. From such comments as we have 
received from our Legation in Buenos Aires, Mr. Kirkwood" has been inclined 
to share your views. , 

For the moment our greatest anxiety in the Argentine crisis is the adverse 
effect that it may have upon Anglo-American relations. There seems no doubt 
that Mr. Hull is most concerned about the possible menace of Fascist 
Argentina to the Good Neighbour Policy and to the Inter-American Society, 
while the United Kingdom appears chiefly interested in the effect that the 
present regime in Argentina may have upon lie' r contributions to the United 
Nations war effort. Once the war in Europe is over there is some danger that 

the present minor irritations with each other's attitudes and methods maY 
become more acute in both London and Washington. I hope to discuss the 

issues involved with members of this Department most interested to see if we 
can explore any middle course between those taken by the United States and 

the United Kingdom at present. If you have any comments in that connection ,  

I should be very glad to receive them. - — 
As to the danger of Argentina running amuck, I should think it likely that 

this danger is unlikely to materialize until her army is better 
; 
• 

equippe 

°Le 4 août 1944. Cinida, Chainbre des cOmMunes, Mats, 1944, volume VI. pp. 6136, 6142. 

August 4, 1944. Canada, limit of Commons, Debates 1944, Volume VI, pp. 5924, 5929 -30 . 

"D' Eduardo Grove, ministre du Chiller. Eduardo Grove, Minister of Chile. d 

and 

,42Ministre dcs Relations extérieures du Chili. 	. 
Minister of External Relations of Chile. 

"Non trouvé./Not located. 
"K. P. Kirkwood. Premier secrétaire et chargé d'affaires ad intérim, ambassade en Argentine. 

a K. P. Kirkwood, First Secretary and Chargé d'Affaires ad interim. —Emb_ ssy in Argentina. 
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until the United States becomes more immersed in domestic problems. Should 
Argentina openly attack her neighbours, it would certainly be a matter of 
concern to Canada as a member of the new world association in the process of 
organization, which would certainly not permit aggression to pass unnoticed in 
Latin America any more than it would in any other continent. It seems to me 
that it would be unnecessary for Canada to participate in a military manner in 
checking Argentina for geographic and strategic reasons, but I should certainly 
expect that Canada would readily cooperate in whatever economic and political 
sanctions would be imposed upon Argentina under those circumstances. 

I hope that you will find time again to send me further comments upon the 
general Latin American scene as viewed from Santiago. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

723. 	 DEA/7305-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au chargé d'affaires au Mexique" 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires in Mexico" 

TELEGRAM 4 	 Ottawa, January 3, 1945 

SECRET. It has been arranged that a conference of "Delegates of the United 
and Associated Nations of the Americas" will be held in Mexico City between 
approximately February 1st and 15th to which all Latin American states 
except Argentina and El Salvador will be invited. It is expected that the United 
States delegation will consist of Stcttinius, Nelson Rockefeller, Avra Warren, 
Leo Pasvolsky and other experts. 
2. The Agenda  for the meeting is still under discussion but we understand 

that  the meeting will be primarily devoted to the discussion of urgent 
hemispheric War problems. Some of these problems are the successful 
eomPletiOn of the economic warfare programme in Latin America, prepara-
tions against the migration of Fascism to the hemisphere, and the increased 
production of certain strategic materials urgently needed for prospective 
military offensives. The Dumbarton Oaks proposals will also be discussed, but 
we understand that the United States will attcmpt to limit the discussion to the 
ben wes and means of integrating the Pan American system into the general 
framework of the world organization in accordance with Section C of Chapter 
8  of the proposals. 
3.Ià:vi .ew,  of  the suggested title for the conference, it would appear that 

Canada' iould be eligble for representation although the title chosen was 
nlariYidopted to  exclude Argentina from the discussions. The Mexican 

"Illbsador here was disposed to send a message to his Government 
i 

131 
mnne télégramme a été envoyé &  Buenos Aires N• I, Santiago N• 2. Rio de Janicro N• I. 
c!arne telegram was repeated to Buenos Aires No.  i, Santiago No. 2, Rio de Janeiro No. I. 
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Assistant Seeretary 'oJState 01 United States to Prtnte Alinrster

recommending that Canada be invited to attend the conference. He explained

to us that his Government : had been for some years anxious to have Canada
more closely associated with the other American countries in the consideration
of American problems, and having taken the initiative in the past in proposing
Canadian participation in Pan American meetings, it would seem appropriate
that as host country they should raise the question of Canadian participation.

~ 4 . The Ambassador was informed that in the light of all the circumstances
the Canadian Government did not wish- the question of Canadian participation
in this conference to be raised by the Mexican Government . While it was true
that the meeting in Mexico City .was not technically under the aegis of the Pan
American Union and . therefore the . technical difficulties preventing our
participation in the conference of American Foreign Ministers were no longer
present, nevertheless, the prospective conference was in fact and spirit a

continuation of what had begun as purely Pan American consultations .

5. In reply to this statement of Canadian policy, the Mexican Ambassador
said that his Gove rnment would fully, appreciate the reasons why w e thought
an invitation to attend this particular conference would be inexpedient and
would advise his•Govcrninent not ' to raise the question of Canadian participa-

724 . DEA/184s

Le secrétaire d'État adjoint des États-Unis au Premier ministre
~, ., . .

tion.

S i nce recei v ing your warm an t oug
through a, most interesting and somewhat hectic period . One can see the

beginning of the crystallization and formation of the pattern for future world

relations . , In the light of ; the unbelievable human sacrifices which have been

and are being made, the great responsibility , for the prese rvation of the things

for which so many are giving their lives is a matter of constant concern .

- - It is my conviction that the unit and strength of the nations of the
Western Hemisphere will play a determin~ng part in the future security of the

world as a whole. As you well know, at the present time there are many factors
which - have ;' undermined that tsolidari ty . Through consultation

in Mexico
arranged for a Conference to be held within the next few weeks ting
City, of representatives of those republics whose governments are cooéatasteP
in the, war ., I sincerely bel ieve that th is E meeting will result in a g

forward in ' the histo ry of inter•Am erican cooperation because of its importance,
not only, to the American republics but to Canada and the Canadian

people as

well . • at that time
.I would appreciate i t if you could have someone in Mexico City know of

with whom :I could unoffcially,keep in touch, in order - that you may

the plans as they are being formulated, and that we may get the benefit of your

• '' d h htful letter t all of us here have e
e

.. _ . , . . . , . .. ~ ~ ~ ' ... . ~ " 4 ;' . . . ..

Dear. Mr. King:, ; b n

945
SECRET Washington, January 3

. .,
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thoughts, the mutuality of the interests of Canada and the American republics 
being so strong. Our Ambassador in Mexico is being informed of this 
suggestion, -  in order that he may notify Foreign Minister Padilla. I am 
enclosing a brief outline of the subjects for discussion,t and as our thinking 
becomes more specific, I will take the liberty of keeping you informed through 
Ray Atherton in our Embassy in Ottawa. 

Equally important to the success of the Conference itself is the reorientation 
of Argentina, not only from the point of view of the war but from the point of 
view of the future security of this Hemisphere. As the situation is today, it 
constitutes a serious threat for all of us. This is a matter which is being given 
most serious consideration and considerable progress has already been made. 

Your kindness and personal interest has always meant a great deal to me 
and I have *often thought recently of the conversation we had in Father's 
apartment. I share your objectives for the future. There are many problems 
and many difficulties but a great opportunity lies ahead. 

With very best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER 

725. 	 DEA/184s 
Le Premier ministre au secrétaire d'État adjoint des États-Unis 

Prime Minister to Assistant Secretary of State of United States 

Ottawa, February 12, 1945 

My dear Nelson [Rockefeller], 
I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your secret letter of January 31st with 

its generous reference to the interest which I have always taken in your career. 
1  feel as you do that great opportunities confront us to achieve something 
worthy of the  tragic sacrifices of the finest young men of our respective 
countries. s 

Vge  in Canada have become inci-easingly aware during this war of the 
importa ricé of good neighbourliness in this hemisphere. I have watched with 
interest: Yôùi. oWn efforts to further inter-American cooperation and am 
confident the in your wider sphere of influence you will do much to promote 
that sOlidiritY of outlook which will help to make the American Governments a 
bulwark Of world'oider; 

appreciate yotir suggestion that I should designate some one in Mexico 
itY with *whom you can keep in touch unofficially, in order that we might be 

rmal of what plans are being formulated at the forthcoming conference. 1 
'elieve,the inOit suitable person for that purpose would be our new ambassador 
tb° Méxié(i: City, H. L. Keenleyside, who is presenting his credentials to 
uf. Ciiiiachcithis week. As a former Assistant Under-Secretary of State 
h°ars cx,tefaïl Àffairs, in charge of the American and Far Eastern Division, he 

evc.timately; associated with the shaping of Canadian policy in this 
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hemisphere. I shall advise him immediately of your offer and forward a copy of
the 'agenda for the conferencet which you kindly sent ' me. I note also that you

will furnish us from ' time to . time with further detailed information upon the
subjects to be discussed through your ambassador in Ottawa .

""I am ve ry glad to learn that considerable progress has already been made in
dealing with the problem of Argentina . As you know, our Government has
refrained for almost a year from official contacts with the Farrell administra-
tion as a mark of its uneasiness at the implications of the words and deeds of
the little group which has governed that count ry. We have also pursued an

economic policy closely approximating your own in dealing with Argentina,
while appreciating the limitations on that policy which Argentina's possession

of important : raw materials required for the, prosecution of the war entail . If

Fascism can : be uprooted in , Argentina before . .it has pe rverted Argentine

Nationalism it will be a cause of rejoicing for us all .
With warmest personal regards, believe m e

Your sincerely,
W. L . MACKENZIE K IN G

726..
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCN A. 54 London, February 22,194 5

SECRET

Sirs ,
Some time ago you were kind enough to send me under cover of

despatch
No. 63 of January 26th, 1943 ; certain papers concern ing the Pan Ameri
Union which I read with much interest . I now have the honour to offer in this

des atch -some observations on this subject and on Canada's general relation to
thepinter`-Ame rican system. Although this*question is not an immediate concern
of this office, I hope this despatch will ' not appear as coming from an
inappropriate source. Du ring my own sojourn at Washington in the years

which followed the establishment of our Legation, the matter was of some
current importance and therefore of much interest to myself as Head of the
Mission. . I -may say I feel that the views which , I then formed on the subject

have been confirmed rather than altered by subsequent events .

2 . : In-this despatch I use the phrase "Pan' American Union" in i tAmep ~an

sense . âs meaning what correctly should be called the "Union of
Républics" .- As I need not point out, the phrase "Pan American Union" is
strictl 's king applied only to the Secretariat of the Un ion in Washinglc paI

also interpretct membership of the Pan American Union to mea
full par te Union

tion *in all inter-Arim~rican activities, as presumably, if Canada joined

1 %
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she would also take part in conferences of Foreign Ministers and functional
hemispheric organisations .

3 : There are two main arguments advanced ~ from time to time for our
adherénce to the Pan American Union : (a) that it would increase our trade, (b)
that it'would improve our status . As far as the first point is concerned, one can
see no valid reason to substantiate the belief that our admission to the Pan
American Union' would result in an increase in trade with Latin America.
Canada will develop her commerce with this area through direct trade and
diplomatic representation . There is no evidence that any country in the inter-
American system has increased its trade with any other part through the
machinery of inter-American organization .
4 . The question of statui is a more complicated matter. It is constantly

assumed that our national status will be raised or at least demonstrated by
joining the Pan American Union . This view is usually associated with the
illusion that Canada's policy is at present dictated by the Foreign Office . The
events of this war have surely made it much less necessary for us to take any
action solely for the purpose of achieving status . In view of the rejection by the
United States of Canada's bid to participate in the Rio de Janeiro Conference
and join the Pan American Union in 1941 and 1942", nothing would be more
derogatory to Canadian status than to apply again, cap in hand. If we are to
consider our status it would be wise for us to decline even to consider an
invitation to Join the Union until after a period of zealous and unanimous
courtship.

5
. It is perhaps`nâtural that at this stage of our development as a nation there

should occasionally be expressed the belief that Canada should "join all the
clubs", and membership of the Pan American Union is increasingly referred to
as a symbol of our independence as a sovereign state . This is to lend such a
proposal all the'dangerous attributes of a slogan . There is no basic reason, of
course, why Canada could not belong to the Pan American Union and remain a
loyal member of, the British Commonwealth . Nevertheless, membership in theUnion

;and participation in inter-American affairs might embarrass us inseveral ways
: In the Commonwealth Canada has insisted on th estatus of all members, equality of

This equality of status is not so clear in the PanAmerican Union, - in which the United States enjoys a position which is notÇÔn ceded to the
:United Kindgom within the Commonwealth . (In the Pan-American . Union - building if I remember correctly, the relation of the UnitedStates tô , the other members is symbolized by a group of busts re resentinnationâl . he r

p(inth ° a'oes ' in } which that of the American representative is placed on apace or two in advance of a single rank of those bearing the effigies ofthe otberi;) .Within the Union Canada might find she had ualit of statuswith Paraguay rather than the United States .
eq

y6 . ~anadaH has
Se

constantly opposed the establishment of a Commonwealthcretinât ; but the Pan American Union Is a Secretariat . It is trueorgâniiâtions are not entirely analogous, btwo ut it ma be difficulttfor the
46voir le vol ume 9, documen ts 764, 767,9,/Soc Volume 9. Documents 764, 767-9 .
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Canadian citizen to understand .why Canada rejected Mr. Curtin's proposals 
for a Commonwealth Secretariat° on the grounds that it might endanger her 
sovereignty, and then proceeded, to, take part in the activities of a Pan-
American Secretariat. This inter-American system includes a large number of 
functional organisations in which Canada would be pledged to take part. In 
view  of  our reluctance to take part in purely Commonwealth functional 
organizations on the grounds that they are exclusive, it is difficult to 
understand what arguments could be used for participation in purely 
hemispheric bodies. , 
7. It is perhaps not .correct to say that Canada's participation in the Pan 

American Union is occasionally advocated because of belief that it would 
strengthen.the forces of. Isolationism but there is little doubt that our entry into 
the Union would greatly encourage Isolationist thinking in the country. This is 
probably the,most important objection to such a step. Although, as has been 
stated above, there is no reason why such membership should loosen Canada's 
tics with the Commonwealth, with Europe, or . with Asia, and although the 
Inter:American system may outgrow its isolationist complexion, it must be 
admitted that Canadians tend to,take a rather simple view of this question. The 
greatest enthusiasts, for membership in the Pan American Union are to be 
found among both French and English speaking nationalist-isolationists. It is 
true that there, is support for membership among a large number of genuine 
internationalists and strong supporters of the,Commonwealth, but there is the 
great danger that closer  association  with the inter-American system would be 
interpreted by Canadians as a retreat from Europe and the Commonwealth. 
This interpretation might be nourished into 'a belief that Canada would run 
away from the problems of the northern hemisphere of which she is as much a 
part as she is of the western hemisphere. 
8. There is no real unity in the western ,  hemisphere. Culturally, Canada 

differs much more from South American than she does from northern 
European countries. The idea that there is any strategic unity in the western 
hemisphere has been thoroughly exploded by this war. Geographicaly, there is 
no unity, unless one believes that , the Isthmus of Panama has some mystic 
significance. Communications with South America are still, for the most part, 

by sea, and it is much farther from Canadian ports to Rio or Buenos Aires than 
we are worlds 

with the Catholic and Latin countries of America, but there is a good deal 

to any of the important ports of Western Europe. Culturally 
apart.The French Canadian is inclined to believe that he has much in corninon

of  

sentimentality involved in this claim. These points are not intended to be an 
argument against the development of the closest possible relations with Le! 
America, but meiely to question why relations with this part of the weld 
should be of any greater importance to us than relations with countries in 

Europe and other parts of the world with which we have always had more in 

common. The only unity of the western hemisphere is historic. The  Am 
15 

 

are populated by Eurépeari or semi-Eurépean peOples, many of whose ancestors 

•Noir le volume 9, document 819./See Volume 9, Document 819. 
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came to the New World to get away . from the old for various reasons. The 
United States and the Latin-American republics broke their political ties with 
the Old World, and in doing so Created a certain bond. Canada has achieved its 
independence without breaking its political ties, and therefore does not share 
fully the one element of unity in the hemisphere. 
9. Positive disadvantages would flow from our membership of the Pan 

American -  Union. If Canada joined the Pan American Union she would 
undoubtedly find it necessary to take part in the activities of the many inter-
American bodies. The only one of these which could conceivably be of positive 
value would be the conferences of Foreign Ministers. In this case there would 
be danger of undesirable entanglements. Inter-American bodies dealing with 
all sorts of subjects from international law to health, radio and the press, seem 
to be of questionable value. The exchange of ideas on all these subjects with 
other countries is always useful, but there are a good many countries from 
which we have much more to learn. Australia and New Zealand, for example, 
may be a long way from Canada, and we may not be able to travel to them by 
means of an Isthmus, but there is good reason to believe that we will get much 
more value out of the exchange of views with Australians and New Zealanders 
on health, social security and almost any other subject, because in spite of the 
distances that separate us the patterns of our communities arc similar. In the 
same Way.  we should also find an interchange of ideas with Dutchmen or 
Nonvegians of more value than a similar exchange with other American 
countries except the United States. 

10.- Although it may seem to be a minor matter, it should be borne in mind 
that relations with Latin Americans are carried on in rhetorical terms, with 
which Canadians are fortunately unfamiliar, and with which they could rapidly 
become excessively bored. Canadian enthusiasm for inter-American gatherings 
might be dimmed after too great exposure. 
11., Thé greatest danger which would follow our entry into the Pan American 

Union Would derive from our relation to those issues which in Pan American 
affairs frequently divide the United States on the one hand from the twenty 
Latin American republics on the other. As we stand at present we can regard 
such controversies from a position of dignified aloofness. As a member of the 
Pan American Union we would frequently be obliged to take sides and either 
incur the criticism of our powerful neighbour or share the unpopularity of the 

"
United States' in America. In spite of the improvement brought about by the 
gceneighbour". policy which at present prevails in Washington, it is difficult 

to aVoid the Co-nclusion that the United States is not popular in Latin America. 
TA here'W lién a good deal of evidence of efforts on the part of Latin 
2Inericiris tdciliry favour with Canadians by provoking joint antipathies to 
ute Unitéd States. This is a short-sighted and dangcrous game in which 
Ca. nada must not be involved. We should find it very difficult to avoid joining :tab Latin America in an anti•United States attitude on the one hand or on the 

her being classed simply as a puppet of Washington. 
1 2. 

 transi 
It - 	 r-et- !nut be borne in mind that the inter-American system is in a state of . 	» 

tt would be most unwise for Canada to associate itself with this 
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system before it is clear- in what shape it will emerge . As it stood in 1941, its
chief aim in foreign policy was the preservation of neutrality and the isolation
of the western hemisphere. We could not be associated with such an

organization . No doubt adjustments will be made in accordance with the new
attitudes in the United States and the Latin American countries, although it is
not entirely clear what other purpose can usefully be served by a system which
is arbitrarily,.limited to a hemisphere, which has no strategic, economic or

cultural unity . It is particularly important that Canada should not associate
itself with a regional group until the shape of the World Organization becomes
clear, but we should be careful not to align ourselves with a particular region
until we understand the nature of the association .

13 . There is only one other Ame rican count ry with which we must maintain
specially close relations in our own interest, and that country is the United
States. We have formulated satisfactory arrangements for settling our
problems and arranging for our joint defence. From our point of view there is
nothing to be gained from complicating these arrangements by involving
ourselves in wider commitments with all the South and Central American
count ries.

1 4. In conclusion it might be noted that the principal value in Canadian
association with the Pan Ame rican Union and, related activities is a negative
one. Particularly in French Canada, and , to some extent in English Canada,

there has grown up a sense of grievance, a belief that Canada has not joined
the Pan American Union because she is prevented from doing so either by the
United Kingdom Government (an allegation which is completely untrue) or by
"Impe rialist" Canadians who do not recognise that Canada is "an American
nation". There may be some argument to prove that the best way of removing
this sense of grievance would be to join the Union . This negative argument can,
I believe, be easily met by the positive reasons ► for not taking this step. The

advantages of our participation are illusory and the disadvantages concrete.

15 . In expressing these views I should like to make it clear that I am in no
way reflecting what might be the attitude of the United Kingdom Government

.

Indeed, I have no reason to believe that they have any views on the matter . It is

a subject which I have never heard discussed by members or officials of the
British Government . These are opinions which I have formed out of my ow

n

expe rience in Washington!', . ., , . ° I have etc .
VINCENT N iASSE Y

pUne 4ponse à cette dfpfche ( du 8 mars 194 3 ) fut rfdit& mais non cnvoy fe•

A reply to this despatch (Ma rch 8,1945) was drshed but not sent .
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727. , DEA/184s
L'ambassadeu r au Mexique au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

Ambassador in Mexico to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 62 Mexico City, Februa ry 28, 1945
IMMEDIATE . SECRET . Chapultepec Conference .

We have now obtained in confidence exact text of Chilean resolution
regarding Canada . This resolution was presented to Steering Committee on
Monday and will today be sent to one of six Commissions for meditation. The
resolution translated reads as follows:

"Considering :
That Canada has contributed and still contributes materially to the defence

of the American continent, having made a war effort, the magnitude of which
embraced 'all resources of the country;

Thât by its geographical situation Canada belongs to the American
hemisphere and within that hemisphere occupies a prominent place because of
highdegree of development, i ts proved industry and its democratic institutions,and

That Canada maintains diplomatic and consular as well as commercial andfinancial relatons with Latin American States;
The American Conference on Problems of War and Peace resolve :

(l) jTo pay a tribute of admiration and thanks to Canada for its magni ficentwar effort in the defence of the American continent ;
(2)

To éxpress the desire of the American Republics that Canada, wheneverit deems it'opponune, should join the Pan American Union system ;
(3) ,That the Gove rn ing Board of the Pan American Union should immedi-

ately'invite the Government of Canada to form part of the Union in conformity
with terms'of the present resolution ."- From various indications we believe the resolution will either be allowed toremain unreported in the Committee to which it is assigned or, and this is moreprobable; be reduced to a simple recognition of Canada's war effort and otherVinu~ c~mbined with an expression of generalized hope that Canada will, indue' tüné; and in a suitable manner, take a more direct part in intcr•Americanaffairs :,Wc shall keep you informed .

It wôtild assist us in - reporting, if you would indicate whether there is anyconsidëcable delay i n receipt ofour telegraphic messages . There are reportsr. . ~here thâtcongestion on wires is causing p ro longed delays even of officialtelegrains
49

_ ,

pkt2 ma
~1945,~1amb~assadc~,r fu tThé/~ infonné qu'il n'y avait aucun retard anormal .

~as told on March 2.1945 that there was no abnormal delay.
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728. 	 DEA/184s 
L'ambassadeur au Mexique au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Mexico to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 68. ' 	 • 	 Mexico City, March 3, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. My telegram No. 62 of February 28th, Chapultepec Conference 
and Chilean resolution regarding Canada. 

. In a secret session of the Committee on Initiatives under the Chairmanship 
of Padilla, the Chilean motion was approved "with acclamation and applause" 
after 300 [3] sentences  of  actual resolution had been consolidated into two, 
reading as follows: 

I.  To pay a tribute of admiration.to  Canada for its magnificent war effort in 
defence of the American continent. 

2. To express the desire of the Conference that collaboration of Canada in the 
Pan American system will steadily increase. 

This resolution will probably not be conveyed officially to the Canadian 
Government until itla.s been acted on by the whole Conference. It may then be 
transmitted through me or through the Mexican Ambassador, Ottawa, or by 
direct telegram from the Conference to the Prime Minister. It would be well to 
have a message from Mr. King ready to use as reply, and I shall be grateful  if !  
may have text available here in case this channel is used. - 

729; 	- 	 * 	 DEA/184s 

Le Premier ministre au secrétaire des Affaires étrangères du  Mexique" 
• 	 . 	 • 

Prime Afinister to Secretary of Foreign Affairs of Mexico" 

TELEG FtAM 	 - Ottawa, March 16, 1945 

On behalf of the people and Government of Canada, I extend our sincere 
thanks for the generous . tribute to Canada's war effort contained in the 

resolution which you transmitted on behalf of the Chapultcpcc Conference. We 

are proud to share in the defense of freedom on this continent, as in Europe 

and Asia..We are convinced that the increasing solidarity of the peace - loving 

peoples of this hemisphere, will contribute materially in the post-war period to 

both regional and world security. We greatly welcome the increased 
collaboration in all matters of mutual interest and conccrn with our neighbours 
of the Americas.: 
L. '1 	 W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

'Envoyé ants' l'ambauadextr au Mesique./Repeated to Ambassador in Mexico. 
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730. 	 DEA/28-EM-40 
- 	• 

• 	- 	Le président, la délégation, 
la troisième Conférence interaméricaine de radiocommunications 

au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

_Chairman, Delegation, Third Inter-American Radio Conference 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, October 31, 1945 

Sir, 
I have.the honour to submit the following report on the  proceedings of the 

Third Inter-American Radio Communications Conference held at Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil, between September 3rd and 27th, 1945. 

This Conference was originally scheduled to meet in 1943, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Inter-American Radio Convention, but was 
postponed • -bm-, use of the prevailing wartime conditions. On invitation from the 
Government of Brazil it was convened in Rio de  Janeiro  with over 250 
delegates, technical advisers, and representatives of the Western Hemisphere. 
In accordance with their status, Newfoundland and the Bahamas sent 
representatives, and the  Antilles were represented by an observer. Of the  larger 
powers present, the United States of America had a delegation of 42, exclusive 
of translatàrs and secretarial staff; Argentina was represented by 38, and 
Brazil 50. 

As approVed by P.C. 5778 of August 28th,t the Canadian delegation 
consisted of the following: 

Chainnan: 
F. H. &ward, Special Assistant to the Under-Secreury of State for 

External Affairs. 
Delegates: 

W. A. Rush, Controller of Radio, Department of Transport. 
Donald Manson, Au•stant Manager. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 
Wang  Commander S. R. Burbank. Acting Director of Signals, Department of 

National Defence for Air. 
J. W. Bain, Senior Radio Engineer, Department of Transport. 

.CLActon,  Supervising Radio Inspector, Department of Transport. 
Iteïresentatives: 

y. D. Richardson, Transmission and Development Engineer, 
Caitadian Broadcasting Corporation. 

S. S. Stevens, Superintendent of Communications, Trans-Canada Air Lines. 
ICA'. MacKinnon;' Consulting Radio Engineer, AU Canada Radio Facilities. 
!1!.nry Dawson. Chief F.ngineer, Canadian Association of Broadcasters. 

wiekre Sowaid'and Rush'wcre authorized to sign any agreements between 
„ 

groveriiinehteWhich might be reached at the above Conference, subject to atiticiitioiibr„ifpPî.ôval by the Canadian Government. 
8 	unference was formally opened by the Minister for Foreign A ffairs of 
:,17-1,10dSeitémber 3rd at  the  Palacio Itamaraty. The Nlinister of Transport r„_reigiq>orks, General Joao de Mcndonca Lima was elected Chairman of 

e %-onfe!enee at thé first plenary meeting. 
to ThîigClidifor the Conference as circulated before it opened included such pics*, as 	• • ...L. _the   revison  and possible expansion of the Inter-American Radio 
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Communications Convention, Havana, 1937, examination of the regulations
governing Inter-American Radio drafted at the Conference of 1937 and 1940,
principles for, the allocation and, economic use of radio . frequencies, and

exchange of o pinions . between the governments for the revision of the
International Telecommunications Convention of Madrid, 1932, and the

appended , Radio and Telegraph Regulations of Cairo, 1938 . At the request of
the Canadian Government i ts ' proposal ~ for the - extension of the North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement was also on the agenda .

Four main committees were established, on which each country was entitled
to representation. These included :

1 . Initiatives Committee
2. Technical Committee
3. Juridical Administrative Committee
4. Drafting Committee .

The Initiatives Committee was composed of the heads of the delegations or
their alternates, and, was chiefly concerned with allocating questions on the
agenda to the appropriate committees and such - further recommendations as

were advanced by various delegations during the Conference . It also supervised

the work of the Conference generally
. and theDue to the variety of topics entrusted to the Technical Committe e

Juridical Administrative Commechriical Comm tteeéstabl shed the follow ngup four sub-committees . The T
sub-committees:

1 . Committee on Allocation of Frequency Bands to Serv ices .

2 . Committee on Mobile Serv ices .
3 . Committee on Meteorological Se rvices .

4 . Committee on Miscellaneous Technical Matters .
The Juridical Administrative Committee divided its duties among four sub-

committees designated as follows: "
1 . Committee on Rates and Finance .
2 . Committee on Organization .
3 . Committee on Miscellaneous Matters .
4 . Committee on Freedom of Information .

As the request for the extension of the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement" had been placed on the agenda by Canada, its
disposition may be appropriately discussed first. This request had originally
been submitted by Canada in 1944 to the other signatory Governments1é tcathe
of the fact that with . wartime conditions . limiting radio equip

n

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation had been unable to establish the awereextensio nanand facilities to make use of the frequencies accorded to it . I f
agreed to, it was hoped to secure enough time to install equipment

for the eICnB Cr
stations using these frequencies : This request had been circulated by
American Radio Office, and with one exception had been approved by the
Gove rnments concerned . The United States,su ,gested that a year's extension

should be sufficient, on the understanding that if
a further extension were st il

f "Canâda, Recueil des traités 194$, No 3 .
Canada, Trnaty Serlei, 1941, No. 3 .'
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required it would be sympathetically considered. The only Government which 
did not reply was the Cuban, and for that reason the Canadian Government 
asked that its request be placed on the agenda of the Inter-American Radio 
Communications Conference. When this topic came before the Initiatives 
Committee for discussion, the Cuban delegate stated that he was under 
instructions from his Government to oppose any extension. He also expressed 
his dissatisfaction with the existing frequency allocations which, he felt, were 
inadequate for. Cuba's needs and which, he argued, were the reason for the 
interference of Cuban stations with the stations of the United States, Mexico 
and Canada: This interference, in the case of Station CMQ of Havana with 
Station CBF: of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, had already made 
necessary representations by the Canadian Government to the Cuban 
Gàernment. Delegates from countries other than those signatory to the 
Agreement were of the opinion that the question should preferably be discussed 
only by those governments directly concerned. It was accordingly agreed that 
there should be informal discussions by representatives of the signatory 
governments at a meeting to be convened by the Chairman of the United 
States  delegation. At this meeting it became clear that the Cuban opposition to 
the Canadian proposal largely arose from engineering difficulties, and it was 
decided that these difficulties should be examined by a sub-committee of 
technicians. On this committee, Messrs. Bain and Richardson were appointed 
to represent Canada while the Newfoundland representative asked that Mr. 
MacKinnon should act on his behalf. The sub-committee unanimously 
recommended that a Technical Conference should be held in December in 
Washington to study the situation in detail, with the understanding that the 
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement should remain in force 
until these studies have been concluded. This solution was acceptable to the 
Cuban delegation, which was appreciative of the consideration and understand-
ing of its situation expressed by the other delegates." 

During the discussions on the agenda of the Conference in the Initiatives 
Committee, the United States delegation recommended, and the Committee 
adopted, the . following principles as a basis for the work of the Conference: 
1. In general do not duplicate in the Inter-American agreements those 

provisions which are or have to be in the world agreements. 
2. Endeavour to have the World Conference held in 1946, and a further 

Inter-American Conference immediately thereafter. 
3. Revise the Inter-American Convention at this Conference and discuss, but not formally adopt, at this Conference revision of the Inter-American 

"Arrangement" (Habana 1937, Santiago .1940). 
4.bisetiù at this Conference proposals for World Conference but not adopt formal agreements. 

reco' mmendating the adoption of these principles the United States delegate stressed the importance of the Conference avoiding the appearance of 
a_ 11): attem'pt to form an American "bloc" on telecommunications questions 

might make  more  difficult  the  proceedings of the projected World 
$21 t2^' • 	. 

run.açcord intérimaire pour réglementer l'emploi de la bande normale de radiodiffusion dans la 
égion de l'Amerique du Nord fut signé  &  Washington le 25 février 1946. Canada, Recueil des 

1'01lb:1946," Ns 8. 
An link m  A; 	greement to regulate use of the standard broadcast band in the North American 
regitinivu signed at Washington on February 23, 1946. Canada, Treaty Series. 1946, No. 8. 
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.Telecommunications Conference. In general ,
Assistant Chief of the Division of

Telecommunications of the Department of State, who, writing on the eve of the
Conference in the Depa rtment of State Bulletin for Au$ust 26, 19 4 5, declared
"the' entire purpose of these discussions is a clarification of thinking and an
exchange of views which will facilitate the solution at the World Conference of
the many and complex p roblems which will confront it ."

In connection with the Qlard for the World Conference, it is of interest that
at a meeting of the Initiatives Committee, the Delegate from Brazil expressed
the opinion that the World Telecommunications Conference should be held in
Canada.` No intimation 'of this ' suggestion had previously been given to the
Canadian Delegate, but, in thanking his colleague for the suggestion he pointed
out that his,Gove rnment had been given no instructions on this question, and
that as Canada had been, or would be the host count ry for a number of
international conferences on such topics as UNRRA, Civil Aviation, and Food
and Agriculture, it was anxious to avoid the impression of securing more than
its share of these meetings. It was finally decided that the countr i es of the
Weste rn Hemisphere should not press for the. World Conference meeting in an
Ame ri c an country, but should state their willingness to provide the meeting
place if thought desireable by the other Governments . It was also agreed that
the United States , and the Canadian Delegates at Rio de Jane i ro should
informally decide as to which of their countries should be the host if it were
necessary . A'ccordingly the United States consented to act as host Country if

P . Rdesired.
In the work of the Technical Committee, the Canadian Delegates played an

active part, and were successful in having a set of principles as a gu i de for

deciding the p rio ri ty, of se rvices in the allocation of frcx(ucncy bands and other
related matters, generally approved. The order of priorities agreed upon was :

(a) Radio services, involving . the* . prese rvation of human life and property,
where no other means of communication are available .
(b) Essential communication services whicb mtist use radio because no other

method of communication can be used .
(c) ' Radio broadcasting, excluding high-frequcncy (HF) broadcasting .

(d) Essential communication services which find it inexpcdicnt to use other
means of communication . High-frequency (HF) broadcasting is placed in th is
category. . A ; .
(e) . .Other :radio services .

The Canadian Delegation also secured approval of its nomenclature for the

subdivision of the frequency spectrum . The nomenclature read as follows :

. : Um11t t~i JrIloeyYltt pri/tnctlon Abbreviation

. . VLF
} 8c{ow 30 kc Very-tow LF

- 30tox 300kc'L.ow . ktF
300 to 3,000 kc Medium

'3.000 to h I t . 30.00 kc Hip V1 1F

£ The~  United States Delegation was responsible for the preseé ta`~ °h th
a

proposed plan for the allocation of frequency bands to the scrvo ~cted World
plan which was ac cepted ' for study in preparation for the p 1

30.000 go 300,000 kc vcry-high UHF
300.000 to 3.000,000 kc Ultra•htgh SI IF

3A00,000 to t . 30,000,000 kc Supcr•htah
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Telecommunications , Conference, the Canadian Delegates were in full
agreement in principle, while suggesting that certain existing serv ices, orservices ,under development should continue for the time being to operate on
the . frequencies at present assigned to them. These se rvices include Air
Navigational,•Maritime Direction Finding, and Municipal Police Serv ices . TheCanadian comments on their mention were included in the Conference
documentt outlining the proposed Allocation Table. 'The süb-committee of the Technical Committee dealing with AeronauticalServices reaffirmed, with some clarification, the principles adopted at Santiagoin 1940 . It also drafted a new recommendation, accepted by the Conference, asfollows :
• "CONSIDERING :
1 . 7hat it is advisable to make a clear distinction between questions rclating

to : facilities - granted to the aeronautical se rvices by international radio
conventions, and questions relating to the application of these facilities to best
advantage from the standpoint of aviation .L :That it is advisable and necessary to standardize the rules governing the
utilization of radio from the point of view of aviation .

3. That the questions referred to in the second part of premise 1 and inpremise 2 above should be resolved by the competent international and regionalaeronautical organizations .
BE IT RESOLVED :,That thecôuntries of Ame rica be invited to accept the following principles:1st .'Thatquestions rclating to the utilization of the facilities granted to theaeronauticâl services by international radio conventions should be resolved bythe competent inte rnat ional and regional aeronautical organizations .

2nd. .That the count ries which are not pa rt ies to the abovc-mentionedaeronautical ôrganizations bind themselves to endeavour to the greatest
possible extent,o-within their own laws, to comply with the decisions of the said
organlzâtlons, with a view to standardization and uniformity in acronauticalradio communications ." 1 - -

The 4ub-committee on - Meteorologic a l Services examined a proposal byArgentina for . a® meeting of the Regional Commission on Meteorology, andpresentai the following recommendation adopted by the Conference:
"IT IS•RECOMMENDED :

1st :"Thât,~ there bé convened as soon as it is possible to arrangc it, a jointmeeting of Meteorological Regional Commissions III and IV (O .M.I .),s' oneobjective=of which should be to dctcrmine on an integrated basis, the generaliequirementslor; meteorological se rvice and the telecommunications facilitiesn~ryjo, provide it;2nd. ~TO assure the nccessa coordination, in makin the rcliminaryprepamtions
~ for the above ôint meeting, the Presidcnts of Regionalé~ üns tü and IV (O.M.i .) are urged to approach the official

this ~ 0-1ni~ti°ns agencies concerned, in order to obtain the attendance at' meeting of.appropriate technical telecommunications representatives.3rd ~~
t ~ ~` wh

~
Int mycr i o tie meteorology is dealt with in the projectedernrx

~`~
.I.elëcoun âtions Convention, or in other documents resultingV

aije~ft '00"Agg iqne interna tionale.
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from Interamerican telecommunications conferences, the expression 
`Meteorological Telecommunications' be employed; and 
4th. That the Amcrican governments, in the preparation of proposals which 

they may present for the forthcoming World Telecommunications Conference, 
employ the expression `Meteorological Telecommunications' wherever synoptic 
meteorology is involved." 

No major matters were dealt with by the sub-committee on Miscellaneous 
Technical Matters, but a number of resolutions were adopted on such topics as 
a continental nctwork of monitoring stations, the standardization of broadcast 
receiver design, the standardization of time in the American Region, etc. 

The Juridical Administrative Committee examined proposals from several 
Governments covering a wide variety of topics, and as previously described, 
referred them to the four sub-committees. Arising from the work of these 
committees the Conference adopted, on recommendation of the Juridical 
Administrative Committee, two major documents. These were: 

1. A ncw Inter-American Convention on Telecommunications. 
2. New regulations for the Inter-American Conferences on Telecommunica-

tions. 
The new Inter-American «Telecommunications Convention, if approved by 

rive  signatory governments, will replace the existing Convention drafted in 
Havana in 1937. It was felt that the advances in telecommunications since 
Havana made it desirable that all forms of electrical communication should be 
covered by a single Convention. The United States Delegation, which presented 
the first draft of the Convention, also thought it advisable to provide for the 
formation of an Inter-American Telecommunications Union, patterned after 
the existing world wide Telecommunications Union, and finding its expression 
chiefly through the periodic Inter-American Conferences. 

The Convention contains a definite description of the American Region 
which, for telecommunication purposes, is deemed to bc bounded as follows: 
(I) From the North Pole on the meridian approximately169° W to 65°30' N 

latitude, coinciding with the international boundary in Bering Strait; 
(2) Thence by great circle in a southwesterly direction to a point located on 

50° N latitude, 16e E longitude; 
(3) Thence by great circle in a southeasterly direction to a point located on 

10° N latitude, 120° W longitude; 
(4) Thence directly south on the meridian 120° W longitude to the South 

Pole- 	 s 	s 
(5) Thence from the South Pole north on meridian 20° W longitude to the 

intersection point of parallel 10°S latitude; 
(6) Thence by great circle in a northwesterly direction to a point located on 

40• N latitude and meridian 504,W longitude; 
(7) Thence by great circle in a northeasterly  direction  to a point located on 

7e N latitude, 10° W longitude; 
d 	 t 	 s 

(8) Thence directly north on the meridian 10° W longitude to the North p°1e .  
After defining the bounds of thc American Region, the Convention 

proceeded to draft' regulations for the organization of an Office 
Arnericail Telecommunications which will replace thc cxisting Inter-Arnerl

%  
i, 

Radio Office, and possess increased powers that should make it more usel 

of Inc 
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thân^ its predecessor. In that connection, it should be noted that in the
Initiatives Committee the Canadian Delegate expressed, on behalf of Canada,
as well as Newfoundland, the Bahamas, and the Antilles, the dissatisfaction of
these signatories to the existing Convention, with the operation of the present
office. The dissatisfaction voiced by Canada was also expressed by the United
States ; . Brazil, and Colombia . It was admitted by the Cuban Government,
which, while acce pting no responsibility for the working of the Havana Office,gave : an . undertaking to reform the administration of the existing office,pending the establishment of the new Telecommunications Office whicis alsoto be established at Havana. It is hoped the new office will commence
operations on July 1, 1946 .

Among the new duties allotted to the Office of Inter-American Telecom-munications are included the creation of a department specializing in generalbroadcasting matters, the publication of a quartcrly telecommunicationsjournal, and active participation in the organization of Inter -AmericanPlenipotentia ry and Administrative Conferences . In supporting this Office,
whose financial maintenance is apportioned on the same basis as its predeces-sor, the contracting governments agree :
- To furnish without delay to the Office of Inter -Amcrican Tclecommunica-tions (OIT) copies of all provisions of telecommunications legislation and theregulations in force in their respective jurisdictions, and such amendments asmay be introduced in these provisions ; as well as appropriate statistical,technical and administrative reports relative thereto.
, Tp 'tcânsmit to the Office of Inter-American Tclccommunications (OIT)every~six .months an official list of the frequencies assigned by .them to allbroadcasting stations and to notify monthly all changes and additions thereto.Such notifications shall be made in accordance with the procedure adopted inthe, General Radio Regulations in force and shall also include :9 .é , . . ' .: .o. .e ; . ..(a ; Pôwer

s

actually in use
(b~ Maximum contemQiatcd power(c) - Hours`of transmisslo n

The réquir'~d`notifcations referred to shall be made in all cases, independentlyof the^usual notifications sent to the International Telecommunications Union .Tô`,infôrm= the Office of Intcr•Amcrican Telecommunications (OIT) of al lprop~~ mu ltilateral eonfcrcnccs and meetings for the exchange of views orthe inaking of ''- agreements on telecommunications subjects affecting theAniencan Region, and the results of such meetings.I° conncction vï►ith the last-mentioned obligation, it should be noted that theCaïiâdiân !Delegation succeeded in having this article so drafted as not tointerfeïe with confidential discussions at Conferences of members of the British,,~ .,~Cl~ionweàlth on their telecommunications problems.
IA 1ine~with, the prevailin g tendency in this hemisphere to place as many a s?Mslble,iôf; the ; existing technical organizations under the jurisdiction of th en•q~en0%,% M union, the Conventio nadn provides for general supervision over the

sti uon and finances of the Office by that body. I
nadia

n view of thispu4ûoo^ ,and their , non•membcrship in the Union, the Cansucc~~ lnY~ fln a DelegatesBa ~~ g clause which exccptcd Canada Ncwfoundland and th, c~Pfrom the routine correspondence with the Pan-American UnionsWi -~ ta, ts. r,-~~ , ~ nvention. This clause reads as follows:
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In all cases where communications with the Governments are specified to be 
through the agency of the Pan-American Union it will be understood that, with 
respect to states or colonies which arc not members of that Union, the Director 
of the Office of Inter-American Telecommunications (01T) may communicate 
with those Governments directly.. 

new feature of the Convention is a section containing draft articles 
specifying the general principles that should be followed regarding rates for 
international telecommunication services. With these principles the Canadian 
Delegation was in general accord. Other new articles contain special provisions 
concerning the maintenance of frequency measuring stations, the adoption of 
appropriate measures for the safety of life at sea and in the air, the establish-
ment of facilities for transmission of meteorological information, cooperation 
between the • governments in discovering and locating clandestine and 
unauthorized stations, provisions for the interchange of cultural broadcast 
programs,  and the adoption of measures to encourage the rapid and economic 
transmission,-  dissemination and interchange of news and information among 
the nations of the Ainerican Region. 

The internal regulations for Inter-American Conferences which are annexed 
to this Convention represent a concise and workmanlike redrafting of the rules 
for the organization and working of such Conferences. They may prove 
effective in improving the technique of such conferences in future. It should be 
noted that the Convention has provided for a new type of conference known as 
an "Administrative Conference" which may meet to adopt and revise 
regulations on technical and administrative matters, either at intervals of not 
greater than three years, or at the request of five or more governments party to 
the Convention, when urgent matters are to be considered. Such Administra-
tive Conferences would be convened at the scat of the Office of Inter -American 
Telecommunications and under its aegis. . 

The Rio de Janeiro Conference also studied the Agreement concluded at 
Santiago of 1940 and decided that, in view of the imminence of a World 
Telecommunications Conference, and the plans for convening a further Inter-
American Conference in Colombia following its deliberations, it was 
inadvisable to revise the .  Santiago Agreement. However, the Agreement was 
examined clause by clause, and various recommendations placed on record for 
its modifiCaton in the light of developments since its adoption in 1940. It was 
thought that this matenal would be useful in preparation for the World 
Conference and the next Inter-American Conference. 

It has already been mentioned that a special sub-committce was set up on 
'Freedom'of Information. The importance of this topic was particularly  stres s

by the United States Delegation which reminded the other Delegates that the 

Inter•American Conference on Problems of Var and Peace at Mexico City ja 
1945, had urged the American Governments (a) "to recognize the essential 
'obligation they have to guarantee to their peoples free and impartial access to 
the sources of information," and (b) "to adopt measures separately. and joint17, 
to: develop unrestricted‘interchange of information between their peoPles. 
Recognizing that radio was "one of the most effective  media for the expression 

of human thought," the Conference accordingly recommended the drafting. of 

new regulations designed to liberalize the existing rules for the transmissions  

and reception of Press radio transmissions addressed to  multiple P!e_s 
destinations. These regulations were carefully examined and keenly debated bY 
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the sub-committee . Although finally adopted by the Conference they werequalified by rese rvations on the part of Argentina and Paraguay .In, line with these recommendations dealing with freedom of information,
were a series of recommendations on reduction of rates for telecommunications
service . It should be emphasized that these were not more than recommenda-tions to Governments, but they included suggestions for the reduction as much
as reasonably possible of charges for radiotelegrams exchanged between mobile
stations of American regist ry , or between . such mobile stations and landstations of the American countries. They called also for a reduction as much as
was reasonably possible of rates on Press telegrams and on urgent telegrams .They .- recommended uniform terminal charges for telegrams exchanged
exclusively between Ame rican countries, except when considerably moreservice was rendered by one end of a circuit than the other. They alsorecommended that on Press and Government telecommuncations no excise tax
should be applied, except for serv ices actually rendered, and that on all other
telecommunications such taxes should be progressively reduced until they werecompletely eliminated . Administrations and private companies were asked to
give special attention to speeding up the transmission, reception and delivery ofPress telegrams and Press rad i otelegrams. The Governments were asked tocarry out thorough studies of rates and tariffs in order to determin e( a) Elements or factors which should compose a rate .
(b) Possibility and advantages of establishing uniform tariffs also the

probable effect of stimulating traffic through the application of low rates .(c) Fair and equitable division of charges and tariffs .
(d) The possibility of establishing on direct circuits a com pensation in wordslimiting the payments to the differences i n words transmitted and received.(e) The International Moneta ry Unit and the establishment of its equivalentin the National Currency of each Country .
(f) The establishment of a rate for urgent traffic on a world-wide basis .
In the field of broadcasting the most important recommendation adopted

was one which called for a world conference immediately after the nextTelecommunications Conference to seek "a satisfactory solution to theproblems of high frequency broadcasting . ' The term "high frequency" is a
definition now given to the so-called "short wave transmissions" such as are1~a rned on by Canada's new short wave station at Sackville,

Ne
w~eW of the fact that certain important interests in teleeom Brunswick . In

of the opinion that short wave broadcasting should be reduced tinnfavour ofPoint to point communications, this recommendation is of considerabl ep° rta
na to Canada whose interest in the short wave field must be carefullywatcbed and pro tected .

spaa Prevents the inclusion of detailed discussion of other resolutionsConfe~Aby the Juridical•Administrativc Committee and approved b thef as a whole. There were resolutions, for instance, conccrningariation~~
m, forwarding of documents related to aviation,

r broadcasting in the VNF s trum standardi oft
~~uetion of radio operators and technicians, and other related matters.~ Mftin Committee was concerned with the organization and parallelrende + VMg

ijo
t e four official languages (English, French, Spanish and' thc va nous resolutions and documents adopted by the, ~f .
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Conference. The services of this Committee were obviously not required until 
the closing sessions of the Conference. Its work was highly intensive as a 
consequence and marked by a careful study of the wording of the resolutions 
and their appropriate translations, which greatly facilitated the work of the 
Conference. 

In conclusion, may I, as Chairman, express my warm appreciation of the 
able and willing cooperation of all members of the Canadian Delegation at the 
Conference. The energy and technical skill which they displayed at the 
meetings of the Committees to which they were assigned made the Canadian 
contribution to the work of the Conference a considerable one. All members of 
the Delegation would also, I am sure, wish to record their thanks and 
appreciation for the generous assistance and hospitality tendered to them by 
the Ambassador and the personnel of the Canadian Embassy in Brazil. 

I have etc. 
F. H. SOWARD 

1 
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COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
DEA/6133-40

IMMEDIATE. For Massey from Robertson, Begins : For your information Lord
Halifax's'speech last night in Toronto' was made without any prior consulta-
tion with the Canadian authorities. It is already causing serious domestic
political-~difficulties and it was in our view most inopportune . The Prime
Ministere will probably reply soon after Parliament opens . Meanwhile you
Sb°ulâ refrain` from comment.

Please telegraph whether text was released by Ministry of Information and
at what time. Ends .

"'r"rFI SPKrhes ofthe Earlo 1lali ax. New York, Oxford University Press.1 947, pP. 273-83.
of I

P t e Toronto Board of Trade.our
~ le texte voir,/Por test ue :'

1 Dcwant 1e /1'o h
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732. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 361 
L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis 

au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 
Ambassador of Great Britain in United States 

to High Commissiônere Great Britain 

• [ltd.] 

IMMEDIATE. PERSONAL AND SECRET. L I am greatly distressed to learn from 
you of the annoyance' I have unwittingly caused to the Prime Minister by my 
Toronto speech. 

As regards  the speech itself I had in mind  the speech made by Cranborne as 
reported in the Times of Ntivemlii 24th last and the speech of Brooke Claxton 
in the House of Commons of July 9th last. I deliberately rejected the idea of 
"single voice" to which Claxton referred. 

I had indeed hoped that in the general spirit of much of what I said the 
Prime Minister would recognize an ccho from his own great speech at the 
Guildhall [sic] in September 1941.3  

I do not readily appreciate in what way the speech itself, if read as whole, 
can be used to support the doctrines that would be as unpalatable to myself as I 
imagine to the Prime Minister. 
2. Real cause of distress however for me  is the fact that Mr. King himself 

shotild feel I have embarrassed him. There is no one for whom I have felt or 

feel more real affection and respect, and whose friendship I have more valued. 
Ever since I have been in politics, I have looked up to his statesman - like 

wisdom and personal character as an example we might all seek to follow, and 

I can truly say that I have drawn much from influence he has exerted on us all. 

3. If you think it is not pres' umptious please show him this telegram. Quite 
apart from any public rcaction I should for these reasons be very deeply pained 

at anything that might cloud our own personal relations. 
HALIFAX 

/Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
dismay! 

3Voir./See: 
W. L Mackenzie King, Canada and the Fight foe Freedom. Toronto, Macmillan, 

1944, pp. 1-2. 
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733. W.L.M.K./Vol. 361 
s Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 270 	 London, January 28, 1944 

MOST SECRET. At a confidential press conference held at the Ministry of 
Information by Mr. Brendan Bracken4  on Thursday, January 27, which was 
attended by Mr. ,Campbell Moodie of this office, questions were asked and 
answered as follows: 

Question Was the Halifax speech Lord Halifax's own idea. 
Mr. Bracken — Yes, it was Lord Halifax's own idea. The Secretary of State 

for the Dominions was not consulted about it. 
Question — It  vas  not in any way a statement of policy. 
Mr. Bricken. =. No, it was not in any way a statement of policy, the British 

Governrdent` had no knowledge of what Lord Halifax was going to say until 
they read it in the newspapers. He did not consult with the Dominions 
Secretary. Eveiything he said, as a matter of fact, was largely hallowed by 
antiquity; but whether it is the wisest possible thing at the present moment to 
talk in Canada' of some form of Imperial Federation is, I think, very much open 
to question. It is a matter of party politics in Canada, and I noticed that South 
African newpapers gave a fcw growls whcn thcy received his Lordship's 
oration, and I do not know whether hc is over popular in other parts of the 
British' Empire. At  any rate, the  Prime  Ministers are meeting and they will 
discuss this question as their fathers did before thcm, and see what can be 
done,' but anything' that helps to keep the British Empire together is of the 
greatest . possible  benefit to mankind, but let me tell you that the looseness of 
Structure of  the British Empire is in many ways one of its greatest advantages. 

Question ,',--- The British Government will put forward no proposals or 
suggests. 	" 

Mr. Bra,Cken:-- I should not think so because if you are going to hold a 
conferenCeyoti °tight not to arrive with a lot of plans that are more or less set. 
You ought to listen to the discussions and then try and form some conclusions, 
but whattiii;,be«  suitable in Canada may not by any means be suitable in 
SruthAfrièà, or vice 'versa, and the  British Empire is not kept together by 

galistiè,,ode5. his' kept togcthcr partly by the Monarchy and much more by soheif.snttoinriênt,whiwis„very deep and which has survived two of the worst wars in 
the Dominions have not been primarily interested, and it is one 

°e:clutiCit&the Empire to  sec  that this strain on thcir manpower does not 

°c9:ragam  Ends. 

_ 
'Ministre de !Information de Grande-Bretagne. 
Minister of information of Great Britain. 
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international position wc have gained. We can't have it both ways. Therefore, 
there is 'only one way. It is, I think, quite impossible for us, even if we so 
desired, fo reverse the history of the last tiventy years. The Prime Minister was, 
in my:opinién, absolutely right when he deprecated this talk of a British 
Cômmonwealth unit in foreign affairs; talk based on views held, I'm afraid, in 
pretty high quarters, in the White House, in No. 10. Acting in unison as 
separate States is one thing; acting as a unit is quite another. I suppose you 
have noticed developments of the last few days in Moscow, where the Russians 
appear to be dividing up their Statc into a Russian Commonwealth of Nations. 
It looks as if they may flatter us by imitation, just at the timc when there are 
some among us who desire to abandon the  model which they are imitating. 

Canada is achieving, I think, a very considerable position as a leader, if not 
the leader, 'among a group of States which are important enough to be 
necessary to the Big Four but not important cnough to be accepted as one of 
that quartet. As a matter of fact, the position of a "little Big Power" or "big 
Little Power" very difficult onc, especially if the "little Big Power" is also 
a "big Dominion". The big fellows have powcr and responsibility, but they also 
hie control. The little fellows have no power and no responsibility; therefore 
are not interested in control. We "in between" States sometimes get, it seems, 
the worst of both worlds. We arc ncccssary but not necessary enough! I think 
this . isbeing  felt by countries like Thc Netherlands and Belgium as well as by 
ouiSWeS;That is why these countries arc not only looking toward the Big 
PoWers; bût are looking toward each othcr for support. There is, I think, an 
opportunity for Canada, if we desire to takc it, to become  the  leader of this 
gro4.This Might be not only desirable in itself, but also would supply a useful 
correctiv-è to those who think wc should exercise no influence cxccpt within the 
Fotifineiof the British Commonwealth. It nccd not affect in any way our 
relatiOnihipwithin that Commonwealth, so our "Imperialists" could not object 
fo it. BY emphasizing our international position outsidc the Commonwealth, it 
shOnid appeal to  our  nationalists and our internationalists. 

-* AS- it,hàPpens; a grômi of people in Washington have been discussing how 
thé inflûériçê of these middle Powers can best be exerted at  the prcscnt time so 

te-éniiiret that the future world organization bc based on all States and not 
Mér*f.li("ori Téûr..YOu will recall that we decided — I think very wisely — to 
oPPose any aidoxitàtical accession to the Moscow Declaration 4  on this question 
of Post;war iorganization. Certain people hcrc, however, think that  the timc has 
co.  ine,Whén!,the States which were not represented at Moscow, but which are 
RilIxirtliOn'iliCir own right, should themselves takc initiative by a resolution 

leré,Wr.à:tiori, di' Some such act, in supporting  the  Moscow statcmcnt that the 
tPiol st-iir,“oïanization should bc a genuine  United Nations one. To that end, 
.. 7  have drawn'up a Declaration — which is still in very rough form — which 

would be gla_d. 
is 

the 	concerned might make. I am attaching three copies of it,' and 

the  lead • In th 
to get your views on it. If by any chancc Canada wishcd to takc

• matter, I think she would find certain othcr Governments — I 

- 	 f' 	 • 

ecunuents 2474./Volume 9. Documents 2474. 
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have mentioned two or three above -,which would be most responsive to that
lead and might be glad to associate themselves with our Government in a
Declaration of this kind.

I have done this note in a great hurry - I had hoped to spend much more
time on ~ it - ' but John . Dcutsch . is leaving by plane in an hour or so, and I
thought that if I finished it before he left you might get it at once and we could
talk about it over the week-end .

} . , ~ . . . . . ' A

Yours sincerely,
L. B . PEARSO N

735. ' . . . ;" DEA/62-As

Le premier secritalre, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne ,
au sous-secrétaire d '~`tat a joint aux Ajjafres extérieures

First Secretary. High Commfssfon In Great Britian .

to Assistant Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs
,, . ., .

PERSONAL CONFIDENTIAL London, February 2, 1944

Dear Mr. ,Wrong ., ; . . :

I am enclosing copy of a memorandum prepared in the Foreign office on

the subject of Intra-Imperial Relations, which i think you will find interesting .

The histo ry of this document5 is that it was written in the Dominions

Information Section
I
of-the Foreign Officc . It was seen and approved by Mr.

Law' and Sir Alexander, Çadogana and printed as a Foreign Office Print, so

that it hasthat°measure'of thc'authority of the Foreign Office behind it,

although I do not know that Mr: Eden his seen it .

As I thought thât "this mémorandum would be useful to you and to Mr.
Robertson I obtained a copybut was asked not to pass it on until the Fore i gn

Office had consulted with the Dominions Office as to whether it w as a suitable

'document for, circulation'. Apparently . this 'approval has not yct been secured

from the Dominions Office. I , think, therefore, that we should respect this
confidence and that'this'document`should not be mcntioncd in conversation

with ° the High Comïnissioncr1 for the United Kingdom in Ottawa or any

tnembers of his 'staff is this might"makc difficulties between the Dominions

Office and the' Foreign OfCce.
I am ânicioûs ;to hear how thc memorandum strikes you . It is interesting totation,,compare , the , attitude' towards , machinery for Commonwealth consulents . Incem

heexpressed~ in - paragraph 5, ,wlth certain subsequent publ i c prono u

think on • tbe whole ; the ' mcmorandum is a pretty shrewd appraisal of t

realities of the situation from the Unitcd Kingdom point of vicw .

Yours sincerely,
C. S . A . RITCHIE~ ~ . . . 4

tMinis treAtat,/Minister ofState. Foreign Offiae.

8
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~ ' [PIÈ CE JOiNTF/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum du Foreign Office concernant les relations au sein de la
Commonwealth britanniqu e

Memorandum by Foreign Office on British Commonwealth Relations

Dominions other than Eire, and to draw attention to certain tendencies whichhave become apparent . .2.' The war has proved the cohesion of the British Commonwealth in a way
which has surprised the world and probably a good many individuals in theCommonwealth' as well . When there was no immediate threat to theirterritories,' the Dominions voluntarily came into the war, and they remainedfirm throughout the dark days of 1940 . That is, of course, only part of thestory, buil t showed an appreciat ion of global strategy that was not shared by
some other .count ries in similar postions. The circumstan ces in which they
declared war and their actual war efforts varied, and va ry, to some extent .Then ôur ♦ successive defeats on many fronts, following a hesitant pre-warPolicy,~ made them question our political and military leadership and enhanced
their understandable tendency towards independent action. Above all, it made
the Dominions turn more markedly towards the United States, and it has since
become evident that the latter as a factor in Dominion affairs have come tostay.,~~~~ ;~~:

3 . In Iheir habits and ways of living, people of the Dominions, with theexception'`of , French Canadians and possibly South Africans, are in manyr esPects'moreakin to Amcricans than to ourselves . This may not make them
like eac}i other any more when they come into contact, but it will, together withthe i r c°mpamtive geographical remoteness from Europe,any iriternatiônal - problems from very much the sae angle. The fact tha tthey Weill 'eitierged from a colonial status must give them some identity ofouthk; and°mia' y indeed colour their views on the future of colonies as a whole.Whereââr *

hôwever, ~ Canada apparentl yrelu shares the traditional America n~nce166 ndirtake colonial commitments, Australia and perhaps SouthAfri - ~ ~ it6cr~ân :;groûnds of the necessity for more "modern" methods ofcolonialâdminiâtration; or on account of their own strategical necds, appear towish to .- .,, . .
parts ~nl~pate in~ the administration of further dependencies, includingoflthe=B ri tish~ Empire, and . even of the colonial possessions of otherPowe~'`~e~political and strategic interests of the Dominions and the UnitedStates

' ' ~ .
#
, . . ~

duration to an extent that guarantees thcir mutualto a greater or lesser degree for decades . Finally, their associationact United States In the war gives the Dominions a sense of their ability toemr~~éndently{~`of -'the 1 United Kingdom, while, on the other hand,aaum
Pb

,
oa

ip of,
the Commonwealth affords them p ro tection from any undueof `ou

, THE BRITISH COMMONWEALT N
After four yiars of war it may be useful to review the encrat tt' d f

~~~~,~~~ tmantle on the part of the United States . A balance is thus
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emerging which may in the long run either be advantageous to all English-
speaking peoples or create a situation fatal both to the harmony of the 
Commonwealth and to Anglo-American relations. 
4. As regards the feelings of the Dominions towards us, there would appear to 

be preponderantly a sentiment of loyalty to the Commonwealth  idea, qualified 
by a certain feeling of frustration at their comparatively junior position vis-à-
vis the United Kingdom, and some jealousy of each other, and no large body of 
opinion outside the South African Opposition parties in favour of secession. 
There is'also a definite and not to be underestimated sentimental attachment to 
the "Mother Country" and to our common history, but this goes with an 
extreme sensitivity regarding their own sovereign rights and no great love for 
the , home-grown Englishman as such. Despite our recent military achieve-
ments; there is still a considerable feeling that they arc tougher and "freer" 
than we arc; thcy arc inclined to misconstrue thc different sense of discipline of 
our armed forces as subservience and to attribute it to an outmoded social 
system. Nor can they get rid of the suspicion that we arc fundamentally old-
fashioned and may therefore ensnare their , unsuspecting statesmen into 
reactionary policies. 	• _ • 	, 
5. The problem is to preserve and improve the unity of the Commonwealth 

and yet satisfy the Dominions that the fullest usc and development of their 
newly attained independence will in no way be impaired. There is perhaps  nota  
great deal we can do directly to maintain the structurc of the Commonwealth. 
That depends more on common interests rather than on any formal action by 
us to strengthen existing tics. Public and even official opinion in the Dominions 
may from time to time demand the creation of imperial machinery for post-war 
consultation but it appcars certain, although events may always take an 
unexpected turn, that Dominion Governments as a whole will not consent to 
any step which might limit their independence of action or even seem to do so 
in the eyes of other .  nations. It has also been ihown on a number of occasions, 
notably at the International Food Conference at not Springs this year,' that 
they will shy off any publicly acknowledged arrangcmcnt which binds them to 
act as a Commonwealth unit and which even hints at thc exclusion of the 

United States. Nor would a formalisation of relations accord with the essential 
 

flexibility of the Commonwealth. What would perhaps bc more desirable are 

frequent informal and personal consultations and contacts at all levels, a 
strengthening of representation between ourselves and the Dominions and 

between the Dominions themselves and closer collaboration between ell.  
diplomatic missions abroad as thc Dominions expand thcir Foreign Services. 

6. As regards the ftirther problem of Dominion representation atpost-war 
conferences;there is no ideal solution. In general and so long as our represen?" 
tion of thcir interests is strictly informal and not officially assumed, the 

 

Dominions • will generally allow and even expect the United 10180111r  

Goverinént té act for the Commonwealth in matters of major Political °s.  
strategic importance such as would be discussed by the four World Power 

tt 

'Volt le vi;lutne 9, docnments 716-32./Sec Volume 9, Documents 716-32. 
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They may be reluctant to accept even this subordinat'o f h' '

Ili111 daBr,et 2 .

n o t c~r I ndividual
representation, but they will probably do'so because they realise that this is the
best way" of advancing their point of view and so obtaining a greater say in
formulating policy than the minor Powers . On the other hand, they will insist
on separate representation at all United Nations conferences, as well as at any
conferences or on any commissions which are directly concerned with their
particulâr'areas and functions . Due provision for this is accordingly being
made in plans that are being elaboratcd for the post-war World on a regional
and functional basis.

7. WhilWé 'there may not therefore be a great deal that we can do directly,
there'is a greàt deal that we can do indirectly to maintain the reality of theCommônwealth: The Commonwealth still depends almost exclusively for its
continued existence on the United Kingdom and on United Kingdom
leadership . ' The moment we cease to be a World Power the Commonwealthautomatically dissolves, because, despite their common origin and other bonds,the Dominions (with the possible exception of Australia and New Zealand)have no strong political affinities bctv ►•cen themselves . It follows that themaintenancé"of the Commonwealth depends chiefly on our showing as a WorldPower, ;ouf ability to co-opcratc on equal terms with the Americans ; themaintenânce'ofx the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force at a level and in
placeswhichwill contribute to the security of the Dominions ; and, to a lesserexterit,Ythe demonstration of our progressiveness in all fields, not least those ofsocial and ec6nomic reform. It is our showing as a European Power which may
be expeM~ to decide the attitude of Russia towards the Commonwealth . TheRûssians are well aware that we are the mainspring of the Commonwealth, andthey ;mây .thérefo re judge it by the results of the Ta•enty-Ycar Pact .' If thisworWout well ; the, Russians should regard the Commonwealth and Empirewith an' ôpen mind. If not, they will rcinsurc clscwhcrc and presumably lookVon the Commonwealth, though not ncccssarily the individual Dominions,with disfavou r,while their ideological dislike of the dependent Empire will begiven fr`esh'impetus . On their side, the Dominions will probably not be inclinedfor some time .to do anything more than admire Russia from a safe distance,and this pe riod `Should coincide with Russia's preoccupation in her own internalreconstruction :lV[qnwhile they will probably be more realistic than the UnitedStates in" appreciating the need for concessions to Russian views .8 . It seems~e1 ear that we must be prcparcd to do two things . First, we must infuture regard

the Dominions not so much as offspring of the Mothcr Countryas fellow niemben of the United Nations, whose goodwill we already havei
n large m~ute and wish to retain on the basis that hc more fricnds we have
~ômmtoet~we ,must'do this boqux a clcar-cycd a roach to the question ofAwealth relations as o senti pp • q •f wearenôt.to-en~nger

. our telationi~wth Engl shs cnki~one,osl b~bcrcyo'mingreSentful
'ithe rdete of the behaviour of the Dominions, wwho are natural lrm'n0d `to. have the best of both worlds, or of the intervention of the United,~ I ~~t
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States in Commonwealth affairs. It will help us to do this if we realise that, 
although the Dominions are very useful to us and we to them, we could still be 
a Great power without them. We arc a Great Power not merely by reason of 
our striking-power, our national cohesion and our colonial empire,  but also by 
virtue of our political and cconomic experience and recognised leadership 
among the other POwers,_ helped by the unique position of London in the 
financial world. The foregoing does not mean that the Dominions value their 
membership of the United Nations above that of the Commonwealth. Probably 
the reverse is the case. Nor does it mean that we can dispense with their 
support any more than we can afford to alienate the confidence of any Power. 
We are ,a much greater World Power with the addition of Dominion man-
power and industry and with the advantages" provided by their geographic 
positions, while without us they would only be minor Powers. This insistence on 
flexibility and informality docs mean, however, that the family bond which 
undoubtedly eXists and which we' should continue to make use of as a fund of 
goodwill and assistance in interntional relations cannot be presumed upon and 
must not be eiclusive.' .> 
9. Secondly, we must accept with good gracc, though with no apologies for 

the past and indeed some insistence on our rights, the fact that the United 
States is now in an undefined way associated with the Commonwealth. It is 
asking a lot  of  human nature to expect manifold rivalries and jealousies to 
merge eventually into a workable collaboration of English-speaking peoples, 
but any reasonable plan for the future 'demands as much, and this first step 
forward may initiate some wider scheme about which, as Mr. Curtin has said, 
"men have dreamed". Under the pressure of war a beginning has been made. 
How 'far it can be continued when we arc faccd with the problems of peace 
cannot be foretold. It has been well said that the majority of human problems 
are not solved so much by deliberate design as by the process of living through 
them and coming oui at the other end. 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 361 

L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis 
au Premier ministre 

AmbasiadOr of Great Britain in United States 
to Prime Minister 

Washington, Fcbruary 8, 1944 

My dear« Priinc Minister, 
- 1 have intended to write to you for several days, but put it off each daY 

because 1 knew how busy you were, and I have failed to do so in the last few 

days because 1 went to  New  York to meet my wife who was just returning froœ 

England. - 
I had it, however, very Much at heart to tell you how vexed and distressed I 

had been to learn through Malcolm MacDonald of the annoyance  1  had caused 
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to you by my speech at Toronto . I asked him to give you a message in this sense
from me10, but I wish to reinforce it by a personal line.

Quite apart from the merits or demerits of anything in my speech, I have
been greatly, disturbed to think that I should in any way have added to your
difficultiës at the present time, and I would beg you to accept my assurances
that nothing was further from my thought or desire . I have admired the
general wisdom.with which you have given counsel to us all too much to make
me unmindful of all the considerations that must be constantly present to your
thought. '

Nor do I think that our thought would be found in any substantial way to
differ on this question . Perhaps one of these days there may be an opportunity
of talking about it . I should value it very much .

With every good wish and again with many personal regrets that I should
unwittingly have caused you annoyance ,

Believe me,

Yours very sincerely,
HALIFAX

DEA/62-A s
• Le sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

au premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne
Assistant Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs

to First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, February 11, 1944

My dear Charles [Ri i
I was greatly, interested in the Foreign office memorandum called "The

British ,Commonwealth" which was enclosed with your personal letter of
February 2nd, I enclose a copy of a note which I sent to Norman and he tells
me that he endorses the points made in it . I think on the whole that it may be
just as well that the document has not been circulated officially . It could,
however, be recast without a great deal of trouble in a form suitable for officialcirculation: ` T_ ,

am going to send :copies personally to Dana in Moscow and Mike inWashington and,J shall show the paper to two or three other people here. Ifthis reSultsF in further comments of value I shall write to you again .s .
cr.Yu, n~y ,kfind an , opportunity to do some useful work in London in

g long the lines I suggest .
Yours sincerely,

HUME WRONG
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• 	 [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

r 

Afemorandunt from Assistant Under-Secretary of Stase for External Affairs 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawad February 7, 1944 

The attached letter from Ritchie covcrs a very interesting and on the whole 
cncouraging Foreign Office document on Commonwealth relations. The 
policies proposcd in paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 seem to me sensible and realistic. I 
wish that they would bc practised in deed and in word by Mr. Churchill, Lord 
Halifax and othcrs. 

My main criticism, and I think it is rcally rathcr a vital one, concerns the 
phraseology adoptcd. So long as they go on generalizing in London about "the 
Dominions" they will mislead themselves and produce unnecessary reasons for 
friction. Note, for example, at the beginning of paragraph 4 the phrase "the 
feelings of the Dominions  towards us." They would not write in the Foreign 
Office about the feelings of Europe or even the feelings of Latin America 
towards the United  Kingdom. It is truc, of course, that there is some substance 
to this lumping together of all the Dominions but I think that it is far less 
substantial than it was a couple of decades ago and that in the younger 
generation in Canada what might be called "Dominion consciousness" is 
almost non-existent.' " 

On a first rcading, apart from this general criticism, I have not a great deal 
to add. I think that in paragraph 3 the argument that because Canada was 
once a colony this givcs it a spccial public opinion on colonial questions is 
unsound. The truth there is that we arc gcographically remote from colonial 
areas in the normal scnse and wc contain grcat undeveloped territories inside 
our national boundaries. I think also that the generalization about the attitude 
of the Dominions towards Russia in the latter part of paragraph 7 is unsound 
mainly for the very rcason that this is one of the things on which we cannot 
assume i"Dominion point of vicw." 

As a whole I find the mcmorandum cncouraging in substance and mildly 
irritating in form. In vicw of the way in which it has reached us I am not sure 

what use we can put it to. It does give us a good opportunity to send some 
pointed comments to Canada House which can be disseminated tactfully 
among United Kingdom officials. 

* H [UME] W[RONG] 
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738. ' :

Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre du

DEA/62-A s

sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
,Mémorandum by Special Wartime Assistant to
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] February 17, 1944

On the whole this memorandum strikes me as a sensible analysis from th e
point .of view of the United Kingdom. In view of the Smuts and Halifax
speeches" ; it is refreshing to sec the United Kingdom represented as a Great
Power. Another good point is in showing the United Kingdom as a common
denominator .in the Commonwealth . Canadian opinion, at least, always sees
Commonwealth+relntions in terms of the United Kingdom .

I agree with the points noted by Mr. Wrong .
Since the Foreign Office Memorandum is frankly and quite properly written

from,,the f United Kingdom point of view, it would be useful if the same
situation could be examined from the Canadian point of view .

[GEORGE GLAZEBROOK ]

739: , DEA/62-As
Mémorandum de l adjoint, le ministère des Affaires extérieures,

au sous-secrétaire d' E tat adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
A Memorandum front Assistant. Department of External Affairs,

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] February 19, 1944

It is to be hoped that this cool appraisal of the weaknesses and strengths of
the United , Kingdom position is typical of contemporary thinking in the
Foreign Office.

I should agree with ' the comments of Mr . Wrong and Mr. Glazebrook,
particularly : with ' regard to the generalizations about the views of "the. .Dominion

.
s":o ,

The most enoouraging fact about this memorandum is that it indicates aninterpritation'of the Commonwealth which, although regarded from the U.K.point of view; is'not dissimilar from what might be called the views of thisD ePanmént ==a fact which should facilitate collaboration .
The rejéctiion of the sentimental approach is worth noting . While this shouldmean , thaf, the United Kingdom will not try to take advantage of us by

ap~l i ng to imperial sentimentality, it may also mean that we shall not be able11
pouriéâ~~srnun de Smuts. voir,/F~ Smuts' speoch, sce:

~ muts, ~oythlf wr the New N'or/d. London, Empire Parliamcntary

NOTE FOR MR . WRON G

~n,1943 .
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toiét awai; with the sentimental approach either. We may find it difficult to 
try to cat our cake and have it. Britain, it is pointed out, can get along without 
us. 

Thcrc arc several minor points which might be noted: The suggestion in 
paragraph 3 that the United States  and  the Dominions have, because of their 
emergence from colonial statùs, a common -  vieWpoint on colonies is, as Mr. 
Wrong has pointed out, unsound. It might be argued, on the other hand, that 
the radically different ways in which the United States on the one hand and the 
Dominions on the other emerged from colonial status have given them differing 
views. History is to some extent at least responsible for the emphasis placed by 
Americans on political independence as a panacea for colonial problems, an 
attitude which is less widespread even in Canada. 

The last two sentences in -paragraph 7 suggest that the Foreign Office has 
accepted the principles of functional representation. 

I think that the statement that thè United Kingdom must remain strong in 
order to hold the Commonwealth together may be right, although I am not 
certain. A relative decline in the  strcngth of the U.K. and a relative increase in 
strength on the part of the Dominions would make equality of function as 
much of a t reality as equality of status. Such a situation might render 
collaboration easier than at present, as there would be less fear in the 
Dominions  that Commonwealth consultation would mean domination from 
London. 

[J. W;HoLmas] 

DEA/62-As 

Mémorandum du greffier. le Conseil privé, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoin: aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Clerk of Privy Council 
w Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

PERSONALAND CONFIDENTIAL 	• 	 Ottawa, February 25, 1944 

; 	RE: TIIE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 

1 wis interested in the bootlegged copy of the Foreign Office memorandum 

of November 30th which you sent me, with copies of your letter to Mike and 

your memorandum to Norman. 
–As I have already said, I agree entirely with your  comment.  I like the 

comparatively hard•boiled approach a good deal better than the mixture of old 

Toryism and sentimentality to which we are often enough subjected. Further, 
there is a good substance of truth in the analysis. On the  other hand, like you, I 

feel there is something vaguely irritating about the general tone. 
* 'Apart from my agreement with'your own comments, I might add: 
(a) I do not think the strength of "the Commonwealth idea" (paragraph 4) is 

much of a factor, so far as Canada is concerned — the attachment to Britain 

herself is much môié.imp'ortant; 

740. 
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~(b) the contention that the maintenance of the Commonwealth depends
chiefly .on Britain's "showing as a world power", ability to co-operate on equal
terms with the Americans and maintenance of large defence forces (paragraph
7)-is a good deal less applicable to us than to the members of the new South
Pacific axis; , : : •.
(c) I think we have gone beyond "admiring Russia from a safe distance ;" it

seems to me we have the, real beginning of something a good deal more direct
and individual .

The main, point, of course, is yours. You ' cannot continue to lump "the
Dominions" iogether and draw any conclusions of any value . Let's get rid of,
the term altogether .

A. D. P. H[EENEY] .. . ,

W.L.M.K./Vol . 36 1

Le Premier ministre
à l'ambassadeur de Grande=Bretagne aux États-Unis. , . • ,

Prime Jttinister
to Ambassador of Great Britain in United State s

PERSONnL Ottawa, March 3, 1944.s < :,,f • •• . .

. Dear Lord Halifax:

I hôpe ÿou will forgive me for having' becn so long' in acknowledging your
kind letter of February the 8th ; also the message which came to me from you
through Malcolm Macdonald, some daÿs earlier - each -in reference to the
concern I felt as to the possible reactions throughout Canada for the speech
you delivered before the Toronto Board of Trade on January the 24th .

I did ask Malcolm Macdonald to let you know of my appreciation of your
word to me through him and to express my thanks for your kind thought in all
that it expressed . But for the exceptional pressure of my duties during the past
month, I would, long before this, have written to thank you for both your
message through Malcolm and for your letter .

What I said in Parliament in reply to the Speech from the Throne - a copy
of which, I understand, you have' since seen - will have been sufficient to letYou see the cause. Of My concern with respect to the speech itself. Quite frankly,
it was not so much a feeling of annoÿance as of dismay which overcame me
when I gairièd ' for ' the first timè, through the medium of the press and the
rad'°, any knowledge of what had been said at Toronto and, in particular, ofthe pârts'of`the *address'which were being featurcd . No subject in Canadian
politics over the past forty years has occasioned more in the way of controversythan ,that . of. (ntra•Imperial relations as related to foreign policy and defence .To have had .the¢sub,lect brought up at 'all at a time.of war, and in .Toronto o f aW

plà~s in Canada seemed, Ior the moment, just too much for me to have to ,façèf knowing whât .the reans in certain parts of Canada were certain to be .~ :~ ._ . .
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The Toronto, gathering, as you will recall, was on Monday, the 24th of 
January — the week in which our Parliament met to wind up the business of 
the fourth session, and to begin, on the following day, that of the fifth session. I 
saw instantly that the whole subject would come up for debate on the address 
and that it would be necessary for me to say something upon it in my first 
speech in the new session. . 

The last thing that I had hoped would occur in the course of the war was 
that, in any way, it might come to be necessary for me to say so much as a 
word which might be construed as indicating a divergence of view between 
Canada and any other part of the Commonwealth in a matter which pertained 
to the well-being of the whole. As you will have seen from what I said in the 
House, I did my,best to silence, for the time being at least, further discussion in 
Parliament and in the press. From the controversy which notwithstanding has 
arisen, you will find, 1 am sure,  that my fears at the time were not without 
justification. My feeling was not against controversy as such, since the 
questions raised by your address in Toronto were certainly deserving of careful 
study and mature deliberation, but against controversy arising at that 
particular time. 

1 need hardly say that at no time have I entertained so much as the thought 
that you would take any step which you might have reason to feel would 
occasion me, in*my present responsibilities, the slightest embarrassment. 1 am 
only too grateful for the personal friendship which, over many years, you have 
permitted me to share, and also for what your life and work and example have 
meant to me oVir thit'Pcriod of time. . 

Again let me express my regret at having been so long in thanking you for 

your letter. I thank you for it most warmly. 
With kindest personal remembrances and, as always, warmest regards and 

best of wishes, 
• Believe me, dear Lord Halifax, , 

[W. L. M. KING] 

742. 	 DEA/62-As 

- Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, ' 
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister. Embaisy in United States, 
tp Assistant Under-Secretary àf State for External Affairs 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL Washington, March 21, 1944 

Dear Hume Wrong]: 

 

A .  month ôr so ago you were good enough to send us a memorandum on 

"The British Commonwealth" which Charles Ritchie had procured, in some 
devious ;way, from the, Foreign Office. I agree with you that this is a "shrewd 

appraisal" of the existing situation, showing a good deal of insight and 
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knowledge, with an occasional mildly irritating attitude or expression allowed
to creep in.
~ Inote that in your memorandum to Norman12 you quarrel with the practice
in London of generalizing about "the Dominions" . I know how you feel . This is
annoying and, of course, often misleading . Yet I do not see how we can always
avoid it as long as .we are members of a Dominions group . It would be less
annoying, and less misleading, if we could include the United Kingdom in that
group. That would at least emphasize that such a group has little uniformity of
political or economic, or even social, views.

I think one might take exception to the first-sentence of paragraph 3 of the
memorandum. Apart from ourselves, I do not think the other members of the
Commonwealth are in many respects more akin to Americans than to
Eriglishmen: Do'you feel that what is termed "our emergence from a colonial
status" has had any influence on our views on colonial questions generally? I-
think it extremely doubtful myself.

I find myself unable to accept the assumption in the last two sentences of
paragraph 4 ; that the feeling indicated has no basis whatever in fact . I still '
think that, in some respects at least, Canadians are tougher and freer and less
old-fashioned than they are in the "old country" .

`, In paragraph 5 the statement is made, and it is certainly a correct one, that
the ."Dominion Governments as a whole will not consent to any step which
might limit their independence of action or even seem to do so in the eyes of
other nations." It never seems to occur to the people in London that acceptance
of the imperial machinery suggested would limit the U .K. as well as the
Dominion Governments. The fact that it never does occur to them is one of the
best reasons for our rejection of it, because it indicates that the limitation is
meant to be pretty one-sided.

I wonder what the writer is getting at when he states that the Hot Springs
Conference proved our reluctance to accept any limitation of our independence .
This question never arose there; at least to my knowledge. There was no
suggestion at that Conference that we should act as a unit, though I believe the
South Africans quibbled at the proposal that the Commonwealth delegations
might ~siônally meet together. The writer may have been thinking of that ., An ~ extremely important statement is made in paragraph 6, that "the
Dominions will generally allow and even expect the United Kingdom
Governmentk to act for the Commonwealth in matters of major political or
strategic impottance:' In so far as Canada is concerned, don't you think that
this is going a little too far, though I admit that the practice of the last four orrive years gives the writer some ground for assuming that it is true ?

Paragraph 7 and the first part of paragraph 8 are, I think, very good . Lord
Halifax apparently would not agree with the statement that "although the
Dominions are, very useful to us and we to them, we could still be a GreatD' .. wer,w1 thout them:"
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° Will 1; you let me know the fatc' of this ~ document? I wonder whether the
Dominions Office will be allowed to have a go at it .

• Yours sincerely ,
' M1KE [PEARSON ]

DEA/62-As

Le sous' -seerFtaired'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre, l'ambassade aux tais- Unis

-tAssistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Jtllnister. Embassy in United States

for them;' I agree th a t this~ is not as true as it once was though - c are still a

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL ~ Ottawa, April 21, 1944
._ . . .. , . _ . . , .

Dear Mike[Pcârson],t '
Thank you for your letter of March 21st about the Foreign Offic e

memorandum"on the .British Commonwealth . ° You will bc interested to know

that Earnscliffc enquircd informally as to`whether we had heard of or seen this
document and wc admitted thât•it had reachcd us also informally . Garner and

Costlcy-Whitc came down and ha&a talk with Holmes and Glazcbrook abou t

the mcmorandum and points a rising out of it. The two former were relieved

and interested to find that on the whole we thought the memorandum took a .

useful ' liné: For some - reason the Dominions Office seems to have short-

circuitcd and they were not very happy about this process.
'Somc of the points which you mention in your letter were taken up during

th is convcrsat ion; `one` °`of ,` thcm~ `the s habit of generalizing "about the

Dominions':° Hût it' is~difticult to find any short alternative way of describin g

thcm in writing or eonversation .
I quite agrcc `vi► ith ÿoûr sttggcstion in the third paragraph of your letter and I

do not think'that Canad ians have anyspecial qualifications for or interest i n

colonial qùcstions .
", I quite agree : with, your,eonclusion about the contradiction between the

statement Ahat'„ the' , Dominion Governments arc anx ious ' to preserve their

independence of action and thc plans for Imperial machinery . As to the

willingness of the' Dominion Governments to allow the United Kingdom to ac t

long' wây trom - a readiness to expressviews on policy firmly at the time when

p°li~ is being • ~ made: This,, howevcr, is a generalization which has had
. • , _ . t . •

important exceptions and - I th ink
.
you kfecl that the exceptions µ ill tend t o

become the rüle in timc ;' 4 i

R~I
,a, ,m inclincd to think'thât the train of thought started by the Foreign OffjCe~ . : ;

memorandu 'rn may be 'quite useful and healthy. Whethcr the Domi ~ fnU DWere

âre' to' carry 'on the analysis ' wc , haven't as yet heard . Sevcral ainterested in seeing the Foreign Office looking at the Commonwto ae~némhe
United _ Kingdom point of view rather than making an attcmpt cral a more
interests of the Commonwealth as a whole . Thcrc is, in gc

n s ,., t .
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realistic 'touch in the Foreign Office memorandum than has appeared in most 
documents on the same subject. I will let you know if there are any further 
developments. - 

744. 	- 	 0.D.S.-N.A.R./Vol. 823 

Mémorandum du troisième secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures 

„Memorandum by Third Secretary, Department of External Affairs 

[Ottawa], April 21, 1944 

. COMMONWEALTH COMMITMENTS FOR CANADA 
AS FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION 

IN CONNECTION WITH GENERAL SECURITY 	 • 

(1) The achievement Of world security must be the paramount consideration 
of policy . and; consequently, no commitments should be made which would in 
any way imPéde the achieveMent of the objectives which are considered 
necessary for it. 
(2) It Was stated by the Prime Minister in the House on January 31, 1944, 

that wOrld seCurity depends on 
(a) "preserving on the side of peace a large superiority of power, so that those 

who Wish to disturb the peace can have no chance of success", and 
(b)r the creation of "an effective international system inside which the 

cooperation of all peace-loving countries is freely sought and given." „ 	_ 
(3) It has, been suggested by Lord Cranborne, spcaking at the Guildhall on 

November ,23, 1943, and by Lord Halifax, speaking at Toronto in January, 
1944, that theCommonwealth should aim at having "one single foreign policy" 
(CranbOrne) 'or a common' policy in respect of defence, and foreign affairs 
(Halifax) ..'Aily commitments toward such objectives would bc justifiable from 
the point of View of Canada only if the objectives contemplated 
(a) would nOt hamper the achievement of a general systcm of security; and 
(b) would allow a policy which could be adapted sufficiently closely to the 

needs and interests of Canada within that systcm of security. 
(4): In'view partly of the way in which the arguments in favour of Common-

wealth unity in policy have been advanced thus far, but in view  more  especially 
0I the intrinsic nature of the proposal, it is inevitable that such a move would 
be seen by other countries as the formation of a power bloc to increase the 
strength and influenceof a particular segment of the peaceful nations, from 
which: the rest are excluded. The effect of this would be to encourage the 
tendency  to  form  suclr blocs, which would cut across the lines of general 
coo peration on which international security must be bascd. The result would be t  
°encourage fOrges which would disrupt  the  entire framcwork of security. 
,(5 ) The influence of the countries of the Commonwealth will bc in the 

uoinee  thti""(4eace:'Their influence will be greatest if thcy can act in harmony 
e,issites,which are deemed to bc fundamental in the maintenance of peace 

, î • 
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and in the context of a group of nations which do not suspect them of 
combining forces on all matters in an effort to obtain a predominant influence 
whatever the merits of a question at issue may be. Any such suspicion can be 
best allayed if there is no formal obligation to act as a bloc, and if reliance is 
placed rather on the community of tradition, history and culture and on a full 
and free exchange of views, to ensure that action will bc in harmony on all 
issues in which a matter of fundamental importance is involved. 
(6) Even assuming that no resentment at or emulation of such a "bloc" were 

forthcoming, and that it did not positively interfere with the achievement of 
general coo' peration, it would be an advantage only if it did in fact produce a 
general continuity of policy which would add to the joint strength of the 
individual members as forces for peace. However, the interest of the various 
members of the Commonwealth arc diverse in many respects, and their 
relations with other countries vary widely as a result of geographical position, 
economic relations and other mattcrs. An attcmpt to fit the interests of all into 
a Procrustean bed of common policy would produce such friction that it would 
bc likely to vitiate and stultify the efforts toward unity of policy in issues 
affecting the maintenance of peace. The Commonwealth has gained strength 
through the freedom of its relations which meant that there was little cause for 
friction, and thus unity, when it was necessary, could bc achieved by free 
cooperation and brought wholehearted effort bchind a policy decided on by 
each member of its own volition. 

(7) In summary, it can well be argued that the proposals for a common polieY 
would effect, not only a relative diminution in the in fl uence of the Common-
wealth as a force for peace,.but also a positive diminution in that influence. 
(8) So far as the position o. f Canada herself is concerned, Canadian relations 

with the United States are of a character different from those of any other part 
of the Commonwealth. Her position as an American nation is something 
unknown to ariy other member. Any. Commonwealth commitments which 
would interfere with the adaptation of Canadian policy to the vital interests 
arising out of her geographical position Would be intolerable. The flexibility of 
policy necessary for the successful maintenance of Canadian relations in the 

Americas could not be achieved if prior consideration had to be given to the 
possible necessity of modifications and amendments in the light of more remote 

and general interests of other British nations. 
(9) The onus is on those, who would radically alter the Commonwealth 

relationships and, in fact, reverse the whole trend of development, to show 

beyond any possible doubt!' that their innovations would effect a great and 

certain improvement. The results thus far have bccn good. The loss could be 

'enormous and the risk is great of incurring such loss by tampering 
relaticinships. 	

with present 

" . (10)  Lord Cranborne süggested on November 23 that "a British Come/ 
wealth of Nations with divided councils on international affairs would lose a,  

,its influence" 'and concluded that we must have "one single foreign Pnlicf; 
The conclusion is not a necessary or even a sound one. What is wanted is 



community in attitude resulting in a harmony of policy . An attempt at forced
community of policy might defeat the very objective that is sought .
{(11) , No regard has been had in this argument to the constitutional and legal
problems involved, such as the responsibility of distinct executives to distinct
legislatures for a common policy . Some of these appear to be virtually insoluble
on the ; basis of a parliamentary democratic system but their consideration
appears unnecessary at this juncture.

[R. G. ROBERTSON ]

745. DEA/6065-40

DESPATCH 707

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

Ottawa, June 7, 1944

Sir,

It has been brought to my notice as a result of the recent meeting of the
International Labour Conference in Philadelphia that the representatives of the
Government, Employers and Workers of the United Kingdom continue to be
described, in the official record of proceedings as Government Delegate,
Employers' Delegate and Workers' Delegate of the British Empire . The use of
this title to describe a delegation appointed by the Government of the United
Kingdom is so much of an anachronism that it is desirable that a change
should be made at the instance of the United Kingdom Government .

This ' description was, of course, employed during the Peace Conference and
in the 'signature of the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. It was discontinued,
however, in 1927 with respect to representation on the League Council and
Assembly. In the records of the last meeting of the Assembly the description is
used ~"Delegation of , the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland:', The change made in 1927 followed on the discussions at the Imperial
Conference " of r1926 . Sir Austen Chamberlain on March 9th, 1927, at ameeting of the League Council made a statement "at the express desire of all
the Gove rnments represented at the Imperial Conference" requesting that the
form "of treaties negotiated under the auspices of the League should be altered .
H• .-

gue :were, willing to revert to the older and well•cstablished . form, it
would facilitate our acceptance of treaties negotiated under its auspices .

.- The Covenant of the League of Nations has omitted to take note of the fact
that there is an entity Great Britain, as well as the Dominions . The seat which
I Occupyÿ here• and in the Assembly is attributed by the Covenant to the
"British', Empire'", but the Dominions sit in the Assembly in their own names .
Great~ :Britain ~ appears nowhere, and the existing form of treaty concluded
under the T auspices of the League, , therefore, causes us some inconvenience . Ifthe I '. . . . .

is statement included the following paragraph :
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L -.SWAusten .Chamberlain's statement was particularly concerned with the 
form of treaties. The action taken by the League of Nations resulted in the 
replacement of the term "British Empire" by. the term ."United Kingdom of 
Great•Britain and Northcrn Ireland" on the list of members of the League and 
of delegations to the Assembly from the Thirteenth Assembly of 1932 onwards. 

It is felt that the practice adopted by the League of Nations should also be 
followed in the  case of  the  International Labour Organization and I should be 
glad if you would ask  the  United Kingdom authorities to take the necessary 
steps to bring about this formal  change.  The desirability of such a change has 
been increased by  the extensive use of the tcrm "British Empire and 
Commonwealth" to indicate all  the  territories collectively .which owe allegiance 
to the King. I am not aware of any partiéular reason which ha' s brought about 
the survival of the old terminology in the  case of the International Labour 
Organization. To secure a' change all that would be necessary would probably 
be for the United Kingdom Government to address a formal communication to 
the Acting Director of the International Labour Office or perhaps to the 
Chairman of the Governing Body and also to issue credentials using the new 
style to their delegates at future International Labour Conferences. 

I have etc. 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

746. DE.A/6065-40 

• L'ambasiadeur en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union .). 	 . 
tô Secretary of State for External Affairs' 

DESPATCH 235 

SECRET 	î , • 

1 have the honour to acknowledge receipt of copy of despatch No. 707 of 

June 7, 1944, addressed tci the High Commissioner for Canada in London, in 

which Weis instructed to object officially to the use of the title "Delegate of the  

British Empire" by the United Kingdom delegates to the International Labour 

Conference recently held in Philadelphia. 
2:1  Should likeici take idvtage of the opportunity afforded by the receipt 

of the copy of this despatch to mention that I believe the uncertainty about the 

international position  of Canada: in the minds of Soviet citizens could be 
cleared 'up  if  more precise definitions could bc given to the terms "British 

Empire" and ."British Commonwealth of. Nations". The latter term was 

adopted after: the passage of the Statute of Westminister to describe the 

position of free and equal partners in an association of nations, but the term ls 

nôt becoming accepted on account of obstinate refusal to use it by those Who 

are unwilling tdadmit the full implications of that historic document. 
`Ji 	 4 , 



~3. Viewed .: from one sense the use of the title "Delegate of the British
Empire" by., representatives , of the United Kingdom is not so much an
anachronism,, . if , by ."British Empire" • could ' be understood the territory
embraced by the United Kingdom and the colonies, reserv ing the term "British
Commonwealth,of Nations" to describe that association of - nations of which
Canada is' n`member. , If official steps could be taken to assure the futuredistinction, between the two terms our international position would then become
clear not ônly

I
to people in the Soviet Union but also to those in the United

States and other countries who are now misled by the loose phraseology used to
describe what is a ve ry subtle relationship difficult of comprehension by minds
trained tô formal and explicit political relationships.,
4 .~The word "Empire" - has come to connote a metropolitan area, to which is

subordinate a group of other areas . The United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland ; together with the colonies and dependencies, embraces a
territory to which this term can very aptly be applied . It is, however, in its
modern connotation a misnomer when applied to all the territory under the
sovereignty of His Majesty . It is true that the title "Emperor" is only included
among those of His Majesty , in respect of India, but this fact could be used as
an argument against any use of the word "Empire" to describe tcrritory under

international confercnce on civil aviation "as an empire" adding that this term

thé sovereignty of His Majesty apart from India .
S.~IWe tcannot rightfully object when Mr. Churchill and other British

statesmen:use the designation "British Empire" to describe the territory which
is governed undisputably by the Government of the United Kingdom, but we
can ; point out- that the term,"British Commonwealth of Nations" is a morecorrect description when they wish to use a term to describe territory that
inclùdes Canadâ . A short time ago Sir Archibald Sinclair in the House of
Commons declared that the United Kingdom was prepared to participate in an

related' to the United Kingdom and the colonies. This use of the term by th e
United Kingdom Minister for Air shows the value of having a modern term to
apply,,to,thç. territory under the control of the Government of the United
Kingnôm and ânother distinct - tcrm * to describe the association of nations
usually incorrectly described as the "British Empire" .

6. ' Viewed from this aspect it can be argued that we should not object but
rather should enc ourage the use by United Kingdom representatives of the
terIri "Delegate of the British Empire." At the same time, however, we shouldtake steps to

make clear to all the world that this term does not include Canadaand Aat the only correct designation of that association of nations of whichCanadâ is a member is the term "British Commonwealth of Nations"..~ ,, .
I have ctc .

L. D. WILGRESS
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747. 	. 	 DEA/6065-40 
'. Mémorandum de l'adjoint, le ministère des Affaires extérieures, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
Memoiandum from Assistant, Department of External Affairs, 

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, August 4, 1944 , 

Re: Despatch No. 235 of July 21st from Moscow. 
I . think there is a good deal worthy of consideration in what Mr. Wilgress 

says. It has seemed to me that our objection to  the use of the  phrase "British 
Commonwealth and Empire" by United Kingdom spokesmen has not been 
entirely consistent with our'general attitudes. We have never liked the word 
"Empire", but we have protested against any suggestions that the free and 
independent nations of the Commonwealth were of a kind with Uganda or 
Sarawak. 

There are good idealistic reasons for thinking of the British Commonwealth 
as a great cOngeries of countries somc of which have achieved self-government 
and somc d which arc in v.  arious stages on the way. This, however, has never 
been a conéeption which appealed greatly to Canadians and we have preferred 
not to be classed with niggeri. It . might be considered contankerous of us to 
object to an effort on the part of the United Kingdom spokesmen to emphasise 
a differentiation on which we have insistcd. 

In spite of the above comments, I should think that there are practical 
objections to a continuation 'of the practicc of calling United Kingdom 
represéntatives at I.L.O. Conferences a "British Empire Delegation"." 
However correct thiss rnight bc, it would bc too difficult to explain to lesser 
breeds,without the law. If these representatives;were called representatives of 

the United Kingdom, it would be undcrstood filât they spoke for the Colonies 
just  as ' the representatives of the United States would speak for the Virgin 
Islands. Fuithermore, it is not impossible that in the near future some British 
countries which have nof yct achieved full 'self-government  might have 

independent representation on international bodies. 
[1. W. HoutEs] 

!'Notes  marginaks:/Marginal notes: 
I agree with this. The realistic point is who issues the instructions? The answer 

is the 

U.K. Government not the Br. Empire Gcrtet. II. Wfrong) 
1 think it might be worthwhile copying this for the missions receiving despateh 701  

[Document 745j. and also sending a copy to P.M. under a covering note. 11. WErongi 
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L'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqu e
au. sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Soviet Union
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Moscow, September 28, 1944

Dear Mr. Robertson ,
.,,-I have received - your letter of August 12thf in which you refer to my
despatch No.' 208 of June 30tht commenting on the papers relating to post-
hostilities planning which you sent me with your despatch No . 97 of May
13th t ( . _

I note that you would like me to clarify one point in my despatch . This is the
statement I made 'ât the end of paragraph 5 where I wrote "that the possibility
ofdirect conflict of views (with the Soviet Union) will be less if we continue to
permit the United Kingdom to speak for the British Commonwealth as a
wholé."

In mâking this'statement I was giving expression to my views about a state
of affairs that has become very obvious ever since the Moscow Conference of
October,1943: At that time I had a talk with Mr . Eden about the formation of
the European Advisory Commission and I expressed to him our anxiety about
confining membership to the three great powers . Mr. Eden, after explaining
why`the membership could not be enlarged, ended our conversation with the
remark "tell Mr. Mackenzie King not to worry and that I will see that
Canada's interests are looked after ." I have often thought over the significance
of this remark. At first I was inclined to pass it off as a casual remark of the
sort that sometimes falls from the lips of harassed statesmen who do not realize
the full'significance of what they are saying . From what has happened since I
am`coming now to the belief that Mr. Edcn's remark indicated a state of mind
which is very marked in the case of Mr . Churchill and only somewhat less
strông in 'the case of Mr . Eden .
` Thisatate of mind derives from the realization of the rapid growth of power

relative 'to9the United Kingdom on the part of both the United States and the
Soviet Union. Setking means of bolstering United Kingdom relative power and
prestige; ` nien ` brought up as Mr Churchill and Mr . Eden have been
instinctively' feel that this can be acxomplishcd in part by their becoming the
ûndisput~ spokesmen for the B ri tish Commonwealth of Nations as a whole .
The three-power pattern of control of United Nations affairs gives them such
an ôppertuntiÿ and it is my suspicion that they welcome this opportunity and
will dô as little as they possibly can to change the existing set-up.

Thëcônst' : : , . , .
haVé " i tut ional changes introduced in the Soviet Union last February

ôme an additional obstacle to the participation of Canada in UnitedNations :o - . , . , . . . . . .rgan~zat ions dealing w ith major polit ical as d i st inct from questions of
a purelÿ furictional character . The United Kingdom Government can always
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point:to - th'e dangcr of the Soviet Government raising the question of the 
participation of, thc constituent republics. It suits the Soviet Government to 
have the United Kingdôrà GovernMent regarded as representing the British 
group of nations in the highcr councils of thc United Nations just as they wish 
to be regarded as representing the Soviet group of nations. The United States 
also prefers not 'to have•Canada and the other British dominions, including 
India, participating too directly in major political questions because criticism is 
Constantly directed in the Unitcd States against the many votes of the British 
Empire. 

Thus we arc finding our position in international affairs becoming still more 
sitbordinate to,the United Kingdom. Whereas in the last war we advanced in 
status, I detect in this war a tendency. in thc reverse direction. It is true, of 
course, that in respect of autonomy in domestic affairs each member of the 
British Commonwealth is independent and equal. This, however, is becoming 
less' truc of international affairs because the three-Power pattern of the United 
Nations is  -placing u.4" moré and more in a• position of subordination to the 
United Kingdoni. „ • • 

What is happening today is that the only opportunity we have of exerting 
any influence on major questions of policy is when we arc consulted on these 
questions.  by the United Kingdom. It is quite truc, as you state, that the United 
Kingdom can only spea' k' for us or for the British Commonwealth as a whole 
with our, expisi,conscnt;but tbe pôint is that we have to give that consent if 
otir views arc to be made known at all. No one has yct bccn able to foresee 
what would happen if thére should bc a scriotis divergence of view between 
Canada and the Unitéd Kingdom. Frorn thc practical point of view, all that the 
Soviet GovCrnmerit ICarn-•  of our views in the majority of instances is that they 
arC, told 4, the „Unite& Kingdom 'Government "the 'dominions have been 
cons.  Ill téd andv , ha.  c* co 	ed _ néufr_ ." 	, • 	; t  

As a .Canadian one,must feel that - this position of greater subordination to 

the ,United Kingdom • in questioni % of major political importance does not 
conform to,our contribution to the war nor to our political and economic 
importance. Moreover, while wc have a special relationship to the United 
Kingdom we .also have a special relationship to the United States, the 
dévelOpment of  tWhich* is ;tendered difficult if on major questions of interna-

tional pol4, vre only ha-vc thc opportunity of making our vies known and of 

ex–eiting,Our Whence through thc Government of the United Kingdom. The 

samc consdcratjons ‘ipplY to ,our relations with  the Soviet Government ,  

althollgh in– this case it is of Much less importance that wc establish close and 

intimate 'relations. * • — 	.44,. .; 	t , 
le Frankly, I do-not know .what we should do to correct thc situation which has 

been developing  in  a ,manner :so unsatisfactory to our future position in 

international affairs. Last November 1 proposed to you that whenever we are, 
cotisitlied:44' the • Unifed Kingdoin, Government on a political question otl 

iiiipôrtanCe we should make our views known not only to that government bu 

alsoto the United  States and  Soviet Governments. I now realize that thids 

would haidly be piacticid ICaSt'io far as the Soviet Government is concerne 



and we,might be laying ourselves open to rebuffs if we approached too often
the United States Government . The only other course that suggests itself is to
follow,the tactics that General 'de Gaulle has pursued in order to assure that
the French Committee of National Liberation shall not be entirely overlooked
in the consideration of political questions . This would be tantamount to making
a nuisance of ourselves which we could not do now without prejudicing both
Allied harmony and our own national unity. After the Germans and Japanese
hâvéPbeen defeated it may bccome necessary to exert ourselves because after all
that we have done in this war Canadians may not be content that Canada
should continue to play only a subordinate role in world affairs.. . aai :~d .f s .,-~ P ! . . .

Yours sincercly ,
L. D. W t Lc R Ess

DEA/6065-40
' Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagné

~ au secrétaire d'Étai auz Affaires eztérieures., c,,:=~, r`, ~ • ~ ' , .High Comntissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

DFSPATCN 1849 London, October 27, 194 4
Sir, ~• . .s, $

~j'I have±thc honour to refer to your despatch No . 707 of the 7th June, in
which, you requested me to bring to the attention of the Government of the
United Kingdom the question of the continued use by the International Labour
Organi zation of the archaic term "British Empire"' . as descriptive ; of, the
Delegation of, the United Kingdom .1.0n rcceipt'of your,fo rcgoing despatch a communication' along the lines yousugg ested was sent at once to the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. Areplyt :has now been received from Lord Cranbornc in which he states that the
Acting Director of the International Labour Office is being requested to
arrange for the, use in future of the term "United Kingdom of Great Britainand ;Northern Ireland" in place of "British Empire" in lists of State membersof .thé, International Labour Organization issued by the International Labour
Office, In lists of the Delegations the abbreviated form "United Kingdom" will~ ~ t . .emp oy

~d
i
.

:
,

' r .k Y+t~ .̀t7P .11
think you will agree that this revision will meet the needs of the situation .1 6 1

1 , 1 L3- , . . ;r~t~~ _~ . ?. I . ;I have etc..

VINCENT MASSE Y,i=.3 .
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DEA/62-As 
, Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister. Embassy in United States, 
go  Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, November 17, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robértson, 
I was extremely interested in Mr. Wilgress's despatch from Moscow dated 

September 28, a copy of which you were good enough to scnd to this Embassy, 
and which deals with the increasingly important question of single or separate 
representation of the nations of the British Commonwealth at international 
conferences and discussions. Mr. Wilgress repeats in this regard a remark of 
Mr. Eden's, "I will  sec  that Canada's interests arc looked after." This remark 
expresses a point of view which is held, I think, by Mr. Eden and much more 
strongly, as Mr. Wilgress states, by Mr. Churchill. It is apparently held also by 
Viscount Halifax and Mr. Harold Butler" in Washington. The latter, in an 
interesting speech at Cincinnati on November 17, on "The Structure of Post-
War Security" made, for instance, the following misleading statement: 

"The other day, at Dumbarton Oaks, a beginning was made in laying the 

foundations of a new and more secure peace. The first stage consisted of 

conversations between the four principal powers — the United States, the 

British Commonwealth, the Soviet Union and China. That seems to me a 

beginning at the right end." 
Mr. Butler must surely have known' that it is not correct to say that the 

British Commonwealth was represented at Dumbarton Oalcs even though one 

member of the Commonwealth kept the other members informed of what was 

going on there. I am tempted to add that if the .price for such information is an 

alteration of the Constitution of the Commonwealth, it is probably too high to 

pay 
Similarly Lord Halifax, forgetful apparently of his Toronto experience, is 

reported in the New York Times this morning as having said the following in a 

speech yesterday in New  York: 
"This society  for the promotion of American-Soviet friendship speaks for 

two sides of the triangle. The third sidc is the British Commonwealth; and it is 

symbolic of this threefold association that the United States, Soviet Russia and 

the British Commonwealth are represented here tonight. I am convinced that 

the combination of these three, rallying all the peace-loving forces among the 

nations, can secure our children and children's children against a repetition of 

the present tragedy." , 
It se'ems to me that the'evidencè is quite clear that rcmarks of the kind 

mentioned above are not casual and unthinking but arc deliberate and 

• "Ministrr, ambuude de Grande-Bretagne  au  m taatt-Unis. 
Minister, Embauy of Great Britain in United States. 



considered and spring, as Mr . Wilgress suggests, from the realization that the
U.K. itself may no longer be powerful enough to be placed securely along side
the U.S . and the U.S.S.R. in the triûmvirate of Great Powers . Therefore, the
conception of the single Commonwealth and Empire should be built up. This
building up process is encouraged, on occasions, both in Washington and in
Moscow,,by those who for one reason or another prefer to deal with the British
Commonwealth as a unit, and who seem unaware of the fact that the course of
historical development cannot be altered in this way. Mr. Wilgress also touches
on, this aspect of the question in his despatch . From all this, he draws the
lesson, which I must say I sometimes.draw myself in Washington, that if we
are not careful our international position as an independent nation within the
British Commonwealth will be weaker at the end of this war than it was at the
beginning:

Is there not some way in which we can bring again officially to the attention
of the U .K. authorities the fact that their leaders in high places cannot, without
prior consultation and consent ." set themselves up as spokesmen for the British
Commowealth .

Yours sincerely,, :~ . .

751

L. B. PEnttsotv

W.L.M.K./Vol . 240
Mémorandunt du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre~ . . .
Memor

,
andumfront Under-Secretary ojState for External AffairsIo Prime Jltinister

[Ottawa,) February 2, 194 5

You have once or twice queried the use of the name "Canada" as distinct
from "Dominion of Canada" in departmental and general usage .

Strictly "speaking, "Dominion of Canada" is not the correct name of thiscountry; over a period of several years we have used Canada standing by itself
in all =External Affairs documents . All foreign governments follow the same
usage in documents addressed to us or in agreements negotiated with us . I Gndthat in'. 1938 it was pointed out officially to the United States authorities thatthe naine "Canadà" should be used in a treaty which we were negotiating withthem ,at that time. Since then the United States authorities have been careful
to use 'the proper name on all occasions. In 1941 the same point was made in
correspondence with the United Kingdom autho ri ties, who agreed that it wasnot strictiÿ correct to use the name "Dominion of Canada" . The authority with
regàrdito the proper name of the count ry is Section 3 of the British North
Amenca Act ,, which is as follows :

"It`shall be lawful for the Queen, by and with the advi ce of Her Majesty'sMDât Honourable Privy Council, to declare by Proclamation that, on and aftera ,this~ y tberein appointed, not being more than Six Months after the passing of
Aet the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick shall form~. ._ ,j
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and be One Dominion ' under the name of Canada ; and on and after that Day
those - Th'ree ' Provinccs , shall - form and be One Dominion under that Name

.. : . ; ,.accordingly.
- 'Originally the inclusion of the words "Dominion or, in the national styl e

may have beçn due in part to a desire to distinguish the new country from the
old province ,of Canâda: When dominion status was a new development and the
use of the term emphasitcd the fact that the old colonial position had been left
behind, I think there may have ,bccn some valuc in stressing the term . Now,
hoïâcver,`i think the contrary is true. The term "dominion" has acquired the
gencralzcônnotation of a status distinctly more than colonial , but still somewhat
less than' fully national .' Talk of the granting of dom i n i on status" to India
aftcr the ' war, subject to certain restrictive agreements as to the British

position. or of granting the same status to Burma , subject to limitations on her
capacity to enter into external relations, serves to indicate an understanding of

the tefm as involving a :more or Icss' qualified autonomy . If this meaning is

commonly attributed to . it , and I think in many cases it is, the general

association of the term in the name of Canada can only lessen the general
appreciation of full maturity that has been achieved and which we w ish to have

understood. For these reasons I think it is desirable that the continued use,
especially by Government departments, of what is, in any event, not the correct

name for this country should be discouraged .

752.

[N. A. RO©ERTSOV )

DEA/62-A s
. ,; ., . . ,k , .. . .

Le haut commissoire en Grande- Bretagne
au sous-secrétaire d'É tat aux Affaires extérieures

Nfgh"Cvntmissloner !n Great Britain
to Under-Secretary ojStatefor External ~fjjairs

London . February 28, 1945

Dcar 1`1r. Robertson ,
As you are aware the,Third,British Commonwea lth Relations Conference is

now in session at Chatham Nouse. Recently I arranged a dinner in my roo ms

for the Canadian delegates : I was anxious to provide them w ith an opportunity

of, ,talking frankly,and confidentially .with members of the United K i ngdom

Govccnment-I.4nd , sevetal leading . journalists in - London . We had a most

intcresting -cvcning in - which the -conversation was fortunately candid and

outspoken : ~ Thea vicws` expressed at the meeting by the Cabinet riinisters

present arc; }i ,think, of considerablc significance from the point of view of

Canadian,policy. Lam enclosing, therefore. a memorandum of the discussion

prepared by Mr. Holmes , who was present .

CONFIDENTIAL ` • ~ : ` °~ ~

.



view of the fact that this occasion was private and informal this document 
should be treàtcd as highly confidential. 

Yours sincerely, 
• VINCENT MASSEY 

• (PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE) 

'Afémorandunt  du  deuxième secrétaire, 
le haut commissa riat en Grande-Bretagne 

Afemorandun: by Second Secretary, , 
lligh  ,Commission in Great Britain 

	

ÉTRICTÏ.Y C'ONFIDENTIAL 	 [London,' February 28, 1945 

: •On`Wednesdày,. February 21st, Mr. Masscy held a private dinner for the 
Canadian:delegates to the British Commonwealth Relations Conference in 
orer to . p.rovide them with an 'opportunity of meeting leaders of opinion in this 
country  whom they would not otherwise have had a chance of seeing. Those 
Present at the dinner, in addition to Mr. Massey, wcrc: 

- 	; 
E. J. Tarr, K.C., Winnipeg. 

'Lt.-Col. Victor Silion, Winnipeg. 	. 
';!' B. K. Sandwell, Toronto, • 

; W. A. Irwin, Toronto, 
R. G.Trotter, Kingston, , 
F. A. Brewin, Toronto, 
L.  B. Unwin, Montreal, 	, 

, D. R: Michener, K.C. Toronto. 
,Lioiel Roy, Quebee 	

• 	 • 

• ruci „. 	7 

The Rt. Hon. C. R. Attlee, Deputy Prime Minister and Lord President of 
the Council, 

',The Ri: Hon: Viscouni Cranborne, Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, 
The Ri. lion. Viscount Swinton, Minister of Civil Aviation, 

` . .5. The RL lion. W. S. Morrison, Minister of Town and Country Planning. 
;The  Ri,.  lion. Richard Law. Minister of State. 

..çt' Geoffrey Crowther, Editor of The Economist. 	. R: Barrington•Ward, Editor of The Times. 

At the conclusion of dinner Mr. Tarr  and othcr Canadian delegates, at Mr. 
Misse?s  invitation,  inaugurated discussion with a very frank explanation of 
the difkiencee in 'approach which they found bctwccn  the  Canadian and the 
41,teeKingdom delegations at the Confcrcncc. The Canadian delegates were 
worriecrover:thè 'preoccu' pation of the  United Kingdom delegates with the 
ueslrabiity.  of  intègrating the Commonwealth by  the establishment of more 
f°rmal machinery.  This  attitude was not only contrary to the trend of opinion 
in Canadalut.was considered by Canadians to be contrary to the best interests 
of the Commonwealth and of the world at large. Although  the  Canadian view 
wi,Las.'acoepted by the United Kingdom delegates it was accepted with regret. 
di e  Caiudi,ans, on the other hand, did not undcrstand  the  reason for regret as 

".,9mider thdr views of Commonwealth relations to be second-best. 
hes t e opinions Were ex'Pressed by Mr. Tarr in the  first place and supported by 
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almost all the Canadians present. Mr. Sandwell emphasized the fact that the 
delegates represented various shades of Canadian opinion on domestic and 
international policy, but they found themselves in very substantial agreement 
on the nature of Commonwealth relations. Mr. Unwin, who said he represented 
the Right, and Mr. Brewin; who said he represented the Left, concurred. 

After most of the Canadians had expressed their views Mr. Massey asked 
Lord Cranborne to comment. Lord Cranborne outlined some of the current 
views on Commonwealth relations. He said that Mr. Lionel Curtin's advocacy 
of federation was logical and in some respect attractive but he could not 
consider it practical politics. He referred to the  proposas for central machinery 
made by Mr. Curtin" and indicated that he rejected this approach also as 
impracticable. Then he proceeded to outline the present machinery of 
consultation, which he seemed to consider eminently satisfactory. What was 
important, he said, was that there should be as much consultation as possible. 
There was constant consultation going on of a very satisfactory nature. It was 
important that we should seek to compose our differences and agree as much as 
possible but we should not insist upon unanimity. He referred to the happy 
experience at Geneva where cach Commonwealth country acted on its own and 
sometimes differently from the others but there was always constant 
consultation. 

Lord Cranborne was followed by Mr. Attlee who, in a concise and forceful 
statement, expressed agreement with Lord Cranborne. He emphasized the 
great values of the present informal relations which were consistent with 
British constitutional practices. Mr. Attlee pointed out that the constitution of 
the Commonwealth had developed ad hoc to meet new situations. The Statute 
of SVestminster did not create a new situation but confirmed that which 
already existed. He deplored the approach to Commonwealth relations of those 
who wished to devise new paper constitutions. 

Mr. Law later carried on in the same vein. NC said that the Commonwealth 
was not a mechanism but an organism and he feared the effects of formaliza -
tion of its relations. Possibly the most forceful support for what might be called 
the Canadian view came from Lord Swinton. He was highly pleased with his 
experience of Commonwealth relations in Chicago and Montreal. There  had 
been constant consultation; but each country acted independently. At a 
conference where all countries of the Commonwealth were represented there 

did was no question of the desirability 'of each acting independently. He 
suggest, howiver, that on occasions when they were not all represented one 

nation might be delegated to speak for others on matters on which there was 
agreement. Mr. Morrison expressed agreement with what had been said by  bis  

colleagues, although he did not go into the subject as thoroughtly as they had. 

Those Cabinet Ministers present seemed to be agreed that: 
(a) the Commonwealth relations are in a healthy and satisfactory state ,  

4'• 

Hvoireee:J 
Nkielas Manserth. ;  ed.; Documents  and  Speeches on British Commonwealth 
Affairs 1931 •1952. Volume 1. London,  Oxford University Press, 1953,  Pp. 562'65' 

" 
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was somewhat im ired, however, b y p npa y Mr. Geoffrey Crowther. Mr. Crowtherwas prepared to accept the Canadian view as inevitable but he insisted on
preserving his regrets . He could not see why a closer integration of Common-
wealth policies was inconsistent with the interests of the world organisation .
The Soviet Union and the United States were obviously making specialagreements and he thought this a good thing . From his knowledge of United
States' opinion - he did not think the Americans would object to closer
Commonwealth association . It should be added that Mr . Crowther was notentirely alone in his views, which received some sympathy from Mr . Michener
of the Canadian delegation .

Thé convictions expressd by such an influential group of British statesmen
had 'a'profound effect on the Canadians present . Mr. Tarr said he wasprofotindly 'relieved to know that the views to which they had been exposed
were not necessarily the views of the United Kingdom as a whole . He was
reassured from what he had heard that Britain was still great . There is nodoubt,= F think- that this occasion sc rved a most useful purpose: It put the
Çânâdiâns in touch with opinions that really matter in this country and se rvedto correct the impression created by what seems to be an unfortunately chosenUnited .Kingdom delegation at the Conference. On the other hand, it was, I
think,= û`seful for British Cabinet Ministers to hear this frank exposition ofCanâdian 'Opinion .' It should se rve to put at rest any doubts they might havehad = and I have no reason to believe they had any - that the Prime Minister
spoke " fôr 'rnost ' Canadians last Spring .' ' The frank statements by Lord
Crânbôcné ~ând other Ministers should also put at rest, I think, uncertaintiesWhieh` might have been felt as to the intention of the United KingdomGô`vernment `" at ° least of an influential portion of it, in this respect . I do notthink"that , those present had any doubts whatever that the United Kingdom
representâtivés spoke from real conviction and not out of politeness .

(b) . constant consultation is desirable ,
(c) satisfactory machine ry of consultation exists and any changes should be

in the direction of improving and developing that which exists rather than of
setting up central bodies, which might only cause trouble ,
(d) the "single-voice" theory is not only impracticable but is not in the best

interests of the nations of the Commonwealth who will be more influential if
they act independently.

The representatives of the press were also asked to express their opinions .
Mr. Barrington;Ward seemed to be in complete agreement with the prevalent
views. ` He particularly emphasized the importance of a truly international
security organisation to the survival of the Commonwealth, a point which had
been stressed previously by, Mr. Brewin. The prevailing unanimit of o inio

`t '" MickenZie King'. Canada and the Fitbr for Freedom . Toronto, Macmillan.~ 1 944• pp: 310-26.
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DEA/2925-A-40753 . ; : .

Le secre"talre aux Dominions
: ;. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extirieures

Dominions Secretary '
to Secretary of State jor External Affairs

r~ . . ~ .. • ;

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 718 London, May 1, 1945
SECRET.' We are at- present preparing diaft Commercial Treaty with China

contemplated under provisions of Article 8 of Extra•Territoriality Treaty of
January il 1 th, 1943 . In accordance with normal procedure, we shall communi-
cate draft to Dominion Gove'rnmcnts when it is contemplated [completed], but

meânwhilc we should be glad of their vicws upon following points .
., , .~ ', . ~

2 : ' It w~
~lt ba remembercd that Drafting Conimi ftee of Imperial Conference of

1930,
1
in

.
â

.
report"on form of commercial trratics, recommended that "the

practice of stipulating for benefits (I) for all His Majesty's subjects, (I1) for all
Commonwealth ships, (III) for , goods .importcd from whatever part of the

British, Empire and (IV) for an accession clause in treaties or other agreements
with foreign Powers when Nis Majcsty acts on behalf of one of the members of

the British Commonwealth only shoùld be continued, as far as possible, in as
much as it is',felt by âtlthat it would be in the interest of each member of the
British Commonwealth to be placrd in sûch a position as to be able to avail

itself,of thcse, advantages whenever it so desires". Representatives of all

Govcrnments of , British Commonwealth, `exccpt ' Government of Irish Free

State, agreed to this , recommcndation `which ,was in accordance with our
ëzisting ` practicé .

3 . Under provisions of such' a Commercial Treatjr bctwccn United Kingdom
and a foreign Government, Dominion nationals and ships secured identical
benefits to those . accorded by,thc Treaty to British subjccts belonging to the
United Kingdom and British ships conncxted with the United Kingdom, whilst

it was, possible for DôminionGovernments by granting most favoured nation
tre3tment to goods of a foreign country to, sccurc under the "nevertheless

clâûsc'(wh~re ône existed) similar ternns , for Dominion goods in that country,

withou t bcing bound to reciprocate most favoured nation trcatmcnt granted to
thcir goods by.â fôreign,country. It was,thireforc, in practicc, unnecessary for

the Dominions to acxxde to Pa United Kingdom commercial treaty in order to
sccuremosi--of its benefits;to thcir nitionals, ships and goods• impossible
-,4. ;As,Dominion,Govcrnmcnts are aware, it has already been found
to secure inclusion of "nevertheless clause" in recent commercial treaties and it

. is proposed : to abandon ; the, attempt in future negotiations . Further, our

experiencx shows that it is becoming increasingly difficult to justify to forelgn

Governmcnts ' the ' inclusion ' in a treaty with the Unitcd Kingdom
alon e

far as
provisions which apply to all British ships and all Br i t ish subjects . S

ships are concerned, it seems to us impossible to continue to secure inclulé fact
all British ships as port of registry of any ship is an .easily asccrta i nab

whtch showswhether ship` docs bclong fto United Kingdom, unlike a British
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subject tregarding whom it is often difficult to decide to what part of British 
Commonwealth he "belongs" for present purpose. 
5. As regards British subjects, so far .as contemplated treaty with China is 

concérned, , we think that in view _of definition in Article 1 (II) limiting 
application of Extra-Territoriality Treaty to British subjects belonging to 
territory to which that treaty applies, it may prove impossible to secure benefits 
of commercial treaty for all British subjects. There may be particular difficulty 
in case of,Dominion nationals, but we should propose to try to retain at least 
the definition of subjects to include those in Colonial territories. We should be 
glad to know what your views are about exclusion of Dominion nationals from 
definition and to learn whether, in the case of any future commercial treaties 
which may be negotiated, your Government would desire us to continue our 
present practice in accordance with recommendations of Drafting Committee 
of 1930, quoted in paragraph 2, to attempt to secure inclusion of all British 
subjects. In some cases in the past it has already been found difficult to accept 
this. We should also bc glad to learn your views upon inclusion of accession 
clause both in China Treaty and in any future commercial treaty. 
6. It will, àf course,  be appreciated that if we are faced with strong resistance 

to maintenance of previous practice from foreign Governments concerned, we 
should not 'feel justified in jeopardising whole of negotiations for inclusion of 
particular,. provisions in question. Matter is one of some urgency as we are 
anxious to submit draft treaty to Chinese Government in near future. An early 
reply would, therefore, be appreciated. 

f  
754. 	 DEA/2925-A-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	 • 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

; 
TELEàRAW143 	- 	 Ottawa, June 7, 1945 

SEcnET. ,Your;circular D. 718, May 1, proposed commercial treaty between 
U.K. and China and form of commercial treaties in general. In view of changed 
conditions since,1930 and considerations  set  forth in your telegram we should 
n'ot (not) be inclined to object to the abandonment of the procedure recom-
mended by the Drafting Committcc of the Imperial Conference in 1930. 

2.We sh'ould,not object to dropping, from  future  commercial treaties, the 
accession clause and the `rlevertheless clause". As  regards  ships, we should not 
object t‘'.•,ithe ;  limitation of benefits to ships registered in the part of the 
Commoà\vealth which is making the treaty. We should bc inclined to favour 
the limiting'of clauses giving benefits to His Majesty's subjects to subjects 
"belonging t0' the  part of the Commonwealth which is making  the  treaty. 

3 . It ls 'possible that a case may arise in which one nation of the  Common-
wealth  may wish to ask another to attempt to include  one or more of the "old ye clauses in a commercial treaty. However,' if your Government follows its 

'Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 
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normal practice of giving advance notice of treaty negotiations, there will be an
oppo rtunity for any other nation of the Commonwealth to suggest such a
course .

4. We should be glad to know the views of the other members of the
Commonwealth .'

5 . The general , views expressed in - paras . , 1 and 2 of this telegram are
especially applicable to the proposed commercial treaty between the U .K. and

Ch ina because Canada and China are bound (by the Canada-China Extra-

Territorial Treaty ; of Ap ri l * 14, 1944 17 ) to negotiate a commercial treaty

between Canada and China . There is therefore no reason for including Canada
in the benefits under the proposed U.K.-China Commercial Treaty.

755
. DEA/6133-40

Mémorandum du deuxiènu secrétaire
au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

1Ilemorandum jrom Second Secretary
to Associate Under-Secreta ry of State jor External Affairs

[Ottawa,] September 11, 1945
The attached memorandum from John Holmes is a most useful one . If, as it

now appears likely, the United Kingdom is to make an attempt to define

B ri tish foreign policy in terms of the new world s i tuat i on, and in particular the

radical changes in the power position in Europe, the consequences to Canada

are bound to the far reaching . As John Holmes suggests, it does not seem to be
a question so much of the British trying to secure ident i cal views on the part of

the Commonwealth Gove rnments, as to avoid a situation in which having taken
up a position they might find themselves at odds with certain of these
gove rnments .

From our point of view, Canada cannot avoid commitments arising from
decisions of the Big Powers and, of these Powers, the United Kingdom is the
only one likely to be at all receptive to our suggestions or to any influence we
may wish to exert. Moreover, should the present tendency of dividing Europe
into spheres of influence continue to develop, with a British alliance bloc in the

West, Canada as part of Britain's "Alliance Potential" would be directly

affected.
As regards method, surel ~~ Po discussion of individual problcros, on an of i

llev el would be referable to he rc ration of a statement of ` broad opinions"
suggested in the memorandum .p i do not think we will get anywhe ht

by the
~nto

exchange of inemoranda, nor are we likely to get a very
clear insight

B ri tish policy by this method. A meeting of top level officials, however,

probably yield the best results.` `

I $'Geada, Recueillesdes iraills. 1944 . N" 1 1 .
Canada . Treaty Series.19". Na 11 .

[GEORGE IGNAT I EFF]
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du deuxième secrétaire, 
le haut Commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis" 

Memorandum from Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain, 
to Ambassador in United States" 

„ 	 [London, n.d.] 

• I have made some informal enquiries at the Dominions Office in order to 
asses the motive behind and the background of the invitation to the 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers to come to London or to send deputies during 
the meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers in September." The 
Dominions Office officials admit that this was inspired to some extent by the 
recent exclamations from Canberra," but they insist that its primary 
inspiration was the desire of the new Government to make certain that in their 
Major policies they are keeping in step with the wishes of other Commonwealth 
governments. As one Dominions official frankly put it, "This is not the Halifax 
plan for a single voice. The members of the new Government are anxious to 
meet representatives of other Commonwealth Governments and inform 
themselves of the general trend of their views on international policy.". 

It loo' ks as if, in spite of the continuity of foreign policy displayed up to the 
present by the new administration, Mr. Bevin and his colleagues are preparing 
to  corne  down with some definite decisions on a number of matters. The most 
urgent 'of these matters is the treatment of the Soviet Union. There are 
increasing signs of impatience on Mr. Bevin's part with the cat and mouse 
game that has been going on in the Balkans. (Witness his  consistent  policy of 
telling Tito" to put up or shut up.) The United States initiative in Roumania 
and Bulgaria alarmed the Foreign Office who were afraid of interference in 
areas beyond their rcach. But to everyone's  surprise  it looks as if these bold 
gestures will 'succeed. If they do, they will have to be followed up (as the 
British representatives in Bucharest are now pointing out). The tendency of the 
previous government seemed to be in the direction of writing off a good deal of 
Eastern Europe as a Soviet protectorate about which one could do little but 
make face-saving protestations. The United Kingdom may, therefore, with the 
United 'States  (although the United States is very nervous about a closed 
partnership) be on the point of taking an important plunge with increased 
commitments. 

ndrionclres pour une réunion du Comité exécutif de la Commission préparatoire  des  Nations 
Unies, 
In Londonfoimf ee.  ting of Executive Committee of United Nations Preparatory Commission. 

"'Volume 10, document 632./Volume 10, Document 632. Voir le volume 10, document 631./See Volume 10,  Document  631. 
''Premier ministre et ministre de la Défense nationale de Yougoslavie. 

Prime Mims' ter and Minister of National Defence of Yugoslavia. 
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The Balkan situation is mentioned merely as an example of the kind of 
problem which the United Kingdom will wish to discuss. It could be argued 
that they arc seeking à guarantee of C.anadian and Australian support for their 
policy in the Balkans and elseWhere, and Canada would naturally be reticent 
about signing any blank Cheques of thii kind. I feel reasonably convinced that 
the  Labour  Ministers really do want something else. Just as they are always 
anxious to know the views of the  French and the Americans before they act, 
they wish to make sure that they do not make irrevocable decisions without 
being assured that their policies arc generally acceptable to the other 
Commonwealth countries. Although Labour Ministers' views on the 
Commonwealth tend to be inchoate and sornetimes garbled, temperamentally I 
think that they arc close to the Canadian  conception of the "alliance 
potentiar. ,They seem to share  the  suspicions of other peoples about the 
inablility,of the Conservatives to understand the Commonwealth and treat it 
properly, and there is evident a suggestion of slightly revolutionary mission 
about the way in which they are emphasizing `'consultation and collaboration". 
it is natural that they should be peculiarly sensitive about the criticisms vehich 
come from their ideological brethren in the Antipodes and they  will  perhaps be 
inclined to take for granted that Canada and South Africa want the things Dr. 
Evatt demands.Until they  understand the Canadian point of view they may 
embarrass us,with invitations and proposals. (They will have to learn not to act 
precipitately and offer participation to us in the  way in which it was offered in 
the occupatiên of 'Japan.).12  They 'don't undcrstand the Commonwealth as well 
as Lord Cranborne or Mr.', Eden did, but thcir instincts arc sound, I think — 
and Mr.  Attlee underitands the C.anadian viewpoint better than Mr. Churchill 

er could. 
It, is difficult to overestimate the importance for Canada of the matters 

which  will _ be discussed ; at  the  first meeting of the  Council of Foreign 
Ministers. - Whether a Canadian representative would be admitted to the 

Council or not- is doubtful. Flow. far we could influence final decisions by 
influencing the United Kingdom representatives is also doubtful. It is not clear 
however,,what ,other channels are open to us. We should not under - estimate 
'our improved chances , of influencing the British sincc  the San Francisco 

Conference.;There is no doubt of the profound  impression  made on the United 

Kingdom authorities as well as those of other countries by the Canadian 
delegation_at U.N.C.1.0. [United Nations Conference on International 

OrganizationjeThe important thing about this Canadian contribution was  that 

it was not in a limited sphere in which we were considered to be specially 

interested but in the broadest sphere of world affairs. We arc now looked upon 

as a country which has sound and responsible ideas on important problems. 

The kute problems of personnel will, it is presumed, make it difficult for 

Canada fo send a -  highlevel representative to London as suggested. Doons 
Office officials with whoM I have spokcn have indicated the hope that Canada 

might be`able to'send Cabinet Minister and, if we considered it nccessary, an 

t 

Voir k volume 10. document 806e« Volume  $0, Document 806. 
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expert ; adviser. I pointed out that although I had no indication of the
Government's intentions, it would be very difficult to spare men of either kind
at this time. If this is not feasible, would it be possible for the Canadian
Government to give some indication to the United Kingdom of its broad
opinions on the principal matters to be discussed, in particular : relations with
the Soviet Union and specifically the policy to be followed in Eastern Europe,
and the treatment of Germany and,Japan . We should have enough information
on which to base sound judgements. Such a statement might be useful to
clarify Canadian policy . (and incidentally provide guidance for Canadian
representatives abroad) even though the final decision will be taken by theGreat Pôwers. , We should not expect the United Kingdom to accept our views,and ; we .should not expect to be committed by United Kingdom decisions ., . ~
(Perhâps our old preoccupation with commitments needs to be re-examined in
the light of the experience which proves that we, like the Nicaraguans and theDutch, are committed'to some'extent at least, by decisions of the United States
and` the United Kingdom whatever the state of our sovereignty.) Such anindependent statement might actually forestall a situation like that which
occurred after the Prime Ministers Meetings of 1944 when Mr. Churchill andMr. -

Eden showed some disposition to claim a particular, rather than a general,
support on our part for United Kingdom foreign policy.2' It might even beargued ; I think, that we owe it to the United Kingdom in return for the frank
information which' they give to us on all details of their policy and which we
freelÿ accept to give them some idea of our views on major problems . That theywoüld 'be interested in knowing I should judge from the fact that we are
constantly being asked in the Fore i gn Office what Canada's views are on all
subjects from the future of General Franco to the future of Hong Kong . If it is
considered possible or desirable to formulate these views they might be
em bod 1ed in a memorandum to be presented to Lord Addison or to Malcolm
Macdonald with extensive oral gloss.

-'~
~

~ i h h
~Cl_<--t~~ t : r

a
! rf ri j<,, . ;

. . .~t !

1~

• inb Senes, Volume 400. Columns 762-3 .1038-41,1046-7 . ,
Grande.8retsanefSce Great 8 ri tain .
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PARTIE 2/PART 2 
RENCONTRE DES PREMIERS MINISTRES, 1944 

PRIME MINISTERS' MEETING, 1944 

756. 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

,Dominions Secretary • 
go  Secretary of State for External Affairs 

D EA/62s 

TELEGRAM CirCUlar D. 122 	 London, January 25, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following personal for the Prime Nlinister, Begins: My 
telegram of January 21st, Circular D. 105.' 

Question of position of Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia in relation to 
proposed meeting of Prime Ministers needs to be settled. Sir G. Huggins has 
for some time had a standing invitation from us to visit England for discussion 
of Southern Rhodesia questions and has indicated that he would be in a 
position to accept it this summer. We would propose to ask him to be in 
England during the Prime Ministers meeting. In that case he would not in view 
of the status of Southern Rhodesia be invited to take part in the meetings as a 
whole but he would be available to attend on occasions when matters of special 
concern to Southern Rhodesia were under discussion. May I take it that this 
arrangement would be agreeable to you. The Indian representatives to the War 
Cabinet will be in London and would similarly be available to attend meetings 
when matters of ipecial interest to India are discussed. Ends. 

757. " D EA/62s 
- 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of  State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 13 	 Ottawa, February 2, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following personal for the Prime Minister.24  Begins: 
Your ,  telegram Circular D. 122 of January 25th. As 1 understand it, the 

meeting of Prime Ministers is a special gathering of the Prime Ministers of the 

United Kingdom and the other nations of the Commonwealth (excluding 
Ireland). While I agree that if questions are discussed which are of particular 

interest to Southern Rhodesia or India there would be no objection to an 
invitation being given by the five Prime Ministers for Sir G. Huggins or en  

. 	• 

al  Le télégramme a été envoyé suss' au% premiers ministres d'Australie, de la Nouvelle -
Zélande, 

- et de rAtrique du Sud. 
The telegram was repeated to Prime Ministers of Australia, New Zealand 

and South Africa. 



Indian representative to attend, I think that we should maintain a sharp.distinction between the character of this meeting and a regular Imperial
Conference . For this reason I think it would be inadvisable that any public
statement concerning the meeting should mention the possible participation of
the Prime Minister of Southern Rhodesia or an Indian representative.

I hope that you will be able to let me have, as soon as convenient, your ideas
on the agenda of the meeting so that the necessary preparatory work may be
put in train. Ends.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/62s

TËLEGRAM 8 London, February 5, 1944
IMPORTANT. SECRET AND PERSONAL. Your telegram of February 2nd, No .13 .'~Following personal for the Prime Minister from the Prime Minister,Begins: I âgree with you that the intention has been and remains to have a
personal exchange of views between the rive Prime Ministers and not anImperial' Conference of the usual type with full delegations and formal
organisation . But you will recognise the difficulty of excluding India andSouthe rn Rhodesia from discussion of questions specially affecting them .
Huggins, who has for some time had a standing invitation to come to London
to discuss questions affecting Southern Rhodesia, would almost certainly wish
to take this opportunity of doing so . I am glad, therefore, that you see no
objection to proposals in Secreta ry of State's telegram, Circular D . 122 . So far
as publicity is concerned, I see no possibility of our being able to avoid all
public reference to the position of India and Southern Rhodesia in relation tothe meeting . We are likely to be questioned in Parliament here . Moreover, thePresence of Sir Godfrey Huggins in London at the time of the Conference is
b0und to become known both in Southern Rhodesia and in this country . Formof announcemcnt would make clear the differences in function and statusbetwée

n'the Dominion Prime Ministers and other representatives . Ends .~ . .
759.

DEA/62 s
Mémorandum du Premier ministre '

- : au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Jtlemorandumfrom Prime llfinister

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

answeT efy w~e communication ; also that we should wa i t for the
;befOre sending any word ourselves .

I think this is a v • •
(Ottawa,J February 2, 1944



in party. I would suggest that scope and nature of th is Confcrcncc be clar ~e
for guidance of Prime Ministers on the point of the collcagucs or parties to

l au secrétalre d'Etat auz Ajjaires extérieures

Prime 1tlinisterojSouth ÂJrlca
to Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs_ . . , . . . .

TÉLEGRAM 1 Capetown, Fcbruary 23, 1944

Addressed to Union High Commissioner, London No . 156, repeated t o
Ottawa ; - No. 1, Canberra No . 16, Wellington No . S . Following from the Prime
Minister for the Secretary of State, Begins: Your telegram, Circular D . 243 t
Union Gove rnment are deeply grateful for United Kingdom Government's
offer of hospitality to myself and members of my party. With regard to list of
party two questions arise. In first 'Place what arc matters to be discussed, as
size of party must depend on them? In sccénd place what will be scope and
nature and level of consultations ât this meeting? Prime Minister has already
emphasized that it will not be ordina ry Imperial Conference . Will meeting be

more in nature of general exchange of views on war and immcdiatc post-war
situation without attempting , to f formulatc recommendations on particular

problems such as has been customary at Imperial Confcrcnces? In that case it
will not be necessary for me to bring more than a few personal attendants . But

if recommendations have to be reached on economic, , fnancial, aviation and
such like subjects . Dominion experts on these matters may have to be incluedd

.

accompany them.' Ends.
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DEA/62s

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

' Le Premiér ministre de l'Ajriqùe du Sud

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
' au secrétaire d'Étot aux Affaires exté rieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretarÿ ojState for External Affairs

TEt:EGRÂM CtRCUt.AR D. 334" { ' London, N tarch 5 ,1944

IMPORTANT. MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL. My telegram Circular D . 3l1 f

Following for the Prime ' I~tinister, Begins: Our suggestions for agenda for the

forthcoming` meeting of Trimc htinisters are contained in my irnmediately
° •following telegram t~,We: should welcome your views on thesc suggestions and

should be glad to'have sny suggestlons, which you yourself would like to make

for inclusion . - ; 3% `
g ~

As explained in my tclegram Circulâr D. 317, it seems to us that the most

practicallrvay of .dcaling with ' the limited time available will be to concentrate

on the f vrider issues of policjr. We have, however, indicated in order to make

thcse c1ear; some of the points which we think may arise . Ends.
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761. 0 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 369 

Mémoiandunt du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier Ministre 

. 	. 
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Prime Afinister 	 0. 

[Ottawad March 18, 1944 

Heeney, Wrong and m'yself have given some consideration to the agenda for 
the meeting of the Prime Ministers which was suggested in telegram D. 335 of 
March 5th from  London. I attach, for Your consideration, a draft telegram of 
combents.t '0 * 

ThèrifolloW additional comments' of our own on each of the items proposed 
from LOnclori: 	 • 

I. "Thelminediate Military Situation" — This is likely to begin with a 
review of the war from NIL Churchill, possibly supported by the Chiefs of 
Staff. If the matter is not settled by that time, there will be an opportunity for 
discuising the questions concerning the command of the Canadian forces and 
the 'position of the Joint Staff Mission in London with Mr. Churchill. It would 
be desirable for these questions to be considered chiefly as a matter between 
the .U.K.  and  *Canada and  to  be discussed outsidc the Prime Ministers' 
CoriferenCé. ThC U.K. sometimes  tend  to regard such questions as necessarily 
affeCtine,the . position of "the Dominions" collectively, and this is often 
miskag  and  unrealistic. , 
2. "Questions Arising from the Conduct of the War Against Japan Including 

the PràyIsion'of Forces from the British Commonwealth for that Purpose and 
for ,the Policing of Europe after the Defeat of Germany" — There are certain 
questions which'might come under this general heading that seem to deserve 
discussiOriilthbugh theishould probably not be mentioned in the agenda. The 
probleni:*nr.ccïmrnand and Canadian participation in planning already 
nientionécUs  one  Of theie questions. Our position as developed in the 
mélnârandtiinon air policy given to Capt. 11. Balfour" is anothcr. Others 
relate'télthepéSition Of China and the assistancc which it is desirable to give 
China:frôm the-military point of view and to the position of India. If India is 
disctisSCd the tiPpOintment of an Australian High Commissioner there may well 

.b.i9Li8h4p,by Curtin, and the question of scnding a Canadian High 
t-omittissiôiier in:the' near future may well come to thc front again. With 
resPeeftii thé pohCiflg  of Europe,  certain  suggestions on Canadian participa-
tion,have,  already been submitted to thc War Committee by thc Advisory 
se,‘°nitn.itte:e i dn Post-Hostilities Problems,'• and it will bc possible to prepare 
u)n,«!ei l3. 1)eis'fôr Your use on' 

P  g
the eneral fans and our relationship thereto. „.• 	 • 	' 11 ,1, proposed in  the draft telegram that an item might bc added to the agénda'artérlihis—Po , 	ca 	ws 	c n 	te point 	I'ing «th th I t cr- All' d machincry of Control after 

a3Yuirie 26voi VOlume O. pike jointe, document 296/Sec  Volume 10, enclosure, Document 296. 
une 10, document 709./Volume 10 , Document 709. 
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the defeat of Germany and the mcthods for cnding hostilities and establishing a 
definitive pcacc settlement. It seems important that these matters should be 
discusscd between the Prime Ministers. Australia and New Zealand have 
publicly demanded full representation on all  armistice planning and executive 
bodies. We have reserved our *position, but have indicated that we would 
probably require direct representation on any United Nations Commission for 
Europe if we .are to continue to contribute to relief and occupation. The 
question also arises of the transformation of ccrtain specific agencies such as 
the Combined Boards into more genuine United Nations agenci:s. Since 
Canada is represented on two of these Boards, it would be better if pressure 
arOse from other Commonwealth Governments. It may well turn out that 
problems concerning the relationship of the Big Thre'e to smaller countries will 
become most acute during the transitional period from war to peace, and that 
we shall Live to face awkward questions, both as a secondary power and as a 
member of the Commonwealth, on our relations to the great powers in general 
and to the United Kingdom in particular. 

3. "The po-st-war seulement viz 
(a) Political a.speci including nature of postwar world organization future 

of Germany, Italy and the Italian colonies, France and French Colonial 
Empire.' 

(b) Defence aspect including world security and international use of bases. 
(c) Regional arrangements with special reference to policy in the Pacific." 

Undcr 3 (a) it is curious that they mention the future of Germany, Italy and 
France but omit Japan. It seems very desirable that there should also be 
discussion of long term relations with the Soviet Union and China and that 
some special consideratiodshould be given to the relations between Common-
wealth countries and the United States: Item 3 (a) indeed is the most 
important item in the whole agenda as it presumably takes in the form of the 
future substitute for the League of Nations involving discussion of the 
representation and authority to be given to large states and secondary and 

minor countries. As there seems now to be little prospect that any important 
country will favour the use of the League covenant in an amended form as the 
basis for the new world organization, consideration should also be given to the 

methods whereby the obligations* of Commonwealth countries toward the 

League arc to be terminated. In connection both with this item and item 3 (b), 
it is desirable that you shoiild be in a position to express views on the relative 

advantages to Canada 'of regional or universal systcms of security 
A study of this question should, therefore, ,bave proceeded to some tentative 

conclusiâns before the Meeting takes place. 	

and defence. 

Item 3 (b) also 'deals with very difficult and important questions.  The  

question of the international use of bases cannot bc separated from  te  
question of the international regulation of civil aviation and the addition of t

h 
is 

as à separate  item in this paragraph is proposcd in the draft telegram. We 1,1_tve  
mime inforination on what the planners in the United Kingdom are thirl_mug 
about the organization of world security forces, and this can be put into a .tioi  r_me  

cOnvenient for your use in London. It is by no means unlikely that there Niel b 
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a direct clash on this point between the views of the Big Three (possibly with
the idea of including the British Commonwealth as one of the Big Three) and
the advocates of a general security system supported by all member states .

Item 3 (c) appears to relate particularly to regional arrangements of the
type proposed in the Agreement between Australia and New Zealand27 with
respect both to regional defence and to colonial development . We are not likely
to have any special contribution to make to the colonial question . If regional
defence zones are to be considered, you should be in a position to take a line on
the nature of post-war defence arrangements with the United States which we
regard in Canada as desirable .

4 . "Questions affecting co-operation within the British Commonwealth after
the war such as defence, transport and migration."- It is interesting to notice
that the question of methods of consultation within the Commonwealth have
been omitted.n It was explained to Mr. Hudd in London that this was done
because they felt that the Australian Government would raise this matter . Mr .
Curtin has not, however, requested its insertion in the agenda. There is no
direct mention of economic or constitutional questions, and this is probably not
an appropriate occasion for considering either of these subjects .

In the draft telegram an enquiry is suggested on the contemplated
organization of the meetings and the provision of secretariat . We have learned
froni Mr . Hudd that they do not propose to establish committees to deal with
different subjects . There is, I think , a good deal to be said for our having a joint
secretariat so that a competent Canadian official" will be associated with the
work of making a record of the proceedings and of making arrangements in
connection with the meetings. While our information is not complete it seems
thât none of the Prime Ministers proposes to take any colleagues with him to
London and that each will be accompanied only by a few officials from his own
capital or from his London office .

N. A. R[OBERTSON ]

??Voir r. fSee Great B ri tain.
-I British and Fonijn State Papert. Volume 145,1943-1945. London, tier Majesty':

n . Statioriery OMM 1953 . pp . 530-9 .
Nùteâ marginale;/Marginal note::

Quite right to omit .Th ey have
p learned a lesson from Nalifax's :peech .%Notë muginaleMarginal note:W ho?
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DEA/62s

•' r_ ' Lisecrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures
Qu~secrétàire aux Donrinions '

Secreta ry of St ate for Èxterna! 'Âjjairs
to Dôminions Secretary

TELEGRAM 52 Ottawa, 28 M arch 194 4
~ ~ 4 . . . i , . . , ~ ~ > ~

. S .. • .. s. n - , ' ~ t ; i . ~.. . .
. . .

MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following from the Prime Ministcr . Begins :

The list of topics suggested in your telegram D. 335 for discussion at the
forthcoming meeting of Prime Ministers is quite acceptable to me. Ends .

763. 1 '-~, DEA/62s

- Le haut commissaire en Grande -Bretagne
` .au secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

Nigfi Conintisslôner in Great Britain '
to~Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TEt.EGRAM 1056' Y~ :• Ottawa, May 5, 1944

Top SéCRET. Fôllôwing from thc Prime Ministcr for Colonel Ralston, Begins :

Conclusion of meetings arranged for first week of Prime Ministers' meeting
gives me an opportunity for an interim report to you and our colleagues . First

three mectings , were devotcd ! to `a review of the general military situation in
Europe, and the Far, East : General Stuart and Air Marshal Breadner were
present. Mr. Churchill's exposition of the strategic situation was supported byo
repôrts from the United, ' Kingdom : Chicfs of, Staff, . and General Blamey

reported on the ' developments of the New Guinea campaign . Discussion of

operations in the European theatre was confined to exposition of lines of major
operations planned for early execution on both northcrn and Italian fronts and
to be synchroniscd with resumed offensives in the East . Pcnding their outcome

it was difficult to forecast the development of the war in Europe.

Exploration of an enlarged Commonwealth participation in the war against

Japan was ~ rather sketchy . Apart from the Burma campaign, from which
favourable developments are still expected, and from the current concentration

of naval strength in Indian waters, there is not as yet a definite plan for further

Commonwealth action in this theatre . We received the general impression that

natural preoccupation with OVERLORD and related operations has thus far

postponed any close consideration of alternative ways in which Commonwealth

resources could be most effectively used in the war against Japan after the

European war had been won: In the circumstances thcrc was no occasion
ht fbe

discussion'of the character or composition of Canadian forces which mi 8

made available for use against Japan . Ends.

'30iGeneral Sir Thomas Blamey. commandant en chcf/Commandcr•in•Chicf.
. ~Allied Land Forces, South-West Pacific Region.
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W.L.M.K./Vol. 322 

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion des premiers ministres 

Extract front Minutes of Meeting of Prime Ministers 

, 	 CONFIDENTIAL ANNEX 

Review,of Foreign Affairs. 
'MACKENZIE KING said he wished to express his appreciation of the clear 

and . coniprehensive 'statement which had been made by Mr. Eden — a 
stateinent that was helpful in every way. He would like to repeat what he had 
said at • the close of yesterday's Meeting — that he was convinced of the 
soutidness'or the principles which the British Government had adopted in 
foreign policy* . It was essential in present conditions to bear in mind that we 
had to deal not merely with wars between nations but that in most countries 
there was à clash of interests between classes — that we were in a social 
revolution as well as a world war. It was important to keep our eyes on both 
those aspects of the problem and on the changes and developments in relation 
to them. , He greatly appreciated the extent to which the Government of 
Canada had been kept informed on these great questions. So close indeed had 
the liaison been  and  so full the information, that practically all of what Mr. 
Eden had told this Meeting yesterday, they already knew in essentials. He had 
personally at times marvelled at the extent to which the Dominions had been 
kept informed and at the rapidity with which that information had reached 
them.-  There had inevitably been a few cases where they would have liked 
rather fuller information, but he had no complaint to make about the extent to 
which the Canadian Government had bccn kept in touch. The present range of 
correspondence was working out splendidly. It had developed, he thought, 
beyond the,ken of most of those not immediately concerned with government. 
There«  was now, direct correspondence with the Prime Minister of the United 
Kingd.orn,„in. addition to correspondence with the Dominions Office, on a 
growing scale. The result was to, place the Dominions in possession of much 
information. In the event of it proving inadequate, it placed them in a position 
to telegriph inch° gct an immediate reply from 1-lis  Majesty's Government in 
the .Unifed Kingdom. He wished to add that, quite apart from the importance 

this,pronipt and full seMce of informationa had the value of being in 
textual form. l'hé result was that on the  one hand there was no room for 
Inisundeistandiii,of what iwas passing on either side and, on the other, it put 
tilé II6nii,nion.Prinie.  Minister in a position to discuss authoritatively with his 
cke1. 11e.‘j8.4ei -atid,to icach a collective decision that was a Cabinet decision and in 
oullSv  Qu,p dôunte:That was a great advantage in relation to thc people of one's 
i_ n i e!4Mli'f,Theie was not a ,Canadian decision over the war that had not 
uee, n Inadeby the' Government. of Canada in Canada, and that was an added 
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source of confidence. It was always necessary to reckon with the misunder-
standings that might arise in the public mind where it was not possible to take
Parliament into full confidence . At the end of the war, he hoped himself to say
publicly that all major decisions respecting Canada's part in the war had been
taken by the Government of Canada, in Canada .

Another very definite advantage in this connection was the presence in
Canada of High Commissioners and other representatives from Great Britain
and from each Dominion . Mr. Malcolm Macdonald had been a most efficient
representative of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom . He had
been as helpful there as Mr. Massey had, he knew, been helpful here. And the

presence of Canadian . Ministers and Ambassadors in a number of capitals,
more particularly in those of the United States, Russia and China, had been of
great service. Those representatives of the Canadian Government had been
able to send their Government reports prepared from the point of view of what
was likely to be of interest to the Dominion of the play of forces in the capitals
in which they were . And the fact that they were in touch in those capitals with
the British and Dominion representatives gave an additional sense of security
to their Governments, and an additional feeling of confidence that they had the
whole picture before them and were able to balance the conflicting consider-
ations. The difficulty at the moment was to find the right men to represent
Canada abroad . That was a situation that could not be met until the war was
over, and some of those who had taken part in it had returned . He desired to

repeat that he had nothing whatever to complain of as regards the fullness of
the information which had been received from His Majesty's Government in
the United Kingdom, or, the adequacy of the opportunity given to consider it
with his Cabinet colleagues .

MR . MACKENZIE KING continued that it would perhaps be presumptuous

for him to talk in detail of the European situàtion . Canada was concerned
essentially, like the United Kingdom, to ensure that no possible action should
be spared to avoid a further war.

He had been very , glad to hear Mr. Eden say that there were no secret
understandings . That was of itself a most valuable help to dissipating any
suspicions there might be, and of first-class importance in discussions or
dealings with foreign countries .

As regards specific problems which had been touched on in Mr . Eden's

statement, he
,
would in the' first place like to refer to the Polish question.

of
Canada had a substantial population of Poles and Ukrainians . The very fact

that large elem ent with European continental origins gave Canada a special

interest in', general inte rnational problems in Europe . In matters such as

regional groupings,, bounda ry disputes, dynastie successions or the form of
government in a part icular country, they m ight not be so primarily concerned

.

In revising Polish . boundaries there' might arise a'serious problem of ms ibly
from certain areas substantial elements of population into other areas, po

into more restricted areas : The seeds of future trouble might arise
in that

connection, ,and the" various aspects of that problem would call for careful
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consideration .,What was of real significance in all these affairs was that policy
should be along the line of removing the possibility of further strife .
Russia.''

''As regards Russia, a Russian Mission had recently been established in
Ottawa . The Dominion Government has been at pains'to give every possible
ôpportunitÿ to establish and develop contacts with the Head of that Mission
and with his staff, and to make him feel that Canada was anxious that Russia
should feel that in Canada she had a` good friend ; and that there was the fullest
possible*' goodwill in Canada towards Russia. He might comment in that
connectiori that the response of the people of the Dominion to appeals for aid to
Russia had been so large as to be almost' embarrassing, and to make it
necessary to institute an arrangement under which appeals for assistance to the
Allies and countries overseas should be gathered together into a single
organisation . That generosity of response showed the real sympathy for Russia
of the Canadian people, who were; impressed by what Russia had done, and by
the magnitude of the sacrifices that she had made. Her sympathy with Russia
was indeed very strong . He thought and hoped very strongly that the Russia
that was now coming into being might, as Mr . Churchill had suggested
yesterday, attach more importance than in the past to national advance, and .
that there would be less risk of her being concerned in fomenting or supporting
difficulties'or differences in other countries.

At the same time, while Russia and the British Empire were Allies to-day,
no one could say how the future would shape or what changes might follow
when the war was over in relations between Russia and other countries . He
could not himself forget the immense pains which Canada and the Empire had
taken with Japan and Germany before the war to make those countries feel
that we were anxious only for the best and happiest of relations with them, and
for the development of international friendliness . He had himself visited
Germany, and he had been at pains then to reassure the political leaders in that
country on that point, though he had warned them at the same time that if war
did come, they could be certain that Canada would be solid, depending, of
course ; on the cause of the war, with the rest of the Empire, and that if war
came as the result of unprovoked aggression by Germany or Japan, there was
nothing 'that would hold her back . In the case of Japan, the Canadian
Government had indeed been positively embarrassed by the criticisms which it
had had to face from the Opposition in Parliament of its policy in allowing
supplies of metal to go to Japan, though that policy was, in fact, one which was
guided by advice from the United Kingdom, and which the Dominion had
readily . adopted in the light of that advice. That instance was a good example
of the anxiety which the Canadian Government had shown to keep in line with
the attitude of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and to make
the Japanese feel that Canada would take no antagonistic step.

Yet, despite all that had been done, the war had broken out, and Germany
and Japan had followed the line that they had . He felt that it was essential, in
the light of this experienee, that we should be extremely circumspect over thefuture

. We must do our utmost to maintain and develop friendly relations. But
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we could not wisely ôverlook the risk of a change in the attitude of individual 
countries. In -the casé of Russia, he .trusted that' we would view with great 
circumspection all that came from that source, though he was sure that the 
policy to ,which we were all working, of sparing no effort to develop a policy of 
inclusion  rather than of exclusion„and to  promote world .  peaCe by world co-
dperatiOn;waithe.  right.one. It was possibly of s' °me 'significance that while the 
Soviet  Legation had been scru'p'ulously careful in av'oiding all relations with the 
Comtiittitisti, a;Comniunist had. been 'res turned to the Canadian House of 
Coinmoits-  in thé last, bye-election in Mont'real,City. It was impossible to say 
that a Cômmiiniit 'wider-Cu.  rrent 'Might not exist in certain quarters, and 
though 'ev• erYthiiig possible' might' be done ideircumscribe that  influence, and 
thotigh 'we might feel thàt it IÀ,as being circumsCribed, it was there, and its 
existence  cduld not be dverlooked. Communism existed and would have to be 
watched. Watched to,  sec  that it did not grow, and, to make sure that 
ConimUnist sporadic aCtiVities,-scattered as they might be, were not in fact all 
part of the general 'policy-  of some wôrld organisation. 
France. , ; 	

- 

He had been very glad to hear Mr; Eden's recent statement regarding the 
recognition and the  • authority of the French Committee of National 
Liberation," and he was very happy that Mr. Hull had made the statement in 
this connection that he had." Canada had, aftcr all, a very substantial French 
element in her, population. The feeling of that element towards continental 
France might not be quite the same as the feeling of that part of the Canadian 
population which were of British stock towards the British Isles. But it would 
never be overlooked that Canada could not be governed as a united country if 
that problem was not given its full weight. He thought that there was a risk 
that, when certain quéstions.werc under consideration, it might not always be 
appreciated thau- Canada contained a minority  •  of French descent and 

predominantly Roman Catholic in religion, and a majority of English -speaking 
peoples predominantly Protestant. The importance of the problem which that 
presented could be tested by an issue such as conscription. The French element 
in thé population, was apt to be less well placed in military matters than the 

English •speaking clement. Up to the present thcre had not been the shipPing 
available to carry,the numbcrs of men who had volunteered for service in any 

part of the world or the munitions that wcre available for transport. He had no 

doubt whatever that the consistent poliey of the Canadian Government that 
there should be a united Canada ,was a policy which had worked in the best 

interests of the United .Commonwealth. Given this background, he had been 

very glad to hcar Mr. Churchill say yesterday that  1-lis  Majesty's Government 
in .the United' Kingdom ,recognised the need for a strong France and 

t tha
weret 

determined to do all they could to bring that about. That was a statemen 
• 

',.31.e 23 février 1944, Grande-Bretagne,ffebruary 23, 1944, Great Britain, 
— 

	

	House of Commons, Debater. Fifth Series ,  Volume 397, Columns 932 -33. 
"Le 9 avril 1944, États-Unit/April 9. 1944, United States. 
" Department of State Bulletin. Volume 10, April 15, 1944, p. 337. 
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would please the people of Canada, and the Canadian Government would 'do 
all they could to make their contribution to the achievement of that ideal. 
China. 

In considering the question of China, he thought we ought not to overlook, 
an'd he  was  speaking here especially of opinion in the United States, that years 
ago, when the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was in being, there had been a 
disposition in certain quarters in the United States to feel that the United 
Kingdom had lined up ,with the Japanese; and. the existence of that Alliance 
had, he felt, been for years à factor id making  opinion in the United States 
concerned to develop, still further *than inight otherwise have been the case, 
relations with China. The people of Canada were inevitably to some extent 
influenced" by United States opinion, and in their relations with China and with 
other Countries they had to keep in mind the relations of those countries with, 
and the attitude towards them of, the United States. Policy in Canada did not 
necessarily follow United States policy. But it was obvious that the Govern-
ment of Canada could not wisely overlook that Canadian opinion was 
inevitablY materially' influenced in certain respects by opinion in the United 
States. That process was not one-sided. He had little doubt that valuable 
influence was exercised on opinion in the United States by opinion in Canada, 
which could sometimes interpret the opinion of Great Britain. But the closeness 
of Canadian relations with the United States must mean that the Canadian 
Government had at all times to keep in mind its relations with its immediate 
neighbour.‘ In the sanie way, just as, in London it was natural that develop-
ments on the continent of Europe should be of immediate significance to His 
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom, so in Canada the reactions and 
attitude of thei r. immediate neighbour had to be borne in mind. That was all 
the more so now that the wo'rld, thanks to the development of air power, was so 
continually contracting. Russia was very close geographically to Canada, and it 
should not be overlooked that the United States route to the Orient, whether 
for military or for peaceful purposes, was along a chain of airfields used alike 
by the United States and by Canada. The United States' possession of Alaska 
and Canadian possession of the Yukon, all helped to knit these countries 
together in the problems they had to consider, and Canada could not therefore, 
in decisions that she took, wisely fail to take into account her relations with 
these neighbouring countries. 

The contraction of the world brought Canada also into immediate relations 
with the problems of Australia and New Zealand in the Pacific. Canada 
realised full well that she was a Pacific Power on the West, as she was an 
Atlantic Power to the East. Canada intended to do her full part in the Pacific 
struggle. In what way c,ould be worked out later. She was determined to see the 
war to a finish not in Europe alone but in the Orient; to fight to the finish; and, 
throughout, to see her relations with her sister Dominions kept as close as they 
Possibly could be. He might summarise the Canadian outlook as being one of 
egeneral goodwill towards  ail  like-minded countries, and of anxiety to have 
ontinuous close and friendly relations with them, and to aim at inclusive 
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rather .than exclusive policies and the achievement of as wide a measure of c o-
operation as it was possible to have."

. . .

765. DEA/62s

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs

, , .
TEt.ECRAtit 1130 ° London, May 15,1944

MOST IMtiiEOiATE . MosT SECRET. Following for Ralston from the Prime
Minister, t Begins : ; Meetings ; of Prime - Ministers arc expected to conclude
tomorrow mo rn ing with formal session from which a brief statement will be
issued under the signatures of the participating Prime Ministers . I shall cable

you the text of this statement after it has be en agreed at this afternoon's
meeting, and will advise you about the arrangements for its release" .

I am planning to visit Army and Air Force units during the remaining days
of this week and hope to be back in Ottawa by the end of the week .

° The meetings generally have been useful and non-controversiaL No specific
proposals have been put forward for modifica tion of present machinery of
procedures of Commonwealth consultation . Preliminary discussion of proposals
for world secu ri ty organisation have, I believe, been valuable and have helped
to make clea r the impracticability of taking the Common wealth as a unit with
a single foreign policy. Discussions on questions of international, economic and
moneta ry policy ' were muddled and quite inconclusive. Discussion on civil
aviation, shipping, } migration were brief and ended in each case with
recognition that the Government should continue to explore possibilities of

joint action where desirable through usual channels .
'I should like to add my' most sincere congratulations on the magnificent

response of the Canadian people to the Victo ry Loan. Ends .

, . 767.77a. ,
% déclaration fat l'objet d'un communiqué de prou le 17 mai.
A press rdease oontainins the statement was issued on May 17.

"Pour la participation du Premier ministre aux réunions iubsEquentes, voir les document 52, 365,

366.767, 77E. ~ ~ ents 51, 365, 366,mFor the Prime I► Unister s contributions to :ubsequent meetin6s. sec Dau
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PARTIE 3/PART 3

IMMIGRATION

DEA/5418-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 766 Ottawa, April 28, 1944

SECRET. Following for the Prime Minister from Heeney and Wrong, Begins :War Committee considered on April 26th postwar migration policy and
decided ' thât they could not go beyond decisions of April 12th, when it was
agreed :

(1) to treat dependents of Canadian se rv icemen overseas as Canadian
nationals; and
(2) to admit United Kingdom service personnel married to Canadian

nationals with immigrant status if reciprocal treatment were accorded by
United Kingdom to Canadians .
., As ;to (1), it was agreed that if practicable medical certificate showing
results of a recent physical examination should be required before document of
identity was issued overseas certifying holder to be a dependent of Canadian
serviceman . This was proposed solely on grounds of public health, so that
public health authorities in Canada would secure notice of arrival of
dependents with communicable diseases . Admission would not be refused on
medical grounds .

It was decided to inform you that War Committee was not disposed to have
Canada agree, at present, to participation in any cooperative scheme for
assisted immigration within the Commonwealth or to granting preferential
treatmerit to United Kingdom servicemen, even those who were se rv ing or had
se rved in Canada (apart from any with Canadian wives) . The main ground for
refusing' âny preference to United Kingdom personnel with Canadian se rvice
was that special treatment for this group would lead to demands for concession
to them of Canadian scale of pensions and demobilization benefits . It was felt,
therefore,f that they would have to take their chance of securing entry as
immigrants in the normal manner so that there would be no basis for a claim
that thé Canadian Government had specially encouraged them to establish
themselv~ es here and were therefore under a special obligation to them . Ends .
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767. _ 
W.L.M.K./Vol. 322 . 	. 

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion des premiers ministres 
• `'" 	 'Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Prime Ministers 

TOP SECRET 	 [London,]  May 12, 1944 

P.M.M. (44) 13th Meeting 

CONFIDENTIAL ANNEX 
È Post:War Employntent Plans. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING .thanked Mr. Bevin for his extremely interesting 
account of the plans, which had obviously bccn prepared with such care and 
forethought. He said that the C,anadian Government, whose officials had been 
in close touch with the United Kingdom authorities, wcrc working on parallel 
lines and had reached very -much  the  same conclusions. As regards the 
possibility to which Mr.  Bevin  had referred of the settlement in the Dominions 
of demobilised .United Kingdom personnel, he feared that public opinion in 
Canada; at any' rate, would be difficult to convince. Until men demobilised 
from Canadian forces had all been re-established in civilian cmployment, the 
arrival  in  the  country of immigrants on any large scale might be misunder-
stood. • •' • " • ' 
• • • 	 g 

2. Migration. 	• 	 ' 
MR. ATTLEE invited Lord Cranbornc to makc a statement regarding 

migration. 
LORD .CRANBORNE said that ,Mr. Bevin's statement about the United 

Kingdom Government's demobilisation plans had covered the whole field of 

transference of the people of theVnited Kingdom back from war to peace. Mr. 
Bevin  had also, touched on one  particular aspect of special interest to the 

Dominions namely, the settlement in the Dominions of demobilised 

members  of  the United:Kingdom Forces.  Lord  Cranbornc said he wished to 

speak about the problems of migration rather more generally. After the vast 

issues with which the meeting had been dealing during  the,  wcck, this subject 

might appear a somewhat limited topic. But he believed tht it was important 

that  discussion  of  it should take place and that some progrcss should, if 

possible, be made during the present series of meetings. It appeared to him that 

we were faced with a  new  situation and new possibilities in this sphere. The 

prospects of migration from this country to  the  Dominions had gradually 

deteriorated in the last fifty years. It was the fashion now to say that the 

impulse to migrate was generally of romantic origin and sprang from a spirit of 

adventure. That may have been true in a few cases, but he believed that as a 

general propésition it was untrue. The main motive which had led men to 
migrate were poor conditions at home, the pinch of extreme Poverty the days 

when there was no machinery for its alleviation, and the wide difference 
in  
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between the , opportunities that offered at home and in , the newer countries of
the world . But gradually this incentive had become less so far as this country
was concerned . Standards of wages had been raised, social se rv ices improved,
the : risks of life reduced . As a result, the great majority of people . in this
country, who were conse rvative by nature, if not in politics, tended more and
more to prefer to stay at home and not run the risks of starting entirely afresh .
It had ; looked as if the great period of inter-Commonwealth migration - was
over. Ba it so happened that in the last four years a new state of circumstances
had arisen favourable to the stimulation of migration . As a result of the war, a
large number :of people had been uprooted from their homes, the continuity of
their lives had been broken and their minds were receptive to the possibilities of
establishing themselves elsewhere. Considerable numbers of young people, in
the course-of their training or on their way to or from the various theatres of
war, had, passed through one or other of the Dominions and liked what they
saw there _very much . The minds of these young people were turning to the
possibility of making their lives in these pleasant places . He had had evidence
of this from many sources. In a recent letter to him, Lord Moyne's had stressed
the,widespread interest of the troops in the Middle East in the possibilities of
migration to the Dominions and there was an urgent demand for information
on , this subject . But this was a temporary phase as a result of the unsettling
effects of war. As soon as these people had returned to this country, settled
down and taken . up jobs - and there would be plenty of opportunities for
employment -, they would lose the desire to move . The opportunity of
establishing them overseas, if lost, might not recur. He did not know whether
the Dominions - wanted migrants from the United Kingdom . The matter was
one entirely for them, but, if they did, he would suggest they should strike now
while the iron was hot. -The two years after the cessation of hostilities would be
the psychological moment. After that the possibilities of obtaining migrants
would not be so good . ;The United Kingdom authorities were at present deluged
with enquiries, both in Parliament and outside, about the Government policy
towards migration, and had been unable to give any information . Over a year
ago, he had, sent. . a despatch to Dominion Governments giving the main
headings`ôf the problem and seeking their views .16 So far, no de finite indication
of the Dominion Governments' views had been received . He did not complain
about this, âs 'the Dominion Governments were faced with the same demobili-
sation , problems as ~ the United Kingdom . Moreover, they were no doubt
uncertain . , about . the post-war : economic situation and the prospects of
emPloymcnt,in their , own countries . But he felt that it was urgently necessaryto look,=- if . not . at the, long-term arrangements, at least at the immediateproblein ! aTising on . deobilisation and decide where we stood . Clearly, the
qllestiôn*r~quir~ considerable preliminary study . Migration imposed a doubleobligatiôn,`or; the country which sent the migrant and on the country which
feceived thè'Acnigrant. There must be some assurance, before the individual setout,) 4thât, hélwould find suitable employment when he arrived . Any serious

35
36o
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failure to do so would prejudice the flow of future migrants and cause distress 
and friction on both sides. 

This raised the question What type of men and women were required; did the 
Dominions want industrial or agricultural  types or both? Another problem of 
considerable importance was the bearing of migration on social security 
arrangements: The important point was to avoid a gap without security while 
ihe individual transferred from one scheme to another. The United Kingdom 
authorities were already looking into this matter for their part, but it was 
essentially one for joint expert examination. He undcrstood that Mr. Bevin, 
who had long experience of this type of problem, thought it not insoluble. He 
did not wish to suggest that the Prime Ministers should tackle such questions in 
detail at the present series of meetings, but he would like, if possible, to make 
some progress on the subject. He would suggest, with all diffidence, that the 
Prime Ministers might agree that further discussions should take place on the 
official level as soon as they could conveniently be arranged, with the object of 
formulating -practicable arrangements, on the • understanding that these 
arrangements were for the consideration of Governments and that no 
Government was thereby committed. As he had said, this question was one 
even more for Dominion Governments than for the United Kingdom. If these 
young people did not leave this country the United Kingdom authorities would 
not be broken-hearted. The birth•rate in the United Kingdom was falling and it 
was arguable that we could not afford to lose good young  men and women in 
any large numbers. But if they wanted to go and the Dominions were ready to 
take them, he felt that it would surely be wrong to discourage thcm. Moreover, 
the interchange'of British blood between one part of the Commonwealth and 
another must tend to strengthen the whole and to multiply the links that bound 
it together. It was in that spirit that he raised the subject and he would be very 
glad to hear the views of the Prime Ministers, particularly on the question what 

answer could be given to enquiries from the public in the United Kingdom in 
the near future. 

MR. BEVIN said that in the past unemployment had made present in 

were 

everyone's mind the necessity of finding a solution by creating employment or 
seeking'it elseWhere. 'That had been an incentive to migration. But, if plans for 
full employment irithe United Kingdom in the post-war period successful, 

 

that incentive would vanish. A new factor which, in his opinion, had arisen was 

defence, à subject so very present in our minds at present. The character of war 

had *chinged and new weapons and training methods called for greater 
faCilities than could  hé  'provided in the United Kingdom and he had been 

Wolving in his Mind the possibility of training British forces overseas in areas 

Where there'were not the same limitations of space. He felt that such a plan 

Woùld askuredli stiMulate migration, bind closer the links between the United 

Kingdom 'and  the Dominions  and do much to promote the common under-
standing' and knowledge of one anôther's problems. Upon completion  of. a 

training period or Period of sérvice in a Dominion, a young soldier might 
e 

. 

alloWed to settle there permanently, whilst remaining on the United Kingalsm, 
reserve or joining a Dominion reserve. Under such a scheme the  Br i tish  n 
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Commonwealth would be assured of a trained reserve of men in each of the
countries which comprised it . Opportunity should also offer simultaneously for
the development of indust rial potential for defence purposes in the differentparts 'Of the Commonwealth, and provide an impetus to inter-Commonwealth
trade. As regards social security contributions and benefits, he would suggest
that the simplest possible solution should be sought. From his experience in the
past, he thought that the most practicable arrangement would be for the
United Kingdom to continue to bear a man on the United Kingdom scheme, to
which he had contributed, for an agreed number of months, whereafter he
could be transferred to the Dominion scheme . It should not be a serious
deterrent that the benefits were not the same in each count ry .

MR. MACKENZIE KING thanked Lord Cranborne for his statement . He
thought that one of the principal motives in the past for migration had been the
hope of parents that they would secure better opportunities for their children in
a new. country, and that, in the case of migrants from countries on the
continent 'of ~ Europe, they would escape the perpetual threat of war . In the
United ;Kingdom there had been perhaps, too, some desire to get away from a
certain measure of class distinction . He realised that this no longer held good .
Nowadays young people tended more and more to work out their own future
for themselves. They were not afraid to take risks and he had no doubt that
they would wish to migrate in large numbers if allowed entry into the
Dominions. Speaking personally, he did not think there would be any
restrictions imposed in Canada on the entry of migrants from British stock, if
they were in a position to look after themselves and not become a charge upon
public funds: But one of the main fears in people's minds was the recurrence of
a post-war depression and unemployment . For this reason, despite Canada's
need to, populate her vast territories, he feared that it would be difficult to
secüre wholehearted public backing for immigration on a large scale in the
immediate post-war period. Until local problems of re-establishment of
deinobilised personnel in industry had been solved, any large flow of migrants
mighi cause friction . A minor point which he thought should be watched was
the trouble which had arisen in the past from the activities of transportation
c6mpànies who tended to encourage migration for the sake of their own
irimmediate`, profits ., He was entirely agreeable to the suggestion that the
problenïs involved ; - including ` the question of Government-assisted migration
generally,~'should be examined between officials on the understanding that no
Government was thereby committed . As regards Mr. Bevin's suggestion, he
doubted ;whéther' âny `scheme for migration which was designed primarily to
achievéiriilitary Purposes would be favourably received .

l .i .
`
_ t . ?

'•• ~~r . . ,
,

He .had prepared a document setting out the position as regards his Govern-
ment, ~which had not et S. a d ian o g more tan a veryki hf a nprelimina y pportunty o m

ry study of post-war economic and social problems. [This appears as
Appendix I.),,.

An interesting point was that since the Dominion of Canada had beenestablished •~n 1867, the number of emigrants from Canada to the United
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States had:approximately equalled the number of immigrants into Canada 
frôm elsewhere. The flow into the United States generally occurred during 
periods of depression, when people were attracted by the greater possibilities of 
trade in that country, which was probably the largest area of free trade in the 
world. • - 
••••• • 

APPENDIX I. 

Migration. , 

Note by Mr. Mackenzie King. 
.The Canadian GoVernment has«  not yct been  able to give any very serious 

consideration to  questions of post-war immigration policy. We have only been 
able'to' spare very modeit «and  limited staff for the  preliminary study of post-
war ccononiiô and social policy and in the  list of  questions  which they have 
been askcd to report immigration edicy has not bccn given very high priority. 
In the circuMstances, I cannot usefully attcmpt to forecast what the position of 
the  Canadian*Government will bc with respect to immigration after the war. 

Thc task of demobiliiation of service personnel and their return to useful 
civilian employment will be a formidable one in every country and will be 
probably a slower proéess than we =Wt. - There arc 700,000 men and women 
in the armed forces  of Canada and rather more in civilian war industries who 
will  have  to, be absorbed again into thca productive economy of the 'country. 
Plans for deinobilisation of service personnel have bccn pretty well worked out 
and, I think,  ire, familiar to thé, cômpctent dcpartmcnts of the other 
Governments represented ai this meeting, who arc working on the same 
problems:On the civilian sidc, plans for industrial reconversion and transfer of 

emploYmcnt are less fully worked out. 
.The speed and success of .such plans for rèturning people from service and 

war  industriesto civilian employment will obviously have a great bearing on 

any,. GOvernnient's attitude , towards' immigration  proposals during the 

transitional period after the" war. Similarly, our attitude towards migration 

questions is, bound to be influenced very«  greatly by the co-
operation we can get 

from other countries in:pursuing an expansionist cconomic and commercial 

policy' after the war.' If we can all work togcthcr toward the achievement of full 

employment., and larger real' incomes in the framework of a multilateral 

economic policy:which will give larger export opportunities for our more 

efficient industries « We can, I think, count on relaxation of the  protective 
attitudes which incline some elements of  our  country to view with suspicion 

plans for encouraging the entry of new workers. 
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768. : .~ î , :â ( DEA/5418-40
- Le secrétaire aux Dominions

au secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures
! , Dominions Secretary -

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D . 1059 London, July 25, 1944

CONFIDENTIAL . - Following for . the Prime Minister, Begins : My telegram of
April 18th [19th], Circular D. 578,' post-war migration .
: .You will remember that in the course of discussion of this subject at the
recent -. meeting' of , the . Prime Ministers I gave a general indication of the
attitude of the United Kingdom Government to the effect that, while from the
purely United Kingdom point of view we were not anxious to lose good young
men and women in any large numbers, we felt that in the general interests of
the British Commonwealth it would be advantageous that there should be an
interchange of population and that, therefore, for our part, we should not wishto discourage those who wished to leave this country to settle overseas . I said,
however, that the question was one more for the Dominion Governments than
for the Unitéd Kingdor`n and that any progress in the matter was dependent onwhether ` they. were prcpared, to co-operate with the United Kingdom in
orgânised migration arrangemcnts . I suggested, therefore, that it would be,of
valùe ' iô all the Governments of the Commonwealth if discussions were to take
place here on the official level between United Kingdom and Dominion
representatives as soon as they could conveniently be arranged, with the object
of formulating any practicable arrangements in regard to migration, including
the difficult question of transferability of social security benefits . This
suggestion was, of course, on the understanding that any schemes that might
emerge from such discussions would be for the consideration of Governments
and that no Governments would thereby be committed . I understood that it
was the ` géneral - view of, the meeting that this suggestion should prove
acceptable .

We'should be glad tô learn whether Dominion Governments are agreeabl e
to official discussions on the lines proposed now being ' arranged . In that case,
would you let me know who your representative would be and when he would
ba availâble # Date of discussions would, of course, depend on this .

As I said at the meeting of the Prime Ministers, the United Kingdom
authorities are at present deluged with enquiries as to the prospects of
migration with particular reference to position of ex-se rv icc personnel on
demobilisation . From this point of view it would be very helpful to us if an
early decision could be reached as regards the suggested discussions . Moreover,
with the continued favourable progress of the war the need for an early
decision as to the grant of special facilities to ex-se rvice personnel on
demobilisation may at any time become more urgent . Ends .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire au Dominions •

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secreta ry

TELEGRAM 189 -Ottawa, September 30,194 4

, My telegram No. 155 September 1st,' proposed discussions of post-war
immigration .

'Canadian Gove rnment is agreeable to official discussions on the line s
proposed in your Circular D . 1059, July 25th, as soon as may be conv eniently
arranged. It is hoped to let you know shortly names of Canadian representa-
tives .

As far as Canadian participation is concerned, the scope of the exploratory
discussions will be set by the statement of our Prime Minister at the recent
meeting in London . Within these limits the talks might cover the following
points: = .
a) the provision of reliable information to prospective emigrants, including

wa rn ings that it may be particularly difficult to establish themselves in Canada
during the ' period of military demobilization and industrial reconversion and
that immigrants, even if ex-service men, would not be eligible for the benefits
extended to Canadian soldiers on demobilization;
,b) the elimination of propaganda by interested parties ;
c) facilities (shôrt of financial assistancx) with respect to :
i) securing transportation ; 4
ii) converting sterling into Canadian dollars ;
iii) transferring social secu ri ty benefits;
iv) transferring of B ri tish demobilization benefits and their transformation

into the form most likely to be of benefit to the recipients in Canada ;

v) the consideration by the United Kingdom authorities of a plan to enable
emigrants to Canada to encash in Canada compulsory savings vouchers and
B ri tish War Savings Certitïc a tes as these fall due.

We should appreciâte any information as to when it is expected that the
meeting can be held .; _ . . . ,
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DEA/5418-40 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1845 	 London, December 22, 1945 

CONFIDENTIAL. My telegram July 25th. Post-war migration. We have 
considered position further in light of replies received from Dominion 
Governments to my telegram of July 25th and think that time has now come 
when it would be useful to convene the proposed meeting of officials. 
' We accordingly suggest that meeting should begin on Thursday, 1st 
February, and should be glad to learn whether that date would be convenient 
so far as your representatives arc concerned. 

We propose that Sir Patrick Duff, lately Deputy High Commissioner for the 
United Kingdom in Canada, should be the Chief United Kingdom representa-
tive, assisted by representatives of the Dominions Office and Ministry of 
Labour and National Service. 

DEA/5418-40 

771' 

771. 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, December 22, 1944 

•  My telegram of today, Circular D. 1845. Migration. We agree that the 
particular questions set out in your telegram No. 189 of September 30th should 
be considered at the proposcd meeting. We should, however, prefer that scope 
of discussions should not be definitely limited to these particular items but 
should be wide enough to cover general discussion as to  the  prospects of 
migration from this country to the Dominions. 

On the assumption that the proposed  date  is acceptable, should be glad to 
learn as soon as possible whom you will appoint to represent Canada. 
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772. 	 DEA/5418-40 
Afémorandunt du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 
Afemorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Prime Afinister 

[Ottawa,] December 30, 1944 

,1 am enclosing a note, prepared for your consideration, on the agenda of the 
meeting of officiais  to discuss migration questions, , which the United Kingdom 
now proposes should be held in London on February 1st. (See Dominions 
Office telegrams Circular D. 1845 and No. 222 of December 22nd.) I am also 
attaching a draft reply to the United Kingdom", prepared on the assumption 
that the Government approves  of  Canadian participation on the basis 
suggested. . 	. 

The meeting proposed yould bc exploratory, on the official level, and its 
consideration of migration questions would be within the limits laid down at 
the Prime •Ministers' meetings in London in May last. Some of the questions 
which it is proposed the meeting should considcr have a certain urgency, 
particularly those which would affect plans for the demobilization of Service 
personnel. There is, therefore, a certain case for having such a meeting at a 
fairly early date. 

There are, however, undoubtedly some political implications to Canadian 
participation in such talks at this timc. There would, of course, be another set 
of political implications to keep in mind if the other Commonwealth countries 
wcnt ahead with talks on migration policy in which Canada did not take part. 
On balance,,I would be inclined to suggest postponcmcnt of the meeting until 
say Junc. This might be justified by the retardation of the military timetable, 
which will undoubtedly postpone problems of démobilization and resumption of 
migration for a good many months to come. 

• If you think we should try to get thé meeting put off, the best course might 

be to have a Word with  Malcolm MacDonald on the subject. 
(N. A. ROBERTSON] 

[PIÈCE JOINTEANCLOSUREJ 

Aféntorandunt au Prentler ministre 

Afemorandunt for Prime Afinister 

[Ottawa,]  December 28, 1944 

MIGRATION 
In Circular D. 1845 of December 22nd the Dominions Office has proposed 

Thursday, February 1st, as the date for the commencement of discussions 

"Pour b réponst telle qu'envoyée, voir le documcnt 773. 
For the reply as sent, see Document 773. 

r., 
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between officials of the United Kingdom and the Dominions concerning post-
war migration . This meeting of officials was agreed to in principle in London in
May of this year and was definitély accepted by Canada in telegram No . 189of September 30th . This telegram limited the scope of the exploratory
discussions in accordance' with the statement which you made in London in
May and ï suggested - some points of detail . which should receive attention . A~
copy of this telegram is attaehed .'."

In telégram No . 222 of December 22nd the Dominions Office has agreed
that these points shôuld be discussed but has asked that the discussions should
riot :be definitely limited to these particular :items but should be wide enough to
cover general discussion as to the prospects of migration from the United
Kingdom to the Dominions.
''A valid distinction can be drawn between the questions incidental to the

minor movement of K population . which is likely to accompany or follow
immediately after demobilization and the prospects of migration on a larger
scale over a considerable period of time . The topics suggested in our telegram
of September 30th fall within the first of these two categories. They are points
on which decisions must be made and action 'taken in order to meet the
reasonable enquiries for information of persons fully qualified to enter under
our existing law who may wish to move from the United Kingdom to Canada
at the time 'of demobilization or shortly afterwards. There is a very strong case
for a discussion of these points at the official level with a view to avoiding cases
of individual hardship and ' a multiplicity of - enquiries from people who are
pùzzled as to the action which they should take . ,
`'In addition to the topics mentioned in our telegram of September 30th, it
should "ber possible to say somethirig on the 'subject of the eligibility of
immigrants from the' United Kingdom for family allowances. This topic is
closely ~allied with the'transference of social security benefits . The Family
Allowances Act of 1944, by its definition of "child", requires a residence of
three years. It is suggested that what may be an appropriate safeguard against
migration which is not of a bona ride character may operate harshly and
agairist the interests of Canada in the case of migrants who have demonstrated
theirgôod faith by transfcrring their social service benefits from their country
of origin to Canada . Without at any time becoming a public charge, these
immigrants are'likely to find that during the first three years of residence in
Canada their employment is lèss regular and their incomes smaller than at any
other time : This means that their children will be more likely than at any other
time to be inadequatelÿ supplied with food, clothing and shelter . Yet these
children are likely to be future citizens of Canada and the Canadian taxpayer
his as much interest in seeing that they are properly nourished as in the case of
any other'childrenj If then it were possible, in connection with the proposals for
the transfer of social security benefits, to indicate that Canada would consider
amending the Family Allowances Act, it would be a gesture of cordiality and
good'wlll in no way at variance with Canadian interests .

"voir le document 770 ./Sem Document 770 .
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The second type of question is very difficult to deal with at the present time .

Rightly or wrongly there is still a widespread fear of mass unemployment and a
widespread demand that returned soldiers should be assured of employment
before any comprehensive immigration policy is considered . Even at an official

level the question of post-war migration on a substantial scale could not
usefully be considered without greater knowledge than we now possess of the
reconstruction policies of the countries concerned and of their commercial

policies . Without this knowledge it is impossible to predict with confidence the
economic structure of the countries or their capacity to furnish employment .

A suggested reply on these lines to the Dominions Office telegram No . 222

is attached .

DEA/5418-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
+  au secrétaire aux Dominions "

Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
_ to Dominions Secretary"

TELEGRAM 1 Ottawa, January 2, 1945

Your Circular D. 1845 and your telegram No. 222 of December 22nd,

migration . In the view of the Canadian Government it would be most desirable

to postpone the proposed meeting of officials unt i l June. The particular

questions set out in our telegram of September 30th were designed to include
the points which require action or decision in order to deal with the migration

which is likely to be incidental to settlin down . ~n the period immediately

following the cessation of hostilities . The progress of the war has not been so
rapidas to make it at all likely that there could be any movement of civilian
population before that date and it is likely that by June we should be able to
foresee more clearly than at present the conditions under which d~ h â 1'1 w` to

is likely to takeplace. In June we should be glad to discuss, tember
action, any points additional to those mentioned in the telegram of Se p

30th which are incidental to the movement of civilian population in the perio
d

immediately following demobilization . th e
. We are doubtful of the expediency of discussing in the nea ~nfonsieThis

prospects of ~ migration from the United Kingdom to
the mcntioned which

discussion would complicate the particular questions already ich
will become urgent at the close of the war. it would also raise issue s

ûi more
cannot be thoroughly discussed with a view to decisions Waom and the
knowledge of the general reconstruction policy in the~Unia~ év d and of the
Dominions, of the prospects of full employment g

general trade policies ; designed ~ to maintain full employment on the basis

llc
aussi au haut commissaire du Canada en Australie No 1 . en Nouvc-ZFlande N' I, on

„~~
Afrique du Sud No 1. land No. 1, in

Repeated to Hith Commissioner for Canada in Australia No. I . in New ~

South Africs No.1 .
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consistent with the benefits of international specialization than is available at 
the present time. As long as fears of post-war unemployment have not been 
allayed, they are likely to lead to very restrictive decisions. It is felt, therefore, 
that there can be no possible disadvantage in postponing such a discussion until 
June, although it is doubtful if even then it can be successfully undertaken. 

774. 	 DEA/5418-40 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 7 	 London, January 9, 1945 

IMPORTANT. Your telegram of 2nd January, No. 1, migration. 
We appreciate the considerations which you urge in favour of postponing 

proposed official talks on migration. On the other hand, we are impressed very 
strongly by difficulties of postponing all consideration of this question. You 
will, we feel sure, undcrstand the very strong feeling which exists in this 
country that some progress should be made bcfore the end of the war, in order 
that service men and othcrs may know where they stand. 

It will be recalled that this question was first raised by us some two years 
ago when, by the time of the Prime Minister's meeting last May, it had been 
fotind  impossible  to reach definite conclusions by correspondence, we suggested 
that an exploratory meeting between officials might usefully help to clear some 
of the.  ground. We had not contemplated and certainly do not now that any 
prior announcement of such a meeting need be made, but had hoped that such 
talks would result in some definite statement of whatever nature, to be made in 
terms which would, of course, be agreed between the various Governments. 
This would place us in a strongcr position in dealing with the undoubted 
criticism which we here shall meet in Parliament that no action has been taken 
by the United Kingdom Government in this matter. The other Governments 
have agreed to the proposed meeting next month, and we hopc, therefore, that 
on reconsideration Canadian Government will also be prepared to be 
represenied. 
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Extrait du 'procès-,verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabine t
. . . . . _ r . _ , .. ., , . 4 f , t

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Comnritte e

TOP SECRET - • ~ [Ottawa,] January 17,194 5

Commonwealth migration discussions
6: T il E PRIME MINISTER reported that it was now intended that a meeting be

held in London in February with particular relation to postwar migration of ex-
Se rvicxmcn within the Empire.

The U.K. High Commissioncr had'' becn ; infornied that the Canadian
government would be unable to take part . The officials who would represent
Canada could not be spared from other urgent war tasks; the repatriation and
re-establishment of Canadian ex-Se rvicxmen and the rc-establishment of large

numbers of war,workcrs would ° have to take priority. It would, therefore, be

impossible for the gove rnment . to * give realistic consideration now to possible

plans for the'movement of other, classes of persons.

Mr. MacDonald had been , told that , at . a later stage, Canada would be

willing ~to consider the steps which should be taken to facilitate the movement
of persons from ' one count ry . to another and would , be glad to enter into

discussions with U.K. authoritics; as early as the war situation might make this

practicable and fruitfûl
"

A message to this effect was being sent to thé U.K. govcrnment, since it was

desired that an eârly ' stntcment on the matter bc' madc in the British House of

Commons :
(Ei tc rnal Affairs draft statcmentt dclivcred to the U.K. High Commis-

' - • `sioncr,' Jan: 15, 1945 .)
7. THE WAR COMM I TTEÉ noted with npproval the Prime Minister's report .

Y a

776:±
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d"Étai aux Affaires extérieure s
au *Prentier ministre
~ = airs

11lemorandumijrom Under-Secretary of St ate/or External AJj
to Prime 1tlinister

[Ottawaj July 13,1945

POST-WAR IMMIGRATION POLICY

On April 26th, 1944, when the War Committee last considered
na

postthe-war
immigration policy, they decided that they could not then go beyo

earlier decisions : (1) to treat dependents of Canadian sc rviccmene veei onnel

Canadian nationals; and (2) to adm i t Un i ted Kingdom se rv CP



married- to Canadian nationals with immigrant status if reciprocal treatment
were accorded by the United Kingdom to Canadians .

In my memorandum of January 17th of this yeart, approved by War
Committee and given to the, United Kingdom . High Commissioner, it was
stated that the Canadian Government would "gladly enter, into discussions with
the United'Kingdom authorities on 'these matters as early as the war situation
may make this practicable and fruitful ." It was then suggested that June would
be a convenient time for these discussions .,

As matters stand there is no likelihood of any movement of settlers from the
United Kingdom or elsewhere for at least eighteen months or two years . The
shipping situation in itself would prevent any such movement . Our offices in
the United Kingdom are, however, bound to receive thousands, perhaps tens of
thousands, of enquiries during the next months from persons `thinking` about
emigration as one of a dozen possible things to do after demobilization. I think
it is important to have plain answers available for such enquirers - answers
which would put people in possession of facts about travel difficulties, housing
conditions, employment prospects in particular trades and areas, living costs,
etc. With this object in mind I think it would be useful to have Angus, who will
be .. in London next - month for the UNRRA meeting, explore the position
informally with,the United Kingdom Departments which are always pressing
us,foç information about immigration policy which we cannot supply .

Questions that might be looked into include :
(a) ' the provision of reliable information to prospective emigrants, including

warnings that it may be particularly difficult to establish themselves in Canada
during the period .of military demobilization and industrial reconversion, and
that immigrants, even if ex-se rvice men, would not be eligible for the benefits
extended to Canadian soldiers on demobilization ;
(b) the elimination of propaganda by interested parties ;

(c) facilities (short of financial assistance) with respect to :
sècûfing transportation;

converting sterling into Canadian dollars ;
transferring social secuçity benefts;

iv) transferring . of British demobilization benefits and their transformation
into the form most likely to be of benefit to the recipients in Canada ;
v) -the consideration by the United Kingdom authorities of a plan to enable

emigrants to Canada to encash in Canada compulsory savings vouchers and
British War Savings Certificates as these fall due .

r. [N. A. ROBERTSONJo
7 ~,
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DEA/5418 -40 
Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial au sous-secrétaire d'État 

aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-Secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandtim from Special Assistant to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[OttawajAugust 31, 1945 

IMMIGRATION 
1. While I was in London I had some conversations at the Dominions Office 

with 'Sir  John Stephenson and a group of officials which he assembled. A 
record of the conversations' is being cleared with the officials concerned and 
will no doubt reach us in duc course. • 
2. My first objective was to make it absolutely clear that we were not 

concerned With an immigration policy. We were considering some action which 
might be taken io make the path smooth for  such  migrants as were allowed to 
proceed in acccirdance with the policies of the two countries. These arrange-
ments could, with advantage, be continued whether migration were encouraged 
or restricted. If it is wished to discourage immigration there are far better and 
more effective methods available than that of making the lot of the individual 
migrant hard. 
3. The greatest difficulty 'confronting migrants at the present time concerns 

the transfer of funds. On this point a very satisfactory arrangement has, I 
believe, been made by the Foreign Exchange Control Board, but when I was in 
London this had not actually been put into operation by the banks. 
4. A second important point concerns the posiiion of the migrant under social 

security legislation. I suggested that it would be desirable for migrants likely to 
engage in insurable occupations in Canada to buy themselves into the 
Canadian Unemployment Insuranc,e scheme, either from funds arising from 
service gratuities or from any payment which could bc made available by the 
British Unemployment Insurance authorities. A third possibility is for them to 
use their own savings if this course were permitted by the Canadian insurance 
authoritie. 
•

standing to his credit. One argument was that his insurance premiums 

5.' I was told that it would require legislation to enable British Unem ployment 
Insurance funds to be used in this way and some doubt was expressed as to 

whether someone withdrawing from the plan in Britain really had anything
had  

covered him during a certain period, just as tire  insurance premiums do, but 
gave him no equity at the end of that period. Another view was that the risk 

carried by the insurance scheme diminished with the migration of some of the 

insured. In general, I think the situation is sufficiently hopeful to justify direct 

conversations on this topic between the British and Canadian officials 

concerned with a view to fairly comprehensive agreement. 

• -. 
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6. I am very strongly of the opinion that in the case of bona fide immigrants, 
the Canadian system of children's allowances should apply without a delay of 
three years as at present provided in our legislation. My reasons have nothing 
to do with encouraging immigration and nothing to do with making a bargain 
with the United Kingdom. They arise from the simple calculation that we have 
nothing' to gain • by exposing to special rislcs of malnutritiion, underhousing, 
inadequate clothing or inadequate education, the children of immigrants who, 
in the natural course of events, will be the future citizens of Canada. We must, 
of course, ensure that we are dealing with bona fide migrants and it seems to 
me that a transfer of Unemployment Insurance benefits would provide a 
complete test of sincerity on the part of the migrant. It may be worth noting in 
this connection that an immigrant wealthy enough to pay income tax does not 
have to wait three years before claiming income tax exemption in respect of his 
dependents. Why should a poorer immigrant have to wait before receiving an 
analogous benefit? I strongly recommend that the Minister of National Health 
and Welfare should be asked if his Department would be prepared to 
recommend action on the lines suggested in the event of an agreement being 
reached concerning Unemployment Insurance. 
7. As a matter of long-range policy, the British authorities welcomed our 

suggestion that the Department of Labour should give periodic  and  authentic 
information concerning employment conditions in Canada and that, if labour 
in special categories cannot bc found in Canada, a request might be made to 
the British labour exchanges to provide assistance. These measures would do 
much to cdunteract propaganda by transportation companies interested merely 
in the volume of migration. 
8. The British authorities were anxious that there should be some organiza-

tion in Canada to which a migrant could turn for advice. I expressed some 
doubt on this point because it is one thing to give information and another 
thing to give advice. In giving advice one is bound to be held to some extent 
responsible if the advice turns out to be bad. In giving information there is no 
responsibility involved as to the use which may be made of the information by 
the man .who receives it. 
9. It may well appear that a very limited field has been covered by 

conversations and by the suggestions which I have made. I do not think that it 
is possible to do more at the present time before any immigration policy is 
settled, but I do think that prompt action at the present time can save a good 
deal of undeserved hardship to individuals and can lay a sound basis for future 
developments.' 

H. F. A[Ncus] 

eNote marginaleelarginal note: 1 am in general agreement with this note. R tobertson) 
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Extraits du procès-verbal d'une réunion des premiers ministre s

#Extiacts of Minutes of Jtteeting of Prime 11linisters
<, . . . .~ . : :, .- . . . . , ~ . ~ ,

for the Colonies and Department of Defence

The" • Right " ' Non: "-BRENDAN

Colonel, the ' Right° Hon . OLIVER Sir FREDERICK SHEDDEN, Secretary

STANLEY, I M.P.. Secretary of State t ' of the War Cabinet, War Counci l

BORNE ," Secreta ry of State for Prime Min ister 01 the om
Dominion Affairs wcalth of Australia .

. . . ~n~s er o r uc o .

The c `Right Non . , VISCOUNT CRAN-, ' The Right Non . JOFIN CURTIN, M.P• s
• C on-

' National Service ., nal Affairs .
The' Right Hon . OLIVER LYTTELTON.

M P~M' ' t f P od t n Con t nmomvealth of.,fustralia.

The Right Non . ERNEST BEVIN, M r . NORMAN A. ROBERTSON,

'i M.P., ' Minister of Labour 'and Under-secrctary of State for Exter-

eign A ffâirs. Canada.

g , . . .
M.P., Secretaryx of St~te for, For= KINGO ,M .P .,, Prime Minister o fThe nie ht Hon ; ANTNONY EDEN 1 ~ The Right Non . W. L. MACKENZI E

[London,] May 15, 194 4

MEETING OF PRIME MINISTERS

MINUTES of a Meeting he ld at 10 Downing Street . S. IV 1 .
on Jtlonday, 1 Stli 1tlay11 1944, at 3 p.m.

. , ., . . . .~ . . . . Present :
The' Right' Non. C. R. `ATTLE[, M.P., Dcputy Primc Minister of the United

= Kingdom ( fn`the Chair) .
United Kingdom. Canada.

BRACKEN, M .P., Minister of Infor•
mation (Item 1) . ;

Sir E. MACHTIO,° Permanent Under-
Secretary of State, Dominions
office. ,

5 Union of South Africa
Mr. D. D. FORSYTH, Secretary for,

External Affairs .

New Zealand.
SER, M .P.,

The Right lion . P. FR A

Prime Ministcr of New Zealand .

Mr. A. D . McINTOStt, Secretary of

the War Cabinet and Secretary of

Eztcrnal Affairs .
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Secretariat: 
Sir EDWARD BRIDGES 1. 
Sir JOHN STEPHENSON  j Joint Secretaries.  
Sir GILBERT LAITHWAITE 
BRIGADIER E. I. C. JACOB 
Mr. W. A. W. CLARK. 

2. Defence Co-operation within the British Commonwealth. , 

MR: ATTLEE asked Lord Cranborne to open the discussion. • 
LORD.  CRANBORNE said that defence co-operation within the British 

Commonwealth Was closely linked with the subject of a world security system, 
upon which inteiesting and valuable discussions had already been held. Such a 
worlesystem,if. it were to be successful, must have three facets — political, 
economic and military. The political aspect had been sketched out in the 
Papers put before the Conference by •Mr. Eden, and he did not propose to 
revert to it. It was sufficient to say that the main reason for the failure of the 
Leagué*of Nations was that it had not behind it the sanction of force, so that 
when its authority was challenged it was unable to meet the challenge. The 
World , Security Organisation must havé teeth, and there had already been 
some discussion on how these tccth should be provided. 

•Mr. Eden had expressed the idea of a Military Staff attached to the World 
Cotineil, to draw up plans for preventing aggression, and had explained the 
reasons in favour of the earmarking by the various member  States of certain 
forces for use in  certain areas at the demand of the World Council. If that 
conception was generally accepted, it immediately raised the question of the 
part which the nations of the British Commonwealth might have to play in 
providing these forces. Empire Governments had agreed with the proposal that 
the main responsibility for the preservation of peace, and for the provision of 
military.forces; would rest on the four Great Powers — the United States, 
Russia, China and the nations of the British Commonwealth — freely acting in 
association. It might indeed be said that there would be only three Great 
Powers c  as ghina for this purpose might be considered a big country rather 
than,à Great ,P,ower. In any case, whether or not there were to be regional 
organisations within the world systcm, the conception of the four-Power Pact 
remained unchanged. The nations of the British Commonwealth would remain 
one of the main props of the organisation. The question was, how could our 
ci?ntiti.uiioris ,'bé:rnade most effective? .ri  

• .e
w 

or
I 
d Council must be able to call upon our whole ,resources if 

requiréd, and close consultation would be essential if such resources were to be 
nia.  de available. There,was also the possibility that the new world system might a  
f 'IMIsw„Olulddlicipe that  this melancholy thought would not come to Pass; but 

• . • 	 » 
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one could not ignore the possibility, and close collaboration within the British
Commonwealth would then be more essential than ever .

It * might therefore be assumed that, whether the new World Security
Organisation succeeded or failed, close consultation between the members of
the B ri tish Commonwealth, and close co-ordination of their military forces
would remain of the first importance . One must ask whether the present system
was perfect, or whether it could be improved . Up to the outbreak of war, the
main organ of consultation had been the Imperial Conference, which was held
with fair regula ri ty every few years . Between Conferences, consultation was
maintained by va rious means, such as occasional visits of Dominion representa-
tives to the United Kingdom, the attendance of Dominion High Commissioners
or other representatives at the meetings of the Committee of Imperial Defence
in London, and the regular interchange of Milita ry Officers . In addition, the
standard system of organisation, training and equipment throughout the forces
of the Empire was a factor of the highest importance in correlating thought
and action. Was this the best that could be done, or were other measures
possible? He fully realised that it was difficult to discuss Imperial defence in
isolation . It was inextricably linked with foreign policy. Obviously, no

Gove rnment in the Commonwealth would be willing to undertake defence
commitments, unless satisfied as to the circumstances in which it might be
called upon to implement them .

It was equally , clear that it might be politically impossible to come to final
decisions on peace or war before the event . As Mr. Curtin had ri ghtly poi
out . it was not the Gove rnments alone that determined matters of peace or war

but the electorates of , the va rious countries. But subject to these essential

considerations, could we imp rove the methods of collaboration? It was not his

intention to dogmatise in any way, but to put forward certain lines of thought
which might be worth consideration: - +

(a) Assuming that the Imperial Conference remained the main organ of
consultation between the nations of the Commonwealth, would it be possible to
give some degree of continuity to its proceedings by establishing a standing

committee to deal with strategy and other aspects of defence.
(b) Alternatively,`or perhaps in addition, there might be periodic meetings at

regular intervals between Defence Ministers and Chiefs of Staff in London or
elsewhere. These might possibly be preliminary to meetings of the World

~ . . . , n ~Council .
c There mi ht~  bé an extended system for the interchange of military

staffs.
ns

This would bé particularly valuable if, as the result of definite obé âme a

under a° world secu ri ty system, the preparation of jo int plans b

practical possibility .y , _ ` ~ `• of United
(d) Thcre mght be a ôons ide rable - expansion of training

Dfence . This
Krngdom +arid Dominion officers in' the p rinciples of Imperia l
would involve an expanded conception of the imperial Defence College- tential

(e) Study might be given to the co-ordination of 3tacr wh~ had not
throughout the Commonwealth and Empire. This was a m
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been given as much  attention  heretofore as it deserved, but which had emerged 
as a nevi factor of vital importance during the present war, when the various 
parts of the Empire had supplied otheri with great quantities of war materials. 
Much experience had bccn gained which was extremely valuable, and it would 
be a pity if in another emergency we had to start all over again at the 
beginning. It wàs for considcration whether an expert body might not be set up 
in the near future to consider this aspect. 
(0 It would no doubt be agreed that the organisation, equipment and training 

of forées on a common model throughout the Commonwealth should continue 
aï before. 

Continuing, LORD CRANBORNE said that the proposals which he had 
ontlined above were not specific, but were thrown out for the c,onsideration of 
Prime Ministcrs as possible lines upon which improvement in the present 
machinery for consultation and co-ordination might be directed. It might be 
thought desirable to have thcm technically examined. Some of them might be 
considered impracticable, others might bc thought politically inexpedient. We 
should, however, be under an obligation to do all in our power to make the new 
system of world security a success, and he felt that we should do everything 
possible to improve the machinery of consultation so that when the day came 
the British Commonwealth would not be found wanting. 

- MR. MACKENZIE KING said that the statement made by Lord Cranborne 
would be of great value as a basis for considcration of this matter by his 
Cabinet in Canada. He  was not in a position to express any opinion upon it 
until he had had an opportunity of discussing it with his colleagues. He could 
hardly say anything useful upon the various suggestions thrown out unless he 
coi  ld back his remarks with a commitmcnt, and this he could not do unless he 
1,Vis in a position to carry the Canadian Parliament with him. Furthermore, he 
considered that these wcrc questions upon which decisions could not be reached 
while war was ,in progress. As soon as it was over the situation could be 
considered., • 

MR"CURTIN said that the subject undcr discussion was one which had 
presented itself in an acute form during the present war. The Australian 
Government had felt obliged at  one  stage to ask that their views should be 
givendue considcration by the bodies responsible for taking the great decisions 
on the'céndiict of the war. During  the  present Conference Mr. Churchill had 
made it clear..ôn more thin one occasion that he felt that the Empire would 
c!rY much greafer weight if it spokc as one. Wc were contemplating a future 
in which a world security organisation would be set up. The British Common-
wealth and Empire would have much greater influence in such an organisation 
than wOuld the United Kingdom divorced from the Dominions. The  Australian 
Government would certainly give careful considcration to cach of the proposals 
PLI,UfCrw:ard by Lord Cranborne, some of which were in somc degree already 
operiting.,They had found it necessary to ask for an opportunity to bc heard in 
London When decisions affccting Australia were being formed. Their object 
w,,as ensure that the Australian  arguments  would be carefully weighed, and 
mat decisions should be taken after thcy had bccn heard. If  the  decision went 
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against: the. views of . the Australian Gove rnment : they would be perfectly
agreeable because they would know that the arguments on the other side had
been judged overtiding. , These questions were of such importance that he had

thought it right to prepare a statement embodying his views.

Mr. Curtin then read to the Cônferenee the statement, a copy of which is at
Anncx I!

. . ; . k . ; .

MR: Mncicc»ztu KING said that while - thcrc was much in Mr. Curtin's

statement with which he was in agreement, the questions raised would have to

be carefully considered along with the whole range of matters connected with

world secu ri ty: All these would be fully examined by his Cabinet . He heartily

endorsed Mr. Curtin's remarkst abôut Lord Cranborne, in which he w ould also

include ' Mr. Edcn. Both had been most " undcrstanding of the problems of

Canada, and he had great confidence in their outlook and wisdom . He would

also like to pay a tributc `to Mr. MacDonald who, as High Commissioner in

Cstnada; had proved exceptionally helpful . and whom he consulted on many

occasions âlmost is if he were a member of the Canadian Cabinet . He was in

full sympathy vv ith the idea of monthly meetings between the Prime Minister
of the - United ` Kingdom and Dominion High Commissioners . A reciprocal

arrangement was already in operation, as, in his joint capacity as Prime

M i nister and as M i n ister of External Affairs, he frequently held consultations

with the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom .

n i

. LoRD C1t~► tvB~`o
on the subectvundcr discussion . Obviously thesevery ~nteresUng p posa 1

could not be taken further at the present Confcrence, but he hoped that when

thc :P rime6Ministers had had an opportunty of consult i ng their Cabinets it

might,bc possible to set wup''a technical committee to examine the various

p roposals which ~ had { been made. So much general agreement had been

displayed at the Confcrcncc that, if any development of machincry could assist

in carrying matters further, he felt i t would be a pity not to procced with't •

` MR. MACKENZIE KiNa ' said t hât • he would certainly have to consult his

colleagues on the many`important m atters which had been brought forward . It

was essential ~that he should bc able to return to Canada w ithout having

committed his Governrnent'in any way upon these questions, and his Service
the

'Advisers` would "undoubtcdly fcxl that their vtcws should- be taken by
Govern ffient: He', would undertake, " howevcr, to examine without delay all

OroP~ i~ls which had come tiefore the Cônfcrcncc .. , .
• • • , .a iiV 6;

-The conclusiôns of THECONtERENCB were as follows: - the Prime
(s) There was general agreement with the proposal put forward by

which the
Minister of Australia, that there `should- bc month 1;~ h'~ômmissioners o f

Prime Minister of the United Kingdom would meet the 8 to give an
the Dominions and the Secretary of State for Dominioncurrent situation and
opportunityfor. the Prime Minister to give a review of the
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problems, andlor.the Dominion High Commissioners to raise any questions 
which theyI considered should be the subject of consultation with the 
Dominions. 
(b), The Dominion Prime Ministers undcrtook to consult their Governments, 

and *sub.seq'ueritly to communicate with the United Kingdom Government,'on 
the various proposals put forward in discussion for the improvement of defence 
co-operation within the Commonwealth, and as to ,whether a small technical 
committee,, representative of the United Kingdom and of the Dominions, 
should beiet up to examine furthei any of these proposals. 

779 	 DEA/7-CM-Is 
J 	 , 

■ 

Le sécretaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 	Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR 1195 	 London, August 24, 1944 

SECRET. Following for the Prime Minister, Begins: You will remember that at 
the 14th Meeting of Prime Nlinisters held on May 15th a discussion took place 
regarding the machinery of co-operation within the British Commonwealth. On 
behalf of the United Kingdom Government I put forward certain suggestions 
for consideration as to co-operation in the sphere of defence. Mr. Curtin also 
made some proposals set out more fully in a Paper reproduced in Memoran-
dum One' to the Ministcrs of the Meeting as to the general machinery for co-
operation. It was agreed that consideration should be given to the setting up of 
a small Technical Committee representative of the United Kingdom and the 
Dominions to examine these proposals. 
2. We have now been able to give furthcr consideration to this matter and it 

seems to us that it might.  bc difficult to arrange immediately for a special 
meeting to consider the more general aspects of the  questions raised, since the 
senior officers who would be needed for the purpose could probably be ill-
spared at the present moment. Moreover, some of the suggestions can be, and 
are being, put into effect while othcrs, e.g. the  suggestion for a regular meeting 
of Ministers concerned with external affairs which hardly lend themselves to 
discussion on the official level, could bc discussed separately. There arc, 
however, certain more detailed questions connected with the defence aspects as 
to Which in our view it should bc possible to makc progrcss by discussions 
between technical officers. We should like to suggest, therefore, for your 
eonsiderâtion that there should bc joint discussions here of certain defence 
matters, e's. those set out under (a) (c) (d) and (f) in the record of my 
statement at the 14th Meeting of Prime Ministers.  The  object would be to 
examine, the ideas in detail and prepare a report for considcration of the 
resPeetive Governments. 
„3.  We should be glad to learn whcthcr this proposal commends itself tci you. 
" so you would no doubt wish to considcr whether your military liaison 
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officers, at present in this country, could represent you or whether you would
wish to send officers specially .to this country for. the purpose and if so when
they would be available!'Ends .

. .~
, 780. DEA/7-CM-ls

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d 'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandumfrom Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of Staté for External Affairs .

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 30,1944

I attach a draft reply42 to Dominions Office telegram D . 1195 concerning
post-war defence discussions in London and also a covering memorandum for
the Prime Minister. At first I was inclined to think that we should delay our
answer but on reflection I think it desirable . that we should turn down the
suggestion for a meeting in London at once so that our answer will be in before
possible acceptances arrive from other Dominion Governments . If you agree

with this, it would be desirable,that the P .M. should authorize the despatch of
this telegram or something like it to-day or tomorrow .

Note that no distribution has been given to the D .O. telegram except to the

P rime Minister. I have shown it to Mr. Hecney . I think that if the Prime
Minister does not wish to consult the War Committee the telegram might be
sent to the Defence Ministers together with a copy of the reply ."

H . W [RONG ]

' ' Les notes suivantes étaient écrites sur cette copie du document :
The following notes were w ritten on this copy of the document :

1 would not like to agree to this K(ing] 26-844 '
I think there will be ample time for this when the present war is at an end . K[ in8 )
Mr. Robertson : Should not these be considered here (Ottawa) by our own officials

and cabinet before any steps are taken in London which may occasion cmbarrass
-

., ment later on? W. L. M . K(ing( . 26-844 .
"Pour It télégramme tel qû envoyf. voir le document 781 .

For the telegram as unt, we Document 781 .
"Nota marginales/Marginal notes:

1 agree. N . A . R(oberuonj
please do.
reply approved by PM and despatched 30-8- 44 .
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 
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SECRET 	 [Ottawaj August 29, 1944 

I enclose for your consideration a draft reply to Dominions Office telegram 
D. 1195 of August 24th suggesting an early meeting of technical officers to 
discuss some of Lord Cranborne's proposals for cooperation in defence matters 
in the Commonwealth. I feel pretty certain that such a meeting at the present 
time would be abortive. I suspect that the prospect of a fairly early election in 
the United Kingdom has something to do with their desire to show zeal in the 
cause of Imperial defence. 

You will note that this draft has been prepared for repetition to Australia, 
New Zealand and South Africa. I think it likely that the Australian 
Government may press for a meeting as proposed and may be put out by a 
negative attitude on our part. New Zealand might go along with them in this. 
It is hard to say what General Smuts' reaction would be but I doubt that 
fundarneritally he would favour the idea. 

As for the substance of Cranborne's proposals, they came before the 
Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems recently and were referred to 
the Working Committee for the Preparation of Papers. A draft report is now 
under way in the Working Committee but will not be ready for presentation for 
a few weeks. In the discussions in the Committee the point of view has been 
expressed that  it  is premature to formulate recommendations on these 
suggestions before we know more about the military obligations involved in 
membership of the new security organization and about post-war defence 
relations between the United States and the United Kingdom. 

The four suggestions which Cranborne in his telegram regards as ripe for 
preliminary Commonwealth discussions were reported as follows in the minutes 
Oz the Meeting of Prime Ministers: 
(a) Assuming that the Imperial Conference remained the main organ of 

consultation between the nations of the Commonwealth, would it be possible to 
give some degree of continuity to its proceedings by establishing a standing 
committee to deal with strategy and other aspects of defence. 
(c) There might be an extended system for the interchange of military staffs. 

Cis would be particularly valuable if, as the result of definite obligations 
nder a world security system, the preparation of joint plans became a 

Practical possibility. 



(d) There might be a considerable expansion of the training of U .K. and
Dominion officers in the principles of Imperial Defence. This would involve an
expanded ,conception of the Imperial Defence College.

(f) - It - would no doubt be -,- agreed that • the ' organization, equipment and
training of forces on a common ' model throughout the Commonwealth shoul d
continue as before.

new. world security organization and of the methods of mtlitary coopera

be pursued du ring the armistice period . Ends .

Commo nwealth 'on défencé questions , more must be known of the nature of t
t•on t o

advance '. towatds . decisions on, post-war cooperation w i th in the r' ~
h

propôsals' which inx yoûr view might enow be examined in detail at a meet ing

technical' fofficers: The progress, so : far made indicates that, before we ca n

reached while the war was in progress . I am still of that opinion and feel that
the time has - not, yet iârrived at which' official discussions can usefully be
undertâken: Some' prèlimina'ry` studÿ has been givcn

4
in Ottawa to the fou r

that ' these wcrc questions` upon which I considered that decisions could not be
Ministers yoùr suggestions for cooperation in the sphere of defence, I observed

DEA/7-CM-l s

, Ottawa, August 30,194 4

Following . from the Prime Minister, Begins : Your . telegram Circular D.

1195 of August 24th . ;
You will recall that after you had put forward at the 14th Meeting of Prime

SECRET

MEnroo iussi i Canberra N' 14, f Wellington N' 13. 1 Pretoria N' 13 .

Rcpatcd to Canberra No. 14, Wdlinjton Na 1S, Pretoria No. 13.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions"

Secretary oJStotefor Externa l Affairs
,- to Dominions Secretary"
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Projet du rapport de la Groupe mixte de rédactions, 
le Comité du travail sur les p .  roblèmes de l'après-guerre 

• Draft Report by Joint Drafting Group, 
• Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Planning 

SECRET " 

C.P.H.P. (45) Report 8 (Draft 1) 

" — NADIAN DEFENCE RELATIONS WITH THE 

[Ottawa,) January 29, 1945 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 

SUM MARY 

782.. DEA/7-CMs 

PARTI  

' 	Part I a briéf cxamination is made of the general political and strategic 
framework within which the relationship in questions of defence between 
Canada and the British Commonwealth is likely to operate after the war. This 
can be briefly stated:— 
(i) Canàda's.  relationship in mattcrs of defence lies with the United Kingdom 

rather than with the Commonwealth as a whole. (para. 1) 
`(ii) 'g is y'irtually certain that if Canada should become involved in another 
major Wai the United Kingdom would also bc involved. The probability of joint 
operationi with the forces of the United Kingdom in the event of war creates a 
strong case for maintaining close conncction in peacetime in matters such as 
defence planning, military organization, mcthods of training, design of 
weapons and planning of industrial mobilization. (para. 2) 
(iii) As the principal hopc of maintaining peace lies in the establishment of 

an effeCtivetworld:security organization, Canadian military defence arrange-
ments with the United Kingdom should be consistent with the principles of any 
such organization. (para. 3) 
(iv) It is reasonable that Canada, in vicw of her special association with the 

United Kingdom and hcr long cxpericnce in co-operation with the armed forces 
of that'country, Sho*uld make hcr contribution to any world security organiza-
tion in  conjunction with those forces. (para. 4) 
(y) Eved`tinder a world secuiity organization, member states will take 

meastires Of reinsurance in the event of failure, Canada's reinsurance should 
také,the form of: defence arrangements with the United Kingdom and the 
UnitediStates. , as well as qmaintenance of adequate Canadian military 
establiskinents.  (para. 5) 

.no  effective world security organization materialize, the United 
R1/4e,gdoill have to rcly on alliances with other countrics. In this event, 
%_-anada's pdsition will be grcatly influenced by the position of the United 
States. Canada should strcngthcn hcr defence arrangements with the United 
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United States,equipment . (paras .,28•3 5)development rby Y Canada, of, its own or the adoption
considered that Canada should continue to employ the Un. t cd

reclude the
of organization, equipment and training. dos~ônoof individûal items of

P roposal F. (Common model of organization, equipment an tral dom m~elKi ng

be continued. (paras . 23-27) ; dning) - It is,

Proposal . E. (Co-ord ination of tndustnal potent ia )-
between Canada and the United Kingdom is considered desirable in ~~m for~es

probability of joint operations between Canadian and United Kin g
in, the event of war,likewise liaison in scientific and technical research shoul d

Canadtan quota, (paras .,20- ) . • _ l Such co-ordination

Proposal D . (Training i n pnnciples of, Impcri al Ur. ncc a

College) - . It is considered desirable that senior Canadian officers should

continue to attend the Imperial Defence College, if possible w ith an increased

desira e . (p x ras• . . : . I r- nd Imperial Defenc ebl • 1619) I

1 -t-IS ) ; ...É,~ . , . • ; ' ~ . .

Proposala C., (Extcnded system for the interchange of staff officers) - The

interchange of Staff and Unit Officers on an extendcd scale is considere d

Chiefs of Staff of the Commonwealth do not appear to bc necessary. p

64%0& y •

Proposal B. (Periodic meetings at regular inte rvals of Commonwealth Defence

Ministers and Chiefs of staff) - It is considered that regular meetings~oâr
a

the
s

ma11 sufticx (paras 12-13) .

Proposal it. (A Stan ~ng mm
that no such Committee is required as ordinary peacetime machinery should

an _
d' f%&% ittee on Strategy and Defence) It is considered

Commonwealth Prime Ministers in London on May 15th, 1944, are exam~
A the eoncliuions rcachcd may be summarized as follows:

In Part 11 certain proposals made by Lord Cranborne at the meeting o f

Kingdom without necessarily becoming directly associated with any European
system of alliances .- (paras . 6-8 )

General Conclusions of Part I
The general conclusion is reached in Part I that whether or not an effective

world security organization ' exists, Canada should maintain close defence

arrangements with the United Kingdom ; and should provide for the probability
that in any major operations undertaken by Canadian• forces they will operate

Jointly with the United Kingdom . (para . 9)

It is recognized, however, that in conformity with the policy that the

Parliament of Canada should decide on any declaration of war, no advance

commitment can bc givcn to 'the United Kingdom without parliamentary assent
that Canada will engage in any general war should the United Kingdom be

involved . (para. 10)
PART 11
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THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 

PARTI  
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SECRET 

, 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 	 • 

L 'In the ccinsideration of Canadian defence policy in relation to the United 
KingdoM and the Commonwealth, it is necessary to proceed from the principle 
that Canada's security depends on the maintenance of peaceful conditions in 
other parts of the world generally, as much as on provision against any direct 
threat to Canadian territory itself. This interest in the preservation of peace is 
shared by all members of the Commonwealth alike. There is, however, a 
marked difference with regard to the Commonwealth, arising out of location 
and different strategic problems. Canada and the United Kingdom, on the 
other hand, have a particular community of regional interest. It follows that 
apart -from Canada's .general interest in world security, which should be 
pursued through a world security organization, Canada's defence relationship 
lies more. directly with the United Kingdom than with the Commonwealth as a 
whole. - 
2:It is viitually certain that if Canada should become involved in another 

major war, the United Kingdom would also bc involved. It is probable that in 
such an event Canadian forces would operate once more in conjunction with 
the forées of the United Kingdom, though not necessarily to the exclusion of 
joint opérations with the forces of the United States. This probability in itself, 
therefore, creates a strong  case for maintaining close connections in peace 
times with the United Kingdom in matters such as defence planning, military 
organization, methods of training, design of weapons and the planning of 
industrial 'mobilization. This would in no way be inconsistent with joint 
Canadian-United States defence planning, as recommended in "Post-war 
Canadian' Defence Relationship with  the  United States: General Consider-
ations'"; (C.P.H.P. (44) Report 5 (Final-Second Revision). 4' Indeed, from the 
point of view of Canadian security the one is a necessary complement to the 
other. 

,,,,ISfuming the Existence of an Effective World Security Organization 
3.:As the principal hope of maintaining peace lies in the establishment and 

maintenance of an effective world security organization with military plans and 
with.,fcoraces' earmarked for the enforcement of security, Canadian military 
arrangemçnis,shôuld be related to any such organization. Canada's post-war defence-relations with the United Kingdom, therefore, should develop within 
this. fra-m-,ew‘ ork and in a form consistent with Canada's obligations to a security 
organiion.‘ 

•, 

eNioii1e'dociim"erit'978:/See  Document  978. 

; 
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4. Present proposals for the establishment of a world security organization 
indicate that the United Kingdom, U.S. and U.S.S.R. will bear the major 
burden of keeping the pr:ace. là accordance with the general policy that all the 
members of the organizatiôn should contribute to the maintenance of 
international peace and security, Canada would be expected to undertake to 
make forces, facilities and assistance available to the organization by specific 
agreement, and to maintain a certain level of military preparedness to this end, 
as .well as to provide for her own direct defence. It is reasonable that Canada, 
in view of hcr special association with the  United  Kingdom and her long 
experience in co-operation with the Armed Forces of that country should make 
her contribution to a world sccurity organization in conjunction with those 
forces. 
5. Even under a world security organization the member states will seek 

reinsurance by alliances and by maintaining a high degree of military 
preparedness; the Anglo-Soviet and Franco-Soviet alliances indicate this trend. 
Canada will likewise require appropriate measures of reinsurance. These 
should take the form of defence arrangememts with the United Kingdom and 
with the United States, as well as the maintenance of adequate Canadian 
military establishments. Canada would probably not be a party to European 
alliances entered into by the United Kingdom, but would nevertheless be 
regarded by the United Kingdom as a probable source of additional strength in 
the event of anothcr general war. 

Assuming the lack of an Effective liforld Security Organization 
6. Should no effective form of world sccurity organization materialize, the 

remaining hope of peace and security will rest in alliances and a high degree of 

readiness for war. In the absence of any central controlling organization and of 
a general plan of security. Canada will have to provide for her security as best 

she can from her own resources, and through the development of defence 

arrangements with both the United Kingdom and the United States. 
7. As the United Kingdom would be compelled to rely on alliances with other 

countries, Canada's position »would be greatly influenced by that of the United 
States. The United States might possibly be willing to make an outright 

military alliance with the United Kingdom in peace time. This is, however , 
 unlikely, but the United States might undertake plans with the United 

Kingdom fôr the  effective  co-ordination of their military potential in the event 

of war. in :any case it would be' to Canada's interest to become actively 

associated with sucliarrangements. 
-8.  1 0n  the ôther hand, the United States may choose to withdraw from eo-

dperatiôn with  the  United Kingdom  and  adopt an isolationist policy restricting 
itiiiommitrnents  ici  hemisphere defence. Such isolationism would constitute an 

Invitation to ag,gression. It would represent a complete breakdown of anY 

system of general security founded upon alliances bctwccn the Great Powers. 

Moreover, such a policy would, in all probability, lead to demands from th
e 
 

United States for the maintenance in Canada of dcfcnccs for continental o  

security on a scale higher than that considered necessary for the defence f 
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purely ~ Canadian = interests: Under such conditions, however, no scale of
hemisphere 'defence could, in itself, ensure the security of Canadian interests,
particularly those overseas . It would, therefore, be to the advantage of Canada
to strengthen her defence relations with the United Kingdom without
necessarily becoming directly associated' with any European system of
alliances`.
.9. Thé generâl conclusion' is reached in Part I that whether or not an effective
woild` securitÿ organization exists, Canada should maintain close defence
arrangements with the United Kingdom; and should provide for the probability
thaf iri any major'operations undertaken by Canadian forces they will operate
jointly' jwith the United Kingdom .

10. It is recognized, however, that in conformity with the policy that the
Parliament 'of Canada should decide on any declaration of war, no advance
commitment cân be given to the United Kingdom without Parliamentary
assent thât Canada will engage in any general war should the United Kingdom
be invôlved. '

, . . . f .. .. + , .

.3~ : .. •
. PART 1 1

Proposals made by Lord Cranborne at the Meeting
of Comnmonwecrlth Prime Ministers in London,

' • ; May 15th, 1944
11 . In Part II certain proposals made by Lord Cranborne are examined in the

light of the above conclusions .

Proposal A
"Assuming - that the Imperial Conference remained the main organ of

consultation between the nations of the Commonwealth, would it be possible to
give some,degree of continuity to its proceedings by establishing a standing
c ommittee to deal with strategy and other aspects of defence . "

12• .:Whether or not the Imperial Conference is continued after the war in itspresent _ form, the question of the establishment of a standing committee on
strategy and related problems needs to be considered in the wider context ofWorld ri security. Under a world security organization, such a standingc0mmittee'4 ïnight, be regarded as an indication of lack of confidence in the
international arrangements ; it might give the impression that a power bloc isbeing creatcd, and might stimulate or se rve as a pretext for the creation ofcOunter•bloci by other states . In any case, ordinary peacetime arrangementsshouldinormally , suffice to provide for the necessary degree of consultation
between`~ Cânada and the United Kingdom on problems of strategy anddefén Cc • c

"I "o
. E .1

3 no world security organization exists, the desirability or otherwise ofestablishing'~such a standing committee would depend on the effectiveness ofezisting m
achinery to meet the need for closer consultation . If the required co-

ae ~ .~ ~ordmation` were not being achieved some such machinery would be advisable,
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provided, of course, it remained, consultative in form.,It is considercd, however,
that a high degree of co-ordination is possible =within the normal peacetime
machine ry and that no such standing committee will be necessary.

Proposal B '
"Al iernatively, or perhaps in addition, there might be periodic meetings at

regular inte rvals between Dcfencx, Ministers and Chiefs of Staff in London or
elsewhere . These 'might possibly be `prelimina ry to meetings of the World
Council: '

..

14. In Part I :it was indica ted that either with or without the existence of a

world ` secu rity organization, Canadian forces will probably operate in

conjunction with the forces of the United Kingdom in any future war . To this
end, joint planning will be necessa ry. This'could normally be donc through the
usual sérv ice'channels,' but it is considered that regular meetings between the

Chiefs , of Staff of , Canada" and`the United' Kingdom would further such
planning . If questions ,of major importance were under consideration, it might

occasionally be desirable that the Defence Ministers of the two countries

should participate. Regular joint meetings of the Chiefs of Staff of all countries
of the Commonwealth, however, hardly appear necessary .

15 . The holding of meetings of Commonwealth Defence Ministers and Chiefs
of Staff prelimina ry to meetings of the World Council might be interpreted as
implying the formation of a Commonwe a lth bloc. This would have the effect of

encouraging groupings - of , a similar nature which would be inimical to the
interests of the organization as a whole .

Proposal C
"There might be an extended system for the interchange of Military Staffs .

This . would be particularly valuable if,-as the result of definite obligations

under a world . secu rity system, the preparation of joint plans became a

practical possibility .~ . .. ; } . ~ ► , . . x ~ '

16.° . In considering, this question it is assumed that the rcfcrence to Military

Staffs relates to the intcrchange of individuals rather than organizations . This

would , be a continuation of past - practice between Canada and the United

Kingdom. If, as previously indicated, Canadian forces arc likely to operate .with

forces of the : United Kingdom whether or not there is an effective world

security organization, such intcrchangc would be essential .
dom staff1 7. This would be particularly in Canada's interest, as United Kin g

officxrs on' loan' to Canada 'would make their specialized kno«~ledge available,

while 'Canadian staff ( officus loaned to the Ûnited Kingdom would gain
broader:ezpcriencx in âtâff work than would be possible in Canada . 1`sore

the system should be +extended ; to provide for the increased requireomfe nt
more staffoffcers~ând also for staff officers with technical training
not available ' in Canada . . The Interchange of unit officers should also be

continued on an extended scale as the iame reasons apply .
, . . t~ ~
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18. Such interchange should not exclude arrangements with the United 
States and possibly other countries from time to time. Consideration should 
also be given to the possibility of the interchange of officers between Canada 
and'other countries of the Commonwealth. For example, it has proved of 
advantage to Canada to have officers study in Australia the type of warfare 
peculiar to that region. . 

19.' Apart from the above advantages the benefits gained by personal contacts 
between the officers concerned could hardly be overemphasized. 

Proposal D 
"There might be a considerable expansion of the training of United 

Kingdom and Dominions Officers in the principles of Imperial defence. This 
would involve an expanded conception of the Imperial Defence College." 
20.:The answer to this question is predicated upon the definition given to the 

term "Imperial Defence". The "principles of Imperial defence" are understood 
to refer to studies of warfare and strategy in relation to the various countries of 
the British Empire and Commonwealth, rather than to the means of providing 
an overall defence plan for these territories; other strategic problems would 
doubtless also be studied. Such studies would be most valuable in the training 
of senior officers, both military and civil, in the broadcr aspects of strategy and 
defence, problems. 
21., Attendance' of senior officers at the Imperial Defence College in the past 

proved invaluable in affording an opportunity not otherwise available to 
Canada, whereby high ranking officers of all Services worked together on 
broad strategic problems. In view of the forcgoing and of the total nature of 
modern war, attendance of senior  officers at the Imperial Defence College (or 
its_equivalent) should be continued and favourable consideration should be 
given to obtaining an increase in the Canadian quota and to the inclusion of 
officers of civil departments. 
22.The "expanded conception of the Imperial Defence College" referred to 

hYLOrd Cranborne requires elucidation before any comments can be made. 

Proposal E 
:i'Studyumight be given to the co-ordination of industrial potential 

throughout the Commonwealth and Empire  . . . Much experience has been 
gainedwhich is extremely valuable and it would be a pity if in another 
elne,i8eOey,we,should have to start all over again at the beginning. It was for 
consideration whether an expert body might not be  set  up in the near future to 
consider this aspect." 
23.Because of the probability of joint action with the United Kingdom in the 

ei_ven't 'ef wàr, any peacetime arrangements to co-ordinate industrial potential 
'chile= Canada and the United Kingdom would be desirable. A high degree of 
co-o.  rdination has been achieved in this war, and the opportunity should be 

té continue these efforts into the peace. This co-ordination should include 
Cnnini»  for production in the event of war, and should also take into account 

- • mentenance of sufficient peacetime production to provide test models and 
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reserves of equipment to meet the requirements of the armed forces on the 
outbreak of war until full wartime production can be put into operation. In 
addition, dies and  gauges of ncw models of equipment and modifications should 
bc maintained on a scale sufficient to permit immediate wartime production. 
24. A high degrée of co-operation in scientific and ,tcchnical research and 

development has been achieved by  the  United Kingdom and Canada to the 
benefit of, both countries during the present war. Close liaison has been 
established both through the appointment of special Scientific Liaison Officers 
to the staffs of the High Commissioncr in London and Ottawa and the Armed 
Services.  The  continuation of this liaison should bc an essential part of co-
operation for defence between the two countries after the war, but it is likely to 
be more fruitful If Canada maintain her own development at a high level of 
activity and efficiency. 

25; Flying bombs and rocket projectiles and the increase in the power of the 
heavy bomber, have made the United Kingdom more vulnerable to bombard-
ment. The nature of these weapons demands large areas relatively safe from 
bombardment, both for experimental purposcs and for actual production. 
These can be "provided by Canada. The establishment of such facilities in 
Canada . — in co-operation with the United Kingdom — would tend to make 
Canada more self-supporting in wartime. 

26. In view of its new vulnerability the United Kingdom may possibly desire 
to establish or to assist in the establishment of othcr types of armament 
production in Canada. The acceptance of this principle would contribute to the 
maintenance of an industry essential to  the  conduct of the war, but it is 
considered : that - the-  implications of the  problem might have to be further 
examined in relation to Canadian neutrality. 
'27.'• It  should be emphàsized that this close industrial and scientific co-

ordination *should not necessarily be exclusively confined to the United 

Kingdom. The closest cooperation has existed with the United States in these 

matters and every effort should be made to continue this into the peace. 
— 

Proposal F 
"It would, no doubt, be agreed that the organization, equipment and training 

of forces on a comMon model throughout the Commonwealth should continue 

as before." • 

2i With regard to the form or model of organization, training and 
eqùipmênt of the Canadian forces, four possible  courses merit consideration:—  

, 
(a) Continuéd acceptance of the British model; 
(b) Substitution of the United States model; 
(c) . Deielopment of a distinctive C.ariàdian triode': 
,(d) A combination of the above. 
29; The , principal critéria for the selection of the  model of organizations,  

training and equipment must be the probable function of the  Armed vFohr.1e  ce
.t  

, 

and also availability and quality in the case of equipment and training. 	1  I 

• 	r 	.-; 	• 	- 
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is evident that organization, training and equipment are closely inter-related, it
is proposed to examine the question of equipment first .
30.' ;It is, perhaps, conceivable that Canada could develop her own distinctive

equipment: on the other hand, acting entirely alone, Canada would not have
either the productive ' power or the range of industrial and scientific techniques
comparable with either the United Kingdom or the United States that would
enâblé Canada to develop' a really effective Gghting force . The choice,
therefore, = lies between United Kingdom and United States models, or a
combined form as in (d) above.

31 : If the United States model were selected, it is possible that in wartime the
equipment would be more readily available in view of the industrial potential
and proximity of the United States . However, such a course would be open to
several objections:-
(a) - It would involve ` dependence upon the United States for supply of

equipment : This would seriously hamper the maintenance of a nucleus of a
Canadian armament indust ry in peacetime;
(b) In wartime the , availability of those supplies would by no means be

assured . For example, a belligerent United States might be unable to spare the
desired amount from her own resources; or a neutral United States might be
unwilling to provide munitions to a belligerent Canada ;
(c) It is unlikely that Canada would have full and free access to technicalresearch and up-to-date equipment in the United States in peacetime ;
(d) Dissimilarity between Canadian and United Kingdom equipment would

seriously hamper the efficiency of joint operations of Canadian and United
Kingdom forces .

32 . If the British model were selected it would probably be difficult to obtain
supplies from the United Kingdom in wartime. On the other hand, in view of
the new vulnerability of the United Kingdom to air attack, it is possible that
Canada may be asked in peacetime to provide for the production within her
own territo ry of certain armaments required by both countries in wartime .
While such production is desirable in principle it might give rise to difficulties
in the event that Canada desired to remain neutral if the United Kingdom were
at war.

33 . It would appear, therefore, that there is no ideal solution of the problem .
The bést course seems to be to continue to employ the United Kingdom model .
This;hôwever,should not prevent Canada from developing her own equipment
wlth â v1eW to its adoption by the United Kingdom ; nor should it prevent
Canâdan'frôm° adopting individual items of United States cquipment which
prôvesupeiiôr in quality .or appropriate to Canadian use . Special cognizance
Wôûld'need+to be taken of the possibility of using United States Coast artillery
eqûipirient'and of the R .C.A.F.'s possible need for United States equipment . In
th~s war Canada has already obtained considerable advantage from the great
Prodûctivé r~ources of the United States aircraft industry; reliance on the
Unite

d
S~tes" for this type of equipment may, from considerations of economy

and âvailâbility of supply, be further developed in the future .`•--4, i~?
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.34. Great progress has been made during the present war towards the 
assimilation of British and United States equipment, though methods of 
military organization and training have remained dissimilar. If this process 
should continue Canada's problem would be immensely simplified especially as 
Canadian industry is generally based on United States engineering standards; 
but it cannot be assumed that such will be the case. 
35. With regard to organization and training, the employment of a similar 

model is essential if the forces of Canada and the United Kingdom are to work 
together efficiently. This would be a continuation of past practice. It would 
mean, moreover, that the results of development in military organization and 
training would continue to be made freely available to Canada. 

• 783. 	 DEA/7-ADs 
Extrait du procès-verbal de la 40' réunion 

du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre  

Extract from Minutes of Fortieth Meeting 
of Working Committee on Post Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  February 2, 1945 

MINUTES OF THE FORTIETH MEETING OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE 
- ON POST HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS HELD ON THUFtSDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST, 

IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK 

PRESEN'T: 

H. H. Wrong, Esq, Department of External Affairs, Chairman 
Major General Maurice Pope, Privy Council Office 
Wing Commander G. S. Austin, Departrnent of National Defence for Air 
Lt. Col. R. G. C. Smith, Department of National Defence, ArmY 
Li.  Commander .1.S. Hodgson, Department of National Defence, Navy 
Squadron Leader .1. M. Sutherland, DepartMent of National Defence for Air 
Major D. A. Hogg, Department of National Defence, Army 

' 	•  S. A. Ritchie, Esq, Department of External  Affaira' 
, R. M. Macdonnell, Esq.; Department of External Affairs 

G. lgnatieff, Esq, Department of External Affairs, Secretary 

PoStliftir Canadian Defincé :Relations 'Vith the British Commonwealth 
In opening the discussion of Draft 1 of the paper C.P.H.P. (45) Report 8,  

January 29th, submitted ,by the P.H.P Joint Drafting Group, the Chairmand an 

said that this Wa.s a difficult  question  which raised a wide range of political 
strategic questions. It was essential, , therefore, that the Working Commit te 

should `be careful 'that iny.paper submitted should bear the mark of having 

been carefully thought out and shoidd avoid obscurity of language, particularly 
in regard to recorinnendations. 	T.. 	 h d 

The:Chairman reCalled the background of this paper. Certain proPosals -a  
been put forward by Lord Cranborne it a meeting of the Prime Ministers in 

London in May, 1944 at -one of the last meetings. No prior notice had been 
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given,F and the Prime Ministers had reserved their'opinions, saying that the
questiôn would be given careful consideration . In August, 1944, the question
was raiséd again by the United Kingdoin Government in a telegram suggesting
that `certain of the questions might be discussed between technical officers in
London :-~The particular matters suggested were the questions of a Standing
Committee ; the interchange of military staffs, the co-ordination of industrial
potential;'and a common model of organization ; equipment and training. For
various reasons this suggestion had not been acxepted by the Canadian, South
African and New. Zealand Governments, and it had been agreed that
consideration of these proposals should be deferred. However, it was important
that the Canadian Government's policy on these questions should be considered
without delay, and this paper was intended to make recommendations on the
attitude to be adopted towards the United Kingdom's proposals .

.As regards the form of the paper, it was agreed that it was necessary to have
an . introductorygeneral statement of the strategic and political framework,
within which the proposals would need to be considered .

As', regards the content, the Chairman said that the paper would require
considerable revision, particularly to ensure that the recommendations were
clearly stated . It was agreed that the first part of the paper should be read
paragraph by paragraph .

It was pointed out that the use of the term "Canada's security" in the first
sêntence , failed to make a distinction between involvement of Canada in a
general war ; and security from invasion . General Pope pointed out that the
appreciation of the risk of attack made by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff had
never gone beyond the, possibility of a raid . This could not be regarded as a
threat to Canadian security . It was, therefore, more a question of the general
interest and welfare of Canada, which depended on peaceful conditions in other
parts of the world generally. Lt . Col. Smith said that the intention had been to
stress the need of basing Canadian army policy on providing for an Expedition-
ary Force for service overseas, rather than for direct defence at home . In the
second ; sentence from the last, reference was made to the community of
regional interest between Canada and the United Kingdom . This required some
explanation .

In paragraph two, the statement in the second sentence that the Canadianforces, in `the event of war, would operate once more in conjunction with the
forces of the United Kingdom, brought forth the comment that, particularly in
relatiôn ,1o ~ posSible operations in the Pacific, it could not be assumed that
Canadian forces would necessarily operate with the forces of the UnitedKingdom. In the third sentence the use of the term "defence planning" was an
example of the kind of obscurity which the Chairman suggested should be
avoided, as it covered anything from a complete alliance to occasional stafftalks.

In Paragraph three the Chairman pointed out that the proposals for world
security organi zation were not sufficiently advanced to say that the organiza-
tion would have "military plans ." It was agreed, therefore, to omit thisreference.



. In paragraph four, in the . first sentence, it was agreed to add "the Great
Powers and especially" in the , second line. As regards the last sentence, the
same :objections applied as to paragraph two, namely, that it could not be
assumed that in any possible military operations undertaken by Canada under
a world secu ri ty organization, Canadian forces would necessarily operate with
the forces of the United Kingdom.

As regards paragraph rive, the Chairman suggested that examination of the
question of "rcinsurance" was not approp riate to the part of the paper which
was based on the assumption , that an effective world security organization
would be set up, and it was agreed that a complete revision of this paragraph
would be necessary.

Paragraph 6, 7 and' 8 dealing ."with the ~ position which would follow,
assuming the lack of an effective world secu ri ty organization, it was agreed,
would also require revision . As regards the conclusion, paragraph 9, it was
pointed out that the use of the term "dcfcncx arrangements with the United
Kingdom" would require clarification to indicate more exactly the type of
relationship intended between Canada and the United Kingdom in matters of
defence. ~ - - , :: # , , . - .

In conclusion, it was agreed that the paper would be rcdraftcd in the light of

the discussion"

784. DEA/7-CM-s

Télégramme de la Mission canadienne de 17tat-nrajor conjoint
, . .

CJSM 39

, (D) Maintenance of intcrnal security.

, ou Comfté des ch ejs d Ftot-mojor

Tilégromjrom Conadran Jolnt StajjJtlission
to Chfefs oJStoj/'Committee

( London,l May 31,1945

ToPSECRCr .
B ritish PHP staff have prepared draft staff study, purcly exploratory in

character and not intended for executive action in security of British Empire in

pe riod 1955/60, summa rising previous regional security studies and have

i nv ited CJSM to send observer to attend meeting on 6th Junc with PHP staff

and other Dominion representatives to receive British comments on this paper.

Commander Todd has been nominated to represent CJStii .
2.# Paper. recommends that B ri tish Imperial strategy should be designed with

due regard for
'(A) Possibility of war with USSR .
(B) Neéd to insuré against resurgence of Germany and Japan .

(C) Possibilitÿ of armed conflict with minor powers .
4

``«Pbnr énRsanâr dmntise sur ce'docnment. voir la documents 12 .13.
For furthcr discussion of this papcr. sce Documents $2. I 3 .
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(E) Obligation to place armed forces at disposal of world organisation. 

3. While it is considered improbable that USSR will follow aggressive policy 
PHP staff as military advisors consider that common prudence requires them 
not to neglect this possibility. 
4. The views of PHP staff on Dominion collaboration in Imperial defence are: 
(A) No longer possible for UK to carry so large a proportion of responsibility 

for defence of Empire interests and essential each Dominion assumes equitable 
share. 
(B) Unless armed  forces of UK and Dominions are integrated in peace for 

defence of Empire as a whole, Empire will no longer enjoy status of a great 
power: 
(é)  Dominions should bc given larger voice in shaping of imperial foreign 

and defence policy. 
(D) .  Organisation, equipment and training of Dominion and UK forces should 

be on common model. 
(E),Strategic reserves of Imperial forces wherever located such as Middle 

East should include Dominion contingents. 
(F) Imperial security cannot bc assumcd unless plans can be made in 

assumption that Empire Governments including Dominions will accept firm, 
repe‘ tition firm, commitmcnts to make available in event of major war their 
resources in manpower, material and money to be used wherever requirements 
of ov-eiall Imperial strategy dictate. 
(G) Subject to above overriding requirements all Dominions should 

undertake defence against minor aggression and maintenance of internal 
securiiy of their own territories and mandates. 
(H) Canada in particular should afford to Newfoundland assistance 

necessary for her  defence, should contribute to  protection of Atlantic 
communications, to security of Northern Pacific, to garrisoning of British 
possessions in West Indies and should also participatc in measures to ensure 
control of Germany and Japan. 

5. While Canadian representative is attending meeting as observer only it 
would be of assistance if unofficial, rcpctition unofficial, comments of 
Canadian PHP organisation on foregoing proposals could be signalled for his 
information prior to meeting. 
(Para 4•sub paras (B) and (C) have been requested) 
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, 	 DEA/7-CM-ls 
-Télégramtite du secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d'états -majors 

au secrétaire, la Mission canadienne de l'état-major conjoint 

Telegram from Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, 
to Secretary. Canadian Joint Staff Mission 

CSC .1020 	 [Ottawa,] June 2, 1945 

TOP SECRET AND IMPORTANT. For CJSM London from CSC Ottawa. Your 
CJSM 39. 
PARA ONE. Because - of the San Francisco conference and the forthcoming 
elections, it, is. not possible at this time to secure unofficial comments of PHP 
committee or of Government on the proposals of the British PHP staff paper 
on security of British Empire in period 1955-60. 
PARA Two. We have no objection  to Todd attending the meeting of 5 June in 
capacity of observer but he should of course not repeat not express any views 
which may be taken  as  representing those of the Chiefs of Staff or any official 
Canadian attitude. 
PARA THREE. At first sight the outline of the proposals as set forth in your 
signal indicates that certain of them deal with political matters of the highest 
policy and in our opinion some Would almost certainly be unacceptable to the 
Canadian Government. Wc suggest therefore that introducing these questions 
at this time even in staff discussions might in the long run prejudice the 
attainment of the best results. 
PARA  FOUR. It might  also bc observed that the proposals for imperial defence 
seem to go beyond those put forward by Lord Cranborne at the Prime 
Ministers' Conference last year, on which occasion the Prime Minister fully 
reserved the Canadian position for study. While some preliminary consider-
ation  has  been given to the Cranborne proposals by the PHP committee, the 

matter has been postponed until aftcr the San Francisco Conference. It would 
therefore be helpful to have full report° on the discussions of the British PHI)  
staff proposals. , 

786. . 	
DEA/7 -CM- ls 

Mémorandum du représentant principal de l'armée canadienne, CPCAD 

Memorandum by Senior Canadian Army Afember, PJBD 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, August 2, 1945 

At our meeting last week I light-heartedly undertook to think over the 

"Cranborne" proposals of May, 1944, and to let you have a paper outlining InY 
views as to how some day the bail  might be returned either to or at London. 

Today, I must frankly admit that I find myself confronted with somewhat of a 

teaser. 

'Son trouvé./Not toeated. 
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, .It is not, because , I find the answers to Lord Cranborne's points at all
difficult . - Indeed, to me, they are as plain as the nose on a man's face . My
perplexity . arises from the fact that, as "always, the British case is stated from
such a high moral plane that those who find themselves constrained to take a
contrary view find themselves in the invidious position of one who is in the act
of letting the side down .

- This British habit of investing their policies with such a cloak of sanctity
reminds me of Professor Banse's amusing dictum, "They say Christ, but they
mean cotton." We must find a line of approach that will by-pass this handicap
and that, not the solution, is the real problem . ,

' Another difficulty arises from the fact that in the Cranborne thesis, fact and
fancy are almost inextricably intermingled. It is a simple enough matter to deal
with a line or argument which is logically developed but with which one does
not agree either as to premise or conclusion . When, however, the argument is
both objective in parts and patently subjective in others, it is puzzling to decide
just how to bring the debate back solidly on to the rails .

In illûstration, Cranborne starts off by saying that defence co-operation
within the B ritish Commonwealth is closely linked with the subject of a world
security system, with which statement of fact none of us is likely to disagree .
He then refers to Eden's idea of earmarking certain forces for use in certain
areas at the command of the World (Security) Council . (It is interesting to
meet this allusiori to Regional Arrangements several months before Dumbarton
Oaks .) From here he proceeds to the proposition, with which we can have no
quarrel, that the main responsibility for the prese rvation of peace rests on the
four Great ' Powers . But it is at this point that, in quite an effortless way, he
passes from hard ground into the realms of fancy . He lists these Great Powers
as the U.S.A .", Russia, China and the Nations of the British Commonwealth -
freely acting in association, to which grouping I am sure we must demur.
Calmly and as a 7 self-evident fact he states that, whether or not there are to be
regional' organizations within the world system, the Nations of the British
Commonwealth will remain one of the main props of the organization. The
question in his mind is how our contribution can be made most effective, etc .,
etc. Shades of San Francisco!.

This I is~% ahe'~ nub' of the question to which we must address ourselves .
Fortunately Lord Cranborne has in some measure touched upon the essentialfactors `,that ;' completely undermine his central and centralist stand . No
Government In the Commonwealth, he recognizes, would be willing to
undertake , defence commitments, unless satisfied as to the circumstances to
whtch l t ' might be called upon to implement them . It is equally clear to him
that`it might be politically impossible to come to final decisions on peace and
war before the event and he quotes the late Mr. Curtin, with evident approval,
that it is not the Governments alone that determine matters of peace or war ,
but the eltctorates of the various countries. in so saying he admits the existenceof thé vë ad.

ry real obstacle that seriously blocks any advance down the central
way he h previously defined ._~ .
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Before attempting to puzzle out a way of dealing with the British thesis, this

appreciation , of the intra•Impérial relationship should, I think, endeavour to
think out an aspect of the question to which at times Mr . Wrong has referred .

It isJf I have understood it correctly, that our cautious stand over the years of
refraining from seeking to play a part in the formulation of Commonwealth, or
rather United Kingdom policy, places us in" the unenviable position of being
drawn into Great Wars without our being able to do much, if anything, about

it . . ; : . . _► ' :

I wonder if this disability .is one we can overcome, even in a measure . Is it
not one to which all but the Great Powers are subject? It is precisely the
position of' . the Low . Countries which have been fought over for centuries
without being able to do much,about it . In 1936, Belgium having had
demonstrated to her in the spring of that year the worthlessness of Locarno,
and distrustful of, a recent French swing to the Left,, withdrew from what
remained of that ill•fated pact, and sought sanctuary in a form of Nineteenth
Century neutrality. This ; action was purely . negative . It - was also quite

ineffective . But the point is that at the time it seemed to be about the only
course open to her. Many other countries seem to be in much the same

predicament .,.
As one looks back over the years I wonder if the United Kingdom's response

to Sir Wilfred Laurier's plea of "Call us to your Councils" has not merely been
with the object of committing us before the event . So far as I can remember,

Britain has often wished to be able to say that she had,our support in the line
she was taking but when the chips were down she acted quite properly, or so I
think, as her own interests dictated . She was the one who would suffer attack

= our homes and fields would not be in jeopardy . How Canada could possibly

effectively contribute say, to the solution of European problems, I am sure I do

not see . (I shall try to deal with this point a little lower down .) In any event we

are not being afforded much of an opportunity of doing so at the present time
.

Apparently, the three Great Powers, to recall an Asquithian phrase, look upon
this grave responsibility as one which "cannot be shared" . ,

, On , the other hand, a partial, remedy to our position of comparative
helplessness may derive from the Regional Arrangements under the aegis of
the Security Council, to which we may become a party. When we enter into a

North American regional arrangement might it be possible for us to have some
influence in the formulation of United States foreign policy such as might lead
to war, with a country capable of taking military action against this continent
The hope. I fear, is slim. -

Again ; should we receive andaecxpt an invitation to join a Pacific or é our
Pacific secu rity pact, might we not properly expect to be able to contr

i bu

ideas as to how that portion of the world is to be governed? be the world' s
I'supposc: that Europe (including Russia) will continue

to

depend
potential storm centre: Our, commitments thereto, if any, will I

suppose
ityon what may be worked out in Security Council . Will an Atlantic oon su~rt

come about? All this incidentally br ings one back to Lord Cranb
postulate, namely, that defence co-operation within the British Commonwealth
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is closely linked with the subject of a world security system. Should we become 
party to such an arrangement then perhaps we might find ourselves in a 
position to have some say as' to policy. Perhaps the regional Military Staff 
Committee might work in the shadow of a Conference of Foreign Ministers of , 
the countries concerned. 

I fear the immediately foregoing is somewhat visionary. Actually, I cannot 
for emoment imagine that .we 'could have influenced the United Kingdom 
against the Munich surrender of 1938, or against her decision to go to war over 
the Polish issue in 1939. As a consequence, for a number of reasons we find 
ourselves hoping that the United Kingdom will so conduct her policy as to 
avoid the outbreak of a major war, and principally because of the thought that 
as it was to our direct interest to come to her aid twice in a generation so it will 
probably be again a third time. That we cannot do much to influence her is just 
one of the disabilities of not being a Great Power. And even if we were, it is not 
certain that our position would be otherwise. The United States is certainly of 
that rank and she has literally been dragged into two wars. She could see them 
coming but there does not appear to have been much she could do about it. 
Can Ottawa reasonably hope for a more effective voice than Washington? As 
regards Canada, the United Kingdom will always be glad of our support. On 
the . other hand, 1 have a feeling that they feel they know a good deal more 
about Europe than we do and that consequently they would not be disposed to 
alter.direction at our instance. And can you imagine a Canadian Government 
today being prepared to come down hard in favour of or against the Oder-
Neisse frontier for Poland and saying that it was prepared to back up that 
stand either now or in the future?  I am afraid that I am unable to do so. In 
these circumstances my conclusion is that our cautious wait-and-see policy over 
the yeati has not been unsound. 

If this is so we must tackle Cranborne or his successor in some other way. 
Any sort of an Apologia I should rule out. For one reason it would never sink 
in. Another is that I have no predilection for fighting battles that were fought 
anà won long ago. All this would sound too much like playing over still once 
again a worn-out sold gramophone record of 30 years ago. It would seem to me 
Perfectly, clear that any British statesman must instinctively know in the 
mi./Ow of his bones that Canada, to take the example of one dominion, is not . 
going to participate in a war to settle a dispute over the fro. ntiers of Iraq, or to 
P!eserve the:, Indian Ocean as a British lake, much less to enable a British 
general in .India to report "Peccavi". Consequently, if in the space of a few 
mes  Cranborne was able to ioar from hard earth airily into the clouds, we, 

thi.nsi, should bé *quite capable of reversing the process. 
requiréd to draft a speech o' r a telegram in reply, I should begin by 

5)4118 that the Canadian Government entirely agreed that the question of 
uer neeço=operation within the British Commonwealth was closely linked with 
thé seCinity arrangements it could now be expected would be initiated by the 
ProPàséd Security Council. Thus, it would be necessary first  to  know the nature 

r
and  sco_ of the regional agreements to which the several dominions might 

Pec!ivelY be invited to join, as well as such additional forces, if any, they 
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might be invited' to place at the disposal of the Securitÿ Council . In these
circumstances, until the United Nations organization had been duly set up and
had " begun to function it ~ was not possible to examine the question of
Commonwealth defence co-operation, either, comprehensively or with any
degree of finality . t

On the other hand, pending these developments there were certain points in
Lord Cranborne's statement to the meeting of Prime Ministers in May, 1944,
which could be discussed at_the present juncture. It seems open to question if
the nations of the British Commonwealth - freely acting in association - (to
use Lord Cranborne's words) rather than the United Kingdom and her
dependent Empire, is really the Great Power on whom, together with the
U.S.A., Russia and China, the main responsibility for the preservation of peace
depends. Lord Cranborne himself seemed to be not unaware of this when later
in his speech he foresaw that it might be politically' impossible to come to final
decisions on peace and war before the event, for it was not the Governments
that determined these matters but the electorates of the various countries .

With the'latter view the Canadian Government`entirely agree, and it can be
taken that the Canadian people would not be prepared to accept commitments
in 'respect of such matters as the defence of British interests in the Eastern
Mediterranean, the Middle East or the Indian Ocean . It was precisely because
of this reluctance on the part of the Canadian people that during the course of
the present war the Canadian Government have been disinclined to authorize
the employment of their forces in the Balkans and Near East and why they
have restricted their use in the War against Japan to the Central and North
Pacifie Theatres . , . ~ 'I

On -the ôther hand, as the record of two great wars has made clear,~e
Canadian people have, on the occasion of the emergency arising, quicy
realized that the secu ri ty of the United Kingdom was a vital interest and in
consequence they have left nothing undone to avert such a catastrophe . Nor is

there any reason to believe that they would act otherwise during the course of
the next generation.

In the light of these considerations of a general nature the views of
Canadian Government on ° the specific points (a) to (f) put forward by
Cranborne are as stated hereunde r

(a) We agree that the Conferencc of Prime Ministers should remain the main
organ of consultation between,the nations of the Commonwealth

. On the other

hand..we do not see that .any tiseful purpose would be se rved by establishing a

standing committee to deal wtth strate and other aspects of defence . In our

view, or day to day liaison ônthe political and Se rv icxlcvels appears adeqei â l
to serve the pûrpose in view:~ We presume that the Committee of Imp

Defence (or, some such similar body) will be revived at the close of the war

against ; Japan, to ' which ' such Dominions as may feel the need for further

consultation may freely haverecourse.
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(b) .  It would appear that meetings of Defencé (and other Ministers) and 
Chiefs of Staff in London or elsewhere, preliminary to periodic speciall 
meetings of the Security Council might prove feasible. 
(c) We favour  • the continuation of the system of interchange of staff and 

regimental officers, which has proved so valuable over the last thirty years and 
more., 	, 
(d) During the period between the wars, Canada always had a very 

c,onsiderable number of Service officers taking courses of all natures in the 
United Kingdom. While it seems probable that in the post-war period our 
resôurces may be such as to enable us to undertake à greater proportion of the 
eleMentary training of officers at home, we would be prepared, and indeed 
would desire to continue the policy of training regimental and staff officers in 
the United Kingdom. 
(e) We are of opinion that much would be gained by the co-ordination of the 

industrial potential throughout the Commonwealth and Empire and, as well, • 

the United States. The subject is vast and requires careful study. 
(0 As a general principle we agree that the organization, equipment and 

training of forces on a common model throughout the Commonwealth should 
continue as before, subject, as in the past, to such changes or deviations that 
our local circumstances may indicate to be desirable. In this connection we feel 
it to be very desirable that as great a measure of standardization of Common-
wealth and United States organization, equipment and training, as is possible 
would be to the advantage of us all and should earnestly be sought. 

"Them", as the Western politician proclaimed from the hustings many years 
ago, "Them's my sentiments." I shall not add as he did somewhat hastily when 
he saw that they were not going down any too well, "but they can be changed." 

M [AURICEI P[OPE1 

PART I E 5/PART 5 

TÉLÉCOMMUNICATIONS 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

787. DEA/6231-4 

Le secrétaire aux Dondnions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D 1392 	 London, September 16, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. United States Ambassador has informed Secretary of 
State for. Foreign Affairs, semi-officially, that he has received message from 
United States Secretary of State that State Department feel that time has 
c°1ne to give thought to negotiations on telecommunications mattcrs with a 
view to settling all outstanding questions, such as right to set up direct 
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radiotelegraph and radiotelephone circuit between United States and points in 
British Empire, and agreement on low uniform telecommunication rates — 
covering all communications between places in United States and places within 
British Commonwealth, with special 'attention to press rates and to re-
allocation of certain United States  and British cables. State Department would 
like to hold negotiations this autumn and suggest October. If this considered 
too early for negotiations of final nature, they hope that at least preliminary 
conversations could be held then at which • problems to be solved could be 
outlined and agenda •for subsequent ncgotiations prepared. In these talks it is 
presumed that the Dominions and India would participate along with the 
United Kingdom'. 
2. Our feeling is that from the general point of view of relations with United 

States of America, it would be desirable to accept this invitation, but that it 
would not, in fact, be practicable to open >discussions of the kind suggested until 
there has been further progress in enquiries into arrangements for future 
telecommunications organisation within the  Commonwealth,  with special 
refeience to pniposals submitted by Commonwealth Communications Council. 
We should accordingly propose to reply to following effect, Begins: 

We welcome Unitcd States initiative and have always been conscious that 
negotiations 'with' United States Government would be desirable as soon as 

possible. We have borne this in mind in connection with enquiries which, as 
State Department are aware, are being made into organisation of telecom-
munication service of British Commonwealth. These arc far from complete and 

there is no prospect of. com-pletion by October. Moreover, as Ambassador's 
letter recognises, Governments of Déminions and India are equally concerned 
and time will be required for necessary preliminary discussions with these 
Governments. We should not, therefore, be ready to bcgin negotiations with 
United States Government of final character until next year, but we should do 

our best to be ready to begin 'negotiations early in new year with possibly, if 

United States Government thought this of advantage, a preliminary discussion 

in London before end of this ycar for purpose of preparing agenda. Ends. 

3. We are anxious to return reply to United States as soon as possible and we 

should ,accordingly be grateful for very early intimation whether Dominion 

Governments would agree with line Proposed above. 
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788 . . .~a . . . .

Mémorandum du secrétaire,--'le Comité interministériel sur la politique des télécommunications ,
au Comité de guerre du Cabinet -
Afémorandum from Secretary,

Interdepartnmental Committee on Telecommunications Policy,
to Ccibinet iVar Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,) September 18, 1944

r< ; ! ; RECOMMENDATIONS OF INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMI TTEE:-
â CANADIAN POLICY IN EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION S

INTRODUCTION

L (a) The Canadian Government has been asked by the Commonwealth
Communications Council, an advisory body * on telecommunications policy

composed of representatives of the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, South
Africa, New Zealand, India and the Colonies under the Chairmanship of Sir
Campbell . 'Stuart, to state its views on the proposed reorganization of
telecommunications, which for the past fifteen years have been operated by
Cable and Wireless Limited under modified supervision by the Commonwealth
Governments :

(b) This question was referred to the Interdepartmental Committee on
Telecommunications Policy, established by Cabinet War Committee in May,
1944, and composed of representatives from the Departments of External
Affaics, Finance, National Defence (Army), National Defence for Air,
Natiorial Defence for Naval' Services, Post Office and Transport. The
Committee has held several meetings to discuss the problem and has had the
benefit of a"meeting with Sir Campbell Stuart, in which he outlined the factors
that led to` the proposed reorganization and indicated some of the problems to
be faced in the future . : Based on these discussions, the Committee wishes to
submit the ' fôllôwing interim report which might se rve as a basis for the
Government's `reply to the Commonwealth Communications Council .
NATUREOFTHE PROE3LEMr . .

O In 1929 after an Imperial Conference on cables and wireless, it wa sdecided
, to approve of the creation of a new private company in the UnitedKingdnm, Cable and Wireless Limited, which should operate the external

tel~mmûnications systems,of the Commonwealth, subject to supe rvision byan hnp~ •
~ rial , Communications Advisory Committee . This Committee hadPowers of ;veto ôn' the increase of rates, withdrawal of special reduced rates,discôn{inüance `of services, sale of assets used by communications . within theBritish Enpir estr supervision of accounts, and weighing of the relative merits'.of

ategi~ reqûirements against the interest of the public in low cost communi-cations
. Cable`and Wi~eless Limited purchased government-owned cables such

as the' Pacific Cable in which Canada had a five-eightcenth interest . In this
COUntry ,Cable and Wireless Limited held a controlling interest in an associate.,. . , . , . ,, .. . . , a ,. .
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*Comeany, Canadian Marconi. Elsewhere in the Commonwealth, Cable and 
Wireless Limited either owned,, had a considerable interest in, or negotiated 
working agreements with the telecommunications, companies. In short, for the 
past 'fifteen years, Cable and Wireless Limited has been the "chosen 
instrument" for the execution of telecommunications policy of the Common-
wealth Governments.  

(b) Pre-Wcir Problemk In the dècadelèfore the war, because of loss of 
revenue during depression years and its over-capitalization, the financial 
returns to Cable, and Wireless Limited did not reach expectations. These 
difficulties raised the question of the extent to which the Company should be 
assistèd by the governments in maintaining strategic cables. The question was 
met in 1937 by an agreement which stabilized the situation for a period of five 
years. The Company evolved a preferential rate structure, approved at the 
Imperial Rates ,Conference 01 1,1937, which heavily favoured Commonwealth 
interests. It was designéd to give London the predominant role in the control of 
the circulation of news and commercial messages. Subsequently, the Company 
was strongly opposed to any, suggestion which ,would lead to the opening of 
direct services' between Australia and the United States in which private 
United States co' mpanies'were anxious to acquire an interest. In this period, 
Canadian policy was based upon a desire to avoid the possible difficulties 
which might be created by the appearance of an Imperial monopoly of 
telecommunications services. The Canadian Government was also opposed to 
the idea of treating the CommonWealth as a single strategic unit in the field of 
télecommunications. For that reason, Canada disclaimed any collective 
responsibility for the maintenance of strategic cables, while indicating a 
willingness to discuss on its merit questions relating to strategic cables 
terminating in Canada. 
(c), War problems. The present war greatly increased the volume of traffic in 

telecommunications and emphasized their great strategic importance as papers 
submitted to the Commonwealth Communications Council by the Joint 
Communications Board of the United Kingdom emphasized. It also made 

necessary acquiescence in the request of the United States that direct wireless 
circuits should be opened between that country and various parts of the 
Commonwealth. This request was opposed as long as possible by Cable and 

Wireless - Limited,' which eventually consented to the opening of the circuits, 
only on the, understanding' that they should terminate six months after the 

conclusion of hoitilities' . Cable and Wireless Limited also refused anY 
modifications of the 1937 rates structure' designed to reduce the cost of United 

States traffic  on the new  circuits; Such a reduction was requested by the 

United States 'GoVernmeht and had been approved by the Commonwealth 

Goveiiiinents at thé Commonwealth  Telegraph Conference held in Australia in 

1942. It was on thià iicèâsicin that the United Kingdom GOVCfRITICIlt described 

the  attitude of Cable  and Wiréless Limited as "distinctly unhelpful". 
At  the Âustralian 'Conférence it was decided to reorganize the Imperial 

Communications Adviiory Committee, which became the Commonwealth 

Communications Cduncil and was henceforth to consist of delegates who 
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resided in the countries which they represented . The Chairman should
represent . no : country; Sir Campbell Stuart, previously Chairman of the
Imperial Communications Advisory Committee, was selected for that post . The
new . Chairman ; met . in London in April and May, 1944, with Mr . W. A. Rush
of: the . Department of Transport as Canadian representative, while Colonel
Laurie acted as observer for the Armed Services . To the Commonwealth
Communications .Council . the Governments of Australia and New Zealand,
which had been particularly exasperated by the policies of Cable and Wireless
Limited, submitted a plan for the reorganization of telecommunications known
as the Anzac Scheme, which was endorsed by the Commonwealth Communica-
tions; Council, and submitted to the various governments for approval in
prinçiple., ,
(d) ;The Anzac. Scheme. The scheme was based on a conception described as

one"which provides for functional unity while enhancing local autonomy ." Its
basic feature was the disappearance of a Cable and Wireless Limited and its
replacement by a series of nationally owned public utility companies. Under
the scheme, without any exchange of funds, the United Kingdom would allot,
25% of its stock in the new United Kingdom company in equal shares between
the five Commonwealth governments . The United Kingdom corporation would
then have six directors nominated by the United Kingdom, and one from each
of the Commonwealth governments. Similarly, each of the other governments
would transfer 25% of its corporation stock to the United Kingdom which
would be represented by one director on each governing body . The Common-
wealth Communications Council would remain as a general Advisory Body on
Policy. Althôugh the plan is not specific on this point, it would appear that the
Commonwealth governments, as well as the United Kingdom Government,

the various Commonwealth countries should be in operation after the war . The

"would, be expected to - bear their full share of the responsibility for the
maintenance of cables by the United Kingdom Corporation . "
FACTORS AFFECTINa CANADIAN POLICY3 . (a)'Necessity of. Reorganization . It is clear that some such plan asProposed by the Commonwealth Communications Council must be adopted
since"Cable and Wireless Limited has definitely stated that it cannot operate
successfully if the wireless circuits established between the United States and

United States- has asked for the retention of these circuits and no Common-wealth Government has expressed opposition .
(b) ~ United States Policy. It is also clear that any plan of reorganization must

take' into° account the views both of the United States Government and theAmeriean public, which has commenced to take an interest in this question .
The market'discrepancy between intra-Commonwealth rates and Americanrates to ' Commonwealth countries has provoked considerable adverse comment .The . United r States- Senate recently appointed a Committee to investigateinternational i communications Both the Republican and the DemocraticParties- in!

theirÂ national platforms made references to the need for greaterfreedom- o f, cOmmunications. , The Chairman of the Federal CommunicationsComm• •ission, - Mr. Fly , has stressed several times his belief that the existing
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international system,of telecommunications requires considerable reform . It
also appears that the, United States Government and the United States private
companies ' have been antagonized by the failure of recent negotiations of
United, States companies with Cable and Wireless Limited . To judge from
reports' recently received, from=~Washington, the United States Government
may look with favour upon the reorganization since it marks the end of Cable
and - Wireless Limited, * but might require re-assurance that the reorganization
does not mean a'consolidation of Imperial communications along monopolistic
lines : i

(c)'Strategic 'Conslderations. Mâintenance of an adequate network of
telecommunications for security purposes has been considered important by the
Chiefs of Staff Committee, who are of the opinion that Canada has a material
interest in the maintenance : of an - integrated system of communications
between the various parts of the Commonwealth, and with all possible theatres
of war in which Canadian forces might be employed . It is also thought
advisable that Canada's telecommunications policy should be adaptable to the
needs of an international secu rity organization such as is now being planned.

From these considerations it would appear that Canada has a strategic interest
in the maintenance of Communications within the Commonwealth, but that it
should work as well for the development of a world security system of
telecommunications linked with a world security organization .

(d) Technfca i Consfderattons . The proposed reorganization under the Anzac
Scheme may alsoi help in 'strengthening the technical efficiency of Imperial
communications. There have been complaints as to the degree o l research

carried on either by Cable and Wireless Limited or by its subsidiary companies
in the Dominions . Some experts believe that the marked development in the
efficiency of wireless services caused by the war may lead to considerable
changes in the relative importance of cables, and wireless for communications

purposes . Others arc inclined to argue that the developments in research upon

cables in recent years may help to offset the improvements in wireless . New

developments of airmail services, facsimile and telephone also point to the

difficulties that may be encountered in what must be a highly competitive field.

Much of recent United . States development has been in the extension and

improvement of wireless communications . .These developments may place the
United States Companies at an advantage as compared to the new Common-
wealth Companies who will be required to maintain the existing cable facilities.

It is not yet clear to,what extent in the reorganization contemplated of United

States services, çables now operated by United States private companies will be
maintaincd. Canada
(e) }Flnancia I Consideratfons. The fnancial burden to be assumed b y

would, involve the purchase of. the . radio external communication facâst,
~ beenh aCanadian Marconi'- Limited, the . .approximate value-of which

estimated at , S2, 500,000. . As compared to other Commonwealth rfor
Canada is , i m an advantageous position in that the license arrangements
Canadian Marconi are on an annual basis which makes possible its t sc b d10n

d
on short notice . ., Canada . may . also be called upon for reasons
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preceding paragraphs to make a contribution to the .maintenance of the 
existing cables, which are now owned by Cable and Wireless Limited. The 
valuation placed by Cable and Wiréless Limited upon their assets is an 
artificial one arising out of the enormous expansion of traffic created by the 
war. It is understood that the British Government intends to arrange for a 
careful investigation of the financial position of the parent company. It should 
be noted that the contribution to the cost of, the maintenance of cables in 
generalinvolves a change of financial policy from that previously maintained 
by Canada. The financial position may also be complicated by the question of 
rates. The United States Government has asked for a revision of existing rates 
and a reply has been postponed because of the opposition of Cable and 
Wireless Limited. It remains to be seen whether or not a lowering of rates 
would have a favourable effect upon the fi nancial operations of the new 
companies. 
(f) Press Considerations. In the reorganization of telecommunications, the 

various Commonwealth Governments will have to consider the position of the 
press in its demand for more efficient arrangements for the speedy transmission 
and dissemination of news. In the past, Cable and Wireless Limited have been 
subject to complaints not only from United States press services but also from 
Reuters, the .leading British news agency. It is possible that the problem of 
press  rates can be separated from the general rate question. This topic is of 
particular importance to Canada because of the close connection of Canadian 
newspapers with United States newsgathering facilities. It is likely that 
progress can be made in this field when the new national companies have been 
established. 
RECOMMENDATIONS" 
4. (a) That .  the Canadian Government inform the Commonwealth 

Communications Council that it is prepared to support, in principle, the 
nationalizatiow of telecommunications services by each member of the 
Commonwealth as suggested in the Anzac Scheme. At the same time it 
reservei  for  further consideration the question of linking the new national 
corporations together by an exchange of stock and interlocking directorates. It 
also réserves for 'further consideration the extent of the contribution which 
eahàd,.might -  be called upon to make to the operation of a general cable 
systetn and the manner in which that contribution might be made. 
(b) i That' the Canadian Governnient suggest to the United Kingdom 

Governiriént that exploratory conversations be opened with the United States, 
in 1,vhich„all the Commonwealth governments interested in the reorganization 
e _te,le:èomnitinicittions shduld be invited to participate. , 	, 

rhese,conversations should be opened to explore the possibility of some 

systems, 
measure of co-ordination between the Commonwealth and the United States 

of ,  telecommunications. Since these systems include approximately 
8070. ‘of;the,world'i telecommunications service, it is obvious that much would 

4Approuvées par le Comité de guerre le 27 septembre 1944. 
APProved by War Committee, September 27, 1944. 
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be gained by  effective  co-operation between them. These Conversations might 
als-o serve to dispel a:possible United States suspicion of à new monopoly and 
could*be -carried on during the process cif nationalizing the various communica-
tions companies. It is possible that this process of reform might be taken by the 
United States as a proof of an intention of putting our own house in order while 
pursuing 'negotiations for a world wide system of telécommunications. These 
conversations might also be valuable in clearing up the question of competitive 
rates: Since the Commonwealth Communications  Council is not to meet again 
until March 1, 1945, it would seem advisable that thè conversations should be 
concluded before that date in order that the Council may be in a position to 
take action , 
(c) That the Canadian Government express its approval in principle for the 

creation of a world  communications  aiithority as part of the new international 
organization after the war. 

(i) Stich  an  authority Would be at least necessary as 'a clearing houe for 
world  communications  problem* s that will inevitably  arise.  It may possibly be 
endowed With further powers Of a regulatory or administrative character. 

EVAN W. T. GILL 

789. DEA/6231-40 

Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

	

.; 	au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for Exteknal Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

	

TELEGRAM 192 	, 	 Ottawa, September 30, 1944 

SECRET: Your secret telegram* Circular D. 1392 Of September 16, 1944. 
Proposed conference with United States on telecommunications matters. 

We  agree that conversations with the United States should commence as 

soon as possible in .Which all ,Commonwealth  Governments represented on the 

Comnionwea.  lth ,Communications  Council should participate. For this reason 
shôuld be glad to take part in the prelititinary discussions that you suggest 

Might be held before the end of this year for the purpose of preparing an 
Agenda. 
. 	• 

 
At the saine time  we realize that other Commonwealth Governments maY 

find ii inconvenient to send representatives to London for an Agenda 
Coiiference at  the  time  Proposed  and  subsequently for another meeting with 
the United States and for  the Commonwealth  Communications Council 

meeting  in March.-  We suggest' for consideration that it might be possible to 

arrange . cOrreiporidence and by cables between the United States and the 

Commonwealth Governments the various items on the Agenda in order  

 avoid the necesiity of two conferences with the United States and in order to 

advance the date of the conference which the United States has requested. 
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., If ~ your Government and the other Commonwealth Governments are in
agreement we would favour informing the United States Government at .once
that the Commonwealth Governments are favourable to the maintenance after
the war of existing direct wireless circuits .between the United States and the
various parts of the Commonwealth . Since all of our Governments through
their, representatives at the Commonwealth, Communications Council have
already expressed themselves in favour of this policy, we see no reason why this
information shôuld not be communicated to the United States Government
forthwith and feel that its release might help to create a favourable atmosphere
for the discussions on more controversial topics .

We are infôrming the Commonwealth Communications Council that we are
prepared to support in principle the nationalisation of telecommunications
services by each member of the Commonwealth as suggested in the Anzac
scheme, while reserving for further . consideration the nature of the relation-
ships to be established between the new national 'corporations and the question
of sharing financial responsibility for the maintenance of cables .

We are also informing the Commonwealth Communications Cou-ncil that
we approve in principle the creation of aVorld Communications Authority as
part of the General International Organisation to be set up after the war .

790 .
DEA/6231-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

London, October 11, 1944
SECRET.° Ÿôûr telegram of 30th August, [September] No. 192 . We are glad tonote that Canadian Government are agreeable to conversations with the United
States on telecommunication matters and to preliminary discussions for thePurpose of prepâring an -agenda. Suggestion that there should be a meeting for
latter purpose was included in draft reply to United States State Department,
set out in' my telegram Circular'D . 1392," to meet what are understood to bethe'wishes` of the' United States authorities 'and we should be reluctant to takethe initiative in -

smeeting: uggesting that correspondence should be substituted for a

2.';4s regards possibility :
of a communication to the United States Govern, -

ment as to future of the direct wireless circuits opened during the war betweenthe-United States ' an& certain parts of the Commonwealth, this is of course
prirnarily a matter for the Governments of the Dominions with which these
circuits were opened Certain Colonial Governments also are involved . We are,a~ordin 1 'g Y s ° sending Governments of Dominions by mail copies of thiscorrespondence

.' ~ For - our ' part, we doubt' the advisability of informing the
~ ' f(• 'Y' F . ..

k' ' . . . . (i{ .

79Docume `nt 787.'
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United States at this stage t hat ' direct wireless circuits will .be maintained after
the war.'The United States Ambassador's communication to the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs did not lay special emphasis on the question of direct
circuits and clearly does not expect any statement to be made at this stage, and
further . we should deprecate making concessions to the United States before
even an agenda ' is framed for discussions . All other Dominion Governments
and Government of India have concurred in terms of proposed reply which we
are anxious to com municate asAsoon as possible to the State Department .

3 . ' In Aé circumstânces, we are now despatching reply in form proposed in
my telegram Circular D . 1392 and we will send you copyt in due course .

79L :;--' ~ . ; DEA/6327-40
' i . 4 . Mémorandum du secrétaire,

Communications Council .

le Comité Interministériel sur la pôlitique des télécommunications,
au Comité de guerre du Cabine t

lltemorandum jrom Seeretary,
Interdepartmental Committee on Telecommunications Policy,

to Cabinet War. Conrmittee

SECRET [Ottawa,] February 26,1945

1 . At the Cabinet War ; Committce meeting on September 27th, 1944, a

recommendation to the following effect from the Interdepartmental Committee

on Telecommunications Policy was approved :
"that the government accept in principle the nationalization of telecom-

munications . by each member count ry of the Commonwealth advanced by
Australia and New Zealand, reserv ing, however, for further consideration, the
nature of . the relationships to be established betwccn the new national

corporations - and the question of sharing financial responsibility for mainte-
nance of cables ." ' •
This recommendation was accordingly submitted to the Commonwealt h

2: ,Three mônths ' later the ' United Kingdom Government informed the othe r

partner gôvcrnments that the United Kingdom War Cabinet saw certai
n

practical difficulties in theexisting scheme Tt had, therefore, decided to :

"send an emissary of the highest standing to each of the Dominions, India
,

and Southern Rhodesia, to discuss alternative possibilities with the Govern-

ments conccrrted: , . 1.
Lord , Reith was , appôinted •, to ` head the United Kingdom miss~m~ 1 te d
commenced h is tour at the m iddle of January. Lord Reith has now c P

Zealand and India ,
his conversations with the Governments of Australia, New
and expects to conclude his discussions with the Governments of South Afric

a

and Southern Rhodesia . • and reach Canada about the middle of Marchand lt h
Following his discussions in Canada, it is proposed to hold a Commo~o work

d t e
Communications Conference in the United Kingdom at an carly a
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out full details of 'the scheme which . may emerge from his successive 
conversations. 
3. The Prime Ministers of Australia and New Zealand have telegraphed the 

Canadian Government the substance of Lord Reith's proposals to them, with 
which they are in general agreement. The Government of India has also agreed 
with. minor reservations. From these telegrams, it appears that Lord Reith 
originally proposed a — 	. 

"single public utility corporation baséd on one in which all telecommunica-
tions assets throughout the Commonwealth and Empire would be vested, and 
in Which the Dominions and India would acquire shareholdings corresponding 
to the values of the assets which they would acquire in territories and transfer 
to the London corporation." , 
This proposal was unacceptable to the Australian Government which has, 
however, agreed to what has been described as an extension of the Anzac 
Scheme:In the new scheme, the Commonwealth Communications Council, at 
present a purely advisory body, is to become:— 

"an incorporated central body — charged with very important responsibili-
ties." 
4.,The Central Body will have the same composition as the Commonwealth 

Communications Council, i.e., an independent chairman, approved by the 
partner géivernments, and one representative from each of the partner 
governments and for the colonies. Except where unanimity has not been 
obtained upon a matter of governmental policy, the Central Body functions 
very—much like the board of directors of a commercial company. The 
representative of any partner government may claim any topic under discussion 
to be a matter of governmental policy. When unanimity has not been obtained 
the Central Body forwards a report and recommendation to the partner 
governments. The Body's powers include:— 
(a) all the powers and duties vested in the Commonwealth Communications 

Council; 
(b) formulation and direction of the execution of the joint telecommunica-

, 

tions policy of the partner governments, including the fixing of rates; 
(e)'co--Oidiriation of the develOpment of the cable and wireless system and 

approval of  all  extensions to and alterations of telecommunications systems 
within its purview; , 	• 
(d) conduct of negotiations with telecommunications interests on behalf of 

- the-- Partncr governments; 
(e) advice to the partner governments on telecommunication matters 

affecting defence, foreign relations, or any other matter that may be referred; 
w( 	nt f) assessme of the proportion of the annual costs of cable maintenance 

hich should be borne by the several corporations; 
(g)supervision of the Empire telecommunications system within the region of 

each local corporation; 
(h)aPPortionmentof the net receipts of each local corporation; and, 
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:(i) -. inspection of the budget, accounts and programme of capital expenditures
of each local corporation . The major projects involving capital expenditures by
more than one corporation are to :be subject to recommendation to the partner
governments. :

S . . The general trend of these and similar provisions is to create a Common-
wealth agency with~very :broad powers over individual parts of the Common-
wealth . In so doing, it departs from the original purpose of the Anzac Scheme
which, was described as providing . for `Iunctional unity while enhancing local
autonomy ."

6. If , the Canadian` Government does not approve this policy, it is felt that
those Commonwealth: governments which have already expressed their views
and approval should be apprised of the fact . It would also appear essential that
the . views of the Canadian . government should be , crystallized before Lord
Reith's mission . arrives_ for the discussions- previously described . Since no

government favours the : retention of Cable . and Wireless Limited, it would
appear that the Canadian government must either approve of the Reith plan in
principle or , support the çreation . of an individual Canadian publicly owned
corporation to ôperate ` external telecommunication facilities with other
countries . Such a company should ;be ready ;to co-operate as far as possible with
whatever othér , .type of Commonwealth', telecommunication corporation may
emerge, but not" to'

,
the ` point' of surrendering its autonomy . in the manner

envisaged by the Reith propo'sals .

7 . The, . Interdepartmental . Committee on Telecommunications Policy

therefore . requests direction from the Cabinet War Committee as to its views
on the'following alternatives:-

(a) acceptance of ~ the Reith . proposals for a new centralized Commonwealth
communications : company based at . London , but with subsidiary local
corporations in the various Commonwealth countries ; or ,

(b) : creation of a . Canadian : publicly-owned . telecommunications company,
operating external communications and prepared to co-operate as fully as
possible . with whatever Commonwealth company may ., be created . Such co-

operation should not impair in anÿ; essential degree, its autonomy .
Under the latter scheme, it is envisaged that the Commonwealth Communica-
tions Council would be retained and its powers somewhat amplified .so

EVAN W. T. GIL L

sOLe Comit é de guerre app rouva la dernière proposition le 28 février 1945.

War Committee approved the latter proposal on Februa ry 28, 1945 .
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DEA/6231-40 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
. to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, March 2, 1945 

Dear Mr. MacDonald: 
I wish to refer to your secret letter to the Prime Minister of December 23, 

1944% informing .him of the proposed visit of Lord Reith to the partner 
governments of the Commonwealth concerned with the re-organization of 
telecommunications services.  • 

Since, your letter, we have received telegramst from the Governments of . 

Australia, New Zealand, India, and Southern Rhodesia, describing their 
conversations with the Reith Mission on this topic. We understand that Lord 
Reith and his party are now engaged in similar discussions with the South •  

African Government and will arrive in Ottawa for the same purpose about the 
middle of March. The tenor of the telegrams received to date indicates 
approval of a more centralized plan for re-organization than was envisaged in 
the CCC proposals of almost a year ago. We feel that the powers of the 
pioposed Central Body, as outlined in the Australian discussions, encroach to 
suc h an extent on the powers of the nationally owned corporations as to render 
their local autonomy of minor importance. • 

As you are aware, the Canadian Government informed the Commonwealth 
Communications Council last September that it was prepared to accept in 
principle the nationalization of telecommunications by each member country of 
the  Commonwealth, while reserving for future consideration the nature of the 
relationShips to be established between the new national corporations and thé 
question of sharing the financial responsibility for the maintenance of cables. 
We are still,of that opinion and are flot  prepared to subordinate a Canadian 
publiclY-ownee telecommunications ' corporation  to the type of centralized 
control described above. We favour the retention of the existing Common-
wealth Communications Council and are Willing to examine proposals for 
increasing its usefulness to the partner governments. 

We feel thaf the United Kingdom Government should be generally informed 
of our position before our discussions with Lord Reith, to which we are looking 
forward to with great interest, get under way. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON. 

792; 
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DEA/6231-40
Le Premier ministre

au chef, la délégation britannique sur les télécommunications
Prime lttinister

to Head, British Delegation on Telecommunications
SECRET Ottawa, March 16,1945

a

Dear Lord Reith :
, I regret that my enforced absence , from Ottawa has prevented me fro m

participating in conversations with you and your colleagues concerning th e
reorganization of the Commonwealth telecommunications se rv ices .

Based upon the discussions which my colleagues have had with your
Mission, and upon their examination in the Cabinet ; I think I might describe

the position of the Canadian government as follows :
As we inforrncd the United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada, in our

letter of March 2nd, we are prepared to create a publicly-owned company in
Canada, to ' operate ' external communications and to coo-operate with
Commonwealth and other telecommunications bodies . We would, of course ,

assume full financial responsibility for this company .
As a consequence of the information given to us by you in these discussions ,

we areraiso, prepared to co-opcraté in the creation of a Commonwealth body o n

the lines suggested in the Canberra paper, IF but with the modifications proposed
by Field Marshal Smuts in his letter to you of 5th March, 1945,' which makes

it clear that the central body shall be consultative.
`I have a lso two additional qualifications to make arising out of the

particular circumstances of Canada :
(1) As was explained in our discussions with your Mission, the Canadian

interest in Commonwealth telecommunications questions is not of the same
order of 'magnitude''as that of some of the other countries of the Common-
wealth; in particular, the field of co-operation between Canada and the United
States in communications bulks{large in proportion to our overseas communi-
catiôn's . `For . that reason,' in any discussion of allocation of costs and mainte-
nance of the Commonwealth `,telecorrimunications system, the . Canadian

gove rnment will wish to rese rvc its position until further, details have been

obtained .
(2)µ In our discûssionsRwith your Mission, it became clear that negotiations

with the United States, in which all Commonwealth governments may be
concerned, on such topicsü as direct circuits and rate structures, would be
desirable at the earliest possible date . The Canadian government could not take

any action, at this stage or in subsequent discussions with the Com ûnn~ t âns
governments in London in respect of the Commonwealth telecom m

system which might prejudice our common interest in reaching, if
possible,

broader inte rnational agreements in this field and, in particular , securthing
satisfactory measures of co-operation with the United States

. We feel that
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London conference should consider not only the form  and  functions of the 
central body, but also the manner and timing of the forthcoming negotiations 
with the United States of America and the policy to be adopted therein. 

May 1 express, on behalf of the Canadian government, our appreciation for 
the manner in which you and yciur colleagues have presented the problems of 
Commonwealth telecommunications and assure you that the Canadian 
government for its part will continue to co-operate in seeking a solution for 
them. . 	 ' . 	. 

Yours sincerely, 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

794: `, 
llféntorandunt du secrétaire, le Comité interministériel 

sur la politique des télécommunications, 
au Cabinet 

.Memorandunt from Secretary, Interdepartmental Committee 
on Telecommunications Policy, 

to Cabinet 

[March, 1945] 

fJCOMMONWEALTII TELECOMMUNICATIONS; CANADIAN POLICY 

Intr"à du'én 
This  nie-nio'randum i  deals with the reorganization of Commonwealth 

tele&immiinications, a matter which is to bc discussed at a Conference to be 
held in London commencing July 16th, and seeks direction on question of 
Canàdian, policy in cohncction therewith. _ 
Surnitia' ry Réce nt Develop' menu 

2 . Questions related to the reorganization of the system have been under 
revieYi by the partner governments since the Commonvecalth Communications 
Council; at its meeting in May, 1944, recommended to the partner govern-
ments> the,adoption, in principle, of the "Anzac Scheme" which involved the 
superiession of Cable and Wireless Limited by a series of nationally owned 
public utility corporations. This scheme was put forward as one which provided 
for fun.Ctional unity while enhancing local autonomy. 

The", Ca' i)inèt-i War Committee at thcir meeting of September 27th, 1944, 
cousideied:the Propôsed scheme in the light of a rcport by the Interdepartmen-
tal:Ççiiyiiiitee., on Tele'communications Policy and agreed: "that the 
Pveriun'eni aCC:ebt in principle the nationalization of telecommunications by 
cachilieMbei Co'rY unt of the Commonwealth advanced by Australia and New 

d,t`ïre-se'rving,, however, for further consideration, the nature  of  the 
relati(?'!ïsbilii'idbe established between the new national corporations and the question'  

fapng a.  responsibility for maintenance of cables.' _ . 
e proposed scheme was also accepted in principle by various other D  minion governments but the United Kingdom government were of the 

DEA/6327-40 
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opinion that it did not . appear to give the necessary degree of central co-
ordination . It therefore arranged for a United Kingdom delegation, headed by
Lord Reith, to visit- the governments : concerned : with a view to discussing
alternative possibilities . . . ,

S. This led to the preparation in Australia of a revised scheme, known as the
Canberra # Proposals, which was claimed to be an extension of the Anzac
Scheme but which, in effect, centralized control of the Commonwealth system
to a greater degree than had been envisaged in the earlier plans . The
gove rnments of Australia, New ; Zealand, India and Southern Rhodesia
indicated agreement to the new proposals, subject to minor modi fi cations . On
the other hand, South* Africa ; ' while promising full co-operation, stipulated that
the central agency should function on a consultative rather than directive basis.

6. Details of the new proposals were submitted in a report by the Interdepart-
mental Committee ' on Telecommunications Policy" to the Cabinet War
Committee for consideration at their meeting of February 28th before the
arrival of Lord Reith's party in Ottawa. The War Committee then decided that
"the Reith proposals' , for a new centralized Commonwealth Communications
Company were not acceptable,=` and approved in principle the alternative
suggested in the Committee's report, viz, the creation of a Canadian publicly-
owned company to c o-operate with Commnwealth and other telecommunica-
tions bodies :' It was also,agreed that the Commonwealth Communications
Council might be retained perhaps with amplified powers . The United
Kingdom and other Commonwealth governments were informed of these views .

7. Following the conversations which were held with the United Kingdom
Delegation in March, the Canadian position was stated in a letter from the
Prime Minister to Lord Reith. This notified the Government's willingness to
create 'a publicly-owned telecommunications company in Canada and stated
that we were also prepared to co-operate in_ the creation of a Commonwealth
Body on the lines suggested in the Canberra paper, but with the modification
proposed by Field Marshal Smuts which makes it clear that the central body
shall be consultative. This letter stated further than in any discussion of
allocation of costs and maintenance of the Commonwealth telecommunications
system, the ; Canadian government , would wish to rese rve its position until

further details had been obtained .
Description of Lord Reiths proposa ls ' `

8 . . In Lord Reith's repo rt to the United Kingdom government, he concluded

that dissatisfactions ~ with the, existing - sj+stem could not be ignored and

recommended that the ' Cantierra proposals, adjusted to meet South African
and' Cânadian 'reservations, be recognized as' a basis for the reorganization. A
further recommendation of some'interest related to the disposition of ocean'c
assets (as distinct from' ter ri torial assets and including cables and some wireless
facilities sûch as relay stations) . In ' this connection he suggested that the
question of placing them under the operating control of the central ~âredrep
explored . The documents' for the forthcoming conference have been P

I ' Document 791 .
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by Lord Reith along these lines and the policies recommended therein are for 
consideration of all the partner governments, including that of the United 
Kingdom. The main principles upon which agreement will first be sought are: • 
(a) Practicability of the Canberra proposals, modified to meet South African 

and Canadian requirements. 
, This involves the establishment of local bodies to own, maintain and operate 

aisets situatektin,the territory of each partner government, and the creation of 
a new central body to replace the existing Commonwealth Communications. 
Coundil — this central body to , possess consultative powers plus any 
administra–tive:powers' which might be given to it in connection with the control 
and OPeration of ocea' nic assets. 
(b)The feasibility of separating oceanic assets from territorial assets and 

placing those under the operating control of the central body. 
This'scheme was developed sometime later than the Canberra proposals 

which ,enyisaged the U.K. corporation operating those oceanic assets which 
were not acquired and operated by the local bodies. 
(c) Attitude to the United States. 

On  this subject the documents suggest that "the objective should be 
complete collaboration with the United States and   aim ultimately at 
the full acceptance by the United States of America, in common with other 
foreign Cinintries  and  the nations of the British Commonwealth, of interna-
tional obligations in the sphere of telecommunications to be defined by 
agreiment'at a post-war international conference, including adherence by the 
United States to all the International Regulations. Further it is contemplated 
that preliminary collaboration should take place   with a view to 
facilitating smooth working, and the abolition of friction due to competitive 
rate cutting, etc." . 
9. The main problem confronting the Canadian government is the attitude to 

be adopted on the second principle, i.e. that dealing with the transfer of oceanic 
assets to the new proposed central body. The grounds for the transfer, in Lord 
Reith'ts.  opinion, ,are that otherwise the United Kingdom corporation would be 
so much stronger  than  the , other partner governments as to throw out of 
balanCe the Commonwealth  organization. In this connection, Lord Reith 
states: 
(a) ac,ceptance of the plan would permit the partner governments to "acquire 

full Share in' the-control of the telecommunications system   in a way 
invong no compromise with sovereign rights; 
(b)'"it is 'no *p'art .of thé plan that the control d the public undertaking should 

be ,relaTed to' the' 'imount of stock held by the various governments in the 
unuertaking.". 

1i  
cent - ral body, ii 

the  partner governments agree to the transfer of oceanic asscts to the 
ould be entrustCd with their administration. Its powers would 

accordingly include such,  functions as,— 
' 	 * 
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(à) "to maintain, develop and • Operate  the teléCommunication assets and 
services of the Corporation in the best interests of our Commonwealth and 
Empire; • '• 

(b) "to carry on the' business  of  telegraphy (including wireless telegraphy, 
telephony and television) in any and every form." • • • • 

11: The other powers of the corporation are  outlined below. They are mainly 
of a consultativenature and have been obviously carefully written so as to meet 
the Wishes of South 'Africa and otirselves. 
(a) "At the 'request of our pàrtner governments and local telecommunications 

bodies to Conduct négotiations with foreigri telecommunication interests on 
their behalf; 
(b) to promote and conduct  research in telecornmunication matters; 

- 

(c) to make recommendations to our partner governments and to local 
telecommunication bodie's èn the folloWing matters: 
(i) the formulation and execution of the joint telecommunication policy of 

our partner governments, including the fixing of rates, (terminal, transit and 
parcours proportions); 
(ii) 'co-ordination of the development of cable and wireless systems of our 

Commonwealth  and Empire; 	 — 
(iii) extensions  to and alterations of the telecommunication systems within 

our  Commonwealth and Empire; 
(iv) the provision and, where appropriate, the apportionment among local 

telecommunication bodies, of capital expenditure on projects; 
(v) telecommunication matters affecting the defence or the foreign relations 

of our Commonwealth and Empire or  any part thereof; 
(vi) co-ordination of research in telecommunication matters conducted by 

local telecommunication bodies; 	- 
(vii) the exchange of personnel i• between the Corporation and local 

telecommunications bodies; - 
(viii) any other telecomniu-nication matter which may be referred to the 

Corporation by any of our partner governments or bY any local telecommunica-

tion body." 	. 	.1, 

Canadian Policy 
12. In considering the Reith proposals, there appear to be two main courses 

open to the Candian'Governrnent: 	. 
(a) To participate in a reorganization based on the Canberra Proposals --1  

modified to meet South African and Canadian views — but to not suppor 

Lord Reith's  plan for the disposition  of oceanic assets. 	 • 
. Canada has already indicated its willingness to co-operate in the creation bof 

a. Commonwealth body hàving consultative powers. Should this course tes  

accepted the local bodies' in the Dorninioni would own their territorial asse. e  

and such oceanic assets as they might acquire. The U.K. corporation ,  °n 
 the 

other hand, would own its territorial assets and such oceanic assets as were nu 
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acquired by the other partner gove rnments . The U.K. corporation would thus
be very much stronger than the other local bodies and would, by virtue of its
greater f, interst,- dominate the central body. j While this in itself is not
objectionable, this type of organization with a central body having only
consultative functions, is more loosely knit than the other . alternative and might
have'. disadvantages from an operating viewpoint, as experts - have frequently
argued that . the ' system should be considered as a whole and that cable and
wireless networks cannot be operated as efficiently independently .

If central administration of oceanic assets is completely ruled out the best
solution would seem to be their ownership and administration on a regional
basis. By such a plan each local body would follow the course its national
interest dictates - viz, either sole ownership of a particular group of Oceanic
assetsor participation with other public corporations in regional arrangements .
On such a basis the Canadian corporation might, for example, co-operate, in
the-Atlantic region, with the United Kingdom corporation and, in the Pacific,
with the Australian corporation .
` It might`be noted that if the Reith proposals for administration of oceanic

assets were acceptable to the other partner governments they might bring the
scheme into operation with Canada's participation in the central body limited
to 'consultativé questions . In these circumstances it might prove difficult toconvince other :governments and telecommunication interests that Canada's
participation was so limited . It is, therefore, probable that whatever political
disadvantages were inherent in full participation would to a large degree
remain .
(b) To participate in a reorganization, based on the Canberra proposals as

modified, and in the establishment of a central body charged with the
operation_ ofoceanic assets .

:The acceptance of Lord Reith's plan for the disposition of oceanic assets
would result in the maintenance of a fully integrated system but would, on the
other hand, have the , disadvantage of creating a Commonwealth system under
central control . ï

Under . the present system, that is one in which a United Kingdom private
corporation j' operating with the approval of the various Commonwealth
governments ; as their - chosen instrument in telecommunications, but with
modified, supervision by an Advisory Committee in which each government is
represented, experience has shown,-
(i) that ;the Company has not always been successful in negotiating tactfully

with U .S . ; telecommunication authorities ; and ,(ii) that when the U .S. authorities have entered into negotiations with U .K.authorities they .have been informed that any changes must be discussed with
the other Commonwealth governments as well .

Thus, indirectly at least, the partner governments might have acquired some
share of criticism for the policies of Cable and Wireless Limited .

In the new hSC cane
e

partner
tthe formulation of policys nce they would berePr sen ed on the central ~body
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which: operates 'oceanic assets . At the same time their . national corporations

woùld be'in existence as .independent :co-operative units in central scheme . It
was this feature of the Anzac plan which drew favourable comment from U .S .
authorities .

It should also be ' noted that each Dominion `government would be free to

determine : how "great' its financial 'participation , in oceanic assets would be
without its voice in policy being lègally related to the extent of that participa-
tion . . ' f f

. . .. } 1 . ' .

Conclusions
13. The Interdepartmental , Committee ' have reviewed these various factors

ând their conclusions are as follows :
(a) that the,idea of a Commonwealth system under control of a body situated

in London isless acceptable than a more loosely knit organization ;
(b) that from an' administrative point of view, the Reith proposals offer one

solution for the disposition of oceanic assets;
(c) that either the regional scheme or ; the Reith proposals would be an

improvement over the existing situation insofar .as the conduct of negotiations

with the U.S.A . and ôther foreign countries was concerned ; and ,

(d) ;that, under the Reith proposals, Canada's special relationship with the

U.S.A. would be dependent on the adoption by the central body of a fully co-
operative and progressive policy .towards that count ry. •

Recorrimendations - " "

oceanic facilities which terminate in Canada ; -

14. The Interdepartmental Committee on Telecommunications Policy

accordingly°recommends âpproval in principle of the following policy for the
guidance of the Canadian delegates to the Commonwealth Conference : -

(a) that Canada reaffirm its willingness to create a publicly-owned Canadian

corporation to acquire and operâte such extcrnal telecommunication facilities

within Canada as may be required ;
* (b) thât'ahe Canadian"delegates to the conference be instructed to suggeSt

that oceanic assets be administered on a regional basis and that the central

body remain purély consultativ e; -= this would mean the adoption of policy

whereby c each partner government' would be free to act at its discretion In
respect of acquisition and -operation - : of oceanic assets and to negotiate on

telecommunication matiers with any other country; sals
(c) that if the Canadian proposals are not acceptable and the Reith propo

commend -. themselves to ~ the - majority of countries represented at the

conference, the delegates be given ' guidance by the Cabinet as to which of the
following courses should be pursued,--- the central
(i) aï~ceptanee of the plan for the operation of oceanic assets b y

body with Canada's financial interest limited to its appropriate share of the
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(ii) non-participation in a central body administering oceanic assets but 
willingness to negotiate regional arrangements with that body or with any 
Commonwealth government. . 

795. 	 PCO/Vol. 24 

Extrait du mémorandum du secrétaire, 
le Comité du Cabinet chargé de la Reconstruction, 

au ministre de la Reconstruction 

Extract from Afemorandum from Secretary, 
Cabinet Committee on Reconstruction, 

to Minister of Reconstruction 

Ottawa, July 6, 1945. 

Dear Mr. Howe, 
I attach for your information a copy of the Minutes of the 5th Meeting of 

the Cabinet Committee on Reconstruction held July 5th, 1945.t May I draw 
your attention to the following items: 

' 

IX. Telecommunications Policy. 
The Committee noted the report from the Inter-departmental Committee on 

Telecommunications outlining possibilities regarding policy for the guidance of 
Canadian , representatives to the Commonwealth Telecommunication 
Conference to ,be. held in London, commencing July 16th and agreed that 
Canadian delegates be instructed 
(i) that they should reaffirm the policy outlined in the Prime Minister's letter 

dated Màrch t13th [15th], 1945, to Lord Reith to the effect that the 
government was prepared to create a publicly-owned company in Canada to 
cperate'external communications facilities within Canada, and to c,00perate 
with -other telecommunication bodies; that Canada was also prepared to 
cooperate in the creation of a Commonwealth body possessing the powers of 
the existing Commonwealth Communications Council and remaining primarily 
consultative in nature, and . 
(ii) that Canada was not pre'pared at the present time to become a member of 

anY'central  authority owning and operating oceanic assets or telecommunica-
tions facilities, nor to acquire any oceanic assets. 

° 

Yours sincerely, 
J. R. BALDWIN 
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DEA/6231-40
1 1 : ' Le président par intérim,
le Comité interministériel sur la politique des télécommunications,

au ministre de la Reconstructio n

Interdepartmental Comnrittee on Telecommunications Policy,
to Atinister of Reconstruction;

[Ottawa], July 6,1945

Dear Mr. Howe,
We have recently been advised, through unofficial channels, of the views of

the Directors of Cable and Wireless Limited on the Reith proposals for the
reorganization of the Commonwealth Telecommunications System . These are
briefly described below with some comments on those features which appear to
be of most interest from the Canadian standpoint .

The Directors expressed ' themselves, as being strongly opposed to the
nationalization proposals since, in their opinion, it would inevitably lead to
parallel action in foreign countries, with resultant loss of the company's foreign
concessions. This they considered dangerous from a strategic point of view .

They also regard nationalization as quite impractical .
The Directors, if they were asked for suggestions, say that they would

recommend a` continuation of tlie present setup, which they claim through
foresight and efficiency has stood up - to the phenomenal strain imposed by
wartime conditions . They think that the idea wh ich should be striven for is to
achieve - even , greater unity in ~ Commonwealth communications and are
convinced that this could best be done by the present companies agreeing to
pool their traffic receipts and then drawing' out from that pool an agreed
percentage, based on past experience for a given period . This, in their opinion,
would have the effect of encouraging the Dominion companies to put as much
into the pool as they. could in order to increase their withdrawals therefrom. A

meeting of the partners to the pool would take place annually . In their view,

the adoption of s such a : scheme would enable companies to conse rv e their

complete , autonomy : and' sovereign rights, and would have the further
advantage that it would give to both governments and companies a new and far
greater interest, and share in the policy of the Commonwealth systems as a
whole. Having brought this into effect, the Directors envisage an extension of
the pool to admit foreign interests .

Another feature of their proposals is their expressed willingness to i étths
the Empire flat rate to Empire/foreign and forcign/foreign traffic . Wh

rate would, in the, first instance, havc to be higher than the Empire rate, the
company would propose to set aside a fixed sum annually to reduce the rates on

these classes of traffic until they coincided with the Empire rate
. In this way a

world flat rate would, ultimately, be attained .

Acting Chairman,
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These views,  as' described above, are of interest for the following reasons, 
(a) 'Agreement is implied but not directly'stated to the continued operation of 

the direct circuits which have been established as a wartime measure between 
the United States and various parts of the Commonwealth. We feel this aspect 
of  theirl proposals needs Clarification in the London discussions. Their policy 
seems to be that these circuits would be allowed to function but that their use 
would • be discouraged since it would be in the interests of the various 
companies to use facilities of the Empire system. 

(b) -The views, as now expressed, indicate that Cable and Wireless Limited, 
as presently organized, believe they could operate profitably in the post-war 
period. This view is directly opposed to that expressed previously by the 
company when they claimed that the continued operation of the direct circuits 
would spell the ruination of their company. 
(c) Under these proposals external facilities in the Dominion territories could 

be nationalized or not without affecting the relationship between the various 
corporations and Cable and Wireless Limited. It would therefore be a matter 
for Wer decision as to which course would be followed in Canada. 

In thé  light of the decisions taken by the Cabinet Committee on Reconstruc-
tion at their meeting of July 5th, it would appear that these proposals might 
not be unacceptable to Canada. It would, however, be very helpful to the 
deleiates to the forthcoming conference to have your views, particularly on the 
attitude that might be adopted by Canada towards the retention of Cable and 
Wireless Limited and the establishment of a central revenue pool. 

Yours sincerely, 
EVAN W. T. GILL 
for Acting Chairman, 

Interdepartmental Committee 
on Telecommunications Policy 

DEA/6231-40 

Le ministre de la Reconstruction 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 	Afinisier of Reconstruction 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, July 14, 1945 

Der  Mr. Robertson: 
I have letter of July 6th signed by the Chairman of the Interdepartmental Comm! Mee on Telecommunications Policy. 
Tg views of the Directors of Cable and Wireless Limited on the Reith 

PoPeials 'should, I think, commend themselves to the Government of Canada. 
'have felt throughout thesc discussions that the proposals of Lord Reith would w  

eaken,the Management of the  Empire  Telecommunications System without 
effecting any great benefit. 

s 
797, 
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Canada's viewpoint, which in my opinion is expressed above .

Yours sincerely,
I trust that the Canadian delegates to the Conference will be advised of

, Canada has obtained satisfactory se rvice from Cable & Wireless Limited .
Our relations with Marconi, Canadian associate of Cable & W ireless, have
been satisfacto ry . There is something to be said for maintaining the present
arrangement . : . >

.Canada has no desire to block any plan put forward by the United Kingdom
in agreement with our. sister Dominions and the Colonies, and for that reason

alone, we agreed to nationalize the communications section of rIarconi, in

order to conform with the pattern agreement . We did this reluctantly, and at
the : same ; time, we expressed ; the - view that. , Canada did not wish to be
responsible for .the management of the Telecommunications System as a whole.

The new . suggestion . that - Canada shall acquire ownership or partnership in
ownership of Trans-Atlantic ~ or Trans-Pacific Cables is one that we are

unwilling to consider.
Our only , objection to the ('able and Wireless situation is the reluctance t o

discuss with the .United States a common policy that will govern trans-ocean
communications : ; It seems to me that the conference about to be held should

press the need for an inte rnational understanding . It is obvious that the U .S . is

offended at the -unwillingncss of the U.K. to enter into discussions, and that

recent actions det rimental ' to the operating position of Cable and Wireless is

? , .the outcome of that feeling.
I see nothing to which Canada can object in the suggestion that traffic

receipts be pooled,and drawn out from the pool on an agreed percentage based
on nast expe rienca for a given pe riod.

SECRET

. -This's Conference, ; under, the Chairmanship of Lord Reith, which wa
s

1
attended by representatives of .the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New

[London,j August 17,194 5

REPORT OF CANADIAN DELEGATION

TO COMMONWEALTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS

CONFERENCE IN LONDON, JULY 16TH TO
AuGUST 3RD 194S

C. D. NoW E

DEA/6327-4 0

Rapport de la délégatlon,
la Conférence du Commonwealth sur les télécommunications

'Report of Delegation t o
Commonwealth Telecommunications Conference
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Zealand, Sotith Africa, India and Southern Rhodesia," and an observer from 
Burma, was Concerned with two main'. proposals, one dealing with  the re-
organizationif the Commonwealth telecommunications services and the other 
with the telecommunications policy towards the United States. 

2. The 'propoàals presented for re-organization of Commonwealth telecom-
muncations services were those advanced by Lord Reith after his discussions 
with 'the various Partner Governments earlier in the year. They involved: 
(i:The 'nationalization of Cable and Wireless Ltd. and its subsidiary 

companiei. , ' • 
(ii) The replacement of the Commonwealth Communications Council by a 

central body with considerably greater powers. 
(iii) The establishment of an Oceanic Assets corporation to be administered 

by the Central body and to operate telecommunications facilities not within the 
territorial liMits of the Partner Governments. • • 
3.  The questions  to be discussed by representatives of the Commonwealth 

countries with the United States authorities were outlined in a paper prepared 
for the Cônference by the United Kingdom Foreign Office' and were based 
upon inforMal discussions between the United States and the United Kingdom 
authorities' in the spring of 1945. 
4. Before leavinglor London, the Canadian delegates were instructed by the 

Cabinet Committee on Reconstruction as follows: 
(i) that Canada was not prepared at the present time to become a member of 

any central authority owning and operating Oceanic Assets; 
OD that Canada was not prepared at the present time to acquire any Oceanic 

Assets; 	) 
(iii) that Canada Was prepared to create a publicly owned Company to 

operate external telecommunications facilities within Canada and to cooperate 
with other telecommunications bodies; 
(iv) that Canada Wai prepared to cooperate in the creation of a Common-

wealth body vpôs.sessing the powers of the existing CCC and remaining 
primarily Consultative in nature. 

5 .  On 	-n the United  States questions, no definite instructions were given, but it 
as understoôd that ' the  Canadian delegation should press for a meeting as 

PromPtly' as possible  With the United States in order to settle as many as 
Possible  of the existing difficulties. 
6. The '' delegates' were also informed early in the proceedings of the 

conference that the Canadian Government was quite prepared to retain its 

32t:  
1.411 note iuivante était dans  le document: 
TkfolloWing note was in the document: 

I Delegations frorti South Africa and Southern Rhodesia were led by the Minister of 
the Interior; Posts and TelegruPhs• ,Posts and 	

and Public Works and the Minister of Finance, 
Customs respectively. A senior Treasury official headed the United 

Kingdom 'delegation. Our High Commissioner in the United Kingdom led the 

rnadian delegation,  while those from Australia,  New land 
senior oMcers in the Posts and Telegraphs departmentZeas. 

and India were led 
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existing relationship .with Cable and Wireless Ltd. and Canadian Marconi Co.,
and had no objection to some pooling arrangements being worked out along the
lines described in the unofficial reports outlining the proposals the Company
was expccted to makc. " , ; . : .
- 7 . . After the formal opening - of , the ~ Conference, it was decided that a
Committee of Heads of , Delegations should examine the Oceanic Assets
scheme. When it became clcar , , in .. these discussions that Canada and South
Africa could not accept it, the other delegations were of the unanimous opinion
that it should be abandoned rather than establish a new organization in which
all the .Partner Gove rnments did not equally participate. This decision was
endorsed by the Conference as a whole . ,
.8 . The Heads of Delegations then considered whether, in view of the
Canadian:and South African reservations, a practical scheme could be worked
out on the basis of the Canberra proposals . As it was their unanimous view that
this was possible the proposals,wcrc referred to â Constitutional Committee for
detailed study and recommendations

. 9. More this Committee undertook the task, it was decided that Cable an d
Wireless Ltd ., and its associated companies, should be given an opportunity to
express their .views on the Oceanic Assets and Canberra Proposals . Three

sessions of the full Conference were used for this purpose and the Companies
expressed appreciation for the careful consideration of their vie w s . In brief, the
Companies objected to both proposals and queried the need for change, apart
from some modifications in the organization of the Commonwealth Communi-
cations Council and the adoption of new policies for the reduction of rates and
the pooling of revenues (Appendix B of Rcport) .t The Companies also argûed
that nationalization in the Commonwealth might lead to a parallel policy ► n
such count ries as Egypt and Portugal to the detriment of the Commonwealth
services . In the opinion ' of the delegates, the Cômpanics proposals did not offer
any mate rial prospect for improving relations with the United States with

whom their policies in the past had caused resentment . Complying with the
Govcrnment'i wishes, . the•Canadian delegates recorded their satisfaction with
their existing relationship with Cable and Wireless Ltd . and Canadian Marconi

Company, but stressed the importance of United States relations and the need

for concessions on such questions as direct wireless circuits and rates .

10. Following thç discussions with the Companies, the Conference broke up
into Committees on Constitution, Tcchnics, International Organization, Rates,

Finance, and Relations. with the United States (the last named Committee
being under the Chairmanship of Mr. Massey). South

131 . in 'th e' Cônstitutionâl Committee the wishes of the Canadian Wére fully
African delegates on the powers of the p roposed new Central Body
met . (See paragraph 25 of the Report .) An ovcr all agreement was drafted for

the approval by legislation, if necessary, by all Partner Governments
. (See

Appendix F of the Report .) ; -
12. in the Finance Committee, .. ~ the financial aspects Of the Cané fell

Proposals 'were analyzed in detail . (See Appendix E of the Report.) Thes
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into two main problems — those arising in connection with the nationalization 
process and those relating to the operation and maintenance of the system. 
Discussion on the first problem led to recommendations that: 
(a) Cable and Wireless Ltd., the operating company, and not Cable and 

Wireless (holding) Ltd., should be acquired; 
(b) the Company should be acquired by purchase of the shares rather than of 

the undertaking; and the basis valuation should be its value as a going concern; 
' 

(e)' the  priée  paid by the U.K. and other Partner Governments should be 
taken as the capitalization of the various National Bodies.  •' 

13; On the question of operating arrangements, several methods of allocating 
maintenance charges were reviewed. These included arrangements of the joint 
1;111:Se ,tyPe, and a division of parcours on a basis mutually agreed. Either of 
thésé alternatives were considered to be highly complicated. The question as to 
whether cable 'maintenance charges could be based on individual cables was 
alsO iiised but the delegates felt that any such arrangement would have to be 
On Ï .  add charge basis which was neither accurate nor equitable in . its 
incidence. ' - 

14.' It s.,,as decided therefore that  the  best solution lay in the establishment of 
â*Cei4i:al fund into which  net revenues of thé National Bodies would be Paid. 
This :fini'd 'would be used to finance the Central Body and to meet any 
defieiendy of the U.K. Body up to  the total cost of cable maintenance. The 
reiponsibility of each National Body in defraying these expenses would be in 
thq's4ine  proportion as their originating traffic bears to total traffic of the 
systétri:' Balances to the credit of any National Body after these charges had 
been Met; Would then be rebated to them. In View of the instructions given the 
Canadian 'delegate's our position with  regard  to these proposals Was reserved. It 
shOuld bé noted, however; that the U.K. have agreed to contribute the net 
revenues 'r 	h enues rom t eir European ,telegraph and telephone traffics which comes 
u0di.'tlié Post Office Department. As this amount was £400,000 in 1938, such 
an  arrangement will reduce the likelihood of a deficit. 

'd „n er the financial arrangements proposed, revenue from 'land line 
serviées betWeen contiguous countries and Government services such ai Ship to 
Sbie, civil aviation and meteorological would be excluded but revenue from 
àther:exteinal telecommunication services both telegraph and telephone should 
be'!ég.à.ided 'Within the scope of the Central Fund. (Revenue from Canada — 
Néwfdiindlaiid telephone traffic, not at present included in the Companies 
Mit• Purse agreements would, undcr  the  ncw scheme, bc considered as revenue 
71, or pujp6ses  of the arrangements governing payments to  the  Central Fund.)

u. In
, 
 the  Conference Report  net revenue is defined as bcing gross revenue 

!ess normal .  operating and administrative charges (including 3% interest on 
1,novestéecapital); and out payments for terminal and transit charges but before 

-1.nitrporation and profit taxes. In practicc, the originator  'of  message would 
ially retain a much higher percentage of the toll charge than has been the 

case)..11,:the 'past. Whereas the Canadian Marconi Company rctains 37% now 
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and pays 63% to Cable 8c Wireless Ltd. as the proportion due for transmitting 
the message over the system, in the future the Canadian National Body would 
normally retain the .full amount . less. terminal (and in some cases transit) 
charges.  • . , 

17. The Committee on Rates, Technics, and International Organization were 
on occasion attended by the Company representatives. Their reports are in 
general not controversial in character except cin the question of rates, where it 
was unanimously felt that the views of Cable and Wireless Ltd. and its 
associates would be much less acceptable to the United States than those under 
consideration by the Cnnfererice' „ 
.18. The Committee on . Relations with the United States endorsed a 
reco* mmendation to the Partner Governmenis that they should agree to attend 
a conference on Commonwealth-United  States  matters' in Bermuda about 
November 15. (It, had been previously aséertained that the place and time for 
the conference would be acceptable to the United States.) They outlined an 
Agenda for such talks,(see paragiaph  55 of  the Report) and made suggestions 
as to the concessions Which Paitner Governments might make on various items 
on the Agenda:(See paragraphs 55, 58, 64, 65, 66 and 69 to 83 of the Report.) 

19. During the Conference meetings, a new Government came into office in 
the United Kingdom.  , cnmmitted to an extensive programme of the nationaliza-
tion for coal, banking and heavy industries, but not including any reference to 
telecoMmunications. As a consequence, it ,was realized that the nationalization 
of telecommunications might not have a high priority on the legislative . 	. 
programme of thé new Government:It was also felt that the more conciliatory 
attitude shoWn by the Companies, the Possible complications arising from the 
foreign  concessions  p—roblem, and the inevitable delays before nationalization 
could be complete,  made  advisable the drafting of a supplementary agreement 
between the Partner. Governments to cover the interim period before full 
nationalizatinn could be achiev—ed. Such  an agreement is outlined in Appendix 
G of the Report and is for, early consideration by the Partner Governments. It 
is designed to increase- the powers of thé Partner Governments over Cable and 
Wireless Ltd  and associated companiea, and to give the present Common-
wealth,  Communications  Council as many powers as are feasible of the 

Prôposed new  Commonwealth  Telecommunications Board. During the interim 

period, ,the United Kingdom representatives will negotiate with Cable and 

Wirelesi Ltd. to see if the advent of a Labour Government will not make the 
rn Company more prepared tn accept an offer to purchase it as a going conce 

Without recourse to legislation and arbitration. • 	, 
20. The Canadian Gnvernment is therefore asked: 

tiled to approve as speedily as possible the supplementary agreement ou  

in Appendix G of the Report; 	— - 
(ii) to agree to the acceptance of the overall agreement outlined in APPend ix  

F when Cable and Wireless Ltd. has accepted nationalization; and 
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the delegates from the Partner Governments could not have been more

preparations made for the working of the Conference and the efficiency
displayed by the Secretariat . The hospitality given by the United Kingdom t o

21 . The Canadian delegation wishes to record its appreciation of the excellen t

concur in the abolit ion if other Partner Governments are prepared to do so.
Canadian delegation feels that the Government might declare its willingness t o

are somewhat reluctant to accord this concession to a private company. The

9 9
Southern Rhodesia are willing to submit the proposal to their governments, bu t

the preferential rate . The delegates of Australia, New Zealand Burma an d

the world flat rate and the'present Imperial rate of I-3 pence . The delegates of
the United :Kingdom, South Africa, and India recommended the abolition of

reduced from'2 s . to 1-10 pence and such a cut would reduce the gap betwee n

extra amount of revenue secured by Cable and Wireless Ltd . would be
immediately . applied to a reduction of the new world flat rate which it is
prepared to introduce . The Companies estimated that the rate would then b e

resented . If the preference were abolished by the Partner Governments, th e
is not available by the United States Government and this "discrimination" i s

. . . •

In that connection, the ' Government should consider the possibility of
ren'ouncing its present" preferential rate for government telegrams . Such a rat e

between the Partner Governments

(iii) to study . the Agenda for the Bermuda Conference to which Canada will
be invited and about which further exchanges of opinion will take place

generous or thoughtful .
F. H. SOWARD,

for Canadian Delegation"

: Le secrétaire aux Dominions

DEA/6231-4 0
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
~-% : : to Secretary ojState jor External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D . 1929 London October 16 1945

f r$30
°tre le hautcol oommisaaire, les membres de la délégation étaient W . A . Rush et le lieutenant-ond E,. V11 `,T. Cill. _The other

Lt memben of the delegation , besicles the ttigh Commissioner . were W. A. Rush and'.~ ~ W

We should be grateful for an early intimation of views of other Governmentsregaïding t;,,r~R1mendations of Commonwealth Telecommunications
Conference, It will be desirable to make some public statement in advance ofx„ . ., . .

CONFIDE14TIqL ; Southe rn Rhodesia No. 356. Confidential . My telegramsC irculàr D. 1547, Southern Rhodesia No. 289, of August 24th,* and CircularD. 1779,' . Southern Rhodesia No. 331, of September 22nd, t Commonwealth
telecômmunications serv ices. • ,

, . .
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proposed , discussions next month ; ~ at - Bermuda~ with the United States
Government so that United States may appreciate status of Cable and Wireles s

delegations at close of Commonwealth Telecommunications Conference and it
appeared that his appointment would be universally welcomed . We should be
grateful if we .could be informed at an early date whether other partner
Governments concur. . .

desire of partner. Governments. Matter was discussed by the heads of

of Commonwealth 'Communications Council with a view later to his
appointment as Chairman ' of projected Commonwealth Telecommunications
Board . Lord Reith is prepared to accept appointment if this is the unanimou s

, We now,- therefore, propose that Lord Reith should be appointed Chairman
Commonwealth Governments agree with proposals in Conference report.
chairmanship'of Commonwealth Communications Council on assumption tha t

Limited in relation to these discussions . As time is so short, we have, therefore,
been, considering, here adoption of more, permanent arrangements as regards

800. PCO

• - Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract front Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET October 17, 1945

COMMONWEALT11 COMMUNICATIONS; CANADIAN POLIC Y

18. T l 1E ' SECRETARY submitted a report from the Interdepartmental

Committee on Telecommunications Policy.
The Commonwealth Telecommunications Conference, which had met in

London in July, 1945,' had recommended` the nationalization of Cable and

Wireless Limited and its subsidiary companies, the replacement of the

Commonwealth Communications , Council by a new Commonwealth
Telecommunications'~ Board (with wider powers but primarily consultative in
nature) and a, special interim arrangement to cover the period necessary to

complete re-organization .
The Conference ~- had also recommended that a Commonwealth-U .S .

Telecommunications Conference be held in November in Bermuda. This had

now been arranged .y ~
The Interdepartmental Committee recommended :

(a) - that consideration of the main proposals relating chiefly to operating and
financial aspects of the reorganization be left in abeyance for the time being ;

(b)' that ~, the 'government ' re-affirm - willingness to nationalize~enta y

telecommunication facilities and agree to subscribe to the supple
agreement between partner governments to cover the interim period ; an d

(c) that the government agree to participate in the Commonwealth-U.S .

Conference, scheduled to take place at Bermuda in mid-November.
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'Copies of the report had been circulated. 	 • 
(Report of Interdepartmental Committee and Appendix "A", Oct. 11, 1945 
Cabinet Document 89).t 

•  19. THE CABINET, after discussion, approved the recommendations 
contained iñ .  the report submitted by the Interdepartmental Committee, it 
being understood that the composition of the Canadian delegation to the 
Conference • be agreed . between the Minister of Reconstruction and the 
Department of External Affairs. 

DEA/8085-40 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM'  CIRCULAR D. 1948 	 London, October 18, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Southern Rhodesia No. 362. My telegram of 16th October, 
Circular D. 1931,t Southern Rhodesia No. 357. 

United States Government have now accepted proposal for Conference and 
we accordingly issue cordial invitation to Governments of Canada, Common-
wealth of Australia, New Zealand, Union of South Africa and Southern 
Rhodesia to send representatives. Arrangements are being made for issue in 
afternoon of Saturday, 20th October, of announcement contained in my 
immediately following telegram.t 

DEA/6231-40 

Le Secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
- Li .1.: 	 , to Dominions Secretary 

TEL'EGRAM 240 	 Ottawa, October 20, 1945 

'Addressed London, No. 240, repeated to Canberra No. 19, Wellington No. 
19 , Pretoria No. 15, New Delhi No. 95, Prime Minister Southern Rhodesia. 

1 . -:You'r telegrams D. 1929, 1931,t 1948 and 1949,t Bermuda Conference. 
After consideration of the report' of the Commonwealth Telecommunications 
Conferene:e -1945, the Canadian Government have decided (1) to reaffirm their 
willingness' to nationalize external telecommunication facilities and to accept 
Lhe principle  of a change to public ownership of the Commonwealth 
,telecommunication services; (2) to subscribe to the supplementary Agreement 
°etween,the partner governments as set out in Appendix G to the Report, to 

801. 

1 ; 
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cover the interim period before the full scheme can ' go into effect ;s' and (3) to
give further consideration to the detailed recommendations of the rcport in the
light of the conclusions reached at the Bermuda Conference .

2. The Canadian Gove rnment concurs in the appointment of Lord Reith as
Chairman of the Commonwealth Communications Council and in his projecte d
appointment as Chairman of the Commonwealth Telecommunications Board .

3 . , We are glad to accept the invitation to the Bermuda Conference and are in
agreement with the revised agenda" with the omissions suggested by the

United States Government .
g03. DEA/6327-40

Allmorandum du secrétcJre,
le Comité Interministériel sur la politique des tilicommunications,

au Cabinet

A lemorondumjrom Secretory,
Interdepartmental Committee on Telecommunfcotfons Policy,

: to Cabinet
SECRET [Ottawa] November 2,194 5

US.-COMMONWEALTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONFL•RENCE;

CANADIAN POLIC Y

I ., The Cabinet, at thcir meeting of October 17th, agreed that the Canadian

governmcnt, as a preliminary step in ther reorganization of Commonwealth

telecommunications, ahould subscribe to an interim agreement extending the

functions of Commonwealth Communications Council . Notification has been

received of parallel action on the part of all the partner govcrnments excePt
Australia, but there is' every reason to suppôse that they also will agree . Thus

the implementation by Commonwealth interests of any agreement reached in

the forthcoming U .S.- Cornmonwealth talks will be greatly facilitated .

2. The Cabinet also agreed at their meeting of October 17th that Canada

should partieipate ' in the US. -Commonwealth Conference which is scheduled

to be held in Bermuda commencing November 19th . While Canada is not as

directly conce rned as the other Commonwealth governments in the outcome of

thesequations, it is very much in the Canadian interest to furthcr an amicable

settlement of the various problems in order that uncontrolled comPetition and

rate wars may ; not , be the result of disagreement and the friendly relations

existing between the Commonwealth and he United States be correspondinglY

affcçtod. r. . ,g~ ,. ~x ° • • of discussion3o-i,, The policy to be adopted towards the U .S. was a major t opic o er an
at , the . Commonwealth Telecommunications Confercncx hcld last S

um ûestiena
the attitude that the partner . governments might take on the var ious q

i»Voir ktprrajnpbt 19 du document 7984See Document 79 8 . pontrs Ph 19.

"Voir k paragraphe 4 de document =41iSa Document E04 . pa ril tr& Ph 4 .
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formed the subject of reoammendations in that report. The Interdepartmental 
Committee on Telecommunications Policy have considered the relevant section 
of the report and now submit the following comments and recommendations 
regarding the two major subjects upon which the Canadian delegation should 
be instructed: i.e., rates and the future policy with respect to direct circuits. 

	

4. 	 Rates 
4. The problem of fixing rates to be charged for telegrams and cables has 

many ramifications. They include the determination of the basis of charging 
and accounting that should be advocated;  the  levels at which rates should be 
fixed; the rates that should be applicable to messages for governments and the . 	. 
press; and *measures to simplify the «rates structure by the unification of code 
and plain linguage tariffs; and the possible elimination of supplementary rates. 
5. The-  main question, however, arises from the existence of an Empire 

preference providing, in many cases, lower rates within the Commonwealth 
than are available to othcr states. The other Commonwealth members will, no 
doubt, be *Prepared to narrow the gap but, in our opinion, will not be ready to 
commit themselves to its ultimate abolition. A 20% tolerance between 
Comm—  onwealth and forcign tra ffic rates, it has been sup,gested, might be 
acceptable to U.S. authorities, but we arc inclined to doubt the accuracy of this 
eonjeèttiie in view of statements appearing in thc U.S. press. 
6. The  Committee is of the opinion that Canada's interest would best  be 

 served by the establishment of a low world flat rate and for that reason, the 
Canadian delegation should be authorized to advocate the reduction of the 
Empire preference or even its extension to other countries, and that to attain 
the çnd in view, we should also be willing to forego the special rates which are 

"effect This might mean thc abandonment of the half rate for 
government messages, but, in the Committee's opinion, such a step would not 
iniolve 'a great financial sacrifice if external Communications are being 
operàted, u is the intention, by a government-owned company. 

7:Knothei aspect of the problem is the press rate which, during the war, has 
been *Ida word, a level which is reported to be quite uneconomical and which 
tile U.S. Companies have charged is, in effect, subsidized. Present proposals are 
that US. and Commonwealth agree that it be advanced to its pre-war rate of 
21/4d or4itïi a step towards the adoption of a world rate. Here again, Canada's 
intereit more in having agreement reached on the matter rather than in 
advkating any definite rate and we believe that some compromise might be 
e0  fected within the range given above. 1 a  
.°. accordingly, on the rates question, the Committee suggests that the 
aelegates be instructed as follows: 
(a)ïlçaî it be recognized that Canada's interest is in the attainment of a low 

worl&flat rate and that the Canadian delegates should support measures 
designed  to  bring this about; - 
(b)  that  in circler to further the objective of a low world flat rate, the 
eca_ nadiajw, Suvernment is prepared to agree to the narrowing and possible 
limination of-, the Empire preference, the unification of code and ordinary 
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rates, the simplification of subsidiary rates and the elimination of special 
government rates; . . 

(c) that the adoption by the U.S. and Commonwealth of a -uniform press rate 
be supported as a step towards a world rate with provisions by which 
newspaper organizations could; if they so wished, lease private wires or private 
time for their own purposes; and 
(d) that the adoption of a system of charging and accounting on the sterling 

dollar basis be supported: -  

Direct Circuits 

EVAN GILL 

; 	 C.. 

. 	 . 

1: 36Approuv6 par le Cabinet le 7 novembre 1945./Approved by Cabinet, November 7, 1945.. 
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DEA/8085-40

:f . la Conférence des Bermudes sur les télécommunications, au président, .
le Comité interministériel sur la politique des télécommunication s

Chairman, Delegation to Bermuda Telecommunications Conference,
to Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on Telecommunications Policy, . , .J . ' . . . . . . .

DESPATCH Ottawa, December 13, 1945

Le président, là délégation,

SECRET
i

1• As .'â' .h , .
. = -

o

l . This Conference was convened for the purpose of discussing and settling ; if
possible, -outstanding issues in the field of telecommunications policy which had
arisen' between the United States and ' the Governments of the British
Commonwealth . It was attended by delegations from the United States, ' the
United, Kingdom (whictï also acted for Southern Rhodesia), Canada ;
Australia,' New Zealand, South Africa, ' and India . The United States
delegation of nineteen was headed by the Honourable James Clement Dunn,
Assistant Secretary of State, who acted as Chairman of the Conference, and
included the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, the
Director of the Office of Transport Communications Policy of the Department
of State,'the Senior Communications Officers of the Ârmy and Navy, and
represéntatives of the Department of Commerce and the Treasury. •The United
Kingdom delegation of fourteen, , including advisers, was headed by Sir
Raymond Birchall, Deputy Director General of the Post Office, and included
representatives of the Pst Office, Treasury, Foreign Office, Bank of England
and the Armed Services . The Australian delegation was headed by Mr . S. H.
Witt, Chief of Research in the Postmaster General's Department, the New
Zealand .by . Mr, P. N. Cryer, Deputy Director General, Post and Telegraphs,
the South African by Mr. E. C. Smith, Under-Secretary of Telecommunica-
tions, and the Indian delegation by Sir, Gurunath Bewoor, Secretary, Posts and
Air Departnient . The majority of 'the Commonwealth delegates had
participated in the Commonwealth discussions of last July . The Common-
wealth, Communications Council was represented by its Acting Chairman, SirClaudé H 1' • '

I have the honour to submit the following report on the proceedings of theBermuda Telecommunications Conference held at the Belmont Manor Hotel in
Bermuda between November 22 and December 4 194 5

Sir,

ut rfolio'
r: F. ~ . Soward D

jj epartmcnt of Transport .~Colonel W. L . urie, Department of National Defence.

Mr . W. • ontroller of Radio. Department of Transport.
E. Connelly, Department of Transport.Mr, C, ), Acton D

, . epartment of External Affairs . . . Cha i rman .Mr . W, 1 A ; Rush r
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G/C C . J . Campbell, Department of Reconstruction.

Lt. Col. E. W . T. Gill, Privy Council Secretariat .
, ,• . ~>, ;

Messrs. Soward and Rush were authorized to sign any agreements which might

be reached at' the , Conference, subject to * ratification or * approval by the
Canadian Government .

3. In addition to , the official delegations, the Conference was open t o

representatives of private communications companies . No less than seventee n

representatives were presen't from American corporations which included -
American Cable and Radio, Western Union Telegraph, Radio Corporation of

America, R.C.A. Communications Incorporated, Radio Marine Corporation o f

America, Press Wireless Inc ., American Telephone and Telegraph, Tropical

Radio Telegraphs, Associated Press, and United Press . The British Common-

wealth , private companies included Cable and Wireless Limited, Amal-
gamated Wireless (Australasia) , Limited, . Canadian . Marconi, Canadian

National Telegraphs and Canadian Pacific Telegraphs . Representatives of the

companies attended the Conferencx . in the 'capacity of observers . Excepting

such sessions of ~ the Conference, or Committees as were declared executive

sessions, the were free to attend any meetings of the Conference or its
Committees. They 'were likewise available for consultation by the delegations

of their respective countries . By general consent, this innovation, so far as the

British Commonwealth was concerned, ' in conference procedure was most

uscfu l
A ., The Agenda for the Conference had been the subject of United States and

United , Kingdom conversations in , London last Spring, and had also been

carefully studied by the B ri tish Commonwealth delegates at the Conference in

London in' July. A further . exchange of telegrams between the participating

Gove rnments resulted in the following agrced agenda :

1 . Telecommunication rates for commercial, Government and press message
s

and division of the tolls ; treatment of press instructional messages .

2: Future of transatlantic cables, maintenance of cables, including operation

Ps•_
.. . .of cable shi

~

3 . ' Continuance of, existing and possible establishment of new direct radi o

telcgraph or radio telephone circuits .
4 Procedure for "recording ' ony agreement reached as a result of the

discussions and exchânge ; of information on methods of sccurin g

implementation of snch agrcemen t
S. It had originally been intended that the Conferénce should also discuss

allocation of radio fand other topics which would be of importanc e
atfrequencies

for the projected Wo i ld Telecommûnications Conference that ma y

the close of 1946. At the request of the United States Department of 5thât
these items were not included in,the Agenda, but it was unembé r 00dof the
informal conversations might take place at Bermuda between in was the
delegations who were interested in these topics . This understanding

basis for the relativel large re resentation of the United States
ArIny

aY P.i . U A rmed Service s
Navy at Bermuda and for the presence of inembers of t e
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from the United Kingdom and Canada. Several meetings were held on an 
informal basis under the Chairmanship of the Assistant Staff Engineer of the 
United Kingdom Post Office. No official record was made of these meetings 
nor was any reference to them made in the proceedings of the Conference. It is 
understood, however, that the meetings did produce a valuable exchange of 
views which, while not committing the delegations concerned to any fixed line 
of policy clarified their understanding of each other's position. 
6. The Conference was formally opened by the Acting Governor of Bermuda 

on November  22.A  Plenary Session then followed under the Chairmanship of 
the Hon. James Dunn. At this Session it was decided to set up four main 
committees to deal with the topics of the Agenda. These Committees were as 
follows: " 
(a) Rites and Circuits Committee. Chairman . . 

(Canada). 
(b) Technical Developments Committee. Chairman . . 

Stoner, (United Sates). 
(c) Exclusive Arrangements Committee. Chairman . 

(United Kingdom). 
(d) Cable Committee. Chairman . .. Rear-Admiral J 

States).". 	- 
(e) Drafting Committee (No formal Chairman required). 

The first four Committees reported to the Conference sitting as a Committee 
of the whole, under the Chairmanship of Mr. Soward, which in turn submitted 
its report to the closing Plenary Session on Tuesday, December 4th. When 
required, a Committee of Heads of the Delegations met under the chairman-
ship of either Mr. Dunn or Mr. Soward to plan arrangements for committee 
meetings. 

7. Because of the controversial aspects of the topics assigned to it, the 
Committee.  on Rates and Circuits was attended by almost all the delegates as 
well  as  by, the 'company representatives. It held ten meetings between 
Novemlir 22 and November 30. To further its discussions, the following Sub-
Committees were appointed: 
(a) Traffic. Chairman Mr•  W. H. Norfleet, (United States). 
(1)) Currency. Chairman Mr. R. J. P. Harvey, (United Kingdom). 
(e) Press. Chairman Sir Gurunath Bcwoor, (India). 
(c1) Te,rïn' trial a'nd Transit Charges. Chairman Mr. W. H. Norfleet (United 

mates)..'• 	 _ 

8 ' The Rai' d es an Circuits  Committee began its work by agreeing to discuss 
!flt fltC Ses.sions direct circuits and rates. The United States proposals on 
b.oth these icipiCs were  circulated at the opening meeting (See Annex Ar. In 
the  disCii,s4on 'of, Radio circuits, the United Kingdom delegation stressed the 

'tance of accePting a formula for the operation of existing ones or the 
eatioh érneW circuits to prevent their indiscriminate establishment without 

regardico, "nomic considerations. Thcir suggcs formula  tcd f la was referred to the 

• Mr. F. H. Soward, 

• Major General F. E. 

• . Mr. R. A. Gallop 

. R. Redman, (United 
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Sub-committee - on Traffic, which subsequently reported that it found it

impossible to reconcile the views of the United States and the United Kingdom
on this question in view of the`fact that the United States representatives were
convinced that no definitive formula could be evolved for general application .

The Indian delegation then 'put forward a more general formula which was

considered more favourably by the United States . Based on the terms of this

formula, the United States delegates - then presented on behalf of their private
companies a statement giving their views on which existing circuits should be

retained or which new ones should be
~twoeen leadingemembers of thediscussion, reinforced by two private meetings

United States and , the United Kingdom delegations, a traffic formula for direct
circuits was evolved and agreement reached as to which circuits, old or new,

may be found in Article
should be permitted . The details of these arrangementsB •

I of the Agreement signed at Bermuda (See Annex B)
9. In accepting these circuits, the British Commonwealth delegations stressed

the importance of limiting their use to terminal traffic, while the United States
had, originally requested the removal , of all such limitations

. A prolonged

discussion and-an exchange of drafts eventually resulted in the adoption of the
following formula for restricting transit traffic:

"Thé traffic normally handled over direct radiotelegraph circuits shall be

restricted to traffic originating in and destined for the countries between
las

the circuits are operated . This does not preclude the use of such

voies de secours in ' emergency . Transit traffic may be handled otherwise be
radiotelegraph circuits in any case where . ~t is agreed that , ~ t

subject to excessive delay." th e
The aeceptance of this formula materially reduced the felt

cr uits
British, Commonwealth - delcgations that unrestricted use Commonwealth .might seriously affect the cables system of the in

10. Once ,the question - of circuits had been settled, progress was rapid
reaching agreement on a rate structure . All delegations shared the opinion that

existing world 'rates wcre often `too high', and ' that adjustment was necesof â

B ri tish Commonwealth delegates also felt' that the aim in theeanxinégrated
economic rate should take into account the operating cost the United
system comprising both * râdiô and cable facilities ;i ~ opinion,

not feasible .
States proposal of the twenty cent rate plus land Sub-committees on
It was decided to have the varying

Transi
t Proposal s

hart
i
Ba sd on their recommen-aPress, Currency and Terminal and Charges .

datiôns, and the discussions that followed, general agreement wa Wé lth ôf 30 0
ceiling,rate between the United States and the Br i tish Coc Wond for c~e It
(U.S.)'per word for ordmary ~~~ fa

t
and
es

schedule should involve no increase
was likewis~e agreed that the p

m
ropo n theI po

in' existing rates . The adoption of a ceiling rate was to be f~anad as a

acceptance of ; uniform terminal and , transit charges which ive l y .
d

respective
country of cxtensive area would ' be 4¢ (U .S.) and 3~C (U .S . ) om had
.These 'proposals'' paralleled those ' whieh the United Kingdo m
presented for the consideration of the other British Commonwealth deleg
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before . the Conference opened. • Two other proposals advanced by the 
Commonwealth countries were not acceptable to the United States. One 
recommended the abolition of reduced rates for Government messages in order 
to offset in part the anticipated loss of revenue from a reduction in rates. Since 
the United States Government felt unable to support this recommendation, it 
was withdrawn. The other proposal, that the Empire press rate of one penny 
per  yrord should be extended to Commonwealth-U.S. traffic, was regarded as 
uneconomic by the United States.,They offered no objection to its retention by 
the Commonwealth but asked that the ceiling rate between the Commonwealth 
and the' United States should be placed at 6V2e (U.S.). If the Commonwealth 
wished to retain.  its present rates to other countries, the United States would 
offer 'no, objection. The United States proposal that the rate for urgent 
messages  should be reduced fro' m 2 to lv,e times the rate for ordinary 
messages was not acceptable to the British Commonwealth delegations which 
felt that 'the reduction in rates justified the current urgent rate for telegrams of 
that Category. On other questions affecting the press, the Conference 
recommended the provision of private channels for point to point traffic when 
such channels were available. The reception of multiple press address radio 
communications, strongly desired by United States interests, was agreed to by 
the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada and accepted in more 
restricted terms-  by the Delegations of Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, 
India and ihé Colonies. By general  agreement no discussion took place on the 
question.  of the reduction of the numbers and classes of telegrams which was 
left for écinsideration at a future conference. The United States could not 
accept a formal agreement precluding any reduction in rates before the World 
Telecommunications Conference, but gave assurances that such reductions 
were -most unlikely. This concession was welcomed by the British Common-
wealth.  delegations who had been disturbed by the extensive rate cutting in the 
past'six-months. • • 

11. 	United Statés and British Commonwealth delegates were also in 
agreement that, so far as they were concerned, accounts and tariffs should be 
fixed on thé liàsis of the United States dollar and the pound Sterling instead of 
on the 'eld  franc  basis which has proved unsatisfactory under present 

7dition5flt - WaS the view of the Conference that any nation which wished to 
ere' ' to the iâtes  structure  'proposed at the Bermuda Conference should 

bé•- expected to accept the Sterling-Dollar Basis for accountancy 
pwurpOsés..No definite date was fixed for the introduction of the new rates but it 

as agreedtthàt all changes should come into effect not later than April 1, 1946. 

t •  12. 'The Committee on Technical Developments held only two meetings. The first ) Was  laig system 	
ely 'concerned with the demonstrations of the teletypewriter 

as used by both the United States Army and Navy. Demonstrations 

i  I 

 

The 
 ed two.way teletypewriter conversations with Tokyo, Manila and Berlin. 
t  ,C9mmittee presented a resolution recommending the study of the 

5. 	Includ 

YPewriter system by the International Telegraph Consultative Committee s II and the.  International Consultative Committee for Radio Communications 



which would be presented by the United States. It also approved of a 
recommendation for a meeting to be held in Washington in January 1946 to 
witness "demonstrations of the relative merits of distance indicators for air 
navigation developed by the United States operating on a thousand megacycles 
and by Canada operating on two hundred megacycles." 

13. The Exclusive Arrangements Committee was concerned with a topic 
which involved directly Only the United States and the United Kingdom. This 
problem was the exercise of monopoly rights by Cible and Wireless Limited in 
countries where the United States wished to acquire concessions for its private 
companicsAn examining' the 'general subject it was discovered, to the surprise 
of the United  States,  that, an American Company had obtained similar 
exclusive -  Privileges  in  certain Central American States. The Committee 
drafted a formula by which the Signatory Governments declared that they 

"Shall neither support nor approve efforts by telecommunications companies 
subject to thcir respective jurisdictions to prevent or obstruct the establishment 
of direet circuits between the United States or British Commonwealth points 
and other countries, and will take stich steps as may be appropriate to 
discourage anistich efforts." . 

The United States and United Kingdom representatives also signed a 
protocol by which the United Kingdoin agreéd to assist the United States in 
securing concessions in Saudi Arabia, and Greece, where at present Cable and 
Wireless Limited exercise a monopoly. « 

14. The Cables Committee was originally. intended to study the re-allocation 
of cables in the North Atlantic and the Caribbean. As the United States had 
not reached an agreed policy on this question, the Cables Committee could do 
little more than give , a, description of the existing cables which served the 
United States and the British Isles and recommend the continuance of existing 
arrangements for consultative and cooPerati ■Pc action. The most important 
feature of the report was perhaps its declaration that "Cable communications 
play a vital role in a coordinated telecommimications system, and that for the 
ultimate developmentof telecommunications service the existence of both radio 

and cables is . essential." The United Kingdom, in particular, welcomed this 
declaration, which appeared in less clear-cut fashion in the Agreement. 

15. The Drafting Committee met after the reports of the other Committees 
had been approved and from the nature of its work was restricted in 
membership. The Commonwealth delegations other than the United Kingdom,  

were represented only by Sir Gurunath Bewoor (India) and Lieutenant -Colonel  

E. W. T. Gill (Canada). 
16; In summary, it,may be said that the Bermuda Conference was a distinct 

success. The Canadian delegation has no hesitation in recommending aPProva l  
; 	 r ° 
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by the Canadian Government of the Agreement.s' As a result of its delibera-
tions, with the possible exception of • allocation of radio frequencies, there
remain no outstanding unsolved issues in the field of telecommunications
between the United States and members of the Commonwealth . The
agreement on direct circuits removes from the area of discussion a vexed topic
which has câused difficulties for almost fifteen years . The proposed establish-
ment of a United States-Commonwealth ceiling rate and willingness to extend
it to any other country should prove of benefit to world trade . It has been
introduced without necessitating the abolition of the Empire preference which
still remains with a "tolerance" of twenty percent . The fear of prolonged and
uneconomic rate cutting between the United States Companies and the British
Cômmonwealth 'Cable and Radio Systems has been largely dispelled . The
provision,for . consultation on all matters coming within its purview of the
Government removes most of the danger of unilateral action . So far as Canada
is .concerned, the chief gains arise from the improvement in the relations
betweén`lthe i United States and the United Kingdom . Since the bulk of
Canadian communications 'are with the United States or with the United
Kingdom ~ and the Commonwealth, Canadian users gain little by the rate
reductioris except for traffic to Bermuda, the West Indies, British Guiana, and
British Honduras, where the rate has been cut to a shilling . On the other hand,
the Canadian Government was not asked to surrender its reduced rate for
government messages which it had been prepared to do in order to facilitate
further reduction of rates . The Canadian Press will gain by the retention of the
existing Empire Penny Press Rate which had been originally designed for the
pèriod of the war; only. From the formula worked out for uniform terminal and
transit charges, .Canada as a country of extensive area will receive as high
proportions for these charges as any country which adheres to the Agreement.

1.7• i In .; closing, the . Canadian delegation would wish me to record their
appre~

iation of the hospitality extended to them by the Government and people
of Bermuda "and , the ir , admiration for the efficiency of the Secretariat to theConference provided by the United Kingdom . It is a pleasure to be able to add
personally:'that' the Canadian delegates worked harmoniously and efficiently
and played their full part in furthering the success of the Conference .

;, s k ! ; I I have etc .

s,

F. H . SOWAR D

LA notification de i 'aMord fut déposée le 28 février 1946 . Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945 .N°1 4

No.U ,;t•~•• y~e •~ment was deposited on Februa ry 28 . 1946 . Canada, Treaty Series. 1945,
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•PARTIE 6/PART 6 
NATIONALITÉ  
NATIONALITY' 

8(a •
•Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, aux hauts commissaires aux pays du Commonwealth 
• SecretarY of Statefor External Affairs 

• • 	to High Commissioners in Commonwealth Countries

• CIRCULAR TELEGRAM 	 , Ottawa, September 27, 1945• 

Addressed to London No  2234, Dublin No  26, Pretoria  No  121, Canberra 
No  426, Wellington  No  55. 	. 

The Government is proposing to introduce a Canadian Citizenship Bill 
shortly. At the earliest opportunity copies will be sent by airmail. 

2. While it is. impossible to give the details of the Bill until some further 
drafting questions have been settled, it is likely that it will be along the 
following lines ---- 
(a) Naturalization Act, Canadian Nationals Act, and some provisions in 

Immigration Act are likely to be repealed; 
(b) The Bill will definC'  the  conditions'under which one will acquire the status 

of a natural-born Canadian 'citizen. These conditions Will be not less rigorous 
than those which determine the position of a natural-born British subject under 
present Canadian legislation or undcr British Nationality and Status of Aliens 
Act, and, in some respects, they'will be more rigorous, 

(c) The Bill provides for the issuing of certificate's of Canadian citizenship to 
persons w' ho are not natural-born Canadian citizens, the conditions being not 
less rigorous than those prescribed for naturalization under existing legislation; 
(d) The Bill provides for the *revocation of certificates and for loss of 

citizenship. It is possible that status will be lost more readily and in shorter 

time periods than undeiexisting legislation: 
(e) Under. the Bill, all Canadian citizens will be subjects of His Majesty. 

Speaking generally, persons who are now Canadian citizens under existing 
legislation will be recognized as Canadian citizens under the Bill. 
(0 Persons acquiring the status of British subjccts, or other national status 

undcr the laws of other parts of the British Commonwealth, will be recognized 
as possessing the status of a subject of His Majesty within Canada, 

(g) The Bill is being drafted upon the assumption that the other parts of the 

, 	=•. 	

the 
British Commonwealth will give due recognition to persons who acquire f 

status of subjects of His Majesty and Canadian citizens under the provisions 

this legislation, 	

o 

(h) Provision will be made for the status of aliens; 
*(1) 

4 	 ■ 

There are ancillariprovisionirelating to procedure, and general matters; •  

DEA/8204-40 
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(j) * The ~ most striking departure from present practice is elimination of
married women from the disability provisions-and establishment of equality
between the sexes .

3 . ,It is désired 'that you should bring the general nature of this legislation to
the attention of the government to which you are accredited . - ~

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne- au secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures
High Commissioner in Great Britai n

TELEGRAM 2947 London, October 10, 1945

CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram No. 2234 of September 27th, proposed
Canadian Citizenship Bill . -
2. , Letter, in sense of your foregoing telegram, sent to Secretary of State for

Dominion Affairs on 28th September! Answer has now been received, relevant
portion of which reads as follows :

"I have forwarded to the authorities here, who are chiefly interested, a copy
of your letter of 28th September, about the contemplated Canadian Citizenship
Bill-The proposals mentioned in your letter raise certain important questions
which have been discussed at past Imperial Conferences . We should,
accordingly, • like to have an opportunity of considering the draft Bill or the
proposals in detail with a view to possible further discussion before the Bill is
introduced . We should be grateful, therefore, it you could inform the Canadian
Government to this effect and arrange for us to have the above information as
soon as it may be available . "
3. It is assumed that' you do not contemplate any discussions with United

Kingdom authorities on terms of Citizenship Bill . Matter is a trifle delicate,
however, and I would thus appreciate indication of nature of answer I may
suitably give Lord Addison.

807.
DEA/8204-40

'Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
Af i si . au haut commissaire en Grande-BretagneÀ

Acting Under-Secretary ofStatefor External Affairs. :;

)rar ,

rv ;~ ~i t' to High Commissioner in Great Britain
DES PATCN 1731 Ottawa, October 12, 1945
IMMEDIÂTE ~ 'x t

,,, ._ lp , ill, the Secretary of State of Canadahas furnished two advance

Referring" tô yôur telegram No . 2947 concerning the proposed Canadian 'Citizensh" B
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copies of, the  text of • the Bill for the information • of the United Kingdom 
Government...These copies: are enclosed.' There will be a few changes in 
drafting which will not affect the substantive provisions of the Bill so that it is 
likely that this text will indicate the nature of the measure which will be 
introduCed  in the  House of CoMMons., , 

In transmitting these prints to the United Kingdom authorities for 
information, it is desired that you should let them know that it will probably 
not be possible to defer the introduction of the Bill in the House of Commons 
owing to the exigencies of the ParliarnentaiY program. The Secretary of State 
has intimated that he would be very glad indeed td have any observations 
which the United Kingdom Government may desire to make before the Bill is 
considered in Committé.è.  hi  vieW of  the  shortness 'of time, you might send any 
observations which may be made by telegram. 

In bringing the provisions of the Bill to the attention of the United Kingdom 
authorities, yoù might refer  to  Part IV ,  dealing . with Status of Canadian 
Citizens and Recognition of British Subjects, including Section 24, 25, and 26. 

The United Kingdom authorities will undoubtedly agree that the Bill in its 
present form -adequately protects all of the positions which have been the 
subject of discussion among the governments of the British Commonwealth 
from time to time. 

I have etc. 
J. E. READ 

808. 	 DEA/8204-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim 'aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Under-Secretary of Sfate for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

Ottawa, October 18, 1945 

Dear Norman [Robertson] — 	 . 

You will ,have seen the telegrams between Canada House and External 

Affairs concerning the draft Citizenship Bill indicating that there is some 

likelihood of the United Kingdom authorities making some representations on 
the Bill. The Secretary of State is concerned about the matter as it is planned 

to introduce the Bill in the House not later .  than Monday next. There would be 
no difficulty in 'meeting suggestions for minor amendments, but it would be 

most embarrassing  to  back away from the main principles of the Bill, bearing 

in mind the speech from the Throne. 
Mr. Martin took the matter up with his colleagues in Cabinet and they are 

of the opinion that they should go ahead in Parliament and put the Bill 

through, even although there may be reasonably strong opposition from the 

United Kingdom authorities. They will be prepared to consider amendments 
designed to make  the  legislation more Wbrkable, but there seems to be no doubt 

1310 
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that they will refuse serious consideration to any amendments which would
strike at the heart of the principle of the Bill .

It is possible that the United Kingdom officials may be discussing this
matter with you and, in that case, you will want to be fully familiar with the
position . .

The ' legislative course embodied in the Bill was, in reality, forced on the
Canadian Gove rnment by the non-cooperative attitude of Downing Street at
the 1937 Conference and again in the attempts to work out principles
governing responsibility for protection, relief and repatriation in enemy andenemy-occupied count ries.

The Bill itsilf maintains the common status and, in view of the maintenance
of minimum standards, it is considered that it would not come within the
principles of the undertaking set forth in Conclusion (2) under Nationality in
the Imperial Conference Report, 1930 .11 It will be as difficult, or even more
difficulté for a-person to become a Canadian citizen and, consequently, a
British subject .than under the existing legislation . On the other hand, we shall
more readily revoke the status acquired under Canadian law and it will be
easier to lose the status of being a British subject .
Ve' have always felt that it was nobody's business but our own if we choose

to impose 'an - additional requirement, e.g., our First Papers procedure as a
condition p recedent to acquiring the common status in Canada . Further, we
have always considered that it is no business but our own if we choose to cut off
the status acquired under Canadian law in a shorter period of time than can be
done with, a} similar' status acquired under the law of another part of the
Commonwealth . Notwithstanding the fact that we have maintained thecommon status and the standards, we have circulated a summary of the Bill to
all Dominions and drafts by airmail from day to day .

-
.
Personally, I think that the Bill is a good Bill which should be carried

through'even if representations are made. It preserves every substantial interest
covered by the existing legislative position and maintains the common status .
At the same time, it will settle permanently, and on a basis which is fair to all
governmënts conctrned problems such as immigration, deportation, protection,
relief and repatriation of Canadian citizens abroad, and similar questions . It
will not âdd a single pcrson to the British charge . At the same time, it accepts
complete Cânadian responsibility for : groups of individuals whom the British
have been urging us to accept for at least Gfteen years, to my own personalknowledge:;,

Yours sincerely,
J . E . READ

~. !tt

. ~~,•°~f~ .~l, !' .• ~
. "'x w's~ ï . t é

.. .,. ;,r . .r .,. . ...r

s'Voir le volume 4, documen t 191,/5et Volume 4, Document 191 .
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Mémorandum' 

Membran dum .  • ' 
. 

[Ottawa,] November 27, 1945 
• 	• 	.; 	• 

RE: UNITED KINGDOM REPRESENTATIONS CONCERNING CANADIAN 
, 	 . CITIZENSHIP BILL 

1. Mr. Stephen Holmes,- the United Kingdom Deputy High Commissioner, 
called this afternoon, November 27th, to discuss certain points that had been 
raised by the United, Kingdom authorities with regard to the Canadian 
Citizenship Bill. 	, , 	, 
2. Mr. Holmes said  • that the United: Kingdom authorities felt that the 

Canadian Bill, :with its new  approach' to the question of common status, 
represented an important departure from the principles that had thus far been 
in application.,They referred to the agreements at the Imperial Conferences of 
1930 . and :1937 with "'regard to common status and particularly to the 
recommendations in favour of consultation and agreement prior to any 
important changes , affecting the common status. The United Kingdom 
authorities were of the-  opinion that it would be desira. ble, if at all possible, to 
have a conference held to consider the proposals in the Canadian bill with a 
view to considering whether - the Canadian requirements could be met through 
modification in the common definition of status of British subject or whether it 
might be desirable' to have generai  adoption of the Canadian approach — that 
is, adoption 'of the principle of recognition of British status granted in another 
part of the Commonwealth, even though the definitions for such status might 
bé despaired. 
3. With regard to particular points with which the United Kingdom might be 

concerned, Mr. Holmes said he thought that they contemplated possible 
difficulty through • the fact that under the new bill certain persons would have 

the status of • Canadiàn citizens (and, as a consequence, the status of British 
subject) who would  not  be' British iubjects according to United Kingdom lavv, 
and that,  on the  other hind, certain persons might lose the status of Canadan 

citizen or Might not have the status of Canadian citizen (and thereby of British 

subject) Who would have such status according to United Kingdom law. 

4., With regard to the 1930 and 1937 agreements, Mr. R. G. Robertson said 

that the view of the committee in considering the legislation here had been that 

substantihve 
definitions of status in the existing Naturalization Act. The 

any the importance of consultation and agreement was particularly "if 	changes 

are desired in , the ,.existing requirements for the common status" ( 193° 
Conference). In preparing the bill the general principle had been to make as 
few departures as possible from the naturalization requirements and other 

changes, under the new act, would be comparatively slight. A resumé of t 

proposals for the new leiislation had been sent to the Canadian
tembe 

Her 

Commissioners in the various countries of the Commonwealth on Sep  



27th.' - No 'comments, or representations had been received from any of the
countries other than the present ones from the United Kingdom . .

5 . With regard to the United Kingdom suggestion for a conference, Mr. N.
A . Robertson said that he felt that there might be some danger in holding a
conference on the general principles of the legislation . He pointed out that the
bill had received almost unanimous approval in Canada, and that it seemed it
was not - likely, to stir any acrimonious political discussions . However, he felt
that if a conference were held to examine the general approach to the common
status, it would, in effect, be a Commonwealth constitutional conference which
would involve serious possibilities for political argument, and might give rise to
unfortunate acrimony in the country, and between the countries of the
Commonwealth . He pointed out that the situation of Canada with regard to
naturalization is rather different from that of the United Kingdom. It is an
"immigration country" and it had become clear that it was necessary to go
further in impressing upon people entering Canada the fact that they were
acquiring a particular national status in this country . This had increased
importance in view of the separatist forces in Canada, and in viéw, 'also, of the
fact that it lay alongside the United States . He also pointed out that in the past
it had normally proved rather difficult to secure adequate progress in changes
in nationality legislation through Commonwealth discussions . With regard tothe .Canadian approach he thought that the decisions, in principle, had been
taken, and • that the government

.
would not be likely, to retreat from it .

Expériénce during the war had re-affirmed the necessity for a delineation of
responsibility for particular British subjects, as between the countries of the
Commonwealth . Moreover, Ireland and South Africa had also felt their desires
to introduce ; their own nationality legislation . It seemed, therefôre, that the
Canadian decisions were in line with general development and with the needs
as shown by experience .

In sumriming up the situation as he saw it, Mr. Robertson said that he felt itWôûld be*unfortunate to hold a conference ; that it might give rise to acrimony,and thât"it would be particularly unfortunate to hold such a conference withoutknoWing in advance what the result was ' likely to be, or with the expectation
that it would only end in a difference of opinion and the failure to reach .agreement

. He thought that it would be much more preferable simply to have'an exchange of views with ' regard to particular provisions and points of detail in
the Cariadia`n bill that might give rise to difficulty for other countries of the
Commônweâlth .' This, he thought, might be profitable and might inevitablylead to`some'm

6d ircation in details of the Canadian provisions .
6• Mr. Holmes said that he would submit the United Kingdom representa- '

tions in writicig for' confirmation, and that he would report what Mr. N. A .
Robertson' had'said, for` consideration by the United Kingdom authorities .. . I

~,xt I
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DEA/8204-4 0

Lé haut 'commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne
, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires éxtérieures

to Under=Secretary of State jor External Affairs

acceptable to the Canadian authorities and would be grateful if the followin g

CONFIDENTIAt. Ottawa, December 29,194 5

Dear Mr. Robertson ,
In my lettér of the 29th November" I explained that the United Kingdo m

authorities were very anxious that, if possible, arrangements should be made

for a conference of experts representing the various members of the British
Commonwealth to discuss 'thc position created in regard to the common statu s

of British subjects by the Canadian Bill on Citizenship and Nationality.

The United ' Kingdom authorities inuch - hope that this proposal may be

rather more detailed statement of the position as they see it could be taken into

âccount: ~ t .

As I explained in my previous letter, the view taken in the United Kingdom
is that the Bill introduces a wholly new'system for determining who are British
subjects and that it involves a fundamental change from the present system a s

agrecd by successive ImpC rial Conferences for the purpose of maintaining the

common status of 'Bri tish subjects throughout the Commonwealth . Hitherto

each member_of the Commonwealth, apart from minor differences, has had an
enactment, corresponding to those passed by the other members, and the

principle has been observed that no member will seek to confer the common
status on ' any class of persons without consultation and agreement with the
other members . At the same time the fullest recognition has been given
Impe rial Conferences to the principle that it rests with each member of th

e

Commonwealth to doter,ine what persons are its own citizens or nationals

The United Kingdom aûthorities appreciate the advantages that might be

gained by abandoning the present, system and adopting the system underlying

the Canadian Bill under which
(a) each member of the Commonwealth would enact legislation determining

who are its citizens, such $ legislation being based on, a dcfinition which (as in

the Canadian Bill) would correspond,,broadly speaktng, with the definition o f

B ritish subjects in the, present common code now in force throughout the

Commonwealthand at such
S' 4rn •4 r(b) each member

,

would then - rovide (as in the Canadian Bill) th
tizens shall be B ritish sub 'ects and that it will recognize

as embe
r British subj th

é~ of
persons who are British subjects under the law of any other i n
Commonwealth . ~

"Non trouvE.JNot loated.
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This fundamental change, if accepted generally throughout the Common-
wealth, would remove a certain inconvenient rigidity in the present system and 
obviate delays which have been caused by the need for consultation and 
agreement regarding any proptised imendment of the common code. Thus the 
new system, though broadly based upon the main general principle at present 
governing the common status, would allow differences in detail between the 
respective citizenship laws of the members of the Commonwealth. 

The adoption of the proposed Canadian system, however, would be a new 
and yery important step, not only for the United Kingdom, but also for other 
members of the Commonwealth. It would become necessary to define United 
Kingdom citizens and to include in the definition persons belonging to the 
Colonies; this in itself is likely to be a somewhat difficult task. 

Having regard to all these circumstances, the Government of the United 
Kingdom consider it important that there should be complete understanding 
between the members of the Commonwealth as to what the new system 
involves and how it would work. This, it is thought, is essential and the main 
purpose of the proposed conference would be to consider the general question 
of the principle involved in the alteration of the present legal basis of the 
common' status. It' is felt that however desirable this might be, such a step 
ought not to be taken by any member of the Commonwealth without general 
consultation with the other members. Further, as divergence in the respective 
citizenship laws of members of the Commonwealth would be a feature of the 
new system, there would be no need to reach agreement on any uniform lines 
as respects these citizenship laws. Moreover, the proposed conference would 
enable representatives to inform each other of the points of practical difficulty 
which have arisen in the past under the existing legislation relating to British 
nationality,and in exchange of experience and information in this way would 
be helpful  to  -the members of the Commonwealth in framing their citizenship 
laws.if thènews-ystenishould be adopted. 

Thus in the view.of the United Kingdom authorities the Canadian Bill has 
created-a flew , position which cannot• well bc left to look after itself and 
considerable confusion, they feel, is likely to arise if no attempt is made on the 
above:lines to work out at a conference a plan which might make the new 
system an 'acceptable and practicable alteration to the present system. It is 
accordingly greatly hoped that the Canadian authorities will agree to the 
siuggestion that the whole matter.sho.uld form the subject of discussion before 
he next stage is reached as regards the Canadian Bill. 

Yours sincerely, 
STEM EN HOLMES 
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PARTIE 7/PART 7 ,
` RELATIONS BILATÉRALES

RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES

DEA/836-AM-3 9

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut'commissaire en Australi e

Secretary of State for Externat Affairs
-alia

Ottawa, October 13,194 4TELEGRAM 276 •

Exports of cyanide to Australia .
It has' been brought to the attention of the Canadian authorities that the

Director of Import Procurement of the Government of Australia has refused to
issue import permits for cyanide from Canada . ,

- The result has been • to halt the movement of a commodity which not only
has been supplied to Australia from Canada during the war years but which
forms part of the historic prewar trade between the two countries .

Will you please ask the Australian authorities to reconsider their action? If
there are ' considerations involved of which we are unaware, the Canadian
Government would welcome full discussion of them . It is the desire of the

Canadian Government to approach any+problems which arise in connection
with trade between Canada and Australia in a spirit of facilitating expansion
rather than in a spirit of enforcing contraction . In any case, if the situation
should be such, notwithstanding this attitude, that some contraction in specific
lines is unavoidable, the Canadian Government requests it should form th

e

subject Of discussion between the governments concerned before any action is
taken . i , .

SECRET

High Commissioner in Australia
to Secretary of State for External Affair s

Canberra, October 25,194 4

TELEGRAM 435
SECRET. Your telegram No. 276 of October 13th, export

of cyanide to

Australia . Mr. Palmer, our Trade Commissioner in Melbourne,
is familiar wit h

DEA/836-AM-3 9

, , Le haut commissaire en Australie
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

SECTION A
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the cyanide' situation and I requested him to endeavour to contact Arthur 
Moore, Director of Division of Import Procurement, and Senator Keane, 
Minister for Trade and Customs,  regarding importation from Canada before 
they left the United States (my telegram  No  383 of October 3rd).f They sailed 
on October 21st and Mr. Palmer unfortunately was unable to arrange an 
interview. Palmer is of the opinion that importation of cyanide is not so much a 
matter of exchange, at the moment, as of shipping space, whether from the 
United Kingdom or North America. Position is being reviewed by interested 
parties this week. Palmer is now more confident that import licences for 
Canada may be granted. , 

I did not request Palmer to take up question of principle stated in final 
paragraph of your telegram as it appears to be a matter of high policy with 
which I should normally deal. 

I woUld like to make two observations: 
(1) That general question arises out of specific case of refusing to issue 

import permits for cyanide from Canada, which Palmer now thinlcs may be 
changed; 
(2) A discussion of trade relations between Canada and Australia might 

perhaim be better delayed until Senator Keane and Mr. Moore visit Ottawa 
some time in December. 

I could, if necessary, discuss the question with Comptroller General of 
Customs, Mr. Kennedy, who is senior to Moore in the Department of Trade 
and Customs, but am reluctant to do so as Moore on return might remain in 
charge of import licensing. There appears to be a clash of personalities which 
must be handled càrefully. 

Please advise. 

DEA/836-AM-39 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut contmissaire en Australie 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Australia 

TELEGRAM 316 	 Ottawa, October 27, 1944 

SECRET: Your telegram No. 435 of October 25, export of cyanide to Australia. 
• We aie‘plea' sekl to learn that you expect import licenses for Canada to be 

gran d: North American Cyanamid Limited also advises that their 
representatives in Australia say the situation has eased. Because of this, it is 
Probably inndvisable to raise now the broader policy issue. We are still however 
celeerned over the tendency to divert trade to the sterling area and should 
evidence of such diversion come to your attention please raise with the 
Australian authorities the question of policy as set out in the third paragraph 
of our telegram 276 of October 13. 

813. 

\ • 
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DEA/6864-40 
Le ha' ut commissaire en Australie 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Australia 
• to Secretary of:State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 525 	' 	• 	„ 	Canberra, December 14, 1944 

SECRET. Eveljrthing indicates a 'growing pressure to divert to United Kingdom 
puichases which Australia would ordinarily make in Canadian market. Reason 
given is shortage of Canadian dollars. When this country requires Canadian 
ftinds in exceis of what they can procure themselves in the ordinary way, then 
application is made to British pool for Canadian, dollars. Pool then suggests 
purchases be made in Britain to avoid need for Canadian dollars and only when 
goods arc not ayailable in British market will pool consider providing Canadian 
funds.,As Senator Keane,  Arthur  Moo* riand Fred Palmer are all in Canada, I 
would suggest that  the  whole piOblem should be discuised with them. 

815. 	 ' 	
DEA/6864-40 

Extrait du mémorandum du ministère des Finances 

Extract from Memorandum by Department of Finance 

[Ottawa,] January 3, 1945 

NOTE ON DISCUSSION WITH AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVES 
CONCERNING MUTUAL AID IN DR. CLARK'S OFFICE, 

DECEMBER 29, 1944 
Those present at this meeting included Dr. Clark (in the chair), Nit% Moore, 

Director of lineerts Procurement, of Australia, Mr. Dunk, of the Australian 
Treasury, Mr. Harry, Australian High Commissioner's Office, Mr. Woodley, 
of Australia, Mr. Chipchase of 'Australian War Supplies Procurement, Mr. 
Karl Frasere Mr. Oliver Master, Mr. S. MacKay-Smith, 6 ' Mr. English," Mr. 
Palmer, Canadian Trade Commissioner in Australia, Mr. Angus, Mr. Pierce, 
and Mr. Bryce. 

) 	 ; • • • 
,The next, main subject discussed was Australia's commercial policy in 

purchasing from  Canada and fro.  m the sterling area. Mr. Moore said definitely 

that 'their waitinie, policy had been to buy from a sterling area source rather 

than' from:a, dollar source, wherever, that was possible. This 
early in the war,' when they,had to consider hard, medium and soft currencies 

,* 	• 
MDirecteur de l'administration, CoinmissiOn d'aide -mutuelle. 	

policy originated 

Director of Administration,' Mutual Aid Board. 
61 Directeiii adjoint de l'administration, Commission d'aide mutuelle: 

Auistant Director of Administration, Mutual Aid Board: 
*2.I. H. English, chef, Division de la coordination des exportations, ministère du Commerce. 

J. H. English, Chief, Export Planning Division, Department of Trade and Commerce. 
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and the relative scarcity of them : He stated, however, that in fact this policy
did not have the restrictive effects on trade with Canada which might be
expected, ' because of practical difficulties outweighing this policy and in
particular because sterling area sources often could not supply within the time
the item that was required . It was stated that Australia had to live within its
allocation of dollars . I subsequently raised the question of whether or not there
was any formal allocation of dollars, and Mr. Dunk and Mr. Moore both
indicated there was not, but' that it was, rather, a general understanding that
dollars would be conserved by import control . There was some discussion
between Mr . Dunk and Mr. Moore over this application of import policy, and
Dunk appeared to feel it was more effective and more necessary for exchange
reasons than Moore suggested. The gist of the discussion appeared to be,
however,, that there was as yet little actual disadvantage to Canada arising
from this policy of favouring sterling area sources of supply, because there was
very little competition at present in making supplies available. It was bought
out that Australia felt it was necessary to conserve the sterling area's supply of
dollars for the post-war period .

Mr. 'Moore stated that Australia would modify her policy of buying from
the sterling area in preference to buying from Canada in those cases where the
circumstances were such that this policy was proving embarrassing to Canada.Mr . Moore gave this assurance on a number of occasions during the discussion,
and in several forms, in some of which, ( at least, he qualified it by indicating
that it .wôuld apply "on minor items at least" or "unless very large sums were
involved ." . He asked to be informed of any items where this policy was
embarrassing to Canada, and said that he would be prepared to consider them
immediately. During the discussion it was brought out that only one or twoitems - had actually, existed where this policy had caused embarrassment in
Canada . The outstanding case had been cyanidë, but in that instance import
permits had been granted after representations made by Canada. During the
discussion it was indicated that the United Kingdom since early in the war hadbeen, urging Australia to ;apply=`this policy of conserv ing dollar exchange by
buying Wheréver possible w i th i n the-Sterling area .

Dr
. Clark inquired why Australia felt this policy was necessary if Canada

was prepared to provide Mutual Aid to the extent of the Australian deficit in
trade with Canada: He noted that this had been the objective of Canadian
Mutual Aid policy; although hô could - not yet say that it would be possible tofollow "it ' next tyear, This matter was discussed for a time, although therea
pPeafed to bé some 'misunderstanding, particularly in view of the difficulties

that existed in providing to Atistralia as Mutual Aid goods equal in value to the
amount of, her, déficit : with Canada . These difficulties have arisen because ofthe 'nature of Australian requirements and the difficulty of bringing them
Within the classes of goods and transactions considered eligible for Mutual Aid .In the' coûrse 'r of, this 'discussion, it was indicated that Australia's probable
~e1pt ' s of Canadian dollars this year are expected to amount in all about$ 17, milliôn.' (This figure appears h i~ gh, although it was not challenged at thetimè

The Australian forecast, 'dated 9th Scptember ; for the current fiscal year~ ., :~. i r, , k : . .,
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is $14 million, and the estimated receipts in the first half of the year, which is
normally the larger half, amount to $7 .2 million .)

R. B . B[RYCE ]

9 1 , Le haut cômr»issaire en Australie

DEA/4533-3 0

ir . .,, ~ . . . . , . r .

816.

au secrétôire d'État aux Affairës extérieures
High Commissioner in Australia

DESPATCN 270

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Canberra, June 4,194 5

Sir :

3 ., I fear that there is danger of,a strong feel ing against Canada being

When I came to Australia at * the end of 1942 I found Canada's stock in this

country was at a rather low ebb . The Australian Government and press had
been disappointed that, when this country was seriously menaced with invasion
for the ' first"tinte .in, its :history, Canada, a s ister Dominion, enjoying relative

security, failed to send even a token force to assist in defencé . The fact that

Canada had been committed to the war in Europe for two years and that our
whole effort was directed that way, failed to weigh heavily during the near
panic that prevailed ' when Japanese .troops rested on Australia's doorstep.

When help did come; it came from'the United States, and many Australians to
this day feel badly that the ' British Commonwealth as a whole was not able to
send assistance and the main'. burden of support fell on a non-British

Commonwealth country ., Australians recognized that Canada was doing an

important job in' Europe, .but to them, the Pacific War naturally loomed larger

than that being fought'thousands of miles away. Thanks to the splendid feats

of the. Canadian forces in Europe and due partly also to energetic information
, •

act. ~v . ~ty, Aust'ral. ~a s resentment against Canada had faded pretty well by the
time the war in Europe had ended . Generally there was satisfaction in the
public mind that Canada could not have adopted any other course than that
which she'did pursue.

2 . . Now: that the war 'in' Europe is over, Australians again are giving

consideration to Canada's position in relation to the war against Japan- What
we do in this war is•associated here in the public mind as being aid to Âustralia

in hér fight against 'Japan, rather, than as Canada's direct contribution to the
Paci fic War on her own behalf. I' am afraid there is nothing we can do here to
altér' this line of thought which has been bred from conditions which pr

e vailed

after Pearl Harbour,when Canada was criticised for failing to come to the aid
of a sorely pre sed sister pominion.l Te~born

~ : j , _ • , . . r 1 . , , • , . ~ r _ - , . . , .

in 'Australia unless Ywe are able to convince Australians that Canadarii fee ing
an adequate contribution '.tô the War in the .Pacific. First hints of t

are, bcing seen , in Australian press despatches from `abroad : c lsc These
Canada 'splans for rapid demobilization and the lifting of war contro
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press messages emphasize an alleged drift by Canada away from war 
conditions rather than stressing the contribution Canada intends to make to the 
Pacific War. It is most unfortunate that the stress is in this order instead of in 
the reverse. An example was the announcement in today's paper of plans for 
the reduction in .  the manpower of the Canadian Air Force from 160,000 to 
100,000, the emphasis upon the reduction in strength, rather than on the fact 
that Canada plans to maintain a large air force for the war against Japan. 
4.;To explain fully the Australian background please, let me review a few 

facts. Canada and.Australia entered the war within a few days of one another. 
Our forces went to England en route to France. Australian forces went to the 
Middle East. For a long time the Canadians did not see action in large 
numbers. During. that period the Australians were fighting gallantly in North 
Africa, Greece, Crete, Syria, etc. Then came Pearl Harbour and the Japanese 
onrush towards 'Australia. Australian forces were withdrawn from the 
European theatre and bore the brunt of land warfare against Japan in New 
Guinea, while American forces were built up in Australia. Then the Americans 
undertook the larger share of the campaign. Meantime, Australia had 
mobilized and put into uniform more men in proportion to population than 
practically any other nation. The Australian Government apparently feels that 
sometime these forces will be needed and they have been maintained with 
consequent hardship to Australia as a result of manpower and supply 
shortages. For the last year the Australian forces have had little to do, but they 
are being maintained with little reduction in strength. The point I wish to make 
is that Australia has been fully mobilized for nearly six years now, and for 
most of this period the country has suffered hardships more pressing than those 
suffered by Canada at any stage of the war. The end of the war in Europe of 
necessity brings relief to the countries fighting mainly in that theatre. It would 
be àn impossibility to use all our forces in Europe against Japan. There must as 
a 'Consequenéè be partial demobilization and a partial conversion of war 
indtistry to civilian purposes in the Allied countries concerned. Canada is one 
of the fortunate nations in this category. Australia on the other hand feels it 
cannot  permit  large.-scale demobilization or a sweeping release of war controls 
until Japan' iS defeated. . , 

It is inevitàbie that coMparisons should be Made between what Canada is 
doing in these fields and what Australia is doing. Remember that Australians are able to point out that Canada is a Pacific country and is as much interested 
in the' defeat éf Japan  as  is Australia. Thus, it is almost inevitable that Canada 
will be criticized in regard to her war effort in the Pacific if she shifts from full 
mobiliz.ation vvhile Australia maintains that status. Although much goodwill 
!°I;T:rc!, •Canada  has 'developed in Australia in recent times, Australians are 
.tofee1that we are not doing our share in the Pacific, unless they are 
Informed' fullY on' conditions, circumstances and facts. Underlying Australia's 
attitude,  towards Canada is a strong feeling that Canada is not interested 
daeeply the Pacific and Australians are able to advance .  many persuasive 

weldm  en ts ' 
to this effect. Intelligent Australians feel that the future of the 

is seriously connected with developments in the Pacific and they would 
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like to see .Canada, as a sister Dominion, indicating greater interest in Pacific
affairs .

6. • It- seems tome to be most important that Australia should be convinced
that Canada is playing an adequate role in the` Pacific. It should be remem-
bered that' Australia is the seat of administration for-the Netherlands East
Indies ând N .E.I . ,' authorities in Australia naturally are influenced by
information circulated within Australia. Therefore the governing authorities
for this important part of the Pacific are concentrated here and are anxious to
receive information about Canada's plans for the Pacific . If Canada intends to
play an impo rtant role in the Pacific in future much good ground work can be
laid within Australia .

7. When Canadian forces are sent out to the Pacific, their progress should be
publicized as much as possible . If Canada is to have sixty ships associated with
the British Navy as has been announced, efforts should be made to have Naval
censorship in Australian • ports relaxed. The Royal Navy has built up a large
publicity organization within Australia and I am told that the Royal Navy is
being much more free with information on its activities in Australia than it was
at home. Our Air Force will,'I expect, be based in India, Ceylon, Burma, etc .

All these countries are far removed from Australia but we should none the less
try to get as much publicity as possible within Australia about its size, location
and activities . Presumably our main Army forces also will be far removed from
Australia. Again we should publicize it here as much as possible. After the

invasion of Europe, Australian papers published large numbers of pictures
issued by the Canadian Army 'and circulated by this Office . A regular suppty

of army pictures should be maintained .

8 . Since it appears that the main 'army'and air forces will be considerably
removed from Australia, it is going to be difficult to make Australians realize
that Canada is in the Pacific in strength . .We will do our best at this end . We
will require active assistance of the Public relations men of the three services,
who will find us always• anxious to help and advise them in any way possible . In

this connection, we are hopeful 'that Col . R. S . Malone, the Director of Army
Public Relatiôns'will be able to visit Australia in the near future. I hope to see

The Canadian Press well represented in the Pacific, so that Canadian stories
may be picked up by Australian agencies abroad and be 'published here, as was
done during the war in Europe :

" 9. Herè are some 'suggestion's which I would like to have considered i
n

Ottawa for maintaining Canadian prestige in Australia :

(a), A leading Cabinet Minister, possibly the Prime Minister, the Minister for
National . Defence, or the .Minister for Air, or Navy, should come to Australia
and should speak freeljr , here. Since the outbreak of war, no leading Canadian
political figure has come to Australia, whereas most of .the leading Australians

have visited Ottawa '.
O b High ranking officers of the Canadian forces should come to Australia . I

,~
am hopeful „this will coeur in due course as a routine development .

~ K t . . . f•

. .
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(c) Leading Canadian scientists, - particularly in the field of wartime
agriculture, should come here . I could arrange for invitations to be extended .
(d) Better and freer air facilities for Canadians should be arranged via the

RAFTC6' between Montreal and Sydney . If the problem of air transport were
simplified, it would be easy for important Canadians to come to Australia for
short periods . Excellent work has been done for Canada since my arrival by the
visits of the Canadian Press and Parliamentary Delegations and an outstanding
goodwill job has been done by Sir Ernest MacMillan.64Australians are very
hospitable people and due geographically to their isolation, they extend warm
welcomes to distinguished visitors . We have built up effective facilities for
introducing Canadian visitors to the Australian public.. . . ; ;
(e) A Canadian photographer should be located in Australia without further

delay, so that the members of the Canadian forces already in Australia could
be publicized pictorially. We have had considerable successes already in this
direction but have been sorely handicapped by lack of a photographer . Such aman could be attached to the Military Attaché's Office and could work underdirection of the Press Attaché.

(f) More frequent statements on Mutual Aid to Australia should be made in
Ottawa, ; Practically the only publicity on this subject within Australia has
emanated from our Office rather than from Ottawa, whereas publicity on
United States Lease•lend has emanated almost entirely from Washington .

, 10.- Finally, I feel there should be more public statements by leading
Canadians about Canada's interest in the Pacific. At present Canada's name is
rarely mentioned : among those countries rated as Pacific powers . When
statements on•Pacific policy are made in Ottawa, action should be taken by the
Wartime ; Information Board to have them transmitted, if possible, by
Australian Associated Press from New York . We can issue them here but more
effective coverage is given by the papers if they are cabled from New York .lI ; May I conclude by reporting my strong feeling that Canada may have to
recover a lot of ground in Australia in the next twenty years unless something
is done at this time .~~ ., .

I have etc.

T. C. DAVI S

'1 -163Royal Air
hef d o Force Transport Command .

"
C
de Torontorch cst M Toronto Symphony O rc hestra , et doyen de la Faculté de musique, l'Université
Conductor, To ro nto Symphony Orchestra, and Dean or Music. University of Toronto.
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SECTION B 
ANTILLES BRITANNIQUES' 

BRITISH WEST INDIES 

• 	• 	. 
W.L.M.K./Vol. 346 . 	. , 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. 	au Premier ministre . 	. 

Afemorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Primé Minister 

[Ottawa,]  February 18, 1944 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRIME MINISTER 
On January 12th 1 sent you a note' *about the Anglo-American Caribbean 

Commission. The United Kingdom Government had enquired whether Canada 
would like to be invited to be represented ai the first of a proposed series of 
West Indian conferences dealing with aspects of social and economic problems 
of the West- Indies. The other government departments whom we consulted 
about this invitation were inclined to favour acceptance. I felt that though our 
economic interest in the West Indies market was important, full participation 
in the Conference might be construed as evidence of a livelier and more 
positive interest in West Indian problems than the Government was likely to 
wish to show." • 

We have now  had  a further letter from the United Kingdom High 
Commissioner,t assuming, 1' think correctly from the fact that we did not 
answer the first enquiry,t that Canada did not wish to participate as a partner 
member in 'the West Indian Conferénce, and enquiring whether in the 

circumstances we would like to be repres .énted by an observer who could report 
on aspects of the proceeding,s of the Conference likely to be of interest to this 

country. 1 think this is a more reasonable proposition, and if you approve,' 
would recommend that one of the Canadian Trade Commissioners stationed in 

the West Indies be authorized to attend as an observer on behalf of the 

Government of Canada, the Conference to bc held in the Barbados in the 

second half of March. 

817. 

[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

"Note marginalelMarginal note: 
, I agree entirely Kling] 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
approved. W. L M.  King] 24-2-44. 
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DEA/1997-40 

Procès-verbal d'une discussion interministérielle 
Minutes of Interdepartmental Discussion - 

CONFIDENTIAL. 	 [Ottawa,]  June 14, 1944 
4 

MINUTES OF AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL DISCUSSION ON CANADIAN POLICY 

WITH REGARD TO THE ANGLO-AMERICAN CARIBBEAN COMMISSION AND 

THE FUTURE OF WEST INDIAN TRADE, HELD IN ROOM 123, 
EAST BLOCK, AT 11:30 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14 

Present: 

Mr. H. L. Keenleyside (Chairman) 

Messrs. Angus (External Affairs) 
Barton (Agriculture) 
Bawden (Canadian Shipping Board) 
Cheney (Trade & Commerce) 
Hodgins (Agriculture) 
Jobbins (Wartime Priccs and Trade Board) 
Mackintosh (Finance) 

' Master (Trade & Commerce) 
Major (Trade & Commerce) 
Newman (Trade & Commerce) 

,Noble (Wartime Prices & Trade Board) 
, Pierce (External Affairs) 

Robertson (External Affairs) 
Soward (External Affairs) 
Wrong (External Affairs) 

Mr G. A. Newman, who attended the first West Indian Conference held 
under the a.  uspices of the Anglo-American Caribbean Commission, commented 
briefly upKin the Conference Report' which had previously been circulated to 
the departments. In his opinion the Conference was regarded in United States 
circlés, *especially by the United States Co-Chairman of the Conference, Mr. 
Taussig, as à means for promoting trade in the Caribbean region mainly for the 
benefit of Puerto Rico, which was becoming more industrialized. For that 
reason, in spite of an agcnda of a wider character, the prospects for inter-island 
trade were kept constantly in the foreground. It was planned to convene a 
second conference in a year's time in Puerto Rico at which the chief topics 
would be trade and transportation. Mr. Newman felt that Canadian trade in 
the West Indies might suffer from the emphasis on inter• island trade. He 
believed that Canada should attain membership in the Anglo-American 
Caribbean Commission as a means of influencing policy at the top level, 
offsetting the drive for American trade and keeping Canada well in the 
f_oreground in the eyes of the British West Indians. He felt that such 
membership should be secured before the next conference meeting in Puerto Rico. 	, 

1325 
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() ` Other : speakers expressed skepticism as to the importance of the work done
by the Commission and shared Mr . Newman's doubt as to the motives of the
United States Co'-Chairman . '' It was ' pointed out that there were political
implications to membership in-the Commission which need careful study. In

view , of the anomalous position of Canada as a non-colonial power participating
in the Caribbeân ' area ' on equal terms with such colonial powers as the United
Kingdom and,the United States, it was suggested that membership in the
Commission might be held in abeyance until the role of the Commission had
been clarified and : until it ; was more clearly understood whether such a
Commission would be used effectively in the postwar world for humanitarian
and social purposes .

The meeting also discussed at some length trade alignments in the
Caribbean region as affected by the United States tariff policy and by the
respective preferences extended by the United Kingdom and Canada . The fact
that Canada gave a preference of approximately 90( per one hundred pounds
of West Indian sugar had been of enormous importance to the West Indies .

Their business men were disturbed at the prospect of this preference being lost
through postwar re-adjustments of existing tariff policies . It was pointed out
that although Canada had given notice of terminating the Canada-West Indian
Agreement" on the eve of the war, this notice was not to take effect until the
termination of the war and in the meantime British West Indian sugar had
been guaranteed a Canadian market until 1946 . Other speakers commented
that the Canadian trade had also considerably expanded in the West Indies
during the war and that there were now approximately one thousand firms
interested in the West Indian market .

Mr. Robertson suggested that Canadian observers at the coming conference
of West Indian Chambers of Commerce should avoid the appearance of
expressing official views on Canadian economic- policy and should not offer any
forecast as to the nature of a revised Canada-West Indian Agreement. It was

agreed that in` the near future a small Committee should be set up to examine
statistical data upon the economic relations of Canada to the West Indies and
to draft areport upon policy for submission to the government .

'The meeting then adjourned at 12 :45 p .m.

s'Voir Grande-Bretagne:f5ee Great Britain : 's Stacioner yBritish and Foreign State Papers, Volume 123 . London, H4 MajcstY
Office. 1931 . pp. 578-88 .
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DEA/7425-40
~Procès-verbal d'une discussion interministérielle

Minutes of Interdepartmental Discussio n

[Ottawa,] December 4, 194 4
Present were:

,? H . F. Angus, External Affairs, Chairma n

Two memoranda' were tabled at the meeting ; one, prepared in the
Department of Trade and Commerce, discusses Canadian trade with the
British,West Indies, its value to Canada and its costs, in lost sugar revenue, in

°'1925 .
. ; J

. A . Chapdelaine, Privy Council (Secretary )

shipping expenditures and the possibility of some hidden costs such as the loss
of trade in the other West Indies, in fish, for example, consequent on the
preference accorded to the B .W.I .; the second prepared by the Canadian
Shipping Board, deals with the cost of shipping se rv ices between Canada andthe B

.W,I, and suggests some changes in the shipping se rv ices to the B .W.I.
MR- FRASER stated that since the Treaty was made in 1926,61 Canada hadlost some ground, in flour to Australia, in butter to New Zealand, in fish to

Newfoundland, in condensed milk to the U.K. The war had inflated Canadiantrade,with the B.W.I . who now had an adverse balance with Canada ; pre-war
trade balanced more evenly so that the B .W .I . obtained from their sales toCanada the necessary Canadian dollars to pay for their purchases . It was likelythat ' some of the increase in trade with Canada would be maintained, as
colonial administration and economic developments in the islands both fostered
an increase in the standard of livin there .Year subject The agreement runs from year to
is desirablto six months' notice. As conditions have changed, some revision► Mr. Fraser thought that the W .I . are pleased with the Agreement
and wish to renew it in the present form substantially ; however, it is important
that some indication of Canadian policy be given to the W.I . at an earl y date .

F. E. Bawden, Can. Shipping Board
W. A. Mackintosh, Dept. of Reconstruction
W. J. Callaghan, Dept. of Finance
E: G . Carty, Dept. of Transport
Gordon Urquhart, Dept . of Nat . Rev .
R. B. Teaklc, C.N . Steamships
Messrs Eke and Gauthier, C.N. Steamships, . ; .

D . Cole, to to
T. C. Major

toFrank Fraser, Can. Govt . Trade Commissioner in Jamaica

Oliver Master, Trade & Commerce
C. M . Croft, , to to

= F. H. Soward, to to
J . W . Holmes,

R. A . MacKay, to to
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' MR:MAJOR pointed to the developing strength of U.S. competition — as 
indicated in the activities of the U.S. section of the Anglo-Caribbean 
Commission. Canada has taken over some of the U.K. trade with the Islands 
during the war; Canadian products are better known now in the Islands and a 
large number of firms have become interested in the trade. The Agreement is 
vital to the maintenance of this Canadian trade. 

MR. TEAKLE stressed the close relationship of shipping services and 
preferences: he favoured renewing the agreement, but with a number of 
changes, in shipping schedules, in the rates between different ports; a closer 
link between trade and the flag; increases in W.I. contribution to the shipping 
services and some guarantees of the shipping trade, particularly in bananas. 

MR. CALLAGHAN indicated that the agreement was obsolete in its present 
terms and would have to be revamped if a new one was contemplated. On very 
few items is the normal British preference exceeded. 

MR. MACKINTOSH dealt with the wider aspects of the commercial policy 
which is now under discussion and indicated the difficulty of tight agreements 
in the light of this policy. 

IT WAS AGRED that it was important to go over the agreement in detail, to 
sec the changes which should be proposed in the commodities and rates in 
negotiations with the Islands, even though .  it is not as yet possible to decide 
what overall commercial policy considerations should be assumed as a basis for 
these negotiations. The Department of External Affairs undertook to approach 
the interested departments with a view to the formation of a committee to do 
this work. 

820. 	 DEA/7425-40 

Rapport du Comité interntinistériel 

Report by Interdepartmental Committee 

Ottawa, May 1945 

A Study of All Articles 
Pertaining to Exports to the British West Indies 

'and 
Subsidized Steamship Services 

L.  
REVISION OF CANADA-BRITISH WEST INDIES AGREEMENT, 1925 

The terms of reference of the Interdepartmental Committee on the Canada -

British West Indies Trade Agrccmcnt, 1925, rcad as follows: 
• "To study the present treaty" item by item with a view to recommending 

changes in it, this Committee to work on the assumption it may have to be 

revised in the light of general commercial policy, that this treaty be replaced by 
one of a similar nature." • 
Reîulting from the first meeting of the' Committee, the Commercial Relations 

Division of the Department of Trade and Commerce undertook to report on all 
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articles pertaining to exports and dealing with preferences on Canadian exports
to the British West Indies . It was also agreed that, in collaboration with the
Steamship Subsidies Division, the Commercial Relations Division would report
upon Articles IX-XVIII under

Part II of the Agreement dealing withsteamship se rvices from Canada to the British West Indies .Study Dealing with Preferences on Canadian Exports to the British WestIndies

There are 17 separate tariff schedules in the British West Indies, all of the
islands included in the Agreement having their own schedules which are not
always related to each other . This, therefore, meant that individual commodi-
ties had to be dealt with island by island and studied, not only with regard to
the 1925 agreement, but also keeping in mind commitments under the Canada-United Kingdom and the United Kingdom-United States Trade Agreements .6 9

Following considerable detailed work by the Commercial Relations Division,
a Trade and Commerce informal committee was established consisting of theseofficials:

Douglas Cole,
C. M . Croft
G . D . Mallory,
T. G . Major,J . H . English,
F. E. Bawden,
G. C. Cooper,
D. R. Annett,

Acting Director, Commercial Relations Division,
Director, Commercial Intelligence Service,
Chief, Metals and Chemicals Division ,
Chief, Foods Division ,
Director, Export Planning Division,
Director, Steamship Subsidies Division,
Acting Chief, Foreign Tariffs Division,
Commercial Relations Division,

CHAIRMAN

SECRETARY .

This Committee, which included leading officials of the Department o fand Trade
Commerce directly concerned with Canadian relations with the British .

West Indies, was given the opportunity of considering item by item the varioussuggeSted , revisions for the - individual islands . The Committee provedexçeedingly :-useful for the reason that dur ing the present war, Canadian
exports to the British West Indies have increased very materially under
wartime allocations, and this provided the opportunity for the Commodity
Chiefs to make suggestions respecting wartime trade which might have anoPPortunity of continuing in the
for a`final consideration as to th

e

postwa r
tr atento f innumerab eacommopditirtu

noit y
in anew agreement, In addition, the heads of the Commodity Divisions , as We11 asMr. ' • '

: Bates `of the Department of Fisheries, were consulted with regard to
individual'items of controversial nature and we are satisfied that the revisions
as contained in 'the attached report' indicate to a reasonably accurate degreethe views of the Department of Trade and Commerce . Also incor rated in the
suggested°révisions are the views of the Canadian Trade Comm issioners toTrinidad 'and Jamaica :. . .. . -, b. .-". .

e9Canada .'~, Recu~ild~s traités, 1937, N• 14; Grande-Bretagne, TreatySeries. 1940, No . 3 .Canada; Treaty Stries, 1937. No. 14; Great Britain, Treaty Series, 1940, No. 3 .
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Taking into account the above advisory and detailed notes, revised articlest 
covering all phases of Canadian exports to the British West Indies were 
prepared .and are attached to this report. 
Steamship Services 	 , 
Following consultations between Messrs. Cole'and Bawden, Mr. R. B. Teakle 

of the Canadian National Steamships, Montreal, was consulted in respect to 
the steamship, provisions of the Agreement and his opinion was asked on the 
major changes. Following his reply, independent revised articles were drawn up 
by the Commercial Relations Division and the Trade Routes and Steamship 
Subsidies Division, from which final drafts were prepared after further 
consultation with Mr. Teakle. The resulting suggested alterations' are enclosed 
with this report.' 

In view of Mr. Chester Payne" having been secretary of the 1925 Canadian 
delegation, he was interviewed with regard to certain articles in the Agreement. 
Purely as a guide to future Canadian negotiators and not as a criticism of those 
who participated in early trade agreements, Mr. Payne kindly volunteered the 
following confidential information relating to the three successive treaties with 
the British West Indies. 
"TarIff Relations Prior to 1912 

"In 1892 Sir George Foster, as Minister of Finance, visited British West 
Indies with a view to facilitating reciprocal trade. There is no available record 
of the negotiations and nothing definite developed until 1897 when, after the 
British Preferential tariff came into effect in Canada, the benefits of that tariff 
were extended in the following year to the British West Indies. 

"In 1908 .it was decided that the matter should be placed before the 
Imperial authorities,  who'provided for a Conference in 1909, and the result of 
that Conference was  the  endorsation of. the principle that reciprocal trade 
should be arranged between Canada and the British West Indian Colonies who 
desired to enter into such an agreement. It was not until three years later that 
this arrangement was effected. 
"Conference' of 1912 • 

„"Sir George Foster was almost entirely responsible for the calling of this 

Co'nference and insofar ai Canada was concerned, it was a single handed 

effort. The Canidian delegates Were, in addition to Sir George, Hon. J. W. 
Reid, Minister of Customs, and Sir Thomas White, Minister of Finance. The 

deliberations took place concurrently' 'with the session of Parliament, with the 
result that during most of the sittings Sir George Foster carried the burden. 

,"The  West,  Indian Colonies represented were Trinidad, British Guiana, 
 Barbados' , St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Antigua, St. Kitts, Dominica and Montser-

rat. By the trade agreement which followed, Canada obtained preferential 

rates of four-fifths of the General tariff on exports to the British West In les in 

"Secrétaire, Service du renseignement commercial, ministre du Commerce. 
Secretary, Commercial Intelligence Service, Depanment of Trade and Commerce. 
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exchange . for corresponding reductions : on certain West Indian productsentering Canada . . .

"At that time Canada was subsidizing Messrs . Pickford and Black, Halifaxto operate a steamship se rvice to certain West Indian '
brief discussion on transportation, ports. While there was a

the only reference thereto in the agreement
was the provision that in all contracts entered into with steamships subsidized
by.the

Dominion, plying between ports in Canada and ports in the Colonies,
there should be an effective control of rates of freight .
"Conference of 1920

"The Trade Agreement of 1912 was to run for ten years
. The preferences inoperation had given such a distinct impetus to trade between Canada and those

West
; Indian Colonies which were signatories to the Agreement, that Sir

George Foster, after informal communication with the administrations of all
the Colonies and the Colonial Secretary, recommended to the Government thatthe time

was opportune for another conference looking to the inclusion of all
the West Indian Colonies .

"The first object, of course, was to obtain the greatest benefit throu h newreciprocal arrangements, but of primary im gtransport and cable communicatiôns . In 1913 rthec C nadiane G
question

over menftsubsidized the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company under a rive year contractand ~ this was continued for varying periods . The se rv ice, however, was notadequate,
in that the vessels were old and slow and only se rved the Easterngroup, that is, Bermuda down to British Guiana .

"The Canadian ' delegation to the Conference of 1920 comprised Sir GeorgeFoster,` Chairman of the Conference, Sir Hen ry Drayton, Minister of Finance,Hon. M .' Burrell, Minister of Customs, and Hon . H. H. Ballantyne, Minister ofMarine and Fisheries
. Every West Indian Colony was represented for the firsttime . - .

"The
outconie was a second agreement, broader both as to the

t
preferences exchanged and the number of West Indian signatories and as to themost , irnportant development, , the promise of Canada to arrange for a mail,passenger " and freight steamship service, sailing weekly to the Islands of theEastern' Grotip and another service to sail from Canadian ports as, freight
conditions r uired to the Bahamas, Jamaica and British Honduras ."Conferénce of 1925

rs
"
Thé°Trade-Agreemen't of 1920 came into effect on June lst 1922 , respectto Jamaica and on September 1 st, 1921, insofar as the other Colonie swere 'concerned• Ordinarily it would have continued to run for ten

had become imperative that something should be done to settle years but ittransportation the question ofq ree - . . ,
both on the Eastern and Western routes, as provided for by th eg ment of 1920

. The Royal Mail Steam Packet Company, under subsid ,had béen serving the Eastern Group, and the Canadian Government yMerchantMarine the Western Group. Neither se rvice had been satisfactory.
~~The Conferenceôf 1925 was called m •stea~hip communication . Jamaican produce s1of banana

ssolve
for

the problem of
, stance, were
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at . the mercy of the United Fruit Company and the Spread between prices paid 
to the grower and those paid by the Canadian consumer showed that the profits 
in the business were going to the middleman in the United States. 

"When the fervor attending the 'consummation of this Agreement had 
subsided, it soon' became apparent that the West Indian delegates had 
exhibited much greater astuteness than the Canadian representatives insofar as 
ultimate benefits to be enjoyed by the various participants was concerned. 
Canada has had a traditional interest in trade with the West Indies, as 
presenting the most obvious market for Canadian exports, with the exception of 
that of Great Britain and the United States, and this last treaty was the 
Culmination of successive efforts to .improve . the trade interchanges. 

"The origin of , , the. treaty was, hoWever, possibly more political than 
economic. Following the War there was a general impression that the United 
States was casting covetous glances at the. West Indian Islands and colour to 
that view was given by the purchase in 1917 by the United States of the Virgin 
Islands, or the Danish West Indies, as they were known. It was frequently 
intimated prior to the Conference of 1920 that unless Canada did something to 
hold the West Indiei in the Empire, they wbuld be loSt. 

"The West Indian Delegates were impelled , by their successes in previous 
conferences to conclude a treaty and in addition to their natural desire to trade 
with Canada  and the Empire, there was the realization that the expansion of 
Canadian overseas trade with British and foreign countries, notably Australia, 
New Zealand, South Africa, South America and Japan, had much reduced 
their commercial importance to Canada. The Dominion delegates for their 
part, even with the high cost Of implementing* the promise of better steamship 
communications in the Treaty of 1920, were  still actuated by the motive of 
doing everything posSible to keep the West.Indies within the Empire. 

"A rather extraordinary incident ocdurred during the 1925 sittings. One 
morning when Mr. Robb, the Chairman, had gone into the corridor for a few 

minutes' recess he encountered Sir George Foster. He suggested that Sir 

George's views, though they  must  be given unofficially, would be of benefit to 
the Conference. The records  were suspended and Sir George spoke for nearly 

in hour. In one 'sentence what he really, urged was that the Government must 
not look too , closely at the. bookkeeping aspect of the proposition but be 

prepared to make Sacrifiées such  as would be involved in the maintenance of 
up-to-date steamship services and that Canada as a whole would be behind 
such a mOve. There can be no doubt that his views had a marked influence on 

the deliberations which folloWed and lessened the tendency on the part of the 

Canadian 'delegates to bargain more keenly. 
"How West Indies Bested Canada 	 . 

"As regards the preference's by Canada, there is now no doubt that the West, 
Indian' delegates were .much . . the better , negotiators. They freely grantee! 
increased preferences on cOrnmodities  for  which Canada had already acquir

dld  
ed 

the bulk of the trade .and while they -Might not have opposed, they certainlY. . 
, •, 

not suggest 'vying prelr  erences' on commodities in regard to which the United 
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Kingdom' was an important exporter . In the case of Trinidad, for instance,
Canada granted special preferences on .

cocoa, sùgar, . rum and bitters, whichproducts . represented about 50% of her whole- export trade : The ratio ofprivileged export in favour of Trinidad worked out at 3V2to 1 . As for Jamaica
the preferences granted to Canada represented only 15'/% of the Dominions'
total export trade, and the ratio preferences in favour of Jamaica was nearly_ 5
to 'I . This latter ratio is about the same for the remaining islands .

"As ânoiher illustration, take the flour trade, of which Canada held about90% . : The increased preference did not help Canada materially, in that the
balance of the trade was in cheaper grades of flour, which the Dominion does
not export . This was also true to only a lesser degree as regards Trinidad's
import of milk products . Even a better illustration is the preference on boots
and shôes granted • by the West Indies in a market where four-fifths of the
population go barefoot . The truth, of these observations can . no doubt beverified by a statistical analysis .
"Làck ofPreparation on Canada 's Part

"There were two reasons why the Canadian delegates did not show to
advantage with ' the West Indian representatives . The first was inadequatepreparation

. For the first two conferences there was little preliminarypreparation other than . trade statistics and certainly there was no general
invitation given to Canadian exporters to express their views, except possiblythe chocolate mânufacturers .

"Prior to the 1925 Conference a small committee of departmental officers
was formed to assist Sir Herbert Marler in the preparation of Canada's case
and considering the nature of his task, he made a most excellent showing . But
the dominating factor insofar as Canadian interests were concerned, was Mr .
Russell,, Commissioner of Tariffs in the Department of Finance, who was
concerned chie flÿ with revenue. The Canadian sugar refiners, of course, wereon the 'alert and 'made representations but there is no evidence of any
representations from individual firms .

`.`The time of year in which 'all these conferences were held was also againstthe Can adian delegates . In every instance the House was in session . During theConference of 1925 the situation at times was almost hopeless . The session wasdrawing to an end, an election was in prospect and of the six Ministers and sixMembers Of Parliament who formed the Canadian group, it is doubtful if morethan four of [or] rive were ever in attendance at one time, while several never
attended a single sitting . Furthermore, not only was Mr. Robb, the Chairman,as 11%Iinister

: of Finance,` frequently *called 'upon to absent himself, but therewere occasions'' when the entire proceedings had, to be interru ted while theC anadian gr''àup answeréd the division bell . p
a he personnel of the West Indian delegation was infinitel y

8 rds accurate knowledge of all that as involved . Every island ore wasrepresëifted ', primârily by a ' trained Government official of many years'
experience and in several instances by an advisor as well, who was a practical
business rriân, The result was that the West Indian delegates had an expert and
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intricate knowledge of the points to be considered, whereas Sir Herbert Marier,  
who was called upon to state the Canadian case, had only departmental officers 
upon whose advice to rely and had practically no contact with Canadian 
exporters. . 

"In that connection it seems inexplicable that our Trade Commissioners in 
the West Indies were not attached to any of these conferences as advisers, or at 
least called upon to submit their views as to what Canada should ask for in the 
way of preferences, as also what to expect the West Indies to ask. In 1925 we 
were represented in the West Indies by two particularly capable officers, 
namely, G. R. Stevens in Jamaica and H. R. Poussette, formerly Director of 
the Commercial Intelligence Service in-Trinidad. Both were thoroughly 
familiar with their .  territories. These men were on the spot, in daily conversa-
tion with the Government  officiais and business men to represent the British 
West Indies, and, consequently, knew every angle of the problems involved. 
Support of this view was afforded during the visit of a delegation from the 
Canadian Manufacturers' Association, which.toured the West Indies in 1922. 
The abolition by Canada of the Dutch standard, a colour test adhered to by the 
Canadian Goyernment, ,which kccps out the higher grades. of West Indian 
sugars, has from the first bccn advocated in the strongest possible way by the 
West Indies. At a public meeting in Kingston à direct attack on the Canadian 
Government for maintaining this standard was made by one of the most 
prominent business men in Jamaica. Mr. Stevens, mentioned above, who was 
called upon to deal with this criticism, completely routed the West Indian 
advocate. It might bc mentioned that in 1929 the West Indies decided to 
appoint a Trade Commissioner to represent their interests in Canada and asked 
the  Canadian Government for the loan for three years of a Canadian Trade 
Commissioner in the West Indies. 

"Possibly ,  the main reason, however, for Canada not obtaining wider 
preferences was that the .vital factor in all trade negotiations was ignored, 
namely, holding back something which could be used for further bargaining. 
Canada granted so much to the West  Indies that she had nothing left to offer. 
It is only recently that 'bur tra.  de agreements with the United Kingdom, the 
United States, Australia,  New  Zealand, South Africa and many foreign 
countries has Made the West Indies realize that unless when the treaty is 
revised they can hold what they obtained in 1925, they will be in a bad waY 
indeed." .` 
Some Aspects of Canada-British ;Vest Indies Trade Relations 

Canada has traditionally looked to the many component parts of the Brh 

Empire for her export trade and it has been to the interest of Great Britain andf 

Canada alike that there should be no discrimination between different parts o 

the Empire, owing to the very serions effect which would result in the 

Commonwealth. 
Therefore, Canada, in common with Great Britain, has had a real interest in 

maintaining  the . 	of 'non-discrimination between 	
• 

countries in th.e 

British Commonwealth, even' though in the case of certain commodities lt 
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would have been to Canada's advantage to have lower duties in certain Empire 
markets than other Empire sources of.supply. 

An examination of pre-war trade between Canada, the West Indies and 
Newfoundland in recent pre-war years indicates the very considerable degree 
to which the triangulation of trade was complementary with the exception of 
one commodity -- codfish. 

An examination of the value of trade for the years 1936 to 1938 clearly 
shows a clOckWise movement of trade insofar as balance of exports over imports 
is concerned. Thus, Canada averaged over $8,000,000 of exports per annum to 
NeWfoundland as against $2,200,000 of imports. Similarly, Newfoundland 
expoited fo the British West Indies an average of $860,000 as against imports 
of $220,000 and the final portion of the triangle is indicated by exports of 
$17,000,000 per annum from the British West Indies to Canada, as compared 
with $12,000,000 of imports into the British West Indies from Canada. 

The Canada-British West Indies, 1925, Agreement was fairly satisfactory, 
bût the Màritime Provinces have always felt that by transferring Canada's 
imports 'of raw sugar from Cuba and San Domingo to Empire sources, 
iniportant markets for Maritime fish and potatoes were lost. It can be shown 
that during the five fiscal years immediately preceding the granting of sugar 
preferences, i.e. 1922-1926 inclusive, Canada imported 36 per cent of her raw 
sugar from Empire and 64 per cent from non-Empire countries. This ratio was 
more than reversed during the next twelve years to 84 from Empire and 16 per 
cent from non-Empire countries. In fact, during the last three years before the 
war the Empire proportion rose to such a point that non-Empire produced 
sugar was almost excluded. 

The Maritime Provinces, therefore, feel that the increase in Empire 
preferences had the effect of transferring Canada's sugar purchases from 
relatively loW-eost producing areas to high-cost producing areas; there was a 
result Of heavy loss in national revenue to Canada and one of the net results 
was a considerable loss of exports of Canadian fish and potatoes and even some 
flour from the Agreement. 

The cost of Canada's trade with the West Indies has been considerable in 
terms of steamship deficits and loss of Government revenue on sugar. It may be 
unfairto balance Canadian exports to the British West Indies against costs of 
steamsh41 subsidies and lost sugar revenues, but it should be pointed out that 
against the value of total Canadian exports to the West Indies in 1939 of 
$ 15,000,000, there was contracted a Canadian National Steamship deficit of 
$32.4,000 plus an approximate loss in revenue on sugar of $8,495,000. , 

The ,follôWing changes  might therefore be considered when the  Canada-
est  Indies' Trade Agreement is in prospect.' 

1 . A modification of the Canadian preference on imports of raw sugar. — It 
maY be, naive to hope that by a reduction of the present preference a larger 
v°1unié7of irnPorts.  of sugar from Cuba and the Dominican Republic might be 

' 

pessibliiithout tipietting the equilibrium of the triangulating Newfoundland-, 
British west  IndiceCanadian trade. It is not likely that imports of sugar from 

1335 
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these sources would be stimulated without creating Empire quota on raw sugar
imports into Canada, for as a rule tariff changes of any magnitude generally
result in either no change or complete change of sources of supply .

2 . Increased : . British West Indies and Canadian contribution to cost of
steamship serv ices . - It may be impractical to suggest that a portion of the
revenues saved from an increase in import duties on sugar might be allocated
to subsidize steamship se rvices to the British West Indies, but certainly greater
operating deficits may be expected if the rates are to be competitive with
corresponding rates from Iceland, Norway and Newfoundland for shipments of
fish . One of the complaints of the Maritime Provinces has been that
Newfoundland fish has enjoyed lower rates from , Halifax to British West

Indies, . compared with Canadian, fish, for the reason that the rates from
Newfoundland to B ritish West Indies were quite low, and it was necessary to
reduce the rate on Newfoundland fish, in order to compete . ,

It is becoming apparent that Canada will - not be able to approach the
revision of the Canada-West Indies Trade Agreement expecting wider
preference margins. In fact some, modification of the preference is not unlikely .

This means thât, emphasis will need to be placed on getting Canadian goods to
consumers in the West Indies at competitive prices but with less reliance on
favorable tariff manipulation .

As a supplier of the British West Indies, Canada has never been in a
stronger position than today . Over 1000 firms are shipping to the Colonies at
present, most of them for the first time . Conditions must be created which will

permit these recent relations with the . British West Indies to endure and
prosper if Canada is to enjoy a larger share of the trade than that held in
prewar years .

=
821.

DEA/1997-40
. . . •-

. Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à !'an:bassadeur aux bats-Unis

Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
to Ambassador In United States

Ottawa, August 6,194 5

Sir, : :

I have. the~ honour to inform you that Sydney Caine of the Ecoûs ar e
Division of the Colonial Office visited us last week. H is discussions with
summarized below.

2 . General Economic Poticy toward the West Indies . the' Caine saïd ' that R he "hâd discu`ssed with the U .S . State Departmen t
general question of econômic policy toward the West Indies and thwlnh po nte

Departmentand the Colonial Office were in agreement on the following
=6>b~,t _ . . _ . . . . . ., ., d
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"(a) That the proposal , for a regional union of the Caribbean area should be
discarded although a 'customs union of the British West Indies was regarded asfeasible. "
(b) That a policy of self-sufficiency for the islands was impractical . Caine

said thavit was his opinion that such a policy would mean that half of the
population would starve . It was agreed that a moderate amount of diversifica-
tion was feasible but that it should be limited to fields in which the islands were
not at a competitive disadvantage. The welfare of the islands depended upon
world' trade and 'no action - should be taken in the islands which would
discourage expanding trade .

3. A differénce of opinion' had arisen between the United States and the
United Kingdom as to whether prices and markets for food products should be
guaranteed in the islands . The United States was opposed to any such
guarantee and the United Kingdom in favour for non-competitive essentials .
Caine said that a compromise was reached and it was agreed that any such
problem should be dealt with ad hoc .

4. 'Ànglo-American Caribbean Commission.
Caine advised us of the intention to expand the membership of the

Commission to four members on each side, two" members on each side to be
appointed by the islands from residents. This change he expected to be madeshortly

:, •Under consideration as a later development is the possibility of
expanding the membership of the Commission to include France and the
Netherlands . He indicated that there was a seat open on the Commission for
Canada, and he was told that we were not yet ready to consider joining. His
opinion on the work of the Commission was that it had provided a usefulsafet}►=valve-through which United States opinion could escape and that it had
done gôod • work in dealing with emergency supply problems and cultural
development, but he did not hold that it would be of any considerable use in the
field of trade and economics.

5 Caine` was very pleased with his Washington talks and particularly at thestand ' taken -' to moderaté the resolutions passed at the last West Indies
Conference We told him that the Canadian view was substantially the same as
that`now held in Washington and London .
6• Canadian -~ West Indies Trade Agreement .
Caine said that the British West Indies were anxious to have the Agreementrenéwed; He' "shared ' however, our view, which was clearly expressed to him,

that discus`stons`could not be begun now between Canada and the West Indies ,
while commercial policy discussions between the United States, the United
Kingdom and Canada had still such a long way to go . He agreed that neither
the UnitedKingdom nor Canada could or would deal with preferences at thistime.

Y Fa` y,'^tl~ ~r~!• ~
11~1.t s

7N
amarginaleM a rginal nota:one I think A I

(But - [ i cland . ~see Macdonald July St- 2©WI unofficial members) E. P. M[acCallumj
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1 . Caine felt that the Colonial Office would probably not urge a tariff for 
revenue on necessities as had been done in the last discussions. He felt that the 
development and use of income tax on the island would permit the Colonial 
Office to change its views. , 

8. In the course of his talks .Caine said that the State Department had 
prepared a report on policy toward the Caribbean area Which had gone to the 
President and been approved. I don't know whether this report could be made 
available to us but, if you could obtain a copy, we would be interested. He 
mentioned one other report which he said was available and which we would 
like you to forward to us if you can obtain it — a report of the Anglo-
American Caribbean Commission on tourist trade in the West Indies. 

- 	I have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 
for Secretary of State 
- for External Affairs 

822. 	 PCO 
• 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, August 23rd, 1945 

_CANADA-WEST INDIES STEAMSHIP SERVICE; FUTURE POLICY 
3. THE MINISTER OF TRANSPORT raised the question of the re-establishment 

of the Canadian National SteaMship service to the West Indies upon which an 
earlS,  decision was desired. 	. 

The service had valuable potentialities in respect of both passenger traffic 
and general, trade .between Canada and the Islands. Re-establishment of the 
service oh an adequate basis viould require replacement of vessels. It would 
take at least two years to build the type of vessel required. 

The net financial loss of the Company over a sixteen year period of 

operation would be approximately $3,175,000, if the physical assets were 
liquidated. , 

The re-establishment .of  the service  was  closely related to the renewal of the 

trade agreement with: the West  Indies and the maintenance of imperial 

prefeiince. 4 ,  , • , 
4.. An  explanatory note had bCen circulated. 

(Department of Transport note, Angust 10, 1945 — Cabinet Document No. 

37).t 
4. THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed that the question of the re-

establishment of Canadian'steamship service to the West Indies be referred to 

the External Trade Advisory Committee for consideration and report, it being 

- 
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understood that, for the occasion, a representative of the Department of
Transport be added to the Committee. .

823. ;;
PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extrâct from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] October 3, 1945

SHIPPING POLICY; RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF CANADIAN NATIONAL
• (WEST INDIES) STEAMSHIPS LIMITEDSERVICES

8
. THE SECRETARY, referring to the discussion at the meeting of August

23rd,--submitted a
: report, copies of which had been circulated, from the

External Trade Advisory Committee .

Thrée'cargo ships were now being constructed by Wartime Shipbuilding
Limitéd ; to meet the requirements of the West Indies Service . Passenger
service, however, could not be restored without additional new construction
totalling at least $ 10 m)llion .

In view, of the present situation with respect to policy generally and the
future of preferences in particular, the Committee recommended that no stepswhich would involve purchase of .vessels be taken, at this time, to restore thepassenger :se rvice to the West Indies unless Canadian National (West Indies)
Steamships ' Limited ~ could justify such action on commercial grounds,
independent of any trade agreement .

(Exterrial Trade Advisory Committee memorandum, Sept . 29, 1945 -Cabinet Document 73).t
9. THE'. :` CABIN ET, after discussion, approved the recommendations

contained in the report submitted, it being understood that three cargo vessels
at present being constructed by Wartime Shipbuilding Limited would be madeavailable t6 the Company to meet the .requirements in the West Indies trade .
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' SECTION C «. • 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE 
GREAT BRITAIN 

Le sous-ministre des Finances 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, September 20, 1944 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 	 " „ 
I am sending you herewith an aide niéMoire which . was left with Mr. Bryce 

of this Department yesterday by Mr. Williams of the United Kingdom High 
Commissioner's office, concerning purchases of agricultural machinery by the 
Government of Eire. You will note that the purpose of the memorandum is to 
explain that when  the  Government of Eire approached the United Kingdom 
authorities to obtain their approval of certain' purchases of agricultural 
machinerY in Canada, the United Kingdom authorities requested them to 
reduce such ptirchases and did so primarily in order to save Canadian dollar 
exchange "in accordance with repeated requests from the Canadian Finance 
Department that theY should eliminate all unnecessary expenditure in 
Canada." 

It is true that we have on a number of occasions suggested to the United 
Kingdom Treasury that, in view of the very large deficit of Canadian dollars 
which could not be fully met this year at least by amounts available in the 
Mutual Aid Appropriation, it was de.sira.  ble for them to scrutinize very 
carefully their war orders in Canada in order to squeeze out any possible water 
in them. I had felt that orders originally placed might have been forgotten 
when the need for them no longer existed and we  have foUnd as you know 
'occasional instances of this sort of thing. So far as I remember I have never 
suggested cutting down the purchase of non-war goods in Canada, and it is also 

true that the financial situation  has  now been considerably improved by the 

various measures which have been agreed upon with the United Kingdom to 
assist them in meeting their Canadian dollar deficit." 

Nevertheless, 1 think that British authorities have been sharpening their 
pencils in order to avoid the necessity of additional borrowing before the end of 
Stage Two, and increasingly 1 fear we may find additional illustrations of 
British attempts to cut down British or sterling area imports from Canada and, 

diversion of purchases to other countries. Some of these may cause politica 

difficulty in Canada and 1 think we should give some consideration  to the 

adoption of a consistent attitude or policy towards them. 

72Voir le volume 10, document  5)2/Sec Volume 10, Document 512. 
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,An regard to the particular case in hand, I assume that the supply situation
in - respect of agricultural implements in Canada is now fairly tight but
Canadian producers of agricultural 1' implements may protest the possible
permanent, loss of the Irish, market .- I do not know how important our trade
interest is in this case or how likely we are to receive repercussions . I would beglad .; to receive from you any views you may care to express and any
suggestions for .dealing with the aide mémoire . Perhaps indeed it is External
Affairs which should assume the responsibility of making a reply .

. Yours very truly, ~ ,'i
W. C. CLARK

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Aide-mémoire du haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne
A ide-mémoire from High Commission of Great Britain

[Ottawa,] September, 194 4

PURCHASES OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY BY THE GOVERNMENT OF EIRE

In February last Government of Eire asked the United Kingdom to supplycertain' quantities of agricultural machinery needed in 1944 . After due
considerations they were informed of the quantities of machinery, amounting
to the bulk of their requests, which it was possible to let them have .

2 . In screening Eire's requirements the U .K. authorities had assumed that the
February demands represented her desires for all sources . Eire has however
now informed the United Kingdom that in March last she furnished at therequest ; of . the Canadian authorities an estimate of her requirements of
agricultural machinery from Canada for the year July, 1944, to June, 1945 .
No reply is said yet to have been received from the Canadian authorities, but
Eire now states that McGee's Stores Ltd., Ardee, have placed an order with theCockshuttiPlow Co:, Ontario, for 250 two-furrow tractor ploughs, 50 three-
furrow tractor ploughs, 100 dise harrows, 350 binders and 40 4'6 mowers . The
Eire High Commissioner in Canada is said to be supporting the application forexport licences .

3
. The Eire authorities have now been informed through the Canadian Trade

Commissioner Dublin that the approval of the U .K. Ministry of Agriculture is
required before the Cockshutt Plow Co . can complete the order. They have
accordingly approached the Ministry of Agriculture for approval for therelease, of, the machinery, on order and "any other quantities which the
Canadian Government may later decide to make available ."

tbat the F.K . 'authorities are replying to this request expressing some surpriseFebruary demand was not a complete statement of Eire's requirementsfrom i all, sources , for . the year 1944-45 and asking for such a com letethe ement : ; Given this information, the U .K. will be able to su l Eire withpp y all
agricultural machinery she can from the U.K. in future without beingplaced in the embarrassin ' 'pla~ in Canada . As g

position
the ofrequest to the U.K. orders already: . C 'regards uest referred to in the preceding
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paragraph;  the Eire authorities aie being informed that.the U.K. authorities 
can supply the 100 disc harrôws and 40 mowers frcim the United Kingdom and, 
that they agree to the diversion to Eire's use of 200 two-furrow tractor ploughs 
under manufacture in Eire from • materials supplied from the U.K. and 
intend[ed]i for export here  and  that the .U.K. will Supply materials for the 
manufacture of: the -balance  of • 50 two-furrow. tractor • ploughs in Eire. As 
regards the three-furrow ploughs and the  binders, which cannot be supplied 
from the U.K., the Eire authorities âre being told that the U.K. authorities are 
prepared to support the order placed in Canada, provided that it will in no way 
prejudice orders being placed on behalf of the U.K. for the same period. 

5. In taking above line the U.K. authorities are actuated solely by the desire 
to conserve Canadian dollars in accordance with 'repeated requests from the 
Canadian Finance Department ; that they should eliminate all unnecessary 
expenditure in Canada. The U.K. authorities feel, however, that their decision 
may not be verY welcome to the Canadian Trade Departments and they are 
therefore anxious , to explain position to Department of Finance so as to 
forestall any criticism that their motives have been to secure trade advantages 
for themselves.' - 

825. DEA/6864-40  

•Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire de Giande-Bretagne 

Secretary of Statifor EXternal Affairs 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

Ottawa, October 11, 1944 

Sir: 
Your  aide , mémoire . of September, 1944, concerning the purchase of 

agricultural implements , by  Eire, has been passed by the Department of 

Finance to this Department for consideration and reply after consultation with 

other interested Departments. •• 

The initiative of the United Kingdom in explaining the action taken by their 
authorities' in this matter is appreciated, because such action in the absence of 
an explanation might have given rise to misunderstanding and concern on the 

Canadian side.1 •• 

•The specific case calls  for no discussion since the Canadian authorities have 

recognized that exigencies of war make it desirable that a control be exercised 
in the. U.K. Over purchases by Eire of agricultural implements which  are  still in 

short supply and entail the use of critical materials in their manufacture and of 
shipping in their delivery. 	' • • • 

We would be concerned, however, if this control were used to divert trade 
from Canadian exports to U.K. exports of products which had been normal and 

natural Canadian exeorts to Eire, with the intention of reducing expenditures 

of Canadian  dollars. ; This appears .to us a` use of international controls for a 

purPose that Was not intended. If such controls are to be used for this purpose, 
 

No: 57 
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there should, it is felt, be 'an opportunity for consultation with those countries
whose exports are to be restricted .

'While' in discussions the Department of Finance did ask the United
Kingdom to review its war programs to eliminate any unnecessary items,financial considerations, were not urged in respect of non-war goods which
made up our .historic trade with the sterling area . The Canadian Governmentwould be disturbed if the U.K. were left with the impression on account offinancial difficulties .which were experienced during the past fiscal year, but
which have since been eased by measures adopted by the Canadian Govern-
ment, that the Canadian Government ~ 'were prepared to accept unilateral
discrimination against exports from Canada on an exchange ground .

,It is the desire of the Canadian Government to approach any problems
which arise in connection with trade between Canada and the sterling area,
including currency problems, in a spirit of facilitating expansion rather than in
a spirit of enforcing contraction . In any case, if the situation should be such,
notwithstanding this attitude, that some contraction in specific lines is
unavoidable, the Canadian authorities desire that it should form the subject of
discussion between the governments concerned before any action is taken .

I have etc .
N. A. ItOBERTSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Le secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne"

Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain'j.

DEA/6864-40

The Extérnal Trade Advisory Committee, which was recently or aniendeavoured '
to make some rough forecast of the post-war pattern of Canad a,aas

~* .. ►

Sir: ;; .

external f trade on which the nature of our post-war economy will lar eldepénd; ;
: g Y2• Oûr. ~`~ . , . .

eviden prewar . reliançe on markets in the sterling area was heavy and som e
J eop ar, ce is appearing which suggests that our trade with that area may be ind

.-y'',ItWill ,be of great assistance to the External Trade Advisor y

CONFIpENTIAL '

I '' Ienticai dapatcha were sent
to the High Commiuioners in other Commonwealth countries.

. .-} .r- . ►

73 Des déPéc hes semblables furent envoyées aux hauts commissaires dans les autres s dula~mmonwealth. pays
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Committee if,`after considering the instances which follow, you will inform us

of any indications which may have come to your attention .

3 . The following instances illustrate diversion of, trade from Canada to the

sterlirig area :

(a) The U.K: authorities havè'advised us that they have refused on financial
grounds to authorize the procurement by Eire in Canada of certain specified

agricultural implements . The United Kingdom has, instead facilitated

manufacture in'Eire and is supplying some from U.K. production;

(b) The U.K. authorities have indicated to the West Indian authorities the

desirability of curtailing dollar expenditures ;

(c) The Director of Import ' Procurement of the Government of Australia

stopped the issuance of permits for the import 'of cyanide from Canada .

.Canada supplied cyanide to Australia ' not only du ring the war years but prewar

as well . The stoppage, now in prospect of being lifted, has been attributed both

to a dollar shortage and to sh ipping d ifficulties .-
We are not always able to determine with certainty the cause of the

diversion . In some
. cases' we know it to be shortage of Canadian dollars ; in

others the considerations may be those of shipping or over-supply .

4. While from the British point of view the tendency towards diversion is not
unnatural, aware as the British are of their heavy war purchases in Canada and

of the limit 'on Mutual Aid, nevertheless, we cannot accept diversion of trade as
inevitably the' answer to'their difficulties until we have explored every other
possibility with them in the hope of finding some arrangement that will meet
the legitimate requirements of both countries . We are at a stage where it is
difficult to foresee the solution of the problem but it will be most helpful if you
can inform us of any evidence of the loss to Canada of trade whic él if the
in prewar years or of threats to such trade as we m ight reasonably expect
currency difficulties were not present . We should distingu~ ôf self-denial
diversion of trade and the loss of trade occasioned by the practic e
byby, countries of the sterling area . While any loss of trade to Canada i s

unpalatable, we must be sympathetic with any self-imposed policy of denial
which a country sees fit to adopt in an endeavour to improve its noth ng,ia~
position. In the case of diversion, however, the country forgoe s

merely changes its source of supply . While we cannot hope foracassure
dto

markets, we must endeavour to safeguard our r ight of compet i t ive

Empire markets .
We attach copy of telegram No. 276 of October 13th, to the of

Commissioner for Canada in Australia," on the subject of cyanide ;
f'the United

despatchâ No . 57 of Octobei I I th, to the High Comm i ssi o n

Kingdom in`Canada; on the matter of agricultural implemenan o tain, w th
• •' ' do ting until we c a n

serve as a guide to Inc att i tude whtch we are a P magnitude, and unt 1
your assistance, a clearer appreciation of the problem's
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we can come closer to solving the fundamental problem of the post-war 
relationship of the sterling and dollar areas. 	 • 

I have etc. ' 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 	• 

DEA/6864-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Cornmissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 
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Ir 

DESPATCH A. 661 	• 	 London, November 17, 1944 

Sir, 
el have the honour to acknowledge your despatch No. 1388 regarding 

Canada% post-war export trade. 
,2'.. Concérning the diversion of orders from Canada to the sterling area of 

traditional Canadian exports, no cases similar to the three which you report 
have  -conie to our attention although they may have occtirred. It is assumed 
thai'ilfat you have particularly in mind is the replacement of normal Canadian 
inipôrti-iiito.  parts of the sterling area, (other than the United Kingdom) by 
United Kingdom supplies. 
3. -There has, however, been a development in connection with the supply of 

Cânndian agricultural machinery to Eire which may be noted in view of the 
obierations co.  ntained in your letter of October I 1 th to the United Kingdém 

Commissioner in Ottawa.. The Trade Commissioner in Dublin reported a 
short 'tirné aiô that the prospective Irish importers had also placed an order 
with a Canadian manufacturer for 15 tons of spare parts but that this order 
could- not' le' Undertaken without the approval of the United Kingdom 
Atithorities. The Dominions Office were approached and in a few hours -- 
without ariy formal exchange of letters — the necessary authority was granted. 
Thétircurnstanées Suggest that thc United Kingdom Departments concerned 
fully àppreciate the force of your representations. 
4. We have no knowledge of the attitude or practices of countries (other than 

the United' Kingdom) comprised in the sterling group. Presumably these 
euiintries.  folldw the same policy as the United Kingdom, i.e., they control 

Ports by a system of licensing, and in its  administration  experience the same 
difficilties'as the United Kingdom in relation to dollar transactions. To what 
extent the , policies of the different components of the sterling area are 
deliberately concerted, if at all, is not known to this office. 
5. With regard to example (c) it is probable that the decision to stop 

Australian imports of cyanide from Canada was made by the Commonwealth 
and not at the instigation of the Unitcd Kingdom Government. The reason for 
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the Australian authorities' action may have been either the shortage of dollars ,

area, and .
(2),~ the liquidation of sterling balances accumulated in London .

pall iatives which ~gnore t e un amen a pr
(1) the` shortage

1
ofr Canadian dollars available to countries in the sterlin

g" '' h f d t 1 oblems•

10. I am incl ined to th ink that Inc d~ficultI es con ron 8 relieved by
trade' to the sterling area are too det seated to be measurably

mtcres . ; .; . ; s. , . • f tin Canadian exPort

from Canada and the Un i tcd Statcs during the Lima~tiona y
following the end of hostilities; but only in limited amounts and at low rates o

f
foreign exchange rese rvcs . They have in ~ca t

• • ' ' 1 ears immediately

the war, and are most anxious to avoid any furthcr substant ial ec
' d' ed that they expect to borro

w

following paper, No. 1255, reads I he nt~s are p g
increase in their indebtedness outside the sterling area during the remainder of

d 1 ;- - ;n their

ttawa, cp cm r , , ,
Kingdom Financial Position," and ~refers to a recent visit by United Kingdom

Treasury officials. The second paragraph amended in Appendix II of the# ' B' h ho in to avoid any further

or a desire to reduce their sterling balances, or .a mixture of both ; but it may be
assumed that any attempt upon the part 'of the United Kingdom authorities to
influence the decision of the Australian Government would be resented .

6 . I agree with the conclusion expressed in your second paragraph that the
future of Canadian . exports to the sterling area is uncertain . Presumably the
situation will be explored with the appropriate United Kingdom and/or other
autho ri ties when further discussions on commercial or financial policy take
place . . ; ; .

7. Decisions on post-war trade policy, are, as you are aware, to a large degree
political and it is doubtful whether any binding arrangements will be possible
until a General Election '(alreadÿ ' 5 years overdue) has been held in this
country. According to a recent statement by

,
the ' Prime Minister the present

Parliament will be dissolved shortly after the end of the war in Europe . Until
then it is quite likely that major issues, apart from those pertaining to the war,
will be avoided .

8. As you arc aware, some discussions on future commercial policy have
already taken place between United Kingdom and Canadian offcials .'s Certain

conclusions have been arrived at which are subject, of course, to further study
and review by Governments but no policy has yet been formulated . It is hoped

that further consideration will be given by the Canadian and United Kingdom
authorities to questions affecting the probable future of Canadian export trade
to the United Kingdom, but any discussions along that line will no doubt have
to be paralleled with discussions on trade in the reverse direction .

9 . In this connection I would direct your attention to Paper 1237 , File A.R.

1061/1, "The Minutes of External Trade Advisory Committee,"t held in

O S t 1--a 11#16 1944 Section 4 , page 4 deals with "The United
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11: It'is generally assumed that the United Kingdom will have to regulate 
imports (as regards both volume and character), by the continuance of the 
present system of licensing, for some time after, the war in the light of her 
needs ind capacity to pay; while at the same time pushing her exports to the 
fullest extent. The United Kingdom will doubtless enforce a system of priorities 
to ensure that imports requisite to maintain the minimum standard of life for 
the whole, community and, to meet the needs of essential industries take 
precedence over less essential imports. Broadly speaking this means that 
primary foodstuffs and raw materials must come first. So long as import 
capacity,is réstricted by an insufficiency of exports the necessary selection of 
imports.cannot be attained by the competitive choice of a free market. 

• 12.! In these conditions it might be useful for the Canadian authorities to 
decide which exports come within the category of "traditional" upon behalf of 
which special claims might be considered. Information on this point would 
doubtless be valuable to the United Kingdom authorities as well as other 
sterling area Governments, in their natural endeavour to meet Canadian wishes 
and to cause the minimum disturbancc to Canadian economy. 

13'. 'It iâ difficult to bc optimistic about the quick recovery of United 
Kingdom expo' rt trade and its ability to earn dollar and other overseas 
currencies to  an  adequate degree. (In this connection it should be remembered 
that marlietâ which were steady and expanding outlets for United Kingdom 
exports llefore the war have since developed a productive capacity of their 
own.) The statistics of exports recently released show that on a volume basis 
exports have decreased to 30% of the prcwar total; whereas it is said to be 
necessarylo raise the level to at least 150% of pre-war exports by volume if 
Prewar standards of living are to be maintained. The gap to be bridged is thus 
alarmingly 'Wide. To achieve satisfactory recovery present exports have to be 
multiplied by five. 

14. Side by side with the necessity of earning dollars is the desire to liquidate 
or considérably reduce sterling balances accumulated in London. This, 
however, is not a United Kingdom problem only. In a recent speech the 
Government of the Bank of England said "If, in the early years too large a 
proportion of value of,United Kingdom exports and services went in liquidation 

gese.,debts then there would be that much less with which to balance the 
curr.51t morts of  creditor countries and the rest of the world." 

15. -;All 'countries will be faced with internal economic problems of the first 
niagnitudein . the immediate post-war period and each will give priority to 
maintaining the highest degree of employment at home. This situation will 
create problems tending to create disequilibrium between the dollar and 
s. ter4g groups and it will only be by a close study and full exchange of 
inforination between each arca that equitable solutions will be found. 

16' hi d „. 	p e•war ays Canada disposed of her net sterling credits in the United 
truirin,.gdom:(ètirrent account of goods, gold and services which for the period 
in6737-, amounted to an average of $108,000,000) largely through the 
interna  0. 	.financial position of the United Kingdom in relation to United 
1341tes dollarselnahe post•war period the United Kingdom .will emerge as a 

1347 
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debtor nation and consequently Canada's trade with the sterling group must be
patterned differently .; -

- 17. As' regards your paragraph 4, the weakness of the United Kingdom' s

export situation should not be lost sight 'of in the formulation of policy . Cases

have been'reported where the United Kingdom has ceased to purchase from

Canada essential goods which were "short at the outbreak of war and supplies of
which have been subsequently developed in the sterling area but none of these
can be included among Canada's historical exports to the United Kingdom . At

the same time enquiries are still being received for new Canadian products, e .g.

the Ministry of Supply informed us the other' day that they were prepared to
purchase cholesterol from Canada . While your conclusions with regard to the

immediate- loss .which would : accrue to Canada from any diversion of trade is

appreciated, insofar as a change of source ' of supply might. contribute to the

general economy. of .the United, Kingdom and improve its general prosperity

and purchasing : power, the results would ultimately be beneficial to all

countries including Canada. In " other . words, the restoration of the United

Kingdom to its former , position as a major world trading unit is an objective of

great importance. This ; would, in the words of your despatch to the High
Commissioner for the United - Kingdom "facilitate expansion and not enforce
contraction ."' The figures, quoted show the seriousness of the country's
economic situation as the result of its "single-minded prosecution of the war ."

I have etc.. ; .

VINCENT MASSA Y

DEA/6864-4 0

ilémorandum ' d'une diseussion avee des représentants britanniques

Memorandum of Discussion with British Representati v e s

Ottawa, November 22, 1945

DISCUSSION WITH BRITISH REPRESENTATIVES ON RESTRICTION

OF IMPORTS INTO THE STERLING AREA theat 10:30 TradeThese notesrecord a`conversation held in the West Block of
morning of Thursday, November 22nd, between the Deputy Ministe r

and Commerce and Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, British High Commissioner in
Canada,' the others ; present - being Mr. A. ` M . , Wiseman, British Trade

Commissioner, Mr: Gordon ' Munro; Economic Adviser, and Mr . Bell, also of

Mr: MacDonald's staff, and Mr. H. R. Kemp of the Department of Trade and

Commerce .
W. MÂCDOtvnt.D opened the conversation with a reference to

numerou s
reports and complaints with regard to restrictions on imports from Canada into

the sterling area . He said that he was aware that these complaints wereof ,°trade
in to the Department of Trade and Commerce, his own office, Board s
and other places, that the matter was becoming more and more known to th

e
,

general public,' that it was inevitably creating dissatisfaction andd é,atiolnsh

in
ips

Canada which ~ are likely to have an adverse effect upon futur
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and discussions of commercial and financial questions between the two 
countries, and that the whole thing. had been particularly brought into  the 

 limelight by the statement made by Mr. Attlee to the press on Monday, 
November ;19th. Mr. Attlee had stated on that occasion that it was not true 
that it wds the policy of the United Kingdom Government to serve notice upon 
Canadian manufacturers that if they wished to do business in Great Britain or 
the sterling area it would be necessary for them to carry on their manufactur-
ing operations in the United Kingdom. Mr. MacDonald felt that it was 
desirable that some kind of public statement should be made that would 
explain the true position to the Canadian public and prevent the accumulation 
of dissatisfaction in this country. It is, however, impossible to say what the 
policy ,of the United Kingdom Government is or will be until after the 
agreement has been concluded with . the United States, and the United 
Kingdom knows in what position it will be. 

MR. .MACKENZIE agreed that there was a rapidly increasing volume of 
complaints " from Canadian manufacturers about this situation. This 
department alone has more than 60 complaints on file at the moment relating 
to a wide range of articles and parts of the sterling area, and new letters on the 
subject are, coming in daily at an increased rate. The appearance of several 
lengthy articles.in  the current issue of the Financial Post is likely to intensify 
public interest in the matter, and it is very likely that questions may be asked 
on the subject in Parliament when the estimates of the Department of Trade 
and Commerce come up within the next few days. He did not feel that it would 
be possible to allay public dissatisfaction in the matter by even a carefully 
prepared statement couched in generalities, so long as import permits continue 
to be refused for a wide variety of products. Only the actual resumption of 
Permission to trade, even on a token shipment basis, would adequately meet the 
criticism., • 

MR. MACKENZIE said that we could understand and sympathize with 
austerity, but some of the instances in which import permits had been refused 
had the appearance of protection under the cloak of austerity. The exclusion of 
Canadian newsprint meant that wood pulp had to be imported from Canada or 
sorne other hard currency area and converted into newsprint in the United 
Kingdom without much, if any, saving of dollars. (Mr. Wiseman observed that 
the limitation in the size of British newspapers should be an answer in that 
casé.),It would be austerity to limit the sales of farm machinery, but the 
United Kingdom authorities were not doing this but merely taking steps to see 
that it is produced in the United Kingdom. Similarly in excluding Quaker Oats 
they are not limiting the consumption of the product, but are going to use 
I  coal, machinery, etc. to produce the same article in the United 
Kingdom and at a higher cost than in Canada, (MR. WISEMAN disapproved 
even of that on the ground that the Quaker Oat is a vitiated oat, but MR. 
INI1ACD9NALD felt that if the Briton wanted Quaker Oats it would be pretty 
M L t0  Persuade or compel him to accept some other kind of porridge.) MR. 
nii çDONALD thou ht that the British authorities might feel that a given 
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of the 'question : It now appeared as if agreement with the United States coul d

article was essential if it could be bought for sterling but nonessential if it could

be acquired only in éxchange for dollars :

MR: 'MACKENZIE pointed out 'that out of average prewar imports into the

United Kingdom from Canada amounting to some $350 million, by far the

greatest' part consisted of foods and raw materials such as• lumber, minerals,

fish, etc. ; essential for Great' Britain, and that the category of miscellaneous

manufacturers 'did not' account foc' more than about $50 million a year . He

suggested that'the B ritish authorities, in spite of financial difficulties, would be

well'advised, in `the interest of continuing - good relations between the two

countries, to set ûp some plan under which at least a minimum quota of x per
cent of pre-war imports in these categories should be allowed entrance into the

United Kingdom. Even if the quota amounted to 35 to 50 per cent of pre-war

imports, the amount of dollars involved would not' be excessively large, and it

was quite possible that we should be providing them in any event . Fifty or sixty

mi ll ions : should take care of the whole sterling area . Failing some such

arrangement, . we should ~ be exposed to cnticism from a multitude of small
enterp rises collectively exercising a strong influence on public opinion in this

country .
- MR . MACDONALD felt' that it would be very difficult to obtain treasury

approval in 'the United Kingdom for any such scheme . He felt that the Cabinet

had very strongly determined to eïcclude from the United Kingdom anything

from the dollar area that 'could not be regardéd' as essential . It would not
very much gôod to telegraph them in this connection because the reply

simply come ~ back "We do not , have the dollars :"The only way in which the

treasu ry department " could be - moved , would be by . representations from the

Board of Trade and Dominions Officé . Developments , of yesterday76 indicated

it is extremely unlikely that - Lord Keynes will be able to visit Ottawa at all on
the present occasion. There was a poss ib i l ity I that his associate, Mr• R . H .
Brand, might . come, , and Mr. . MacDonald, had also been endeavouring to

persuade Sir Percivale +Lieschingn to come to Canada .~ He -proposed to make

further efforts to induce Liesching to come, -,not with the expectatio n of the British
Liesching would be able{ to - make . any undertaking on behalf o

Government, for he•had no. power to do so, but rather in order that
trend of

become acquainted by personal observation and conversations w i th report it to
public opinion in Canada on this matter so that he might personally

rthe British govérnment- on his return to the United Kingdom about the end of
November. ,

. ,

r,= The most successful development, MR . ' MACDONALD felt,
would be if it

were' possible for the commercial and financial conversations between
d to be out

k1 b t this appea r

~~F . '~•; . 'J . ; . -t _ , ., ., _ . -

RELATIONS AU SEIN DU COMMONWEALT H

D ia nEgociations finaçnci2res à Washington entre les États-Unis et la Grandc-Bretagne.

'
In United States-Great Britain financial negotiations in Washington .

~Deuxitme sccrEtaire. Board of Trade de Grande•Brctagne.

Second Secretary, Board of Trade of Great B ritain .
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not be completed through all stages before January or February, and the 
conversations with Canada would have to wait until after that time. 

-In • the meantime, if nothing was done, there would be a continued 
deterioration in the state of public opinion in Canada. He was quite aware that 
if the United Kingdom ultimately decided that it could not import a variety of 
things from Canada, the tendency would be for the Canadians to say that they 
would have to lessen the amount of dollars to be placed at the disposal of the 
United ICingdom. 	 • 

MR., MACKENZIE emphasized the fact that it was impossible for the 
Canadian government to hold the matter in suspense for two or three months. 
Letters and questions are coming in every day and must be dealt with in some 
way. , 

; MR. .- MACDONALD also raised the question whether the exclusion of 
Canàdian products from the United Kingdom if continued was not bound to 
have  an adverse effect upon British exports. Mr. Mackenzie cited as a possible 
example the case of the Canada Cycle and Motor Company, which had in the 
pig carried on business in exporting skates to the United Kingdom and 
importing bicycles from that source. Now that the United Kingdom authorities 
have  prohibited the importation of skates from Canada, will such a company 
continue to import bicycles? 
• MR.'MACDONÀLD was asked the *specific question what reply the Minister 

of Tiadé ànd Commerce would be able to make in the House of Commons if 
âskéd about this' matter during the twit few days when the estimates come up. 
Wciuld it be Perinissible for him to say that efforts were being made to arrange 
for a consultation with British officials at the conclusion of the Washington 
talks?.Ma. MACDONALD said that the Minister could of course make such  a 
siaténieni; and it would be true but he ' did not think it would meet the 
difficUlties: If thé Minister announced to the public that the whole matter was 
to be discusied ,with Sir Percivale Liesching in a few days, and Liesching then 
arrivi:d, the ' press and the public would immediately begin to ask what 
agreemérd had béen reached, and in the absence of any agreement, the position 
would,bé Wcirse than ever. He felt that about all the Minister could say would 
b.e that, the" Washington  conversations  were not yet completed, and that it 
would not hé * Îcèôssible to clear up these matters of Anglo-Canadian commercial 
relatiâni léfore the outstanding questions with the United States had been 
settled» " 

Mi.  MACKENZIE quoted to the British representatives several outstanding 
cases. In connection with the export of abrasives from Canada to India, now 
Prel;ell'ed., by:the* withholding of import permits, it appeared that the Indian 
officials' viére 'going on the assumption that such abrasives would be available 
from the United Kingdom without taking any trouble to find if this was in fact 
the  case.  The result might be that the Indians would simply be deprived of the 
m.erchandise in question. Reference was made to the report from New Zealand 
tfilloat Pâlilits, had béen given for the year's supply of box board to be imported 

'fl Sweden and/or thé United Kingdom to the exclusion of Canada, the • 
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historical source of supply . In this instance the Canadian price quoted was 25
per cent lower than the British?a

Reference was also made ' to . the Canadian leather industry, which now
enjoys a quota of only 35 per cent of its prewar exports to the United Kingdom
(241/2 per cent if patent ;leather is' excluded) . MR . WISEMAN expressed the
opinion that this was a matter covered by a special agreement .

Several matters' in connection with exports to - the British West Indies were
also raised .' Reference was made to a speech recently delivered in Jamaica and
reported in a lettert. received by the Department of Trade and Commerce from
the . Simms Company in St . John, - N .B .,,, in . which the Jamaican Import
Authority was quoted as : putting . forth the principle that nothing should be
imported from Canada save essential articles, and not even these if they were
available anywhere in .the sterling - area. MR . GORDON MUNRO immediately

stated that this, was; wrong, and MR., WISEMAN read from the text of the
agreement reached by Dr. . Mackintosh and others in London last summer,79
repeating that this represented _ the policy .of the British government in the
matter and that the report from Jamaica was inconsistent with this policy . The

same view . was taken by MR . MACDONALD. MR. MACKENZIE raised the

question whether this agreement had not been automatically abrogated by the
cessation of Mutual Aid. . All three of the British representatives just
mentioned, however, expressed the view that this agreement was still binding
and still represented the policy 'of the British government . There was, of course,

a possibility that this policy . might have been erroneously interpreted by some
of the local authorities . On being asked whether Mr: Sharp (the official from

Jamaica) should bé asked to visit Earnscliffe and disctiss the matter during his

coming visit, about Nov . 26, the British representatives immediately said that
they thought this would be desirable. Reference was also made to the report
from 'Trinidad to thé effect that import permits are no longer being granted for

barium sulphaté, ari iaterial used for drilling oil wells, of which Canada has
been supplying some 30,000 tons per year during the war, and that instead it is

prsed to import the material from Greece or Braiil . MR. WISEMAN asked

whether it would not ' be possible for the - Canadian Trade Commissioner in
those parts to make representations to the local authorities . It was ,replied that

he had already . made representations, and that they had informed him that
they, had 'no' diseretion ; in the

Imatter and that it was all settled by the
Petroleum Institute in tLondon. MR. WISEMAN remarked that the Petroleum
Institute does not control the import policy. It was replied that such was in any
event the answer. that had been reported to us . '

~ MACDONALD stated that of course no. In cëncluding the conversation, MR .
final conclusion could be reached on this occasion, but that several thing

s

: ?' Lâ note suivante était dans le document:
-The following note was in the document: ., '

The attention of the British representatives was called to .a circuÎar issued from

London instructing British Captains not to buy deck supplies of provisions for British
ships outside of the sterling area except in cases of absolute emergency.

„Voir le volume 10. document 541 ./5a Volume 10, Document 541 .
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should definitely be . done. Some thought should be given by the British 
repiesentatives to the framing of a public statement which, without rousing 
false hopes,. or seeming to promise concessions that could not ultimately be 
implemented, would explain the real situation and endeavour to satisfy public 
opinion.. Urgent efforts should be made by them to persuade Sir Percivale 
Liesching that, even at the cost of considerable inconvenience, he ought to visit 
Ottawa and forrn his own impression of this situation on the spot in order to 
report it in Great Britain. MR. MACDONALD also thought that the attention of 
the àùthorities  in  London should be drawn to local misinterpretation of the 
agreement: on  essential imports in the British West Indies and India and 
possibly elsewhere with a view to insuring that the true interpretation was 
made known to the people in question. 

829. 	 DEA/1893-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2956 	• 	 Ottawa, December 14, 1945 

SECRET. (Instruction to Cypher Division: Please repeat to Washington by 
telety. pe.) 

United Kingdom officials, including Sir Edward Bridges," Sir Percivale 
Liéséhini and Honourable R. H. Brand visited Ottawa December 8th to 10th 
en route to London after the conclusion of the financial and commercial 
negotiations in Washington. 

Ther éxplained to Canadian Ministers and officials the agreement reached 
in Washington" and discussed its implications. 

We' :agreed tentatively on the course of negotiations between us. It is 
expectéd that United Kingdom officials will visit Canada in the second half of 
Januaryto neetiate a credit. The United States-United Kingdom Financial 
Agree  provides that the financial terms of the credit cannot be more 
favOtriable to Canada than the terms of the U.S.-U.K. loan. The negotiations 
will ace:ordingly deal mainly with the.size of the loan which we did not 'discuss 
with`the Visitors and with the exchange, import and other arrangements to be 
included in à financial agreement. 

W,e also discussed with the United Kingdom officials the complaints of 
C,.anacli4 expoitèrï that import licences were being refused in the sterling area 
!?I'inipirts from  Canada for a wide range of products on a variety of grounds 
Ina,t:aPPeared) to include protection of local industry and discrimination in 

si 	rétaire permanent au Trésor et secrétaire au Cabinet de Grande-Bretagne. 
lireGanent Secretary to the Treasury and Secretary to the Cabinet of Great Britain. 

v 	rande-Bretagneeee Great Britain: 
' 	;Trealy,Series. 1946, No. 53. Voir aussi les  documents 68, 69./See also Documents 
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favoûr of sterling area sources of supply. This issue had been raised in our press

and in the House and is inju rious to our relations with the United Kingdom. It
has been arranged that the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce will leave
for London within the next few weeks to discuss only the current difficulties

arising out of U.K. import licensing and to seek a solution effective immedi-
ately that will keep the channels of trade open and will, we hope, ensure us a
fair share of all U.K. imports on the basis of past trade. I shall send you by air
mail a copy of the memorandum' given ' Liesching on the subject . Liesching,

though out of touch with recent developments in the United Kingdom, said the
question was giving his Gove rnment concern and he gave us reason to hope that

our officials will receive a sympathetic hea ring.

SECTION D

IND E

INDIA

DEA/4929-J-49

mémorandum dê l'adjoint spéela l en temps de guerre
du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au tous -secritain'd'État aux Affaires extérieures

Altmorandum jrôm Special Wartime Assistant to Under-Secretary ojState

for External AjJatrs to Under-Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
[Ottawa,] November 16,194 4

CANADIAN a1FT OF WltEAT FOR INDI A

- In the attached teletype, WA-6495,' i there is an enquiry from the

Government of India as to whether, in'view of the improved shipping situation,

it would be possible for some of the ûnexpended balance of the famine wheat

for India to be sent forward . It is pointed out that there is far from enough

wheat in India to guard against a recurrence of famine conditions .
d decided

2. I understand that at a . recent meeting the Mutual Aid Boar to

allôw the agreement to supply wheat to India by way of Mutual Aid to lapse

and to make no futther shipments of the unexpended balance of the wheat. The

reason wasthat faminé conditions no longer existed
and that the original gift

was contingent on shipping ' being ' available to deliver the wheat in time to

relieve the famine:
.' i"', ~, ~ .

3. Beforreply~ng to the Ind~an Gove rnment, based on the
dcc lven to the

Mutual - ~1id Board, I feel that further, consideration should, be g uence of
eircûrrûtances iûrroundin -~F 'the transaction and to the probable conse q

a refusal bÿ Canadâ ' to deliver the unexpended balance of wheat
. I have,

therefore, prepared the following rough histo ry of the transaction .
to the Prime

4. On * Oetober 14th, 1943, you - submitted a memorandum ;ft of
Minister quoting Sir Girja Bajpai as saying that the pol i tical effect of

i d that
wheat from Canada to India would be very great . Sir Girja recog
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shipping difficulties would be serious and might delay deliveries pretty 
materially. -Your recommendation was that the wheat should be offered by the 
Mutual Aid -  Board -"provided shipping can be made available." The Prime 
Minister annotated your recommendation on October 18th "I heartily , 	. 
approve". 
5. P.C. 8162t gave approval in principle to the gift "provided that it may be 

found practicable to arrange for shipment of the wheat through Western 
Canadian ports." No time limit was set. 
6. A telegram was despatched to the Viceroy from the Prime Minister on 

Octobei 24th," asking the Viceroy to make formal application for assistance 
under the Canadian Mutual Aid Act. The political aspect of the gift was 
stressed in the final sentence of the telegram: `Waal interests of the Common-
wealth and of the United Nations are identified with the successful discharge 
of your duties and you may count on whatever cooperation and assistance 
Canada can give in carrying them out." 
7. On October 26th the Viceroy telegraphed to the Prime Minister: "Accept 

your most generous offer with deep gratitude" and thanked him for his offer to 
cooperate.. 
8. On. October 28th the High Commissioner for Canada in Great Britain 

reported that the Secretary of State for India had written most appreciatively 
about the Canadian gift of wheat, . hoping that at the right moment the 
donation would be given the fullest publicity. He asked, however, that no 
public Statement should be made until the shipping difficulty can be solved. 
9. In à telegiam dated October 30th, the Indian Trade Commissioner in 

Canada assured you that "the gracious and magnanimous contribution of 
Canada shall ever be remembered with deepest gratitude by the Government 
and the people of India". 
10.The draft press statcmentst on the file, for instance that of November 1st, 

refer to the shipping difficulties but do not in any way suggest that any part of 
the gift is to lapse if it cannot be shipped during the period of the famine or 
that anyshiPping condition attach to the gift. 
11.There are many telegrams about shipping. The Prime Minister of the 

Unite.d Kingdom, for instance, telegraphed on November 4th to the Canadian 
Prinie, Minister: "Your offer is contingent, however, on shipment from the 
Pacific coast,which I regret is impracticable". He goes on to examine shipping 

ifro'm eastern ports and says that publication of the offer would 
create a:difficult position because he would have to say that no shipping was 
Yi ale This 'Would cause disappointment in India. An announcement of the 

eft was madeln Inklia and on November Sth the Prime Minister telegraphed 
t__he,V.  kern)? saying that an announcement would have to be made in Canada. 
çuntained' the sentence: "The question of shipping for the wheat presents 

eoe nsidéiâblediffiCulties which' are now under examination". Mr. Churchill 
xpressed his gratitude for this sentence on November 6th and said t•We can 

s 	.1 
12V°Iurne 9. document 920./Volume 9. Document 920. 
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look into shipping at leisure and meanwhile meet the emergency by shipments
on the three weeks' route from Australia". There was no suggestion at all at
this period that pârt of the gift might lapse because of shipping difficulties.

12: On November' 13th a telegram was sent from , the Canadian Prime

Minister to the United Kingdom Prime Minister. It contains the following

sentences: "In making the gift we had in mind, in addition to the humanitarian

aspects ;' tliat it would have ' valuable results ' from the standpoint of intra-

imperial relations . These might well outbalance a slight delaÿ in the movement
of Canadian supplies to Australia .-If our action is to be more than an empty
gesture, it is essential that at least some wheat from Canada should reach India
as soon as possible .", . . ,

13 . . The - High CommissionerIor Canada in-the-.United Kingdom, who had

been asked to comment on these telegrams, telegraphed on November 17th :

"Mr. Churchill's - telegrams seem to leave out of account the important
psychological factor in the Canadian offer of wheat for India ." -

14. A formal request for wheat was made on December 30th by Mr . Malcolm

MacDonald a

15 . In April of this year there was some correspondence' concerning the
resale of wheat in India, , which we permitted, with the suggestion that the
proceeds should be used for relief. A memo to me of May 20th from Mr.

Wrongt says that we have only delivered some 10% of the gift, and that it is

unlikely that we shall be able to deliver more of it . This is the first suggestion

on file that shipments might cease. However, on May 25th we were still
enquiring from the Government of India to what port we should ship if space
were available and on June 28th we regretted that it had not been possible to
make any shipment of wheat subsequent to May 25th .

16. Correspondence concerning the salç of wheat to Indiat begins on October

14th.
17 . - From these excerpts from the correspondence it seems to me to b

e

abundantly clear

tarian and (b) political; . + ;
(2) that, while a good ïdeal was said about the gift being contingent on

shipping being available, no time was speeified and nothing appears to have

been said to the Government of India of any intention on our part to cancel the
unshipped balances; ndence was
'(3) . that the gift' was ;̀ given',wide `publicity and the corresp o

conducted at avery high; level, , i .e.,' between Prime Minister and Prime

Minister and Vicerôy;
that care was, taken to avoid any premature announcement which m' for
4) , . : . . •

1~ dto', the gift appeartng `to be Illusory or which might give any pretezt

detracting from its political signifcance . , , , I

(1) that there were two primary purposes in making the 'gift : (a) humâni

I "Voir aussi tbld, documents 919-29/See also Ibid. Documents 919-29 .
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!18.,Now that an official enquiry has been made by the Government of India, 
it appears to me that we should defeat in large measure the political and 
psychological purposes of the gift if we were simply to reply that, as it had not 
been possible to ship all of the -wheat and as India was now taking steps  • to 
build up a reserve, we had decided not to proceed with the gift • which we 
ourselves had suggested. In any case, I feel that the Prime Minister has been so 
closely ,  associated with the policy from its inception that he should be fully 
informed before any action is taken which may, in effect, defeat its purpose. 

[H. F. ANws] • 
' 	• 

831.• 	 DEA/4929-J-40 

Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre 
du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Special Wartime Assistant to Under-Secretary of State 
,- for External Affairs to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• 
• [Ottawa,] November 29, 1944 

WHEAT FOR INDIA 

Mr. Symon 'of the Indian Supply Mission in Washington called on the 
morning of Wednesday, November 29th, to enquire concerning the intentions 
of the Canadian Government with regard to the balance of the gift of wheat 
which was offered to India. I told Mr. Symon that this matter was receiving 
Ministerial consideration and that if we were to press for an answer it would 
almost certainly be negative. I called Mr. Symon's attention to Chapter 10 of 
the Report of the Canadian Mutual Aid Board of May 20, 1943 to March 31, 
1 .944: and. (old him.  that this was the latest public announcement. The 
parabiph reads as follows:— „ 	. 
‘, "The only supplies out of the Mutual Aid appropriation which have gone to 

India hüe been a portion of a gift of 100,000 tons of wheat, which was offered 
to the' GOvernnient of India last winter on receipt of news of the serious famine 
situation in that country, especially in the Province of Bengal. • 

ovf-fer-,.wa'S 'Made subject to the inevitable wartime reservation that 
shii)14à woiilci have to be found to mOve the wheat and unfortunately, up to 
the present; it has not been possible to secure the amount of shipping required 
to,move the entire gift over the long haul from Canada to India. Cargoes  of  
Cinidian 'wheat, however, have already reached India and more will be moved 
as the occasion arises, thus adding to the essential food reserves there." • ,, 

h
I Pointed out to Mr. Symon that a good deal of confusion had arisen because 

of tewheat recently purchased on the Indian account by the United Kingdom 
Government and by the fact that shipping space was bcing provided for this 

eat without applying for furthcr installments of the gift of wheat. Mr. 
3rtitOn. replied; that the Government of the United Kingdom had probably 

th 
acted without the knowledge of the Government of India, which could only buy 

rough  London and had probably simply applied to the United Kingdom for 
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I had a talk with the Prime Minister todaY dn this subject, based on the 
attached papers. ' 

Mr; King's reactiC4n was that'the question w,ould have to be decided by the 
Mutual Aid Board. He said he thOught ii was qiiite clear that the offer of a gift 
of wheat had been made subject to shipping facilities being made available. 

I pointed out that the situation did not require that the Government of 
Canada should buy any Wheat at . the market, since the wheat proposed to be 
offered as a gift already belonged to the Government. 

Mr. King's reply wis that this Was not a time when we could afford to make 
large gifts of wheat or 'anything else. (I Understand that what he had in mind 

were  the - iequésti frorn the United Kingdom for substantial increases in 

financial  accommodation.)  
In the circurnstanées I felt that the points set out in Mr. Angus' note" could 

not be pressed further.›, 
J. A. G[IssoNj 

"Note marginate:Marginal note: 
; Noted:N. A. It [obertsonl 

slDocument 830. 	 * 
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wheat. He said that he could frequently find space for some wheat in ships 
leaving for India and that he had reported to the Indian Government that if 
wheat could be acquired space Could be found» I asked him why he had not 
either, applied for further shipments from Canada as against the gift or 
suggested to the Government of India that it should do so. His reply was that 
this was not part of the duty of the Supply Mission. My  comment was that the 
Government of India, the Supply Mission.:and the United Kingdom Govern-
ment. among them had ,  nearly, if not quite allowed the gift wheat to slip 
through their fingers. 

Mr. Symon spoke of the political consequences of the gift lapsing and I 
agreed that a very strong case could be made in India by any Indian who chose 
to denounce Government authorities in general and to distribute the blame as 
suited his inclinations. 

[H. F. ANGus] 

DEA/4929-J-40 

•Mémorandum du Cabinet du Premier ministre 
' 	au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Prime Minister's Office 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 + 	 [Ottawa,]  December 4, 1944 

- 
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à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United State s

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
DEA/4929-J-4 0

TELETYPE EX
-4897 Ottawa, December 12, 1944" f . l : . I t

, Your ,WA-6664 of November 27th .t Wheat for India under Mutual Aid .
The Mutual Aid Board yesterday decided that the wheat moving to India from
Canada should be regarded as part of the gift of 100,000 tons offered last year
until this total figure is reached . Certain lots of wheat have recently been
shipped to India or are in course of shipment for which cash payment has been
made or arranged . As a matter of practical procedure it would be inconvenient
to reopen these transactions and the Mutual Aid Board, therefore, authorized
the Department of Trade and Commerce to determine the date after which
wheat will again move under. Mutual Aid .
-2 .

: We understand that at present Canadian wheat is going to India in fairly
small lots required to complete cargoes from various ports on both coasts . You
might let Sir Girja Bajpai's know verbally that if the movement continues until
after, the : full 100,000 tons has been shipped under Mutual Aid it seems not
likely that the Mutual Aid Board would authorize any increase in Mutual Aid
wheat over this amount .

SECTION E

IRLANDE

IRELAN D

~ enenl for India in United States .
"Eamon de Valéra, Premier ministre et ministre des Affaires extérieures d'Irlande .m0q d e 'valeta. Prime Ministet and Minister of Exte rn al Affairs of Ireland .

u _ -•, ~`;`~ :* ; ; ~Agent général Pour l'Inde aux États.Unis.Agent G

r* e sent for me thts morning and, to mysurprise
; infortned me that he had received from the American Government a

note,` in'which the British Government concurred, requesting him to causewithdr'âW il -of
the German and Japanese missions in Dublin . I told him I hadno kno

~Wl~ge of any such note..~s~.

Le haut commissaire en Irlande
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Ireland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/126s

Dublin, February 24, 1944
1MMEDIATE.ECRET M d 21

TELEGRAM 12
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Mr. de Valera said that he and his Cabinet regarded note as a veiled threat 
'and an attempt to interfere with the sovereign ,rights of his nation, and a 
political manoeuvre to preeip-  itate it into war. 

He sent for me because he thought that the Canadian Government would 
appreciate that the form of note in questiôri'gave him no alternative but to 
refuse to comply with its term's. He foresaw that in replying to it he would have 
to stress points whieh would, much to his regret, cause deterioration in the 
good relationship which has existed between the United States, Great Britain 
and Ireland.'He reminded me Ireland had guaranteed to Great Britain that it 
would not be used as a base of 'attack against Great Britain, and added that he 
would do everything possible tô see that Ireland would not be used as a centre 
of espionage against the United Nations.  • 

» There was no evidence which, even if he desired to do so, would justify 
ordeiing the'withdrâwal of the Akis` representatives, and in saying so he based 
himself on information which he réceii,ed from the Irish Secret Service working 
in conjtinctioh'with the British Secret Service. He thought that the delivery to 
him of formal notes instead of more or less informal verbal representations 
which have hitfierto been made by American Minister and British representa-
tive was alarrning and significant. 

He suggested that through  the friendly intervention of Canada the notes 
might be withdrawn. He made it clear, however, that even if verbal representa-
tion were 'substitutedfor formal notes he would not do away with Axis missions 
but would give assurances that he would take any measures which might be 
suggested to eliminate any possible espionage. 

Suggest you secure copy of note from Washington and let me know if your 
good offices will be available in the matter. 

835. DEA/126s 

". Afémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET 
• 	

[Ottawad February 24, 1944 

Dominions' Office telegram D. 277 of February 23rd/ and Mr. Kearney's 

telegram from Dublin, No. 12 of February 24th, relate to a formal approach 

Made by the United.States Minister in Dublin on instructions from Washing-

ton ,ôn Februari 21st ieiluesting the Irish Government to expel German and 

Japanesi . répresenfatives (rom  Dublin: Mr. de Valera has suggested to Mr. 
Kearney thât wè shOuld Seek to seeure the withdrawal of the U.S. note and of 

the supporting note presented on the following day by the United Kingdom 

representative in Dublin. This is a curious suggestion which I think we cannot 

entertain and I enclose a draft telegram to Mr. Kearney /  in this sense. 
The cause of Mr. de Valera's anger seems to arise from the formality of the 

approach and not from its substance. Why these particular tactics were 
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adopted in bringing pressure to bear on Ireland is not clear
. It may be that they

wished inVashington to compel de Valera`to go formally on record as refusing
this gesture of,support . There may have been some domestic political motive in
the United States : The British in any case cannot have ;been sorry . to see theU.S . taking the lead in squeezing Ireland. It is not a comfortable situation forde: Valera, ,but even if we felt confident that we could help him out of it I
consider that .we should not try.to do so :

[N. A. ROBERTSON ]

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

' Mémorandum du Premier ministre -
Mémorandunt from Prime 1llinister

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

i I view favourably the suggestion made in this telegram,a$ but would like youto think it over and let me have your reaction .

[Ottawa,] February 24, 1944

DEA/126s

DEA/126
837. '

aux jarres exterteures~ : .
~vlemoranaum du sous -secrétaire d'État A ' •

Memoraitdunt from Under-Secretary of State for Externa! Affairs
to Prtnte ]lttnrster

~ ; .

absence and Sir Patrick Duff's illness, called at the Department this morning

[Ottawa,] February 25, 194 4
Mr: Garner, who is in charge of Earnscliffe in Mr . Malcolm MacDonald's

with! a,
message he had received from Lord Cranborne about . the . notes

presented by the United Kingdom and United States representatives in Dublin,asking Mr. de-'Valera to bring about the withdrawal of the Axis diplomatic
representatives from Ireland . The United Kingdom Government had learnedfrom Sir ; John Maffe ' that Mr.

oms and the Canadian
Government if it would approach f he Un t dr Kin

ha d
Governments with a view to securing the withdrawal of the notes del~esedttoMr,e Valera . Mr. Churchill hoped that you would not agree to Mr . DeV
alera's request,' and, indeed, expressed the wish that Canada might see itsway

; to associating itself with the United Kingdom and United States
representations on th b '

Uve of Great Britain in Ireland.

reasos e su ject . The message po inted out that the security
which made the United Kingdom and United States request the

"l)0Cument 834 .
19Repr~ntant de Grande•Bretagnc en Irlande.Repreunta

au remter ministre
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withdrawal of Axis representatives - from - Dublin -applied as much to the
Canadian expeditionary force as to the British and American formations .

Wrong and i I told him we would . convey this message to you and let him

knôw; probably later in the day, what action, if any, you thought you should

take in"thë matter. We pointed out - that the Canadian Government had not
beén consulted about this new approach to the Irish Government, and had only
been informed of it after it had taken place : ~ In the circumstances, I thought it
extremely ûnlikely that the - Canadian Government would be prepared to
consider associating itself, formally and belatedly, in the way Mr. Churchill

had suggested . We would be very glad to see the Irish Government compel the
withdrawal of Axis diplomatic representatives from Dublin, but the measures
taken did not seem very well designed to achieve the end in view . Even in the

case of Argentina, the United States had gone to some pains to present a
dossier of evidence of 'subversive, activities carried on by Axis diplomati c

arresting a n
agents, and the United Kingdom had Completed

an Axis agent . These
Argentine consular employee who had been proved to
were new facts which enabled the Argentine Government to alter its policy
toward the Axis, while maintaining the appearance of acting as a free agent

.

We had not seen the text of the British and American notes, but understood
that they did not go out of their way to give Mr . de Valera a plausible public

occasion for modifying his policy.
In the circumstances, I think it was a mistake in judgment for the United

Kingdom - and - United States Governments to present formal notes on this
subject to the Irish Government at this time, but I do not think we could act as

Mr. de Valera's intermediary in attempting to bring about their withdrawal
. It

is clear from his conversation with Mr . Kearney that, though he objects,

understandably-and very strongly, to the form which Anglo-American pressure

has taken,- he would, in fact, have been just as' obdurate if the approach had

been indirect and informal . 11 think we could agree to intervene in an effort to

secure the , withdrawal . of , the notes if there were any chance of the Irish

Government expelling the Axis missions of their own motion, but of this ther
e

seems to be no present prospect90 ~ .
[N. A. ROBERTSON ]

"Note marginale :/Marginal note :
I attach a draft telegram to Kearneyt for your approval . R(obcrtsonl .
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DEA/126s 

• 
Le haut commissaire en Irlande 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
' High Commissioner in Ireland 

. to Seéretary of State for External Affairs 

TELÈbRAM 13 	 - 	 Dublin, February 25, 1944 
, 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Supplementing my telegram No. 12 of February 23rd, 
following is chronological outline of what occurred. 
, On' FebruarY 23rd Secretary (of State) [sic] for External Affairs informed 
me that Mr. de Valera would like to see me very urgently. I went to him 
iminediately. He seemed to assume that the contents of notes from United 
States  and Great Britain as well as procedure adopted meant that Ireland's 
territory was going to be violated. 

He 'èxplained at length, and with great emotion, that his country was 
prepired to fight invasion from any quarter, and resist interference of 
sovereign 'rights of Ireland by any nation, and even though outcome against her 
by thé United States of America and Great Britain was forlorn news, Ireland, 
he said, would fight to the last man. I told him that although I was unaware of 
notes or their contents I felt quite sure that he was misinterpreting them, and 
that thé United States of America and Great Britain, anticipating European 
invasion, were  no  doubt simply taking all precautions to protect their troops 
from possible or likely espionage. I added that in my opinion thought of 
invading Ireland did not enter their mind. His remarks covered innumerable 
aspects of Ireland's position and I used every opening to impress upon him 
desirability of further tangible evidence of friendship of his Government. He 
concluded by asking me to inform the Canadian Government of his rejection of 
the terms of notes and expressed hope and belief that my Government would 
show understanding of situation. I told him that having no knowledge of the 
facts I felt at a disadvantage discussing matter and might wish to pursue it 
later on. 

I then saw Sir John Maffey whose explanation as to why I had no previous 
knowledge of the notes was: "All the Dominions had been notified of the 
intention of the United States of America and Great Britain to send notes to 
the Irish Government and until you hear direct from your Government I had 
no authority to inform you that notes had been sent or of the contents." 

I learned that he and Mr. Gray" had personally delivered their notes 
separately a day or two previously and had been informed by de Valera that he 
did  not intend to comply. 

I saw Mr. de Valera again in the afternoon and repeated a suggestion I had 
n)ade to him in the morning, namely that Germany by landing parachutists in 
Ire land gave him justification of his own to bring about withdrawal of German 

"David  Gray, ministre des États-Unis en  Irlande. 
David Gray,  United States Minister in Ireland. 
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representatives, even were such landings inconclusive with regard to Japanese 
representations. 

He replied notes made such a course all the, more difficult. He said that if 
chief purpose of United Nations was to guard against espionage they would not 
have departed from the ordinary:mode of communication, but would have 
sought by private negotiations to find 'additional means to guard against 
espionage .and.would have found him most cooperative. The formal notes put 
an entirely .  different Complexion on the matter, making an impression which 
had  to be  dealt with publicly. He took exception  • particularly to words in 
American note "absolute minimum". He would be obliged, he said, to call 
public or secretsession_of Dail to hearnotes and his reply. Quite evidently his 
reply will be refusal  • coupled with exhortation to Irish not to yield in face of 
veiled threats and he will probably hold . army ready to resist invasion. He said 
he foresaw regretfully that a press campaign. would be launched against 
Ireland abroad, and that feeling would replace friendly cooperation which 
exists, and particularly as between British and Irish armies and air force. He 
considered it viéuld be, in mutual interest Of Ireland and the United Nations if, 
through intervintion of a friendly nation, notes were withdrawn. He suggested 
Canada assume thé 'task and asked me to  pût  his request before my Govern-
ment. , 

• I think Mr. sle i  Valera is reading into  notes implications which are not 
warranted by context, but,1 fear that he will make most Irishmen view them as 
he does. Undoubtedly ,  he intends to raise the cry of compulsion. 

Under the existing circumstances I fail to see how you would be justified in 
suggesting. that notes be withdrawn. I think, however, you might consider 
sug,gesting that they be made secret: 

Secrecy as opposed to publicity may.meet most or at least enough of Mr. de 
Valera's difficulties  and  on : balance, I think, secrecy at this critical time 
cannot"' be more advantageous' to Great Britain and the United States than 
publicity. Even if my  suggestion or  such other as may occur to you does not 
satisfy' Mr. de Valera, it will at least serve as evidence of your goodwill and 

desire to be of assistance. - 
Mr. de Valera, 1 1 think, appreciates that he has set you a difficult task. 
He  is àimiously , awaiting your res.  ponse. There is an obvious tension in 

Government circles at the'mciment. 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
but? K. 
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DEA/126s
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresau Premier ministre

émorandum from Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs

f , .l [Ottawa,] February 25, 194 4
Since preparing the attached memorandum" and draft rep ] y to Kearney ,t

we have received his further detailed report of his interview with de Valera . It
was obviously a difficult interview, and I think Kearney conducted himself very
wisely. : i .

I am sure de Valera's fears that some ulterior motive underlay the United
States-United Kingdom initiative are groundless . I cannot, at this stage of the
war, see any military objective which would begin to justify the occupation of
an unfriendly Ireland.

I would say rather that the United Kingdom and the United States now feel
in a position to put pressure on the remaining neutrals to complete the isolation
of-the Axis countries, and perhaps shorten the war

. The diplomatic pressurepresently
. being put upon Argentina, Sweden, Portugal, Spain and Turkey .

probably provides a clue to this latest United Kingdom-United States approach
to the Irish .Government : De Valera's fear that it is a prelude to invasion seemsto be grotesque . '

: f I agree with Kearney tha tJ Ca not endeavour to secure the withdrawal '
of the United States and United Kingdom notes, but I think there is a good
deal of merit in his suggestion that we might urge the United Kingdom and the
United States to keep secret the fact that they have made an unsuccessful
diplomâtic approach to the Irish Government . I cannot see any advantage
whatever in giving publicity to an unsuccessful diplomatic manoeuvre from
which none of the Governments concerned can get any glory .

[N. A. ROBERTSON ]
DEA/126s

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Irlande

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Ireland

TEI.ÉGR'ÂM 4,$.~..
Ottawa, February 25, 194 4

IMMEDtÂTE
. SECRET Your tel NMorin egram u. 12 of February 24th . We were only 'ed on February 23rd by the Dominions Office that a formal approach°p

.
~nS to the wtthdrawal of Axis Missions had been made to the IrishG oernment- by the United States Minister on Februar 21 st and had b ey en

"Dl~c nment 837 .'M1°
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supported by the United Kingdom representative on the following day . We

thus had no opportunity of commenting in advance of the event . If we had been

consulted, we might have urged,the, adoption of less direct and formal methods.

.2. As Mr. de Valera knows it has long been,the earnest hope of the Canadian
Governmcnt that the Irish Gove rnment ,would, in their own time and of their
own motion, come to share our conviction that the permanent interests of the
Irish- people are identified with the victory of the United Nations . We have

welcomed each indication of I rish sympathy and support and we keep alive the
hope, that sooner or later Ireland will feel able to , make some more direct

contribution to the winning of this war . In this spirt we would naturally be very
glad to see Axis Missions removed from Dublin and are thus in full sympathy
with the object of the approach which the United States and United Kingdom
have made.

3 . The question which Mr. de Valera has raised with you is not one in which
we can intervene `at this stage without risk of misunderstanding . Even if the
notes were withdrawn such harm as has been done would not be undone .

4. We have a~good deal of sympathy with Mr . de Valera's objections to the

form and timing'of the United States-United Kingdom approach but having in
mind the major issues involved we cannot help feeling that he would be well
advised to comply with this request. We should be glad to intervene to secure
the withdrawal of the notes if there were any assurance that such a step would
make it easier for Ireland to expel the Axis Missions, and come clearly over to
our side. Since he has said to you that he is not prepared to do this, I do not
think we would be justified in making an issue over the question of the way in
which the views of the United States and United Kingdom Governments were
brought to his notice .

DEA/126s

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
- au haut commissaire en Irlande

Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
to High Commissioner In Ireland

TELEGRAM 5 Ottawa, February 25,1944

SECRET. Your telegram No. 13 `of February 25th . We are very glad to have

your full account of your conversations with Mr. de Valera, and fully approve

of the language you .used iri speaking with him . As you will have seen from our

immediately, preceding telegram, we share your view that Canada should not
m

endeavour to secure the withdrawal of the United States and UnitedKiriBdthe

notes . We see ~ no advantage from any point of view in giving publ'c'y

incident and hopâ that ~aeh of the parties directly concerned
comes to the same

c onclusion .
,• -As you will have seen from our revious _ tclegram, Sir John MaffeY was

misinformed in believing that we had been advised by the United Kingdom
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Government of their intention to present a note to the Irish Government 
requesting the expulsion of Axis diplomats. 

If you have not already done so, please inform Maffey of substance of your 
conversation with de Valera. 

• 

DEA/126s 
Mémorandum du Premier ministre 
Memorandum by Prime Minister 

[Ottawad February 27, 1944 

/ 	RE: UNITED STATES AND UNITED KINGDOM NOTES TO THE 
" 	GOVERNMENT OF EIRE RE GERMAN AND JAPANESE MISSIONS 

At  noon, Mr. Hearne, the Irish High Commissioner, phoned to ask if he 
could come and see me personally. I told him Mr. Robertson had spoken to me 
of his desire to see me, and that I would be pleased to see him at any time, and 
suggested his coming within the next quarter of an hour. Mr. Hearne arrived 
about`10  minutes  past 12, and we conversed in my library until 1:30. 

Mr. Hearne cipened the conversation by telling me that one of his colleagues 
from the United States had come to him to Ottawa with a message from Mr. 
de Valera, ontlining what had taken place with respect to the U.S. and U.K. 
notes. Mr. dé Valera had not wished to take up the matter by official 
corriMunications direct with the Canadian government through the Irish High 
Çoinmissioner in Canada. 

Before stating specifically what he wanted to speak about, Hearne began to 
outline,the little thanlcs which the Irish had received for what they had done 
and were seeking to do by way of co-operation in the war, and went over at 
length the grounds which gave rise to their suspicion of Britain. He inferred 
that what was commonly a note from the U.S. in reality was something which 
had been inspired by the U.K. , 

- I took issue withlim immediately on this, going the length of indicating to 
him ,what had  been said to us in the first communication received about the 
matter, whicILwas one from the U.K.'  telling us of their having been asked by 
the U.S. to,support them in the note which the U.S. was sending to the Irish 
government. 

Hearne continued at length about the methods the British had of doing 
things, and the whole tenor of the early part of his conversation was that there 
was really back of the note some carefully worked out policy, which meant 
dictation by Great Powers to a small country, and that no matter what the cost, 
fire woùld not yield to dictation of the kind — certainly not in the light of the 
war today' being one to maintain freedom against oppression. 
, I told'Hearne that I 'thought he was quite wrong, and that if Mr. de Valera 
!kid similar views, he was quite wrong in believing that there was any objective 
1_1  1 the notes other than what appeared on the face of them. That I believed the 
United  States were greatly concerned about the coming invasion of Europe and 
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were seeking to take every possible step to protect their own troops. That, as I

saw the situation, anything might happen at the ' time of invasion: there would

be bombarding of British harbours, ,.of London, etc., on a scale never thought

of; aerial fighting in the skies
; there might even be a state of confusion which

would result in the Allied forces unwittingly
in the midst of confusion of the

conflict here and there w ith each other . That ,
kind, the enemy might easily be supplied with information from sources that
seemed harmless enough at othér times. That the only wise thing was to avoid

possible dangers, at all costs ; and take account of every contingency. That,

behind the notes there should be some desire to bring Eire into the war was, I
believed, wholly without anji foundation . I said I could understand de Valera

wondering why the United States request should have been preferred i
n

firs t
writing, in . formal notes,, rather than by verbal representation s

could be . eI had
instance . I had been asking myself what the reaso n

concluded, and I thought .quite rightly, it was because of the great importance

which the U .S . ` government attached to seeing that their forces were protected

in every possible way. To leave mâtters to verbal representation might create

differences of view later on 'as, to what really had been said. Apart from this,

however, I felt that the notes ere preferred, in part as a matte rer be of
û md,'it

and in part as a matter of record . Should present fears prove J
was most important that the United States be able to - show sthat hadn
foreseen the dangers clearly and had gone as far as the~y'apo Eire
seeking to avoid them. So far as there being any policy by y of drâwing

into the war was concerned, I felt that if such was the case we i nrÇa
Ad ôwWéfe

most certainly have had some knowledge of a move of the k i
there any deep laid policy with respect to what further moves w~nature of open
the Irish i would not meet the : request, particularly in th

e coercion, we would, most certa inly have heard something before this abou t
conditions which necessitated such a course. The whole matter had only

to our attention after the notes themselves had been presented .

Before the conversation was over, Hearne seemed to change his attitude,
based on suspicion, as to some sinister act of Britain being behindUnited States .
[ to] a direct attitude of antagonism towards the President of the

thanked the
I was greatly surprised at this . He spoke of thc U .S. never havin g

Irish for . what they were doing to help' -- possibly they would have
got mor e

was
thanks if they had done less. How deep his feeling in the mo ~he President
apparent from his saying to me that when I had presented h im articularly
at the time of the latter's visit to Ottawa, the President had been

p
resented

short with him . I said to Hearne that it was absurd to sa ésiden
that .

tIwaa pmilar in
all the diplomats and I noticed in each instance the Pr residential
manner and what he said . Hearne intimated that in the comin g

mightbp done with
elections he thought cons ideration might be given to what the President's
the Irish vote,• saying , that they ; had all been closely followin g

attitude toward the Irish. erated he
Hearne, .* in, beginning his conversation, had spoken of how e it appear

had felt upon reading : the U.S. note . He used language wh ich made
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that the whole note had been a threat of a kind which might have to be met by 
open resistance. I had not, up to that moment, read the note myself, not having 
observed that it vvas attached to the file which Robertson had sent to Laurier . 

House last night. I mentioned this fact to Hearne, and asked him to allow me 
to read the note through, which I did out loud. I then said to him frankly I 
could not see, in what was there expressed, just reason for his fears. It only 
confirmed my view,that the United States wished to make perfectly clear how 
important it was thaUno step should be omitted which would leave American 
forces open to dangers which otherwise might have been avoided, and felt that 
the danger  .was  so great it was important to have the matter emphasized in a 
note. • • 
'. Hearne asked what would the next step be if Eire refused to take the course 

sùggested; I said I could not say, but that I felt there would be disappointment 
naturally; that, could the step be taken, it would be warmly welcomed, not only 
by the United States and the United Kingdom, but by ourselves and I felt other 
of the Allies. That there was a long future ahead of all of us after the war was 
over and thit any and every step in the way of co-operation now would be 
remembered  to  the good; but failure to co-operate on anything which might 
lead it& possible disaster or to serious ill consequence, would not easily be 
forgotten. I. said I personally would greatly welcome the Irish Government 
taking the course suggested. Something was said by Hearne as to whether this 
would not be equivalent  • to a declaration of war against Germany. I said, far 
from it; that the breaking off of diplomatic relations did not necessarily mean a 
declaration of war. They might be broken off for different purposes. Hearne 
said he knew there were distinctions in text boolcs on the matter, but he did not 
know' that actions would be so viewed by other countries when taken. 

- I again stiéssed the point that if there had been some far-reaching policy 
already 'worked  out on this matter our government would certainly have 
received some intimation of the need and reasons for it. I would have expected 
that 'we would have been informed of these matters through the British 
Government. I did not feel that we would necessarily be informed by the U.S. 
Government, but certainly we had not been informed of anything of the kind 
by either of them.. • 

Hearne next brought up wha t.  had taken place with our High Commissioner, 
MT...Kearney:I told Hearne I thought Kearney had viewed the matter correctly 
and had expressed what was in accord with our view. I did not think that 
Canada would be justified in asking for a withdrawal of the notes. He asked 
me if he could say to Mr. de Valera that I did not think there was a far-
reaching polkY back of the presentation of the notes. I said certainly he could 
give that as my view, and also that I felt it would be unwise to have publicity 
given to the notes ..-- unwise alike for all parties concerned. 

' Before Heirne left, I enlarged on this, pointing out that one never knew 
what conditions might result from disclosures, and that one could take it as a 
ge. neral rule that what a man was able to prevent of ill in public affairs was 
a_itin6st:certain; in.the long run, to be much more important than anything 
wnich  lie  Might be able to accomplish.  1  cited to Hearne, as a case in point, the. 

1369 
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attitude of our government towards disclosure on the McNaughton matter . I
said we would like to make disclosures, but -who could say what consequences
might result therefrom. For . that reason we were content to let the record lie
and speak for itself later on.

Hearne repeated several times that he wâs'quite prepared to give assurances
that his government was equal to preventing any kind of espionage and would
see that it -was effectively prevented . He came back to the question as to what
would happen if they replied refusing what had been proposed . I said I could

not of course say anything *as to that . Much might depend on the wording of

the communication sent in 'reply; also whether matters were kept secret or

made public. I said that the matter might probably rest at that point and [be]
brought up again later on, in the event of something in the interval justifying
that step . Hearne avonce said that if time were granted in this way they might
be able to gain an advantage . I said . I thought he was altogether wrong in
assuming that there was any intention of seeking to draw the Irish nation into

the war; that my _view was it .would be much better to take the notes at their

face value, not assume some sinister design . He said he thought Mr . de Valera

would be much influenced by what I might say. I told him that I had given my

view quite frankly . He then asked if he might say that I would like to be kept

informed of any ; further developments and would I be willing to help in any

way. I said that I had no desire of being drawn into the matter beyond that of
trying to help to clarify the situation, and, , naturally, would be gratified
receiving any word which the Irish Government would wish to send, but that I
would not wish, so to speak, to attempt to intervene in a matter which was one
between the government of the United States and the government of Eire, or
the British government and the government of Eire . Hearne said he did not

think the British government would pay attention to, any other part of the
Commonwealth other :'than Canada, that_none of the others counted for much

in their eyes . . ; '
I made no promise as to our taking any further step of any kind . That so far

as the President was concerned, I was inclined to remove distrust as to movers
behind the note and to the wisdom of having what had taken place kep t

b

secret.
I did not see that if the notes were intended for purposes of anything by
it could be expectcd that they would be withdrawn .

Hea rn e .was most profuse in his thanks. Said he would prepare something

today, which he would show to Robertson before it was sent off so that nothing
th

would be said in his message which - would lead to - misunderstandin g

position . . h-
U.S. note, Hearne dwelt particularly upon the sign

i
' In speaking of .the

cance of the words : "an absolute minimum", and also the words : that time is

of extreme importance ." . I replied to the first by saying it had referenc e
eve of an

to security, and to the second saying that, as he knew, we were on
th e

invasion - how soon or how. long, deferred it might be we could not say
certainly too much in the way of-precaution could not be taken .

;{ I might add that in the course of the conversation Hearne told oc t~g sûch

on which ti the Irish government ; had • sôught to help the All ies,
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instances as allowing Canadiàn and Other allied planes, which had landed in 
Eire, their occupants to be released,. whereas Germans had  • been interned; 
measures taken to allow British secret police to cooperate with Irish secret 
police; spoke a good deal about the neutrality of the ports and of their 
undertaking in that regard having been carried out, etc., etc. 

843. 	• 	 DEA/126s 

Le haut commissaire en Irlande 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Ireland 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 14 	• •• 	 Dublin, February 28, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegràms Nos. 4 and 5 of February 25th arrived . 
 together. 

2. I verbally communicated their Substance to Mr. de Valera. He said that he 
was

• 
 favOurably impressed by tone of your views; appreciated your difficulty of 

intervening and was grateful for your remarks regarding publicity. He still has 
fears on possible use of armed force but took comfort from the fact that you 
aPprôlre previous assurances I had given him in this regard. 
3. The tension of the situation insofar as he is concerned personally has eased 

but danger of flare-up has not yet been averted. 	• •, 
4. Following delivery of original notes de Valera cancelled army leaves and 

ordered troops to stand by. Irish troops are on manoeuvres and wild rumours to 
the èffect that Americans have crossed the border are current. • 

5: A public speech made by de Valera yesterday at Cavan should help to 
dispel such'rumours. True, he mentioned ever present war danger to Eire but 
he devoted , as much time to such topics as party system of Government, 
neutrality,  and  milk prices. Although the Irish Times and Irish Independent in 
reporting his speech this morning featured the war danger, significantly enough 
de Valera's.  paper, ' The Irish' Press, gives no prominence to that part of the 
sPeech. ; • 
6. Relations between de Valera and Mr. Gray have not been too happy. Sir 

John Maffey seems anxious that because of unique relations I keep in close 
touch with de Valera and act as "lighting rod-role" in this matter. 
7. I told de Valera I would inform Maffey and Gray of your views regarding 

publicity. Maffey agrees that it is desirable to avoid publicity. Gray away for a 
few days. I will see him on his return. De Valera is in a quandary with regard 
to ,Publicity. He may be questioned in Parliament regarding rumours of 
Anléikarr crisis and asked to produce correspondence. He thought that 
withdrawal of notes would provide the answer. I suggested that he might delay 
c°,.anîtrugng his verbal refusal in writing and parry questions by saying that he 
n  i:eze, ,i.yed, "a' written' communication which required answer in writing and 
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until this- had been done he could not . answer any questions . He mentioned
possibility of calling in'the leaders of the opposition .

8 :'-Woiild appreciate your comments and direction .

844.

TELEGRAM 1 8

contribution in keep ing th ings on an.even keel .,

DEA/126s

Dublin, March 2, 1944

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Further to my telegram No. 14 of February 28th .

2 . Yesterday in Dail Mr. de Valera availed himself of the opportunity to set
at rest wild and widespread current rumours stating :

"Speaking of rumours I want to say thât I have been told there is a good
deal of public uneasiness at the moment and I simply want to say that there is
no need for that uneasinèss . "

3. De Valera has had reassurânces from 'the United States Government that
there"are no sanctions attached to recent note beyond that of American motives
of anxiety lest their soldier sons suffer from result of enemy espionage in

Ireland .
4 . Mr. Gray also informed de Valera that in so far as the United States is

concerned note would receive no publicity.

5 . In interview today : de Valera _told me that he intended to modify original

antithesis of his reply: He thought, ' however, American note unnecessarily
hurtful'directly, and inferentially misrepresented Irish attitude and this he
intended to point 'out in his reply : I asked him if in his reply he would give
assurances of co-operation short of involving Ireland in the war . He said 1

will". I expect his reply will be delivered tomorrow. each
6. De Valera remarked that although he and I had spoken plainly to

other in the last'few days we had done so understandingly, and he expressed
appreciation of the interest shown by the Canadian Government and ou

r

Re: 7reland ;
Mr. Atherton called upon me in person and left the attached staTém on ôf

writing (which was without date or signature) as conveying an exp iven
thanks which the Secretary of State of the United States wished to have

g

Le haut commissaire en Irlande
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Migh Comrnissioner in Ireland
to Sécretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/126 s

Mémorandum du Premier ministre .
Memorandum by Prime Minister .

[Ottawa,] March 14,1944
CON F I DENTtAt.



W. L. M. K[ING] 

'La note suivante était  crite sur cette copie du document: 
The following note was written on this copy of the document: 

Nlanded to me personally, unsigned. W. L. M. K [ing] 

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS 

to` me. The Ambassador supplemented the communication by saying that the 
State Department would be very pleased if our government would see that the 
statement Which -  refers to Mr. Kearney's attitude and assistance were passed on 
to Mr. Kearney. 

In conversation, I told Mr;Atherton that the feeling which I thought Mr. de 
Valera took exception to in part,  was  the  manner or approach to the Irish 
government, namely, the presentation of formal notes without an informal 
perso- nal word in advance:Mr. Atherton, in reply, gave it as his view that Mr. 
de Valera .was anxious to make a political issue out of the question. His stock 
was going down and he really wanted publicity on the matter of presentation of 
notes to,help him politically.. 

I asked Mr. Atherton where or how he thought the matter was likely to end. 
Hisieply was that he thought the President's remarks as to a wish that Ireland 
might be represented at the peace table would probably afford a means of 
working out the situation. • 

• W. L. M. MING] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] , 

Mémorandum de l'ambassade des États-Unis 

émOrandum from Embassy. of United States 

[Ottawa, March 14, 1944] 

• The American Minister in Dublin has informed the Department of State of 
Prime Minister de Valera's approach to the Canadian High Commissioner in 
Dublin following the American request to the Irish Government for the 
removal of Axis representatives. Mr. Kearney's attitude and assistance on this 
occasion was most helpful and the American Government desires to express its 
appreciation  for  this assistance. The American Government likewise wishes to 
express its appreciation for the position taken by the Canadian Government in 
this whole matter, and for the unequivocal statement of the Prime Minister in 
Parliament on March 13th. 

Handed to  rué  personally, unsigned." 
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Dttd& I?A/126s

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'I ` - ~ . au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary oJState for External Affairs
to Prime Mtnrster

~ :{ . . • ~~ .~„~, ; . • . . ~ ., . ~ ,
[Ottawa,j March 15,194 4

ht t , •, . - . , . . ._ ,

_You•maywish to saysomething about deyelopments .in the Irish situation in

the War Committee this afternoon .
We were neither informed nor consulted by the United Kingdom Govern-

ment , about . the original decision to approach the Irish c Government with a

formal request , for the expulsion- of ; the Axis Missions. The only communica-

tions we have had from the United Kingdom Gove rnment on the subject were a
circular telegramt the day following the presentation . of : the United Kingdom
note, advising us of the steps which had been taken, and two days later an
informal enquiry ' through Earnscliffe as to whether the Canadian Government
would be prepared to follow up the United Kingdom-United States approach
with a similar note to the Irish Government .,This enquiry was addressed to the
Canadian Government after the United Kingdom had learned that the Irish
Government had ' asked if' we ' could ' usc our good offices to secure the
withdrawal of the original notes .

We have had no word beyond what has appeared in the press about the
United Kingdom's decision to stop travel between Great Britain and Ireland,
and no, indication asT to what ; further : punitive measures may be under
consideration in London or Washington . It seems to me that regardless ' of what

we may think about the wisdom or unwisdom of the policy which is developing
toward . Ireland, ~ the subject is one of the ~ highest Commonwealth concern, on

which' there 'should be full consultation: As a matter of fact Eire is still a

member of the !!British Commonwealth and presumably it can leave the

Commonwealth if , it chôoses to do so just as it has been free to remain neutral
if it wished to do so. It cannot,' however, be expelled from the Commonwealth
by the United Kingdom acting alone any more than India could be admitted to
the Commonwealth F_by the United Kingdom acting alone and without
consultation'with the other ' members of the Commonwealth .

My own feeling is that we would be justified in protesting pretty sharply to
the United Kingdom, first, about the complete lack of consultation on a
question of this order of importance, and secondly, about the unwisdom in th

e

common interest of the action that had actually been taken .
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847. 	 PCO 
Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

, z 	Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

MOST SECRET: 	 [Ottawa,]  March 15, 1944 

IRELAND; US. AND U.K. REPRESENTATIONS 
3..THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the U.S.-U.K. approach to the 

Irish government regarding the expulsion of Axis diplomatic missions and 
reported that the Canadian government had neither been consulted regarding 
the original decision nor informed until after the event. 

Regardless of the merits of the policy adopted in respect of Ireland, this was 
a matter of great concern to the Commonwealth and one on which there should 
be adequate consultation. In the circumstances, it might be desirable to draw 
the attention of the U.K. government to the need for Commonwealth 
consultation and to Canadian misgivings about the wisdom of the action that 
had been taken. 

(Memorandum, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to the Prime 
Minister, Mar.15, 1944.) 
4. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion agreed that a communication 

along the lines indicated by the Prime Minister be forwarded to the U.K. 
government, it being understood that the question of lack of consultation be 
kept separate from the question of the substantive merits of the policy involved. 

848. DEA/126s 
• 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs • 

• London, March 15, 1944 TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 383 

MOST SECRET.My telegram Circular D. 277 of February 23rd.t Following for 
the' Prime Minister, Begins: You will, no doubt, have seen press reports of 
restrictions im.posed ,by us on travel between Great Britain and Ireland 
(including both Eire and Northern Ireland). Position is that for some little time 
Ite haire; ar the instance of the military authorities concerned, had under 
examination' whit measures could be taken to provide increased security in 
connection with future operations from this country. These naturally included 
sliecial measures in relation to Ireland in view of the possibility of leakage from 
:ere. The imposition of restrictions on travel which in substance is a reversion 
v3  the' iestrictions imposed in June, 1940, and then maintained for some 

ntllî as  one of a number of precautions which have been and are still 
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being•considered . Owing to a leakage here that restrictions were about to be
imposed on travel between Great Britain and Ireland, we found it necessary to
take an immedtate decision on this point and make an announcement at short

notice . The press has inevitably connected'our announcement on Monday with

the publication of Mr. . de Valera's note rejecting the recent approach by the
United • States 'foc the'removal of Axis representatives from Dublin . It will,

however, be seen from the above that consideration of these two matters was

proceeding independently.
It has been made clear in our announcemen t

and will not be kept on longer thanthat these are imposed for military reason s
the particular situation which we contemplate requires . The same will apply to

other measitres .which we may find it necessary to take, e .g ., in regard to the
diversion of shipping and closer control of telephonic communications . Ends.

Le secrétatre ' d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominlons9 1

Secretary of State,for`External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary"

DEA/126s

TELEGRAM 43 Ottawa, March 20,1944

IMPORTANT. MOST SECRET ., Your't elegram Circular D. 383 of March 15th.
We âre ' glad to learn that thc restrictions imposed on travel to Ireland d i d
arise directly from the a ttempt to secure the expulsion of Axis representatives

from Dublin, but had been in preparation for some time as add
;`i notl ea

security
se the

measures . We appreciate the need for all precautions . Migh t

an explanation were made to Mr. de Valera of the
gheposition-i f

pose of these restrictions along the lines of your telegram? Otherwis e
will undoubtedly interpret them (as we were inclined to interpret them before

nst
receipt of your telegram) as part of a policy'of progressiveI pressure ag

Ireland which began with the presentation of the United States note on

Februa ry 21 st. Irelandncernin g
2. In general it seems to us that the recent developments co alth. W e

em
monwi

oval of Axisare matters of high concern to all the cm ~ ô secure C
o

were not consulted in advance of the at p travel
representatives nor were we informed of your intentions •~sPe~hûrchill in
restrictions. We note that these restrictions were described by esigned to
the Noûse of Commons on March 14th as "the first step in a policy d• If later
isolate Great Britain frôm Southern Ireland" during the crit;,a âPe ~o ôtmation

steps are limited to actions necessary tô prcvcnt leakage of m Y
E . .i t

,"Destilfgramma semblables,fu rcnt envoyEs aux personnes suivanta: , -
Identical telegrams were sent to: Washington, EX-1 I 92. ,

Nigh Commissioner. Dublin, No . 1 4 , Canadian Ambassador, 4, prime .,, .
Prime Minister of New Zealand No.` 4 . Prime Ministcr of Australia, No

'~= Ministu of South Africa . No. 2.r
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the Irish Government should have no reasonable cause for complaint as long as 
fear of ulterior political motives is not present in their minds. 
3. This fear, however, undoubtedly prevails and what is done now may affect 

the position of Ireland in relation to the rest of the Commonwealth for many 
years to come. If Ireland is moved to leave the Commonwealth that is a matter 
of serious moment to us. We asstime that you agree that no question of the 
expulsion of Ireland from the Commonwealth can arise except as the result of a 
decision reached by all the Commonwealth Governments. 
4. We wish therefore to emphasize that we are concerned over the position 

that has arisen. We have felt from the first that the approach looking to the 
removal of the Axis representatives was not made in the form best designed to 
achieve its object, but we at once did what we could to persuade the Irish 
Government to comply. We have also publicly supported the action taken. We 
hope that there will be full consultation before any further steps are taken 
which are likely to have repercussions on the position of Ireland in the 
Commonwealth. 
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850. 

Le conseiller juridique au 
Legal Adviser to High 

DEA/715-F-6-40 

haut commissaire d'Irlande 
Commissioner of Ireland 

715-F-6-40 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
- 	_ 

Dear Mr. Hearne, 
May I refer to the discussions yesterday in Mr. Robertson's office, 

concerning the position of Irish citizens resident in Canada under the Canadian 
Selective Service Mobilization Regulations. It was understood that I should 
write a personal and confidential letter to you with regard to the action which 
we have taken. 

We have given the *most careful consideration to the possibility of drafting 
an amendment dealing with the position of Irish citizens, which would not be in 
conflict with existing Canadian'statute law or inconsistent with our regulations 
applicable to nationals' of other countries. After making several efforts, and 
bteing cémfronted with what appeaéed to be insuperable difficulties, we have 
°een com'pellèd to abandon the attempt to meet the Irish situation by a formal 
revision *of the regulations. For obvious reasons it would be impossible to 
provide'for 'a fundamental revision of our statutes dealing with various aspects 
«national status. Without such a revision it would be impossible to revise our 
regulations.  along the lines which you suggested. 

It was thei'efore neceisary to arrange for the deferment of the application of c  
olnpulsdry Militarytraining and service to Irish citizens in Canada, provided 

Ottawa, March 24, 1944 

th.a r that 	 ." 1  

I 	, 
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(a) the person . is able to,establish the fact of Irish citizenship, e .g. by
production of a certificate ~ from' the High Commissioner for Ireland or the
presentation of an Irish passport ;

(b) the person is not a Canadian national . (In other words, he would need to
prove that he had not been born in Canada and that he had 'not lived in Canada

for rive years or more .) :
Under- this 'procedure all cases of designated Irish citizens who are called

under the Mobilization' Regulations will be referred ' to the Department of
External Affairs . The ~ Department will then, after full investigation, decide
whether or not any particular designated Irish citizen meets the conditions set
out above and, in proper cases, an application for postponement will be sent to
the appropriate Divisional Registrar forl consideration by the Mobilization
Board of the division'concerned.

This will meet, in i practical way, the difficulty which has been confronting

your Government, although I fully appreciate that' it does not bring about the
desired amendment of the regulations themselves .

Yours sincerely,
J. E. REA D

DEA/715-F-6-4 0

Le haut commissaire d'Irlande au conseiller juridique

High Commissioner oJIreland to Legal Adviser

344/25-23/13

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Ottawa, April 3,194 4

. >, . ~
Dear Mr. Read, " . ;

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your personal and confidential letter No .

715-F-6-40 of the 24th March which reached me on the 28th .

2. I ;'wish to express to you our sincere thanks for the very careful and
sympathetic consideration which the Department of External Affairs has given
to the 'question . of, the exemption of Irish citizens, as nationals of a neutral
country, from compulsory service in Canadian armed forces .

j., It is notcd from your letter that, while you have found it impossible to meet
thesituation, by a formal , tevision of the Selective Service Mobilization
Regulations, ; you have, ; nevertheless, been able to devise appropriate
administrative measures for the exemption, in practice, of Irish citizens who
are not Canadian nationals by birth .or residence in this country .

4. It is assumed that the practical measures outlined in your letter will
safeguard f the position of - th~e Irish citizens who, prior to the date of your
letter, had claimed exemption or had raised the question of their status

with a

view to making a claim for exemption, and who were not Canadian nationals at
the time at which the claim was made or the question of status

raised . The
arrangement proposed is, therefore, understood in the sense that

i t will
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provision to secure that the claims of those Irish citizens will not be defeated by 
the lapse of time (pending a decision on the question of policy) since their 
claims were made or the question of their status raised. With regard to the 
application of the arrangement to those cases it is suggested that a claim' for 
exemption, or a query as to 'status, addressed to the Selective Service 
authorities, or ccimmunicated to your Department or to this Mission, would, in 
the absence of any previous machinery, be sufficient to bring them within its 
scope. 

5. I am now i:eermitted to inform you that, in the absence of a formal revision 
of the Selective Service Mobilization regulations the arrangement outlined in 
your letter of the 24th March is satisfactory to us subject to the understanding 
stated in paragraph 4 hereof. 

Yours sincerely, 
JOHN J. HEARNE 

852. 	 • 	 DEA/715-F-6-40 
Le conseiller juridique au haut commissaire d'Irlande , 

. 	,Legal Adviser to High Commissioner of Ireland 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, May 24, 1944 

Dear Mr. Hearne: 
May I refer to your personal and confidential letter No. 344/25-23/13 of 

April 3, 1944. 
I am plèased to hear that the arrangement respecting the application of 

Canadian , Selective Service Mobilization Regulations to Irish citizens , as 
outlined in my letter of March 24, 1944 is satisfactory to your Government. 

With reference to the point raised in paragraph 4 of your letter under 
reference,.I believe that no real difficulty will arise. I am advised that in cases 
currentlyr before the Mobilization authorities which have not been disposed of 
pending the establishment of the administrative arrangement, the date of the 
call-up under our Mobilization Regulations is the decisive date in determining 
their applicability to citizens of Ireland, and not the date of the actual decision 
after objection and investigation. 

Consequently, if, in such undisposed cases, it is found after investigation 
Lat the applicant for deferment meets conditions (a) and (b) set out in my 
letter of March 24 as of the date he received his call, the application for 
Postponement will be made to the appropriate Mobilization Board on his 
behalf, regardless of the fact that, in the meantime, he may have become a 
Canadian national under our law by reason of the fact that the five years' 
residence has then been established. The same considerations will, of course, 
aPPly to new cases currently arising. 

1379 
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Undeithese.  circumstances,* I think you will  agrée  that in the administration 
of the ,Mobilization . Regulations, the positiàn of such Irish citizens is 
ade`qu'ately safeguarded.' • 

1380 .  

Yours sincerely, 
J. E. READ 

853. DEA/126s 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 	 , 

Memdrandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,' September 19, 1944 

During the. Prime Ministers' meetings in London in May I had some 
conversation with Sir Eric Machtig.%. He was not disposed to dissent from the 
general position taken in our telegram to the Dominions Office No. 43 of 
March 20. The Dominions Office has not been very happy about the handling 
of Irish relatiôniin Febivary and March,' but they thought that the crisis was 
comfortably pasied  and  that it had left Anglo-Irish relatons better than they 
had been before. So far as the United Kingdom was concerned, the only issue 
then outitanding viai the continued detention in internment of some 8 R.A.F. 
personnel who had been forced down in Ireland. These 8 were all that were left 
out of some 140 Commonwealth air crew who had at one time or other been 
interned by the Irish Government and were at that time (in May) being held by 
de Valera as a visible "token" of his policy  of neutrality. The United Kingdom 
were working verY hard to bring about their' release and shortly after our visit 
to London succeeded in doing so. . 

Machtig asked Me if we were likely to insist on receiving a reply to our 
telegram' under reference.  1  told him I did not think an answer was necessary. 

The imniediate.cause of dispute had been disposed of and we had made  out 

point of view,  plain to the other countries of the Commonwealth. Matters might 

therefore'be left as theY were:: 
[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

"Sous-secrétaire d'État permanent aux Affaires des  Dominions. 
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. 
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Le haut commissaire en Irlande '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Ireland
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/6864-40

DESPATCH 151 Dublin, November 27, 1944

CONFIDENTIA L
Sir,-

:1 have the honour to acknowledge your air mail despatch No . 101 of
November 1, 194497 relative to Canada's post-war external trade in sterling
areas .

2. In regard to your request for "any evidence of the loss to Canada of trade
which'we enjoyed in prewar years or of threats to such trade as we might
reasonably expect if the currency difficulties were not present" - briefly, my
reply is as follows:-
,3. ; Prior to the war, Canada's main exports to Ireland were wheat, newsprint,

and timber
. Insofar as I can see, not reckoning on exchange difficulties, thePost-war

.Irish market for Canadian wheat will remain at about the same level
as the pre-war market, and a substantially increased market may reasonably be
looked for with respect to newsprint and timber. In addition, there should be an
unprecedented demand in Ireland for machinery of all kinds, much of which I
think Canada might supply if she so desires .

4• As an aid in solving the post-war relationship of sterling and dollar areas,
insofar, as Ireland is concerned I suggest for your consideration that Canada
should advance long-term credits to Ireland for the purchase of Canadian
goods direct, and not through Great Britain as an intermediary . By develop-
ment and concentration on sending exports to the non-sterling areas, Irelandmight .in .time.be able' to acquire sufficient exchange to repay in Canadiandollars ; at least partially, if not in toto, the advances thus made .I

have sounded out the attitude of the Irish Government on the subjectmatter in question, and attached hereto you will find a memorandum t dealing
more fully, with the questions raised in your despatch . I have delayed sendingthis

despatch with the memorandum attached, pending the receipt from the
Irish Government of trade statistics t for the war years, which have heretoforebeeri "

s~iet,' but which they have agreed to furnish to me . The statistics in
Question have not yet come to hand, and I have decided not to delay thisdespâtc fi 'âny longer on their account ..6. :_P paragraph~ .20 of my memorandum I also refer as being attached anPprâisàl t

of the situation by our Canadian Government Trade Commissioner,Mr, WColl, which includes a description of possible exports . As Mr. McColl's

97Voir le documentocument 826,/See Document 826 .
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observations are dependent in some measure on the statistics not yet available, 
I am unable to forward them herewith, but shall do so as quickly as possible. 
7. I observe from your despatch that you have been in communication with 

Honourable Mr. Massey-in connection With post:war trade in Great Britain, 
and I am sending him a copy  of  this despatch together with my memorandum. 

- 	I have' ètc. • 
JOHN D. KEARNEY 

855. 	 DEA/50021-40 
Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
:: 	Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 
,( 

TELEGRAM 2727 	- . • . 	• 	• London, September 21, 1945 

SECRET 

1. In the course of this afternoon's meeting at the Dominions Office, there 
was an important 'disclosure regarding • the  policy of the new Government 
towards Ireland. • ' • , 	„. 	+4 

20 ' Addison reveale,d that the Cabinet  had  approved a memorandum he had 
submitted recommending a policy of “friendship'without ostentation". He said 
that Dulante had coine to see him with the explanation that 'someone must 
break thé icé and he was prepared to do it." He indicated that the Irish 
Government was interested in getting back into the circle of Commonwealth 
consultation' and  communication. Addison made it clear to us that he was 
arixicius to  té  co-Operative with the Irish, and the Government was considering 
inviting, Irish participation • in COmmonwealth discussions of telecommunica-
tions and possibly civil aviation. 

3.• The South African High Commissioner 'rev.  ealed that Dulanty had also 
come to ice him and had spoken in the same vein indicating that he was 
expressing de Valera's wishes. DulantY spoke of the Irish desire to let bygones 
be -.bygones.  He  • also suggeSted that he would like to attend the High 

Commissioners' meétings.,Nicholls thought it might be desirable to prepare the 

public mind to accept'rapprOchement by letting it be known that the Irish High 

Commissioner was attending these meetings. ' 
4. Evatt indicated' thaf *Australia.  would favour these proposals to bring 

lülând back intô the assoCiation: 	* 	' • 
'5; There was general feCognition', stressed by Addison', that the matter would 

have to be handled quietly and tactfully because Public opinion on both  Si 
 

Would 'need eduCition. Nicholls"' siiggested' that South Africa or the other 

r  "J. W. Dulanty, haut commisialie d'Irlande  en  Grande-Bretagne. 
J. W. Dulanty, High Commissioner of Ireland in Great Britain. 

"G. H. Nicholls, haut commissaire de l'Afrique du Sud en Grande-Bretagne. 
G. H. Nicholls, High Commissioner of South Africa in Great Britain. 

: 
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Dominions might make some suitable statements to prepare the way as there
was not in their countries the bitterness towards Ireland which existed in the
United Kingdom. Addison expressed his gratitude for this suggestion .6. Addison expressed the desire to talk this matter over with the Common-
wealth representatives at an early opportunity

. He promised to give us copies ofhis memorandum to the Cabinett which I shall forward to you . As this meeting
may be called soon, I should be grateful for your instructions as to the attitudewhich I should take.`
7 . I am informing the High Commissioner in Dublin of the contents of thistelegram .

- Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires .-,p ' -
DEA/50021-4 0

erreures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State jor External Affairs
to Acting Nigh Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM
2201 Ottawa, September 23, 1945

SECRET. . Addressed London 'No. 2201, Rc
ptelegram 2727 of September 21st . Policy toward s

Repeated No. 25. Your
1 : We are glad to hear of Irish approach and of Addison's policy, approved bythe Cabinet 'of friendship without ostentation. We would like to see this path

followed as rapidly as public opinion in the United Kingdom will permit . Wedo not anticipate that there will be any serious criticism of such a polic inCanada .,, ._, ;, . y
2 .

~The IrishVGovernment doubtless is feeling rather friendless in theworld of today. and. we gather that they are increasingly conscious that thei r
Position during the war has greatly diminished their importance, both insideand outside the Commonwealth .3.

You may inform Addison that we would welcome the re-admission of
Irelarid tô'theCommonwealth circle and generally endorse his point of view .Since it is most desirable , that there should be as little public controversy as
Possible on this question, we feel that the United Kingdom should be the chief
judge of how fast progress can be made in this direction without arousingdomestic opposition . If it is felt that a personal message from me to de Valer
Would be of value, I should be glad to give consideration to its despatch . ati# . . .
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'. SECTION F

, .,,, :, - i I ,
Le seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire én Nouvelle-Zélande

DEA/4229-4 0

Secretary of State for External Affairs. . . , ~ .a , : . .
to High Commissioner in New Zealand

TELEGRAM 36 Ottawa, May 4, 1944

Your telegram No. . 50 of May . Ist re double taxation agreement . Draft

agreement submitted - by , New Zealand ~ Government10° in . connection with
granting of reciprocal, exemption, from income tax has been examined by
Department of National ', Revenue, and in' their, opinion the draft forms
satisfactory basis for discussion between the two countries .

It would be preferable from our point of view to use the term "chargeable by
(repeat by) the Dominion" in Articles 2 and 4 rather than "in (repeat in) the
Dominion."' The latter 'wording would ~ be wide , enough tô include any taxes

which may be administered by the Provinces - of the Dominion, and the

Dominion in entering into any Agreement with New Zealand could not bind
the • Provinces in respect of any taxes imposed by Provincial Legislation .101

While for duration of war'the Dominion is collecting all income taxes imposed
on individuals and the Provinces have vacated this field temporarily,' there are

certain corporate taxes still being imposed and collected by the Provinces .

Copies of an Office Consolidation of our Income Tax Law' and pamphlet
setting out conditions affecting carrying on of business in Canadat are going to
you by ~ air mail : This will, doubtless be, of . assistance to New Zealand
Government when considering provisions of Income War Tax Act .

DEA/4229-40, . .

'Le haut commissaire én Nouvelle-Zélande -
' au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ~

High Comritlssioner in New Zealandz , . 1- 1
to Secretary.of State for External Affairs

. . ; . . . . .
. 29, 1944

TELEGRAM 52 Wellington, May

Your telegram of May 4th, No. 36, regarding Double Taxation Agiebé used
(1) With regard to suggestion that terms "chargeable by Domin i o n

in Articles 2 and 4, and the reason given for amendment, the New Zealand

10°Volume 9 . piàce jointe du document 943 ./Volume 9, enclosure, Document 943 .

101Note marginale:/Marginal note:
OK. H . W ( rong]
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Government consider that as Agreement binds Dominion Governments but not 
Provincial Governments, the reciprocal nature of the Agreement may be 
affected if any Provincial Government should recommence to impose and 
collect income tax after the end of the war, and ask whether it may be 
considered advisable to terminate Agreement under Clause 6 in such an event. 
(Dominion-Provincial Taxation Agreement Act, 1942, was shown to competent 
officials in this connection.) • 
(2) New.Zealand Government would also appreciate advice of the Canadian 

Government with regard to nature of "certain corporate taxes" at present 
being imposed by the Provinces. They assume "such taxes are in the nature of 
annual license fee for permission to trade and are not true income taxes and 
that such corporate taxes may not have affected persons who are entitled to 
exemption in Canada under the Agreement — namely persons resident in New 
Zealand and not in Canada and not having any branch or management in 
Canada but merely trading in Canada through agents." 

. (3)New Zealand Government assume, as no comment has been made upon 
alteration in Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4, with regard to commencement of operation 
of. Agreement, the Canadian Government agrees with alterations, and in 
particular with wording "in respect to 1943 taxation period" in Articles 2 and 
4. (There are 2 texts of New Zealand amended proposals on file identical 
except‘ for year in Article 2 and 4. There is doubt as to whether copies 
forwarded to you with my despatch No. 199 of August 19th, 1943, read 
"1943" or "1944" taxation period. The New Zealand Government understands 
"1943 taxation period" in Canada most closely corresponds to "year of 
assessment commencing April 1st, 1943" in New Zealand.) 

DEA/4229-40 

1: 
DESPATCH 124 

I have the honour to refer to your telegram , No. 52 of May 29th, 1944, 
regarding the proposed agreement between Canada and New Zealand for the 
avoidance of double taxation. 
2. 'The, Canadian authorities consider that the scope of the proposed 

agreement. must be 'confined to the field of Federal income taxes and not 
extended to include or be affected by the right of provincial or state jurisdic-
tions, which are sub-divisions of the Federal governments, to impose provincial 
or state income tax legislation within their proper competence. The provincial 
0vernments of Canada have vacated the income tax field only for the duration „  

theiYar–When hostilities have ended, the agreement under which these 
evernnlents temporarily ceased to impose and collect income taxes, both 
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande 

Secretary of State  for  External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in New Zealand 

Ottawa, October 10, 1944 
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personal and corporate; will be terminated. -There is no doubt that the 
provincial authorities .will , be anxious to • have their source of revenue from 
income taxes reinstated as soon'as possible after, the defeat of the enemy, and 
that they would resist-, any attempt to fetter their freedom of action by 
international agreement. 
3. It  is regretted that it &not possible to specify and to describe the "certain 

corporate taxes" at present being imposed by the provinces of Canada. Some of 
these taxes are undoubtedly in the nature of annual licence fees for permission 
to trade and are therefore not  truc  income taxes, but complete information 
could not be given without careful examination of all the Canadian provincial 
lep,islation regarding taxation. These provincial taxes cannot be brought within 
the scope of the proposed agreement. 
4. The copy of the draft agreement received by the Department of National 

Revenue (Taxation) refers in Articles 2 and 4 to "the 1944 taxation period." If 
the following reasoning is correct, theit the 1944 taxation period in Canada 
would correspond roughly to ',the year of assessment commencing on April 1st, 
1943" in New Z.ealand. 	• 
a) It appears to us that if Articles 2 and 4 were changed to read "the 1943 

taxation period and fiscal periods ending therein" it would mean that if a New 
Zealand taxpayer operating in Canada and 'subject to tax in Canada had a 
fiscal period ending January 31st, .1943, he would be exempt from Canadian 
income tax for that period although eleven months of his twelve -month fiscal 
period Were back in thè year 1942, and only one month was in 1943. This 
would be giving the New Zealand taxpayer a whole year's advantage over the 
reciprocal relief to be extended to a Canadian taxpayer by the New Zealand 
Government under Articles 1 and 3, as the Canadian taxpayer would only 
obtain' relief for a year of assessment commencing on April 1st, 1943, which 
presumably would be a year of assessinent of the business between April 1st, 
1943 and March 31st, 1944. 	• 
b) It may be that a Canadian taxpayer operating in New Zealand, even 

though his fiscal period ends June 30th, 1943, would bc required to file his 

income tax return with the New Zealand Government for a period from April 
lst;' 1943, to March 3Ist,' 1944, and if this is the case it would seem that the 
figures 1944 in Articles 2 and 4 should not be changed to 1943. 
c) As Articles 2 and 4 stand in the copy of the draft agreement examined by 

the Depértmenicif National Revenue (Taxation) the phrase "the 1944 taxation 
period and fiscal 'periods ending therein" apparently means that 1944 anY 
corporation whose fiscal period ends at any time between January 1st,  
ând December 31st, 1944 would be covered so that a corporation whose fiscal 
period ended on ,JanuarY 15th,,1944 would obtain exemption although eleven 
and one•half months of its 1944 fiscal period extended back into the calendar 

year 1943. y 
Ishould ‘iippreciate it if you would discuss these questions with the New 

Zealand' aûthorities: 1f you find that the New Zealand Governmenth is 
at 

 

iubstântially in accord with the Canadian position, you might inform them t  
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we should be very grateful if a revised text could be prépared in . order toexpedite the conclusion of the agreement .,.. ., . ,Et . .. . .
I have etc.

c . :
H. H. WRONG

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Le haut commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures, High Commissioner in New Zealand

to Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs

DEA/6864•40

Wellington, December 11, 1944

Sir;

102voir le document 8261Sa Document 826 .

on the y.aeree that "we cannot accept diversion of trade as inevitable," but
otber hand it will be necessary, so far as New Zealand is concerned "t oex~ e

every Possibility with them in the hope of finding some arrangemen t

III•-• x~ . I . awa tng of contracts for the supply of hydro-electric- lpent, wh;ch I understand will be considered in the next month or sixW . w1 l4 • I believe, be determined not from the standpoint of technicalsuperiôri t~;br-of price but very largely from the standpoint of whether theUniféd K ingdom can su l thistechnlc~l PP Y equipment in time. I am convinced that the
British'°`~'~~p

l e in New Zealand consider Canad ian equipment far superior to
if th~ ~~°~uipment.° As I pointai out in my despatch No. 47 of February 17th, t

eontracts were to be awarded purely on technical merits, either Canadianor Sw "
'4wc sedish tenders would be accepted in preference to British tenders.4 .

my attention.
`2• Cânàdian trade with New Zealand, since my arrival here, has suffered
froin"the fact that New Zealand has considered that she has had to conse rveher dollar The whole policy import restriction is based veryar8eŸ

. the ass mptionth tNew ,cala d purchases abroa dbe controllcd but also must, as far as possible, be not only must
Thë Ministcr ' ôf Finance, the Non .

restricted to the sterling area .
Walter Nash, has, on numerous occasions ;

pointed out to me that since the United Kingdom is New Zealand's chiefexpo rt market she must always be given the first opportunity of supplying NewZealabd requirement sth . I sec no possibility of the present government alterinis policÿ. R ° 8

3 "Fotiistance the rd

t Ifull '

Vith` reference to your despatch No . 136 of November l st102 regarding tothe ' thr`eat to Canadian trade in the sterling area owing to the lack of dollarexchânge, , I have the honour to inform you that I shall be glad to report onspecific cases that may come to
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that will meet the legitimate requirements of ~t ~âde i
f

countries ."'
exports

,
to

will be necessary that this exploration should orts
New Zealand are not to be limited very larCanada will face, sh

ou r
ouldPt be

from New Zealand. One of the difficulties that that may
found possible to take moïe imports from New Z~â n~

ont
wil l

rated to tal.eydairy
not be available since the 1948oand the total wool clip until one year
produce from New Zealand
after the war. ï opinion

5 . An edito rial in The New Zealand Herald is fairl typical of
Brbish export

here as regards tradc with i n the
rcfcrr~

block. g
m yt lcgram No. 67 of Augus t

trade and the lump sum payments
9th,t it states; "Her great hope is, to rebuild her export trade to its forme r

dimensions and then increase it by half . New Zca1 ïedd~ th~dountry to spend
second that effort . Frst the Government should p g

Next it should not try to negotiate theevery penny of the lump sums in Britain . evote
sterling earnings of New Zealand produce for foreign cu frollo

wrencies ,ingbu
t

hi dtrade
them instead ta purchases withi n the st

h
area. best customer . That is

policy we shall be helping ourselves by helping as Si r
sound business and it combines with sentiment and ju

'i tstiwôuld' be extrHmelÿ
Batterbee told Dunedin Rotarians hermarkets âabroad after she has put all
unfortunate if England were to lose

her efforts into the war :

6 .
. eal to
We may not like the United Kingdom High Commissio ~trto cômbat inficu

sentiment in the furtherance iôBhncishôr~c ôfbut i
t New 7_cal nd

d i f
. Australia, on the

othe rview of
k han

dthe, takesappeal it
every oPPo Y makes rtûnit ôff red by her membership in the sterlin g

wel as th
e dvance hertrade. "Anzac" and what it stands for, atol for theblock to a

recent Australian-New Zealand Agreement are also being
appealed

furtherance of trade relat ions of the two countries.
'~ble as it might seem for in

7.` Canada's position is not, however, as imports from

the past New , Zealandcrs have been very well.satisficd â ito secure for us a fair

Canada. There is likely to be suffic ient effective dema atchful of New
share of, New-,Zcaland's trade but, we wi

lio discriminatc

~v
against Canadian

Zealand's selecive import policy beingused a lot of good feeling in

trade. Our recent Mutual Aid Agreement101 has creahc dvantageS of our chief

New Zealand and will more or lcss offset some of t

competitors. .
{- 4

WCanada, Recueil dit trolt 11 .19 4 1 . N• 18 .

Canada. Treaty Series. 1944, No. 18 .
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861. 
• Le haut commissaire en Nouvelle=Zélande 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
• High Commissioner in New Zealand 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• Wellington, February 22, 1945 

• 
• With  reference to my despatch Nci. 9 of February 8tht regarding taxation of 
nOn-resident traders, I have just received a letter over the signature of the 
Prime Minister, théRt. Hon. Peter  Fraser,  stating: 
2. ,r1 have the' honour to refer tO your letter of the 13th November 1944,t 

With  regard  to the proposed Agreement between New Zealand and Canada for 
the ivoidance of double taxation. 

,"It is clearly understood that  the  Agreement relates only to federal taxes 
and  notiô  taxes  imposcd by the provincial governments, and in the event of the 
provinces resuming  the  function of imposing taxes, His Majesty's Government 
in  New Zéaland may consider it desirable to terminate the Agreement in 
respect of any province by giving six months notice in accordance with Article 
6. Prompt  advice from Your Government of the resumption by any province of 
the right to impose income taxation would be appreciated. 
4. 5 "With'regard to the corporation taxes imposed by the various provincial 

governments it - would appear that, in general, such taxes are similar in nature 
tothe liCense fees imposed by the New Zealand Government, and it is proposed 
to'conclüde the proposed Agreement notwithstanding the existence of such 
taxès»:' . 

5. "With regard to  the  comments relating to the appropriate date to be 
insérted in Articles 2 and 4 of the proposcd Agreement, it appears that your 
GovérnMent is under a misapprehension as to  the date  from  which Articles 1 
and 3 of iiich Agreement, relating to the exemption from taxation granted by 
the New 'Zéaland Government, commence to operate. These Articles apply for 
thé year*of assessment commencing on 1st April, 1943, and therefore operate 
to 'exempt income derived during the preceding income year commencing on 
1st APril 1942 and -ending on 31st March, 1943. Where a taxpayer furnishes 
return's' of income for a financial year cnding on a balance  date  other than 31st 
March: thé income derived during such financial year is, according to New 
Zéaland law, deemed  to  be derived during the income year ended on 31st 
March nearest to such balance date. It follows that returns furnished for a 
financial yeae , ending on. any date between 1st October, 1942, and 30th 
Septémber,. 1943, (and therefore commcncing on any date between 2nd 
9 .toher:1941 and 1st October 1942) will be deemed to be returns of income 
!for the income year ended 31st March, 1943, and such income will be exempt 
roni, tiza.  t ion accordingly. • 

,t 
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' 6 . "If the -w6rds the 1943 taxation period' are inserted in Articles 2 and 4 of
the proposed Agreement the exemption ; conferred by the Canadian Govern-
ment will operate in respect ôf the income included in the returns for any year
ending on a date between I st January, 1943, and 31 st December, 1943, (and
therefore commencing on a date ' between 2nd January; 1942 and I st January,

1943) . It is apparent, therefore, that the 'exemption granted by the New
Zealand Government may operate in respect of income derived on or after 2nd
October, 1941, in ' cases where a taxpayer's balance date is on I st October,
whereas the exemption granted by the Canadian Government cannot operate in
respect of income derived prior to 2nd January 1942 .

3. ."It accordingly appears that the ;words `the 1944 taxation period'
appearing in the draft Agreement already, forwarded should be deleted and the
words `the 1943 taxation period' ; substituted therefor. As this is the only
alteration which it ' is considered necessary to make in the terms .of the draft
Agreement submitted, it is not proposed to forward a, revised draft
Agreement.", ;

8 . When I discussed the matter with the Minister .* of Finance, the Hon .

Walter, Nash, he pointed out that in order to render the proposed agreement as
nearly reciprocal as; possible and . to avoid expense in administration by
requesting traders to make unnecessary apportionments when furnishing
returns, it had been . considered advisable to substitute the words "1943
taxation period" for the words "1944 taxation period" in Articles 2 and 4 .

. 9. The reason for this, he explained, was that under New Zealand taxation
law, retu rns furnished to March 31st, 1943, are assessed in the assessment year
ending March , 3lst, 1944, the tax normally being due and payable in February,

1944 .' . Returns furnished for the year ending March 31 st, 1943, however,
include all accounting periods ending from October I st, 1942, to September
30th, 1943, which accordingly include all income earned to those cases back as
far as October 2nd, 1941 .

4 0. He considered that it would readily be seen that the necessary apportion-
ments and amendment of accounts would lead to additional expense and also to
confusion, which he wished to avoid .,He hoped, therefore, that this explanation
would enable the distinction between the two taxing statutes to be more readily
appreciated .

11 . You will ; observe that the,Government of New Zealand is ready to
conclude the Agreement . . notwithstanding, the possibility that provincial
taxation may, to . some extent, impose taxation at,variance with the general
tenor ~ of the . agreement, - and . that - in such event they would only consider

denouncing it as regards the Province concerned .
12 . In myy conversations with the ` Minister of Finance and . the taxation

authorities, they are still of the opinion that the substitution of the words "1943
taxation period"P for 'the words "1944 taxation period" would assure' the most
equitable 'arrangement . As they are "convinced that New Zealand would be
conceding more under the Agreement than Canada because of . their taxation

procedure and as very small sums are, or are likely to be involved,
I would
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strongly urge that the Agreement be concluded on the basis proposed in the 
letter from the New Zealand Prime Minister. 

I have etc., 
W. A. RIDDELL 

862. 	• 	 DEA/4229-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande 

• Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in New Zealand 

TELEGRAM 54 	 Ottawa, September 17, 1945 

Your telegram No. 70 of September 5tht and your despatch No. 20 of 
February 22nd regarding proposed reciprocal taxation agreement between 
Canada and New Zealand. , 

The Department of National Revenue have now informed us that the 
proposed draft agreement, with the substitution of the words "1943 taxation 
period" for "1944 taxation period", is acceptable. 

863. 	 DEA/4229-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Nouvelle-Zélande 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
• to High Commissioner in New Zealand 

TELEGRAM 
•

Ottawa, November 29, 1945 

Yotir tèlegram No. 86 dated November 5, 1945.t. Memorandum of 
Agreement between Canada and New Zealand for Reciprocal Exemption of 
Certain •AgenCy Profits from Income Tax. 

.The Words "the Dominion or' are being deleted from Articles 2 and 4 of the 
Metiorandum of Agreement as forwarded under cover of your despatch No. 
129 dated September 29, 1945,t and you are requested to bring this alteration 
to .  the attention of the New Zealand 'authorities. As the change merely 
conitittiies a correct description of this country and does not affect the 
sii,b,stanCe of the agreement, it is assumed that no objection will be taken. 

submissions  is being placed before Council seeking authority to conclude 
the agreement in accordance with the New Zealand proposals, as above 
triàdified,iO4 

t, 

, 

"I:accord tut conclu par un Échange de notes le 3 novembre 1945 et le 30 janvier 1946. Canada, 
Rem«, des  traits,  1946, N• 5. 

. TIWaireement was concluded by an exchange of notes of November 3, 1945 and January 30, 
1946. Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 5. 
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SECTION & 
AFRIQUE DU SUD 
SOUTH AFRICA 

DEA/2212-40 
Déclaration de la Sun Lee Assurance Company 

Staten ent byStm Lee' Assurance Company 

February 5, 1944 

DEPOSIT OF SECURITIES IN OTTAWA 
WITH SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE IN CANADA 

BY THE SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA 

A new South African Insurance Act was passed in 1943. The Act had been 
declared "effective" as from April 1; 1944. 	' 

In general this -Act controls the operations of all insurance companies in 
South Africa and, amongst other things, requires certain investments to be 
made in South Africa and also requires, under certain circumstances, a deposit 
of securities to be made outside South Africa. - 

The question in which the Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada is 
immediately interested relates to the question of deposit outside of the Union, 
involving an amount of approximately $7,500,000. 

The following iS the relevant section of the Act, so far as deposit is 
concerned: 

* 44 17(1). After the expiration of a period of six months as from the commence-
ment of this Act, every registered insurer shall hold and keep within the Union, 
in respect of the insurance business which he carries on in the Union, assets of 
a value not less than the amount of all his liabilities in respect of that business: 
Provided that, during a period  of  five years and six months as from the 
commencement of this Act, any iecurities belonging to a registered insurer who 
immediately before the commencement of this Act was carrying on insurance 
business in the Union, which he has depos' ited or may deposit, with the Unions  

High Commissioner, in London,  or  may -deposit with the Union's High 
ComMissioners in' Australià, Canada or New Zealand, if such High Commis-
sioners " should be appointed, shall be deemed, for the purposes Of this 

subsection, to bé held by the iniurer in the,Union: Provided further that, during 
the said period, stich insurer shall' not transfer any assets from the Union for 
the purpose of deposit as aforesaid"  

Lait  summer, on receipt of the text of the new Act from Sbuth Africa, we 

had assumed that we could make a deposit of securities, if we wished, with the 

Union Government's Representative in Ottawa. We had noted that he is 

. 	 , H 

technically styled **Accredited Representative", but had been given to 

understand; both by officials of the Department of External Affairs, as we 
by Mr de Waal Meyer himself, that he was, for all practical purposes a igh 

ll as 
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Commissioner, and that such purposes could be expected to include the sort ofdeposit referred to in the above quoted - Section of the South African Act .
In December,' 1943, however, we received advice from Mr. de Waal Meyer,to the effect that he had, on his own inftiatve, communicated last summer with

the Union Government in Pretoria on this point, drawing to their attention, we
believe, certain statements made by the Minister of Finance (Mr. Hofmeyr) inthe: Assembly Debates of April 9, 1943 (pages 5130 and 5132), in which the
Finance Ministe r stated that he was prepared to amend Section 17(1) of theAct. to include the mords ~"or may 'deposit with the Union High Commissioner
in Australia, Canada or New Zealand, if such High Commissioner should be
àppôinted" - these words at that time not being then included in the
Insurance Bill . Apparently Mr . de Waal Meyer's point of view was that the
Finance Minister had made an incorrect reference in the Debates by implyingthat , there was not, in effect, a High Commissioner in Canada . Mr. Meyer
appeared to be concerned that references in the Assembly Debates should be
more accurately expressed. At any rate, his communications were made purely
on his own initiative, and without any request, or even suggestion, from us thathe should 'dôso.

In, December last, we received a letter (attached) from Mr. Me er r which
we acknowledged in due course (also attached) .t This left us with the
alternative of either making a deposit with the Union High Commissioner in
London,'or of sending non-Union securities to South Africa

. The latter action
woûldAso conform to the requirements of the Law,'which is satisfied either
with'the physical maintenance of assets in South'Africa or with formal deposit
in thé event of assets being maintained outside of the Union .

The cômpanies affected by the South African Insurance Act include a
number of British companies who, for various 'reasons of their own, partlyarising from legal conditions prevailing in England, have indicated a reluctanceto make any deposit which is in the nature of a trust . However, when it becameapparent that we could not, for the present, make the deposit in Ottawa, inspite of the provisions referring to a High Commissioner in Canada, contained
in Section 17(1), we inclined to prefer making a deposit in London, rather thansend non-Union securities to South Africa, which would be both exceedinglyexpensive (even in the case of registered securities) and unsatisfactory frommany points of view, e.g ., the fact that the securities would be several thousand
miles away from the market in which dealings would take place should the
Company wish to effect substitutions in the deposit .

At this point, about two weeks ago, we received from the Registrar oflnsurance in South Africa, a proposed agreement covering any securities to
deposited with the Union's High Commissioner in London . Our lawyers

be

that this propos~ agreement is completely unsatisfactory on various ou n
d

B
fails to safeguard either the Sun Life or its policyholders ade u nts

. It

shows no adequate understanding of the practical uirement needly' and it
dep~it agreement involving securities . ~ ed in any

Wi hlne Law
requires that this deposit has to be effected b October lst '.x months of th Cr--%0 y '~ e''e ttve date. It w i ll be v •~rtually impossible, owing to
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shortage : of time , and, slowness of communication, to , complete the rather

detailed and intricate negotiations with the Registrar in Pretoria,
which

d
be required . before ; there . was any. chance of a sattsfactory , aagreement being

arrived , at. The ' situation, . so far, as the London i deposit is concerned, is

complicated by the attitude of the British companies and what appears to be a
fact, namelÿ the desire of the Registrar in Pretoria to have a single form of
agreemént used by âll companies making' a deposit in London

. Further, it is

quite cônceivable ' that the Brit ish companies, because of their special attitude

towards déposit, may préfer to send securities to South Africa to be held there .

On. the other hand, for the reasons already menttoned, ' this would be most

unsatisfactory for the Sun Life., : point of view, if the present
The whole problem can be solved, from our

p"Accredited Representative" can come to be regarded by South
l(1) of the

Governnient as â High Commissioner`fo r, the purposes of Sectio n

Insurancé Act, or perhaps be restyled .' High Commissioner".

Of course it . virould still ' reniairi for the Sun Life to negotiate
shouldabe morle

agreement satisfactory to the Registrar in Pretoria, but this f
easy ' to accomplish than in thé case of the proposed agreement

for London
Sun L fe

two reasons : firstly, that it ~would .be a direct operation between

and' the Registrar without" the complication' of considering hCanada 'wein
theseattitudes of United Kingdom compantes;10,' aad

trust adcould make, and would be prepared to make, agreement covering

securities which would give the South African Government much
better legal

protection than thcy - would receive from the type of agreement which they have

already actually proposed for London. than we
Even if the negotiations for this agreement involvedé° strar lin Pretoria,

expect, due to, difficulties that might be created by the R 8
Section 66 of the South African Insurance Act provides that - to

"When an insurer is obliged, in ternis or . any p rovision
at
of

the
this Act ,

request of
perfôrm

I any act within a specified penod, the Registrar may ,
tfrom time to

the insurer concernçd, in any particular case, extend that period
timc ." .

, . . , . ..
j°SNote marginale~Marjïnal note:

; ; See Ictter of Feb 9 (concernant l'oblitération du mot "othcr"/re
dclction of "other
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865. . 	 DEA/2212-40 

• Le haut commissaire en Afrique du Sud 
au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in South Africa 
to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Cape Town, May 4, 1944 

Dear Mr. Pohl, 	 • 

Since the date of my conference with you on April the 24th, with respect to 
the Insurance Act, 1943, I have obtained some further information from 
Canada: 

4 .• I called your attention to the fact that under Section 17(1) of the Act, the 
deposit of securities may be made with the Union's High Commissioner in 
Canada, but that at the present time, the title of your representative in Canada 
is '.'Accredited Representative". Under the proper construction of the Act, I do 
noi think that it will be possible for the Sun Life Insurance Company, and the 
Manufacturers Life Insurance Company, which are the two Canadian 
companies operating in South Africa, to deposit securities in Canada, and the 
deposit will, therefore, have to be made, either in London with the High 
Commissioner there, or the securities will have to be forwarded to South 
Africa. ' 

For the reasons which I mentioned to you in our conference, the deposit of 
securities in London is objectionable, and the forwarding of insurance is so 
excessive, that it is practically prohibitive. For example, the cost of insuring 
$7V2 million of registered securities destined for South Africa, would amount to 
approximately $123,000 as against the peace time cost of $6,000. 

It would therefore be appreciated by my Government if an amendment 
could be made to section 17 of the Act, which would authorize the Minister of 
Finance to nominate the representative of the Union Government in Canada, 
by whateyer name he may be styled, as a depository in connection with 
Canadiin Life Insurance Companies. 

• 1 have etc., 
(C. J. BURCHELL) 
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866; 

I have etc.,. 
F. D. Poll'. 

. Le haut commissaire en Afrique du Sud 
. au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in South Africa 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 265 	 Pretoria, December 11, 1944 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to yotir despatch No. 153 of November lst* in 

which you enquire on behalf of the External Trade Advisory Committee if 

there has been any evidence of attempts to divert trade with this country fronl 
Canada to the sterling arca. 

2. When restrictions on imports into the Union were first introduced in 

September, 1941, they were openly discriminatory against Canada and other 

non-sterling countries. A list of commodities was gazetted, the importation of 

which were prohibited if of non-sterling arca origin. Before that time the 
British authorities exerted considerable pressure on the South African 

Government to adopt such restrictions, and afterwards they were active 

diverting trade from Canadian to United Kingdom channels. The British Trade 
in 

'Voir  le document 826./See Document 826. 

867. DEA/6864-40 

t 	 • 
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; 	 DEA/2212-40 
Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

, 	au haut commissaire en Afrique du Sud 	. 
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to High Commissioner in South Africa 

Cape Town, May 19, 1944 

Sir, 
With further referen .ce to your letter of the.4th, May, 1944, relative to the 

South African Insuralice Act,,1943, I have the honour to inform you that the 
competent Union authorities have decided id 'amend' thé abcive Act but it will, 
however, not be possible to proceed with this amendment until the next session 
of Parliament. In the meanwhile steps will be taken to prevent embarrassment 
to Canadian companies, pending! . an opportunity to lay the proposed 
amendment before Parliament, by extending the period within which deposits 
have to be made. The Union Department of Finance is communicating direct 
with the compinies »concerned in ()icier that the formalities necessary for this 
purpose may be passed through. 



Commissioner,- who incidentally is still .here, .was .very busy in this connection .
With the passing of time, however, and increasing shipping and raw material
difficulties, , United Kingdom exporters found themselves, to an increasing
extent, ûnable .to supply, and with the increase of expo"rt and import restrictions
in all countries the discrimination which had existed was gradually abandoned .'3 . ,In commercial circles it was often alleged that Britain was continuing to
offer goods for export which had long since, ceased to be' obtainable' from
Canada or the United States, owing to their being required for the war effort .
In other, words, the inference was that the British were trying to keep their
trade alive to a greater extent than we did, and for quite a while there was a lot
of,use .of the slogan "Britain Delivers the Goods", "Business as Usual", and so
on . This, of course, was not direct diversion but it is allied to the subject and I
mention it in passing .
4 . . In any event, we have had no complaints on the question of diversion for

about two years, and fairly exhaustive enquiries which were made following the
receipt of your despatch, have failed to unearth anything of importance .5. British interests are taking a keen interest in their postwar trading position
in this country, which was one of their leading markets: So far, however, they
appear to be making sentimental appeals rather than to be working on the'basis
of an alleged 'shortage of Canadian dollars or of shipping facilities . It has
recently been alleged by a member of the British Parliamentary delegation who
visited the Union a few months ago, that British trade has been diverted to the
United States .
6 .~ The Canadian Trade Commissioner in Johannesburg, who is in close direct

touch with the commercial community, has been asked for an expression of
opinion on this subject. He advises that while he has come across no large scale
attempts, there have been a number of small cases which might indicate that
the principle has not been completely abandoned . He has written in thisconnection as follows:-

~"There is, in my experience, no positive indication of attempts to diverttrade .in South:Africa from Canada to the United Kingdom, but there are a
number of little 'facts which might support a view that such attempts have or
are being made.

-'`At the beginning of the year my Department advised that we could offer one
million yards of woollen piece goods to South Africa ; before any finalizationwas

reached,' my Department informed me that this offer had been withdrawn
at thé request of the United Kingdom authorities .Early in the year, when I was in frequent contact with the Controller of Iro nand Steel

;regarding the'desirability of accepting offers then being made fromCanada ;'; at one ' meeting the then Deputy Director-General of Supplies,
Produced a'substantial report on steel supplies in the United Nations which
had sections dealing with the production of steel in the United Kingdom, the
United States," India, , Australia and South Africa . There was no section onCanada, That report, ,~ g ÿ I understand, was prepared by a representative of the
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Steel . Control - in the United Kingdom tôgether, with â representative of steel

production in the United States .
~ Threé 'months or so agô while discussing supplies' of drugs and medicines

with the Controller of Medical Requisites, he informed me that he had received
a, `very' complete report on the supply position in• the United Kingdom, the

United States, and - possibly elsewhere, but that report made no mention of

Canada as a possible source of supply .

Tlieré is, - too, the fact - that; especially earlier in 'the `year, South African

Controllers as a whole'were instructed by the Director-General of Supplies that

imports must be referred to Cômbined Boards in London . This caused some

difficulties as, for example, when the agent for a Canadian manufacturer of
aluminium ~powdér' informed me that his'customers

awerél inform d by he
permits

new
for about a total of 39 tons (of considerable value)
Controller of Non-Ferrous Materials that their product could not be imported
from Canada and must be' purehased in the United Kingdom . I was successful

in drawing the attention of the Controller to the fact that the ruling he was
applying was applicable only to materials for .military purposes .

The above are merely minor incidents which in themselves have no definite
value but which, taken as a whole, might readily cause one to suspect that they

form part of a concerted plan . Obviously, however, that is merely a suspicion .

Concerning , businéss ~ with the British I Colonies in Central Africa, I have

encountered difficulties from' time'to F time in persuading the authorities to
programme on Canada (e .g. agricultural implements for Northern Rhodesia)

but those difficulties ; have, in the inain, been overcome and reasonable

proportions of business' have frequently been programmed on Canada .

*1 ' I have certainly found no disinclination whatsoever, on the part of the South

African Controllers` and similar ; authorities with whom I maintain contact, to

give' Canada and Canadian producers every opportunity to make offers . I do

not refer to such obvious instances as the Paper Control which turns to Canada

for a'great part of the supplies required in the Union, though relations with

that Control ~ are . very : happy 3 indeed : , I have in mind ' more particularly the

Textile Control . . On each occasion when I have asked whether they
would be

prepared to programme on Canada for any particular type of goods they have

invariably , replied, asking how ,. much we can supply, and they will williô nts

include it i in the , programme. This, to some extent,
l the fa c that

mentioned above and on that theme I should call your attention to ractically all
the Steel Control in recent months has been willing to accept p

offers from Canada but those offers have mainly been limited to
pipe .

All in all, while at times I have been suspicious, I have no definite proof no r
are

experience which would, indicate that . the United Kingdom
Canada to th e

making any serious attempt_to divert South Afr ican trade from
theUnited Kingdom :', :~~~
not7 . In ' connection , with . the"broad question of the diversion

of t ü d ts
o

United Kingdom,• the domestic political background in
speech of last November

be lost s ight of. S ince the Pr ime Minister's London
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when he spoke of an impoverished Britain after the war, the Nationalist press 
and political leaders have been warning the Government that this country must 
not be thrown open to a flood of British goods. 
8. When speaking thus they are, of course, thinking about South African 

industry and production. Nevertheless, their economic policy favours doing 
business with everyone  and  is opposed to preference to anyone, particularly to 
the United Kingdom, for which reason I am doubtful if the Government would 
take any step which would make it evident that trade was deliberately being 
switched from other countries to Great Britain. 
9. Before closing, and for whatever it may be worth, I will mention that when 

making enquiries on the subject, the head of the economic and commercial 
division of the Department of External Affairs volunteered the information 
that we should watch our market in this country for automotive products. 
Before the war automobile parts used to be one of our leading exports to South 
Africa, and he implied that something was pending which might prejudice that 
business. 
10. Whether there is a connection or not I do not know, but Lord Nuffield"» 

has been here in the Union for the past few weelcs looking into the prospects for 
selling British cars after the war. On the other hand, as most of our parts are 
asS-embled here  bÿ  what is considered a domestic industry, it is difficult to see 
how we can be harmed, unless the United Kingdom competitors are able to 
offer something more attractive to individual purchasers which, on the whole, 
they were not able to do prior to 1940. 
11.We will keep this whole subject in mind and if there are any develop-

ments you will be advised accordingly. In the meantime, the answer to your 
enquiry is, as indicated, largely negative. 

I have etc., 
J. C. MACGILLIVRAY 

for High Commissioner for Canada 
in the Union of South Africa 
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868. DEA/2212-40 

Le haut commissaire en Afrique du Sud 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in South Africa 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELE9RAm 58' ' 	 Capetown, June 1, 1945 
1  

My despatch of June 1st, No. 148.t Amendment to the Insurance Act has 
been passed by both Houses in the form enclosed with the despatch under 
reference without any amendments. parliamentary session will end some time 
within the next two weeks when formal assent will be given by the Acting 
Governor General. 

ePrésidentiChairman. Morris  Motors Ltd. 
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RELATIONS AVECLES ÉTATS-UNIS ,
RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES

PARTIE 1/PART 1 '

RELATIONS GÉNÉRALES'
GENERAL RELATIONS

869. DEA/1415-4 0

Mémorandum du premier secrétair e
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

- Memorandum from First Secretary
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] February 29, 1944

Memorandum for the Under-Secretary
UNITED STATES POLICY TOWARDS CANAD A

Is the United States unduly aggressive?
Concern 'has been expressed bji some ' Canadians that Canada may be in

danger of becoming for practical purposes an adjunct of the United States

without the formalities of annexation, and that in its relations with us the

United States . is ! becoming more insistent on getting its own way than is

consistent with good relations between neighbouring countries . This feeling is

reflected in the circulation of such stories as that of the United States Army

telephone operator in the Canadian Northwest who is supposed to answer all

calls, "United States Army of Occupation ." To what extent have good

relations between the two countries deteriorated under . the pressure of war

conditions? ,
Successful wartime collaboration .

It must first be emphasiZed that despite irritants which have crept in, which

will be dealt with later, the record of collaboration between Canada and the

United States has been one of which both countries can be proud . In August,

1940, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence was set up and in April, 1941, the

Hyde Park " Agreement "was announced .' There followed a closeande~ lvl ianconsultation' and coordination in the fields of both military effort a

production . Representatives of Munitions and Supply and the Wartime Prices

and Trade Board established 'direct contact with their opposite numbers i
n

~Voir le volume S. documents 93, 191 ./See Volume 8, Documents 93, 191 .

S
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Washington, and were on the whole successful (with inevitable minor 
disagreements) in working out satisfactory arrangements for pooling the 
resources of the two countries for war production and civilian supply. Shipping, 
export control, economic warfare, censorship and various other fields have been 
characterized by 'close collaboration and fairly harmonious relations. The 
various joint wartime Canada-United States bodies such as the Joint Economic 
Committees and the Joint War Production Committee performed useful 
functions in working out these satisfactory arrangements. 
Sources . of Friction. 
, ,However, there is another side to the picture. There is in the United States 

some adherence to the view that participation in the war is a favour which the 
United States is conferring on humanity and which carries with it the right to 
run things their own way. Put in a slightly different form this is the feeling, 
expressed by the Washington Times-Herald, that the United States is  •  in 
danger of losing its shirt to a pack of grasping allies and must insist on being 
reimbursed for its contributions. There is also the belief that "the American 
way" is by definition the best way. This outlook reinforces the natural desire of 
every country to protect and further its own interests. The result is a tendency, 
to overlook the rights and feelings of smaller countries and an unwillingness to 
compromise when United States claims are contested by other nations. Every, 
nation that has dealings, with the United States has found this to be trtie; Latin 
America, Australasia and the Middle East are three widely separated areas 
that can be cited. Since Canada has closer relations with the United States 
than any other country, it would be surprising if we were not affected by those 
tendencies.' ' 
Prewar relations. 	 •

• 

, In the pre-w-ar period Canada had exceptionally good relations with the 
United States based on frankness and mutual understanding. Happily, there 
was ati  absence  of the rather patronizing paternalism which is part of the Good 
Neighbour Policy; The State Department took special care to preserve these 
go9d'relationi, presumably ,because the interests of the United States were 
much better protected in this way than they could ever be by any policy 
savouring of domination which would arouse resentment in Canada. For this 
the credit goes largely to the European Division of the State Department which 
possessed excellent knowledge and understanding of Canadian conditions. 
Reasons for changes. 

The following seem to be the principal reasons for a somewhat brusquer 
tone on thé  part of the United States: 
(1) ,Eleinents in the Administration in Washington are very set on getting 

their ›:;?wns way. Whereas in the past the European Division of the State 
Depariment were able to eliminate many of the tactless proposals put forward 

ôthér branches of the government, they are at present either unwilling or 
nable to do . so. It is probably more inability than unwillingness, for the State 

star  ha- s paled-  in comparison to the brighter gleams of the 
'ervices and some of the special wartime agencies. Moreover, our relations with 



the State Department cover a r1 tè not always prepared to give the sameand other divisions of the departmen t
consideration to Canadian views as the European Division .

(2)'. The Army and Navy are in a strong - position : , They dislike the civil

departments ' and the State Department in particular and they are reluctant to

discuss questions frankly with the State Department . They have easy access to

the President as Commander-in-Chief and .they , are making the most of their
. . .~~ - . . : ~ ;,

.

opportunity.
(3) Civil wartime agencies such as the Foreign Economic Administration and

the War Production Board are to a large extent staffed either by people who
have never had occasion to think in international terms or by the go-getter type

of businessman who regards .with impatience the feelings of other countries . A

certain forthrightness, if not bluntness, is apt to characterize the behaviour of

these wartime agencies
. (4) Public opinion in the United States is frequently clamourous as a result o f

domestic' political conflicts and elements - in the Administration are prone a

times to plead the.necessity of a particular course of action on the ground that
trouble would arise in Congressif anything else were done . This at times is

pushed almost to the point of political blackmail .
i ' I. ' ~ . . . ., . _ .

Ezainples. '
The most recent eicamples of what might be termed lack of consideration on

the part, of the United States are; briefly summarized :

(1) ; Argentina
The United States did not consult us about the question of withdrawing

diplomatic representatives from Argentina and applying various sof this ~nd
information here came via London although in planning a move
towards another Western . Hemisphere- country it would have

us withla
courteous of the United States to have'shared their information

view to woiking out` parallel ' policles . An embarrassing situation could have

arisen if Canada and the United States had adopted divergent policies . This is

not the first time that the United States has indicated an unwillingness to keep
Canada, from becôming too intere'sted or active in Latin Amerô

affair s
Pan

Washington's successful blocking of invitations - to Canada to j
American Union in 1942 .is the outstanding example .

(2) Purchüse ojwbeat .
There was a dispute recently over the price of wheat which the t~ si~ri

States` government wished to buy from Canada . Dur i ng the course of
United States Embassy telephoned ~a rather abrupt message to

the
nottsell

Depûty Minister of Trade and Commerce to the cffect that if we di d

the wheat at' the ° low 'price demanded by ' the United States, they would be

forccdto 'announce
1PubliclYthat because of Canada's decision th aomnând

Stâtes would have to cut down on wheat shipments to t én ed i
t Mr nHi ckerson

thc U.S.S.R: Whenour 'Embassÿ in Washington comm
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of the State Department on the unsuitability of such tactics he was not familiar 
with the case though he subsequently attempted to defend his government's 
action. It is probable that if the European Division had been handling this . 	. 
question the blunder would not have occurred. 
(3) Border crossing regulations.. 

Late in 1943, discussions were held between Canadian and United States 
officials. with .regard to the possibility of eliminating some of the tedious 
formalities imposed by the United States authorities on Canadians wishing to 
enter the United States. Subsequently, the State Department announced that it 
would • put a new procedure into force immediately. When External Affairs 
suggested that it would be desirable to go over the new regulations in draft 
with a view to discussing, any debatable points that might arise, the State 
Department refused and insisted on inaugurating the new procedure without 
giving us an opportunity even to make suggestions. The responsibility for this 
unwillingness to consult lies with the Visa Division of the State Department 
which has shown a similar attitude in the past. In 1940 the Visa Division 
sucCeeded. in putting through its plan requiring passports and visas from 
Canadian visitors without allowing the European Division (to say nothing of 
the Canadian government) to hear of it until Presidential approval had been 
obtiinéd.. 
(4) A,  Canadian company, Dominion Magnesium Limited, which, with the 

financial assistance of the Canadian government, had discovered a new and 
important way of making magnesium; entered into negotiations with Defence 
Plan Corporation,. an agency of the United States government, which was 
anxious to obtain, the rights to the new process for war purposes. Officials of 
the company believed that oral agreement had been reached on the payment 
which the United States government would make both during and after the 
war. , Howeyer, Defence Plan Corporation repudiated the agreement, 
nevertheles§ continuing to use Dominion Magnesium's discoveries in a number 
of plants in the United States and have offered terms which both Dominion 
Magnesitirn .  and External  • Affairs regard as ridiculously low. The Canadian 
governinent made its first representations to the United States government in 
the  suminer of .  1942 but a' year and half have passed with only the most 
ansatisfactorY replies having  been  received from the State Department. This is 
a 

 
case  where a wartime'à gency is taking an unreasonable line and where the 
taie Deprtméiit is unwilling or unablé to do anything. 
(5).1"ostw' ar righis  in defence projects. 

There is a good deal of feeling in Administration circles in Washington, as 
well  as in the press, that the United States should have continuing postwar 
rights in:defence projects such as airfields which have ,been built in foreign 
countries with United States funds. The Canadian government has already 
recognized the possibilities of friction contained in this attitude by deciding to 
PaY for all permanent construction work on airways in Northwestern Canada. 

" 



(6) Export control
After prolonged discussion Canada and the United States together adopted

a"decèntralization plan" for exports to Latin America,2 the purpose of which
was to give the Latin , American governments an opportunity to put forward
their recommendations with'regard to imports from North America . Because

of short supply and shortage of shipping only af~mit
~ i mhenLatino American

shipped from North Ameriea and i t

governments should be , responsible for indicating which particular goods they
felt were essential to the economies of their countries .

Canadian experience` with this plan has not been particularly happy as the
United States government` has made a number of departures from it without

telling us in advancé. For example; the State Department applied a new set` of
rules to Bolivia without consulting the Canadian authorities and a number of
other exceptions to the prôcedure were made which had the result of placing

Canadian exporters at a disadvantâge .

We eventually prôposed ' the ' winding up of the scheme since the shipping

situation had ' improved and shortage of shipping had been the principal reason

for the ' p lan in the first place. The United States replied to our suggestion by
saying that they felt the plan should be retained as a measure of exchange
control' No Canadian authority, including the Foreign Exchange Control

Board, could see any' ment , in this argument . The discussions are still

continuing but this summary i s sufficient to indicate a rather unsatisfactory

lack of frankness on the, part of the - United States authorities which can
perhaps be ascribed to the fact that the problem concerns Latin America where
the United States prefers to have a pretty free hand .' It can also be ascribed to

the habits of wartime agencies .

Canadian Behavlour: _. , this
There is an ' impoitant point which must be remembered in considering

evidence of failure on the part of the United States to con ~ lad a
us as much as w e

's actions "lu st
would ' like. Seen through United States eyes some of C

raise doubts . as to our friendliness, frankness or abilityvto~r
men ou ac ~n

interdepartmental , difficulties . In the case of the Maine
peared deliberately provocative when in effect we repli ,d~ United

evidentlYa P
States`representations by a statement in the â

do some of the characte~stics of
decision to pay for the Northwest Airways' h
an ultimatum about it. Other instances could probably be found si Wé

hhic h ave
because we wanted to strengthen our case v is•à•G;entheaUnited

werful and at times
announced decisions without prior consultatton . po.

a
the United

a pushful neighbour this is probably inevitable, but in
observer

i
n the State

States we must consider how our actions look t
o

Department.
=V ' 1 volume 9 documents 1126-38JSee Volume 9. Documents 1126-38

)Voir ibid. documents 1144•49./See lbid, Documents 114449. Volume 1, pp. 215- 17•

4 Voir le document 1000 : Canada, Chambre des communes . Di bats. 1944, 206-8 .1, PP
See Document 1000 ; Canada. flouse of Commons, Debates. 1944. Volum e

s Voir le volume 9. document 107745ee Volume 9 . Document 1077 .
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ConclusiOn: • 	 • 

.,,lhére can be no doubt that the United States  has become a more difficult 
coinitry to  deal with as a result of wartime developments and may well be 
harder to deal with as time goes on,' particularly if a Republican Administra-
tion is elécted in November. Every country in the vvorld must be prepared for 
energetic; aggressive and at tinies- inconsiderate policies on the part of the 
Adminisirntion in Washington and as close neighbours we may see more of this • 
than most other people. On the other hand, we have been fairly successful in 
protecting' Canàdian inte'rests up to the present and there is no reason why we 
should not Continue to do'so .  if we are firm and reasonable when we have a 
bed casé. In the long run it would be unwise to take vigorous exception to 
intanCes of aggressiveness which are unimportant in themselves although these 
will' ündoubtedly occur. We should be prepared, however, to take a firm stand 
on important issues and when once the government has reached a decision we 
should make every effort to secure the concurrence of the United States 
government in that decision. If this is true it follows that the government 
should be advised to take a strong line only when the issue is important and we 
have a good case. 

e 	 • • [R. M. MACDONNELL] 

870.' 	 DEA/I415-40 

Le ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis au premier secrétaire 

Minister in United States to First Secretary 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Washington, March 21, 1944 

Dear' Mr. MaCdonnell: 
I, wis ,véry' interested in receiving your letter of February 29th,t with the 

copy ,  of a meMorandum prepared in the Department on whether the United 
States policy toward Canada is becoming unduly aggressive and whether we 
should do anYthing about it. 

got the feeling in reading this memorandum that in the approach to the 
question, "Is the United States unduly aggressive?" there is rather greater 
effort to answer in the affirmative than in the negative; a feeling, however, that 
the last paragraph modified to a considerable extent. This approach would, I 
think, be natural enough, because it is the irritations, the things that we have to 
complain• about, that make the greatest impression on us and may tend to 
throly the, general picture out of balance. It is true that the memorandum 
begins, with a paragraph on "Successful Wartime Collaboration", but from 
therion, until the last paragraph, it concerns itself largely with the reverse side 
cf the picture, giving numerous and detailed examples to show that we are 
1.)eing `!Pushed about" by the United States. I would certainly be the last person 
In the 	1,1 u "Ori to deny  
the ,"pieSitui of ,war 

that this happens. I would go further and say that under 
conditions" it is happening more often now than before 

2.39. The ;next yiar will probably see a further deterioration (though 
neteriorïiio'n" is; I think,'  a  bad word in that it gives a sense of permanency). 
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This is to be expected, both because of the impending elections and all that
they mean in the conduct of government here and in the , approach of victory

against the enemy . A common danger is a great incentive to good manners. (I

have never seen people* so nice to each other as they,were during the Blitz in
London .) . But . that common 'danger ' is now receding, and some of the good

manners will recede with it. Another"thing which we have to take into account
in our approach to this question is a wa ry sensitiveness on our own part, which

one , would expect in the relations of a small country to a great neighbour,
especially when the twô,countries are so much alike as to make it easy to get on
each other's ne rves . , I suppose , there is . no person. in the world against whom a
married man can develop so, many grievances as his wife, but that does not
necessarily mean that he thinks less highly of her than he does of the strange
woman across the street! However, I think I had better , abandon this particular

illustration., , ,.
Whether, we should . protest against wrong actions on the part of the United

States depends ;'I think, almost entirely, as you state in your last paragraph, on
whether we are absolutely certain of our case and whether the damage done
justifies the relief occasioned by getting the matter off one's chest. We

certainly do not want to debase our coinage by too frequent protests, which
people in the State Department will come to think of as unnecessary and often
frivolous: This is, I think, particularly true in wartime, when ne rves are frayed

and tempers occasionally strained . When we are dealing with such a powerful
neighbour, we have to avoid the twin ' dangers of subse rv ience and truculent

touchiness. We succumb to the former when we take everything lying down,
and to the latter,when we rush to the State Department with a note every time
somé' Congressman" mmakes a stupid statement about Canada, or some
documentary movie about the war forgets to mention Canada . I think we have

to, be all the, more careful these days, because , the administrative machinery

here, built on temporary .war foundations, often functions so badly, and a lot of
things are done which would never be done in a permanent, peacetime, well-
ordered Civil Sérv ice . It is'true, I think, that a great many of our difficulties
arise out of the inexpe rience and, at times, ignorance, of the people brought in

temporarily .to take' jobs ïn .war agencies . At the same time; these very people
have tieen of the 'most tremendôus help to us, especially in supply and financ i al

matters. They have hurt us 'a good deal in little matters, but have helped us
immensely in big ones. That applies, I " think, in general to the whole
Gôvernment; and the increasing irritations which we are subjected to should
not cause us to lose sight of that fact . I do not want to be too angelic in this

matter or,to,suggest that we ' should adopt , an Oxford Group attitude toward the

people here. But I'do not think we should be too bellicose either ; especially as

.we ourselves oftén ' commit both sins of omission and commission in our
relations with theïn.

` "'
f' . '1

c' e'as ' the main reason for thet alleged change in the U
.S .

You yourself, it ny
attitude, the increasing ° irriportance ' of wartime agencies and the ArmYo aand
Navy:;The latter, provide a good example of the difficulty of coming the

sound conclusion in th is whole matter. It , ~s qu i te true that, as you know,
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U.S. Services can at times be very exasPerating in their apparent obliviousness 
to the prides and prejudices of others. At the same time, our Staff people here 
will tell you that they hardly ever make an appeal for help to senior American 
Army and Navy Commanders without the latter leaning over backwards to 
meet them.  • s , 

On page 4 you give political pressures as a reason for the present change in 
attitude. That is something which, it seems to me, should be easily understood 
in Ottawa. We are influenced by domestic political difficulties in our contacts 
with London, and even with Washington, just as they are here. Possibly we are 
only saved from going as far as thé Americans do by the fact that we are not 
cursed with their system of government. 

You give several examples of what might be termed lack of consideration for 
Canada on the part of the United States. The first concerns the action recently 
contemplated against Argentina. It is true that we were not kept informed. At 
the same time, we should not forget that we have not considered it necessary to 
have anyone in the Embassy here whose main duty has been to establish real 
and *continuous contact with the Latin American Division of the State 
Department. That is our fault, not theirs. Is it accurate to say that Washington 
successfully blocked an invitation to Canada to join the Pan American Union 
in 1942? If I remember rightly (I may be wrong about this), it was not 
membership in the Pan American Union that was involved; merely attendance 
at a special Conference called to concert, if possible, Pan American policy after 
Pearl Hârbour.6  

Your second example concerns a dispute arising out of the purchase of 
wheat. I do not think we should make too much of this. After all, the blame 
was confined to an official or two of the U.S. Embassy in Ottawa, whose 
tactics were cértainly disavowed by the State Department when they heard of 
it. I am a little surprised at the statement that Mr. Hickerson attempted to 
defeild his Government's action in this matter. He told me that Taylor's' 
tactics were indefensible. The fact that he thought that our policy was also 
indefensible iinot a matter about which we can complain. 

Similarly, with Dominion Magncsium, Limited. We have a complaint here, 
but wè have made it, it has been received, and a settlement, which I hope will 
be satisfactory, is being attempted. The case certainly is not all white on one 
side  and black .on the other.' 

The exatn "Export Control", deals with a most irritating matter, but we 
should not forget in our irritation over the way it %vas handled, that our stake in 
Latin American business is pretty small, and hard-pressed U.S. officiais here 
elaY Pdssibly be forgiven for occasionally forgetting about it. 

:Voir le volume 9, documents 762-il ./See Volume 9. Documents 76241 ' 'Clifford Taylor, attaché (Agriculture), ambassade des États-Unis. 



' . .: Yours sincerely, '

Having made these observations on the earlier parts of your memorandum, I
now, come to your conclusions in the last paragraph, which I think are very
sensible and on which I congratulate you . . - •

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

L. B. PEARSO N

4 ; SECTION A
PERSONNEL DES FORCES ARMÉES

ARMED FORCES PERSONNEL

' DEA/2815-40

L'ânrbassci deur des États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

No. 95 Ottawa, February 10, 1944

Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No . 160 of

December' 27, ': 1943,8 concern ing jurisd ict ion of offenses committed b y

members of the armed forces of the United States in Canada .

A copy W your note was communicated in due course to my Government
and I have been directed in reply to express to you the appreciation

. of my

Government of the cooperation of the Canadian Government in this matter
. I

have been directed to add, however, that in view of certain comments in your
note` the following ' observations are considered necessary to clarify my
Governmen't's position in the matter .

Paragraph six of your note states that the Canadian Government feels
justified in assuming that the authorities of the United States will, in all cases,
submit any person who may be surrendered under the provisions of regulation
6 tô'trial before a United States Military Court .

I bavé been dirécted to say that as the Canadian Government is aware, my
Government' considers that under international law members of 1 mat eTs
forces in Canada are immune from the local jurisdiction

should be brought to
Whether a member of such forces, accused of an offense,
trial before a serv ice court of the United States and if so, the

naturee of th e
charge which should be made against him, can only be determl
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authorities: of my Government in accordance with its laws. However, as a 
matter of courtesy my Government does not object to the procedure laid down 
in regulations 6 and 7, subject to the following understandings: 

"Under the Articles of War (the act of Congress concerning courts-martial 
of the United States Army, 10 U.S. Code 1471-1593), no case can be tried by 
court-martial except after reference of the charges by the appropriate 
commanding officer to the court for trial. The 70th Article provides that no 
charge .will be referred to a general court-martial until after a thorough and 
impartial investigation, at which the accused soldier has a right to be present, 
to cross-examine, witnesses against him if they are available, and to offer 
evidence in his own behalf. All charges of felonies or other grave offenses 
against our soliders must be so investigated before they may be tried by court-
martial. Less serious charges may be informally investigated in a similar 
manner. It may be anticipated that, in the majority of cases with which we are 
concerned, a prima facie case will be shown to exist, and the officer exercising 
court-martial jurisdiction will forthwith refer the charges for trial; but there 
will undoubtedly be some in which, on the ground of mistaken identity, self-
defense,  Jack of evidence or its unconvincing character, or other good and 
sufficient reason, that officer will be of opinion that a prima facie case does not 
exist and that a trial is not justified. In such a case it is proposed that the 
appropriate military officer confer with the local Canadian prosecuting officer 
and endeavor to reach an agreement as to the proper disposition of the case. If 
such an agreement cannot be leached, it is suggested that the Canadian 
prosecuting officer refer the  malter  to the Attorney General of Canada for his 
opinion as to whether a trial should be held. Should the Attorney General, 
after considering the reasons why the United States military authorities think a 
trial should not be held, nevertheless conclude that a trial is necessary,  the 

 appropriate commanding officer will order that the trial proceed." 
With reference to paragraph seven of your note, I have been directed to say 

that Whilé côncurrent jurisdiction would ordinarily be understood in the United 
States tô mean that the authority first taking jurisdiction of the case would 
continue to exercise it, my Government has no objection to the procedure set 
forth  rn your mite and it will issue appropriate instruction to its military 
cotninânders in Canada. 

Concerning the comments in paragraph nine of your note, I may say that 
the'legislâtion introduced in the Congress of the United States to implement 
•the jurisdiction enjoyed by service courts of friendly foreign forces under the 

a 1,, of the United States, has the active support of the Department of State and 
itis Ilkî*Péd that the legislation will be enacted in the near future.' 
co  I have been directed to say that my Government appreciates the suggestions 

ilta),.11;ed:u  " .1.1 , palagrap.  h ten of your note and appropriate instructions will be 
• . 

aPProuvéc k 30 juin 1944, devint applicable aux forces canadicnncs par la proclamation 
Présidentielle 2626 du 11 octobre 1944. 
The legislation was approved on June 30, 1944 and made applicable to Canadian forces by 
Presidential Proclamation 2626 of October  1 1, 1944. 



he be in uniform .

issued to assure the cooperation of the serv ice authorities of the United States

in the matters referred to therein :

Section 2 (1) of the regulations10 defining "member" contains a proviso that
in paragraphs 5 and 6 of the regulations the word "member" means a member

of the military . or naval forces of the United' States of America stationed in

Canada ' or , in Canada on military or naval , duty, who when detained as

mentioned therein, is wearing a uniform of such forces . It is assumed that this

proviso , was intended to remove from the operation of paragraphs 5 and 6 of

the regulations; civilians attached to the armed forces of the Un i ted States in

Canada
. As worded, however, a member of the military personnel of the

United States who is not -wearing his uniform when detained appears to be

excluded from the, provisions of paragraphs 5 and 6 of the regulations.

Although it °may bé improbable that a case of this kind will occur, the

possibility exists and I have been directed to say that my Government c~hether

agree that the * status of a member of its armed forces is governed by
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Ottawa, March 9,194 4

Excellency : 1944,
I have the honour to, refer to your Note No. 95 of February 10 ,

concernin8' l'urisdiction` over offences committed by members
of the armed

forces of the United States of America in Canada. eneral
2. 1 am very much gratified to learn that the arrangementshelped ar

e
in reaehing a

by the
greatly

rendered bysatisfactory to your Government. W e this h been
mutually satisfactory solution of t questio n
you and b - the members of your staff, as well as by the other

members of the
a by

United States publ ic se rvi ce who have taken part in the negot iat i on
âra raph of

3 . ' Thë arrangements~which you have set forth . ~n the fourth
p nted by the

your Note will furn ish à pract ical solut ion to the diffculty p

difference between the two Go'vernments on the legal question .
of your Note,

4 With regard to the point dealt with in the eighth paragrap
h

the provisions of

it would not be possible to modify ,the position established b y

No. 26

Accept etc.
RAY ATHERTO N

DEA/2818-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ümbassadeur des États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States
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the  Order in Council in this respect. I am confident, however, that no 
insuperable difficulties will arise in actual practice. 

Accept etc. 
J. E. READ 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

DEA/1539-B-40 
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No. 332 

• L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, June 13, 1945 

Sir: 
I have the honour to state that In); Government believes the prosecution of 

the war would be facilitated by a more speedy and effective return to military 
jurisdiction of members of the Armed Forces of the United States and Canada 
who have either deserted or are absent without leave and are located in the 
territory of the other country. 

I have been directed to suggest, therefore, that the Canadian Government 
may wish to agree that the military authorities of the United States and 
Canada shall cooperate to the full extent provided by the respective laws and 
regulations of the two countries in apprehending such offenders and returning 
them to the custody of the appropriate authority of the government from whose 
military service they have deserted or are absent without leave. 

If this proposal meets with your approval I suggest that my note and your 
reply constitute the agreement of our two governments on the subject. 

Accept etc. 
RAY ATHERTON 

DEA/1539-B-40 
. Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States 

Ottawa, October 26, 1945 

„I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Excellency's Note. No. 
ffe June 13,1945, in which you infrrm me of your Government's belief that 
the  Pros-ecution of the war would be facilitated by a more speedy and effective r  
eturn to military jurisdiction of members of the armed forces of the United 

No. 104 

ExicelienCy;' 
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States : and Canada who have either 'deserted or * are absent, without leave and

are located in the territory of the- other . country . Consequently, your
Government suggests that the Canadian Government may wish to enter into an
agreement to the effect that the military authorities of the United States and
Canada shall 'côoperate to the full extent provided by the respective laws and
regulations of the two countries in apprehending such offenders and returning
them to the custody •of the appropriate authority of the government from whose
military service they have deserted or are absent without leave .

Before concluding such an agreement, the Canadian Government thought it
advisable to make provision in'Canadian law for the apprehension and return
to the United States of deserters'and absentees without leave from the United
States Armed Forces. Suitable provision has now been made by Order in

Council P.C. 6577 of 'Oct . 23, 1945,f ` two copies of which are enclosed

herewith .
Although actual hostilities have now ceased, it is assumed that the general

considerations which prompted the proposals put forward in your above
mentioned Note, remain unchanged,, and that it is still the desire of your
Governmënt that the proposed agreement be concluded .

I have, therefore, the- honour to inform your Excellency that my Govern-

ment is : prepared to accept the proposals put forward . The agreement may
accordingly be regarded as concluded by your Excellency's Note and this reply

thereto . . ;
Accept, etc .

H. WRONG

for Acting Secretary of State

for External Affair s

SECTION B

FINANCEMENT, CONTRÔLE ET ÉLIMINATION DES PROJETS DE DÉFENS
E

AMÉRICAINS AU CANADA

FINANCING, CONTROL AND DISPOSITION OF U .S. DEFENCE PROJECTS I N

thwes t
IMMEDIATE. My WA-1108, February 24th, payment for airways he State
Canada . Following is the text of the note dated February 24th, fro m
Department, Begins:

Washington, February 24,1944
TELETYPE WA-1109

CANADA

DEA/3634-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux -Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In United States
to Secretary oJState for External Affairs
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"His Excellency 
Leighton McCarthy, K.C., 	. 
Ambassador of Canada. 

"Excellency: 
"I have the honour ttcp refer to Mr. Hull's note of December 24, 1943,t 

acknowledging the receipt of your note No. 643, December 18, 1943" on the 
Canadian Government's decision with respect to payment for air fields and 
ancillary facilities in Northwestern Canada. 

."The views of the interested authorities of this Government having been 
ascertained, I am now in a position to inform you that this Government will 
gladly enter into discussions with the Canadian Government on this subject 
and that it is prepared to do so at an early date. The construction of permanent 
facilities on Canadian air fields was undertaken in accordance with agreements 
reached between the United States and Canadian Governments through the 
medium of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense, as a military measure for 
the common defense of the North American Continent. The proposal of the 
Canadian Government to pay in full for such facilities is accepted as indicative 
of the desire of the Canadian Government to contribute their full share in 
meeting the common problems of mutual defense. 

•_ "It is suggested that at the forthcoming discussions it may be mutually 
convenient to agree upon a lump sum figure which would be subject to 
readjustment after the conclusion of hostilities, when full data are available. In 
any event the American authorities look forward to receiving a tentative 
agenda at the convenience of their Canadian colleagues as well as an indication 
of preference as to the time and place at which the discussions might be held. 

"In communicating the foregoing message I may state also that the 
Government of the United States anticipates entering into discussions at the 
Proper time relative to the post war use on a reciprocal basis, of these and other 
air  fields . , 

"Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
"For the Secretary of State: 

"A. A. BERLE, JR." 

I 'Voir le volume 9, document 1077./See Volume 9, Document 1077. 
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876. PCO 

Ottawa', March 13, 1944 No  110 	- 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

MOST SECRET 	î 	. 	 . 	 . 	[Ottawa,] March 10, 1944 

NORTHWEST STAGING ROUTE: ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTION 

10. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR reported that the 
request of the United .Staies for additional construction on the Northwest 
Staging, involved major repâirs to runways at an estimated cost of $4,347,754 
and iniscellariéoui Constitiction  and  improveMents to roads and runways at an 
estimated , cost  of  $1,680,435. Theié requests were urged as necessary to 
maintain' the  Route in good conditioK tO'accomModate present traffic ,  and to 
permit an anticipated increase. • ' - ' 1. 	.1 f , , 

With the exception  Of construction at Ednionion and Prince George, all the 
work would, in 'accordanCe with bresent aireeniénts, nérmally be carried out by 
U.S. contractors;  

(Memorandum', Chief cif Air Staff tci the Minister, March 3, 1944).' 
11. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after disctiss-  ion, agreed that, pending the 

outc,oine of the forthcoming discussions with the U.S. Treasury,n the U.S. 
requ'est be not àpproved and that the U.S. government be informed accord- 

- 	. 	'.=:. 

877. ) 	J • 	• 	 ; 

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis . 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DEA,/5380-40  

Sir: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 106 of 

September 7, 1943," regarding the construction and development of various 

defense projects in the Canadian Northwest. 
Your note was submitted to my Government for its consideration and 1 have 

now been instructed to reply as follows: 
The proposals relating to the acquisition of land and buildings in connection 

with the construction and development of defense projects in the Canadian 

12Voir le document 1046./See Document 1046. 
"Volume 9, document 1064./Volume 9,  Document  1064. 
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Northwest, as outlined in your - note : under acknowledgement, have been
considered- by the appropriate authorities 'of my Government . Subject to the
suggestions which follow, the American Government is in accord with the
terms of your note under acknowledgement and is willing . to enter into anagreement to give effect thereto. I

, The Division Engineer at Edmonton believes that in order to expedite action
a Canâdian Government land acquisition office should be established at
Edmonton . The establishment of such an office would not only expedite the
required acquisitions but . would also provide a place of direct contact for the
owners from whom the acquisition is being made. For example, the United
States Quartermaster Depot at Edmonton is built on a site for which rights-of-
entry were secured in March, 1943, by the Division Office and as yet no
arrangements have been made by the Canadian authorities for acquisition of
the privately owned land . Inquiries made to the Division Office concerning the
probable time of payments are referred to the proper office in Winnipeg, butthe

;1andowners still consider the United States as responsible for the
acquisition and payment therefor .

In paragraph six of your note it is stated that "the right of user should be
deemed to continue in the United States authorities for the duration of thewar: :. . ." Inasmuch as the great majority of wartime arrangements entered into
between the two Governments provide that they shall continue for the duration
of the war and six months thereafter, it is suggested that your proposal be
amended,to include the phrase "and six months thereafter" . Likewise in the
same paragraph it is provided that the American Government shall "as a
general , principle, endeavour to restore the sites involved to their originalstate

.'' It appears to the American authorities that even stated as a general
principle such a commitment would not be realistic in that where buildings
havebeen constructed and extensive improvements have . been made the
Canadian authorities would hardly wish or expect a restoration of the site to its
original state

. It is suggested, therefore, that the final sentence of paragraph six
be terminated with the word "land" .

While it is agreed that in certain instances disposition of installations,buildings
;, and other structures, erected on property made available to the

United States Government may appropriately be made in accordance with the
principles laid down in the exchange of notes of January 27, 1943," it was theintent :of the two

; Governments at the time that this formula was adopted tonlake use of-
it only where special arrangements appropriate to the particularcase ' in hand ; had z not been adopted . My, Government continues to prefer,wherever . Possible, to enter into ad hoc agreements covering specific projectswill

shortly put forward several proposals to that end. It is, therefore,sugges ted that following the word "shall" in the penultimate sentence ofParagraph
six there be inserted the phrase "in the absence of specialarrange

ments covering individual projects" . Furthermore, inasmuch as the

1 G~na~
, Recueil des trcitif, 1943 . No 2 .da• Tr"ty Stries. 1943 . No. 2 .
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Canadian Government's proposals refer not only to the acquisition but also to
the, disposal of property, it is believed that the - penultimate sentence of

paragraph seven. should :include the words "or the disposition" following the

words "the development" (of defense projects) .

With regard to paragraph four of your note, Major General W . W. Foster,

Special ° Commissioner . for. Defense Projects in Northwest Canada, has been
given a copy of a report entitled "Land and Premises Occupied by the United .

States of America . in connection with National Defense Construction in
Northwest Canada'" which lists all property occupied by the United States
forces in Northwest Canada as of January 31, 1944 . The Office of the Chief of

Engineers, United'States War'Department, has commented on this document
as follows :

"On perusal of the report it will beï noticed that in all cases property has
been acquired, by lease. The 'Northwest Division has made no attempt to
acquire a vested interest in real estate in the Dominion of Canada, and has
acquired leasehold interests for the duration of the emergency and as much as
one year thereafter . The contractors have in all known instances acquired a
leasehold interest for the duration, and in some cases for a longer period, and
have made no known effort to purchase the fee although some of the leases do

contain options to purchase. The Jesuit College property is listed at the bottom
of page 23 as being acquired by the Dominion of Canada although originally
purchased by the United States." $

As it appears that the procedure outlined in your note is, in the main, that
which has been followed by the United States Division Engineer, Northwest
Division, since March,-1943, it is not anticipated that the proposed agreement
will present any serious difficulties. It has been reported, however, that the

Canadian authorities have taken the . position that contractors may not be

accorded the right to use Dominion land free of charge . Furthermore, the text

of paragraph rive of your note under reference suggests that there may be a
divergence of viewpoint between our two Governments as regards the position
of contractors with respect to land utilized by them in connection wth defense
projects .

Inasmuch' as cost•plus-fixed-fee contractors are, in effect, agents of the
United States, " and any expenditures of funds made by those contractors on the

acquisition or rental of property will ultimately be re imbursed by the United

States, :̀ property , acquired , by such contractors for utilization by them in

connection - with their: construction work should, in the opinion of mY
Government, be considered as property acquired by and for the use of the
United States. Under the circumstances, an indication of the views of your

. . . . . . . reciated.
Accept etc .

RAY ATf I ERTON
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878. , 	 PC 
Extrait du procès-verbal  dù Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

MOST SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] March 15, 1944 

,•, • 

NORTHWEST STAGING ROUTE: U.S. PROGRAMME FOR REHABILITATION OF 
AERODROMES 

5. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS referred to 
the discussions of the War Committee on March 10th, 1944, and reported that 
the U.S. government was not willing to include payment for the new 
constiuCtion requested in the over-all financial settlement terminating the 
Canada-U.S. financial balances agreement. , 
6. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR pointed out that the 

War Committee, on June 18th, 1943, had agreed that no Canadian contractors 
and labour be employed north of Edmonton." The easing of the labour 
situation, however, would make it possible to modify this decision and it would 
be'  désirable for Canada to assume responsibility for that part of the U.S. 
reque:st involving reconstruction and major maintenance of runways. 

(Letter, Minister of National Defence for Air to Secretary, Mar. 15, 1944).' 
7; THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY expressed Agreement with 

the Minister of National Defence for Air. In view of higher U.S. costs, if 
Canada was to assume financial responsibility, construction should be carried 
out by Canadian contractors and labour. 

There might, however, be one or two instances where U.S. contractors 
already on the scene should be used rather than bring in new contractors and 
equipment. 

8. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed: 
(a) that the War Committee decision of June 18th, 1943, be modified to 

provide that, henceforth, Canadian contractors and Canadian labour be 
employed to the , fullest extent possible in all future construction on the 
Northweit Staging; 
(b) that the U.S. request for additional construction on the Northwest 

Staging be approved; and 
(e) that the Canadian government assume full financial responsibility and 

grant all contracts for  construction of a permanent nature involved in this 
request. 

IsVoir  le volume 9, document  1055./Sec Volume 9, Document 1055. 
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État des États-Unis

Ambassador in United State s
- to Séeretary oJState ofUnited States

No. 105 Washington, March 20, 1944

Sir,

airfields and permanent facilities under the following headings:

1 . Northwest Staging Route
2. landing strips along the Alaska Highway
3 . Mackenzie River Route ; and ,

_ . ' '• -w - . .•'•- - -r - ----_,__• ~~ . .-~ :r Xi ^ Iv 1ik% vPQ tPrn (_anada .

rcquirc cq ~ • .
an agreed figure can best be considered at the forthcoming discussions . These

discussions, in the view of the Canadian Government, should include

consideration of expenditures by the . Government of the United States o n

hostilities, has been received with interest by the Canad ian author i t i es . J
are inclined to the 'view that , suffcient data may now be available to make

possible an agreement on expenditures up to the end of 1943 which would not

aube uent read'ustment However the alternative methods of reachin g

e sugg p + heagreed upon which, would be subject ' to readjustmcnt after the conclusion o fTh cstion ut forward in your note that a lump sum figure might be

the Canadian Government's decision with respect to payment for airfields and

facilities in Northwestern Canada .1 6

The Canadian Government believes, that discussions should take place as

soon as possible with a view to agreeing on the amount'which will be paid to

the Government of the United States . I am therefore instructed to inform you

that Canadian representatives will be prcpared to come to Washington as soon

as may be convenient to the United States authorities to participate in these

financial discussions . -

I have the honour to refer to your note of February 24th on the subject of

4.~ V~l/b~ Y.• •YV. . . . .w v• . . r~ . . . .~ . .~ . .~ - .~-__ _ ___ ._ _

With regard to thë final paragrâph~ of your note, the Canadian Government

have noted the proposal of the Government of the United States that

discussions be` held at the ' proper time relating to the postwar use on a

reciprocal basis of these and other airfields . This question is part of the larger
subject of the future ' of international air , transport, on which the Canadian

Government has already indicated its willingness to enter into discussions at an

appropriate time with the Gove rnment of the United States ."

Accept etc .
L. B. PEARSON

for the Ambassado r

16Voir le document 873 ./See Document 875 .
"Voir le document 188 ./See Document 1 88 . '
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880... ,  . 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 354 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

:1 • : 	 au Premier ministre 
Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	. 	
. 	 [Ottawa,] March 28,1944 

_ I am enclosing copy of a letter' handed to  me by the United States Minister 
[Ambassador] this morning, together with a covering note of our conversation, 
which I am sending to Mr. Power, Mr. Howe and Mr. Heeney. The United 
States Government is asking, as a matter of urgency, for reconsideration of the 
decision to , take over forthwith, with Canadian contractors and Canadian 
labour, the construction of additional facilities on the Northwest Staging 
Route. ..Their contention is that the change-over from United States to 
Canadian contractors and employees will inevitably cause about two months' 
delay in carrying out the approved programme, and that in view of the "sudden 
and extraordinary activities and movements" which may be expected through 
Edmonton  and over the Northwest Staging Route this summer, such a delay 
could have serious military consequences. 

I told Atherton that I thought the War Committee would wish to know what 
these ?sudden and extraordinary" movements were likely to be. The Canadian 
Government would have to satisfy itself that the accelerated timetable which 
the United States wanted was required by prospective military developments, 
and that it could not judge such a question without having some picture of the 
operations contemplated in the North Pacific area. Atherton said that last 
summer, before the Quebec Conference, there had been some consideration 
given in Washington to the. desirability of inviting the closer association of 
Canada with the higher direction of the war in theatres where Canadian forces 
were engaged. He said that the response to this suggestion in the United States 
quarte  rs had been quite receptive, but that difficulties had been seen by the 
United Kingdôm which feared that any such arrangement would complicate 
the position of othcr Dominions. 

[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

[PIECE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

t Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
The  United  States Ambassador left me the attached letter' this morning, 

enquirinpsihether, for the reasons  set  forth, the Canadian Government would 
be.t  willing to reconsider its decision to takc over, immediately, full responsibil-

Y for 'additional construction required on the Northwest Staging Route. 

1419 
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MOST SECRET [Ottawa,] March 29, 1944 

• • • 
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, Mr. Atherton said he understood from General Henry's that, in some areas, 
the Canadian authorities appemed to  be  disposed to allow United States 
contractors and labourers already in the field to proceed with construction. It 
was hoped that this policy might bc extended to cover the other projects, the 
completion of which was urgently required. • 

The United States  Var  Department had asked him to stress the operational 
urgency of this request, to which they attached the highest importance. The 
War Department recognized that the modification of present plans which their 
request involved mighu affect the•Morgenthau-Ilsley arrangement, 19  regarding 
maximum Canadian balances of United States funds. If there were complica-
tions on this score, the War Department "would take care of the United States 
Treasury." • 

I told Mr. Athcrton that his Government's request would be considered by 
the War Committee tomorrow. I thought they would be unwilling to modify 
the policy agreed upon unless there were overpowering military considerations 
which would maké it necessary to avoid, at all costs,  the  possible delay of six 
weeks to V  two months involved in changing over from United States to 
Canadian construction. It was, perhaps, unfortunate that each previous 
American request for the creation of new facilities, or the enlargement of old 
ones, had been attended by a plea of urgency which events had not justified in 
every case. To make sure.of sympathetic consideration of his Government's 
request, I thought he should be in a position to enlarge on "the sudden and 
extraordinary, activities and movements through Edmonton and over the 
Northwest Staging Route" which his letter citcd as the reason for asking the 
Canadian Government to defer action on its decision to take over responsibility 
for all construction work of a permanent nature. The War Committee would 
need to know just what military considerations were implied in this reference, 
so that it could decide what action Canada should take. 

•••  V (N. A. ROBERTSON) 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Contlté de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract front Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

NORTHWEST'  STAGING ROUTE; REHABILITATION OF AERODRONtES; 
e 

' 	 U.S. REQUEST 
j. ,THE SECRETARY referred to the decisions taken by the War Committee on 

March 15th, approving* the US. request for additional construction, and 

"Major général G. V. Henry, reprèsentant principal de l'armée des États-Unis, CPCAD. 
Major-General G. V. Henry. Senior United States Army Member, PJ BD. 

"Voir lcs documents 1048, 1050/Sec Documents 1048. 1050. 
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stipulating that all contracts for construction of a permanent nature should be
granted by the Canadian government, rather than by the United States .
= After examining the details of the construction programme proposed by the
United States, the Department of Transport - recommended that the • U .S.Engineering Department be, permitted to complete

: those portions atWhitehorse and Fort St
. John, consisting for the most part of the rehabilitation

of, runways, and that the remainder, namely the permanent construction at
Edmonton ; Grande Prairie, Fort Nelson and Watson Lake, be performed bydirect contract from the Department of Transport

. The Department also
récommended that they be permitted to make such minor modifications as
might from time to time be considered desirable so as to permit the U .S.E.D. to
undertake minor additional items of construction' where the Department
considered "such action appropriate

. It 'was estimated by the Department of
Transport that the work at these four aerodromes would require an expenditure
of some $4,950,000.

'°~~Th'e Special Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada had
conferred with Transport Engineers and the U.S. Commanding General at
Edmonton, and concurred in the recommendations of the Department of
Transport.
{ Y
''4• (Letter, Deputy Minister of Transport, to the Secretary, March 28, 1944) .'-THE PRIME MINISTER said that, the previous day, the U .S . Ambassador
had s handed to the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs a letter
urging that the Canadian government reconsider their decision to take over
immediately full responsibility for additional construction required on theRoute.

The U.S. War Department had initiated this request on ground s Operational
urgency to which the highest importance was attached . They spokeof "sudden and extraordina ry activities and movements through Edmonton ndover

:,the Northwest Staging Route" and represented that the transfer of
construction activities to Canadian control would delay the work "not less than
aPProximately two months ."
~nMr• Atherton had been unable to enlarge to any extent upon the military

iderations to which such emphasis had been attached byothe U .S. WarDePârtmnt . `

xté
m'

âl Affairs memoranda and'attached copy of letter, U .S . Ambassadorto
, .nder-Secretary of State, March 28, 1944) . 1

E m b~R:EÉNEY said that upon receipt of this communication from the U .S .. : , Yt the Departmcnt of Transport had been requested to review the~it~on and . report , upon their ability to undertake the required constructionwith
the des~~. patch naessary to meet the operational necessities urged by the`Wâr Department .

~r~e" DePuty,Minister of Transport had now re rted that afterpo checkingpe ~ullY, ; the , situation in respect of contractor, plant and labour, thePanment s Engineering Division were prepared to assume responsibility forthe rdiibilita tion programmc (cxccpt at Whitehorse and Fort St . John) and to
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complete it with expedition and efficiency which would compare favourably

with the , performance of U.S. authorities. The Minister of Munitions and

Supply approved the Department's recommendation to assume this responsibil-

ity, and negotiations for. contracts and plans were already under way .

(Letter, Deputy Minister of Transport to the Secretary, March 29, 1944)!
1 6."THE WAR COMMITTEE, after 'discussion, agreed :

(a) that the decision of March 15 regarding the granting of contracts by the

Cânadian government,be~re-âffirmed ;
(b) that the United States be permittéd to complete the work at Whitehorse

and Fort St . John, as recommended ;

(c) that the Department of - Transport be directe d
work at Edmonton, Grande

utmost despatch the, programme for, permanen t
Prairie, Fort Nelson and Watson Lake;
(d) that the Department of Transport be authorized to make such modifica-

tions as may be considered desirable by their Engineers to permit additional

minor items of construction to be undertaken under U .S. auspices ; and ,

(e) that the U.S. government be informed of the above decisions.

DEA/3634-4 0

` L'ambassadeur aux Étais -Unis
au secrétaire d'État 'par Intérint aux Affaires extérieure s

, . . . - - - • -- I I od d

Ambassador in United States
to Acting Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs

Sir $ ,

I . should likc to refer, to your EX -1628 of April 18th l and other correspon d
Poa d

cncc ~ regarding the meeting of' representat ives of the Un i ted States
26, 1944,

States airCanadian Governments held at Washington, April 25 and 26n
t

the details of the Canadian Government's decision to pay for
installations in Canada and other installations . ies

2 . . We have prepared a draft report on this meeting and enclose f the Spate
of it herewith.` We are' giving , two copies to Mr. Hickcrson

the meeting
Department : Mr. Hickerson favours the idea of having a repo rt on

Hickerson's comments
agreed to by the two Governments . I shall send you Mr.

on theenclosed draft as soon as they are received and, in the meantime, hope to

receive your comments .
-On 'page ? ° of the enclosed draft - report, we quote extracts thes
. b . ,3

scliedùle to the so-câllcd Ilslcy Morgenthau agreement of March hat the
wè do not have an authoritat ive copy of this schedule . I would g8

cztracts quoted 'tna the enclosed report should be checked with particular care .

DESPATCI
::~ ..

SECRET :
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4. 'As stated in paragraph 18 of the enclosed draft report, it was agreed at the 
meeting that Mr. Hickerson of the State Department and Mr. Wershof of the 
Embassy should revise the, draft diplomatic note which was discussed at the 
meeting. As soon as they have.completed the work of revision, I shall send the 
draft to you for your approval. 

1423 

have etc. 
L. B. PEARSON 

for the Ambassador 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Projet de rapport du deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 
Draft Report by Second Secretary, Embassy in United States 

SECRET, 	 Washington, May 2, 1944 

REPORT OF MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES AND 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS HELD AT WASHINGTON, APRIL 25 AND 26, 1944, 

TO DISCUSS THE DETAILS OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT'S DECISION 
TO PAY FOR UNITED STATES AIR INSTALLATIONS IN CANADA 

t 	 AND OTI1ER INSTALLATIONS.•  

Preient (Here insert list)" 
Background 
1. In note No. 643 of December 18, 1943, the Canadian Legation informed 

the United States State Department that the Canadian Government "will not 
aecept 'payment from the United States Government for the construction of 
any permanent facilities or improvements made by the Canadian Government 
on United States Governmcnt account on airfields in Northwest Canada, and 
will make payment to the United States Government for all construction of a 
permanent nature carried out by the United States Government on air routes 
in this arca." This decision referred to the Northwest Staging Route, the air 
strips along the Alaska Highway, and the air strips along the Mackenzie River 
(which are related to the Canol Project). 
2. In March, 1944, the Canadian Government decided to extend this decision 

to the ,"Crimson Route" in Northwest Canada, the airfield at Mingan, P.Q., 
the telephone line from Edmonton to the Alaska border, and the air installa-
tions at Goose Bay, Labrador. The Canadian Govcrnment also decided to pay 
for the  proposed “rehabilitation" program on the Northwest Staging Route. 
The , March decisions were part of a general financial arrangement made 
between the United States Secretary of the Treasury and the Canadian 
M_ inistepof Finance, and were recorded ina schedule to a letter which the 
Minister wrote the Secretary on March 24, 1944. Following is the relevant part 
of this iehed 1 u e: 

?I 

e. 

eNon trouvé./Not located. 
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A: Measures which will reduce Canada's holdings of United States dollar

balances, ,
3. Payment for costs incurred by U.S.~ Army in"connection with constructio n

of permanent improvements to following airfields in Canada : (expressed in

millions of U .S. dollars)
(a) Airfields on the Northwest Staging Route, landing strips along the Canol

Pipe Line and other ' airfields, landing strips and permanent air route facilities

constructed by U.S. in Northwest Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 . 3

(b) Airfields on the Crimson Route in Central Northeast Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . .30 .0

(c) Airfield at Mingan, Quebec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 .

4 . Payment for costs incurred by U .S. Army for construction of that part of

the telephone ' line from Edmonton to Fairbanks which is in Canadian
9 3

territory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Note : These total 76.8 but this total was not shown in the schedule.)

B. Measures which will reduce Canada's future receipts of United States

dollars (Extract)

2. Assumption by Canada of expenditure incurred on U.S . account
Goose

construction of permanent improvements to airfields in Canada and a t

Bay, Labrador (including newly projected $6 million program and contracts

not yet completed on Northwest Staging Route) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 .1"

3 . The purpose of the meeting on April 25 and 26 was to ascertain the exact

cost figures involved and to list in detail the installations concerned .

April ,25Session I)'
4. General Worsham=' produced a document (annexed as Appendix

relating to the Northwest, i .e . ; the Staging Route, the Alaska Highway strips

and the , Mackenzie River strips . This document . showed that the total

expenditure of the United States on all of , these was $41,847,063 of which

535,838,033 was for items ° of permanent . value . The document gives a

breakdown, for each # base or strip on the Staging Route and the Alaska

Highway, of the cost of items of permanent value. mess
5 . The items of non-permanent value consisted of troop housing ,

facilities, officers quarters, and miscellaneous building whic harc cost
sten d0 9to~ he

These items are permanent in a legal sense because The United States
ground, but they have no permanent (i .e., po ) value .
Government did not consider that the Canadian Government's offer topost- war
"construction of a permanent ` nature" applied to buildings of no p

value . not
6 . In reply to questions, Genëral Worsham said that Appendix It included

only money already spent by the United States but also money
ll~oon dol ârs .

under uncompleted contracts amounting to an estimated
The 1lsleyMorgenthau agreement included this 7 .4 million in the mea~i would

Canada to reduce Canada's "future receipts of United States dollar Canada to
have been better to include it with the items to be actually paid by

i'Brigadier•General L.- D. Worsham, comma ndant~Commarider, Army Se rvice Forces,

Northwest Serv ice Command . United States Army.
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the United States. In any case, it is clear that, when Canada has paid for the 
items of permanent value in Appendix I, she will have discharged her 
obligations so far as the uncompleted contracts are concerned. 
,7. There was also discussion of the reference in the Ilsley-Morgenthau 
agreement to the "newly projected $6 million program . . . on Northwest 
Staging Route" which Canada was to assume and pay for. It appeared that 
there were really two programs. The first, costing about 4.3 millions, is known 
as the "rehabilitation program" and Canada will pay for it in the first instance. 
Thé second, costing about 1.7 millions, is known as the "rounding out of Plan 
C"; this program involves buildings, mostly of non-permanent post-war value, 
to be built by the United States and to be paid for in the first instance by the 
United States. General Worsham explained that this 1.7 millions, like the 
uncompleted contracts, was included in Appendix I. It is clear, therefore, that 
Canada's obligations in respect of this 1.7 million program will be discharged 
when she has paid for the items of permanent value listed in Appendix I. 
8. The detailed breakdown of the cost of installations of permanent value in 

Appendix I gave separate figures for such things as "contingencies", "capital 
investment", etc. Although these items are properly included as costs, the 
Canadian representatives felt that the Appendix would be clearer (especially 
when made public) if such items were not shown separately but instead were 
pro-rated among, and included in, the costs of concrete items such as "site 
grading", "hangars", etc. General Worsham offered to prepare a revision of 
Appendix I pursuant to this request. The revision was also to contain a brief 
breakdown of the costs of the Mackenzie River strips and a brief breakdown of 
the costs of items of non-permanent value, such breakdowns not having been 
put in Appendix I. 
9. Colonel Mage produced a document (annexed as Appendix II)t relating to 

the Crirnson Route in Northeast Canada and the airfield at Mingan. This 
document showe.  d the costs of all installations without separating those of non-
permanent value. Colonel Mage gave orally the figures for installations of 
permanent value. 

10: On the Crimson Route, United States expenditure totalled $34,666,100, 
of which $27,460,330 was for items of permanent value. At Mingan, total 
expenditure was $4,285,200 of which $3,627,980 was for items of permanent 
value. The items of non-permanent value consist of troop housing and 
miscellaneous buildings. The United States did not expect or desire payment 
for such items, and intended to leave them at the end of the war for Canadian 
Governrnent disposition. 
11.Colonel Mage agreed to prepare a revision of Appendix II in order to 

have it conform to Appendix I. 
APri/ 26 Session 
12.General Worsham.  produccd a revision of Appendix I, which is annexed as 

APPendix III.? Appendix III consists of three schedules: 
'Schedule ',4"'shows the total costs in the  Northwest, $41,847,963. 

24 	 1  
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Schedule "B" summarizes and also brealcS down in detail the cost of items 
of permanent value, $35,838,033.. : . 	.• 

Schedule "C" lists the items of non-permanent value, $6,009,030. 
13. Colonel Mage produced a revision of Appendix II, which is annexed as 

Appendix IV.t Appendix IV consists of three schedules: 
Schedule mil" shows the total cost tô the United States of the Crimson 

Route as $34,666,100 and of Mingan as $4,285,200. 
Schedule "B" summarizes ànd alSo breaki down in detail the cost of items 

of permanent value  •---7  $27,460,330 on the Crimson Route and $3,627,980 at 
Mingan. . 

Schedule ,"C" lists  the  items of non-permanent value — $7,205,770 on the 
Crimson Route and $657,220 at ,Mingan. 	, 
.14.1.General Worsham produced a document (annexed as Appendix V)t 

showing the United States expenditure on the telephone line from Edmonton to 
the Alaska border as being $9,342,208, all of which was for items of permanent 
value. 

15. ,The, United States representatives mentioned the fact that the Ilsley-
Morgenthau  agreement  piovided for the assumption by Canada of expenditure 
on United States account at Goose Bay but omitted (probably accidentally) 
mention of . $543,000 which the United States itself spent there for items of 
permanent value. The Canadian representatives said, subject to the approval by 
the Canadian Government, that Canada should repay this $543,000 to the 
United States in order ,  to clear the site at Goose Bay in the same way as it is 
being cleared in Canada. Colonel Mage will accordingly revise Appendix IV in 
order to show this $543,000 expenditure. 

16. To sum up,. Canada will reimburse the United States for the following 
expenditures for items of permanent  value:'.  

• 

No'rthwest Staging Route (including uncompleted contracts and 
projected rounding out of Plan C) 
Flight strips along the Alaska Highway, 
Flight strips along the Mackenzie River 

•Crimson Route in Northeast Canada 
« Airfield at Mingan, 

Airfield at Goose Bay 
Telephone line from Edmonton to Alaska boundary  

States I—MMs 
$31,311,19 6  

3,262,68 7 
 1,264,150 

27,460,33 0 
 3,627,980 
 543,000 

9,342,208  

$76,811,5 51  

The Ilsley-Morgenthau agreement said that Canada should repay to the 

United States, for airfields in Canada and for the telephone line, 76.8 millions. 
It was noted with satisfaction that the grand total arrived at by the present 

meeting was the same as the total used in the Ilsley-Morgenthau agreement, 

'although the breakdowns differed. 
17. However, the_other item shown in the Ilsley-Morgenthau agreements 

namely, 42.1 million to be assumed (not repaid) by Canada will be reduced by 
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7 .4 million for uncompleted contracts on the Northwest Staging Route and by
1 .7 million for the rounding out of Plan C, for the reasons explained in paras . 6and 7 of this report.
18 . The meeting then turned to discussion of a draft note, prepared by the

Canadian delegation, which might be sent by the Canadian Ambassador to the
Secretary of State. A copy of the draft is annexed as Appendix VI .f The draft
was *acceptable in principle to the United States delegation except for
paragraph 9 thereof which said :
"9 . All the items mentioned in the three schedules `A', `B' and `C' referred to

above, whether or not of permanent value, will be relinquished to the Canadian
Government within one year after the cessation of hostilities . "
General Henry pointed out that most of the items are already in Canadian
possession and title to the remaining items will be relinquished to Canada when
the draft note is exchanged. However, to quote from the Journal of the April
12,1944, meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence :t

"In noting this decision of the two Governments, (i .e ., the decision of the
Canadian Government to assume the costs of the installations), the Board
observed that it relates only to the financial aspect of the facilities in question
and'has no bearing on existing arrangements for the maintenance operation
and defense' of, the facilities for the duration of the war . It is the Board'sunderstanding . that the - existing arrangements will remain in effect for the
duration of the emergency as previously agreed upon unless modified by
mutual agreement between the two Governments ."
Messrs

. ~ Hickerson and Wershof were requested to revise the draft in
consultation,with the interested departments of the respective governments .-`19 -~The Canadian delegation said that it was hoped that the proposed notes
(and the appendices thereto) could be made public after they have beenexchanged

; in Canada this would take the form of tabling in the House ofCommons .' General Henry and Mr.' Hickerson saw no difficulty in obtaining
War Department consent to making public the actual notes - provided that
the code phrase "Crimson Route" is deleted . However, they said that it wouldbe, more

difficult to obtain consent to publish the appendices or at least
Appendix A IV which gives the dctails of the Crimson Route. A part from thesecrecy of the name, most of the airfields in this route are still on the secret list .General Henry and Mr. Hickerson said they would ask the War Department tor econsider ,

the secrecy classification of these airfields, with a view to publishingall the appendices .
(Note: This report has bee --sired to by both Governments.)
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DEA/5380-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

1 . . . . ,
Ottawa, May 13, 1944

No. 47

Excellency
I have the honour- to refer to your note No. . 110 of March 13, 1944,

concerning the acquisition by the Canadian Government of land required for

United States defence projects in Canada .

,2 . The Canadian Government is gratified to learn that, subject to certain
suggestions, the United States Government is willing to enter into an
agreement to give effect, to the proposals made in our note No

. 106 of

September 7, 1943 . É ; .

3 . . With reference to your suggestion that,_ in order to expedite
. this matter,

the , Canadian - .Government might establish a land acquisition land
Edmonton, I wish to state that the Canadian Government has

appointed a

acquisition officer to be attached to the office of Major-General W . W. Foster,
This office r

Special Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwest for t he acquisition
will have authority to take any action necessary to arrange
of the land .

4. With reference to the suggestion in paragraph 5 of your sûte éonocnr~riâ

right of user, the Canadian 06 ~ amended by adding the phgase "and six
paragraph 6 of our note No . 1
months thereafter" after the phrase "duration of the war" .

5. With reference to the suggestion in paragraph6 of, your ,
vernment agreeg

restoration of the sites to .their orig i nal state, the United States authorities to
that it would not be practicable to request the Canadian
restore all sites to their original state . At request restoration of the sites in
Government would liketo reserve the r B of
individual instances . .It is , therefore suggested that the final sentence

paragraph 6 be terminated with the word "land", and that a new sentence be

added to this. paragraph as follows the sites to
"The United States Government will not be required to resto~he Canadian

their original state except in individual instances on request by

Government ." note concernin g

6. With reference to the suggestion in paragraph Cé w~
hou

r the principles laid
disposition of installations

ad of Januacr
in

1943 athe Government of Canada
down in the exchange of notes y 27, enultimate sentence of
agrees " that, following the word "shall"~` .in the p ecial arrange-absence o f
paragraph 6, there be inserted the phrase "in thedan Gove mm ~t also agrees

ments ~ covering individual projects ." The Cana
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that the phrase "or the disposition" be inserted after the words "the 
development" in the penultimate sentence of paragrah 7 of our note No. 106. 
7. With reference to paragraphs 8 and 9 of your note concerning land held by 

cost-plus contractors of the United  States  Government, it is our intention that 
the regime suggested in our note No. 106 should apply only to land held by or 
on behalf of the United States Government and that it should not be extended 
to apply to land held by independent contractors whether or not they operate 
on a cost-plus fixed-fee basis. It is the view of the Canadian Government that 
cost-plus contractors cannot be identified with the Government with which 
they, have contracted. They are independent contractors not subject to the 
control of the Government excepting insofar as they are bound by contracts. If 
the regiine were extended to cost-plus contractors, it would be logical to extend 
it also to ordinary contractors, for the cost of leasing land would certainly be 
taken into account in their contracts. If your Government wishes to discuss at 
further length the position of cost-plus contractors, it would be appreciated if 
this question might be considered as a separate matter so that the main 
proposals in this note and in our note No. 106 may be implemented immedi-
ately without waiting for agreement on the position of cost-plus contractors. 
8. In order to expedite the transfer to the Canadian Government of property 

held by United States authorities, and in order to ensure that the improvements 
on the land do not revert to the landlords, it would be appreciated if in reply to 
this note the United States Government would give the Canadian Government 
an assurance that it will assign to the Government of Canada all leases of 
property held by or on behalf of the Government of the United States and 
acquired in Canada for defence projects. 
9. E'should also like to suggest that your Government designate an 

appropriate officer in Edmonton with authority to act on behalf of the United 
States Government in the arrangements for assignment to the Canadian 
Government of the individual leases, and to execute necessary conveyances. 
10.The Canadian Government undertakes to reimburse to the United States 

Government the sum of all rentals which have been paid by the latter since 
Sept. 7, 1943, for leases of property which will be assigned to the Government 
of Canada under this agreement. • 

11 Itis understood that this agreement will apply only to land, but not to 
acquisition by the United States authorities of office space or housing quarters 
comprising part of a building or an entire building without lease or other 
acquisition of the land on which the building is constructed. 

Accept etc. 
J. E. READ 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 
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Âmbassador in United States,

DEA/3634-40

aü secrétaire d'Étcit aux'Affaires extériéures
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

, . . ~ , to Secretary of State for External, Affairs

TEL
' .Washington, May 17, 1944

ETYPE WA-3034
. • . t

SECRET
You elds. Hickerson of th e

r des atch No. 685, May 11,+ payment for airfi
1 . p

State Department says that ,the draft report of the meeting is satisfactory i f the

following changes are made:. ' ,

(a) Page 2 - The following - explânatory words should be . inserted in the

Ilsley schedule immediately after the word "Canada
: on the 6th line o f

. , . _ . .
page:

(Expressed in millions of U .S. dollars )

(b) Paragra h 5,,on page 3
. The,2nd and 3rd sentences should be reworded

p . : , . ,
thus :

"These e permanent
'

itms are' rmanent in a legal sense because they are fastened to the

ground, but they have no permanent (i .e ., post-war )

The closing words of the Ath sentence should read:
and final sentence

"Applied to buildings of no post-war value ."
The 5th really had no

should be deleted ;, it is accurate, but the U.S. delegatio n
authority to say it; the result will be the same even with the sentence delefeo

n(c) Paragraph 7 onpage, 4 . In the 9th line the phrase "mostly Of
value" should read "mostly of non-permanent post-war value . "

changes
2 . : If these changes are satisfactory to you, and if you have

noo nan e ~opes do

to suggest, War Department will m imeograph the report . How
you wish ?

3 .
ort of the

Hickerson secs no need to mimeograph the appendices to the rep the vital

méeting . Both sides already have all ' the appendices and, anywaY,
appendices will be attached to the proposed éxchange of notes•of May 3

'
4. With reference to . paragraph 4 of my despatch No. 111 5

Hickerson and Wershof have revised the draft note for the proposed exchange

of notes . I am sending a despatch regarding this! Ends .
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885. 	 PCO 
Extrait du procès-verbal du" Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] June 7, 1944 

JOINT DEFENCE PROJECTS; PAYMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES FOR AIR 
INSTALLATIONS AND TELEPHONE LINES 

5. THE SECRETARY, referring to discussions at the meeting of March 22nd, 
bmitted a draft communication to the U.S. government to carry out the 

understanding reached by the Minister of Finance and the U.S. Secretary of 
the Treasury, in accordance with detailed arrangements made subsequently 
between Canadian and U.S. officials. 

The amount which Canada undertook to assume was reduced from 42.1 
million to 33 million dollars as a result of inaccurate figures produced by U.S. 
authorities at the time of the Ilsley-Morgenthau agreement. The total amount 
to be paid to the United States was 76.8 million dollars, in return for which 
Canada:would 'obtain complete title to all worlcs of permanent value at or 
connected with the Northwest Staging Route, the flight strips along the Alaska 
Highway and the Mackenzie River, the Crimson Route, the airfield at Mingan 
and the telephone line from Edmonton to the Alaska boundary. Canada would, 
in addition,  acquire complete title to worlcs of a non-permanent nature erected 
bS,  the United States in connection with these air installations at a cost of 13.8 
million 'dollars , . and would have eliminated any interest or claim which the 
United States could put forward with regard to permanent construction at 
Goose Bay. ' 

Jn, respect of future construction, it was proposed that Canada pay for 
construction' of a, permanent nature and that decision as to "permanency" or 
otherwise . •,(tiPon certain suggested criteria) rest with the Aerodrome 
Development Conimittee to which a representative of the Treasury should be 
attached, witil right of reference to the War Committee. 

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated. 
(External Affairs memorandum, June 1, 1944, and attached draft note from 

Canadian Ambassador, Washington, to U.S. Secretary of State — C.W.C. 
document 797).t 
6. THE WAR CommirrEE, after discussion, approved the proposed 

communication to the U.S. government and agreed that future construction be 
dealt :vvitW in , the manner recommended, on the understanding that no 
construction in Canada requested by the United States should be undertaken, 
whether for U.S. or Canadian account, without prior approval by the Canadian 
government. 22  

4
eutunÉchange de notes à Washington les 23 et 27 juin 1944. Canada, Recueil des traités, 

, 194,N.19 
Notes " 	' s. 	we

"re exchanged in Washington on June 23 and 27, 1944. Canada, Treaty Series, 1944, 
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

DEA/4847-4 0

DESPATCH 1031
. Ottawa, July 14, 1944

Sir, tr

Consideration has been given by the Government to the problem of

disposing of movable . defence facilities built ' ôr provided in Canada by the

Government of the . United States . The matter is one of some urgency since

considerable quantities of ' movables are awaiting disposition . It is also a

difficult problem since inevitably whatever items are sold will command prices

far below their original cost and cr i t icism may arise in the United States on the

ground that the United States Government is not receiving a fair return . It is

obviously in the`interests of both governments to avoid such criticism .

2. Under the plan récommended by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence

and confirmed by an exchange of notes of January 27, 1943, the United States

would have the option of remov ing the movables from Canada or of offering

them for sale to the Canadian . Government or to a Province, while if
Canadian Government did not wish to purchase them the

offered for sale on the open market with the approval
of' the

of matenals
Government. No great diffculty need be anticipated in th

e
case

be assumed
which the Canadian Government is anxious to purchase as it ma y

that agreements about prices will not be too hard tw~chc theVUni éd sStates
more difficult problem is the disposal of goods h

Government does not want to' remove and:which the Canadia n
nt ol and to avoid

does not want to buy . , In order to ken~~ the tCanadian Government intends
the possibility of the market being Crow n
to dispose of all its surplus war materials through one channel ,

Sales on the open
Assets Allocation CommtÛnited States Cororation .

'obviously confllct
market in Canada by the possible method of
with this policy and - must thcrefore be eliminated as a po

disposal .
'on favoured by Cabinet War Committee is for the Canadian

3. Thesolution the
Government to act somewhat in the capacity of a sales agent f of all salese I
States Government, turning over to the latter the No

. 07 which contains
enclose copies of Cabinet War Committee Document
the recommendations of the Joint Defence Construction Projects Panel

hav e
disposition` of both immovables` and movables. Cabinet War Commttee

approved these recommendat ions in pr inc iple. esting to
4. We are somewhat reluctant to take the initiativeGôvernmel suc gnt a as their

the United States Government that the Canad i
an t to enable one branch

agent since it might be construed by critics as a n other branches with used United

of the Canadian ` Go c provide
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States equipment at unreasonably low rates. We feel, however, that the 
scheme, based on an agreement between representatives of the two govern-
ments as to price, is equitable. Representatives of both governments in the field 
agree that the suggested procedure would simplify administration. You should 
therefore discuss the question with the State Department and see whether they 
would be disposed to ask us for an agreement along the lines approved by 
Cabinet War Committee. If so, an exchange of notes could take place. 
'5. A word of explanation is probably necessary regarding the rather 
Complicated process by which the Canadian Government would acquire and 
dispose of movables. As a matter of policy it was first determined that use 
should be made of the Government's disposal machinery, namely Crown Assets 
Allocation Committee and War Assets Corporation. However, these bodies 
have no power to dispose of any item until it has been declared "surplus" by a 
Government agency. It was therefore recommended that the Department of 
Munitions and Supply should in some way acquire title to whatever movables 
the United States wish to dispose of and then declare these to be surplus to 
the- iirequirements so that the Crown Assets Allocation Committee could deal 
with them. 
6. L think that from the point of view of impressing public opinion in the 

United States our proposals should be presented in the following order: 
(1) The pricing of the movables will be in accordance with principles agreed 

upon by representatives of both governments. 
(2).The Canadian Government will endeavour to dispose of them in 

accordance with given priorities. 
(3) The net proceeds of sale after deduction of sales expenses and after 

allowance being made for duties and taxes as assessed will be paid to the 
United States Government on a final accounting. 
It is possible that the United States authorities may not be enthusiastic over 
the suggestion that the Department of Munitions and Supply acquire title at a 
nominal price of one dollar, but 1 hope that you can c,onvince them that some 
such method is the simplest way in which United States movables can be made 
sUbjecuo our disposal machinery. Any other method would require an Order- 

ncil or possibly new legislation, and we are not anxious to do this unless 
it iiquite impossible to secure an agreement otherwise. 
7. 1 shall await a report from you on the outcomes of your discussions with 

th,e State Department. 
have etc. 

R. M. MACDONNELL 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 
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aIfairesûx Étüs-Unis- ~' . ' ` "~ '- ' ' ` Le Aar é d' t` g .
au secrétaire d'État aûz Affaires extérieures

Chargé -d'Affaires in United States

to Secretary of State for External Ajfairs

Washington, July 18, 1944
TELETYPE WA=4247

CON FIDENTIAL: Your despatch No. 1031 of July,14th concerning the disposal

of movable defence facilities buil f or provided in Canada by the United States .

1 . Mr. Reid *discussed this problem informally yesterday
Statet Department will

Parsons and Mr. Peterson of the State Department . The

have to refer the matter to bôth the War Department and Mr .
precedent

the problem will have to be given careful'study s ince i t may create a

for the disposal`of surplus property in'other belligerent countries .

2 . Sincé the Staté Depactment would find it useful to have ea a~nm thé Swhic h tate
they could give' tù 'the other 'Government The memorandum begins with the
Department a memorandum informally .
first two paragraphs of your despatch No. 1031 omitting the last eleven words

of paragraph ' 2. The rest of the memorandum reads as follows :

"3
. The problem might be met by an agreement between the Canadian and

United States Governments under which
(1) The pricing of the movables would be in accordance with

Cprinciplesanadian
agreed upon by representatives of both Governments

. (The

representatives would be appointed by the Department of Munitions and
. . .

Supply and the War Assets Corporatton .)
Canadian Government would endeavoûr to dispose of the movables

(2) The
in accordance with given priorities .

(3) The net proceeds of sale after deduction of sales expense s be and
to the

allowance being' made for duties and ,taxes as assessed would b P

United States Government on a final accounting .
The' movablés sôld ~ within two years of the cessation of hostilities(4) not

would be decl ared of no value and the,account closed ; li én twôuld surrenderer or
of the cessation of hostilities the United States Governm

remove from Canada the remaining movableca~sse ô• .~ iri northwest Canada
(5) , The Special Commissioner for defen p 1eC nstruc-

uld be authorized to make local arrangements for the dispo n ltheiropresentwo
tion works and stores of 'a relatively minor character whic h
condition constitute a fire hazard. u; ment to Canadian

(6) - The United States would refrain from renting m siôn, of the Canadian
users in Canada, except upon request, or with the pe

Government .

vLeo T. Crawley, administration économique outre-mer des États-Unis .

Loo T. Crawley, United States Foreign Economic Administration.
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"4.  If the United States Government were to make a proposal to the 
Canadian Government along these lines, the Canadian Government in its reply 
would state that, for adminstrative reasons, it proposes that the Department of 
Munitions and Supply . of Canada would acquire from the United States 
Government the movables that the United States desires to leave in Canada at 
a nominal price of $1.00 against lists supplied by the United States authorities. 
The ; necessity. for this procedure is that the Crown Assets Allocation 
Cornmittée,and the War Assets Corporation have no power to dispose of any 
item until it has been declared 'surplus' by the Government agency." 

3: We have transmitted to the State Department orally the information given 
in paragraphs 3 and 4 of your despatch and the second half of paragraph 6. 
•4: The State Department has raised the question of the meaning of "duties 
and taxes as assessed" in the third subparagraph of paragraph 6 of your 
despatch. Does this mean that the duties and taxes will be assessed on the 
resale value, or on the original value? The State Department has drawn our 
attention to a con fidential Circular A160 of March 16th, 1943,t which was 
presumably issued by the Customs authorities in Ottawa, and which states that 
no  invoices of value are required for the entry of supplies for United States 
defence projects in Canada. The personal opinion of Mr. Parsons and Mr. 
Peterson is that it would be more equitable if the duties and taxes were 
assessed on the resale value. 
5.*We' have accepted their suggestion that the final subparagraph of 

paragraph 3 of our  note ,  to rentals should contain after the word 
"request" the words "or with the permission". 

6. Mr. Parsons has suggested that perhaps Mr. Hickerson might like to 
discuss the problem of this new agreement with the Under-Secretary during his 
stay in Ottawa. If there are any changes which you would like to have made in 
the'memorandum which we are leaving with the State Department, we can give 
them a revised memorandum and take back from them the original memoran-
duin; . 

DEA/4847-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States 
to Secretary,of State for External Affairs 

TEtRTypa  WA 4267 	 Washington, July 18, 1944 

t-ONFIDENTIÀL. Our WA-4247 of 'July 18th concerning the disposal of 
Tncya.ble.defence facilities'. 

Peterion 'of the State Department is afraid that the suggestion that the 
tuePirt:ment of Munitions and Supply acquire title at the nominal price of 
41.00  'maï, .coitititute a 'snag. It is to be assumed that the contemplated 
exchange of notes would be made publiC. In an election year there is always 
danger that someone might seize on this provision and distort it. 

1435 
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2.' In' yôur despatch No ., 1031 . of July .14th you said that any other method
would require an Order-in-Council, Or possibly new legislation . Would it be
possible for yoù to give us a definite opinion on whether new legislation would
be required? If new legislation would be 'required ; then we might have to run

the risk of a distortion of the provision on a $1 .00 payment : :If, however, only

an Order-in-Council is required the risk might 'not be worth running . .

3 .' ~I wonder 'whether Section'3, Sub-Section 1 of the Bill respecting surplus
Crown assets,' 'which 'refers to property in the "custody, or control, or
administered by" a Government Department; would not make it possible for

the United States Government . to place the movables under the custody,
control, or administration of the Department of Munitions and Supply, and for
the Department of Munitions and Supply then to declare the movables to be

surplus .

4 .' The State Department is putting off circulating to the War Department

and Mr. Crowley's organization`the memorandum which we have given them
until we receive an answer frorri you to this enquiry. Perhaps at the same time
you could let us have an answer to,the question raised in paragraph 4 of our
WA-4247 of July 18th: Any amendments which you might care to make to the
memorandum we' have given - to the State Department could also be made
before the memorandum is circulated .

889
. ' DEA/4847-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Uni s
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United States

to Secretary of State for External Ajfairs

TELETYPE WA-4340 Washington, July 21,194 4

., . .
CONFIDENTIAL. Your EX-3020 of July 20tht on the'disposal of movable
defence facilities built or provided in Canada by the United States

. We gave

Mr. Peterson of the State Department this morning the information given in

your EX-3020 . He is holding our memorandum until we learn of the result of

your consultations with National Revenue and Munitions and Supp y

2. Mr. Peterson raised an addition al point this morning which was whether it

might be advisable and practicâble ' to, include in the memorandum some

definition of movablës . He also drew'attèntion to the word "surrender" in sub-

paragraph,4 of paragraph 3 of our memorandum, the text of which was sent to

you under cover of our despatch No. 1768 of July 18th .t He thinks some
I such

word as "abandon" might be more palatable . Failing that, he thinks it might be

made clear to whom the movables would be surrendered. In the intelé sts foj

clarity . he thought it might be useful to substitute the word mova
b

"facilities", "materials" and "goods" - in ' lines 7, 10 and 14 respectively of

"construction
paragraph ' 2 of the memorandum and, to insert . "movable" before

works" in subparagraph 5 of paragraph 3 of our memorandum .
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: 3. 	Were in error in paragraph 1 of our WA-4247 of July 18th in stating 
that the question of this proposed agreement would be referred to Mr. Crowley, 
as well as to the Wai Department; it  will  be sent to the Acting Secretary of 
War and to Mr. Clayton, who is the Administrator of Surplus War Property. 

890. 	 . 	 DEA/4847-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires in United States 

TELE-TYPE EX-3100  • 	 Ottawa, July 26, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Your WA-4247 and WA-4267 of July 18, 
disposal of movable defence facilities built or provided in Canada by the 
United States. 
1. With regard to the question raised in paragraph 4 of your WA-4247, 

National Revenue agree that duties and taxes should not be assessed on the 
original value of the goods, but instead "on the value of the goods as appraised 
by officers of Customs and Excise in the condition at the time and place of 
disposal." They further give assurance that "our officers will use care in their 
appraisal and that the customs duties and taxes will not be levied on greater 
than a fair market value, having regard to the condition, location, and probable 
use of the goods." 
2. With reference to paragraphs two and three of your WA-4267, it is 

thought that moveables could be declared surplus without the transfer of 
ownership taking place. The Surplus Crown Assets Act provides (Section 23) 
that the Governor in Council may make such orders as he may deem necessary 
or desirable "to confer on the committee or corporation additional powers and 
duties." The Governor in Council could therefore direct that the committee or 
the corporation, or both, should undertake the duty of disposing of property 
which is owned by the United States Government and which, by arrangement 
between the two Governments, is left in the hands of the Canadian Govern-
ment for disposal. 
3: Should the proposal of $1.00 sale to Munitions and Supply be found 

inacceptable0 to the United States, the alternative described in paragraph two 
above could be proposed, since no new legislation would be needed to carry it 
out. 
4:Subparagraph 3 (3) of your memorandum to State Department should be 

amended so as to embody the substance of paragraph one above. Similarly, in 
the evènt of the $1.00 sale approach being set aside, the contents of paragraph 
two above should be embodied in paragraph four of your memorandum. Ends. 

,4 , 
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DEA/4847-4 0
,, :, . _ . . • - , .• •, erteurésLé

.
seeretaire d 'Etat aux Âffaires ext

au chargé d'affairés aux Etats-Unis `

Seeretâry of State jor External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in United State s

TELETYPE EX-3106 Ottawa, July 27, 1944

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Your WA-4340 of July 21 . Your memorandum

re disposal of movable j defencé facilities built •or 'prôvided in Canada by the
. , . . . . . , .

United States .

1 . There is no objection to the changes proposed in the last eleven lines of

paragraph 2 of: your teletype .
i ,y •! : • , a

2., Since . the situation of movables is an urgent one it is thought that no

definition of 'môvables should be attempted at' least at this stage. To try to

define this term now would most probably lead us into endless discussions

which would cause considerable delaÿs in d isposing of this matter . It can be

taken for granted that " in the great majority of cases the movable character of

the goods will appear clearly so,that 'the inconvenience consequent upon a lack

of definition of movables ' will occur in'a relatively few cases . It is thought that

this inconvenience which may be dealt wi th later will be highly compensated by

the ' advantagès resulting' . from the d isposi ng of the bulk of this matter

expeditiously.

892.
DEA/4841-4 0

' - 'Le chargé •d'affaires aux États- Unis -
au secrétaire d État aux` Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affairés in Un ited States
to Seeretary of State for External Affairs

1944
Washington, September 2 ,

TELETYPE WA-5150 f ` ,
t

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTIO N

aI M M EDIATE. Following for Keenleyside from Hickerson, Begins : I am quoting
later 6n in this message a draft ' recommendation of po st-war disposition . We

You will
have added to this draft . certain new provisions respecting movables .

recall that`ôn July 27th your Embassy here sent us a proposal
regarding the

dis ition of movables left in Canada by the United States . The arrangement
~proposed in that notet , has been Â~

~unistrat
•

on.eBoth ôf
the

these
War Department

agencies find
and the Sürplus < War: Property of the Board,
themselves unable to agree to it. As I told you at the last meeting

I do not like the proposal on public rclat ions grounds :

General Henry and I believe that it would be possible to deal with tti~ls drâftregard havesubject in the proposed recommendation of the Board . Please
ma yWe
tin

well
as our rough working draft and not as a definite proposal .
suggested changes ourselves in its language to present at the mee g
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The draft is as follows: 	• 
The Board resumed consideration of the post-war disposition of defence 

Projects built by the United States in Canada and adopted the following as its 
33rd recommendation: 

The Board reviewed the 28th recommendation, adopted January 13, 1943, 
and referred especially to that portion of the recommendation favouring the 
conclusion, whenever possible, of specific Agreements covering the post-war 
disposition of defence projects built by the United States in Canada. 

The Board believes that, in the light of experience in connection with these 
specific Agreements thus far made, it would be desirable to amend the 28th 
recommendation in certain respects and to make it applicable, as amended 
hereby, to all projects, disposition of which remains unsettled. To that end 
Board: 

1. Reaffirms the following principles of the 28th recommendation: 
(a) That portion of paragraph (a) which sets forth the principle that the 

United States shall relinquish title within one year after the cessation of 
hostilities of all immovable defence installations built or provided in Canada by 
the Government of the United States, unless otherwise agreed by the two 
Governments, (the application of this principle to be subject, however, to the 
operation of the amended formula set forth in 2 below). 
(b) That portion of paragraph (b) which provides that all movable facilities 

built or' provided in Canada by the Government of the United States shall, 
within one year after the cessation of hostilities and at the option of the United 
States Government, be removed from Canada, unless otherwise agreed by the 
two Governments. 
2. Recommends ihe adoption of the following formula as a fair and equitable 

method for settling the disposition of all defence projects constructed by the 
United States in Canada, disposition of which has not been heretofore 
specifically provided for: 

In the case of each of the defence projects and/or equipment and supplies 
pertaining to the United States in Canada to which this formula shall apply, 
the Canadian Government and the United States Government will severally 
appoint one qualified appraiser whose joint duty it will be to appraise such 
Properties, improvements, installations and facilities (including movable 
facilities .and/or equipment and supplies pertaining to the United States in 
Canada where the United States has waived its option to remove them from 
Canada),!‘which may comprise the project, in order to determine the fair 
market value thereof for which the Canadian Government will reimburse the 
United States Government in the light of the use or uses to which the project 
and/0,.- equipment and supplies is best adaptable. If the two appraisers cannot 
agree or) the fair market value' they will select a third appraiser to determine 
this value. The supplies which the United States Government elects to leave in 
Canada in accordance with the above formula and which, because of danger of 
ddeterioration.  in storage or for other reasons Canada desires to handle without 

elaY,  may be turned over to the appropriate Canadian authorities on the basis 
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determined by the report of the appraisers subject to any - adjustment later

agreed on between the • two Governments. The appraisers' reports will be

submitted to the Board for consideration .in connection - with a recommendation

to the two Governments. Ends .

(Ottawa,] September 27,1944

TOP SECRET

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cab ►net

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee

PCO
894.

. . .

the hospital as well. .

With regard to the hospital at The Pas, you n
since we understand that abandônment of the air field means abandonment o

f
shortly. eed take no further action

.J .Ba in adopting the Th y
On the acquisition of lands -we hope" to

.be able to send you instruction sirt - ir e •

It is unnecessary for you to con
1,

Department on movables and immovables in view of the action taken by th
e

A R commendation

installations in ana a .
tnue our i discussion with the State

Your WA-5455 of September 19th,t disposal of United States defence

DEA/4847-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELETYPE EX-3918 ,
Ottawa, September 21, 1944

as follows :

, . . ., .

CANADA-U .S . PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE
;

MEETING, SEPTEMBER 6,1944 ;
THIRTY-THIRD RECOMMENDATION Board's Discussions

1 6. THE SECRETARY reported that~éthe Journal of th e
on September 6th and

and Decisions, covering the meeting In accordance with the usual
7th; had been submitted to the-Prime Minister .

of the Journal- had been sent to the Ministers of National
practice, copi es
Defence and the Minister of Munitions and

the Thirt -third Recommendation ofThe,Jôurnal of this'meeting contained. y for-the
the Board . tThis` Recommendation, wh~ch `was , ~ntended to provid

e disposition of all U.S . p~ roJ•ects not covered by specific agreements, rea
d

U.S .
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r 	 Immovables 
(a) The government of the United Statés shall, within three months from the 

date of the approval of this Recomiriendation; supply the government of 
Canada with a list of imniovables (hereinafter referred to as facilities) which it 
desires to make subject to the provisions of this Recommendation. 
(b) In the case of each of the facilities included in the list referred to in (a), 

the Canadian government and the United States government will each appoint 
one qualifiéd appraiser whose joint duty it will be to appraise such facility in 
order to determine the fair market value thereof at the time and place of 
appraisal. If the two appraisers cannot agree on the fair market value, they will 
select a third appraiser to determine this value. The amount set by the 
appraisers shall be paid to the United States government by the government of 
Canada, 

provided that the foregoing paragraphs (a) and (b) shall not apply to any 
facilities heretofore specifically provided for; 
(c) Any existing facility not included in the United States list shall, within 

one year after the cessation of hostilities, be relinquished, without cost, to the 
Crown either in the right of Canada or in the right of the Province in which the 
same or any part thereof lies, as may be appropriate under Canadian law. 

Movables 
(a) The government of the United States shall remove from Canada all those 

items which it desires. 
(b)The Government of Canada shall arrange through the appropriate 

goiernmental agencies for the purchase from the United States of such 
remaining items as it desires to obtain for its own use or disposition. 
(c) All other movables shall be transferred to a designated agency of the 

Canadian government and shall be sold or disposed of by such agency, the 
Proeeds to be paid to the government of the United States, 

provided that in connection with the items referred to in paragraph (c), the 
United States government shall be represented by an officer designated by it 
for that purpose who shall have an equal voice in the setting of prices, the 
allocation of priorities, the assessment of legitimate sales costs and other details 
of the sale or other disposal of the items concerned; 

and provided further that any such items remaining unsold at the end of 
two years from the time they are transferred to the Canadian agency concerned 
shall either be declared of no value and the account closed or, at the option of 
the United States, shall be removed from Canada by the United States 
authorities. 

(P.J.B.D. Journal, Sept. 6 and 7, 1944).t 
17 ; Mit. HEENEY drew attention to the reference made in the Journal to 

Pr.°Posed abandonment of Camp 550, the Dawson Creek Railhead Depot, 
airfields on the Northeast Staging route and certain weather stations and 
%llnonications systems. 

18 . THE WAR CommirrEE, after discussion, agreed: 

1441 
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(a) that the Thirty-third Recommendation.of the Board be approved, on the 
understanding that, as there ,were,certain facilities whose disposal would entail 
expenses such as custody and demolition, any .expense of such a character 
would be taken into consideration in the final accounting; 
(b) that the -US. government's proposals to ,transfer to Canadian control 

Camp 550 .and the Dawson Creek Railhead Depot be referred to the Joint 
Defence Construction Projects Panel for examination and report; 
(c) :that .the U.S. government's proposal to abandon airfields on the 

Northeast Staging Route be referred to ,the Chiefs of Staff Committee for 
report on defence aspects, to the Air. Transport Policy Committee for report on 
civil aspects, and to the Joint Defence Construction Projects Panel for report as 
to the facilities involved;  and,, 	• r- 	; ' 	, 
(d) that the U.S. government's proposal to transfer to Canadian control 

weather. :stations and Army communications systems be referred to the 
Interdepartmental Meteorological Committee, for study and report. 
• • • 

, L 
895. 	„ )- , , 	 - 	 DEA/5380-40 

Mémorandum' de l'adjoint en temps de guerre, 
le Ministère des Affaires extérieures 
Memorandum by Wartime Assistant, 

Department of External Affairs 
• r • 

[Ottawa,] October 18, 1944 

ACQUISITION OF LANDS.  FOR UNITED STATES DEFENCE 
PROJECTS IN CANADA: 

• • - n SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENTS UP TO OCTOBER 18m, 1944. 
1. In order to avoid that -the UnitedStates acquire title to a great number of 

land properties 'within this country  as a result of its numerous wartime 
activities in Canada, the Cabinet War Committee agreed on June 18th, 1943, 
that  the Canadian Govérnment should acquire title to lands required by the 
United States for the , pirrpose of carrying out their ,  defence projects. As a 
corollary to that decision the War Committee further agreed on July 7th, 1943, 
that all lease,s to property 'already acquired by the United States be taken over 
by the Canadian Governmen0 : 1..  

2.. On Sepiember 7th; 1943;'a note was sent to the United States' Minister 
embodying the decisions referied to above. The note'contained the following 
main points: 
(a) In the future, the Canadian Government would acquire lands required by 

the ; United States to carry out - their .  projects. Such lands would be made 
'available without charge. . ;. 

"Voir le volume 9, documents . 1055, 1059/Sec  Volume  9, Documents 1055, 1059. 
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(b) In évérÿ'case where a land was needed for a major defence projectnotification to that effect should be sent to the Department of External Affairs .In' the case : of a minor defence ï project, application should be made to the
Canadian Special Commissioner in Edmonton .
(c) All leases .(or other, titles) already acquired by the . United , States should

be transferred to the Canadian Government.
(d) The procedure of acquisition of lands by the Canadian Government

would not apply to United States contractors . Also the Canadian Governmentwould - not take over leases acquired by, such contractors since it was assumed
that they did not acquire lands on behalf of the United States . It was also
assumed that the United States did not take over leases to property originally
acquired, by these contractors for their own use .
(e) ; The right of user on properties made available by the Canadian

Government would be,deemed to continue for the duration of the war .
(f) Installations erected on properties made available would be disposed of in,

accordance with the principles laid down in the exchange of . notes of January
27th,,1943, concerning the post-war disposition of United States projects .
(g) At the termination of the, war the United States would endeavour to

restore the sites involved to their original state .
3 . * On- March 13, 1944, the U.S. replied to our Note of September 7, 1943 .

They agreed to our proposal to take over the properties subject to the following
suggestions-~,
(1) thai the Canadian Government establish a Land Acquisition Office atEdmonton' to expedite acquisitions and to provide a direct contact for the

owners (mâny of whom have tieen ûnpaid during the period of transfer) ;
(2) that the right of user should continue in the U.S. not only for the durationof thè war but fo irsix months thereafter (in accordance with our other wartime

arrangéments) ;

(3) that the principles laWdown in the January 27th, 1943, agreement
constituted only a model formula which was to be used in the absence of ad hoc
arrangements, that the United States prefered to enter into such agreements on
this subjecfand 'that, consequently, the formula of January 27th should only .
apply to installations erected on lands made available "in the absence of ad hocagreements ;

(4) that'=the United States should not be obliged to restore sites to their
original state since as a result of extensive improvements made on properties
involved the Canadian Government would hardly wish such restoration ;
(5) that leases (or other titles) acquired by cost-plus-fee contractors should,

be taken over by the Canadian Government since these contractors were being
eonsidered as agents of the United States .

The
.United _ States also gave an assurance that all lands acquired by the

United States had been so by lease and that no attempt had been made to
a'-quire a vested interest within the country.
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4. On Maÿ ! .13th, 1944, a second note was sent to the United States

Ambassador. In this note:-' . ;
(1) The Canadian Government agreed with the suggestions contained in sub-

paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) of paragraph 3 above . -

(2) It was also conceded that - the United States should not as a rule be
obliged to restore the sites to their original state "except in individual instances
on request by the Canadian Government : ' - • ,
(3) ,The' Canadian Government, however, refused to identify United States

cost-plus-fee contractors with their Government and consequently to apply the
proposed policy to lands needed or already acquired by these contractors .

(4) It was suggested that the United States'designate a n
of lands

Officer i n
transfer of leasesn

to act on their , behalf concerning the acquisitio n
(5) "The Canadian Government undertook to reimburse all monies spent by

the United States since September 7th, 1943, on leases transferred under the

agreement .

5 . * No reply to our note of May 13th was received . On June 29th, the question

of the leases ' acqûired by cost-plus-fee contractors was discussed at a meeting

between Privy Council and External Affairs . The conclusion was reached that
this problem could be considered as being unsettled as late as May 13th, i .e.

the date when we' reaffirmed our , pos i tion on this question, that in these

circumstances it might be difficult to regard transfer of contractors' leases to
the United States which had taken place before May t 3mbefs 1943, ând
contravention of the policy outlined in our first note of Se p

that consequentl
y

we mi
g

ht be justified in taking over leases transferred up t o

May 13th, 1944, instead of September 7th, 1943 . (EX-2716 , June 29)t

6. Discussions took place at Washington between June 29th and"~J
r lRéid .and

between the State Department and Squadron Leader Cooper

The following points were raised by the United States during these
discussions :

not
(1) the proposed agreement should apply to the whole of Canada an

d

merely to the Northwest . (WA-3967, July lst, 1944,1 paragraph 2) ;

(2) on the other hand, it was intimated that the War DepartmentRupert and
request that the agreement should not apply to facilities at Princ

e Port Edward. (WA-3967, paragraph 4) ;

(3) the right of user of the United States on lands m2de availabiaectoshouto
include the right for service organisations such as U.S.O. and con

use the facilities . (WA-3967 . paragraph 6) ;

(

5

4) witti regard to the question of cost-plus-fee contractors (see (d , 4
in

(3) above), the United ~ States wh i le agreeing with the policy

paragraph 5 above stated that it was impracticable to retransfer to th e

- " ' ', Ÿ, <f ° ~ ~ ` ~ ` ~ . spécial ur les projets de~
?sResponsable de l'aequisition de terrams . Bureau du commissaire apéc' PoIl .

d é fense dans le Nord-Ouest du Canada. ects ~n

Land Acquisition Officxr, office of the Special Commissioner for Defence Proj

Northwest Canada .
»United Service Organizations.
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COntractors leases which had been transferred to them since May 13th, 1944, 
on account of, some contractors having left Canada. They suggested that in the 
case of transfers having taken place since that date the United States 
Government should apply in the ordinary manner to the Canadian Government 
for the purpose of acquiring the land involved; (WA-3994,t paragraph 4); 
(5) with regard to the question of the post-war disposition of installations, it 

was disclosed that the United States intended to have the recommendation of 
the Permanent Joint Board embodied in the exchange of notes of January 27th, 
1943 replaced by a new one and that consequently any clause in the proposed 
agreement relating to the question should be deleted. This applied particularly 
to the question of the restoration of sites (see 2 (g), 3 (4), 4 (2) above), which 
was considered as being ancillary to the question of post-war disposition of 
installations; (WA-3994, July 4th, paragraph 2). 

A favorable reply was given with regard to the point raised in (1) (EX-2744, 
July 3rd)t while a negative answer was given with regard to (2) and (3) (EX-
2744). The points raised in (4) and (5) are being considered hereinafter. 
3. On July 6th, 1944, a new draftt was sent informally to the United States 
Ambaisador. This draft: 
(1) embodied the substance of our original note of September 7th, 1943: 
(2) together with the points conceded to the United States in our note of May 

13th, 1944; 
(3) it specially agreed with the United States suggestion whereby in the case 

of leases transferred since May 13th, the land involved would be made 
available to the United States by the Canadian Government in the ordinary 
manner. (See paragraph 6(4) above); 
(4) it eliminated all references to the exchange of notes of January 27th, 

1943 including the question of the restoration of sites. (See paragraph 6 (5) 
above.) 	• 
8.'No reply was received to our draft of July 6th. On July 22nd, however, we 

were informed by Washington that the War Department still objected to our 
proposal on account of the fact that it had something to do with the agreement 
of January 27th, 1943, concerning the post-war disposition of defence projects. 
9. The whole matter became a' dead issue until October 4th, 1944, at which 

date we were informed that the United States War Department was about to 
start the assignment of leases to  the  Canadian Government in the Northwest 
area and that it was wondered whether the Canadian Government would 
consider amending its draft of July 6th since the United States was declaring 
itself ready to act with regard to one of the two main aspects of the question of 
acquisition, of lands, i.e. the transfer of United States leases to the Canadian 
Government. 

10.Fr9m the above considerations it can be safely concluded that: 
(1) the 'Canadian .and United States Governments have come to an 

agrêément on all the points raised during the negotiations which have taken 
acê  in the  course of the last year except with regard to the post-war 
Position of the installations and the restoration of sites; 
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.(2) thât the . Canadian Government has agreed with all the suggestions made

bÿ the United States except with regard to (a) the right of user of installations

by ; the t United States se rvice organisations such , as U.S.O., (b) the question

whether the proposed ' agreeement should apply to the area of Prince Rupert
and Port Edward .

, ,~ ~ . , . . . ~ . .

With regard to (1) above * it may be said that the adoption by the two

countries of the 33rd Recommendation of the Permanént Joint Board should

eliminate any ' objection on the part of the United States .

With regard . to (b) it 'would appear in the light of the last information

received that the United States are readÿ to ' accept our contention that the
agreement should apply to at least the whole Northwest ._ . . „

896
. DEA/5380-40

. _ . , s . ~

1 . . Inc following members o t e n i
and War Department and of Canadian government departments concerned

attended the meeting :
United States Arm y

'Brigadier General F. S. Strong, Jr . I W trd States Arm y

Procès-verbal a une réunion

, , New post Office. ,
f I. U'ted States Northwest Service Command

Major Kobert tt . raoian! t, United States Army
Captain Schmeltzet . -!$ Mines & Resources
T.L.Cory
Georges W . Payton Transport
F. Thoma s
Jacques Fortier Privy Council Offic e
Wing Commander G . F. Stewart t
A. G . Cooper External Affairs
J . E. Read
Dr: N . L. Kcenlejzid e
R. Cha'put ,
. r• ,. ! ,. . +

~2 . The _ mceting was hcld - for~ the purpose of discussing the question of the

transfer , tô the Canadian Government of leases held by the United State s
ecially

connection with the carrying out of their defence projects and more P

the form of lease assignment underwhtch the transfer would take place .

3. Major Fabian submitted that it was necessary to adopt an assig he as gonm
which would not give riséFand [to] legal disputes between lessors,

t

and : assignee, once ; the . transfer had • taken plaçe, and in this connection h
e

Minutes of Meeting ;

' [Ottawa,] October 20,1944

ACQUISITION OF LANDS FOR UNITED STATES DEFENCE
PROJECTS IN CANAD A

Record ofmeeting held on Friday October 20, 1944 ,

at 10 a .m. in the conference room of the
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thought it wise to mention in the form the questions appearing on page 2 of the 
United States draft.t 
4•  Mr. Read recalled thatt Canada had already submitted a comprehensive 

draft dotet on July 6 but that since then a machinery for the transfer of leases 
had been set up by United States and Canadian officials in the Northwest and 
that the question now arose whether or not the two parties could continue to 
use that machinery without a formal agreement on the subject being signed (or 
the features of this agreement inserted in the assignment form). 
5. Major Fabian thought that from the legal point of view some sort of 

agreement would have to be signed between the two countries. 
With regard to the question whether the points raised in page 2 of the 

United States draft should be included in the assignment form, Major Fabian 
thàught that the transfer of leases could hardly take place without the question 
of the disposition of improvements being dealt with and that consequently item 
3 relating to the 33rd Recommendation of the P.J.B.D. should appear in the 
form. 
6. 'Assuming that some sort of agreement would have to be signed, Mr. Read 

stated the Canadian position on the subject as being that the question of the 
post-war disposition of improvements together with the other points raised in 
page 2 of the United States assignment form should be eliminated and instead 
incorporated in a separate agreement between the two countries. 
7. With regard to item 3 . of the U.S. form dealing with the 33rd Recommen-

dation, Major Fabian stated that the recommendation would most probably be 
adopted by the United States with the Canadian proviso whereupon Dr. 
Keenleyside suggested that in these circumstances item 3 could easily be 
deleted from the form since it would be dealt with in a formal agreement 
concerning the 33rd Recommendation. 

The United States representatives agreed to the suggestion and the 
discussion then turncd to the other points raised in page 2 of the United States 
form. It was found that no fundamental disagreement existed between the two 
parties on these points. 
9. This being so the United States representatives finally agreed to the 

suggestion that the points raised in page 2 of their draft should not appear in 
the assignment form and be dealt with separately and announced that they had 
no objection to the Canadian draft assignment form being used for the 
transfer. 
10.Al dràfting comMittee composed of Major Fabian, Mr. Read and 

Squadron Leader. Cooper was formed for the purpose of drafting a memoran-
dum einbodying the points concurred in by the two parties during the 
discussion. This committee was to proceed to its work immediately and the 
meetings adjourned at 11 A.M. until 12.30 P.M. at which time the 
memoranduni -drafte4 by the' Committee was considered and approved. The 
memorandum was.to  be sent to the State Department for consideration with a 
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I shall appreciate receiving your views on thts matter .
I have etc .

view to forming the basis of an agreement dealing with acquisition of lands and

transfer of leases?'
DEA/4847-40

the United States Government that no duty should be evie o

accompanied the note and in wh ich he ra~ses e q
on movables sold in pursuance to the 33rd Recommendation

nlihesehmovablesf1 d

I am enclosing ` also copy of it cttcr •
th uestion of duty to be assessed

Recommcndation ., ;
• I r---, Mr John Hickersonf which
• 2,

note of December 20th approving
Joint Board on Defence and the Canadian Government's proviso to th e
States, I have thc onour o•

the 33rd Recommendation of the Permanent
disposi tion of defcnce proiects u p

h t enclose herewith cony of the Secretary of State' s
With refcrence to your -

•• b ilt or rovided in Canada by the United
S~r, - . . . . .

EX 4652 of November 18thl concerning the
~ ~, • ~, .. ,

États-UnisVambassadeur aux
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
DESPATCH 2845 Washington, December 21,194 4

898 .
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Ajfairs
to Ambassador in United States

immovables and movables from the impos i t i on of customs

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNI S

8, 1945

TELETYPE Ex-448
Ottawa, February

D . .:R - .> . . } ' - . . . ..• .. . . , .

Disposition of United States defence facilities in Canada . 20, that the
- Please inform . Hickerson; who' wrote to you on December t~th

Canadian Government after further consideration ha duties .eThe only

; . . . , . . . , e _ .
. .._. ~ . . ~ ., :' ~
_rlnco

~
ré dans un Échange de notes fait è , Ottawa les 28 décembre et 30 déccmbre 194 .

`' Canada.a. Recueil des traith. 1944, 1N34.
Embodied in an exchange of notes at Ottawa of December 28 and Dcamber 30, 1944 . Canada,

Trea t y Series. 1944 . No. 34 .
nCanada . Recueil des traith. 1944, N• 3 5 .

Canada, Treaty Seriet.1944, No. 3 5 .
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exception to this is that customs duties may be imposed on direct intergovern-
ment sales under B of the section on movables of the 33rd Recommendation of 
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. This, however, will not affect the 
amounts to be received by the United States Government. The price will be 
negotiated between agencies of the two Governments and if subsequently the 
Canadian agency which purchases the equipment is called upon to pay customs 
duty this is simply a matter of internal bookkeeping between Canadian 
Government Departments. The main point of the United States representations 
as we understood them was that it would be desirable to exempt all immovables 
and those movables which are sold through War Assets Corporation. This will 
be accomplished as the result of the Government's decision. 

899. 	 PCO 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  October 17, 1945 

Canada-U.S. defence projects; Northwest Staging Route; 
U.S. facilities on airfields 

12. THE SECRETARY reported that the U.S. government had requested that 
the Canadian government make provision for taking over U.S. facilities on the 
airfields on the Northwest Staging Route, including buildings, equipment and 
other miscellaneous facilities. 

The special committee of the Cabinet on defence questions had considered 
the question and recommended that the R.C.A.F. be directed to take over these 
facilities, on an interim measure, pending decision on the eventual control of 
the Northwest Staging Route. 

An explanatory note had been circulated. 
(Secretary's memorandum, Oct. 16, 1945 — Cabinet Document 91).t 

13.THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed that, pending clarification of the 
eventual strategic importance of defence facilities in the Northwest and until 
decision could be taken as to eventual control of the Northwest Staging Route, 
the Department of National Defence' for Air be directed to assume responsibil-
ity for U.S. facilities on airfields of the Route under appropriate conditions to 
be stipulated with U.S. authorities with respect to the condition of items 
transferred to Canadian control and retention of equipment required for the 
Routes operation. 
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Procès-verbal des discussions intergouvernementales

Minutes ojlntergovernmental Discussions

SECRET [Ottawa,] January 31,1944

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD IN OTTAWA, JANUARY 31, 1944

TO DISCUSS THE CANOL DEVELOPMENT

1 . The intergovernmental discussion on the Canol development, initiated on

December 2nd, 1943,p were resumed in the Conference Room of the

Department of External Affairs at 11 :30 a.m., Monday, January 31 st, 1944,

the following participating :,
United States

lion. Ray Atherton, United States Ambassador to Canada
Mr . Lewis Clark. First Secreta ry, United States Embassy
Colonel F. J . Graling . Military Attaché, United States Embassy
Mr. J. D. Nickerson, State Departmen t
Major General T. M. Robins, Assistant Chief ofEngineers,
United States Amy

Brigadier General li . L. Pcckham, Office Quartermaster General,
United States Army

Bri gadier General W . Pyron, Oil Consultant, United States Army

.Canada

Mr. N . A . Robertson: Undcr-Secrcury of State for External Affairs

Mr. J. E. Read, Legal Adv'isor. Department of External Affair s

Mr. E. Reid, Department of External Affairs
Mr . R . M . Macdonnell, Department of External Affairs
Miss B . M . B ri dge, Department of External Affairs
Mr. A. D. P. fteeney, Secretary, Cabinet War Committee
Wing Commander P. A . Cumyn, Secretary, Interdepartmental Panel

on Joint Defenct Project s
Dr . W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance :

. Commander C. P . Edwards, Deputy Minister of Transpor t

Mr . C. W . Jackson, Executive Assistant to the Deputy Minister

'of Mina and Resourocs ` - i I
~ Mr. R . A. Gibson, Deputy Commissioncr, Northwest Territories Counci l

Colonel J . H . Jenkins, Director of Milita ry Operations and Plans,
Department of National Defence

Group Captain W. F. Nanna, Director of Plans, Department of National Dcfcnce

for Air
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1 2. MR: HICKERSON said that since the December meeting, General Robins 
and.his associates in the War Department had discussed with Imperial Oil 
revisions of the present contract. The War Department's latest proposals were 
embodied in the letter of intent,t the text which had already been com-
municated to the Canadian Government. He asked General Robins to report 
on the discussions with Imperial and to outline briefly the arrangement 
envisaged in the letter of intent. 
.3. GENERAL ROBINS stated that the first proposal made to Mr. LeSueur, 
Vice President - of Imperial Oil, was that the United States would pay the 
company at the present rate of $1.25 per barrel for the first 1,500,000 barrels 
of oil purchased. Any subsequent purchases would be at the cost of production, 
a reserve of 30,000,000 barrels being maintained in the Norman field for 
United States use. The United States would continue exploratory work in the 
area ,where rigs were already set up, on condition that half of any oil which 
might be discovered would be set aside as a military reserve available to the 
United States. The Company, however, wished to take over the exploratory 
work themselves and carry on with a view to commercial development if 
enough oil could be discovered to warrant it. They were of the opinion that 
commercial development was possible if a 300-400,000,000 barrel field could 
be proven, in which case a 10-12" pipeline would be built to carry the crude to 
the  seaboard for transportation to existing refineries on the Pacific Coast. In 
view of  the  Company's attitude, the War Department had modified its original 
Proposals and suggested the arrangement outlined in the letter of intent, which 
was briefly: 
(1) that for the duration of the war the Company would agree to deliver at 

least 4,000 bbls. per day at the cost of production plus a fee of 15 cents 
(Canadian currency) per bbl.; 
(2) that immediately upon the termination of the war the Company would 

give the United Stàtcs a continuing preferential right to purchase, for military 
Purposes, at the above rate, 60,000,000 barrels, to be maintained by the 
Company as a reserve; 
(3) that If the reserve was not needed for military purposes the company 

woidd have .  the privilege of using it for their commercial development upon 
PaYnient to' the United States of 50 cents per bbl. (This clause was included at 
the réquést of the Company to cover the contingency that a field of, say, only 
250,000,000 barrels was discovered, in which case they would wish to be able 
to dray/ Wert-  the reserve in order to make commercial development possible. 
GenCrat Robins said that, insofar as the United States Government was 
cenceimèd; it , would be delighted to see the oil left in the ground as a reserve 
againsta possible future military emergency.); 
(4):that,thè United States would turn over to the Company, free of charge, 

equiPment which they now have on the ground or en route to the Norman 
wellqield,for Use in exploratory work. 
9.en'elil Robins stated that in a letter dated January 26, 1944, the Imperial Oil 
%Patty had indicated that the letter of intent was not acceptable and that 

/- 
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there was no use in continuing conversations until the Canadian Department of
Mines and• Resources had given ÿ its decision on the Company's appeal for a
fundamental change' in the : regulations under which it is operating on its new

leases in the Norman area. _

In reply 'to a question, by Mtt : RôaettTSON on the apparent conflict between
paragraphs 5 and 7'of the letter of intent, General Robins explained that the
modified contract (giving the United States the right to purchase oil at the cost
of production'plus 15 cents per barrel) would terminate at the end of the war,
but immediately upon its termination, the Company, under paragraph 5, would
sign a new contract giving the United States a preferential right to purchase up
to 60,000,000 barrels at the price mentioned above .

MR. HiCKEttsotv -confirmed General Robins' statement that Imperial was
very keen on taking ôver the exploratory work and was willing to gamble on the
possibility of discovering oil in commercial quantities, if some arrangement
could be worked out with the United States and'with the Canadian Govern-

ment. He added that the United States have stopped drilling until a ne w

contract has been 4..n up. This apparently was impossible until the Compan y

had clarified i ts relations with the Depa rtment ofMâidsa
b
and

outRhe Canadianinquired, therefore, whether anything could yet be
Government's attitude. ,

4. MR. RoBERTSON said' that' the Canadian representatives have bee n

thinking about the strategic --serve idea but that it would be necessary, in vie w

of Canada's general responsibilities in the Northwest, to give further

consideration to the questions of policy involved . If there was oil in ample

quantity, it was reîasonable to think that' the requirements of continenta
l

defence should be the' first charge. Canada was mindful of the important and

essential way in which she has received oil from the United States throughout

the war and of the manner in which the United Statcs have shared their coal
production. There was no disposition here to take a dog-in-the-mangcr attitude
in respect of anything in this country which might be of value to continenta

l

defence, but we would prefer to see the Canadian Government,
rather than a

private company, taking the responsibility for making a resource
available fo r

continental defence . In pursuing this line of thought, he and his colleagues ha d

been wondering if it would be to substitute, for the type of agreement

between the United States andCompany which had been proposed by the
United States, some understanding between the two governments in regard t

o

assu ring the maintenance of essential rese rves . He added that Canadian views

had not yet crystallized or_ taken defnite shape. The problem h ad he felt
approached from the standpoint of defence and military strategy,

that the United States could not usefully consider it in terms of f`tion bY
salvage. An intergovernmental understanding would imply the assump

the Canadian Government of a~rnore active responsibility for the location th e
development of the field and for the maintenance of reserves than ha d

case heretofore.
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HICKERSON said that the  • working out of an arrangement with 
Imperial Oil along the lines suggested .would, of course, involve an intergovern-
dental exchange of notes. This exchange of notes would replace the original 
intergovernmental agreement." The Canadian Government would be asked to 
agree, for instance, to interpoe no obstacles to the exploitation of the area. The 
exchange  of notes would also include an expression of the Canadian 
Government's approval of the new agreement between the United States and 
Impérial  Oil. He wondered how a regime of active government participation 
such as Mr. Robertson suggested would work out in practice. In the United 
States the oil industry was a private development. There was no doubt that 
Imperial would try to induce the Canadian Government to leave the 
Northwestern development in private hands. 
5. DR. CLARK asked how the figure of 60,000,000 barrels had been arrived 

at. In reply GENERAL ROBINS said that the United States will have invested 
some $15,000,000 in extending the Norman Wells field and on the exploratory 
drilling. They felt, therefore, that they should have a preferential right to at 
least half the oil in the Norman field. GENERAL PECKHAM added that, on the 
basis of the present extent of the proven field, this would amount to approxi-
Mately 30,000,000 barrels. The other 30,000,000 represented liquidation of the 
United States interest in wildcatting. They would take an assured 30,000,000 
barrels rather than gamble on further possible discoveries. He added that the 
60,000,000 barrels represented $30,000,000, certainly not an unreasonably 
high return on an expenditure of $134,000,000. (Later in the discussion MR. 
HICKERSON said that the $60,000,000 figure was largely arbitrary, accidental, 
and bore no relation to United States expenditure on the Canol development.) 
In reply to a further question by Dr. Clark, GENERAL ROBINS said that the 
60,000,000 barrels would be set aside as a military reserve which was not to be 
used commercially without the express agreement of the two governments. This 
did not mean, of course, that no oil could be sold to local consumers until a 
field of 60,000,000 barrels had been proven up. Local requirements were so 
small that they would not appreciably diminish the reserve for a great number 
of years. The reserve would be drawn upon only for military purposes in time 
of peace and of war. 

6.* MR. ROBERTSON pointed out that an arrangement with Imperial Oil of 
the type  proposed in the letter of intent would, in a sense, give the United 
States power to veto developments  in the Canadian northwest and might place 
them in a difficult and invidious political position. He felt that it should be a 
responsibility of the Government of Canada to decide upon the rate and kind of 
development of the Northwestern oil field. DR. CLARK added that the burden 
«carrying a 60,000,000 barrel reserve and the expense of building a pipeline 
large enough to permit commercial development of the field meant that 
Imperial Oil iwould need a monopoly position in the whole area. This would 
a_eoentuate the political difficulty from the Canadian standpoint. GENERAL 
rYRN,  while not prepared to go quite so far as to say that Imperial would 

, 	. 
"Canada, Recuell des traités. 1942, N• 23. Canada, Treaty Series. 1942, No. 23. 
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need to have a monopoly, agreed that no oil company would take on a financial
burden of such magnitude without, very generous treatment in the matter of
leases . DR: CLARtc did not like . the figure of 60,000,000 when, according to
Canadian estimates, the proven - field , at . Norman Wells was only in the
neighbourhood of . 58,000,000 barrels . He felt,that a . ratio would be safer .

GENERAL RoatNS said that the War Department favoured the ratio principle,
but that ;Imperial :Oil would have . none of it, since present permits gave the
Canadian Government half of the field held under new leases, while the United
States were proposing to take . the other half.

7 .' Reverting again tô' the question of - responsibility for maintaining the
strategic reserve, MR . RoBERTSOtv expressed the opinion that this was too big
a question to be covered by a contractual agreement between the United States
Government and a p rivate_ company. MR. HICKERSON thought that this

objection was not necessarily inherent in the proposed mode of settlement -
the United States would sign a, contract , with . the Company to maintain a
reserve and would ask the Canadian Government, in a new intergovernmental
agreement; to 1 see , that Imperial did so . Or, alternatively, the Canadian
Government could exercise control through its own agreement with Imperial .
He emphasized that the United States were anxious to reach an agreement
with the Canadian Government and with the Company which would enable
them to withdraw from : the picture. The, present_ approach represented an
attempt to withdraw in a manner acceptable to the Company. They would be

glad to consider,any, alternative proposal which the Canadian Government
might care to put forward . He added that if this development was not carried
out by an oil company, the alternative seemed to be one or both governments
going into the oil business .

The meeting adjourned for. lunch at 1 o'clock .
8 . ' When the meeting reconvened - at 3 p.m., MR. ' ROaERTSON pointed out

that l there 'were two important and to some extent separate aspects of the
problem to be considcred -' the techn ical and the political. He suggested ,

thereforc, in view of the limited time at the disposal of the United States
representatives, that the meeting divide, with Mr . Jackson, Mr . Gibson, Group

Captain Hanna, Mr. Macdonnell and the United States technical members
endeavouring to clear.up any questions of fact which were still outstanding,
wh i le the others met in his office to d iscuss the political problems involved .

This suggestion was . adopted ; - and,, Mr. Atherton, Mr. Hickerson, General

Robins, Mr. Clark,' Mr: : Robertson, Mr. Heeney, Dr . Clark, commander
Edwards, Mr. Read, Wing Commander Cumyn and Mr. Reid withdrew to Mr.

Robertson's office. Wing Commander Cumyn acted as secretary for this part
of.the meeting .

9. = Report of Discussions on the Political Aspects of the Problem

MR: ' ROBERTSON opened ° the discussion by explaining that he felt the
conversations were leading into issues which in themselves were of much
g'reater importance ' ând significance than the specific problem of renegotiating
the Imperial Oil contract . Incidental to any settlement of the latter issue there
might result, by inference or implication, settlement for a considerable time to
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come of  the  larger issue of the  policy to be folloVied by Canada in the 
develoPment of the entire Canadian Northwest. Both Governments would have 
to give very careful examination to the proposals under consideration, in the 
light of the probable reaction on public opinion. The Canadian Government 
would like to have a mutually satisfactory solution reached as soon as possible, 
but c,ould not at the moment state a definite proposition which would be 
acceptable to it; and, further, the Canadian Government saw serious 
difficulties in the sort of solution which the State Department had put forward. 
The discussions of the Technical Committee might assist in clarifying the 
position and he hoped that some of the political considerations might be 
explored by this Committee. Because of its apparent potential as a substantial 
field and be,cause of the world political significance of petroleum, he feared 
that the Canol development contained within itself factors which might make 
for friction and disturbance in the relations between the two countries. There 
was danger that an agreement might be made on Canol which, while settling 
the immediate problems, might cause mischief in the wider sphere. He felt that 
no good would be served by reviewing the fairness or reasonableness of the 
original agreement and the foresight or lack of it that was then exercised. The 
agreement was drawn under conditions of wartime urgency to meet a 
threatening strategic situation, and it was against such a background that the 
Canadian Government had given ready assent to what was then regarded as a 
strictly wartime measure. 

Reverting to the United States proposals, he remarked that these appeared 
to resolve themselves into two propositions, one relating to defence and the 
other to recovery of investment. These two propositions, on the surface, at 
least, appeared to be incompatible and it would seem that to the extent that an 
effort is made by the United States Government to recover its financial outlay, 
the defence proposition would appear to be undermined. It was on the basis of 
defence that the Canadian Government had originally accepted the Canol 
Proposals but, although the degree of assistance to the defence of the continent 
rendered by the development would appear to have been but marginal, 
nevertheless, that marginal assistance, under different circumstances, might 
well have proved decisive. The investment considerations were thus excluded. 
The, Prime Minister of Canada has underlined the continuing nature of 
Cinada::Uniied States defence relations. It might, therefore, be possible to 
spell'ouf an  arrangement on Canot  that would reasonably take care of the 
interestiof continental  defence. 

,in., 1 .HEÉ1VEY said that he had endeavoured to approach the problem in 
such a wâ- y as  to  'separate the purely military or defence considerations from 
those  4sed upon  commercial or investment criteria. Under the apparent 
necés'sitY,ofiresenting the overall expenditure in a more favourable light, he 
found'it exceedingly difficult to segregate the two. He added that the policy 
questiOns involved had not as yet been considered at the ministerial level and 

,Cana'dian officials were without instructions from the Cabinet. He was 
n  l __..re:;in4:,mdrempressed with the importance of policy considerations 
'liming any Canadian decision upon suggestions put forward by United 
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States representatives . However, if it could be accepted that the proposal in

regard to strategic reserves was a bona ride one, then it should not be difficult
for the Canadian Government to agree upon a rese rve to be made available by
the Canadian Government for, continental defence when required . He was in
some doubt as to the process, of reasoning by which the amount of the proposed

strategic 'reserve had been reached . It seemed unrealistic to select a figure of
60,000,000 barrels when the quantity that could,be used for military purposes
was, in fact, limited, and would continue to,be limited for some time to come,
by the size of the pipeline and the extent of the proven field . He suggested that

any strategic reserve that might be created should bear a direct and realistic

relationship to these : physical limitations , with provision, possibly, for
subsequent modification , to . accord with future developments . The reserve
would have to be under the control of the government of Canada . A strategic

rese rve in Canadian territory, in which the United States Government had a
beneficial interest, could not on political grounds be defended in this country .

MR. HtcKERSOtv stated 'that it would be the intention of the United States
Government to leave the oil in the ground against a future eventuality -
subject to withdrawal for peaeetime military operations . It was realized that

recoupment of the investment was improbable, and therefore in determining
the amount of the strategic reserve, the figure had been set as high as possible .

He pointed out that the ° reserve did not constitute outright ownership but
merely an option to purchase .

MR. ROBERTSON commented that he found it difficult to visualize a
situation wherein Canadian oil required for continental defence would not in
any event be accessible to the United States Government irrespective of the
existence of the option ; indeed, it might be said that Canadian co-operation
might be more readily forthcbming if there were no contractual obligation such
as an option . d

MR. HiCKERSON agreed that from the past history , of Canadian- United
States relations he was satisfied - that Canadian resources could be counted
upon in any emergency, but unfortunately the Truman Committee had pointed
to the failure of the United States Government to secure post-war rights and it
was under the force`of this criticism that the present approach was being made

.

MR: HEENEY commented that objections on political grounds in Canada to

concessions, secured by " the United States would be the more severe in
proport ion to the advantages which the Un i ted States appeared to secure .

MR. ROBERTSON introduced the further point that any claim for equitable
treatment on a specific projéct that tended to separate from the ov fo~t and
effort a sector of war act i v i ty, and attempted to strike a balance of p false
loss in` favour of the individual , nations participating, was fundamentall y

and wroni,and would lead to cla ims for equ i ty in many directions ; this could

only`raise < ghosts of the debt controversies of the last war .< , , . .
. `. MR: . HicKÉRSOw stated that in a sense the difficulties of the p roblem had

been compounded by the emba rrassment resultant upon the discovery of a

large amount of oil . He feared an unfavourable reaction in the United States
,., . .,. :
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unless his government secured an agreement indicating a financial return (an 
unlikely prospect) or a strategic reserve. In respect to the latter, the larger the 
reserve the ,better his government's position would be. He thought it was 
possible that a formula could be agreed upon which need not cause Canada any 
embarrassment. In explanation of the figure of 60,000,000 barrels he stated 
that this represented in effect the additional pool discovered as a result of 
exploration financed by his government. When the original contract was drawn 
with Imperial Oil, the Company estimated a content of 8,000,000 barrels 
maximum. By his government's efforts the field had been enlarged by 
50,000,000 barrels or approximately the amount of the proposed strategic 
reserve. What could be more logical than that this increase should accrue to 
the government's benefit? 

MR. HEENEY suggested that the illogical feature would appear to be the 
control of Canadian resources by anyone but the Canadian Government. 

=, GENERAL ROBINS pointed to the difficulty imposed by the findings of the 
Truman Committee against further wildcatting until an agreement had been 
reached with the Canadian Government and the Imperial Oil Company. 
Meanwhile, activity was suspended and drilling rigs and crews were standing 
idle While expenses continued at the rate of $350,000  per annum. 

MR. ROBERSTON asked whether there was any disposition in the United 
States to impose restrictions on the export of United States produced oil. Any 
such'réstrictions, he thought, would introduce a new and serious complication, 
supposing Canadian resources to be frozen in a strategic reserve controlled by 
the United States. 

,MR..HICKERSON knew of no such possibility. 
MR. ROBERTSON then remarked that over the next few years the two 

governments might find it necessary to agree upon joint action to cope with the 
problem of dealing with large quantities of surplus raw materials produced for 
war purposes by the extractive industries of the two countries. Such action 
might take the form of "strategic backlogs" setting up strategic reserves of 
such items as base metals, synthetic rubber, etc., which would, incidentally, 
tend to 'stabilize the markets for these products. Within the framework of such 
isCheme it might be possible to find a solution for the problem of Canol. 

DR. CLARK asked whether a solution would not be possible along such lines 
as the creation by Canada of a stratégie reserve (the magnitude of the reserve 
to be determined by the Canadian Government after consultation with the 
Chiefs of Staff of the two countries or the Permanent Joint Board on Defence) 
and the assumption by Canada of responsibility for continuing the wildcatting 
Programme, to be accompanied by a public declaration by the Canadian 
Government of its plans for the development of the Canadian north. 
:Mit:'HICKERSON thought there might be good possibilities for an agreement 

01 such a nature. 

•
gENERAL ROBINS, pursuing this thought, outlined the terms under which 

ens government might look with favour on the assumption by the Canadian 
Government of responsibility for continuing the development. He would be 
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happy to seethe Canadian Government assume Iinperial's position, taking over 
from the United States'all equipment and rigs without any cash consideration, 
and, over and above the strategic reserve, undertaking to give the United States 
a fifty per cent interest, in any additional oil proved through 'subsequent 
drilling. He added that United States expenditure on development totalled 
above $15,000,000, of which aPproximàtely $7,000,000 had been expended 
through Imperial and approximately $8,000,000 represented transportation 
expenses chargeable to production. 

DR; CLARK asked 'whether it would b à .  an  advantage or an embarrassment 
to the United States Gévernment if the Canadian Government were to assume 
United States exploration  costs to date: - 

MR. HICKEFtSON 'replied that this proposal required consideration. The 
difficulty vias that the exploration césts would look small against the total 
expenditure of $134,000,000. - • - 

MR. ROBERTSON suggested that it would be difficult to devise a scheme of 
mônetary compensation that wàuld stand up to public criticism in both 
countries. - • 

f 	 • 
■ 

GENERAL ROBINS, in , response to a suggestion that the Canadian 
Government might purchase the equipment in the field from the United States 
Government, said that one.difficulty was that Imperial Oil now had option to 
buy all equipment in the field  and  negotiations would have to be conducted 
with them: - • • 	 • 

DR. CLARK suggested that the figure of 50,000,000 barrels appeared to 
have some "ocular" value and, in the formula to govern creation of a strategic 
reserve, this figure might be employed in relation to the maximum amount to 
be set aside. .• 

MR. HICKERSON suggested that 50,000,000 ba irrels would more properly be 
doniidered à minimum; he agreed that the figure posSessed "ocular" value. 

DR. CLARK stiggested that the figure might be disproportionate, considering 
the size of the field. 

GENERAL ROBINS then Proposed that, in conjunction with an assumption by 
the Canadian Gôvérnment of the drilling contiact, the Canadian Government 
might agree to maintain 50% of the proven supply for strategic purposes. 

DR. CLARK contended that this might ruin the commercial possibilities. 
_GENERAL ROBINS then pointed to the urgent ,  importance of an early 

revision of the Imperial contract. He explained that his government was  no"  

concerned solely with the arca on which their rigs were located. 
MR. -  ROBERTSON -closed the discussions by indicating that the two 

governments now had a better understanding of each other's problems and the 

Canadian Government; for its part, fully understood the urgency of the 

situation. Obviously, careful thought by the Canadian Government was  

required. As soon as the Canadian Government was ready to put forward a 
concrete proposa.  I, it wôuld let the United States Government know. 
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..10. 'Report of Discussions on the Technical Aspects of the Proble m' MR. JACKSON stated that, although at the December meeting it had beenagreed that ' General Worsham should be immediately instructed to supply a
geological report to General Foster, this report had not yet been received

. Heemphasized that , it was ~ essential for his Department to have all available
information as quickly as possible . ~ GENERAL PECKHAM promised to check
with General Robins to make sure that instructions had been sent to General
Worsham to release the information to General Foster .

MR . GIBSON pointed out that Dr. Hage of the Department of Mines and
Resôurces, who had been detailed to take over Dr

. Stewart's work as the
Department's representative and deputy to General Foster at Norman Wells,had reported that the United States officer in charge of exploratory operations
there felt that he could not allow Dr

. Hage access to geological informationwithout specific authorization from General Worsham. COLONEL GRALING
thought that possibly the explanation was that the officer in question had not
been officially notified of Dr. Hage's appointment . He said that he would lookinto the matter.

MR:'JACicSON said that he had some difficulty in reconciling the figure of$17,000,000 charged to prospecting and developing new wells at Norman in
the Truman Committee's Report with the $2-3,000,000 estimate given by theUnited ; States representatives at the meeting in December

. GENERALPECKHAM
explained that the latter figure covered merely the cost of

wildcatting . The $17,000,000 included, in addition to the costs of drilling,equipment and transportation, some $2,000,000 not yet spent . He could not atthe moment furnish a detailed breakdown of the figure . COLONEL GRALINGsugg es t ed that the Off Continent Field Progress Report on the Canol Project,which . the . Department of Mines and Resources received monthly, would
prohably give a rough breakdown .

' GROUP CAPTAIN HANNA pointed out that under the present contract andwith only., a 4N pipeline, it would take the United States over a year after the
completion of the project to secure delivery of the first 1,500,000 barrels of oilat 1

1,25, GENERAL PECKHAM said that this was not quite correct, since4 00,000 barrels have already been purchased during the construction period .In reply to a question by Mr . Jackson, GENERAL PECKHAM stated that he
had no idea of the value of the equipment now in the field, but that GeneralRobins could probably supply the information .
'' When asked whether United States equipment at Norman Wells could
made available to any other agent than Imperial Oil , GENERAL PECKHAM said

ment .that United States Army regulations
However, Imperial has the option to purchase the equ pmentuat Norman wh

n
it is no longer required by the United States and negotiations would have to b'
oridûcted with them before it could be made available to any other party . e' G ROUP CAPTAIN HANNA asked whether the proposed 60,000,000 barre l

foreNe would be used solely for defence purposes or whether it could be used
such operations as maintenance work on the Alaska Highway . GENERAL



to resuming conversations . - . ~

PECKHAM stated that ' the latter would come within the definition of "military

purposes" . GROUP CAPTAIN HANNA then suggested that if a large field was
not discovered, the United States might be using up the strategic rese rve for

purely routine purposes . The United States representative thought that this was

rather . unlikely, if oil could be brought in from the United States at a lower

c ost than that for which it could be produced at Norman Wells.

MR. 'JACicsoN asked whether an ~éps~arearyGENE
RAL PYRONO saidyth

the
atUnited States outside the Norma n

operations had been confined within ~O,~mile radius of
drilling operations

GENERAL PECKHAM added that the six upon which

had been halted - pending revision of the Loon Creék ÉxteGnsion #1,Seepage Lake #1, Raider Island #1, Loon C Mr. Jackson,
Mack #2 and Ray's Creek #l : In reply to contract would
General • Peckham said that the proposed new cont
apply to the area around and adjacent to Norman Wells .

lls at Norman, ând lhe
that the 60,000,000 barrels should come from the
thought that the Company hoped to be able to su L~nmost o r

Creekpstructure, rfor
wells on new locations - from the promising

instance.
MR. GIBSON inquired if any cognizance had been taken of the po ld i hat

t hat oil of different quality might be discovercd. GENERAL PYRON s a

the possibility of finding , heavier oil was a risk which had to be taken in
wildcatting operations in that area, although it was reasonable to suppose that
fields in close proximity to Norman Wells would be fairly consistent in qo

st`tofofUnited States representatives could give no estimate of th e
maintaining the 4" pipeline, since there was no past experience on

time
base it. There was no record of a p ipel ine being operated for any length of

under such temperature conditions as prevail in Northwestern Canada .
th e

' 10. At 4:30 p.m
.

the two sections of the meeting reassembled .n
ativest w uld

discussion, MR. RosERTSON stated that the Canad ian repres e

have to give further consideration to the problem, and the views of h
th e
ad clarified

would have to be obtained . As soon as the Canad i an governmen t
own position, the United States authorities would be approached with a vie

w

The meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

mce g
Council Chamber on Thursday. February 17th, 1944, at 11 a .m .
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Present: ; 

The Prime Minister (Mr. King), in the Chair, 
The Minister of Mines and Resources (Mr. Crerar), 
The Minister of National Defence (Mr. Ralston), 
The Minister of National Defence for Air (Mr. Power), 
The Minister of finance (Mr. Ilsley), 
The Minister of Transport (Mr. Michaud), 
The Minister of National Defence for Naval Services (Mr. Macdonald), 
The Minister of Justice (Mr. St. Laurent). 

The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mr. Robertson), 
The Secretary to the Cabinet (Mr. Ileeney). 

Development in Northwest Canada  (Cano!): U.S. War Department; 
Imperial Oil Limited 

1. THE SECRETARY submitted and read a memorandum prepared in the 
Privy Council Office in consultation with the Department of Mines and 
Resources and External Affairs. Copies of the memorandum were circulated. 

= The memoradum may be summarized as follows: 
The U.S. War Department had recently advanced certain tentative 

proposals for the modification of existing arrangments which involved the re-
negotiation of their agreements with Imperial Oil Limited. 

The chief of these proposals were: that the United States continue, for the 
duration of the war, their agreement to purchase crude petroleum from 
Imperial Oil at the rate of 3,000 to 4,000 barrels per day at fixed prices; that 
their "wildcatting" agreement with Imperial Oil be terminated; and that a 
"strategic reserve" of 60,000,000 barrels be created in the area for the military 
use of the United States. 

These proposals, and the prospect of an early discovery of oil resources of 
wide extent, raised large questions of Canadian government policy which 
related to the whole development of Northwestern Canada. 

It appeared to be in the Canadian interest that the U.S. government be 
enabled to withdraw from their present position which contained elements 
which might lead to friction later on. From this point of view an attempt should 
be Made to meet the U.S. War Department in the matter of a strategic reserve, 
the mainteriance of such a reserve for continental defence not being inconsist-
ent with Canadian policy. 

Four tracts of oil land were involved: two of which were at present being 
develope by Imperial Oil. It was suggested that a reserve of 32,500,000 
barrels be created on these two tracts; that on the third tract, as yet 
undevelopvu---2, fifty percent of the oil, being the Canadian government's share 
under existing regulations, be set aside; and that an additional reserve of from 
teri -tôtv,venty percent of the oil discovered in the fourth tract be added to the 
reserve. 

These reserves, it was suggested, could be at the sole disposal of the 
Canadian.  government, and would be made available to the United States in 
accordance with Canadian government policy regarding continental defence. It 
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might be stipulated as the objective of the Canadian government to establish a 
military reserve of 60,000,000 barrels or more. 

An arrangement of this sort raised the whole question of future development 
in the Northwest and the difficult problem of the relationship of the 
government to the exploitation of oil resources: In this connection four possible 
policies had been considered: . 
(a) independent exploitation by private companies under government 

regulation; 
(b) exploitation by a single private company under government regulation; 
(c) exploitation by companies in Which the government would hold an 

interest; and, 
(d) direct government development. 	•  

A decision on the question of policy outlined above must ultimately be taken 
by the government.- 

At the present moment, drilling crews are standing by (on the third tract), 
and in regard  atleast to the drilling programme, U.S. authorities are pressing 
for a decision by the Canadian government. If it is not possible for the 
government to reach an, early decision, without unduly committing itself in 
regard to the larger issues involvéd, the immediate situation might be met by 
an undertaking on the part of the government to' : 
(a) maintain or cause to be maintained a strategic reserve as heretofore 

described; 	 , 	- 
(b) assume financial responsibility for the completion of the drilling of the six 

wells, now temporarily suspended, on terms to be decided in due course by the 
Canadian government. 

	

(Secretary's note, Feb. 16, 1944 	C.W.C. document 716).t 
2. MR. HEENEY reported that; since the memorandum had been prepared, 

the U.S. government had indic:ated that they would be agreeable to an 

arrangement whereby the War Department would continue drilling outside the 

Norman field (already authorized), the Canadian government to own the wells 
so drilled and one-half of the oil discovered to constitute "a United States 

military reserve."„It had been intimated that the United States would be 
equally agreeable to the reserve belonging to the Canadian government, subject 
to one-half of, the oil being available for U.S. inilitary requirements. 

(External Affairs memoradum, Feb. 15, 1944)./ 
3. THE MINISTER  OF  MINES ,  AND RESOURCES commented upon the 

memorandum submitted, and described the position of the Canadian 

government  in  relation to the US. undertakings, the rights of Imperial Oil 
Limited;and the future development of the Northwest. 

Pit:sent indications were that a vCry large field of oil might exist throughout 
the  Mackenzie  River basin. The Canadian government could not afford to 

countênance the alienation' of such an important national resource to a foreign 

country, nor allovi it to pass to corporations controlled outside of Canada. 
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4
.-THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that the people of Canada would expecttheir government to protect the national interest in any large resources of oilwhich might result from the further exploration of the Canadian Northwest

.From this point
of view, it appeared that government policy should b

edirected toward the termination of .U.S. activities in these oil properties and toproviding for their development under Canadian auspices .
It might be that immediate action should be taken along the lines of the

final paragraphs of the,memorandum submitted
. The advice of the Economic

Advisory Committee should be obtained on the long range questions as to the
means to be adopted for the further exploitation and development of the area

.S
.' THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS obse rvedthat the argument which was being advanced to support U

.S . claimssubstantial position in the Middle Eastern oil fields, namely that
U.S . oilresources had been ' seriously depleted for the war purposes of other United

Nations, notably Great Britain, had not yet been applied to the Canoldevelopment
. Access to the oil resources of the world was likely to become aserious international issue

. It would be unfortunate if a Canadian oil field were
to become the subject of similar contentions between Canada and the UnitedStates .

$'Consideration might be given in relation to present problems ofunder discussion between U .S. and Canadian treasuries,pto the reimbu
exchange,

sem nt
to the United States of their costs in the Norman area upon exploration anddrilling .
6

. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE agreed that it was desirabl ethe United States should withdraw from the Northwest and that overnmeat
poliey should be directed to that end. g nt
= Any undertaking with regard to the maintenance of a "strate ic reserve" l'the area shoûld, however, be very carefully scrutinized from theg point of viewof the extent of the obligation to the Canadian government . Possibly 'United; Stat~ ' should . be allowed to continue their drillin endi theexamination of this question. g, p ng an
T

h
è problems involved might profitably be examined b aCOmPosed of, the Ministers of Mines and Resources, Justtce and Tranmit iet

with the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Secretar ~Minister of y. The
Ottawa, Munitions and Supply could be consulted upon his return to

7*
THE :WAR COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed to the e sment, of the' sub-committee proposed by Mr. Ralston, with a view a olt its

repo~éng and submitting recommendations at as early a date as ssible .Meeting adjourned at 1 :10 p .m .
po
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' -,Extrait du procès-vérbal du Comité de guerre .  du Cabinet 
Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

MOST SECRET 	' 	 [Ottawa,]  February 22, 1944 

• • • 

' 	OIL DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHWEST CANADA (CANOL); 
U.S. WAR DEPARTMENT; IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED 

24. THE SECRETARY submitted and read a report of the sub-committee 
appointed at the meeting of February 17th. Copies of the report were 
circulated. 

(Report of sub-committee, Feb. 22, 1944 — C.W.C. document 721).t 
25. THE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES pointed out that while action 

along the lines recommended by the sub-c,ommittee's report offered a solution 
of immediately prissing questions, the principal problem of policy, namely, the 
method to be adopted for development of the oil resources of the whole area 
would still remain for consideration. 
26. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after consideration of the sub-committee's report 

and considerable discussion, agreed: 
(1) that the policy ,of the government should be directed to facilitating the 

early withdrawal of the United States from activities in Northwest Canada in 
connection with the discovery and production of oil; 
(2) (a) that the government agree to maintain or cause to be maintained, in 

the Canadian Northwest, for purposes of continental defence, a strategic 
reserve of oil to consist, in the field already proven, of 20 to 30 million barrels, 
and in fields to be proven, of a percentage of the oil discovered with the stated 
object of achieving a total reserve of 60 million barrels; 

(b) that the use and extent of the said strategic reserve should be determined 
on the advice of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence in relation to need and 
total supply, it being understood that oil from the reserve made available to 
Us. forces would be provided at cost, plus an appropriate fee per barrel; 
(c) that, upon termination of existing U.S. agreements with Imperial Oil 

Limited for exploration and drilling; the government undertake responsibility 
for the continuance of drilling now in progress; 

(d) that the arrangements set cut in (a), (b) and (c) above, should not affect 

the supply of oil to the U.S. War Department, for the duration of the war, as 

provided in existing contracts; and, 
(e) that the U.S. government be informed in the sense of the foregoing 

paragraphs in a communication to be approved by the Ministers of Mines and 

Resources, National Defence, Munitions and Supply, and Justice. 
THE WAR COMMITTEE also noted the further recommendation of the sub-

committee that the method of future oil development in the Northwest be 
considered as an urgent and important matter of government policy. 
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DEA/463-N-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresau secrétaire, le Comité de guerre du Cabinet -"

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary, Cabinet War Committee3 1

CONFIDENTIAL:

Yours sincerely ,
[N. A. ROBERTSON ]

Ottawa, March 2, 1944.

The United States Ambassador left with me this morning the enclosed note .
It is = a draft f eply and counter-proposal to the Prime Minister's letter of
February 25th regarding the disposition of United States oil exploration and
drilling activities in the Northwest Territories

. In giving me this memorandum,Mr. Atherton said that his Government would like to have an opportunity of
discussing, with representatives of our Government, the points on which his
Government's counter-proposals differed from the plan we had put forward.
He thought such discussions would be expedited if we had available a
preliminary indication of the United States approach to the question . They
were anxious to discuss the question at our early convenience, and would be
prepared to, have General Robins and Mr . Hickerson come to Ottawa wheneverwe ;were, ready . to talk to them. He hoped that Monday, March 6th, might
prôve a possible date for such a meeting .

Dear Mr . Heeney,

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Méntorandunt de l'ambassade des États- Unis

Memoranduat front Embassy of United States

[Ottawa, February 29, 1944]

It,is agreed that an early withdrawal of our Government from activities in
Northwest Canada in connection with the discovery and production of oil
should be arranged and that a strategic reserve of oil should be established in
the Canadian Northwest for the purposes of continental defence. It is believed
that the stâted objective for this reserve should be not less than 120 millionbatrels . ' '

United States agrees that the use of this strategic rese rve should be
determined by the Canadian Government on the advice from time to time of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence in relation to need and total supply, the

~'La note auivante était écrite sur cette copie du document :The following
note was written on this copy of the document:Similar letter and enclosure sent to Hon. C. D . Howc, Ministcr of Munitions andSupply Non . T. A . Crerar, Minister of Min es and Resources Dr. Charles Camscll,Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources Dr. W . C . Clark, Deputy Minister ofFinance.
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portion ~ to be °allocated to United States forces to be not less than one-half

thereof. , ,.

United States ; will terminate . its existing agreements . with Imperial Oil

Limited for exploration and drilling in the Canadian Northwest and will
transfer ownership of the building, installations,

I
drilling and other equipment

and supplies used or destined for use in such explorations and drilling to the
Canadian Government and/or Imperial Oil Limited . The Canadian Govern-

ment will conduct or cause to be conducted such further drilling as may b e
ble of

required in the Norman Wells field to, make and keep the field
aStatesUnite d

delivering at,least 4 thousand barrels of oil per
d

y to
Government, for the duration of the present, war ; and will undertake the
responsibility and conclude arrangements for the continuance of exploration
and drilling outside the already,proven, field with the stated object of achieving

the total reserve of 120 million barrels .
'All oil withdrawn by the United States for the duration of the war under

existing agreements , and thereafter from the strategic rese rv e, will be provided

at cost plus a fee of 15¢ Canadian currency per barrel .

Either Government may make available any or all of its portion of i
atn 5

the
strategic reserve to the other Government for military p po

Canadian currency per barrel .
As oil is discovered in areas outside the already proven are teserve of 5020~1

thereof will be placed in the strategi c objectivehis reached, the United
million barrels is attained . ;Unti1 this stated portion of the
States will have a preferential right to

f~ohm the already proven area .
rese rve an amount up to 30 million barrel s

The Canadian Government agrees that after the United States dniposes of

the pipeline and refinery facilities as provided in the exist ing agreemes :
(a) . the owners and/or lessees thereof will permit the facilitieW ; hai w n f~ m

equitable terms, for the transportat ion and refining
orttheodistribution of the

thestratcgic reserve for Un i ted States forces ; and
products derived therefrom.

hat the owncrs' and/or lessees of all works, installations and facr'of(b) t
the Canol project shall be granted adequate enjoyment of the s i tes, rights
way, anda ripa rian rights required for satisfactory utilization thereof.

of notes as to the

d~spos~t~o
n ~ (c) _ that the of prov the isions of the August 14=15, 1942 exchangc

o

pipeline" shall apply also to theSkagway-Whitehorse p'~pe .
gasoline dist ribution lincs to Watson Lake and Fairbanks.

JICanada, RecUstldes rrolrii. 1 942, M 24. ~
Canada, Tr tary Ss►ics,1942. No. 24 .
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OIL DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHWEST CANADA 
12. THE SECRETARY, referring to the discussion at the meeting of February 

22nd, reported that the War Committee's decision had not been satisfactory to 
the U.S. government who, in turn, had advanced certain counter-proposals 
which were not acceptable to Canada, since they involved a strategic reserve of 
120 Million barrels and a firm allocation of half that amount to  the United 

s In the circumstances, further consideration had been given to the earlier 
proposal of the U.S. War Department for a re-negotiation of their contract 
with Imperial Oil Limited. 

(Privy Council Office memoranda, March 8 and 9, 1944)," 
13. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY said that the U.S. 

government wished to make an agreement with Imperial to obtain the supply, 
during the war, of 3,000 to 4,000 barrels of oil daily and to secure to the U.S. 
War Department the right to purchase an additional 60,000,000 barrels, if the 
company brought in a field of sufficient extent to justify further development 
and the construction of a larger pipeline. 
- Such an agreèment would require modification by the government of the 

wartime 'regulations under which Imperial now operated and by which the 
government retained a fifty percent interest in new fields discovered by the 
Company: Such onerous conditions had been possible only because the U.S. 
War Department,. under their agreement with Imperial, paid all the Company's 

Sinée the 'U.S. 'government now wished to withdraw from all exploratory 
and drilling operations, the Government should modify the regulations to 
provide only. for the normal ten or twelve percent royalty, so as to make it 
Possible for. Imperial to go on with the program of development. 

In.view of the  serious world shortage of oil, and particularly the constant 
difficulti"Of obtaining Canadian requirements from the United States, the 
gov*ernmenCcould not well adopt any policy which would prevent the 
continuince of development of the Northwest fields. The only practicable 
method >of obtaining such development was to make it possible for Imperial to 
continie:i and sanction the re-negotiation of thcir contract with the United 
Statetiii I 

; — 

niske trouvélNot located. 
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14. , THE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES felt that any arrangement 
with a private oil company which had the effect of granting monopoly rights 
and which involved large reduction of 'governinent interest by the revision of 
existing regulations would arouse serious public criticism. 

Negotiations with the United States upon Canol should be related directly 
to all other U.S. defence expenditures in Canada with a view to effecting a 
general settlement which would be final and terminate U.S. interests in 
Northern oil development once and for all. 

The matter of the re-negotiation of the U.S. contract with Imperial and the 
revision of the regulations was inextricably linked to the major question of the 
policy to bé adopted by the government for the development of Northern 
resou rces. 

15. TIIE WAR CommtrrEE, after further discussion, agreed to defer decision 
pending further consideration of the subject. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 

905. 	 PCO 

Extra:  du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

MOST SECRET 	 [Ottawad March 15, 1944 

OIL DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHWEST CANADA (CANOL) 
9. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY referred to the discussions in 

War Committee on March 10th, 1944, and stressed the need for an early 
decision. 

10. TIIE DEPUTY MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES reported that 
exploration'of the oil field would probably take six to seven years and cost $25 
millions. Subsequently, if the field should be sufficiently large to justifY 
development, expenditure in the nature of $60 millions for the construction of 
a new  pipeline  would be required. 

-The speculative nature of this expenditure made Imperial Oil Limited 
reluctant to operate under:present arrangements whereby the government 
received a fifty percent royalty. On the other hand, because of the short season 

and geographical conditions involving high costs for exploration, drilling and 

transportation, a satisfactory solution might be achieved by the adoption of a 
sliding scale of government royalty payments based upon the normal rates for 

such operations. At the same time, any permit for exploration would be limited 

to one million acres and Imperial Oil might be granted one or possibly two 

such permits. A recapture clause should be included to protect the position o f 
 the government in the event of any unforeseen development taking place. The 

obligation would also be placed upon Imperial Oil to construct a "common-

carrier" pipeline if the field justified it. 
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11 . THE PRIME MINISTER referred to the necessity for development of
natural resources in a manner to serve the public interest . It appeared that, in
the existing circumstances, it would be inadvisable for the government to
undertake directly the exploratory work involved

. The Minister of Mines and
Resources had, however, referred to the possibility of developing the field
through a company in which the government held a financial interest .°12. MR. HOWE pointed out that such a course might handicap the proposed
development . Unless it met with early success, public opinion would be likely to
question the expenditure of the large sums of government money that would be
required for exploration and development.
. The grant to Imperial Oil of a permit of the type indicated by Dr. Camsell

would not create monopoly conditions since, if an adequate field were proven,
much territory would remain for exploration and development by other
companies .

13 . THE WAR COM M I TTEE, after further discussion, agreed:
(a) that the Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources be requested to submit,

in the light of the discussion, for further consideration, new regulations for oil
development in the Northwest ;
(b),

that the Secretary, in consulation with the Deputy Minister of Mines and
Resources, prepare a memorandum based upon the foregoing discussions ; and
(c) that the United States be informed that the Canadian government was

exploring the possibility of arrangements which would make it possible for the
United States to re-ncgotiate its contracts with Imperial Oil .

906 .

Minutes of llteeting" on Cvnol Development

DEA/463-N-7-40
Procès-verbal d'une réunion" sur le développement Canol

SECRET Ottawa, March 25, 1944
MINUTES OF A M EETING HELD IN OTTAWA, MARCEI6-7 , 1944,

A I N DEVELOPMENT
Representat' f •

TO DISCUSS TNE C

of th
e United States an dc

anadian -Governmentsmet in the Conference nRoom
theu4 'u t

External Affairs, Ottawa, at 4 p.m. on Monday, March 6, to discuss the latest
proPosals on the Canol question embodied in the Prime Minister's letter to theU°' ted ' S ta tes 'Ambassador of February 25f and Mr . Atherton's informal
memorandûm of February 29 . The following took part in the discussions :•~~ : . :~ ,.
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, ~. United States
- t . . . . . , . i ~ . . : " . ~ a . ' , . . " . '

Mr . Lewis Clark, First Secreta ry, United States Embassy -
Colonel F. J. Graling, Milita ry Attachi, United States Embassy

Colonel D. A . Burchinal, United States Embass y
, •a it . ,_ ' . •

. . ,

Mr. J . D . Hickerson, State Departmen t
Mr. J. H . Amberg, Office of the Under Secretary of Wa r

Major General T. M . Robins, Assistant Chief of Engineers, United States Army

Brigadier General H .1.. Peckham, Office Quartermaster General ,
United States Arm y

Brigadier General W . Pyron, Oil Consultant, United States Arm y

, ;,Canadaq 1 . ; _, ,, ,, .
Mr. N. A . Rôbertson, Under Secreta ry of State for External Affairs
Mr. J. E. Read, Legal Adviser, Department of External Affair s

Mr . R . M . Macdonnell, Department of External Affairs .
.Miss B. M . Bridge, Department of External Affairs

Mr. A. D . P. Hceney, Secretary; Cabinet War Committce
Wing Commander P . A. Cumyn, Secreta ry , Interdepartmental Panel on Join t

Defence Projecw , " ; , ; ; , . r .
.

Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance
. ~ . . . r = ., . ._ .., . .

Commander C. P. Edwards, Deputy Minister of Transport
( ' i , . . .

Dr. C. Camsell, Deputy Minister of Mines and Resourc~s
,

Mr . C . W. Jackson, Executive Assistant to the Deputy Minister of
Mines and Resources

Mr. R. A . Gibson, Deputy Commissioner, Northwest Territories Council

Dr. J . S . Stewart, Department of Mines and Resource s., . :, . .

Colonel J . H . Jenkins, Director,of Military Operations and Plans, .Department of

National Defence (Atmy)

Group Captain W . F. Hanna, Director of Plans, Department of
National Defence (Air ).~ • ~~ ., ;

2 . MR. H1ctcERSON explained that the counter proposal put forward in Mt
Atherton's memorandum had not been approved by either the War . or Stae
Depa rtment, but was ' somethtng which he and his colleagues thought could be

recommended to their Departments . It was their view that it would be desirable

to reach agreément in substance before embarking on any further correspond'

ence, and for. this reason the United States reply to the Canadian proposals had
been sent as an informal memorandum rather than an official note or letter

.

3 . In ' the general discussion'which followed, it was evident that the principal

objections to the United States counter proposal, from the
Canadian point of

view, were (a) the objective of 120 million barrels (double the nadiabÿ

figure) set for, the reserve, (b) the method of setting up the reserv es

placing in the strategic reserve at least 50R6 of the oil discovered in areas

outside the proven 1 field, which, it was, felt, would seriously prejudice, if not

. , . . .~ .
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altogether eliminate, the . possibility of private enterprise undertaking the 
exploitation of the area, and (c) the : implication of a continuing United States 
interest in the oil resources of Northwestern Canada. 
4. Emphasizing that the figure of 120 millions should be considered as an 

objective, not as an actual reserve, MR. H1CKERSON and GENERAL ROBINS 
explained that it had been set in order to give the United States an option to 
buy. 60 million barrels, assuming that the strategic reserve referred to in the 
Prime Minister's note was a joint reserve. 60 million was the amount of the 
known field and also the figure suggested in the proposed new contract with 
Imperial Oil which had been discussed in January, and was, incidentally, 
comparable with the investment of the United States in the development of the 
Norman field. They suggested that if the Canadian figure — 60 million barrels 
— was retained, United States critics would immediately argue that at best the 
United States would not get more than 30 million barrels. MR. HEENEY 
countered that, in the ordinary course of operations in the North Pacific, 
United States requirements would be much greater than Canadian, and that, in 
the . circumstances, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence would almost 
cirtainly recommend an allotment to the United States of a proportionate 
order. DR. CLARK commented that this would hardly meet the United States 
objection, since critics would point out that the Canadian Government was not 
bound to accept the recommendation of the Board. MR. HICKERSON admitted 
that the figure 120 million wbuld be troublesome if the field totalled only 300 
million barrels, since, if adhered to, it would make commercial development 
impossible. If a 500 million barrel field was discovered, it would not make 
much difference. In any event, with present facilities for transportation and 
refining, the whole scheme was hypothetical. GENERAL ROBINS suggested that 
an original objective of 120 million barrels be set up and the Permanent Joint 
Board,on Defence left to modify it if the size of the field ultimately proven 
se,emed to make this necessary.  •  

DR. CLARK wondered whether there was any other possible basis for 
determining the size of the strategic reserve, for instance, the present rate of 
oonsuniption in the Alaskan area. GENERAL PYRON could not give offhand an 
exact" figure; bùt expressed the opinion that the requirements of the Navy in 
the Ndrth Pa.cific and of the Alaskan theatre would be in excess of 20,000 bbls. 
per day:the objective which had been set for the exploratory programme. 

DR. CAMSELL pointed out that the larger the reserve set up, the greater the 
difficulty of getting private enterprise to develop the field. 

MR. HEENEY explained that another difficulty from the Canadian point of 
view was thai ii could be represented to the Canadian people that the proven 
field is only 60 million barrels and that the amount to be allocated to the 
United States is thereforé equal to the known resources. He foresaw great 
difficulty' in:raising the size of the reserve to 120 million barrels, with 60 
millions the United States share, and in defining the nature of the right of the 
United States with respect to the purchase of this oil. He wondered whether 
s.'me of the United States criticism could be met by deleting the word "extent" 
m the çanadian note and adding a proviso to the effect that the United States 

1471 
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should have an allotment equal to at least half of the rese rv e . MR . HICKERSON

said that the United States regarded a * definite figure as essential .

5 . MR.' ROBER'['SON stated that the features which troubled him most were

the ' indefinite ' term of the arrangement and the foreign policy implications of a

firm allocation to the United States i of a - right to buy, regardless of the

circumstances. He was not sure what the long term implications would be, or

'would be thoùght to be, of an indefinite contingent assignment of this sort for

strategic purposes under the aegis of the Permanent Joint oard o
n UnitedStatesand Canadafvis~à-

Also, what would be the implicat ions for the

vis a third - power? He felt that it would be an advantage if we could get

something more definite and with' a time limit . He added that the ultimate

tcsponsibility' for the` development of the field must rest with the Canadian

Governmerit . That responsibility covered not-only current use but rate of future

development and extent of the rese rve .

6 . DR. CLARK asked whether there was any other approac h
the reimbursement

made. The only alternative which had occurred to h i m ent
of the United States for drilling costs . MR.HICKERSON

ad his colea
tha t

guesh réresnot
approach seemed the only pract icable one. He

much attracted to the alternative suggested by Dr. Clark .

MR. RosER''SON inquired whether an aggressive develspae es nt
polic y

imé tsassurance of no t discrimination would meet Un ited q

Mr.Hickerson thought not .

7 . , After considerable general and inconclusive discussion the
with a

adjou rned to give the two delC8at ions an opportun ity to meet separately
view to exploring the possibilities of reconciling the i r d ivergent views .

8. The meeting, reconvened at 10 :30 a .m. Tuesday, March 7 . Opening the

discussion, MR. ROBERTSON stated that the Canadian Government
ôf th

not
e y~ 1

decided what would be the best sort odondomestic
forward in the Primeresources in the Northwest. The suggestions pu t

Minister's letter represented what it was hoped might be an i â fr~ l t
solution

ies but
which would be a definitive answer to the present Un i ted States ive further
which would at the same time enable the Canadian letter left

in exploitation . Th e
consideration to the questions of pol icy in P

open . what positive steps the Canadian Government would takeh~r wôat
instrument it . would , use . in carrying out the undertakings

briefly the
assume. He suggested that it m i ght be useful , to consider agai ng

various solutions which, have been proposed :
do so. . f ,(a) .Malntenonce oja stralegic reserve by the Canadian Government

If the Canadian Government took a direct responsibility,
it could only

along the lines suggested in the Prime Minister's letter .
erial Oil

(c) (slc) Renegotiation of the United States contract with Im ârtime deliveries

MR: ROBERTSON pointed out that under this~sn`m~atedw n the Canadian
th eto the United States would be` the

n~ ~ States would have been out
:mentsproposal . He asked whetherth

e development field ascompletely under this scheme as under the
arrangements
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outlined in Mr. King's letter. MR. NICKERSON and GENERAL ROBINS replied 
in .the affirmative, -- the United States would -be merely a purchaser of oil 
from Imperial." Standard Oil of California would continue to operate the 
pipeline for the War Department. MR. ROBERTSON remarked that what was 
really involved, then, was an option to buy on the part of the War Department 
and an undertaking to sell, as and when available, on the part of the company, 
with s no, commitment beyond considerations of the market. There was no 
question of acceis or guaranteed development. He inquired whether, if such an 
arrangement could be worked out, the original intergovernmental agreement 
■vo-uld stand. MR. NICKERSON replied that basically it would, with one or two 
minor alterations such as incorporating the feeder pipelines along the Alaska 
Highviay in the Canol project and clarifying the position with respect to right-
Of-way. The new contract would also have to be approved by both governments, 
possibly in an exchange of notes. MR. ROBERTSON added that, if the United 
States made a long term contract with option to purchase, they would want 
some assurance of freedom from export restrictions and of freedom of delivery 
thiough existing facilities. This should probably be done through an exchange 
of notés which might also provide for unrestricted access to tidewater across 
United 'States territory of any pipeline required by the commercial develop-
ment O1' the field. 

MR. ROBERTSON went on to say that he thought that some of the objections 
ia the propo.  sed contract might be removed by stripping the language of all 
political significance and couching it in as nearly commercial terms as possible. 
GENERAL ROBINS suggested that this could be done by redrafting paragraph 5 
of the letter of intent (Appendix A )' — by, for instance, deleting the phrase 
"for militaiy purposes" and dropping or modifying the concluding sentence so 
asto . meet the C.anadian objection to any suggestion of United States 
ownership of oil in Canada. MR. AMBERG thought that the difficulty presented 
by the figure of 60,million barrels could be largely eliminated by setting aside 
30  million  barrels in the proven field and 10% of future discoveries until a total 
of 60 'million's had been reached. After considerable discussion, paragraph 5 
was redrafted as follows, as a possible  basis of agreement: 
,(5),,That on the termination of said Contract No. W-412-ENG-52, the 

contractor will give to the government of the United States the continuing right 
to pirchase' for its own use and not for resale crude petroleum up to 30 million 
12.arre4 fro'm the proven field and an additional amount up to 30 million barrels 
Initn-su_ch.  Other fields as may bc proven under leases and permits now or 

"La note suivante était dans l'original: 
The following footnote was in the original: 

Mt Nickerson and General Pyron explained that the figure of 4,000 bbls. daily 
delivery mentioned in the proposed new contract with Imperial could be reconciled 
with the figure of 3,000 represented as the carrying capacity of the pipeline in the 
exchange of notes as follows — the flow through the pipeline could not be 
maintained at a uniform rate of 3,000 bbls. per day. For two months in the summer 
4,000 bbls. can be delivered while during the coldest days of winter only 2,000-2,500 
bblx- will flow through the pipe. This gives an all-year-round average of roughly 
3 ,000 bbls. per day. 
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hereafter granted by the Canadian Gôvernment, upon payment by the
~government of actual cost of production in accordance with standard methods
of estàblishing such costs; plus 15 cents Canadian currency per barrel. It is
understood that the additional 30 million barrels will be made available at the
rate of not less than 10% of each new field proven. If such petroleum is not
required by the government, the contractor may obtain release of the
government's right to purchase, in whole or in part, on payment to the
government of the sum of 50 cents Canadian currency per barrel .

COMMANDER EDWARDS and DR . CAMSE LL opposed certain features of this

scheme. They felt' that the pe riod of time during which the United States
should have the right to purchase oil ought to be limited, for instance, to the
life of the existing leases, and also that the area should be more specifically
defined, say to the Mackenzie River area. They objected also to the inclusion
of the provision with regard to release of the United States Government's right
to purchase upon payment by the contractor of 50 cents Canadian currency per
barrel . Commander Edwards was of the opinion that, while no doubt the intent
of the words "under leases and permits now or hereafter granted by the
Canadian Govzrnment" was intended to apply to Impe rial Oil leases, it would
be better if the wording were revised to mention this limitation specifically .

The United States representatives pointed out that Imperial would not
accept the proposals made in the letter of intent unless and until they had
secured a new agreement with thé Canadian Government modifying the
present arrangement which gives the government half of the fields developed
under wartime permits . If renegotiation of the Imperial contract should be
accepted as the most satisfacto ry solution, the problem to be settled is the
arrangement between the Canadian Government and the company. This, as

DR . CAMSELL pointed out, would also involve definition of the policy of the
Canadian Gove rnment with regârd to the exploitation of the area .

GEtvERAt. RôettvS expressed the hope that the Canadian Government would
come to an `eârly decision, since his Government was anxious to proceed with
negotiations for a lower purchase price for the oil at the earliest possible
moment. MR. RoBERTSON ' said that the question would be brought to the
attention of the Cabinet immediately and that he would advise the United
States Government as soon as a decision had been reached . The United States
representatives agreed tomake no further approach to Imperial until they
informed of this decision . Meanwhile, the War Department would cancel its
contract with'the Noble Drilling Company at once and withdraw the crews

from the field .
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; ..0IL DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHWEST CANADA (CANOL) 
1: THE SECRETARY submitted a memorandum based upon the discussion at 

the meeting of March 15th and prepared in consultation with the Deputy 
Minister, of Mines and Resources, also a report prepared by Dr. Camsell 
containing proposals put forward after conversations with officials of Imperial 
Oil Limited. Copies of these documents had been circulated. 

(Memorandum from the Secretary and the Deputy Minister — C.W.C. 
document 743 and memorandum from the Deputy Minister — C.W.C. 
document 744, March 28, 1944).' 
2. THE MINISTER AND DEPUTY MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES 

commented on and explained the proposals set out in Dr. Camsell's memoran-
dum for arrangements with Imperial Oil for production and development. 
3. THE WAR COMMITTEE, after consideration of the report submitted, 

agreed that the Deputy Minister prepare, for consideration by Council, a 
submission containing  the  following conditions: 
(1) With respect to the proven field (approx. 5,000 acres): 
(a) to be developed as a unit operation; 
(b) government's share agreed at 1/4 (20 million barrels); 
(c) the company to manage the operation; 
(d) the government to pay cost of producing its share plus 10% fee; 
(e) the company to pay a royalty of 5% of its share of oil except such as sold 

to the United States during the war; 
(f) the government to permit its share of oil to be drawn upon up to 10 

million barrels to meet U.S. option; 
(g) the Company to carry on only such development as necessary to meet local 

and U.S. requirements while searching for other fields to prove up 300 million 
barrels. 

(2) With respect to the area under permit outside the proven field (140,000 
acres):.. 

no government participation, the company to have the right to lease such 
areas as it may select; the government not to share, but in lieu thereof to be 
paid royalties as follows: 
(a) VA% for the first 5 years, 

10% for the second 5 years, 
12V2% for the third 5 years, 
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15% for the fourth 5 years,
plus 10 % of the net profits, or, .,,

(b) 5% royalty throughout,plus 20% of the company's net profits.

.(3) With respect to new areas in Northwest Territories and Yukon:

new rcgulàtions to be enâcted along the following lines :

(a) Exploratory permits to be granted up to two million acres for period of
three years, with right to extend for further period of three years upon
permittee reducing acreage by 10% in the fourth year, 159'o in the fifth year

and 25% the sixth year, and du ring same years . progressively increasing its

expenditures;
(b) Du ring 'the first three years permittee to spend not less than 20 cents an

: ! . .acre;
(c) At the end of Asixth year permittee will have the right to obtain leases for

any of the area up to 250,000 acres ; ~
(d) Leases would be for 21 years, renewable for further periods of 21 years;

(e) Rental on leases, 50 cents an acre first year, $1 .00 thereafter, royalties to

be credited on rentals over 50 cents an acre ;
(f) Certain permits and leases to be , grouped for the purpose of applying

credits;
+

(g) Royalties . Two rates were suggested :

(1) 5% for the first 5 years,

7'/:96 for the second 5 years,
10% for the third 5 years,
12'/:96 afterwards, or,

(2) 396 the fGrst 5 ycars,
5% the second 5 years,

; 7/:96 the third 5 years;
1096 afterwards ,
plus 1096 of the net profits

. (h) The leasce ôr permittee would be entitled to build and operate a
pipeline

and for the purposes thereof to use any roads and, as well , would
pipelinee~ô lld t

e
a free right of way for the pipeline over Crown lands . The p

operated as a common camer. ,

(i) The ,Government-,will have the right to . take over all or any Péof at th e
areas leased by the Company and pay the Company the value

thereof
to

time they were taken over . Failing an agreement as to price, comp

be fixed by the Exchequer Court. ë- r-
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908: 	 DEA/463-N-40 
Le secrétaire d'État .  aux Affaires extérieures 

* à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Ambassador of United States 

Ottawa, April 28, 1944 

Excellency, 
With reference to previous communications concerning the extension of the 

fuel supply for the United States Army in Alaska and Northwestern Canada, I 
have the honour to transmit herewith one copy of an Order in Council (P.C. 
2904) passed on April 27, 1944. This Order authorizes the Minister of Mines 
and Résburces to enter into a defined agreement with the Imperial Oil 
Company of Canada Limited and to prepare and submit for approval new 
petroleum and natural gas regulations for the Northwest Territories and the 
Yukon Territory. „ 

It is understood that the signature of this Order makes it possible for the 
United States authorities to terminate their exploratory and drilling activities 
in Northwestern Canada through the renegotiation of their contract with the 
Company, in question, and that this will be done in the immediate future. 

. It is the intention of. the Minister of Mines and Resources to make an 
explanatory statement in regard to these matters in the House of Commons on 
Monday, May 1, and I understand that the United States authorities will 
refrain  froni thé publication of any pertinent material until that date. 

Accept etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 
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Mémorandum du secrétaire, le groupe de discussion interministériel 
sur les projets de défense mixtes 

Memorandum by Secretary, 
Interdepartmental Panel on Joint Defence Projects . 	. 

• • . 	- 	 [Ottawa,] January 25, 1945 

MEMORANDUM OF A MEETING HELD AT 3:00 P.M. ON 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 25TH, 1945, IN MR. MACDONNELLS 

OFFICE, TO REVIEW UNITED STATES PROPOSALS FOR 

FURTHER DISCUSSIONS — CANOL 
when the follcil;ving were present: Major General 'Foster, Mr. Macdonnell, 
Group Captain Hanna, Mr. Berry," Mr. Jackson, Wing Commander Cumyn. 

I.  The agenda proposed by the United States is attached. It would appear 
that the general.purposes of the United States in proposing this meeting were: 

(a) to set in motion joint discussions  intended to lead to a reduction of United 
States commitments in thé Northwest as ioon as practicable, 

(b) to ensure that the disposition of Canol receives early attention and is not 

left for last moment consideration on the termination of hostilities, 
(c) to set in Motion a preliminary survey, which by implication would be 

jointlY undertaken. 	 - 
2. WhereaS the agenda' advanced by the United States contains reference to 

the future of the Alaskà Highway and of the airfields, it would seem probable 
that these are being brought into •  the discussions for their specific bearing on 
Canol, as sources of a potential demand for oil products; and that it is not the 
intention of the United States to .discuss *their future, independently of their , 
bearing upon Canol itself. 
3. It was considered probable that apart from the question of ultimate 

disposal of the Canol .  facilitites, the United States would wish to discuss the 

diversion of a portion of  the product, during wartime, into the commercial 
market. 	• 	 • 
4. It was noted that the Defence Board have a virtual power of veto on 

dismantlement, and that the final disposal was to be made as follows: 
Cadol — 
"At the termination of hostilities the pipeline and refinery shall be valued by 
two valuers, of whom one shall be named by the United States and one by 

Canada, with power, if they disagree, to appoint an umpire. The valuation shall 
be based upon the then commerical value of the pipeline and the refinery, and 
the Canadian Government shall be given the first option to purchase at the 

amount of the valuation. If the option is not exercised within three months, 

"I H. Berry, président, Comitè de répartition des biens de la Couronne. 
.I. H. Berry, Chairman, Crown Assets Allocation Committee. 
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they may be offered for sale by public tender, with the amount of the valuation
as the'reserve price. In the event 'that neither the Canadian Government nor,
any private company desires to purchase the pipeline and refinery at the agreed
price, the dispostion of both facilities shall be referred to the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence for consideration and recommendation . Additionally, it is
proposed that . both Governments agree that they will not themselves order or
allow the dismantling of either the pipeline or the refinery, nor will they allow
any company which purchases them so to do, unless and until approval for
dismantlement is recommended by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence."

Supplementary pipelines -

"At the termination of the hostilities the two governments agree that at the
request of either government discussions between them shall be undertaken
with a view to reaching an agreement in regard ' to the disposition of this
pipeline and of the storage and loading facilities at Prince Rupert . Addition-
ally, it is proposed that both governments agree that they will not themselves
order or allow the dismantlement of this pipeline or of the facilities mentioned,
nor will they allow their dismantlement by any company which may purchase
them unless and until approval for dismantlement is recommended by the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence ."

5 . In due course, in preparation for the joint appraisal already agreed upon,
the Canadian Government might wish to consider making one or other of the
following arrangements :
(a) a study, by an interdepartmental committee of the various economic and

engineering factors affecting the project and its future, o r
(b) the employment of a firm of petroleum engineers to survey the economic

and engineering aspects with a view to the production of factual information to
serve as a basis for the determination of government policy .

6 .' It was considered that in any agreement resulting from these discussions,
câre' should be taken to avoid commitments as to the basis of eventual
evaluation, i .e. book value, capitalization of earning power, potential market
value, etc.

7 Upon the ass'umption that the United States approach will be along the
lines discussed - above, and that the conversations, will be largely of an
exploratory nature, it was suggested that the attitude taken by the Canadian
officiàls be as follows :
(a) to héar the United States proposals ,
(b) to indicate that whilst Canada had not, so far, undertaken any studies on

the future of Canol, the responsible officials would probably be prepared to
recommend to the Government that an economic and engineering survey be
made,

(c) that Canada would probably not wish to enter into any undertaking for ajoint su rvey, but would wish to obtain the co-operation of the United StatesOfficials,
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(d) that in all probability it`would be the'government's view that the present
agreements should stand, providing for continued control and maintenance by
United States authorities until the end of the war, .

'(é) ~ that ', as regards the , - supplementary 1 pipelines, namely those from

Whitehorse %to ' Fairbanks, Whitehorse to Watson Lake and Skagway to
Whitéhorse, it was noted that these would be the subject of discussion by both

govc rnmcnts 'on'the, termination of ' hostilitics;and the Canadian government

would probably be content ` to let this arrangement stand, and would not feel

that these ' lines should be made the subject of a separate disposal agreement

ahead of the final arrangements for the main Canol undertaking,
(f) as ~ regards . the disposal of . oil products to commercial users, the

government would probably be prepared to .consider arrangements for the
distribution of surplus production to commercial users through such Canadian

companics . as the United States might wish to designate, but that in all

probability it would be necessary to impose controls through the Oil Controller

and provide for the payment of royalties and other revenue.

910.

(l' . A . CUMYN]
~ . . .

DEA/463-N-40

JIlémoraïidunt du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, , ' ' ` ', , , , , 'àu Premier ministre

1tlemorcrndum jrom Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs
' - " to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] January 26,194 5

CANOL DISCUSSION .

The United States Government has askcd for discussions to review the

whole Canol situation and they are sending _ a delegation to Ottawa on January

29thconsisting principally of War Department rcprescntativcs . The talks are

being kept confidcntial . to
$4 We'do not know , whether the United States have any definite proposals l
make; .but there arc indications that thcy would,like to withdraw from

Cthe~e
and tu rn it over to Canada . We shall have to considcr carefully whethe r
is any advantage in departing from the cxisting' agreement which
appraisal of the pipeline and refinery aftcr the war at their then commercial
value.

rJ /A: ROpERTSON J
• •L
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911. 	 DEA/463-N-40 
Procès-verbal d'une réunion 

Minutes of Meeting 

[Ottawad January 29, 1945 

1..A Meeting of United States and Canadian representatives was held in 
6orn 123; East Block, at 10 a.m., Monday, January 29, for the purpose of 

discussing certain modifications which the United States Government would 
like to inake in the existing agreements covering the Canol Project. The 
following participated in the discussions: 

United States 
Hon. Ray Atherton, United States Ambassador to Canada 

" Mr. Lewis Clark,  Counsellor, United States Embassy 
Colonel  F. .J. Graling, Military Attaché, United States Embassy 
Mr. J. G. Parsons, State Department 
Brigadier General Stanley L. Scott, Planning Division, AS F 
Brigadier General F. S. Strong,  Officer Commanding, Northwest Service Command 

, Brigadier General Walter 13. Pyron, Army-Navy Petroleum Board 
° Lt. Col. 13. F. Hake, Fuels and Lubricants Division, OQMG 

Lt. Col. C. G. Ingle, Planning Division, ASF 
: Major C. R. Lovitt, Nonhwest Service Command 

• Mr. Julius 11.  Amberg,  Office of the Secretary of War 
M

• 

r. Edward 13. Swanson, Petroleum Administration for War 
• , 

Canada 
Mr. N. A. Roberuon, Undcr Secretary of State for External Affairs 

.  1  Mr. J. E. Read, Legal Adviser, Department of External Affairs 
Mi. R. M. Maedonnell, Department of External Affairs 

; Miss B. M. Bridge, Department of External Affairs 
Mr: A. D. P. Ileeney, Secretary, Cabinet War Commit= 
Major General W. W. Foster, Special Commissioner for Defence Projects 
in Northwest Canada 

Major General M. A. Pope, Cabinet War Committee Secretariat 
▪Wing Commander P. A. Cumyn, Secretary, Interdepartmental Panel 
• en Joint Defence Projects 

C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance 
Commander C. P. Edwards, Dcputy Minister of Transport 

. Mr. M. C, Collins, Air Services Branch, Department of Transport 
Mr. T. R. Moore, Air Services Branch. Department of Transport 
Mr.`.1. R. Robertson, Chie(  Inspector of Ainvays, Dcpartmcnt of Transport 

t•'' Mt J. H. Berry, Chairman ,  Crown Assets Allocation Committee 
,-, Mr. C. W. Jackson, Executive Assistant to the Deputy Nlinister 
• of Mines and Resources 
Mr. It: A. Gibson, Dcputy Commissioner of the Northwest Territories 
Mr. G. S. Hume, Bureau of Geology and Topography. 
Department of Mines and Resources 

Dr. J. S. Stewart, Bureau of Geology and TopographY. 
Depaitment of Mines and Resources 
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Air Vice Marshal W . A. Curtis, Air Member for Air Staff,
Department of National Defence for Ai r

Group Captain W. F . Hanna, Director of Plans,
Department of National Defence for Ai r

Colonel J. H. Jenkins, Director of Milita ry Operations and Plans,
Department of National Defence

2. Opening the discussion, General Scott stated that, since the disposition of
the Canol Project presents , so many complex problems which will be time-
consuming in their solution, the United States authorities feel that it would be

desirable for the two Governments to give ' consideration to them now rather
than wait until after the termination of - hostilities, as contemplated under
present agreements . Specifically, the United States Government would like (1)
to obtain Canada's consent to the revision of existing agreements so as to
permit the modification or termination of the operation of the Canol Project in
conformity with changing milita ry requirements; (

ofethe
formulation

productsof an agreement upon the manner of the disposition
dist ribution pipelines; and (3) to secure Canadian agreement to the accelera-
tion of apptai'sal of the' Project . ,

He then outlined the provision made in the Exchange of Notes of June 27-
29, 1942, with respect to the disposition of the refinery and crude oil pipeline,
and in the Exchange of Notes of August 14-15, 1942, and June 7, 1944," with
respect to the Skagway-Whitehorse pipeline and the gasoline distribution lines
to Watson Lake and Fairbanks . In connection with the latter, he said that, in
its operating contract with the United States Var Department, Standard Oil of

California had inadvertently been given an option to buy the products and
distribution pipelines within 90 days after,the termination of the contract at a
price and terms to be agreed upon. For another twelve months after the
expiration of this 90 day period, if the United States Government should decide
to sell the pipelines to a third party, Stândard Oil would have the right for 30
days to buy at the same figure. Mr. Amberg explained that this clause had
been embodied in the contract by an oversight and that it was not expected that
Standard Oil would insist upon exercising its option, but that if they should,

the United States would regard their obligation to Canada as binding . The

United States Government would resist any attempt on the part of the
Company to enforce the Option . In any event, Standard Oil could do no more
than seek damages and these, if proved, would be the entire responsibility of
the United States . The terms in the Standard Oil contract could therof
ignored in the intergovernmental consideration of the problem of disposition
the pipelines in question, but it was felt that the Canadian authorities should
know exactly how matters stood .

General Scott then went on to explain that operation of the CanoétPorléum
was very uneconomical and could be justified only by the tghoT ~ hpof these
supply situation and the tanker shortage . Should either
conditions improve as a result, for instance, of the termination of hostilities i

n

"Canada, Recueil des traités . 1944, NI' 16.
Canada . Treaty Stries. 1944, No. 16 .
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Europe,'-'the . future of the Project -would become a matter for immediate
attention . Mr. Amberg here pointed out that the War Department appropria-
tionfor Canol will expire on June 30, 1945, and it is not impossible, in view of
the changing military picture in Europe and domestic political considerations,
that . Congress may refuse to provide funds for its continued operation, even
though existing agreements provide for operation by the United States until the
cessation of hostilities, which would include the Pacific War . In view of this
uncertainty as to the duration of active operation of the project, the United
States authorities felt that thought should be given now to the policy to be
adopted upon the termination of operations . General Scott mentioned some of
the factors which would have to be considered in determining this policy, such
as'(1), the maintenance of the air bases in the Northwest for continental
defence, for regional economic development or as part of a trans-Pacific Trunk
Air System, (2) the maintenance of the Alaska Highway as a measure for
continental defence and for regional economic development, (3) the economic
status of the Canol Project crude oil system and pipeline system products, and
(4) the post-war status of the project as a public utility under private operation,
a private enterprise or as a government-owned and operated utility .

° General Scott pointed out that an official inspection of the installations was
a prerequisite to any attempt at appraising their value . This could be much
more easily accomplished while the facilities were in operation . Furthermore,
the shorter the time lag between the shut-down of operations by the United
States' Army and the transfer to the purchaser, the smaller would be the
expense of guarding 'and maintenance and the physical depreciation of the
facilities. . ' :

He also called attention to the fact that one of the major : problems of
dispositiôn will arise from the fact that the Skagway-Whitehorse pipeline is
laid on the right-of-way of the White Pass and Yukon Railway and upon the
return of the road to civilian management after the war, it will constitute a
serious menace to the safety of railway operations. The cost of moving the
Pipeline to a new location near the railway right-of-way has been estimated at
approximately $2,000,000. Alternatively, it might be routed along the Haines-
Kluane cut-off at a cost somewhat in excess of this amount .

~ .As an initial step in the solution of the numerous problems involved in the
disposition of the Canol Project, General Scott proposed that the two
Governments F should agree to the immediate appointment of appraisers to
evaluate the entire project as well as each of its component parts separately.3.

Commenting upon General Scott's statement of the United States position,Mr: ; Robertson said that there would be little disagreement about thedesirability
of completing a primary official inspection of the facilities whilethe project was in operation. This was an essential first step and basic to thefinal appraisal

. However, appraisal in terms of the post-war commercial valueof the proj ect as provided by existing agreements, would appear to be quite'
mpracticablé ~at this time when no policy decisions have been reached, withrespic

t to the various factors, enumerated by General Scott, upon which willdepend `the Post-war demand for the products of the system . In the absence of
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guidance from the governments based uporr such policy decisions, the 
appraisers would be  set  an almost impossible assignment. He felt, therefore, 
that .thé most sensible.and perhaps the most ambitious course which could be 
recommended to the governments at this time would be to undertake a primary 
official inspection of, the facilities and the preparation of an inventory and 
statement on . . maintenance costs and operating charges as an essential 
ingredient in subsequent consideration, but to leave appraisal in terms of post-
war economic value until such time as government policy with respect to the 
future developmeniof the  Northwest has been decided. 
4. In the discussion which followed, both in the general meeting and in the 

sub-committee 'delegated to give particular consideration to the question of 
•ppra•sal, the United States representatives indicated that they attached a 
good deal of importance to the initial inspection being regarded as a first step 
in the process of appraisal. They felt that it was particularly desirable that the 
representatives appointed now to inspect the physical facilities should carry 
through to the final appraisal, not only because some duplication of effort 
might thereby be avoidcxl but also because it would enable the governments to 
secure the, services of representatives of higher calibre. They agreed that 
appraisal coufd not follow immediately upon the completion of the preliminary 
stock-taking but would have to wait until the governments had made the 
necessary policy decisions. The Canadian group, on the other hand, thought 
that inventory and appraisal could bc two distinct and separate steps, with the 
results of the stock-taking being made available to the appraisers appointed to 
make the final evaluation.,They pointed out, too, the physical difficulty of 
assigning individuals to a task such as this which might well extend over a very 
considerable period of time. 	, 

After the noon recess, the United States representatives presented a draft 
notes embodying the modifications in existing agreements to which the United 
States Government would like to have Canada's consent, namely: 
(a) that the United States Government be permitted to terminate or modify 

operation of all facilities of the Canol Project when, in its opinion, military 
considerations make such a coursc desirable; 

(b) that the products pipeline systcm bc evaluated by the appraisers 

appointed for the evaluation of the crude oil systcm, but as an independent 

problem; 	: 
(c) that all the facilities of thc Canol Project be valued at their commercial 

Value as' of the timeof termination of operations rathcr than as of the time of 

cessation of hoitilities; s 	 . 
(d) that the two Governments appoint representatives at an early date in 

order jointly to inspect the physical property, collect information and submit a 
if possible, 

nt 

preliminary report relating to evaluation as early as practicable and, 
prior to the termination of operations. 
Tfic 'Cinàdiân—r-cpreieniatives undertook to bring these representations 
immediately to the attention ôt the appropriate authorities of their Governme 

• - 	, 
• . 	 , 	 I 	• 
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ànd Mr. 'Robertson stated that he would communicate with Mr. Atherton as 
scion as a decision had been reached.  

6. General Strong brought up the question of the use of surplus refinery 
prodticts. for commercial purposes and the possible utilization of the pipelines 
fér their distribution. It was agreed that this was a matter which would have to 
be taken up with the Oil Controller. 

912. ' 	 . 	 DEA/463-N-40 
Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures 

au Comité de guerre du  Cabinet ' 
Afemorandum from Department of External Affairs 

to Cabinet War Committee's 

[Ottawa,] February 6, 1945 

APPRAISAL OF CANOL FACILITIES 

• At the request of the United States Government discussions took place 
recently with their representatives on new arrangements that might be made 
with regard to the winding up of Canol operations and the appraisal of the 
facilities. The United States wishes to terminate the operations of this 
extremely uneconomic project in the near future and wants to move as rapidly 
as possible towards solving the problem of its future disposition. Canadian 
officials (representing Cabinet War Committee Secretariat and the Depart-
ments of External Affairs, Transport, Mines and Resources, National Defence 
Army, National Defence for Air and Reconstruction) regard the United States 
proposals ai generally acceptable. They are agreed that it is not in the 
Canadian interest for the Canadian Government to take over Canol at any 
time or to acCept the responsibility for it and they are satisfied that the United 
States proposals do not lead in this direction. All evidence indicates that 
petroleum products from the Canol pipeline and refinery will for an indefinite 
period cost substantially more than imported products in Northwestern 
Canada. The  current United States proposals do not call for a decision on 
,accepting responsibility for Canol at the present time, but it would be of 
assistance in future negotiations if Government policy on this point were 
settled. 
's The United States proposals are four in number: 

1 — That the United States shall not be required to continue operating the 
Pipeline and  refinery until the termination of hostilities. The existing 
agreement provides that the United States has the right to operate until the 
end of hostilities but clearly Canada would not be justified in insisting on the 
continuation of a highly uneconomic operation. It should be made clear, 

381-e Comité de guerre du Cabinet  examina ce mémorandum le 7 février 1945 et fut d'accord 
The War Committee considered this memorandum on Fcbruary 7, 1945 and agreed 

that  a favourable reply be made to the US. Government's proposals and that an 
exchange of notes be approved accordingly." 
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however,' 'that the - United ~ States , will be responsible for any custody and
maintenance which they regard as necessary after' the termination of

operations.

2 That the distribution pipelines from 'Skagway to Whitehorse,
Whitehorse to Watson Lake and Whitehorse to Fairbanks be evaluated by the
appraisers appointed for the valuation of the crude oil system but as an

independent problem . This should be satisfacto ry provided that the same test is

applied as governs the appraisal of the crude oil system, namely, "then
commercial value".,,

3 - That all the facilities of the Canol project shall be valued at their
commercial values as of the time or, times of the completion of the appraisal
with appraisal beginning upon the termination of operations and completed as
soon as practicable. It would be difficult for Canada to refuse this request .
Existing agreements, call for appraisal at the end of the war and these
agreements were based on the assumption that operation would continue until
the end of the war. Since, however, the United States are anxious to wind up
the project, an insistence by Canada on waiting until the end of the war would
involve the United States in the expenditure of money and manpower on
maintaining and guarding property in idleness . In addition there would be very
considerable deterioration of the property. Whether appraisal is undertaken in
the near future or at the end of the war there is not likely to be a great
difference in the figure reached for "then commercial value". It is probable

that general economic conditions in the Northwest will be much the same at
the end of the war as during 1945 and that appraisers would reach much the
same conclusions. In any event, the Canadian Government has no obligation to
purchase. Therefore there appear to be no strong grounds on which to object to
the United States proposals, although in order to avoid having to begin the
appraisal on short notice, it would be wise to agree to appraisal "as soon as
practicable after the termination 'of opcrations ." The Department of

Reconstruction, as the agency likely to be responsible for providing the
Canadian appraiser, is most anxious that a purely Canadian study of the
economic factors involved should be begun at once so as to provide data for the
Canadian appraisers. witha

4 - That there should be joint Inspection of the physical property to
view to collecting Information and submitting a preliminary report relating
evaluation as early as practicable and Ifpossible prior to the termination of

operations : No objection is seen to this proposal . INNELL[R. M. MACDO
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913. - 	 DEA/463-N-40 
Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade des États-Unis, 

au premier secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures 
Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy of United States, 

to First Secretary, Department of External Affairs 

Ottawa, February 14, 1945 

Dear Mr. Macdonnell: 
With your letter of February 2, 1945,t you were kind enough to supply me 

with  copies of the Minutes of the meeting which took place on Monday, 
January 29th, to discuss the Canol Project. 

"
Copies of these Minutes were made available to the Army officers who 

participated in the discussions, and I have now been requested to suggest that 
the following amendments to the Minutes be made. 

In paragraph five, beginning at the top of page four of the Minutes: 
In the first sentence place a period after the word "consent" and strike out 

the word "namely" and insert: 
After discussion it was decided that the United States representatives would 

redraft the notet in certain particulars and present it to the Canadian 
representatives. The redraftt thus presented embodied proposed modifications 
in existing agreements as follows: 

: Strike out subparagraphs (c) and (d) and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(c) that all the facilities of the Canol Project be valued at their commercial 

values as of the time or times of the completion of the appraisal, rather than as 
of the time of cessation of hostilities; 
(d) that appraisal of the Canol Project be initiated upon the termination of 

operation 'of, the project, or a major part thereof, and completed as soon as 
practicable, and that the two governments appoint representatives at an early 
date jo. intly to inspect the property, collect information and submit a 
P,rOnlinary report relating to evaluation as early as practicable, and, if 
Possible, prior to the termination of operations. 

As the r'evised language appears to represent more clearly what our people 
desired, , I hope it will be possible to correct the Minutes accordingly. 

Sincerely yours, 
LEWIS CLARK 

1487 
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Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
~ au chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade des États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy of United States

Ottawa, February 15, 1945

4 R. M . MACDONNEL L

for the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs .

" Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extraet from llfinutes of Cabinet iVar Committee

Dear Mr. Clark :
% . Thank you for your letter, of February 14 in, which you suggest certain

amendments in the Minutes of the Canol meeting held on January 29th . These
are quite acceptable to us and I have had a . substitute page 4 struck off

embodying them. I âm enclosing twelve copies of this amended sheet' for

circulation to the United States participants in the meeting .
~ ' . Yours`sinccrcly,

TOPSECRET . .

CABINET WAR COMMITTEE

DEA/463-N-40

Ottawa, March 14, 1945

Canada- U.S. Defence Projects;
Canol; Termination of Operation and Appraisa l

3. TIm SECRETARY pointed out that the U.S. government had announced

their intention of terminating the operation of Canol by June 30th next .

Und~r the r'ece}nt exchange of notes ;' a joint su rvey of the project was to be

made while the facilities remained in operation and U.S. authorities now

desired to institute joint appraisal procedure as soon as possible . It would be

recalled ' that, under the original agreement, the Canadian government held an
option to purchase the property at the appraised commercial value .

An explanatory note had been circulated .
(Secretary's memorandum, March 13, 1945 - C.W.C. documc it 952) .'

4. TItE WAR COMMI TT EE, after considerable discussion, agreed :

(a) that U.S. authorities concerned be told, informally, that the Canadian
government had no intention of exercising their option to purchase Canol

,

"Canada, Recueil des tralth, 1945, No 3 .
Canada . Treaty Strict, 1943, No. 3 .
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whatever , valuation were fixed thereon by appraisal, and were, therefore,
prepared to waive their option under the original agreement ; and ,(b), that, if, nevertheless, the U .S. government desired to proceed with joint
appraisal ' proceedings, the government agree thereto and appoint Arthur
Surveyer and Company of Montreal to be the Canadian appraiser, to be
assisted by such government officials as might be required for the purpose.111 1 ' . . . .

916
. DEA/463-N-40

Mémorandum au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -
Memorandum to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. . ; .

[Ottawa,j August 17, 1945

RESUMPTION OF CANOL DISCUSSION S
1 . Following` your intimation to Mr. Atherton on March 17 that the

Canadian Government had no intention of purchasing the Canol facilities and
was therefore prepared to waive its option under the original agreement, the
question of disposition seems to have been left in abeyance until Washington
decided which" agency of the United States Government would be assigned
responsibility for disposal of the project . Eventually, at the end of June, the
United States Government through the Embassy here presented a draft notet
which would provide :
(a)

;
that the Canadian Government waive its right to purchase the crude oilfacilities ;

(b) that it is therefore considered unnecessary to proceed with the jointevaluation; , ,.
(c) that ' the Canadian Government agree to abandon the fixing of a rese rveprice (

which follows logically from abandonment of the joint evaluation), so
that the United States Government could sell the facilities as a going concern
for operation in situ at whatever price it regards as reasonable .
On July 14th Mr. English4O was informed that these proposals were acceptable
to the Canadian Government and handed a revised draft t which was designed
merely to improve the language and clarify the intent ion of the original UnitedStates draft without making any change in substance.2 . ,On July 31, Mr . Lewis Clark submitted a memorandum ' suggesting a new
approach whLch would provide for the inclusion in the proposed exchange ofnotes of:„
(a) : provision for the sale .of Canol for operation in place ;
(b) 'provision for dismantlement and sale for use elsewhere in Canada in theevent

' tha t' there is no bid to purchase for operation in place ;~ ., . . , ,

"Robert English, deuxième secrétaire, ambassade des États-Unis.Robert Engiish, Second Secretary, Embassy of the United States.
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(c) provision for sale and dismantlement for use outside Canada if alternative 
(b) should also prove unfeasible. 
The memorandum noted that it might be found desirable to separate 
disposition of the refinery from disposition of the Whitehorse-Norman Wells 
pipeline, in which case disposition of the pipeline could be discussed at a later 
date. Pointing out that the matter has now become one of considerable urgency 
in Washington, Mr. Clark said that, if the Canadian Government should be 
prepared to exchange notes along the above lines, a delegation would be sent 
from Washington immediately to resume discussions and draft a new 
agreement. - 

3. The United States proposals were referred to the Minister of Reconstruc-
tion, the Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources, and the Chairman of the 
Crown Assets Allocation Committee, and, in the hope of avoiding a further 
series of discussions on Canol, Mr. Macdonnell in transmitting the U.S. 
proposals suggested that it might be advisable to have the proposed new 
agreement also provide for the method of disposition in the event that no 
bidders appea' red under any of the three alternatives set out above. Mr. Howe 
(whose lettert is, -  I understand, an expression of the views of Mr. Berry of 
Crown Assets) and Dr. Camsell have now replied, agreeing to the proposed 
exchange of notes but offering no suggestions as to the method of disposition 
should all three alternatives prove unworkable. 

4." Under the circumstances, I have drafted for your consideration a letter to 
Mr. Clark, indicating that we have no objection to the conclusion of a new 
agreement and shall bc prepared to discuss the matter with their representa-
tives at any time. 

(MARY BRIDGE] 

DEA/463-N-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade des États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires, Embassy of United States 

No. 83 	 Ottawa, August 31, 1945 

Sir: 
Under the exchange of notes of June 27-29, 1942, the Canadian Govern-

ment acqiiired an option to purchase the facilities of the crude oil pipeline from 
Norman Wells to Whitehorse and the refinery at Whitehorse at a valuation 
based upon the commercial value of the pipeline and refinery as agreed by 
valuers named by Canada and the United States. Under the exchange of notes 

of February 26, 1945, it was agreed that the valuation should take place within 

a reasonable time following notice of the termination of operation of the 

project or a major part thereof. 

917. 
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The Canadian Government has decided not to exercise the option referred to 
in the preceding paragraph and desires to inform the Government of. the 
United States that it is now willing to waive that option. Under these 
circumsiances it bèlieves that the interest of neither country would be served by 
proceeding with former plans for joint valuation and that these should 
therefore be abandoned. 

The exchange of notes of June 27-29, 1942, provided that if the Canadian 
Goi,ernment did not exercise its option, now waived, to purchase the crude oil 
facilities within three months, they might be offered for sale by public tender 
with the amount of the valuation as the reserve price. In view of the desire of 
the Canadian Government not to proceed with joint valuation of the project, 
the Canadian Government likewise waives the provision above referred to 
Whereby the facilities must be offered at the reserved price. 

It is understood that the United States Government will at a later date 
iubinir to the Canadian Government plans for the disposition of the Canol 
fadlities. 

The Canadian Government hopes that the waivers of its rights as set forth 
abiive will be acceptable to the Government of the United States and will 
facilitate disposition of the Canol facilities. 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 

918. 	 DEA/463-N-40 

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
; 	au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States 	' 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 366 	 Ottawa, September 6, 1945 

Sir: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 83 of August 

31, 1945, regarding the crude oil facilities of the Canol Project, and to confirm 
the Understanding that the Government of the United States will at a later date 
submit to  the  Canadian Government plans for the disposition of the Canol 
facilities. 

Accept etc. 
RAY ATHERTON 
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-" wôrândum dû pre»rièr secretire, en, inistère des Affaires extérieures
; .,

Memorandum by First Secretary, Department ôjExternal Affairs
[Ottawa,] November 12, 1945

Rupert.' hese were constructed under authority . of an exchange of notes of

a : Mr. Clark of the United States Embassy called on November 9th to say that

the War; Department was anxious to dispose of, the Canol facilities at Prince

August 14th and;' 1 Sth ; 1942. Permission was given to build suitable storage
and loading facilities and it was provided that the two governments would
discuss disposition at the termination of hostilities . It was further provided that

dismantling would not, be allowed unless approved by the Permanent Joint

Board on Defence. , , • ; ~
The War Department is thinking of proposing that the storage and loading

facilities at Prince Rupert be dealt with under the 33rd recommendation ." Mr.

Clark was asked to ascxrtain whether such a proposal would be likely to receive
favourable consideration . the, facilities appear to consist of a dock, a small
warehouse, certain pumping equipment and some pipe. According to reports

from the Special Commissioner's Office, the tanks which were originally

constructed have been removed .

I discussed .this_ with . Wing Commander Cameron and with M r. E.E .

Thompson of Crown Assets ~Allocation Committee . The general view was that
we should agree to this proposal, particularly since the United States was
taking a generous line in turning over equipment on the Alaska Highway and

the landline. ' Any movable items would, of course, involve the Canadian

Government in no expense and it seemed reasonable to lump the immovable
items with the large number of other such facilities i n the Prince Rupert area .

Mr. Clark indicated that the United States was not trying to secure muihese
the way of a moneta ry return but was pri ma rily interested in getting

facilities off its hands.
I thcref6 re4old Mr: Clark that if a proposal were made to us in the sens

e
n th e

that he had outlined, it would be likely to have a favourablc recepntion .
DefeCnce to

question of secu ring the _approval of the Permanent Joint Board
o

dismantle 'them, there is no doubt thàt Yth'e Board would agree . Another, and

simpler,' methôd,of dealing with this'suggcstcd by the State Deparemm°natetthe
a" new, exchange of'notes should override the previous one and

li i
Board's veto powe0

[R. M. MACDONNELL ]

"'Voir le document 894jSce Document 894 . janvier 1946 . Canaaa,
u11 y eut un Échange de notes 1 Ottawa le 21 décembre 1945 ci le 3

Rnwell dts t ►oftü, 1946 . NO 1 .
Notes were exchanged At Ottawa on December 21, 1945 and January 3, 19~b• Canada,

Trea y

Striet,1946, No. I .
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SECTION D 

AUTOROUTE DE L'ALASKA 
ALASKA HIGHWAY 

920. — 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 318 
Extrait du compte rendu des débats et des décisions 

de la Commission permanente canado-americaine de défense 

Extract from Journal of Discussions and Decisions 
of Permanent Joint Board on Defence 

[Montreal, c. September 7, 1944] 

MEETING OF THE BOARD, MONTREAL, SEPTEMBER 6-7, 1944 

General Henry informed the Board that in the view of the War Depart- , 
nt the Alaska Highway will be utilized in the future to a lesser extent by the 

United, States, due to curtailment of activities in Northwest Canada. He 
informed the Board that it would appear desirable to transfer to the Canadian 
Government the responsibility for administration and maintenance of so much 
of the  Highway as lies within Canada. He stated that the United States 
GOvernMent, having in mind the terms of the original agreement of March 17, 
1942,4' would be prepared to agree, if so desired by the Canadian Government, 
fo • shaie in the financial responsibility for maintenance operations until six 
months after the cessation of the present war. The Acting Chairman of the 
Canadian Section pointed out certain difficulties which would confront the 
Canadian Government in accepting this proposal. The problem was one which 
would require study by the Canadian Government and it appeared impracti-
cable fdr the Board to make a recommendation at its present meeting. After 
discussion, the Board took note of the United States proposal and the Canadian 
Section  undertook to consider it before the time of the next meeting. •- 
•• • 	r 

„ 

t/t , t . 

ee 	s !3Cinada, R 

	

	trattés,1942, Ne 1 3 . cu de  
Canada,  Treaty Serles, 1942, No. 13. 
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921. PCO

Extrait du proeès-verba l du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extract jrom Minutes of Cabinet War Committe e

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,] September 27, 194 4

CANADA-U.S . JOINT DEFENCE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS ;
MAINTENANCE OF ALASKA HIGHWAY

Ç.W.C. document 861)!

25. THE SECRETARY, referring to the discussion at the meeting of December

16th, 1943, submitted a repo rt from the Joint Defence Construction Projects
Panel upon future maintenance of the Alaska Highway . Copies of the Panel's
report had been circulated ; also an explanato ry memorandum .

The cost of maintenance for the intial year was estimated at $4'/: millio n
and for subsequent years at $I %, million.

Maintenancc ' could be undertaken either by the Department of Mines and
Resources or by the Department of National Defence (Royal Canadia n
Engineers) . In spite of uncertaintyas to the future value of the highway, i t
would be difficult for Canada to refuse to assume responsibility for mainte-
nance, a course which would, as well, be in keeping with Canadian policy o f
facilitating U.S. withdrawal from defence projects in the Canadian Northwest.

Through the Canada-U .S. Permanent Joint Board on Defence, the United
States had now proposed that Canada assume responsibility for maintenance
and operation at an early date, costs to be borne by the U .S. government, if th e

Canadian government so desired, until six months after the termination of th e

war.
The U.S. government had abandoned the Haines out-off road without

approval of the Canadian gove rnment. •
(Joint Defence Construction Projects Panel report to War Committee, Sept .

1, 1944 - C.W.C. document 850;' also memorandum, Sept. 18, 1944 -

26. .THE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES expressed the opinion that i t

would not be prudent for ' the government to assume responsibility for

maintenance at this stage . The postwar value of the highway had not yet been
established, although there was little likelihood that it would be important
either for tourist or commercial purposes . If and when Canada did assume
responsibility, Mines and Resources should do the job .

27. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY expressed the view that th
e

road would always be necessa ry to supply the airfields on the Northwest

Staging Route, which would probably continue to be the main air route to
Asia .

28 . MR. HEENEY drew attention to problems of police health and

educational se rv ices alori the hi hwa . The local residents were now, in large
majority, Canadian and hese problems were becoming acute with the gradual
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withdrawal of the U.S. forces from the Northwest . The Special Commissioner
had suggested that he be authorized to discuss them with the Prime Minister of
British Columbia .

29 . THE WAR COMMITTEE, after discussion, agreed :
(a) that the U.S. government be informed that the Canadian government

were not prepared, at present, to assume responsibility for the maintenance of
the Alaska Highway ; '
(b) that the attention of the U .S. government be drawn to their abandonment

of the Haines cut-off without the consent of the Canadian government ; and ,
(c) that the Special Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada

be directed to consult the Premier of British Columbia with respect to provision
of local services in the vicinity of the Highway .

DEA/463-AB-40
Le représentant principal de l'armée américaine, CPCAD,
au président par intérim, la section canadienne, CPCAD

Senior United States Army 1llember, PJBD ,Io Acting Chairman, Canadian Section, PJBD

Washington, October 7, 194 4

Dear Mr. Keenleyside :
At the last meeting of the Permanent Joint Board, you requested informa-

tion as to whether or not United States was maintaining the Haines-Kluane
Highway. The following is the reply which I have received from the War
Department in this matter :

"The United States Government has not abandoned the Haines-Kluane
Highway and has provided minimum maintenance for it . This Highway is
considered by the War Department to be an integral part of the AlaskanHighway and, therefore, should be included in the recommendation of the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence, Canada-United States, that the Canadians
take over maintenance of that portion of it which lies in Canada, as soon as
necessary arrangements can be consummated ."

I have recently had a talk with General F. S . Strong, Commanding General,
Northwest Serv ice Command, and he tells me that the Highway in question isiri"qulte good condition except for one slide near the Alaskan border, that it is
imP4cticable to do 'anything ' with this slide before spring, at which time if this
is opened ~ np° and a crew sent over the Highway to repair the minor damagewhicli 4 ill probably take place during the spring thaw, the highway woulda8al

.is>., L.: in
E quite good condition .r i .If

GUY V . HENRY

Major General, U.S. Army
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923;- L 	' 	 DEA/463-AB-40 
Mémorandum du secrétàire, le Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

au président par intérim, le section canadienne, CPCAD 
Memorandum fioM Secretar y, Cabinet .  War: Commi ttee, 

to Acting Chairman,' Canadian Section, PJBD 

Ottawa, October 10, 1944 

I have read General Henry's note to you of October 7th in regard to the 
maintenance of the Haines-Kluane Highway. 

There is an implication in the War Department's reply that the Permanent 
Joint Board on Defence have agreed to recommend that Canada take over 
maintenance of the Alaska Highway. I presume that you will clarify the 
position at the next meeting of the Board. 

General Foster has informed me that there has been considerable local 
agitation to keep the Haines-Kluane Highway open and it seems to me quite 
possible that the original intention to abandon this section, as locally reported, 
has been reconsidered. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 

924. 	 DEA/463-AF-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre de la Reconstruction 

• 	 Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister of Reconstruction 

Ottawa, September 10, 1945 

Dear Mr. Howe: 	 • 

As you know the United States authorities have been anxious for some 
considerable time to beallowed to withdraw from the Alaska Highway. With 
the termination, of hostilities in the Pacific, this desire to be relieved of 

responsibility has increased and the question was raised at the meeting of the 
Permanent Joint Board on Defence, which took place on September 4. The 
following is an extract from the Journal of the Board: 

"At ,the request .of,  General Henry the Board considered various questions 
regarding the dates ,on which United States responsibility for maintenance of 
the Alaska Highway and other.  defence projects in Canada should terminate. It 
was agreed ,that, with respect to the Alaska Highway, the Canadian Section 

should bring to the attention of the Canadian Government the fact that the 

United States authorities wish to know as soon as possible when it would be 
agreeable  to  Canada for the  United  States to withdraw therefrom. The 

Canadian Section wonld endeavour to obtain a decision on this point and 

communiCate it tn the  United States Section." 
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-• We can expect the United States Government to follow this matter closely 
and to continue to press for Canadian permission to withdraw from the 
Highway. It would seem desirable to reach a decision at an early date. The 
next meeting of the Board is on November 7 and it will place the Canadian 
Section in a somewhat difficult position if by that time they cannot give some 
indication of the views of the Canadian Government. 

Copies of this letter are being sent to Mr. Heeney and Dr. Camsell." 
Yours sincerely, 

N. A. ROBERTSON 

	

925. 	. 	 DEA/463-AF-40 
,. 'Le ministre de la Reconstruction 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, 	 Minister of Reconstruction 

	

. 	.. 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, September 12, 1945 

Dear Mr. Robertson: 	_ 
Thanlcs for your letter of the 10th instant regarding United States 

withdrawal from the Alaska Highway project. 
•• Now that the war is ended, it seems to me that we cannot object to United 

States withdrawal from this project, provided the work of the current season is 
completed. Obviously, we cannot take over the work under present day 
conditions.  • 

.During the coming winter, the Government must decide whether the Alaska 
Highway will be maintained permanently or whether it will be abandoned. This 
would seem to be a Canadian decision, in which the United States will have no 
voice. There is also the matter of a decision as to the auspices under which 
future maintenance will be carried -  on,  assuming that the Highway is not to be 
abandoned. 

It seems' to me that this matter should be placed before Council for decision, 
in Order: that  the Permanent, Joint Board may be advised of the Canadian 
attitude prior to its meeting on November 7th. 

, 
• Yours sincerely, 

• t, 

CD. HOWE 

4.4Chiries—  Camse-11', sou. ;•-ministre des Mines ct des Resources. 
Charlei Canisell, Deputy Minister'of Mines and Resources. 
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DEA/463-AF-40

Le sous-ministre des Mines et des Ressources
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

' • - Ottawa, September 14,194 5

Dear Mr . Robertson,-
I have received the copy of your letter to the Honourable C . D. Howe

respecting the withdrawal of the United States from the Alaska Highway and I
have prepared a memo on the subject for my Minister's information . A copy of

this is enclosed. t
My own view is that the United States should be permitted to withdraw as

soon as we are prepared to take over, say by Novçmber 1 st . Also that we advise

United States authorities we will take the responsibility of seeing that the road
is maintained in order to take care in a reasonable way for any traffic that ma y

develop. '

[Ottawa,] October 17,1945

CANADA-U .S. DEFENCE PROJECTS;

ALASKA HIGHWAY; MAINTENANC E

9., TH SECRETARY submitted a second report from the Joint Defence

Construction , Projects Panel côncerning maintenance of the Alaska Highway
upon withdrawal of the United States .

The U.S. government were pressing for an indication as to when it would be
agreeable to Canada, for them to reliriquish responsibility for maintenance

o f the
the highway and the question would come up at the forthcoming meetin g
Pemanent Joint Board on Defence. pointed out the

The departments concerned, acting
of the aerodomcs on the Northwest

Highway was essential to the maintenance
Staging and had both strategic and potential economic value .

Estimated annual maintenance cost was from $2 to $2 .2 million, including
United

operation of vehicle repair shops . Operations were so organized by th e
staff only

States that a transfer could be carried out by appointing supe rv isory personnel
and arranging details of finance and supply,subsequently . Some 350 p

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions
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were  now  employed in highway maintenance and vehicle repair. Of these the 
majoritS,  were Canadians. 

The Panel's report concluded by recommending that Canada assume 
responsibility for maintenance from April 1st, 1946, the present standard being 
taken as a minimum and that the responsible agency (Army or Mines and 
Resources) be nominated at once so that plans might go forward immediately. , 

Copies of the Panel's report had been circulated. 
(J.D.C.P.P. Report, Oct. 9, 1945 — Cabinet Document 83).t 

10. MR. HEENEY pointed out that supplementary memoranda had been 
circulated from the Departments of Mines and Resources and National 
Defence setting out, respectively, the suitability of each for undertaking 
responsibility for the maintenance of the Highway. 

(Mines and Resources memorandum, Oct. 12, and National Defence 
memorandum, undated, — Cabinet Document 85).t 
11.THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed: 
(a) that the U.S. government be informed that it would be agreeable to 

Canada for the United States to withdraw from the Alaska Highway on April 
1st, 1946; 
(b) that, upon withdrawal of the United States and pending further 

clarification of the eventual strategic importance of defence facilities in the 
Northwest the Department of National Defence (Army) assume responsibility 
for maintenance of the Highway and for operation of vehicle repair shops until 
such time as a decision could be taken to have responsibility assumed by civil 
authority (the Department of Mines and Resources); 
(c) that the Army confer with the Air Force in order that personnel engaged 

on maintenance of the Highway might undertake appropriate maintenance 
operations in connection with the landlines to be operated by the R.C.A.F.; 
and, 
(d) that' the Department of Mines and Resources prepare plans for the 

eventual assumption of civil responsibility for maintenance of the Highway in 
co-operation with the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia. 

DEA/463-40 

" 	Le .secrétaire, la section canadienne. CPCAD, 
au secrétaire, la section américaine, CPCAD 

Secretary, Canadian Secton, PJBD, 
to Secretary, American Section, PJBD 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa], October 19, 1945 

Deai Mr.Hickerson, 
. 0  At the meeting of the Board on September 4 it was agreed that with respect 
t the Alaska Highway the Canadian Section should bring to the attention of 



the Canadian Government the fact that United States authorities wish to know

as soon as possible when it would be agreeable to Canada for the United States

to withdraw therefrom:

fani' tô inforin you that the Canadian Government, having considered this

question,: are agreeable to -the United States withdrawing from the Alaska

Highway ôri : 'April 1, 1946:' Pending ftirther clarification of the eventual

strategic importance of defence . .facilities I in the Northwest and until the
desirability has been reviewed of having - responsibility assumed by civil

authority, the Canadian Army . will assume, responsibility for maintenance of

the Highway .
I would,ask that this information,be treated as confidential until a public

announcement is made. This will probably take the form of a statement in th e

House of Çommons,'s about which I shall communicate with your later .

Yours sincerely,. . t
, R. M . MA C DO N N E L L

, _ ► .` SECTION E ,
ARRANGEMENTS CONCERNANT LE SERVICE MILITAIRE DANS L'AVIATIO N

MILITARY AIR SERVICE ARRANGEMENTS

929 .
DEA/72-SH-40

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieuresC. ' - `° à l'ambassade des États-Unis

1ltemorandum by Department of External Affairs
;. . ' to Embassy of Uni ted States

~ . . ~ = ~ ' ' •° ~CONFIDENTIAL (Ottawa,] March 17,1944

MEMORANDUM FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIR S

TOTHE UNITED STATES EMBASSY: IN OTTAWA CONCERNING

THE PROPOSED OVER-ALL AGREEMENT ON THE OPERATION

OF AIR SERVICES BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE ARMED FORCES
OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES

1 : , The United States draft of the proposed overall agreement contained
ebé

the
memorandum left with the Department of External . Affairs on No v
1943,46 has been cünstdered by the interested departments of the

o
C

~ ted'an
Gove rnment . The suggestions of these departments have been Inc p°

the revised draft, dated Match 15, 1944; which is attached to this memoran-

dum. The changes contained in the revised draft arc discussed briefly in the
following paragraphs . .

"Le 24 octobre 1945 . Canada, Chambre des communes, Mats. 1945, deuzilmc session, vol ume

: Volume 11, PP11. pp. 1474-76.
October 24,1945 . Canada, House orCammons, Debates . 1945. Second Session,

1438-39.
«Volume 9, document 1237#olume 9, Document 1237.
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2. Since it is possible that the army or navy of Canada might operate aircraft 
or have àircraft operated on their behalf it is suggested that the words "Armed 
Forces of Canada" be subàtituted for "Royal Canadian Air Force" wherever 
theY oc.  cur in the proposed agreement. 
3. Thé United States draft refers in paragraphs I, II, V and VI to aircraft 

operated by "American civilian personnel" or "Canadian civilian personnel". 
In order to make it unnecessary for the contract operators to employ only 
United States or  Canadian citizens it would appear desirable that the words 
"American" and "Canadian" be deleted before the words "civilian personnel" 
in paragraphs I, II, V and VI.  • 
4. A proviso has been added to paragraphs I and II making it clear that 

civilian services under contract with the armed forces would be restricted to the 
routes set foith in Part One A and Part Two A and shall not fly over military 
routes set forth in Part One B and Part Two B. 
5. It is proposed that the definition of United States territory be broadened to 

include Hawaii, since the shifting of air operations to the Pacific at the 
conclusion of hostilities in Europe may raise practical problems concerning 
military air routes across the Pacific. 
6. Paragraphs III and, IV have been expanded to include an undertaking by 

both Governments to give prompt and sympathetic consideration to requests 
for additional routes required by changing war conditions. 
7. PARAGRAPHS V AND VI — The desire of both governments is to render it 

impossible for , the contract operators to publicize their identity. The United 
States Government suggests that this be done by forcing on them the complete 
anonymity that goes with being an integral part of the Armed Forées of the 
United States. To.  accomplish this the United States has included the following 
provision in the draft agreement: 

"Neither the aircraft nor the civilian personnel engaged in the operation or 
maintenance thereof shall bear or display any identifying markings or insignia' 
advertising or publicizing the name of any commercial airline company." 
The Canadian Government suggests that the following words be added after 
"operation or maintenance thereof", "nor any office or other building used by 
the aircraft or the civilian personnel." 
8. PARAGRAPH VII -- The Canadian draft of the proposed overall agreement 

contained in the memorandum of March 16, 1943,4' distinguished between 
aireraft 'operated by the Armed Forces of either country and aircraft operated 
on behalf of the  Arme d Forces by a commercial airline company. The second 
paragraph of the United States memorandum states that it is United States 
Policy to consider these as one integrated air service with no distinction 
between the air services operated by civilian and military personnel. The 
intention of the United States draft of the proposed agreement may be that 
airciaft operated by 'commercial companies on behalf of the Armed Forces be 
included in the phrase "aircraft of the Armed Forces of the United States," but 

°Volume 9, document 1226./Volume 9, Document 1226. 
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the wording of the draft agreement does not bear this .out . Paragraph V of the

United States draft specifically refers to ``aircraft operated on behalf of the
United 'States Armed ~ Forces by . , American civilian personnel ." It must

therefore be assumed that other references in the draft to "aircraft of the
Armed Forces of the United States" do not include aircraft of commercial
companies. The result is that there is no restriction on commercial companies

carrying ; passengers, - goods or mail for reward or hire (see Paragraph VII

which applies only to aircraft of Armed Forces) . The other conditions imposed

by the. Canadian draft of the agreement on commercial aircraft are specifically
covered by the United States note . (Pàragraph V provides that they must

conform to regulations, paragraph III, para. 2 restricts them from flying new

routes, and . paragraph V provides a sort of militarization by prohibiting

commercial ins ignia .) . This - omission could be remedied by inserting in

paragraph VII "operated by or on behalf . or after "aircraft" in two places in

the first sentence of paragraph VII .

9 . , PARAGRAPH vitl - of the ' United States draft provides that the overall

agreement is . not applicable to commercial alr serv ices conducted by a

commercial airline company over a route for which it holds a certificate,
license or permit issued by the competent aeronautical authorities of the
respective'governments . In order that there may be no possibility of misunder-

standing, it might be useful if the United States were to set forth in a reply to

this memorandum those routes over the ' terrltory of Canada on which a United

States company is operating both a ' commercial service under license or permit

from the Canadian government and a service under contract to the Armed

Forces'of the United States .

10 . PARAGRAPN tx
.provides generally that the overall agreement supersedes

all previous documents which are inconsistent . The United States Governm ~c

believes that in this instance general language - Is preferable to a sp
enumeration bec,ause of the, pôssibility of omitting from the enumeration some
of the documents or , parts thereof which relate to air transport and ferry

se rv ices . While this point' is well-taken, it would nevertheless be useful if the

two' governments could agree ' on at' least a provisional list of the agreements

which are beirïg superseded by this overall agreement, which could be added to
from time to time by agreement between the two governments n nreads as
complete . The list tentatively suggested by the Canadian Governm e

follows : -: t ivingI (a) The exchange of notes of July i 129,131, 18, 30 and August 9, 194~ights

blanket permission for military aircraft of the United States to make
over specified portions of Canadian territory; 1941, and

(b)'. The exchanges of notes of December 16, 1940, March 27,
April 18, 1941,t so far as these notes relate to aircraft ;

(c) 'The communication of Jânuary ' 31,? 1942,t from the Canadian Secref ~he
of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence to the United States Secretary

Of
Board concerning Northeast Airlines ;
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(d) The  letter of March 7, 1942, from the Honourable C. D. Howe to 
Brigadier General Robert E. Olds;48  
(e) The exchange of notes of April 16, and April 23, 1942,t concerning 

American Airlines; 
(f) The exchange of notes of August 13 and August 18, 1943,t concerning an 

aircraft ferry service between Columbus, Ohio, and Montreal; 
(g) .  The exchange of notes of December 8, 1943 and December 10, 1943,t 

concerning an aircraft ferry service between Fort William and Minneapolis. 
The Canadian Government suggests that the following be added to Article IX: 

"and these understandings shall not be deemed to be revived on termination 
of this agreement." 

930. 	 DEA/72-SH-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-2525 	 Ottawa, June 16, 1944 

Your WA-3622 of June 14.t Proposed agreement regarding military 
aviation. 

Our records do not show why item (b) of paragraph 10 was included as an 
agreement to be superseded. Perhaps Reid can throw some light on this. 

In the absence of any historical arguments we agree with the State 
Department that the exchange of notes providing for local notification of visits 
of service aircraft should be retained as it provides a quick and simple 
procedure which is of advantage to both countries. If it were superseded by the 
Proposed agreement on transport services a vacuum would be left and visits 
would presumably have to be cleared through the diplomatic channel or take 
place without any legal basis. We are satisfied that the agreement on transport 
services is drafted in such a way as to prevent any possible (and unlikely) 
attempt on the part of the, United States to establish a transport service 
through rePeated use of local notification. Therefore we concur in the deletion 
of item (b) from the list of agreements to be regarded as supeseded. 



DEA/72-SH-4 0

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis
-au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

. ; . ., . -

or ' from 4the United, Kingdom to fill up any empty spaces with fare-payin g

TELETYPE WA-4595 Washington, August 3, 1944
., , :

. CONFIDENTIAL: My WA-4306 of July 20th t Proposed Agreement regardin g

Militarÿ Air Transport Services.

'1 : At'the request'of the State Department, Reid took part in discussions at
the State Department this morning with Parsons and Walstrom, the Assistant
Chief- of the Aviation Division . Before giving a formai reply through their
Embassy in Ottawa to our Draft of March 15th,t the State Department desired
to take up with us informally their proposals for revision of the March 15th

Draft .
. . .

2. They proposed the substitution of the,, following for Article VII of our
Draft :

"No passengers, goods or mail originating at or destined to points in Canada
shall be carried for reward or hire on any aircraft operated by or on behalf of
the armed forces of ,the a United States into, through or away from Canada
pursuant to the provisiôns'of Articles I and III of this Agreement . Similarly, no

passengers, goods or, mail originating at or destined to points in the United
States, including Alaska and Hawaii, shall be carried for reward or hire onfromaircraft operated by the armed 'forces of Canada intô; through or away

fthe United States; including Alaska'and Hawaii, pursuant to the provisions of
Articles II and IV of this Agreement . The traffic of the aircraft referred to in
this Article which may be carried shall~ be limited to passengers, goods or mail

;

the .transportation of which is' important in furtherance of the prosecution of
the war ."
.3 .' The ',United States officials explained that the reason for this props to

change was to make it possible for United States aircraft flying over Canada

passengers' They thought it probable that there would in the near future be a
considerable demand for passage âcross the Atlantic,from civilians who would
not be entitled to"free transportation on'Air Transport Command planes at the
expense of the United States Government and for whom there wiula âoPan
enough room on the commercial services of American Expor

American. They therefore want to be able to carry them on States on
Command planes . Walstrom thought that this would put the Unite

d a position of equality with the United Kingdom and would provide for a mor
e

flexible and more economical operation
. suggestion to the Canadian

4. Reid said that he would transmit this
sGovernment, but that his personal opinion was that it would be u lhad

propose the inclusion of such an article in the Agreement
. The Agreement
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been proliosed by Canada sixteen months ago as a clarification and consolida-
tién of existing agreements, and as an extension of those agreements to cover 
operàtions , being conducted by the United States without authority from 
Canada. The United States proposal raised the entirely new and broad issue of 
whether Air Transport Command planes should carry fare-paying passengers. 
He thoùght that the raising of such an issue would hold up the conclusion of 
the Agreement which had already been held up too long. Moreover, permission 
by Canada for United States Transport Command planes to carry fare-paying 
passengers over Canada en route to the United Kingdom would be of no value 
to the .United States unless the United States secured .permission from the 
United Kingdom to take on and discharge such fare-paying passengers in the 
United Kingdom, and it would therefore be reasonable for Canada to withhold 
its . reply until the United States had secured approval from the United 
Kingdom..Certainly since the United Kingdom would be directly concerned in 
the proposal, the Canadian Government would feel bound to consult it before 
replying to the United States. 
3.. Reid said that he himself thought that it might be necessary for the nations 
concerned to come to some agreement under which the Air Transport 
Command planes of the several nations could carry fare-paying passengers, 
since otherwise it might not be possible to provide the air services which would 
be required for civilians during the period between the conclusion of hostilities 
in Europe and the setting up of regular international air transport operations. 
This was, however, a very large question which, in his opinion, should be settled 
as a  màttér'entirely separate from the conclusion of the Canada-United States 
Militàiy Air Transport  Agreement and preferably on a multilateral basis. 
6. The American officials replied that since the United States was 

contemplating securing permission for its Air Transport Command services to 
Carry .fare-paying passengers, they would not want to enter into an agreement 
withCanada which specifically forbade them froin carrying such passengers. 

Reid .-ieplied that perhaps this point might be met if the United States in 
their the Canadian note proposing the Agreement weré to include a 
pirigkaphieàding sémewhat as follows: 

",`The Government of the United States believes that, in the light of existing 
circuniStarke'S and of develàpments which are likely to take place in the near 
future, it would' be deiirable if Air Transport Command aircraft on services 
other . than those between Canada and the United States, including Alaska and 
Ihwtaiiahotild'be permitted to carry fare-paying passengers. While accepting 
Article VII of the  Agreement, in its present form, the Government of the 
United States desires to inform the Canadian Government that it intends 
shortly to propose to Canada, and to the other Governments concerned, that 
this be permitted." 

8 . Parsons, making it clear that he was acting under instructions from Mr. 
that they might want to include a sentence saying that they did not 

rec.ognize the principle that intermediate states should have the right to control 
iirbiffie which flies  over  their territory. Reid said he felt that if they were to 
màicelï' 	 • ny such statement, It would be necessary for Canada in its reply to set 



forth at some length its views on international , air transport policy, and

particularly its belief that while it . was desirable that nations should not be
permitted to exercise in an anti-social way their present right to control air
transit over their territories, it was equally desirable that nations should not be
permitted to ~ exercise in an anti-social way their . present right to refuse

commercial ~ outlet: The, abuse of the one : right might, in Dr. Warner's

language, be an outrageous exploitation of geography,'but the abuse of the

other right might be an equally outrageous exploitation of economic strength .

- 9 : The only other amendment of consequence proposed by the United States
is that 'the , words "American ~ or - Canadian" be inserted before "civilian

personnel" in Articles l . and H. Clearly what they want to avoid is that an

R.C.A.F. plane should be a disguised R.A.F. plane . Reid said that he could see

objections in this =proposal since' it would mean:that, if an R.C.A.F. transport

squadron were transferred to operations into or over the United States, any of
its personnel who were neither American nor Canadian citizens would have to
be transferred out of the squadron .

10 . j He was confidentially informed that neither this amendment nor the one
concerning Article VII had originated in the State Department . Thcy had not

indeed - been ' . contemplated" until' one ' of the other interested departments

brought them forward a month ago : t
11 . The United States proposes the following drafting amendments :

(1) Articles V, and VI
Insert in parenthesis after "civilian personnel" . in the third to last line

"unless also used, by such civilian contractor in conjunction with authorized
civil air, transport services."
(2) Article V111

; ; Insert , after "combat type aircraft" the words "or to occasional flights
transport type aircraft." The United States felt that the Article as at present
framed might . be inconsistent, with, the exchanges of notes of December 16,
1940 and March 27 and April 18, 1941, and might interfere with the
occasional fl ights of R.C.A.F. transport planes, for example, between Ottawa
and Washington .

12. 1 should be grateful if : you would let me have your views on the

amendments which have been proposed by the United States . Ends .

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNI S

DEA/72-SH-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargF d'aJjaires aux États-Unis

'Secr'etôry ojState for' External Affairs
to Chargi d'Affaires In United States

ust 19,1944
TELETYPE EX-3464 Ottawa, Au8
„, , I " , t

SECRET. . .Your ,;, WA-4595 of' August ' . 3, concerning the State Departmen s

proposed revisions of the draft , agreement on military a i r transport se rv ices .
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Our views on the three main points raised by the State Department are as 
follows: 
(a) Planes of the United States 'armed forces to be allowed to carry fare-

paying passengers to points beyond Canada. This is a development which may 
well. come about. Indeed it is possible that at a later date we may wish to 
propose to the United States that military air transport services be allowed to 
carry revenue loads. However, it is undesirable to prepare for such a 
development in an agreement which is for the most part intended to record and 
stabilize the present practice. Should there be a change in this direction a 
number of wartime agreements would have to be amended and we see no 
disadvantage in having a single agreement requiring amendment. We therefore 
regard it as preferable to omit any reference to this point in the present 
agreement. If the United States is insistent we would be prepared to deal with 
the matter along the lines suggested in paragraph 7 of your message under 
reference. 
(b) Rights of intermediate states to control traffic over their territory. This is 

a large and controversial point. It will undoubtedly have to be discussed in the 
forthcoming conversations on aviation, but in our view it has no place in a 
limited agreement of this sort. You should therefore try to persuade the United 
States from pressing for its inclusion. It may be that they have achieved their 
aim for the moment by bringing the matter to our attention. The Department 
of Transport suggests that the word "control" as used here may mean the right 
of the intermediate state to control the nature of the traffic flying over it, i.e. 
the right to say whether military planes flying over the intermediate state may 
or may not carry fare-paying passengers. In your discussions with the State 
Department they may make their views clearer. 
(c) Restrictions of the agreement as far as contract services are concerned to 

planes. ' `operated by American or Canadian civilian personnel. This is a matter 
on which the views of the R.C.A.F. should prevail and we have not yet heard 
from them. We will let you know as soon as possible. 

The minor drafting amendments in paragraph 11 of your message under 
reference are satisfactory. 

933•  = 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires in United States 

TELETYPE EX-3596 	 Ottawa, August 28, 1944 

SECRET. My EX-3464 of August 19. Draft agreement on military air transport 
Services 	' 

R.C.A.F. see no objection to the State Department's proposal that the words 
"American or. Canadian" be inserted before "civilian personnel" in Articles 

DEA/72-SH-40 
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one and two. You may therefore inform the State Department that this change 
is agreeable to the Canadian authorities. 

934. 	 DEA/72-SH-40 
L'ambassadeur aux État-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures ' 
• '"" ° Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary  of  State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5697  • 	r 	 Washington, October 4, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. My WA-5551 of September 25th,t draft Agreement on 
Military.  Air Transport Service. Parsons of. the State Department telephoned 
this morning to say, that they i regret they are unable to withdraw the proposal 
for a new Article VII. The text of the substitute VII was given in our WA-4595 
of August .3rd. The effect of,the adoption of the substitute Article would be to 
forbid the c:arriage  of  fire-paying passengers between Canada and the United 
States  but to enable Uniied States aircraft flying over Canada to 1111 up empty 
space with .fire-paying piss.  engers of high priority. 
2. In explanation of this proposal Mr. Parsons said that the War Department 

desire to secure the right immediately to fill up space on aircraft passing over 
Canada with high priority fare-paying passengers. They do not, therefore, feel 
it would be realistic to sign an Agreement now which includes a specific bar 
against carrying such passengers. 	 •  

3. I hope you will be able to let me know soon the reply we should give to the 
State Department on this proposal. 

•. 	• • . 
935. 	 • 	, 	 DEA/72-SH-4 0  

- 	L'ambassadeùr'aux État-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

° • 'Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELÉ'rvt;E WA-5724 	 Washington, October 5, 1944 
, 

IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL My' ,WM697 of October 4th, Draft Agreement 
on Military Air Transpàii Services. 

1. The attitude take.n . 4,the Wir Departm*  ent is not unnatural since they 
have now publicly admitted that their  0  Air' Transport Command is carrying 

fare-paying passengers. The memorandum which they issued last month on this 

subject réads as follows:.  
' "Si nee its incePtion,' the Air Transport Command has carried a relatively 

small number of fare-paying civilians on vital war missions tø  foreign 
not served on commercial air transport routes. This practice, consistent with 

pol 	 « icies for all forms travel operated by the War Department, is a necessary 

and non-competitive war eXpedient. 	

points 

• 1"-. 
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,"The War Department emphasizes that an appropriate fare is charged only
in cases where transportation cannot be properly charged to the United States
Government and for passage on routes where no commercial air transportation
is available . "

2. Rather , than conclude the Agreement in the form desired by the War
Department, it might ' be better for us to inform the State Department that,
since they,have raised the .new issue of the carriage of fare-paying passengers,
we think it would be desirable to postpone further consideration of the
Agreement until after the International Civil Aviation Conference where the
whole problem of the future of the Military Air Transport Serv ices will no
doubt be considered .

3. Such a postponement would make it possible for us to discuss the problem
at the British Commonwealth aviation discussions .

4. Jhis might put us in a stronger bargaining position at the International
Conference, since it will mean a continuance of the present legal position under
which âlmost all the Military Air Transport Se rv ices which the United States
is now

.
operating into and over Canada are operating without permission from

the Canadian Government . This is clear from a comparison of the list of routes
given in part one A of the latest draft of the proposed Agreement with the lists
contained in paragraphs 6 and 18 of our original memorandum of March 17th
[16th], 1943, proposing the Agreement . Even though I think a few permissions
havé' been' given 'since March 16th, 1943, it would look as if probably three-
quarters of the United States se rv ices are being operated without permission .

DEA/72-SH-40
., „ J ;

"Le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
' à l'ambassadéur aux Etats- Unis

j ,,, ,, . Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambasscidor in United States

TELETYPE EX4083 - Ottawa, October 6, 1944

CONF I DENTIAL . Your WA-5724 of October 5 . Draft agreement on military,
transport services . ;

We reached the same conclusion as the Embassy and on October 5
suggested , to the departments concerned, namely, Transport and National
Defence for .Âir, that while it is quite possible that Canada will be prepared to
allow ', United States military se rv ices to carry , fare-paying passengers to
destinations * beyond ; Canada, nevertheless it would be wise to await the
outcome, `ôof, the discussions at the international conference before making an
agreement .on,the subject.. . .

;`t ~ ; .0 .
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937. 

DESPATCH 201 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 

DEA/72-SH-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
• Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, January 27, 1945 

In the discussions in New York on January 25 and 26 on the proposed 
military air transport  agreement between Canada and the United States, the 
United States representatives said that theY'desired to conclude with Canada 
the proposed agreement. in  the  fOrm in which it stood as set forth in our 
correspondence of August to October, 1944 This would mean the acceptance 
of a slightly revised United States  version Of Article VII, the text of which was 
given in our WA-4595 of August 3. 
2. At the meetings in New York the United States put forward this slightly 

revised version of Article VII, which differed from the one referred to in our 
WA-4595 by the addition at thé end of the last sentence of the Article of the 
words "to relief and rehabilitation activities, and necessary to speed a return to 
peace-time conditions." 
3. In view of the fact that we had taken the position that the United States 

required permission from us to carry fare-paying transit traffic over Canada, 
wr suggested, and the United States representatives accepted, the addition 
after the second sentence of the Proposed Article of a new sub- paragraph which 
will read as follows: 

"Passengers, goods and Mail other  than  those referred to above may be 
carried for reward or hire on the aircraft referred to in this Article." 
The next sentence in , the original U.S. version of Article VII, 
amendment proposed at New York, would then become the third sub- 
paragraph of Article VII. 	

with the 

4. I enclose four copies of Article VII as it would then read.' These copies are 
dated January 26. 	• 
5. We pointed out to the United States in New York that it was probable that 

the confidential appendix' to the draft agreement was out of date by  flow. The 

State' Department representative, however, informed us in strict confidence 
that he ,doe.s not want to raise with the Army and Navy the revision of the 

United States  section of the appendix for fear that they will raise some  ne'  

'point which will hold up the conclusion of the agreement. His own personal 

opinion was that the United States Army and Navy would not like the draft of 

Article VII which had been proposed by the United States, but that they could 

be held to it since they had given consent to it many months ago, and they 
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would be told that this was the best which the United States could get out of
Cânada . :

- 6 . ;The State Department representative said, however, that he had, of course,
no objection to Canada revising its part of the appendix, and it would seem to
us that the Canadian part definitely needs amplification .

7 . It will be for you to determine whether it is desirable for you to clear the
revised text of the agreement with Newfoundland or the United Kingdom or
both . The United Kingdom has apparently still made no comments on the
State Department's memorandum of last November, the text of which we gave
in paragraph 2 'of our WA-7029 of December 16,1 and the State Department
is,` therefore, assuming that the United Kingdom is not going to raise an
objection to the fare-paying activities of the Transport Commands .

8 . I understand that Mr. Parsons of the State Department will be in Ottawa
for

.
a few days . He has with him a revised United States draft of our draft of

March 15, 1944 .t '
9 . * If the new Article VII as proposed by the United States is acceptable to

you,, it would seem to be useful to get this agreement signed as quickly a s
possible before some new issue is raised .

10. While there is probably no very strong reason for keeping the appendix
confidential, the State Department would prefer not to be asked to request the
Army and Navy to release the appendix for publication .

I have etc .
ESCOTT REID

for the Ambassador

938 . DEA/72-SH-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

I
Your despatch No . 201 of January 27 . Military air transport agreement .

Revised Article VII is acceptable to us and we are ready to conclude the

TELETYPE EX-351 Ottawa, January 31, 194 5

agreement with , the amendments proposed by the United States . We are
prepared to leave the appendix in its present form and to have it remain
confidéntial for the 'time being . It 'does not appear necessary to amplify the
Canadian part of the appendix .

`
W

e suggest that the State Department instruct the United States Embassy
here to conclude an exchange of notes giving them a proposed form of
beginning and ending and their version of the agreed text . The revised texts
could then be checked here and an agreement concluded.

`~~'r ~•, ., ._ ., , ,
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' We are informing the United Kingdom and Newfoundland of the terms of 
Article VII and are informing Newfoundland as well of the sections of Articles 
I and II that interest them. 

DEA/72-SH-40 
. .• L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

..:AinbaSS'ado' 	Uriited States 
to' Secre.  tar},  ,ofStatefor EXtértial Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-6401 	; 	• ; ; • • .: 7 	f Washington, February 6, 1945 

Your EX-351, January 31st. Military Air Transport Agreement. 
i„ The State Department  has told us today informally that they hope to get the 

instruction to their Embassy in Ottawa cleaied through the State Department 
in another, two or. three days. ,The only new drafting amendment which they 
have to stigest is  in  the final phiagrapli ofArticle VII where the word "or" 
should be inserted before "TO relief and *rehabilitation àctivities" and the word 
"or" should, be substituted for "and", immediately following the clause just , 	. 
quoted." 	 - 

SECTHON F 
RENONCIATION À LA RÉCLAMATION EN CAS DE COLLISIONS 

ENTRE VÉIIICULES ET ENTRE NAVIRES 
WAIVER OF CLAIMS ARISING FROM VEIIICLE AND MARITIME COLLISIONS 

940. 	 DEA/4724-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

939. 

r .  

No. 16 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States 

Ottawa, March 1, 1944. 

Excellency. 
,  I  have the honour to refer ,  to my Note No. 130 of October 21, 1943,t  

proposing a basis for, the settlement of claims arising out of traffic accidents 

involving vehicles of the Armed Forces of Canada and vehicles of the Armed 

Forces of the United States. 
TheGovernment of Canada agrees to the changes in the proposed 

Agreement suggested in your Note No. 75 of December 22, 1943.' 
ri 	 ; , 

'II y  eut  un Échange de noies& Ottawa le 13 février' 1945. Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, 

N'  1. 
Notes were exchanged at Ottawa on February 13, 1945. Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No.  I.  
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, .' Thë' Government of Canada are now prepared to enter into an agreement'
with the Government of the United States establishing the basis to be adopted
for the settlement of claims arising ôut of traffic accidents involving vehicles of
the Armed Forces of Canada and vehicles of the Armed Forces of the United
States in the following terms:- , . ,

(a) The agreement would cover all vehicles of the Armed Forces of the
Government'of Canada' (hereinafter called Canadian vehicles) and all vehicles
of the Armed Forces of the Government of the United States (hereinafter
called United States vehicles) .a, ..,
(b) . The agreement would apply to accidents wherever they occur which take

place, on or after. December 7th, 1941, which have not already been disposed of ;
and which involve a Canadian or United States vehicle .

`(c) Neither Government would make any claim against the other for any
dârnage*caused in an accident to which this agreement applies to any vehicle,
stores or'other property of the Government of Canada and used by the Royal
Canadian'Navy, the Canadian Army or the Royal Canadian Air . Force, or to
any vehicle, stores or other property of the Government of the United States
and used by the' United States Army, the United States Army Air Force, the
United States Navy or the United States Navy Air Force ., . . .
(d) Neither Government would make any claim against the other in respect

of the death of or' injury to 'any member or civilian employee of the Armed
Forces of Canada or of the United States caused by a United States vehicle or
a Canadian vehicle in' an accident to which this agreement applies, provided
that no claims which members or civilian employees of the Armed Forces of
Canada;or of the,United States may have in their own right on account of
injury or death, would be affected by this agreement .

2 . I shall be glad if you will inform me whether the Government of the
United Stâtes'agreé to an arrangement on this basis . If sô, this note and your
reply tothat éffect' will be regarded as constituting an agreement between our,
two Governments which will continue in force in respect of all accidents which
may oc.cùr, prior,to the expiration of three months from the date on which
either of the . two Governments gives notice to the other of its intention to
terminate the agreement .
1 . : ► , , . A t t

J . E . REA D
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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941. 	 DEA/4724-40 
L'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

, 	au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
' 	 Ambassador of the United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Sir: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 16 of March 1, 

1944, outlining a proposed agreement with the Government of the United 
States establishing the basis to be adopted for the settlement of claims arising 
out of traffic accidents involving vehicles of the Armed Forces of Canada and 
vehicles of the Armed Forces of the United States. 

I have now been authorized to inform you that the arrangement, as set forth 
in your note under acknowledgment, is agreeable to my Government and that 
your note, together with this reply, will be regarded as constituting an 
agreement between our two Governments on the subject. 

RAY ATHERTON 

942. 	
, 

• 	 DEA/3953-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

Ottawa, May 9, 1944 

I have the honour to refer to your despatch' No. 388 of 16th February, 
1944,t concerning the, enquiry ,of the Department of State, Washington, as to 
whether the Canadian Government desires to limit the terms of the Agree-
ment" to'cover , naval vessels only and if so, whether the Canadian Government 
is willing to apply .  the Agreement to such naval vessels as tankers, transports 
and cargo vessels. This matter involved necessary reference to, and consider 
ation by several Government Departments. 

- 

There are special difficulties presented in this country by reason of the fact 

that most, if not all, of the ships involved are operating under charter and have 

not been requisitioned by the Government. The owners have interests which are 

protected by insurance, and it would be difficult to apply the "Knock for 
Knock" principle without their consent. If the owners consented, their position 

in relation to the Marine and War-Risk Underwriters might be prejudiced. The 
Departments concerned are inclined to the view that it might be impracticable 

"Canada, Recuell des traltés. 1943, Ne 12. 
Canada, Treaty Series, 1943, No. 12. 

DESPATCH 682 

Sir, 
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to apply the principle to privately owned ships without making a fundamental
change in the arrangements under which they have been operated during th e

It -•would be preferable to continue the present Agreement whereby the
"Knock for Knock" principle is limited to naval vessels, a definitely recognized
class 'of ships, flying a distinctive flag and manned by crews under naval
discipline and control .
-The ' Departments concerned are still •endeavouring to work out some
arrangement ' which would make it possible to extend the scope of the
Agreement to meet the United States . Government's request . There is some
doubt as to the meaning of the words "such naval vessels as tankers, transports
and cargo vessels" and it would be desirable to clarify their meaning .

An indication as to the conditions of ownership, manning and control
necessary to bring vessels within the scope of these words would be helpful in
working out this problem .

It ; would ' be appreciated if you would discuss . these questions with the
appropriate authorities and defer, for the time being, a final reply to the State

war years .

Department's enquiry.
I have etc.

J . E. READ -
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

943.• DEA/3953-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-3148 Washington, May 22, 1944

Your despatch No. 682, May 9th, regarding collisions between Unite d

States and Canadian Naval vessels . We discussed this matter orally today with
Mr. Hill of the Legal Division of the State Department . We pointed out to him
the special difficulties mentioned in paragraph 2 of your despatch, and asked
him to obtain information requested in the 4th and 5th paragraphs of your .
despatch.-

Z . , .Hill mentioned another problem which we had not previously heard about.
It seems'that there has been some correspondencet between the United States
Naval Attaché in Ottawa and the Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air
regarding a collision which took place on November 23, 1943, between an
R-,C •A~F. ü crash' boat and a United States naval vessel . It appears that the
Deputÿ Minister informed the Naval Attaché that this collision did not (not)
come within the scope of the agreement of May, 1943, because the Canadian
boat involved was an R .C.A.F. boat and not a Royal Canadian navy boat . Hill



said :thatt all the United . States authorities involved had, been going on the
assumption that article l'of the State Department's note of May 25th, 1943,
was the governing article . This article talks of "vessels of war of either
Government" without restricting it on the Canadian side to vessels of the Royal
Canadian,Navy . . ,

3 : ~ It seems clear that there wâs . never a meeting of minds between the two
Governments regarding the kinds of vessels to be covered by . the exchange of

notes . The absence of such a meeting of minds resulted in a lack of precision in

the notes; themselves . The preamble to . the State Department's note, and the

Canadian Legation's, note in reply,-,both ;talk about "ships of the Royal

Canadian,Navy:" On the other hand, article 1 of the State Department's note
simply talks about "vessels of .- war of either Government." The second

ambiguity arises from the failure to define "vessels of war" .

4 . It seems to me that what would be most helpful at this stage is for all the
Serv ice Departments of both Governments to list the kinds of vessels operated
by, them and to say which kinds, in the opinion of each department concerned,
shôuld be brought within `the scope of the agreement . The next step would be

for the two Governments to ' reach ` a definite 'agreement as to the kinds of
vessels to be covered . Such a definite agreement could be put in the form of an
exchange of notes interpreting or supplementing the exchange notes o f
1943 . An alternative procedure would be to cancel the May, 1943 ,

notes and to sûbstitute a- conipletely new and mutually satisfactory exchange of
notes . Ends."' ,
944. `

. . : DEA/3953-40

Le secrétaire d'É'tat aiix Affaires extérieures

' ` - à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary ojS tate for Extérnal Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, August 30,194 4

Sir; _
. - 22 1944,

I have' the honoür . to refer to yoür teletype WA-3148 dated May ,

and,°our despâtch No ., 682 dâted Mây 9; 1944, regarding collisions between

United States and Canadian vessels : I would appreciate knowing what progress
has been made towards obtaining the information requested in paragraphs 4
and 5 of our despatch under reference .

The three Services 'were requested to submit lists of the kinds of vessels
operated by them;' and which in their , opinion, should come within thes scope of

the agreement . The lists were submitted under the follow ing categori e

A. Government chartered . (demise or bareboat, not on time c e~r În )
this

requisitioned ships operated by Navy ; Army, or Air Force personn

category, the `owne`r foregoes` all insurances, etc. and all risk is vested in the

Canadian Government.
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B. Vessels chartered or requisitioned for the use of the Navy, Army or Air . 

Force which could be brought within the scope of the Agreement without too 
much difficulty; there is no Crown risk in this category. An adjustment could 
be effected between the owners and the Canadian Government.  

Vessels engaged with the Armed Services but which could not be brought 
within the scope of the Agreement owing to the difficulty of obtaining an 
adjustment between the owners and the Government. Vessels in this category 
are entirely at the owners' risk. 

I am enclosing copy of the lists submitted by the Navy and Air Force.t 
The Army did not subm.  it any list but referred to two vessels chartered from 

the Canadian National (West Indies) Steamship, Limited, namely S.S. Lady 
Nelson and  S.S. Lady Rodney. In the opinion of the Army, these vessels did 
not come within any of the categories listed above by reason of the special 
character of their charter with the Canadian Government. 

I have etc. 
J.  E. READ 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

945. 	 DEA/3953-40 
Le chargé d'affaires aux État-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures , 
Chargé d'Affaires in United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5329 	 Washington, September 12, 1944 

Your desp.  atch of August 30th, No. 1248, concerning collisions between 
United States and Canadian vessels. 
1. The matter was discussed orally today with Mr. Hill of the Legal Division 

of the State Department. I asked him whether he had been able to secure the 
information requested in your previous despatch No. 682, dated May 9. 
Following is his reply: , 

Vessels 'opirated by the War Department and the Army are those — 
(1) The title té which is in the United States and which are operated by the 

War Department; 
(2) 7 0btained from private owners under the bareboat charter, and 
(3) Made available by War Shipping Administration on a bare-boat basis for 

the use of  the War Department and of the Army. The liability for all claims 
arising from the use and operation of such vessels is that of the 	ar 
Department except as such liability may have been assumed by War Shi 

W
pping 

Administration under its insurance agreement. 
2. Contents of your despatch No. 1248 were brought to Mr. Hill's attention 

and he interpreted it as a step forward to broaden the scope of the agreement. 
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He told me that the Army and the Navy feel that the Canadian interpretation 
is too  restrictive and that they are most anxious to reach a clear understanding. 

3. I also gather from my conversation with Mr. Hill that a meeting in 
Washington of the Departments concerned of both Governments will probably 
be suggested as the best way to find a solution acceptable to both Govern-
ments. If the suggestion is made by the State Department, I would appreciate 
being informed of your views as to the advisability of such a meeting being held 
here. 
4. While perusing the lists of the kinds of vessels operated by the three 

services, which is attached to your despatch No. 1248, it was noted that the 
R.C.A.F. list does not separate ships in different categories. Would this mean 
that all vessels operated by the R.C.A.F. come under Category A and should 
come within the scope of the agreement?" 

• 946. ' 	 DEA/3953 -40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. 	. 	à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

' Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-3924 ' 	 Ottawa, September 20, 1944 

Your WA-5329 ccincerning collisions between United States and Canadian 
vessels. Concur in advisability of meeting being held in Washington of the 
Departments concerned. The answer to paragraph 4 of your teletype under 
reference is affirmative. 

947. -40 

L'ambassadeur aùx États-Unis 	

DEA/3953 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5658 	 Washington, September 30, 1944 

IMMEDIATE.' Your EX-3924 of September 20 c,oncerning collisions between 
United States and Canadian vessels. 

I have just received a note from the State Department from which I quote 
the following relevant paragraphs: 

'The interested agencies of this Government are desirous of having the 
scoilse of the presènt agreement broadened. In this connection it would be of 

material ' assistance if representatives of the appropriate agencies of the 

"La  note  suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document: 
The following note was written on this copy of the document: 

3chartered, balance Service owned. RCAF desires all to the included in agreement. 
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Canadian Government could at any early date meet with representatives of the
agencies of this Government to consider possible modifications of the present
agreement.

If it would be convenient for the Canadian representatives to come to
Washington for such a conference, steps will be taken to have the representa-
tives of the appropriate agencies of the United States meet with them here at
any time which suits their convenience ."

I would appreciate being informed when it would be convenient for
Canadian representatives to come to Washington for a meeting .5 2 Ends .

948. DEA/3953-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale (services navals), au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence (Naval Services)
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, January 9, 1945

Dear Sir :
Enclosed herewith for your information is a copy of a memorandum of i

Lieutenant-Commander Chipman who represented the Judge Advocate
General at, the'Meeting in Washington on November 17th, 1944, referred to in
the memorandum.11,

Your comments will be appreciated particularly with respect to paragraph 3
of 'the'' memorandum, observing that there is at least one case where salvage
services have been rendered by Canadian Naval Vessel to Ship operated by th e

United States War Shipping Administration, the case in question arising out of
salvage services rendered in August 1944 by H .M.C. M .L. "077" to U .S . S.S.

James Miller.
A lètter, in identical terms has been despatched to the Deputy Minister of

Transport .t . .
Yours very truly,

W. G. MILLS

;2 La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document:
The following note was written on this copy of the document :

Wait until Kerr" has checked lists submitted by Se rvices before replying .
"Capitaine J. W . Kerr, ministère du Transport.

Captain J . W . Kerr, Department of Transport.
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-Mémorandum du juge avocat général adjoint (Marine)

Memorandum by Assistant Judge.Advocate General (Navy)„ . . . . ._ . . . . . . ._ . . _

[Washington, November 1944 ]

PRECIS OF MEETING IN WASHINGTON WITH U .S . REPRESENTATIVES
REGARDING , . .. . .

EXTENSION OF KNOCK-FOR-KNOCK AGREEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AN D

UNITED STATES

IN RESPECT OF VESSELS OF WAR AND GOVERNMENT VESSEL S

At the meeting in Washington which took place on 17th November, 1944, a t

which representatives of ; the , State Department, Department of Justice, War
Shipping Administration, Maritime Commission, Lease . Lend, and J .A .G .5 4

(both Army in!, Navy) were present, it . was brôûght to the attention of th e

Canadian represèntâtives'that'the United States desired an all-embracin g

Knock- for•Knock Agreement, which would include all types and categories o f

Government vessels, and would also extend to cases where Government cargo
was being carried . It was brought to our attention that an agreement of thi s

nature had .- been promulgated between ; the United - States and the Unite d

Kingdom, but in cases where insurance existed on the vessels in question shoul d

a collision arise and the : Knock-for-Knock Agreement have application, the .

U.S. did not take advantage of the "running down" clause in that it made no

demand for compensation for . the damages which its vessel had sustained, fro m

the insürers. Infi consideration of the waiving of this right under the provisions
of the policy, the insurers ngreed that they ' wôuld not exercise. any right of

subrogation which they, might .have against the vessel which had caused the

damage,' i .e ., the British -vessel . This understanding which exists between the

underwriter's and their respëctive , Governments has not apparently been

explored.inCanada, but the U .S. representatives felt that there was no reason

why a stmtlar arrangement could not be made with' any underwriters wh o

might be the insurers of vessels registered in Canada and operating under

Government supervision ; more particularly, vessels operated by the Park

Steamships and Cânâdian Government Merchant Marine vessels, etc .

2. In this connection, I felt it was advisable to contact and meet the Insurance

representatives informally who would have knowledge of the Insurance factor

and how the various vessels operated thereunder, and I accordingly me t

representatives from the Canadian National Steamships and Park Steamship

Company, in Montreal . With regard to the extension of the Knock-for-Knock

Agreement, they are definitely opposed to any agreement which might be pu t
hav e

into foree whieh has application to the eategory of vessels to which Ilaced

above referred ; in other words, I gathered that there was no insurance p

on the Park vessels which would result in any insurance liability as a result of

any collision which, might be sustained, and therefore,unless the
Government

"Judge Advocate General .
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was , prepared to become the insurer of the Park Steamships in cases of_this 
nature,' it :would not be possible to include these vessels , in the Agreement. 
Furthermore; repairs and damages, • etc. which would be necessitated by reason 
of such a, collision would, from a practical point of view, enter into the 
operating charges of the Company ,and might reflect substantially on the 
Com•panY's position. Similar, conditions also apply with respect to the Lady 
Nelson and the Lady  Rodney' , and I also understand thàt the Company has a 
sliecial fund 'which is  made available  for  repairs, etc., arising from collisions 
which thé  Company wou.  ld not desire to use for ihis present •purpose. 

3. At the meeting in Washington, the additional question as to whether 
salvagé claims on behalf of Canadian  Naval personnel should be prosecuted 
against Pr' ivate ships registered in the United States of America was considered 
in viéw of the fact that in both the United Kingdom and the United States no 
claim of this category is proffered against a private ship of the other country, 
kit  hi the event that salvage services are performed involving risk and hardship 
over and above the ordinary duties of Naval personnel, the Government of the . 
country involved will make an award. The U.S. representatives felt that this 
might be the subject of an additional Knock-for-Knock Agreement, and it was 
determined that this question should be further explored with a view to possibly 
falling in line with the foregoing procedure if the circumstances and policy 
warrant such action. .. 	 • 

W.  W. CH IPMAN 
Lt.-Cmdr. R.C.N.V.R 

[Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer Reserve] 

No:119 

Sir, 

DEA/3953-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État des États-Unis 
Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary of State of United States 

Washington, April 11, 1945 

•  I have the honour io refer to your note of February 6th, 1945,t relating to 
the Conference heft in  .the  Department of State on November 17th, 1944, 
between representatives of the interested agencies of the United States 
Government and representatives of the Canadian Government to consider the 
scope of the Agreement between the United States and Canada for the waiver 
of claims arising as a result of collisions between vessels of war of the two 
countries 

I am now inforrned that the points which were raised by the United States 
representatives at the meeting referred to above have been examined by all the 
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interested departments of the Canadian Government . Every effort has been

made to find some way in which the Canadian' Government could provide for
the extension of the Agreement so as to include all types of vessels in which the
risk of loss falls directly or indirectly upon the Government . An attempt has

been made to explore the feasibility of readjustment of insurance arrangements
along the lines which have been followed by " the United States shipping

authorities, but it ' has not been found `possible to follow this course . The

Agreement can be enlarged so as to cover, in addition to vessels of war, ships
owned and operated directly by the Canadian Government as distinct from

ships owned by the Canadian Government and operated by Crown companies

or p rivate enterprises. However the SIS, Lady Nelson and the S/S Lady

Rodney (two vessels , chartered from the Canadian National Steamships Ltd .),

should be expressly excluded from the Agreement since their category, by

reason of the special character of their .charter, is difficult to establish, and thi s
way in

might cause the United States Gove rnment to be misled . There is no
of the

which the excepted classes of ships can be brought within the scope
Agreement without radical ehanges in the system of administration unde

r

which the ships are ôperated .
The question of salvagc, while not mentioned in your note under reference,

was also discussed by the interested departments of the Government, as
it had

ha
been raised at the meeting held in the State Department. It was with

meeting that the Canadian practice should be changed so as to conform
that which is followed in the United Kingdom and in the

United
made

whereby no claims for salvage services rendered b S~~tG
i

Government
United States

against p rivate ships of the other count ry. In th i

authorities are following a long-standing practice, which obtains duringr~al

and peace. The United Kingdom authorities are able to work out aiénd-lease

arrangement by reason of the existence of lend-leas â agreements .
~ould not be

does not apply as between Canada and the United States ,
poss ible to work out a rcciProcal salvage arrangement without a fundamental

change in the policy followed by the Canadian Government in d ealing ë i 1

salvage du ring war and peace . It',.would not be pract icable toohave
phips,

arrangement limited to United States p rivately owned and pe

because sucha course would give rise to compla ints of discrimination, lwth

from Canadian shipping and from shipping of other countries .
. . . . .

. - • ----- -
.w

M. M . MAf I ONEY

for the Ambassador
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950. ' = ~ _ DEA/3953-40

, Le secrétaire d'État par intérim des États-Unis
- à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Acting Secretary of State of United States
Io Ambassador in United State s

[Washington], July 26, 194 5

Excellency :
I have the honor to refer to the Embassy's note no . 119 of April 11, 1945

with further regard to the extension of the scope of the agreement between the
United States and Canada for the waiver of claims arising as a result of
collisions between vessels of war of the two countries .

My Government has noted the offer of the Canadian Government to enlarge
the agreement so as to cover, in addition to vessels of war, ships owned and
operated directly by the Canadian Government and appreciates the difficulties
which would be encountered by the Canadian Government in extending the
agreement so as to include all types of vessels in which the risk of loss falls
directly . or indirectly upon the Government . However, it feels that the
Embassy's note may be based in part on a misunderstanding of certain of . the
proposals discussed at the conference in the Department of State on November
17, 1944 between representatives of the two Governments .

Specifically it is thought that the Canadian authorities may have
misunderstood the purport of the discussion with respect to salvage . This
Government feels that the practice which obtains in the United States and
Great Britain of not asserting salvage claims for services rendered by our
public vessels, i .e., Navy and Coast Guard vessels, might well be adopted by
the Canadian Government . Salvage claims have been made by Canadian Naval
vessels and their personnel against vessels owned or operated by the United
States Government . The claims which would be waived under the agreement
proposed at the November 17 meeting are limited to claims between the
respective Governments . Salvage claims by or against private interests would
not be waived under the proposed arrangement .

The question of cargo claims, while not mentioned in the Embassy's note
under reference, was also discussed at the meeting on November 17, 1944 . The
agreement `proposed at that time included the waiver of claims for general
average contribution by and damage to cargoes whenever such claims are
ultimately payable by or to one of the contracting Governments .

It is ~ believed that a further meeting between representatives of this
Government' and the Canadian Government would be useful with a view to
ascertaining whether misunderstandings exist as to the nature of the proposals
for 3an : extension of the existing agreement and to explore alternative
procèdures for dealing with maritime claims between the United States and
Canada in4he event it is found to be impracticable to conclude an agreement
between ; the two Governments for a mutual waiver of such claims . A
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considerabWnumber of maritime claims between the two Governments are 
undisposed of and it is believed that every effort should be made to find some 
mean' s to dispose of these clainis and others which may arise in the future so as 
to avoid, if possible, having to dispose of the claims by litigation. 

I shall appreciate being advised whether representatiVes of the Canadian 
Government can come to Washington for the purpose indicated and, if so, the 
time when it may be convenient for them to do so. 

Accept etc. 
JOSEPH C. GREw 

951.7- 	1 ... 	. • 	 DEA/3953-40 
. 	— 

Rapport d'une réunion entre des re.présentants des États-Unis 
'et di: Canada 

• 
Report  of  Meeting' between Representatii.es of United States 

, and Canada 

RESTRICTED 	" '  7 	' 	[Washington, c. September 19, 1945] 

- Report on meeting held in Washington on 19 September 1945 at 3:30 p.m. 
between members of Department of State and Dept. of External Affairs to 
discuss the enlargement of the Maritime Knock for Knock Agreement. 

1. The following were'present:' 
• 

Gnxn II. Ilackworth 	 Leg,a1 Adviser. Department of State, Chairman 
= Raymond T. Yingling , 	, Department of State 

John Sonnet ' Department of Justice, Claims Division 
Edward L. Smithl 	; 	Depanment of Justice 
J. Frank Sturdey 	= 	Department of Justice 
Edward A. Neiley , ; 	 War Shipping Administration = 

. J. Franklin Fort 	 %Var Shipping Administration 
Commander L R.  Wood 	° USNR tUS. Naval Reservel, Navy Department 
Lt. Col. T. F. Mount °-• 	 J.A.G.'s Office 

"=-' Cdr. Myron  11 Avery g .* 	USNR, .I.A.G:s Office 

Mr. J. W. Kerr 	 Dipanment of Transport, Ottawa 
Mr. E. A. Coté , 	 ° Department of External Affairs, Ottawa 

*" Commander W. W. Chipman 	J.A.G.'s Office, Ottawa 
Graham NiCernne ' -- 	• 	 Canadian Embassy, Washington 

IL In his opening remarks the Chairman indicated that the U.S. Government 

desired to broaden the agreement to cover all vessels owned and operated by 

.both Governments, insofar ,  as collisions, cargo and salvage claims are 

concerned., - 
.4 

3. Mr. Smith, 'Of the Department of Justicc, thcn asserted that one of the 

primemotives*of the US. Government in seeking to extend the agreement was 

the fact that if no agreement is reached to cover all vessels, vvitnesses required 

for litigation would disappearwith lhe breaking up of the wartime merchant 

marine. Later, Mr; Smith stated that, duc to the American laws which place a 

1524 
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mandatory, limitation of two years on Admiralty litigation, the U.S. Govern-
ment must take a decision soon as to whether they are to litigate these claims: 
if they must litigate because of their inability to come to an agreement with 
Canada, they must seek Congressional authority in the next few months for the 
Méniés* required to 'proceed to court. Obviously, Mr. Sonnet pointed out, it is 
most desirable to avoid litigation. 
4.7Cdr. W. W. Chipman gave the background which led up to the previous 

agreement. From there on, Mr. Smith stated that the extension of agreement 
desired by the U.S. Government would cover the waiver of all Maritime claims 
(inclusive of cargo, salvage, etc.) for ships which are operated for the ultimate 
Gévernment account. He indicated the U.S. Government had an agreement 
with the British and the Norwegians where the problem of underwriters came 
in, and , the underwriters were agreeable to waiving their interests  by 

 arrangement With the Governments concerned. Mr. Smith indicated that the 
U.S. Gévernment was' interested in working out an agreement only where 
actuarial prinCiples could be given effect in order to settle the great majority of 
otitstanding claims; otherwise they would have to be content with an agreement 
of a more limited scope. 

, 5• The question of the Park Steamship was raised and Capt. Kerr explained 
thé set-up of Park Steamships, i.e. a Crown Company which allocates ships to 
Agents or Steamship Companies which in turn operate them on a managerial 
fee* basis and as a strict commercial venture. Mr. Smith asked whether an 
agreement co.  uld be reached with Park Steamship Company for a settlement  of  
claim̀ s on a Knock for Knock basis. No answer was given, but the question was 
raised as to the status of ships controlled by W.S.A. 
6. Mr. Smith indicated that W.S.A. controlled about 4,500 ships of which 

maybe some 250 were on a new time charter basis which, since 1944 only, 
proN4des that the U.S. Government can waive insurance, and these ships could 
be cimisidered for Government account and thus become part of an enlarged 
Knbck , for Knock agreement. No definite information was given as to the 
remaining ships except that this new form of agreement might be extended to 
coer a maxim.  um of 600 ships. 
,7. Mr. HackWorth I  asked whether the Canadian Government would have . 
authority to make an agreement binding Park, because of the ships being 
Goveénment licensed and controlled by the Shipping* Board. Capt. Kerr 
thought `it Might have this power, but the Government in the past had been 
guided . by  the advice of the Shipping Board, whose policy had been against the 
inclusion of the Park Steamship in such an agreement, principally because of 
the'irisurance and commercial factors involved in the handling of Park vessels. 

8. Mr. Smith indicated that they found U.S. Insurance underwriters 
agreeable to waivers of their claims, and this might be explored in Canada. 
This was agreed. 
9.1- Mr. Coté asked how many cases now stand for litigation. He was advised 

that between 40 to 60 such cases existed, and they involve Park vessels in all 
but 3 or 4 cases. The Chairman agreed to supply, on an informal basis, a list of 

t 
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the U.S: claims (with data) to the Canadian Government in the course of the

next few days, and the Canadian group agreed to reciprocate in the next two or

three weeks .
10. ' Mr. Coté indicâted that at the present, time the Canadian Government is

willing to extend the present ' agreement to vessels owned and operated by the
Canadian Government, exclusive of Park or C .N. Steamships, and to cover

salvage claims where the vessels involved are of the R .C.N., on the one hand,

and a ship of the U .S: Government at sole Government risk and not covered by

salvage insurance, on the other hand. This offer was noted by the Chairman .

11 . Mr: Coté asked to what extent the agreement could be made retroactive .

The U.S. representatives thought it could not be made retroactive to 1941, but
possibly it could be retroactive to 1944 .

12. Mr. Hackworth reiterated that the U.S. Government was most anxious to
have a Knock for Knock agreement which would include Park . If this were

absolutely impossible, then a Joint Shipping Board would be accepted as a
lesser evil : It could conceivably be " opcrated as under the U .S .-British

agreement, i .e., cases arising in Canadian waters to be dealt with under

Canadian law,cases arising in U.S. waters to be dealt with under U .S . law.

Mr. Coté was assured that a copy of the U .S.-British agreement would be
made available to the Canadian Government .

13 . As a talking point, Mr. Sonnet asked that the Canadian representatives

tell Park that if, because of lack of agreement between Canada and U .S ., cases

in dispute had to be litigated, the U .S. Government would be obliged to raise
the point of law that the real party at issue is the Canadian Government, and
this might well bar a Park cla im in a U.S. court .

14. Mr. Coté asked the Chairman if he could provide a definition of the ships

which the U.S. Government was prepared to make the subject of an extended
Knock for, Knock agreement . The Chairman said he could provide us with a

definition of public ships and with n list of merchant ships in a few days, and it
was agreed that the Canadian Government would reciprocate by submitting a
list of merchant ships which the Canadian Government might possibly include

in an agreement. This would be without prejudice to the discussions now

proceeding, and the lists would be exchanged on an informal basis.

1 5 ., Mr. Hackworth raised the point that a Knock for Knock agreement could
be entered into without Congress assent, but that litigation or a Joint Shipping
Board would r uire U.S. legislation . The Joint Shipping Board could only
make recommendations and then Congress would consider the passing of

judicial legislation. The U.S . representatives expresscd some abhorrence for

such a Board which should only be suggested as a last resort .
. . a u a.

Conclusions & recommendations with a list of
16. That a definition of Canadian public vessels, together

merchant ships which the Canadian Government might include in an etto dh e
agreement, be prepared by Capt . Kerr and Mr. Coté for transmission
U.S. Department of State .
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17. That  .a  list of Canadian claims against U.S. Government ships be 
prepared by Park Steamship Company for transmission to U.S. Department of 
State. 
,18. That; upon receipt of a list of U.S. ships and claims, these be studied by 

Capt. Kerr and Mr. Coté with a view to calling an interdepartmental meeting 
to review possibility of including Park either in a Knock for Knock agreement, 
or in an agreement for joint arbitration as described in para. 12. 

952. 	 DEA/3953-40 
Mémorandum du ministre, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, au Cabinet 
Memorandum from Minister, Embassy in United States, to Cabinet 

[Ottawad November 13, 1945 

EXTENSION  OF THE MARITIME KNOCK FOR KNOCK 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA 

For approximately one year, the United States Department of State has 
been anxious to extend the scope of the Exchange of Notes recorded on May 
25 and May 26, 1943, between Canada and the United States, setting out an 
agreement for the waiver of claims arising from collisions between vessels of 
war. 
2. At the request of the United States Department of State, a conference was 

held between Canadian and American representatives at the Legal Division of 
the Department of State in Washington on September 19, 1945. It became 
evident that the main question at issue related to the inclusion of ships of the 
Park Steamships Company Limited and of all types of vessels at the sole risk of 
the Canadian Government, on the one hand, and the inclusion of ships of the 
War Shipping Administration, on the other. 
3. The United States Department of State has provided the Canadian 

Government with a list' of 37 claims which would be currently affected by such 
an agreement, and a broad examination reveals that the United States' total 
claim against Canada would be approximately $4,000,000, and that Canada's 
claim against the United States would be in the neighbourhood of $650,000. 
Two• claims involving vessels of the Royal Canadian Navy account for 
$3 ,600,000 of the American claim. It, therefore, seems that the general claim 
of the United States against Park Steamships might be something of the order 
of $350,000, while the Park Steamships' claim against the War Shipping 
Achninistration amounts to some $600,000. The Park Steamships is very 
reluctant to give up its favourable position unless it is to enure to the benefit of 
Canada as a whole. 
4. Some of the objections which are raised are the very complex and unknown 

offects'upon maritime insurance in all its ramifications ranging from bare boat 
to 'cargo  and  general average insurance policies. These complications make it 
desirable that whatever agreement is reached with the United States should 
have the approval of the Underwriters before it is concluded. As far as the 



Départment " of ' External ' Affairs - can ascertain, - there are no insuperable

difficulties ' in ' the 'path of' entering into an enlarged Knock for Knock

Agreement with the United States Government .

5 . Thë advantages would be accrued principally to the Royal Canadian Navy,

i .e . ; to the extent of probably some $3,600,000,' but to the detriment of the

Park Steamships to the extent of $250,000, plus, possibly, a part of the cost of
premiums covering those ' ships which arc the'subjcet

,
of a Knock for Knock

Agreement and which were involved in a collision .

6: The following courses of action are open to the Canadian Government :

(a) Not 'to enlarge the pres ent Agreement;
(b) To ~ enlarge the Knock for Knock Agreement to include all ships and

cargoes at the ultimate risk of Canada and the United States of America

(subject ; possibly to the exemption of the Canadian National ships) ;

(c) To enter into an agreement of arbitration concerning all ships and cargoes
at the ultimate risk of the Governments of Canada and the United States of

America . }
7. The United States Department of State very much prefcrs a Knock for

Knock Agreement ,which would include all ships and cargoes at the ultimate

risk of both , Governments, and only desires to enter into an agreement for
arbitration in the last resort and as a .lesscr evil .

8 . It is desired, therefore, that Cabinet should give a dccision as to which of

the courses set forth above should be followed . ,

` It is impossible to follow the course indicated in paragraph 6 (a) and do

nothing, unless the Government is prepared actively to facilitate legal
proceedings in which Canadian ships are at fault, whether merchant ships or

warships .
' Practically speaking, it would be necessary to make some concessions in

order to take into account the United States Government 's cntirely proper

reluctance to become engaged in a law suit against the Royal Canadian Navy .

It is suggested, therefore, that the minimum concession which could be made

would be to concur in an arrangement for setting up an international board, or

possibly two boards, one on the Atlantic and one on the Pacific coast, to make

recommendations for the settlement of the claims . Insofar as gcneral policy is

concerned, it would be preferable, on the whole, to extend the Knock for Kn ock

Agreement. The policy of Knock for Knock Agreement was initiated by the

Canadian Government, and it has spread throughout the Allied w~ rl g he

United : States and otheri Governments rcadil . concurred in app Y

upon Canadian i request . This is the frst time that the ~ dléd' ofprinciple
Government has been asked to make a concess ion in this matter . Re g

the balancing of accounts, there would be a good deal to be said for ` ~ûld'be

Knock fora Knock upon ,a universal basis to cover ~11~n~e ncdhOn the other
fundamentally , claims between the two Governmen Park Steamship
hand, it is impossible to overlook the very strong opposition by

Company # Limited, and so i far, 4 in deference to this opposit i on, it has been

.~,
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possible* to avoid commitment, in the negotiations with the United States
Government, to bringing the Park ships within the scope of Knock for Knock.

953. PCO

TOP SECRET : '

.
CLAIMS FOR COLLISIONS BETWEEN GOVERNMENT VESSELS;

memorandum which had been submitted, and suggested that the extension of
the "knock for knock" principle to include all ships and cargoes at the ultimate
risk of the two governments was in the general Canadian interest .

The memorandum obse rved that the U .S. government were anxious to
estimate the scope of an exchange of notes of May 1943, setting out an
agreement for waiver of claims arising from clearance of vessels of war
between the two countries . It was now suggested by the United States that this
principle be enlarged to other government vessels .

At present, the United States had thirty-seven claims against Canada to an
approximate total of $4 million and Canadian claims totalled some $650,000,
of which $600,000 represented Park Steamships' claim against U.S. War
Shipping administration . The principal U .S . claim (some $3,600,000) lay
against the Canadian Navy .

Alternatives to extension of the "knock for knock" principle were to leave
the situation as at present or to enter into an agreement of arbitration .

Copies of the memorandum had been circulated .
` (External Affairs memorandum, Nov. 13, 1945 - Cabinet document *114) :
' 20 . ' THE MÎNiSTER OF TRANSPORT agreed that an extension of the principle
to all government vessels was in the general interest though Park Steamships
would suffer loss and, " in the absence of the Minister responsible, some
rese rvation should be made in any decision taken .

21 . THE CABINET', after fûrther discussion, agreed that, as a matter of policy,
it was desirable to extend the "knock for knock" agreement to include all ships
and cargoès at the ultimate risk of the two governments and that, subject to_the
concurrence of the Minister of Reconstruction, Canadian representatives
should seek this end in negotiations with the United States ; it being understood
that, if the agreement were so extended, the Navy should compensate Park
Steamships to the extent of their claim against the United States .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract jrom Cabinet Conclusions

1529

[Ottawa,] December 19, 1945

CANADA-UNITED STATES ;

EXTENSION OF "KNOCK FOR KNOCK" AGREEMENT.
19 . THE ' MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE referred to an External Affairs
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954. DEA/3953 -40 
' Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottàwa,1 December 27, 1945 

CANADA-UNITED STATES: 
CLAIMS FOR COLLISIONS BETWEEN GOVERNMENT VESSELS 

With reference to the conclusion reached at the meeting of the Cabinet held 
on December 19th, the Secretary of the Cabinet has now heard from the 
Minister of Reconstruction and Supply that he concurs in the decision reached 
with regard to the extension of the agreement with the United States on a 
"knock for knock" basis in respect of collisions between vessels at the ultimate 
risk of the two governments. The Secretary of the Cabinet states that it will, 
therefore, be in order to proceed on this basis. 

t 	 N. A. MOBERTSONJ 

«IV 

SECTION G 
ACCORD RUSII•BAGOT 

RUSH•BACOT AGREEMENT - 

955. DEA/3306-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire, CPCAD 
Memorandum by Secretary, PJBD 

CONFIDENTI;U; 	 [Ottawad September 11, 1945 

RUSH-BAGOT AGREEMENT" 

The main limitations placed on naval armaments by the Rush Bagot 

Agreement of 1817 are as follows: 
a — Canada and the United States may each maintain on Lake Ontario and 

on Lake Champlain one vessel not exceeding 100 tons burden and armed with 

one 18 pound cannon. 
b On the upper lakes two vessels of the same specification. 
c — All , other vessels on the lakes to be forthwith dismantled and further 

construction or arming of warships on the lakes prohibited. 
d — Naval forces to be restricted to "such services as will in no way interfere 

with the proper duties of the armed vessels of the other party." 

t.  • 
"Les notes  suivantes étaient écrites sur cette copie du document: 

The folloiting notes were written on this copy of the document: 
1 have nothing to acld to an admirable statement of the case. J. E. R[ead) 
1 agree with the proviso that any new agreement should be signed on the anniversary 

of the 1817 agreement so as not to upset the Kiwanis Club who celebrate this 
occasion! Ilium] %%Irons] 
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The Rush Bagot Agreement is obviously out of date both 'with regard to the 
numbers of vessels permitted and with regard to the construction of vessels. It 
has been "interpreted" on a number of occasions and the prohibition against 
the construction or arming of warships was finally "interpreted" in 194256  to 
permit the construction of naval vessels having their armament in complete 
readiness for action upon arrival in the open sea, with all essential tests and 
trials, • including submerged operations of submarines and test firing of 
torpedoes and guns, conducted in Great Lakes waters. 

It seems probable that after the war both Canada and the United States will 
wish to have naval vessels on the Great Lakes for training purposes. They may 
also wish to construct naval vessels and there seems no reason why they should 
not. Even in the unthinlcable event of tension between the two countries the 
presence or absence of naval vessels on the Great Lakes would be of 
insignificant importance. 
- Since the Rush-Bagot Agreement bears so little relation to the facts of the 
present day situation it seems appropriate to consider whether it should not be 
replaced by a new agreement which would take account of the changes which 
have occurred since 1817. 

»Such an agreement might cover the following points: 
a — Permit each country to maintain such vessels as it requires for naval 

training purposes and for police work. 
b — Permit the construction of such vessels as each country requires for the 

purposes mentioned in "a" above as well as for ocean use by each party or for 
sale  to  other 'countries, subject to whatever agreements on naval limitation 
might be binding on each party. 
c — Provide for complete exchange of information on all activities under "a" 

and "h" above, perhaps through the medium of the Permanent Joint Board on 
Defence. - - 

The principal argument against a new agreement is the great sentimental 
value that attaches to this historic document. It is one of the earliest successful 
agreements for the limitation of armaments in history. It was of great value in 
easing tense relations after the war of 1812 and in providing for a period of 
rapid gr. owth and expansion on both sides of the border, which was unclouded 
by any possibilities of a naval race. It is, therefore, a landmark of nearly 130 
years standing and a monument to the excellent relations that prevail between 
Canada and the United States. 

" On the other hand there are two arguments in favour of a new agreement 
which it is suggested have even greater weight. 

1 : 	new agreement might possess even more sentimental value if 
alSPropriately conceived and properly launched. The old agreement was, despite 
its tnidoubted value, based on mutual suspicion and the need to keep a watchful 
eYe on naval armaments. A new agreement could be based on the complete 

s'Canada,  Recueil des traités, 1942, Ne 3. 
Canada, Treaty Series, 1942, No. 3. 
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corifidénce thatexists between the twô countriës which eliminates the need for
that rwatchful eyc: It 'would bë tiased on mutual trust, ' not on mutual suspicion .

It could well be linked with the Ogdensburg 'Agreement of 19401 ' under which

tlie . twô governments 'agreed to collaborate in joint defence. Indeed, a naval

limitation agreement seems inconsistent with joint defence and the responsibili-
ties entrûsted to the ` Pirmanent Joint Board on Defence . A new agreement
based on these considerations woûld be a-landmark in the history of both. . .
countr ies.
2- The' cxisting agreement is so obsolete and meaningless that scarcely one

of its 'provisions is in force : It has been "interpreted" out of existence and bears
no relation to the facts of the present day. If international agreements are to
have any meaning and are to command respect it is questionable whether the
retention of agreements which` are continually violated is wise . It appears

preferable to abrogate, amend or replace them.
On balance it ` is - suggested that a new agreement, far , from destroying

something of , historical interest and sentimental value, would be a document
which would commAnd great interest and : respect and would in time acquire
sentimental value in its own right. It would moreover give appropriate
recognition not only to the generally changed conditions which have superseded
those of 1817 but to the specific new developments in joint defence which date

from the Ogdensburg Agreement .
, I i . [R. M. MACDONNELL ]

. ; ': r , . . . . e0 .. 1

DEA/3306-4 0

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire, CPCAD
Ambassador in United States to Seeretary, PJB D

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL ,, 'Washington, December 12, 1945

nccc.ss i ty.-- admitted in the memoran urtm - o
ing - or misinterpretation of the' . move . ; Very careful - p~epar~Ptio(n beo~ade

Bagot Agreement .
I agree in principle with the . proposed revision but I would underline the
• • • d f avoiding any misunderstan d

Dear Mr. U onne . . -
your letter of Decxmbcr 6th' about the question of revising the Rush

I have

country.'.
Canadian•United States treaty, not a United

useful educat o al effects in this
This fact, appropriately handled, could hav

boast - inc undefended frontier.) would be a
An additional argument for change would be that the new treaty

' d States treaty .

negotiations trom inc puonci ty anu cxp isr ia tua s ailbaw ••••- -
(Nothing must be done, of course, to ; compromise our proudest after-dinner

"Volume 8, document 93,/Volume S . Document 93 .
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âNegotiations ' for' any new agreement would flow naturally from the
Ogdensburg • Agreement and from wartime . cooperation between _ the two
countries . The implications here are important and would have to be carefully .considered .

I agree that the Permanent ' Joint Board should be brought into both the
negotiation' and' the administration of the agreement, as suggested . It might
even be found possible to have a reference made to the Board's existence in the
text of- the agreement itself..

'I am a little doubtful about point b on page 2 of the memorandum '- in
particular about the mention of "the construction of such vessels . . . .• . for sale

L. B . PEARSO N

Yours sincerely,

Should the Rush-Bagot Agreement be revised, it would be possible to
underline the fact that it isa revision of an international agreement which has
been in, existence and observed since 1817 . I believe, in fact, that this is an
additional argument for -revision . This fact - that there has -been an
international agreement'of this kind in force for 128 years - would be a good
one to publicize at the present time.

to other countries ."

SECTION H

COOPÉRATION D'APRÈS-GUERR E

POST-WAR CO-OPERATIO N

957. ", . .~ DEA/52-C s

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime ltiinister

[Ottawa,] April 10, 1944

In collaboration with the Defence Department we have been preparing a
review' of the principal aspects of Canada's external relations . One question
which we suggested the army should think about was our post war defence
relationship with the United States and its connection with any general
Secürity scheme. The following extract from a letter of General Pope's,

ôcmmenting on the position, is interesting and I think a correct appreciation :

"The subject of Canada's Post War Defence Relationship with the United
States is an interesting one, but I wonder if it is as big as at first glance it
might appear? The problem as I see it is pretty well as follows .

In August, 1940, the Prime Minister and the President set up the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence . As I have often remarked to you, the word 'Perma-
nent' in the title was not lightly inserted . Indeed, I understand that it . was
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deliberate. I presume, therefore, that it will be within our Government's policy 
to continue that relationship's even though I readily agree that the Board was 
established at a time when the United States, and, I fear, many people in 
Canada, were unduly perturbed as to the security of this Continent. That 
feeling, of course, has already passed. As you know, I hold that the Scales of 
Attack, to which it could reasonably be held we were exposed, were, are and 
will be almost insignificant. 

However this may be, I believe that on the conclusion of this war it will be 
held desirable, certainly by the United States Government, and very probably 
by  ours, that the present intimate defence relationship be continued. At the 
moment we have Defence Plan ABC-22.59  This Plan was drawn up before the 
United States came into the war as a belligerent. It was put into effect on the 
8th of December, 1941, and will lapse on the cessation of hostilities. As we 
approach that time I feel sure that the United States will ask us to revise it so 
as to have it ready to be put into effect when the next war comes. As I have 
indicated, 1 do not think it will be possible for Canada not to accede to this 
request, nor do I think it will lie within Government policy to refuse to do so. 

The revised Plan, apart from a preamble which I shall deal with in a 
moment, will require a statement of the objects (or tasks) to be achieved and a 
statement of the forces that will be made available to achieve those objects. 
The preamble will be somewhat tricky, but it is one, thank goodness, that will 
have to be drafted principally in Eitternal Affairs, as it will be a statement of 
Government policy. However, we need think only of a recrudescence of 
strength of Germany and Japan. This seems rather far-fetched at the present, 
and I hope will remain so for a long time to come. Public opinion, however, has 
a short memory, and we may again find ourselves thinking in terms of peace 
while our present enemies will be actuated by entirely different thoughts and 

motives.° They may again attack us or oblige us in self-defence to make war 
on them, in which circumstances the situation of 1939 and 1940 will again 
arise. We  must,  therefore, have a plan ready and this should not be difficult to 
draw up. 

There is one exception to this, and that is the possibility that sometime in 

the future . the United States, from their idealistic dislike of Russia, may  find 
their relations with that country somewhat strained. In such circumstances any 
unfortunate' event might provide a spark that would lead thee two countries 

into war. The •British Empire, on the other hand, I should think, would be 

unlikely to be so moved and Would bc desirous of sitting back» In such 

circumstances our position would be a difficult onc. To the American the 

defence of the United States is continental defence, which includes us, and 

'Note rnarginale:/Marginal note:. 
certainly. Ming] 

"Volume 11. document 160./Volume 8. Document 160. 
,°Note marginale/Marginal note: 

I itgree here. lqingl 
•INote marginalelMarginal note: 	' 

I should want to think this over. Mind 
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nothing that I can think of will ever drive that idea out of their heads. Should 
then, the United States go to war with Russia they would look to us to make 
common cause with them, and, as  I judge their public opinion, they would 
brook no delay. 

So, therefore, my view is that the defence relationship between the United 
States and Canada in the Post-War Period should just be that intimate 
technical relationship that we enjoy at present. We should renew ABC-22, and 
take good 'care that in our defence establishments we should provide adequate 
forces, not so much as to defend ourselves against possible raids from the 
enemy (though this would be necessary), but more to ensure that there was no 
apprehension as to our security in the American public mind. As I used to hold 
ten years ago when I was in operations, what we have to fear is more a lack of 
confidence in United States as to our security, rather than enemy action. I can 
put this in another way. If we do enough to assure the United States we shall 
have done a good deal more than a cold assessment of the risk would indicate 
to be necessary." 

[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

958. 	 DEA/52-Cs 
Mémorandum au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Memorandum for Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] April 4, 1944 

The Prime Minister read aloud this morning your memorandum of April 10, 
quoting from General Pope's appreciation of the post-war defence relationship 
with the United States. The following points which arose from our discussion 
may be of interest: 
1) The  permanent character of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence was 

certainly quite deliberate. 
Mr. King says that the President called attention to this feature when the 

Ogdensburg Agreement" was being drafted and that he told the President that 
ne  certainly believed the defence arrangement ought to be on a permanent 
basis. , 
2) There may be occasion to fear a recrudescence of strength of Germany 

and Japàn. But Mr. King clearly thinks that the Canadian position, as lying 
between the U.S.S.R. on the one side and the U.S.A. on the other, tnay have to 
bè worked out with very special care. 

*e Will 'also have to think in terms of a rising unity of colour policy in the 
Far F-ast generally which, from the point of view of world strategy, might have 
to  regard the Far East as a solid block opposed to the so-called white races 
generallY. ' 

62Volume 8, document 93./Volume 8, Document 93. 
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°d) Theré is the possibility that - oil'developménts in northwest Canada will

• reach such a scale as to make this area a much more vulnerable one in terms of

.offensive plans of any possible ' future` eriemy. The fact* that it lies near the

. international air routes perhaps emphasizes the strategic aspect of which

accotint would have to be taken.

i ., ~
959. ,

DEA/7-ABs

Eztralt du procès-verbal du Comité de travai l
'' sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre

Extract jront Minutes of lyorking Committee
on Post -Nostilities Problems

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,] May 19,1944
, •, ~. ~, . . , .

MINUTES OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE ON POST-iIOSTILITIES PROBLEMS,
NELD ON THURSDAY, MAY 18, AT 4 .30 P.M. IN ROOM 125, EAST BLOCK

Present:

G. deT. Glaübrook. Department of Exte rnal Affairs. Chairman

, Captain G. R. Miles, Department of National Defence (Navy) ,

Colonel J . N.`Jcnkins, Dept . of National Defence (Amy),
G roup Captain W. F. Hanna . Dept. of National Defence (Air),

Commander D. K : MacTavish, Dept. of National Dcfence (Navy),

Licutenant•Colonel J . G . Collinson, Dept . of Nat . Defence (Army),

Major R. G . C. Smith. Department of National Defence (Army) .

Lieutenant J. S . Hodgson, Department of National Defence (Navy) .

R. M . Maadonnell. Esq .. Department of Exte rnal Affairs,

J . J . Deutsch. Esq ., Department of External Affairs.

G . Ignatieff. Esq . . Department of External Affairs. Acting Sccretary.
. . ~ . . _ . ._ . . . . , • , .

i . ✓ * . ; ' , . '` : . 4 '~ : . : _ ' ; ,, i ' ; `> ,

V. Post-War Dejtnet Arrangements with the United State s

; (Paper submitted by the Army Representative) t
Colonel Jenkins explained that the paper had been circul d on°idere

Planning Staffs of .the other Services and it was now tabled for th e
ation of, the ; Working = : Committee, prior; to submission to tme â gen °ral

Committee. x He ;explained that , it, had treated the subject fro eCts
standpoint and suggested that special studies might be made o ~4n'Stâtedp that
of Canadian-United States defence; relatlons later. The, Ca uire careful
the papcr dealt with the subjcct , cômprehcnsrvely, but wou~a~tiôns, some of
study by the . Wôrking Committee in view - of - its many imP were

which were of a political natuie, ttnd he invited discussion . The following

some of the more important points made :

63J . A. G[IBSON]
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wis felt , that in the consideration of Canadian static defences after the war, 
attention should be given to the possible threat to Canadian security which 
might arise from the outside, and that Canadian defence policies would have to 
be oriented in relation to them. After the war it would be safe to assume that 
Germany and Japan would be incapable of aggression for some time. The 
paper should .  however, it was thought, take into account Canadian relations 
with the U.S.S.R.', and especially defence problems arising out of tlie 
possibility of tension between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., in which Canada, 
being « sandwiched between the two, would inevitably be involved. Any 
Canadian defence policy would have to take this possibility into account, 
especially as regards defence installations in the Alaska region where the 
boundaries and strategic interests of Canada, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. come 
together. There was full discussion of this point and it was agreed that the 
paper would require modification in the light of the discussion. It was also 
pointed out that in the consideration of defence installations it should be borne 
in mind that some of these could equally be given an offensive character. For 
instance, the defence facilities accorded to United States by Canada in the 
staging routes both in the North-East and North-West for the transport of 
aircraft to the scene of operations, were in reality used for offensive purposes, 
and it was essential that the granting of facilities under the special circum-
stances of this war should not be used as a precedent for future action in time 
of peace, if Canadian neutrality were not to be prejudiced. It was also felt that 
the role of the Permanent Joint Board of Defence should be more closely 
examined as thé  very fact of its existence might give rise to mistrust on the part 
of third powèis Who might not appreciate its defensive character. 

At the conclusion of the discussion it was agreed that a Sub-Committee 
composed of Major R. G. C. Smith, Lieutenant J. S; Hodgson, Mr. R. M. 
Màcdonnell and Mi. G: Ignatieff, should give further consideration to this , • 
paper,in the light of what had been said at the meeting, and should submit a 
redraft', for the next meeting Of the Working Committee. 

); 
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960. DEA/7-ADs

Extrait du procès-verbal de la 22° réunio n
du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre

Extract of Minutes of Twenty- second Meeting
of Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems

. . . . . .,
..

TOP SECRET [Ottawa] lune 2,1944

MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-SECOND MEETING OF THE WORKING COMMITTE E

ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS, HELD ON THURSDAY, JUNE 1ST

AT 4 :30 P .M. IN ROOM 123, EAST BLOC K

Present:

H. H . Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman,

Group Captain W . F. Hanna, Department of National Defence (Air),

Commander D. K . MacTavish, Privy Council Office,
Lieut.-Col . J . G . Collinson, Department of National Defence (Army),
Major C. G . Smith, Department of National Defence (Army),
Lieutenant J. S. Hodgson, Department of National Defence (Navy),
G . deT. Glazebrook, Esq ., Department of Exte rn al Affairs,
R. M . Macdonnell, Esq., Department of External Affairs,
R. A . MacDougall, Esq:. Department of External Affairs,
J . J. Deutsch, Esq ., Department of External Affairs,
J . W. Holmes, Esq ., Department of External Affairs, Secreta ry,
G . Ignatieff, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Acting Sec'ty .

VI. Paper on "Post -, War Defenee Arrangements with the United States"
(Consideration of a revision' made by the Sub-Committee of the Workin g

Committee appointed at themeeting on Thursday, May 18th )
- The Chairman stressed the importance of this paper and said that he would
like to see most careful consideration given to it before it was submitted to the
Advisory Committee and the Working Committee of the Cabinet

. It would

perhaps be advisable before proceeding with a detailed consideration of the
paper to submit a brief statement of the premises on which the Committee wa

s

roceedingin the stud~' of this subjiect for the approval of the Advisory
Committee. It was agreed that a draft of such a statement would be prepared

for the next meeting . After discussion of various aspects of the paper the
Chairman invited members to send written comments on the second

idera ion
the Secreta ry prior to the next meeting, and to rese rve a detailed

of the paper as a whole until then . This was agreed .
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961 . DEA/7-AD S

Extrait du procès-verbal de la 24e réunion
du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre

Minutes of Twenty-fourth Meeting
of Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems

SECRET [Ottawa,) June 17, 1944

- MINUTESOFTHETWENTY-FOURTH MEETING OFTHE WORKING COMMITTEE
ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS, HELD ON FRIDAY, JUNE 16TH ,

Present:

AT 4 :30 P.M. IN ROOM 123, EAST BLOC K

H. H . Wrong, Esq ., Department of External Affairs, Chairman,
.Captain G . R. Miles, Department of National Defence (Naval Services),
Colonel J. H . Jenkins, Department of National Defence,
Group Captain W. F. Hanna, Department of National Defence (Air),
Commander D . K. MacTavish, Privy Council Office,
Lieut .-Colonel J . G . Collinson, Department of National Defence (Army),
Major R . G . C. Smith, Department of National Defence,
Lieut: Commander J . S . Hodgson, Department of National Defence

(Naval Services),
R . M. Macdonnell, Esq., Department of External Affairs ,
G . Ignatieff, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Assistant Secretary .

N. "Post-War Defence Arrangements with the United States" (consideration
of statement prepared of the premises on which the committee is proceeding i n

The Chairman reminded the members that at the last meeting it had been
âgreed to put forward a draft of the assumptions on which the Committee was
proceeding with this study for agreement in the Working Committee, and later,
for submission to the Advisory Commission with a request for guidance.
Colonel Jenkins suggested that there were certain objections in this procedure .
He felt that the preliminary paper,t which had been prepared for this purpose,
proposed a number of questions on which the Advisory Commission would not
be` able to pass judgment without reference back to the Joint Planning
Committee. Colonel Jenkins thought it better that a summary be prepared of
the .Working Committee paper on "Post-War Defence Arrangements with the
United States," in its revised form, and that the Advisory Committee be asked
for its views on the conclusions which had been reached .

' The Chairman explained that the Working Committee studies on Post-War
Defence Arrangements with the United States had to be fitted into the largerPicture of Canadian defence problems, and that there was danger in'
considering various aspects of the problem in detail without higher guidance as
to the general perspective of the Working Committee's studies . It was
suggested that the -preliminary paper had been prepared with this in view, bu t

the state of this subject)
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it likewise c,ontained the main conclusions of the paper on Post-War Defence 
Arrangements with the United States. After discussion it was agreed to give 
consideration to the preliminary paiier in detail and tà put it forward in the 
form of a statement ' of tentative conclusions. Certain amendments were 
proposed and agreed, upon: It was also agreed that the revised version of the 
preliminary paper should be submitted at once to the Advisory Committee. 

It was further agreed that the next meeting of the Working Committee 
would be held on Monday, July 3rd, at 4:30 when an oral reading will be given 
of Part:I  of the  paper on ."Post-War Defence Arrangements with the United 
States.".t A summary of this Part would be circulated by the army representa-
tives, together with any changes submitted by members before the next 
meeting. 

962. 	 DEA/7-ABS • 
Le président, la Mission canadienne de l'état-major conjoint, Washington, 

au ministère de la Defense nationale 
‘Clrairman, Canadian Joint Staff Mission, Washington, 

to Department of National Defence 

[Washington] June 27, 1944 6 	 4 	 4 

Dean.  [H. Jenkins], 	 '• 
Thank you for your note of the 22nd Junet with which yoù sent me a copy of 

a preliminary paper on "Post-War Defence Arrangements with the United 
States."" 

2. Perhaps I have tried to read this paper too quickly but some points in it I 
find a little confusing. For instance, at the end of Paragraph 2 you say that 
facilities in Canada will be required for both static defence and to meet 
aggression4or the threat of agression 'Outside North America. From this I 
presume .you must :be referring ,to transit rights  for the despatch of United 
States forces abroad which I presume will require base ground forces, e.g., at 

Goose and the Northwest Air Staging Route,, etc., as at present. Taking into 
account , points made lower down, in the paper, this will not mean U.S. 

occupation in time of peace, but on Canada's part, a freely given right to do so 

in the event of an emergency arising at some future time. This, as I see it, is 

rather a nice one and very much up to External Affairs to draft. As for the 

deployment of U.S. forces in Canada see my.Para. 5 hereunder. 
3.' 1 find myself very,much.in  agreement' with the first part of your Para. 4, 

because on the conclusion of this war it should be fairly safe to presume that 

our present enemies will be rendered impotent for a long while to come. In this  
I.think•you will find yourselves opposing the American technique of assessing 

enemy capabilities as against our view of, what the enemy will probably do. 

You will find people saying that ,the enemy is quite capable of despatching a 

64Pour: le document original prèSenteau CoMité dc  guerre du Cabinet, voir le document 966. 

:."For the paper as praented to the Cabinet War Committee.  sec  Document 966. 
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hundred, or a thousand, planes against Gander or White Horse . That is true,
but my counter to that is "Will he?, i .e :, are there reasonable . grounds for
assuming that he will?" If one guards himself against enemy capabilities
everywhere, you will soon exhaust your resources . As I see it, we shall be
required in the post-war period to have permanent air forces at Goose, Gander
and Tor Bay, and probably nucleus ground forces as well, but if we adopt the
"ten year rule", as I imagine we shall, we shall require only the smallest of
nucléi, provided we have in being more ' centrally located forces capable of
râpidly' being despatched to the outlying points. , For example, if Germany
concludes this war without a warship I do not think we shall need to maintain a
coast defence battery (unit) at St . John's . If we put the present gunsJor even
modern equipment) at St . John's and Goose on a care and maintenance basis
we shall have made ample provision, always provided that we maintain at
Halifax or elsewhere, sufficient trained personnel adequate for the manning of
this equipment at comparatively short notice .
:4: I must say that I find it extremely difficult to agree with the idea
contained in the last sentence of your conclusion (d) 61 The possibility of such a
war in the northern Pacific strikes me as being extremely remote : ` I should
imagine that the chances of a future war between the U.K . and Russia to be
the more likely, though that too is remote . A contrary view appears to be held
in `Ezternal Affairs, but the reason for this entirely escapes me . The idea of
Russia and the U .S. making war on each other across the wastes of Northeast-
ern Siberia and Alaska strikes me as being somewhat far-fetched .

5 . Holding these views, I am inclined to question the soundness of your
conclusion (b) .~6 J cannot imagine a situation arising within the foreseeable
future which wonld require the United States to deploy forces in the northern
half of this continent, namely Canada. Transit rights to Alaska I can see, but
Canada proper and Newfoundland, including the Labrador, I think that we
should éntirely take on ourselves . I except of course, the presence of heavy U.S .
naval units ât Argentia . My feeling therefore is that we should not bring such
ideas to the attention of our - American friends, but on the contrary we should
await their doing so (and I am not sure that they will) but from the very outset
make it clear to them that actual Canadian defence will be undertaken by
Canada61: And if you âgree that the proper way to assess the risk to be
probability rather , than capability, I think you will conclude that there is ;no
reason .why the load should prove an onerous one . Only in this way shall we
avôid being in a position of a "client state", an idea which some of our ExternalAffairs friends do not like to contemplate . My view is that there is little risk o f

69lbid, conclusion (c) . ' k -"Omis du document 966• Omitted from Document 966:
"Joint pl a nning between Canada and the U .S . will be concerned not only with th e
statie defena of North America but may also deal with the facilities required for th e

forces in the northern half of the continent ."
"Note em'arginak :/Marg nal note:Yes. ~
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the Americans attempting to put us in that position and if by any chance they 
did we should not have much difficulty in disposing of it. 

6. One last point in this connection. During the past three years we have done 
a great deal for the United States without subjecting their proposals to really 
critical examination. There being a war, 'on, as good neighbours and as little 
fellows, we were practically obliged to meet their requests and that speedily. As 
a result We and they have done a nimber of foolish things which are now a 
burden on our taxpayers. I think in future if cases of this kind again arise, we 
would be Wise not to accept immediately but to observe that in our view, in 
which we have licertain measure of confidence, the proposal or request seems 
to be exaggerated and to resist their pressure and to suggest to them that they 
lower their sights. 

MAURICE POPE 

P.S. Tiens, tiens. An External paper freely taking into account Canadian 
relationship to the defence of . the British Commonwealth and especially of 
Great Britain! Throw your mind back 8 years and when you have had a quiet 
chuckle throw it forward an equal period of time. 

963. 	 DEA/7-ADs 

Extrait du procès-verbal de la 25' réunion 
du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract from Minutes of nventy-fifth Meeting 
of Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 4, 1944 

MINUTES OF THE TW.  ENTY-FIFTI1 MEETIN46 OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE 

ON POST-110STILITIES PROBLEMS HELD ON MONDAY, JULY 3RD, 

AT 4:30 P.M. IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK. 

• • • 

2. Papers on'Post-War Defence Arrangements with the United States 

' It was agreed that an oral reading of this paper be postponed until after the 

Advisory Committee had considered the preliminary paper. There followed a 

discussion on various aspects of the paper. It was suggested that there should 

be some modi fication of the emphasis on the prospect that U.S. defence 
planning would centre on the danger from the U.S.S.R. If war were to come 

between the United States and the Soviet Union, it would probably come as 

part of a world conflict and the fighting would take place in Asia or in Europe. 

It was suggested that the paper should include an estimate of the nature of the 

possible threat of attack on North America by the Soviet Union, assuming that 

the worst situation came about. 	= 
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The post-war role of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence was considered .

Mr. Wrong said that the Working Committee might try to define more

carefully the nature of the Board's future role . There was general agreement

that, even though the Agenda of the Board in the post-war period might be

very small, it would be useful to continue it . The Board could at least provide a

continuing means of exchanging information and a useful cover for discussions

which might otherwise attract unwarranted attention . The Board would have

some use, even if it were maintained purely for show .

The urgency of the strategic problems listed on page eleven of the paper68

was raised . Mr. Wrong said that, even though the possibility of any attack on

North America were dismissed for some years at least, nevertheless political
questions had constantly to be decided which involved an appreciation of future

defence problems. He cited political problems with regard to Newfoundland

and Greenland as examples . In Mr. Wrong's view at the worst there might be

some years of confusion in parts of Europe and Asia after the defeat of
Germany and Japan ; then again at the"worst there'might follow a period o f

exhaustion which might last a decade during which Canadian defence
problems, aside from problems of maintenance, would be practically dormant .

At the best, during this decade or so, an effective system of maintaining
security would come into being, and the specific part of Canada in it would

become clear .

It was decided to hold a further discussion of this subject at the next

meeting, which will take place on Thursday, July 13th.

, ;, . . . , . ."U note suivante ftait dans l'original
: The following footnote was in the original:

"(a) The defence of Newfoundland including Labrador .(b) The Alaska Highway and the defences of Alaska .
(c) Air fields and staging facilities particularly across the North of Canada, such as
the North West air staging route, the Mackenzie River and Crimson routes .

(d) Radar layout as a measure of air defence .
(e) Coastal defences and the maintenance of defended bases .
( f) Defence of Iceland and Greenland .
(g) The use of Canadian facilities by the armed forces of the United States and vice-
versa -- such as land and air transit rights.
(h) Exchange of technical information and cooperation in the use of new apparatus
such as Loran and Ionosphere Stations .
(i) Defence of sea approaches in North America - defence of sea communications
both on the Atlantic side and the Pacific."
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964. 

° 	Extrait du projet du procès-verbal de la quatrième réunion 
du Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract froni Draft Minutes of Fourth Meeting 
. of Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	
, 

[Ottawaj July 4, 1944 _;! 	- 
MINUTES'OFTHE FOURTH MEETING OFTHE ADVISORY CON1MITTEE 

, ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS, IIELD IN ROOM 125, EAST BLOCK, 
ON TUESDAY, JULY 4TII, [19441 AT 4.00 P.M. 

Present;,, 	; f 
, 

N. A. Robcrtsdn, Under *Secretary of State for External Affairs (Chairman) 
Rear Admiral G. C. Jones, Chief of the Naval Staff, 
Major General J. C. Murchie, Chief of the General Staff, 
Air Vice Marshall J. A. Sully, representing the Chief of the Air Staff, 
A. D. P.' Haney, Secretary of the Cabinet, 
II. H. Wrong, Asst. Under Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Lieut.-Col. B. W. T. Gill, Secretary Chiefs of Staff Committee, 

- Conimander D. E. MacTavish, Privy Council Office (Secretary), 
J. W. Holmes, Dept. of External Affairs (Assistant Secretary). 

1544 

DEA/7-AQs 

2. Post-War Defence Arrangements vvith the United States 
Mr. Wrong said that the Working Committee was preparing a study of 

post-war defence arrangements with the United States. They had prepared a 

preliminary paper which has bC.Cn *circulated to mcmbcrs of the Advisory 
Committee in order to know if the general way in which their minds were 
working was in agreement with the views of the Advisory Committee. This 

paper was read to the meeting. 
Admiral Jones expressed objections to thc reference in paragraph 4 to a ten 

year period during which, if certain conditions were fulfilled, there would be no 

danger of attack on North America. He thought that tcn year year concept had 
been a fallacy of pre-war planning which persisted until 1939. He questioned 
also the advisability of including in a Service paper political judgments such as 

that expressed in the last sentence suggesting that the U.S.S.R. could not be in 

a position to take part in a war during the next decade. 

4 : 

* The meeting agreed that  the ° ten year period was a moving period which 
should be reviewed anôually. It was not a time during which defences could be 
relaxed ôr forgotten because at the end of it they would have to be prepared for 

possible attack. .1t, was agreed, therefore, to add to the second sentence in 

paragraph ' the following ". .; is'recommended, however, that this period 
should be kept under constant review and should bc modified or confirmeCY 

the Goveinment annually, in the light of the general international situation. 
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A typographical error in paragraph 569 was noted . The word "agreement" in
line 4 should be "argument". In connection with paragraph 5(a) there was
some discussion of the future of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence . The
view of the meeting was that the Board should be considered "Permanent" and
Mr. Heeney said that this was the view of the Government .

It was agreed that paragraph 5(b) should be struck out, as its purpose was
sufficiently covered by 5(a) .

After some discussion it was agreed to let 5(c) stand. It was not considered
desirable at this stage to define whether the "international agreements"
referred to in the last sentence included bilateral as well as multilateral
agreements. The purpose of the paragraph was to leave a way open in case
plans for .United Nations bases materialized and it was *considered that the
provision of bases on these terms was preferable to strictly bilateral arrange- .
ments with the United States.

'Objections were expressed to paragraphs 5(d) and (e) on the ground that
they indicated susceptibility to a Russian bogey ; and also on the ground that it
was implied that Canada would have little part in making decisions as to her
own policy . It was agreed, therefore, that the first sentence of paragraph (d)
should be revised to state that requirements for the defence of Canada "will be
influenced " bÿ , decisions in ' Washington", rather than "will be in part
determined by, etc." Mr. Robertson said that allowance would have to be made
for psychological-political biases in the United States which would necessitate
our taking actions which might not be strictly logical on purely strategical
grounds .

It was agreed that as the last sentence of 5(e) begged certain questions
concerning the relations between the Soviet Union and the Commonwealth, it
should be revised to state that : . "The maintenance of good relations between
these two'countries is therefore a matter of great importance to the defence of
Canâda." ,

The last part` of paragraph (f), it was agreed, should read " . * . . should fal l
into place is part of a world system of general security." -

It was decided that the paper as revised should go to the War Committee
with the explanation that it had been prepared by the Working Committee on
P.H.P. and âpproved by the Advisory Committee ; that it was still a preliminary
review of the' situation but guidance from the War Committee at -this stag e
Would enable the P .H.P. Committees to proceed further.

Mr. Robértson raised the question as to whether, in view of thé references in
the paper to 'a ten-year period with few risks of attack, it might not be well to '
Point out that, although the dangers of involvement under headings (a) and (b)Of- paragiaph' 1 ; -, were small, thère would be other important military
coinmitments during that period, including obligations Canada might assume
iri a world " security organization. It was decided, therefore, to insert a
pâragrâph to this' effect between ' paragraphs 4 and 5 and to' circulate th e

- • . . ~ __. .~
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revised paper to members of the Advisory Committee before sending it to the 
War Committcc. 

965. 	 DEA/52-CS 
Mémorandum du deuxième secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures, 

• au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
Afemorandum from Second Secretary, Department of EXternal Affairs, 

to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	
• 
	 [Ottawa,]  July 5, 1944 

, 
AttaChed is a mcmorandum from Mr. Escott Reid, sent to Mr. Macdonnell 

in comment on P.H.P. Working Committee's draft paper on "Canadian 
Defence Relationships -with the United States". 

Mr. Reid explains that the memorandum was originally prepared as a 
comment on the letter from General  Pope  to Colonel Jcnkins of April 4th" on 
this subject and has been revised in the light of the Working Committee's 
paper. 

It will be observed that Mr.  Reid  is inclined to discourage the idea of joint 
planning of post•war defence policies with the United States as there are too 
many unknown factors (at the present time). 

- He suggests, rather, that we should concentrate on helping in the 
establishment of a universal security systcm and then decide how multilateral 
defence arrangements might be fittcd into this general scheme. The role of 
P.J.13.D. should likewise be considered in this context. 

It seems to me that this line of argument invites a prolonged postponement 
on the part of Canadian Defence Departments to make a decision, even of a 
tentative nature, on the  possible role, and consequently the form of Canadian 
defence forces after the war. Such a dccision, it must be admitted, is 
exceedingly difficult in view of the unknown factors to which Mr. Reid refers 
and also because much of our planning to a large extent depends on decisions 
by the Great Powers. , 

However, it is at least not premature to apply  the  lessons of the present war 
to a consideration of the defence relationships bctwccn Canada and the United 
States in the next tcn years or so. Of these, one of the  most important is the 

development of close co-operation between  the  land, sea and air forces in 

mobile. combat groups. The merging of land and air warfare seems to be 
particularly applicable to  the  problem of defence of North America with its 

great expanses and transport problems. 
.1t seems to be especially important that this should bc given consideration as 

it would affect decisions regarding the numbers of personnel, and the amount 

and types of equipment required in the  post-war period in all three services, but 

especially in the army and air forces whosc functions will inevitably become 

more closely inter-related in Canadian defence. The new techniques of arm 
air co-operation, moreover, would require a dcgrcc of training and skill whin 

noir k document 937./Sec Document 937. 
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could hardly bé attained by militia personnel, which suggests another factor
which would have to be considered .

,','!The development in the technology of warfare also suggests ~ that the
references in the P.H.P. draft to static defence should be more clearly defined .
There would, of course, be certain static defence installations, but it would
seem undesirable to encourage thinking in terms of coastal defences and air
bases being manned by units of the Canadian Permanent Force when ; the
security of such bases could perhaps best be assured through the appropriate
disposition of airborne and other mobile forces .

[GEORGE IGNATIEFF]

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis
Memorandum by First Secretary, Embassy in United States

SECRET [Washington,] June 29, 1944

CANADA'S POSTWAR DEFENCE
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNITED STATE S

1 . The framework of our postwar security policy has been clearly laid down
by the Prime Minister -
~"The peace of the world depends on preserving on the side of peace a large
superiority of power so that those who wish to disturb the peace can have no
chancé of success . . .[We must] aim at attaining the necessary superiority of
power by creating an effective international system inside which the
cooperation of all peace-loving countries is freely sought and given . . . a system

which would involve for its effectiveness firm commitments by all peace-loving
states to do their share in preserving peace". (January 31, 1944)

The course which the Canadian government should také in pursuing this
security policy as defined by the Prime Minister is, I think, clear . We should

first of all do our best to help in the establishment of a universal general
security system." -Then we should decide how far regional (multilateral not
bilateral) security arrangements can wisely and usefully be fitted into that
universal system. Only then can we decide whether there is any useful role for
the' P .J .B .D. to play. Since the Board is a permanent advisory body it will, in
all likelihood, remain in existence but, if it has little or no useful role to play, it
ought to become dormant .
2. In discussing the postwar role of the P.J .B .D. it is misleading to attempt to

draw too'close a parallel between the situation which existed in 1940-41, when
Defence Plan ABC 22 was drawn up by the service members of the P.J .B .D.,

and the situation which is likely to exist after the war . Then the enemies were

knôWn : After the' war the potential attackers on North America will not be
known . We could, of course, draw up defence plans based on the possibility of
attacks from Germany and Japan but this, it seems to me, if taken literally, i s

preparing for this war not the next. What would probably happen is that the
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plans would bc drawn up on the assumption. that the U.S.S.R. was allied to 
either or both Japan or Germany. 

3.1 lt , is just because the plans would be either remote from reality or drawn 
up onAhat assumption; that I think it would be dangerous for Canada to 
participate with the U.S. in framing them. "Could Canada, situated as she is 
geographically between the United States and the Soviet Union, and at the 
same time a member- of the British Commonwealth, (of which the principal 
member,, the United Kingdom, has a twenty-year treaty of alliance with the 
U.S.S.R.) for one moment give support to such an idea?" 
4. Canada is a buffer statc between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. A buffer 

state becomes a client state if it makes bilateral defence arrangements with 
only one of its great neighbours. If. we go in for bilateral arrangements, and 
wish to avoid becoming a client state of the United States, we will have to 
make bilateral arrangements with the U.K. and with the U.S.S.R. The better 
plan would be to makc no bilatèral defence  arrangements but, if security 
arrangements are necessary and desirable bcyond thosc contained in the overall 
international security organization, then to enter into a north Pacific regional 
pact (U.S.S.R.; U.S.A.,. Canada  and possibly China), and a north Atlantic 
regional pact (U.S.S.R., U.K., U.S.A., Canada and the Scandinavian 
countrics). 	- 	- 
5. It is dangerously misleading to attempt to oversimplify the problem by 

asking what could Canada do if the world-shaking tragedy of a U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
war occurred. By not becoming a client state of the U.S., by pushing for an 
effective international security organization and, if necessary, effective regional 
sccurity organizations, we will make that tragcdy less likely. 
6. ,Thcre arc, of course, additional mea.sures which we can suggest or initiate 

for removing possible causes of suspicion and friction between the U.S.A. and 
the U.S.S.R. We can, for example, take the'positive step of supporting or, if 
necessary, initiatifig proposals for the formation of. joint airline companies to 
fly the great strategic routes leading from the United States to the U.S.S.R. 
over Canada. We  can take the negative' stcp (already indicated by the 
discussions on Canol and on other.  U.S. defence projects in Canada) of refusing 
to the U.S. any continuing preferential postwar rights in defence facilities in 
Canada. IWe can cooperate ,intensively with the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. in 
joint studies of, the problems (;)f our Arctic regions. We can take every possible 

precaution against entering into U.S.-Canada fisheries arrangements in the 

noith Pacific which would be repugnant to the U.S.S.R. 
7. Speculation, now .on what- our policy ,should or would be if a U.S. — 

U.S.S.R. war broke out would not serve any usCful purpose. There are  

 many  unknowns, too m »  ny, contingencies. It is highly probable that public a  
opinion in the U.K. would be badly split —'mainly on class and party lines 

and hitherto Canadian public opinion has never become reasonably  unit ed on a 

declaration of war unless Great Britain was a belligerent. (This might not, 
however, continue to be true in a decade or two.) Europe might be largely pro. - 

 So■dct in its sympathies. This would have some effect on Canada. Public 
opinion in Canada would undoubtedly be divided, the war party securing 
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përhaps its greatest strength among those sections of the population which,are
least° keen on this war. The kind . of : belligerent activities which would be
conducted,` at, least in the . early stages of the war, is largely unknown. They
might conceivably be such that .we could try to make Canada a chastity belt as
the result of agreements with the U.S.S .R. and the U.S.A. The pressure in the
U.S! to walk rough-shod over Canada would be great ; but the U.S. would be
rëstrained - especially in the early stages of the war - by the fear that by so
doing they would risk exchanging the probability of "all support short of war"
for, the' vitual - certainty of sullen ; non-cooperation from a large part of the
Canadian people . There is . always some hope at the beginning of a war that
saner "counsels may prevail, and a Canada that remained neutral might be able
to do something to assist in restoring reason in Washington and Moscow before
the . war : had reached ' its final stage of competition in the utter destruction of
what remains worth cherishing in this world .

[F.SCOTT REID]

a ~ - ., ., - • ,

966. PCO
.

'Mémorandum du Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerrei
,

6

• au Comité de guerre du Cabinet

SECRET Ottawa, July 6, 1944
~, •

Post-War Defence Arrangements with the United States : Preliminary Report .
The : Advisory ' Committee . on,, Post-Hostilities Problems presents for the
consideration of the Cabinet War Committee the following preliminary report .
on post-war - defence relations between Canada and the United States . This
report is based on a paper prepared by the Working Committee on Post-
Hostilities , Problems which has been considered and revised by the Advisory
Committee. The Working Committee has asked for guidance on the tentative
conclusions expressed in this paper in order to assist them in more detailed
studies .

` 1 : , This aspect of Canadian defence policy cannot be considered in isolation .
There are'three important lines of approach to the,consideration of Canadian
military policy after the war, each of which is closely related to the other two .
These are

: ~(a)` Canadian participation in the static defence of the North American
cont inent; `
;(b)' The 'Canadian relationship to the defence of the British Commonwealth
andespécially of Great Britain ; and
.(c) :the military obligations which may be assumed by Canada as a member
Othe ,,

n
~
ew world security organization .

.2 Canadian defence arrangements with the United States relate especially to
the ' first ôf these three aspects : If the plans are fulfilled to develop the present. ..~ . . _ . . . . .

. Y .

to Cabinet War Committee

♦ ~

Memorandcim from Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilitiës Problems



alliance against Germany and Japan into a permanent security organization, in
which the United States is an active partner, the third aspect will in part merge

with - the first, because the employment of facilities, on Canadian territory,
especially ~ air and naval installations, will be essential in order to ensure the
rapid deployment 'of forces from North' America against an aggressor in
Europe or Northeastern Asia. Hence, facilities in Canada will be required both
for static defence and to meet aggression or the threat of aggression outside

North America .

3 . The connection between - the defence of the British Commonwealth and
Canadian defence arrangements with the United States is perhaps not as close .

The- common standards of training and equipment maintained by United

Kingdom and Canadian forces, however, ensure that for a period of years at
least Canadian military policy will be greatly influenced by developments in

the United Kingdom, quite apart from the political considerations arising from

membership in the British Commonwealth .

4. Long range planning must be based on an appreciation of the dangers of
attack in the case of static defence and of the probable enemies in the case of a
general war. It cannot be projected far into the future and it is suggested that a
period of ten years from the defeat of Japan might be accepted as the basis for
Canadian planning; . it is recommended, however, that this period should be
kept , under constant review, and `should be modified or confirmed by the
Government annually in the light of the general international situation .

Provided that complete victory is won and that it is followed by thorough
disarmament of Germany and Japan, it may safely be assumed that there is no
danger of attack on North America during the ten years after the war . Even if

tension were to become acute between the U.S.S.R. and the U.S., the problems

of recove ry and development in the U.S.S.R. are so great that the possibility of

warfare between these two Great Powers during the next decade is extremely
remote.

S. Althoûgh on present prospects Canadian planning for the ten years afte
r

the war need not emphâsize the possibility of attack on North America or of
the outbreak of war between the U .S. and U .S.S.R., there will be considerable

milita ry needs to be met by the United Nations during all or part of that
period. In the first place, the aftermath of the war may leave in parts of Europe
and Asia conditions of local disturbance requiring the presence of Allied forces
to prevent relapse into anarchy. Secondly, considerable forces wil âbi may b
for the policing of Germany and Japan so that the terms of surren should

enforeed.'Thirdly, during that decade the new system of world security ected
be in process of development, and Canada and other countries will be

ônate
to maintain milita ry establishments large enough to make a p Po

contribution to the forces available for employment in the interests of general
security. ence

6. Before a more comprehensive report is prepared on postwar te f

arrangements with the U.S., it would be of assistance to ascertain hfollowing
argument of paragraphs 1-5 is generally acceptable and whether the
preliminary conclusions are concurred in by the Cabinet War Committee

:
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(a) Canada and the United States will continue after the war to consult and 
cooperate on defence matters along the lines developed since the establishment 
*of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence in 1940. The P.J.B.D. will be 
maintained as part of the machinery for joint defence planning. 
(b) Canada will not be willing to permit the United States to provide and 

'maintain defence installations in Canadian territory. Canada will itself provide, 
maintain and operate all such installations, with the possible exception of 
facilities installed by international agreement in special cases. 
(c) Requirements in men, material, airfields, coastal defences, naval bases, 

radar, etc. for the defence of Canada will be influenced by the assessment in 
Washington of threats to North American security. The possibility of renewed 
aggression by Germany or Japan will be one factor in this assessment. It is not 
improbable, however, that the means of meeting possible attack by the 
U.S.S.R. will be an important element in defence planning in the United 
States. 
(d) Because of this Canada may be subjected to pressure to undertake 

defence cdmmitments of considerable magnitude which might become a source 
of friction between ,Canada and the U.S.S.R., as constituting a threat to the 
security of the U.S.S.R. Canadian defence arrangements with the United 
States will, therefore, be greatly influenced by the general character of the 
relations between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.; the maintenance of good relations 
between -those two countries is a matter of great importance to the defence of. 
Canada. 
(e) It is, therefore, greatly in the national interest that Canadian defence 

arrangements with the United States should fall into place as part of a general 
system of world security. 
967. 	 DEA/7-ADs 

Extrait du procès-verbal de la 26' rèunion 
du Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract from Minutes of nventy-Sixth Meeting 
of Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  July 14, 1944 

•MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-SIXTH MEETING OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE 
ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS IIELD ON THURSDAY, JULY 13TH, 

'AT 4:30 P.M. IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK 

Present: 

H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman 
Colonel J. H. Jenkins, Department of National Defence (Army) 
Lt.-Colonel J. G. Collinson, Department of National Defence (Army) 
Commander D. K. McTavish, Privy Council Office 



Lt.-Commander J . S . Hodgson, Department of National Defence (Naval Se rv ices)
Sq./Leader L . H . Phinney, Department of.National Defence (Air)
'R. M . Macdonnell, Esq ., Department of External Affair s
J . W : Holmes; Esq., Department of External Affairs Secreta ry
G . Ignatieff, Esq ., Department of Exte rn al Affain, Assistant Secretary .

4. Post-War Defence Arrangements 'with the United States,, . .
The Chairman invited Colonel Jenkins to inform the Committee of the

result . of his talks in Washington ,on , this =paper,t to which reference had been

made ' by Colonel Collinson at the
I
previous meeting . Colonel Jenkins explained

that thesc werë informal talks ârranged bÿ General Pope with representatives

of the War'a rid State Departments: He had _learncd that the War Department
had preparcd a paper playing down the ' possibility' of a direct clash between the

United States ând the U.S.S.R: It was not * thought that warfare between these
two countries was likely, especially in the North West Pacific area, although it
was admitted that there might be some friction, and political pressure leading

to .the incrcase 'of defensivé military ' establishments in the North West Pacific
a`reâ ywhich' would affect" Canada. If any clash came it was more likely to arise
out of a general war involving'other countries also, in Europe or in Asia . The

Chairman agreed with 'these viéws`reported',by Colonel Jenkins, but felt that it
would not alter ' the fact that the planning of the Working Committee should
take into account the possibility' that requests might be made by the United
States for increased defence facilities in the North West, arising out of political
pressures or public agitation or as a form of strategic reinsurance . Discussion

revealed agreement on this point .
The Chairman referred to the use of the word "static" defence in the paper

and ' asked whether this covered plans for maintaining highly mobile forces,
such as air-borne f troops, , for . use in meeting possible attacks on national
territory. The term "static" might give the impression that it related to the
defence of naval . and air bases : by garrison, establishments . Colonel Jenkins

agreed that the use of this term might give rise to some misunderstanding, but
explained that while certain naval bases, and more recently air bases, required
local ' defence forces,` th i principal reliance was upon a general reserve which
would be mobile. He agreed that this point might be made more clear .

Thé, .Chairman talso referred to the question of postwar role of the
Permanent Joint B'oard on Defence .,Thcre was some difference of opinion as to
its usefulness . Discussion

-
revealed that there was general agreement that the

Board was particularly useful as a place where joint staff talks could bndation
an informal manner, and that the Board's authority to make recomm

e

direct to the President and the Cabinet was alsos valuablé in certain contingen-
ciGs. .~,~ ~
. ,. ': . •
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Colonel Jenkins suggested that the discussion of this subject at this and the 
previous meeting, as well as in the Advisory Committee, indicated that it might 
be advisable to start the paper afresh rather than to try a detailed revision of 
the existing draft. This was agreed, and also that a new draft of the paper 
would be prepared by the Service members for early discussion by the 
Committee. 

968. 	 PCO 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 
Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 19, 1944 

• • 

POSTWAR DEFENCE RELATIONS, CANADA-UNITED STATES 

7. ' THE 'ACTING SECRETARY submitted a memorandum, copies of which had 
bèén Circulated; from the Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities P'roblems, on 
pCs'iWaidefence arrangements With the United States.' 

The memorandum described considerations affecting the formulation of 
Canadian defence policy in North America for the period immediately 
follOwing the war, and drew • certain preliminary conclusions which, if 
approved, 'Would be used as a base for fUrther studies. 

(Report  to War Committee from the Advisory Committee on Post-
Hostilities PiOblems, July 6, 1944 — C.W.C. document 823). 

T.HE MINIS'  TER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE pointed out that the memoran-
duin'aSintned theie would be no danger of an attack on North Amdrica for ten 
years after the i war and sugges.  ted that the views of the U.S. Chiefs of Staff, on 
this'point,' be ascertained. . 

7.11E WAR COMMITTEE:after further discussion, agreed: 	, 	, 
(a). that the views of the U.S. •hiefs of Staff, regarding the point raised by 

the Minister of National Defence, be ascertained; • 
(b) that the balance of the memorandum be approved, subject to the 

following amendment; 	. 
•Paragraph 6 (c) to be omitted and subsequènt paragraphs to read as 

follows:. . 	 « 
"6 (c) 1 Canadian defence arrangements with the United States will be greatly 

influencedly theseneral character of the relations between the U.S. and the 
U.S.S.IUThe maintenance' of good relations between those two countries is a 
matter of great importance to the defence of Canada. 
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6 (d) It is greatly ," in the national interest that Canadian defence arrange-
ments with the United States should fall into place as part of a general system

of world security ."

DEA/52-C s

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires ln United States

SECRET Ottawa, July 19, 1944

Dear Mr. Pearson,
With your letter of June 29tht you enclosed a memorandum by Mr. Reid "

commenting on a . Report of the , Working Committee on Post-Hostilities

Problems of ' June 16th entitled "Post-War Defence Arrangements with th e

United States : Preliminarÿ Paper." We were very glad to have these comment s

and we shall lôok forward to having your own views when you have time to pu t

them down .
The Preliminary . Paner 'of June 16tht . was considered by the Advisory

Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems at a meeting of July 4th . As a result o f

the discussions at this meeting, changes were made in the paper . These changes

are explained in the minutes of the meeting of July 4tht which are being sent to
you under separate cover. I am enclosing a copy of the Paper as it has bee n

revised in the form of a memorandum for the Cabinet War Committee .

You , wi11 notice from the minutes of the meeting of the Working Committee

of July 13tht that the ' point raised by Mr. Reid with regard 'to the use of the

term "static defence" was discussed by the Committee . While the force of Mr .

Reid's - point was ; recogniud, it was felt that the term "static defence" had a

technical significance which made its use proper in this connection . The pape r

will have, of course, a very limited circulation . The insertion of a new
paragraph 5 was intended to remove any illusions about the possibilities of

passive security bchind a"static" defcnce. t
There is some reference in paragraphs 26 and 27 of the Paner of May 26th

to the problems concerned with the standards of training and equipment to be
used in Canada: This is a matter of some importance, but it will, as you hav

e

noted in the margin, depend almost entirely on politico-defence relationships .
t

As for the possibilities of war between the three Great Powers in the nex

two years , or so, it may be somewhat overconfident to describe them a
s

71 Pi2ce jointe, document 965./Enclosure, Document 965.
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"extremely remote" but I am inclined to agree with your comment to the effect 
that a breakdown of good relations would mean isolation, for some years at 
least, because of general exhaustion and war-weariness. 

- In his comment number (2) on paragraph 5, Mr. ,Reid suggests that a 
P.J.B.D. with the Soviet Union might be established in order to prevent distrust 
in the *U.S.S.R. of defence measures Canada might take as a result of her 
purely. bilateral defence relationship with the United States. While in theory 
we should perhaps be prepared to establish similar relations with the Soviet 
Union to those established with the United States, it does not seem probable 
that in the near future the Soviet Union would be prepared to share with us its 
defence planning in the way in which the United States collaborates with us in 
the P.J.B.D. 

As you will have learned from the Minutes of the meeting of the Working 
Committee of July 13th, a new version of the Paper on Defence Relationships 
with the United States is being prepared. We shall send you a copy of this 
when it is ready. 

„ Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

970. DEA/52-Cs 
Télégramme de la Commission canadienne de l'état-major conjoint, 

Washington, au secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d'état-major 

Telegram from Canadian Joint  Staff Mission, Washington, 
to Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee 

COS from CJS. Your CSC TS 545 26 July.t 
1. . Matter of Advisory Committee's tentative assumption has been 

informally discussed with: 
(a) ,A U.S. member of the PJBD whose judgment merits respect. His general 

reactions was that the Canadian assumption has been drawn up somewhat 
conservatively. 
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(b) A member of the U .S. Strategic Su rvey Committee (a board of senior

offictrs set up in 1942 to advise the US Joint Chiefs Of Staff on both long and

short-term strate ic ' roblems. This officer's reaction was not unfavourable.

He pointed ôut,' however', that while the U .S. se rvice and other authorities saw

no
1 reâson' whatever why within` the predictable future, the United States and

Russia , should - go' to war with each other, there lurked in their minds the
possibility ofs war breaking out between the' United Kingdom and Russia in
which circumstances the United States feared that they would once again find
themselves drawn into a major war in support of the United Kingdom . Their

appreciatioa of , such a possibility was that both they and the United Kingdom

would be th rown : out , of Eu rope - and that in such circumstances, or in any
circumstances the two great western powers would be unable to bring about the

defeat of Russia . Speaking purely from himself the officer under reference said
he would be prepared, as the saying goes, to go along with the tentative
assumption th,ough he thought it probable that the US Joint COS in their reply
would qualify , their agreement , by s inserting the immediately foregoing as a

.
proviso.
(c) The Deputy, Chief of Staff of a se rvice department . His reaction was

immediate ' and categorical . He thought it extremely unlikely that the U.S.

Joint COS -,would ï be ~ disposed officially to state their ., agreement with the

tentative assumption . The United . States se rv ices both were hwaTn

g planning to make compulsory milita ry serv ice a feature of the post period .
They certainly proposed to retain a powerful 'navy. As for their land and air

forces they proposed to remain in a position which would enable theam ~Pldon
and at any time to mobilize an army and air force of four and one h

f

men. To achieve this policy they would be dependent on Congress .tThi
s hemselves to

so it would be most unwise on their part officially to subscrib e
~bst decade of th e

the proposition that the possibility of a major
wo
wa r

rd of this ever reached the ears
postwar pe riod was extremely remote . For
of Congress, the hopes they now cherished and planned to achieve Swoul

deadbe
dashedagainst the rocks :=~We were left in no doubt whatever underû~sted in the

2. . . . In these circumstances we suggest that the informn t~ fa rmeasure been
last-paragraph of your instructions under reference has

i obtained and that you, concur in ° this our suggestion that this question be no
t

officially presented to the U.S. Joint COS .
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DEAp-ADs 971., 
Extrait du procès-verbal de la 29e réunion 	. • 

: du Comité de travail sui les problèmes de l'après-guerre 
Extract from Minutes of Twenty-ninth Meeting 

f Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SÉCRBT 	 [Ottawa,] August 26, 1944 

MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-NINTH MEETING OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE 
ON  POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS HELD ON FRIDAY, AUGUST 25TH 

AT 4:30 P.M. IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK 
. 	, 

Present: 
; 

‘.' H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman 
= I; Colonel J. H. Jenkins, Department of National Defence (Army) 
. . Lt.-Col. J. G. Collinson, Department of National Defence (Army) 

; • Lt.-Col. R. G. C. Smith, Department of National Defence (Army) 
Lt.-Commander J. S. Hodgson, Department of National Defence (Naval Services) 
R. M. Macdonnell, Esq., Department of External Affairs 
J. W. Holmes, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Secretary. 

•'•'. 	, 

„ 
6. Post-War Defence Arrangements with the United States  •  
(a), It was reported that most of the members of the Advisory Committee had 

agreed to accept General Pope's interpretation of the views of the United 
States' Chiefs of Staff on the prospect of a 10-year period during which there 
would be no danger of attack on the North American Continent. It was 
suggested that Commander MacTavish should secure the views of the Chief of 
the Naval Staff, who had not yet expressed an opinion, and then discuss with 
the Secretary of the War Committee an early report on the matter to the War 
Committee in order that the reservations placed upon the acceptance of the 
Alyisory Committee's paper might be removed. 

(b) ,The meeting proceeded to consider the Army papert on defence 
arrangements with the United States. 

Mr. Macdonnell suggested a revision of paragraph 22 on the P.J.B.D. in 
order to separate two points: (1 ) the desirability of coordination and (2) the 
machinery to carry it out. The meeting recommended that the drafting group 
consider the two paragraphs proposed by Mr. Macdonnell. 

There was some further discussion concerning the Permanent Joint Board 
on Defence. Mr. Wrong said it was important to recognise that the Board was 

' pi ece or machinery and not a regional system of defence, as had been 
suggested in  the  paper. It was a useful piece of machinery, as it made it 
Possible to thrash matters out at this level. Col. Collinson asked concerning the 
differences between discussions at this level and discussions through diplomatic 
Channels. Mr. Wrong and Mr. Macdonnell described the diffïculties of getting 
service people in Washington around a table in this way, especially in view of 
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the inter-departmental jealousies which existed . The suggestion had been made

that civilians should be dropped from the Board . There was general agreement
in the Committee that although it might be advisable to make changes in the
present civilian chairmen, nevertheless it, was useful to have the State
Department and External Affairs represented . Mr. Wrong pointed out that it
was useful to have the State Department and the United States service
departments on the Board if for no other reason than that their representation
made it necessary for the differences between the various departments to be
worked out or at least exposed . It was agreed that the paper should include a

recommendation that the i Board continue . to include representatives of the

services and the respective foreign offices .

On the recommendation of Mr. Wrong and Mr .
aandn271and paragraphto ask the drafting group to reconsider pa g h ps 26

29-f. The advisability of reaching any specific conclusions in this study as to
the relations which should exist between the Canadian and United Kingdom or
other Commonwealth se rv ices was questioned . This whole subject was being

considered in another paper72. and should not be prejudged in a paper dealing
with relations with the United States . In the course of the discussions, the view

was expressed that a choice between close se rv ice relations with the United
States and with the United Kingdom may not arise

ieU themselves .e The
relations may be established between those two count r
desirability was also foreseen of arranging, among other things, for an
interchange of personnel with staff colleges in both countries .

Lt. Commander Hodgson suggested that in paragraphs 5 and 6 some
mention should be made of the view previously expressed that the danger of
hostilities with Russia would be more likely to arise through the outbreak of
war` in Europe and Asia rather than in the form of a Russian attack upon

NorthAmerica .

Lt. Commander Hodgson also suggested changes in Paragraph 25 with

respect tô Newfoundland . ' In this paragraph it was stated that Canada should
accept responsibility for the defences of Newfoundland and adjacent territories
on a scale commensurate with the joint needs of Canada and the United States .

The United States, however, had leased ~ bases in Newfoundland, which were
also in part a United States responsibility; some reference should be made to

this fact . , The Planning Group was asked to take th i s recommendation into

consideration .
Mr. Wrong stated that he thought that a better case could be maea

for
sa
the

fe
continuance of military preparations in 'Canada during the 10 y

than was made in paragraph 4. He thought it better to conperiod"
nect th

e need in the immediate post-war period with (I) the uncertainty
of conditions i n

engagemen t
Europe and Asia which might require some action even if not an enga

g

in a : major . war and (2) " Canadian commitments to the world security
organization :

:r . .• ._
"'Voir le document 782 ./5ee Document 782.
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The advisability of referring to the 10-year "safe period" was raised. It was 
agreed that the meaning attached to this period should be carefully defined. 
Mr. Wrong suggested that it might be useful to establish a procedure by which 
every year some body similar to the Advisory Committee might send to the 
Government an assessment of the period during which there seemed to be little 
danger of war. This would be based both on diplomatic and military opinions. 

Mr. Macdonnell said that paragraph 21" was a condensation of a much 
longer paragraph in a previous papert. He though it might be expanded and 
proposed a draft revision. 

972. 	 DEA/7-AQs 
Extrait du procès-verbal de la cinquième réunion du Comité consultatif 

sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract from Minutes of Fifth Meeting of Advisory Committee 
on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] October 25, 1944 

MINUTES OF THE FIFTH MEETING OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 

POST-HOSTILIT1ES PROBLEMS HELD IN ROOM 214, NEW POST OFFICE 
BUILDING 

ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25TH AT 12:00 NOON 

Present: 

• • 

H. H. Wrong, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
(Acting Chairman), 

W. C. Clark — Deputy Minister of Finance, 
A. D. P. Heeney — Clerk of the Privy Council, 
Rear Admiral C. C. Joncs — Chief of the Naval Staff, 
Major General M. Pope — Military Staff Officer to the Prime Minister, 
Col. J. H. Jenkins — Department of National Defence (Army), 
J. W. Holmes — Department of External Affairs (Assistant Secretary). 

2. Post-war Canadian Defence Relationships with the United States 
The meeting considered the Working Committee's report on "Post-war 

Defence .‘_ Relationships with the United States: General 
Considerations"(C.P.H.P. (44) Report 5 Final)." 

Mr. Wrong pointed out that this rePresented an elaboration of a previous 
short paper" which had been sent to the War Committee of the Cabinet by the 
Advisory Committee. Several amendments were suggested. Admiral Jones 

- 
;It follows that any action taken by Canada with the United States in regard to mutual defence 
_ sphould be within the principles of a world organization.. 

our le texte final du rapport, voir le document 978. 
7.For the report in its final version, see Document 978. 
'Document 966. 



recommended that Bermuda and the' West Indies be included in 2 (iii) of the

Summary as places recognized as vital to the defence of the United States . Mr .

Heeney , suggested an ' amendment ' of '3 (d) of the Sitmmary as well as

parâgraphs 18 and 21* (d)76 of the Report . Canada at the time of the Bases

Agreement" 'acknowledged that defence of Newfoundland and Labrador was

aw iritegral part 'of the dcfencé of Canada. Canadian responsibility for the

defence of their territories however, could not be treated on the same basis as

responsibility for 'their defence of Canada, and the position of Newfoundlandrecommendation .
and Labrador should be the subject oôna separate

becnamade, The
Committee agreed that after changes along thes e
Report should be submitted to the War Committee .

J . W. HoLNtES
Assistant Secretar y

DEA/52-C s
.

Le secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d 'état-major, au secrétaire,

` !et Conmité consul tatif sur les problèmes de 1 après-guerre

Secretary. Chiefs of Staff Committee, to Secretary,
Advisory Committee on Post-Nostilities Problem s

SECRET (Ottawa,] January 2, 1945
t ~ y

POST-WAR CANADIAN DEFENCE RELATIONSHIP WITII THE UNITED STATES :

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS their
At the request of General Murchic, the Chiefs of Staff Commitâe e,r aCPHP

meeting of December 29th, gave some further consideration to p p

(44) Report 5 (Final) .
The discussion on this occasion was ,. centercd chiefly about two particular

questions: ••That for
(a) Whether or not there was good reason for the assumption -

several years at least there will be no direct military threat to North America ;"

and,
Should some reference be made to the continuing need for exc for gthe(b)

technical information on ' military research and development, and
provision of suitable facilities for this purpose. - the

, The Chiefs of Staff had individually felt some apprchen~iral gJonesg ha d
assumption referred to above . It will be recalled that Admiral and,
mentioned this at the meeting of the Advisory Committee held on Jul

y

as a result of his objections, some modification of the clause in its
original Âm

was aceepted. .It was, moreover, chiefly this assumption wh ich p ~ Pon July

Marshal Leckie, who had himself been unable to attend the
of his paper

4th and October 25th, . to ask that there be further discussion
y { f - . ... - .

% Voir le document 978 . paragraphes 19 et 23(d) .' *
See Document 978 . pa ragraphs 19 and 23(d) .'

"Grande-Bretagne:/Great Britain: Treaty Series. 1940, No. 21 .
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before it was finally approved for submission to War Committee. -When, 
therefore, the matter of reference tç the exchange of technical information was 
put forward, the Chiefs of Staff took the opportunity of re-examining other 
passages of the paper and, as a result, they agreed that the assumption in 
question was.not an essential part of the paper and would be better.omitted. 
Accordingly, I have been instructed to convey the suggestion to the Advisory 
Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems that paper CPHP (44) Report 5.  
(Revised Final) be amended in the following ,  manner before it is put before 
War Committee for their approval,— , 
(a) Delete para 1 (ii), page 1. 

-(b) Add at end of para. 3,78  page 2 	' 
lt is  necessary', however, that the means to meet any such threat should be 

available during this period. 
'(c) Add as sub-para (g) to para 3, page I, and to para 21, 79  page 6 

that the exchange of technical information on Military research and 
deyelopment between Canada and the United States should continue and that 
Canada shOuld maintain the means of making an effective contribution to  such 

 exchange. 
,(d) Add as a new para 20 after para 19," page.5 , 
-.:Since the ,basis for exchange of technical information must be mutual, it is 
necessary that adequatè technical establishments staffed by well-trained 
scientists and research personnel be maintained in Canada, capable of 
indertaking independent research and development of a high quality, the 
iesults of vvhich would be available as a basis for the ekchange of  such 

 information. - • • 
(e) Re-number, paras 20 and 21 to 21 and 22" respectively. 

t 	• 	 EVAN W. T. GILL 

974. 	 DEA/52-Cs 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
' to Secretary, Cabinet War Committee 

, 

You will doubtless see the memorandum which the Secretary of the Chiefs 
of Staff Committee .sent to the Secretary of the Advisory Committee on P.H.P. 
on January 2nd concerning the paper before the War .  Committee on defence 
relationships with the United States. I think that the amendments proposed by 
the.Chiefs of Staff Committee are not in substance open to objection but that 

nVoir le document 978, paragraphe 4./See Document 978, paragraph 4. 
paragraphes 3(g) et23.1Ibid . paragraphs 3(g) and 23. 
paragraphe 21.//bid., paragra.  ph  21. 

"Paragraphes renumérotés 21, 23./Re-numbered paragraphs 21, 23. 	 • 

Ottawa, January 3, 1945 
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some change in form is needed to two of - them for drafting reasons . The

amendments numbered (c) and (d) and the consequential amendment (e) are
in my opinion improvements to the paper and should certainly be incorporated .
Amendment (b) to paragraph 3 on page 2 of the paper, however, seems

illogical as drafted . The paragraph states that "it may be assumed that for

several years there will be no direct milita ry threat to the North American

continent" and the Chiefs of Staff propose that an additional sentence should
be added saying that we must' make available the means "to meet any such
threat." I suggest that the second sentence of this paragraph be amended to

read as follows : "Whether or not this is so, for several years any direct military
threat to the North American continent is unlikely in view of the exhaustion
and war wea riness of the nations of the world." Then the addition suggested by
the Chiefs of Staff can follow at the end of the paragraph .

Following on this I think their amendment (a) which proposes the omission
of any reference to this assumption in the summary on page 1 might also be

revised: Instead of omitting paragraph,1 (ii) entirely it might be changed to

read "that for several years at least a direct military threat to North America

is unlikely ."'
It is relevant, however, to point out that in the short paper which was

approved by the War Committee last June or July called "Post-War Defence
Arrangements with the United States - Preliminary Paper'"2 the following
sentences appeared in paragraph 4.

,"Provided that complete victory is won and that it is followed by thorough
disarmament of Germany and Japan, it may safely be assumed that there is no

danger of attack on North Ame rica du ring the ten years after the war . Even if

tension were to become acute between the U .S.S.R. and the U .S ., the problems

of recovery and development in the U .S.S.R. are so great that the po ssibility of

warfare be tween these two Great Powers during the next decade is extremel
y

remote."
H. H . WRONG

DEA/52-Cs

L'officier d'état-major auprès du Premier ministre

au sous-secrétaire d 'Etat associé aux Affaires eztérieures

lltilitary StaJjOjfTeer to Prime Minister ~
_o `Associate Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs

E 1945
SCRET v [Ottawa,] January 4,

w .$ : ~ . -

I duly transmitted a ô0 PY of your note to Mr. Heeney of the 3rd of Jan fence
concerning the' proposed amendments to the P.H.P. paper on De

RelationshiPs , with the " United States, to - the Chiefs of Staff and their

observations thereon have now been received .

uDocument 966.
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2. I think•their views can best be summed up by quoting the remarks of Air 
Marshal Leckie, who has written . 
- "I still feel that there is grave danger in accepting as an assumption for 

Post-War planning any statement which suggests that there will not, or might 
not, be any military threat to North America over a period of time after the 
close of hostilities. However, as there appear to be strong opinions to the 
contrary, and as the changes suggested by Mr. Wrong constitute a compro-
mise, I am prepared to accept these changes to the recommendations made by 
the Chiéfs of Staff Committee." 
3. I should not fail to add in this connection that General Murchie telephoned 

me to say that he was prepared to agree with your  version  provided the 
sentence, It  is necessary, however, that the means to meet any such threat 
should be available during this period," be also included at the end of para 1 
(ii) in the summary of the paper in question. 
4. As you are aware, Mr. Heeney desires to include this item in the agenda 

for next Monday's meeting of the Cabinet War Committee and to circulate the 
agenda and relevant papers by 12 o'clock noon tomorrow. If you are agreeable 
to General Murchie's further amendment, might 14 copies of the revised paper 
be furnished Mr. Heeney by then. 

MAURICE POPE 

Major-General 

976. 	* 	 PCO 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawad January 8, 1945 

• • 

POSTWAR DEFENCE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE UNITED STATES 

8. THE SECRETARY, referring to a report of the Advisory Committee on Post-
Hostilities Problems on this subject, recalled that consideration of this paper 
had been deferred so that members of the War Committee might have further 
time for its examination. 

Meantime, at the request of the Minister of National Defence, an 
amendment had been made so as to provide for the exchange of technical 
information on military research and technical development between Canada 
and the United States. Copies of the report had been circulated. 

(Committee's report — C.P.H.P. (44) report (final — second revision) Jan. 
4, 1945 — C.W.C. document 917).' 



9. THE PRIME MINISTER made' a' nrimber of 'suggestions for amendment of

certain passages in the report .

Insufficient emphasis had been given to the importance of Canada's positive

contribution to peacé in fostering and ma intaining good international relations .

This as a cèntral principal of Canadian externâl policy ; we were too small and

vul'nerâble to rely solely on ' defence arrangerrients .

,, .The "permanency" of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence had alread y

been récognized . Reference tô the Board's continuance should accord w ith this

decision .'Alterations should also .be made in the references to responsibility for

Néwfoundland defence and in the conclusion concerning possible sources of

friction . .
10

. THE UN-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS pointe
d

out that the Iobject of the paper was generally to i nd icate objectives wh ich, in
the opinion of the government's advisers, constituted desirable elements of

Canadian policy, on this sûbject. The conclusions of the paper were submitted,

not as a basis for piesent commitnïents but ' rather as a delineation of policy

upon which departments might formulate specific proposals at a later stage.

11 . THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE stressed the importance of

technical research in the i milita ry sphere in collaboration with the
Un this

States . The Depar'tment was very anx ious to obta i n a definition of po Y i
respect . tha t
'12; ~ Tt~E WAR COMMtTTEE, after further considerable discussion, agreed light

the paper be referred back to the Advisory Committee for revision t~abinet

of the observations made, and that, thereafter, it be submitted to the
for consideration :

I
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977. ' 	 DEA/7-AQs 

Extrait du procès-verbal de la septième réunion 
du Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Extract from Minutes of Seventh Meeting 
of Advisory Committee di : Post-Hostilities Problems ' 

SECRET- 	 [Ottawa,] January 12, 1945 

'  MINUTES OF THE SEVENTH MEETING OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
' ON POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS HELD ON FRIDAY JANUARY 12TH, 

- IN ROOM 123 IN THE EAST BLOCK 

Present: 

- N. A. Robertson, Esq., Department of External Affairs, Chairman, 
Lt. General J. C. Murchic, Chief of the General Staff, 
Captain Harold Grant, representing Chief of the Naval Staff, 
Air Vice-Marshal J. A. Sully, representing Chief of the Air Staff, 
Major General Maurice Pope, Privy Council Office, 

•  W. C. Clark, Esq., Deputy Minister of Finance, 
- A. D. P. Heeney, Esq., Secretary to the Cabinet, 
H. H. Wrong, Esq., Department of External Affairs, 
Captain D. K. MacTavish, Privy Council Office (Secretary), 
Lt. Col. E. W. T. Gill, Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, 

' G. Ignatieff, Eiq., Department of External Affairs, Assistant Secretary. 

° 2. Post-war Canadian Defence Relationship with the United States: General 
Considerations, C.P.H.P. (44) Report 5 (Final Second Revision), January 4tht 

The Chairman invited  • Mr. Heeney to summarize the views of the War 
Committee on this paper. Mr. Heeney explained that there had been no 
disposition on the part of the War Committee to disagree with the main 
contents of the Report. There was some doubt, however, as to the purpose of 
this paper. It was not clear whether it was intended to recommend certain 
commitments to be accepted by the Government, or to be a general statement 
cf policy. The Prime Minister, moreover, had expressed the view  • that Canada 
could  !lot.  depend on  • defence arrangements for their security,  •  but must 
Primarily rely on the  •  establishment of an international system of security. 
Emphasis, therefore, *should be placed on  •  the Canadian contribution to the 
peaceful settlement of international problems. 

The Chairman explained that the paper was intended to  • recommend a 
general line of policy and not to furnish a basis for specific commitments. The 
appropriate Departments would have to work out recommendations with 
respect to the application of proposals covered in a general manner in the 
PaPer. He thought that it might be necessary to prepare a covering paper 
containing a projection of the long-range political considerations governing 
Canadian external policy, and th'at the specific studies on defence relationships 
with the United States, the Commonwealth,  etc. would have to be related to 
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this pâpèr. This would bring these P .H.P. studies into better perspective and

explain their purpose.
General Pope raised the question of the time element and the priority to be

allotted to the respective studies, and wondered whether, for instance, the
United States and Newfoundland papers would be held up pending the
preparation of 'the covering paper, which might take as much as six months .

Mr. . Wrong, thought that the covering paper need not take as long as six

months; he also suggested that perhaps an appropriate amendment of the
United States defence paper might meet the Prime Minister's point, so that the

paper ; could be promptly approved . General Pope read out a suggested
amendment which he thought might be included as paragraph two of the
Introduction, the ensuing paragraphs to be renumbered . It was agreed that an

amendment along these lines should be included .

Mr. Heeney said that another point to which the Prime Minister referred
related to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence . The permanence of this body
was not in question,' and this should be made clear in the paper. Accordingly

paragraph 22(b) of the Conclusions" was amended to read that the Permanent
Joint Board on Defence "will continue to be a valuable means of . . . ;" instead

of "should be retained as a valuable means . . .," other relevant passages in the
paper to be amended accordingly .

As regards the other conclusions of the paper, Mr. Heeney said that it was
thought that 22(c) might require modification . The possibility of friction with
the United States arising out of differing views towards matters within the
Continent should not be ruled out. Mr. Wrong pointed out that this conclusion
was intended to summarize paragraphs 4 and 15114 which made the point rather
more clearly . It was agreed that this conclusion should be redrafted to accord
more closely to these paragraphs, and also to bring out the possibility of intra-
continental sources of friction as well as extra-continental sources .

As regards (d)' it had been 'felt that, as stated, this conclusion and the
relevant, paragraph 18" seem to inflate the importance of local defence in
relation to the defence of Canada .' Here again it was important to bring out the
dependence of Canada on an effective general system of security and its
relations with other countries, especially the United States and the United
Kingdom .' It was agreed that appropriate revision would be made .

It had been felt in the War Committee that paragraph (e) seemed to implY
thnt'Canâda'would accept full and exclusive responsibility for the defel~al'f
Newfoundland. As this was not intended, it was agreed that the wor

d

should be added before "defence" in the second line of this sub-paragraPh•
Similar amendments

, should be made in the relevant passages of the paper,
including 3(e) of the summary . It was agreed that conclusions (f) and (8 )

should remain unchanged .

'"Le paragraphe 23 du docvmcnt 978 ./PAragraph 23 of Document 978 .

"Ibid.. paragraphes 1 3 et 16./Ibld.: paragraphes 1 3 and 16 .
"Ibid.. paragraphe 191Ibid.. paragnph 19 .
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Finally it was agreed that in addition to the amendments noted, an 
explanation of the purpose of the paper should be added. Also wherever the 
word "must" occurred in the recommendations in the paper the word "should" 
ought to be substituted. It was agreed that Captain MacTavish and Mr. 
Ignatieff, in consultation with General Pope, should make a revision of the 
paper in the light of the discussion, and that this paper, together with the one 
on Post-war Defence of Newfoundland and Labrador," should then be 
submitted to the War Committee. 

978. 	 DEA/52-Cs 
Rapport final du Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Final Report of Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa, January/February 1945] 

SUMMARY 
1. The paper is based upon the following assumptions:— 
i. It may be assumed that international problems arising from purely 

Canadian-United States relations are unlikely to bring about a conflict of 
iïolicies serious enough to prejudice general friendly relations and that, 
therefore, any threatening difference of view would only be occasioned through 
differing attitudes towards events in other parts of the world. The possibility, 
however, of the United States being moved to exert undue pressure on Canada, 
particularly as respects matters of defence, should not be overlooked. 
ii. That for several years at least a direct military threat to North America is 

unlikely, although the means to meet such a threat should be available during 
this period. 
iii. That the victor nations, including the United States, will maintain larger 

armed forces than before the war to enforce peace. 
2. The present war has brought about the following developments:— 
i. Opinion in both countries has gone far towards recognizing that the two 

oceans no longer provide full protection for North America and that the 
ultimate security of the continent depends on the maintenance of peace in 
Europe and Asia. 
ii. Adequate protection against air-borne attacks, — especially from the 

North; Northeast and Northwest, — has become an essential part of North 
American defences. 

The  defence of Canada, Newfoundland, Alaska, Greenland, Iceland, 
Eerniuda and the West Indics is recognized as vital to the defence of the 
United States. 

"Canada, Documents relatifs aux relations entre le Canada et Terre-Neuve, volume 1, piéce 
jointe, document 943. 
Canada. Documents on the Relations between Canada and Newfoundland.  Volume 1, 
enclosure, Document 943. 
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iv . Neither Canada nor the United States is likely : to reduce its defences to

a. that the defences of Canada shoûld bë ' closely coordinated with those of the

United States àfter the war;

% b. ' that ' the Permanent-, Joint Board on Defence will continue to be a valuabl e

means of facilitating this co-ordination ;

c . that relations between the United States and the U .S.S .R. are of special

concern to Canada ;

d. that in joint planning with the United States, Canada should accept full
respons ibi l i ty for all such, defence measures within Canadian territory as the
moderate risk to which we are exposed may indicate to be necessary ;

;e. that Canada should continue to accept responsibility for the local defence

of Newfoundland and Labrador, and that the part of the United States in the
defence of these territories should be limited to the operation of their leased

bases in Newfoundland ; . .
f. that the riew, vulnerability,of this Continent necessitates the maintenance of

larger Canadian armed forces than before the war ;

g . 'that the exchange of t technical information on military research and
development between Canada and the United States should continue and that
Canada should maintain the means of making an effective contribution to such
exchange .

the pre-war leve L`
3 . It is concluded:-

'Introduction
A . In view of the disparity between Canada's ' military strength and that,of the

Great Powers, the governing principle of Canadian policy should be to continue
to foster and maintain good international , relations, generally between all

nations,{ pârticularly with the United States. Any policy which would create
unfriendliness between the United States and Canada would, in the long run,
be inimical to Canadian interests.
~ 2. , Although it is not possible at this stage to foretell the exact conditions
under which Canadian=United States defencx relations will operate in the post-
war, period, enough . data arc available to indicate the broad outline of the
problems which Canada will be required 'to face . from purely

3.' It may. = be r assumed that t international problems arisin g

Canadiân=United States : relations are unlikely to . bring about a conflict of

policies serious enough to prejudice general friendly relationsed hrough
therefore;any threatening difference,of view would only be occasion ssibility,
differing attitudes towards events in other parts of the world . The p o

ressure on Canada,
however, of the United States being be o érlooked .
particularly as respects matters ofdefence, be set

4. It is probable that after the war, a world security organizatio hT ât to the
up. Whether or not this is so, for several years any direct m i l itary t ar

North American continent is unlikely in view of the exhaustion and

w
.I
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weariness of the' nations of the world. It is necessary, however, that the means 
to meet such a threat should be available during this period. 
' 5. Nevertheless, the victor nations will have to retain considerably larger , 
armed forces than before the war to police Germany and Japan, and to provide 
aieserve  capable of maintaining peace, by force if necessary. The policy of any 
future wOrld organization for the preservation of peace is certain to be baSed on 
military' action as a last resort, but to be effective this instrument must be 
ready .  for instant use when required. There appears to be general agreement 
that the maintenance of adequate forces by the victor nations must be an 
essential element in the world security system. 

6. It may  [bel  assumed, therefore, that, although there will be virtually no 
rislCof general ' war for some years, military preparation within the United 
Nations  will  not  be allowed to fall into neglect, and that the United States will 
not again allow its military power to become so far out of step with its world 
interests as before this present war. 

Current Situation 
,In the past, Canadian "defence" planning has been based on a strong 

British Navy, and on the premise that the United States would be a benevolent 
neutral if not an ally in the event of Canada being at war. Developments of this 
war have not changed these two fundamentals, but other factors have come 
into being necessitating a re'view of certain aspects of Canada's 'defence 
planning particularly vis-à-vis the United States. 

8: Because of the belief in the immunity of attack to the North American 
continent provided by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and the control 
exercised by the British and United States  Navies, planning for defence against 
attack on the United States or, Canada was considered of minor importance. 
Both. countries could count on adequate time to prepare for war after the 
actual,outbreak of hostilities. Whileihese conditions held, there was no liaison 
between Canada and the United States for mutual defence planning — there 
was no apparent need for it. 
9–The presen t  war has changed these Conditions, and the defence problems of 

Canada and the United States must now be considered as inter-dependent. 
While it may .be held that the East and West coastal areas are still relatively 
immune  from major attack (as long as the British and United States Navies 
àre in being, which will continüe to be a basic assumption), the developnient of 
air, power ,  has diminished th è  physical isolation of the North American 
continent' by 'opening up the northern approaches. Defence Planning must be 
re-oriented to take this into account. . 

Canada,  ,iying 'across the shortest air routes from either Europe or Asia, 
has miw",bécome of more direct strategic importance to the United States. 
CorisciOtisneù of the need for close co-ordination in defence began to grow 
even . before the .war, but it was the fall of France that forcibly brought to the 
fore the' need for practical action.' Thus, at a time when the defeat of Britain 
seemed possible, and with Canada at war but the United States at peace, the 
Canada-United States Permanent Joint Board on Defence was established. 

1569 
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11 : The essential importance, of . Newfoundland and the Maritimes to the

security of both Canada and . the United States was fully recognized in the

earliest meetings of the , Board . At the first meeting, as a direct result of its
recommendations, Canada agreed to despatch further forces to Newfoundland
and to undertake further defence measures there . One of the main topics of the
second meeting of ~ the Board was the defence of the Maritime Provinces .

Eventually, following the recommendation of the Board, a joint defence plan
was evolved by the Service members and accepted by the Governments of both

countries .

12. Nearly all the tasks set out in this plan involved measures to be
if

implemented in Canada, Newfoundland and Alaska. It is possible th
at

Canada had not been able to carry out the defence measures required on
Canadian territory_ the United States would have done so, even though the
United States was not then at war.

13 . This attitude of the United States became more apparent after the entry

of that country into the war . If Canada had refused or failed to undertake
projects which_formed part of United States plans (such as the Crimson Air
Staging Route), or measures in Canadian territory for the special protection of

the United States (e.g . the Radar Chain across Northern Ontario to protect
industrial installations in the mid-continent), the United States was willing and
even anxious to proceed ' alone . As time went on, it became increasingly

apparent that the existence of major military installations in Canada built, paid
for ° and operated by the United States might impair Canada's freedom of

action . This difficulty has been mitigated, if not eliminated, by the Canadian
Government's decision, agreed to by the United States, to reimburse the
United States for construction costs of all airfields and certain other facilities
of continuing value erected in Canada by the United States .

14 . Thus, developments in the present war have brought about a new set of
defence relationships between Canada and the United States of which the
following are the most significant : that the two
-(a) Opinion in both countries has gone far towards recognizing

oceans , do not provide, full protection for North America from a~~ntenane

further ; that the ultimate security of the continent depends on the
maintenance

of peace in Europe and Asia. ted the fact that in
(b) Both the ' United States and Canada have accepted

addition ,. to , protection against scaborne attack they must
Northeast and

protection against airborne attack, espec ially from the North ,
Northwest.
(c) w ith Newfoundland , Alaska, Greenland, Iceland ,the Bermuda

Canada along
and the West ; Indics will continue to be vital to the defence become world
States . As nviation'develops the northern routes will increasin8letial routes for
commercial highways . By the same token they will become Po be
hostile wers with designs against the United States, and could conceivably
used byt he United States for offensive purposes .
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(d) Although no immediate threat of attack may be discerned, neither 
country is likely again to reduce its defences to the pre-war level. 

. 	Canadian Defence Policy in the Post-  War  Period ' 
15. In the circumstances, the United States may be expected to take an active 

interest in Canadian defence preparations in the future. Moreover, that interest 
may be expressed with an absence of the tact and restraint customarily 
employed by the United Kingdom in putting forward defence proposals. 
Pressure along these lines will doubtless develop in accordance with the trend 
of United States post-war foreign policy. It is unlikely that isolationism in the 
United States will return to its traditional form, but is quite possible that it 
may deNielop as a militant form of continental defence-mindedness. If such is 
the case, the pressure on Canada to maintain defences at a higher level than 
would seem necessary from the point of view of purely Canadian interests 
might.  be  very strong. 
16. Since Canada lies astride the overland route between the United States 

and the U.S.S.R., any serious deterioration in their relations would be 
érnbarrassing to Canada. The best hope of Canada being able to avoid such 
embarrassments lies in the establishment of an effective world security 
Organization in which the leading military powers actively co-operate to secure 
jointly the settlement of international disputes. 

17. Whether there is a security organization or not, it is clear that defence 
Planning for Canada and the United States should be co-ordinated. This co-
ordination, which would in fact constitute a regional defence system, would not 
conflict with the purposes of the world security organization, but would take its 
Place as part of a plan of universal security. In this way one part of the world 
would . be better provided against outside attack, and would be available as a 
safe base from which punitive operations might be launched against a country 
attempting to break the peace. 
18. To faCilitate this co-ordination the Permanent Joint Board on Defence is 

an appropriate piece of machinery. Through the Board, representatives of two 
countries (the one great and the other relatively weak) meet together on an 
equal footing. It is quite conceivable that in the post-war period there may not 
be a great deal for the Board to do. Nevertheless, its mere existence is a useful 
public symbol of the mutual confidence which exists between Canada and the 
United States. Moreover, there is a great advantage in having available a body 
that can consider potentially controversial questions of defence before 
government policy in either country has become fixed. The Board will continue 
to be available to recommend joint defence plans, and as an agency to facilitate 
discussion and exchange of information. 

Implications of the Policy 
,19 . , While  the actual defence measures that will be required cannot be 
discussed at  • this point, there can be no doubt that, with or without world 
security obligations, Canada will be required to carry a greater peacetime 
defence commitment than ever before. It seems clear that in future it should be 
part of our policy tô accept full responsibility for such measures of local 



Cariadian 'defence as the moderate nature of the risk to which we are exposed

may indicate to ' bë necessarÿ. Furthermore, the, general responsibility of

Canada for the . local : :defence of Newfoundland and Labrador has been

recognized and accepted by; the Canadian Government during the war as an
inevitable consequence of their geographical prôximitÿ . It is' desirable that the

role of the United States in these territories should be limited to the security of
their leased bases, particularly ai Argent ia , and Stephenville, from the first

named of which the more extended defence of thë, North-West Atlantic would
becarriedôut . ;, . . . . : > ;

20. This" closer tie-up with • the United States need not,conflict with the
Canadian tradition of basing military policy and training upon British practice .

However, , if Canada and the,United States are,to be efficient in the defence of
North America, common experience between , the national, forces will be

desirable in time of peace (e .g . the pooling of information and possibly the

carrying out of occasional joint exercises) .
21 . Since the basis for exchange of technical information must be mutual, i t

is . necessarythat : adequate technical establishments staffed by well-trained

scientists and, research .. personnel be *~maintained in Canada, capable of

undertaking independent ; research, and development of, a high quality, the
results of which would be available as a basis for the exchange of such

information .

22. This closer liaison with, the United, States is in no sense an isolationist

policy. If any single lesson has emerged from the present conflict, it is that no
nation can ensure immunity from attack merely by erecting a defensive barrier

around its frontiers . Canada's first lines of defence at the present time extend

far out into the Pacific in the West and to Europe in the East . With the growth

of air power, frontier defences have become less s i gn ificant. It is not intended

that Canada should base its defensive policy exclusively on collaboration with

the United States. On the contrary, it is considered that Canada should accept
a fair share "of rçspônsibilitÿ, in '.an; international security organization along

with the other Nations both inside and outside the Commonwealth .

CONCLUSION S

23 . .It is çoncluded, therefote : , f ~ 1 11 . 1,,(a), that the defences of Canada should be closely co-ordinâted with those o
f

United States in the postwar period ; valuable
(b) that the Permanent Joint Board on Defence will continue be a

he informal
means of facilitating this co-ordination and also as a
discussion of mutual defence problems ;

Canada and the United States is
(c) that the source of major friction betwee n

more likelY to , 8row, out of differing .views towards events oust de téPosition a
Côntinent. Particularly in view of Canada's geographic Canadian defenCe
overland route between ' the U.S.A. . and the U.S.S .R., the general
arrangemcnts 'with the,United Stâtes will be greatly influenced by

character of the relations between the U.S. and the U.S.S .R .;
., . . . . . . . ,
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(d) that  in joint defence planning with the United States, Canada should 
accept full responsibility for all such defence measures within Canadian 
territory as the moderate risk to which we are exposed may indicate to be 
necessary; 
(e) that Canada should continue to accept responsibility for the local defence 

of Newfoundland and Labrador, and that the part of the United States in the 
defence of these territories should be limited to the operation of their leased 
bases in Newfoundland; . 	, 
(f) thàt beca•use of the new Niulnerability of the North American continent, 

quite apart from any obligations under a world security organization, Canada 
must accept increased defence responsibilities and maintain larger armed 
forces than before the war; 
(g) that the exchange of technical information on military research and 

development between Canada and the United States should continue and that 
Canada  should maintain the means of making an effective contribution to such 
exchange. , 

979. 	 PCO 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract of Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 
„ 

" 'POSTWAR DEFENCE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE UNITED STATES 
.11: THE SECRETARY subniitted a final report of the Advisory Committee on 
Post-HoStilitiés Problems revised by the Advisory Committee in the light of the 
observations made by the War Committee at the meeting of January 8th. 
Copies'of the revised report had been circulated. - 

(Secretary's *note; Jan. 23, , I945,  and attached final report of  Advisory 
Cémniittee C.W.C. document 928). 

12. THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE  •  FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, 
coinmenting on the report, pointed out that its acceptance by the War 
Committee would not , imply specific Commitments on the part of the 
govërninent. It represented, rather,' an • analysis and appreciation of the 
Principal  factors  involved. 

.The linèS of policy 'recommended therein were consistent with the successful 
establishment of the proposed  international  security organization. 

,THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE observed that the report 
indicated a general édentation àf policy, approval of which would be of great 
assistanee to the Services in guiding their postwar planning and ensuring that 
such 'planning was done on a uniform basis. All Service recommendations 
based thereon would, however, have to come before the War Committee for 
approval. 
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. 14. THE WAR COMMITTEE, ' after further - discussion, approved the repor t

submitted.
. .

980. DEA/52-Cs

Mémorandum du sous-seerétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieuresà, au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

' to Prime Minister
• ~~a .. . ~ +~~ ~ . ~

[Ottawa] June 18,1945

SECRET PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENC E

In your .. talks with the President,•' it may be that the Board will be
discussed . You may therefore wish to have a note on the recent meetings hel d

on June 14 and 15 .

2. In addition to a number of routine matters there were two items of

considerable long range interest raised by the United States Section :

(1) Continental defence value, of the Canadian Northwest. The Journa l

rcads:
"General Henry read a statement which initiated a general discussion of the

continental defence value of the Canadian Northwest . It was noted that

preliminary studies of this question were being undertaken by interested

authorities of both governments and that concrcte questions under this heading

might be presented to the Board for consideration . It was the opinion of th e

Board that the studies being made were timely and of direct interest to it and
that it might be profitable to discussaspects of this matter further at futur e

meetings:' ` . .
It was clear from General Hen ry's presentation that the United States may in

future decide to request Canada to undertake defence responsibilities, chiefly

with respect to the Nortiïwest Staging Route and related weather and

communication facilities, which would give the United States a secure
overland

air link with their defences in Alaska and the Aleutians.

(2) Post-war collaboration. The Journal reads :

"The Board held a general discussion on the subject of closer postwar

collaboration between the Armed Forces of the two governments . There was

general agreement that it would be desirable to providc for combined CanaVdn
United States staff talks at a future date and that the subject should be g

further study." et the
General Henry ` pointed out that the United States was trying to g

gove rnments of the,. Latin American Republics to adopt tUo slue8gest~hât
standards of equipment, organisation and training . He went on

~ . ~ 111 - .,r ~ f 1
8'Le Premier ministre rencontra le Président Truman i San Francisco le 15 juin .

The Prime Minister met President Truman i n San Francisco on June 15.
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',from a military standpoint there appears little doubt that our tactical and 
supply problems for the defence of North America would be greatly simplified 
if Canadian and United States forces had interchangeable munitions and were 
trained and organized in general along similar lines." An interesting discussion 
followed in which the Canadian members, while agreeing that there was much 
to be said in certain cases for hemisphere homogeneity, pointed out some of the 
difficulties presented by Canada's acceptance of British Commonwealth 
standards and methods. 

3..Thèse discussions emphasized two points made in the P.H.P. paper on 
Canadian defence relationship with the United States: 
A — The United States may be expected to take an active interest in 

Canadian defence preparations in the future and may indeed exert pressure. 
B — The Permanent Joint Board on Defence is a most useful body to consider 

potentially controversial questions of defence before government policy in 
either country has become fixed. 
4.' It is likely that important questions of post-war defence relationships will 

continue to come before the Board. Since the continued functioning of the 
Board is to Canada's interest (and also to that of the United States) it is to be 
hoped that it will have the support and encouragement of the President. 

[J. E. READ] 

DEA/7-CWs 

Mémorandum du secrétaire, CPCAD 

Memorandum by Secretary, PJBD 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  June 20, 1945 

PEACETIME DEFENCES IN TFIE NORTHWEST 
The first four conclusions of the P.H.P. paper on postwar Canadian defence 

relationships with the United States are as follows: 
A -- That the defence of Canada should be closely coôrdinated with those of 

the United States after the war. 
B — That the Permanent Joint Board on Defence should be retained. 
C =That relations between the United States and the U.S.S.R. are of special 

concern to Canada. 
D'—s- That Canada must accept full responsibility for defence measures within 

Canadiân territory.' 
This skirts around but does not touch the problems created for Canada by 

serious tension between the United States and the U.S.S.R. The possibility 
should not be excluded of vigorous Russophobia in the United States after the 
war: This might not be shared by  th è Canadian Government and people which 
wouldlead us to want to avoid being considered a party to any anti-Soviet 
designs of the United States. 

981. 
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Developments in ' the , ) Permanent - Joint Board ,  on Defence indicates a 
likelihood that Canada 'may be asked to join the United.States after the war in 
maintaining defences in .the Northwest:. The most likely request would be to 
keep up the •Northwest.Staging Route and 'related weather and communica-
tions. facilities '(probably.the Alaska Highway as well) so as to provide the 
United. States with a secure and up to date air link between its continental 
tenitory and  its northern defences in Alaska and the Aleutians. Such a request 
if it comes will raise squarely the question of whether Canada is prepared to 
give the : United States thc . right to use Canadian territory and Canadian 
military installations in time of peace: - 

It may, not have occurred to the War Department that Canada might object 
to granting such peacetime rights, yet this will not be an easy decision to make. 
It would mean that Canada was bound to follow, in the wake of the United 
States which might place  us in a difficult position with the Soviet Union. The 
alternative course of retaining complete freedom of action and granting the 
United States no peacetime rights would expose us to pressure from the United 
States that it might be difficült or impossible to resist. , _ 

The main advantage of retaining our freedom of action would be to attempt ,  
to exercise a moderating influence between the United States and the Soviet 
Union. This really. means that we would  have a chance to attempt to influence 
the United  States foi it is unrealistic to believe that in such a state of affairs 
the Soviet Union would pay much attcntion to Canadian views. We would 
barely resolve a polite hearing and our opinions could not be expected to have 
any real influence. With the United States (in  the  other hand we can count on 
full and frank discussions and a genuine interchange of views. There is at least 
a reasonable possibility of being able to exercise some influence. 

If as suggested àbove the United States should press strongly for peacetime 
rights in Canada it might prove impossible to resist the pressure. The best way 
then of retaining so' me possibility of exerting a rcstraining influence on the 

United States might be to work for joint planning of northern defences. (A 
regional defence plan under the World Security Organization might have some 

merit.) It is out of the question to suppose that the  Var and Navy Depart-
ments would give us anything like a veto right on their plans for the defence of 

Alaska and-  the  Aleutians. Nevertheless, it  is worth considering whether we 

cotild : not grant peacetime' military . rights on condition that through the 

Permanent Joint Board on Defence the defences of the Northwest as a whole 

should be jointly, planned. This would give us a foot in the door, an opportunity 

' 	 . 

 to express views as to the urgency or othenvise of defence measures proposed  
by .the United States. M agreement of this sort might be made terminable on 

notice — 
One drawback is, of course, that we would be linked either publicly or not so 

publicly with,the Unitcd States and might ippear 'as a satellite committed to 

w.hatever ihe: United States might choose to do. It is doubtful whether this 

could be avoided in any  event. Whether or not there  is  a Permanent Joint 

Board on Defence, whether or not there is a defence agreement between the 

two countries, it will be clear to the world that in any predictable crisis with the 
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Soviet . Union, Canada and thé United States would join forces . It seems wise to
accept this as a fact and build on it in such a way as to promote harmonious
relations with the United States and at the same time to have some voice in or
at least indication of their defence planning . .

[R. M. MACDONNELL] ' -

. DEA/7-CWs

, r ► " ' ' • ` Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint;
le Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre ,

au secrétaire, CPCAD

Afemorandum from Assistant Secretary,
Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems,

to Secretary. PJBD

SECRET [Ottawa,] June 21, 194 5

PEACETIME DEFENCES IN THE NORTHWEST8 8

With reference to your memorandum on peacetime defences in the
Northwest, I am in general agreement with your arguments .

.I do not think there can be any question of our retaining complete freedom
of action in relation to the United States defence interest in Alaska and the
northwest generally. It must be admitted at the outset that the position of
mistrust, between the Soviet Union on the one hand and the United Kingdom
and United States'on the other, has solid foundations based upon the unhappy
history in relations between Russia and the Western Powers between the two
wars .~ It must be assumed, therefore, that the cooperation between the Soviet
Union and the Western Powers arising from the common interest in the war
against Germany and ultimately in a solid peace settlement will only furnish an
oppôrtunitÿ' to establish" confidence which cannot, however, be taken for
granted :' It may, - therefore, be - further assumed that the United States
Government will° be inclined to take at least certain minimum measures . to'
provide for the defence of those territories which lie adjacent to the U .S.S.R. in
the northwest; 1I

C~nadâ's'pârt in any*United States defence scheme in the northwest would
probably consist in the main of granting transit rights on land and in the air in
péacetime: While'the, granting of such rights, it may be argued, would not
constitute offensive "action against the U.S.S.R., the experience of countries
adjacent to the U .S .S.R. in eastern Europe would indicate that the U .S .S.R. is
not inclined to excuse even passive association with measures appearing to be
directed against itself. It would seem, therefore, essential to establish at the
outset the following two principles if the United States Government should
govern our defence relations in the northwest:-
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(a) that we recognize legitimate interest of the United States to have access
to Alaska over Canadian territory for purposes of defence ;
(b) that any transit, rights that may be granted must be related to a strategic

plan for the defences of the northwest as a whole and should be jointly planned
between Canada and the United States .

I agree that it would be important as a safeguard of the position of Canada
in -relation to' the U .S.S.R. to have it understood that, should we find ourselves
not in agreement with regard to the strategic planning of the United States
Government, we should be in a position to withdraw .

[GEORGE IGNATIEFF]

983. DEA/7-ABs

Extrait du mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint ,
le Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre,

- au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum jiom Assistant Secretary,

Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems,
to Associate Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] June 28,194 5

CANADIAN DEFENCE INTERESTS IN UNITED STATES INSTALLATIONS

IN THE NORTNWEST

The Joint Drafting Group has met regularly with Mr . Macdonnell present
to work on the drafting of a paper as agreed in the Working Committee .89 Our
discussion indicated that it was not possible at , the present time to offer any
determinate answer on the Canadian post-war defence interest in the various
United States defence projects in the Northwest . In the first instance it would
be necessary to have a strategic appreciation of the post-war defence needs of
this region which would have, to be concerted with United States military
authorities, presumably through the P.J .B.D. The Group has drafted a paper
for submission to the Working Committee" which outlines some of the political
and strategic factors which need to be taken into account without going into

the : detailed consideration of the defence value of each project . These are

merely listed with a note on the extent and purpose of each project .

[GEORGE IGNATIEFF]

"Voir le document 124 See Document 12.
"Notes marginales/Marginal notes :

Mr. IgnatiefL Thanks. See my marginal notes. II I ume] W(rongl 011 .45 .
I think this should be discussed with Pope. Neeney and N . A . R . verbally perhaps

and then possibly in Advisory Com(mitteej . I'd like to sec the draft paper .
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984. 	 DEA/7-CWs 
Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint, 

le Comité consultatif sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre, 
au sous-secrétaire associé aux Affaires extérieures 

,* Assistant Secretary, Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems, 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa], July 10, 1945 

Attached is a draft prepared by the Army representatives on the Joint 
Drafting Group of the paper on Post-war Canadian Defence interests in United 
States Defence Projects in North-west Canada. This paper is the result of 
several meetings in which Mr. Macdonnell participated. 

Apart from a number of drafting changes which will be required, the paper 
is too long as it stands. It was found necessary to introduce a number of 
political and strategic considerations which belong more appropriately to a 
general appreciation. 

However, in view of the interest shown at the last meeting of the P.J.B.D. by 
the U.S. military members in the north-west defence projects and Canadian 
participation in continental defence generally, Mr. Macdonnell is of the view 
that the conclusions (pp. 11 and 12) of this paper might be found useful in case 
we are pressed by the United States authorities for our views on these 
questions. 

, Presumably no action will be taken on this paper until further activity on 
P.H.P. is discussed in the Advisory Committee. 

• 	 [GEORGE IGNATIEFF]s" 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Projet préliminaire des représentants militaires du groupe mixte 
, de rédaction, le Comité de travail sur les problèmes de l'après-guerre 

Preliminary Draft by Army Representatives on Joint Drafting Group, 
Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  July 6, 1945 

POST-WAR CANADIAN DEFENCE INTEREST'S 
IN UNITED STATES DEFENCE PROJECTS 

IN NORTIIWEST CANADA 

PART I — INTRODUCTION 
1 ' It was agreed by the Working Committee on Post-Hostilities Problems 

that a draft paper should be prepared by the Joint Drafting Group "to examine 

"Note  marginale :/Marginal note: 
Mr. Ignatieff: I think there is a good deal of useful material in this paper, although 
as you say, it is too long. II turtle] W[rong] 
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what:defence interests, if any, Canada had in the Northwest Staging Route, 
the Alaska Highway and other United States defence installations in the 

1 	 . 	 • Northwest?'" 
2. The Joint  Drafting Group assume that these terms of reference are 

intended, to cover all major US Defence Projects in Northern Canada, 
including thé CriMson Piôject.' The pOst=war përiod is taken to mean the period 
following the 'defeat of Japan': 

3.' The Joint Drafting Group, having examined the question referred to them 
by the Working Committee, agree that Canadian defence interests in specific 
Unitéd -States , defence projects in Northwest Canada can be realistically 
aisesséd cinly if related to -a strategic appreciation of the defence problems of 
this iegion concerted with Unitcd States defence authorities; it being assumed 
that Canadian and Unitéd States post-war Welke policies for this region will 
be co-9rdinated. This paper, therefore, sets out in a preliminary way some of 
the factors which, in the view of the Joint Drafting Group, would in such event 
need to be taken into cOnsideration, and puts forviard certain recommendations 
regarding the action that might be taken. A list of United States Defence«  
Projects in . igorthwest i. ,Canada,  I together with details regarding their 
background and present status, is included in this paper in the form of an 

ANNEX' 

•
' 	 PART II GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

4. The following principles governing Canada's post-war defence  relation
ships with the United States*which have been accepted by the War Committee 
of the Cabinet," are taken to be specially applicable to the subject of this 

PaPer: 
(a) "that the defences of Canada should be closely co-ordinatcd with those of 

the United States in the post-wir period;" 
(b) "that thet Permanent Joint Board on Defence will continue to be a 

valuabWrileaniôf facilitating this co-ordination,' ànd also as a medium for the 
informal discussion of mutual defence problems." 

(c) "that the source of major friction between Canada and the United States 
is ,more likely to grow out of differing views towards events outside this 
Continent'. Particularly in view of Canada's geographical position astride the 

f 

nVolr le document I 2./Sec Document 12. 
"La note suivante était dans l'original- . 	. 
, The following footnote was in the original: 

' As defined in CWC Document 917e —"Post-Wir Canadian DcfcnCe Relationships 
7".r ivith the United States 	General Considerations", para 23. Conclusions (a), (b),  

(c), and (d)." 
"Pour le rapport modifié conformément aux opinions exprimées par les membres du Comité de 

guerre Is 8 janvier 1945, voir le document 981. 
For the report u amended in accordance with views expressed in the. War Committee on 

January 8, 1943, see Document 981. 
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overland route between": the USA and the USSR, Canadian defence arrange-
ments i with 1 the - United States ' will be greatly influenced by the general
character of the relations between the USA and the USSR ;"
`(d) "that in joint defence planning with the United States, Canada should
accept full responsibility for all such defence measures within Canadian
territory as the moderate risk to which we are exposed may indicate to be
necessary." :
,5 . In accordance with these principles, and in view of the fact .that the US
Defence Projects' .in Northwest Canada were undertaken for the joint defence
of Canada and the United States, and will in general have a continuing value
for joint defence in the post-war period, it, is assumed that Canadian post-war
defence interests in these Projects should be considered from the aspect of joint'
defence .

PART III - STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS

Effect of a World Security Organization
6 . A sérious threat to Canada and the United States involving the Northwest

could only be presented by a major Power (either alone or in combination with
other{Powers) . The United Nations Organization will be unable to restrain a
Great Power bent on aggression . It' may, however, be safely assumed that
during , such time as the Organization remains "effective" there vvill be no
likelihood of serious threat to this region . Nevertheless, whether or not the,
Organization remains effective, measures for the joint defence of the
Northwest will be necessary . Such regional arrangements would by their
nature be consistent with ' the purposes and principles of the Organization,'and
as such would not be precluded by anything in the terms of the Charter .

7. .Even ! in the absence of . any , immediate threat, it would be of definite
advantage , to initiate joint defence measures for this region during the period
when : ~ the -. Organization could , still be considered "effective" . Such an
undertaking would be possible at this stage without incurring the hostility of a
member . Great ~ Power: If, - however, such action were to be put off until
continued deterioration in international relationships resulted in a threat to
world, peace; then pressure might be brought to bear to further delay such an
undertaking, -as constituting - an , action which might tend to aggravate an
already tense situation . An additional advantage lies in the deterrent effect
which material evidence of realistic joint defence measures in this region might
have upon a major Power contemplating aggressive action .
Possible Sources of Threa t8 . (a) The USSR: The USSR is the only major Power which would be
capable of offering a serious threat to Canada and the United States involving
the Northwest . The USSR is now the greatest land power in the world, and is
likely to increase her offensive power during the post-war period through the
development of her naval and air forces . Although there is not at the presenttime any indication that she intends to adopt a policy hostile,to Canada or the
United States, the fact remains that she is strategically in a position to present
a serious threat to the Northwest. ' .
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(b) China: China is unlikely alone to be capable of constituting a serious 
threat to this region. However,. China could contribute materially to the 
offensive power of a hostile USSR if allied to the latter.  •g 
'(c) Japan: The resurgence of a thoroughly defeated and disarmed Japan as a 

major military power is considered unlikely for many years. 
The Vulnerability of the Northern Appr oaches 
9. In the Cabinet War Committee paper referred to above it is stated, that: 
". "the development of air power his diminished the physical isolation of the 

North American continent by opening -up the Northern approaches. Defence 
planning must be re-oriented to take this into acCount."" 
In addition the general conclusion is given: 

"that because of the new vUlnerability of the North American continent.... 
. . Canada must accept increased defence responsibilities and maintain larger 
armed forces than before the war."94  

10. The vulnerability of the Northern approaches is, however, not due alone 
to the development of air power. As a result of other technological develop-
ments in modern warfare, attacks involving land operations on a large scale 
have now become possible in this region. Ample evidence to this fact has 
emerged from recent large scale cold-weather tests conducted by the Canadian 
Army in these regions. In the official report of an exercise carried out on the 
Barren Lands, the following conclusion is reached: 

"the exercise proved that the inaccessibility of the Arctic is just another 
myth, and, providing supplies arc ensured, operations on the barren grounds 
which represent one-third of Canada's area can be as unhindered as operations 
on the Libyan Desert.'!7  

11. It is evident that these Northern approaches will assume a greatly 
increased importance in the defence of North America, since this flank can no 

longer be considered immune to attacks by a major Power having access to the 

Arctic Ocean or the land masses bordcring on it. However, joint defence 
planning for this region should take into account the fact that Canadian  Post
war defence involves other heavy demands on her unitcd resources, not only for 

the defence of other regions in Canada, but for the conduct of operations 
outside of Canada in areas which under modern conditions are the first line of 

her defence. 

note suivante était dans l'original: 
The  following footnote was in the original: 

Para 9 of CWC Document 917, 
"La note suivante était dans l'original: 

The following footnote wu in the original: 
.__ Para 23*(g) of above document" 
"La note suivante était dans roriginal: 

The following footnote wu in the original: 
Report on Elt =he "LEEM I NG; CAORN — Report 025 — 

"Canadian Army Operational Research. 	
24 May 45.e 
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Strategic Appreciation
12. It is evident that consideration of Canada's defence interests in the

Northwest can only be realistic if based on a sound appreciation of probable
threats to the Northern approaches, and related to defence commitments for
other and more vital regions . Unfortunately, however, at the present time no
authoritative Canadian Joint Service strategical appreciation relating either to
Canada's post-war defence in general, or to the defence of the Northern
approaches, is available . Moreover, United States views in regard to post-war
joint defence for this region have not been ascertained .

13 . Presumably one of the first steps in any concerting of joint defence plans
by Canada and the United States would be an agreed strategic appreciation of
the defence problems involved, and of the probable forms and scales of attack
for this region . It is considered, however, that, prior to such action, and in
anticipation' of discussion of the question between the two countries, a
Canadian Joint Service appreciation of Canadian interests in the post-war
defence of the Northern approaches should be prepared in the light of available
information .

Probable Forms of Threat - Assumptions
14 . In the absence of such guidance, the following assumptions have been

adopted for the purpose of this paper :
(a) Invasion: - It is highly improbable that a successful seaborne invasion of

North ' America could be affected [effected?] by way of the Pacific Ocean
proper, so long as the US and UK retained command of the seas. Invasion of .
North America through the Northwest, by way of the Aleutians, Alaska and
Northwest Canada might be possible, but on strategic grounds such an attempt
is unlikely.
(b)' Diversionary operations: - Amphibious or airborne operations in the

Northern regions, possibly involving - land forces on a large scale, would be
Possible, and might well be considered strategically desirable as a means of
tying down large forces and military potential . The probable object would be
the 'diversion of strength from other directly threatened regions in Europe or
Asia : The mere threat of such operations might achieve satisfactory results
with considerable economy, and therefore such a threat might be posed and
made obvious even prior to the outbreak of hostilities for either strategical or
political ends :' (The Japanese feint through the Aleutians is noted as a case in
point .) ,

(c) Other'possible threat s
i) .Long-range air attacks from bases on enemy territory .

ii) Operations with the object of neutralizing anti-aircraft defence measures,
particularly radar and fighter-aircraft screens guarding the Northern
approaches .

iii) Operations with the object of securing bases for attacks on vital industrial
and cïommunications centres in Canada and the United States .
iv) , Operations with the object of denying the use of facilities in this region for

counter-offensive action against the enemy .
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v) , Minor , operations such as raids by sea, land or air, and the landing or
dropping of agents for the purpose of sabotage or espionage .

The Time Factor

15 .4ny ' ftiture threat from'whatever quarter , it may arise may come more
suddenly and more devastatingly than in the past. If such a threat should arise

there might be insufficient time to ' take' adequate counter-measures unless
pieliinina ry preparations are ; made i and ' maintained . In the past, defence

measures for'-this region have- been undertaken hastily or improvised from

existing resources at a time when"the ' effort could ill be spared from more vital

operations. Defences , werc, moreover, brought to full operational strength only

after the' threat of attack `had passed : In the future, however, should defence
measures be neglected until the threat becomes apparent ; the time lag involved

may result in the defence failing to keep pace with a mounting scale of attack.
It is evident, therefore,'that joint defence planning will not be enough . Effective

defence measures will have to be undertaken in peacetime even in the absence
of any immediate threat . In this regard, steps° should be taken by Canada to
ensure that adequate maintenance is provided for those existing defence

installations within her ter ritory which are likely to be of value in the event of
war .. . . . . ._ . . ., . . _
United States Interest In A laskan Defence

16 . The Northern approaches comprise a general strategic region w hich is in

fact divided into natural strategic areas, each of which involves distinct defence

problems. The political bounda ries between Canadian and United States

territories . do . not coincide , with , this , natural strategic, division . hloreover,

Canadian and United States defence interests are not identical for each sector .

17 . This is of particular significance in the case of the strategic highland area
which includes Alaska and the whole inland Canadian corridor through which
passes the ,line of communication to Alaska, consisting of the Northwest

Staging Route and the Alaska Highway with its feeders . It is likely that United

States . defence interest will • be largely concentrated on the defence of Alaska .

At a recent meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence it was indicated

that the United States, view was that a ro rl controlled air route to Alaska

is, considered indispensable to the, permanent defence of the continent .,' Any
such ;.one-sided emphasis on : Alaskan defence may lead to United States

pressure'! on, Canada to ., undertake , dcfence : measures within the Canadian

portion of this strategic sector at the expense of other, and perhaps more

vulnerable sectors in which there is not such a direct interest on the part of th e

United States.

„La noté suivante était dans l'original:
The following footnote was in the original :
~I! Quoted i n a memo by Maj-Qan Guy V . Henry to the Permancnt Joint Board on

Defence (8 Jun 4 5 )10 as a statement made by one authority eommcnting
on a Bi l l

presented to the U.S. House of Repraentativa . Its context in this memo would

indiwte thât ii rettects Official U.S. views.
1°°Voir la pièee jointe 2, document 988,/See enclosure 2. Documcnt 988 . '
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18—Therefore, if Canada; with her limited military resources, is to accept full 
responsibility for defence measures .within Canadian territory, steps should be 
taken to ensure that any such pressure does not lead her to neglect the defence 
of strategic sectors which (lie wholly within Canadian territory, such as the 
Mackenzie River Valley, and the Arctic Barrens towards the East. These areas 
may well prove to be more vulnerable as a line of approach than the highland . 
area of Alaska and the Canadian corridor, with its difficult terrain and greater 
dependence on roads for movement. Moreover they out-flank the latter. 

PART IV - POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

,19.,At a recent discussion of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence it was 
indicated that the United States may ask Canada to maintain certain defence 
installations  in the Northwest during the post-war period. The United States 
Defence Projects in Northwest Canada were (with the exception of the 
Crimson Route) constructed in relation to the war in the Pàcific. Even with the 
threat of Jap.  an removed, the United States may continue to regard defence 
measures in this region as necessary for the security of Alaska in case of war 
with a major power bordering on the Pacific Ocean. Since an attack from the 
North on continental United States territory would almost certainly .  involve 
Canada, it follows that the problem of the defence of the Northwest should be 
considered in terms  of the defence of all the Northern approaches to the North 
American continent. 
20. The possibility of tension between the USSR and the USA during the 

post-war period, which it must be earnestly hoped will not arise, is nevertheless 
a contingency which cannot be excluded. Should such tension develop, a most 
likely result would be pressure on Canada by the United States to join her in 
increasing the defences of the Northern approaches. Should Canada accede to 
such a course it would obviously have an adverse effect on her relations with 
the USSR, perhaps at a time when Canadian opinion did not share in like 
degree the feeling of apprehensiveness or of hostility towards the USSR then 
current in the United States. 
21. Canada may thus . be faced with two courses. On the one hand, of 

granting specific military rights to the United States in peacetime (including 
transit rights) and becoming fully associated with United States defence 
measures in the North, thus accepting the risk of prejudicing her relations with 
the USSR. On the other. hand, of refusing such rights and retaining full 
freedom of action in any joint defence arrangements, in the hope of avoiding 
therisk of prejudicing her relations with the USSR. 
22.The pressure which would be brought to bear on Canada by the United 

States in the event of Canada seeming reluctant or refusing to co-operate with 
her in continental defence, would be very substantial and might be difficult to 
resist. It is suggested that such pressure should be resisted only if substantial 
advantages çould be derived from such a course. The main value of attempting 
to retain complete independence of action would lie in whatever possibilities 
such a course might offer Canada of exercising a mediating influence between 
these  two Great Powers. However, since in the light of past experience,• it is 
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unlikely that Canadian views would have any real influence on the Soviet 
Goveinment, such an advantage is more apparent than real, and does not 
appear to justify, the difficulties which would attend a refusal to co- operate 
effectively with the United States. On the other hand, experience also indicates 
that Canadian views may at times have some influence on the United States 
Government. The most effective way, therefore, in which Canada could 
contribute towards ameliorating the difficult situation visualized above, would 
probably be to accept the course of becoming associated with the United States 
in defence measures, and of contributing a modifying influence. 
23. If the foregoing argument is accepted it would follow that the desirable 

policy for Canada would be to co-operate with the United States in defence 
measures for these regions  • while retaining at the same time the maximum 
freedom of action consistent with such co-operation. Joint planning for the 
defence of the Northern approaches would appear to be the most advantageous 
course, with Canada assuming full responsibility for all defence measures 
within her own territory. Canada's consent to granting the United States 
specified peacetime military rights in her territory for the purposes of joint 
defence of this- region should be made conditional on a full interchange of 
information relevant to the defence of the region and should also be based on 
the granting of reciprocal rights to Canada by the United States. This would 
ensure that Canada was provided with information about United States plans 
and intentions which would give her an opportunity to express her views 
regarding thé urgency of any given situation and the necessity of proposed 
defence measures. Such joint planning and the undertaking of joint defence 
measures for the security of the Northern approaches should be concerted with 
the United States in the first instance through the facilities of the Permanent 
Joint Board on Defence, as this medium offers the best possibility of defence 
co-operation  with  the United States, whi te at the same time retaining the 
maximum freedom of action. 
24. Defence facilities in Canada which would be most likely to be needed by 

the United States relate to overland, air and ground communications between 
the United States and Alaska. In particular, the air route to Alaska will 
probably be regarded by the United States Government as indispensable for 
the permanent defence of the continent. Use of such an air route veould involve 
the maintenance of existing air bases and a number of existing facilities. 
25. In the light of the foregoing it is suggested that, should the United States 

request peacetime' facilities in Canada relating to its communications with 

Alaska or to the defence of this region, the matter should be referred to the 

Permanent Joint Board on Defence on the basis of the principles outlined in 

Paragraph 23 above.' Provided that these principles proved acceptable to the 

United States Government, presumably the ensuing step to be taken would bet.  

the preparation of an agreed Canadian-United States stratcgic appreciation I
n 

n 

the defence problems involved in the security of the Northern approache. 

anticipation of this, and in advance of discussion of the question bY the 

Permanent  Joint Board on Defence a Canadian Joint Service appreciation 

should be made to determine Canadian interests. 
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PART-V - CONCLUSION S

26 . In summing up the strategical and political considerations put forward in
this paper, the following main conclusions are reached :
(a) 'thât the principles of post-war defence co-ordination between Canada and

the United States, and of Canada accepting full responsibility for defence
measures within her own territory, previously approved by the War Committee
of the Cabinet, apply particularly to the defence of the Northern approaches to
this continent;
(b) that joint Canadian-United States defence of the Northern approaches

would by their nature constitute regional defence arrangements in accordance
with the principles and purposes of the United Nations Organization, and as
such would not be precluded by anything in the Charter of that Organization ;

(c) - thât joint planning for the defence of the Northern approaches should be
co-ordinated through the facilities of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence,
as' the use of such a medium would afford Canada the best possibility of
defence co-operation with the United States while at the same time retaining
the maximum freedom of action consistent with such co-operation ;
(d) :'that 'if joint defence of the Northern approaches is accepted in principle

by the United States, Canada should be prepared, if so requested, to grant the
United States such specified peacetime military rights in Canadian territofy as
are agreed to be essential for the joint defence of this region (including transit
rights), on the basis of reciprocal action and interchange of information ;
(e) that if the United States agree to the principle of joint defence of this

region, a first step in joint planning should be the preparation of an agreed
Canadian-United States strategical appreciation of the problem of the joint
defence of the'Northern approaches . In anticipation of this, and preferably in
advance of discussion of the subject by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence,
a Canadian Joint Service appreciation from the viewpoint of Canadian
interests should be undertaken ;
(f) . that~ any joint defence planning for this region should be based on a

realistic assessment of probable forms and scales of attack or threatened
attack. Preliminary examination indicates that any major threat to this region
would probably be of a diversionary nature . Therefore the undesirability of
Canada committing a disproportionate part of her limited military resources
for, the defence of this region, should be borne in mind in joint planning
discussions with the United States ;,
(g) - that as, sufficient data is not at present available to warrant any firm

conclusions regarding post-war Canadian interests in United States defence
projects in Northwest . Canada in relation to joint defence, the future
disposition of individual projects should be discussed with the United States in
the light`, of an agreed joint defence appreciation . Examination indicates,
hcwëvec, that 'the United States will regard overland, air and ground
communications between the United States and Alaska as essential to the
defence of North America, and that Canada may be asked to undertake
SpMif cresponsiblities with regard to air bases and related facilities on this.__,



route. In this event , such responsibilities should be accepted by Canada in
accordance with the principles and policy outlined in (b), (c) and (d) above .

985.1 , DEA/52-Cs

;lttémorandum de l'officier d'état-major auprès du Premier ministr e

TOP SECRET

L"Continintul, Defense Value of Canodian North wes t

II. Canada-United States Post- War Collaboration ,
You 'will recall that at a meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense,

held in New : York on 14-15th June last, ,,the United Sates Army member
informally , initiated a discussion on two subjects which are of considerable
long-terrn interest to Canada . These were (a) Continental Defence Value of the
Canadian Northwest and (b) Canada-Unitcd States Post-War Collaboration .

2 . While General Henry went to some, pains . to make, it clear that he was
merely expressing his personal views and,that as a consequence he did not want
a verbatim record or his remarks incorporated in the Journal of Discussions

and Decisions, we mny.well assume that what he did say was at least not out of
line,with the: views held by the U.S. War and Navy Departments . In these

circumstances, as,wcll as .by reason of other indications of a growing United
States interest in these matters, I think it cxpedicnt that at the next meeting of
the Board in Montreal on 4th September, the Canadian Section should offer
some obse rvations -. on General Henry's remarks of an apparently equally

"personal and ' tentative nature." In actual fact, howevcr, such remarks as
might be =mâde on .this occasion'would have to be cleared with the Se rv ice

Departments and F.xternal Affairs, and higher .
~ 3 . It is, of course, obvious'~ that at the present moment there are too many

unknown factors to enable us to arrive at any firm conclusions . The war against

Japan his yet to be ended . Our obligations towards the United Nations have
yct fosbe`worked out . Our'contributions in respect of defence will probably, in
some', measurei at ' least, , be irelatcd to those of the Unitcd Kingdom and the
United States . .Of the latter count 's views on the st-war_situation we have

had,ÿno , indication and joint dcfcnâ,planning shouldenjoy a two-way flow Of
information :` In any event ; we should strive to make it so . aspects of, 4.-Apart, however, from the general obscurity of our position, some as the
continental defencx ' stând out reasonably clearly and on these I sugges t
Gôvernmen{ mght be in a posttton to approvc of a "personal and tentative"
cxpr`cssion of views by the Canadian Section . In the hope that I am not in error

as to this, ând alsôso'as to serve as a basis for discuss ion in the Advisory

Committee, 'I 'append â draft of some observations which I think
s but

these
make in P.J .B.D. I'âm afraid I havcf bccn obliged to leave some gap position
can . be . flled in in" Committee . I have not attempted to dcvelop our

0 oint by:int in this pteamble. They either speak for themselves ; orin or ise dtpoint
d~raft point

in
havé soughtzto ôbse rvc in one way or another on each po

'1Iléniorandtimly 1llilitary Staff Offieer , to Prime Minister
Ottawa, July 28, 1945
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by General Henry in his two papers, a copy of each of which is appended 
hereto. 

■ 

• 	 • 	 M[AURICE] P [OPE] 
, • 

[PlÉCE JOINTE 1/ENCL0SURE 1] 	 • 

D. Mémorandum  du représentant principal militaire des États-Unis, CPCAD, • 
au CPCAD 

MemOrandum from Senior United States Military Represëntative, PJBD, 
to PJBD 

[Washington,] June 8, 1945 

CONTINENTAL DEFENSE VALUE OF THE CANADIAN NORTHWEST 

1„ Both the United States and Canada have expended large sums of money 
foè defense pu' rposes in the Canadian Northwest during the present war. The 
main installations are the Northwest Staging Route, the Alaska Highway, the 
teleiraph line' and gasoline distributing system in general paralleling the 
Highway, the Skagway-Carcross gasoline pipe line, the Haines cut-off, the 
Canot  project proper and the various installations in Prince Rupert and 

2. The question arises are any of them from the viewpoint of both Canada 
and the United States necessary to the postwar defense of the North American 
continent or to the defense of Alaska from the viewpoint solely of the United 
States? If so, which are necessary and how is there maintenance to be financed 
in the postwar period? Some may also have both postwar military and 
economic value and for this reason should be maintained and developed. 

Many people believe that the defense of Alaska in case of war with an 
Asiatiepower. is 'of major importance to the defense of the North American 
continent and that'its defense would be largely a matter of air and navy. 

i4 	of the facilities' built along the Northwest Staging Route were 
primàrily constiucted for the maintenance of an air route across Canada and 
into Alaska. One authority in commenting on a bill recently introduced in the 
United States House of Representatives seeking to create a commission to be 
known as  the "Alaska International Highway Commission" states "a properly 
controlled air route to Alaska is considered indispensable to the permanent 
defense of the continent. Such an air route requires weather stations, auxiliary 
landing fields and flight strips, telephone and telegraph communications and 
supply  of - aviation gasoline, -  subsistence and maintenance items. The only 
feasible way to properly provide these necessary items to a controlled airway to 
Alaska is a highway generally along the same route." This matter may later be 
presentedlo the Permanent - Joint Board for an official declaration regarding 
whether or not a land route to Alaska is of permanent value in the defense of 
t.he,continent. Local pressure may also do the same, for it is understood that 
the Government d British Columbia' has recently let a contract for a road 
connécting Prince George with the Alaska Highway at Dawson Creek and that. 

pr either Alberta or British Columbia has o 'ded for bridging  one of the main 
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streams on the road between Edmonton and Dawson Creek . Further, Alaskan
interests are pushing for the maintenance of the Haines cut-off and the Alaska
Highway from where that cut-off joins the same on to Fairbanks, Alaska .

5 . I think it would be interesting to hear, perfectly informally, from our
Canadian members their personal views regarding the defense value of the air
route, the Alaska , Highway, the telegraph line, the gasoline distributing
systems and the Haines cut-off and whether or not the Canadian portions are
likely to be maintained by . Canada in the post-war period . Also the Prince

Rupert installations might be touched upon .
Guy V. HENRY

Major General

• [PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2]

Mémorandum du représentant principal militaire des États-Unis, CPCAD,
au CPCAD

lttemorandum jrom Senlor United States 1ltilitary Representative, PJBD ,

[Washington,J June 8, 194 5

POSTWAR COLLABORATIO N

1 . The United ' States has informed the other American Republics that it
believes the defensive power of the Western Hemisphere would be greatly

augmented if 'the armed forces of the va rious American Republics were a
homogeneous whole, i .e . armed and equipped with standard material and, in
general, organized and trained along standard lines . In order the ascertain the

views of the other American Republics on this matter, the United States has

held joint staff conversations with the military representatives of these
Republics and is also offering to assist them with armament, technical advice

and training on the terms mutually agreeable to each Government .

2 . The Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and Peace held in

Mexico City in early March 1945 approved certain "Declarations on

Reciprocal Assistance and Americn Security" . The outstanding one is known

as the Act of Chapultepec and it further recommended "That the Governments

consider the creation, at the earliest practicable time, of a permanent agency

formedïby the representatives of . each of the General Staffs of the American

Republics, for the purpose of propos ing to the said Government, measures for a

better milita ry collaboration between all the Governments and for the defense

of the Western Hemisphere." of defence
3. Personally I do not sec how there can be any true homogeneity

of the Western Hemisphere unless the Dominion of Canada is a member of the

military family of American nations, so to speak .

4 . From a military standpoint there appears little doubt that our tac1~ali~ed

supply problems for the defense of North America would be greatly s F

if Canadian and United States forces had interchangeable munitions and were

trained and organized in general along similar lines .
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5. In this war we have had at least two examples of the desirability of this, 
i.e., the re-equipping with U.S. materiel of the Canadian Aleutian Force and 
the present re-equipping and reorganizing of the Canadian Pacific Ground 
Force and the similar attempt by the RCAF. 
6. There are certain complications in Canada being incorporated in a military 

family of American nations. First, would Canadian public opinion be 
favourable to a closer tie between Canadian and U.S. armed forces? Second, 
Canada's political, economic, cultural and military relationship with Great 
Britain. Third, Canada is a manufacturing nation as is the United States and 
this might, from a Canadian point of view, make it inadvisable for the 
Canadian armed forces to have equipment interchangeable with that of the 
United States forces. 
7. Other people have in mind closer postwar relationship between the military 

of the two countries. This is shown by the following: 
a. On February 17 to March 5, 1945, the British Commonwealth Relations 

Conference was held in London under the auspices of the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs. A short extract from the minutes reads, "The security of 
Canada and of Australia and of New Zealand depends upon collaboration with 
the United States." 
b. Canadian Ambassador Llewellyn Keenleyside, according to press 

dispatches, recently stated in an address in Mexico City, "The clarification of 
Canada's relationship to the Pan American Union would await final results of 
the San Francisco United Nations Conference." 

8. The views I have presented are purely personal. However, I would be glad 
to hear discussion regarding the feasibility, or the desirability, of our two 
countries entering into joint staff conversations, this with a view of determining 
the extent to which the two countries can in the postwar period coordinate their 
armed force efforts. 

GUY V. HENRY 
Major General 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3] 

Projet d'observations du secrétaire militaire du Cabinet 
Draft of Observations of Military Secretary of Cabinet 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 28, 1945 

Suggested draft of observations on General Henry's statements on (a) 
Continental Defence Value of Canadian Northwest and (b) Canada-United 
States Post-War Collaboration, to be made by Canadian Section at Meeting of 
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence to be held in Montreal, 4th September, 
1945. 

1. Introduction 
The Canadian Section listened with much interest to the remarks made by 

General Henry at the last meeting on the subjects of (a) Continental Defence 
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Value of thé Canadian No rthwest,~ and (b) Canada -United States Post-War
Collaboration: These subjects are of considerable importance to both countries
and as the . war draws on towards its close they will tend more and more to
become matters of practical politics. Actuâllj+; some of the points mentioned by
General Henry, come up in the day-to-day conduct of our national war effort,
and during the last few weeks the members of the Canadian Section have
endeavoured , to ! reach some tentative' conclusions x in their regard . As respects
others, there yet appear~to be too many unknown factors to permit of a really
objective - appreciation . However this may be, we, should like to offer the
following . obse rvations to ;our United States colleagues who will of course
understand : that in so doing we . are - merely expressing in their presence our
personal and tentative views .
2. . General : ~ : . . . .

As has been said, there are too inahy unknown factors in the international
situation to enable us to study many of our defence questions with any degree
of finality. The number, the nature and the scope of the special agreements to
be negotiated on, the initiative of the future Security Council and of . the
regional arrangements for . inte rnational security for which provision has been
made in the Charter of the United Nations, have yet to be defined . Nor again
can the question of, our . defence commitments as a member of the British
Commonwealth of- Nations be said to, be entirely , clear. In these circumstances
no clearly defined picture can be 'drawn .

3 . Moreover, fi defence problems will only admit of rational solution on the
basis of rational assumptions as,to the nature and the measure of force to be
resisted . We on our part are not unprepared to lay down such assumptions but
we have, here, as+ our name implies, to_ do with matters of joint defence which
again .implies~ that such assumptions, be made in collaboration and not
independently. At the moment the Canadian Se rvices have no information as

to the views to the United States Army and Navy in these matters .

4. It might,be pcrtinent . 'here to recall that during the course of the war a
number of defencx installations were constructed in Canada at United States
request but which eventually . became a charge against Canadian public funds.

We are of course all agreed :that in war prompt action must be the paramount
consideration, but ~we on oû r side find it'difficult to exclude from our minds the
thought that the cost of som 'of these facilities was out of proportion with their

value as factors towards the achievement of victory. It seems, therefore, to

follow that in future it" would be helpful if the Canadian Se rv ice were made

more , fully awareof the bases ofrthe appreciation of the United States Joint
Chiefs of Staff as, to` the; defencx requirements of the North American

eontincnt .,So much for the general picture .
S:. Continental Defence Value of the Canadian North west

'As regards the continental defence value of the Canadian Northwest, our
personal views as to the points raised by General Henry, quite informally, ar

e

as follows : :. , ;
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. (à) Northwest Air Staging Route: 	 • 	, 
e -entirely agree that the Northwest Air Staging Route is, and will 

céntinue . to be, an integral feature of Alaskan defence and as such will be 
maintained - indefinitely into the future. The division of responsibility between 
the MilitarY and Civil authorities and such questions as the number of airfields 
Co be maintained  as Air Force Stations are matters for later study and decision. 
,(b) 'Alaska Highway': 

In our View the question of the Alaska Highway differs materially from that 
of the Air Route. Theoretically, perhaps, it can be argued that its existence 
adds to_the defence potential of Alaska. Our information, however, is that no 
supplies have  ever been sent to Alaska via this route. Nor 'during this war does 
the ènelny aPeeirt . to have made any attempt to interfere with the United States 
line of communication through the Gulf of Alaska. Moreover, it seems unlikely 
that, . within' the reasonably distant future, any Pacific Power will be in a 
position 'to threaten 'the sea route betWeen Seattle and Alaskan ports. In these 
circurnitance we are aware of no military considerations of a nature such as to , 
require the maintenance of the Alaska Highway in the foreseeable future. 
(c) Telegraph Line: 

. .The Jelegraph line would appear to have, inter alia, a useful role to play in 
the defence  of Alaska. We therefore believe that a reasonable case for its 
continued,maintenance can be made. 
(d) Gasoline Distribution Systems: 

we see it, the gasoline distributing systems are a necessary feature of 
supply.for  .the Air Route and they should be retained in operation. The 
question of the siting of the Skagway-Carcross pipe line will of course have to 
be resolved.. , • 
(e) Haines Cutoff: 

In the Canadian view the Haines Cutoff is without appreciable defence 
•

value. 
() Prince Rupert and Port Edward: Certain United States  installations at 

Prince Rupert aie of defence interest to Canada. The same cannot be said of 
the Port Edward deVelopment. 

6. Canada-United States Post-lVar Collaboration. 
;.- it need hardly be said that the members  of  the Canadian Section have read 
with'interest of the proceedings of the Inter-American Conference at Mexico 
and of the.signing  •of the Act of ChaPultepec. In inany, if not all respects, the 
questions involved seem in the last analysis to be of a political nature and as a 
eoasequence quite beyond our competence to discuss. 

On . -the other, hand, the question of Canada-United Statés pést-war 
mili4rY.collaboratién does not appear to present any special .difficulty. Our 
dunderslanding, with which we are sure our United States colleagues will be 

isposed. •to agree, is that the founders of this body adVisedly inserted  the  woid 
"Permanent" in our title. There would then seem to be no reason why we 
should not, and every reason why we should, continue our collaboration of the 
last five years in matters of defence. 



8 . 1 If this is agreed, the way ahead should be reasonably clear. We should

both seek to agree as to the inte rnational picture of the coming post-war period

in so far as this has a bearing on the question of North American defence . This
having been done, it should only be necessary , for us to revise Defence Scheme

No. 2 (ABC-22) which has governed the employment of our forces disposed for

home defence during the course of this war, so as to bring it into line with our
new joint appreciation of our defence position . This having been done, and the
new plan having gained the approval of our respective Governments, it can be
held in readiness (subject of course to periodic revision) to be put into effect by
Governmental agreement in the event of an emergency aris ing .

9 . Vith regard to General Hen ry 's view that our tactical and supply problems

for the defence of North America would be greatly simplified if Canadian and
United States forces had interchangeable munitions and were trained and
organized in general along similar lines, we are of opinion that no sufficient
reason has yet been adduced to suggest that a major decision under this head,

even of p rinciple, is in 'any way expedicnt . We very much doubt if any military

appreciation of our North American defence position over the next decade or
decades will lead to the conclusion that the territorial integrity of our

territories will be exposed to serious threat . It therefore seems unlikely that our
ocean waters, our lands or our air will be the scene of major operations . While

our defences will probably require- to be ^ maintained on a greater scale in the

future than they were in the past, they are unlikely in our view to be such as to

require complete uniformity of equipment, organization and training.

10 . In addition, we are confident that our United States colleagues will not

fail to take into account our position as a member of the British Common-

wealth ' of Nations, an association which it should go without saying the
Canadian people give every evidence of being of a mind to maintain. The

Canadian forces have a long history of close and intimate association
will no

those of the Commonwealth and it seems unlikely that this association
longer continue .

11 . On the other hand, the way is open to us to model our forces on any
pattern we may choose, including one of our own design

. As mentioned by

General Henry, there have been two instances in which the Canadian Arm
y

o of th e
has adopted the United States model so as to fac i l i tate the integre isodes

smaller force with the larger one . These instances, howevcr, have been P

in the prosecution of the War against Japan and it would be straining the point
to argue that they fcll ùnder the head of Continental defence .

12 . It should also be borne in mind that in view of the wide mea as ethe
standardization of Canadian and United States industry, as wel

l
our accdsStatesdifficulty sometimes experienced in times of peace of obtainin g

equipment, that ; the Canadian forces have sought and obtained aircraft are of
types. Our mechanical transport is similar to yours . Many of ou r

United States design and manufacture . There are s igns that our rad iState

radar equipment are tending to standardize themselves along Un i ted

lines .
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13. Thus in some fields we can see uniformity developing on an ad hoc basis, 
but for the reasons we have given we are not inclined to conclude that a 
decision along the lines suggested is at all necessary or even essentially 
desirable. 
14. In conclusion, may it be said that we trust that this informal expression of 

our personal views may be of interest to our United States colleagues and of 
some value to them in the further considerations of our joint defence problems. 

986. 	 DEA/52-Cs 
Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures 
à l'officier d'état-major auprès du Premier ministre 
Memorandum from Department of External Affairs 

to Military Staff Officer to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 31, 1945 

With regard to your memorandum of July 28th concerning the comments 
which might be made at the next meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on 
Defence in reply to General Henry's statements at the last meeting of the 
Board, here are a few points which you may wish to consider in preparing a 
second draft as agreed at today's meeting of the Advisory P.H.P. Committee. 
There are a number of questions raised in your memorandum such as the 
defence value of certain projects in the Canadian Northwest on which I do not 
feel competent to comment. 

Para. 2. I am not wedded to the use of the language "our defence 
commitments as a member of the British Commonwealth" which seems to me 
to be all right for home consumption but possibly misleading to Americans. 

Para. As a minor point, I think that it would be accurate and useful to 
insert a sentence following the veiled reference to the Crimson Route and other 
dubious projects to make it clear that Canadian doubts about the value of these 
projects were felt at the time and that criticism is not inspired by hindsight. 

•  Para. 5. (b) General Henry's argument about the post-war use of the 
Alaska Highway centers entirely around its value as a feeder for the airports. 
The C.A.S. will doubtless submit a technical appreciation on this point which 
should be dealt with in the reply. 

Para. 9. In the second sentence I think it might be safer to say "over the 
next one or two decades" instead of "over the next decade or decades." 

Para. 10. I feel that this paragraph might with advantage be rewritten on 
the grounds already mentioned that the American mind is easily misled on 
these subjects. 

Para: 12. General Henry cites in support of the argument for the adoption 
Of common equipment and organization two instances occurring in this war, 
both of which together represent a very small proportion of the Canadian 
military effort. In fact if one looks for historical examples of this nature it is 
obvious that if the Canadian forces had adopted common standards and 
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practices ' with ` the United States in ' the past we would - have been gravely

handicapped in putting our forces in the field during both this war and the last .
Any possible commitment which we might enter into for participation in peace
enforcement inside the Americas would be an entirely insufficient reason for
taking the . course suggested .~ If we were concerned solely with continental

defence, there would be a good case for General Henry's point of view . He does

not give the right reasons in his paragraph 6 for our . resisting this course and
the reasons are broader than our membership in the British Commonwealth .

Indeed his whole memorandum is a bit of rather poor special pleading .

Para. 13 . The argument might be expanded in order to express our interest
in the, larger . problcm ., of the, establishment of common standards and
equipment as far as possible by the United Statcs, and the United Kingdom .

Mr. Macdonnell has given me the -following note on this aspect under the
heading of "Threats to the pcace `of the Western Hemisphere arising from

aggression from outside the Hemisphere."
Here we are prepared to play,our full share in the most effective way

possible, which we believe to be through commitments in the North Atlantic

region and pôssiblypin northe rn Canada as well . Although the shape of these

ar from` clear it seems obvious that they will involve closecommitments is far'
association with the United States and the United Kingdom . Therefore our

problem is to orgnniu our forces so as to be able to cooperate most smoothly
with whichever , of those two grcat, powers Canada may be most closely

associated in any given situation . Methods, weapons, etc. mighnc e`Ve would,
Kingdom or United States type depending on the task to be do

sals fortherefore; be° prepared to . 'examine with an open mind any Propo or

standard ization to demonstrate practical advantages i n safc-guarding peace

meeting aggression. Obviously the closer together the United States and the

United Kingdom come, the simpler will be the problem for cver yone . "

-- Ç Mention might also be made, in this ' conncction of our interest innent

continued exchange of secret technical information onç ~por ~ dqûés~,ôn of
and related, questions and on ~ ofthc mobilization of industry forcontinental defence policy certain problems
the production of strategic supplies . '

Dear [Gcnc'rl l Popcl, é` rtunity of
As'groquestcd in' your , note of July . 31stt, I am glad of the oppo ,S two

making a few eoinments on your draft paper on 1~tajor ,General Henry

(Ottawa) . August 4,1945
TOP SECRET

DND/Vo1 .611 0

Lt chejde l'état-maJor de l'Air
à l'officier d'état-major auprès du Premier n:inistr e

ChtejojAir Staff Aflnister- to A lllitary StajjOffTcer to Prime
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memoranda — Continental Defence Value of the Canadian Northwest; and 
Post War Collaboration. 
y First of- all I agree with you that it would be desirable and even necessary 
that the Cànadian Section of the Board should make some statement in reply 
to  the questions raised by General Henry. The statement might be "informal" 
but I think it should reflect as nearly as possible the Canadian point of view. 

rgather from the ierriarlc:s in your covering memorandum that your 'draft 
Paper is intended to indicate only the general lines of the statement to be made 
by the Canadian Section of the Board. For this reason I shall not comment in 
detail but shall confine my remarks to the principal points raised by General 
Henry; Before passing on to the questions raised by General Henry, however, I 
might mention that in 'reading through your paper I did not always find 
mayself in àgreement with the sequence of your argument as, for instance, in 
paràgraph nine where it is stated that "we very much doubt if any military 
appreciation of our North •Anierican defence position over the next decade or 
decàdes will lead to the conclusion that the territorial integrity of our 
territories will be exposed to serious threat;" while in the final sentence of this 
paragraph the view is expressed that " our defences will probaby require 
tobe maintained on a greater scale in the future than they were in the past . . , 	. 

I feel sure that if your argument were fully developed these two statements 
would be reconciled. 

With respect to the question of Continental Defence Value of the Canadian 
Northwest I am in agreement with the views you have expressed on the 
Northwest Staging Route, the Telegraph Line, the Gasoline Distribution 
Systems and Prince Rupert and Port Edward. As . to the Haines Cut-off, I have 
very little information about its future defence value but, in any event, its chief 
value would probably be in . connection with the defence of Alaska, and this is a 
question on which we might consult the United States. 

The question of the post war defence value of the Alaska Highway is one 
which should receive thorough study before any decision is made. If it is 
decided that the Northwest Staging Route is a military requirement, then it 
would seem to follow logically that the highway, or certain portions of it at 
least, should be maintained in order to give access to the main and intermedi-
ate airfields and the landing strips constituting the Northwest Staging Route. 
Otherwise,' he cost of transporting gasoline, equipment, stores and construc-
tion 'supplie'S to the airfields will be well nigh prohibitive. Just as an example, 
let us suppo.  se that a runway at Watson Lake or Fort Nelson had to be 
extended by 1000 feet. If the Alaska Highway were not available, construction 
machinery, supplies, personnel, food stuffs, etc., would have to be flown in. I 
shall not dwell on this aspect of the question other than to state that the 
highway and the airway are inter-related and that the post war value of one 
cannot be properly assessed without reference to the other. 

(he of the questions raised by General Henry in his memorandum on Post 
_War Collaboration related to joint Canada-United States staff conversations. 
This is not dealt with in your draft paper except for your suggestion in 
paragraph four that "   in future, it would be helpful if the Canadian 
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Service were made more fully aware of the bases of the appreciation of the 
United States Joint Chiefs of Staff as to the defence requirements of the North 
American continent." My own view is that Canada should not be drawn into 
any continental "bloc" which might involve us, for instance, in defence 
commitments in South America. On the other hand, certain defence 
arrangements between the United States and the United Kingdom may be of 
direct concern to Canada and in regard  to these the Canadian Chiefs of Staff 
should, be consulted. Furthermore, there will be problems of continental 
defence which mainly Concern Canada and the United States and which, 
because they involve problems of strategy or the disposition of forces, could not 
be appropriately dealt with through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. 
Such problems might well be discussed as they arise by the Canadian and 
United States Chiefs of Staff. As an instance, one might mention the defence 
problems in the Canadian Northwest and Alaska about which we are very 
much in the  dirk as regards United States military thinking. 

The other main point raised by General Henry in his memorandum on Post 
War Collaboration relates to the standardization of equipment and supply as 
between the United States and Canadian Forces. As you have pointed out, 
there are political, historical and military reasons why Canada should continue 
to employ equipment and methods of organization used by the United 
Kingdom and the other Commonwealth countries. At the same time, we should 
perhaps not overlook the advantages of some degree of standardization with the 
United  States,  particu' larly where questions of continental defence are 
primarily concerned..My own opinion is that we should take a broad view of 
this question of standardization and endeavour to bring United States and 
United Kingdom thinking in the mattcr of equipment as much into line as 
possible. Here I think we might play a vCry important and helpful role. The 
present war has furnished many examples of the delay and expense of 
manufacturing or modifying important items of military equipment to  met 

 particular Canadian, United States or United Kingdom standards, although 
the basic design in all cases was the same, and the modified equipment was 
used for the same purpose and in the same theatre of operations by different 
Forces fighting side by side. In this regard I have in mind particularly certain 
types of aircraft, radio equipment and armament. With these considerations in 

mind, I wCiuld suggest that wé should not dismiss General Henry's proposal 
about standardization but rather that we should explore the possibility of 

effecting a greater degice of standardization as between the United States and 

the British Commonwealth. 
ROBERT LECKIE 

Air Marshall 
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DND/Vol . 6170
- Le représentant canadien de l'Air, CPCAD,

à l'offtcier d'état-major auprès du Premier ministre

TOPSECRET Ottawa, August 16, 194 5

Canadian Air Member, PJBD,
to Military Staff Officer to Prime Minister

Dear General Pope :

I have read with much interest the second draft101 of your observations on
the two memoranda which General Henry presented at the last meeting of the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence. As you have pointed out, the questions
under discussion involve so many unknown factors that it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to answer them explicitly at the present time . Much depends on
the assumptions we may make, and even in this regard there have occurred in
the interval, since your first draft was written, developments which may alter
our previous conception of the basis of military power . Under the circum-
stances, therefore, one is inclined to the belief that we can at best present to
General Henry but an outline sketch of the Canadian point of view . This I feel
you have succeeded in doing remarkably well in your second draft .
` - As 'suggested by you I shall endeavour to place in writing a few of the

observations which I made in our telephone conversations with respect to your
note of August 9th to the Chief of the Air Staff. t

My first obse rvation had to do with the question of joint staff conversations
as suggésted by General Henry. In reading through your second draft theimpression , I gained was that a number of convincing arguments had been
advanced by you in favour of joint staff conversations as, for instance :

"At the moment the Canadian Services have no information as to the views
of the'United States Army and Navy in these matters ."

,"It seems, therefore, to follow that in future it would be helpful if the
Canadian Services were made more fully aware of the bases of the appreciation
of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff on the defence requirements of the
North American continent ."

The ôbvious suggestion is that these questions should be discussed by the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence and that the Canadian Services, through
that medium should be kept fully informed of United States thinking on the
inatter of continental defence. The fact remains, however, that full information
has,nôt been , forthcoming through the medium of the Board . This may be
because the United States Chiefs of Staff have not considered the Board as a
suitable place to reveal current United States strategic plans . Possibly they
would be more disposed to take us into their confidence in such matters if
Conversations were held on a Chiefs of Staff level ., But whatever the reason, I
think we must admit that the Board meetings have not enabled us to keep in- . - .

.

,
~ .°
.'P°ûr1e deuxième projet tel que pr&ent6 au CPCAD, voir le document 990 .
For the tecon'd draft as presented to the PJBD, sec Document 990 .
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close touch with United States military thinking . This is a matter in which the

Board might interest itself with a view to improving our military liaison with

the United States where matters,of common defence are concerned, and I
would like to see it suggested that the Board ' should take steps to arrange for

joint United States-Canada staff conversations on the . Chiefs of Staff level

when specific defcnce - problems of lnte`rest "to the two - countries arise. One

beneficial result of such conversations would be that the Chiefs of Staff of both

countries would be brought into close touch with one another and with the

problems discussed by the Board
. I understand that you have considered

adding to the end of your draft observations the phrase "which might be

carried out either through , the, medium of the Board or separate staff

conversations." I am in full agreement with this suggestion, but in view of the

considerations you have advanced in favour
, of a more complete exchange of

milita ry information I think it might be worthwhile to develop your suggestion

further and to indicate the manner in which staff conversations might be

arranged as well as the.level'on which they should be held
. half of our

In paragraph nine yoû have developed the idea that the north er n

terri to ries is unlikely to be threatened with invasion within the next one or two

decades; that in the event of another major war the main Canadian effort will

again consist in fu rnishing Armed . Forces outside North America ; and that,

therefore, ,completea uniformity of equipment, organnot betrequiredal
between the Forces of Çanada and the United States would
agree with your conclusion but, at the sameqtlme, I would p suggest ight
conclusion developed from different premises and these I would ,

.be somewhat as follows: that both Canada and the United StatefeShave
on

subscribed to
,asWorld Security Organization which will strike at aggArmed

wherever it arises- that the main Canadian effort will consist in sending

Forces outside North ' America to aid in enforcing thc'decisions o ht ~â âdâ lof

Council, and to provide facilities for : thc rapid
ansfformranCé of this role

Forces at the disposal of the Counci l, that in the
~ ui ment, organization

complete uniformity of United St ûa~dit s
Canadia n

hould arise in the course of th e
and training will not be required
development of uniform standards for all United Nations Forces at

the
betwéen

of the Security Council . The present tendency towards unlformôm~ which you
the Forces of the United States, Canada and the United King

d

have noted with approval, is perhaps an evolutionary trend in this direction .
tance where

General Henry has cited the Canadian ;Aleutian
n form standard nv~ as necessary.

ra-equlpment ' R and re-organlz.atlon to a this seems to be
Inasmuch as thé'Aleutians had been attacked by the Japanese, this

a ty convincing example of the ' need,for uniform
of tâ k by an

and brganization where the defence of this continent Can dian Section shou~f
aggressor is concx rned,` and.n;ns qhest!o btotargue that this fell under t

state that it wotild - be stra, g poin t
headingof continental defence. Would it not bc preferabic to admit

that tyis is
a valid instance of the need for uniformity, althoug (~é Forces of the British
record of our close and intimate associations with
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Commonwealth, and by the role which Canada is probably destined to play in 
helping to maintain the peace of the world? 

Events of the past few weeks Will certainly demand a complete re-
examination of our defence relationships with the United States. On the one 
hand, we shall have to consider if it is in Canada's interest to draw closer to the 
United States; on the other hand, the United States may - be disposed to 
manifest a more direct interest in the development and defence of certain parts 
of Canada., While these are matters which will come up for future consider-
ation, they do not necessarily need to be introduced into the discussion of the 
questions raised by General Henry, and I have framed my comments on the 
assumption that the scope of your draft statememt would not be altered 
materially from that which you had originally contemplated. 

Sincerely, 
C. R. D. 

for W. A. Curtis 
Air Vice Marshal 

989. • 	DND/Vol. 6170 

L'officier d'état-major auprès du Premier ministre 
au représentant canadien de l'Air, CPCAD 

Military Staff Officer to Prime Minister 
• to Canadian Air Member, PJBD 

TOP SECRET 	' 	 Ottawa, August 18, 1945 

My dear Curtis: 
I was very glad to get your very full and clear note S. 15-48-1 (AMAS B. 2) 

of,16th August, commenting on my second draft of a proposed verbal reply to 
General Henry at the next meeting of the Board. In reading these comments I 

• have made several notes, which I append hereunder. 
I am not sure that the United States Chiefs of Staff have not considered the 

Board as a suitable place to reveal current United States strategic plans. The 
Principal reason, I think, is that our American friends are remarkably close in 
matters of this kind and are not disposed to come completely clean in any 
circumstances. However this may be, I see no reason whatsoever why we 
should  flot  alm at a meeting' of Canadian and U.S. Chiefs of Staff at the 
appropriate time nor that we should not insert a suggestion to this end at the 
conclusion of the proposed reply. 

•Personnally, I am not sure that External Affairs would altogether go along 
with your restatement of the premises in the draft .which lead up to the 
conclusion that complete uniformity of- equipment, etc., is required at the 
Present lime. By this I mean. that I have a feeling that the confidence in the 
S_ ecurity Council which your words might seem to imply, is a little strong. 
Subject to this, I would be happy to accept your version. 
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I have always looked upon the Kiska and Attu operations as a diversionary
effort on the part of the Japanese, and not as an attack against this continent . I
think, too, that in this view I am supported by the United States Chiefs of

Staff. In any event, I am sure that this is what they thought three years ago .
Actually on this, occasion we did adopt United States organization and a good
deal of their equipment . The difference between us here however is not very

great.
,In view of the numerous points of view which must be brought into accord in

this proposed reply, I think that the best way of putting the finishing touches to
the paper would be by discussion around a table rather than in further
correspondence . I have so suggested to Mr. Wrong, who agrees, and who has
undertaken himself to go over the paper again from an External Affairs' point
of view and to call a meeting of the Advisory Committee on Post-Hostilities
Problems some time next week. If we can arrange this we ought to be able to
dispose of this item in about an hour, and I sincerely trust that this will be
done.102 Time is running on and as I have feared from the very outset, we shall
be hard put to it to get an agreed, and what is more, an approved statement in
time for the meeting on the 4th of September .

With all kind regards ,

SECRET Ottawa, September 3,1945

Mémorandum à la section canadienne, CPCAD

Memorandum jor Canadlan Section, PJBD

Sincerely yours,
MAURICE POPE

Major-General

990. W.L.M.K ./Vol . 31 8

Note on General Henry's statements on (a) Continental Defence Value of
Canadian Northwest and (b) Canada-United States Post-War Collaboration,
for use by Canadian Section at Meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence to be held in Montreal, 4th September, 1945 .

1 . Introduction.
The Canadian Section listened with much interest to the remarks maden

by
General Hen ry at our last meeting on the subjects of (a) Continental Def
Value of the Canadian Northwest, and (b) Canada-Unitcd States pou Wes

Collaboration. These subjects are of considerable importance to bo t

and now that hostilities have come to an end they will tend more and more to
become matters of practical politics . Actually; some of the points me e and
General Henry came up in ° our day-to-day conduct of our war

effort,
during the last few weeks the members of the Canadian Section

have
ende avoured to reach some tentative conclusions in their regard . As respects

"',Aucun compte rendu d'une telle réunion ne fut trouvé-
' No record of such a meeting was located.
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others, there yet appear to be too many unknown factors to permit of a really 
objective appreciation. However this may be, we should like to offer the 
following observations to our United States colleagues, who will of course 
understand that in so doing we are merely expressing, in their presence, our 
personal and tentative views. 
2. GeneraL 

As  has been said, there are too many unknown factors in the international 
situation to enable us to study many of our defence questions with any degree 
of finality. The number, the nature and the scope of the special agreements to 
be negotiated on the initative of the future Security Council and of the regional 
arrangements for international security for which provision has been made in 
the Charter of the United Nations, have yet to be defined. Nor again can the 
question of defence co-operation within the British Commonwealth of Nations 
be yet said to be entirely clear. In these circumstances no clearly defined 
picture can be drawn. 
3. Moreover, defence problems will only admit of rational solution on the 

basis of rational assumptions as to the nature and the measure of force to be 
resisted. We on our part are not unprepared to lay down such assumptions but 
we have here, as our name implies, to do with matters of joint defence which 
again implies that such assumptions be made in collaboration and not 
independently. At the moment the Canadian services have no information as to 
the views of the United States Army and Navy in these matters. 
4. It might be pertinent here to recall that during the course of the war a 

number of defence' installations were constructed in Canada at United States 
request but which eventually became a charge against Canadian public funds. 
We are of course all agreed that in war prompt action must be a paramount 
consideration, but' we on our side find it difficult to exclude from our minds the 
thought that the cost of some of these facilities was out of proportion with their 
value as factors towards the achievement of victory. Our United States 
colleagues will doubtless remember that these doubts as to the ultimate value 
of one or more of these projects were expressed by some of us at the time they 
were first put in hand. It seems, therefore, to follow that in future it would be 
helpful if the Canadian Services were made more fully aware of the bases of 
the appreciation of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff on the defence 
requirements of the North American continent. So much for the general 
picture. 
5. Continental Defence Value of the Canadian Northwest. 

As regards the continental defence value of the Canadian Northwest, our 
personal views as to the points raised by General Henry, quite informally, are 
as follows: 
(a) Northwest Air Staging Route: 

We entirely ,  agree that the Northwest Air Staging Route is, and will 
continue to be, an integral feature of Alaskan defence and as such will be 
maintained indefinitely into the future. The division of responsibility between 
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thé Military and Civil authorities and such questions as the number of airfields 
to be maintained as Air Force Stations are matters for later study and decision. 
(b) Alaska Highway:- 	' 	 • ' 
(i) In àur view the defence value of the Alaska 'Highway as a whole may 

differ in some respects from that of the Air Route. Theoretically, perhaps, it 
can be argued that of itself the road directly adds to the defence potential of 
Alaska. We arc under the impression, however, that no military supplies have 
ever been:sent to Alaska via this route. Nor, does the enemy appear to have 
made any attempt to interfere with the United States line of communication 
through the Gulf of. Alaska. Moreover, it seems unlikely that, within the 
reasonably distant future, any Pacific Power will be in a position to threaten 
the sea route between Seattle and Alaskan ports. 
(ii) On the  other hand it is clear that certain sections of the highway are 

essential to the effective maintenance and supply of the airway. For this reason 
we feel that these said  sections  should be maintained to an effective standard. 
(c) TelegraPh Line: 	 O . 

O  The telegraph line would appear ,  to havc,'Inter  alla,  a useful role to play in 
the defence of the  Canadian Northwest and Alaska. We therefore believe that 
a reasonable case for its continued  maintenance  can be made. 

(d) Gasoline  Distribution systents: 
As we see them the gasoline distributing systems are a necessary feature of 

supply for the Air Rouie and they' 'Should bc retained in operation. The 
question of the siting of the Skagway-CarCross pipe line will of course have to 
be resolved'. - , 
(c) Haines Cutoff.. 	 . 

The Canadian Section do not feel themselves to be in a position to assess the 
defence value of the Haines Cutoff and they would be glad of an indication of 
the views held by their United States colleagues undcr this head. 
(f) Prince Rupert and Port Edward: 	• - 

Certain  United States installations at Prince Rupert arc of defence interest 
to Canada. The same cannot be said of the Port Edward development. 
6. Canada-United States Post-War Collaboration. - 

O  it need hardly be said that the members of the Canadian Section have read 

with interest of the proceedinp,s of the Inter-American Conference at Mexico 

and of the signing of the Act of Chapultepec. In many, if not all respects, the 
questions involved seem in' the last analysis to be of a political nature and as 

such not within  the  competence of the Board. 
7. The question if Canada-United States post-war military collaboration doe: 

not appear to preient any special difficulty. Our understanding, with which . _ 
are sure our United States colleagues will bc disposed to agree, is that tt.nec.  
founders. of this body advisedly inserted the 'word "Permanent" in our ti ol n  

There would ,then seem to be no reason why we should not, and every 	
f 

reas o _ 

why we should; continue our collaboration of the last five years in matters  

defence. 
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8 .' If this is agreed, the way ahead should be reasonably clear . We should
both seek to agree as to the international picture of the coming post-war period
in so fâr as this has a bearing on the question of North American defence . This
having been done, it should only be necessary for us to revise Defencé Scheme
No. 2(ABC-22) which has governed the employment of our forces disposed for'
home defence during the course of this war, so as to bring it into line with our
new joint appreciation of our defence position . This having been done and the
new plan having gained the approval of our respective Governments, it can be
held in readiness (subject of course to periodic revision) to be put into effect by
Governmental agreement in the event of an emergency arising .

9 : With regard to General Henry's view that our tactical and supply problems
for the defence 6f North America would be greatly simplified if Canadian and
United States forces had interchangeable munitions and were trained and
organized in general along similar lines, we are of opinion that no sufficient
reason has yet been adduced to suggest that a major decision of principle under
this head is expedient at the present time . We very much doubt if a military
appreciation of our North American defence position over the next one or two
decades,wil l will, lead to the conclusion that the northern half of our territories is
threatened with invasion . It therefore seems unlikely that within that time our
ocean waters, our lands or our air will be the scene of major operations .
Consequently, while our defence forces will probably require to be maintained
on a greater scale in the future than they were in the past, they are unlikely in
our view to be such as to require at an early date complete uniformity of
equipment, organization and training of the Forces of our two countries .

10 . We should, however, wish to make it clear that the way is quite open to us
to model our forces on any pattern we may choose. As mentioned by General
Henry, there have been two instances in which the Canadian Army has
adopted the United States model so as to facilitate the integration of the
smaller force with the larger, one . These instances, however, have merely been
episodes in the prosecution of the War against Japan and it would be straining
the point to argue that they fell under the head of Continental defence . Nor do
they in any way compare with the long record of our close and intimate
association with the Forces of the British Commonwealth, which association
seems not unlikely to continue .

11 . There is however another aspect to this question. In view of the wide
measure of standardization of Canadian and United States industry, as well as
the' difficûlty. sometimes experienced in , times of peace of obtaining our
accustomed equipment, the Canadian Forces have now and then sought and
obtainèd certain United States types. Our mechanical transport is similar toYours. Many * of our aircraft are of United States ' design and manufacture .
There are signs,that our radio and radar equipment are tending to standardize
themselves along United States lines . Thus in some fields we can see uniformity
déveloping on an ad hoc basis.

12 . Froin a -stillwider aspect, we are of opinion that the co-ordination of
military supply of the countries making up the English-speaking world would
further the cause of international peace and consequently the security of our
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common interests, and the achievement of this end would be facilitated by the

standardization of British - Commonwealth and United States military

equipmment. While, therefore, ; for, the reasons we have given, we do not

consider that , a convincing case can yet be made for us to decide now to adopt
United States standards, we have no hesitation in saying that uniformity of

United Kingdom and United States military organization, training and
equipment appears in our view to be a most desirable objective and Canadian
influence, such as it may be, will always be exerted to that end .

13 . In conclusion, may it be said that we trust that this informal expression of
our personal views may be of interest to our United States colleagues and of
some value to them in the further consideration of our joint defence problems,
which might be carried out either through the medium of the Board or by

separate staff conversations . Possibly on some appropriate occasion our Chiefs

of Staff might : meet for the purpose of making a 1 broad su rvey of the
requirements of North American joint defence.

. . . , ,
991. W.L.M.K./Vol. 318

Extrait du compte rendu des débats et des décisions de la CPCAD

Extract from Journal of Discussions and Decisions of PJBD

Montreal, September 5,1945

1 . The Permanent Joint Board on Defence met in Montreal at 2 :30 p•m• ,
Tuesday, September 4, 1945, the following participating:

Canadian Section United States Section

Gen. the lion. A . G. L. McNaughton
Vice Admiral G . C. Jones _

Maj . Gen . M .A . Pope
Air Vice Marshal W.A . Curtis
G ro up Captain W. W. Bean
Col. J . H . Jenkins

- Mr. R . M . Macdonnell :

Mayor F. H . LaGuardia
Vice Admiral D. W . Bagle y

(assisted by Lt . R. B.1Vheclcr)
Maj . Gen. G . V. Henry ,
Col : C . li . Deerwestcr
Captain T. P. Jeter
Mr. J . D . Iiickcrson

6 . General Pope referred to the discussion which took place at the last
meeting of the Board on the statements presented by General Henry on the

Continental Defence Value-of the Canadian Northwest and Closer Postwar
Defen'ce Collaboration between - Canada and the United States . In order to

carry this discussion a step further, General Pope made a numer onal
obse rvations on behalf of the Canadian members, representing their p

and' tentative views . It was agreed that this continuation of the earles

discussion had been profitable and provided material for further study . Copi
of

of General Henry's memoranda, read at the meeting held on June 14
,

the Canadian Section's paper above referred to are annexed .



United States Section 

Mayor F. H. La Guardia, Chairman 
Vice Admiral David W. Bagley 
Major General Guy V. Henry 
Captain Felix L. Baker 
Colonel Charles Deenvester 
Mr. J. Graham Parsons 
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• The United States Section associated themselves with the view expressed by 
the Canadian Section that the question of Canada — United States postwar 
military collaboration does not ap .pear to present any special difficulty. Both 
were agreed that the founders of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence 
advisedly inserted the word "Permanent" in the Board's title. This being so, 
there would seem to be no reason why the two countries should not, and every 
reason why they should, continue their collaboration of the past five years in 
matters of defence. 

In further discussion General McNaughton suggested that the most feasible 
way of achieving uniformity of armaments would be to bring about joint 
collaboration in the development of new weapons or materiel. The Board 
agreed with this view. 

992. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 318 

• Compte rendu des débats et des décisions de la CPCAD 

Journal of Discussions and Decisions of PJBD 

New York, November 8, 1945 

1. The Permanent Joint Board on Defence met in New York on Wednesday, 
November 7, 1945, at two p.m. at the Mayor's House. The following members 
participated: 

Canadian Section 

General A. G. L. McNaughton 
Captain H. S. Rayner 
Major General H. F. G. Letson 
Colonel J. H. Jenkins 
Air Vice Marshal W. A. Curtis 
Group Captain W. W. Bean 
Mr. R. M. Macdonnell 

• The Board welcomed two new members, Major. General H. F. G. Letson, 
Who replaces Lieutenant General Pope as senior Canadian Army Member, and 
Cainain Felix L. Baker, who replaces Captain' T. P. Jeter as United States 
Naval Air representative. 
•2. Air Vice Marshal Curtis referred to an indication from General Gaffney, 
Commander, Alaskan Wing, Air Transport Corps, that the United States 
forces would withdraw from the Northwest Staging Route on April 1, 1946, 
and asked if the United States Army representatives could provide further 
information on this subject. General Henry replied that he believed that details 
of this matter could best be settled at the meeting to be held in Ottawa on 
November 12 between Service representatives. He said, however, that the 
United States forces planned to withdraw all personnel from the Route except 
at Edmonton, Fort Nelson and Whitehorse. At these points it was expected to 
maintain small detachments rather indefinitely. It was understood that the 
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foiegoing statements apply to: airférce ,personnel and not to landline 
maintenance and other ground personnel..: 

3'. 'Air •Vice Marshal Curtis referred to the program of assigning understudy 
personnel' .  to learn the operation-  of the landline communications system, 
NorthweSt Staging Route, prior to take over by Canada and asked if the 
United States  would be able to keep key technical personnel on duty to train 
their Canadian successors.' General Henry 'stated that men having sufficient 
points for discharge would necessarily be returned home but a program was in 
hànd to assure sufficient competent replacement personnel. In addition, it was 
hoped that many of the technical personnel now available would re-enlist. 

In response to a question as to* Canada's responiibility for maintenance of 
landlines along the Canol Project, General Henry stated that Canada has no 
responsibility for maintenance from the point where the Canol Line branches 
off from the route of the Alaska Highway to Norman Wells and from the point 
where it branches *off at Carcross to Skagway. 

General Henry distributed copies of, a, memorandum setting forth United 
States requirements and interests, military, civil and air, in the landline system 
paralleling the Alaska Highway. This memorandum is 'attached to the journal 
as an appendix/ and states that from the point of view of the defence of the 
North American Continent, the United States is interested in the continued 
maintenance and use of the Northwest -Staging Route, the Alaska Highway 
and the Cannl pipeline' distributing system. General Henry then said that the 
Civil Aeronautics Administration, the United States Weather Bureau, the 
Department of the Interior (Alaskan Branch), the Army Air Forces and the 
Army Signal Corps were all interested in maintenance of the landline system. 
He stated that the last named organizations expected to lease two circuits each 
to cover their continuing requirements. 
4. Mr. Macdonnell inquired as to the United States long range plans for 

weather services in the far North. General Henry stated that he understood 
that a great deal of thought had been devoted to this question from a purely 

weather viewpoint; there were oceanographic and other considerations of 

importance. He hoped that both governments would consider this general 
question  frém a broad viewpoint. - • 

General McNaughtori referred ' to the establishment by' private scientific 
interests' of the 'Arctic Institûte of North America and distributed to the 

members a paper/ describing the organization, objectives and present status of 

the Institute. Theiini)ortance'of the Institute and the interest of its work to the 

Board .  Were noted. Colonel Deerwester distributed a paper on the Arc tops 

project./ 
• 

GencraL Henry.  then read a memorandum in regard to United St_aters 

Weather Stations in Canada and announced the willingness of the Wa 

Department to turn over the United States equipment involved if assurance 

: 
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could be obtained from Canada that it would be maintained in service after
June .30, 1946 . It was agreed that the Canadian Section would take up this
proposal with the appropriate Canadian authorities and would later advise the
United States Section. General Henry's memorandum on this subject - is
appended to the Journalt.

General McNaughton referred to the need for two new weather reporting
stations in the vicinity of Baker. Lake and Banks Island but felt that the matter
of these proposed new stations should be kept separate from the question of the
transfer of United States equipment now in Canada . There was . general
agreement that this question should have continuing attention . .

5 . 'Air-Vice Marshal Curtis referred to the exchange of notes of December
16t1i; 1940,f and the subsequent exchange dated March 27th - April'18th,
1941 .t In regard to the reciprocal transit of military aircraft and public vessels
in Canada and the United States, it was noted that these exchanges had been
entered ; into ' as, a matter of comity between the two Governments . The"
members*of the Board expressed their satisfaction as to the manner in which '
this continuing arrangement had operated .

6 . Air :Vice Marshal Curtis referred to the forthcoming transfer of certain air
fields on the west coast from the Royal Canadian Air Force to the Department
of Transport and inquired whether the United States had any requirements for
the future maintenance of the Coast Air route to Alaska. General Henry and
Captain Baker ;both stated that this route was essential to the future operations
of the Army Air Forces and Naval Air Service . It was agreed that questions as
to the maintenance of particular fields or landing strips should be made the
subject of correspondence between the service members .

7 . -Air Vice Marshal Curtis inquired as to United States long range
requirements for air facilities in Newfoundland and Labrador . General Henry
replied that Goose Bay was considered by the War Department as essential to
the defence of North America but that the interest in Gander was secondary .
He stated that the United States personnel now at Goose could be reduced but
that as long as United States troops remained in Europe, it would be necessary
to retain some personnel there. -As regards Gander, all the United States
personnel 'could be withdrawn at once, provided that communications and
weather facilities could be provided by Canada .

8 : Air ',Vice Marshal Curtis inquired if a take-over date could be set for the
buildings now occupied by United States Forces at Goose Bay and . Gander .
General Henry stated that he would take this matter up and inform Air Vice
Marshal Curtis by letter :

9 . ' Vice Admiral Bagley and General Henry presented to the Secretary of the
Canadian Section of the Board a joint proposal on the general subject of
continued collaboration between the United States and Canada . The Canadian
Section agreed to transmit this proposal to the Canadian Government . It was
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decided that if the proposal is accepted, the service members would prepare 
suggestions for  procedure under the proposal and, that they would then be 
considered at an early meeting of the Board. 

10.The Canadian service members stated that as a practical measure of 
continuing collaboration and to assist in co-ordinating the Armed Forces of 
United States and Canada, Canada's Chiefs of Staff recommend that the 
practice of interchange of Canadian and United states officers within selected 
positions should be developed.. Such a system would promote better under-
standing and knowledge within the respective Services of the two countries and 
would be particularly valuable in such matters as the development and use of 
weapons, logistics, communications and organization. Some exchanges have 
been effected during wartime but it is feli that these should now go forward on 
a carefully planned basis. 

The Board agreed that the continuance of exchange of officers between 
United States and Canadian Navy, Army and Air Forces was desirable and 
that the selection of positions to be interchanged should be left to the Chiefs of 
Staffs concerned. 

The United States Navy and Army members undertook to seek  the  approval 
of their Chiefs of Staff to this proposal. 

11. General Henry read a statement on the future importance of the 
Northwest Staging Route. This statement is attached as an appendix to the 
Journal.' It indicates that the War Department is concluding that the 
Northwest Staging Route is as important to the future defence of the North 
American continent as it was when the Permanent Joint Board on Defence 
made its 10th recommendation on November 14th, 1940.'°' In view of this, the 
War Department is gratified that the Canadian Government is undertaking — 
for a limited period at least — the maintenance and operation of the 
Northwest Staging Route, the landline and the highway. The Canadian 
Section undertook to present this statement to the appropriate Canadian 
authorities. 	 . 

12. General Henry distributed copies of a memorandum which he had written 
to the Secretary of the Canadian Section announcing the decision of the United 

States to continue the maintenance of the Stephenville-St.John's landline. The 
memorandum is attached to the Journal as an appendix' and the Secretary of 

the Canadian Section will inquire as to any Canadian requirements for rental 

or lease of circuits. 
13. General Henry presented a detailed memorandum' as to the terms upon_ 

which the United States proposed to turn over, under the exchange of notes of 

June 23-27, 1944, 1" certain categories of equipment along the Alaska 

Highway, the pipeline distributing system and the Northwest Staging Route. 

nlVoit/See Colonel S.W. Dzuiban, Military Relations Between the United States and Canada 

1939-1943. Washington, Government Printing Office, 1959, p. 35. 
seCanada,  Recueil des &aids. 1944, N• 19. 

Canada, Treaty Series. 1944, No. 19. 
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The Canadian Section expressed their gratification that this matter had been
clarified on what appeared to be a most satisfactory basis .

14 : Progress reports were presented by the Service Members and discussed by
the Board .

15 . After agreeing to meet in Canada on January 15th, 1946, the Board
adjourned at one p .m., Thursday, November 8th .

993. DEA/52-Cs

:Mémorandum du secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD, au Cabinet
•r, .

' Memorandum from Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD, to Cabine t

[Ottawa,) December 13, 1945
. .

_ POSTWAR DEFENCE COLLABORATION WITH THE UNITED STATE S
1 . At'

I
the meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence held on

November 7th, the senior United States Army and Navy members presented
identical communicationst addressed to them respectively by the Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Navy, in the following terms :

"Although the `Ogdensburg Agreement' provides a continuing basis for
common military action by the United States and Canada, it appears that the
Joint Canadian-U.S. Defence Plan (ABC-22), which provided for specific
action in the event that the United States and British Commonwealth were
associated in the war against Germany and her allies, requires revision . While
the Plan did not fix a period for which it was to be effective, its general tenor
was such as to provide for the war just concluded .

"I desire that you initiate. . . . . . . . . conversations leading to revision of
ABC-22 to provide, in the light of changed world conditions, a continuing basis
for joint action of the military forces of Canada and the United States in order
to ensure the security of Alaska, Canada, Labrador, Newfoundland, and the
northern portion of the United States ."
The Canadian members of the Board undertook to seek the views of the
Canadian Government.

2 . The Joint Canada-United States Defence Plan (ABC-22) was prepared in
July, 1941, before the United States entered the war . Its purpose was to assign
definite responsibilities to the forces of each country in providing for the local
deféncé of North America (in the event of the United States becoming a
belligerent) and to assure close liaison and cooperation .

3 . The plan was drawn u through the medium of the Service Members of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defence following staff conversations between
the United Kingdom and United States which took place early in 1941 . ABC-
22 was thus designed to fit into the broader strategic picture drawn up by the
United Kingdom and United States Chiefs of Staff. The tasks to be undertaken
jointly by Canada and the United States were set forth as follows :
(1) 'Protect associated -overseas shipping in the northern portions of the

western Atlantic and Pacific areas.
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(2) Defend Newfoundland and protect associated sea communications within 
the coastal zone. 	 , 	. 
(3) Defend eastern Canada and.the northeastern portion of the United States 

and protect sea communications within the coastal zones. 
- (4) Defend Alaska and protect sea communications within the coastal zone. 
(5) Defend western Canada and the northwestern portion of United States 

and protect sea  communications  within coastal zones. 
. 4. With the entry of the United States into the war ABC-22 came into 
operation:,Thereafter throughout the war; it served as the basis for effective 
cooperation between Canada and the United States in meeting problems of 
local defence, and its  value  has been widely recognized by the Service 
authorities of both countries. 

5. In considcring the United States proposals for revision of ABC -22, it is 
pertinent to recall the concltisioni of the paper "Postwar Canadian Defence 
Relationship with the United States" (C.W.C. - document No. 917)t which was 
approved by the : Cabinet War Committee on July 19, 1945.m These 
conclusions  were summarized in the paper as follows: 
(a) That the defences of Canada should be clos' ely coordinated with those of 

the United States after the war, 	• • 
(b) That the Pennanenf Joint Board - 	Defence will continue to be a 

Valuable mearis of facilitating this coordination; 
(c) That relations between the United  States and the U.S.S.R. are of special 

concern to Canada;  
(d) Thatin joint planning with thè United States, Canada should accept full 

responsibility for all such defence Measures within Canadian territory as the 
rhodcrate risk to which we are exposed may indicate to be necessary; 

(c) That Canada should continue to accept responsibility for the local defence 
of Newfoùndland  and Labrador, and that the part of the United States in the 
defence' of these territorici should be limited to the operation of their leased 
bases in Newfoundland; 

(f) That the ne'w vulnerability  of  this continent necessitates the maintenance 
of larger Canadian armed forces than before the war; 

(g)-  That the exchange of teChnical information  on  military research and 

development betWeen Canada and the' United States Should continue, and that 

Canada should maintain the means' of making an effective contribution to such 
• 

exchange. 
-Recommendation of Cabinet Defence Committee 

6. At their meeting of December 4th the Cabinet Defence Committee agreed 

to make the following recommendation to the Cabinet: 
"That the. United States proposal for continued collaboration in defence 

planning be'aCcepted and that the Chiefs of Staff Committee, with the addiuo 

I"Le 28 février 1945. Voir les documents  976,978 et 979. 
February 28, 1945. See Documents 978 and 979. 	• 
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of appropriate civilian officials, be given the responsibilty for coordinating
Canadian participation in the preparation of joint plans ."

7 . In amplification of this recommendation, the following proposals are
submitted for approval :
; A . Principles

'(i) It is recommended that the conclusions of C .W.C. Document 917
mentioned in Paragraph 5 above be taken as general terms of reference by
Canadian • planning groups . With regard to (e), dealing with Newfoundland,
the uncertainty respecting the future Constitution of Newfoundland may make
it difficult to conclude long-term arrangements, with respect to defence
facilities . Nevertheless, in view of the strong position held in Newfoundland by
the United States because of its leased bases, it is felt that Canada's strategic
position should be safeguarded .

(ii) It is not unlikely that the United States may propose the acceptance by
Canada of defence responsibilities on a considerable scale . It is therefore
recommended that joint discussions with the United States should proceed in
the first instance in terms of current plans for Canada's postwar forces, and
that guidance from ; the Government should be sought in the event that any
substantial departure from these plans, or from the conclusions outlined in
Paragraph 5, is urged by the United States .
B. Procedure

(i) Arrangements for joint planning with the United States to be made
through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence .
(ii) The Chiefs of Staff Committee to delegate to their Joint Planning Sub-

Committee the responsibility for the necessary collection of information and
drafting, the Secretary of the Canadian Section of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence and the Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee, being added to the
Planning Committee for these purposes .

8 . , It is in the national interest that joint planning begin as soon as possible in
order that we may learn as much as possible about the plans being formulated
in the United States, since these will affect the decisions now being taken on
the composition of Canada's postwar forces .106

R. M. MACDONNEL L

106Lë Cabinet approuva la recommandation du Comité de défense le 19 décembre,
The Cabinet approved the Defence Committee's recommendation on December 19 ,

""on the understanding that any new plan for joint defence would be submitted to the
government for decision: ' , .
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994. DEA/50199-40

Nouveau projet de mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Second Draft of Memorandum by Department of External Affairs

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] December 15,194 5
.., ,

UNITED STATES MILITARY BASES ABROA D

I . It is a matter of public knowledge that the United States War and Nav y
Departments are anxious to retain or establish rights in military bases in non-
United States territory for the postwar, period . This has been discussed to some

extent in Congress and in the press but without much specific indication as t o

what the War and Navy Department : want. From documents
4 received from

United Kingdom sources by the Department of External Affairs, to which an

exceptionally high degree of secrecy attaches, it is possible to out, ne the trend
of United States policy which may be summarized as follows:-

A. ATLANTI C
(a) Newfoundland, Bermuda and the Caribbean .

It was announced in 1940 that ninety-nine-ycar leases to these bases had been

given by the United Kingdom . It is to be assumed that the United States will

wish to retain rights in all these bases .
(b) Iceland. i

The United States Gove rnment has been in negotiation with the Icela twoGovernment since September last for long-term leases of a naval base an
d

air bases. No specific civil air rights are apparently being sought . The Icelandic
Government has not been prepared to grant long-term leases, although it is

willing to conclude short-term leases which would expire when an international
security system has been set up under the United Nations Organization. A

short-term agreement is not regarded-. as satisfactory by the United States,

although they are ready to agree that the bases should be available to the
Security Council . Negotiations appear to have reached a temporary impasse,

although they are expected to continue.
d(c) Greenlan .

No information has been received with regard to United States intentions but it
is reasonable to conclude that they will wish to retain rights in at least one o

f
f

the air bases which they constructed during the war. Indications o renewed

United States interest in the air fields at Chimo and Frobisher in northeaster
n

Canada support this belief.
(d) Azores and Cape Verde Islands. in the

Although earlier the United States appeared to have in mind air be ë ~ontrol
Azores which would either be under tripartite Ang1 o-U.S.-Portugu have

or under the Security Council of the United Nations Organization, theyerate
more recently proposed to the United Kingdom that long-term

rights to op

military bases in both groups of these Portuguese islands should be United
They suggested that these rights should be exercised jointly by t h

• id he extended o n

States and Portugal . Civil air rights under this proposal wou
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a more favoured nation and non-discriminatory basis. The United Kingdom in 
turn, have made the suggestion that the best solution would be to treat the 
Azores as a free-for-all civil aviation station but to have it equipped under an 
agreement between Portugal, which would retain sovereignty, Brazil, the 
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. They have also suggested 
that the execution of any such plans should be postponed until the United 
Nations Organization is in operation and Portugal has been admitted to 
membership. It is thought that the United States might not seek to develop 
facilitaties in the Cape Verde islands, although desiring to secure the right to 
do so. 
(e) West Africa. 

No indications of United States policy have been received recently but it is 
known that the late President Roosevelt had discussions with General de 
Gaulle about a United States base at Dakar. No conclusions were reached and 
the present position is obscure. Long-term bases might be sought in Liberia. 
(0 Ascension Island. 

The United States are seeking joint military air rights with the United 
Kingdom. 
(g) Latin America. 

It is not known what long-term rights the United States may seek to secure in 
Latin American countries, such as continued use of their existing air bases in 
Brazil. 
B. PACIFIC 
(a) In territories administered by the United Kingdom, Australia or New 

Zealand, the United States wishes to obtain long-term base rights as follows: 

Place 

Canton Is. 

Christmas Is. 

Espiritu Sante. 

Funafuti 

Guadalcanal Tulagi 
Manns 
Tarawa , 
Upolu 
Vitilevu 

Sovereignty 

United States 
— British joint control 
Disputed, United States 
— British 
French — British 
condominium 
disputed, United States 
— British 
British 
Australian Mandate 
British 
New Zealand Mandate 
British 

Nature of Rights 

Exclusive and possession 

• Exclusive and possession 

Joint 

Exclusive and possession 

Joint 
Joint 
Joint 
Joint 
Joint 

Use. 

Naval and Air 

Air 

Naval and Air 

Naval and Air 

Naval and Air 
Naval and Air 
Naval and Air 
Air 
Naval and Air 

(b) In addition to Funafuti and Christmas mentioned in (a), the United 
States want the United Kingdom and New Zealand to withdraw their claims 
and recognize United States sovereignty over the following twenty-three islands 
in which they dispute the British claim to sovereignty: Vostok, Danger, 
Maiden, Nukufetau, Starbuck, Caroline, Nurakita, Flint, Nukulailai, Canton, 
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(c) It. is a matter of public knowledie that the United States are seeking 
rights in the Galapagos islands off the Ecnadir coast. 
(f) Possibly other requests for bases are being put forward (for example, in 

French, Chinese, or Netherlands territory) of which we have heard nothing. 
11. ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

The . United . Kingdom authorities arc clearly concerned over these 
developments. They fully recognize the value of close relations with the United 
States for defence purposes, but they see serious objections to concluding 
arrangements in advance of the international security system under the United 
Nations Charter. It is of military importance to the United Kingdom that the 
United Nations 'Organization should bc a sucéesi and any action which might 
prejudice that success would be open to both political and military objections. 
Although the United States seem to contemplate that all their bases in 
territories of other countries would be made available to the Security Council, 
they object in London to an attempt by the Unitcd States to stake their claims 
before the Security Council is set up. In particular, they feel that early action 
of the kind proposed would give the Soviet Union justifiable grounds for 
suspicion which would create difficulties when the Security Council is being 
established,  and  which might =Courage, the Soviet Union to take unilateral 
action in respect to the bases which they desire. 

A further' point made by the United Kingdom authorities is that a clear 
definition must be drawn between the granting of rights for military bases and 
the granting of facilities' for civil aviation. This is particularly important as 

regards the disputcd islands in the Pacific, both from the point of view of 

preserving United Kingdom rights to facilities therein and of obtaining such 

facilitieS in territory in the Pacific under United States control. In connection 
with the requests of the United States, they are . anxious in London to secure 

United States support for their own requirements, and they desire full 

information on the demands which may be addressed to other countries. 
Discussions are proceeding between the United Kingdom and the United 

States, eipecially on the question of avoiding action which would prejudice the 

. 	

attaches success of United Nations Organization to which the United Kingdom 
so much importance. 
1, The United Kingdom hii,e,said that they would be very glad to ha ve 	any 

comments at this stage which the Canadian Government may feel able to 

111 CÀNADIAN INTERESTS 	

offer. 

the Canada has obvionsly an immediate interest in the rights secured by , 

United States to  Atlantic bises in Newfoundland, Bermuda, Iceland 
h 

atn. ae  

Greenland, and a considerable though lesser interest in the position 1 n  

Atafu, 1, Enderbury, Nukunono, Phoenix, Fakaofo, Sydney, Penrhyn, Hull, 
Mànihiki, Gardner, Rakahanga, McKean, Birnie. 
'(c)' It can'be assumed that the United Staies will wish to maintain bases in 

islands forMerly" under Japanese sovereignty or mandate. No particulars of 
their plans in this respect have been received. " • 
.(d) Rights in the Philippines are  being sought.. • 
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Caribbean, Azores and other Atlantic locations . All the places in the Pacific
mentioned in Section I .B. of this paper are remote from Canadian territory,
and our interest,in what is done is part of our general interest in the mainte-
nance of peace and security .

There is some ground for the anxiety expressed in London over the effect on
the United Nations Organization of the exercise of pressure at this time by the
United States to secure exclusive or joint rights with so wide a range of
territories . The chief cause for nervousness is the possibility that the Soviet
Government will be moved to do likewise in Bornholm, Spitzbergen, the
Finnmark district of Norway, the Straits and perhaps the Aegean, and in the
countries of Europe and Asia which border on Soviet territory . So far as is
known here, the only recent Soviet move in this direction has been an approach
to Turkey with respect to the Straits, although Mr. Molotov at the Council of
Foreign Ministers last September implied a Soviet interest in Tripolitania,
Eritrea, and . the Dodecanese . In any case, it is in the interests of Canada that
the influence and prestige of the United Nations Organization should not be
lowered by a preliminary contest for far-flung rights to bases conducted by the
two greatest of the large powers .

On the other hand, Canadian defence would be assisted by the maintenance
of United States bases in the Atlantic and Pacific, especially in Iceland and
Greenland . • While the United States proposals set forth in Section I may bé
regarded as reflecting somewhat grandiose ideas, held in the War and Navy
Departments more strongly than in the White House and State Depàrtment,
yet, if bases are to be established around the world, it is i our interest that the
United 4 States should bear a large part of the responsibility . and expense,'
especially as they are likely to make them available for the purposes of the
Security Council on acceptable terms . Criticism is thus directed more at the
timing than at, the aims of their proposals .

By inference, however, these proposals, from their scale and extent, are of
great concern to Canada . They contemplate that the United States will secure
rights on the far side of the Pacific, both North and South of the Equator and
on, or close to, the Atlantic coasts of Africa . If they feel they need so much so
far àway,'whât are the scales of defence that they will regard as satisfactory in
the northern part of their own continent? What sort of action will they request
of Canada, or whât rights will they seek from Canada, to complete their system
of extra-territorial defences ?

[R. M. MACDONNELL AND HUME WRONG]



PARTIE 3/PART 3

ARRANGEMENTS ÉCONOMIQUES PENDANT LA GUERRE
• WARTIME ECONOMIC ARRANGEMENTS

_ SECTION A '

COMITÉS ÉCONOMIQUES MIXTES

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEES

995 . DEA/1497-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

No. 159 Washington, January 22,1944
, ; . .

Sir,
Enclosed are rive copies of a note dated January 20th received from the

Secretary of State, proposing in effect that the Joint Economic Committees be
abolished .

2. For the documents referred to in the opening paragraph of the enclosed
note, please see my despatch No . 1730 of June 17, 1941, and previous

correspondence .
3 . I understand that the desire of the United States Government to liquidate

the Committees will not come as a surp rise . to the Department of External

Affairs .
4 . There is one curious and inaccurate statement in the enclosed not

ewhich I should like to direct your attention. It is the statement in the third
paragraph that-= "

"Within six months of the establishment of the Committees, both Canada
and the United States were attacked by Japan . . . : '

5 . You will note that the State Department is willing to continue, under its
own auspices ; the work on the United States side of the North Pacific ProJeCt

which is at present being carried on by the Joint Economic Comm i tt e

I have etc .



[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Note du secrétaire d'État des États-Unis 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Note from Secretary of State of United States 
to Ambassador in United States 

Washington, January 20, 1944 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency the 
Ambassador of Canada and refers to the Aide-Memoire of the Canadian 
Legation of March 17, 1941, b 07  the Aide-Memoire of the Department of State 
of June 6, 194Pc's and the Aide-Memoire of the Canadian Legation of June 17, 
1941,t by which the Joint Economic Committees were established. 

These Committees have, in the opinion of the Government of the United 
States, served a useful purpose in recommending to the two governments 
measures which have for the most part been put into effect for the better 
utilization of the combined resources of the two countries in the production of • 

defense requirements and for the better coordination of war-time measures and 
controls in the two countries, they have surveyed economic problems of the 
common concern which will face the two countries after the war, and they have 
initiated an intensive survey of the development of the North Pacific area of 
Canada and Alaska. 

Within six months of the establishment of the Committees, both Canada 
and the United States were attacked by Japan and the aggressor countries of 
Europe declared war on the United States. These developments greatly 
extended the number of agencies for collaboration between the two Govern-
ments for the prosecution of the war and thus affected, almost from the outset, 
one of the two principal fields in which the Joint Economic Committees were 
expected to function. In fact, the Committees have not occupied themselves 
with problems of war-time collaboration for over a year. 

With respect to their second proposed function, i.e., exploration of the 
possibilities of a greater degree of economic collaboration between the two 
countries to minimize the probable post-war economic disequilibrium in each 
country, the Committees recognized early in their deliberations the impossibil-
ity of making great progress without simultaneously considering the economic 
relations of the two countries not only to each other but to the rest of the world 
as wen. This larger task was not one for which the Committees were 
established, nor was it one which they could have undertaken at that time. 

For some time technical experts of the two Governments have been engaged 
in informal exploratory discussions of proposais for international exchange 
stabilization. The two Governments have now designated technical experts to 

"Y/Volume 8, pièce jointe, document 182./Volume 8, enclosure, Document 182. 
mVolume 8, la pièce jointe, document 203./Volume 8, enclosure, Document 203. 
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conduct similar exploratory i discussions at the expert level with a view to
developing an orderly .agenda on questions of commercial, policy, commodity

policy, and cartels .109 In,due course more formal consideration of some or all of
these and other subjects may presumably be éicpected, involving all the United
Nations and those associated with them . " `

In the field of general ecônomic relationships and post-war readjustments,
therefore, the course of events, is tending to follow that in the field of war-time
collaboration .

This raises the "question of the present and - future functions of the Joint
Economic Committees : . It is the view of the Government of" the United States
that the circuinsfances under ' which the' Committees' were ' established have
altered, that the present requirements can be more adequately served by other
means, and that° it is doubtful whether'a'sufficient residue remains of their
original functions to make desirable the continuance of the Committees .

'The ; Government 'of , the United States therefore proposes' that, if the

Canadian ' ` Government ° agrees,~ thé j Çorrimittees' be regarded as having
completed ' theic"work and that ~announcement to this éffect be made at a
mutually convenient early date . With regard to the North Pacific Project of the
Committees, the Department of State would .be prepared to continue, under its
auspices, the work on the United States side until June 30, 1944, by which time
it is anticipated that the'task can be completed .
Enclosure:t "Arrangement Between the United States and Canada Effected by
aide=memoire Dated March 17 and June 6 and 1 7, 1941"

DEA/1497-40
"Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier, ministre., . ,t . . : . . . , ,.
Memorandum jrom Under-Secretary ojState jor External Affairs

to Prime Minister
(Ottawa,] March 1, 1944

It has been felt for some time by those concerned with the work of the Uei~odueEconomic Committees that'thcir effectiveness has largely disappeare d

the development, since their - establishment in June, 1941, of many other
agcncies 'of contact and cooperation between the United States and Canada

.

The Committees have made several su rveys of problems of wartime coordina-

tion that will have , post-war implications, but they are hardly suited for the
increasingly necessary . examination of particular , post-war problems . Among

other factors, they:labour under the disability of their j oint character which

raises serious difficulties when any problem is to be dealt with that should first

be examined nationally . The United States authorities have come to the same
conclusions, and on Janua ry 20th the Secretary of State sent a note to Mr

.

10'Voir le document 48 et le volume 9. document 590 .
Sec Document 48 and Volume 9, Document 590 .
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McCarthy proposing ' that "the Committees be regarded as having completed
their . work and . - that announcement to this effect be made at a mutually
convenient early date ."10 The members of the Canadian Committee who have
commented on this are in agreement .

I think a note should be sent agreeing to the proposal and suggesting that an
announcement in the form of a short press release be made on an agreed date .
You may wish' to announce the termination of the Committees' work in the
House; but, on the whole, I think that a less prominent form of announcement
will be less conducive to misinterpretation of the move." '

[N. A . IZOBERTSON]. , . . .

No. 313

'Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des Etats-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

DEA/1497-40

Ottawa, March 7, 194 4

Sir :

I have the honour to'refer to your despatch No. 159 of January 22 enclosing
copies of a note from the Department of State proposing that the Joint
Economic Committees be regarded as having completed their work . As you
suggested, this desire on the part of the United States Government does not
come as a surprise to the Department of External Affairs .

It would - be appreciâted if you would communicate with the State
Department .informing them that the Canadian Government agrees with the
suggestion that the Joint Economic Committees be regarded as having
completed;their work and that an announcement to this effect should be made
at a mutually convenient early date.

While it would be desirable that a public announcement should be made
concerning the termination of the work of the Committees, I do not think that
it is ~ necessary to have a publication of a formal exchange of notes . There
would, I think, be advantages in having an announcement which would explain
briefly, the, reasons for the termination of the Committees' work, while at the
same timeavoiding any large degree of emphasis on the move which might
lead to misinterpretation . In accordance with this, perhaps it might be
suggested that a press release should be made at 11 :00 a .m. E.D.T. one week
from to-day, March 14, along the following lines:

It was announced to-day that the Governments of Canada and the United
States had agreed to dissolve the Joint Econonic Committees which were

110Note marginale :/Marginal note:
I wholly agree. K[ing JNote marginale:/Marginal note :
approved . W. L . M . K[ingj 4-3-44.
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established in June, 1941, to assist in the collaboration of the two countries in 
the utilization of their combined resources for the requirements of war. The 
Committees have been of great assistance, not only in the coordination of 
wartime measures and controls, but also in surveying and advising on economic 
problems of common concern. It has been agreed, however, by the two 
Governments that the development of other agencies for coordination and 
exchange of views and the establishment during the past three years of 
methods of cooperation in production and the use of resources, have rendered 
unnecessary the continued operation of the Committees." 

I should appreciate it if you would inform me after communication with the 
State Department whether they arc in agreement with the above suggestions.n 2  

I have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs , 

998. 	 DEA/1497-40 
Le deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 

au secrétaire, la section américaine, CPCAD 
Second Secretary, En:bossy in United States, 

to Secretary, American Section, PJBD 

Washington, March 16, 1944 

Dear Mr. Nickerson: 
, There was one omission from our note No. 85 of March 10tht regarding the 

Joint Economic Committees. The State Department's note of January 20th 
concluded with these remarks: 

"With regard: to the North Pacific Project of the Committees, the 

Department of State would be prepared to continue, under its auspices, the 
work on the United States side until Junc 30, 1944, by which time it is 
anticipated that the task can be completed." 

We should have said in our note that the Canadian Government will arrange 

for the continuance of whatever work is required on the Canadian side of the 

North Pacific Project until June 30, 1944, by which time it is anticipated that 

the Project will have been completed. 
Sincerely yours, 

M. 11. WERSHOF 

Ines annonccs furent (sites à Washington ct à Ottawa, comme il avait été suggéré. 
Announcements were released in Washington and Ottawa as suggested. 
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SECTION B 
DÉPLACEMENT DE LA MAIN-D'OEUVRE 

MOVEMENT OF LABOUR 

999. 	 DEA/2727-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

NO. 47 	 Washington, January 7, 1944 

Sir, 
Mr. Hull on Wednesday afternoon, the 5th January, requested that I should 

call upon him on Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock, without indicating the 
reason or matter he desired to discuss. 

I learned later from Mr. Hickerson that it was with reference to the question 
of supply of Canadian woodsmen to:i work in the Maine woods; and probably 
also with reference to the supply of pulp and pulpwood to United States 
consumers. 

I sent for Mr. Plumptre and Mr. Monteath Douglas,'" who are in charge of 
this, and got fully briefed by them, for which I was really very thankful. 

Mr. Hull opened the conversation by stating that the question of the supply 
of Canadian labour to work in the woods of Maine was he feared approaching 
a combustible state, and that there was going to be on Capitol Hill adverse 
criticism of Canada of a combustible nature, which by co-operation and 
discussion might be avoided. He intimated that some of their people were going 
to Ottawa to discuss it with our people. I told him that I was sure they would 
be most welcome. I also told him that we were in constant collaboration on a 
lower level on these matters, and that I had a feeling that those who were 
collaborating with us did not feel that we were unreasonable or un-cooperative. 

I found that he did not know very much about the facts, so took advantage 
cf the opportunity to give him an outline as I understood it of our position, 
telling him first, that the question of the supply of men had been decided on 
Cabinet level; that Canada was suffering tremendously from the lack of 
manpower; that our paper mills were only working up to 65% of their capacity; 
and that from Canada's standpoint permitting men to work in the woods of 
Maine was not a popular proposition, and particularly so in the Province of 
Quebec, pointing out to him also that we had between six and seven hundred 
thousand of our men and women overseas, and that, together with those 
engaged in industrial war enterprises, absorbed our total manpower. But, that 
owing to the Prime Minister's personal intervention, and to prove how co- 

"'Bureau de Washington, Commisssion des prix et du commerce en temps de guerre. 
Washington Office, Wartime Prices and Trade Board. 
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operative we were, it was decided that 3500 men could this year obtain permits
to work in the woods of Maine ; that it was only 700 less than last year, and a
great many more than we could or really, ought to spare .

I also explained to the Secretary that we had been stretching ourselves to
the limit to meet the war demands on our forest product industries, including
very heavy demands from the United States . I pointed out that we were sharing
equally with the United States, the pulpwood which was available for sale in
Canada, that we had doubled our supplies of wood pulps as compared with pre-
war years, and that we had nevertheless been able to maintain our supplies of
newsprint to the United States at peacetime levels . - .

~ . I felt at the conclusion of the discussion that I had made a favourable
impression ' upon Mr. 'Hull . He, however, did say that he hoped c o- operative

collaboration would result in a satisfacto ry solution .

:'The discussion was, concluded by my stating that we desired to be co-
operative; that .if he heard any further rumblings not to hesitate to send for me,
and he said he would do so .

Since writing the above, I have : been informed that representatives of the
United States agencies concerned have an appointment to meet representatives
of the Canadian agencies concerned : in - Ottawa on Tuesday next, the 1 lt h

instant, for discussion .
I have etc .

' • ' LEIGHTON MCCARTFIY '

. ._ . s .

1000.
DEA/2717-40

L'ambùssadeur des États- Unis
~au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

, ~ Àntbassadô'r of United States
to Under-Secretarj► ojState for Ezternal Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL' • Ottawa, January 12,1944

My dear Mr. Robertson :
, I am enclosing a statemeW prepared by War Production Board repri~û~~

tives on' the f subject of . the critical situation faced by the forest p

industry of the northeastern states. a
'My Government believes that woods labor, which is in short supply

, W~t h
commodity to'be shared`in accordance with war needs and in

tecalled that
the Hyde Park principlcs ."' ' In- this connection, it may

controllers and
authoritics of your Government have instructed industry

admihistrators that `short supply situations are not in themselve t~é United .

justification for banning the export of the affected commod~cther or not the
States .' Accordingly.` I would be interested in knowing ~ity
Canadian authorities agree with the premise that woods labor is a com m

_ . , . . :
~'Voiume 8, document 191 ./Volume 8, Document 191 .
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to be 'shared in the best interests of our joint war effort . If the Canadian
authorities do agree with this premise, I should be very glad to know whether,
as persistently reported to the -American authorities, additional Canadian
woods labor is available in'the area contiguous to the American northeastern
forest products industry . '

May I point out that irrespective of the answers to the foregoing questions,
the' Canadian .authorities have succeeded in raising the woods labor force
actively employed in eastern Canada from some 20,000 men to something over
40,000 men during the past few months. During this same period no
opportunity, has been afforded United States employers to increase seasonally
their force of Canadian workers and actually Canadian - action has, finally
reduced the effective Canadian woods labor force employed in the areas across
the border to levels one-third to one-fourth of that prevailing in recent normal
peacetime years . In these circumstances, and with the industry's entire
production now devoted to urgent war and essential needs as determined by the
War Production Board, I venture to suggest that the decrease in the labor force
made available to the American industry, engaged in producing high priority
lumber and pulps, as contrasted with the increase in the labor force of the
Canadian industry, engaged in such large proportion in production of
newsprint, is not in accord with the primary needs of the war effort . The
northeastern area in the United States is the only . major pulp producing area
east of the Rocky Mountains which is falling far behind rather than exceeding
last year's production rates .

In closing this letter I should like briefly to refer to the hitherto unsucçessful
effort of the War Production Board to persuade the Canadian administrative
officials of the discriminatory effect which Order No. 20 of the Timber
Controller and other regulations have had on the wartime activities of the
United States forest products industry. I am happy to inform you in this
connection that at conversations held in Ottawa on January 11=12 assurances
were given that, upon receipt of certain additional information from the War
Production Board, . those, operations of existing Canadian regulations which
have handicapped ., the maximum production of pulpwood for export to the
United States wôuld, be promptly and sympathetically reviewed . ` The
information requested will be in the hands of the appropriate Canadian
authorities almost at once, and it is thus hoped that action at the administrative
level will take care of this important and hitherto most unsatisfactory aspect of
the general pr`oblem .

Sincerely,yours,

RAY ATHERTON
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DEA/2717-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
b l'ambassadeur aux États- Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 53
to Ambassador in Un ited States

Ottawa, January 14, 194 4

Sir,

I have ' the honouc to refer to your despatch No. 47 of January 7th ,

concerning the employment of Canadian woodsmen in the Mat n e

This matter was discussed at a meeting in Ottawa, on Tuesday, Januar
y

1 lth, between United States representatives and Canadian officials.

The United States representatives were :

The Hon . Ray Atherton, United States Ambassador

Mr. Lewis Clark. United States Embass y
Mr. Geoffrey Parsons. State Department
Mr. Boeschenstein . War Production Boar d

Mr. Canall. War Production Board
General Rose, War Manpowcr Commission and
Mr. Bardscly . War Manpowcr Commission

The Canadian officials present were:

Mr. Robertson, Department of Extcrnal Affairs
Mr. Keenleyside, Department of External Affairs

Mr. Deutsch. Department of External Affairs

Mr. Williamson, Timber Cont roller

Mr. Fowler, Wartime Prices and Trade Board and'
Mr. Douglas, Wartime Prices and Trade Boar d

The Ambassador opened the discussion with the following oral staéâ ng :
The , . .
••We met in Septembcr"' to consider wSt

a
s and

tcs in its ~war effort rand I too k
amount of pulpwood available to the United

on under the Hyde Park principle that woods labor was aaWmh ~tas
the position
like any other and should be shared where most effective n short supplY•
we are sha ring with you our coal and other com

ô°d and Mr. Boeschenstein has

Since ' then, there have been technical swe felt woodsmen were merely on
e

explaincd the Unitcd States pos , ul and
part of the woods product problem and that we must have mors~l hoû8h 1
pulpwood from Canada or woodsmen in the North Fast wood less of

lieve the Canadians recognize the situation, we have obtaincd
miretechnicians

bc
each and I venture to point out that the agreemenimtna'ng on October 20 has
in the meetings with the War ~ rauthor'tB c~srd t e

not been fulfilled by the Cana

,, Vs oir le volume 9, document 1104j5ee Volume 9 . Document 1104 .
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The Secretary of State, in view of these developments and in view of only an 
estimated 65 per cent, effectively employed.woodsmen from across the border 
in the North Eastern woods, instead of, the 4,200 we understood would be 
offered and the 3,500 finally offered, of whom 664 are, I understand, allocated 
to Canadian companies, took the matter up with the Canadian Ambassador in 
Washington, who undertook to refer this whole subject to the Prime Minister. 

These conversations today are taking place in that the United States 
Government, despite the efforts of its officials, has failed to make headway in 
this question of material produced for war purposes. The Secretary of State 
understands that the Prime Minister is to be kept advised of the situation as it 
develops. 

When the Canadian Government first raised this question in November 
1941 wth the American Minister we regarded it as a problem for mutual 
cooperation, and we still so regard it. We are hopeful that all of us assembled 
here, with full appreciation of the war effort involved, may in these present 
discussions determine finally the policy for solving what is in essence a joint 
problem." 

In the course of the discussion the United States representatives made the 
following points: 
1. The decline in United States production of wood products has been 

stopped, by special efforts to recruit labour, in all regions except the North-
East. In the North-East output remains substantially below last year. 
2. About 12,500 workers are required for woods labour in the North-East. 

Approximately 2500 can be obtained locally which leaves a total of 10,000 to 
be met from Canadian sources. Last October the United States was given a 
quota of 3500. Actually there are now only about 3100 across the line owing to 
the Conditions which do not permit replacements for labourers returning to 
their homes. If the number were brought up to the quota a deficit of 6500 
would remain. A part of this deficit can be met from within the United States 
but  it  would be very helpful if about 3500 additional Canadians could be 
obtained. 

3: The United States mills in the North-East are important sources of alpha 
Pulps, nitrating pulps and market pulps, all of which are essential to the war 
effort. Lumber and box crates are also obtained from this region. Only about 
17% of the Canadian woodsmen have been allocated to the production of 
Pu,IPwood for newsprint. 
4. The Canadian authorities have stated that it has become possible to 

increase the monthly export of newsprint to the United States from 182,000 
tons to 200,000 tons. The War Production Board would prefer to obtain more 
PuiP, pulpwood or labour rather than newsprint. Consequently W.P.B. is 
entemplating the stockpiling of the additional newsprint as an immediate 
meisure pending information on whether or not Canada could supply more 
PY 1 P ,or labour. If not, consideration will be given to repulping the additional 
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5. While the Maine woods' were given a qtiota of. 3500 Canadians, the 
number at work is considerably les, beCause losses are not replaced. It would 
be very helpful if the movement côuld be so administered that the full quota 
Would be airailable at all times. r' 
6. The United ', States  authorities would not suggest that  any  men already 

«acing in  the  Canàdiin woods or otherwise in essential work should be 
permitted to go to•the Maine woods. However, it would be desirable to have 
survey made of the border areas for the purpose of finding out whether there is 
any labour which is not engaged in essential work and, if so, how much. • 

Thé Canadian 'representathies at the meeting Made . it clear that Canada is 
anxious to co-operate with the United States authorities in these matters, so 
that the resources of the two countries might be used most effectively for the 
Common war effort. With this in mind it would not be possible to remove the 
controls over the 'inovement of labour  across  the Maine border. Owing to the 
considerable differences in wage levels it was 'necessary to impose a quota and 
to keep  •  the border closed except for brief periods of controlled recruiting. 
Otherwise labour would be drained away from essential Canadian operations 
or would be lost to the war effort of both countries through the disposition to 
remain idle on the farms while awaiting the opportunity to cross the line for 
higher earnings.  •  

- The Canadian woods labour. situation was generally better than what was 
anticipated a few months ago. This improvement was the result of the special 
efforts, and intensive campaign. of the Department of Labour to persuade 
farmers to work .in the woods. Mr. MacNamara, the Deputy Minister of 
Labour, thought that thesé efforts were so thorough that he doubted that there 
was any.significant amount of labour on farm's, including the areas adjacent to 
Maine, available  for  the woods which is not already there. In spite of these 
efforts there is still a shortage of woOds laboui in Canada. Eastern Canadian 
lumber .operators are ,tingreatly [urgently] requesting an additional 29,000 

men. Consequently there is no surplus which could be permitted tO go to the 
United States and, in Mr. MacNaMara's opinion, any additional numbers 
which might be allowed to go t to the Maine woods would directly or indirectly 
reduce the numbeavailable to'Canadian operators. 

, It was explained that the Canadian authorities were aware that the number 

of. Canadian woodsmen presently employed in Maine had fallen below the 

quota and that it was the intention all along to review the situation some time 

in January. Mr. MacNamara said that he would be agreeable to a re- opening 
of the border for a short period to enable recruiting up to the full quota of 3500 

and thit he would be  glad tô explore thé possibility of administering the 

movement in stich a way asio keep thé quota filled. 
With reference to the improvement in the Canadian production of newsPrint 

Mr. Fowler explained that this  was  the result of the improvement in the Woods 

labour situation. In the generà1 effort to persuade farmers to work in logging
an  camps it so happe' ned that a larger numbcr wcnt into pulpwood cutting 

had been anticipated. Since newsprint capacity is not fully employed expansion 
th 
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in output, followed . Canadian pulp capacity is being completely utilized and no
further increase in production is possible .

The United 'States representations were z discussed in' . Cabinet War
Committee on January 12th . After full consideration it was decided that the
previous decision granting a quota of 3500 stand, and that the implementation
of this decision, with respect to the filling of this quota, rest with the
Department of External Affairs'and National Selective Service . It was decided
also that -National Selective Service be directed to carry out a field survey in
the area of Eastern Canada 'concerned, with a view to ascertaining the present
availability of woods labour and the extent to which the essential requirements
of Canadian operators were at present being filled . I have conveyed these
decisions to Mr. Atherton, the United States Ambassador . I told the
Ambassador that if the survey mentioned above showed that additional labour
not employed in essential work in Canada was available, the matter of the
quota could be re-considered in the light of that information .

I
In view of the Cabinet War Committee's decision the border will be opened

in about a week for a short period to enable the Maine operators to recruit up
to the full quota of 3500 . After this the border will again be closed .

Yesterday Mr. Atherton left with me a statementt in which the' United
States view, is presented at length . We shall prepare a reply to enquires which it'
contains : A copy of the statement is enclosed .

I have etc .
N. A. ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affair s

' DEA/2717-4 0

. ~ L'ambassadeur des États-Unis
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States
, to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, February 8, 1944

Dear Mr. Robertson :
Following the conversation of the Canadian Ambassador with Mr . Hull on

January 6 on the subject of Canadian woods labor and the subsequent visit to
Ottawa : of . officials of the War Production Board, the War Manpower
Commission and the Department of State, I addressed a communication to you
on January 12 in regard to this problem . It was understood at that time that
the Canadian,Government was making an urgent survey to determine whether
there was labor, available in the areas of Canada bordering the United States
northeastern woods, which was not then engaged in productive work on behalf
of the war effort.
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Despite the urgency of the situation, approximately four weeks have elapsed 
and the American authorities have not yet been informed as to the result of the 
survey. As the season is well advanced it is of considerable importance that the 
American authorities know whether additional Canadian woods labor will be 
permitted to enter the United States to assist in meeting the critical situation in 
the northeastern woods.  • 

In this connection, I think you should know that following publicity alleging 
that additional woods labor was available in the Province of Quebec, the 
Department of State has been somewhat disturbed to note certain statements 
attributed by the press to the Canadian authorities. According to the Canadian 
Press, à Labor Department spokesman has characterized the present quota as 
"pretty much the same (quota) as they always got" whereas, in actuality, the 
present quota is the smallest since the Canadian Government commenced 
exercising labor exit control. The same spokesman is said to have indicated that 
it was not possible to permit able-bodied men to "float over the border" 
because of the need of making certain that such men would return to their 
farms. It will hardly be necessary to remind the Canadian authorities that no 
Canadian woods laborer is allowed to enter the United States until his 
employer has posted a bond to ensure dep. arture and that during his stay in the 
United States his presence is subject to constant check by United States 
immigration authorities. There is, moreover, no obstacle placed in the way of 
Canadian workers desiring to return to Canada as will be readily acknowledged 
by the Canadian authorities who have knowledge of the excessive labor 
turnover in this industry. 

Other information coming to the attention of the Department of State 
through informal channels suggests that the Canadian authorities are 
apprehensive of criticism of Canada should men of draft age appear in the 
American forests. In this connection it is hardly necessary to remind the 
Canadian authorities that the work which these men would perform is directly 
related to important war needs and that the men come from a class, 

agricultural labor, which is also exempt from the draft in the United States. It 

is hardly conceivable that the presence of these men in the Maine woods could 
cause any criticism comparable to that regarding the woods labor problem as a 
whole which has already appeared in the press of the United States despite the 

efforts of responsible officials to discourage publicity of this sort. The 

American authorities, moreover, would be prepared at any time to explain the 

high value for,war purposes which they place on the services of these men in 

the AmeriCan woods. 
Officers of the Canadiàn Government arc also said to have expressed the 

view that this issue has been complicated by the absence of reliable factual 

data  from  both sides. If this view is in fact held by the Canadian authorities 
ad

thei 

American authorities would welcome information as to what further factu 

information they would desire to havè from United States sources. On repeatdee  

occasions responsible officers of the United States Government have mah er  

available to the Director of National Selective Service of Canada and ot for  

officers of the Canadian Government information indicating the need 
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Canadian woods labor, the essentiality of the end product of their work, the
efficacy of policing and control on the American side of the border and, in
general, information on all pertinent aspects of the problem .
~ ; Naturally, the American authorities have never been able to present data
concerning the number of men not engaged in productive employment in _ the
Canadian border areas, and it has long been a matter of regret to the Amercain
authorities that the Canadian authorities have not seen fit to share with themofficial Canadian data in regard thereto . It is for this reason that the American
âuthorities especially welcomed the assurance that an urgent manpower survey
was being made in the areas of Canada bordering the northeastern woods .

The fact that four weeks have been allowed to pass without our having been
informed of the result of a manpower survey which we had understood would
be made urgently, has created in the minds of the officers of my Government
dealing with the matter the fear that they have not been successful in
convincing the interested Canadian officials of the urgency and seriousness
with which this problem is considered in the United States .

Sincerely yours ,
RAY ATHERTON

1003. DEA/2717-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Ajfaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des Etats-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

Ottawa, February 9, 1944

My dear Mr. Atherton :

I refer to your note of January 12th and to your note of February 8th
concerning the employment of Canadian woods workers in the Northeastern
United States .

Following the discussion of this matter between United States and Canadian
representatives on January 11 th, the Canadian Department of Labour was
asked to make a field survey in the border counties of Quebec and to report
upon the availability of labour in these areas for employment in the Maine
wood s . The report of the Department of Labour containing the results of this
survey states the situation to be as follows :

1 . The intensive campaign carried on during the autumn to encourage
farmers to take employment in winter woods operations has been very effective
ill the Quebec border area and all but a very few of the men who could safely
be taken off the farms for this purpose have been taken . In the opinion of the
10cal provincial agricultural representatives the number of men remaining on
the farms is less than what is needed to maintain agricultural production and in
a relatively short period steps will have to be taken to move men back to the
farms in preparation for the spring season .
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The requirements of Canadian operators from the Quebec border counties 
have not been filled. Employment' Offices in this area have 500 to 600 
outstanding orders for Canadian companies. 

3. In Quebec as a whole there  are  almost 60,000 men employed in woods 
operaiiims at preient. This ntimber is at least 7,700 short of what is required. 

In view  of  these circuitstances  the report  Concludes that additional men 
could no.  t be made available.. from' the Quebec border area' for employment in 
the United States without,.diverting worliérs directly or indirectly from 
essential producton in Canada.- Since no purpose would be served by such a 
diversion, the Canadian Government feel that the present limit of 3,500 men 
allowed to cross the border for employment in the ,forests of Northeastern 
United States should not bc increased. - 

' Yours sincerely, 	• 
. N. A. ROBERTSON 

1004. 	 . 	, • 	 D EA/2717-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-983 . 	- 	 Washington, February 18, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. Following for N. A. Robcrtson from  the Ambassador, Begins: 
Stettinius,*Àcting Secretary, requested me to call upon him this morning, 

which I did. He desired to further discuss the question of Canadian - United 

States wood labour problems in the northeastern United States. 
He toleme that they were being further. presSed in the matter. I replied by 

stating that if we were to get anywhere each Government must have faith in 

the  other; that 1 was advised by n»L Government that they were doing 

everything that could possibly be  donc  to relieve the situation. I further stated 

that they fully appreciated the war necessities of the  problem, but that I could 

noU hold out any hope of their being able to substantially better the present 

conditions.' 
He accepted my statements, and I hopc that we will not in the near future 

be subject to further pressure by him. Ends. 
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1005: DEA/2717-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis =
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-991 Washington, February 19, 1944..:~ . .

IMMEDIATE. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins : You will have
received the Ambassador's teletype WA-983 of February 18th regarding his
talk with Stettinius on the Maine woodsmen question . In the afternoon I was
asked to see Hickerson on this matter, and he took with me a much stronger
line than Mr. Stettinius took with Mr. McCarthy. Hickerson said the main
grievance of, the State Department, and he expressed it in no uncertain terms,
was over the procedure adopted by the Canadian Government in this matter .
The State Department had been waiting for weeks for a reply to their note,
when the Minister of Labour announced in the House of Commons the
rejection of. their request .16 They felt that it was, to say the least, discourteous
that they should have first been informed of the matter in this way. Subse-
quently, of course, our rejection was officially confirmed by your letter of
February 9th, which Hickerson thinks is pretty curt in form and unimpressive
in content. The Department furthermore feel that, apart from the ; procedure
adopted, their representations have not really been given the consideration they
deserved and that they have not been put in possession of facts which would
enable .them to reply to the strong congressional pressure to which they are at
presentsubjected . Hickerson finally admitted that this pressure was political in
character and influenced no doubt by the nature of the commodity• under
consideratiôn; pulp and paper. They hope that the last word has not been said
by the Canadian Government in this matter and that steps may yet be .taken to
meet~the'Ameriçari position .

2. Later in the afternoon, Parsons phoned me to say that Senator Brewster, as
a member of-the Truman Committee"', had asked for a copy of your note of
February 9th'to Mr . Atherton . He had been told that this could, not be given
without the consent of the Canadian Government, but that such consent,would
be requested. As I mentioned to you on the telephone yesterday, I told Parsons
that ; I• would forward this request but that undoubtedly the . Canadian
authorities would wish to know whether Senator . Truman intended to publish
the -letter. or not; whether it was also intended to turn over to him and the
Truman Committee previous correspondence concerning this matter and, if so,
how, much . The are lookin g They into this matter, but meanwhile hope the questio n
of publication in principle can be considered immediately by the Canadian
authorities . Personally, I think we should try to avoid this, if at all possible, as

~~bk 7 f6vrier1944 ,Canada, Chambre des communes, Débats, 1944, volume I, pp. 215-7 .
Febrûaty'7,' 1944 . Canada, House of Commons, Debates, 1944, Volume I, pp . 206-8 .

"SPecial Committee of the Senate to Investigate the National Defence Program .
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the correspondence is not, 1 think, of a character and form which either 
Government would really wish to see given to the press. 

3. Contrary to that received by the Ambassador, 1 got the impression that we 
would very definitely hear  more of this matter. I hope 1 am wrong, as it 
certainly would be a great misfortune if this  issue,  unimportant in itself, were 
permitted to develop serious irritations. Ends. 

1006. 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Afinister 

[Ottawa,]  February 19, 1944 

am enclosing copies of Washington messages WA-983 and WA-991 with 
furthcr reference to the question of the  Maine  woodsmen. Twice this year Mr. 
McCarthy has.been asked by the Sccrctary of Statc to come down to the State 
Department, and each time it has bccn to receive a complaint about our 
handling of the woods labour problem. He has taken a strong line and stuck to 
his guns, and I very much hope he is correct in believing that his explanation of 
the position has satisfied the United States Government. 

From the second message reporting conversations which Pearson had with 
Nickerson on the same subject later that same day, 1 am afraid we are in for 
further public controversy. I wish our position wcrc stronger, both in respect of 
the substantial issue and of the  way it has bccn handled. The Americans have 
some ground for feeling aggrieved in that thcir representations were answered 
rather cavalierly in the House d Commons by the Ministcr of Labour before 
they had received a reply to their note. You will recall that the War Committee 
decided at its meeting on Friday, February 4th, to defer until its next meeting 
consideration of the report  made  by  the National Selective Service on the 

woods labour available In the Quebec counties along the Maine border. 
Apparently the question was brought up, however, at a meeting of Council on 

Monday, Fcbruary 7th, when it was agreed that the Minister of Labour should 
go ahead  and  make a statement in the House based on this report. I did not 

know that this decision had been taken and therefore was not in a position to 

reply to Mr. Atherton's letter until after the Government's position had been 

put on'Hansard. In the circumstances I did not think I could do more than 

confirm to the United States Ambassador the statement of Government  polie 

that had alrendy been made by the Minister (Sec my letter of February 9th 

attached). 
Senator Brewster of Maine has now asked that a copy of this letter be made 

available to the Truman Committee when presumably it would find its waY 

into the American press. It is not a very impressive statcmcnt of our position' 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 299 
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and I should not like to see it published either alone or with Mr . Atherton's
letter of February 8th, to which it is in reply (copy attached) .

As I have several times suggested to War Committee, this question of the
availability of labour for the Maine woods has a nuisance value out of all
relation to its economic importance, either to us or to the Americans . The
latter, under political pressures from their operators and their newspapers, have
strained every argument and used all sorts of pressures to get another twélve or
fifteen hundred men for their woods operations; nor has our attitude in the
matter been entirely uninfluenced by local political pressures . Our woods
operators and particularly newsprint manufacturers have been equally anxious
to reserve. what labour is available for their operations . The difficulties of
reaching a fair settlement have been increased by conflicting evidence about
the facts of the case . The survey that National Selective Service was asked to
make by the War Committee was intended to settle the question of fact, but it
did not really do so . In the first place, the survey was not made by the National
Seléctive Service itself but by the agricultural field officers of the Provincial
Government, who might be expected to have a certain bias in favour of keeping
farmers on their farms in Quebec instead of having them work in the woods . In
the second place, the survey was made by regional sampling, which may or
may not have been really representative. In the third place, the evidences of
availability of local workers collected by National Selective Service in rebuttal
of .Âmerican newspaper charges and quoted by Mr . Mitchell in the House,
were themselves in conflict on some points with the report submitted by the
Quebeç Agronomes . These were points which I hoped to have an opportunity of
putting to the War Committee before a decision was taken as to the reply
which should be returned to the United States Government.

[N. A. ROBERTSON ]

1007 . i, PCO

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committe e

' MOST SECRET [Ottawa,] February 22, 1944

CANADIAN WOODS LABOUR IN NEW ENGLAN D
17 .' THE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAtRS reporte d

that further strong representations had been made by the U.S. Department of
State with regard to the position taken by the government and the statement
made in the House by the Minister of Labour with regard to the admission of
Canadian woods labour into New England .

The U.S. government based their argument for assistance from Canada
upon the most effective utilization of the resources of the two countries for the
prosecution of the war . They disputed the Canadian version of the situation
and resented the fact that the Canadian statement had been made public
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before being communicated to them . The State Department had also passed on
a request for the release to the Truman Committee of thé inter-governmental

correspondence on this subject . . . . ~'

The matter âppeâred likely to assume proportions out of all relation to its

actual* importance .,. .
(Meaïorandum,~ External Affairs to the Prime Minister, Feb. 19, 1944 ; als o

telegrams Nos. WA-983 and WA-991, Canadian Ambassador, Washington, to

External Affairs, dated Feb. 18 and Feb. 19, 1944) . "
, 18. THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE suggested that;- in present circumstances, it

was virtually impossible
.
tô obtain a reliable statcment of the availability o r

otherwise - of Canadian workers for 'emploÿment in the American woods.

Reports were bound to bc' affccted bj► : the' interests of those from whom they

were obtained.` Sô, long as employment in the United States offered higher
wages ând freedom from Canadiân taxis, it would be possible to find men
willing and ânxious to âaxpt such cmplôyment, regardless of what importance

attached to what they were doing in Canada . Any large scale release of

Canadian labour must have sï se rious effect upon Canadian lumbering because
of the wage diffcrcntial .involved.

1 9 . ' THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR pointed out that even i f

surplus manpower were available at present, it would shortly be needed for
farm labour; The question of agricultural leave was already exercising the

Services .
20. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE felt certain that the Canadian

gove rnment had not, at any time, accepted the principles of the Hyde Park

Agreement as applicable to manpower. Such ~ view was quite untenable .

21 : THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY felt strongly that no change

should be made in the attitude of the government. The U.S . government should

be told flatly that no further men could be rcleascd .

22. TH E SECRETARY said that the P rime Minister took the view that, if, in

fact, nô surplus Cânadian' labour were available, no change should be madebe

the present position; if, in reality, there were a surplus, an effort should

made to meet the United States' needs .
23 . THE WAR COMMITTEE after' further discussion, agreed that, in the

circumstancea; it could not actxde to the U .S. government's representations

and that the position should be explained to U.S. ûuthorities, in the light of the

fôregoing discussion :
..t~ • " + .. ,

6 ~s .
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1008. 	 DEA/2717-40 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au ministre-conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

,, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister-Counsellor, Embassy in United States 

Dear Mr. Pearson, 	' 
I am enclosing copy of a letter from Mr. MacNamara, covering a 

memorandum he had received from Paul Goulet, the Deputy Director of 
National Selective Service. I can hardly believe that any official United States 
Government agency would send its own field investigators to make enquiries in 
Canada without infortning the appropriate Canadian Government agencies of 
its desiie tO -do so, but you might make some enquiries to see if Mr. Sawyer 
has; in fact; the status of "special investigator from Washington" which he 
appears to have assumed. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

• 	Le sous-Ministre du Travail 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Labour 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
I attach herewith copy of memorandum from Mr. Paul Goulet. 

-A Mr. Sawyer, who is introducing himself as a special investigator from 
Washington, is at St. Georges de Beauce interviewing Mayors and others in 
regard  to  the labour situation. 

- I suppose it is a pretty hard thing to stop but on the other hand I certainly 
think the Washington authorities should be informed of the matter if they have 
flot already heard of it. 

I suppose we will be hearing the results of the investigation quite soon. 
I think some means should be found to stop this "sniping". 

Yours very truly, 
A. MACNAMARA 

Ottawa, March 2, 1944 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2 ]

Mémorandum du directeur adjoint, le Service sélectifnational,
au sous-ministre du Travail

Memorandum from Deputy Directe, National Selective Service,

Io Deputy Minister of Labour

Ottawa, March 1, 194 4

Late yesterday afternoon Mr. Adrien Morin, Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
very kindly telephoned from Quebec to inform us that he had just been mad e

aware by Mayor Boulanger of St . Come ( Beauce) who is also the Wartime

Prices and Trade Board representative at St . Georges de Beauce, that two
gentlemen were , inte rviewing some mayors in Beauce county, and maybe

elsewhere in regard to the available manpower which could be employed i n
Maine, not particularly now but at all times, as bush workers . One is Mr.

Hutton, official of the Great Northern Paper Co ., Maine; the other, Mr .

Sawyer, who introduced himself to Mr. Boulanger as a special investigato r

from Washington. .
After speaking with Mr. Morin, at his suggestion I called Mr . Boulanger at the

Wartime Prices office :"at St . Georges. He confirmed that he had bee n

interviewed the night before at St. Come and summa rized his talk as follows :

How many men in the pa rish would be willing and available to work at all

times in Maine? . I ° : x '-
Also in the conversation it was stated that the United States were actually

attacking the enemy and here in Canada, due to the fact that we had voluntary

enlistment only, we could dispose more easily of manpower to help them cut
the wood which they need so pressingly . '
His callers then left by snow-mobile for another village .
It may be that this special investigator from Washington is there at the
instigation of the Great Northern - Paper, who are mainly responsible, in my
opinion, for having raised the stir which has given us so many headaches lately

.

It is difficult to believe that Washington would send an investigator into our
country to check on the province of Quebec Agriculture Department and our
Minister's statements, without first having the courtesy of advising us of their
intentions . I feel quite incensed at the apparent fact that some American
operators forget that we also have operations of our own to look after, that is
forest ry, farming and other essential needs .

"' . ~ . PAUL [GOULET]
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1009. 	• 	• 	 DEA/2717-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in United States 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-1364 	 Washington, March 6, 1944 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: My WA-1354, 
March - 6th,t Maine woods. State Department, after phoning Truman 
Committee, says that a Mr. Haven Sawyer is an "investigator of lumbering 
conditions" for the Truman Committee. Chief Counsel of Truman Committee 
says that Sawyer was instructed to go into Canada in the course of his 
investigation. 
2. It seems to me outrageous that an agency of the Government or Congress 

of the United States should send an investigator of anything to Canada without 
first seeking and obtaining the permission of the Canadian Government. The 
objections to • such a course are even more obvious when the subject of 
investigation is a matter at issue between the two Governments. 
3. I would suggest that you speak to Hickerson about this." 8  It is not 

necessary to decide immediately whether a written protest is desirable. 
4. Apart  from  the present case, I think the State Department should be asked 

to see to it that the Truman Committee and other Congressional Committees 
do not repeat the offense. Ends. 

1010. • DEA/2717-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE'  EX-974 	 Ottawa, March 7, 1944 

Your  message WA-1364 of March 6th. Following for Pearson from 
Robertson, Begins: 

I passed on to Hickerson the information contained in your message and 
sl.:iggested the Truman Committee had better get Sawyer back from Canada 
quickly before we lodged a formal protest. He asked what our reply would have 
been`if the United States Government had approached us officially, asking for 
Permission for the Truman Committee to send an investigator to Canada on 
tais  errand. I said that, even if the approach had been made politely and 
through the correct channels, I did not think we could have done anything but 
turn it down, since the purpose of the investigation was obviously to check on 

nil-Eckerson était à Ottawa pour des discussions concernant le projet  Canot  les 6 et 7 mars. 
Nickerson was in Ottawa for discussions concerning the Canol Project, March 6-7. 
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the reliability of an official report made by , an agency of the Canadian
Government and accepted by .the Government . Ends. -

1011 . DEA/2717-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures''I - à'l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs to

Ambassador in United States

TELETYPE EX-1154 Ottawa, March 17, 194 4

, ' { , g ..
. . . ,

.
- . . . , ~!~ .s~. : . , j_ . . , . ' . . . .

Following- for Pearson, from ~ Robertson, Begins: Here .follows our long
deferred reply to : your message WA-991 of Februa ry 19th on the Maine
woodsmen position. How much of it should now be used and in what way I
shall gladly leave to your discretion .
:2. . In view of Hickerson's remarks I think it .would be well to explain to him
that we were not'very happy over the way .this question was handled . The State
Department should,not have received the first answer to their representations
in the form of a statement in the House, but they should also understand that
this sort of slip-up is not .always avoidable:

3 . As I explained to Atherton at , the time. the United States note of January
12th could not be answcred .until the Department of Labour had completed its
review of the actual employment situation in the field . Then the M inister of
Labour made his ' statement in the House before we had had an opportunity to
reply to the United States note. I did not know when I was speaking to
Atherton,, that Cabinet had approved, on Monday, February 7th, of the
Minister of Labour making a statement in the House based on the Selective
Service report on the woods labour avâilable in ' the Quebec counties along the
Maine border. This statement was an answer to misstatements which had
appeared in the Boston Herald; which the Government , felt it desirable should
be corrected at once. The War 'Committee of the Cabinet had previously
decided on February 4th to defer until its next weekly meeting consideration of
this report, and I had âccordingly told Mr . Atherton that I could not give him
an answer until the Government policy . had been settled .

4 . You may assure Hickerson that the United States representations received
very complete and careful consideration in the Cabinet and by the Government
Departments concerned 'and,* thât â throughout our negotiations we have
endeavoured to do our utmost to meet the needs of the United States operator

s

in ' the northeaste rn ,United States: Only .with '. reluctance, did the Canadian
Government feel compelled to` conclude thaf the present l i m i,t of 3,500 men

allowed tô .cross the border should not be increased .
5 . While, we feel _ the State ; Department is by now well conversant with the

Canadian situation ,they, may be interested in knowin that a recent review of
Canadian conditions shows that 'on the Canadian ~de our rcquirements of
essential, forest products have _ not been adequately met . and are s li

nOur
.
commitments . to the United Kingdom have not been fulfilledincreasing .
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spite of every effort, including the return to Canada of a large contingent of the 
Canadian Forestry Corps. 
6. While we have more men in the bush this year than last there are nearly 

25,000 unfilled orders in Canada for woods labour required to produce 
essential woods products. Nearly 8,000 of these were in Quebec. We are under 
continuous pressure fronl Canadian operators not to allow more men to cross 
the border, men who if not attracted by the higher wages offered in the United 
States -Would be-  content to vvork in Canadian woods operations. The wage 
differential is such  that ' a relaxation of the border crossing limit would 
seriously threaten the maintenance of our own vitally necessary wage controls. 
7. The  Department of Labour has under constant consideration a satisfactory 

means of keeping the number of men from Canada in the Maine woods up to 
the quota of 3,500. A constant check is imperative because many of the 

 Canadian workers in the Maine woods have never been in the habit of staying 
on the job; over a lengthy period. There is no means through regulations of 
keeping men on the job in the United States or preventing their return to 
Canada when they feel that they are needed on their farms in Quebec or have 
other reasons for returning at any time. 
8. Our policy has been to open the border at défïnite intervals to refill quotas 

when the 'necessity became urgent and apparent. To permit replacement of 
workers in the United States as they leave employment, by opening the border 
continually, would nullify 'our efforts through control of the movement to 
secure labour so urgently required from the border areas for Canadian 
operations. This would have the effect of immobilizing many men in this area 
who would .remain on their farms waiting for a chance to cross the border 
instead of going to Canadian woOds camps. 
9. The men who went to the woods last fall are already starting to filter back 

to their farms for spring work. The permits to woods workers in this country 
expire April 1st and those' to woods workers in Maine expire April 30th. 
Within the next 'Month the Department of Labour will have to consider 
carefully, our agricultural needs for the coming season if we are to maintain 
essential  food production for our armed forces and the United Kingdom, and to 
what debie this  must  be- given priority until autumn. 
10. I am rather afraid that documents given- to the Truman Committee would 

find their w-iy into the press. I think we should attempt to avoid publication of 
our letter of February 9th to Mr. Atherton and any part of the exchange of 
correspondence in the first place because I cannot believe that either 
gm'iernment ivvOuld réally wish to give correspondence of this character to the 
Press and in the second place because this Maine woods question has already 
asstimed thé 'itatus of a problem out of all relation to its economic imporiance 
and;any  publication of correspondence would probably provoke newspaper 
conirOversy, which Could  only  do mischief. Hickerson should appreciate the fact 
that we strongly.  desire to avoid such a developMent. However, if you are put 
u,nder heavy pressure to give something to the Truman Committee there would 
ee,po 'objection to giving them the substance of paragraphs 4-9 inclusive of this 
message. Ends. — 
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Le ministre-conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis ,
au,sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Under-Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
~ ltfinister`-Counsellor, Embassy in United States ,

Washington, March 22, 194 4

'I should like to refer to your EX-1 154 of March 17th regarding the Main e
woods labour question . Enclosed are two copies of a letter dated March 21st'
which I have sent to Mr . Hickerson of the State Department . The letter
contains all the information in your tcletype with the exception of the first and
last sentences of paragraph 10 of the teletypc .

When delivering the letter to Mr. Hickerson today, Mr . Wershof added

orally that there was an obvious danger that documents given to the Truma n
Committee would find their way into the press even if the Truman Committee
did not officially release them to the press . Mr. Hickerson did not dissent from
this, and I am hopeful that there will be no further request for permission t o
give the exchange of correspondence to the Truman Committee .

If Mr. Hickerson should raise this particular matter again, we will keep in

mind the statement at the end of your teletypc that, if necessary, the Truman

Committee can be given the substance of paragraphs 4 to 9 inclusive of your

teletype .
We should not be surprised if the Truman Committee produces a report o n

the Maine woods labour question during the next couple of months . As yo u

know, this subject was dealt with briefly in the Third Annual Report of th e

Truman Committee released a couple of weeks ago.
Sincerely jours,

L. 1 3 . PEARSON
~ . .

ol• 299
1013. W.L.M.K./V

1tiFarorandum du sous-secrétaire d' Etat aux AJJaires extérieures

au Premier ministre

1tlemorandum jrom Under-Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
to Prime ltlinister

[Ottawa,) Apri119,1944

.
.
I`gave you a note the other day about prospective trouble about the Maine

woods labour situation . The War Committee's feeling was that we should not

be pushed from, our , present policy by the threat of adverse publicity in the
United States arising out of reports from the Truman Committee or from the
American Newspapçr Association .

Since the n, Mr. MâcNamara has' been in touch with General Rose of the
United States Manpower Commission . Rose was anxious to secure the renewal,
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after May 1st, of the Exit Permits under which some 3,500 Canadian workers 
are employed in the Maine woods. MacNamara told him, after talking with 
me, that the Canadian Governm'ent could not be expected to consider 
sympathetically any American requests for manpower if they were being 
badgered or blacicmailed by threats of adverse newspaper publicity from 
United States Government or trade sources. In no case could we consider 
requests for additional labour beyond that presently authorized. 

MacNamara tells me tonight that he has had a wire from General Rose, 
who believes he has been able to check both the Truman Commission and the 
American Newspaper Association. He proposes a joint announcement, which 
would 'come from Paul MacNutt, Chairman of the United States Manpower 
Commission, and the Minister of Labour to the effect that the Canadian and 
American manpower authorities have reached agreement on meeting the needs 
of, woods labour in the highly critical Northeastern area on the basis of 
renewing, as from May 1st, the presently authorized Exit Permits for an 
average of 3,500 Canadian workers in the Maine woods. He suggests that, in 
making such an announcement, MacNutt would say that the United States 
authorities were very gratified by the cooperation which they had received 
from Canada." 9  
, 

think this would be a very satisfactory solution of a difficult business, 
Which has always had possibilities of mischief in it far beyond its intrinsic 
economic importance. The American formula proposes Exit Permits for "an 
average of 3,500 workers", whereas we have been issuing Permits up to a 
maximum of 3,500 workers. The difference does not seem important to Mr. 
MacNamara or to me. We would both recommend a prompt acceptance of this 
agréement• If you approve, I do not think the question need go back to War 
Cominittee or Cabinet.' 2° 

I 'L'annonce des États-Unis fut faite le 21 avril 1944. 
The United States announcement was made on April 21, 1944. 

I2°La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document: 
The following note was written on this copy of the document: 

P.S. The Minister of Labour approves this solution. R[obertson]. 
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. . 1SECTION C .

i0ia.
- . ., . . :~, .

: f. DEA/836-AN-39

to Ambassador in United States
'Sécretary.ojState for Externa! Affairs

à l'ambassadeur âûx États-Unis—Le secrétaire'd'État aux Affaires extérieures , -

,

TELETYPE EX-306 r•. Ottawa, January 22, 1944

Following for Scott.12' ~ Begins: Since our . agreement to participate in the

Decentralization Plan'u we have been asked on a number of occasions, and on

fairly short notice, to express our` views of modifications proposed by th e

United States authorities--The . most recent modifications of this kind were

announced :by Bulletins 137 and 139 which we have accepted pro tem.

Although they An not fully satisfy Canadian requirements having in m i nd (a )

the generally , improved r shipping and supply situation, (b) the fact that

Canada 's national economy and export trade do not exactly parallel those of

the United States, and (c) that all exports from Canada, except newsprint, are

subjcct to export pcrmits thus ensûring adequate control .

On the . basis of the' foregoing considerations ; will you please discuss th e

proposed modifications set forth below with the United States authorities and
let us know' as soon as possible whether they have any objections . If not, it is

our intention to propose that this modified plan apply to Canada in relation t
o

f h Ua11 the Latin Ame rican : countries exeept Argentina . I te United States

authorities concur in our proposals, we presum e that we may continue to loo k

to the United States Missions to assist in the administration of the simpliCed
bilit

Canadian plan in those countries where they have assumed this responsiy .

Quote - In view of (a) the improved shipping and supply situation for exports
to Latin American destinations, (b) the different character of Canadian export

trade as compared with that of the United States, and (c) in an effort to
simplify the Decentralization procedure as it affects shipments from Canada, i

t

has been decided to require Import Recommendations ( in the case ôniBrathle

Preference Requests; Mexico, Export Recommendations) for onl y

commodities detailed hereunder:

Woodpulp
Iron and steel - sheets and malleable castings only
Paper-maken felt s
Fourdrinier wire
Copper bars, rods, stri ps, sheets, plates, tubing, wire and cable
Brass and bronze bars, rods, strips, sheets, plates and tubin g

1
COMMERCE ET INDUSTRIE"-

TRADE AND 1NDUSTRY '
. _j . . . .

. . .

12 11 1. A . Seott, conseiller commercial ./N . A. Scott. Commercial Counullor.

122 Voir le volume 9, document 1138 ./See Volume 9, Document 1138 . ,
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Valves of all kinds, including brass, bronze, iron, etc. 
Automobile parts and accessories 
Batteries (storage) and plates 	• 

: 1  Nickel in primary forms including ingots, shot, etc. - 
Brushes with natural bristles 2 inches or more in length 

- Rubber and products of which rubber is an important component 
`. Kraft wrapping paper 

' 	Non-ferrous metals, including babbit metal; type metal; lead in pigs, refined, etc; 	- 
lead pipe, sheet, traps and bends; aluminum and products including scrap; zinc and 
products  • 	' 

, 

The following  observations  should be noted with regard to the above list: 
1. The ,commodities listed are in decidedly restricted supply in Canada but 

limited qiiantities may . be exported if the circumstances warrant. Import 
RecOnimendations will, therefore, assist the Canadian export control 
authorities to decide' whether or not to approve applications for export permits 
covering these commodities. 
2. Estimates of probable supply from Canada will continue to be furnished 

for most of the listed items as an indication of the limits to which Import 
Recommendations may be issued by the various Country Agencies. In cases 
where estimates are not furnished Import Recommendations may be issued up 
to 5 per cent of the  United States estimate of supply. 
3. Estimates of probable supply from Canada will also continue to be 

furnished for certain other commodities not listed above, such as upper leather, 
agricultural machinery, asbestos, calcium carbide, sodium cyanide, etc.  • These 
other coMmoditiès, while In short supply, are not, strictly speaking, ciitical 
materials, and the Import Recommendation is, ,therefore, not considered 
necessary. In certain cases the estimates are prepared because the commodity 
is of a bulky nature and the estimates will be of assistance in planning the use 
o'f available shipping space. 

Certain commodities in critically short supply do not appear on the above 
list. Failure to list them does not mean that they are available from Canada. 
On the contrary, they will probably not be exported from Canada in any 
circumstances. It is believed that Latin American importers will discover upon 
inquiry that such commodities are not obtainable in Canada and that there will 
not, therefore," be any applications for. Import Recommendations presented to 
the Country Agencies for commodities in this category.• 
5. It is also believed that normal commercial inquiries will discover those 

commodities, other than those listed above, which are in relatively free supply 
in Canada and that such transactions should not be hampered by the 
requirement of Import Recommendations. 
6. Latin American Country Agencies may continue to issue Import 

Recommendations for any commodity other than those listed above to indicate 
a degree of essentiality for a particular shipment. Such shipments will be given 
preferred treatment by the Canadian export control authorities if the 
commodity is one that may be exported from Canada. 
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7. Import Recommendations will not be required even for shipments of the 
above listed commodities if the order is valued at $25 or less. 

8. The above list of commodities will be kept up-to-date by such additions 
and deletions as may from time to time become necessary. End Quote. 

If the United States authorities conctir in the above rollback having 
application to Canadian participation in Decentralization, we would leave it to 
them to decide whether or not to publicize the change in Current Control 
Bulletins or the press. We will, of course, publicize the change in the 
Commercial Intelligence Journal, trade papers and the Canadian press, and 
will endeavour to arrange for publicity in the Latin American countries. 

It is our hope to maké this simplified Canadian plan effective March 1st and 
we wotild, therefore, like  to  have the views of the  United States authorities as 
soon as possible so that sufficient time will be given to present the modifica-
tions to the Latin American countries concerned. Ends. 

. 	 H. F. AENGuSi 

1015. 	 DEA/836-AN-39 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
• to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-672 	 Washington, February 3, 1944 

Following for C. M. Croft,'" Department of Trade and Commerce, from 
Scott, Begins: At a meeting in F.E.A. this morning, we were advised that 
airgrams have gone to Latin American Governments concerned covering a 
further roll-back of decentralization. It is proposed to remove the following 
commodities , from the decentralization scheme: radio tubes from radio 
receivers, motor trucks, typewriters, petroleum products and repair parts for 
capital equipment distinct from repair parts, say, for motor cars or ordinary 
wearing parts. These items are all in very short supply and are subject to strict 

W.P.B. [War , Production Board] control over production and distribution. 
W.P.B.'s controls conflict with decentralization control and for this reason it is 
proposed to ask the importing countries to waive decentralization covering 

these products. 
I will have 'particulars and copies of the airgramst with me for discussion in 

Ottawa next week. Ends. 

'IDirecteur, Service du renseignement commercial. 
Directeur, Commercial Intelligence Service 
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1016 . DEA/836-AN-39
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

TELETYPE EX-591 Ottawa, February 10, 1944

' Following for W. F. Bull,124 Canadian Embassy, from C.M. Croft . Begins :
Your WA-672 of February 3rd was discussed whilst Scott was here and we
agree with him that the principle behind the removal of the listed items from
Decentralization is difficult to understand. Since the commodities concerned
are of little interest to us we will follow the U .S. lead in this further roll-back
but it seems to us that this action by the United States authorities lends further
weight to our arguments in presenting our proposed modification and that you
should not fail to make use of this fact when you receive instructions (in the
form of a teletype which we have recommended to External Affairs) to take
your informal discussion to a higher level in State Department .

The obscure principle apparently being followed by the United States
authorities in this latest roll-back clearly indicates that the original purpose for
decentralization has disappeared . If commodities are being . removed from
decentralization because of the existence of other United States controls on
production and distribution the United States authorities should be reminded,
as I am , sure you , have already done a number of times, that all Canadian
exports to Latin America, except newsprint, are under control by export
permiwand thus by the appropriate Administrator or Controller responsible
for production. In the case of newsprint a very effective control is in operation,
as you know.

This suggests the adoption of one of the following alternatives : (a) the
complete scrapping of Decentralization by both United States and Canada (b)
withdrawal of Canada from the plan, or (c) the simplification of the plan to the
degree which we have proposed in order to relieve exporters in both Canada
and the United States and those concerned with administration in the Latin
American countries of as much of the onerous paper work as possible . We trust
that you will shortly be in a position to report progress along one of these
alternative lines .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs,
to Ambassador in United States .

TELETYPE EX-619 Ottawa, February 12, 194 4

Following for * Scott . Begins: My EX-306 of January 22, proposed

modification of Decentralization Plan .. '. `.
t We t understand' that ~ the informâl ` discussions which you have had with

officials of the State Department and F .E:A. have not led to any decision with
regard to the apprôval of the simplifications suggested in the teletype of
Janùary 22, and that you consider that our proposals have not in fact received
serious consideration: ` These proposals were put forward because Canadian

exportérs ;have informed'the Department . of Trade and Commerce that they
question the value orcontinuing decentralization• in any form and because we
are inclined to share :this opinion'so far as Canadian interests arc concerned .

The proposals constitute a compromise which would in our view meet the wish
of the United States authorities to continue the Plan in form at least . The point

of our proposals is that they retain the frame-work of the Plan but apply its

procedure only . to those Canadian exports for which some form of documenta-
tion'as to end use is needed . : . .
• In view of the fact that our proposals are designed to enable us to meet the

substance of the United States wishes, we consider that it would be appropri-
ate ; if you see no objection to such a course, to take the matter to a higher level
in the State Department and to point out that, as we had hoped to make the
simplified proposals effective as from March'1, we should welcome an early
expression of the views of the United States authorities concerned in order to
avoid the danger. of working at cross purposes . Ends .

1018.
DEA/836-AN-3 9

,' - L'âmbassadtur aux États-Unis '
.

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYPE WA-1128 Washington, February 25,1944

our subsequent
IMMEDIATE. Reference your EX-306

o~ f~tion of Decentralization Plan .
EX-619 of February 12th, re proposed Modificatio n

The following acknowledgement has now been ~ of
i ~~nuâtÿ 24th' to

Department by the Commercial Counsellor to his lette r [sicj
that Department, based on the instruct ions given in your

referred to above :
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"This is with reference to your memorandum of January 24, 1944, 
addressed to Mr. James Farriss, containing the views of the Canadian 
Government with regard to the modification and simplification of the 
decentralization proèedure of Export Control in the other American Republics, 
and your request that you be informed as to the attitude of this Government in 
connection therêwith. I also refer, in this connection, to the several conversa-
tions which I have had with you and Mr. Bull regarding this matter and your , 

discussions  with Mr. Raymond Dodson of the Foreign Economic Administra-
tion. 

,"1  am pleased to be able to confirm to you that it is the intent of this 
Government to modify the decentralization procedure in the other American 
Republics in an orderly and progressive manner, and as rapidly as conditions of 
war, supply, and shipping permit. Thus, in agreement with you, there have 
been transmitted to the Embassies of this Government in the other Republics 
proposals to eliminate five additional categories of commodities from the , 
requirements of obtaining import recommendations. This proposed modifica-
tion, in addition to the modification which was effective on January 1, 1944, 
will be helpful in arriving at the ultimate objective the establishment of 'a 
limited rpositive list of commodities for which import recommendations' are 
required, all co'mmodities not on the list being excepted from this requirement. 
The Départment, as well as the Foreign Economic Administration, hopes the 
positive Hit can be estaSlished as of July 1, 1944, with regard to the majority of 
the other Rep'ublics, and possibly sooner with regard to Brazil. 

"The Department and the Foreign Economic Administration have examined 
with care the ,positive list of commodities as outlined in your memorandum 
under reference and believe that it provides an excellent basis for mutual 
discussions  lo-oking toward a correlation with the possible list of , American 
produCts, studies in condection with which are being actively made. 

"It is my distinct impression  that your proposal and the objective which this 
Government has in mind are entirely .compatible and that further mutual 
discussions will solve any minor details as to the most desirable procedure to be 
follovved in the modification of the Decentralization Plan. 

'• Sincerely yours, 	 •  

' CHARLES  F. KNOX, JR. 
Chief, American Republics 

Requirements Division." 
For your information, a sèparate communicationt was received from F.E.A. 

on this subject and was transmitted informally to Croft, Department of Trade 
and Commerce on February 23rd (our WA-1063).t F.E.A.'s letter was in effect 
their  comment on the Commercial Counsellor's official letter to the State 
DePartmént; a cop); of which was furnished F.E.A. at the time. 

, 

- 

1649 
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L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

No. 1168

Ambassador in United States

{ au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

- to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs ,

Washington, May 10, 194 4

Sir :
Recent "discussions between Canadian and United States officials i n

Washington indicate a 'growing uneasiness on 'the part of the latter that
Canada is converting wartime industries into the manufacture of civilian goods
more rapidly than the United - States and that therefore we are achieving a
preferential position in respect of the domestic consumption and export of
civilian goods. Indeed, there is much loose and misinformed talk here in United

States official circles that we are earmarking a substantial percentage (15%
has been mentioned by one official) of our production of civilian goods for

export.
2 . The question has been brought to a head in discussions with F.E.A. over

clearance of our estimates of proposed shipments to Latin America ; but it is, of

course, much broader than this.,It also concerns current discussions regarding

combined export-policy 'machinery. It has, in fact, definite political implica-
tions bearing on the general relationship between the two countries and if not
carefully watched might easily disturb that relationship .

3.'A member of this Embassy has recently received, in discussions with

F.E.A., certain specific indications of U.S. uneasiness on this score. He was
told that there was some feeling in this Administration that Canada was taking
advantage of its easier limitation orders on such things as bronze water meters,
aluminum pots and pans, and pipe . , It was pointed out, for instance, that in

clearing our pipe estimates of , sh ipments to South America, F.E.A. would

reconsider British Empire demands on the United States under Lend-Lease for
this and any other commodity which Canada was in a position to offer for

ex port . It was even hinted . that F.E.A. would consider the possibility of
requiring export licenses for, all shipments to Canada as a method of
controlling the movement of merchandise commodities to Canada if we insiÛ S
in non•restrieting the export of manufactured articles containin g

components or manufactured articles similar to articles imported from the
United States ; for example, cotton textiles and cotton products .

4. In bringingthese matters to 'your attention, I do not wish tio eAmé icat n
their importance , or to suggest that we have not an answer a

complaints . I realize, also that these complaints have been made on
be

comparatively low operating level and possibly a different attitude mri these
taken higher up, where Canada's reasonable and co-operative policy that it
matters is doubtless better understood and appreciated . I feel, however, ssible
is essential that we put forward the facts of our situation on every po
occasion to the United States officials interested ; from the highest to the
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lowest. We should emphasize, as indeed we have emphasized, that Canada has 
no apologies to make to anyone for the c,ontrol she has exercised over both 
exports and domestic consumption of civilian goods in the interests of the 
successful prosecution of the war. It should also be pointed out that there is 
already adequate Combined and Joint machinery in existence where all these 
matters can be discussed by the governments concerned. 
5. Nevertheless, consideration should, I think, be given to the desirability of a 

formal and top-level approach to the State Department on this whole question. 
Before any such approach can effectively be made, however, it seems to me 
that Canadian policy should definitely be established on the following: 
(a) The export of commodities containing United States components. 

In this regard, I feel that Canada should be free to export goods containing 
new United States components and materials, just as the United States is free 
to export goods containing Canadian components and materials. 
(b) The export of commodities which United States manufacturers are 

unable to make because of limitation orders. 
In view of the fact that Canadian regulations on manufacture are, to say the 

least, as sensible and well devised to meet wartime demands as similar United 
States regulations, there seems to be no reason why Canadian exports should 
be bound by United States limitation orders. 
(c) The export of raw materials for the manufacture of commodities in third 

countries, the manufacture of which is prohibited in the United States by 
limitation orders. 

I do not see why Canada's exports to third countries should be restricted to 
materials, the domestic manufacture of which is approved in the United States. 
This would be tantamount to the imposition by the United States, and 
Canadian co-operation therein, of limitation orders on the whole world 
regardless of whether they are sensible at home or relevant abroad. 

• 	 I have etc. 
L. B. PEARSON 

for the Ambassador 

1020. 	 DEA/6220-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

No. 843 	 Ottawa, June 8, 1944 

Sir, 

Your despatch No. 1168 of May 10 mentions "growing uneasiness" on the 
part of certain U.S. officials that Canada is converting wartime industries 
more rapidly than the United States and is thereby achieving a preferential 
Position in respect of the domestic consumption and export of civilian goods. 
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Ou'r reply must mention the:Mounting resentment  on the part of certain 
Canadians who consider that iuch c,oncern is unfounded; that it disparages the 
seriousnéss of our War effort and that as a consequence of it difficulties have 
been pirt in the way of legitimate and justifiable Canadian exports. 

It IS to be hoped you-have over-estirnated the uneasiness and we the 
resentment, but in any event both must be dissipatéd for the good of our 
general rélationship. We suggést 'that this can best le done by establishing at 
top level priimiples which we can „ both apply to export problems. While 
principles will not eliminate' competition for markets, they will ensure that 
neither of us fights di battles'of ikace-time trade with the weapons of wartime 
control and prerogative. , ° ° 

We submit the following: — 	: 
(A) Neither country shall export at the expense of the united war effort. 
(B) Neither country shall take advantage of a preferred wartime position to 

further its commercial exPort interests at the expense of the other. 
(A) [sic]  No. 	exports have been made ° at the expense of men, 

materials'or facilities needed for war. 
The movement:orCanadian rnanpower is' reiulated by  National Selective 

Service. We do 'not 'use DMS or WPTB orders for the purpose. The United 
States, we understand, does so use limitation and material orders. The lifting of 
a material order in Canada may have no effect on thc manufacture of goods 
from - the' material if, as is frequently the case, no 'fabricating facilities are 
available or if no labour is available. Sincc the Canadian war programme is 
short of men, National Selective Service does not permit labour of use in war 
production to move to the production of non-essential goods. 

On  materials, the war effort has always had first claim and those United 
States officials who are concerned with the sup'ply and distribution of materials 
lcnow it well. When aluminum was in critically short supply, although Canada 
could supply her own war and civilian needs many times over, she devoted 
proportionately less to civilian use than did the United States with a domestic 
supply far below  ber  own war needs. You can apprcciatc the feelings aroused 
here by the attitude of the United States that although aluminum is now in 

surplus 'supply, we should not declare it surplus and should not export it 
because somebody somewhere may makc pots and pans out of it at a time when 
the United States manufacturer is not 'permitted to do so for reasons unrelated 
to aluminum. The United States has alwaYs bccn in a position to draw upon 

Canadian supply for war',  and essential use through the Materials   
ordinating  Committee, United States-Canada.' The United States is kept fullY 
informed of the Canadian production and stocks. 

As to facilities there again exists special machinery — The Joint War 

Production Committee, United States-Canada — to ensure that any surplus 

facilities in Canada which are needed by the United States for war purpohses 

are put to war  use No facilitiès' have been converted to peace - time use t aat  

have been , needed: to rnCét .war :requirements. The United States has ha_d.a,n 

 particularly good oppôrtunity of utilizing' plants not required by the Canadi 
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war `programme and she has taken advantage of the opportunity . When any
facilities 'are, given over to 'peace-time purposes, it is because they are not
needed fôr;war.
(B) The preferred position problems arise from such conditions as control of

shipping; conduct of diplomatic negotiations ; administration of screening units
in the fields . You have many examples to hand which we have raised with the
U.S. ' aüthorities in respect to Venezuela, Peru, Martinique and North Africa .

When we apply the above standards to categories a), b) and c) mentioned in
your letter we arrive at the same answers as you have ..
a) The export of commodities containing U.S. components .

As youa have indicated, the obvious answer here to criticism is to say thatCanada- is as free to export goods containing United States components and
materials 'as * the United States is free to export goods containing Canadian
components and materials, subject, of course, to the principles enunciated .

I(appears to us, moreover, that the question in practice answers itself .
When components are in short supply in the United States, they are obtainableonly for approvëd use . Exercise of Canada's right to export depends on her
ability to obtain the components . Generally speaking, if such commodities are
not`made available in the United States for export they are not made available
to Canâdians` for, export . If they are available in the United States for export
they should ' tie `made available in proper proportion to Canada for ex port . If
not,then the U .S. wartime controls of priorities, scheduling and allocation
would be made use ' of to further United States commercial export interests to
the detriment of Canada .
b)

, .,
The e

;
xport of commodities which United States manufacturers are unable

to make because of limitation orders .
We` again arrive i at your answer . To arrive at any other would be to

subscribe t6 the principle "If either country is unable to export, then neither
shall export ."

Further, it has not been Canadian policy to prevent the import from the
United . States of commodities, the manufacture of which was prohibited in
Cânadâ, and in fact ' such goods are being imported . We assume conditions
there ~a're .suc li that the manufacture can be allowed . If conditions are such in
Canada , thât ; the manufacture can be allowed, one would expect the United
States to welcome the addition to the supply .
c) The export of raw materials for the manufacture of commodities in a third

W untry, , the manufacture of . which is prohibited in the . United States by
liinitationordérs.
t~é gain,we , reach ! your answer. ,The United States and Canada cannot bind

. lmporting nations to the controls imposed in our countries . We agree withyou that 'Canada's export to third countries should not be ~restricted to
comm~itiesthe domestic manufacture of which is approved in the UnitedStates, for "this would be tantamount to the imposition by the United Statesand

;,Canadian co-operation therein of limitation . orders on the whole world
regardless of whether they are sensible at home or relevant abroad ."



More specifically we are amazed to read once again of . bronze water meters .

The United States and ourselves have shaken hands over the dead body of this

problem at least half a dozen times . The case is well stated in Mr. Plumptre's

memorandum to Mr. Bateman of April 11 th: t

, "Brass housings are made from a low grade' ingot . This is in surplus in

Canada ; it has been repeatedly offered to - U.S. but has been refused . U.S .

regulations only perm i t housings of cast iron which, it is generally agreed, is an

unsatisfacto ry material requiring for machining four times the man-hours
required for brass . In short, brass is the better material under present

circumstances, and there is . no good reason why U.S. officials should for

months have denied shipping space and thereby held up Canadian exports of

brass meters to a normal Canadian market in South America ."

On aluminum pots and pans, the,ânswer surely must lie in aluminum . If it is

in surplus war supply, if its use or export does no harm to the war effort, that

should be an end to it . It is we who must and do complain about the

interference on the part,of the United States with our aluminum shipments to
Latin America . These are still held up and we suggest that such interference is
unwarranted and we urge you to press immediately for clearance .

The : Department of Trade and Commerce has information from Rio
indicating that so far this year no less than 420 tons of virgin aluminum had
been taken by one firm alone ; that the orders were originally for Canadian

metal, but in view of the export permit situation in Canada, the orders were
transferred w United States suppliers . They have advice also from Cuba that

"substantial quantities are arriving from the United States."
- As to pipe, Canada has always imported large quantities of steel from the

United States for the manufacture of pipe, tubing, etc . The Steel Contr elc le~c

statement on Canadian requirements of Un ited States steel includes s p

reference to the fact that a certain proportion will be used for re-export and the
steel has been allocated on th is declaration. The exports are examined very

carefully to determine essentiality .
d from the

As to export from Canada of articles similar to those importe d
that

United States, there has been agreement that the principle to be
appliedlied

trade to
such exports shall only be for essential use in the maintenance of past we are
old customers. This principle is based on the understanding

operating from a common pool . If the need is essential it will be filled .
Imarket .

that it should be filled by the country that has developed the
Whichever country is the supplier, the same amount of material moves

.

You' say that it has been hinted that unless we subscribe to certain
limitations that ex port licences will be imposed . If there is the least danger of

such a development, the matter should be ' taken up in the highest possible

quarters immediately,' for such a retrograde step would contraven hâs compl te
of the President and our Prime M i n ister. The Un i ted States nents

' control over the allocation and distribution of materials and compoletely

needed for war. Canadian ' procurement in the United States
tto Canada were

subject " to those controls . For this reason, export cont
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iemoved as they represented an unnecessary duplication of existing controls. 
Their re-imposition could not be interpreted otherwise than as a clear case of 
the imposition of wartime controls to further peace-time commercial interests. 

We have not dealt with the rate of Canadian conversion to peace. It has, of 
course, not been more rapid than that of the United States. Our show of speed 
came in the conversion to war, not from it. Mr. Plumptre, for the CPRB needs, 
covered this ground fully and well in his memorandum dated April 1 1 th to Mr. 
Bateman. 

.We subscribed to the Decentralization Plan as a means of avoiding over-
supply to any country of Materials in short supply and of avoiding overloading 
of distributing, shipping and port facilities. We tabled the most complete 
information on our export programmes. We regret to say that we found certain 
U.S. officials particularly at operating levels, over-critical of our programmes 
and  reluctant to give us complete information on U.S. programmes. We ask 
that those in the United States Administration who understand and appreciate 
"Canada's reasonable and co-operative policy" — to use your words — see to 
it that administrative officials are disabused of any idea that it is their duty to 
police our exports. If this is done we should be able to maintain in the export 
field the same high degree of friendly co-operation which exists throughout our 
general relationship. Examples of what appears to be policing are: the 
programme for water meters has been held up since January; the aluminum 
programme since April 27th; that for brass E ingot since April 8th. The 
supplementary estimates for the first and second quarters of 1944 were held up 
from January 21st to March 14th. 

We do hope that difficulties will be dispelled. The volume of trade involved 
from the Canadian point of view is so small it would be a great pity if any 
trouble arose because of it. Our exports to Latin-America in 1943 were 
$26,574,072, less than half of our 1941 exports to Latin-America and less than 
1% of our total exports last year. This 1%, as has been pointed out, is only 
slightly higher than the Canadian Government's gift of foodstuffs to Greece 
under the Relief Scheme. 

We think the Embassy should move to establish the principles enunciated 
above at top level and to take vigorous action to clear all programmes 
justifiable by these principles. 

I have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1' 
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1021: 	- 

Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet - 
Extract from Minutes ofCabinei JVar Con ittee 

PCO 

, 	EXTENSION OF HYDE PARK AGREEMENT; EXCHANGE OF NOTES 
< 

9. THE MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY submitted a letter from the 
U.S. Ambas:sador proposing thé continuation of, the general principles of the 

Hyde Park Declaration on a reciprocal basis for the remainder of the war. 
Under the Declaration, each country was to provide the other with the 

defence articles which it • was best able to produce, and above all produce 
quickly; production - programmes • to be c,o-ordinated accordingly. The 
Agreement had been implemented in large part by equal and reciprocal 
application of !priorities and allocations , to domestic producers in the two 
countries.  11  was hoped that the same spirit of co-ordination would characterize 
the approach, to reconversion and other problems of mutual concern in the 
transition to peacetime economy during the remainder of the war. 

Accordingly,, it' was stated' in Mr. Atherton's communication that, on 
condition of :reCiprocity, particularly where Canada was to supply materials 
needed for reConversion to civilian  production,  the U.S. government would be 
prepared to implement the following principles with respect to Canadian 
industrial requirements for reconversion purposes: 
. (a) application ' of priorities to Canadian requirements would be as closely 
parallel as' practicable to the application of U.S. priorities to U.S. domestic 
requirements; I .,* , • 

(b)' Canada  wOuld be given priorities assistance only of the character and to 
the  citentpaiallel to assistance to similar U.S. needs, including machinery for 
reconversion (No objection, however, would bc made to more rapid conversion 
if components cou)d be obtained without priorities.); 
(c) 'assistance' kiriiilar to that granted small domestic firms in the United 

States would be' given to Canadian companies and other rating privileges 
extended on a comparable basis; and 
*(d) an effort would be'made to pursue, as far as possible, a parallel course in 

the revocation and relaxation of controls, but in the event of more rapid 

relaxation in Canada; priorities assistance would not be given to make civilian 

goods in Canada, the manufacture of which remained prohibited in the United 

States. 
The disposal of surplus war assets, arising from orders placed by either 

government in the other country and the relaxation of wartime controls 

affecting trade were also mentioned as matters in which similar principleds 

might be employed, but, in these respects, no specific proposals were advance 
by the U.S. government. 
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;"(Letter,- U .S. Ambassador to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs,
May 7, 1945) .t
10. MR. HOWE said that the general principles of the U .S . government's

proposals seemed acceptable, and it was intended if Cabinet approved, to have
a draft reply prepared expressing Canadian agreement with the proposals
contained in the U .S. note, but omitting specific reference to the Hyde Park
Declaration . The draft reply would be forwarded to the Prime Minsiter in San
Fransisco for final approval before despatch .

(External Affairs memorandum for Council, May -10, 1945) . r
11 . THE CABINET, after discussion, approved the proposals of the U.S .

government as set out in the communication submitted, and agreed that the
Acting' Secretary of State for External Affairs should have an appropriate
reply prepared for despatch upon the approval of the Prime Minister being
obtained :

1022.° DEA 1497 40

au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

/ -
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affair s

San Francisco, May 10, 1945 .

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dear Mr . Read ,
Confirming our telephone conversation yesterday afternoon about the reply

to be made to United States Embassy Note No . 320 of May 7th,'ZS I am
enclosing, for your information, copies of a note by Mr . Rasminsky, to whom I
had sent your telegram No . D. 138' for his observations .
ÿ~ I think the points made in Mr. Rasminsky's memorandum are well taken,
particularly his suggestion that, in concurring in the United States proposal
that'our two countries continue their economic cooperation during Stage II, we
should not do so under the sign of the Hyde Park Declaration . I made this
point , in conversation with Mr. Theodore Achilles of the Department of State
this'inornin& : He thought an assurance, in general terms, of the continuedcooperation of Canada would meet the War Production Board's requirements,
and thât they .were not counting on our confirming in terms the speci fi c
reference to the Hyde Park Declaration. I got the impression from him that the
referenees : to the Hyde Park Declaration in the American note had been
inserted as a bit of special pleading by friends of ours in Washington who wereanxious to justify the extension of domestic treatment to Canadian require-
ments j at ; ajime i when the United States authorities expected to be under

•iM~ll ~

~Yrv i1 S .
. • 1 , - . .

__

. . . . ' .. _ '

123
Pour l'Échange de notes, voir Canada . Recueil de s traitis, 1948. N° I .
For the exchange of notes, we Canada, Treaty Series. 1948, No. 1 .
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renewed pressure to treat all foreign countries alike — in the matter of export 
controls, priorities, etc. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

[P I ÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
Mémorandum de l'adjoint exécutif du gouverneur, la Banque du Canada, 

aux sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 
Memorandum from Executive Assistant to Governor of Bank of Canada 

to Under-Secretary of State for EZternal Affairs 

, 	[Ottawad May 8, 1945 

1 have the following observations to make with regard to Confidential 
telegram No. D-138 of May 7th from Ottawa,/ regarding the United States 
Embassy Note of that date: 

1. It seems . to me that  the  substantive proposals of the United States 
Government are in themselves reasonable. I am, however, not very happy to 
have them linked to the Hyde Park Declaration since this might open the door 
to all sorts of other proposals in the future. The specific requests which are 
made of us, or which we arc warned of, in the  United States note are the 
following: 
(a) Reciprocal action regarding priorities, allocations and de-controls during 

the reconversion  period; 
(b) Disposal of surplus war-likc stores arising from ordcrs placed by either 

Government in the other country; 
(c) Abolition of the  war cxchangc tax, and t 
'(d) ,Procedures applicable to exports to Latin America. 

Even if no furthcr requests for action undcr  the  general principles of the 

Hyde Park Declaration are forthcoming, this list covers a very broad section of 
our future economic policy. It may well be desirable for us to enter into co-
operative arrangements with thc United States rcgarding all these matters 
(though it is difficult to see why  we  should have a concerted policy regarding 
exports to Latin America which is not also applied to exports to other parts 0f 
the world). However, I think that it is straining  the  meaning of the Hyde Park 

Declaration to say thât the concerted action in these matters is a logical and 

necessary consequenCe of the Declaration. The only general principles 
enunciated in that Declaration are the following: 
(a) A statement that the President and the Prime  Minister "discuss measures 

by which the most prompt and effective utilization might be made of the 

productivé faCilitiès of North Atnerica for the purpose both of local and  

hemisphere defence, and of the assistance which, in addition to their own 

programme, both Canada and the United States are rendering to Great Britai 

and the othcr democracies," and 
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(b), It was agreed as a general principle that "in mobilizing the resources of
this continent each country should .provide the other with the defence articles
which it is best able, to produce, and above all, produce quickly, and that
production programmes should be co-ordinated to this end ."
It woûld seem to me that to whatever extent we are willing to enter into
concerted measures of,economic policy with the United States during the
reconversion period, we should base this willingness on our general desire'to co-
operate as reflected for example in the exchange of notes of November,
1942,126 (?) embodying undertakings similar to those in Article VII of the
Mutual Aid Agreements .

I think that we could accept their proposal that "the same spirit of co-
operation between the two countries (which was manifested in the Hyde Park
Declaration) should characterize their treatment of re-conversion and other
problems of mutual concern as the transition to peace-time economy
progresses," without tying this firmly to a continuation of the general
principles of the Hyde Park Declaration on a fully reciprocal basis as they have
done, since these general principles are not really relevant to the new situation .
2.'As, regards their detailed enumeration of principles on page 2 of the cable,

I suppose that the main item which we might find difficulty in placing
American requirements" on a parity with our own is lumber, but I do not know
enough about the supply situation to make a useful comment .

We ,would have to take some general protection regarding the continued
necessity of export controls to protect domestic supplies where our price ceiling'
is lower than the American price ceiling . The last sentence of principle 2,
without this qualification, might put us in a position where AmericanPurchasers could . outbid domestic purchasers without benefit of priorities
assistance and we would not be entitled to object to resultant more rapid re-conversion activities in the United States .

No reciprocity is possible with regard to principle 3 .
I see no objection to principle 4 .
I ï wonder whether, the reference in the third paragraph on page 3 to the

close collaboration among the Governments of the British Commonwealth
and of

;the United States" as- a factor in the great wartime increase in the
output ~ and = exchange . of goods, taken in such close juxtaposition to the
reference to "post-war collaboration along equally bold and imaginative lines
in the interest of expanded world trade" might not be taken as a suggestion
that we initiate discussions with the United States looking in the direction of
concerted action . to help deal . with the British financial difficulties? The
conversations I have had here with American officials do not support such an
interpretation but ; it is rather difficult to understand just why this reference
was introduced . ,

~ . °^ I

mber 30, 1942 . Canada, Treaty Series, 1942, No. 17 .

1-e 30 novembre 1942 . Canada, Recueil des traités. 1942, N° 17 .Nove

126
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"-,My conclusiôn is thât we might'express concurrence in the general principle

that the samé spirit of coopération' which has guided the two countries during
the war should characterize their treatment of reconversiori and other problems

of mutual concern as the transitionto peacetime economy progresses and that

post-war collaboration along bold and - imaginative lines is essential in the

interests of expanded .world trade, while rese rv ing, at least for the time being,

the linking of this Declaration to the Hyde Park ; Agreement .
L[OUIS] R[ASMINKSY]. r : ., ~ ~ - . , , , . . . • . ,

1023.

Ottawa, July 18, 1945
~ ° . . ~

The Government of the United States has long? held the view that wartime
controls and restrictions should` be discontinued as - soon as the war need for

them disappears and no other valid emergency .reason for retaining them exists .

In the,. belief . that : the Canadian Government : shares, this view, and fully

recognizing and appreciating the steps already taken in Canada to terminate or
relax wartime restrictions on imports from the United States, the United States
Government desires to invite attention .to certa in measures still in effect which

tend to restrict imports from the United States into Canada . Specific reference

is made to the following: ,, - -, countries .(1) The 10 per cent war exchange tax on imports from non-sterling counof
(2) The increased tariff preferences to the United Kingdorii on imports

goods named in Schedule Two of the War Exchange Conse rvation Act.

(3) Prohibitions and other quantitative restrictions on imports of specifically
named products by administrative order . '

It is understood that the Canadian Government's need of buildiâkinpthe
adequate rese rve of United States dollars was the pr imary reason for taking
first two measures named. That need, however, would appear no longer to ex i st

in view of. the magnitude and steady increase of the Canadian Goké~ of the
holdings of United States dollars. Apprec iative note has been ta

recent action of the Canadian Government in relaxing in several directionsof the

application of the : Canadian exchange control, which . is indicative
improved situation in this respect: sions

' • Officers 'of the Canadian Government have announced on several1 °n ~ ased
an intention to remove the 10 per cent ~ war exchange tax and th e
tariff preferences in' the War Exchange , Conservation Act as soo24

as the
emergency need for them has disappeared . For example, on June eCial War
when introducing the war exchange tax (as an amendment to the Sp
Revenue Act), the then Minister of Finance, in his budget speech, stated :

are dictated
"As I have explained these measures for conse rving change areregret that the

by the conditions of the present emergency . Needless to say,

Aide -"r►rér»oire from Eïnbassy 'of Unitéd States

W.L.M.K./Vol . 33 4

A ide- i»émoiie'de' l'ainbass'adé des États- Unis

CONFIDENTIAL
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exigencies of.war make any such restrictive action necessary, and our fervent 
hope and firm resolve are.that at the earliest possible moment we may be able 
to rreturn to the long-run policy of this Government, which is that of the 
progressive lowering of trade barriers and the encouragement of trade not only 
with the United States but with all peaceful nations. The Government remains 
in fullest accord with the Trade Agreements programme in which-  Canada has 
co-operated with the United States, Great Britain and other countries, and has 
no intention or desire to alter by these emergency measures the permanent 
channels of trade. 

'Ile War Exchange .Tax is peculiarly an emergency measure. It is of the 
type provided for by The War Clause of The Canada-U.S. Trade Agreement, 
and action is taken under that clause. The operation of this proposed measure 
will, accordingly, end with the War." 
- - Later, on December 2, 1940, when Mr. Ilsley, who had become Minister of 
Finance in the interim, introduced the War Exchange Conservation Act, he 
declared: 

"I wish to emphasize . . . that we have no desire or intention in the measures 
which we must take for war purposes of implying any permanent change in our 
normal trade policies . ." 
Later he stated: 	 • 

"Action now taken is peculiarly an emergency measure whose operation will 
end with the war,  and no vested interest in it will be recognized." 
On Deceniber 5, 1940, he statèd: 

"These , proposals have one purpose and one purpose alone, namely the 
conservation of foreign exchange." 
Finally, in January, 1941, Mr. Ilsley declared that the measure "would not be 
continued longer than was necessary." . 

From the foregoing quotations it would appear that the Canadian 
Governmnt laid great stress on the emergency character of the =legislation. 
While in each case it was stated that the operation of the measure would "end 
with, the war", the emphasis appears to have been clearly on the meeting of 
emergency needs which, it was evidently presumed, would continue for the 
duration of the war. 

Also, the Embassy's note No. 320 of May 7, 1945, to the Canadian 
Govânment on problems of transition from war to peace'" proposed continued 
United States-Canadian reciprocity under the Hyde Park principles, and 
specifically stated that among other questions on which the United States 
Government might seek the favorable consideration of the Canadian 
Government, under these principles was relaxation of the war exchange tax. 
The Canadian Government in its reply of May 15, 1945, 1 " stated that the 
Hyde Park spirit of cooperation would guide it in handling transitional 
problems of mutual concern. In the light of the closeness of the economic 

127Document  1021. 
'281bid. 
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cooperation between the two countries, both in the war and in the transition 
periods, it seems,not unreasonable to consider the Canadian wartime measures 
restricting imports from the United States as of mutual concern to the two 
countries. 

As regards the varioüs prohibitions and other quantitative restrictions on 
imports under the aùthdrity of individùal control officers, it is recognized that 
scarcity conditions and other wartime phenomena niay in many instances at 
least make immediate termination of such  restrictions  undesirable, but it would 
be helpful if the purposes now served by such restrictions might be reviewed 
with a view to appraising the need; if any, for . their retention. In this 
connection; the Acting Prime Minister, Mr. J. L: Ilsley, released May 10, 
1945, a statement which contained the following paragraph: 

"It has already been said in a statement, made on behalf of the Government 
and laid before Parliament, that following  the  European war 'it will be the 
policy of the Government to iclax 'controls over production, materials and 
manpower as rapidly as supplies justify.' The control measures were instituted 
to ensure that, in conditions of acute scarcity,. the war programme and the 
essential needs of the civilian population werc . not jeopardized. As acute 
scarcities disappear and as it becomes possible to shift over to civilian 
employment, wartime controls will be relaxed and discontinued." 

In the case of certain products the 10 per cent war exchange tax and 
perhaps some of the individual quantitative restrictions conflict with Articles 
VI and X of the  United States-Canada trade agreement of 1939 1 " prohibiting 
imposition or increase of duties, or imposition of quantitative restrictions, on 
imports of Schedule I products. In general, as regards measures taken by either 
government undcr the war escape clause of the agreement, it is the view of the 
United States Government that as the shortagcs in products or in exchange or 

other conditions which have given rise to such measures disappear, and the 
furtherance of the joint war effort no longer requires the continuance of the 

measures, they should be discontinued. 
The  United  States GOvernment hopcs that Canadian wartime measures 

restrictive of imports from the United States will be discontinued as soon as 
practicable even where they are not in conflict with provisions of the trade 
agreement, that is, that all the wartime import restrictions  will be removed as 
soon as practicable, independent of their spccific •relation to the agreement la 

this connection,' reference is made to Article XV, paragraph 1, of the 
agreementeproviding as follows:' 

"Should any Measure' be adopted by the Government of either country 

which, while not conflicting with the terms of this Agreement, appears 0. !le 
 Government of the  other country to have  the  effect of nullifying or imPatring 

anSf of the objects  of  the Agreement, the Government which has adopted a_neYr 

 such measure shall Consider such representations and proposals as the oth 

"'Canada, Recueil des !raids. 1939, N• 8. 
Canada, Treaty Series. 1939, No. 8. 
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may, make, with a view to effecting a mutually satisfactory adjustment of the
matter."

'The United States Government has proceeded and is proceeding, as regards
its own wartime controls affecting Canadian trade, in conformity with the
same general principles as advocated by various responsible Canadian officials
for termination of Canadian wartime controls . As regards United States
wartime controls which are in conflict with the objectives of basic United
States commercial policy, the United States Government takes the position
that each control should be reviewed from time to time to determine whether
the reasons for its imposition have disappered . The policy of the United States
Government is to remove wartime trade controls as soon as the original reasons
for imposing them no longer apply and no valid reasons relating to national
security or to existing commitments, or to the implementation of policy with
respect to neutrals and ex-enemy countries or to the maintenance of the
essential requirements of civilian populations exist . Action relative to
international trade has already been taken under this policy. For instance the
number of commodities now subject to import control orders M-63 and WFO-
63 has substantially declined from the peak listings of the fall of 1943 .

In the light of the foregoing and on the assumption that there was no reason
other than exchange considerations for the imposition of the war exchange tax
and that no valid emergency reason has since come into existence, the United
States Government hopes that the Canadian Government may give favorable
consideration to the immediate termination of the war exchange tax insofar as
it still remains in force.

The United States Government would also greatly appreciate anyinformation as to the intention of the Canadian Government, particularly in
the light of Mr. Ilsley's statement quoted above, regarding the future of the
increase in preferential tariff margins granted the United Kingdom in Schedule
Two of the War Exchange Conservation Act.
- As regards 'the prohibitions and other quantitative restrictions on imports

under the authority of individual control officers, many of which were imposed
in consultation and cooperation with the United States, the United State s

;Government feels that these prohibitions and restrictions should be removed
pari passu with the disappearance of the emergency need for maintainingthem

. It'is the belief of the United States Government that this is, in fact, the
Policy of the Canadian Government and it fully appreciates the relaxations in
this category of restrictions which have already been made in Canada, many of
them paralleling similar relaxations in the United States .

The:"United States Government, in connection with the foregoing
observations wishes to make known its appreciation of the extent to which the
Csnadian Government has already partially relaxed its wartime restrictions
affecting imports, not only in connection with the prohibitions and restrictions
referred to in the immediately, preceding paragraph but also by terminating
effective August 1, 1944, the prohibitions on imports of various products from
the United States under Schedule One of the War Exchange Conservation Act ;
by its various deletions from the list of products subject to the war exchange
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tax ; 'and by' its' easing of the exchange ` control and' travel restrictions . The

United States Government also • appreciates the fact that the Canadian
Government has been most cooperative in trade matters which have recently

a risen between the ; two Governments. Furthermore, , it most sincerely desires

not to make any suggestions to the Canadian Government which might seem to

reflect inadequate appreciation of the wartime economic problems still facing

that Government .
.11 1 . .,

•
f . - , . ,. . 1 . - s . . 11

1 334
1024. - ;

W.L.M.K./Vo .

'`' Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
I'au'Premier ministre

Memoïandum from Undër-Secretary of State for Extërnal Affairs
to Prime Minister, . . ., ; . ,, , , . .

bee n

CONFIDENTIA L
` [Ottawa,] July 18,1945

The United , States Charge- d'Affaires, - accompanied by Mr . Fox, the

Commercial Counsellor'of the United States Embassy, left the attached aide
mémoire with , me this morning. I promised to bring it to the attention of the

Ministers concerned
. Asregards the requested removal of, the ~ War Exchange Tax, I said I coul d

add nothing to the repeated declaration of Canad ian Government policy which

were quoted .in their memorandum.- The Minister of Finance had, time and
again, made it clear that the Government regarded the War Exchange Tax as a

temporary emergency measure, to be removed whenever the condition s
shd

whic h
had made ; it necessary ceased tox~nsolidatnan advent tious protection
warned that they . could not count on 8 the
they might draw , from the War Exchange Tax. Altogether I could not see any

cause for their worrying about the indefinite continuance of this Tax .

• As regards thcir second point, the continuancc of the larf dutBest on
preferences resulting i, from the , wartime reductiond ar - removal

what the
certain United Kingdom products, k I sa id I
Governments policy would be . .It would undoubtedly be under serious pressur

e

from .local . manufacturing interests to have their prc-war protection against
I would be sorry to seeUnited Kingdom exports restored . For my own part ,

this done. It was unreasonable for the, United States to press us to i toiinge t
the
he

tariff, duties~, on - United • Kingdom ;. imports as a means of r exP°rts
"equilibrium position" between United States and United Kingdom
existing to the war

. letely and
prior That equilibrium had, in fact, been comp b the.

perhaps irretrievably .upset,,and to the advantage of the U nitUnSeat King dom
fact of .,the' war itself, which had severed many Canadia erican
trade connections and increased our dependence on domestÜn~iand Kingdom

sourccs, of. supply . Given the over'311 difficulties which the joint interest
would have to meet in`rebuildingher cxport trade and 8'Un tedrStates should
in seeing;that ?t rade expandïxi ; I did not th ink that the

4r'4.o- • ~ . . . . . .. .
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press us:to put any new obstacles in the way of such imports as we might be 
able to take from the United Kingdom. 

T.  On the third point relating to prohibitions and quantitative restrictions on 
imports, Mr. Fox said that he fully recognized that these controls had, in most 
instances, been worked out in cooperation between the competent United 
States and Canadian authorities, and that, in a number of cases, the United 
States was relying on Canadian import controls to supplement their own 
domestic priority and price maintenance policies. His Government was not 
pressing us to take any precipitate action to remove or modify these controls 
which, in general, had worked fairly and, under Wartime conditions, to the 
mutual advantage of both countries. They wondered if we had made any recent 
survey of the various import controls now in force under the wartime Orders. If 
so, they would be glad to have any further information on the subject that we 
could give them. I said I did not know exactly what the present position was or 
how recently we had taken an inventory of the operation of the special controls, 
which had been delegated to the Departments of Munitions and Supply, 
Agriculture, and the Wartime Prices and Trade Board. I would consult the 
External Trade Advisory Committee and find out whether they thought it 
would be feasible to take a general look at the present position and see which 
controls were now operating, which could perhaps be wound up, and which we 
should have to keep to support the price ceiling, as well as the war production 
and food supply programmes. 

.- 	 N. A. R [OBERTSON] 

1025. , 	 DEA/826-AN-39 

'Le secrétaire d'État par intérim des États-Unis 
au chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis 

Acting Secretary of State of United States 
to Chargé d'Affaires in United States 

Washington, September 18, 1945 

The Acting Secretary of State presents his compliments to the Chargé 
d'Affaires ad interim of Canada and refers to the Embassy's note no. 222 of 
April 24,' 1943, in regard to Canada's participation in Decentralization Plan A 
with respect to the control of exports to the other American republics. 
Reference is also made to recent conversations between officers of the Embassy 
and the Department in regard to the abolishment on October 1, 1945, of 
Decentralization Plan A, and the discontinuance on September 30, 1945, of the 
certificate of necessity procedure for Argentina. 

As  indicated  in the above-mentioned conversations, the Foreign Economic 
Administration has announced the abolishment of the Decentralization Plan 
an  the .discontinuance of the certificate of necessity procedure and there is 
ttr.ansmitted herewith, for the Embassy's information, a copy of the Administra-
iml's Current Export Control Bulletin no. 274t containing these announce- 

ments 
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The Department is extremely grateful for the Canadian Government's 
c,00peration in connection with the administration ' and the successful 
termination of these war-time export controls, and wishes to express its 
appreciation of the Embassy's participation in these matters. 

• 	- 

	

1026. 	. 	 DEA/836-AN-39 
; L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

au secrétaire d'État par intérim des États-Unis 
' 4Ambasiador in United States 

to Acting S'ecretary of State of United States , 

No. 341 - 	• 	'," 	 Washington, October 3,1945 
,• . 	

, 

The Canadian Ambassador presents his compliments to the Acting 
Secretary of State and has the honour to refer to Mr. Acheson's note of 
September 17th concerning the abolishment of, Deceritralization Plan A on 
October 1, '1945, and the discontinuance  of  the certificate of necessity 
procedure foi Argentina on September 30, 1945. 

The Canadian :Ambassador has been instructed to inform the Acting 
Secretary of State that the Canadian Government agrees to the arrangements 
already made betWeen officers of this Embassy and the State Department for 
the discontinuance of the two procedures affecting exports to Latin American 
countries. Notice of the terrnination of these arrangements has appeared in 
official Canadian Government publications and in the press. 

In concurring with these proposals the Ambassador wishes to convey the 
Canadian Government appreciation for the helpful assistance and co-operation 
given officers of this Embassy and visiting Canadian officials at all times by 
the staffs of the United States agencies conceined with this matter. 

SECTION D 
RATIONNEMENT DE LA VIANDE 

MEAT RATIONING 

	

1027. 	 DEA/6247-40  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
, au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambasiador in United States 

	

f 	 e 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Washington, February 28, 1944 

FOR INimEOtAiiACiioN 
IMMEDIATE., Canadian officials in Washington have been considering the 

effect on . opinion  in this country of the proposed action to suspend meat 

rationing in Canada. We feel bOund to report to you our views in this regard. 

TELETYPE WA-1189 I  
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''' In 'the*official 'world our proposed action has been greeted with alarm
. Atdiscussions with officials of OPA130 and the War Food Administration it was

pointe&out by 'the ~ Americans that our action' would result in very great
pressure on the United States to take similar action and would cause them very
real embarrassment . They do not 'feel that they should follow our course,
though political pressure may force them to. In any event they will have to
expedite an announcement which they were already going .to make to revise
downward the point values for meat, though this revision will not be of such a
character as to make it possible for them to say that their people are being as'
well treated as ours .

They have also pointed out to us that our action will make it more difficult
for them to keep'up Lend-Lease food shipments to the United Kingdom, as it
will be more difficult for them to maintain rations and thereby divert supplies
to Lend-Lease. I think that they a

lare extremely concerned with the effect of our, action onl their own difficultiesand some of them have used fairly strong language in this regard
. ties

The
reaction in Congress will, I think, be immediate and will reflect th e

inevitable public verdict - namely that the Canadian people are much better
treated "in these rationing matters than Americans . As you know, there is
already a- widespread opinion to this effect ; and the suspension 'of meat
rationin&will enlarge and strengthen it . In that regard, the proposed action of
Ottawa will have a bad effect on our standing in this country - at least for thetime being

. There seems to be no doubt that the headlines on Wednesday
morning will be "meat rationing abandoned in Canada ." That will certainlynot look well here .

We realize that, of course, there are considerations in Ottawa which may
require this action

; nevertheless, we feel bound to give you our opinion of its
repercussions in this `eountry, even though these repercussions may be neither
logical nor defensible, in view of the circumstances which necessitated ouraction

. In the light of the effect it will have in this country, would it be possible
to reconsider the matter? You will of course be aware that the British have had
a similar situation with temporary gluts, especially in the case of cheese .- Their
experience has been that it is much better to keep on controls, even though theyare nominal . .

As was pointed out at a meeting of - the Combined Food Board Executive
officials~this afternoon once you suspend, it is extremely difficult to restore .For this'reason' United~ States authorities have also on three occasions rejected'proposals' to abandon rationing ofb pork, and instead have successfully movedsupplies
therefore be adjustments within the existing ration system . Would it notThe argumentpossible to increase the meat rations and not do away with them?

for this would seem to be stronger, if suspension will not in factresult in the surplus ' being removed by consumption .
If, hôwever, suspension' is required to meet the Canadian ôsition ; could ' notthe Public

`annôuncement be made in such' a way as to minimise its effect i n
1300

ffi ceof Price Administration .
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this country? We had thought that possibly a sentence might be included to the 
effect that the Canadian Government naturally would be glad to consider any 
means by which some of this surplus meat could be moved into American 
consumption, but , on enquiry we find that. such an announcement would 
embarrass rather than help them here, because it would be impossible to 
implement it. 

In -any case, should there not be a very 'carefully prepared press statement 
given out In Ottawa at the time the official - announcement is made to 
Parliament? It seems to us that the first draft of the preliminary parliamentary 
statements would not be suitable, in so far as its reception in the United States 
is concerned. We have no illusion that any announcement will prevent what we 
think will be an inevitable unfavourable reaction in the United States. It might 
soften the blow, however, if the announcement were skillfully phrased. 

We think that such an announcement should be very short and emphasize 
that the suspension is temporary only; that this emergency is due to an excess 
supply situation which cannot be taken care of by storage or transport, for 
reasons which might be briefly indicated; that it does not mean that we are 
lessening shipments overseas or backing down on our commitments, and 
finally; that if there had been any alternative action possible, we would have 
been glad to take it. However, the alternatives were simply to let meat rot in 
Canada or have it eaten in Canada: We would be glad to prepare such a 
statement here, designed primarily for United States consumption. 

1028. 	. . 	 DEA/6247 -4O  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
•à l'ambassadeur aux État-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador In United States 

• 
TÉLETYPE EX-844 	 Ottawa, February 29, 1944 

. Following for Pearson from Angus. Begins: Your WA-1189 of February 
28th. I; 
There seems to be one possible source of misunderstanding between us and the 
United States authorities which could bc cleared up in conversation but could 

not very easily be made .the subject of a formal press announcement. The 

United States view seems to be that we should embarrass them less if we were 

to relax our rationing of meat by increasing the quantities per coupon than if 

we were to suspend the rationing for a short period. On the AIllefiCall system of 

rationing this is obviously true because of their point system. In our own case 

there is no difficulty in suspending meat rationing for a period and no technical 

difficulty in resuming it at any ,time. The view of the Wartime Prices and 

Trade Board is that ,it would be quite unjustifiable to keep their staff at work 

checking a coupon , system if the quantities per coupon were substantially 

greater than they are now. The reason is that we expect no greater consump-
tion under suspended rationing than would take place if the coupon values were 

. • ■ 
• 
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substantially increased . Do the United States authorities fully appreciate the
position that we should be in if we maintained meat rationing in appearance
when if was obvious to every consumer that it was of no practical importance?;. ,

' L'ambassadeur aux État-Unis '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States- to Secretary of State for External Affairs

IMMEDIATE. Following for Robertson from Pearson . Begins : Reference meat
ra .tioning

The three morning papers that I have seen handled our suspension of meat
rationing in a satisfactory way . We have been greatly helped by its association
in the newspapers with the O.P.A. decision to ease meat rationing here and
though there is a considerable difference between our suspension and their
easement, that difference is not emphasized in the headlines I have seen . We
are also helped by the fact that in the same editions appears a story from
Ottawa based on Mr. Howe's speech"' and under a heading "Canada pays for
United States air aid ." Fortunately our official releaset was in time to kill the
unofficial story that the news agencies were carrying . Even the 11 o'clock radio
news carried our official story which was of course much better for us as the
unofficial report was inaccurate and misleading . We have, however, a very
strong and legitimate complaint about the way this official news release was
handled in Ottawa . You will recall that we were asked to prepare it here
primarilÿ~ with the press of this country in mind . We did so and yesterday
afternoonhad it cleared in Ottawa with Sharp of the Department of Finance .
He, however, said that they could not issue it in Ottawa as they were not
issuing any 'press release of any kind, merely the text of Abbott's statement .12
Campbell was also told by W .I .B .'that on no account could he issue it before
10 :00'p:m; Meanwhile, as I told you last evening on the telephone, unofficial
reports had begun to appear on the news service tickers and,both Mr . Ilsley
and, I urged you to do what you could to get Abbott to make his statement
earlier so that we could release our official statement here . We received no
reply from Ottawa so assumed that the original time held ."' Campbell had all
evening been worried, as I had, by telephone calls and had replied that . we
eould give no information until 10 :00 p.m. Sometime after 8:00 p .m. W.I .B .
had told him that Prendergast was also issuing a release"' (this contradicted~ .: .

~•Le 29 février 1944 . Canada, Chambre des communes, Débats, 1944, volume 1, pp . 1020-2 .
February 29, 1944 . Canada, flouse of Commons, Debates, 1944, Volume 1, pp . 979-81 .121bid., pp. 1080• 1 ./Ibid., pp. 1038-39 .

"'Note marginale:/Marginal note :i qui la faute ?
'~Note marginale-/Marginal note :

given to Fin .[ancial] Dept . at 7 p .m.

1029. • DEA 6
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what Sharp, had said) but that this release was, for 10:30 p.m. . At 10:00 p .m .
therefore Campbell distributed his story which was greeted by the press service
and other press men with jeers as they had already received from Ottawa
Abbott's statement and Prendergast's news release thereon . This made our
day's activities in preparing a release and getting it cleared quite useless and
meaningless. We have enough,to do here without wasting our time in this way
but that is probably not so importarit as thc fact that it made our W .I .B . office
look pretty ridiculous i'n the'eyes 'of the press here whom it is supposed to help .
It seems a strange thing to'us that the publicity officer of the Wartime Prices
and Trade Board could go ahead with a' release of this kind without Finance
knowing anything about it . In any event, we down here seem to have been
made the goat. Ends.

1030. DEA/6247-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
., à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary ojState jor External AffairsIo Ambassador in United States
~

TELETYPE EX-878 ; . , . Ottawa, March 1, 1944
IMMEDIATE. Following for Pearson from Robertson Begins : Your WA-1232 of
March , 1, meat rat ion ing.

I am ? glad ~ to learn, that : ' the , morning papers discussed the Canadian
suspension, of meat rationing in a , satisfactory way. The misunderstanding
about the time of the release of the official statement in Washington appears to
have occurred in the following .way : After my telephone conversation w i th you
I communicated ° with Gordon and he inquired if Abbott could make his
statement' earlier than originally , planned . Abbott replied that he could not
break-in on the debate without making the statement appear far more
important than it actually,was,but he agreed to release his statement to the
press before he made it in the House. Gordon's impression was that this meant

a£release at 10:00 p.m: and he explained these arrangements to Angus who

telephoned to him at my suggestion about 8 :20 p.m. The Minister's secretary
made the release to the press shortly after.9:00 p.m . and presumably this action
led to its being known in - Washington before you made your release at 10 :00

p.m :
The ' statomcnt -made by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board was not

intended as a press release to supplement the Minister's statement in the House

but was made by the Board to explain the exchanges in the machinery for the
aid of Canadian consumers. It was in no way the counterpart of the release
.which ÿou ha & earlier proposed that we should make. By accident it got into

the hands ôf the press about 8 :00 p.m. instead of at 10 :00 P .M .

I
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We have no doubt all of us suffered a good deal of inconvenience from the 
fact that the story leaked out in Washington and forced us to take emergency 
action in anticipation of what we had arranged to do.'" Ends. 

1031. 	 DEA/3633-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

Following for Pearson from Robertson, Begins: Following memorandum, 
prepared by Chapdelaine this morning, shows state of our current knowledge of 
United States intentions re termination of meat rationing. You will appreciate 
how important it is for us to know as promptly and precisely as possible what 
United States policy in this field is going to be during the next few weeks and 
months. Memorandum begins: 

The W.P.T.B. has never put the question bluntly of what future United 
States policy will be in regard to meat rationing. In recent days Mr. Gordon 
has spoken to Mr. Bowles,'" who has explained that the United States would 
have difficulties in keeping meat rationing, mainly from an organizational 
point of view (workers are volunteers and they are leaving in large numbers). 
Mr. Bowles undertook to give ample notice should there be changes; such 
notice is also required by a Combined Food Board Resolution. 
(2) Meantime the United States have increased their civilian allocation for 

the fourth 1945 quarter by 25%, bringing consumption during that quarter up 
to about 140 lbs. per head; this compares with some other periods of this year 
during which the consumption was 115 lbs. per head per year. 
(3) Mr.' BdWles let it be understood to Mr. Gordon that the United States 

probably would not take meat off rationing; nevertheless the trade is working 
on the assumption that meat rationing would be off in from four to six weeks. 
(4) The W.P.T.B. representative in Washington, from talks with O.P.A. 

members has given his opinion that meat rationing would probably be lifted 
completely by middle October. 
'(5) I A 'teletype/ which arrived this morning states that the Department of 
Agriculture is pressing O.P.A. to remove their rationing on canner and cutter 
beef (all Olen cuts); that O.P.A. is resisting because Bowles is unwilling to 
take any "action piecemeal when the possibility exists of complete lifting of 
rationing and Bowles does not wish to take any action until Snyder of 
ŒW,M.R.'" returns shortly. Ends. Message ends. 

135 	• Voir aussi le volume 10, document 1288./See also Volume 10,  Document 1288. 
Bowles, administrateurjAdministrator, Office of Price Administration. ,Chester 

Office of War Mobilisation and Reconstruction. 
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1032. 	• 	- 

• L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DEA/3633-40 

TELETYPE WA-4861 • 	» • » 	Washington, September 18, 1945 

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: Your EX- 3341, 
September 15th, United States meat rationing policy. Dr. Barton,'" who was 
here last Thursday and Friday, was given the latest information concerning 
United  States policy and plans on this matter. That policy was crystallized in 
the President's statement issued yesterday"' and about which I spoke to you on 
the telephone a 'few minutes ago. I have reason to believe that this statement 
was given very scrious consideration before its issue and is meant to be carried 
out, though of course one can never feel entirely confident that there may not 
be a change at any time. The statement confirms reports recently made to 
officials of this Embassy by United States officials that the United States 
Government recognizes its obligations to scnd relief and rehabilitation supplies 
to Europe and the Far East and intends to carry that obligation. They are 
worried, however, about . financial and Congressional implications of this 
obligation. In this connection, more than one United States official has told us 
how helpful the re-imposition of Canadian meat rationing'° has been from 
thcir point of view as an instance of Canada's determination not only to accept 
its responsibilities in this mattcr, but to implement that acceptance by concrete 
action. As one United States official put it, "Canada's action in this matter  bas  
certainly put us on the spot." Ends. . 

1033. 	 . 	 DEA/3633-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
• à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
1 	 to Ambassador In United States 

TELET'YPE EX•3999 	, .•. 	Ottawa, November 22, 1945• 

Mésr ImmEDtATi. Please transmit following message to President Truman 

from Prime Minister Mackenzie King. Begins. My dear Mr. President: 

. 1eG. S. Barton, st:sus-ministre de l'Agriculture. 
G. S. Barton, Deputy Minister of Agriculture. 

"Voir États-UnisiSee United States, Department of State Bulletin, Volume  $ 3,  September 23, 

1945, pp. 428-9. 
"'Le rationnement de la viande avait été imposé de nouveau au Canada le 10 septembre 1945 • 

• • 
Vosr aussi le volume 10, documents 1306 et 1308. 
Meat rationing had been reimposed in Canada on September 10, 1945.  Sec  also Volume 10, 

Documents 1306 and 1308. 
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1 : -I have been advised in strict confidence by the Canadian representative on
the Combined Food Board that the United States member has intimated to his
colleagues on the Board the probability of the United States discontinuing
meat rationing on or about December 1 st.
- 2. I have recent and vivid' impressions of the urgent need for supplies of meat
in the United Kingdom and continental Europe and of the extent to which they
are relying on the cooperation of North America . It is, however, because of the
great importance of close cooperation between our two governments that I am
sending this message .
3 . In the course of several conversations we both have agreed on the great

value of the intimate wartime collaboration through the various Combined
Boards, and we have also agreed on the desirability'of continuing a maximum .
degree of similar collaboration during the difficult months that lie ahead .

4 . The discontinuance of meat 'rationing in the U.S .A . will raise questions of
policy in Canada which will require most careful examination . In the light of
desparate European needs during the coming winter we feel that we should not
discontinue meat rationing at the present juncture, and it is our present
intention to continue meat rationing in full effect .

5. In view of the pressing needs of Europe and of the likelihood that the
decisions of each country will react on the neighbouring Government,' I should
like to ' suggest that no final decision be taken in this matter before there isopportunity for further full discussion in the Combined Food Board, or,' if
desirable, at a higher level . Ends .

1034.

Yours very sincerely,
W. L. M. K.

DEA/3633-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

president . Message has been delivered by hand to the President this afternoon .

TELETYPE WA-5889 . Washington, November 23, 1945

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION :
Your EX-3999, November 23rd, message from the Prime Minister for the

n view of the fact announcement ending rationing had previously been made, I
included in my covering letter the following paragraph, Begins :

In 'view of the 'action taken by the United States Government this morning, I
am afraid that the suggestion made by Mr . King in the last paragraph of his
letter .cannot now be made effective . Nevertheless, I feel that I should send on
the, letter- to you at once as an indication of the views of the Canadian
Government on this matter . Ends .
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DEA/3633-40 
- L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis ' 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Ambassador in United States 

to Sécretary of State for External Affairs 

1035. 

TELETYPE WA-5956 Washington, November 27, 1945 

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: You will have 
received a copyt of the covering letter I sent to the President with Mr. King's 
note to Mr. Truman regarding meat rationing.' I also sent a copy of this letter 
under a covering one' to the State Department. The Pre.sident's reply reached 
me a few minutes ago and is as follows. Letter Begins: 

"November 27th, 1945. 

"My dear Mr. Ambassador: 	. 
appreciate very much your note of the twenty.  -third, enclosing me a letter 

from the Honourable Mackenzie King'. 
"I  am  Certainly sorry I did not get it before the order went into effect. Will 

you please inform hiM, howeve .r, that our ,  shipments of food supplies will not be 
affected by this rationing  programme?  We are going to put forth every effort 
we have and contribute every ounce we can to prevent starvation in Europe this 
winter. 

"Please express to him my kindest regards and best wishes. 
"Very sincerely yours, 

"HARRY TRUMAN" 

Letter ends. 	. 
Unfortunately, before that letter reached me, the President's Press 

Secretary, Mr. Ross, made  a .  statement on this matter this morning which 
carried on the news ticker this afternoon in the following form: 

"President Truman prepared a reply to a letter from Prime Minister 
Mackenzie King about this country's sudden termination of meat rationing. 
White House Press Secretary Ross said Mackenzie King's letter involved the 

discontinuance of rationing and 'its possible effect on supplies we send the 

United Kingdom and Europe.' Ross explained that the letter was received by 

Mr. Truman after the end of meat rationing' but that it was written before 
Mackenzie King knew about it. It has been reported that the letter  protesta'  

the end of rationing in this country without consulting Canada. (Time: 12:13 

"President Trùman sent word to King that the end of meat rationing in this 

country will not affect American food shipments to Europe. The President 

asked Canadian Ambassador L. B. Pearson to inform King that 'We expect to 
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ship'all'we can possibly spare,' adding that `The American people will not sit
idly by with surplus foodstuffs when other countries are starving' . "

2 . I have also received a reply from Mr. Wailes to my letter to Mr .
Hickerson, as follows . Letter Begins :
"My dear Mr. Ambassador:

, "I received just now your letter addressed to my predecessor in connection
with'the annôuncement on Friday last of the cessation of meat and other forms
of rationing in this country .

In as much as you have, under instructions, taken this matter up directly
with the'President, I have no doubt that the White House is sending copies of
the, Prime- Minister's letter on to the Secretary of Agriculture . I am,
âccordingly, holding the copies which you were good enough to send to me .

"Having learned on Saturday that the Ottawa office of Time magazine was
aware of the Prime Minister's action in this matter, Mr . Parsons of this
Division inquired in the Department of Agriculture as to the steps which had
been taken to keep the Canadian Government informed . He was advised that
the matter was discussed in the Combined Food Board meeting of November
20th, at which meeting the Canadian representative, Mr. Paterson, was
present. The United States decision was taken late the following evening and
on Thanksgiving Day Mr. Paterson was informed by telephone .

"Although " I - wôuld agree that in . the final stages this matter progressed
rapidly to a decision, it is my belief, based upon the foregoing, that the trend of
opinion in this Government has been made known to Canadian officials fully
And ' frankly throughout. You will recall that Mr. Donald Gordon had
discussions with some of the interested officials the previous week. I believe,
therefore,'that in this Department, too, there may be some surprise, in view of
the action just taken by the Canadian Government, that no earlier indication
was received of the strong reaction which this impending action would evoke in
Ottawa. I, of course, share your regret that on the matter of meat and other
rationing, once again there is a divergence of action on the part of our two
Governments.

"Sincerely yours ,

"EDWARD T. WAILES,
"Chief, Division of British
"Commonwealth Affairs"

I anticipated a
.
somewhat short reply from the State Department, but nothing

quite so'flip and irritating as this . The State Department are, I think, annoyed
because we took this matter up direct with the White House. They are also, I
think, not disposed to admit that their guilt in this matter is any greater than
ours was' a year or so ago when we suspended meat rationing in Canada
withôut `giving the authorities here much notice . Ends .

Letter ends.



1036.- DEA/3633-40
L'ambassadeur aux États=Unis

au secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States .
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

, . . . . . _ , ~. -_ : . . .
. TELETYPE WA•6013 ~. Washington, November 30,194 5

IMMEDIATE . Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: My WA-5956,

November 27th, meât rationing . , I have'sent' the following reply to Mr . Wailes
to his letter to me of November 26th quoted under paragraph 2 of above

teletype . This was Aelivered by hand to the State Department at 11 :30 thi s

morning. Letter Begins:

meat and other forms of rationing in this country. May I, in the . first place,

apologize both to Mr. Hickerson and to yourself for the stupid mistake in the
addressing of my letter of November 23rd to which yours was a reply .

For the sake of the record, as they say, . may I also comment on one or two
points which you raise in your, letter. I regret that the Department first learned
of our Prime Minister's proposed action in this matter through the Ottawa
office of Time magazine . How Time secured that information which was, of
course, unauthorized, I am unable to ascertain . They seem to be enterprising in

more Capitals than one.
I had hoped, of course, that you would get your first information about the

Prime Minister's letter from a more official source and for that purpose sent
my letter, referred to above, to the State Department by hand Saturday a .m .,

November 24th . Unfortunately, the State Department was closed ; there was no

one there to receive the letter which was returned to this Embassy and re-
delivered to Mr. Hickerson to 10:00 a .m. Monday, November 26th.

I am afraid that the information given to Mr . Parsons by the Department of
Agriculture concerning the steps which had been taken to keep the Canadian
Government informed .of proposed United States action on this matter does not
harmonize`in certain respects withour own understanding of what happened

.

The facts of the matter.as reported to'my by the Canadian Executive Officer of
the Combined Food Board are as follows :

At the meeting of November 20th, to which you refer and at which Mr
.

Paterson was present, the' matter wa`s, as you state, discussed . Nir. Anderson,
1 41
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Dear Mr. Wailes : : ; .
I have received your letter of November 26th dealing with the cessation o f

14' Clinton P. Anderson, Kcrétaire I l'Agriculture. États-Unis .
Clinton P. Anderson, Secretary of Agriculture of United States.
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however, asked that this discussion be strictly off-the-record and that no 
minute' be made of it. Mr.. Anderson added that there was to be further 
discussions with the President probably later that day, or later in the week, but 
he made it, clear that while there was a possibility of a change in rationing 
policy, no such change was likely to be made effective before December. There 
was, therefore, no decision of any kind for Mr. Paterson to report to me or to 
the Canadian authorities. There was, of course, information, as you state, 
concerning the trend of opinion in your Government on this matter but that 
information led us to believe that no decision would be taken for at least a 
week. 

Following the meeting referred  • to above and at the request of Mr. 
Anderson, Mr. Paterson got in touch with Dr. Fitzgerald, United States 
Deputy Member of the Combined Food Board. They agreed on a messaget 
which might be sent by teletype to the Canadian Minister of Agriculture. This 
was sent immediately on Wednesday, November 21st, and indicated that no 
change of policy would be announced before December. 

According to your letter, a decision to act at once was taken on the evening 
of thé süne day, Wednesday, November 21st. This means that almost at the 
time we were informing the Canadian Government (in terms agreed on with 
the United States Deputy Member of the Combined Food Board): 
(a) That no action would be taken for at least a week; 
(b) That confirniation.  of United States intentions in regard to such action 

vvould be communicated later, definite action was, in fact, being taken. In the 
circumstances, ydu will, I feel sure, appreciate our surprise. 

' Mr. Paterson was advised of this November 21st decision at 8:45 p.m. on 
Thanksgiving night, November 22nd; definitely too late to permit the 
Canadian Government to consult with the Government here before the press 
conference at 10:00 a.m. on Friday', November 23rd, when the news was given 
out. Our Prime Minister, however, did try to bring about such consultation by 
his letter to the President, copy of which I have sent to you. However, the•
timetable made that impossible and there was no way by which the arrange- 
ments for priOr consultation previously agreed on between Mr. Anderson and 

Gardiner  could be cairied out. 
You mention Mr. Donald Gordon's visit to Washington, and suggest that he 

might have been able to ascertain during that visit what was about to take 
place. His information, however, was the same as Mr. Paterson's, that no 
action would be taken until December. In fact, his representative in Washing-
ton was .informed by O.P.A. officials at this time that, in their opinion, no 
change of pc).  licy would be made before the end of 1945. 
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In view of the above circumstances, I find it difficult to understand how, as 
you 'suggest in the next to last sentence of your  letter, the Canadian Govern-
ment ;could 'at any, earlier date have given to ,the State Department an 
indication of its reaction to the specific action which was so suddenly taken. 

' 	Yours sincerely, 
L B. PEARSON. 

Le département d'État des États-Unis 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

vepartment  of  State of United States 
to Ambassador in United States • 

[Washington] December 29, 1945 

My dear.  Mr. Ambassador: 
,i Although at this late date there is little perhaps of a constructive nature to 

be accomplished by writing a further letter in regard to the circumstances 
surrounding the,cessation of meat and other forms of rationing in this country, 
I have decided to do so because of the very real concern felt here and in the 
Department of Agricultureover the  evident belief of the Canadian authorities 
that we did not carry Out our cOmmitments to keep them fully advised of 
developments in this matter. Moreover, your letter of November 30, 1945, in 
which you so kindly' apologized for several incidental and unimportant slips 
which occurred, put the record straight from the Canadian viewpoint. In 

fairness to our people in the Department of Agriculture, 1 should like similarly 
to put the record straight from the United States viewpoint. 

Mr. Parsons of this Division ,referred a copy of your letter to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in as much as you'indicated that the information given to 
him did not altogether harmonize with the Canadian understanding of what 
had happened. He received in reply' a letter from Dr. Fitzgerald, copy of which 
is enclosed. I should like to repeat that we are sending this to you not in any 
spirit of controversy, but rather to indicate the concern which was felt over the 
Canadian dissatisfaction and to placé our version of the matter on record. 

Sincerely yours, 
EDWARD T. WAILES 

Chief, Division of 
British Commonwealth Affairs 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le bureau de réquisitions et de répartitions, le département
de l'Agriculture des Etats-Unis, au directeur adjoint,'- la direction des affaires du Commonwealth britannique,. le département d'État des États- Unis

Office ofRequirements and Allocations,
Department of Agriculture of United States,

to Assistant Director, Division of British Commonwealth Affairs,
Department of State of United States

Washington, December 14, 194 5
Dear Mr . Parsons:

This'is in reply to your letter of December 5, reference BC, with which was
enclosed correspondence with Ambassador Pearson concerning the recentremoval of meat rationing in the United States.

I attended the CFB meeting on November 20 at which Secretary Anderson
discussed , the meat situation . Mr. Pearson is correctly adviséd that the
discussion was off-the-record . At the same time, Secretary Anderson suggested
that both the United Kingdom and Canadian Members of the Board
immediately ' advise their respective Governments of the substance of the
discussion .

The _fact that Secretary Anderson suggested an immediate communication,
plus the tenor of his remarks, clearly forecast the actual decision . In stating
that "there was, therefore, no decision of any kind for Mr. Paterson to report to
me or to the Canadian authorities," Mr. Pearson is being purely technical .
While Secretary Anderson could not report that a final decision had been
made, his position was clearly apparent .'Moreover, he stated explicitly that the
Price Administrator favored the removal of rationing because the system had
even then largely broken down .
The CFB meeting ended about 4 :00 p.m., November 20 . Upon his return to theoffice, the U.K. Member' immediately cabled London, but the Canadian
Member, apparently took no action until the next day for he called me just
before noon on November 21 to read a proposed telegram to Ottawa .' Even
assuining the telegram was sent promptly thereafter, it is apparent that there
Was a'delay of nearly 24 hours in reporting the substance of the discussion at
the CFB meeting to the Canadian authorities in Ottawa. We have, of course,
no way of knowing when Ambassador Pearson was informed of the develop-ments

. It is apparent that if Ottawa had been advised on November 20, rather
than on November 21, the Prime Minister would have been able to express his
concern on November 22 rather than on November 23, and this would have



permitted us ample time to delay the announcement to accommodate the
Canadian authorities.
We would, of course, have been entirely agreeable to doing this if we had been
given any indication that there was objection to, our proposed . action . On the
contrary, however, both the U .K. and Canadian representatives at the CFB
meeting left the distinct impression that thetproposed action would not create
any insuperable difficulties in'their respective cou'ntries . Their only request was
that they be advised when the decision became official . That the decision was

1 1
imminent is recog

,
nized by Ambassador 'Pearsôn, since he states that "Mr.

Anderson added that there was to be further' discussion' with the Presiden t
probably , later that day, or later in the week. . . . . . . . "

Ambassador Pearson also emphasizes that the discussions strongly indicate d
that rationing would not be discontinued before December 1 . It is correct that
the date of December 1 was mentioned frequently but the point was also made
that the exact date might well have to, be determined by the date on which new
ration evidence would otherwise have to be validated .

Moreover, the important considération was not the date of discontinuation of

rationing itself, but the date on which the announcement was made. There was
absolutely no indication* in the CFB meeting that any announcement
concerning the discontinuation of rationing would not be made until December

1 . In fact, every indication was , that the official decision was to be made very
promptly. Once this decision was made, an immediate announcement was
necessary since the failure of the Office , of Price Administration to validate
new ration evidence would, in'any event, make the decision apparent .
We regret very much the Prime Minister and other Canadian authorities feel
that they 'have not been kept fully âdvised of developments in connection with

the removal of ineat rationing in the United States . However, we still believe

that we fully 'cârried out our commitments to keep the other members of the
CFB ctirrently advised. As a

I consequence, the protests of the Canadian
authorities come as a complete surprise.
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- SECTION E 

CAMIONNAGE SOUS DOUANE 

TRUCKING IN BOND 

1038; 	 DEA/48-FS-40 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 

Memorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

Ottawa, June 7, 1944 

HAULAGE OF UNITED STATES FREIGHT BY TRUCKS ACROSS SOUTHERN 
ONTARIO 

For several years we have been receiving almost a continuous series of•
representations from the United States Government asking for permission for 
United States trucks to haul freight over Canadian highways in the Niagara 
Peninsula. There is a saving in distance of some 90 miles between Buffalo and 
Detroit by the Canadian route as against the route south of the lakes. There is 
an established traffic of United States freight over the railways of the 
Peninsula but the movement by United States trucks has not, until recently, 
been permitted by the Canadian authorities. 

In the spring of 1942 the matter was referred by Cabinet War Committee to 
the - Board df Transport Commissioners for investigation and report. In its 
reportt the Board recommended that authority be granted, for the duration of 
the war only, for the transportation in bond of war materials by United States 
trucks between United States points across Southern Ontario. This recommen-
dation was put into effect by Order-in-Councilt in July, 1942. 142  Following this 
authorization the movement had by the summer of 1943 reached an average of 
about 30  trucks a day. 
In August last we received further representations from the United States 
Government asking for a liberalization of the arrangement. ' 43  In particular the 

United  States  authorities requested a widening of the term "war materials" to 
'materials necessary for the prosecution of the war or the maintenance of 
essential civilian economy." They had no complaint to make about the 
interpretation by Canadian officials of the existing limitation which they 
agreed was liberal but they wished to have it extended to include essential 
materials generally. In support of this request they stated that a) it is highly 
important to conserve the existing supply of trucks in the United States which 
will continue to be urgently required for essential transportation, b) trucks 
themselves should be regarded as a "war material", c) it is necessary to do 
everything possible to save rubber and gasoline, d) substantial savings in 
trucks, gasoline and rubber could be achieved by diverting trucks, which are 

142Voir le voltime 9, documents 1197, 1198./See Volume 9, Documents 1197 and 1198. 
43Volume 9, document 1199./Volume 9, Document 1199. 



now moving south of the lakes, over the shorter Canadian route, e) it is not
intended to divert new traffic to trucks and hence the railways will not be
deprived of freight which they now carry, f) owing to the shortage of railway
facilities it is not possible to conserve trucks by shifting the freight to the
railways, and g) the post-war position is protected since no request is made for
the privilege beyond,the duration of the war.

The United 'States representations were considered by the Ministers of
National Revenue, Transport and Labour. The Minister of National Revenue
also had an interview on the- question with representatives of the railways and
the railway labour unions . Both' of these were opposed to the requested

liberalization of the arrangement. They flatly disputed the contention that the
railways in` Southern Ontario are unable to handle any additional traffic .

Therefore, they - maintain that . the most effective way to conserve trucks,
gasoline and rubber is to divert the traffic from the trucks to the railways .

They do not believe that the liberalization of the truck movement could be so
drawn as to apply only to eiisting truck traffic and they would regard any
diversion of traffic from thexrailways as a'serious matter from the point of view
of railway 'rcvenues and employment . Furthermore, they do not believe that the
privilege could be withdrawn at the end of the war despite the assurances now

given .
Since the important facts . of the matter were in dispute the Minister of

National Revenue suggested to the Minister of Transport that the quest i on b
referred to the Board of Transpo rt Commissioners for report . The Minister of

Transport referred the question to Cabinet where the suggested reference to

the Board was decided against . The Minister then told me that the matter
could only be reconsidered if the Prime Minister wished to raise it himself in
Council .

` , A . few days ago an officer of the U.S. Embassy again approached this
Department on the subject and stated that they had been asked to take it up
energetically with the Canadian authorities . It is necessary to decide whether

or not we should definitely refuse the request or whether the Board
The

Transport Commissioners should first be asked to report on the matter .
latter, course would appear . to be. preferable to an immediate refusal even
though it might appear as an attempt to achieve further delay . If a rcfusal were

finally decided upon it could then be based on more solid ground .

Some consideration has been given also to the possibility of a report on thi
s

gal
trucking question by the Inte rnational Joint Commission . Mr. Read, the

enotAdviser, to the Department, sees no reason why the Comm i ss ion coul
d technical

handle a~ referencx; of - this sort satisfactorily if the nece.ssary

assistance is provided . This procedure would have some merit ~t~onhin tbhoe~h
would be : an Q examination of the facts pertaining to the s i tu.

countries by an inte rnational body.
s ï , IN. A. ROaER15~N~

,~ . ,
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1039. 	 DEA/48-FS-40 
Note du Cabinet du Premier ministre 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Note from Office of Prime Minister 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,1 July 18, 1944 

I have now discussed this question with the Prime Minister, who suggests 
you might see if Mr. Howe and Mr. Gibson (National Revenue) have any 
different views about it. 

I raised the question of a reference to the International Joint Commission. 
Mr. King did not give a yes or no answer but I gathered he would not be averse 
to this procedure. 

J. A. G[tBsoN] 
; 

1040. , - 	 DEA/48-FS-40 

' « Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memo.  randum froM Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

CON FIDENTIA L 	 [Ottawa,1 July 20, 1944 

I am returning for your records the memorandumm 4  I gave you last month 
on the trucking in bond question. We have told the United States Embassy that 
if they wish to send a representative of the Office of Defence Transportation to 
Ottawa to discuss this question again, we shall be glad to talk to him, though 
we cannot hold out any encouragement that the present regulations will be 
further liberalized. 

do flot think the Americans' request is unreasonable in itself, but I do not 
consider that getting the concession they seek would help them as much as 
giving it might hurt the Government. The railroad companies are solidly 
against any change in the present practice and they have mobilized the railway 
unions, in support of their position. Mr. Gibson, Mr. Mitchell and Mr. 
McLane' all have scats in the area directly interested in the trucking in bond 
question. In the circumstances I think we shall simply have to try to convince 
thé Americans that they are not doing badly under present regulations and that 
it wotild be a mistake to press for further amendment. 

attaCh 'cOpy of a lettert from Dave Sim 146  to whom I gave a copy of the 
note 

 
had  'given you. Sim will see the representative of the Office of Defence 

7  Se 

14Document 1038. 	' 
1 4C"• d‘ McLanY, iecrétaire d'État./N. A. McLarty, Secretary of State. 

us-ministre du Revenu national (Douanes et Accise). 
Deputy Miriister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise). 
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Transportation if he comes to Ottawa, and is confident he can put up a pretty 
respectable defence of our dog-in-the-manger position. 

DEA/48 - FS- 40 
Mémorandum de l'adjoint special en temps de guerre au 

sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Afemorandum from Special Wartime Assistant to 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Under-Secietary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,)  August 14, 1944 

TRUCKING IN BOND 

Meeting between Mr. Sim, Deputy Minister of National Revenue, and 
Major 'Cenci of 0.D.T. and Mr. English, US. Embassy. August 14th, 1944. 

Major Keller had come to Ottawa to renew the request of the Office of 
Defense TransPortation for a liberalization of the restrictions on the movement 
of United States trucks across southern Ontario. Major Keller stated that the 
reasons which led the United States authoritics to make this request originally 
were now stronger than ever.  He  emphasized particularly the critical situation 
in truck tires and the great need to save manpower. He said that Colonel 
Johnson, the new Director of O.D.T. is just as anxious as his predecessor, Mr. 
Eastman, had been tei obtain the savings in transport equipment made possible 
by a greater use of the shorter truck route across southern Ontario. 

Mr. Sim reviewed the developMent of the movement sincc its beginning in 
the autumn of 1942 and pointed out the steady increase in the number of 
trucks .taking advantage of the arrangement. He explained also the liberal 
attitude that had been taken all along by Canadian officials in administering 
the regulations. Mr. Sim asked Major Keller whether in view of the continued 
increase in the movement and its liberal administration he did not agree that 
virtually everything which O.D.T. could reasonably wish to achieve was not or 

would not shortly be accomplished without any changes in the existing 

arrangement.. Mr. Sim said there was very little hope of obtaining anY 
alteration in the present'provisions. Major Keller replied that if he could have 

Mr. Sim's assurance that the existing liberal administration of the movement 
would be continued during the period of wartime necessity O.D.T. would be 

satisfied and would not ask for any formal change in thc arrangement. Mr. Sim 

went on to say that if O.D.T. wished; in order to save trucks and tires, to direct 

a greater number of trucks  over the Ontario routc that no administrative 

barriers would be put into the way provided of course that the traffic bore a 

reasonable relation to the furtherance of thc war cffort. With this understand-

ing Major Keller appeared to be fully satisfied. Mr. Sim made it clear that the 

present arrangement would remain in effect only during the period of the war 

and that no commitments or undertakings whatever, cxprcsscd or implied, were _ 

being made regarding the continuancc of thc privilege after the war. Mai°1. 

1041. 
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Keller, agreed and said that O .D.T. was not asking for anything beyond the
period of the war.

Mr. Sim conducted the discussion in this meeting with much skill and it
appears that a satisfactory understanding on this vexed question was reached .

J. D[EUTSCH ]

1042. DEA/48-FS-40
Le sous-ministre du Revenue nationa l

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
Deputy 1llinister of National Revenue

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dear Sir,

Ottawa, October 29, 1945

My Minister, the Hon . Dr. McCann, is continuing to receive representations
and delegations appealing for the cancellation of Order in Council P .C. 6129,
of the 16th of July, 1942,t ordering that for the duration of the present war,
war materials in transit from a point or points in the United States of America
W another point or points therein, shall be permitted to be entered for
transportation in- bond through the Province of Ontario by motor vehicles,
without payment of duties and taxes, and under such regulations as the
Minister of National Revenue may prescribe .
.~, .7he Department has taken the attitude that although hostitilies ceased on
V-J Day it was possible that there might be some dislocation or disturbance to
war-time . contractors winding up their war-time contracts if the facilities
provided by the Order were withdrawn too hastily, but the time is rapidly
approaching, if it has not already arrived, when we can no longer hold that
goods being moved by motor trucks through the Province of Ontario under the
terms of the Order referred to are "war materials" .

j: The - Minister has asked me to submit that the time is possibly now
opportune for you to take the matter up with the State Department with a view
to reaching an agreement that the practice established by the Order in Council
referred to be discontinued .

You will have observed that questions have appeared on the Order paper in
the House of Commons, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to justify any
further delay or joint consideration by the two Governments .

Yours faithfully,
DAVID SIM
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DEA/48-FS-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures,

• au sous-ministre du Revenu national

Acting Under-Secretary of Stote for External Affairs
to Deputy 1tlinJster of National Revenue

Ottawa, November 6, 194 5

Dear Mr. Sim, . . <
With reference to your letter of October 29h, concerning the operation of

Order in Council P.O. 6129 of July 16th, 1942,t which authorized the trucking
in bond of war materials across Canadian

t tionsy. fro mDepartment, : has rece ived t repeated represen
Government in favour of the extension of the wartime procedure to cover the

peacetime movement of traffic . I feel that before a final decision is taken, it is
in the interests of our harmonious relations with the United States Government
that they should be afforded another opportunity of stating their case to

representatives of the Canadian government . I have therefore suggested to the

United States Ambassador that he propose to his Governmen t
Atherton has agreed to

send qualified officials to Ottawa fo r
of Stat ~sHe h~as suggested that an appropriatepropose this to the Department

date for such a meeting would be in perhaps three wccks' time.

I hope that this procedure will be agreeable to your Ministcr. It seems to d

to be the most effective way of carrying out his suggestion, which you pa m
on to me in the third paragraph of your letter . I should add that I have made it

clear to Mr. Atherton that the existing Order will, in any evcnt, have to be

revoked in view of its reference to war materials .
Yours sinccrcly,

H . H. WRON G

DEA/48-FS-40

Minutes o 1Ileeting between Representatives of Canada and United State s

1044.
Procès-verbal d'une réunion entre des représentants du Canada

et des bats-Unis

f
[Ottawa,] December 22,1945

MEETING ON SIMPLIFICATION OF CUSTOMS PROCEDURE AT THE BORDER

NELD IN OTTAWA DECEMBER 17-19, 194 5

18 and 19, 1945, between
Meetings were

held in Oandwthe United States'to discuss simpli~cation o
f

representatives of Canada of
customs procedure at the border with particular reference to the problem

transportation by truck in bond through southern Ontar i o .
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Present: 
United States Delegation: 

His Excellency, The lion. Ray Atherton 	, 
W. R. Johnson. Commissioner of Customs 
.1. G. Parsons, British Comm. Div., State Dept., Washington, D.C. 
Constant Southworth, Division of Commercial Policy, State Dept. 
Thomas R. Wilson ,  Chief, British Empire Unit, Department of Commerce, 

Washington, D.C. 
Lewis Clark, Counselor of Embassy, Ottawa 

' Homer S. Fox, Commercial Attaché, Ottawa 
Oliver B. North, Assistant Commercial Attaché, Ottawa 
Robert W. Rinden, Second Secretary, American Embassy 
Edward A. Dow, Second Secretary, American Embassy 

Canadian Delegation: 
N. A. Robertson, External Affairs 
H. H. Wrong, External Affairs 
R. M. Macdonnell, External Affairs 
S. D. Pierce, External Affairs 
R. A. J. Phillips, External Affairs 
D. Sim, National Revenue 
P. L. Young, National Revenue 
G. N. Bunker, National Revenue 
G. B. Urquhart, National Revenue 
H. B. McKinnon, Finance 
W. F. Bull, Trade and Commerce 

Place: Room 123, East Block 
.„ MR. WRONG acted as Chairman on December 17 and MR. ROBERTSON 

took the chair on the two following days. 
December 17 

MR. WRONG welcomed the U.S. delegation and Mr. Atherton replied. 
MR. PÂRSONS outlined the problem facing the meeting, particularly in 

relation tô the question of trucking in bond. In voicing the gratitude of the U.S. 
for the arrangement made by Canada in P.C. 6129t during the war, he pointed 
out that advantages to Canada would accrue if the practice of trucking in bond 
were continued in peacetime. He listed revenue, in United States dollars, which 
would, be gained by Canada in purchases of gas and food, and in the hire of 
drivers and maintenance services. Referring to the "Proposals for the 
Expansion of World Trade and Employment" 47  he suggested that the problem 
of tru,cking in bond should be considered not in vacuo, but "in the light of bold 
and eipansiye steps to the development of world trade." 

Stated that the principle of trucking in bond was settled by 
the United States many years ago. Although a higher bond was set for trucks 
than  rail traffic and although more careful investigation was required in the 
case of trticking, he stated that trucking in bond had never created any serious 
administrative difficulties. 

''Voir  vow États-UnisiSee United States, Department of State Bulletin, Volume 13, December 9, 
1945, pp. 912-29. 
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`~ MR. Sitit, pointing to the number of administrative details in customs
procedure which could profitably be co-ordinated by the United States and
Canada, urged the discussion of common problems by customs authorities of
the two countries at regular intervals . In the matter of trucking in bond MR .
Sttit stated that no administrative difficülties had been encountered during the

war. He pointed out that P.C. 6129 emphasized both the "duration of the

present war" and "war materials" .

MR. MACDONNELL stated that trucking in bond is a problem of policy . In

view of the undertakings given by Cabinet Ministers and officials of the

Canadian Gove rnment at the time of the enactment of P .C. 6129, the extension
of the practice into peacetime would require serious consideration by the

government . He felt that the best hope of solution lay in treating this problem
as one aspect of the general lowering of trade barriers which will be considered
in the coming year. MR . MACDONNELL obse rved that in Canada there was
strong opposition from some quarters to the practice of trucking in bond, while
there was no counter•balancing support for the practice . This made it
extremely difficult for the government to take the action desired by the United
States representatives.

To MR. SIM'S inquiry as to the effects of prohibiting trucking in bond for a

few months, MR . PARSONS answered that there would be many administrative

difficulties . He also suggested the likelihood of greater difficulties in resuming

the practice, once ceased, than the continuation of a procedure still in effect.

., It was agreed that before the next meeting, MR . JOtt NSO N and MR• SIM

should meet' to 'discuss those administrative matters of mutual interest
conce rn ing customs 'which might profitably be revised and coordinated .

Decembtr,18_ rsR. S~ MReporting on his t a lks with MR. JOHNSON on the following day,

stated that Canadian and United States customs proccdures, while be
liefringhe

detail; did not differ substantially `in principle. He reiterated his t
benefit to be derived from discussions at frequent inte rvals .

MR.' ROBERTSON observed that the talks between MR• St`i~ âûrMt
JOI tNSON had not rcvealed sufficient differences in customs p h it was
provide a framework for an agreement on trucking in bond . Althoug

suggested that the question of trucking in bond be discussed in
the multilateral

ter could
tr ed talks in ' the spring of 1946 M R . ROBERTSON felt that the ma t
be more profitably approached bilaterally. He suggested the appoin ~chnwo°uld

joint body similarin form to the Joint Economic Committees, to Maine ."
study steps to 'eltminatç ` front ier difficulties from Skagwa y
Questions of practical convenience to the traveller could be refcrredé âmined .
~mmittcx, which would also consider problems not previously~~n~s ration and

The proposed 'committce would confine itself to matters of ad

would not deal with the protective aspect of customs.
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It was agreed that a sub-committee of eight would discuss, before the next 
day's meeting, those problems which could profitably be examined by the 
proposed joint committee on customs procedure. 
December 19 

MR. MACDONNELL, who acted as chairman of the subcommittee, reported 
that there had been drawn up a list of subjects including movements by 
highway, rail, and air, which could profitably be referred to the proposed joint 
committee. The subject headings discussed are given in Annex "A". • 

MR. PARSONS submitted a draft press releaset which, after some discussion 
and general approval, was given to a sub-committee for final revision. 

MR. WILSON enumerated administrative difficulties which would result 
from the temporary prohibition of trucking in bond. Among these were the 
necessity of rerouting, of changing schedules, of using more vehicles and hiring 
more men for an interim period. 

Members of both delegations expressed their appreciation of the difficulties 
involved in the reversal of policy which would be required by the extension of 
trucking in bond privileges into peacetime, and it was recognized that these 
privileges would have to lapse at the end of the year. It was agreed that the 
Joint committee on customs procedures should, with the approval of both 
governments concerned, meet at an early date in the new year to formulate 
recommendations on trucking in bond and other customs problems. 

There is attached as Annex "B" the press release issued on December 21.t 
An identical statement was given out in Washington at the same time. In this 
way the two governments recorded their approval of the recommendation that 
a Joint Committee be set up. 

[PiÈcEJOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Annexe A 

Annex A 

[Ottawa,] December 27, 1945 

Subjects discussed on December 19th by a Sub-Committee and considered 
suitable for reference to the proposed Joint Committee on the simplification of 
Customs  proCedures. * 

1. AIR 

(a) Joint use of airports near the border, both for traffic and non-traffic 
purposes. 
(b) Special facilities for aircraft used for pleasure purposes only. 

, (c) Documentation of tourists' purchases to be forwarded in transit for export 
DY air. 
-(d) Us-e'of a. iipOrts for repairing and testing foreign aircraft. 
(e) Stationing of customs  officers of the other country at airports of 

embarkation. 
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* 2. HIGHWAY
,

(a) Simplication of ~documentation in respect of periodic or seasonal in transit
for export movements of foreign motor cars, trucks and buses with or without
goods or passengers.

' (b) Disposal or temporary storage of goods brought into country by a tourist
resident of the other country which are not articles of commerce but are
ascertained to be conditionally prohibited or restricted ; consideration to include
possibility of temporary storage for limited period pending later pick up for
export rather than immediate forfeiture or disposal if goods not returned at
once.

(c) Improved facilities for ent ry of trucks at Canadian border ports .

(d) Entry at inte rior points in Canada .

3 .RA1L
(a) Examination of documentation for In Transit for export movements

goods by rail without examination under seal to ascertain whether one set of

documents suitable for both count ries may be used instead of two sets.

(b) Amcricain goods returned - Possiblc simplification of documentation to

establish freedom from U .S. duty on return in respect of goods which have not

left Customs or carrier custody while in Canada .
, so

4. ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTiCES ; .
(a) Closer collaboration on such questions as opening of new offices and

hours of work.", . ; ~
. (b) Cooperation in dealing with emergency conditions .

SECTION F

RÈGLEMENTS FINANCIERS

FINANCIAL SEriTLEMENTS

' Extrait du proe2s- vabal du Comit é de guerre du Cabine t
Extraet jrom Minutes of Cabinet ;Var Committee

(Ottawa,] Nlarch 8,194 4

CANADA-U .S. FINANCIAL RELATIONS
tJTY MINISTER OF FINANCE with reference to

nt conversa-*, 13: THE MINISTER AND DEP

discussions at the meeting of December I st,'" reported upon rec ~he Assistant
tions in Washington with the U .S. Seçretary of the Treasury an d

to the Secretary (Mr.' Harry White) .

14'V dt k volume 9. document 1073 4 See Volume 9. Document 1073 .
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At December 31, 1943, Canada's holdings of U.S. dollars had been 
approximately $650 millions, $300 millions above the limit established in the 
Canada•U.S. exchange agreement.'" These holdings continued to increase and 
it was estimated that thcy totalled $750 millions at the end of February, 1944. 

In view of the excess balances built up during the period of the agreement, 
theY  United States had advanced certain suggestions for reduction of these 
balances, on the understanding that, if these suggestions were accepted, 
Canada would henceforth be free to retain all U.S. dollar balances 
accumulated. It was informally understood that the agreement could be 
Cèn.sidered terminated as of December 31st, 1943. 

The suggestions put forward were: reimbursement to the United States for 
Canexm deliveries; the assumption by Canada of subsidy payments included in 
the contract pricc for the production of metals in certain marginal mines; the 
subsidies paid or payable to Falconbridge Nickel Mines Limited by the United 
States for certain capital extensions; cancellation of the present arrangements 
under which Canada purchases nickel from New Caledonia and sells it to the 
United States; reimbursements to the United States for airfield construction in 
Northwest Canada; termination of the arrangements whereby United States 
supplies crude oil to the United Kingdom on Lend-Lease for use in the Air 
Training Plan; taking over the contract of the U.S. Navy Department for the 
production of PBY aircraft in Canada including the reimbursement of amounts 
already paid on this contract by the U.S. Navy; and the assumption of certain 
Us. War.Department contracts placed in Canada. 

The proposed arrangements would reduce Canada's holdings of U.S. dollars 
by $155 millions. 

(Memorandum, Department of Finance, dated March 7, 1944).t 
Subsequently, the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury had suggested that 

Canada reimburse the United States for airfield construction in Northeast 
Canada, for certain railhead expenses at Dawson Creek, and for part of the 
cost of 'construction of telephone communications in the Northwest, at a total 
estimated cost of $42,800,000. 

14. THE MI*/ —ISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY felt that the U.S. 
suggestions for repayment for their expenditures at Dawson Creek and for 
constrùction of airfields in Northeast Canada (Crimson Route) should be 
resisted. The Dawson Creek terminal facilities were part of the Alaska 
Highway; the Crimson Route bases were entirely without postwar value and 
had been constructed by the United States against the unanimous advice of 
Canadian authorities. 

15. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE referred to current discussions 
Witti ;the United States regarding disposition of the Canot projectul and 
sugested the desirability of making a comprehensive settlement with the 

s4` 9Voir 1 	9  e vo ume ,  documents 1150-8./See Volume 9, Documents 1150-8. 
Vel.ireee R. W. James, Wartime Economic Co-operation: A Study of Relations Between 

...Canada and the United States. Toronto, Ryerson Press, 1949, pp. 33-5. 
'''Voir le document 904./See Document 904. 



United States which would cover' outstanding problems ' connected with the

disposition of all U.S. defence construction in Canada and the general financial

position .

16 . THE WAR ' CO M ti11TTEE, after -- further discussion, agreed that a special

meeting be held at 11 :00 a
I
.m. on March 10th for' consideration of the whole

financial position in , relation to U .S. defence , expenditures in Canada ; that
meantime the special sub-Committee on Canol meet to consider the present
position of discussions with the United States .

1046. '. ;. PCO

Extrait du ' procès=verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabine t

Extract from ùinutes of Cabinet iyar Committee

MoST SECRET Ottawa, March 10, 194 4

CANADA-U.S . FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
3. Tt IE PRIME MiNtSTER, referring to the discussion at the previous meeting

(March 8th), drew attention to the difficulties involved in accepting certain of
the U.S . Treasury's proposals for settlement of the present exchange problem .

It should be bo rne in mind that thesc proposals were based in large part on

U.S. political considerations. It was the duty of the government to ensure that
any agreed upon settlement was defens ible in Canada 's own national interest.

4. TEtE MINISTER OF MINES AND RESOURCES mentioned the difficultie
s

encountered in connection with Canol ~ and urged that any settlement of the

financial question, under discussion, should include final disposition of all U .S .
defence expenditures in Canada, particularly'Cano1 and the Alaska Highway,
each -'of which offered some degree of continuing benefit to Canada

. If the

settlement'were not all•inclusive, the United States would continue to raise
es .

similar questions, in the future, to meet their own pol i tical pressur
the5 : T im , MINISTER OF MUNITIONS AND SUPPLY suggested th atifactorily

existing exchange arrangement with the U.S. Treasury were s uent

terminated, the government would be in a better position to mcet subse
q

Furthcr, it would
demands in relation to Canol and the Alaska Highw.ay•
certainly be preferable to avoid paymcnt for the Crimson project

and
assume

terminal facilities at Dawson Creek . It might be suggested that Canad a
full financial responsibility for construction at Goose i3ay• uickly

In any event the exchange agreement should be brought to an end as
q

and u n ; as . favourable terms as possible, and the Minister
and

deaiua
sMinister of Finance should be given full authority to make as good

they could. the
6. Tin! MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE was of the opinion that holdings

government was bound to recognize the obligation to redum f~~iaon should be
of U.S. dollars, in accordance with the agreement, freedo
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retained as to the methods by which reductions were to be achieved. The U.S. 
government . should take into consideration the special situation created by 
extensive sales to the United States of Canadian wheat and Canadian 
securities. , 

7.' THE MINISTER AND DEPUTY MINISTER OF FINANCE drew attention to 
the history of the agreement with the U.S. Treasury. At a time when Canada 
had been confronted with a serious shortage of U.S. dollars, the United States 
had agreed to ensure that Canadian holdings would not fall below $300 
millions; in return, Canada had agreed not to accumulate U.S. dollars beyond a 
maximum of $350 millions. As a result, a large number of U.S. contracts, 
which would not otherwise have been placed in Canada, had been obtained. 
Subsequently, for reasons already explained, Canada's holdings of U.S. dollars 
had risén, by the end of 1943, far beyond the agreed maximum. U.S. 
authorities now took the view that Canadian balances should be substantially 
reduced if the agreement was to be terminated satisfactorily. 

In the circumstances, the U.S. proposals would probably have to be 
accepted, with such modifications as could be obtained. We should attempt to 
avoid payment for the Crimson project and for construction at Dawson Creek. 
In place of these we might offer to pay the whole cost of the telephone lines 
between Edmonton and Fairbanks, to assume full financial responsibility for 
construction at Goose Bay, at the same time urging special consideration in 
relation to an increase in the price of tanks being purchased for Canadian 
forces. 
8. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE FOR AIR referred to additional 

construction on the Northwest Staging Route requested by the U.S. 
authorities, totalling some $6 millions,'" suggesting that Canada might assume 
responsibility for these costs as part of a general settlement. 
9. THE WAR COMMITTEE after further discussion, agreed that the Minister 

and  Deputy Minister of Finance proceed to Washington with a view to 
effecting, as soon as possible, in the light of the discussion, a final settlement 
with the U.S. Treasury and the termination, upon satisfactory terms, of the 
1943 exchange agreement, it being understood specifically: 
() that they would propose, to be included in the settlement, payment by 

Canada for telephOne lines from Edmonton to Fairbanks, expenditures at 
Goose Bay, and expenditures for proposed additional construction on the 
Northwest Staging Route; 
(b) that they should seek to avoid including in the settlement payment by 

Canada for the Crimson Route air bases and terminal facilities at Dawson 
Creek; and 
(e) that 'Alley should not, at this time, introduce the matter of U.S. 

expenditures upon Canol and the Alaska Highway. 

'"Voir le document 876./Sec Document 876. 
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Note: 
In this connection, it was understood that, in selecting the items to be 

included in the 'settlement; the Canadian representatives should seek the 
necessary reduction by inclusion of such as would be of the greatest value to 
Canadâ, rather than accepting such items as were  of embarrassment to the 
United States. • 

I 

té: 

— 
Extrait du procès-verbal du Comité de guerre du Cabinet 

Extract from Minutes of Cabinet War Committee 

: 1 	' CANADA-US. FINANCIAL RELATIONS 

3. THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF FINANCE reported, in some detail, the results 
of discussions in Washington between the Minister of Finance and himself on 
the one hand, and Secretary Morgenthau and U.S. Treasury officials, on the 
other. 	• 	 • 

In order to reach a settlement, it had been necessary to agree that Canada 
should pay for the Northeast airfields* (Crimson route), the airfield at Mingan, 
all of the permanent air base construction at Goose Bay, and the telephone 
lines  on  the Northwest .Staging Route .between Edmonton and the Alaska 
border. On the tither hand, it had been possible to eliminate certain objection  

-able features included in earlier proposals, notably U.S. government 
obligations in respect of Falconbridge Nickel and terminal facilities at Dawson 
Creek.*.• • • ; 

As a result of the agreement 'eventually reached, Canadian U.S. dollar 
balances would be reduced by $295 to $300 millions. A substantial portion of 
this total would be accounted for by payments arranged for U.S. tanks for the 
Canadian Army overseas. The maximum•minimum agreement was to be 
brought to an end by an exchange of letters between the Minister of Finance 

and the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury. An agreed schedule would set out the 

detailed items to which consent had been given in the discussions. 
Subsequently, it was intended to relax Canadian travel restrictions and the 

operation of the War Exchange Conservation Act. 
r (Draft letters,: Minister of Finance to Secretary of U.S. Treasury and replY; 

also draft schedule." 
the 

4. artiE WAR CommrrrEE, after discussion, noted with aPPreal  
arrangements made and procedure proposed by the Minister of Finance, and 

reported by the Deputy Minister. 

"'Pour les kttres et la liste telles qu'envoyées, voir les documents 1048-50. 
For the letters and the schedule as sent, sec  Documents 1048-50. 
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DF/Vol.3972
Le ministre des Finances au secrétaire du trésor des États-Unis
Minister of Finance Io Secretary of Treasury of United States

Ottawa, March 24, 1944

Dear Mr. Morgenthau : .

During the last few weeks discussions between yourself and myself and ourofficials have been taking place on the subject of Canada's holdings of United
States dollar exchange.

Last year, in keeping with the principles and the spirit of the Hyde Park
Declaration, we had reached an understanding to the effect that the United
States would follow a program of procurement of war supplies such as to
prevent our holdings of gold and U.S. dollar balances from falling below an
agreed minimum and that Canada would take appropriate action if our
holdings of these reserves tended to rise above an agreed maximum .

Unanticipated developments during 1943 served to increase our available
supply of U.S. exchange beyond expectation . We have therefore now agreed
upon a program intended to reduce our balances to the agreed range and, in
accordance with our recent conversations, we undertake to put this program
into effect as quickly as practicable .

Accordingly, in view of this agreement there is no further need for the
continuance of last year's arrangement and Canada and the United States are
mutually released from the obligations assumed under such arrangement . As
applied to Canada this means that Canada will be free to maintain, build up, or
deal with its reserves as it sees fit . '

If the above is in accordance with your understanding of the agreement
which has been arrived at, I should be glad to have your confirmation .

May I express my appreciation of the understanding of our position which
you have always shown and of the spirit of co-operation and good-will which
You have manifested in seeking to achieve the objectives of the Hyde Park
Declaration"and in the conduct of our recent negotiations .

Yours sincerely,

J . L . ILSLEY
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1049.

SECRET

'-`Mémoraridum du ministère des ' Finances

'Memorandum by Department of Finance

DF/Vol . 397 2

SCHEDULE COVERING AGREED PROGRAM REFERRED TO IN LETTE R

HON . J . L . ILSLEY, CANADIAN MINISTER OF FINANCE ,
FROM

TO

HON . HENRY L . MORGENTHAU, SECRETARY,OFTHE U. S. TREASURY

DATED MARCH 24, 1944

A. llfeasures Which Will Reduce Canada's Holdings of U.S. Dollar Balance s

Estimated Amoun t
(Millions of Dollars)

1 . Payment to F.E.A. for imports of war supplies under 38 .8
Canex Requisitions . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . : . . . . . .: . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..p . . . . . . . .

2. Payment to Metals Reserve Company to recou 3 .2

capital advances and price subsidies made by tha t
Company for development of certain marginal
metal mining properties in Canada under the terms
of an agreement with War Supplies Limited . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. Payment for costs incurred by U.S. Army in connec-
tion with construction of permanent improvements
to following airfields in Canada: 33.3
(a) Airfields on the Northwest Staging Route,

landing strips along the Canol Pipe Line
and other airfields, landing strips and
permanent air route facilities constructed
by U.S. in Northwest Canada . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(b) Airfields on the Crimson Route in Central 30 .0
Northeast Canada . . ., . . . .. .. . . . .: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

: 4.2
"(c) ; Airfield at Mingan, Quebec . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 9.3

4. Payment for costs incurred by U .S. army for con-
struction of that part of the telephone line from
Edmonton to Fairbanks which is in Canadia n,territory . . : . : . .. . . . :. . . : . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5 . Reimbursement for progress payments made by U.S. 22.0

Navy for production of PB2B1 aircraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 140.0

6. Payment in U .S. dollars for U .S. tanks purchased i n
the United Kingdom for use of the Canadian Army
in Europe . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Estimated Amount 
(Millions of Dollars) 

1. Amendment of U.S. Navy contract for PB2B1 	 41.0 
aircraft so as to provide for assumption by Canada 
of financial responsibility to Boeing Aircraft of 
Canada Limited 	  

2. Assumption by Canada of expenditure incurred on 	 42.1 
U.S. account for construction of permanent 
improvements to airfields in Canada and at Goose 
Bay, Labrador (including newly projected $6 
million program and contracts not yet completed 
on Northwest Staging Route) 	  

3. Assumption by Canada of refining and distribution 	15.0 
r  costs of gasoline used to meet British commitment 

in connection with Air Training Plan in Canada 	
(annually) 

4. Elimination of Canadian participation contracts for 	 2.5 
_ purchase of New Caledonia nickel 	  

• (annually) 
5. Contracts between War or Navy Department and 	 91.0 

War Supplies Limited terminated and/or cancelled 
after December 1, 1943, or to be terminated and/or 

- cancelled. Undelivered value as estimated by 
Canadian Department of Munitions and Supply: 
WSL 72-722 6 pdr. APC BC 
WSL 72-888 AS —48  cable 
WSL 72-659 link spares 
WSL 72-450 fuel pumps • 
WSL 72-157 . propeller assemblies , 
WSL 72-377 link trainers 
WSL 72-438 20 mm discs 
WSL 72-796, pump assemblies 

'WSL 72-821 wobble pumps 
WSL 72-240, 740 & 743 Range finders (other than US. type) 
WSL 72-169 75 mm shells li.E. 
WSL 72-812 40 mm rounds 

-,

'WSL 72-391 powder propellant 	 • 
WSL 72■216, 643, 217 & 265 .303 ammunition 

..WSL- 72-284 Algerine minesweepers 
• 
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7. Further payment on account in respect of imports 	 20.0 
under Canpay requisitions'" 	  

300.8 

B. Measures Which iVill Reduce Canada's Future Receipts of U.S. Dollars 

Issv 	 - • - 	 • 
, • ollsce  R.  w 

, 
. •a.  mes,  Wartime Co-operation: A Study of Relations Between Canada and the 

United States 
p  



WSL 72-204 & 205 (old and new contracts)
Cornell a ircraft and spares

WSL 72-263 & 921 (old and new contracts)
Harvard aircraft and spares

1050 . DF/Vol . 3972

Le secrétaire du trésor des États=Unis administre des Finances

Secretary of Treasury of United States to Minister of Finance

their total deliveries to us., On th is basis, they arrive a

Lord Keynes in his commun icat ion of January 19th, 19,4 ' establish the
with the problem . It appears that it may be possible clearly to _ 'no
value of certain items fu rn ished as initial equipment, but that Vef difficum to
deliveries of replacement equipment and general supplies are Y would
trace . In these circumstances, the U .K. suggests that the praf t~n l~on'ialned in
be to estimate the proportion of supplies of Lend-Lease o g of our

• • ' t an estimate

respect to Canada, but have so far not been in a postt~on
5 f Is very fully

equ ipment and supplies o n- se ongt
from the British . The B ritish feel . that their arrangement with then UT~ey

States commits them to report such transfers to the U.S. Governme

have received requests from the United States for information of this kind in
• • • f 'sh it

your Department and representatives of the U. . Treasury o n
f Le A Le., ''n obtained by our Forces overseas

year Mr. ilsley ,
As you are aware, there have been certain discussions between officials

s i ect of•

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, June 19, 194 5

Le gouverneur de la Banque du Canada au ministre des Finances
Governor of the Bank of Canada Io Minister ofFinance

1051 .
DF/Vol. 399 1

arrangements have been conducted is, for, me, a source of genutne satis ac
Sincerely,

H. MORGENTHAU JR.

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

Washington, March 29,194 4

Dear Mr. Ilsley,
Receipt is acknowledged of. ÿour letterk of March 24, 1944, regarding

Canada's holdings of United States dollar exchange . The 'views expressed in

your letter are in aceordancâ with our understanding of the agreement we have

reached.
The atmosphere of . 'coôperation and understanding in which these

• I f fion
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liability to the U.S. of $250 millions U.S. funds as at June 30, 1945, in addition 
to any liability not yet settled in respect of initial equipment. 

While estimates of this kind may be acceptable to the parties concerned for 
the pùrpose of dividing up Lend-Lease deliveries as a matter of record (as, for 
example,' between U.K. and Australia) they are certainly not satisfactory as a 
bdsis for Canadian parliamentary appropriations and cash payments to the 
Americans. As you know, military equipment of any kind which our forces in 
Europe received from the British was not paid for or accounted for on the basis 
of individual items and types. The practice has been to agree on a capitation 
rate, that is, a standard sum per head, applied to the total number of 
Canadians overseas in the service in question. This rate is intended to cover in a 
broad way the cost of equipment and supplies of all kinds (other than initial 
equipment), but it remains constant over a long period of time and does not at 
any particular time or with respect to any particular flow of equipment 
represent an exact appraisal of the value of the equipment. No accounting 
records are kept of individual types and items of equipment, no distinction is 
made between the various items according to their country of origin, and there 
would be no verifiable basis for an estimate of the value of equipment received 
by Canada from the British Army, Navy or Air Force which had originally 
been obtained by the United Kingdom from the United States on Lend-Lease. 

Quite apart from the difficulties which there may be in arriving at a proper 
figure; I believe that it is completely wrong in principle for us to assume the 
responsibility for each payment to the United States for equipment and 
supplies we receive*  from the British. Our Army, Navy and Air Force have been 
inextricably mixed up with the British in the battle of Europe. It has been 
absolutely essential that equipment and supplies should be inter-changeable. 
We have given the British a vast amount of things of a character which we 
were best equipped to supply. They have reciprocated in part to  •  the extent of 
their capacity, and a very large deficit  bas  been covered by Mutual Aid. It 
could be argued that if we had chosen to devote sufficient time and labour, to 
the job, we could have supplied ourselves with all the things of Lend-Lease 
origin which we have received from the British. However, it was obviously 
against the Allied interest for us to do so, and we therefore arranged certain 
"swaps7, of equipment and supplies. 

'` Looking at the problem from another angle, it seems to me wrong that two 
countries, both of which have been supplying other countries on a vast scale 
free of charge, should endeavour to obtain cash settlements one from the other 
in respect of equipment and supplies which third countries may have  •  inter-
changed with them, practically speaking on the field of battle. It therefore 
seems to me that we should approach the U.S. Administration and endeavour 
to secure their agreement to the principle that neither of our two countries will 
endeavour to' hold the other responsible for military equipment and supplies 
obtained from third countries in the course of military operations. I should add 
that it is a principle from which we have departed, for special reasons, in 
making payment .  to the United States for Sherman tanks which we obtained 
trcm the United Kingdom as initial equipment for our troops in Italy. (At the 
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same ' time, we tu rned over our Ram tanks to the British and have not yet
agreed with them as to what settlement, if , any, should be made on this
account.) However, ~ I do not suggest that we should endeavour, to have thi s
transaction reversed. I am not by,any means familiar with all the ramifications
of our ..arrangements, and, it . may be that, Mr . - Bryce will point out other
complications .However that may be, I do not believe that it is too late for us to
change our attitude .

In' approaching the United States in the sense suggested, Canada is not, i n
my opinion, trying to get off lightly . Our strong current cash position in gold
and U.S. dollars might lead -the Americans to believe that we have done ver y
well. - In fact, - however, - our strong position is based on borrowing from th e
United States or realizing on U. S. assets which we held at the beginning of th e
war. Our net indebtedness to the United States, after allowing for our gold an d
U.S. dollar holdings, is certainly some ; hundreds of millions of dollars larger,
and perhaps S 500 million .larger than it :was at the beginning of the war. Our
total net debt to the United States, is now extremely formidable, and furthe r
increases of any magnitude must'be regarded with apprehension .

' Another malter of se rious importance as affecting our foreign exchange

position is that of direct purchases of U . S . equipment for the Canadian Arm y
or Air Force engaged in the Pacific war . I think that there should be an
opportunity of examining the financial implications of such arrangements

before we become irrevocably; committed. Obviously, the first consideration
must continue to be the supplying of our Torccs with the type of equipment
which is best - suited to their needs . But if the U .S. dollar liability involved i s
very large, I think that the financial aspects of the matter must be discussed
with the United States . If the cost of specific war equipment will not exceed an
amount which we can manage to pay without materially increasing our debt t o

the United States, I believe we should make payment. If, on the other hand,
cash payment wouldinvolve a serious increase in debt, then we should try t o

arrange a loan of the major items of initial equipment, as well as replacement
s

and supplies in the field, but not on the basis of Lend-Lease . '
At first blush, this may'sound like a proposition which the Americans woul d

not accept, but a firm attitude on our part might produce the desired results ,

particularly as the only items I have in mind are fighting equipment for th e

Pacific war. Our Army is required to operate as an integral part of the U . S

Army. We are not able, and would not be permitted by the United States, to
develop our own supply lines and bases, and the United States will not handl e

our types of equipment . We have no option, therefore, but to use American
equipment . Most of our war industry was developed to produce Canadian and
B ri tish types . We can obtain the necessary equipment and supplies for ou

r

Forces for the Pacific war only from the United States as part of th
e

equipment and supplies furnished by the United States to its own Forces
. If the

• United States is not making sufficient purchases in Canada to provide us with
• U. S . dollars' so that we in turn can buy this American equipment, we shoul

d
• ld we accent the

not , be expected - to , pay cash to , them. But neither shou arded as
necessary equipment on Lend-Lease terms . The equipment can be reg
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belonging from first to last to the United States Army,  and made available to 
Canadian units fighting as integral units of the United States Army. When the 
fighting ends, the unused equipment and supplies will remain in the possession 
of the United States Army. 

Whether it will be necessary to adopt this position depends on the total 
amounts involved on both sides. It would be desirable to obtain a good estimate 
of possible U. S. dollar costs of the Army and Air Force in connection with the 
Pacific war. We should then have to consider these amounts in the light of our 
prospective  sales of war supplies to the United States and of our total 
prospective balance of payments with the United States on current account. 

I think it is important that the Lend-Lease question discussed in the earlier 
part of this letter should be raised with the U.S. Government as soon as 
possible. We shall probably not have sufficient information on the Pacific war 
question to raise it definitively at the same time, but it would, I think, be 
advisable to mention it informally so that we should not later be thought to 
have held something back. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. F. TOWERS 

1052. DF/Vol. 3991 

Afénzorandum du ministère des Finances 
Memorandum by Department of Finance 

[Ottawa,] June 29, 1945 

RE: ,MEETING ON JUNE 29, 1945, RE: LEND-LEASE SETTLEMENTS 

A brief meeting was held in Mr. Ilsley's office on June 29th to discuss  the 
 Proposed course of action in approaching the United States regarding the 

amounts ,and means of settlement for Lend-Lease supplies acquired by the 
Canadian forces overseas from the U.K. Those present included Mr. Ilsley, Dr. 
Mackintosh, Mr. Towers, Mr. Ross,"' A/C Murray,'" W/C Ryrie,'" Mr. 
McIntyre,'" Mr. Allen (Financial Superintendent Air Force), Mr. Rasminsky, 
Mr. Coyne and myself. 

- The meeting was opened by a brief statement by me outlining the nature of 
the problem and the background of earlier negotiations with the U.K. and 
attempts to estimate the amounts involved. Mr. Towers then spoke at some 
length, arguing for a solution along the lines proposed in the draft message,f 
which had been distributed two days prior to the meeting. Mr. Ross, A/C 

s6A 	 • • oss, sous-mtnistre de la Défense nationale (Armée). 
i ll& D. Ross, Deputy Minister of National Defence (Army). 

Corortiodore de l'air i. M. Murray, directeur des comptes et des finances, CARC. 

tfC M. Murray, Director of Accounts and Finance, RCAF. 
ieutenant colonel G. Ryrie, Directorat des comptes et des finances, CARC. 

Wing Commander G. Ryrie, Directorate of Accounts and Finance, RCAF. 
B. 
" u McIntyre, contrôleur du Trésor. 
a• G. McIntyre, Controller of the Treasury. 



Murray and W/C Ryrie gave some information regarding the manner in which
wer e

the proposed . course of action ü`an~ to
oftt e commentstsuggested that w ebutinvolved in their Departments,

should not take this action or that the broad lines of argument are inconsistent
with the facts. There . was some discussion about the applicability of the
argument to, initial equipment for the Amy and capital equipment for the Air

Force. It was rec ognized thatan exception had to be made in respect of the
initial equipment of tanks, .for which payment, had already been made to the

U.S. Mr . McIntyre made a number of comments in the light of his discussions
in Washington regarding the : p rices and means of settling for the tanks

obtained as initial equipment. He emphasized, amongst other points (before

Mr. Ilsley came in), that in most cases the profits of renegotiation of contracts

gô to the Treasu ry 'rather than to the contracting Department in the U.S ., and

that conscquently, the advantages of renegotiation cannot be reflecteci in the

charges ' made` for individual items on Lend-Lease or otherwise . ' Apparently

only where the renegotiation affects only one contract under which production

is currently taking place does the change in price redound to the benefit of the

contracting Department and result in a change in the prices quoted .

Mr. Ilsley raised a number of questions as to how the suggested course of
Mt Towers and I both

action would appear from
th
the

at
American•

qn
'

t
view.

charges could be met
endeavoured to point out possible
quite reasonably.

Mr. Towers, in answer to,a question, suggested that if the Americans
reluctant to accept the course of action suggested, Canada should be predaredis a
to take a fairlystrong` attitude on this, believing that the course propos e

just and reasonable one.
It was noted that Mr . Robertson would be going to Washingto n

he could take
Clayton about other matters on July 9th, and it was hoped tha t
up this matter at ' that time. (This will require fast action to obtain clearancealso
from Cabinet . hcré and make any necessa ry drafting changes . It wil l

~tcd and agreed that Mr•
require fast clearance with the U .K.) It was also suggested time to see a
Pearson should be given'an opportunity at the earliest possibl e
draft of this suggested memorandum and make any comments or

suggestion s
he can about it. Mr. ~ry

In regard to ' the substance of the message, it was noted by to take into
some alteration would have to ' .be made in the third P~nsfé ôf aircraft : Mr.
account the1,

records thati rwould l be~ wellregard t o
review the last two lines of theTowers suggested, thatiada

mcssage and if possible make such alterations as would enabl ~rican forces
obtain some American equipment for itsforccs operatingrating t~t MrmRoss in thi s

in the Pacific without ncccssanly having to purchase th the
connection said that he had been endeavouting to make arrangementn w'initial
War Departnïent under which Canada . would not purchase awhich it

equipment for its Pacifie forces, but, would pay for equipmentut forward

answer on it,consumed, lost or
kind tô ~heiAmcn~nsn H e and was a

said h
e waitin

g had thei ralready p

a proposal of th
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'There was also a brief discussion as to the possible magnitude of U.S. dollar 
costs in the Pacific operations. Some figures were given of anticipated 
R:C.A.F: requirements of U.S. type equipment which it was expected would be 
obtained through the R.A.F. on Lend-Lease as heretofore. Mr. Ross thought 
the costs for U.S. equipment for the Canadian army forces operating with the 
U.S. would not exceed $100 million a year for maintenance at its maximum 
rate. His inference is that it would be substantially short of this figure. This 
maintenance cost wott1s1 not reach a maximum rate of this magnitude until late 
in the current fiscal year, and the costs for this fiscal year would be very much 
less. In addition there would be U.S. dollars required for pay of these Canadian 
forces, particularly when they were in training in the U.S. In this general 
connection Mr. Towers felt that Canada might be able to stand these U.S. 

. costs if they did not exceed a reasonable figure, he mentioned one of, say, $150 
m. or $160 m. a year, but it would be quite a different matter if they should 
run at, say, $500 m. a year. 

It was left that I would make some changes in the draft message, 
endeavouring if possible to meet the points raised by Mr. Towers, and that we 
would then attempt to get agreement on it in time to have Mr. Robertson 
present it to Mr. Clayton on the 9th of July. Unfortunately I did not think to 
raise the question of clearing this with the U.K. 

1053.:_ 

R. B. B[RYcE] 

DEA/1749-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	• 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

• Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-2448 	 Ottawa, July 3, 1945 

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Following for the Ambassador from Wrong. 
Annex 1 below gives the text of a letter dated today addressed to me by the 

Acting Deputy Minister of Finance. Annex 2 is the draft of the message to the 
United States Government which is referred to in this letter. These documents 
are  self-explanatory for the most part and I need supplement them only by the 
following'comMents:— . 	, 
(1) It is a mâtter of substantial importance that we should do our best to 

reach ngieenint with the United States along the lines proposed in the draft 
message:  Should the United States Government press a claim for reimburse-
ment, the amount would probably be very considerable although no estimate 

fl  flow  be made. Furthermore, the process of negotiating such a claim would 
veri troublesome and probably protracted. 

(2) n,c United Kingdom Government is somewhat embarrassed by their 
inability' to 'answer the various enquiries from United States officials over a 
considerable period which are referred to in • the last paragraph of Dr. 
Mackintosh's letter. 	• 
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(3) ' What we would wish" to receive from you at this stage is advice on the
substance and - form of the draft message 'and on the manncr in which it can
most effectively be presented . Perhaps it should be presented formally to Mr.
Clayton (if we are ready to do so before he leaves for Europe) and at the same
time, a copy should be given to Mr. Oscar Cox. ,
(4) Would you consider also one minor point? This is whether the last 3 or 4

lines add in your view , substantially to the strength of the argument . These
imply that we shall continue to give full value for all war supplies required by
our forces during the Pacifie War, and thus could be regarded as constituting
an apparent commitment which would be uncertain both as to duration and as
to the amounts involved . '

(PIECE JOINTE 1 /ENCLOSURE 1 1
Le sous-nrlnistre'pcr intérim des Finances

au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Deputy A linister of Finance
to Associate Under-Secretary oJStateJ'or External Affairs

Ottawa, July 3,194 5

Dear Mr. W rong : t , : . .
I am sending you enclosed herewith a suggested draft message to the United

States Government on Lend-Lease supplies received by Canadian forces from
the United Kingdom.,I believe Mr. Brycc explained the nature and purpose of
this message to you on Saturday last . It concerns a matter of the highest
importance from the point of view of our financial and economic relations with

the United States. It is hoped that, following its approval by the Government,

this message, or an improved version of it, can be delivered to the United States

Govcrnment within the next two weeks .
As Mr. Brycc cxplained to you, we should appreciate it if you could send

this message by tcletypc to Mr . Pearson in Washington for his comments and

suggestions regarding the substance of it, its form, and the manner in which it

should be presented to the United States Government . It has been our thought

that it should be presented as carefully as possible to one of the senior officersthe
of the State Department. Howcvcr, I understand that the F.E .A. may

ones prima ri ly concerned in recommending a policy to be followed on this

matter, and that Mr. Oscar Cox is now, or is shortly to be, the head of this

agc.
ncy, and if so, that it would be desirable that it be presented to him as well

as to the State Department, as he is apt to be sympathetic to the course of

action that is proposcd .
: I am ro in to send ai co of this draft to Mr . Gordon Munro, of the

United
proposing

High Comm~issioncr's Office, this morning, with the
suggestion . that he might acquaint the United Kingdom authorities of our

intentions in this matter . and s se cure any eomments or sugges tions they may

have regarding it,,inasmuch as .the United Kingdom is very much involved in

this question with us and it is necessary that we kcep in
step as closely as
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possible with them in acting on the matter. You will note that the message 
suggests the United States should regard as a legitimate Lend-Lease 
requirement of the United Kingdom the supplies which it exchanges with the 
Canadian forces for supplies of Canadian origin. 

,The Minister of Finance has approved the substance of this approach to the 
United.  States, but the matter has not yet been placed before the Prime 
Minister or the Government. I believe Mr. Ilsley plans to take it up at least 
with the Prime Minister after we have secured Mr. Pearson's comments and 
those of the United Kingdom authorities concerned. 

It may assist Mr. Pearson in considering this matter to know that Canada 
has had no direct discussions or contacts with the United States authorities on 
this matter  up to date, except one or two brief meetings in Washington some. 
time last year concerning the procedure which might be followed in establish-
ing and agreeing upon amounts of certain types of supplies which had been re-
tiânsférred. Even these meetings might be taken to have related to the special 
trmsactions regarding tanks for the initial equipment of the army, which are 
mentioned in the second last paragraph of the message. United States offïcials 
have inquired of the United Kingdom at various times about the amounts of 
supplies which had been transferred to Canada. The most recent of these 
inquiries took place within the past few months, and concerned only the 
relatively small quantities of foodstuffs of Lend-Lease origin which the United 
Kingdom had transferred to the Canadian forces. Mr. Goschen, of the United 
Kingdom Treasury delegation, is familiar with these inquiries and might be 
able to give Mr. Pearson some background information regarding this matter. I 
assume  that Mr. Munro will be informing him of the nature of the message 
which we are considering. 

» Yours very truly, 
• W. A. MACKINTOSH 

[PIECE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

Projet du message au gouvernement des États-Unis 
Draft Message go  Government of United States 

Ottawa, July 3, 1945 

SUGGESTED DRAFT OF MESSAGE TO UNITED STATES 

' GOVERNMENT ON LEND-LEASE SUPPLIES RECEIVED 
BY CANADIAN FORCES FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM 

The Canàdian Government has been informed that included in the supplies 
which have been' furnished by the United Kingdom to Canadian forces overseas 
wére some  supplies  originally obtained from the United States under the Lend-
Leise ACt.:The United Kingdom Government has stated it wishes to inform the 
United Stâtes Government of the disposition of such supplies although records 
of transfers to Dominion forces operating with British forces were not required 
under the general Lend-Lease arrangements and therefore any figures provided 
would have to be estimates. It is understood that it would be necessary to have 
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any estimate of 'the ' amount of Lend-Leasé supplies transferred to Canada
verified' and , accepted by the Canadian' Government before it would be
acceptable to the United States Government.

Any supplies of Lend-Lease origin which Canada has obtained from the
United Kingdom pool of supplies have in substance been received by Canada in
exchange for other war supplies which Canada provided to that same pool .
This pooling and exchanging , of supplies from different sources has been
regarded by the Canadian Gove rnment as an essential part of the organization
of the maximum effort against our common enemies . Neither the total amount
of supplies drawn from the pool by the Canadian forces, nor the amounts which
were of Lend-Lease origin, have been recorded, and such figures cannot be
estimated with any approach to accuracy . The Canadian Government proposes
to inform the United Kingdom that in its view there should be no need to make
any determination of the amount of supplies of Lend-Lease origin received by
Canadian forces from the United Kingdom, nor of the amount of supplies of
Canadian . Mutual Aid o rigin received - by the United States forces from the
United Kingdom. , , ,

In the Eurôpean war the Canadian Army, . Navy and Air Force have
operated in the very closcst cooperation with the corresponding forces of the
United Kingdom, using the same equipment and supplies and in most cases
operating under the ' same command . The Canadian forces have made use of
United Kingdom lines { of supply, bases, rcar echelons and similar supply
establishments instead of setting up duplicate facilities of this kind . The
Canadian forces 'have-. therefore drawn their supplies from these United
Kingdom sources as and when they were needed, without inqui ry or concern as
to the original source of such supplies (which in some cases may have been
wholly or partly of Canadian Mutual Aid origin, and in other cases of United
States Lend-Lease o rigin, but inext ricably mixed with supplies of British
origin) . As most of the supplies were drawn during the actual course of
military or air operations, it was not possible to keep records of the amounts,
let alone their origin, except in the case of complete aircraft, and no specific
payments have bexn made in respect of any item of supplies so obtained .
(Certain supplies obtaincd in advance as "initial equipment" of the Canadian
Army were recorded and dealt with separately, as noted below.) In substance,
Canada has obtained these supplies from the United Kingdom in exchange for
other war supplies provided by Canada to the United Kingdom . This exchange

has been effected by the Canadian forces depositing, in an account in Canada,
sums which have been determined by agreement to be a fair and reasonable
estimate of the value of the supplies currently consumed by the British Army

or Air Force units of the same types as the Canadian units in question, an
d

these sums have then been used to meet the cost of producing war supplies in
Canâdalor the United Kingdom. In addition, ' of course, Canada has provided

and is continuing to provide the United Kingdom with large quant i t i es of war

supplies as Mutual Aid .
Canada, like the f United States, has furnished other United Nations with

large amounts of supplies required for the common effort without payment of
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any kind. Canadian war production has been planned and directed to meet the 
joint needs of the United Natidns most efficiently, rather than the particular 
needs of the Canadian forces theniselves. This policy is in accord with the 
general  principe  agreed and announced by Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. King at 
Hyde Park in April, 1941, that each of the two countries should provide what it 
is best able to produce and produce quickly. The most effective use of 
Canadian productive capacity for war purposes has been made possible by the 
arrangements described above under which Canada contributed certain types 
of war supplies to the United Kingdom pool and drew the particular supplies 
required by her own forces from that pool. In addition, Canada has provided 
supplies as Mutual Aid to France, China and the U.S.S.R., as well as to other 
Dominions and India. Well over half of Canada's war production has been for 
Allied forces, rather than Canadian forces. 

' In view of the circumstances set forth above, the Canadian Government 
wishes to suggest to the United States Government that the unknown 
quantities of supplies of Lend-Lease origin transferred by the United Kingdom 
to Canadian forces should be regarded simply as having been exchanged by the 
United Kingdom for other essential war supplies of Canadian origin. Whatever 
the amounts of such supplies, Canada has given full value in the form of her 
own war products in exchange for these supplies, and the Canadian Govern-
ment believe it would be unnecessary and undesirable to attempt to make some 
arbitrary estimate of the amounts involved and to readjust the accounts among 
the, three countries concerned on such a basis. It is suggested that the United 
Statei and Canada, both furnishing aid to their Allies on a large scale, should 
folldw •  a broad principle of pooling and substitution in respect of supplies 
furnished to third countries, such that if Canadian forces receive from a third 
country supplies of Lend •Lease origin, or if United States forces receive 
supplies of Canadian origin, there shall be no accounting to the country of 
origin for those re-transfers. 

In the event that the Canadian forces find themselves at the end of 
hostilities in possession of any items obtained from the United Kingdom which 
can' be determined to be of Lend-Lease origin, they will be prepared, under the 
esolie); suggested above, to re-exchange them with the United Kingdom for 
items of Canadian or British origin, so that the United Kingdom may place 
them at the disposal of the United States, if the United States Government so 

On 
 desires. 

Special case should be noted. In providing the initial equipment for the 
Canàdian 'Aimy in Europe, it was decided for operational reasons to use tanks 
àf &United States type rather than Canadian types, and a large number of 
tinkïWere obtained for this purpose. In order to save time and shipping, it was 
decided  to  obtain these tanks from the stocks held by the United Kingdom in 
England' and in Italy, rather than directly from the United States. Records 
,,ere ;Win  Ôf  the numbers and origin of these particular items of initial 

t - 	• en ' and nothing was given to the United Kingdom in exchange for 
ttn.,PaYinént for them was made directly to the United States Government 

In'eteril; 1944'; subject to subsequent adjustment when the numbers, prices and 
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shipping charges were verified and agreed. It is not suggested that this specia l
transaction . should be disturbed in any way ~by the adoption of the genera l
policy proposed above:

The Canadian Government does not wish to propose any change in the
present arrangements under which Canada pays in cash for all supplies whic h
she requests from the United States, whether through Government channels o r
by direct purchase from producers, including any , supplies, such as ra w
materials, which- the United States has received as reciprocal aid from th e
United Kingdom or elsewhere: The amounts which Canada has expended i n
purchasing war supplies from the United States have greatly exceeded th e
amounts which the United States has spent on war supplies from Canada, an d
in fact have resulted on balance in an increase during the war in the substantial
indebtedness of Canada to the United States, but in view of Canada's capacit y
for war production, the Canadian Government wishes to continue to provide
full value in exchange for all war supplies acquired by the Canadian forces .

1054.

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
toYSécretary ojState jor External Affairs

DEA/1 749-F-40

TELETYPE WA-3579 Washington, July 6,1945

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins : Your EX-
2448, July " 3rd, Lend-Lease milita ry supplies transferred by the United
Kingdom authorities to the Canadian Army. I have discussed this matter twice
with the Canadian officials interested in Washington, as a result of which I
desire to make certain suggestions on the question of procedure . Your reaction

to these suggestions regarding procedure, will, of course, affect our views
regarding the substance of the draft communication attached to your teletype•
I am, therefore, not giving you our views on this question of substance at this
time. I feel, and my feeling in the matter is shared by those with whom I have
talked, that it might be premature to initiate discussions on this matter now
with the United States authorities in the manner suggested, e .g ., by a lengthy,

carefully argued and formal communication . If we adopt this course, we are
thereby giving great official importance to the question and in a sense putting
ourselves on the defensive concerning it . Its importance is, of course, obv ious,

but only . if the United ' States Government were to press their claim for
reimbursement . We have, 1; také it, no concrete evidence that such a claim will
be pressed apart from the enquiries which the United States authorities from
time to time have addressed to the United Kingdom authorities . Your telegram

does not indicate the levels on which these enquiries were made or the
weight

which should be attached to them . For these reasons, might it not be unw' hat
this particular , moment to address a formal communication such a

s

proposed to the United States Government, if by so doing we were to make an
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inter-Governmental issue out of a question which, up to the present, has not 
been raised with us by the United States Government — except indirectly by 
enquiries to a third party, the United Kingdom? 

Might it not be better at this stage merely to indicate to the United 
Kingdom authorities that if the United States make further requests for 
information as to the nature and extent of the transfers in question, we would 
have no objection to their being supplied with whatever information is 
available. At the same time, we might suggest to the United Kingdom 
author'ities.  that they could indicate the complications and difficulties which 
would arise if the United States pressed for reimburiement from Canada, and 
that in such circumstances, similar information would undoubtedly be required 
by the Canadian Government in respect of Mutual Aid materials transferred 
by the United Kingdom to the United States Army? In this latter connection, 
are' there any facts available as to the value of such Canadian tranfers, which 
would, I assume, be largely foodstuffs and timber for United States construc-
tion purposes overseas? 

' *If the United States receive the information requested from the United 
Kingdom authorities, they would then have to decide what to do with it. They 
might thén,  of  course, desire to initiate discussions with us or they might let the 
rnattei drop. If the former, would that not be the right time for us to put 
forward our case?  • • 
•: Such a case, I suggest, might, in the first instance, be embodied in a much 
shorter communication than that attached to your teletype and in one which 
Would conCern itself more with principles and policies than detailed argument. 
If, in spite of this communication, the United States insisted on pursuing the 
mâtier,,theti we would deal with the whole question at length and in detail, 
Mobilizing all the arguments we possess in formal discussions. I feel, however, 
that it would be a mistake to do this until every other procedure were 
exhausted. If this is wise, then it follows that at this stage we should do nothing 
but  indicate to the United Kingdom authorities that we have no objection to 
information being given to the United States concerning the Lend-Lase 
transferi in question, if in fact such information is available. 

As stated ab-ove, I am refraining at the moment from giving you our views 
mil the silbstance of yOur draft letter until I get your reaction to these 
s,ugges* dons regarding procedure. Ends. .4, 	, 
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1055..• DEA/1749-F-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

- Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-2583 	 , 	 , 	Ottawa, July 13, 1945 
• 

 I have discussed' with Finance your mesiage WA 3579 regarding Lend-
Leaie supplies transferred by the United Kingdom to Canadian Services, and 
that Department has furnished me with the following comment for you: 

It is iMfortunate we did not inform you  more of the background of this 
situation in sending yoir the suggested draft message, as it might have 
answered in advance somé  of  the questions you raise. In the first place, it 
should be made clear that conversations and correspondence have been carried 
on with the United Kingdom about this matter over the past three years, 
mainly over the question as to who would pay the United States for these 
supplies, and more  latterly, as regards the possible methods of estimating them. 
Lord Keynes  wrote a very long lettert to the Deputy Minister of Finance some 
months ago  about  the matter, a copy of which we could send you if necessary 
to give you some  of  the background material. At first it was contemplated that 
the U.K. might paY the U.S. for these  supplies but later it was agreed that 
Canada ought to pay for them rather than the U.K. However, when the large 
magnitude of the amounts became evident, and the effect of these payments in 
increasing Mutual Aid that would be necessary to the U.K. and in seriously 
depleting Canada's reserves of U.S. dollars, it was felt that an entirely new line 
such as that suggested should be taken. 
,„ As regards your suggestion that we should have no objection to the U.K. 

supplying the U.S. with what information they can as to the nature and extent 

of the transfers in question, we are anxious if we possibly can to avoid any 
figures being given to the U.S. as that is likely to crystallize in their minds, and 

possibly in the minds of Congress, as an amount which Canada should 

rightfully pay the U.S., or else the US. should waive payment for, in effect 

thereby providing Canada with Lend-Lease. It is precisely this unpleasant 

dilemma which we are most anxious to avoid and yet which we are apt to be 

led into if the U.K. officially informs the U.S. that any specific or estima
value of Lend-Lease supplies has been transferred to Canada. In addition, for 

the reasons set forth in the proposed message, we believe that any estimates 

that can be given by the U.K. are quite arbitrary and could not stand up to any 

searching scrutiny. In fact, the amounts of such Lend-Lease supplies actually 

received are not known and cannot be ascertained. On the other hand, the U•K. 

we feel may be most reluctant to have this reason emphasized as the only one 

impelling us to refuse to agree to any estimates. It was for this reason that we 
nf the 	I 

felt the message should state that we did 
amounts involved would need to be made. 
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As regards your inquiry about the level on which U.S. inquiries to the U.K. -have been made, we understand
. they were addressed in the first instance inMarch of 1944 by the Deputy Director of the International Division of the

War Department to General McCready of the British Army Staff inWashington
. In recent months specific inquiries have been made by Mr.Griffin of the F.E.A. to Mr. Goschen of the U.K. Treasury Delegation inWashington
. The recent inquiries, as well as the original ones, have been fo rstatistical information, but the U.K. feels that these statistics are ap tgiven to Congress and to be construed as official information of the amountstransferred to Canada

. So far as we know, these recent inquiries have not been
pursued ' at high levels in a formal manner, but they are causing the U

.K.Treasury authorities some real concern
. Possibly by this time it is too late forthe F.E.A

. to furnish any information to Congress this year, and the pressureon the U.K. Treasury may be temporarily relaxed
. You may also be interested

to know that there were some previous discussons in Washington in the spring
of 1944 over the procedure that would be followed in estimating the amounts of
supplies transferred to Canada, if and when payments are made by Canada tothe U.S. for them

. You might note particularly Army message CAW 184 of
April 14, 1944,t which describes a meeting that took place between Canadian
representatives and the War Department

. In regard to the inquiriesthe ' U.K., it might be worth your while speaking confidentially to Goschde ofthe U.K. Treasury in Washington . The U.K. authorities, as we u en of
feel that they are under an obligation to supply information to the U .S bit,
cannot do so without our concurrence, particularly as the U .S . authorities havetaken the view

that the amounts involved are primarily questions to be settledbetwe
'
en the U.K. and Canada. We have submitted suggested draft messagethe U
.K, for their comments, however, and may have more information tosupplÿ you ôn their views about this matter in the next day or two .

Value of Canadian Mutual Aid supplies transferred by U .K. to U.S . may berelatively small
. We inquired about food supplies transferred in this way and it

aPPears that they amount to less than half a million dollars in value. Timber,
Can dâ~u mention, is not being obtained by the U.K. through Mutual Aid iConsequently we have little to bargain with in this respect except the
principle involved, although we might well take the line that an Canadiansupplies, whether provided on Mutual Aid or not, would be covered yIfYOU feel our draft message is too formal and defensiv 'be "glad to' ~ e in tone, we ~ would

considér an alternative method of presentation or an alternativedraft"that * would be free from this danger . We have found it difficu lconceive'a message t to
of theathat would separate the arguments regarding determination

môüâts involved from the argument regarding the principles that oughtto apply in respect of such transfers, particularly as we feel that the rinci les
that should be adopted are the main argument for not attempting to de Pthe amounts involved

' We will inform you further of the reaction of the termine
these"su U.K. to

88eStions, and would appreciate any further comments you can make in
reply to the explanation given above and also on the substance of the message
and the procedure in taking up this question with the U .S . Ends. g
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L'cimbassadeür aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affairés extérieures

Ambassador in United States
, to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/1749-F-4 0

TELETYPE WA -3812 Washington, July 19,1945

' Your teletype EX-2583, July 13th, Lend-Lease transfers .

The" background information on this matter included in your teletype
disposes of a good many of the points raised in my earlier teletype WA-3579 . I

have a better . understanding now of your difficulties in this matter, especially

as I have also teceived through the United Kingdom Treasury delegation here
(not from Exterfal Affairs) a copy of Gordon Munro's letter to Mackintosh

dated July 12th . I gather that the whole question is now being reconsidered
and, therefore, it would appear unnecessa ry for me to comment on any detail of

your original draft which is now likely to be changed .
I realize` that I am not as familiar with this problem as you are in Ottawa

but I am still not entireljr convinced by the" argument you make in your draft

and feel, therefore, , that . the United States authorities would be even less

convinced by it. I agree that. in view of the circumstances, it is difGcult not

[sic) to avoid a defensive tone in any communication of this kind because, in
my view,'our case is logically a pretty defensive one. I still think, however, that

it would be better: to open discussions on this matter informally and verbally

with the ' F.E.A. people here rather than formally by a note to the State
Department .` Might it not be desirable,, after discussions w ith the United

K ingdom are concluded, to send somcone to Washington who is entirely

familiar with this matter to take it upw ith say; Oscar Cox of F.E.A. ?

It seems to me that the Army transfers in question, however normal and

justifiable 'they`may, have been under the conditions established, do at present

represent Lend-Lease assistance received by Canada from the United States
.

We can acknowledge' it as such and ask the United States authorities not to
press for' âny âccounting of it ' in,view of the ve ry special circumstances under

which the assistance was given, or we can make some scttlement with them . If

we succeed in the former course, it will be difficult for us to maintain our

proud, if somewhat expensive, boast in the future that Canada has received no
Lend-Lease from the United States . However, I do not think we can have it
bothwaysand we shall have to decide whether the boast is worth sometÛngéâ

the ' neighbourhood of ' 200 millions. What do you think of th
e

jdom's suggestion that we should offer to pay for idcntifiables only .
. ~, . .~>
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1057. 	 DF/Vol. 3991 
Le sous-ministre par intérim des Finances 

au conseiller financier, le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne 
Acting Deputy Minister of Finance 

to Fintincial Adviser, High Commission of Great Britain 

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, August 4, 1945 

Dear Mr. Munro:— 
'In accordance with our discussion yesterday afternoon and at the request of 

the 'Minister of Finance, I am sending you herewith a draft for a letter from 
the Minister of Finance to your High Commissioner,t which we are considering 
as a* means of bringing to a head the discussions which we have had in recent 
months about the adjustment of the provisional payments made by our Services 
overseas to take into account the Lend-Lease supplies which they are 
considered to have received from the United Kingdom. I should much 
appreciate having any comments or suggestions from your authorities in 
London regarding the usefulness of a letter of this kind in furthering the 
satiSfactory solution to the problems involved in these suggested adjustments in 
respect of supplies of Lend-Lease origin. 

You know, we considered at one stage making an approach ourselves 
diréctly to the United States authorities on this matter, and we furnished you 
with a copy of the sort of message that we had thought of giving to the United 
States.' 6° In 'your letter to me of July 12tht you forwarded some comments 
from your authorities on this proposal and suggested some changes which you 
thought might improve the exposition and argument set forth in our proposed 
message. We have noted these comments and suggestions carefully and have 
indeed re-examined our whole plan of approach on the matter in the light of 
the London attitude towards it. 

The substance of the argument put forward in this letter to the U.K. is the 
same as in the proposed message to the U.S., which your people have already 
seen and commented upon. What is now involved is a change in the channel 
through which we would present these points, first to the U.K. and, if 
necessary, through the U.K. in the first instance to the U.S. It appeared to us 
on reflection ,that a direct approach to the U.S. involved two risks: in the first 
place, there was some chance that Canada might inadvertently misrepresent 
some askect'of the U.K. position in the matter; secondly, if we were to take it 
u-P with the U.S., we would probably have to do so at a fairly high level. This 
might well  exaggerate the importance of the issue to the U.S. and possibly -; 
prejudice its favourable consideration. Consequently, we have now come to the 
conclusion that an alternative approach to the U.K. is better. 

We believe that it would be both more logical and more convenient to have 
the first'approach to the United States on this matter made by the U.K. on the 
bsa,qs 9f a'reply which they have received from Canada to the suggestions that , 	r.. 

eVniileilocUMent I053/Sec Document 1053. 
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adjustments be made to reflect these items of Lend-Lease supplies included in
the total supplies transferred to the Canadian forces. We feel this is more
logical because up to date all the discussion with the U .S. on this matter has
been carried on by the U.K., and, of course, it is the U.K. whom the U.S . must
hold in the first instance responsible for these supplies provided as Lend-Lease .
Indeed, und er the arrangements which we are proposing, these supplies would
continue to be recorded by the United States as having been provided to the
U.K. * for essential war purposes. We feel it is convenient to make the approach
in this manner, as it will permit U .K. autho ri ties to make clear their own
position on this matter when raising it with the U .S., and leave the U .K. free to
support the Canadian view or not, as they see fit . We would be quite prepared
to discuss the matter with the U .S . once the question has been opened up from
the U.K. side, and we would expect to argue the Canadian point of view
ourselves if continûed discussions are necessary on the matter. We would not
expect the U.K. .to carry the burden of argument on our behalf. On the other
hand, of course, we would welcome a t ripartite discussion on the matter and
also any support,which the U .K. would feel prepared to give to the Canadian
suggestions . R' I

As I told you in our discussion, we are making the suggestions embodied in
this draft letter not only because they seem to us logical and sensible in
themselves, but also because we are se riously concerned over the substantial
increase that would result in the difficulties of financing the U.K. requirements
in Canada in , this current year if it is necessary for the U .K. to make very
substantial rebates to Canada in respect of all payments made by the Canadian
forces to the U.K. this year and in past years .

1058.

Yours very truly,
W. A. MACKINTOSH

DF/Vol . 32 4

- L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

Am6assador !n United States
Io Secretary ojState for Externat Affiairs

TEt.ETYPe WA-5610 Washington, November 1, 1945

' : :SECRET. B rigadier Rodger, FIL Licut. Fcldzan [Feldman ] and Ritchie met

this morn ing informally with Harmer of the United Kingdom Treasury and
representatives . of I the,, United Kingdom Treasu ry dclegation, British Army
Staff, Royal Air Force delegation and . the B ri tish Air Commission to learn

from them the problems which they were encountering in connection with the

submission of records and transfen and inventories for Lend-Lease equip
in , eonnection with the current United States-Unitcd Kingdom eco
negotiations . Harmer , will be writing a detailed letter to Munro in tfo
Commissioner's Office, Ottawa, on this subject probably tomorrow
discussion with officials of the Department of Finance and othcr Departments

.
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In the meantime, you may wish to have a brief report of what took place at the 
informal discussions this morning.. 

The problems arise in connection with three sorts of statements which the 
United Kingdom will have to provide either immediately or eventually to the 
United States authorities: 
1. List of transfers to third countries (including Canada) of Lend-Lease 

supplies  during the course of the war. The United Kingdom propose to submit 
in the case of Canada a list of identifiable transfers which will not be confined 
necessarily to initial equipment but may, in fact, include maintenance items 
insofar as such items are properly identifiable. They do not see how in their 
relations with the United States they can confine the statement to initià1 
equipment if, in fact, other transfers are equally identifiable. 
2. The inventory of Lend-Lease equipment on hand as [of] September 2nd, 

1945. The United Kingdom had not decided at the beginning of the meeting 
whether they would prefer to put in separate inventories for the United 
Kingdom and for other non-United Kingdom countries under United Kingdom 
operational control, including Canada, or to put in a lump inventory of all 
supplies on hand under United Kingdom operational control without distinction 
as to the nationality of the fighting unit which happen to have physical 
possession of the items at that particular time. At the close of the meeting the 
consensus of United Kingdom opinion was that the lump inventory would be 
preferable, and they expressed the opinion that from the Canadian point of 
view the lump inventory might have much to commend itself, since it would 
help to avoid raising questions of wastage, maintenance, etc., in respect of 
Canidian fighting elements. It might be mentioned in this connection that the 
United Kingdom expect that they will not be required to pay for strictly 
Combat equipment in the military inventory but that they will have to pay only 
for items having possible civilian end-use and even for such items only after 
they have been declared surplus. 
3. A statement of items which the Canadian forces expect to retain or 

withdraw from the overseas pool for return to Canada. This list will be 
required to enable the United Kingdom to discharge their obligation to inform 
the United States of the ultimate disposition of supplies originally received by 
them under Lend-Lease and to provide a basis for settlement between Canada 
and the United States for supplies retained by Canada insofar as such supplies 
have not already been included in the list identified as (1) above.' 6 ' , 

Tlie:Unitéd Kingdom, probably through Harmer's letter to Munro, will be 
requesting your agreement on the general principles to govern the preparation 
of these lists. Although the actual lists may take some time to complete, 
agre,ementàn thè governing principles will be necessary within the next few 
daYs in order that the United Kingdom may inform the United States of the 
Pr°cedure they propose to follow in preparing their statements. In the 
!reparation of the actual lists the United Kingdom will seek agreement of „ , 

&vote marginale:/Marginal note: 
Surely then all such supplies will be so included. 



Canadian autho ri ties in London and Ottawa as to the technical accuracy of the
lists in advance of their submission . It should be noted . that these statement s
pertain to transfers of supplies overseas only . and do not in any way affect
supplies to the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan which are understood
to be the subject of separate discussions now taking place in Otta wa bet w een
representatives of the United Kingdom and Canada .

You might wish to pass copies of this message to B ryce in Finance; Genera l
MacQueen in,Dcpartmcnt of National Defence and Air Commodore Murray,
Director of Accounts and Finance, R.C.A.F.

1059.,' DF/Vol . 399 1

Le représentant de la trésorerie de Grande-Bretagne
au consel11erfinancier; le haut commissariat de Grande-Bretagne

Reprtsentatire ojTreasury of Great Britain
Io Financial Adviser. 'Nlgfi Commission of Great Britan

: . ; . ; 1945- [Washington?] November 2 ,
. ~ .. ~ . ~_ .

CANADIAN LEND-LEASE REBAT E
In our discussions> with , the Americans about military Lend-Leas e

settlement, some points have a risen affecting this question . We arranged,
therefore, for . a meeting this morn ing to discuss the position . Ritchie of th e

Canadian Embassy, B rigadier - Rogers (Rodgers ] , and Flight Lieutenant

Feldman were present, togcthcr with B rigadier de Chassiron, Air Commodore

Nowell, and a number of other representatives of U.K. Missions concerned .

The position may be summarised is follows : We are hoping to arrive at a

settlement with the Americans on the general basis that :
(a) We make} a return, in agreed form, of all our holdings of Lend-Leas e

military equipmcnt as at V-J Day.
(b) , Wc ate allowed to retain such items as are requircd for essential military

use, _ subject to a limited number of special cases where the Americans may

wish to recapturc
. , . . y .y :;

.
.:... , ., . . : ~ .

(c) No payment is required in' respect of combat materials ; or of othe r

equipment having a possible civilian , end-use unlcss, and until, it becomes

surplus. , . $
„(d) A lump sum payment `shall be{agrecd and included in the settlement i

n

final diseharge of any elaimu 'by the U .S. Government in respect of materia l

beooming surplus and disposed of for civilian end-uses .
(e) We undertake eithcr`to notify or possibly to obtain the prior coninnou r

the - U.S. , Gove rnment, to any : transfers of Lend-Lcase equ~pment fo r
inventory to third Governments (including Commonwealth Governments)

military purposes.
The fore oin is a rather condensed summary of proposals which haVe âns

yet been tiâlis~. But we hope they may be acceptable both to the Amer'c

and to London.
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Arising out of this, the following points should be mentioned as involving 
Canadian interests: 
(1) We have to consider whether our inventory of holdings in, e.g. North 

West Europe and the Mediterranean Theater should exclude those items 
actually in the hands of Canadian (or other non-U.K.) units at V-J Day, or 
whether we should put in an inventory showing all the holdings on U.K. 
charge. ' 
(2) We have to consider what the position would be in the event of the 

Canadian forces wishing to take home with them items of Lend-Lease origin. 
:(3) Finally, there is the question whether our present discussions with the 
'Ainericans in any way affect the handling of the Canadian question, the lines 
. of which we discussed in September in Ottawa. 

• As to (1), our conclusion is that we should show our holdings undivided — 
i.e.' not distinguishing those items in the hands of non-U.K. forces from the 
rest. Onè reason for this is, as we are advised, that the holdings as at a 
particular date may be largely accidental. Thus there is no reason to suppose 
that the Canadian holdings will consist either of the same items or the same 
quantities as they may want to take home with them. Equipment may have 
been returned to depots, and Canadian forces might be expected to draw from 
thèse depots when they return home,' 62  but out of a pool in which their V-J 
holdings have been merged. Thus, if the effect of our showing the Canadian 
holdings separately were to establish Canadian ownership of these items, it 
might prove inconvenient later. 

On the other hand, it is clear that we must somehow protect the Canadian 
interesL But we think this is best done separately — I refer to this again in 
dismissing point (3) below — and that all that need be done in the present 
éonteitt is to insert a covering note into our inventory stating that it includes 
"Holdings of non-U.K. Units in such Theaters" or some similar form of words.. 

The question of (2) then arises, i.e. of what happens when the Canadians 
wish.  to withdraw items of Lend-Lease origin. Under our proposal in (1), the 
fmnal position will be that these items will have appeared on the U.K. 
inventory, and we have to establish not only that the Canadians are entitled to 
withdraw them, but that no further question of financial settlement arises. We 
do not foresee any difficulty in obtaining U.S. consent to such withdrawals, and 
this - question,' therefore resolves itself into that of clearing the point about 
settlement. • 

This brings me on to point (3). As you know, we have been collecting the 
lists ,of Identifiable Lend-Lease items included in initial equipment issued to 
thé çanadian Army, and similar lists of Air Ministry items. (The Air Ministry, 
as  you  know, have a different procedure from the War Office, and do not make 
the  saine  'distinction between initial equipment and maintenance. But in their 

I% note suivante, concernant les deux derniers paragraphes du document, était dans l'original: 
The  following footnote, referring to the two last paragraphs of the document, was in the 
original: 

See P.S. on page 3  &4.  
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case, as in that of the War Office, it is possible to produce a list of those Lend-
Lease items, the issue of which to the Canadians can be recorded ; and this has
been the basis of all our previous discussions of . the matter.) We have now
received the War , Office lists, and B.A.S. are examining them . (Ken Goschen
sent you particulars with his letter of 27th October .) They will be telegraphing
any comments to the War Office, and asking the lattcr to ensure that the lists
are agreed with Ottawa, and that we get autho ri ty from the Canadian
Government to submit them to the .War Department . .
f As : regards the Air Ministry, Ï I understand their lists are in course of
preparation, but I have not seen them . But they too will be asked to ensure that
they, are cleared with .Ottawa, and that authority is given for RAFDEL'b' to
submit them to the War Department.

We propose, therefore, that whcn these lists are submitted (with Canadia n
concurrence) it will be understood that the Canadians will then be prepared to
complete the financial settlement direct with the U .S . Government on the basis
of these lists . In other words, they will relate these lists to the advance payment
which we understand they made in ,1943, and will settle about any difference
one,way or .another that may arise, without our being further concerned . But
we shall not ourselves raise the question of maintenance or other Unidentifiable
issues; and if it is raised by the Americans, we shall reply on the lines recently
discussed in Ottawa . , . .

We still think this is the best way of handling the matter, and in our view
there is no reason why we should delay submitting these lists longer than
necessa ry (sec in this connection Ken Goschen's letter of 27th October referred

to above) . Indeed, there may be advantages in putting them in fairly promptlY ,
since this will enable us to put on record with the War Department that our
inventories may include items which are the subject of this settlement between
the Canadian and U .S. Governments .

; If the Canadians are in a position to say, in the fairly near future, precisely
what items of Lend- Lem o rigin they may wish to ship back to Canada, this
question could, be taken,up forthwith, i .e. as soon as these lists have been
submitted to the War Department . (In this connection, I understand they
already taken . back certain items{ since VE-Day, e .g . Dakotas .) It would

probably be necessary to make, a joint U.K: Canada approach, but we can
consider this further. If the items and amounts which they wish to take back

we
are within the totals for wh ich they will settle w i th the War Department, ,
should hope that no difficulty would arise. (But obviously at this point there 11
the possibility that the question of maintenance issues will be raised, and will

have to be dealt with.) If, however, they want to take greater amounts than

they have settled for, or items not appearing in the list at all, then we fear that

separate settlement may be unavoidable. But the impression at our
meeting

this mo rning was that this was not likely to be a serious considerat ion.

"'Royal Air Force De.leption .
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I should be grateful if you would show this letter to Bob Bryce, and get his 
reactions. I enclose a spare copy. As far as we can see the procedure suggested 
above is the best that we can devise to protect the Canadian position, but 
before committing ourselves to it, we should like to know that they agree. The 
immediate point, as you will see, is to settle the form of the U.K. military 
inventory, and of the covering agreement dealing with the retransfer point. 
This may have to be done in the very near future, and I hope, therefore you can 
ee me an early reply. 

There are two further points I should mention. In the first place, you will 
know that we are dealing only with major items of Identifiable Lend-Lease 
origin. We assume that no question of retransfer procedure, etc., will arise in 
respect of the rest. Secondly, the question of making an inventory .  of U.K. 
Lend-Lease holdings in Canada itself will have to be dealt with as an entirely 
separa.  te matter. This arises, of course, mainly out of the B.C.A.T.P.; but there 
are .certain complications due to exchanges of aircraft between the training 
scheme and Canadian Home Defense forces, which will need to be sorted out. 
But these need not, we think, affect the handling of the questions discussed 
above, which concern inventories in combat theaters. 

Yours ever, 
F. E. HARMER 

P.S. 
1. On reading this over, there is a passage which I have marked on page 2 

where-  I am afraid the sense is not clear. What I meant to say was, Canadian 
forces  might quite possibly, on V-J Day, have already turned in their previous 
holdings of  equipment, but this would not necessarily mean that they did not 
vvish to take certain amounts of such equipment back to Canada ultimately. In 
that e'vent, they would draw what they required from U.K. depots when the 
tinie came; and there is no particular reason why the amounts they would wish 
to draw, or the particular items involved, would correspond, in any way, to the 
holdings they happen to have of September 2. 
2. You - should know that F.E.A. have again reminded us of the question of 

the  *Lend-Lease element in Food supplied to the Canadian forces. We propose 
to reply ,  early next week that we have made enquiries, but that we are not in a 
Position to make any returns of issues of Lend-Lease articles to the Canadians 
other tlian the returns which are in process of being submitted to the War 
Department; and that, as we understand these latter returns do not show any 
food items: Sô far the question has been dealt with on the telephone. But this 
may bring  it to a head. Anyway, the foregoing is the least we can say without 
being ioo disingenuous, and we feel that the time has come when we must be 
prepared to make some reply. 
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- Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELETYPE EX-3886 	 Ottawa, November 12, 1945 

Following for Ritchie from R. B. Bryce,  Finance  Department. Begins: 
1. Re Reporting by U.K. of Lend•Lease inventories and transfers, I have 

discussed with appropriate Army and Air Force authorities the proposals which 
Harmer and Goschcn have outlined to us in respect of the information the U.K. 
is to provide to U.S  in respect of Lend-Lease inventories, Lend-Lease transfers 
and Canadian requirements of Lend-Lease material already obtained. We 
wouId appreciate it if you would transmit the following to Harmer or Goschen 
for us. 	° 
2. We arc agiceable to the U.K. submitting inventories of all holdings of 

Lend-Lease equipment remaining in 'various theatres undcr U.K. command at 
V-J day, provided it is made clear, as suggested by Harmcr, that it includes 
holdings of non•U.K. units in such theatres. We believe it is necessary in this 
conncction to indicate to the US. authorities that this inventory includes items 
of Lend•Lease origin transferred to the Canadian forces and covered by 
notification of transfcrs being given to the US. We think it is also necessary to 
indicate that these inventories include, as we understand they will, some items 
obtained directlY by.Canada from the U.S. and paid for in cash, either through 
the reimbursable Lend•Lease machinery or directly from American contrac-
tors. In this connection we cannot immediately supply any estimate of the 
amount of these tatter items that will likely be included in thc U.K. inventory, 
but thé Army has takcn itcms to  Europe  which have been purchased here from 
the.  US., heavy trucks, for éxample. There arc further complications that it 

seems hardly necessary to mention at this stage, for example, Army equipment 
of Lend-Lease origin which the Canadian authorities obtained in exchange for 

similar eq*uipment of 'other origin which they had held but which they turned 
over to the U.K. in circumstances which made such swaps desirable. These 
complications' regarding inventory arc not so great in the case of the R.C.A.F. 
holdings, but we would like to bc clear in this connection whether engines of 

actual or presumed Lend-Lease origin in planes of U.K. origin will be included 
in the inventories or not. 
3. We arc agrécablof  in PrinciPlo to  the  submission of lists to the U.S. of 

recorded transfers of identifiable Lend-Lease equipment to Canadian forces b. ?' 

U.K. in the manner suggested. 1 undcrstand that in general these lists wl ri 

include items of initial equipment for Army and corresponding items for Ai 

Force, and possibly a fcw additional items recorded for onc reason or anoh t er;  
i but that in general it is unlikely to include any significant amount of te re  

transferred as maintenance (except possibly aircraft), inasmuch as these we 
m

i  

usually not recorded and the transfers arc covered under the gen 
era 
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arrangements pertaining to transfers in the course of operations . We
understand all transfers of aircraft, and engines have been recorded and would
like to . know, as soon as possible if it is considered necessary to include such
transfers made to replace wastage . The list attached to Goschen's letter to
Munro of 27th Octobert is being considered now by Army and verified againsttheir records . Army authorities here had not received it yesterday through
Army channels in Washington, but will be in touch with them about it . We
have as yet seen no Air Force lists, but understand that they will be made up
on the same p rinciple. We would like to see them as soon as possible . We would
like to know whether these lists are to include equipment issued to R.C.A.F .squadrons and later returned to the U .K. on re-equipping the squadrons withother types. We should also like to know if possible whether Army lists include
items obtained temporarily for special operations, as for example D.D. Tanks,
and if so whether these are to be included in lieu of, or in addition to, other
items of initial equipment .
`

,
4• , We believe the U .K. appreciate that it will be necessary to make

adjustments in our payments to them in respect of any items on the lists
covered in paragraph 3 which are necessary to avoid Canada paying both the
U .K. and the U.S. for the same equipment, but it might be well if you could
confirm with them that this is the case .

5 . Army and R.C.A.F. are now proceeding to compile lists of items of known
Lend-Lease origin which they will wish to bring back to Canada . In the case ofthe

.Army it is not expected these lists will be large in relation to amounts
obtained by Canada as initial equipment . In the case of the Air Force it will be
substantial in certain categories . In this connection we should like to know
whether items already brought back to Canada, particularly before V-J day,
are to be included in these lists . We should also like to know whether aero
engines of U .S . origin in U.K. air frames are to be included, notably Packard-
Merlins in Lancaster 10's. It may be difficult to complete these lists with
finality in the near future and we should like the option of revising them
subsequently .

6• Is it intention that these lists of items of Lend-Lease origin which Canadawishes .to .bring back are to be submitted to the U.S. and if so by whom and
under what circumstances? Can our forces regard themselves as free to bring
back items of this nature before these lists are compiled and submitted to U .K .and/or U.S.? We assume so, as some items are already being returned . We arenot Clear as to how far we will be able to bring back these items if they exceed
ln quantities the amount of such items we obtained as initial equipment orsofie ' pro portion of that which might be considered to remain in inventoriesnow.- I f payment to U.S. for such items is necessary, then presumably it mustalso

.be•covered by adjustments with U.K. to avoid Canada having , to makeduplica te payments for same equipment ..7i'-As
I told Harmer on telephone Friday, Canadian Army is contemplatings6me disposal ' of equipment to Netherlands Army, in which they would like toinclude some equipment of U .S . origin. This would probably not exceed

amounts which Canadian Army will settle with U.S. for on basis of transfer
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lists noted above. Canadian Army regard this equipment as rightfully theirs 
and feel thCy should be able to dispose of it in this way. 1 understand from 
Harmer on the telephone that he feels we should not undertake to make such 
disposals to Netherlands without consultation with U.K. authorities and 
probably with US. authorities. Canadian Army would hope this matter could 
be cleared up in near future as they are anxious to have disposals carried out. 
Wé would appreciate any indication from U.K. authorities as to when and how 
they felt this matter could be most usefully discusscd. We should also like 
additional information on the prospects for diiposal of Lend-Lease inventories 
that will be declared surplus, and whether Canada will have any rights in 
respect of such disposal arising out of thcir payments to U.S.' on one hand and 
U.K. on the other. 
8. 1 have already informed Goschcn by telephone of the general purport of 

this message, and am furnishing copy to Munro of U.K. here. 

• 1061. 	 • 	 DEA/1749-40 

L'ambassadeui aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States' to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELETYPE WA-5831 	 Washington, November 19, 1945 

Following for R. B. Bryce, Finance Department, from A. E. Ritchie, Begins: 
The questions in your EX-3886 of November 12th concerning Lend - Lease 
inventories and transfers were communicated to Goschcn of the United 
Kingdom Treasury delegation on November 12th. On Saturday, November 
17th, 1 met with Harmer and Goschcn to receive their views on the questions 
which you have raised. Their oral replies arc reported in summary form in the 
following paragraphs: 

2. On the general question in your paragraph 2 concerning the description of 

inventories, Harmer and Goschen are of the opinion that the form of statement 
which they have in mind will meet most of the points which you raise in that 

paragraph. In any event, they propose to provide us with the text of the 

descriptive remarks,' which will accompany the inventories, before submission 
to the United States in order that we might have an opportunity to determine 

whether the statement protects us adequately at all points. Ilarmer doubted 

that such items as heavy trucks, which had been obtained directly by Canada 

from rUnited States, would appear in the Lend-Lease inventories, since they 

would almost certainly be distinguishable from similar Lend -
Lease items. 

Concerning swaps (e.g.; Ram.tanks for Shermans), Harmer feels that this 
problem need not be resolved at this stage and that any necessary off-setting 
plight be deferred for discussion until after the basic inventories have been_ 

prepared. In answer to your question concerning the treatment of engines y 

actual.or presumed Lend•Lease origin in planes of Unitcd Kingdom onglri
t- 
it  

Harmer reports that the following major Lend-Lease components in *cra 
 will be shown in the'inventory: engines, propellers, automatic pilots and g

w, 

turrets. . ; r • 
4 
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1- With reference to your paragraph 3, Harmer and Goschen confirm that in
general,,the Army ., lists of recorded transfers are unlikely to include any
significant amount of items transferred as maintenance . They are not able to
say at the moment whether the same is true for aircraft maintenance but they
are checking and will let us know if aircraft maintenance are to be treated in a
manner different from that applicable to Army equipment . They are inclined
to think that any recorded transfers of aircraft and engines should be included
in the lists, as they are anxious to be in a position to assure the United States
that. the lists include every transfer of which the United Kingdom has record .
They expressed the opinion that from our point of view, as well as from their
own, it would be desirable to provide the United States authorities with a list of
recorded transfers sufficiently complete to satisfy the United States authorities
without requiring any estimate of, or allowance for, unrecorded transfers .
Harmer indicates that the United Kingdom would probably be reluctant to
withhold any recorded data, the withholding of which might give a general
impression of a lack of frankness on the part of the United Kingdom . The Air
Force lists, which you have not yet seen, are being worked on by Air-
Commodore Nowell of the R.A.F. delegation here (Harmer thinks in
consultation with the R .C.A.F. representatives) and will be sent to Munro
when they are in a sufficiently complete form . It is expected that they will be
sent to the Canadian authorities in Ottawa by the R.C.A.F. representatives at
the same time. It is not known at the moment whether these lists are to include
equipment issued to the R .C.A.F. squadrons and later returned to the United
Kingdom but the United Kingdom representatives here are checking this point
with London and will let us know the result of their enquiry . Similarly, it is not
known whether temporary transfers to the Canadian Army are included and
this point also is being checked with London . Harmer thought that temporary
transfers would' not have been recorded but that, in cases where equipment
similar to that temporarily transferred had been issued to Canadian forces for
permanent retention, the items would have been recorded .
4: Concerning your paragraph 4, Harmer confirms that the United Kingdom

appreciates .the necessity of making adjustments in our payments to them in
the circumstances which you indicated . So far as he knows, such adjustments
are likely .to be required only in connection with Air Ministry transfers and not
in 'the case of War Office transfers, since Canadian payments to the United
Kingdom for initial equipment are understood to have been confined to Air
Ministry items. In any event, the United Kingdom authorities are prepared to
make such adjustments as may be necessary to avoid duplication of payments
by .Canada .

S . r Concerning ~ the lists of retentions or withdrawals referred to in your
pâragraphs 5 and 6, Harmer indicates that for the present the United Kingdom
will .merely report the V-J inventory and try to get acceptance of some general
principles

. '
permitting R reasonable withdrawal of items included in that

inventory. They do not propose at this time to get involved in any discussion of
the details of proposed withdrawals. Eventually, Canada would be expected to
notify the United States of any withdrawals from holdings included in the V-J
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inventory or any eailier withdrawals (or to request prior consent of the United
States to such withdrawals if the items are major, particularly in comparison
with items or quantities indicated in the original lists of transfers to Canada, or
if they have political significance as in the case of transport aircraft) . Harmer
expfessed the opinion that it would be desirable for the Canadian authorities to
discuss these detailed lists (or major individual withdrawals) with the United
Kingdom authorities before submitting them to the United States authorites .

He thought that United Kingdom advice or assistance might be found helpful,
particularly in those cases in which the Canadian authorities were proposing to
withdraw . items not included in the original lists of transfers or if they were
proposing to withdraw any items in quantities which approached, or exceeded,

the quantit ies ind icated in the original lists of transfers . It is not possible to
predict the extent to which Canada might be asked by the United States to pay
for such retentions or withdrawals . In so far as payments might be required by

the United States, - Harmer confirms that the United Kingdom would be
prepared to make the adjustments' necessary to avoid duplicate payments, and
comments that for this , reason, as well as' for the reasons indicated above, it
would be desirable for the Canadian authorities to discuss the lists of proposed
withdrâwals or retentions with the United Kingdom authorities at an early
stage. On the specific question which you ask on aero-engines of United States

o rigin in United Kingdom airframes, the answer is that they will be included in

the inventory and will, therefore, have to be included in any lists of withdraw-

als. Ç , . , :

6. With reference to your paragraph 7 and thc~ question of disposal to the
Netherlands Amy, Harmer doubts that the Canad ian Army should i n all cases

regard this equipment (even though in total it might not exceed the amounts

indicated in the lists of transfcrs) as rightfully theirs . He points out that

insistence by the Canadian Army on this rigbt might raise the whole question

of wastage and maintenance, since it is not possible to determine the extent tO
which wastage may have cut into, or even exceeded, the initial transfers for

which payment has been made or is to be made to the United States . Harmer

suggests that, if the Canadian autho ri ties desire a clear title before making any

disposals to the Netherlands, we should extend our l ist of proposcd retentions

or withdrawals to include this material, that is to say, we should make it a
comprehensive list of all items to which we desire to secure a clear
Harmer feels, as I believe he indicated to you on the telephone,

~h~tlôn
s remature

in the
disposal by us of any such material might raise all sorts of comp the

d iscussions which we shall have to have with the United States concµë should
items which we expect to retain or withdraw, part icularly as army
presumably be competing with the United States in disposing o

f

equipment in Europe. Concerning the last sentence in your parag~rie y°
,

Harmer was not quite clear as to the exact scope of your ing the
concerned only with the d isposal of those i tems and quant .~t

.
enquiry

. ~es rePresen t
ultimate

amounts , by which the difference between i n i tial transcm, it Would seem
retentions exceeds reasonable wastage? If th ôf is the

d~n interest until we
impossible to determine the extent and nature
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- United States Delegation 

Mr. Ray Atherton, The United States Ambassador to Canada; 
Mr. Lewis Clark, United States Embassy; 
Mr. Leo D. Sturgeon, Department of State; 
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know whether and to what extent the United States will insist on some 
allowance for wastage. May it not be that in the interest of avoiding any 
involvement in settlement for possible maintenance we might be prepared to 
regard the quantities and items which we shall be retaining as represénting (in 
the aggregate, if not item by item) the residue of initial transfers after a 
generally reasonable allowance for wastage? In that event, our direct interest 
in Lend-Lease disposal would presumably disappear. If the question you have 
in mind is larger than my interpretation of it, I should be grateful for some 
amplification from you on the basis of which I could discuss the point with 
Harmer. 
7. Since dictating the above, I have received your EX-3960 of November 

19th,t to which I think you will find at least a partial answer in paragraph 3 
above. I had already passed a copy of your message of November , 12th to 
Connorm through Brigadier Rodger. I shall provide copies of my present 
teletype to Brigadier Rodger, Flight Lieutenant Feldman, Connor, Harmer, 
and Goschen. If any of these officials have comments on the views as reported 
in this teletype, I shall communicate those comments to you.'" Ends. 

PARTIE 4/PART 4 

PÊCHES 
FISHERIES 

1062. 	 DEA/5134-A-40 

Mémorandum de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre 
du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Special Wartime Assistant 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  January 27, 1944 

• MEMORANDUM OF A MEETING ON THE NORTH-WESTERN 

ATLANTIC FISHERIES PROBLEMS, EAST BLOCK, 

JANUARY 24, 1944 

, 
1. 64„Agent du Trésor du Canada, WashingtoniCanadian Treasury Officer, Washington. 

•,'"Pour les modalités de règlement convenues  entre la Grande-Bretagne et les États-Unis, voir 
: Grande-Bretagne, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 13. 

• 
. For the terms of settlement as agreed between Great Br;tr.in and the United States, see Great 

Brit am, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 13. 
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, 	Mr. Eugene IL Dooman, Department of State; 
Mr. Charles I. Bevans, Department of State: 
Dr. Ira N. Gabriclson, Department of Interior; 
Dr. IL J. Dcason, Department of Interior: 
Mr. Charles A. Carter, Tariff  Commission. 
- 

- 

- Mr. R. Gushue, Newfoundland Department of Fisheries. 
T 

, Canadian Delegation 
• 	 , 	 . 

Mr. Norman Robertson, Department of External Affairs: 
Dr. IL L. Keenlmide, Department of External Affairs: 
Dr. R. A. MacKay, Department of External Affers: 

; , Mr. John Read, Department of F-xternal Affairs: ; 
Mr. Escott Reid, Department of External Affairs; 
Dr. D. B. Finn, Deputy Minister of Fisheries. 

	

" Chairinan: Mr. N. A. Robertson. 	 • " • 
■ 	 • 

Mr. Robertson opened . proceedings with a brief statement emphasizing the 
importance of the Northern  Atlantic Fisheries to the three countries 
represented, the peculiar nature of the fisheries in this region in that while 
contiguous to North America certain Europein countries had historic interests 
in them, the apparent need for conservation of fisheries in view of the 
probability of extensive fishing bY EtirôpCan as well as North American 
countries with modern fishing appliances in the post-war period, and the happy 
relations bétween the United States and Canada in effecting measures of 
conservation in fisheries of the Pacific arca. Mr. Robertson explained that it 
was understood that the present meeting was exploratory, but expressed the 
hope that it would contribute to mutual understanding and agreement, as to 
the best methods  of conservation * 

Mr. Atherton reciprocated Mr. Robertsôn's hopcs for the success of the 
meeting. He also stressed the importance of the fisheries in this rcgion to the 
three countries concerned, and general agreement among us as to the 
desirability  of  Conserving thii valuable resource.  He  thought we should keep in 
mind the principles already established  in the  Pacific to meet Japanese inroads. 

The Agenda worked out by correspondence by the Canadian and United 
States delegates was agreed to. (See Annex 1). 
heM.f A and II of the Agenda 

Dr. Deason presented tentative statistics as to respective interests of the 

various countries in the fisheries of the North-Western Atlantic broken down 
by regions, as per attached map. (See Annex IV It appeared that in Ara 

,XXII fishing was at present almost wholly by United States interests, except in 

sub-division A of the arca; that in Area XXI Canadian "take" was consider: 
ably in excess of that of the United States; that in Area XX the present United 

States "take" was almost negligible, with Newfoundland first and Canada 

second; ..  that  in Area XIX there was presently no United States fishing, 

although this was likely to be resumed after the war, that fishing at present vi_. 
The 

 

'almost entirely Canadian  with  a small Newfoundland participation.  
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statistics : presented for these areas represented deep-sea fishing rather than
shore-fishing. While the statistics of the "take" of various European countries
were . very unsatisfacto ry , it was agreed that certain countries had .historic
interests in . the Atlantic fisheries, notably France, Spain, and Portugal,
although recent fishing seems to have been largely confined to Area XX.

The Canadian ; and Newfoundland delegates agreed with the general
statistical picture presented . It was, however, agreed that further statistical
investigation and analysis was necessary . The United States delegates
undertook to report at the next meeting, tentatively set for February 10 in
Washington. The question was raised whether in the event of a special fisheries
regime or regimes being established present participation in fishing in any area
for any species should be the basis for the participation in the regime or in
future fishing. It was generally agreed that historic interest in the fisheriès
would have to be taken into account . Mr. Gushue intimated that Newfound-
land would not be prepared to accept present participation in an area or in
fishing for any particular species as a basis for limitation of future fishing .
Items C and D of the Agenda - Objectives and Method s

It was generally agreed that the objectives should be the conservation of the
fisheries as a highly important food supply not only to the peoples of North
America but other peoples as well, and the maintenance of this resource so as
to provide the highést possible continuous supply .

-Mr. Sturgeon suggested that the problem of regulation, insofar as it
concerns European countries, was largely confined to Area XX of the map .
Mr. Sturgeon prepared an informal statement on fisheries policy to indicate the
general lines on which the United States delegation were thinking . (See Annex
3.)! It was asked (a) whether the United States delegates contemplated
regûlation in certain areas exclusively by North American countries, and (b)
whetliér4 they were thinking of American countries having exclusive rights of
fishing ; in ,`certain areas . Dr. Gabrielson intimated he was thinking only of
regulation, :bût that North American countries being contiguous to the fishing
areas might .be deemed as having exclusive rights of regulation . Mr. Dooman
suggested that North American countries should be prepared to take reprisals
against other states whose nationals might disobey the regulations . Mr.
Atherton ; said there was an important difference between the right of
rëgulation' and ;the right to fish, and intimated that the former might be
exclusive without the latter. Mr. Sturgeon referred to 'the exclusive right of
fisheries which Canada and the United States are trying to establish on the
West Coast and said that the political implications of a retreat from these
principles with respect to arrangements on the Atlantic coast should be borne
in mind .

The Chairman felt that there were profound differences between Atlantic
and Pacific fisheries. Certain European countries have had long established
interests in the Atlantic fisheries, while on the Pacific coast no trans-oceanic
country had an established interest and conservation measures had already
been instituted by North American countries . He also referred to the Atlantic
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charter,"  which, by implication, would dcbar the exclusion of European 
countries from participation in fisheries of the Atlantic. • 

'There was; however, general agreement that North American countries 
being contiguous to the fisheries had a stronger interest and, consequently, a 
prior claim to participate in thcir iegulation for purposes of conservation. 

- Mr. Keenleyside suggested that, in view of the veiy great differences in the 
degiee of interest of European countries in the fisheries in the different areas, a 
linefrom the Nova.  Scotia-New Brunswick border south to opposite the tip of 
Nova  Scotia, thcn south-cast poising' north and cast of Brown's Bank to 
parallel 42° north latitude, and that a separate regime might be established for 
the arca West of this line' while the eastern arca might be 'brought under the 
London Convention." Mr. Sturgeon felt that this would meet in general the 
vieWs of the United States delegates, but did not wish for the moment to make 
anY Commitment: - • 

The meeting adjourned at 12:45 a.m. 
AFTERNOON SESSION 

The meeting resumed at 2:30 p.m: It was suggested that there was some 
confusion' between thc proposed new doctrine about exclusive fisheries under 
discussiOn by the United States and Canada,'" which had been developed with 
a view to meeting the situation of the Pacific and the regulation of the fisheries 
on the Atlantic coast, where the problem was quite different. The Canadian 
delegates suggested thàt it might bc better to clear the matter of the new 
doctrine first. The United States delegates, however, intimated that while they 
had studied the proposals further they were not yct ready to commit themselves 
on the matter.' 

With " respect to  the Atlantic fisheries, blr. Atherton suggested that 
regulations might first be drawn up and thcn submitted to the London 
Conference to sectire compliance. Mr. Keeddyside felt, however, that the main 
qiiestion was one of machinery and that it would bc more appropriate for a 

commission or whatever body was established to supervise the fishery to draw 
up the regulations after its establishment. The United States delegates declined 
to commcnt for the time bcing on the Canadian proposals as set forth in the 

but Final 'Act of the London Conference,"  or to make counter Proposals, 
admitted that from the point of view of enforcement there might be some 
advantage to be gained by relating the administration of the Western Atlantic 

fisheries to the London  Convention.. 

luVoir k volume 7, document 327./Sce Volume 7, Document 327. 
9rande-Bretagne,/Grcat Britain, 

Cmd. 5494, 1937, International Convention  for  the Regulation of Meshes of Fishing 

Nets and the  Site  Limits of Fish: International Convention, London, March 23, 

"Voir  k volume 9, document 1165ece Volume 9, Document 1165. 
'!Grande-Bretagne/Great Britain,  

Cmd. 6496, 1943, Final Act of the International Fltheries Conference, London, 22nd 

October, 1943, 
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' A - fûrther meeting in Washington was agreed to for February 10.10
Although the original proposal of the United States was for a meeting at "the
expert level", it was agreed that the conference should not be confined to
technical problems . The United States delegates agreed to try to obtain the
final views of their government as to the text of the proposed statement on
international law, and in any event to be prepared to discuss the matter further
at the Washington meeting . It was also agreed that the matter of a regime for
the Western Atlantic should be discussed, and the hope was expressed that
agreement might be reached at this meeting as to the recommendations to be
made to the governments represented .

[R. A. MACKAY]

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

L'ordre du jour d'une réunion avec une délégation des bats-Unis
Agenda for Meeting with United States Delegation

[Ottawa,] January 24, 194 4

~4 Review of United States interests in the North Atlantic fisheries based
ôn`available data .
•B .- Review of Canadian interests in the North Atlantic fisheries based on
available data .
C Discussion of objectives in relation to the North Atlantic fisheries .

'D = Discussion of methods of obtaining agreed objectives .

(1) Establishment of a separate regime for the North Atlantic fisheries .

(2) Establishment of a special regime for North Atlantic fisheries integrated
with the general international agreement .
NOTE: The draft proposal referred to in C could be utilized as a basis for
discussion whether the conference reaches agreement D(1), D(2) or some
compromise between them .

The'Canadian representatives at the conference will be prepared also to
discuss the proposed new formulation of certain principles of international law
relating to fisheries on the high seas'which has been under review during recent
months if the United States officials so desire .



DEA/5134-A-40
Rapport du président par tntérim, le Comité des conseillers techniques

sur les pêcheries de l'Atlantique du nord-ouest

Repôrt by Acting Chairman. Committee ojTeehnlcal Adviserson Northwestern Atlantic Fisheries
[Washington?) February 19,1944

The Conmittee' of technical advisors appointed by the Governments of the
United States, Canada and Newfoundland, at its meeting on February 17 and
1 8 after a careful consideration of the biological and statistical data presented
and discussed - at that meeting, agreed unanimously on the following
recommendations and expressions of opinion to be presented to the Conference .

1 . Newfoundland, Canada, and the United States, because of contiguity,
considerations of production and consumption, have a major interest in the use
and conservation of a the fishe ries on, the fishing grounds of the Northwest
Atlantic area, including international statistical Areas XVI to XXII .
2. ' Ccrtain'European countries have participated in the fishcries of this area

to a varying extent for a number of years. Their interests must be considered
and their adherence obtained to inte rnational conse rvation measures designed
to maintain fisheries in this area at their maximum yield .

3 . Although the area is occupied by more or less local stocks of fish, the inter-
migration of certain species and the mobility of the fishing fleets of the United
States, Canada and Newfoundland makes the area a single economic unit .

4 . Available evidence shows that conservation measures are already necessary

for at least one species ( i.e. haddock) and indicates that measures will be
necessary as regards other species in the near future . If, as anticipated, there is
considerablc 'expansion of fisheries' in the post-war pe riod, the problem of
conservation will become more general and more se rious .
° S . The Committee urges upon the Conference the necessity of dealing with
international fishery problems of the area defined in paragraph 1, and that
machinery be set up by the three countries represented here for the continuous

cooperative study of common problems and for effectivcly implementing the

results of such study. , I
For the Committee:

ELMER HIGGIN S

ft t on oJt e nc efTne n g
intertsThe area defined by the Committee as being of major fishe ry

United States, Canada, and Newfoundland in the Northwest Atlantic'
bounded on the west by the North American continent and is contained within

the following parallels and me ridians, to wit: 40' West
Starting on the coast of the United States of America at 71

,

Latitude'
Longitude, proce eding southward along that meridian to 40° North La

[PIECE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE )
De r" t h A D d I" Para raph 1
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MEETING ON FISHERIES PROBLEMS HELD IN 
" WASHINGTON, D.C., FEBRUARY 19, 1944 

Present: 
-` United States Delegation 

Messrs. Hackworth, Sturgeon, Dooman, Arnold, Bishop and others from the 
Department of State; Messrs. Deason, Harrington, Higgins and others from the 

•Department of Fisheries and Wildlife. 
Mr. Gushue from Newfoundland. 

, Canadian Delegation 
•: Messrs. Read, MacKay from the Department of Externat  Affairs; and Messrs. Finn, 

' 
Leim, McKenzie and Needier  (rom  the Department of Fisheries. 

ce Pla : The State Department — Time 10:00 A.M. 
Chairnian: The Fion. Joseph C. Grew 	 • 
1 ,  Hackworth presented a draft statement on the "Regulation and 
Ccintrol of Coastal Fisheries" to serve as a basis for , discussion (copy 
attached)t.. He felt that it was inexpedient to make a joint declaration of 
principle"at the present time but that it would be desirable to have an agreed 
statement as a basis for whatever joint measures of the regulation and 
ce.,nsèrvation wer. e undertaken. He felt that states contiguous to a fisherY were 
likebe to have a greater interest than other states, and that international law 
should reef:).  gnize this. There were many precedents for national control of a 
fisheiy on the ,High Seas contiguous to state territory (e.g., certain pearl 
fisheries), and 'for, international regulation (e.g., the Fur Seal Convention, the 
Pacific Halibut Convention). New methods of exploitation of fisheries and the 
danger of over-fishing which were likely to arise after the war made necessary 
certain advances in international law for the conservation, of fisheries. He 
rec,ognized that there might be difficulty in obtaining universal acceptance of 
neCessary changes, but felt that we should be prepared to use whatever forces 
were necessary to put them into effect. He suggested that it would be desirable 
t,.9 44:the concurrence of the U.S.S.R. because of its interest in Pacific 
fisheries' , and of the United Kingdom. 

'Mr. Read asked how a doctrine of exclusive use of fisheries on the High 
aeaS could be reconciled with the Atlantic Charter, to which it was replied that 

thence proceeding eastward along this parallel to 400 West Longitude, thence 
proceeding northward along this meridan to 59 0 North Latitude, thence 
proceeding westward along  that  parallel to 59 0 West Longitude, thence 
proceeding northward. 

1064. 	 DEA/5134-A-40 
Rapport de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Report by Special Wartime Assistant 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

February 22, 1944 
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it was understood that the Atlantic Charter assured access to natural resources 
by trade rather than rights of direct exploitation. 
3; Mr. Sturgeon said that the prepared statement wàs intended as a guide to 

future policy, to be applied when occasion offered (e.g., the fishery or an area 
might be. closed to other states if and when the need for conservation or other 
conditions warranted). Mr. Dooman felt that there was a difference between 
exploitation of a fishery by a state for purposes of securing food supplies and 
exploitation for commercial purposes, and that international law should take 
cognisance of it. To this it was objected that for some states exploitation of a 
fishery was a necessary means of prodùcing exports to obtain other needed 
supplies (for example, in the case of Newfoundland) and that it would seem 
doubtful whether international law could take account of any difference in the 
purposes of exploitation. 
4. Mr. Bishop said that it Was  not  the intention of the present draft to exclude 

from a fishery any state novi fishing there or with established historic or 
legitimate interests therein. Mr. Read pointed out that international law 
recognized the right of fishing on the High Seas for any state and that this 
legal right was an éstablished interest. Mr. MacKay expressed doubt whether it 
were expedient or just to freeze the status quo as regards participation in a 
fishery on the High Seas and thus to exclude a state which had not hitherto 
participtcd. 
5. Mr. Gushue said there was a real difference between the problems of the 

Pacific and those of the Atlantic, and suggested that the Atlantic problems 
should be approached by examining conditions which obtained there rather 
than by attempting to apply a new legal principle. Mr. Dooman said that the 
United States could not agree to European states participating in the 
regulation of fishery off theittlaniic coast without reassuring the people of the 
western states that trans-Pacific states would not have the right to participate 
in fisheries off the Pacific coast, and that therefore a general statement of 
principle was desirable before attempting to regulate the Atlantic Fisheries. 
Mr. Read felt that  the  purport of the United States proposals could only be 
understood when atipSed to particular areas,  and  under the present wording he 
felt that Newfotindland alone would have the right to regulate the Grand 
Banks area and piobably to exploit the fishery there. Mr. Bishop said that it 
was intended that the'iight to participation in the regulation of fishery should 
depend  on  'proximity or present participation in the fishery rather than 

proximity and participation; and that exclusive exploitation of a fishery should 

depend on previous 'exclusive participation and other essential conditions laid 

down in the statèrient: 

- ITEM I OF THE AGENDA"' 
The report of the'committee' of technical advisers on Northwestern Atlantic 

Fisheries was " presented by Mr. Higgins (copy attached). Dr. Needier 

"Cet snide traitait de la limite occidentale de la pèche dans l'Atlantique du Nord. 
This item dealt with the western boundary of the North Atlantic fisheries. 
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explained the statistical backgrounds for the first two conclusions ' of the repo rt ;Dr
. ~Harrington the backgrounds for conclusions three and

. four;• andHiggins discussed conclusion rive. In general, the committee's report Mr.
that the area of the Atlantic north of 40° north latitude and west of 4Ôôluded
longitude, excluding statistical areas 14 and 15 about Greenl west
map),' constituted a single economic area, both biologically and commerci

all
yched

Mr.,Gushue felt that the Atlantic Fishery should be treated as a se
.

region
. He said that the biological and commercial approach was a m Parate ,

practical one than that of international law, and that this a ro a uch more
followed

. There was a further objection that the general legala roach tld besubject ~ might antagonize Euro PP to the
~n countries, which he said Newfoundlandcould not afford to do.

Mr. ; Arnold and Mr. Sturgeon felt that we should not pu tposition of following contradictory principles in the Atlantic ourselves in a
that all possibilities of reaching a common basis of princindes h uldandp beexhausted before attempting to deal with the Atlantic separately .=f Mr

. Dooman said that the United States delegation were r
recommend the findings of the technical advisers as a basis fo rthea~ (1) to

tionbetween a regime for the Western Atlantic region and that provided relationproposed London Convention ; and (2) to endeavour to redraft the stateme theinte rn
ational law so as to meet the situation in both the Atlantic nt ofregions . .

He asked whether the' Canadian representatives were

r

édâracific
rec

ommend the findings as a basis of policy to their Government . On M
to

Read's enquiry as to the proposed relation of the western regime to the Londonit became apparent that the United States delegation
éon

werep ~~S g of , an entirely separate regime for the western Atlan 'c and of
Po ~ng 40° west longitude as a westward boundary for the LondonConvention . Mr

. Dooman said that the American people could not contem la
regulation of North American fisheries by European nations. P te

Mr
. Higgins argued that the London Convention rovid eNorth American Fisheries. P d no protection for

Dr. Needler, however, pointed out that the size of
the mesh for the western Atlantic proposed by the London Convention was 105111m., whieh

, he understood, was acceptable to the United States experts. Mr .pointed
out that the London Convention provided a basis of law r

.

g

, suchas "rllles
of the road", for fishery operations and for policing fishinasked ,

whether the United States members contemplated anysuch
areas . He

ments, if a separate western regime were established and, if s
arrange-

had examined the • ~ o, whether they
possib~•lity of coming under the London Convention for suchPos~? ,

It was replied that they contemplated a complete scheme similar to
tP4r

Londôn ' Convention for fisheries operations and the licin of tAtlantic fshe po g he western
'~~ ry areas, and that certain sections of the London Conventionm 'ght}be inco

rporated in a convention for the western Atlantic ."134r : Sturestablished ge0a felt that a regime for the western Atlantic areas could bemuch
more quickly if entirely separate from the LondonConvention which was not expected to o into effect until afte rPointed out o the war. It was

, however, that several European governments would be concerned



in the establishment of a separate weste rn Atlantic regime and that since some
of - them were , gove rnments in : exile the : same difficulties i with respect to
immediate action would arise, as in ' the case of the London Convention.

To the question by , the United States delegation , as to whether Canadian
representatives were preparcd to recommend the experts'.~ `report to their
government, Mr . Read replied (1) that considerable progress had been made
on the clarification of legal - matters but that ; a further draft would be
necessary; (2) that it would be necessa ry to examine the proposed statement of
legal 'principle in application'tô particular fishing areas in order to appreciate
its implications ; (3) and that the `experts' report was an excellent basis for
discussion but that it did not decide any question of policy with respect to
administration of western fisheries, and that an elaboration of the proposals
which the United States delegates had in mind would be essential before any
recommendation could be made to the Canadian Gove rnment .
' Mr. Gushue asked what thé position 'of the United States delegation woul d

be should Newfoundland decide that*the London Convention was necessary for
the protection of her interests : . Mr. Sturgeon replied that the, hope was tha t
Newfoundland, ! Canada and the . United States could agree upon a commo n
policy. It .was agreed that the United States members should prepare as soon as
possible a, new . draft' of the statement of inte rnational law; that the United
States members should ` elaborate their ideas for a separate western Atlantic
regime; that a further meeting should be called as soon as these drafts were
prepared; that the Canadian • and' Newfoundland delegations would await
examination of these drafts before making • any ; recommendations to their
respective governments .

(R. A. MAcKAV]~ . , . ,. . , , . ~~
1065. DEA/3206-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
b l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

', Steretary ojStatefor Externâl Affaires
to Ambassador In United Statesa . ~ -~ : . . . ., . , . ., . .

DFSpA
.
TCN 1038 Ottawa, July 15,1944

. , . . , ., . . , . , ._ :, . . . n,. . ., ~ . . • , , , `• ~ .

May I refer to my despateh , No. 420 of March 22, 1944,1 regarding the
removal of obstructions to the ascent of Sockeye Salmon through Hell's Gate
Canyon ' on the Fraser River. :

2 . Under " Article III ` of the ' Convention between Canada and the United

States for the Protection; . Preservation and Extension of the Sockeye Salmon
Fisheries ° in the Fraser ~ River System, ratified July 28, 1937,"= the Internah-

tional Pacifie Salmon Fisheries Commission is required to "make a thoroug
investigation, into the natural history of the Fraser River sockeye salmon, into

,z~ - ~-; ~ i v ;~~ . • . .;,,
=. . . ,, , . •,t_ . #'"Caeudi, Recueil des tralth,1937, N• 10.
o-° Gaada; Treaty Series.1937. No. 10.
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hatchery methods, 'spawning ground conditions and other related matters." The 
Commission may also recommend to the two Governments "removing or 
otherwise overcoming obstructions to the ascent of sockeye salmon, that may 
now exist or may from time to time occur, in any of the waters covered by this 
Convention, where investigation may show such removal of or other action to 
overcome obstructions to be desirable." 
, 3. As a result of extensive investigation the Commission recommended to the 
two' Governments on January 11, 1944, remedial measures for overcoming 
obstructions to the ascent of the salmon in Hell's Gate Canyon and further 
investigation and remedial measures for overcoming obstructions to the ascent 
of the salmon elseWhere in the Fraser River watershed. It was estimated that 
the costs of the works recommended would be $2,000,000, which, in 
accôrdancé with Article III, paragraph 2, of the treaty, would be shared 
equally between the two Governments. Three copies of the letter and 
memorandum from the Commission under date of January 11, signed by the 
chairman and secretary are attached hereto as appendix A.t Also attached as 
appendix Bt are three copies of a list of the remedial worIcs recommended by 
the Commission. 
r 4. The Canadian Government has approved of these recommendations of the 
Commission as set forth in its letter and report of January 11. A vote of 
$1,000,000 to provide for Canada's share of the costs of these worIcs has been 
recommended to Parliament. The Commission has also been authorized by 
Order in Coun'cil P.C. 5002 of June 30, 1944, to let contracts for the remedial 
works recommended. Three copies of Order in Council P.C. 5002, marked 
appendix C,t are attached hereto. 
' 5.. The regular Procedure for the payment of expenses properly incurred by 
the Commission is that such expenses are paid by the Canadian Government, 
one-half being recoverable later by Canada from the United States. This 
procedure was agreed to by the United States by a Note from the Secretary of 
State to the Canadian Minister under date of December 10, 1937. It is 
acceptable to the Canadian Government that this procedure should be followed 
with  respect  to expenditures incurred by the Commission for the proposed 
remedial works.-  
• 6. It' is my understanding that the recommendations of the Commission and 
the  arrangements as set forth .  in P.C. 5002 for letting contracts and the 
PaYment of expenditures have met with the approval of the appropriate 
officials of. the United States Government. It is further understood that the 
Commission is presently looking to the letting of contracts for the urgently 
needed permanent remedial works in Hell's Gate Canyon early in August. It 
would, however, appear desirable that the recommendations of the Commission 
as set forth in this letter and report of January 11, 1944, and the arrangements 
ProPosed for implementing these recommendations should be formally 
aPPrOved, by Exchange of Notes between the two Governments. Would you, 
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therefore, please arrange for an Exchange of Notes with the Secretary of
State."' .

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1066. DEA/5134-D-40

~ Mémorandum du 'ministère des Affaires extérieures

llfemorandum by Department ofExternal Affairs
TOP SECRET May 3,194 5

RE: CONSERVATION ZONES IN COASTAI. FISHERIES
L Despatch No. 1099 of Ap ri l 28, 1945; from the Canadian Embassy in

Washington encloses a statement of United • States policy in this matter,
together with an explanato ry memôrandum t The same documents are being
given to Mexico, the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
the Netherlands, -,Portugal,' Norway, France, Iceland and Cuba . The

explanatory memorandum states that the United States would welcome the
adoption by other governments of a similar policy . The State Department told
our Embassy that it was hopcd Canada would not only adopt a similar policy
but would ~ join the : United States in an approach to thc , othcr countries

mentioned . It is not stated what the United States course will be if all or most
of the countries reject the statement of United States policy. The State

Department hopes to secure adoption of their policy by May 31 ; it is not clear

whether this means that the United States se riously expects to get definite

concurrence from the count ries by . May 31 or whethcr the United States itself

intends to announce its policy publicly by May 31 regardless of the replies, or
lack of replies, from the other countries. ~

2 . The United States `statement"of policy is -
'for conservation and protection of fïshery

"In view ôf the pressing' need
resources, the Gove rnment of the United States regards it as proper tO
establish conservation zones in those areas of the high scas contiguous to the
coasts of the United States wherein fishing activities have been or in the future
may be developed and maintained on a substantial scale . Where such activities

have been developed and maintained by its nationals alone, the United States
regards it as proper to establish explicitly bounded conse rvation zones in nhtéd

all fishing activities shall be subject to the regulation and control of the U
States' and -`mây when 'conditions warrant be limited to the United States

.

Where'such 1 activities have been legitimately developed and ma i ta~nâÿ be
nationals of other ° states, explicitly bounded conse rvation zones
established under agreements between the United States and such other states ;

"'Pour ltchan je de notes, voir Canada, Recueil des traltés . 19 44 . N•" 22 .
For the exchinje of notes we Canada. Treaty Srries. 19 44. No. 22.
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and all fishing activities in such zones shall be subject to the regulation and
control of, and may when conditions warrant, be limited to the United States .and such other states . The right of any state to establish conservation zones off
its shores- in accordance with the above principles is conceded, provided that •
corresponding recognition is given to any fishing interests of nationals of the
United States which may exist in such areas . The character as high seas of the
areas in which such conservation zones are established and the right to their, •
free and unimpeded nagivation are in no way thus affected . "

3 . , This statement is the latest in a series of draft statements which have been
discüssed by,the United States and Canada, sometimes also with Newfound-
lând:
4.,,Eàrly in 1943, Mr . Keenleyside of this Department drafted a proposed

doctrine of international law "on this subject, which goes even further than the
United States' statement of policy . Mr. Keenleyside's draft, which was never
cônsidered by the Canadian Government or sponsored by this Department, was
given to the State Department in July, 1943, as an idea worthy of discussion. Acopy of Mr . Keenleyside's draft is annexed as Appendix "A".t Before it was
sent to Washington, Mr . Keenleyside's draft was considered by the Lega lAdviser, Mr. Read, who wrote in part as follows -

"The difficulty arisés from the need for the establishment of a new rule of
wInternational Law. A new rule can be established in the following ways :
(a) By the building up of a usage generally recognized and accepted by the .nations of the world . Usages of this sort are not ordinarily the result of

deliberate action, but there is no real reason why policies should not be carried
out with the conscious objective of a new rule of International Law .
(b) By the embodiment of the new rule in a multilateral agreement .
(c) Legislative action by an organization of nations endowed with such .powers

: At present there is, to all intents and purposes, no such organization,
but in the future it is probable that a world organization will be established,
having some law-making power.

(d) BY bold and lawless action by a powerful State or States, ,ultimately
reluctantly acquiesced in by the nations of the world unwilling to challengetheir action .

It is the last way, namely (d), that is envisaged in the present proposal" .
?• In October, 1943, an International Fisheries Conference in London met to

consider a drift convention relating to the Policing of Atlantic Fisheries : The
Conference approved a draft Convention for consideration by GovernmentsWith `

a` view to formal conclusion at a further Conference. The Canadian
deléga'tion proposed the addition to the draft Convention of Article 52A (a
COPY of`which is annexed hereto as Appendix B).t Article 52A would enable
the côüntriés who participate regularly and substantially in a`Special Area' to
restrict and police all fishing in that area . Unlike Mr. Keenleyside's draft
doctrine, Article 52A does not provide for exclusive access of . one or some
countries to a fishery. The Conference adopted the following Resolution
relating to Article 52A :
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"The  • Conference, having, taken note of the proposals presented by the 
Canadian Delegation which form Annex II to this Final Act, recommends the 
principles of the proposals contained in this Annex to the immediate and 
sympathetic consideration of all Governments interested in the subject matter. 
The Conference' suggests that at the later conference the question should be 
decided whether suitable provisions to meet the points raised by the Canadian 
Delegation sho- uld either be incorporated in the Convention or form the subject 
of a separate protocol to be signed at the same time as the Convention. The 
Conference !igreed that there was nothing to prevent the earliest possible 
consideration of these proposa is by the Governments partiOularly interested in 
fisheries in the rcgion set out in paragraph 6 of the draft Article 52A in Annex 
11 prior to the meeting of the sccond conference with a view to drawing up by 
agreement proposals for the regulation of fisheries in this area which might 
either be adopted at the second International Fisheries Conference or adopted 
at a more  limited , conference confined to those Governments particularly 
interested in fisheries in this arca." 
6. In February, 1944, representatives of Canada. ,  the United  States and 

Newfoundland, discussed the problem of coastal fisheries at a meeting in 
Washington. At this meeting, the State Department presented a draft 
statement ,of policy. Annexed as Appendix C is a mcmorandum by Dr. 
MacKay of this Dcpartmcnt summarifing the discussion at Washington, 174  to 
which is annéxed in turn the State Department's draft statement.t In brief, the 
State Department's position like that of Mr. Keenleyside, was that the states 
which are contiguous to or have actively' participated in a fishery should 
assume and'announce the right:not only to regulate and police it but also to 
exclude othcrs from it. Messrs. J. B. Read and MacKay, who represented this 
Department  at  the meeting, doubted both the legality and fairness of the 
proposal.' 
7. The United States informally gave us redrafts' of the proposed statement 

in May and July of 1944.- Dr. MacKay, discussed the July redraft in a 
memorandum datcd August 12,' in which he said, in part: 

.'"It is  further suggested that it is in the long-run interest of Canada to 

uphold international law generally and that such a course should be departed 
from only for compelling reasons and certainly not for short-run advantages. 

International law has probably been the best defence of small nations against 

encroachment by the Great  Powcrs. The shift in the preponderance of power to 

the Big Three would appear to make even more necessary the strengthening of 
be international law for the protection of small states. It would appear to  

especially-in Canada's interest in view of the great increase in power on the 

part,of the United States. Further, it would not seem to be conducive to t
da  
he 

best relations-  with other countries if the impression were created that Cana r  

is willing to participate in United States imperialism, 
maritime.,  

is recommended that: 	

economic, territorial, o 

mIkeument 1064. 
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(a) We agree to the principle of exclusive enjoyment, unilateral or bilateral 
as the case ,may be, of specific fisheries which have been created or very 
substantially restored without protest from other states (the Bristol Bay 
Salmon fishery, the Pacific Halibut fishery, the Sockeye Salmon fishery — if 
fishing for sockeye on the high seas is practicable). This might be done by 
express reference to such fisheries in the exchange of notes. 
(b) That we agree to the principle of regulation of fisheries on the high seas 

bona fide for conservation purposes by those states having a major interest, and 
to the 'principle that conservation regulations should be enforceable against all 
fishing vessels frequenting the fishing grounds in question. Other states which 
have participated in these fisheries should be invited to participate in working 
out regulations but not permitted to obstruct. 
(c) That we do not agree to exclusive enjoyment of any existing high seas 

fishery by the coastal state alone, or jointly by states which have hitherto 
participated in the fishery." 
The Under-Secretary, Mr. Robertson, noted his agreement with this 
memorandum. We did not transmit these views to the United States 
Government. 
8. In November, 1944, Mr. Sturgeon of the State Department informally 

gave Mr. Keenleyside another redraftt of the policy. This redraft is the same as 
thé itatement of policy enclosed with despatch No. 1099 of April 28, 1945, 
froni Washington. Mr. Sturgeon told Mr. Keenleyside that the draft was to be 
submitted to the Secretary of State along with the opposing views of (a) the 
State Depirtment's economic experts and (b) its political and legal experts. 
The economic experts opposed the idea of excluding any country from high 
seas fisheriès (except perhaps Japan in the Northeast Pacific). It is now clear 
that the views of the economic experts have not prevailed. 
9. Although the United States statement of policy now received differs in 

form from the one discussed in February, 1944, and the one reviewed by Dr. 
MaCKaY in August, 1944, it is substantially the same in effect and is certainly 
n(,) leis restrictive. It contains the principle of exclusive enjoyment, and draws 
no distinction between (a) fisheries which have been created or substantially 
restorèd by a state or states, and (b) fisheries which have not been established 
or  re-established by conservation measures. The phrase "developed and 
maintained" in the present statement of policy is so general that, in my view, it 
is in no Way limited to fisheries which have been created or re-established by 
conservation measures. Any fishery which has been exploited by a country 
woùld, I think, be a fishery which has been "developed and maintained" within 
the meaning of the statement. 
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1067. DEA/5134-D-40

' - Mémorandum ' du deuxième secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieure s, . . .
Memorandum by Second Secretary, Department of External Affairs

, TOP SECRET

A meeting was held in theDepartment of External Affairs on Wednesday,
May 9, to discuss despatch No . 1099 of Apri128 from Washington' concerning
the jurisdictional status of coastal fisheries . Those present from the Depart-
ment of External Affairs were -

The Acting Under-Secrcta ry (M r. Read)
Dr . MacKa y
Mr. Macdonnellhi r. Wershof ti
Mr. Chatillon

The Dcpartmentof Fishe ries was represented by-

The Deputy Ministcr (Dr. Finn )
Mr . Orere. Solicitor

-After pdiscussion, it was agreed that the Department of External Affairs
should prepare and send ;to the Depaftment of Fisheries a draft reply to the
United States . along the following lines. . The Canadian Government is in
general, sympathy with the objectives of the proposed statement of policy but
has doubts as , to the wisdom and feasibility of retaining the provi sion for

exclusive exploitation . An attempt to impose such a principle would inevitably
be brought before the Permanent Court of International Justice where it would
be impossible to defend . Furthermore, if the idea of exclusive exploitation is
sound, the way to establish it is either to get it approved by the Assembly of the
United Nations : Organizaton which is being established, or perhaps by an
international conference for ,the codification of international law when such a

conference is called . In criticizing the idea of asserting the right of exclusive
cx loitation, .we do not, of course, object to' excludin from a fishery individual
ships which disobey the regulations in force in that tïshery, or even the ships of
a country which declines to abide by such rules.

Mr. Read felt that Cabinet approval was not necessary for an interim reply
of this kind. ,

It was agreed that the Department of Fisheries is to prepare a memora~nâgé
from a factual point of view showing the possible advaptagcs and disadva

t

to Canada of the proposed statement of policy.' hether
Mr. Macdonnell is to ask Mr. Clark of the United States Embassy

w

the statement of policy has now been given to all the countries listed in the
despatch from Washington and whether Newfoundland has received the
statement via the United Kingdom .
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P.S. Mr. Macdonnell spoke to Mr. Clark on May 10 and was given the 
following information. 

The Mexican Government was even the same material as the Canadian 
Government on April 27. The material was sent to Mr. Gushue in London and 
he has presumably received it. 

On May 9 the United Kingdom was given the statement of policy and a 
somewhat shorter explanatory memorandum than we received. On May 10 the 
Soviet Government is to be given the same documents. In the next few days, 
these documents are to be given to Cuba, France, Norway, Portugal, the 
Netherlands, and Iceland. 

[M. WERSHOF] 

1068.. 	. 	' 	 DEA/9130-40 
° Le premier secrétaire, l'ambassade des États-Unis, 

au conseiller juridique 

First Secretary, Embassy of United States, to Legal Adviser 

Ottawa, June 11, 1945 

Dear Mr. Read: 
May I refer to Mr. Robertson's letter of February 23, 1945,t regarding the 

proposed Great Lakes Fisheries Convention, and to subsequent discussions of 
this subject. 

The Canadian revised draft conventiont has been carefully studied in the 
Department of State and the views of the Federal fishery authorities have been 
obtained with regard thereto. Consultations have also taken place in 
Washington with fishery conservation authorities from all of the States 
bordering on the Great Lakes. 

From this further consideration of the question a number of suggestions 
were developed which appeared to merit incorporation into the Canadian draft. 
A new draft has, therefore, been prepared and a copy thereof is enclosed for 
review' and consideration by the appropriate authorities of your Government. 
The reason for and , significance of the revisions will, I believe, be readily 
apparent in most instances. 

The present draft represents perhaps the greatest measure of common 
agreement that has been developed from the study and consultations which 
have thus far taken place in the United States and in Canada. It is not yet 
cléai, however, whether the type of agreement now in draft will fully meet the 
views of some of the States of the United States in respect of their participation 
in the regulatory regime contemplated. It is nevertheless believed in the 
Department of State that a point has been reached where joint efforts of the 
tw.0 Governments might profitably be resumed, possibly through a meeting of 
representatives to discuss the proposed convention as suggested by ' Mr. , 



Robertson in his letter of February 23, 1945. I should appreciate learnin g
whether this suggestion is agreeable .

Sincxrely yours,
LEWIS CLARK

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] }

Nouveau projet •de la Convention des péeherles des Grands Lacs
Revised Drajt of Great Lakes Fisheries Convention '

CONFIDENTIAL [Washington,] May 194 5

PREAMBL E

The President of the United States of Ame rica, and His Majesty the King of
Great B ri tain, Ireland and the B ri tish Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of
India, in respect of Canada ,

Recognizing that the fish of the Great Lakes and their connecting waters
constitute an important source of food supply and a natural resource of great
economic importance to the United States and Canada, that fishing operations
and other factors in the waters within the jurisdiction of one country may
adversely affect the supply in the waters within the jurisdiction of the other,

that some species of fish in, the Great Lakes have declined and that further
declines are probable unless adequate provision is made for the development,
p rotection and conse rvation of the Great Lakes fishcrics and for the
maintenance of conditions which will permit the maximum yield, and that the
conse rvation and effective management of these fisheries require cooperation
between , and joint action by the, govc rnmental agencies of both countries

concerned with the administration of their fish eri es ,
Have resolved to conclude a convention for this purpose and have appointed

as their respective plenipotentia ries,
The President of the United States of America :

° His Majesty ,the King of Great B ri tain, Ireland and the British Dominions

beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, for Canada :
who, after having communicated to each other their full powers, found in g ood
and due form, have agreed upon the following Articles :

, . . ARTICLE I

It is agreed that .the provisions of this Convention shall apply to : ( 1) Lak
e~Onta rio, (2) , Lake . 4 Erie, (3) Lake St. Clair, (4) Lake Huron,

(5 )
Michigan, : and ,(6) Lake Supe rior, and to the connecting waters, bays and

component parts of each of these lakes .

4 e ARTiCLE II oint

: 1 . The High Contracting Parties agree to establish and maintain a~

commission, hereinafter referred to as the Commission, to be known as the
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The Commission - shall formulate and recommend specific researc h

International Commission for the Great Lakes Fisheries and to be composed of
two national sections, a United States section and a Canadian section

.2 . ' Each High Contracting Party may also appoint
each lake consisting of representatives designedbyae aeach st teor provinlee for

the case may be, having jurisdiction on the lake. ce, as
3
. The salaries and expenses of each section and of each advisory committeeshall

be determined and paid by their respective governments, provided thatJoint-
expenses incurred for administration or research or - for other purposes

shall be paid by the two High Contracting Parties in equal shares .4. . The` constitution of the Commission, the national sections and the advisorycommittees, shall be based upon the provisions of Schedule "A" attached toand made a part of this Convention. The Commission, the national sections and
the advisory committees shall be governed by the provisions of Schedule "A" . '

ARTICLE II I

programs, which may be undertaken by the appropriate agencies of the two
governments in collaboration with the states of the United States of America
concerned and the Province of Ontario, as well as such other institutions and
facilities as the Commission deems advisable, for observations and studies of
the Great Lakes fisheries to guide it in exercising its functions provided for in
Article IV of this Convention . Such programs may include the collection and
analysis of statistical information to reveal the current conditions and trends of
the fishery resources, studies and appraisal of methods for increasing the
abundance of fish by artificial propagation and other means, and studies of any
factors that may affect the fisheries of the Great Lakes, including silting andpollution

. The Commisson shall take such further steps as it considers
Practicable to coordinate and develop research which it may deem of value in
connection with the Great Lakes fisheries .

2 . , The
. High Contracting Parties agree that within one year from the date of

the exchange of the ratificiations of this Convention, the Government of the
United States of America and the Government of Canada will undertake such
observations and studies, recommended by the Commission for joint or
concurrent action, as are considered by the High Contracting Parties necessaryto the effective guidance of the Commission in the exercise of its functions .3

. It is understood that nothing contained in this Convention or in the laws
and ` regulations of the High Contracting Parties or of the states or of theProvin ce

of Ontario shall prohibit the Commission from conducting - orauthorizi ng fishing operations and biological experiments at any time for
Pu rPOseS of scienti fic investigation .4 , ,

l . F "! ARTICLE I V
effëTbe Commission shall undertake to develop a comprehensive plan for theeffective management of the fishery resources of the Great Lakes and their~nnecting _ waters as specified in Article I for the purpose of securing themaximum use of these resources which is consistent with their perpetuation.
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2.'The Commission may determine -  and fix by regulations: the open and 
closed seasons; open and closed waters; size limits for each species of fish; the 
time, methods and intensity of fishing; the type and specifications of the nets, 
gear, apparatus and appliances which may, be used; the methods of measure-
ment; the extent and nature  of stocking operations; the introduction of new 
species; and catch returns and other statistical records as may be necessary to 
give effect to the purposes of this Convention. Such regulations shall be 
uniform for each lake or equivalent in their effectiveness in the waters of each 
country as detei-mined by the Commission. For these purposes, the Commission 
may from timc to time issue regulations for each lake separately and may 
establish zones Within a lake and issue regulations for the  various zones of that 
lake  in  iccordancc with differences in conditions. An regilations shall be 
adOpttid for a lake or for a ione within a lake with duc regard to the necessary 
interdependence of such regulations with the regulations adopted for other 
waters of the Great Lakes. 
3. The .Commission may make recommendations to the appropriate federal, 

state, provincial and local authorities regarding meaiures for dealing with such 
other faCtors.  affecting the  Great  Likes fisheries, including silting and 
pollution, as are not included under ,  section  2 of this Article. 
4. The United States section alone shall exercise all powcrs and functions of 

the Commission in matters relating to Lake Michigan having due regard to the 
necessary interdependence of regulations on that lake with those adopted for 
the othcr lakes. The Commission shall, with respect to Lake Michigan, take 
cognizance of regulations and conditions of that lake for the purpose of taking 
account of the necessary interdependence of regulations adopted for the other 

5. Regulations recommended by the Commission for United States waters, 
and by the United States section for Lake Michigan, shall not become effective 
until approved by  the  President of the United States of America. 
6. Regulations recommended by the Commission with respect to Canadian 

waters shall not become effective until approved by the Governor General in 

ARTICLE V 

1. The High Contracting Parties agree. to provide for the enforcement ,  

whether ,directly, or through state and provincial governments or by both 
means, within their ,  respective waters of the regulations issued under this 
Convention. 
2. It is undcrstood that in United States waters the regulations for each lake 

may be enforced in the first instance by the enforcement agencies of the states 

bordering thereon within their respective jurisdictions and in Canadian waters 

by the appropriate enforcement agencies of the Province of Ontario. 
3: The Commission 'shall keep informed as to  the  effectiveness of enforce-

ment, shall report to the High Contracting Parties with  respect  to any charges,  

allegations or conditions' of unsatisfactory enforcement of which it is aware ,  

and may recommend to 'the High Contracting Parties measures for the 
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improvement of enforcement. Except as to Lake Michigan, upon the complaint 
of either national section with respect to enforcement in any area of the waters 
of the other country the government of that country will take appropriate, 
action to enforce the regulations adopted for that area and will continue such 
action so long as it deems necessary. 

ARTICLE VI 

Nothing in this Convention shall be construed  as  preventing either of the 
High Contracting Parties, subject to their respective constitutional arrange-
ments, or the Province of Ontario or any of the states of the United States of 
America bordering on the Great Lakes from making or enforcing laws or 
regulations within their respective jurisdictions which will give further 
protection to the fisheries of the Great Lakes: Provided, That such laws or 
regulations are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Convention or with 
the regulations issued thereunder. 

ARTICLE VII 

The High Contracting Parties agree to provide, subject to their respective 
constitutional arrangements, for the prohibition of the shipment, transport, 
purchase, sale, import or export of fish taken from the Great Lakes in violation 
of the regulations issued under the authority of this Convention. 

ARTICLE VIII 

The High Contracting Parties agree that, subject to the regulations issued 
tinder the authority of this Convention, and subject to their respective 
constitutional arrangements, licenses to fish in the waters of any state or 
province within the purview of this Convention may continue to be issued by 
such state or province in accordance with its laws and subject to such fees as it 
rimy ,  fix: Provided, That such licenses and licensing are not inconsistent with 
the provisions of this Convention or with the regulations issued thereunder, and 
Provided Further, that where such licensing of fishing activities is necessary to 
givé effect to the'regulations issued under the authority of this Convention, if 
an'y state or province fails to establish licensing adequate for the successful 
control or  Management of any such fishing activity, the High Contracting 
Party  having 'jurisdiction will take such measures as may be necessary to 
maintain the needed licensing in the area of its waters affected. 

ARTICLE IX 

The' High Contracting Parties agree to provide for the enactment and 
enforcement of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect to the 
provisions'of this Convention and the regulations adopted by the Commission 
under the authority thereof, with appropriate penalties for violations. . 	• 

ARTICLE X 
The .present Co. nvention shall be ratified by the President of the United 

atates of , America, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof, 
and bY. His Majesty in accordance with the constitutional practice, and it shall. 
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become effective upon the date of the exchange of ratifications which shall take
place at . The Convention shall continue in force for a
pe riod of ten years, and thereafter until one year from the day on which either
of the High Contracting Pa rt ies shall give notice to the other High Contracting
Party of an intention of terminating the Convention .

In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentia ries have signed the present
Convention and have affixed their seals thereto.

(Seal),
(Seal )

SCHEDULE "A"

Provisions Relating to the Joint Commission,
the National Sections and the Advisory Committees

1 . The United States section shall be composed of three members, one a
representative of the fishe ry agency of the Government of the United States of
America, and second a person chosen by the President of the United States o f
America' from a list of two or more persons named by the states having
jurisdiction on~ the Great Lakes,' and the third a person duly qualified t o
represent the' public at large by reason of knowledge of the Gsheries of the

Great Lakes.
2. The Canadian section shall be composed of three members, one a

representative of the public se rvices of Canada, the second a representative o f

the public services of-the Province of Ontario, and the third a person not
otherwise connected with the public services of Canada or Onta rio but duly

qualified to ° represcnt the public at large by reason of knowledge of th e

fisheries of the Great Lakes .-
3 . Each High Contracting Party may fix the terms of se rvice of its member s

of the Commission and of the members of any3advisory committees established

by it pursuant to Articlé I I
Each High Contracting Party may fix the composition of the membership o f

any such advisory committee established by it, in order to give adequat e

represcntation , to ° state or „ provincial conse rvation and fishery agencies,

commercial fishermen, sports fishermen, and the public at large; but the

members of such : advisory, committee shall be designated by the states o r

pro ction on the lake concerned .vincx having jurisd i
4. At the first meeting of the Commission and at every second subsequen t

annual ,,meeting thereafter the, members shall select from themselves a

Chairman and a Secretary both of whom shall hold office for two years . Th e

Chairman shall be selected from one national section and the Sccretary from

the other national section; Provlded that the offices of Chairman and Secretar y

shall altc rnate biennially betwecn the national scctions .
In the event thât the Chairman or thé Secretary is not prescnt at a meetin g

of the Commission the other members may appoint one of their num ém~r of

in his stead . In case the Chairman or the Sccrcta ry ccascs to be a m,,_ sof the same
the Commission, the Commission shall select f rom the me", r
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national section a new Chairman or Secretary to assume office for the 
unexpired*  terni. 

The Commission shall adopt suitible by-laws or provisions for the conduct 
of its meetings and for the exercise of the functions and duties vested in it by 
this convention and may employ necessary personnel for the discharge of its 
functions. 
5. The members of the Commission shall each have one vote and the 

Commission shall determine for each lake other than Lake Michigan by 
majority* vote of the entire Commission the fishing regulations and other 
decisions with respect to such lake. With respect to Lake Michigan, each 
member of the United States section shall have one vote and decisions shall be 
by majority vote. 
6. Ansy advisory committee which, pursuant to Article II, may be appointed 

by eâch Government for a particular lake, shall be invited to all non-executive 
meetings of the Commission or its respective national sections at which matters 
concerning that lake are to be considered, and shall, except in case of 
emergency, be given full opportunity to examine and to be heard on all 
préposed fishing regulations and other decisions relating to that lake. 
Emergency regulations and decisions taken without opportunity for examina-
tion and recommendation by the pertinent advisory committee or committees 
shall not be operative for more than one year and may not be renewed without 
full opportunity for examination and recommendation by the advisory 
committee or committees. 
7.-  For, the purpose of considering and adopting regulations regarding the 

fishing in the lakes, the Commission, or in the case of Lake Michigan the 
United States section alone, shall meet at least once a year. The date and place 
of the annual meeting and of such other meetings as may be necessary at any 
time shall be agreed upon by the Chairman and Secretary except that only the 
representative of the United States of America holding the office of Chairman 
or Secretary shall call such meetings for Lake Michigan. 

8. Prior to any meeting at which regulations for any lake are to be voted 
upon, a hearing or hearings shall be held by the Commission, or in the case of 
Lake Michigan by the United States section, at a place or places adjacent to 
that lake which shall be open to fishermen and other persons in either country 
interested in its problems, provided that meetings may be held in the event of 
emergency circumstances without proceeding hearings. Nothing herein shall be 
deemed to prevent either national section from holding hearings within its own 
country at its discretion. 
9.' The Commission shall publish biennially, or more frequently as it judges 

desirable, reports of its activities and recommendations, as well as such 
Publications as it may see fit of a scientific nature or other public information, 
and may also arrange to publish the results of the research of collaborating and 
associated agencies. _ 
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10 . Regulâtions . adopted by the . Commission , under Article IV of the
convention shall not become effective until one year from the date when th e
convention comes into force .

11 . The Commission may determine the boundaries between the lakes, and
between the°waters specified in Article I and waters flowing into or from suc h
waters, for purposes of the application of this convention and regulations issue d

thereunder.
12 . - The'provisions of this schedule may be revised and amended from time to

time by the Commission, provided that any revisions or amendments which are
inconsistent with any of its provisions must be confirmed by exchange of notes
between the ' High Contracting Parties, and provided also that no revision or
amendment may be inconsistent with the convention, and provided further, in
view of the diverse interests of the several states of the United States bordering
on the Great Lakes, that no revision or amendment thus adopted shall diminish
the extent or . effectiveness of state participation and representation of state
interests now provided under paragraphs 1, 5, 6, and 8 of this schedule .

~ . ; . .~ . . . ~ : . . .
1069. DEA/5134-D-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre des Pêcheries ~

Under-Secretary ôjState for External Affairs
to Deputy 1lfinister oJFisheries

TOP SECRET ' Ottawa, July 27,1945

Dear Dr. Finn ,
I refer to my memorandum of May 23,t with which was enclosed a draft

rcplyt _- to the United States - Note on the Jurisdictional Status of Coastal
Fisheries.

It has been decided not to send the previous draft which you saw and
approved . In view , of Dr. Keenleyside's long interest in the matter it was
decided to hold the draft for discussion,with him during his visit to Ottawa .

Following discussions with him, the draft has been radically rcviscd . I enclose a

copy of the - revisiôn .
The essential changes are :

`(1) ' The exceptions permitting' exclusion of other states from a conse rv ation

zone' are broadened to permit of cases . where fishing ' activities have been

exclusively enjoyed over a long period by the state or states declaring such a

zone under regulations designed to protect the fshery ; e .g ., the Pacif'ic Halibut .

(2) A statement of the general principle of the right of fishery on the Hig h

Seas hasbien ' included in order to protect Canadian interests in fisheries no t

now exploitcd by Canadian fishermen ; e .g :, the tuna fishery off Mexico. d has
(3) The suggested procedure whereby international law might be change

been omitted in the present draft .
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Since it seems reasonably clear from a perusal of our files that the Canadia
nGovernment has never formally announced the principle of exclusion of other

states from protected fisheries lying off the Canadian shore
; e .g ., the PacificHalibut fishery, and since such a policy would go beyond existing international

law, it 1 is felt that
. the reply to the United States should have Ministerialapproval

. Would you be good enough to take the matter up with your Minister .We propose to follow the same course in this Department .
Yours sincerely,

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Nouveau projet de réponse

Revised Draft Reply
TOP SECRET

DEPARTMENT OF STATE ON THEIR STATEMENT
OF FISHERIES POLICY OF APRIL 26 194 4

[Ottawa,] July 27, 1945
DRAFT REPLY TO THE UNITED STATE S

1 . The Canadian Government has carefully considered the statement of
United States policy concerning the jurisdictional status of coastal fisheries,
which the Department of State gave to the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington on April 26, 1945 .

2
. The Canadian Government is in general agreement with the provisions for

conservation and protection of fishery resources on the High Seas contiguous to
the national domain

. They are, however, doubtful as to the wisdom of asserting
such a broad right of exclusion of other states from a regulated fishery as
seems to be implied in the United States statement of policy . The statement
provides that in' the case of a conservation zone established by the United
States fishing activities "may when conditions warrant be limited to the United
States," and in the case of a conservation zone established by the United States
and other states jointly, fishing activities "may when conditions warrant be
limited to the United States and such other states ." The statement of policy
would thus appear to leave to the state or states establishing a conservation
zone full discretion in fixing the conditions under which other states may be
excluded therefrom :

It may be observed that under international law the right to fish anywhereon the
High Seas is common to all maritime nations . This right would not .appear to be lost by non-exercise; nor, broadly speaking, has any state,' or

group of stâtes, the right to exclude other states from a Cshéry on the HighSei s .' It is, howeve rjustified • possible that exceptions to this general principle might be
. Exclusion of a particular ship from a duly declared conse rvation zoneInight °be justified as a sanction to compel its obedience to conse rvation

regulations deemed essential to the prese rvation of the fishery in the zone .Likewise, -
exclusion of the whole fishing fleet of a state .which refused torecognize
such regulations might be justified as a sanction against that state . It

mlght also be possible to justify exclusion of other states from a fishery by a



staté or 'states if the fishery had been exclusively enjoyed by its or their 
nationals over a reasonable period of time, and had been carried on under 
regulations designed to preserve and protect the species of fish concerned. 
4. The Canadian Government, iccordingly, thinlcs that the right of a state or 

states' establishing a conservatiôn zone on the High Seas to exclude other states 
from enjoyinent of the fishery therein should be strictly limited. With this 
exception the Canadian Governnient is in general agreement with the United 
States statement of policy. 

1070. 	 ' 	 DEA/9130-40 
Rapport d'une réunion 

Report of Afeeting 
f 

CON FIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa, c. September 19, 1945] 

MEETING ON THE GREAT LAKES FISHERIES HELD IN OTTAWA, 
I 	" 	SEPT. 18 & 19, 1945 

A meeting 'as  held in Ottawa on September the 18th and 19th between 
representatives of Canada and the United States of America to discuss on the 
official level a' draft convention for the development, protection and conserva-
tion of the Great' Lakes Fisheries. The United States draft of May, 1945, 
served as a basis for discussion. 
Present: 	 '• 

United States Dekgation. 

Meurs. J. O. Panons, W. E. S. Florey, C. I. &vans, W. W. Bishop, Jr., F. A. L. 
- Linville, Miu M. C. Shreve from the Department of State; Messrs. I. N. Grabiclson, 

11.3.  Deason and D. J. Chaney from the Fish and Wild Life Service. Mr. J. Shillock 
of the United States Embassy. 

Canadian Dekgation. 

Meurs. J. E. Read, R. M. Macdonnell, C. Chatillon and W. C. Hopkins  (rom  the 
Departmcit of External Affairs; Meurs. D. B. Flan. A. J. Whitmore ,  D. 11 . 
Sutherland and S. V. Ozere  (rom the Department of Fisheries; Messrs.  D. 3.  Taylor 
and 11. 11. Mackay  (rom  the Department of Game and Fisheries, Ontario. 

Place: Chateau Lliurier. 
Time: 3 pm  
Chairman: Mr. Read. 

The Honourable H. Francis G. Bridges, blinister of Fisheries, after a few 

words of greeting declared the meeting open. 
Mr. Read, acting as Chairman, invited the heads of the various delegations 

to make some general observations on the draft before discussing it. Mr. 

Parsons pointed out that since the states concerned were not represented he 

would be gratified if publicity would be restricted to the minimum. A Pres,s  

statement' Was worked out and it was agreed to have it released by bee' 
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countries at the same hour the next day. Mr. Parsons also mentioned that the 
United States draft represented the agreed views of the United States and state 
governments, and that the United 'States delegation could hardly agree to 
changes of substance without consulting the states and securing their consent. 

Before proceeding with the main task, Mr. Macdonnell outlined briefly the 
negotiations that had taken place in the last three or four years resulting in the 
present draft. - 

It was decided that Mr. Bishop and Mr. Hopkins would act as draftsmen. 
The Chairman read the draft clause by clause, each subject to a free and 

informal discussion. The Preamble. Articles II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII,IX and 
X were accepted with no serious alterations. A few words and the disposition of . 
certain phrases were changed but mainly for the sake of clarity and uniformity. 
ARTICLE I 

„ 

It was pointed out that the international section of the St. Lawrence River, 
included in the old draft,t had been omitted from the present one. It was 
explained that the omission was due to the fact that New York state considered 
that zone more of a sport fishing area than a commercial one. It was suggested 
(and stressed by Ontario) that the international zone be re-included in Article 

' The revised draft, i.e., the September draft, (copy attached)t includes in 
what is referred to as the Great Lakes "The St. Lawrence River from Lake 
Ontario to the forty-fifth parallel of latitude." It was understood that this 
major change had to be reported to the state concerned (New York) and the 
State Department officials confided that they would support the Canadian 
viewpoint in dealing with New York. 
SCHEDULE A 

'I'aragraph I 	' , 
Wai accePted as such. 
Paragraph 2 

- The part reading "not 	but" was deleted, in case the Government of 
Canada would like to appoint an official such as a university professor or a 
former"dollar a year" man who was, or had been, related in some way to the 
public services. 

, Paragiaphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 
Were accepted as *such. 
Paragraph 7 
,The part "At least once a year" was changed to read "at least twice a year" 

to  assure  more efficiency on the part of the Commission.• 
-..far,agraphs 8, 9, 10, II and 12 
'iWere accepted as such. 
:A reviied draft (Sept. 18th) was prepared and agreed to by all present. 

: The United States delegation then asked what were Canada's views on the 
question' of  fiactional voting. The representatives of both the Canadian and 
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Oritario'governments agreed that voting should remain as stipulated in the
current'draft and should not be fractional . Mr. Parsons stated that they would
use this statement as a guide in future discussions with the states interested .

It * wâs clear that certain states' were not happy'about the pr'ovisions in the
present draft dealing with membership and voting, and might try to re v ert to
the` earlier proposal for fractional voting . The strong views held by both the

Canadian and Ontario governments would be used by the State Department as
an argument in favour of accepting the present draft.

it was . agreed ' .that' the United States Government should - discuss the
September, 18th = draft twith . the 'interestcd states and inform the Canadian

d' . :,.. . eGovernment of the results of h t cse scus
~'~ . : . . . , . '• . , i C. C[t1ATILLON ]

: Le conseiller; l'ambassade aux États-Unis. .
;- ou secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

DEA/9130-401071.

DESPATCii 2560

S'
. . .

to Secretary ojStotefor External Affairs
Coünse«or, Embassy in United States,

Washington, October 31,194 5

i lie
I have the honour to refer ; to . my despatch No. 2488 of October 20'

concerning the progress of discussions between the federal authorities and the
interested States in connection with the draft Great Lakes Fisheries
Convention as drawn up in Ottawa on September 18 and 19 .

2. Representatives of the State Department and the Fish and Wild Life

Se rvice met yesterday afternoon with a membcr of this Embassy to inform us
officially of the results of these discussions and of the inter-departmental
meeting mentioned in paragraph 4 of my despatch under reference . Two

documents (enclosed) were- furnished for' transmission to the Canadian

Government : (a) "Resolutions of Rep iesentatives of the Great Lakes, October

15, 1945"t embodying the proposal mentioned in paragraph 3 of my despatch
No. 2488 and (b) a revised version of the Draft Convention of September 19,
containing alterations submitted by the State Department and the Fish and

Wild Life Service as the minimum changes which they think may make the
Draft Convention acceptable to the States concerned .

3 ., With regard to (a), it is obvious that the federal authorities are hopin while

Canada will register strong ' disapproval . Mr. Parsons pointed out that ,

the "Resolut ions" urge the State Department to negotiate with Canada for the

substitution of this proposal regarding representation on the Commw~ on It the
State Department should not be considered as backing it in any Y
merely being submitted'for our information and comment, as it represents a
serious . new development in the situation. Mr. Parsons also remarked

whénever
would no doubt be obvious to us that this proposal would mean that
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one lake only was concerned, Ontario would in effect have two members to the 
Dominion  Government's one. 
4. Later on'it was pointed out that the main objection to this proposal is that 

it would radically alter the nature of the Commission. Instead of a more or less 
permanent body picked for their general competence and interest in the 
subject, it would become a group fluctuating between four and six members; 
the extra States' representatives for individual lakes being specifically 
appointed as representatives of special interests and to that extent changing its 
character. The Commission might also be assumed to be less efficient in the 
new form. 
5. With regard to (b), the following revisions have been suggested and are 

contained in the enclosed copy: 
No. 2560. 
(1) Article I. Treatment of the international section of the St. Lawrence as a 

separate lake (with its own advisory committee). 
(2) Para. 3 of Schedule "A". Division of paragraph into three sections, the 

second being a new provision ensuring that the advisory committees have a 45- 
day period within which to review any proposed regulations before their 
submission to the respective governments. Other minor changes (page 3, lines 
1, 4 an«) relate to the emergency powers of the Commission. 

Thé purpose of this amendment is to placate New York and the other Statés 
(Pennsylvania, Indiana and possibly Minnesota) who feel that the advisory 
committees are not of any real significance and are an inadequate substitute 
for representation of special interests on the Commission. 
(3)'Schedide "A", page 3, line 7. Substitution of "making" for "adopting". 

Merely a formal alteration in interests of uniformity. 
(4) Para. 11 of Scheule ''A". Deletion of reference to St. Lawrence, in line 

with suggésted amendment of Article I of the Draft Convention. 
'6, These aniendments have not been discussed with the States, and Mr. 
Parsons is 'none too sure of the reception which they might receive. Before 
going any further, however, the State Department would like to be informed of 
the Canadian reaction to both documents enclosed. They are most anxious to 
have this information as soon as possible, because it is feared that Ohio is ready 
to start a Piiblic campaign in opposition to the whole scheme in the very near 
future, and this may be dangerous unless the State Department are in a 
Position to take counter measures on their side. 

7 . With further reference to the information contained in my previous 
despatch, Mr. Parsons said that, at the meeting of the States' representatives, 
n, 0  Vote had been taken on the Draft Convention. Illinois (absent) is known to 
De in favour of it, Ohio to be opposed to any Convention. Michigan and 
Wisconsin disapproved of the "Resolutions" (enclosure (a) and are presumably 
for the Draft. Minnesota approved the "Resolutions" but is thought to have 
tskimPlY followed the majority at the meeting without any strong objections to 
lue Draft. The only significant opposition therefore was New York, supported 
bY PennsylVania and Indiana.. 
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8: At the time of this meeting on October 16, Mr. Parsons impressed upon
the States that the Draft was the result of protracted negotiations between the
Dominion autho ri ties and: Ontario, and that, in the interests of achieving a
Convention, it would be inadvisable to reopen these negotiations if this could

possibly be avoided. .

THOMAS A. STONE
DEA/5134-D-4 0

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur au Mexlque

Acting Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to Ambassador in Mexico

.. ~

R. M .' M[ACDONNELL]

Dear Dr. Keenleÿside, ,
I refer to your letter of October 16t asking about the Canadian reply to the

United States Statement of Policy on Coastal Fisheries . White
The United States - issued its declaration of

. plicyof the stateim nt•"s
House Press Release on September 28 . I enclose a copy

letter of
, The Canadian' reply has not yet been approved. As noted in my
August 8,t it was felt that the reply as drafted following your disûld s ~onst tute
officials of the Department on your visit to Ottawa last spring wo

aPProval of a change in international law and,, therefore needed ~éea~rno

approval . Due to the pressure of other bus iness, the matter has pr

further. ust 28'

We received a letter from the French Ambassador under date of Au g
ato our

expressing concern over the United States Statement
mbassadôr's

i
lettér and our

views . I enclose for your . information a copy of the A

reply of September 14j,
" Yours sincerely,

of State
for Acting Under-Secretary

for External Affair s

•' ,;," . ~" ~ . , 11194 5~, .. ,
volum e

s ?jVoit Éuts-UnisjSce United States . Fonij» Relations ojtht United Staf fs.

Wuhintton. US. do vernma~t Printin j Offia,1967 . pp. 15 2a 30.
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1073. DEA/9130-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in United States

TELETYPE EX-3909 Ottawa, November 14, 1945

Reference telephone conversation between Macdonnell and Collins on
November 13th about Great Lakes Fisheries Convention .

State Department can be informed that their proposed changes as
summarized in Paragraph 5 of your despatch No . 2560 of October 31st are
acceptable to the . Canadian Government. We discussed them today with the
Deputy Minister of Fisheries and . it was agreed between us that if these
changes will help the State Department to obtain the support of the States, the
Canadian Government should concur. '

You should make it clear to the State Department that there has not been
an opportunity to obtain the views of the Province of Ontario . We are
endeavouring to obtain their views as rapidly as possible and are hopeful that
they will concur .

1074. DEA/9130-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

TELETYpB EX-4008 Ottawa, November 23, 1945

Reference EX-3909 of November 14th, Great Lakes Fisheries Convention .

Please inform the State Department that the Province of Ontario i s
agreeable to the proposed changes given in Paragraph 5 of your despatch No .
2560 of October 31 st .

Although the State Department are well aware of this, it will do no harm to
remind them that any change in the nature or composition of the Commission
would . be strongly resisted here . The "resolutions of representatives ' of the
Great I,akeS October 15th, 1945" t would not be acceptable and it is to be
hoped that the States concerned will not press the issue-"'

76La Convention fut signée à Washington le 2 avril 1946. Canada, Recueil des traités. 1946,N~1 3.
T~ e Convention was signed at Washington on April 2. 1946 . Canada, Treaty Series. 1946, No.
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PARTIE 5/PART 5 
CHASSE PÉLAGIQUE DU PHOQUE 

PELAGIC SEALING " 

1075. 	 DEA/387-40 

- 	Procès-verbal d'une réunion entre des représentants 
des États-Unis et du Canada 

Minutes of Meeting between Representatives 
of United States and Canada 

SECRET - 	 - 	 Ottawa, October 5, 1945 
f 

INFORMAL DISCUSSION ON PELAGIC SEALING IIELD IN OTTAWA, 

. 	 , 
An informal mectini betivecn United States and Canadian officials was 

held on September 20th to exchange views with  regard  to fur scals in the 
Pacific Ocean. The United States groUp 'aiked that the discussion be 
considered unofficial and kept purely on an exploratory basis. This met  with 
general approval. ' 
Present: 
t United States: . 

Department of State: Messn. Parsons, Bishop, Bevan:, Flory, and Miss Shreve. 
Fish and Wildlife Service: Messrs. Gabrielson, Chaney, and Linville. 

1756' 

• SEPTEN1BER 20, 1945 

Canada: 	 • 

Department of External A ffairs: Meurs. Macdonne11,11opkins and Chatillon. 
Department of Fisheries: Messrs. Finn, Sutherland, Whitmore and Ozere. 

Time: 1030 hrs. 
Place: Library (Legil Division)' 
Chairman: Mr. Macdonnell ; 
- It was agreed by all that with the 'end of hostilities,  the  problcm of pelagic 

sealing should be reviewed in the light of recent political developments. 
The  United Stites group sketched out the Treaty position from their own 

point of  view., The 1942 Fui Sealing 'Agreement"' was an interim measure 

providing  for temiiorarY iirangementi to terminate 12 months after the 

emergency period ceased: It would therefore be highly desirable to conclude an 

agreement of a permanent  nature in the near future. 
The following points were advanced: 

(a) It would be desirable to have a ncw and permanent  Convention  to replace 

the old 1911 Convention."' 

"Canada, Renal, del trait's. 1942, Ne 23. 
See Canada, Treaty Series, 1942, No. 23. 

"Grande-Bretagne/Great Britain, Treaty Series. 1912, No. 2. 
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(b) Canada, the U.S.S.R. and the United States of . America shouldparticipate in it.

'(c) A section protecting sea otters should be inserted in the new Convention
.

(d) Consideration would have to be given to the policy to be adopted towardsJapan .

• The four points raised by the United States representatives met with general
approval from the Canadian side

. However, it was pointed out that Soviet
views on this matter were not known and that clearly every effort should be
made to secure Soviet cooperation and to bring them into the discussions at an
opportune time.

Dr
. Gabrielson outlined the history of the seal industry in the Pacific, the

difficulties involved and the, possible measures that might be taken for the
protection and expansion of the seal herds . The 1940 survey revealed that there
were trom 4 to 5 million seals around the Pribilof Islands, off Alaska, while in'
1910 and 1911 this industry was not considered profitable and the herd was
approaching extinction

. In 1941, the United States Government killed 71,000
seals in the area, restricting the kill to 3-year-old males . This was a successfulcommercial enterprise . It is clear that the herd can be protected and built up to
its maximum so as to provide a productive and profitable natural resource . The
United States ' is continuing to study the problem of the composition and
breeding of the herd .

With regard to sea otters, Dr. Gabrielson stated that as a result of strict
conservation measures the numbers of these animals on the Alaskan Coast and
the Aléùtian Islands had increased from something close to zero up to some six
to ten thousand

: The additional protection (in non-territorial waters) which
would be afforded by a treaty would assist the further increase of these
extremely valuable fur-bearing animals once practically extinct . He thought it
likely that they would spread south and reach the British Columbia coast .

There was a discussion of the treatment that should be accorded Japan,
which was a signatory of the 1911 Convention and received 15% of the take ofthe Pribilof seals

. It was clearly the view of the Fish and Wildlife Service that
Japanese interests should be excluded from sealing operations in the Pribilof
Islands, and should receive no compensation . On the other hand, it was pointedout by,

.the Canadian group that there were aspects of this complex problem
that reqûirèd careful study . The statements made during the war by the United
Nations about permitting access on a non-discriminatory basis to the natural
resources of the world, in the pursuit of peaceful trade, would have to be borne
in mind in relation to any prohibition of Japanese sealing . It was learned thatthe

:State Department were exploring the question and considering various
alternatives' One was to write into the peace treaties a flat prohibition against
JaPanese sealing operations in the Pribilofs . Som 'discu support emerged during the

ssion for the view that in . the long run a decision imposed in a peace treaty
might~not ~ the procedure best calculated to secure the cooperation, of the
Depanese,over the years . Another alternative being examined by the State

Partment was to agree to continue to turn over to the Japanese the 15% of
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the catch which they had received under the'1911 Convention; but to link this 
with Japanese reparations in such a way as to use the proceeds as a fund from 
which to pay Canadian and United States war claims against Japan. No 
conclusions were reached beyond the obvious one that this was an exceedingly 
thorny question which required a good deal of further study. 
Conclusions 	 , 
,- There was general agreement on the following points: 
(a) There is "need for a Permanent Convention to replace the Convention of 

1911, - 	• 	• 	. 
(b) The adherence of the U.S.S.R. should be secured, if possible. 
(c) ProteCtion for sea otters should be included in the Convention. 
(d) The'policy to be ackipted with regard to Japan should be the subject of 

further study by both Governments.' , 	• 
(e) In order  t~ obtain, if possible, an indication of the probable views of the 

Soviet Government, thc Canadian and United States Embassies in Moscow 
should be asked for, their `opinions as to the Soviet attitude towards signing a 
new convention. It was agreed that it Would not be desirable at this stage to ask 
the Soviet Government for their views, even informally, but that the opinions of 
the two Embaisies might be helpful:The next stcp would be for the United 
States  to prepare a draft Convention and submit it simultaneously to Canada 
and the U.S.S.R. Canada and the United States would kccp in close informal 
touCh throughout., 
.(f) For the purposes of Article VIII of the 1942 Fur Sealing Agreement, 

these' discussionî were to be regarded as constituting consultation. In all other 
respects, as *stated in the opening paragraph of this memorandum, the 
discussions were  to  be regarded as unofficial, exploratory, and confidential. 

1076.. 	 • 	 DEA/387-40 

Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extériiures 

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 474 	. 	 Moscow, November 20, 1945 

SECRET  I  
5 

Sir,' 
e* 1  have  the honour to refer to yoUr despatch No. 252 of October 9th,t 

concerning the question of fur 'Cal fisheries' in thc North Pacific. According 
your suggestion, 1 aPproached thc United States Embassy with a view t°  

iet asce'itaininà' thdr views as to what will likely be the attitude of the Sov 

authorities iàwards signing a new Convention. Unfortunately, the United 

States EmbaSsy has raxived nothing from the State Department as yet; and, in 

the absencé of the relevant information; thcy were not in a position to give their 
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opinion on the subject. However, they have promised to get in touch with me if 
and when the State Department asks them to undertake this study. 
2. Meanwhile, I am enclosing a short memorandum built, for a good part, on 

a conversation which I had with Mr. Wilgress just before his departure for 
London. I hope it will be of some assistance in the negotiations which are to 
take place. 

I have etc. 
LÉON MAYRAND 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique 
Memorandum by Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union 

[Moscow,' November 20, 1945 

POSSIBLE SOVIET ATTITUDE TOWARDS NEW SEALING CONVENTION 
1: The Soviet Union has a concrete interest in the seals of the Northern 

PaCific and, consequently, should not be disinclined to cooperate in measures 
for maintaining the herds. 
2. It appears from a "memorandum for Dr. Skelton" dated May 9th, 1938,t 

(on file at the Department) that the last Russian delivery of skins to Canada 
vias made on August 23rd, 1922, by the Provisional Government at Vladivos-
tok, this being only a small part of Canada's share of the 1920 catch; also that 
there had been no Russian delivery of skins to Japan since 1919. I assume that 
no Russian deliveries have been made since the time when the aforesaid 
memorandum was written. 

Strictly speaking, an accounting could be required from the „Soviet 
authoiities for all the years covered by the Convention for which no returns 
have been given. In practice, however, it seems that nothing would be gained 
by making such a demand. It is clear that the Soviet authorities are not 
interested in giving skins and that they would find legal or other arguments for 
still avôiding to do so. 

• Inn pait attitude of the Soviet authorities leads me to believe that they 
would  flot easily subscribe to a convention providing for the inter-delivery of 
skin's, as the Convention of 1911 did. 
3. In'view of its recent acquisition of the Robben and Kurile Islands, Soviet 

Russia  flow  exercises sovereignty over all the breeding islands on the western 
side of the Bering Sea. In these circumstances, the Soviet approach to the 

Problem may be to divide responsibilities in two parts. On the one hand, the 
Soviet Union would be responsible for the seals in the western half of the 
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Bering Sea and North Pacific Ocean . On the other hand, the United States and
Canada would be responsible for the seals in the -eastern half of the same

waters: Soviet patrols would have nothing to do in the . American-Canadian

zone, and vice versa .

4 ., As for Japan; it :is not improbable that the Soviet I Union will suggest a

clause in the peace treaty, which would debar Japan from any sort of
participation in the new sealing arrangements. I agree with the view expressed

at the Canadian-United States meeting of September 20th, viz . "that in the
long run a decision imposed in a peace treaty might not be the procedure best
calculated to secure the cooperation of the Japanese over the years ." Moreover,
the exclusion of the Japanese now that they have ceased to exert sovereignty
over the Robben and Kurile Islands, might have the effect of weakening our
own case, in as nïuch as Canada is also without sovereignty of any of the

breeding islands. The idea of linking the Japanese share with reparations

appears wiser as well as more conformable to justice .

5 . In the citcumstances,,I feel that the Soviet Union would best accept some
of the principles proposed by the United States to Japan in 1941, which could
now be set forth as foliows :=
(a) A clear separation of the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea into east

withand west'areas, = the western area to be allotted to the Soviet Un i on

limited hiunting seasons fixed
I according to areas and regulations of hunting

<< { . .
seasons

rep3fatiôns :

(b) Pclagic sca ng o g
areas allotted to them under the new 'Covention ; the taking of seals on land t o

be regulated by 'the sovereign powers thereof. ,
(c) No division to be made of the fur seals taken on land or at sea by the

Soviet Union to the United States and Canada on the one hand, and by the

United States and Canada to the Soviet Union on the other hand .

6 .JfIt is realizcd that the above principles do not cover the Japanese aspect
ânthe problem . Nevertheless, the Soviet Union might be induced to acc P

arrangement which would recognize the Japanese right to share in the
skins

as
the western zone, but which would leave those sk i ns in Soviet han

. r ' 1' t be re ulated by the respective Governments in the
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PARTIE 6/PART 6

VOIES D'EAU, FRONTIÈRE ET SOUVERAINETÉ
WATERWAYS, THE BOUNDARY AND SOVEREIGNTY

SECTION A

FLEUVE COLUMBIA

COLUMBIA RIVER ~

1077. ., DEA/5724-40

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

No . 101 Ottawa February 25 1944

directed to bring the following suggested reference to the Commission to your
attention with the request that I be informed whether it is acceptable to the
Government of Canada :
"1 . In order to determine whether a greater use than is now being made of

the waters of the Columbia River system would be feasible and advantageous,
the . Governments of the United States and Canada have agreed to refer the
matter"to'the' International Joint Commission for investigation and report
Pursuant to Article IX of the Convention concerning Boundary Waters
between the United States and Canada, signed January 11 th, 1909 .
"2. ,It .is desired that the Commission shall determine whether in its judgment

further development of the water resources of the river basin would be
Prâcticable and in the public interest from the points of view of the two
Governments havin in mind (A) domestic water supply and sanitation ; (B)navigation, (C) efficient development of water power, (D) the control of floods,( E) the needs of irrigation, (F) reclamation of wet lands, (G) conservation of
fish and wildlife, and (H) other beneficial public purposes ."3 . In the event that the Commission should find that further works or
projeCts would be feasible and desirable for one or more of the purposes
indicated 'aboVe , it should indicate how the interests on either side of the
boundary ", would ' be benefited or adversely affected thereby, and should

"'V olume 9, document 1284./Volume 9, Document 1284.

. As the result of informal exchanges of views on this subject I have bee n

176 1

I have the honor to refer to your note No . 157 of December 10, 1943,19
concerning the desirability of having a study made by the International Joint
Commission with respect to the Upper Columbia River Basin from the points
of view of navigation, power development, irrigation, flood control, and other
beneficial public uses and purposes .

Sir :
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estimate the costs of such works or projects, including indemnification for
damage to public and private property and the costs of any remedial works that
may be found to be necessary, and should indicate how the costs of any projects
and the amounts of any resulting damage should be apportioned between the
two Govetnments.
"4. The Commission should also investigate and report on existing dams,

hydro-electric plants, navigation works, and other works or projects located
within the Columbia River system in so far as such investigation and report
may be germane to the subject under consideration .

"5 . In the conduct of its investigation and otherwise in the performance of its
duties under this reference, the Commission may utilize the services of
engineers and other specially qualified personnel of the technical agencies of
Canada and the United States and will so far as possible make use of
information and technical data heretofore acquired by such technical agencies
or which may become available during the course of the investigation, thus
avoiding duplication of effort and unnecessary expense . "

If the proposed reference is acceptable to your Government I should
appreciate being informed, and this note together with your reply would be
regarded as an agreement between our two Governments on the terms of
reference.

Accept etc .
RAY ATHERTON

1078. DEA/5724-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

No. 18 Ottawa, March 3,1944

Excellency -
I have the honour to refer to your note No. 101 dated February 25,1944, in

which you brought to the attention of the Canadian Government the terms of a
reference to the International Joint Commission with respect to the Upper
Columbia River Basin.

The proposed reference is acceptable to the Canadian Government and your
note, together with this reply, may be regarded as an agreement between our
two Governments on the terms of reference.

Accept etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON
for Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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SECTION B 

EAUX CÔTIÈRES 
COASTAL WATERS 

1079. DEA/10471-40 
Le premier secrétaire, l'ambassade des États-Unis, 

au conseiller juridique 

First Secretary, Embassy of United States, 	. 
to Legal Adviser 

Ottawa, October 18, 1944 

Dear Mr. Read: 
About a year ago you handed us a revised draft note on Line A-B.'" Your 

draft, after careful consideration by officers of the Department of State, and 
after informal consultation with you and Mr. Max Wershof, has been revised, 
and I enclose herewith a copy of the revised draft:" This revised draft differs 
from the draft received from you in the following respects: 
"(1) By Article I of the draft received it was provided that should either 

Government hereafter declare that the doctrine of historic waters applied to 
any part of the waters contiguous to the waters of the coast of Alaska or 
British Columbia, such waters would continue to be open to the vessels, etc. of 
the two countries. At the time that this phraseology was first embodied in a 
draft it was thought that Dixon Entrance might be declared historic waters at 
some future time. Since the two Governments by the agreement as now drafted 
would resolve the status of Dixon Entrance, the provision with respect to a 
future declaration on the subject becomes unnecessary and it is accordingly 
eliminated. 
"(2) Article I of the draft received refers to measures being taken by the two 

Governments for the defence of 'the northern half of the Western Hemisphere.' 
The northern half of the Western Hemisphere extends south of the United 
States and for this reason these words have been changed to read 'the northern 
part of the Western Hemisphere.' 
"(3) Having in mind the inapplicability of the reference to historic waters 

which constituted the greater part of Article I, the draft has been simplified (a) 
by incorporating in a preamble the references in Article I to defence measures 
and to existing rights, and (b) by omitting Article I as it appeared in the earlier 
draft. 
"(4) There is also *contained in the preamble a new provision that the two 

Governments conclude the agreement 'without interfering in anywise with the 
right of innocent passage of vessels of other states through the areas referred to 
in Article I hereof.' This change is in accordance with the informal discussions 
between officials of the two Governments. 

18°V°Iume 9,  pièce jointe, document 1250./Volume 9, enclosure, Document 1250. 
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"(5) Article I of the revised draft omits all reference to `adjacent' waters and 
refers simply to the specific bodies of water by name as they lie to the north 
and south of the limits of Dixon Entrance, as defined in Article I, paragraph 3. 
These changes„ however, do not alter the reciprocal rights in these waters 
accorded by Article II of the Canadian draft. For conVenience in studying the 
changes incidental to omission of references to adjacent waters there follows a 
text of Article I, follciwing the portion thereof which describes the boundary, 
with omissions overlaid with dashesm and additions underlined:'" 

"It is further agreed that the waters of Dixon Entrance include the waters 
south of the line AB and north of a line drawn between the Canadian Geodetic 
stations Tow Hill on Graham Island and Stephens on Stephens Island, [and 
that,' for the pitrpése of this Agreement, the adjacent waters include the waters 
of Revillagigedo Channel south of the lighthouse on Mary Island, and of 
Clarence Strait south of 'Wedge Island and of Cordova Bay south of Kaigani 
Point and Of Hecate Strait south of 'a line drawn between Tow Hill and 
Stephens, and thé waters betviéen «a 'straight line from Cape Muzon and 
Langarà Point and the high seas.] — 

"It is hereby dec.  tared that -thé waters of Dixon Entrancc are [historic] 
national waters of Canada and ofthe United States of Anterica and that [the 
part of] such of the waters [which is] as are north of the boundary [is included 
within the territorial] are national waters of the United States of America, and 
that [the part of] such ofthe waters [which is] as are South of the boundary [is 
included within the territorial] are national waters of Canada. 

"It is further agreed that the Pin of the waters of Dixon Entrance and the 
fisheries thereof whieh are 'north of the boUndary, and which are more than one 

marine league distant from the ciciast of the United States of America, 
measured, front mean lower low rvater,,will be open to the vessels, aircraft and 

nationals of Canada, who  may Use and enjoisuch waters and fisheries upon a 
basis of equality.with the vessels, aircraft and nationals of the United States of 
América; and that the'part of the waters of Dixon Entrance and the fisheries 
thereof which are south of the boundary and which arc more than one marine 
leagite distant from  the coast' Of Canada, nteasured from  ntean lower low 
rvatér, wil1 be open to the vessels, aircraft and nationals of the United States of 
America, who may use and enjoy such waters and fisheries upon a basis of 

equality with the vessels, aircraft and nationals of Canada. 
"It is further agreed that the [parts of the adjacent] watcrs of Revillagigedo 

Channel south of the lighthouse on Mary Island, of Clarence Strait south of 

Wedge Island and of Cordova Bay south Of Kaigani Point (and the fisheries 

thereof] which are north of the line AB, and which arc more than one marine 

league distant from the coast of the United States of America, measured from 
ineanlowir kiw water/and thellsheries thereof, will be open to the vessels: 

aircraft and 'nationali,of Canada,' who may use and cnjoy such watersf atnhne 

fisheries' on 'a basis of eqUality with the vessels, aircraft and nationals 0  

"Entre  crochets ici./ln square brackets here. 
"En  italiques id/In italics here. 
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Unitéd ' States`ôf America ; and that the [parts of the adjacent] waters of
Hecate Strait [and the fisheries thereof] which are south of [the] a line drawn
between Tow Hill and Stephens and which are more than one marine league
distant from the coast of Canada, measured from, mean lower low water, and
the frsheries thereof, will be open to the vessels, aircraft and nationals of the
United States of America, who may use and enjoy such waters and fisheries
upon a basis of equality with the vessels, aircraft and nationals of Canada, [and
that the adjacent waters and fisheries thereof which are between a straight line
from Cape Muzon and Langara Point and the high seas and are more than one
marine league' distant from the coast of either country will be ôpen to the
vessels, aircraft and nationals of both countries * on a basis of equality. ]
"(6) -, The third and fourth paragraphs of the description of the boundary vary

from the corresponding paragraphs of the draft enclosed with the despatch of
October ' 1 . The description contained in the present draft closely approximates
an earlier suggestion on the part of this Government, and varies only slightly
from an earlier Canadian description . The turning points indicated are located
on ~straigfit lines connecting existing reference monuments . For the sake ofclarity ' there has been added, immediately following the description of the
boundary, . the following sentence : `(The above geodetic positions are on theNorth American datum of 1927.) '
;,"(7) It is declared in . the present draft that the waters of Dixon Entrance `are
national waters of Canada and of the United States of America . '
"(8) In order that the base line or coastline from which one marine league is

measured may be known, the phrase 'measured from mean lower low water'
has been inserted in the appropriate places in Articles I and II .
"(9) The final paragraph of the draft relates to the putting into effect of the

agreement
: It has been decided by the Department that it is desirable to submit

the agreement to the Senate of the United States for its approval . You may
inform the Department of External Affairs that this Department is willing that
the formula be revised to suit Canadian wishes, subject to the understanding
thaf~ the agreement is not to be regarded as effective prior to approval of our
Senate. "

: I should appïeciate receiving your reaction to this draft ... . .
. _>ay ' . .

Sincerely yours,

LEWIS CLARK
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DEA/10471-40 
Le chargé d'affaires, l'ambassade des États-Unis, 

au conseiller juridique 
, Chargé d'AffairesEmbassy of United States, 

to Legal Adviier ' 

Ottawa, February 12, 1945 
* 	 , 

Dear Mr. Read: 
You will recall m'y, letter to you of October 18, 1944, enclosing a revised 

draft note on Line A.B. I 'conveyed your Oral comments on the revised draft to 
the Department of State  and  I have now been infornied that as the geographic 
description of the  boundary line in Dixon Entrance'departed from the earlier 
Canadian draft for technical reasons only, my Government is prepared to 
revert to the Canadian proposal for the extension of the boundary line as set 
forth in your proposals of September 1943. That description, with the insertion 
of the equivalent in feet of the lengths given in meters, reads as follows: 

• "From thientrance to the Portland Channel at the Point B in latitude 54° 
42' 27".933 North and longitude 130 0  36' 50'.047 West of Greenwich, by a 
line 4,550 meters (14,927.8 feet) in length with an initial bearing of South 30 0  
36' 00' West to Turning Point 1 in latitude 54° 40' 21".261 and longitude 
1300  38' 59'1 .287. 

thence by a line 32,082.45 meters.(105,257.2 feet) in length with an initial 
bearing of North 83° 00' 00" West' to Turning.  Point 2 in latitude 54° 42' 
24'.082 and longitude 131° 08' 37".639; 

thence by a line 63,376.86 meters (207,928.9 feet) in length with an initial 
bearing of South 63° 44' 55".593 West to Turning Point 3 in latitude 54° 27' 
06'1 .062 and longitude 132° 01' 12'.289; 

thence by a line 55,324.77. meters (181,511.3 feet) in length with an initial 
bearing of North 88° 41' 04".577 West to Turning Point 4 in Latitude 54° 27' 
36.303 and longitude 132° 52' 22'.648; 

thence by a line to the high seas at right angles to the line joining Langara 
Point 

 bearing of North 62° 05' 25".38 West. 	
Muzon, with Point lighthouse with Reference Monument No. 1 on Cape  

(The above geodetic positions are on the North American datum of 1927) 

Should the Canadian authorities feel that any other of the changes made by 
to 

my Government in the draft submitted in October last may give rise 
difficulties,  or are  not for any other reason desirable, 1 have been directed to 

-
on.t realize you may not wish to attempt formal action on Line AD at the m

a  
: 

give consider- 
say that the Department of State would be entirely willing to 
ation to your views. 

You will recall my oral comment to you earlier this year that althoug
ien  
h w? 

we deem If desirable to place the matter in such shape that final action cfoouric, 

be taken whenever the situation seemed favourable. May 1 suggest, there w.. . 

that active consideration be given to this matter with the idea that we ill 

1080; 
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âgree upon'an
exchange of notes but not actually effect the exchange until suchtime as may, be mutually agreeable to both Governments .

Sincerely yours,

LEWIS CLAR K

Nouveau projet de note
Revised Draft Note

W.L.M.K./Vol. 420

[September 7, 1945 ]

• .{i, a I

It is ' agreed and dccla d h h' •~

APPENDIX A

REVISED DRAFT NOTE REGARDING DIXON ENTRANCE AND
THE STRAIGHT OF JUAN DE FUC A

Excellency,
.'I

have the honour to refer to correspondence between your Government and
the'Government of Canada and to conversations between officers of our two
Governments regarding the remaining unsettled boundary questions on the
Pacifie Coast, and to propose that an understanding should be reached in thefollowing terms :

Having in mind the measures being taken jointly and severally by the two
Governments for the defence of the northern part of the Western Hemisphere ;
and recognizing that it would be undesirable to impair or augment in any way
the rights which the nationals of each country now enjoy in the waters of the
other `cuuntry dealt with in the present agreement, including the right to
engage in the fisheries thereof, or to interfere in any wise with the right of
innocent, passage of vessels of other states through the areas referred to inArticle .

I hereof, the Government of the United States of America and the
,Government of Canada agree upon the following Articles :

marked re t at t e line which is referred to as the line
AB" in the decision of the Alaskan Boundary Tribunal dated Octobe r20, 1903, being a line in Dixon Entrance from Cape Muzon to the entrance tothe ; Portland Channel, allocated all land to the north thereof to the United

S
t'i

tes .of America, and all land to the south thereof to Canada .
~
;It is further agreed to extend the boundary between Canada and the United

States of,America hereinafter in this Article referred to as the boundary, asfollows: : '

Frorrï' the'entrance to the Portland Channel at the Point B in latitude 54°
42 1 r27" .933 North and longitude 130° 36' 50" .047 West of Greenwich, by ali
ne 4,550 meters (14,927 .8 feet) in length with an initial bearing of South 30°361

130
00

M "West to Turning Point I in latitude 54° 40' 21" .261 and longitude° 38' 59" .287 ;
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.}.' .: thence by a line 32,082.45 meters (105,257 .2 feet) in length with an initial

bea ring of North 83° 00' 00". . West to Turning Point 2 in latitude 54° 42'

24" .082 and longitude 131 °,08', 37" .639 ;
thence by a line 63,376.86 meters (207,928 .9 feet) in length with an initial

bea ring of South 63° 44' 55" .593 West to Turning Point 3 in latitude 54° 27'
06" .062 and longitude 132° 01' 12" .289;

thence by a line 55,324 .77 metcrs (181,511 .3 feet) in length with an initial
bea ring of North 88° 41' 04' .577 West to Tu rn ing'Point 4 in Latitude 54° 27'
3611 .303 and longitude 132° 52' 22" .648 ;'

r thence by a line to the high seas at right angles to the line joining Langara
Point lighthouse with ` Refercnce Monument No. I on Cape Muzon, w ith an
initial bearing of North 62° 05' 25" .38 West .

(The above geodetic positions are on the North American datum of 1927.)

It is furthér agreed that the
i
waters of Dixon Entrance include the waters

south of the line AB and north of a line drawn between the Canadian Geodetic
stations Tow Hill on Graham Island and Stephens on Stephens Island .

. It is herebÿ declared that such of the waters of Dixon Entrance as are north
of the bounda ry are national waters of the United States of America, and that

such of the waters as are south of the boundary are national waters of Canada .

It is`further agrecd that the part of the waters of Dixon Entrance and the
fishe ries thereof which are north of the bounda ry , and which are more than one

marine ) league - distant from, the coast of the United States of America,
measured from mean lower low water, will be open to the vessels, aircraft and
nationals of Canada, who may use and enjoy such waters and fisheries upon a
basis of equality .with the vessels, aircraft and nationals of the United States of

America; and that the part of the waters of Dixon Entrance and the fisheries
thereof which are south of the boundary and which arc more than one marine

league distant from the c oast , of Canada, `measurcd from mean lower low

water, will be open to the vessels, aircraft and nationals of the United States of

America, who may use and enjoy such , waters and fisheries upon a basis of
equality with the vessels, aircraft and nationals of Canada .

It is further agreed that the waters of Revillagigedo Channel south of the
lighthouse on Mary Island, of Clarence Strait south of Wedgc Island and of
Cordova Baysouth or, Kaigani Point, which are north of the line AB, and

which`ar`emore than one ma rinc league distant from the coast of the United

States of America; ni~easurcd il-o1111' 111C4111 Iower low watcr, and the fsheries
who may

thercof, will be open to the vessels, aircraft and nationals of Canada ,

use and enjoy such waters and fshe ries on a oasis of equality with the vessels,

aircraft 'and nationals of . the United States of America ; and that the waters
hensHecate Strait which are south of a line drawn between Tow Hill and S P

and which are more than one marine league distant from the coast
of

ô ént
a
omay

measured from mean lower low water, and the fishcrtes thcrcof, w~ll he.

thevessels, aircraft and nat ionals of the United States of alitY with the
usc and 4 en,Ioy such waters and fisheries upon a basis of eq
vessels, aircraft and nationals of Canada .
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It is agreed and declared that the waters of the Strait of Juan de Fuca to the 
east of the line from Tatoosh Island-  lighthouse to Bonilla Point are national or 
inland waters of Canada and of the United Staies of America, and that there is 
a contiguous belt of territorial waters to the west of that line which connects 
the belts of territorial waters adjacent to the coasts of the Province of British 
Columbia and the State of Washington. 

It is further agreed to extend the boundary between Canada and the United 
States of America as follows: 

# From Turning Point 12 midway on a line between Tatoosh Island lighthouse 
and Bonilla Point, at right angles to that line, with an initial bearing of North 
86° 26' 40" West to the high seas. 

It is further agreed that the waters and fisheries thereof which are between 
a straight line from Tatoosh Island lighthouse to Bonilla Point and the high 
sea's and more than one marine league distant from the coast of either country, 
méasured' from mean lower low water, will be open to the vessels, aircraft and - nat .

onals ofboth countries on a basis of equality. 

lu  
It is agreed that the Commissioners appointed under the provisions of the 

Boundary Trea' ty of April 11, 1908,"  and acting also under the provisions of 
the Boundary Treaty of February 24, 1925,'“ will have authority to do all 
things which they deem necessary in the way of the establishment of 
monuments; making of surveys and publication of maps and reports, to give 
effect to the provisions of these Articles. 

It is -understood that the Government of the United States of America 
desires to obtain the approval of the United States Senate before making the 
proposed agreement effective. I, therefore, have the honour to suggest that if 
the foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of the United States 
of America, this note and your ieply thereto, when approved by the United 
States Senate and by the Parliament of Canada, will be regarded as placing on 
record the understandings arrived at between o' ur two Governments. 

Accept etc. 

is3Canada, Treaties and Agreements Affecting Canada in Force between His Majesty and the 

_United States of America 1814-1925. Ottawa, King's Printer, 1927, pp. 299-30. 
'"Ibid, pp. 513-9. 
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1082. 	 PCO 
• Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

• ' 	Extract froM Cabinet Conclusions 

TOP SECRET 	 ; 	 ' 	[Ottawa,' September 13, 1945 

1770* 

BOUNDARY QUESTIONS AFFECTING CANADIAN WATERS IN TIIE PACIFIC 

12. THE SECRETARY submitted a memorandum from the Department of 
External Affairs, also a draft notet to the US.' government regarding the 
international boundary in Dixon Entrance and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 

After a careful examination of the questions involved by representatives of 
the Depa' rtments of Fisheries, Justice, National Defence (Navy), Mines and 
Resources ànd External Affairs, it  was  recommended that it be proposed to the 
United States that a new line of demarcation be established in Dixon Entrance 
to constituié  the  boundary between the two countries and that a U.S. proposal 
for the extension of the international lxiundary in the Strait of Juan de Fuca be 
accepted. 

Maps illustrating these proposals were circulated for examination.'" 
An explanatory' memorandum and the draft note had been circulated. 
(External Affairs memorandums" and appendices, Sept.7, 1945 — Cabinet 

Document 59). -4 •  

13. THE CABINET, after discussion, approved settlement with the United 
States of these two boundary questions on the basis of the draft note submitted, 
subject to assurance being obtained as to the attitude of the government of 

British Columbia. 

DEA/10471-40 
, 

,Télégramme du Prim' ler ministre de la Colomble-Britannique 
au Premier ministre' 

' 	Telerainfrom Premier of British Columbia 
to Prime Minister 

Victoria, December 14, 1945 

Respectfully request that no action be taken by your government  reg'
fishing rights and proposed changes in boundaries on the west coast of British 

Columbia without an opportunity being given our government to make 
representations for the protection of the rights of our citizens. Stop. 1 shall be  
pleased to have assurances from you accordingly. Stop. Please see communica" 

, 
unfelt le volume 9, pages de prde/See Volume 9, endpapers. 
INVolume 12, pike jointe 2, documad 903/Volume 12, enclosure 2, Docunicnt  "3.  

1083. 
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tion addressed to the honourable Ian Mackenzie
by our Attorney General anddated January 20, 1942 . 111

JOHN HART

Le Premier ministre
DEA/10471-40

au Premier ministre de la Colombie-Britannique

Prime Minister
to Premier of British Columbia

Ottawa, December 19, 194 5

I duly received your telegram of December 14, concerning fishing rights and
possible boundary modifications on the west coast of British Columbia .

The matter has been discussed with the Minister of Fisheries and with the
appropriate officials of the Department of External Affairs, and I am glad to
be able to assure you that no definite action will be taken by the Canadian
gôvernment without opportunity being provided for the government of BritishColumbia' to make its views known .

My dear premier :

Yours sincerely ,
W . L . MACKENZIE KING

DEA/10471-40
Le ministre des Affaires des anciens combattants

au conseiller juridique, le ministère des Affaires extérieures
Minister of Veterans Affairs

to Legal Adviser, Department of External Affairs

Ottawa, December 22 194 5
CONFIDENTIA L

~
Dear Mr. Read :As

a result of your message to me of December 6th, I took up the questionof the suggat ed bo unda ry alterations with the Provincial Government .
MY communication to them was marked confidential and Premier Hart did

not feel that he could treat it in any other way . Accordingly he got in touchWith
me by telephone and indicated that the Provincial Government of BritishColumbia was unalterably . opposed to the suggested changes . As a result ofthat attitude I must adv ise that it would be bad policy for the Government ofCanada to proceed w ith these negotiations at the present time . Otherwise I feelconvinced that there would be a clash between the Provincial and the Federal

Governments which, of course, would be most unfortunate.
Yours very truly

~--° IAN MACKENZIE

Volume 9, la 'pièce jointe, document 1241,/Volume 9, enclosure, Document 1241 .
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SOUVERAINET Ift DANS L'ARCTIQUE'
SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ARCTIC

1086. DEA/9057•4 0

Le sous-secrétaire d'État 'aux Affaires extérieures
au directeur,' le bureau dei tèrres, des parcs et des forêts,

le ministère des 1ltines et des Ressources

Under-Secretary,ôf Sta té for' External Affairs
to Director. Lands. Parks and Forests Branch,

' Department ofMines and Resources

Ottawa, June 1, 194 4

RE: PROPOSED VOYAGE OFTNE R.C.M.P. IN THE ARCTI C

May I refer to your enquiry with regard to the course of action which should
be followed by'the R.C.M.P. in the Arctic patrol this summer.

I am enclosing a memorandum prepared by Mr. Chaput of this Department
which' suggests the, basis' for the activities 'of the patrol having in mind the
Government's desire to protect its sovereignty over the Arctic Islands .

Mr. Chaput points out that, failing the establishment of new posts, the main
contribution of a new expedition travelling north would be to see that Canadian
laws and regulations are obse rved both by natives and foreigners in the whole
of the territory covered . He also points out that care should be taken to avoid
any action which could be interpreted as the taking of possession by Canada of
new lands, thus giving rise to possible rival claims based on past discoveries .

Consideration might be given to the desirability of posting the ordinary
notices and proçlamations in mtters ; relating to the government of the

Northwest Territories which would bc found publicly displa yed in communities

in the continental part of the terri to ry . The notices so posted might be limited
to those which would be likely to concern casual visitors i f any came to the
places in question, e .g ., game regulations, permits, licences, etc .

for the Under•Secretary of State
for External Affair s

` ~ f [PIECEJOINTE/ENCLOSUREJ

11lémorandum au conseiller juridiqu e

11lemorandum to Legal Adviser

(Ottawa,) May 31, 194 4

PROPOSED VOYAGE OP TIIE R .C .M .P. IN TIIE ARCTI C

1 . Canadian sovereignty over the Arctic must rest upon rights of ( l )
discovery and (2) effective possession which are in the last analysis the only

r ~, , J. E. READ
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elements on which title to new lands can safely be based under present 
International law. 

1 2: While‘ the great majority of islands of the Arctic Archipelago has been 
discovered by British explorers, there are still a certain number of islands 
which have yet to go through that preliminary process. Canada, however, 
claims the whole territory lying north of its mainland up to the North Pole. 
Consequently care should be taken not to take any action in this area which 
could be interpreted as the taking of possession by Canada of new lands, thus 

' giving rise to possible rival claims based on past discoveries, at the same time 
opening the way for foreign discovery of unknown territory in the future. 
3. Effective possession, therefore, should be the sole official preoccupation of 

Canadian expeditions in the North. 
- In order, to comply with this requirement it is prescribed that a state "bring 

the territory (claimed) under its control and administration" (Smedal). Even 
taking into account that such "control and administration" need not be as real 
in northern regions as in most temperate ones, there may be some doubt 
vvhether Canada is actually extending enough jurisdiction throughout lands 
already' discovered to make her claim to these territories unquestionable. 

Hence every effort should be made in order to extend and substantiate 
Canada's administrative control in the North. 
4. Precise information as to what constitutes "control and administration" is 

scarce,and it seems hard to forecast any precise rule of conduct which should 
be followed by members of an expedition. The principle generally agreed to 
however is that the possessing state must make its authority felt in the occupied 
territory and maintain order therein (Hall). As a matter of practice, I should 
think this is translated in the administration of justice and the enforcement of 
national laws and regulations in the territory concerned. 

The establishment of posts such as was done in the Canadian north in the 
past which serve as police posts, as well as custom houses and post offices, 
constitutes a perfect example of what is meant by control. Failing the 
establishment of new posts, I should think the main contribution of a new 
eiPedition 'travelling up North would be to see that Canadian laws and 
regulations are observed both by natives and foreigners in the whole of the 
territorïcOvered. It is safe to assume that the ship carrying the expedition can 
be considered as a moving post, the activities of which have the same value as 
those cüried by a permanent post established on land. 
- 5 .  The main body of rules which are of particular importance with regard to 
Canidian jurisdiction in the Arctic are the following: 

Custom làws and regulations; 
b) Air 'regulations; 
e) Immigration; 
d) Importation of intoxicants (under the N.W.T. Act); 
e) Game regulations (under the N.W.T. Act); 
D Permits under the Migratory,Birds Convention; 



SECRETARY OF STATE OF CAN A

I .F WNERE ►s, it ii desired that the' provisions of items 26, 31 and 32
Of

Article 3 of the Treaty should not extend to the extradition of persons engag

in lawful business transactions in the requested country, unless the activit ► es o f

pV' olume 9. Is pi2ce jointe.document 1292./Volume 9 . enclosure. Documcnt 1292.

'"Le para jrapbe suivant était ajouté an document:
The fdbwinj paratraph was added to the document :

3 . New dratt delivered to Mr. Clark.'" Ma rctt 23/44 . J . E. R[ca dl

'"Lewis Clark. Premier soaEtaire, ambassade da t tats-Unis.
Lewis Clark. First Secreta ry. United States Embassy .

g) - Liçenses or permits required by foreign scientists and explorers entering
the Actic regions .
;6 . : Mapping and other scientific research work effected in the course of the

voyage, while of no legal value as such, when isolated can, of course, se rve as
supplementa ry evidence that Canada considers these territories as coming
under her jurisdiction and thus be of great help from a legal point 'of view when
envisaged :against the background of other Canadian activities in that sector .
This is especially .true in the case of those regions of the Arctic which have yet
to be explored .

F . I .

PARTIE7/PART7

EXTRADITION
1087. DEA/12216-6-40

. , _ . , .~ i " ... _ . . ~. . . , . . . .

1illmôrondum
,
du conseiller juridique

141émorandum by Legal Adviser

Ottawa, March 24, 194 4

NOTE - EXTRADITION TREATY

1 . The U.S. draft was transmitted to me by Mr. Atherton, August 17, 111
without covering Note:

2. The present revision represents the furthest that Canadian interests can go

in meeting U .S. position.'„ ,
3. New draft delivered to Mr. Clark'!Ô

, RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS

• [Ottawa,j February 14 ,

REVISED DRAFT OF RESERVATION TO UNITED STATES EXTRADITION
TREATY PREPÂREDAfTER DISCUSSION IN MEETING WiT} {

REPRESENTATIVES OF DEPARTMENTS OF JUSTICE, FINANCE, AND

DA

" [PIECE=JOINTeNCI.OSURE ]
Nouveau projet de la réserve

Rn►ised DraJt ojRéservation
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such persons involve fraud, as defined by the laws of both countries, or willful 
and lcnowing violation of the laws of the requesting country; and 

2. WHEREAS, it is desired that said provisions should not extend to the 
extradition of a publisher or vendor of a lawful publication in the requested 
country which is primarily intended for sale and circulation in that country, the 
circulation of which in the requesting country is only incidental to the ordinary 
course, of publication and sale in the requested country, and the primary 
purpose of which is not to aid in the sale or offering for sale of securities in the 
requesting country; 
3.'WHEREAS, it is desired that all doubt should be removed as to the 

retroactive effect of any provisions of Article 3 of the Treaty which make 
extradition possible for an offence which was not previously an extraditable 
offence; 
4. NO PERSON dealing in securities in the requested country in the ordinary 

course of business and in compliance with the laws of the requested country 
shall be subject to extradition in respect of any matter involving an offence 
under Items 26, 31 or 32 of Article 3 of the Treaty, unless the offence involves 
fraud, as defined by the laws of both countries, or willful and knowing violation 
of the laws of the requesting country; 

PROVIDED THAT, when the transaction, which is the foundation for the 
offence, has occurred in whole or in part in a place in the requested country, 
the laws of the requested country shall mean the laws in force in such place; 
and, in cases in which no part of the transaction has taken place in the 
requested country, the laws of the requested country shall mean the laws in 
force in -the place where the person whose extradition is sought has been ' 
apprehended; 
5. NO PERSON shall be subject to extradition for the sale and circulation in 

the requeSting country of a lawful publication in the requested country which is 
primarily intended for sale and circulation in that country, the circulation of 
which in the requesting country is only incidental to the ordinary course of 
Publication and sale in the requested country, and the primary purpose of 
which. is not to aid in the sale of securities in the requesting country; 
6: Nô PERSON shall be subject to extradition by reason of any offence 

committed at a date prior to that on which the present Treaty comes into effect 
which wai not an extraditable offence at the time when it was committed. 

7 . The -terms of this declaration shall be deemed to havé equal force and 
offec,,, t:,a, s;  the Treaty itself and to form an integral part thereof. 
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Le premiérsecrétatre, l'ambassade des Etats-Unis ,
t au conseiller juridique

First Secretary, Embassy of United States,
to Legal Adviser

Ottawa, June 5, 1945

Dear Mr. Read:
On March 25, 1944, you handed to me a revised draft of reservations to th e

Extradition Treaty between the United States and Canada, which was signe d
on,April - 29, 1942: This revised draft was communicated to my Govcrnment
and has received the careful study of the interested departments . I have no w
been directed to make the following suggestions . .

Paragraph No. 2 . It is suggested that the words, "and the primary purpos e
of which is not to, aid in the sale or offcring, for sale of securities in th e
requesting count ry" be, deleted, ; and that there . be substituted therefor th e
words, "and not intentionally designed to aid in the sale or offering for sale of
secu ri ties in the requesting count ry ." In suggesting this change the Chairma n
of the United, States Securities and Exchange Commission comments as
follows:

The term 'prima ry purpose'as used in the last clause of this paragraph is
susceptible of a construction which would exclude from operation of the treaty
those persons who intentionally circulate literature in Canada and the United
States for the purpose of selling securities both there and in this country . I t
would be most difficult in such cases to establish that the 'primary purpos e
was to sell in the United States ." "

Paragraph No. 4. It is suggested that '(A )' be inserted before the word

"fraud", and that '(b)' be inserted before the phrase, "wilful and knowing
violation of the laws of, the requesting country." Also, it is suggested that the

provisos in this paragraph be deleted . These changes arc dcsircd in order tha t

there r»ay be, no misunderstanding as to the effect of this paragraph . In

commenting with respect to the suggestion that the provisos be deleted, th e

Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission says :
"The proviso

.
that appears in this paragraph should be deletcd, in ou r

opinion, , because it , would tend to ~ confuse the application of the treat y

provisions und~r eonsideration. It would seem that in view of the ôther clauses
contained in this revised draft any innocent pcrsons- in Canada would be amp1 Y

protected, , and inclusion of this proviso will only tend to open the door t o

restrictive application of the treaty .
"The first part of the proviso relates to acts classified as occurring partly in

such a
Canada and partly in the United States. It is not unlikcly that woul d
classification would be held to include most of the violations in which minal i n
be interested . The proviso would require a showing that the act was cn d i n the
both countries, and also in the particular 'place' where the act occurre
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requested country. In our opinion this would seriously handicap the extradition 
process. Indeed, it would very likely make it unworkable with respect to 
securities and mail fraud violations because, under the law of the 'place' the 
transaction  might be held not to be a criminal offense; and it should be noted 
that in general criMinal cases in Canada are subject to Dominion jurisdiction, 
as distinguished from a provincial or local jurisdiction. 

"It would appear, moreover, contrary to established treaty practice as we 
understand it, and  inconsistent with the spirit of the instant treaty, to require 
the requesting country to prove criminality under the law of a particular locale 
as well as under the national laws of the requested country. 

find it difficult to perceive any justification for the second part of said 
proviso, which provides that a person committing the violation wholly in the 
requested country is immune from extradition, if he takes refuge in a particular 
'place' in which the laws do not make the violation a criminal offense. It seems 
to us that this can only serve as an escape mechanism. 
-.:-"We appreciate that the proviso may be the result of concern on the part of 

some Canadians that unwitting and inadvertent violations of our securities laws 
might be made the basis for extradition. As we have stated previously, the 
securities laws administered by this Commission do not provide criminal 
sanctions except in cases where there is wilful intent to violate the law. 
Moreover, you may assure the Canadian authorities of the fact that criminal 
proceedings under the securities laws are not brought except in cases of 
substantial, as distinguished from technical violations, and that would be 
particularly so when extradition proceedings are involved. 
j, ‘"In our view, paragraph 4 of the proposed reservations, modified as 

suggested, makes it clear beyond doubt that no persons can or will be 
extradited except .for fraud and wilful offenses." - - 

Paragraph No. 5. It has been suggested that the clause reading, "and the 
primary purpose of , which is not to aid in the sale or offering for sale of 
securities in the requesting country". be deleted, and there be substituted, 
therefor the words, "and not intentionally designed to aid in the sale or offering 
for sale of securities in the requesting country". 

.Since  the  reservations envisaged would constitute a modification of the 
treaty to the ratification of which the Senate of the United States has already 
given its advice and consent, it is the view of the Department of State that it 
will be necessary to submit  the  Canadian reservations to the Senate for its 
idvice ând consent to  ratification. In the circumstances, it is believed that it 
would be advisable for the reservations to be prepared in the form of a 
protocol, so drafted as to be made a part of the treaty. The ratifications of the 
protocol could then be exchanged at the same time that the ratifications of the 
treaty are exchan d ge • 

.a.ppreciate it if you would let me knoW the reaction of your 
,o:iernment to the above suggestions. 

Sincerely yours, 
LEWIS CLARK 
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Le sous -secrFtaire d'É tat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au premier secrétaire, lambassâde des États-Unis. . . .~ . , . . ~

Acting Under-Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to First Secretary. Embassy of United States

' Ottawa, July 3,194 5

:Dear Mr. Clark ,
May I refer to your letter dated June 5, 1945, in which you transmitted a

revised draft which was 'a revision of a revised draft delivered to you on March
25, ~ 1944 . For the purpose of convenient referencx,'I will refer to the latter as
the revised-reservation and to the communicaton which you enclosed in your
letter of June 5 as the United States counter-draft .

The Departments of the Canadian Government which are interested in this
question have given the most careful consideration to the counter-draft . Every
effort has been made to meet the desires of your Government, but it has been
necessâry - at tfie`same time to ensure that legitimate Canadian interests are
protected .

It is, of course, desirable that no time should be lost in working out a
practical solutio w of this question . Before bringing * the matter to the attention
of our Government I will venture to comment on the principal questions raised
by the counter-draft. This'jcourse should save time.

I am=enclosing three copies of the revised draft of March 25, 1944, and of
the United States counter-draft of June' 5,1945 with notes . The revised draft
and counter-draft are put in parallel columns with notes after the paragraphs
in which there has been some change suggested by the United States
authorities.

You will observe that the principal change suggested was in paragrap thé
rccurring in paragraph 5 . It involved, the' revision of the last clause i n
paragraph and the notes indicate clearly the reasons why the suggested change
is not regarded as being acceptable . ±' ~

You will also observe, the suggestion that this clause should be struck out
altogether, whA would probably meet your difticulties .

The other points are raiscd in paragraph 4 and you will note that there is
general agreement with the suggestion put, forward by the United States
aûthori tics for including (a) and (b) in the principal paragraph .

There is also âcquicscencx in the proposal to strike out the proviso .

There : seems . to , have, been some misunderstanding, with regard to the
proviso, which was put forward with the idea of making extradition

workable.

The Chairman of your Secu rities and Exchange commission in his comments

:eems to think that the p roviso would tend to confuse the application of was
Treaty provisions under consideration . As a matter of fact, the Pro fviso

designed to clarify the application of the extradition arrangements and~ltbe
considered in conjunction with the laws enforced in this country

it
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2. WHEREAS, it is desired that said provisions 
should not extend to the extradition of a 
publisher or vendor of a lawful publication in 
the requested country which is primarily 
intended for sale and circulation in that 
country, the circulation of which in the 
requesting country is only incidental to the 
ordinary course of publication and sale in the 
requested country, and not intentionally 
designed to aid in the sale or offering for 
sale of securities in the requesting country; 
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manifest that it has this effect. However, the striking out of the proviso will not 
prejudice any Canadian interest and the Departments of the Government•

concerned are not inclined to question your suggestion in this respect. 
Yours sincerely,  

R. G. ROBERTSON 
for the Acting Under-Secretary of State 

for External Affairs. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
Extrait du nouveau projet de la réserve et du contre-projet 

Extract from Revised Draft of Reservation and Counter-Draft 

REVISED DRAFT RESERVATION - 
DELIVERED TO UNITED STATES 
EMBASSY, MARCH 25, 1944 

• • .• , 

2. WHEREAS, it is desired that said provisions 
should not extend to the extradition of a 
publisher or vendor of a lawful publication in 
the requested country which primarily 
intended for sale and circulation in that 
country, the circulation of which in the 
requesting country is only incidental to the 
ordinary course of publication and sale in the 
requested country, and the primary purpose 
of which is  rio:  to aid in the sale or offering 
for sale of securities in the requesting coun- 
try; 

NOTE 
a) The change proposed by the United States did not commend itself to the 

Depirtrnents .of the Government which have examined this question. 
(1)) Ne 'might be justified in following the suggestion of omitting the entire 

" 	
* (c) On the other hand, 1 do not think that it is possible to accept the revisions 

suggeSied by the U.S.A. • 
'0):Assuniing that the Montreal Gazette publishes a standard advertisement 
foi a neW issue, e.g. Victory Bonds, City of Ottawa Bonds, C.P.R. Certificates, 
Calèâry Power Preference, it could not be argued that the circulation to the 
United States subscribers in the U.S.A. was not "intentionally designed to aid 

the sale or offering for sale" of any of these securities in the U.S.A. Having 
Mind the provisions of the United States laws (all 49 States), this would be 

régüded as an offering for sale in the U.S.A., notwithstanding that the 
advertisements called for offers bids in Canadian offices. On the other hand, 
with the omission of the clause, the Montreal Gazette could not be extradited 
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because the circulation in the U.S.A.' was only incidental to the ordinary course 
of publication and sale in Canada.' .• 
(e) Consiàcratidn has been given to the possibility of definition on a 

percentage basis, but it would'not be satisfactory. It is not out of the question 
that we might have, cithcr now or prospectively, a respectable Canadian 
publication which was In the same general sort of position as Tinte or many 
other US. periodicals, with a circulation continental in its character. In that 
case, we would have a genuinely Canadian publication, which might have more 
than 50% of its subscribers within the U.S.A. It is better to leave the matter to 
be proved in the particular,case. . 
(f) It is inconceivable that there should bc actual difficulty in proof in any 

case in which it was desirable to prosecute and extradite. The sort of cases 
which arc concerned arc cases not of genuine circulation, but of phoney 
newspapers published for the sole purpose of puffing  the sale of phoney stocks. 

Dear Mr. Read: 
Your letter to me of July 3, 1945, regarding the Extradition Convention was 

sent immediately to the Department of State. 
After discussion with officers of the Securities and Exchange Commission 

and the Department of Justice, I have now been directed to say that we agree 

to the suggestion contained in your letter that the contentious clause in 
paragraphs numbered 2 and 5 of the proposed reservations to the treaty be 

deleted., We have also noted your agreement in rcspcct of paragraph 4 to 
including (a) and (b) in 'the 'principal paragraph, and omitting the  propos
proviso. , . 	 _ 	• 

Le Premier secrétaire,  l'ambassade des États-Unis, 
au conseiller Juridique 

First Secretary. Embassy of United States, 
to Legal AdWser 

Ottawa, August 9, 1945 

InasMuch ai the reservationi have been proposed by your authorities, it is 
assumed that Canada will prepare the necessary document in duPlieate' 
incorporating therein thé reservations as now agreed upon for signature. While 
the DePartment'of State has heretofore 'suggested that the reservations be 

prepired in' the form of a protocol, I am now informed that it would he 

satisfaciciry if you adopt either a' prOtocol or 'a declaration for thc purPose. In 
 either Cvent it would seem to be desirable that the documcnt bc given a heading 

sufficient to' identify it with the treatY, as it must bc submitted to the Senate in 

the United States for adVice and conscnt tO ratification. 
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Should you desire that the Ambassador have a special full power to sign the
document, I*should appreciate being advised when it will be ready for signature
in order that the full power may be obtained from Washington .

Sincerely yours,
LEWIS CLARK

1091 . PCO
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet
Extract from Cabinet Conclusions

TOP SECRET Ottawa, September 5, 194 5

EXTRADITION TREATY WITH THE UNITED STATE S
1 . THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE described the position with regard to proposed

extradition arrangements between Canada and the United States .
A treaty had been signed on April 29th, 1942, and the United States had

provided for ratification . Before the treaty was brought before Parliament,
however, strong representations against certain items relating to the advertising
and sale of securities were made to the government .

After further negotiations with U.S . authorities, with a view to meeting the
sub'stantial Canadian objections, a final draft of a protocol had been prepared
designed to cover the extradition of security fraud offenders . This draft was
now submitted with, the object of obtaining a ruling as to whether signature
should be authorized .

An explanatory note and copy of the draft protocol were circulated :
ô Extenal Affairs memorandum, August 16, 1945 - Cabinet DocumentNo .

~ :THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed that signature of the draft protocol
be authorized and that the necessary measures to give effect thereto be
prepared for introduction into Parliament.19 '

19jLe Protocole fut signé à Ottawa le 3 octobre 1945 ; mais le 11 décembre, le Comité permanentdes affaires extérieures de la Chambre des communes recommanda le réexamen du Traité et du
Protocole . Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, N° 12; et Chambre des communes, Comité
Permanent des affaires extérieurs, Procès-verbaux et témoignages. 1945, N° 9. ;

-J ;The . Protocol was signed at Ottawa on October 3, 1945 ; but on December I I the House of
_,, Comrnons Standing Committee on External Affairs recommended reconsideration of the
` Treaty and the Protocol . See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No . 12 ; and House of Commons,

Standing Committee on External Affairs, Minutes ojproceedings and evidence, 1945, No. 9.

I
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ARGENTINE
ARGENTINA

1092. W.L.hS .K./Vo1 . 233

1tlémorandum dû sous -sccrétclre d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre '

1tlemorandumfrom Under=Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,j January 17, 1944

isolation of Argentina may prove very costly to the United Nations, and are no t

The United Statcs and United Kingdom Governments arc trying to work out
a common policy about Argcntinu. Our Embassy has been kept informed of
their discussions by the, B ritish Embassy, which has been in dircct touch with
the United States State Department on the subject. We have also received a

number of messages from the Dominions Office' on this subject .
I am not,at all happy about the programme of action which sccros to be

taking shape i n t Wash ington. The steps prôposed for effecting the complete

certain to be effective . They envisage the recall of ambassadors for consulta-

tion, then thewithdrawat of diplomatic representation, the dispatch of United

States battleships ; and thelormal indictment of Argentine compl i c i ty with the

Nazis, followed by the freezing of Argentine assets and the applica tion of

economic sanctions, which will involve the stoppage of pretty nearly essential

supplies now furnished by Argentina .
This formidable battery of external pressures will probably bring Argentina

into line with United Nations policies, but may, in doing so, strengthen
tempora rily the internal position of the Government by pcrmitting Ramirez to

identify his regime's peculiar policies with Argentine traditions of national
independencx and , resistance to American pressure. Argentine resistence,

however wrong-headed, is likely to receive a good deal of sneaking iymaytbé
from national ist elements in other Lat i n American countries, an d

difficult to keep them in line with the policy the United States is proposing .

' The United Stâtes ; and the test of us in degree, are plainly confronted with
an extremely'diffcult and delicate situation, which may undcrm ine the "g
ncighbour" relationship which the United States has built up.
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In the circumstances, I think there may be less danger in the long run from 
a '-'cloak and dagger" policy of secret interference in Argentine politics with a 
view to effecting the revolutionary" overthrow of the Ramirez Government by 
elements prepared to cooperate with the United Nations. It might be possible 
to organize elements of the Argentine liberal and socialist opposition parties, 
which claim the support of 60 percent to 80 percent of the population, into a 
Free Argentine Government, which might establish itself in Montevideo and be 
granted recognition.. The revolutionary forces could be given weapons and 
money enough to make sure that a coup d'etat would come off. When it came, 
the change of front and policy would be effected by Argentinians and in the 
name of a free Argentina, not as a result of obvious and elaborately legalized 
external pressures. In the long run this might prove a very important 
difference.  • 

I do not suppose that you will approve of these subversive suggestions or 
would think them fit to be passed on to the President. They obviously could not 
be put on paper.' 

However, there is one aspect of the situation that will concern us directly, 
whatever plan the Great Powers decide to pursue. If the United States recalls 
Mr. ArMour "for consultation", the United Kingdom will follow very quicIdy. 
We shall have to tag along. It so happens we were on the point of moving Mr. 
Turgeon any way. He has indicated that he would be very glad to accept 
appointment as Canadian Minister to the Allied Governments in the United 
Kingdom. I suggest we tell him, right away, to make the earliest possible 
arrangements for his return to Canada.' Desy has recently returned to report 
on his mission in Brazil, and it would be quite in order for Turgeon, having 
completed two years' service, to come back on a similar errand. If the political 
situation develops as anticipated, he would be in fact the first of the United 
Nations representatives to co me home for consultation. Otherwise, he would 
simPlY be coming back in the ordinary way preparatory to accepting another 
diplomatic appointment. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON1 

DEA/50060-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre en Argentine 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister in Argentina 

TELEGRAM 5 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. United States Ambassador said this afternoon that 
United States Ambassadors to Argentina and Bolivia were being recalled to 

'Note marginale :/Marginal note: 
I would  no:  approve. 18-1-44. 

2Note marginaleMarginal note: 
1  agree. 

Ottawa, January 22, 1944 
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Washington for consultation. This will .be announced by United States 
Government on Monday January 24th, at which time it is' expected the United 
States  will issue an order freezing Argentine assets in the United States. 

As you know we have  had  in mind' the desirability of your returning to 
Canada preparatory to "assuming another diplomatic post. We have been 
dcfcrring action on your 'proposed nomination as Minister to the Allied 
Gnvernments in the' United Kingdom bccausc it was helpful  to  have you in 
Argentina during this critical period. In view., however, of the way events 
appcar to be shaping, with the United States bringing its Ambassador back for 
consultation and the United Kingdom expected' to take similar action, I am 
afraid that if 'announcement of your departure is deferred longer some 
mistinderstanding of the Canadian attitude may develop both in Argentina as 
well as in North America. 

In the- circumstances' I think the best course is 'for you to inform the 
Argentine Government that you arc being trànsfcrred to another diplomatic 
post and that you are returning to Ottawa before taking up your new duties. 
We shall advise the Canadian newspapers accordingly on Monday. In 
informing theArgentine  Foreign  Minister of your impending departure, you 
should not, repeat not, give him the impression that the explanation offered of 
your move is intended to disassociate ° Canada  from the American attitude 
toward recent Argentine policies. I ea!!! endeavour to sec the Argentine 
Ministèr tomorrow and make our position clear to him. 

1094. 	 D EA/50060-40  

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. 	 au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] January 26, 1944 
• 

The Argentine Government broke off relations with Germany and Japan 

this morning. Thcir Ambassadors in Buenos Aires will bc handed their 
passports later today. Mr. Hull is expected to commcnt on these developments 
later in the day. The forecast from Washington earlier in the wcck was that the 
United States would expect Argentina to comply with all the recommendation s  

of the Rio Conferenée with respect to Axis funds, personnel, etc., and would 

not be content with this formal brcach of diplomatic relations at the eleventh 
hour. 

[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

'Troisième réunion des ministres des Affaires étrangères des républiques américaines du 15 all 

28 janvier 1942. Voir États-Unis, 
Third Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the American Republics. January 

15.28, 1942. See 

United States, 
Department of State Bulletin, Volume 6, February 7, 1942, pp. 117-41.  
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TELEGRAM-18

1785

DEA/50060-40

i . : : `• Ottawa, March 7, 1944
MOST SECRET. In present - uncertain situation I think it best for you to reffrom official contacts with the Farrell - Administration which might

rain

appearance either of recognizing it or approving its policies . The United Statesposition has been made public by the statement on March 4 of Acting
Secretary of State Stettinius' which you have no doubt seen

. We understand
that Sir David Kelly' has been instructed to confine his official communica-
tions with Argentine Government to requests for Customs facilities and similar
routine matters and that the British Government prefers to proceed cautiously
and avoid precipitate action in case Farrell should fall as a result of furtherintrigue

. We are awaiting further information as to the policy of the UnitedKingdom .

We should very much appreciate your comments on the argument that a
Policy of non-recognition might possibly strengthen the hand of the National-
ists on the ground of foreign pressure .

1096.
DEA/50060-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, au chargé d'affaires en Argentin e

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Chargé d'Affaires in Argentin a

Chargé d'Affaires in Argentina
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Le chargé d'affaires en Argentin e
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

TELEGRAM 48
Buenos Aires, March 8 194 4

RET. our most secret telegram No . 18 of March 7thand telegram No. 19 of March 8th . t
' ( 1) ' Paraguayan Government announced to-day its uninterrupted recognitionOf Argentine Government. Bolivia and Chile have alread ado tedognitionattitude. This forms a southern bloc. y

p s imilar
(
3)'Chile's declaration of recognition has been greeted by - several stree t

demonstrations by young Nationalists here, but were dispersed by the police.

IMMEDIATE. MOST SEC Y

'Voir ttats.Uni sDep°rr~ren t ~St Q e Bulletin. Volume 10, March 4, 1944, pp. 225-6 .Ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne en Argentine.A
mbassador of Great Britain in Argentina .
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'(3) Mr. Stettinius's statement of March 4th was not allowed publication here
for over 24 hours . Mr. Eden's statement6 has not yet appeared in to-day's
papers .

(4) United States Embassy sees no unfavourable official reaction to Unite d
States Government's provisional policy of withholding official relations with
Argentine Gove rnment .
`(S) Both B ritish Ambassador and United States Councillor, both of whom I

saw again to-day agree that Farrell Administration is still insecure and in view
of this it is most anxious to win United States and B ri tish confidence by
undertakings of eo-operation. But if these overtures and assurances are not
aecxpted sympathetically or if nagging criticism is made, reaction may soon set
in here 'by% ultra nationalists of blaming United States for determined
unfriendliness .
(6) Thete ' are many rumors of- impending movements . against Farrell

Administration 'but none' can be relied on at present . Situation in political

circles is still iInsettled and future developments uncxrtain .
(7) Exchangé of Axis diplomats has been delayed mainly owing to

incompleted preparations of Axis diplomats, but also owing to further need of
scrutinizing exchange lists by Allied Gove rnments concerned .

; , :t;à • . ;

1097:' DEA/261-40

Affmorandum du sous-secrétalre d'bat par Intérim
aux Affaires extirleures au chefs de divisio n

ltfemorandumJrom Acting Under-Secretary ojState
for Externcrl AJjalrs to Ch lift of Divisio n

(Ottawa,] March 9,1944

In view of the P rime Minister's announcement in the House of Commons

this afternoon, defining the Canadian attitude towards the present Argentine
Government, it is necessary to suspend official relations with the Argentine
Minister in Ottawa and with members of his mission . This suspension does not
apply to the transaction of routine business, such as Customs clearances, etc. It

applies, however,` to all business of other types , including the issue of
exequaturs to `eonsuls ând the despatch of communications on current matters

to the Argentine Legation. I have informed the Argentine riinister this
afternoon that this procedure will be followed . He should not of course be

invited to any Government functions until the situation clears up .'
H. W [ RONG ]

$ Voir Grande -B rc taane,/5ee Great Britain.
Nouse or Commoas. Debates. Fifth Scria. Volume 397, Column 2028 .

i,a note suivante fuit écrite sot cette copie do doeumcnt:
The fdlowiAs note was wtitteA on this copy of t he document:

(io+► (erAmen l t House tn wK about this. H . W(roajj 2 j 3 ?)•3-t4.
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1098. 	. 	 DEA/261-40 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

- 	au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Me' morandu.m from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

'to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  July 6, 1944 

Mr. de Berenguer-Cesar, Counsellor of the Brazilian Embassy, called on me 
by appointment yesterday afternoon to discuss the situation in Argentina. At 
his request, I explained that the Canadian Minister had left Buenos Aires some 
time ago and that his withdrawal was not the result of a decision to impose a 
formal sanction on the Argentine Government but was rather a routine move of 
a member of our diplomatic service. 

On the other hànd, our failure to appoint a new Minister might be 
interpreted as evidence of the unwillingness of the Canadian Government to 
give encouragement to the present regime in Argentina. The fact that we had 
no Minister in Buenos Aires when the United States and the United Kingdom 
withdrew their Ambassadors made it unnecessary for Canada to decide either 
for or against similar action. 

I said that speaking pérsonally, I had some doubts as to the wisdom of the 
corirse that is being followed by the United Nations and particularly the 
United States in Buenos Aires. These doubts arose not from any sympathy with 
the present Argentine regime for which in fact I entertain a lively dislike, but 
simply on the grounds that external pressure may have the effect of strengthen-
ing the Farrell Government in Argentina and may even tend to obtain for that 
Govèrnment a certain sympathy from other governments in Latin America. 
Thère is also the consideration that the withdrawal of the heads of Missions 
was not in itself a very effective form of sanction and yet it would be difficult 
to supplemént it with any other action without at the same time adversely 
affecting the economic interests of the United Nations.  • 

Mr. Berenguer said that he himself and, he believed, that all those who are 
really well acquainted with Latin America and particularly with Argentina, 
share the views which I had expressed as my personal opinion. He said that he 
arid his Brazilian colleagues all heartily dislike the present government of 
Argentina, but - that they are afraid the policy being followed by Washington 
and,  undér United States in fluence by other members of the United Nations, 
will have the  effect of strengthening rather than weakening the Farrell regime, 
at least for some time to come. . 	, 

1%,1r..Berenguertexpressed the opinion that the revolutionary government of 
Bolivia would  no t have been able to maintain itself in office for one month if it 
had  flot been for the opposition of the United States. This hostility . of 
Ve_.is1,141gton* aroused the nationalistic sentiment of the Bolivians behind their 
nnY governinent• In reply to a question, Mr. Berenguer said that he would not 
Piepare to offer a firm opinion as to the future probabilities in Bolivia, but that 
he  was inclined to the view that the Government had now become pretty firmly 

•, 
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established and that it might well remain in office for some considerable
period .

Mr. Berenguer, referred to the fact that his •Ambassador will be speaking
over the C.B.C. tonight . I refrained from telling him that I had read the text of
the Ambassador's speech . Nor did I ask him about the statement included in
the text to , the effect that Brazil' is about to send 25 divisions to fight on the
battlefields of Europe! !

1099.

[H. L . KEENLEYSIDE]

DEA/836-BG-3 9

Le sous-ministre par intérinr du Commerce
au sous-ministre d'~tat aux Affaires extérieures
Acting Deputy 1tlinister of Trade and Commerce
to Under-Seeretary of State for, Externa! Affairs

Ottawa, November 17, 1944

Dear Mr. Robertson:-'
With ' further reference to our previous ` correspondence ' on Canadian

relations with the Argentine, Mr. Scott, our Commercial Counsellor in
Washington, at a meeting of the Sub-Committee on Export Control, held on
Wedncsday, October { 21st, : outlined the new American relations with that
country . He pointed out that the , secret agreement signed in 1942, and the
State Depa rtment memorandum of August 26th, 1943, had now been largely
superseded i by a new American policy enunciated by the State Department,
and ' embodied in instructions dated September 19th, 1944, issued to F.E.A .
licensing officeri, which he read to the meeting . Under this policy practically
all shipments to Argentina are withheld unless they contribute directly to the
war effort of the United Nations, or to the maintenance of public health and
safety in the country. - Mr.° Scott- indicated further that if we co-operate
wholeheartedly with the, United States i in ` this policy, we must refuse
applications for export permits, with very few exceptions .

Mr. Scott went on to say that the American authorities have no desire to
dictate Canadian policy, although they naturally hope that we will Cnd it
possible to co-opêrate to the fullest extent . After due consideration, NIr . Scott
was advised " that it was the desire of the Committee to co-operate and this
decision was approved by Mr . Pierce, your departmental representative at the
Committee meeting. It was pointed out, however, that the British attitude is
not the same as our own, and that, consequently, we arc possibly excluding
certain shipments fromt Canada to °Argentina which will be filled by various
othet British Empire interests .à ;

" We, in the Department
.
of Trade and Commerce, fccl that it is necessary to

follow this American policy on an overall basis, but desire to outline beloW,
certain possible exceptions which require careful consideration, possibly by the
Exte rnal Trade Adviso ry Committee . ~ )
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Asbestos 
Canada has for many years been the principal source of short fibre asbestos 

for Argentina, present annual trade being valued at about $300,000. If this 
material is not shipped from Canada, in all probability it will be provided by' 
Rhodesia.  In a previous attempt to prevent certain grades of asbestos 
containing an appreciable quantity of long fibre reaching Argentina, an 
attempt was made through your office to secure the collaboration of the British 
authorities, but this was not forthcoming, and shipments of Rhodesian material 
of an'equal 'grade were, we understand, received regularly by Argentina. There 
iinb U.S. interest in the Argentine market. 
Calcium Carbide 

Canadalas for some years been one of the principal suppliers of carbide to 
Argentina, ai important share of which is used by British owned railways. 
Shipments of carbide from South Africa to Argentina have been heavy this 
year and we are now advised by the Dominion Oxygen Company that South 
Africa is offering to take up all business offering for January delivery. 
Therefore, it would appear that we are simply handing the existing business of,' 
roughly, three-quarters of a million dollars, over to that country, unless the full 
collaboration of South Africa is obtained. In view of our previous experiences 
with asbestos, it is hardly likely that this will be agreed to. United States 
exporters are not particularly interested in the Argentine market. 
Refractory Materials 

A promising market in Argentina for refractory bricks and other material, 
worth possibly $50,000, is being this year sacrificed to British interests. 
However, U.S. business of still greater proportions is also being sacrificed. 
Agricultural Implement Repairs 

It has been the policy to maintain shipments of repair parts for Canadian 
machines abroad, even where iron and steel was short for the war effort, as it 
was considered absolutely necessary to keep such machines in operation. In the 
secret agreement with the United States, Canada agreed not to ship complete 
machines, but to continue to ship necessary repair parts, which in 1944 are 
programmed to amount to about $125,000, or 20% of the total value of 
shipments in the average 1940-41 period. Mr. Scott has been asked to report on 
corrésponding American policy.' 
Ferro-Alloys 

The Canadian allocation of ferro-alloys to Argentina for 1944 is valued, 
roughly; at $100,000. If Canadian ferro-alloys do not move to this market, 
supplies will be provided by Brazil and Mexico and considerable impetus given 
to domestic production. United States is normally not much interested. 

- La note suivante était dans l'original: 
The following note was in the original: 

- 	A letter has just been received from M. Scott,t advising unofficially that the United 
" States intend to withhold such shipments, and presumably we should be prepared to 
do likewise. 
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Agricultural Products 
'- Seed Potatoes Àfter many years of éffort a substantial market, averaging 

possibly $800,000 annually; for Canadian seed potatoes was developed in 
Argentina, now our third largest market. This is important from both the 
immediate' and the long range view. At present, if Canadian potatoes are not 
supplied; it is anticipated that they will be replaced by British shipments. 

	

Apples 	 • 
A good deal of éffoit his been expended in popularizing Canadian apples in 

Argentina. Due to various reasons, a number of our most important markets, 
such as the United Kingdom, are largely barred to us, and it is, therefore, 
important that we endeavour to hold the Argentine market. 

Mr. Pierce Was of the opinion that the approach to the British authorities, in 
order tà iecure the collaboration on shipments of asbestos from Rhodesia, and 
carbide  (rom South Africa, should be made by the American authorities, and 
according tà Mr. Scott, this  bas  been donc covering all products. In addition, 1 
feel thât if, we are to refrain from shipping to Argentina asbestos, calcium 
carbide, ferio-alloys and seed Potatoes, we should take steps to ensure that this 
action on 'àuipait wouldiot merely mean a diversion of trade from Canadian 
sources,  with no appreciable effect on the economy of Argentina. • 	L.... 

1 ihould like to haveyour views on the desirability of an approach being 
made to the  United  Kingdom authorities to determine their attitude on this 
important question. The matter is really urgent, as we arc receiving manY 
inquiries from Cânadiin exporters with respect to their trade with Argentina. 

Yours faithfully, 
I  OLIVER MASTER 

1100. 	 1 	 DEA/836-BG -39  

1 	• - Le Sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre pàr intérim du COmmerce 

Under-Secretary ofState for External Affairs 
to Acting Deputy Afinister. of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, November 24, 1944 

Dear Mr. Master: 
1 reply to  your  letter of November 17th, on the subjcct of Canadian 

relations with the Argentine.' 
Mr. Pierceadvises me that it was his understanding, from the proceedings at 

the  meeting on October 21st of the Sub-Committee on Export Control,  tat 

Mt Scott would, on his return to Washington, advise the U.S. authorities that 

it was our intention to continue to co-operate with them in their trade policY 

towards the Argentine. Mr. Scott was, however, to point out to the U.S. 

authorities that in certain cases it would not further that policY t° refuse  
applications for export from . Canada' of such exports as calcium carbide in 

particular and others where supplies woiild be made available to the Argentine 
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in the, required quantities from other sources
. He understood that Mr. Scotwas to seek the view of the U.S . authorities on the export from Canada tcommodities which fell into this catego ry . It was expected that ofwould soon thereafter discuss the matter informally

with the samerUnited
States authorities with whom he has been in close contact in similar matters fora long time.

It - appears from the copy of Mr. . Scott's letter of November 14 t Mallory9 that Mr. Scott is still waiting an official directive, pending the recMr
.

eiptof which he considers i t inappropriate to raise specific issues . It is assumed th atyou will send Mr. Scott this directive.
,` - It is and has been the view of this Department that Mr. Scott can inform theU.S

. Government of our continued willingness to co-operate and to put before
them the advisability of making exceptions in those cases

where the polic willnot"suffer. What those cases are can best be decided b y
you can best determine whether supplies are likely to be available f rom othersources if they are not forthcoming from Canada .

I do not consider that the matter need be discussed with the External TradeAdvisory Committee .

With reference to an approach to the British authorities, it would scarcs ee
m appropriate for Canada to make such an approach inasmuch as the U Sis the author and sponsor of the policy . If the U .S . authorities should consider.it necessary, in

furtherance of the policy, to shut the Argentine off from BritishEmpire sources of supply, they, not we, should approach the British .
Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSON

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELETYpE WA 7

DEA/836-BG-3 9

- 019 Washington, December 16, 1944
Following for C. M. Croft, Department of Trade and Commerce, fromS cott' Begins: Copy to S . D . Pierce, External Trade Advisory Committee ..r Reference

Argentina, in which I quoted
of

m Dletterb of ,Decembe
r 6th,tre export policy towards

James, Farriss . of State Department. t Following acknowledgement has nowbeen reQeived, under date of December 15th, from Mr. Courtne C. Brow
ef, ~~yar Supply and Resources Division, State Department . QuOte: n'

'ri.
D.~~: :~ ,

préside Mallory
. chef, Division de l'exportation des mé taux et des produits chimiques, etC, . t, sous -comité chargé du contrôle de l'exportation, ministè re du Commerce.Mallo Chief. Metal and Chemical Export s Division and Chairman, Export ControlSu b-Committôe, Depanment of Trade and Commerce.



"The receipt is 'âcknowiedged of - your letter of , December _ 5th addressed to
Mr: ; - Far riss, concern ing the =` re-statement of our " export policy towards
Argcntina . It is noted that you propose to go along with us in connection with
this policy, with - thc exception of asbestos and calcium carbide . It is further
noted that you propose to continue shipping these commodities, in as much as
they are presently being supplied from Southern Rhodesia and South Africa .
We appreciate -your continued cooperation and we can have no objection to
your shipment of these commodities, provided that, if we are successful in
persuading the authorities in these areas to stop their shipments, you will be
willing to consider stopping such shipments yoursclf. '' '

.`•We arc sending copies of your letter and our reply to Mr . Homer Zopf in
the Foreign Economic Administration ." Ends. quote. Ends .

Bri tish Embassy . has ~ received prçliminary instructions for procedure in
resuming diplomatic relations with Argentine Government on behalf of Great
B ri tain and B ri tish Dominions, except Canada. Procedure will include some
w ri tten communication besides probable personal visit to Foreign Office. I

should be glad to" receive parallel instructions, to use simultaneously when
resumption of relations has been decided and authorized presumably in concert
with other countrics .

, DEA/50060-4 0

- Le chargé d'affaires en Argentine
au secrétaire d'Érat aux Affaires extérieures

tChargé d'Ajjaires ' in Argentina .
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

. . • , . . ., : .
Buenos Aires, April 5, 1945TEt.ECRAm 30 ~

1103 .
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au chargé d'affaires en Argentine

Secretary ojState for External Affairs
to Chargé d 'Ajjalres In Argentina

DEA/50060-40

Ottawa, April 6,1945

SECRET. Your telegram No: 6 30 Ap ril 5th. Procedure for resumption of

diplomtic , relations with Argentine' Government . We favour Canadian

resumption 2 of diplomatie relations with Argëntine government
immediately

after such' action has been taken b y United Kin dom and United States
.

If the United Kingdom 'should take such action before the United States,We é

would delay until the United States had also acted . If the United States
the first to act, we would wait for the United Kingdom .

2. United States Ambassudor here = told the Under-Secretary that, the
Ame rican Republics were consulting on time and form of action to be taken
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about recognizing Argentine government. He is to let us know in advance the 
conclusions they have come to and has been instructed to inform us that they 
hope the other "non-recognizing" governments, including Canada, would take 
no steps to recognize Argentina until they have learned of the proposed course 
of action  of the American Republics. Mr. Atherton was informed that if we did 
not act simultaneously with the American Republics we would act after them. 
3. We are asking our Embassy in Washington also to ascertain from the 

State Department, if possible, its course of action. 
4. For resuming diplomatic relations, we think that you might do so by 

formally acknowledging official copy of Argentine declaration of war presented 
to you  by • Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the paying of a formal call on the 
Foreign Office. 
5. Letters have been exchanged on a personal basis between the Argentine 

Legation here and ourselves when we were informed of the declaration of war. 
In our personal letter we said, "I need scarcely say that the Canadian 
government welcomes this action of your government in aligning itself with the 
other governments of the western hemisphere in the war against the Axis." 	. 

DEA/50060-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
' • au chargé d'affaires en Argentine 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires in Argentina 

TELEGRAM 17 	 Ottawa, April 8, 1945 .• 
SECRET AND IMMEDIATE. Since non-recognizing American Republics and 
United Kingdom have agreed that their representatives in Buenos Aires will 
present notes to, the Argentine Government on morning of April 9th, you 
should ,  do likewise. I understand that actual recognition will be effected by 
notes'acknowledging the hitherto unanswered notification of present Argentine 
Government's assumption of office. I do not expect there will be any official 
aryt iounC-einént made in Ottawa regarding recognition. 
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1105. DEA/7350-A-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

DESPATCtt 7 1

Bank of Canada could be transmitted th rough the Embassy at y our car Y
3 .1 should be glad'if the reply of the Banque Nationale de Belgique to the

I

through which remittanecs would be channelled : '
accounts maintained . by our , banks with their correspondents in Belg i u m
4 .45. We should transfer francs obtained from you in round amounts to th e
francs per dollar Canadian based on rate of 176% to the pound conv erted a t
you would be prepared to deal at mid-ratcs we would suggest rate of 39.69
States dollars . If you agree please advise terms and conditions . On assumpt !on
Belgian requirements we should be prepared to convert to gold or United
it should , develops later that the Canadian dollars so credited are surplus t o
credit here and to be available for the needs of your Government in Canada. If
willing to provide us with francs against Canadian dollars to be placed to your
funds to Belgium for such purposes as support and maintenance would you be

"In the event of the Canadian Government agreeing to the remittance of
message to the Banque Nationale de Belgique from the Bank of Canada :

2. 1 should therefore greatly appreciate it if you would convey the following
francs required for this purpose .
possibility of obtaining from them, against Canadian dollars, the Belgia n
Canada desires to explore with the Banque Nationale dc Belgique th e
Enemy. permitting personal remittances to be made to Belgium, the Bank o f
shortly issue an Order under the Regulations respecting Trading with the

au chargé d'affaires en Belgique
Secretary of State for External Affair s

to Chargé d'Affaires in Belgium

Ottawa, December 20, 19 4 4

I have the honour to inform you that as the Canadian Custodian may
Sir,-

eonvenience.
I have etc.

H. F. ANGU S
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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1106. . DEA/7350-A-40 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
Le gouverneur, la Banque Nationale de Belgique, 

au chargé d'affaires en Belgique 
Governor, National Bank of Belgium, 

to Chargé d'Affaires in Belgium 

Bruxelles, le 31 janvier 1945 

Monsieur le Chargé d'Affaires, 
, J'ai l'honneur d'accuser la réception de votre lettre du 5 courantt par 

laquelle vous voulez bien me donner connaissance d'un message émanant de la 
Banque du Canada et relatif à l'envoi de fonds en Belgique, à titre de secours, 
par des ressortissants belges ou canadiens résidant au Canada. 

Je vous saurais gré de bien vouloir adresser de notre part à la Banque du 
Canada la réponse suivante: 

"La. Banque Nationale de Belgique est disposée à céder à la Banque du 
Canada les francs belges nécessaires au paiement de secours et de frais de 
subsistance à transférer en Belgique d'ordre de personnes résidant au Canada. 

"Il n'existe pas d'objection à ce que ces francs belges soient mis à la 
disposition de banques canadiennes auprès de leurs correspondants belges par 
sommes rondes et suivant les instructions qui nous seraient données par la 
Banque du Canada. 

" Les cessions de francs belges se feraient contre dollars canadiens à porter 
au crédit de notre compte chez la Banque du Canada; au taux de 39,69 frs par 
dollar canadien. 

La Banque Nationale de Belgique pourrait user librement de son compte 
,Potii tous paiements à effectuer au Canada. 

Au cas fort improbable où ces paiements seraient insuffisants pour épuiser 
les disponibilités de notre compte, nous aurions la faculté de convertir ces 

W. F. A. TURGEON 

L'ambassadeur en Belgique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Belgium 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 82 	 Brussels, February 12, 1945 

Sir, 
With reference to my despatch No. 11 of January 6th, 1945,t I have the 

honour to attach hereto copy of the reply which has been received from the 
Banque Nationale de Belgique with regard to the remittance of funds in this 
country. 

1 have etc. 
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disponibilités soit en $ U.S. soit en or qui serait tenu à notre libre disposition 
chez la Banque du Canada. 

"Nous vous suggérons de reporter l'examen des conditions dans lesquelles 
ces cessions se feraient, au moment venu." 

Veuillez agréer etc. 
LE GOUVERNEUR, 

[Signature illisible] 

DEA/7187-40 
Le chargé d'affaires de Belgique 

au secrétaire d'Étin aux Affaires extérieures 
Chargé d'Affaires of Belgium 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

1107. 
; 

Sir:— 
I have the.honour to bring to the lcnowledge of Your Excellency that for 

some time the need had been felt for working out the mcans for settlement 
between the Canadian and Belgian Governments with regard to the Belgian 
currency issued to the Canadian Army Cpérating in or near Belgium. 

Baron Silvercruys, former Belgian Ambassador to Canada, initiated 
conversations on this subject with responsible Canadian authorities. 

Baron Boel, Counsellor of the Belgian Government, came to this country 
with a view of discussing the various aspects of the whole problem. A general 
agreement was reachid as a conclusion of semai meetings with officials of the 
Canadian Departments*of Eiternal Affairi, National Defence and Finance and 
the Governor of the Bank of Canada. In accordance with this agreement an 
account will be operied in the name of the Belgian Governnient at the Bank of 
Canada. This 'account will be credited on February 15th, 1945, with an initial 
amount of ten million dollars as a first instalment for the 13elgian currency 
issued to Canadian troops. Pending agreement on the exact rate of exchange  
further payments will be made monthly as from March the 15th. In this matter 

am awaiting a reply from my Government which I will not fail to communi-
cote to Your Excellency.' 

- During his negotiations Baron Bebel' referred also to the goods and services 
provided by the Belgian Government to the Canadian Army in Belgium. Owing 
to the complicated nature of this problem it is being kcpt in abeyance until 

further discussions ,take place between British, Canadian and Belgian 
authorities. „ 

On behalf of my Government to which  I have rcportcd, I wish to express my 

deep ,appreciation for the , promise of assistance made by the Canadian 

Government with a view to securing Belgium with an amount of Canadian 
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Mémorandum du contrôleur adjoint du Trésor
, au ministère des Finances

Memorandum from Assistant Çomptroller of the Treasury
to Department of Finance

Ottawa, October 13, 1945

A enclose a copÿ of my notes of the meetings held with the representatives of
the ' Bélgian Government on October 11th and 12th ..

J . O . I-IODGKIN

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Procès-verbaux de deux réunions

Minutes of Two Meetings

[Ottawa,] October 11 and 12, 1945

NOTES OF A MEETING HELD IN THE OFFICE OF TH E

COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY AT 3 P.M., OCTOBER 11, 1945

AND A SECOND MEETING HELD IN THE OFFICE OF TH E

DEPUTY MINISTER (ARMY ) , AT 11 :30 A .M ., OCTOBER 12, 1945;• . .
PRESBNT:. ;_ . . . . . .

Messrs. Jaoqmin, Gutt, and Couvreur Government of Belgiu m
Mr. Alex Ross Deputy Minister, Army

;Mr. R . B. Bry ce Department of Finance
Mr . B . G .McIntyre Comptroller of the Treasury
Mr . J. O. Hodgkin Asst. Comptroller of the Treasury
Mr. A. Bannard Chief Treasury Officer, Ai r

l,Ÿ ._ . .1, . i ~ , . . . . . .

The Office of Mutual Aid, Belgium, have supplied or will supply by
November 8, 1945, goods and se rvices to British and Canadian forces to the
estirnated vnlué of $251,000,000, for which no reimbursement has been made
byf either, the United Kingdôm or Canadian governments . It was stated by the
Belgian representâtives that the existing arrangements are being terminated on
Nôvéml;er . g, 1945, and that after that date the Belgian Government would
expectrepayment in cash for all supplies and se rvices furnished to Canadian
forces .

Of the-$25'1,000,000, some $3,500,00 . or $4,000,000 can be identified as
representing placed directl with the Office of Mutual Aid by
Canadian nits or formations . The remainder represents goods and se rvices

dollars necessary to ' cover her purchase of badly needed food-stuffs and raw
materials in Canada .

Acce t t
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drawn down for the common use of British and Canadian formations, included

in which is the 21st Army group, which group contained Canadian personnel

estimated at approximately 20% of the whole. On the broad assumption that

Canadian troops participated in Belgian mutual aid in the same proportionate

ratio as B ritish troops, it is roughly estimated that Canada's obligation is 20%

of 5251,000,000 - or some 550,000,000 .
It was pointed out that under existing capitation rate agreements with the

United Kingdom Gove rnment, the British are required to supply everything the
Canadian troops need in theatres ' of ôperation . Mr. Alex Ross expressed a

preference for concluding a capitation rate on an overall basis which would

include the c ost of goods and services furnished by Belgian Mutual Aid, but
instead of Canada's paying the full amount to the British, we would reduce the

B ritish claim by an amount representing our share of Belgian Mutual Aid,
which latter amount would be paid in Canadian dollars to the Government of

Belgium. This method was considered ; as the most practicable by both the
Belgian and Canadian representatives, and it was left to Mr. Ross to instruct

the Financial Supe rintendent, C.M.H.Q., to seek the concurrence of the War

Office and the United Kingdom Treasu ry in the proposal . The Belgians favour

the proposal an the grounds that by the Belgian and Canadian Governments
dealing on a direct basis with each other, Belgium will procure the credits in

Canadian dollars which she desires .
Adverting to the question of determining Canada's proportionate share of

the S251,000,000 obligation, it was considered that the most practicable way of

arriving at this would be on the basis of comparative strengths - British vs.

Canadian e- in the theatres where the goods and se rvices were consumed.

Whereas we have accurate figures of Canadian strengths, and whereas the

B ritish must have similar figures, the allocation of charges on the basis of

strengths should be comparatively simple. It is considered especially desirable
to adhere to this basis on the grounds that it conforms with the general

p rinciples on which the capitation rates were founded .
the British

The discussion then centred on the
thc War AssetscCorporation to theGovernment for surplus war assets sold by

Belgian Mutual Aid ;Board. Mr. Jacqmin expressed the desire n~atl~hwâs
payments be made in Canadian dollars rather than in Belgia n

obse rved that technically speaking, the payments arc due to the War Assets

Corporation ; a Crown company, rather than to the government .
be

Mr. Jacqmin stated that, on and after November 8, 1945, Canada wil l
h the

expected to pay in cash for all supplies and se rvices furnished throug

Belgian ° Office of' Mutual Aid, ând he further stated that the Belgian

Government would prefer if Canada would continue to draw directC~ âd~an

Belgian Ministry of Finance whatever Belgian francs are requ i red by

paymasters for the pay and allowances of our troops .

The following is the suggestad plan for handling the financial transaction s

nnsing froni the proposcd arrangcments:
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. 1: Canada will deposit in the Bank of Canada for credit of the Belgian Office 
of Mutual Aid a sum in Canadian dollars equivalent to Canada's liability for 
goods and services furnished by reverse mutual aid in the period ending 
November 8, 1945, such sum to be cbnverted from Belgian francs at the offical 
rate of exchange. 

2. On and after November 9, 1945, the Belgian Office of Mutual Aid will 
maintain three accounts, namely, a British-Canadian pool account, an account 
in the name of the Government of Canada, and an account in the name of the 
United Kingdom Government. 

To the pool account will be debited the value of all goods and services 
furnished to British-Canadian Forces which cannot be identified as for the 
specific end use of either Force. At the close of each month, or at less frequent 
intervals if considered mutually desirable, the Belgian Office of Mutual Aid 
will furnish a statement of account to the War Office, and will concurrently 
send to 'C.M.H.Q. a copy of such statement. The War Office and C.M.H.Q. 
will then agree on the proportion of the total charge which is to be assessed 
against each Force, and will advise the Office of Mutual Aid accordingly. 
4. Upon receipt of advice as to the allocation of charges, the Office of Mutual 

Aid will credit the pool account and debit the accounts of Canada and the 
United Kingdom with the amounts as indicated on the allocation statement. 
5. The Canadian account will also be debited with the value of Belgian francs 

furnished to our field cashiers and paymasters, and will be credited with the 
value of surplus assets sold to Belgium by the War Assets Corporation. 
6. At agreed intervals the Belgian Office of Mutual Aid will remit to the 

Government of Canada, Department of National Defence (Army), a cheque in 
Canadian dollars in the amount of any net credit balance in the account, and 
will bill National Defence (Army) for any net debit balance, as the case may 
be. 
- 7. Payments by Canada to Belgium will be made by Receiver General cheque 
drawn in favour of the Bank of Canada for credit of the account of the Belgian 
°ffice  of  Mutual Aid. Payments by Belgium to Canada will be made by 
cheques draWn on the Belgian account in the Bank of Canada. 
8. The Belgian Office of Mutual Aid will maintain adequate accounting 

records and will support all entries in Canada's account with satisfactory 
documents  evidencing proof of Canada's obligation to pay, or entitlement to 
credit, as the case may be. 
9. The  Belgian Office of Mutual Aid will render their monthly statements of 

account to C.M.H.Q., London. 
10.The Government of Canada will appoint a resident auditor in the Belgian 

Office of Mutual Aid who will pre-audit the monthly statements of account to 
facilitate settlement when the statements are received at C.M.H.Q. 
Il.  In the event that a monthly statement of account indicates that Canada is 

the debtor, C.M.H.Q. will cable advice to N.D.H.Q. of the amount of the 
obligation, and payment will be made forthwith by the Army Treasury Office 
as outlined in paragraph (7) above. Conversely, if the statement indicates that 

1799 
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Belgium is the debtor, C.M.H.Q. - will advise N .D.H.Q. accordingly, and the

Belgian Office ' of Mutual • Aid - will cable , the . Bank of Canada to rcmit the

amount of the obligation to the Amy Treasury Officx.

12 . The ainôunts due the War Assets Corporâtion as indicated by the audited
monthly' statemcnts of account, will be made available to the Corporation
throtigh the medium of appropriatc journal vouchers to be raised by the Arm y

Treasury Office.

1109.

Washington, Octobcr 15,194 5

# l am, dear Mr: Brya

, ovcrn

Thanking you for the way . in whlch ; you havc - as y
understood our position and needs, and collaborated with us,

you already know from hir . Couvreur, whom I instructed by tclcphone to

inform''you on Saturday mo rn ing, that my Gove rnment cabled thcir agreement

on all the tcrms proposed : for the loan - e .g . on the letter addresscd by Mr.

Mackinto sh to our 'Ambassador on September 7th,t - and thcir choice of the

3% rate for . a 30 years term loan with reimbursement spread over the thirty

years.- cable to Mr.~ I had already' cabled, asking my ~ Government to give by agreement .
Patc rnottc de la Vaillee10 the necessary powcrs , to sign
Anticipating that the loan could be concluded at the very beginning of the

week. I further cabled them to instruct our Ambassador to ask otf t
once that, out

he National
of the 25 millions, ten millions be transfcrrcd , to the account
Bank of Belgium at the Bank of Canada, and to instruct the NationrtBs o tI
have those 10 millions transferred t~~~d tak

e account
Tucsday or, at the latest,should be glad if all those operations place

Wednesday October 17th. ~ 4 • • ou always did -

r r. ry .
Plcasé find enclosed - copy of the letter I am sending to Mr . Ross . It will

show you that, after we met on Friday morning, I received the cable from my

f%. ment acccpting my suggestions.~ J -

Minister oJState ojBelgiunt to Departnrent of Finance

J . O. HODGKIN

D F/ti'ol. 517

Le ministre d'État de Belgique au minist ère des Finances
, . . . _

Dca M B cx•

Yours ve ry sincerely,
GUTT
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le ministre d'État de Belgique 
au sous -ministre de la Défense nationale (Armée) 

Afinister of State of Belgium 
to Deputy Afinister of National Defence (Army) 

Washington, October 15, 1945 

Dear Mr. Ross: 	 •  
Before leaving Washington, I want to thank you for your kind welcome and 

for the way you have been trying to meet us. 
I am glad to be now in a position to tell you that my Government cabled me, 

accepting the suggestions on which we had tentatively agreed at our meetings, 
e.g.:, 

Payment in cash for all goods and services supplied prior to November 9th, 
— the amount of those goods and services to be fixed by a criterion agreed 
upon; for instance, by the relative proportion of the strength of the Canadian 
forces to the total strength of the British forces. 

2. Payment of goods and services supplied after November 8th, and of the 
Belgian notes delivered after same date for the pay of the Army — the amount 
of those goods and services to be established, too, through a proportion 
calculated in the same miner as under No. 1. 
-,This amount would be charged to a current account, as well as the value of 

the surplus  property delivered to us. A balance would be struck periodically, 
and paid in dollars to the creditor, whoever he is. 
'3..Until a settlement has been agreed to concerning No. 1 and 2, no payment 

would have to be made by us on account of surplus property. 
hope you will early be able either to agree to our suggested formula of 

calculation, or to suggest another one. You told me you wanted to discuss the 
matteru of the overall cost with our British friends before settling the present 
riatier with us. I do not quite understand the reason for it, as our mutual aid 
deliveries .  io Great-Britain are not part of the overall cost of the British soldier 
and.:are'lhèrefore not to be . taken into account in the calculation of the 
Capitation rate, but of course you know better than I do in this regard. What I 
wish  ii  that Sroti will be, as soon as possible, in a position to mention the bases 
of a settlement. 

Believe me, dear Mr. Ross, 
Yours very sincerely, 

C. Gurr 
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1110. DEA/7044-40

L'ambassadeur au Brésil
~ au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Brazil
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEsPATCtt 131 Rio de Janeiro, June 29,1944

Sir,
I have the honour , to refer to my despatch No. 98 of the 11 th May, whic h

accompanied a draft note submitted by the B ri tish Embassy to the Brazilia n

Foreign Office concerning the position of volunteers of dual nationality wh o

are serv ing ormay se rve in the armcd forces of the United Kingdom .' Actually,

this agreement between Brazil and the United Kingdom was signed on 2/th
May, and I am enclosing a copy of it as published in the bulletin of the Britis h

Community heret
2. In the last paragraph of my aforesaid despatch . I expressed a desire to be

informed as to whether a similar agreement ought not to be concluded betwee n

Canada and Brazil. I may now add that a number of Brazilian-Canadian
parents whose sons or daughters are serving with the Canadian Forces have

asked me about the situation of their children in such cases . I had, of course, t o

reply that the United Kingdom-Brazil agreement did not apply to those serving

in the Canadian Forces . I know of about twclve such cases in Rio de Janeiro

alone.
3 . 1 am sending, herewith, a translation of Dccree-Law No. 1317 of 2nd June

1939,t in which you will see that a Brazilian-Canadian may lose his Brazilian
nationality for se rving in the armed forces of another count ry without having

secured permission from . the President of the Brazilian Republic . The

agreement signed bythe United Kingdom is for the purpose of avoiding suc h

sanction.
I have etc .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur au Brésil 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in Brazil 

DESPATCH 147 	 Ottawa, September 26, 1944 

Sir: - 
[have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 131 dated June 29, 1944, 

relative to your enquiry as to the advisability of an agreement regarding war 
service between Canada and Brazil, similar to the one reached between Brazil 
and the United Kingdom on the 27th May, 1944. 

. The matter was referred to the various governmental departments concerned 
and while they feel that the number involved will be somewhat small, they all 
favour such an agreement. They have noted that you are already aware of 
twelve cases in Rio de Janeiro alone, for whom this agreement might prove 
beneficiary. 

1 would, therefore, appreciate it if you would take the necessary steps 
toWards bringing about such an agreement between Canada and Brazil." 

I have etc. • 

J. E. READ 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

1112. 	' 	 DEA/2588-40 

L'ambassadeur au Brésil 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Brazil 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 147 	 Rio de Janeiro, November 30, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Foreign Minister Vellese and principal economic adviser to 
Foreign Office requested joint conferences with United States Ambassador 
Berle and me today. They stated that they had been negotiating with the 
Argentine Government for resumption of shipment of Argentine wheat to 
nrazil. These negotiations had broken down, and from the nature of the 
negotiations and underlying situation, Brazilian Government had reached the 
Aeonclusion that they could no longer count on continuing supply from the 

rgentine, at least for the coming year. Embassy is further informed that 

e  
. II y eut un Échange  de notes à Rio de Janeiro le 9 février 1945. Canada, Recueil des traités, 

1945, N° 4. « 	g Notes   Were  exchanged at Rio de Janiero on February 9, 1945, Canada, Treaty Series,  1945 ,  
No. 4. 
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Brazilian . Government is seriously offended at the Argentine position,
describing the situation as blackmail . Commencing,with the offer to reopen the
wheat trade if 10,000 tires were delivered, Brazil made arrangements to ship
10,000 tires but then was told that 10,000 tires would release shipment of only
half of 100,000 tons of ' wheat ' which is one month's supply, and this although
Brazil has no tires to spare.

Meanwhile, wheat supply in the count ry has reached dangerously low
position so that unless immediate steps are taken there will be bread shortage
in Janua ry. Brazilian Government justifiably fear that this may occasion
considerable social unrest and bad or. pcrhaps dangerous conditions for new
Government to commence

. Thereappears to be slender but, probably . adequate supply of wheat and

tlour .in the -country, to cover, month of December, but during the month of
December flour, not°wheat, mustbe imported to take care of January needs.

Supply of wheat must be arranged for later months .
" Problein thus boils down' to making immediate arrangements for sale and

shipment to grazil du ring the month of December from Canada and/or United
States of .100,000 tôns of flour or wheator combined, to take care of January
needs . All wheat would not do because of time element required for milling .

Rough guess at Canadian and American Embassies is that at least half should

Second. problem, likewise immediate, must be to secure current wheat
supply at the rate 'of approximately 100,000 tons per month covering year of

1946 . Brazilians have reached point at which they arc prepared to pay added

American or Canadian price so as not to be helpless in the hands of the

Argentines . This apparently, involves negotiations through Combined Food
Board which must be initiated at oncx . y

Problem further requires allocation of adequate transport, Canada and/or

United States able to carry 100,000 tons per month. Montreal being closed,

winter' months F would probably involve shipment from United States port

except to the`extent Halifax might supply part, though later winter months

c:oncxivably could bc'covcred from the Pacific coast . Our rough estimate is this

would require,using.l2 Liberty ships for this purposc.

This telegram is sent simultaneously by Canadian and American Embassies

and our concrete recommendations are :

'First, that Immediate arrangements be made for sale and Dccembcr delivery

in Brazil of 100,00 tons of tlour or flour and wheat;

Sâ:ônd, ' thât immediate arrangements be made through appropriate channel

of Combined Food Board to secure allocation of 100,000 tons of wheat

mônthly for Brazil,' delivcrÿ to' oommence in January and through the year

1946; r, . 3 , , , ~

be flour.
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Third, that immediate arrangements be made with Shipping Pool to detach 
equivalent of 12 Liberty ships for this trade. 

Though details have not as yet been discussed, it is evident that while trade 
might go through private channels, Bank of Brazil would guarantee arrange-
Ments: Brazilian Government propose immediately to cancel tariff on flour, 
encourage importation; and will guarantee priority of unloading at Santos and 
presumably elsewhere if necessary. 
• Above telegram sent mutatis mutandis to Washington for United States 

Ambassador today. 

1113. 	 DEA/2588-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

a,l'ambassadeur au Brésil 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

. 	 to Ambassador in Brazil 

TELEGRAM 125 	 Ottawa, December 15, 1945 

IMMEDIATE. Your No. 147  of  November 30th, request for wheat from the 
United States and Canada. 

The Brazilian request was considered at the last meeting in Washington of•
the Cereals Committee of the Combined Food Board. United States officials 
said that the United States might be able to ship to Brazil 4,000 tons of wheat 
which had already been ordered. It was not proposed to ship more than this 
quantity. We understand that the United States Ambassador to Brazil has 
been so advised and has been instructed to recommend to the Brazilian 
authorities that they look to Argentina for wheat. 
• We regret that the supply position in Canada makes it impossible for us to 

be 4  of assistance.  We cannot meet the screened requirements of Western 
Etiropean  and  other countries who have been old customers of ours and whose 
dependence on us is greater than that of Brazil. We have fully committed our 
9port surplus for the next five months and yet will fall short of meeting 
requirements already placed with us. Most of the countries will receive far less 
wheat from us than they require and some may receive none at all. 	. 

- Would you please advise the Brazilian authorities. 

:re 

"c.:4 1 
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L'ambassadeur du Chili

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassôdor of Chile

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

cfficicncy of production."
war. However, the Canad ian plants beiteve they w ill succc improv,ng
of the United States market and perhaps find other fore ign markets ,

favourable situation but they realize that Amencan tnvestga

direct their energies to the task, be able to developa similar fcrtilize ~tafte pâr
i

• • cd ~n holding
a

there occun•cd a decrease in the supply of saltpetrc coinng

States from Chile and the Canadian chemists solved the problcm of transform-

ing nitrate of ammonia into a nitrate suitable for fertilization, and now the

Canadian plants provide a great part of the fertilizers rcquircd by th e
e y

agriculturists of North Ame rica . Will Canada be able to contin ae this
procedure after the war? The Canadian plants arc now cn~oy~n 8

• • • tors will, i f they

explosives. But the Luftwaffe was not able to destroy the c cm~ p huge
United Kingdom as they had expected and Great Britain has not required
supplies of nitrate of ammonia to continue the war. At about the same time

• to the United

.These nitrate of ammonia plants, which are the property of the Govcrnment,

were erected at the, bcg inning of the war to meet Great Britain's need fo r
h 'cal lants of the

f cilitics causcd by the subma rine warfare.which has been greatly reduced du ring the war through lack 01 transpor

for Great Bntatn and now t ey are pr uct g rtation of
fertilizer which was previously imported from Chile, and the imPo tatio n

ammonia plants . They were o riginally constructed to manufacture c11) os
•• h od 'n a substitute for sodium nitrate, a

csc •
NA chemical triumph ' has been achieved by the Canadian nitrat e

te ves

th articles reads as follows•

•Inc Untt tatcs or oW W
of the Financia/ Post ' of Toronto comment on these plans at length . One of

Gove rnment plants are permanently destined to the manufacture of fert~l i zers,

with the intention of maintaining production when the war is over for sales in

cd S th world marlccts The issues of March 11 th and 25t h

Fûrthenriorc, Press reports in the month of March insisted that these
the form of nitrate of ammonia, for agricultural uses i n the United States .national defence are supplying a cons iderable portion of their product i on, mTrail, Calga ry and Welland which were erected in . Canada for purposes of, . .

The Govcrnment of Chile has been infonned reccntly that the plants in
Sir

. DEA/1387-4 0

No. 302 Ottawa, September 7,1944
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Other reports indicate that the productive capacity of nitrate of ammonia of 
the three above mentioned plants amounts to 114,000 tons of nitrogen a year, 
the approximate equivalent of 700,000 tons of Chilean nitrate. As the 
Canadian soil requires only a relatively small proportion of this new productive 
capacity, practically all the fertilizers of those plants will be sold in the United 
States or other markets. 

The Government of Chile can not conceal its concern at the possibility of 
deceased sales of sodium nitrate in the United States and in other world 
markets arising from the competition offered by the nitrate  •  of ammonia 
manufactured in the plants which the Government of Canada has erected for 
purposes of national defence and believes the moment propitious to approach 
the Canadian Government, taking as a basis Article V of the Commercial 

, Agreement with that country," with the request that the above mentioned 
plants do not destine their production to normal agricultural uses. 

The following considerations move the Government of Chile to make this 
representation to the Government of Canada: 
(a) It must not be forgotten that natural sodium nitrate constitutes one of the 

• basic exports of Chile and is therefore essential for the maintenance of its 
entire economy. These sales are vital to the very existence of an important 
section of the Chilean territory, which afford no means of employment other 
than the exploitation of the natural nitrate. 
(b) The normal development of the country could not continue unless its sales 

of saltpetre were maintained at approximately over the 8% of the world 
consumption of nitrogen which was the situation before the war. This modest 
percentage of the world consumption of nitrogen does not assume for other 
prôducing countries the importance which it has for Chile. As far as the United 
States and Canada are concerned, the new plants have been established to meet 
the urgent needs of a period of emergency and a decreased participation in the 
sales of that product for normal agricultural uses would not fundamentally 
affect the entire economic life of the country, as would be the case in Chile. 

(9), The United Nations are presently engaged in a struggle for the 
maintenance of the principles of liberty and the material and moral improve-
nient of humanity. The Government of Chile considers, therefore, that an 
understanding attitude on the part of the United Nations with regard to this 
Problem, of capital importance to a sister country who has cooperated within 
the full measure' of her abilities in the war effort of those Nations would be 
consistent with the spirit of the principles which they are upholding. 
(d) ,The  Government of Chile has made similar representations to the 

Gnvernment of the United States and has also sustained this point of view at 
the Rio de Janeiro Conference of Foreign Ministersu to the end that they 

12Canada,  Recueil des traites. 1941, ?se 16. 
Canada, Treaty Series. 1941, No. 16. 

"Troisième réunion des ministres des Affaires étrangères des républiques américaines, Rio de 
Janeiro, du 15 au 28 janvier 1942. 
Third Meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the American Republics, Rio de Janeiro, January 
15.28, 1942. 
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might adopt the necessa ry measures to prevent such serious detriments to the

economy of Chile ; and that the basic industries might be protected by means of

friendly cooperation,` : ;based on , continental , inter-rclationships and the

recognition of the respective -, importance of ► those indust ries, for the nations

interestcd; , thus preventing . our count ry from being faced with a crucial

situation which would not be in accord with the principles in question .
Although Canada did not participate in the Conference of Foreign M inisters

at Rio de Janeiro, , I believe that Resolution IX of that Conference is in perfect
consonance with the policy of hemispheric cooperation which Canada has been

implementing in so exempla ry a manner. I take the liberty of reproducin g

f

clause

War conditions have cau`sed .somé American countries to create, in specia l

2. It is imperative to avoid, in .slof
relative to the economy of the American

the facts outlined in the above

cases, emergency industries which normally woùld be considered %v ithout

economic justification or contrary to the' economic solidarity of America, and
. . .

"WIIEREAS e .~ *,~ , *I ,
below this Resolution :

count ries, e - ..- ' ~ '
DE IT RESO .S. N t' ns ôf America will stimulatc the devclopmcnt of the basic' •• LvGV'

That t e a ~o
production of each of them, avoiding as far 'as possible the establishment or

augmentation of industries manufactu ring substitute or ~ synthetic products

which are economically artificial 'and which might ' rcplacc the consumption of

nâtural ' products 'available . in othcr' American countries, admitting only those

indispcnsable to national`defenec and always provided that this nccd can be

met satisfactori ly by natural products ."
Finally, .it may bc pointed out, in support of the above, that this Resolution

IX 'ser`rcd . as e precedent without doubt for the undcr-not D lheldlin

approved at , the World Conference on Alimentation and Agriculture
Hot Springs in 1943, and in which Canada pârticipatcd :

"The fcrtilizcrs and other matcrials ncccssary for an intensified productio n
l

should be made availablc `to ag ricultu rists as soon . as possible p

nitrates from natural sources, where this is economically fcasiblc: '

' As f is, known, this Resôlution viras adopted after a lengthy debate an d

rcplaçcd a môtion
nitrogen plants i n

proposing the construction of synthetic
zones distan f from existing plants., i~ with this situation and

,r The , Government of, Chile is deeply preoccupied
nûmifests to theGovernment of Canada iuvi tal interest in obtai n i ng its valued

cooperation and reaching â mutually satisfacto ry undcrstanding .

Accept ctc.
DR. EDUARDO GROv E

t . .
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'antbassadeur du Chili 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of Chile 

N6:27 	' • 	• 	 Ottawa, October 20, 1944 

Sir: 
I have the honour to reply to your note No. 302 of September 7, on the 

subject of the production of nitrate of ammonia in Canada and the possibility 
of decrè.ised sales  of  Chilean'sodium nitrate in the United States and in other 
world Markets arising from the competition offered by the nitrate of ammonia 
manufictured in Canadian  plants.  

;. The Canadian plants were established on the basis of the forecast of 
requirements for explosives of the U.K. and Canadian war programs. When the 
anticipated interference with British chemical production by enemy air action 
did not occur to the extent envisaged in the forecast, it became possible to 
Pré•duce ammonium nitrate in the form of fertilizer to meet the pressing 
demands of the food programs of the United Nations. These demands are still 
urgent and  . we  are  moreover advised that there is a serious world shortage of 
nitiogén for fertilizer in prospect in 1945 and possibly for some years 
thereafter. There is, therefore, the expectancy that for some time to come both, 
the,Chilean and Canadian products will be needed to meet world requirements. 

• We appreciate fully the concern of the Chilean Government over any threat 
to an industry of importance  to the Chilean economy from emergency 
industries which normally would be considered without economic justification. 
We are now examining the ammonium nitrate industry in Canada to determine 
Whether  it wilr be economically justified under peace time conditions. If it 
proVes iô .be an industry unsound economically and not strategically essential, 

Government subvention to'make it competitive in world markets with Chilean 
indtistiy is not contemplated. 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 

ledge 
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1116 . DEA/1387-40
Le secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au chargé d'affaires au Chil i
Acting Secretary oJState for External Affairs

to Chargé d'Affaires In Chile
DESpATCN 28 Ottawa, October 25, 1945
Sir,

Du ring the visit of the President of Chile to Ottawa," a discussion took
place between the members of the President's suite and the Acting Secretary of

State for External Affairs, the Minister of Trade and Commerce and certain

Canadian officials. At this meeting, which was held in the Prime Atinister's

Office. : anumbcr of matters were brought forward by the Chilean representa-

tives, mainly relating to questions of trade between the two countries. The

Chilean representatives, in particular, expressed their hope that a larger

market would be found in Canada' for certain Chilean ag ricultural products, in

particular, wine and malt. The possibilities in this respect
of

further
explorcd bctwccn the Chilcan Embassy and the Departmen t
Commerce . With respect to nitrates, they repeated an earlier request that the

eount rics producing synthetic nitrates should not subsidize their production.

They were given a general assurance that the extension of subsidies of this

nature ' was not in accord with the international commercial policies favoured

by the Gove rnment. They went on to say that their n i trate production for the

next eighteen months or two ycars 'was already covered by contracts, let or

under negotiation, amounting in all to some 2,300,000 tons . This w as largely

due - to the intense shortage crcated du ring the war in certain countries,

especially in Egypt, and their concern over their markets related to the period

' after the unusual current demand had diminished to normal proportions .

There was also some discussion about the purchase of ships by Chile in

Canada and the Chilean representatives were asked to provide fuller de~lmet

what they required, so that it could be seen whether the demand coul d
from new construction and from ships available for sale .

Finally, a request previously made by the Chilean Ambassadorr~by
repeated, to the effect that Chile : would welcome an ,assurance of

and Social Coûncil o f
the Canadian Government for election to the Econo m

. . • ractice of the

Government t
o was explained

pledge i
n

support i
n rcplyata tn~was âom~~~er of this kind ,

Canadia
n theUnited Nattons.` I t

and that this policy had been followed in connection with clectionse
c
to theuring

`aken intova rious organs of the League of Nations. The interest of Ch i le i n
election was warmly appreciated and would, withouiodoubt, of
sympathetic consideration by the Canad ian delegatio n
the United Nations . The Canadian Gove rnment was itself concerned with
securing the election of Canada to both the Economic and Social Council

and
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the Security Council at this Assembly, but was not seeking definite pledges of 
support at this time from other Governments. 

I enclose a copy of a despatch addressed to the Ambassador in Perut dealing 
with a similar request of the Peruvian Government and I am sending Dr. 
Laureys a copy of this despatch for his information. 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

PARTIE 5/PART 5 

CHINE 
CHINA 

DEA/5068-A-40 
Mémorandum du  Premier ministre 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Afemorandum from Prime Minister 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  January 3, 1944 

Mr. Roberston: 
Please do not forget the intention of the Government to introduce legislation 

at the ensuing session to have the effect of repealing the exclusion features of 
the Immigration Act as regards the Chinese. I am anxious to mention the 
matter in the Speech from the Throne. 

W. L. M. MING] 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 281 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,]  January 4, 1944 

I have received your note to Mr. Robertson of January 3rd, concerning the 
adoption of legislation at the next session to repeal the Chinese Immigration 
Act. I find that the situation is as follows. It is necessary to substitute, for the 
Act,' an agreement with the Chinese Government, which can be most 
effectively made in the form of a treaty. A draft treaty has been under 
consideration for some time.  1  think that you saw a copy of this draft about a 

1811 

1117. 

1118. 
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year ago." Some changes of no great importance have been made in it as a 
result of furthcr interdepartmental consideration, and I now attach a copy of 
the latest draft.t, This has not yct been presented to the Chinese Minister, 
although its general provisions have been discussed with him. It has the 
concurrence of the Director of Immigration and of the Under-Secretary of 
State. 

If the presentation ,of this draft is approved and the Chinese Government 
acccpts it, ParliamentàrY action would, I think, have to be deferred until the 
treaty was signed and ready foriatification. An Enabling Bill is essential, since 
Article 5 over-rides bôth the Naturalization.  Act and the Common Law. Such a 
Bill could include the repeal of the Chinese Immigration Act, to take effect as 
soon as the treaty became operative. 

If we arc to get the matter completed during the session, we should start 
things moving now by approaching  the  Chinese Government with a definite 
proposal. , 

H. W[RONG] 
P.S. Since dictating this note, I find that the draft agreement has been 
considered by  the  Department of Justice, who have made proposals for a few 
drafting  changes  which I am referring to the Legal Adviser for consideration. I 
expect that you will wish to secure the approval of Council before we submit 
the draft to the Chinese Minister. 

H. W. 

DEA/3978-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	 I I 	li 
n 

au ministre en Chine 	 à • 	pi  

Ottawa, February 17, 1944 DESPATCli 20 	,-- 

.. :-* , 	to Minister in China 
I 1 nc 

ot 
irt 

. 	 Secretary Of State for External Affairs 

an 

Sir, ' 	. ' . 	, 	. 	. 	 II 	4,_! 
I have the honour to inform you that representations have been made here 

by interested persons with a view to ascertaining whether a portion of 
Canadian Red Cross Aid to China might be made available to the Interna-
tional Peace Hospitals founded by Dr. Norman Bethune, Canadian surgeon, in 
No'rthi,est China.  

•In your despatch No. 234 of. December 2ndt you indicate in paragraph 3 
that  allocation of Red Cross supplies received is made to the National Health 

Adminiitrition, the Chinese Red Cross, the Ministry of Education and the 

International Relief Committee in 'order to énsure.  the  widest final distribution 

of  these supplies among medical institutions serving the people of Free China. 

While h is recognized that the Canadian' Government cannot officiay request 

fel 
ser, 
Or, 
2. 

Cat  
eat] 
the 
the, 
befe 

Mel 

19 

Isyoir le volume 9, documents 1481, 1485./5« Volume 9, Documents 1481, 1485. 	 M 	to 
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the Chinese Government
to lift its 1813ternto blockade on supplies t

oanyt Communist
the rY

. w
e attention wonder whether• it would be

possible for you to do hing thereunofficially
to further the humanitarian

service ro 'of the International Relief Commit tee~ected above by drawing to
the Canadian people in seeing that

such Canadiantee the continuing interest of
China is given the widest Red Cross Aid as is sent toaffiliation. Possible

distribution without respect to Political
I have etc.

N. A. ROBERSTON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs '

DEA/5068-B-4 0

Chungking, China, March 4, 194 4

Le Ministre en Chineau secrétaire d État aux Affa ires extérieures
jitinister in Chinato Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ë ENTRY OF CIi1NESE INTO CANADAI• have the honour to suggest that
a reconsideration of the whole procedur e

required of Chinesc Who, like I~Tr. Chang Kia-for business r ngau,16 desire to enter Canadaeasons or as tou rists, is desirable . Viewed from this distance and
n0withou t th é advantage of previous ex rie nw in ~ use was designed to disco ce, it appears to me that the systemobstacles in the way not to facilitate, entry

y of those who might want to visit Canada . I have listened to
many influential Chinese tell stories of the ridiculous fr oand undignified (from anyone's ( m their point of view)When merel point of view) experiences they encountered
felt a' little y

trying
to pay a flying visit to Niagara Falls; and at times I haveashamed, j real ize that there was a time when Canadia nsentiment~ was strongly

in favor of maintaining impassable barriers agains t
Orientals ; b

ut I imagine that this sentiment

public
' 2•` I am advised has changed in the last few years .
~n~~d States that anyone wanting to proceed to Canada through theada must wait till he

reaches the United States before his entry into,ent can be arrangcd ; and I understand that this is because the ort o fmus t thePort to be S~if ~ in the document , a thing that could not be do n etbere . used would not be known . There is some truth in his,ea nhere a sis an error as well . d yetbéfôÎe ihe-t For a planned trip, the port of entry would be knownravellcr lcft China .,, ;~6M,~ a ~

1945 ~ da

f~
~mmuniqtions de la Chine de 1937 à 1942 ; envoyé aux États-Unis de 1942'àiniste~rotudier la reoonstruction économique.ta :tndy Communications ofChina . 1937-1942; sent ta United States on government mission

~~mic
reconstruction, 1942-1945 .
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3. The essential points, as 1 see them, are: 
(a) it ' is desirable that men of the Chang Kia-ngau, banker, industrialist, 

business man, tourist, student types be encouraged to visit Canada and that all 
possible obstacles be removed from their paths; and 
(b) more is known, or can be ascertained, aboth any one of this class here in 

China  than  can possibly be learned at the point in the U.S. where application 
would have to be made. 
It would appear possible to have "permission to enter" approved here, with a 
port of entry named, if that is essential, or, in the alternative, to have the 
permit issued subject to approval as to port of entry at a Canadian or British 
Consular office in the United States. The important thing is to let the Chinese 
business man, traveller or student know, before he leaves China, that he will be 
allowed to enter Canada, and to save him from unnecessary hardships and 
humiliations when he is in the United States and actually trying to pass into 
Canada. , 
4. My whole argument may, be based on false premises and on a faulty 

understanding of the actual situation. If it is, you will be in a position to make 
the necessary torrections. 1 am not anxious to have more detail routine work 
done here than is necessary; but I am quite prepared to undertake many more 
tasks in order to ensure that, with all necessary safeguards, Chinese of the right 
character bent on correct and innocent missions will be able to enter Canada 
smoothly, knowing in advance that they arc going to be both allowed to visit 
Canada and welcomed when they get there. It has surprised me to find that 
Chinese think they have io suffer more indignities, and be more crudely 
treated, when going to Canada than when entering the United States. My own 
impression, gained after much experience, is that the Canadian immigration 
service is courteous bin efficient while the American one is efficient but n~t 

 courteous. - • 
I have etc. 

VICTOR W. ODLUM 

1121. 	 DEA/3978-40  

L'ambassadeur en Chine au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador ln China to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 163 	 Chungking, China, March 21, 1944 

Sir: 

CANADIAN RED CROSS AID TO CHINA 

1 have the honour to reply to your despatch No. 20 dated February 7, 1944 

In this despatch you refer to the continuing interest of the Canadian peoPle in  
seeing that Canadian Red Cross Aid to China should be distributed withou t  

r 
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respect to political affiliation and specifically to the representations made to
you by persons who are interested in having a portion of the aid made available
to the International Peace Hospitals founded in Northwest China

byNorman Bethune . y
, 2

. I am glad to be able to state that the Canadian Red Cross Advisor'Committee at its monthly meetings of February and March took steps wh ch
would seem to ensure that some of the supplies which it is about to receive
from Canada will reach these International Peace Hospitals

. Before outliningthese steps, however, as a matter of record I should like to set forth the systemof organization through which Canadian Red Cross supplies are allocated anddistributed. =
3 . As stated in my despatch No

. 234 of December 2, 1943,t to whichrefer, the United States Red Cross makes allocation of its supplies to fo
you

urorganizations, namely, the National Health Administration, the Chinese Red
Cross, the International Relief Committee, and the Ministry of Education

.
(a) The National Health Administration includes all government hospitals,

government controlled hospitals and health centers throughout the country.
(b) The Chinese Red Cross has its own characteristic activities covering both

civilian and military fields .

(c) The International Relief Committee is responsible for relief and medical
aid extended to mission hospitals, private hospitals not covered by the other
three bodies (including, for instance, the International Peace Hospitals),
orphanages, schools and universities not under government control, medicalclinics, etc .

(d) The Ministry of Education is responsible for hospitals attach
government medical schools and for government higher schools and coll gea, to4.

In this distribution of responsibility it is believed that all worthy medical
organizations in China are covered and the United States Red Cross has
agreed to leave to these four bodies the distribution of the supplies which it
sends'into the country.5 . A similar policy in relation to bringing in and distributing medical supplies
has been adopted by the British Red Cross, United China Relief, and finaly bythe Advisory , Committee which represents both the Canadian Red Cross and
tbe Chinese War Relief Fund of Canada . A coordinating committee has been
formed representing these four organizations . Dr. Stewart Allen, Chairman ofthe Canadian Advisory Committee, is the Committee's representative 'on theCoordinating committee. The latter decides on :(a) The total amount of medical supplies to be brought into China from eachsource ; and

(b)}The Proportionate distribution which is to be made to the fou rbo
dies mentioned above. Chinese
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The procedure may be charted thus: 
• 

Canadian Red) 
Cross and N 
Chinese  Var 

 Relief Fund 

National 
Health 
Administration 

United States 	British 
Red Cross \ 	Red Cross 

United 
China 
Relief 

• 

It shéuld be einphisized that this organization functions with respect to 
medical supplies only and ncit in relation to allocation of financial grants in 
aid. 1: :"I, 	• 
6. Undcr ordinary circumstances, therefore, a portion of the medical supplies 

allocated to the International Relief Coinmittce should find its way to the 
International •Peace 'Hospitals Which are of particular interest to many 
Canadians because of Dr. Norman Bethune's relation to them. 
7. It was commonly believed, however, that even if supplies were allocated to 

the International Peace Hospital or other organizations in Communist 
territéry, they might not 'reach their destination. 	' 
8. The Assistant Director of the International Relief Committcc, Dr. T. S. 

Outcrbridge, a Bermudian, who is also a .  member of the Canadian Advisory 
Committee, informed this committee in February that a request from the 
International Peace Hospitals had come to the International Relief Committee 
and had been granted. 
9. Under these circumstances the Ci'nadian Advisory Committee at its 

February meeting received a request from the China Defence League, of which 

Madame Sun Yat-sen is chairman, for a dircct grant of supplies to the 

International Peace Hospitals and of money for thc relief of orphans and 
refugees in the Nérthwest arca. 
,10: The Committee at that time affirmed its adherence to the principle that 

its  grants' should be 'made regardless of the political affiliations of the 

recipients. ( Since there was some doubt in the minds of thc members as to 

whethér supplies would reach the hospitals in question, the chairman, Dr. 
Stewart Allen, was asked to confer with Madame Sun Yat -scn and report to 

the Committee at its March meeting. 
1 Dr. Allen reported to thé Mara mee*ting that medical supplies which had 

been forwarded to Yenan by trucks which had accompanied Chou En • lai When 

he travelled from Cliungking to Yenan in July, 1943, had reached their 

destination, and that another shipment %vas soon going forward with the 

assurance from government authorities that it also would bc permitted to g.0 

through. (Dr. Allen personally surmises that it is thc intention to have the 
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shilimeni 'go on the convoy which will take the press correspondents on the 
proposed trip to the Communist area early in April.) 
'12: On . receiving Dr. Allen's report the Canadian Advisory Committee at 

once recommended that a grant of Medical supplies be made to the Interna-, 
tional Peace Hospitals plus a cash grant of CN$200,000'' to the China' 
Defence League for the relief of orphans and refugees. Dr. Allen and Dr. 
Outerbridge were requested to draw up the list of supplies which are to be 
taken from the goods already ordered from Canada. 
,13.. It is not clear at this time of writing whether this allocation of supplies to 

the International Peace Hospitals will be approved by the coordinating 
committee as an allotment in excess of the allocations already made to the 
International  Relief Committee or whether it will be taken out of the 
allocations  already made to that committee. Dr. Allen will  urge  thé former . 

 course. In any case, Canadian donors may be assured that a designated portion 
of medical supplies from Canada have been channelled through the Canadian 
Advisory Committee in Chungking to the International Peace Hospitals. 

I have etc. 
GEO. S. PATTERSON 

for the Canadian Ambassador 

1122. 	 DEA/5068-B-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au directeur de l'Intntigration, le ministère des Mines et des Ressources 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Director of Immigration, Department of Mines and Resources 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, March 29, 1944 

I am enclosing herewith copy of despatch No. 155 of March 4th from the 
Canadian Minister (now Ambassador) in Chungking suggesting that the 
procedure governing the entry of bona fide Chinese visitors to Canada be re-
examined with a view to enabling bankers, industrialists, businessmen, tourists, 
stndents and other such desirable classes to visit Canada more  readily. , 

The  oPÇning of. the Canadian Legation in China and its recent elevation to 
the 'status of Embassy is evidence of the importance which the Government 
attaches  to the maintenance of close and friendly relations with our' Chinese 
4', both during the war and afterwards. In order to assist our Ambassador in 
China in his work we have, as you know, been giving consideration to the 
Progressive removal of technical obstacles to good relations between our two 
countries. 

Among such obstacles our immigration laws and regulations bulk larger 
than is their intent, and have become a symbol of racial discrimination. We 
hoPo that the new Sino-Canadian Immigration Treaty, which is now being 
negotiated, will go a long way toward the removal of this misunderstanding. 

"Chinese National. 
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I wonder if, as General Odium suggests, it would not be helpful to the
forging of good relations between Canada and China if we were, at this time,
to re-examine our immigration regulations and practices as they apply to
Oriental visitors in order to eliminate, without contravening the spirit of the
Immigration Acts, technical difficulties that have been put in the way of their
entry into Canada . I think there is a good deal to be said for an arrangement
which would permit our Embassy in Chungking to tell prospective Chinese
visitors in each case whether or not they will be admitted to Canada
temporarily. If approval of a visit were granted in advance it would clearly be
desirable for formalities at the border to be reduced as far as possible .

I should be grateful if you would be so good as to give your consideration to
the suggestion which the Ambassador has 'made and let me have your views
concerning the matter.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington together with a request that he make any observations which he
may consider pertinent.

H . H . W RONG

1123. DEA/506 8 -B-4 0

L'ambassadeur aux États-Uni s
au secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In United States
to Secretary oJStote for Externa l Affairs

DESmTCf1957 Washington, April 14,194 4

CONFIDENTIA L

Sir.
With reference to your Despatch No. 461 of March 28th, 1944; forwarding

a despatch ; from the Canadian Ambassador in Chungking on procedure

gove rn ing the entry of Chinese visitors to Canada, i am enclosing herewith a

memorandum from Mr. Tremblay of this Embassy commenting on General

Odium's suggestions . .
. I have etc.

L. B. PEARSON

for the Ambassador

IS
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]Mémorandum du deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis,au ntinistre-coirsefller l'ambassade aux États-Unis
Memorandunt Jrom Second Secretary, Embassy in United States

to Mintster Counellor, Embassy in United States '

181 9

[Washington,] April 11, 194 4
Re: General Odlum's suggestions to facilitate the entry of bonafide Chinese, visitors to Canad a

The situation here is different inasmuch as United States citizens wishing to
enter Canada do not need Canadian visas, and it is easy whenever we receive
application for entry from Chinese to obtain Immigration's approval byteletype

. We are, of course, in a position to tell Ottawa the port of entry, which
will be used and the approximate date of entry.

But it is certainly anomalous that this Embassy, purely on account of its
'geographical proximity should be in a position to tell Chinese applicants
whether they may enter Canada or not, while our Embassy in China, which
necessarily receives far more applications, cannot do so .' `' It is highly desirable that such procedure along the lines suggested byGeneral Odlum be devised . General Odlum suggests two alternatives : (a)

tohave "përmission to enter" approved at our Embassy with a port of entry
named, or (b) have a permit issued subject to approval as to the port of entry at
a,Canadian or British Consular Office in the United States .

In my mind procedure (b) although satisfactory in wartime because Chinesevisitors travel to Canada via the U .S . would not be practicable in peace time
when direct communcations are resumed . Inasmuch as we are consideringmaking a change in the procedure, we might as well adopt procedure (a) which
will be workable now' and after the war .

If steps are taken to facilitate the issuance of visas by our Chungking
Embassy to Chinese visitors, it would be desirable at the same time to giveattenti

on to the more,general question of the issuance of visas by Canadiancônsûlar'and diplomatic officers abroad, and the conditions under which thesevisas may be issued .

As}it is, the Immigration Branch is for all practical purposes the only agencycP
mpetent to decide whether or not a person may be admitted to Canada . The

main eriticism against this system is that the entry of aliens tends to beregaraed solely from the Immigration standpoint . The present request from our
~bun8Wng Embassy is as good an example as any of the shortcomings of this~Pçedure

. A person who is not a good immigrant or non-immigrant under ou rn?i8~tion law may be a very desirable visitor and vice versa . This goes toprove that the Immigration Branch is one agency concerned with the entry of: aliens in Cahada, but by no means the only one . Another disadvantage of thea~ en
t ' x systetti is that mentioned incidentally by General Odlum in his

~ . .pateh
. The officer abroad generally knows more about the character of the
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applicant or is in a better position to find out than anyone else. He should, 
therefore, be givena good deal more authority regarding a decision of this kind 
than he has at present. 

' It may be interesting to note that the authority to decide whether any person 
may be admitted in the .U.S. lies with the Visa Division of the State Depart-
ment in consultation With other departments and consular representatives 
abroad. I am attaching herewith a short memorandum/ setting forth the rules 
under which  visas are issued to aliens who wish to  enter  the U.S. during 
wartime. , Now that the Chinese Exclusion Laws have been repealed, 
applications from Chinese arc dealt with undcr the same rules as applications 
from nationals of other countries. The point which this memo makes 
abundantly clear is that the question of admissibility into this country is not 
left mostly to the Immigration authorities. 

A.  satisfactory solution regarding the disposal of applications for entry into 
Canada would probably necessitate the sctting up of a Visa Section within our 
Diplomatic Division which in consultation with other departments including 
Immigration will have final authority in ,the matter. The establishment of a 
visa section is warranted by the coming expansion of oui consular service and 
the growing importance of our diplomatic establishments abroad. 

As a preliminary step, I would suggest that our missions abroad bc asked to 
submit their views as to the best procedure to follow relative to the issuance of 
visas. 

P. T(REMBLAY] 

1124. 	 DEA/5068-B-40 

Le directeur de l'Immigration,  le  ministère des Mines et des Ressources, 
• 	au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

F 

; Director of Immigration, Department Of  Mines  and Resources, 
„ to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

I have read with a' great dea‘ 1 of interest copy of despatch  No  155 of March 	M 1 l 	 , 	 . 

4th, from the Canadian Ambassador in Chungking dealing with the entry to 	c 

Canada of Chinese visitors, which accompanied your letter of the  29th ultimo, 	I 

and  1 fully' alike that everything possible should bc donc to remove the 	o 

difficulties referred to by General Odlum. 	 b 
, 	, 	, 	 T 

.)t.Having been closely assôciatCd with  the administration of immigration 
o 

legislation . glieVerning Chinese for the past 50'years, I venture to record herein S 
somejacts and iomment which I hope will bc of value in dealing with this 

01 
difficult problem in Chuagkitig and assist in dispelling somc of the erroneous fc 
beliefs; Of the Chinese in regard to the application of the present Act. 

-, An, examination ) of Immigration statistics will show that the Chinese , 

Immigration Act'of 1906 did not effectively control the admission of Chinesde 

to Canada and that immediately' after the last war there was a determined an 

1 

CONFIDENTIAL 	• 	 Ottawa. April 22, 1944 CONFIDENTIAL 	• 	 Ottawa. April 22, 1944 

St 
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partially successful attempt to secure the admission to Canada of Chinese 
laboiffers first as merchants and later as students. It is not necessary to relate 
here all the various administrative measures adopted to control these 
moveinents, but it became apparent that legislative action was the only solution 
to the problem. • 
:In June, 1923, the present Act was passed and, while the same provided for 

the admission of merchants and university students, it prohibited the admission' 
of wives and children, restricted Chinese to certain ports of entry and 
effectively put 'an end to the admission of Chinese immigrants; it did not 
provide for the entry of tourists, business and professional classes, etc., unless 
the use of the Minister's permit can be described as such. It can thus readily be 
seen that educated Chinese who became conversant with the Act would be apt 
to resent and criticize the same. 

Resentment of the provisions of the Act has been expressed in the form of 
complaints of discourteous treatment of tourists and other Chinese visitors by 
Ca.  nadian officers, claims of refusal to admit high ranking persons at Canadian 
ports, etc., and these complaints have, on occasion, been widely circulated. I 
have no doubt it is some of these stories to which the Ambassador refers in 
paragraph one of his note of March 4th. A number of instances that are recited 
never occurred and other complaints, on investigation were found to be 
unfounded. , 
.1t will be observed that the very terms of the Chinese Act make its 

administration difficult and subject to misunderstanding and criticism. For 
instance, to limit the entry of visitors and tourists to certain specified ports, to 
subject such persons to manifesting on trains, would be impracticable and the 
Department has, therefore, to some extent regulated non-immigrant traffic by 
the intent rather than by the letter of the law. The instructions contained in 
Departmental Official Circular No. 22, of which copy is attached,t will 
illustrate this point. 

The Ambassador refers to Chinese paying flying visits to Niagara Falls and 
the difficulties experienced in doing so. Canadian officers have always 
facilitated such visits from the United States, but the situation at Niagara 
Falls illustrates a- difficulty with which Canadian officers are sometimes 
confronted, necessitating delicate handling of individual cases. Until recently . 

United States Immigration officials considered that if a person of Chinese 
origin' left the- .United States without pre-investigation establishing readmissi-
bility, he-cciuld ônly again secure re-entry upon fully complying with the law. 
T,his meant considerable inquiry and, of course, delay. At Niagara Falls our 

made  it à practice of securing verbal assurance of re-entry from United 
atates iifficirs, opposite, if such assurance was not forthcoming and this 
1)c5.1, ionally happened, the applicant was told that compliance with his request 
for  entry',  would cause him embarrassment. Strange to say when a situation 
such 'is' thii arose, the resultant annoyance was usually directed against 
Canâda.'' The same situation sometimes developed at other border ports in 
dee!iiiiiwith Chinese citizens temporarily in the United States who applied for 
en!rY to Canada for short visits. 
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- I believe I am correct in stating that since the present Chinese Act came
into effect no Chinese citizen of the classes mentioned in paragraph 5 (a) of the
Ambassador's despatch, coming to Canada for a temporary purpose from
abroad, has been refused entry to this country on the ground of race. There
have been instances of Chinese coming from the United States with the
intention of returning thereto not being admitted for the reasons set out in the
proceding paragraph.

The recent change in the United States law relating to Chinese whereby
such persons are now ,. dealt : with in the same manner as other races, has
simplified : the problem of Canadian inspectional officers on the International
Boundary because the matter of their return to the United States without
difficulty can be determined with reasonable accuracy by our officers . This fact
will eliminate some of the troubles that have existed in the past and that
unfortunately have all too frequently been laid at our, door .

Dealing now with the main point raised in the Ambassador's despatch, there
is no objection to the Embassy granting visas without reference to Ottawa, to
visitors of the classes desc ribed in the despatch . Our officers will be instructed
that the presentation of passports duly vised will indicate that the Embassy has
conducted the necessa ry inqui ries and established the bona rides of the
applicant. ° ,

In the case of merchants and students described in Section 5, (i) (ii) of the
Chinese Act, the requirements arc not so simple. Experience has proven that
many Chinese desi ring admission to Canada for permanent residence as
merchants are really clerks and sometimes labourers . Thcy present manufac-
tured evidence indicating' investments in Chinese firms in Canada ; investigat-
ing at this end establishes the investment claim is false and frequently discloses
that the firm is nothing more than a small shop in the Chinese section of one of
our larger cities . Investigation in this class of case at this end is essential .

In the student case evidence of admissibility to a Canadian university should
be in possession of the applicant and he should also establish that his finances
are sufficient before being granted a visa .

Both merchants and students ' should bring with them three small
photographs which will be required by the Department for their certificates
and official records as required by the provisions of the present Act .

There will not likely be immigrant merchants coming from China during the
war, but I understand from correspondence exchanged that some students w i ll

be coming forward; as they will not be admitted at Vancouver or Victoria as
called for by the Act and wiU ' travel via the United States, we should have

advance advice from"thc Embassy of their expected arrival and port of entry so
that appropriate initructions may be issued to the officers concerned .

I rcaliûthat this letter is rather lengthy and has dealt with points somewhat

beyond the Ambassador's inquiry . I have, however, felt that an outline of the
problems caused by existing legislation and the means taken by this Se rv ice to
overcome them`would be of interest to the Ambassador and his staff

. I kno

that General Odium his hadnumerous opportunities to judge the work of the

0

I
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Inspectional Staff of the Immigration
Service and the kindly reference to thesame in the closing sentence of

his despatch is much appreciated .
A . L. .1OLIFF E

1125 .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresà l'ambassadeur en Chine
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Ambassador in China

DEA/5068-B-4 0

Ottawa, April 27, 194 4

With reference to your despatch No
. 155 of March 4th concerning the entr

of Chinese visitors into Canada I have the honour to enclose herewith copy of a
confidential letter of March 29th sent to the Director of Immigration
forwarding copy of your despatch under acknowledgment and copy of Mr . A.L. Jolliffe's reply thereto dated April 22nd

. You will note that the Director of
Immigration has gone to considerable trouble to prepare a full explanation of
the`prsent regulations.
,2

. I may also say for your own information that consideration is now
given to the modification of existing regulations concerning persons of Chi

nbeing
es erace

•"in transit" or on "temporary visits" to Canada, and that an Order-in-
Council may be passed in the near future which would remove any discrimina-
tion against persons In transit" or on "temporary visits" on the ground onlythat they are of Chinese origin or descent

. A copy of the Order-in-Council willbe forwarded to you as soon as it is passed .3 . A COPy of this despatch is being sent to the Canadian Ambassador inWashington. ., .

I have etc .
H. L. KEENLEYSID E
for the Secretary of State

for External Affair s

DEA/5068-B-4 0
Mémorandum au ministre de la Justice
Memorandumfor Minister of Justice

[Ottawa,] April 28, 1944
Yôu Will rec:aU that on March 31 a short debate occurred in the House in

W ection with the case of a Chinese woman having United States citizenship
was removed from a train about to enter Canada from Detroit en route tuffalO . The 'case received a great deal of attention and emphasized the
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desirability of doing something to modify the present regulations which are 
imposed under the Chinese Immigration Act on Chinese persons passing 
through Canada In transit". 
(2) The _regulations concerning the cntry of persons of Chinese race for 

temPorary visits are also very strict and these will undoubtedly be subject to 
criticism in the near future.unless thcy arc modified. In the same way, strict 
regulations which should bc altered affect the position of Chinese persons 
domiciled in Canada who leave Canada for the purpose of temporary visits. 

(3) This entire matter has been discussed with  the Immigration  Branch of the 
Department of Mines and Resources and agreement has been reached on the 
attached Recommendation to Council.t The mattcr has not been placed before 
the Prime Ministcr, but I doubt if there will bc any need or if it would be 
desirable to wait for his return. It is possible that in  the  interim, Cases might 
occur which would give very undesirable further publicity to the existing 
position. Moreover, if the order were passed, it could be presented as being the 
first °ski; toward the Ultimate settlement tif Abe Chinese immigration position 
which ivas foreseen by  the Prime Minister in his brief remarks in the House 
concerninithe negotiations for an immigration treaty."  The  recommendation 
attached woùld go part  way toward the final position contemplated and would 
not conflict With any of the tcrins under co' nsideration. 
(4) ''You' will note that  the piopôseddider would bc undcr the War Measures 

Act. This may seen somewhat anomalous, but the reason for doing this arose 
out of the fact that the "in transit" regulations have regard in particular to the 
movement of indentured Chinese labour from China to  the  West Indies and 
from the West Indies to China' through Canada. For the duration of the war 
this traffic does not exist. It is therefore possible undcr  the Var  Measures Act 
to deal with the matter of a temporary basis without having to consider the 

technicalities that would be involved if a permanent settlement of the position 
of "in transit" indentured labour were to bc considered. At  the end of the war 
this aspect will have to be covered and the necessary consideration can be given 
without promoting any enquiry, if it is obviously necessary to make some new 
peacetime provision. 
(5) If you approve, I shall inform the Director of Immigration that he might 

place this matter before Mr. Crerar for presentation to Council. 

DEA/5068-13-40  

Décret en Conseil 

Order in Council 

P.C. 3378 

WIIEREÀS' the Minister of Mines and Resources rcports that it is desirable 
, 

to modify in some respects the provisions of the Chinese Immigration Act in 

1127. 

Ottawa, May 5, 1944 

d 

hte, _17  ann 1944 . canad4. Châmbre dei COMMIMM Débats. 1944, volume P. 21 37. 

Aptu 17:1944. Canada.  House of Commons, Debates. 1944, Volume 1,, p. 2066. 
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relation to (a) persons passing in transit through Canada, (b) those entering
Canada for temporary visits, and (c) legal residents of Canada registering for
visits abroad :

THEREFORE, His Excellency the Governor
. General in Council, on the

recommendation of the Minister of Mines and Resources (concurred in by the
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs) and under the authority of the
War Measures Act, Chapter 206, of the Revised Statutes of Canada, 1927, is
pleased to order and doth hereby order as follows :
(1) The regulations and provisions with regard to persons of Chinese origin in

transit through Canada as established by Orders in Council P.C. 1273 datedthe 10th July, 1923,' and P.C. 71/436 dated the 24th March, 1925,t are herebyrescinded .
im2) Persons ; in transit, within the meaning of Section 22 of the . Chinese

migratton Act, shall be those persons of Chinese origin or descent passing in
continuous journey through Canada to a port or place out of Canada, and shall
be subject to the provisions of the Immigration Act and of any order or
regulation made thereunder relating to entry into Canada, provided that no
such person in transit shall be permitted to land or remain in Canada .
i(3) Notwithstanding anything provided in the Immigration Act, the Chinese
mmigratton*Act, or any Order or Regulation made thereunder, no person shall

be -denied entry to Canada for a temporary visit at a port of entry on the
ground only that he is of Chinese origin or descent or that he is applying at a
port ôther than one designated in Section 7 of the Chinese Immigration Act .
(4) Notwithstanding the requirements of Section 24 of the Chinese

Immigration Act, registration as required by Section 23 of the said Act shall
not limit the person so registering to one visit abroad during the period of
validity - of the said registration provided such registration is effected
subsequent to May lst, 1944, and the final visit is not extended beyond the
period of registration as defined by Order in Council P.C. 10160 . dated the
thirtyfirst day of December 1941 .f

A. D. P. HEENEY ,
Clerk of the Privy Counci l,= r

DEA/5068-A-40
Mémorandunr du sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

1128 .

au Premier ministre
; ; ,,Memoründun: fron : Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

to Prime Minister
[Ottawa,) June ' 2, 194 4

, r . THE CHINESE IMMIGRATION TREAT Y
S~té Dr. Liu, the Chinese Ambassador, called on the Under-Secretary of ~

for Ext 1 •erna Affairs th is morning to discuss the proposed immigration,
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Treaty between Canada and China.. Mr. Robertson askcd Mr. Keenleyside to 
participate in this discussion. . 
2 — Dr. Liu statcd that, after careful examination, his government had 

found it impossible to *accept the principle on which the draft treaty was based. 
The Chinese  objections are: . 

that the treaty, while in form reciprocal as between China and 
Canada, was in fact discriminatory because it would establish a distinction in 
Canadian policy between the admission of Chinese and of other foreigners to 
Canada. - • 

B 	that, -if accepted' by China, the treaty would be seized upon as a 
precedent by other countries that desired to prevent Chinese immigration. 
3 — Dr. Liu pointed out that a number of other countries — chiefly in 

Central America had recently abolished their regulations which prevented 
the entry of Chinese immigrants. The Chinese Government hopes that Canada 
will do the samé. -  He added that the Chinese Government is not anxious to 
foster emigration and would, in fact, impose very strict controls against any 
large scale movement to Cànada or elsewhere. 
4 -- It was pôinted out to Dr. Liu that Canada is in a very different position 

from Cuba, Trinidad or Honduras, and that even the solution adopted by the 
United States (the establishment of a quota undcr the general United States 
scheme of immigration control) would be practically impossible in this country. 
It was added that.although the proposed treaty did provide a special regime 
for Chinese wishing to enter Canada, it was a regime undcr which, in certain 
conditions, Chinese would actually be favoured in comparison with other 
peoples. Moreover, insofar as the treaty might be considered discriminatory, it 
was mutually so — Canadians going to China would be treated exactly as 
would Chinese coming to Canada.. Finally, it was argued that even if the 
proposed treaty was not perfect,' it would represent a very material advance on 
the present position and might ,  eventually be employed as a stepping stone to 
something better. 
5 -- In the course of the discussion, which lasted over an hour, it was als° 

pointed out to Dr. Liu that there could be little hope of the present  Chine  

Immigration Act being repealed unless some workable agreement could be 
reached; that politicàl and demographic conditions in Canada would make it 
quite illusory Ao hope for a complete relaxation of the rules against Chinese 
immigration in any foreseeable future. The failure to maintain strict control 

over the influx of Chinese, if it should come about, would, moreover, make it 
proportiônateli more difficult 'to remove the few remaining handicaps un de 
which persons of Chinese race nôw In Canada suffer. 

r 

6 — Dr.. Liu was clearly not optimistic that his Government would be  
prepared to accept the argument that half a loaf of bread was better than no 
cake. He agreed, however, to explain the Canadian viewpoint again 
Chungking . and was obviously sorry that it has been impossible to 
progress towards agreement. 

	mak 
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If the Chinese Government are determined to insist upon complete 
equality for their nationals under the Canadian immigration regulations, there 
would seem to be no alternative  to  the maintenance of the present Chinese 
Immigration Act. Any movement towards the repeal of that Act, which was 
not accompanied by the concurrent implementation of a new policy that would 
provide effective control, would cause immediate and grave difficulties in 
British Columbia. And under present circumstances the attitude of British 
Columbia would be likely to receive strong support elsewhere in Canada. 

8 	The next step would seem to be clearly up to Chungking. It has been 
explained that Canada cannot accept the ideal solution desired by the Chinese 
Government.' Ottawa has, however, made a useful and a friendly offer. On 
second thought perhaps China will be willing to accept this offer rather than 
face an indefinite continuance of the present situation. 

[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

1129. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 244 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] February 5, 1945 :»(". 	 • 
,f:1 am rather concerned over two or three points on which General Odlum has 

placed emphasis during discussions in the Department. 19  As he will be seeing 
yoti tomorrow afternoon, 1 am sending you this note. 

-.General Odium admits that there is no real chance of Chinese troops 
proving' to be of military value in defeating the Japanese. He has argued 
strongly since his return from Chungking that despite this, we should send 
arms and *munitions, under Mutual Aid or otherwise, to the Chungking 
Goveinment on the ground that it is so much in our interest to maintain 
Chiang Kai-shek in power, both now and after the war, that we should grant 
militarY assistance of this nature. He maintains that the United States has 
aided Chiang Kai-shek for this purpose, but this  bas  been denied in Washing-
ton. It would certainly not be in accordance with the Mutual Aid Act for us to 
suppit• 7 munitiOns to China unless we were satisfied that they would contribute 
to winning the war against the Japanese to such a degree as to deserve priority 
over other destinations. It seems to me that it would be dangerous for us to 
adopt the course which he suggests, which could be regarded as interfering in 
internal Chinese affairs. 
-.General Odium is also very critical of the current United States policy of 

.4e4o1Pèlline the Kuo Min-tang to reach an agreement with the Communists 
In Yenan, and he considers that Canada should not support any such effort to 

gcneral Odium était Ottawa du 29 janvier au 16 février pour des consultations. 
`metal Odlum was in Ottawa from January 29 to February 16 for consultation. 

1827 
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b ring about internal unity in China . I doubt - that we could do very much one

way or' the other to influence a solution of this Chinese internal problem,

except that Gencral' Odlum's personal prestige in . Chungking is high and he
might`on his return' be able to encourage the Generalissimo to resist United
States pressure. Hcre too, I feel that we should follow a policy of "hands off" .

The general wishes to secure from you some guidance as to the line he
should take on his return to China, and it seems likely that he will raise with

you particularly these two matters of milita ry supplies for Chiang Kai-shek

and of his dislike of the new United States policy towards the Communists . "

1130.

DESPATCH 465

Sir,

H. W [RONG ]

DEA/5068-B-40

L'ambassadeur en Chine
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In China
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

Chungking, China, October 9,1945

CIIINESE IMMIGRATION "OISCRIMINATION"

I have th C'honôur to advise you that on a number of occasions recently
Chinese friends of mine have called my attention to a report from Washington,

dated Sept . 27, announcing that representat ives Hclcn Douglas and Frank

Havenner have introduced identical bills in Congress to remove discrimination

against American citizens of Chincse origin . (I am enclosing herewith a copY of

the Central News Agency despatch ~ which made the news public
i n

ë f 'Chungking .)'
2: Evcr - since coming to China I have waited patiently for a lead from the

Department as to the course Canada proposes to follow in connection with the

rectification of Chinese immigration rest rictions . On all occasions I have

defended Canada's position* and i am, of course, qui te prepared to continue

doing so: Canada'â case is a good one, based upon the assumption that the
conditions which 'prevailed - when it was formulated still exist . But any

thoughtful person must agrce that the assumption is not sound. There
l m na °n

been ve ry important changes, not the least of wh ich , ~s the complet e
of Japan from the picture. Japan has eliminated itself.

- 3 . All will agree that Japanese must be completely barred from Canadato°he

long time to come.` But the same unanimous judgment will not ~hina has an
Chinese. =True ; the old major consideration does still prevail

availhei for
overwhelming number of people of a ve ry low stawd ~o t living ,

cndangcrmg
migration . Canada cannot accept many of them ,

»Note mug inele~./Mirtinai note:
apprcwod . W. L. M. Kiinti 10•2-45 .
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economy
I
and standards. China knows this and knows that there must be

restrictions on the possible flow from China to Canada . But the restrictions
should not, however, be on racial grounds. We must not exclude a man because
he is a Chinese ; but we may control his movement to Canada because he
represents a migratable group beyond our capacity to assimilate .

4. It seems to me that the token acceptance of Chinese immigration, such as
the Americans have adopted is the correct answer . Based upon American and
Canadian.populations, the relative proportions should be as 10 to 1 ; that is, ifthe Americans admit 105 per year as acceptable immigrants, Canada should
accept ' 10. But based upon the relative Chinese populations of the two
countries, the proportion, I think, would be about 3 to 1 ; or 35 Chinese
immigrants permitted per year to enter Canada as against 105 for the United
States .

5 . : I'sincerely hope that Canada will raise the issue herself before it becomes
important in the eyes of the Chinese. At the present moment, the position of .
Canada in China is exceedingly good . This favorable atmosphere should, I
submit, be capitalized and a definite effort should be made to reach a happy
understanding on a reciprocal basis . If Canada allows a certain number of
Chinese to migrate to Canada, a similar privilege should be extended to
Canadians by China ; and, above everything else, the rights (of property
ownership, for example) extended to Chinese in Canada should be extended to
Canadians in China. May I urge that this matter be given renewed study ?

I have etc.
VICTOR W. ODLUM -

L'ambassadeur en Chine
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in China
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DEA/3978-40

DESPATCH 497 Chungking, China, October 24, 1945

CONFIDENTIA L

Sir:

CHINA WAR RELIEF FUND & "BETHUNE" HOSPITALS

van of a famous Canadian w o ost is I . G. m g

have the honour to advise you that I have twice within the last few days,
tâlked "with Madame Sun Yat-sen in connection with the suggestion that the
China'~War`Relief Fund of Canada, acting through the Friend's Ambulance
Unit ~(ûndèr' Dr. R. McClure) and cooperating with the China Defence League
(henceforth to be known by its new name of the China Welfare League), the
head of which is Madame Sun Yat-sen, should take over the task of restoring
the -``p~~+• ~ or "Bethune" Hospitals, a name they bear because of the
association with th h 1 h l'f ' China durin
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the war. At present they.  are "cave" hospitals, .in the Northern •  or "border" 
arca. My second visit to Madame Sun was to meet Chou En-lai, who speaks for 
the Communist Party as its senior representative in Chungking now that Mao 
Tze-tung bas  gone North again.. . 
2. Both Madame Sun and Chou En-lai welcomed the suggestion that Canada 

should take major • interest in the Bethune hospitals, and make of them an 
institution that will be recognized as predominantly Canadian. I made it quite 
clear that I had wi) thought that Canada should take over full responsibility. 
The responsibility would continue to rest on Chinese shoulders, Canada merely 
appearing as a friendly helper. If Canada were ever to play a greater role, it 
would only be by agreement following frank negotiation. 
3. Chou En-lai' suggested • that if the C.W.R.F. in Canada approved the 

general  proposa), a committee of three should be set up to supervise and be 
responsible for the undertaking, but not to assume the burden of direct 
administration. He named Madame Sun Yat-sen, Dr. Sun Fe and myself — 
Madame Sun representing the ."left" and the China Defence League, Dr. Sun 
Fo, in person but not officially, representing the Central Government, and 
myself representing Canada. The hospitals would be actually administered 
jointly by the F.A.U. and the China Defence League, under an agreement to be 
worked out. 	 • 
4. No commitment has been made, but the prospects seem promising. If the 

project is carried through, it will establish Canadian prestige in the North as it 
is already established, through the ,West China Union University, in Szechwan. 

5. This despatch; of course, does not suggest any action. It is merely intended 
to bring your information up to date pcnding approval by the C.W.R.F. of the 
proposal put forward by the China committèc. 

I have etc. 
VICTOR W. ODLUNI 

1132. 	 DFA/3978- 40  

L'ambassadeur en Chine 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in China 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 471 	 Chungking, China, November 29, 1945 

Chinese War Relief Fund. My telegram No. 332 of October 18th t  and inY 

despatch No. 483 of October.  18tht and mi despatch No. 553 of November 

27th.t In view of the extent and possible duration of civil strife, the Committees, 

repreiénting Canadian Red Cross and Chinese War Relief Fund have deeidevee  

that Bethune Hospital project is not noW a practical one. It will probably ha 
•■■10 

"Membre, Cornité exécutif central du Kou•ntit•tang et président du Yuan législatif.  

Member. Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang and President of the  

Yorut. 

1830 
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to revert to former type of programme and message to that effect22 will quickly
follow: There is no alternative, for no other project with a strong Canadian
appeal is in sight. Under these circumstances, I think Michael Harris,23 now in
London, should not proceed to Canada .

PARTIE 6/PART 6

CUBA

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au ministre de Grande-Bretagne à Cuba
Secretary of State for External Affairs

to lltinister of Great Britain in Cuba

DEA/288-40

Ottawa, January 22, 194 5

I wish to refer to the matter of the effective extension of the Cuban flour
import subsidy to Canadian flour, as a question of concern to the Canadian
Government .

,The difficulty arises from an agreement reached recently between the
Cuban Minister of Commerce and a committee of flour importers of the
Havana Produce Exchange, the pertinent excerpt from which is as follows :
j;`.`(a) The importers, on behalf of themselves and in the name of the other
members of Ahe Chamber, undertake beginning to-morrow to acquire in the
United States of America wheat flour in sufficient quantities for the necessities
of the country, although this promise is conditional upon the shipping facilities
granted by the United States and by the Government of Washington allowing
for the situation that prevails .

-"(b) On his part, the Minister of Commerce in the name of the Government,
gûarantees that he will arrange official measures to assure to each importer
Who makes importations into Cuba of wheat flour without the special subsidyof $2 .70 per 200# which was enjoyed on the product up to the present, adomestic

subsidy equivalent to the difference between the general subsidy
which rules at the time of shipment and the expressed subsidy of $2 .70, plus
the difference that results by reason of the 2% tax on the export of money and
the %o bank exchange and the 2% consular charges on the mentioned
diffeience,+ •

It tis not } cleâr whether the agreement limits the flour to that of United
States origin, The Cuban Minister of Commerce did not specify any point of
origin bùt did base the import subsidy calculation on the difference between
the United States general export flour subsidy and the special flour subsidy .

Sir ,

"o naDe la Croixrout loqted.
rouge canadienne~Of the Canadian Red Cross .
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Wc arc naturally anxious to have the subsidy apply to Canadian flour and 
also to flour milled in bond in the United States from Canadian wheat. 
Although Canadian flour has not been exported in large volume to Cuba in 
recent years because of the United States subsidies. and  the  Cuban tariff 
restrictions, nevertheless, over 90% of the Cuban flour importations were 
exported from the United States in bond mills located in Buffalo. These mills 
ground Canadian wheat exclusively for cxport to Cuba and obviously cannot 
continue ,  to utilize Canadian wheat unless thcir cxports participate in the 
Cuban import subsidy. 

I understand that this question has been brought to your attention also by L. 
A. Cabrera and Company, Ltd, agents of the Maple Lcaf Milling Company 
Limited, and that the Canadian Trade Commissioner in Havana has been 
furnished with copies of the agreement and other correspondence. 

I should appreciate your considcration of the matter and if in your opinion it 
is one that can appropriately be discussed with the Cuban authorities 
informally, will you be kind cnough to make such representations as you think 
desirable? If you find that any . formal representations arc necessary, I shall be 
glad to' fonvard a noté for that purpose. 

I have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the  Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1832 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au ecrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs , 	, 	_ 	• . 

TELEGRA'M 35 ' 	. 	' 	' 	London, Fcbruary 20, 1945 
. 

Following froin His Majesty's Minister, Havana, to Forcign Office No. 19, 

datCd 19th February for retransmission to you, Begins: 
' Your despatch of January' 22nd, Cuban flour import subsidy. After careful 

. 	. 

consideration I should prefer to await conclusion of Cuban -Unitcd States sugar 

côntract - before expressing an 'opinion as to whcthcr representations of the 

Ctiban dovernment on the flour question arc desirable. There seems to be little 

doubt that question Of flour subsidy is connected with sugar negotiations. 

Despàtcht Will follow in due  'course: Ends: 
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DEA/439-40 .
Ï Le ministre à Cuba au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister in Cuba to Secretary of State for External Affairs
DESPATCN 93

Havana, November 19, 1945

RESTRICTE D

I have the honour to enclose copies of the following documentst relating to
proposals that have been recently made by the directors of Canadian life
insurance companies in Cuba, after conversations with persons interested in
promoting the sales of Cuban cigars abroad, looking to the possibility of
orpening the Canadian market to Cuban cigars in exchange for a relaxation of
Çuban taxes on capital invested abroad .

1 . Memorandum by Mr. William A. Campbell, Chairman of the Life section
of the Cuban Union of Representatives of Insurance Companies, re : Tax on
Capital invested abroad .

2 . . Letter from Mr. H. A. Chisholm, Manager for Cuba of the Sun Life
Assurance Company, to Roy C. Grant, dated Nov . 9 .

discussions of , its terms should probably better wait until the conclusion o f

3 . - Letter and enclosed memorandum by J . L. Mutter, Commercial Secretary,
Canadian Legation, to Mr. C. M. Croft, dated Nov. 9 .

Mr. Campbell called on me on November 10, to leave his memorandum andexplained that Canadian Companies had heretofore received some protection
under Article 4 of the Anglo-Cuban Commercial treaty but that, with the
establishment of the Canadian Legation here in Havana, Cuban Government
officials argued that Canadian Life Assurance companies should no longer
enjoy this'privilege . They were prepared, he said, to negotiate the matter andsuggested that Canada should make Cuba some trade concession in return for
a relaxation of the tax on capital invested abroad which is on the statute books
rîow'`; bût ' has never been collected . Whether the idea of Canada offerin

g cûstoms'coneessions to Cuban cigars originated with the Cuban Government or
with one of the Canadian Life Insurance Company managers (possibly Mr .
Chisholm) is " of little importance. It is, however, of interest, that as Mr .
Campbell points out, the suggestion appealed to the Minister of Finance, the
Prime Minister and the President himself . I told Mr. Campbell that I would be
81ad to transmit his memorandum to you but pointed out that balancing two
süch'different concessions would be difficult . I said that I hoped that eventually
Cuba'`and ` Canada might conclude a general commercial treaty but that

Angln:tJ,S
. 'and Canadian trade and loan discussions in Washington were

cPmpleted and it was possible to see what the future of the Empire preference
system wa s
, . .Mr : Chisholm's proposals which as you can see he took up with Mr . Mutter.
Just ` .béfore his departure are along similar lines to those made by Mr.
Campbell in his memorandum . Mr. Mutter has not yet received a copy of Mr .
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RESTRICTED 

Havana, November 23, 1945 

1 

a 
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Chisholm's letter to Mr. Roy C. Grant and I should be grateful if you would be 
good enough to let him see a copy of the letter as well as Mr. Campbell's 
memorandum While he is in Ottawa.  He will of course be in a good position to 
discuss these suggestions with you 'within the framework of possibilities for the 
future development of trade between Canada and Cuba. 

I have etc. 
EMILE VAILLANCOURT 

1136. 	 DEA/439-40 
Le ministre à Cuba au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, Minister in Cuba to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 93 of November 19 enclosing 

copies of certain documents relating to a proposal that Canada grant certain 
customs privileges to Cuban cigars in retu rn  for taxation concessions to 
Canadian insurance companies. With this. despatch, I enclose a copy of a 
memorandum prepared by the Cuban Union of Insurance Company 
Representatives,' and submitted to iny colleague, the United Kingdom 
Minister, poiziting out that the reception given to the Cuban trade delegation 
visiting Great Britain now with a view to sccuring the reopening of the United 
Kingdom market to Cuban cigars will have a direct bearing on the attitude 
which the Cuban Government will take toward the adjustment of taxation 
'claims against foreign insurance companies for the capital they have invested 
abroad. 

You are aware that Canadian insurancc companies have received a measure 
of protection heretofore under Article 4 of the Anglo-Cuban Commercial 
Treaty. I understand from my colleague, Mr. Dodds, that Mr. H. A. Chisholm, 
Manager for Cuba of the Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, 
accompanied the group of British Fire and Marine Hazard Assurance 
Company representatives whcn they left the enclosed memorandum with him. 

As you may observe,' the memorandum, itself, does not suggest that the 

Canadian companics should not continue to receive the benefit of protection 
given 'them undcr the terrils of the Anglo-Cuban Commercial Treaty whose 

provisions have been suspended during the period of the war because of the 

United Kingdom import difficulties. Now that Canada has established separate 

diplomatic representation here in Cuba ., I doubt if Canadian companies can 
claim, protection under the , Anglo-Cuban Commercial Treaty much longer. 
Accordingly, it would seern advisable to bear in mind, when the terms of any 

future CubanCanadian commercial treaty are bcing considered, the 

desirability' of incorporiting  an , article which would protect Canadian 
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insurance firms and banks against what they consider as arbitrary taxationpolicies of the Cuban Government .

I have etc .
EMILE VAILLANCOUR T

rn A i . ..,.
r~~ ,+Jy-4U

Le directeur, rel4tions commerciales, le ministère
du Commerce,• au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Director, Commercial Relations, -Department of Trade and Commerce,to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, December 29, 194 5
This Division has been considering despatches (Numbers 93 and 96) from

the Canadian
Minister to Cuba regarding the suggestion that tariff concessionsbe granted on Cuban cigars in return for an undertaking by Cuba to relax thetax on capital invested

abroad by foreign insurance companies operating inCuba .

~ This matter as it relates to the Canadian Customs Tariff is primarily one ofconcern to the Department of Finance . We have, however, some observationswhich may have a bearing on more general aspects of the question.''' It is suggested that a large proportion of the cigars that might be importedinto Canada under lower rates of duty would be purchased by U . S . tourists inCanada to take home under the provisions of the $100 exemption . If thisshould turn out to be the case, it would automatically have the unfortunateeffect that to the extent the tourists took home Cuban cigars, their otherpurehases in Canada would be reduced . In any case the United States TariffAct permits" the importation of not more than 100 cigars under the touristPrivilege.2' If there should develop any large importation of Cuban cigars from
Canada, there might be a disposition in the United States to reduce evenfurther the number of cigars allowed entry or to place new restrictions upon thegériëral `privilege. We should deprecate any action which might lead the United
States, authorities to give consideration to withdrawing or reducing theprivilege as it exists.
aWe'doubt also the wisdom of granting a tariff concession under the threat of' confiseatory tax on insurance companies. We desire to obtain morefavourable tariff treatment in Cuba for Canadian products. Particularly weSbould like to sic the surcharges which sometimes apply to Canadian productsreuïôv c d and we should like to obtain most-favoured-nation treatment . To thisén'd'`it'

woûld be desirable to retain our bargaining position in respect of anImPortânt
Cuban export commodity like cigars .

Itinâÿ well be' that there are good reasons why the Canadian tariff on highquality cigars should be reduced in the interests of our own consumers and th e

Nodû ~i~le ;/Marginal note :
ow iogic,' F. H . S(owardl .
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Canadian revenue. Even so, we should prefer to t ry to obtain suitable and
adequate trade concessions in return . Cuba , is to be one of the "drafting"
count ries in the series of bilateral trade negotiations to be undertaken in the
sp ring. We shall accordingly doubtless be negotiating an agreement with Cuba
at that time. It is suggested that the question of the taxation of insurance
companies should if necessa ry be taken up with the whole complex of trade
relations and not as an isolated item and if possible a clause similar to article 4
of the Anglo-Cuban Trade Agreement could be inserted in the treaty with
Canada. In the meantime we question ` whethcr much will be gained by
immediate capitulation under a , threat of more onerous conditions for our
insurance companies, particularly as we understand the same menace applies to
United States and United Kingdom companies, notwithstanding the provision
in the Anglo-Cuban Trade Agreement .

The relevant article of the Anglo-Cuban Treaty of February, 1939 reads as
follows:

;'The Government .of Cuba agree not to subject British insurance enterprises
to legislation imposing conditions which are in any respect more onerous than
those alrcady âpplying to the conduct of their Cuban business ." '

H . R. KEN t P

PARTIE7/PART7
TCHÉCOSLOVAQUIE ~
CZECHOSLOVAKI A

1138. ' DEA/7670-40

Le ministre de Tchécoslovaquie
au sous-secrétaire d 'État associé aux A

1lllnfster of Czechoslovakia
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

No. 1176/45 Ottawa, June 29th,194 5

Dear Mr. Wrong,
I beg to refer to our previous correspondence concerning the Canadian-

Cztchoslovak - Trade " Agreement concluded in Ottawa between our two
Governmentson' March 15th, 1928?'

' ` With regard tof the fact that the Convention did not cease on the occurence

of,war, although its cffects were suspended whilc hostilities lasted - wratéfûl
also the attitude of the Czechoslovak Government - I would be very g
if the suspension period could now be terminated, as hostilities have now ceased

and the ter ri tory of_the Çzechoslovak Republic is again under the administra-

tion of its own government.
~ ~ . . . , . . _ .

39Gnada. Recueil du tral tii. 1928 . N• 6.
Canada. Tnaty Strits,192a, Na 6
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•The Credit Agreement between Canada and Czechoslovakia was recently 
increased from $15,000,000 to $19,000,000 26  and will soon be put into force. I 
would therefore appreciate it very much if the resumption of the Trade 
Agreement could now be carried out and if it could be used as a basis for the 
importation of Canadian goods to Czechoslovakia. 

Sincerely yours, 
FRANTISEK PAVLASEK 

DEA/7670-40 
Le ministère des Affaires extérieures 

au ministre de Tchécoslovaquie 
Department of External Affairs 
to Minister of Czechoslovakia 

Ottawa, July 16, 1945 

Dear Dr. Pavlasek, 
•I refer to your letter of June 29th in which you asked that as hostilities have 

now ceased and the territory of the Czechoslovak Republic is again under the 
administration of its own Government, the suspension period of the Canadian-
Czechoslovak Trade Agreement concluded in Ottawa between our two 
Governmnts on March 15th, 1928, might now be terminated. 

agree that conditions governing the revival of this Agreement between our 
two countries now obtain and I suggest therefore that both countries might 
place on record by an exchange of notes the existing commercial arrangements. 

I feel, however, that under present dislocated shipping and inland 
transportation conditions the strict application of the Agreement might largely 
prevent Czechoslovakia from obtaining the benefits contemplated and I 
therefore suggest the temporary suspension of Article 5 which reads: 

"To enjoy the benefit of the tariff advantages provided for in the foregoing 
iiticles, without prejudice to the stipulations of Article 4, goods the produce or 
manufacture of Czechoslovakia shall be conveyed without transhipment from a 
port of Czechoslovakia, such being understood to be a port of a foreign country 
in which Czechoslovakia has defined rights under treaties to which Canada is a 
Party, or from a port of a country enjoying the benefit of the Preferential or 
Intermediate Târiff, into a sea or river port of Canada." 
There mas., 7 be other, temporary modifications you consider necessary in the 
present circumstances. 

regard the speedy resumption of trade as being more desirable than any 
fernial amendment to the Agreement which would involve avoidable delay. 

• 4 

Recuell dei traltés. 1945, N• 25, 29. 
Canada, Treaty Series. 1945, Nos. 25, 29. 
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1140. DEA/7670-40.~ _
Le ministre de Tchécoslovaquie

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.~ . . _ . . .
Minister of Czechoslovakia

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, July 19th, 194 5

Dear Mr. Robertson ,
I am most grateful for your letter, of July 16th informing me that you agree

that the conditions governing the revival of the Canadian-Czechoslovak Trade
Agreement of March 15th, 1928 may now allow the termination of the period
of its suspension and placing ' it again on'rccord of the existing commercial
arrangements.

I appreciate especially your ve ry kind suggestion to suspend temporarily
Article 5 of this Trade Agreement as enormous difficulties will thus be
overcome. -

If any other temporary -modifications may prove necessa ry under present
circumstances I shall be very glad to l et you know .

I am enclosing the note 'addressed
I
to `the Secreta ry of State for External

Affairs regarding the'revival of this Agreement,-"
Kindly accept my most c o.

rdial thanks for your ve ry considerate and helpful
assistance in this matter by which the speedy resumption of trade has been
made possible.

. . _ .
.. . ,

1 ccrc1 y yuurb ,
FRANTISEK PAVLASEK

. . ,

. PARTIE 8/PART 8

FRANCE
1141. DEA/4794-40

.* Le représentant, le Comité franÇois de la libération nationale ,
# - , au sous-séentoire d 'bat aux Affaires extérieures

Representativé, French Committee of National Liberation ,
to Under-Seeretary of State for External Affairs .

~ .

No. 156
. . . .

{ Ottawa, le'25 janvier 1944
. .~,

Monsieur le Sous-Secr6 taire d'Etat, . -
» Ainsi que j'ai eu l'oa:asion de le faire savoir à vos services il y a quelqu e

temps, Monsieur Philippon s a commencé dans divers milieux canadiens un e

"Ibid. N' a,/Ibid. No. S .
~'P. Philippon, représentant commercial du Comité français de la libération nationale, Montréal .

P. Philippon, Commercial Representatire of French Cammittee of National Libcrauon '

Montreal .
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enquête en vue de déterminer dans quelles conditions il serait possible d'établir 
entre l'Afrique du Nord et le Canada un courant d'échanges commerciaux. 

C'est ainsi qu'il a eu l'occasion de demander au Président de la Commission 
des Liqueurs de la Province de Québec s'il serait en mesure de faire des achats 
de vins en Algérie. M. Desmarais s'est montré intéressé, notamment en ce qui 
Concerne l'acquisition des vins de messe, mais il a déclaré que la réalisation 
d'une telle opération dépendait de la réponse qui serait faite aux deux questions 
suivantes: 

1. Le traité de commerce franco-canadien" peut-il être considéré comme 
continuant à s'appliquer à l'Afrique du Nord et à l'Algérie en particulier, au 
moins en ce qui concerne le tarif douanier applicable aux importations de vins? 
2. Le Gouvernement canadien serait-il disposé à lever, en faveur des vins 

d'Algérie, l'interdiction stipulée le 2 décembre 1940 dans la circulaire No. 
8033C du Département du Revenu National, qui prohibe l'acquisition de 
boissons alcooliques dans un pays ne faisant pas partie de la zone de la livre 
sterling? 

Je vous serais reconnaissant de vouloir bien me mettre en mesure d'éclairer 
M. Philippon quant à ces deux questions. 

Veuillez agréer etc. 
G. BONN EAU 

» te 

1142. DEA/4794-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au représentant, le Comité français de la libération nationale 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Representative, French Committee of National Liberation 

Ottawa, April 6, 1944 

Sir 
liegret that due to the necessity of consulting a number of Departments 

and agencies of Government it has not been practicable to reply earlier to the 
questions you raised in your letter of January 25th. 

"' 1 ' may noW say, howevcr, that, in reply to the first question, the Franco-
Canadian Trade Agreement is still considered as applying to Algeria and 
Frenc•h possessions in North Africa generally. 

 — With respect to the second question set forth in your letter under reference 1 
ais4i ihat, undcr the Var  Exchange Conservation Act, among many other 

Items; the imp6itation of wine from non-sterling countries is prohibited. The 
only exceptions to this prohibition have been a provision by Order in Councir 
that where prohibited articles could be obtained from non-sterling countries 
w.itirlirovision for payment in sterling under conditions satisfactory to the 

, 

aa, Recueil des traités. 1937. IV' 12. 
%-anada; Treaty Serin,  1937. No. 12. 
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Foreign Exehange Control Board a permit will be issucd, :and, in some minor

cases, permits have been issued for sacramental wine where there was evidence
that suitable quality _could not be obtained from sterling countries . It is not

considered that it would be desirable at present to make any special exceptions

to the,Act ;which could give rise to discriminatory situations . At some time in

the future circumstances will doubtless permit the amendment of the Act and
you, may, be assùred that when consideration - is being given to modification
sympathetic attention will be given to the point you have raised .

. . Accept etc.
SCOTT MACDONAL D

,,. for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1143. - ' : , ,:
DEA/688-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d 'État adjoint aux Affaires 'extérieures
Jllemorandunt by Assistant Under-Secretary ojState jor External Affairs

_i . .' .~ .' ~ ~ . ~~ . . .
[Ottawa,] May 15, 1944

M. Mend as-France, Commissioner of Finance in the French Committee,

callcd to see me this morning, accompanied by M. Guyndet, his assistant, and

M. Bonneau and Paul-Boncour of the French Delegation. He said that a chief

purpose of his visit to Ottawa had been to express the gratification of the
Committee for the extension of Mutual Aid .' I told him that we regretted that

the supplies furnished to the Committee had been sô small up to the present,

adding that we appreciated thcir,difficultics in straightening out their supp ► Y

programmes and . adjusting them to their requests on the United States . He
raised two questions in this connection . First, he wished to make a case for our

providing, under Mutual Aid, foodstuffs for French colonial possessions such as

the French West Indies, saying that, in fact, their supplies had to be treated as

a whole, and that if we agreed to furnish say wheat to North Africa only, i t

would mean that they would have to waste shipp ing wheat from N~nhgeneral

to Mart inique. I told him that I felt i t was impossible to lay d l ;t ;cal
principles covering these cases, and that there were domestic p o

difficulties about rovidin , under Mutual Aid, civilian supplies to areas

remote from the war. We had already faced these problems and, in general, we

felt that they had to be treated piecemeal . Secondly, he spoke at some legth on

the problém,of relief supplics and the responsibilities which would be thrown

on the Committce, especially in the event of the rapid liberation of all or most

of French territory. - I think that no new points arose during this part of our

discussion .
He . then raised the question of the retu rn , in some form, of, th~rttwo

French ships which we had requisitioned in 1940 . in part~culôuld

asked for the return to the French fleet (on an undertaking thatt the ship
wat the

be kept in the Allied shipping pool) of the 11laurlenne, on the g round at the
captain of this ship had voluntarily brought her into a Canadian po
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time of the armistice, and this action on his part strengthened the case for 
handing the ship back at once to the French authorities. I told him that I was 
not familiar with the current status of this question, but I knew that the 
Maurienne had been burnt out in Halifax and had had to be reconstructed. I. 
said I would make enquiries and communicate with Mr. Bonneau later..He also 
mentiôned the Limoges, saying that he felt that this ship should either be 
returned to the French now or time chartered to them so that it would be under 
their immediate operational control. 

He then enquired whether there was much prospect of our being able to 
assist the Committee by the provision of ships. I explained that we  • did not 
transfer title of ships under the Mutual Aid procedure, and that we could give 
no commitment, at present, on whether we might be able later on to provide 
ships under bare boat charter in the way adopted with the United Kingdom. 
He expressed great .concern over the probable shipping situation after the 
liberation of France. I told him there might be some prospect, when hostilities 
ended, of their securing freighters owned by Canada, probably by purchase. He 
also asked whether we could provide, under Mutual Aid, small offshore fishing 
vessels, to be used to supplement food supplies in France as soon as possible 
after liberation. I said that we were not, at present, constructing such vessels 
for civilian use, but that a request from them would be taken into consider-
ition. He emphasized that if thcy were able to re-equip the Breton fishing fleet, 
it would cut down on the amount of overseas shipping needed to feed France. 

[HUME WRONG] 

1144. 	 DEA/6544-40 

Afémorandun: du premier secrétaire 
au sous-secrétaire d'État  adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

Afemorandum from First Secretary 
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] May 16, 1944 

1 'was piésent yesterday at the interview between the Minister of Finance 
and Mr. Mendès-France. Mr. Mendès-France again expressed to Mr. Ilsley his 
thanks and the thanlcs of thc Committee for the assistance which the French 
he been receiving from Canada. He then placed before Mr. Ilsley for his 
co.nsideration thC three following points: 

that undcr the plan to pay Allied troops in French currency when 
t,heyaie Frnitce the French authorities would like to recover Canadian 
a°1 a,rs. "igainit Francs advanced for the payment of Canadian troops. The 
Preseni`arrangemenLas he undcrstood it, provided for the recovery of sterling 
againit these Francs in case the Canadian dollar equivalent would accrue to 
thélç dit  of  Great Britain. Mr. Ilslcy said that insofar as he could see it would 
11„„°t,_ni .akè any  difference to us but he suggested that there might be com- 
v"°>ated'accounting. arrangements to be made. Mr. Mendès-France thought 

1841 
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that a round sum could be agreed upon without necessarily working it down to
the last centime .

2.' Mr . - MendU-France told , Mr: 11sley that the French authorities were
fearful that the relatively large purchasing power which would be in the hands
of British, American and Canadian troops if they were paid their full wages in
Francs as compared to the'purchasing power of the French civilian population
and in relation to the amount of - consumer goods available might make for
trouble . He wondered whether any plan could be instituted under which a part
of Canadian soldiers' pay would be withheld and deposited to their accounts at
home. : He said that , this . mattcr has 'alrcady been taken up with the United
States and United Kingdom authorities . Mr. 11sley said that a part of Canadian
soldiers' pay was already being withheld and he would be glad to look into the

beverages can only be purchased in sterling areas .
Mr. Mendas•Francx und ertook to leave with Mr : 11sley a memorandum on

each of the above thrce points.
This conversation, which lasted about twenty minutes, was very cordial

indeed .

partieular ; into the status ~ of. the Order in Council under which alcoholic
from North Africa: Mr. 11sley said that he would look into th is matter and i n

matter.
3 .' Mr.' Menda.s-France enquired as, to the possibility of increasing Canadian

purchases of French Empire 'prod ucts in -ordcr to build'up French-Canadian
dollar balances . He referred particularly to the possibility of importing win e

1145.

No. 24 1

canadiennes.
2: -- l'achat des francs nécessaires au payement de la solde des trouM

canadiennes en France.

à l . la fixation du montant de la solde qui sera versée en France au x

T. A. S[TONE]

DEA/6544-40
t

Le représentant, le Comité français de la libération nationale,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representativë. French Committee of National Liberation,
to Under-Seeretary of St ate for External Affairs

, . . Ottawa, le 27 mai 1944

Monsieur le Sous-Secr à taire d'Etat,
Comme suite aux entretiens que, le 15 mai, M. Mendès-France Commis-

saire National aux Finances a eus respectivement avec l'Honorable C. D.

Howe, Ministre de l'Armement et de L'Approvisionnement, avec M . N• Hume

Wrong, ' Sous-Secrétaire . d'Etat adjoint aux Affaires Extérieures et avec

l'Honourable J. L. Itsley, Ministre des . Finances, j'ai l'honneur de vous faire

parvenir sous cc pli le texte de quatre notes verbales qu i 1 m'a demande de vous

remettre concernant
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Pouvoir d'achat élevé sur un marché où il y a peu de biens à%

3 . - l'aide mutuelle
française au profit des troupes canadiennes en France.4. - les navires français réquisitionés au Canada .

Veuillez agréer etc.
G. BONNEAU

[PI ÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1 ]

Mémorandum du représentant, le Comité français de la libération nationale

Memorandum from Representative, French Committee of National Liberation

[Ottawa,] le 15 mai 1944
Objet

: Fixation du montant de la solde qui sera versée en France aux rcanadiennes t oupes

.Le„ Gouvernement canadien est pleinement informe de la situationéconomique extrêmement précaire qui règne actuellement en France . Quatreannées d'occupation ont dépouillé le pays de la plus grande partie des biens deconsommation ; il n'existe pas de stocks ; la population est sous-alimentée ; laplupart des marchandises manquent .
Si les soldats canadiens devaient recevoir en France la contrevaleur enfrancs de la totalité de leur solde, ils disposeraient d'un pouvoir d'achatbeaucoup plus é levé que celui des Français . Alors qu'un salarié français doitvivre - de son salaire, le soldat des armées alliées recevra gratuitement son

logement, sa nourriture et son habillement, et disposera par conséquent d'un
acquérir.

La conséquence inévitable sera une augmentation des prix et un accroisse-
ment des opérations de marche noir. En outre, la plupart des marchandises
n'existant qu'en quantités insuffisantes, tous les achats individuels faits par lestroupes alliées tendront à réduire la part déjà réduite de la population civile .
:~ La libération provoquera un grand enthousiasme dans le peuple français et il
ëst essentiel de maintenir et de développer les sentiments de camaraderie qui
Pourront se manifester alors entre l'armée alliée et la population civile . Il seraitdéplorable' que des questions matérielles puissent risquer d'entrainer des
frictions entre l'une et l'autre .

Comité 'Français de la Libération Nationale attire donc l'attention la
plus sérieuse`du Gouvernement canadien sur cette importante question, commeil 1'à'déjà fait à' l'égard du Gouvernement des États-Unis et du Gouvernement
du Royaume-Uni . Ii suggère que soient envisagées les mesures suivantes:

1 ) La partie convertible en francs de la solde journalière des militairescanadiens serait, pendant les premiers mois de la libération, jusqu'à l'époque où
le ravitaillement sera améliore, limitée à un chiffre aussi bas que possible ;

2) Des instructions appropriées seront données par le Commandement
militaire pour empêcher les achats individuels de produits alimentaires enFrance par les membres des Armées alliées .

G . B[ONNEAU]
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 
Mémorandum du représentant, 

le Comité français de la libération nationale 
Afemorandum from Representative, 	• 

French Committee of National Liberation 

[Ottawa,] le 15 mai 1944 
• 

Objeti Achat des francs nécessaires au payement de la solde des troupes 
canadiennes en France 

Aux termes de l'accord franco-canadien d'aide mutuelle" les troupes 
canadiennes bénéficieront en France de l'aide Mutuelle de la part des Autorités 
Françaises. Toutefois, l'aide mutuelle,ne s'applique pas aux soldes. Les francs 
nécessaires au payénient de 'la solde des' troupes canadiennes en France, ou 
plutôt au payement de la' pait _dc la solde qui sera 'payable en francs, devront 
donc être achetés aux Autorités Françaises contrc devises étrangères. 

Comme lei questions relatives à la situation des troupcs britanniques en 
France sont traitées par le Commandement Britannique pour Ic compte de 
l'ensemble de l'Empire Britannique, il est , possible que le Commandement 
Britannique envisage de se procurer contrc Livres Sterling les francs 
nécessaires à la solde des troupes canadiennes. Cependant, commc les Autorités 
Françaises ont des besoins dé dollars canadiens ct ne peuvent sc procurer de 
dollars canadiens contre Sterling, il serait mirmal que les francs nécessaires à la 
solde des troupes canadiennes fussent achetés aux Autorités Françaises contre 
dollars Canadiens. 

11 serait souhaitable que le Gouvernement Canadien voulut bien s'entendre 
en ce sens avec le Gouvernement Britannique. Plusieurs solutions pratiques 
peuvent être envisagées en vue de distinguer les fanes' qui seront fournis au 
Commandement Britannique pour les troupes canadiennes et les francs qui 
seront fournis pour les autres troupes de l'Empire Britannique. On ne peut, du 

Côté français, que laisser le soin au Gouvernement Canadien ct au Gouverne-

ment Britannique dc s'entendre sur une formule appropriée. L'essentiel est que 
le but recherché soit atteint, c'est-edire, que la contre•valeur des  francs utilisés 

pour le payement de la Solde des troupes canadiennes soit versée périodiqu e' 
ment aux Autorités Françaises en dollars canad.ens. 

Le Gouvernement Britanniques est également saisi de la question. 

41■1111•■• 

Canada, Rmseildes trôltés; 1944, N• 12. 
Canada, Petit),  Stries. 1944. Na 12. 

1 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE 3/ENCLOSURE 3] 
Mémorandum du représentant, 

le Comité français de la libération nationale 
Memorandum by Representative, 

French Committee of National Liberation 

[Ottawa,] le 15 mai 1944 

Objet: Aide mutuelle au profit des forces canadiennes 
L'accord- d'aide mutuelle franco-canadien prévoit que les Autorités 

Françaises donneront l'aide mutuelle aux Forces Canadiennes en territoire 
français. D'autre part, l'accord d'aide mutuelle franco-britannique en vigueur, 
qui est antérieur à l'accord d'aide mutuelle franco-canadien, et qui d'ailleurs ne 
s'applique qu'aux territoires français outre-mer, ainsi que les arrangements pris 
avec le Gouvernement Britanniques pour l'application dudit accord, prévoient 
que l'aide mutuelle fournie au Gouvernement Britannique comprend toutes les 
troupes réunies sous le Commandement Britannique. Par conséquent, l'aide 
mutuelle au profit des troupes canadiennes qui peuvent se trouver dans les 
territoires français d'outre-mer est fournie, non pas au Gouvernment Canadien 

.• 
mais au Gouvernement Britannique. 

Étant donné que l'aide mutuelle fournie à la France par le Gouvernement 
Canadien est distincte de l'aide fournie par le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni, 
il serait 'à première vue normal que l'aide mutuelle fournie par la France aux 
Forces Canadiennes ne soit pas confondue avec l'aide fournie aux autres 
troupes combattant sous le Commandement Britannique. 

La question ne paraît pas avoir d'intérêt pratique pour les territoires 
français d'outre-mer. Mais vraisemblablement, il en ira de façon différente en 
France. La question se pose donc de savoir si en France, au cas où serait conclu 
Un accord d'aide mutuelle franco-britannique s'appliquant à la France, l'aide 
aux troupes canadiennes ne devrait pas être distinguée de l'aide fournie aux 
autres Forces placées sous le Commandement Britannique. 

Il est suggéré que le Gouvernement Canadien se concerte à ce sujet avec le 
Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni et fasse connaître ses vues au Comité 
Français de la Libération Nationale. 

Le Gouvernement Britannique est également Saisi de la question. 
G. B[0NNEAU1 
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[PI ÈCE JOINTE 4/ENCLOSURE 4]

Mémorandum du représentant,
le Comitéfrançais de la libération nationale

-Mémorandum by Representative,
French Committee of National Liberatio n

[Ottawa,] le 15 mai 1944

Objet: Navires français réquisitionnées au Canada

w 1 . On se rappelle qu'à des p ériodes diverses à partir de juin 1940 ; un certain
nombre de navires français de commerce ont été ; réquisitionnés soit par la
Grande Bretagne et ses Dominions, soit par les Autorit és Amé ricaines .

Par l'effet des accords sign és à Alger le ter mars 1944, un régime nouveau a

été institu é pour ces navires, savoir.
a) un certain nombre+ de navires sont déréquisitionnés par les autorités

intéressés et nous sont rendus pour être ensuite replacés par nous en "Time
Charter" au Pool . , . , .
b) les autres restent sous + réquisition alliée, mais nous sont retournes en

gérance. ~. :
2. I1 ressort de la lettre dont ci-joint copie, qui a été écrite le 7 avril à M . G .

Anduu-Faris par M. Weston, représentant du Ministry of War Transport,'
que les gouvernements du Canada, de l'Australie et du Sud Afrique ont déjà
donn é leur accord pour que les navires r4uisitionn és par eux et remis à la
disposition du Minist ry of War Transport soient placés dan la cat égorie b) .

~3. En ce qui 'concerne le Canada, les navires réquisitionnés ont été les

suivants :
Lisieux qui a été torpill é et coulé.
St.11lalo qui a été coul é ultérieurement .

'Pasteur, Limoges
Jttauilenne Ë ~ ,

Le Pasteur ayant été replacé à la disposition du Ministry of War Transport i l

n'y a aucune question A poser A son égard aux Autorités Canadicnnes .

~. , Il reste donc à régler les cas du Limoges et du Maurienne qui normalement

devraient être également plac és par le Gouvernement du Canada dans le cadre

des accords du Ier man 1944, c'est•à-dire, nous être rcdonncr cri gérance .

Il y a lieu toutefois d'obse rver que le cas du Maurienne est spécial- Ce navire

a bien é té réquisitionné comme les autres, mais apr ès s'cctre rendu ~olontaire-

nrent au Canada sur décision de son Capitaine, (répondant à l'appel du Général

de Gaulle, lorsqu'il a demandé à tous les navires français de commerce de s e

rendre en ports alliés) . Il y aurait donc lieu de demander pour cc navire a
ParAuto ri t és Canadiennes la dlrèquisition, par analogie avec la décision Prise

ux dans
le Gouvernement B ritannique au sujet de navires réquis i t ionnés par
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les mêmes conditions .
Les Autorités Américaines ont de leur côté déré uis'-tionné les navires français qu'ils avaient réquisitionnés après leur entreé 1guerre (sauf Normandie qui a été vendu). en

4 . :Pour
. les navires déréquisitionnés, soit par les Britanniques, soit par lesAméricains, en vue du règlement

des comptes pour la période comprise entre lemoment de la réquisition
et celui de la derequisition, il a été décidé par lesaccords du 1 er mars, que :

«a) le Comité serait crédité pour la période considérée du taux d ecoque nue" prévu par les accords Eisenhower de décembre 1942. location
b) le Comité, par contre, serait débité du montant des réparations effectuéespar les ''Autorités requisitionnaires pour remettre le navire en état denavigation .
5 . En résumé nous demandons:

.1 . La déréquisition du m/s Maurienne . Ce navire est d'ailleurs un bananier, etsi comme on l'espère, ses installations
frigorifiques sont encore en état, il noussera i t vraiment utile, en particulier pour la Martinique .

2• La remise en gérance française du Limoges dont nous ignorons l'état, arapplication des accords du 1er mars 1944. p

G. B[ONNEAU ]
1146.~

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures

, High Commissioner in Great Britain
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGvRAM 1707

DEA/6544-4 0

London, July 10, 1944
With reference to Dominions Office telegrams No . 975 of July 4tht andCireular D. 19 of July Sth,t summarising the position regarding the Agreement

betweeri the United Kingdom and French authorities on the subject of theadministration of French territory.
Articlé 3 (1) of the Agreement provides that the French authorities wouldpla celat'thë disposal of the War Office such funds in French currency as are

reQutred in Metropolitan France by the British armed forces . In negotiatingthis'Agreement it was, of course, intended that it should apply only to UnitedKingdom forces and the above is the understanding of the French officials. TheFreneh have, however, raised the point that some currency will be required forthe use of the Canadian forces for which they expect to be paid in dollars . This
Would' be a matter for direct negotiation between the Canadian Governmentand . t the 'French authorities, and I understand that some preliminary
O

nYersations on this subject have already taken place in Ottawa, but theFrench~are ~ anxious to have this understanding on record . In these circum-S tan ces the United Kingdom authorities suggest that in the exchange of letters
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between the 'United Kingdom and French authorities governing the currency 
arrangements the following sentence should be included: 

"With reference to Article 3, it is understood that the provision of French 
currency and the mutual aid to Canadian forces in Metropolitan France will be 
the subject of separate negotiations between the Canadian and French 
authorities?" 

It is understood that a passage on these lines would satisfy the French. The 
United Kingdom authorities have enquired whether you are prepared to agree 
to the insertion of a passage on these or similar lines. . 

MASSEY 

1147. 	 DEA/6544-40 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

_ 	au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
• 	 e 	 • 

High Commissioner in Great Britain , 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1970 . 	 ' 	- 	London, August 4, 1944 

Your telegram No. 1444 of July 18tht, United Kingdom-French Agreement. 
The following is a result from discussions with representatives of the 

R.C.N., the R.C.A.F., the Financial Superintendent of C.M.H.Q. and the 
Canadian Chief Treasury Officer Overseas. 

I.  It would not be  possible to separate Mutual Aid supplied by French to 
Canadian Forces in France from that given to Allied Forces in general and 
United Kingdom Forces in particular. For operational purposes, Canadian 
Army uses British lines of communication for supplies and services whether 
obtained in France or supplied from United Kingdom bases. 
2. Possible manner of adjustment for Army and R.C.A.F. would be to obtain 

percentage rebate on such items known to include French Mutual Aid covered 
by capitation rates paid to the United Kingdom. This would presumably have 
to be agreed between United Kingdom, French and Canadian authorities and 

the amount so arrived at would be deducted from payments to United 

Kingdom  suspense  account for maintenance of Canadian Army and Air Force 
squadrons from United Kingdom  sources and paid to appropriate French 

authority in Canada or credited as reverse Mutual Aid. 
3. In regard to currency obtained for advances of pay and allowances, we 

understand the United Kingdom arc considering exclusion of such sums from 
Mutual Aid and setting aside quarterly to the credit of the competent French 
authorities in. London the sterling equivalent of the sums so used. If the 
Canadian Government are prepared to consider a similar arrangement, 

provision  may have to be made in regard to French currcncy advanced as paY 

and allowances and not spent in French markets. The following are comments 

by the services on the question of adjustments: 
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(a) Canadian Army obtain advances on a cash advance voucher from United 
Kingdom paymasters and will continue to do so, and United Kingdom 
Command paymasters could turn the cash advance voucher over to the French, 
authorities for credit of British account, and French authority would, in turn, 
render an account, supported by the cash advance voucher, to the Chief 
Treasury Officer in United Kingdom who would verify the correctness of the 
claim and advise Chief Treasury Officer (Army), Ottawa, of the amount to  be 

 paid in dollars to the appropriate French authority in Canada. Any return of 
funds to the United Kingdom paymasters would be covered by the same 
voucher as a credit to Canada and procedure to be applied as a reduction of the 
amount due by us to the French. 
(b) R.C.A.F. now clear advances against pay and R.A.F. allowances to 

Canadian air force personnel through acquittance rolls which are recapitulated 
and total amount refunded by Chief Treasury Officer Overseas to the Air 
Ministry. A rebate is subsequently obtained for R.A.F. allowances. It is 
suggested, therefore, that the amount of advance may represent, to a large 
extent, the allowances payable by the United Kingdom, and it is estimated that 
the âjnourit which would be payable by Canada would be too small to -justify 
the administrative difficulties involved. 
(c) R.C.N. is drawing French currency through Admiralty but amount 

involved is infinitesimal, and recommend that no change be made for. the 
present. 

Please repeat to A.F.H.Q., Comot, Defensor, N.S.H.Q. 

DEA/6544-40 

• Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au représentant, le Comité français de la libération nationale 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
•to Representative, French Committee of National Liberation 

Ottawa, August 4, 1944 

Dear Mr. Bonneau, 	 •  

,A am referring to a note 'dated May 15th, concerning the limitation of the 
PaY which should be drawn by Canadian troops in France, which you 
transmitted to me under cover of a letter dated May 27th. I am informed that, 
although no restrictions have been placed on the sums which may be paid to 
Canadian army or air force personnel in France, the amounts drawn by 
individual soldiers have been relatively small. 

W; .ith respect to the second point mentioned in the note, I am informed that 
an Fun»? Routine Order has been issued concerning individual purchases in 
liberated territory. The Order recites that the existence of surpluses of food in 
va'rioils places in France merely indicates that there has been some interference 
With Abe ,  ordinary channels of distribution. It emphasizes the importance of 

.n.ieriting all available food for redistribution to areas which are in urgent 
need °fit. It also emphasizes the danger of the high prices which may be 

1849 
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caused ' by excessive expenditure . The Order goes on to forbid all individual

purchases from civilians in liberated areas. It is to remain in force until it is
found that certain purchases of non-essentials can be made without occasioning
any substantial increase in p rice or interfering with the restoration of normal

economic conditions .
It is hardly ' necessàry to add that, in view of the severe Gghting which is

taking place the troops will have very little opportunity to- spend money .
Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROBERTSON

1149. DEA/6544-4 0

Le secrétatre 'd'É tat aux Affaires extérleures

aü haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
Seeretary ojState jor External Ajjatrs
to Nigh Commissioner Jn Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1699 Ottawa, August 18,1944

SECRET. Your telegram No. 2106 of August 17th' Agreement on administra-

tion of French temtory.
We sec no objection to insertion in exchange of letters between the United

Kingdom and French authorities of the sentence contained in paragraph 3 of

your telegram No. 1707 of July 10th .

.. There have been no formal negotiations with the French in Ottawa on

sûbject ' of payment in dollars for currency advances or mutual aid, other than

receipt of memoranda from Mend ls-France dated May 15th and arising out of

his conversations here. possible t o
For your confidential information, it now appears that it may be

parrange for payment in dollars for French currency used. for
for ualf pid

and allowances . On the other hand, payment in dollars
supplied to Canadian forces by the French may prove to be impracticable, and

negotiations on this aspect of subject are not likely to I. fru 1 tful .

1150.
DEA/6544-4 0

le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
to High Commissioner ln Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1753 Ottawa, Au8ust 24 , 1944
, ; . J

SecR trr. Your telegrâm No. 197 (
our No : 1699 of August 18.

In order to `pcovide the French here ' with funds for purchasing essential
civilian .requiremcnts in ' Canada, we desire to put into effect as soon as possible

, er _,
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arrangements for paying French authorities in Canadian dollars for francs 
obtained for pay of Canadian troops in France. Matter has been discussed with 
French Delegation here who are communicating with Algiers. United Kingdom 
Treasury Representative in Ottawa has also been acquainted with our wishes 
and is notifying Treasury in London. Canadian Army is cabling Financial 
Sueerintendent at C.M.H.Q. on the matter and asking him if it is possible to 
put into effect quickly the procedure suggested in paragraph 3 (a) of your 
telegram No..1970. It is hoped to arrange at earliest opportunity for a payment 
to French here of Canadian dollar equivalent of francs obtained for . Canadian 
Army in France during June, July and August. 

We understand that United Kingdom-France agreement on currency and 
Mütual Aid was to be signed on August 22nd and take effect as from June 6th. 
We  propose  arrangement for purchase of French francs for Canadian troops 
and payment therefor should also date from June 6th, which may involve some 
readjustment with United Kingdom authorities. Financial Superintendent at 
C.M.H.Q. has been asked to investigate this aspect. Please take any steps 
which may be necessary to assist him in bringing the proposed arrangements 
int6 'effect as quickly as possible. 

DEA/6544-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, September 5, 1944 

Your telegram No. 1836 of September 2nd,t, purchase of French francs. 
Machinery has now beerr worked out here between War Office, French 

delegation and C.M.H.Q. Can see no objection to making payment now. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
;, au représentant, le Comité français de la libération nationale 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Representative, French Committee of National Liberation 

Ottawa, September 26, 1944 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your note of May 15th" in which you inquire 

cioncerning the French ships requisitioned by the Government of Canada 
awing the year 1940. 

3IPiècejointe 4, document 1145/Enclosure 4, Document 1145. 

• 	 ‘I 
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I am now able to inform you that the Canadian Gove r French vessels,dthe
considcr handing over to the French authorities two forme r
M.V.,Maürienne and the S .S . Limoges; provided, in the first place, that the

French authori ties give the Government of Canada
uarant e accepted

i
by the

claims of the owners or theirKB~e and thetUnited States in the Algiers
Governments of the ' United Kingdom
Agreement of March 1st, 1944 ; and in the second place,

thetterm of requisutilon
accepted that the compensation to .be agreed upon for
be a contribution by the French authori ties under the provisions of

thetGlovern -
ment

; theMutual Aid Agreement, signed on April 14, 1944 ,
of Canada and - the French , Committee of Nationa l

terms of bcorinpensation

for the S.S
. Government Lisieux

of Canad aCanad
a and is the

Sprepa~ds`•
~falo, and the fishing vessel Angelus,

subject to a similar guarantee . that our respective expert
If this proposal is agreeable to you, I sugges t

advisers meet' to discuss the terms of compensation the
S

S
by the

Limoge s
Government of Canada at as early~ûitthes mp ddlelof s nc e Octoixr and the Ai.V.
will retu rn from the West Indics

a

Maurienne is expected to be fit for sea at about the same time .

Accept, etc .
N. A. ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

DEA/614-C-40
1153.

Le sous-secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures

.au reprFsentant , le Comité français de la libération nationale

Under-Seeretary ojState for External Affairs
to Representative, French Committee of National Liberation

Ottawa, November 22 ,194 4

Dear Mr. Bonneau ,
I am enclosing a memorandum of the substance 'of the conversation

French

took place this mo rn ing, conce rn ing the release from control of var► o

assets in Canada.
Yours sincerely ,

N. A . ROBERTSON
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. Dollar deposit - Acct . µB" $155,000,000 .00
Canadian dollar deposi tf% $33,975 .71

1853 :

[Ottawa, c . November 22, `1944]

At a conference in the office of the Under-Secretary of State for External :
Affairs at noon on November 22nd, the following information was, given
concerning the preparations which are being made for withdrawing control
from various French assets in Canada :-

1 . An Order-in-Council will be required to withdraw control from the French
Legation property, French consular property and other property belonging to
the French State in Canada . This Order will provide that any expenses
incurred by the Canadian Government under the provisions of Orders-in-
Council P.C. 352 of January 14th, 1943,t and P.C. 2325 of March 23rd, 1943,t
may be met by the Custodian out of the account maintained by the Bank of
Canada in the name of "Custodian, Department of Secretary of State, French
State Account." The balance of this account will then be transferred . to the
Canadian dollar account of the Government of the French Republic .

2. A-draft Order-in-Council is also being prepared, providing for the release
of the French Government accounts . These accounts include (as of September
16th) :

U .S. Dollar deposit - Acct. "'A" $1,597,520.75U .S

ustodian, Department of the Secretary of Statc French Stat e
Âocount - Canadian Dollar Deposit IS

,
pccial Account) $617 .8 8

It was agreed that all of these accounts arose from an earlier account which
was opened on July 12th, 1940, and which consisted of deposits made by the
British Purchasing Commission . It was added that the payments made by this
Commission are likely to be the subject of discussion between the Government ,of - the 4; United Kingdom and the Provisional Government of the French
Republic . When the Order-in-Council has been passed releasing these
accounts, we shall hope to receive a statement from you of the officers
authorized to operate them in order that we may transmit this information to
the Bank of Canada. •
3 .° The holdings of the Bank of France are as follows:, . . . . .

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum

Memorandum

Gold
Canadian Dollar Deposit
French Bank Notes (Ottawa)
French Bank Notes (London)

11,135,127.979 fine ozs.
$572,149 .65

908,165 francs'
350,040 francs

In order that Custodianship control of these holdings may be released, it will be
necessary to have an assurance that the Bank of France is under the control of
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the Provisional Government of the French Republic. It will also be necessary, 
before the Bank of France can give instructions to the Bank of Canada 
regarding these holdings, that we should be informed of the officers who are 
authorized to sign on behalf of the Bank of France. 
4. Private Property. As somas normal banking facilities for the transfer of 

funds exist, payment of the following will be permitted after clearance with the 
Custodian: •' 
(i) • Canadian military and civil pensions; 
(ii) ' Payments tinder Workrneh's Compensation Acts; 

• (iii) Government and insurance annuities. 
Insurance companies will require individual releases from the Custodian for the 
payment of insurance annuities. 

5. In the case of other . property individual claims must be submitted to the 
Custodian, to be considered on their_merits. Before considering any application 
the Custodian will require a certificate from the appropriate authority of the 
French Provisional Government regarding the status  and  identity of the 
claimant. The French certificate will not mean automatic release of property as 
the Custodian maY either approve  or  defer for further examination. . 	. 	. 
6. Favourable consideration on coMpassionate  grounds  will be given to 

claimants for interim relief,payménts out of méneys held by the Custodian, 
provided that identity and need are established and the  Canadian Embassy in 
France and the French Provisional Government approve. 
7. The Custodian's control, which is to be released, has afforded a consider-

able degree of protection to the owners of French assets in Canada. They have 
been protected against forfeiture for non-payment of taxes and proceedings 
have been taken to collect debts due to them. A request was, therefore, made 
that a general assurance should be ôbtained from the Provisional Government 
of the French Republic and that France would support and respect the claims 
of Canadian creditors in France in the same manner as the Canadian 
Government, had acted upon Ahe claims of French creditors in Canada. It is 
realized that circumstances do not permit of identical procedures but it would 
be appreciated if we might have a statement of the stcps which the Provisional 
Government of France can see its way to taking. 
8. lu wae agreed that two further matters should be discussed with the 

Canadian Custodian. The first concerns copyrights, patents, trade-marks and 
trade names, and any licences which the Custodian has issued for the use of 
copyrights, etc. The second concerns the release from control of French 

enterprises in Canada. In a general way it was understood that an applicator  
for release from control -'—"- ?piffle 01 

assets held by individuals. 

- 
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1154. DEA/614-C-40 
Décret en Conseil 
Order in Council 

P.C. 8965 	 [Ottawad November 27, 1944• 

WHEREAS the Secretary of State for External Affairs reports as follows,— 
By an Order in Council P.O. 222, January 12, 1943,' measures were 

adopted to regulate the holding and disposition of the following accounts 
maintained by the Bank of Canada for the French State — 
(a) Canadian Dollar Account for the Government of the French Republic 

(opened April 12, 1940); 
(b) United States Dollar Account of the Government of the French Republic 

denominated "Account A" (opened July 12, 1940); 
(c), United States Dollar Account of the Government of the French Republic 

"

denominated "Account B" (opened July 28, 1942, by transfer from "Account 
A); , 
in order to. provide for a situation then existing in which there was no 
byernment recognized as representing the French State. 

The Government of Canada provided on the 23rd of October, 1944, for the 
formal recognition of the Provisional Government of France as being the 
Government which represents the French State and as being the Government, 
the acts of whichmust be adopted and recognized by any government which 
later inay be duly established in France. 

It is expedient that the accounts listed above, which are now held by the 
Bank of Canada, should no longer be subject to the disposition of the duly 
accredited representative of the Provisional Government of France. 

THEREFORE, His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on the 
recommendation of the Secretary of State for External Affairs, concurred in by 
the Minister of Finance and by the Secretary of State of Canada, is pleased to 
revoke Order in Council P.O. 222, January 12, 1943, and it is hereby revoked 
accordingly. 

His Excellency in Council, on the same recommendation, with the 
concurrence aforesaid, and under the authority of the War Measures Act, is 
Pleased to order and doth hereby order that the Bank of Canada may accept as 
signing officers for the accounts as listed above any signing officers named by 
the Provisional Government of France through that Government's representa-
tive in Canada subject to authentication and approval by or on behalf of the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 

Clerk of the Privy Council 
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DEA/614-40

Le counseiller commercial, l'ambassade de France,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Commercial Counsellor, Embassy ofFrance,
to Under-Secretary of State for Extern Affairs

Ottawa, le 6 décembre 1944
No. 30 3

Monsieur le Sous-Secrétaire d'Etat,
: Ambassade au sujet

Faisant suite aux questions que vous avez posées à notr e

de la Banque de France, j'ai l'honneur de vous faire part ci-dessous des

informations que je viens de recevoir de mon Département: -
11,1° Le Gouverncur ' dc la Bnnquc de France est M . Emmanuel Monick, qui a

clé, nommé à ces fonctions - par décret du Gouvernement Provisoire de la

République Frânçaise, en ' date du 7 octobre 1944, 'décret publié au journal

officiel de la République Française du 8 octobre, page E~
: Charles Cariguel

2° Le Gouvcrneur : dc la Banque de France a confirmé i
dans ses fonctions de Directeur Général du 'service bancaire étranger,

~ or ret de
comportent les pouvoirs derecevoir et de contrôler tous les dépôts
devises que la Banque de', France ' possèdc 3 l'étranger et notamment à la

Banque du Canada et, d'en disposer . investi . M. Cariguel, sont
, Ces pouvoirs, dont était déjà précédemmentet aux dispositions de la loi

conformes aux statuts de la Banqu e
française. du

e Je pense que ces précisions sont suffisantes pour donner à la Banque
Canada les garanties que très légitimement elle désirait avoir avan t

entendu,da Irentière
ses relations avec la Banque de France, main reste ,toutes> autres informations
disposition ' de la Banque du Canada ,

complémentaires lui paraitruient nécessaires .-
-

_
. • vouloir trouver ici

Je vous prie, Monsieur le Sous-Secrétaire * d'Etat, de b i en

a te cons iacrauu il.
--------- , G. PAUt.- oN

Conseiller Commercia lFinancierchargé des fonctions d'Attace au Canad a
, dc l'Ambassadc dc Fra n

,
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DEA/614-C-40 
Le' sou.  s-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au représentant, le Comité:français de la libération nationale 
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 	 „ 

to RePresentative, French Committee of National Liberation - 

Ottawa, December 28, 1944 

Dear Mr. Bonneau, 
I am writing to let you know that the Custodian is taking action to release 

the account of the Bank of France, including its gold holdings, from Custodian 
control. This action will leave it open to the Bank of France to communicate 
direct with the Bank of Canada on this subject. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

1157. 	 DEA/l-Hs 
Le chargé d'affaires en Belgique 

au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in Belgium 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Brussels, January 30, 1945 
, 

Dear .  Mr. Robertson,  •  
I am sending you herewith, copy of a letter which I have received through 

General , Vanier, from  Maître Jean Sturel, a French lawyer who will be 
defending General Bergeret" af his trial. I am enclosing the text of my replyt 
in Which you will see that I do not consider myself free to appear as a witness 
without your permission since the knowledge of the military facts on which I 
could report was acquired in the course of my duties in France. I am leaving it 
entirely to you to decide what should be done, but should you agree that my 
testimony should not be withheld when a man's life is in cause it is essential 
that it should be given in camera for reasons of security. 

As I,wrote to you before, General Bergeret allowed the Intelligence Section 
of his Ministry to enter into contact, through myself, with the British 
Intelligence, and covered the activities of his subordinates at great risk. 
General Ronin, Head of the Service de Renseignements, with some of his 
agents, was  once  arrested by Admiral Darlan's police and questioned without 
succesifor ieveral days. Admiral Darlan was unable to establish the proof that 

nGénéral Jean Bergeret, secrétaire d'État à l'Air du Gouvernement de Vichy, 1941-42; haut 

Commissaire en Afrique du Nord, 1942-43; commandant en chef, forces aériennes en Afrique-

occidentale française, 1943. 
?,e .neral Jean Bergeret, Vichy Secretary of State for Air, 1941-2; High Commissioner in North 

ninca; 1942-3i Commander-in-Chief, Air Forces in French West Africa, 1943. 

1857 

1156. 
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General Bergéret's men were working for the Allies . However, before releasing
them he insisted that General Bergeret should promise that, in future, all
contacts should cease between himself and his Service on the one hand and the
B ri tish on the other. I ,must say that this promise did not prevent in any way

General Bergeret and his assistants from continuing their very useful activities

in our favour. These are the only fâcts I would be ready to testify about and
would not agree to express any opinion on General Bergeret's political position

in , France after 1940. I am under the impression that if these facts could be
made clear to the Court, General Bergeret would, at least, receive a more
moderate judgment than he could expect if these facts remained unknown .

Yours sincerely,
PIERRE DUPU Y

1158 .
DEA/1-H s

Le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary ojStatefor External Affairs
to Ambassador In France

DESPATCH 126 Ottawa, February 19, 1945

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to a letter of Janua ry 2, 19451 from Maitre Jean

Sturel, General Bergeret's lawyer of Paris, which was transmitted through you
to Mr. Dupuy:

2. In conncctiôn with 'this matter, I should be grateful if you would inform
the French autho rities that Mr. Dupuy brought Mr. Sturel's request to the

attention .of our Department, and that the ' Department thinks that, in the

interest of, justice, it would be necessary to waive any immunity which Mr .

Dupuy- might possess and enable ' him to attend and give the tribunal any

information which ' the tribunal might desire, in order to insure that justice
would be done in this case. .Mr . Dupuy, could only do this if the proceedings,

insofar . as he was, concerned, were In camera . A letter is being sent to Mr.
Duptiy, 'enclosing copy of this despatch, to{inform him that the Depart ro ent has

no objection tô his giving testimony at General Bergeret's trial . "
. . . .~ ._ . . .

I have etc.
. J. E. REA D

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

;~'La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document : ~

The following note was wri tten on this copy of the document:

Mr. Raoul-Duval of the French Embassy asked me this afternoon if Dupuÿ s

tatimony c(oulld be made available to the Court i nvatigzting Gen. Bcrgcrct's

conduct. I read him the relevant instructions which had been sent to Gen . Vanicr and

Mr. Dupuy . N . A. R(oberuon ) . 5•34 5 .

]
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1159. DEA/7864-40 
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<4‘, 

Le conseiller commercial, l'ambassade de France, 
au ministre des Finances 

Commercial Counsellor, Embassy of France, 
to Minister of Finance 

140. 1041 	 Ottawa, June 12, 1945• 

Honourable Minister, 
On the occasion of his recent coming to Canada, M. Guillaume Guindey, 

Inspector of. Finances, Assistant Director of the Treasury, had conversations 
with Dr. W. C. Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance and Mr. Graham Towers, 
Governor of the Bank of Canada, respecting an exchange of letters intended to 
define more clearly the conditions in which financial settlements between 
Canada and the franc zone would be carried out. 

As a matter of fact, it appeared during the course of these conversations 
that a first project which had been worked out at the time of and with 
reference to the payments of Canadian dollars effected by your government per 
contra French francs received for the pay and expenses of Canadian troops 
stationed in France, a project I had discussed previously in particular with Mr. 
R. B. Bryce, Financial Investigator of your Department, has since then been 
outstripped by the turn of events. 
::Hence, it was essential that there be evolved a new project better suited to 

the new situation and making it possible to effect until further notice the 
financial settlements that can arise between the franc zone and Canada. 

Consequently, I have the honour, as agreed between M. G. Guindey, and 
Messrs. W. C. Clark and Graham Towers, to deliver to you herewith the 
project my Department has instructed me to submit for your approval. 

Seeing that it seems to me it is a matter of mutual interest to Canada and 
France  that this question which has long been under study be settled rapidly, 
niaY I inake bold to ask you to be kind enough to make a rapid examination of 
the project in question, so that there may take place without too much delay 
the exchange or letters that would culminate in the agreement of our two 
goïernnients on the terms and conditions contemplated. 

C. PAUL-BONCOUR 
Commercial Counsellor 

charged with the duties of Financial Attaché 
to the French Embassy in Canada 
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[PIÈCES JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Projet de proposition de l'ambassade de France

Draft Proposal by Embassy of France
[Ottawa, c . June 12, 1945 1

FRENCH SETTLEAIENTS BETWEEN CANADA AND THE FRANC ZON E

Payments between Canada and the franc zone will be effected in accordance
with the following provisions :

1 : All Canadian dollârs held by the Bank of France will be entered in a singl e

account' in Canadian dollars. This account will be credited in particular:
a) with Canadian dollars - which the Bank 'of France will purchase from

persons residing in the franc zone (Canadian dollars corresponding either wit h

revenues or a capital sum) ,
b) Canadian dollars paid by the Bank of Canada for the acquisition o f

French francs with a view to payments in the franc zone .

2. Payments from the franc zone to Canada will be mad e
a) In Canadian dollars when the matter has to do with 10 official French

payments (purchases through the medium of the French Purchasing Mission t o

Canada and the expenses of French diplômatic missions to Canada) II° wit h

payments from St . Pierre and Miquelon .
b) In United States dollars in all other cases .

3 . Payments by Canada in the franc zone will be made in principle in United

States dollars with the rescrvation of the two following cxccptions :

a) Payments receivable for the account of St . Pierre and Miquclon will b e

imade in C'anâdan dollars.
b) The Bank of Canada may continue to acquire francs against Canadia n

dollars for the purpose of affecting payments in the franc zone .

4 . a) The credit balance in francs of the account of the Bank of Canada
the ~ Bank of , France may at any moment be ` converted into U

dollars .b) On account of the importance of the . payments which the Frenc h
n o

Government will have to effect in Canada during a certain period, there
i s

reason to anticipate at the present time the conversion into United States

dollars of the credit balance of the Bank of France w i th the Bank of Canada .

However, the evolution of circumstances was to lead subscquently to the

accumulation to the credit of the account of the Bank of France with theof th e
of Canada of a balance of Canadian dollars in excess of the requircme~uld be
French Government for its payments to Canada . This balance

converted into United States dollars .
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1161. DEA/I-AHs 
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1160. •DEA/1-AHs 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au chargé d'affaires .aux gouvernements alliés 	 ' 
Secretary of State for External Affairs • , 

to Chargé d'Affaires to Allied Governments 

TELEGRAM 52 	 Ottawa, June 13, 1945 

Following for the Canadian Minister to the Netherlands, Begins: Enquiry 
has been received from French Embassy as to whether we would authorize you 
to testify in the case of M. Jacques Chevalier, hitherto secrétaire I d'État à 
l'Instruction Publique, about his relations with the British Government from 
December 1940 to May 1941. 

Department has no objection in principle to such a testimony, provided the 
information given would definitely be essential to ensure that justice would be 
done. 

Before replying to the French Embassy's enquiry, I would appreciate it if 
you would say by telegram whether the information in your possession would 
be necessary to ensure justice in this matter. 

Le chargé d'affaires auprès des gouvernements alliés 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires to Allied Governments 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 128 	 London, June 14, 1945 

TOP SECRET. Your telegram No. 52, June 13th. Jacques Chevalier was 
essential link for communications between London and Marshal Petain. 
Consider that if judicial authorities were in possession of this information it 
w'ould greatly help in his defence. Ends. 

1162.- 	 DEA/688-40 

L'ambassadeur de France 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of France 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

No. 119 	 Ottawa, le 19 juin 1945 

le Sous-Secrétaire d'Etat, 
l'honneur de vous présenter au nom de mon Gouvernement la demande 

de restitution au Gouvernement Français des deux navires de notre flotte de 
ci)Innierce, le M. V. Maurienne et le S.S. Limoges. 
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r' Il serait hautement désirable que ces deux navires, réquisitionés par votre
Gouvernement en 1940, puissent être rendus 31a gé rance française dans le plus
bref délai possible.

J'ai également l'honneur de vous demander de vouloir bien me faire
connaître la compensation équitable que votre Gouve rnement compte proposer
au titre des indemnités prévues, afférentes d'une part à l'utilisation propre de
ces navires, et d'autre part aux réparations et remise en état qui pourraient en
découler.

. Je suis enfin en mesure de donner l'assurance à votre Gouvernement qu'il ne
pourra en - aucun cas avoir à supporter les conséquences d'un recours éventuel
des propri étaires de ces nâvires, relatif à ces indemnités dont le montant et le s
modalités de paiement seront déterminés par accord entre le Gouvernement
canadien et le Gouvernement français .

Veuillez agréer etc .
' <> J. DE HAUTECLOCQU E

DEA/1864-4 0

Le m1nïstrè des Finance s
au conselller commercial, l'ambassade de France

Minister of Finance
to Commercial Counsellor, Embassy of France

Ottawa, June 22, 1945 .

Dear M. Paul-Boncour, ; . ,
I wish to thank you for ÿour' lcttcr of Jufne 12th, containing draft proposals

for financial arrangements between Canada and the franc area .
In p rinciple, these proposals are acceptable'to me, subject to the following

points of interpretation; M
1 . ' In . paragraph 1(a), where it is stated that the Canadian dollar accounthé

the Bank of France will be credited in part with Canadian dollars which the
Bank of France buys from persons residing in the franc area (Canadian dollars

arising out, of either income or capital), I have to point out that under our
foreign exchange control regulations Canadian dollars arising out of capital
payments arcç not ordinarily good payment for exports which, when consigned

to c~unt ries outside the sterling area, are required to producc either United

States funds or a currency freely convertible into United States funds . As the
•Governor of the Bank of Canada informed M. Gu i ndc , however, we should be

prepared to allow Canadian dollar bank balances owned by residents of France,
and now under the control of the Canadian Custodian of Enemy Property,

be transferred to the account of the Bank of France and uscd to make
payments in Canada, including payments for goods to be cxported from

Canada to the franc area . without attempting to determine whether these

Canadian `dollar' balances âroae out of Income or capi tal transactions . We

should not at the present time be préparcd to undertake that future Canadian
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Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of France 

Ottawa, June 28, 1945 

EMI 
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dollar payments of a capital nature to residents of France would be similarly 
treated, but we should, of course, be prepared to discuss this question with you 
in the light of the circumstances prevailing at the time the situation arose. 
t 2.: In the enumeration in paragraph I of the sources of Canadian dollars 
which will be credited to the account of the Bank of France, it might be 
desirable to include as a separate item: 
- (c) Canadian dollars arising out of the sale of United States funds in Canada. 
:3. In pâragraph 2 (a) it would be desirable to state that payments from the 
frànc area  to Canada may be made in Canadian dollars "derived from official 
sources as described in paragraph 1 above." The addition of paragraph 1 (c) 
stiggested above will complete the list of official sources of Canadian dollars 
and the addition of this phrase will make it clear that the Canadian dollars to 

used in payment from the franc area to Canada cannot arise through 
purchases in the unofficial market in Canadian dollars. 

I have discussed the points relating to the conduct of the Bank of France 
ico5unt with the Bank of Canada, and am advised that they are satisfactory to 
the Bank of Canada. 1 assume that the Bank of France will be in direct 
communication with the Bank of Canada regarding the details of these 
arrangements. 

The arrangements you propose regarding the convertibility into United 
States funds of excess French franc balances which France may hold, and 
excess Canadian dollar balances which France may hold, are satisfactory. 
.,If these points of interpretation are satisfactory to your Department and you 

cari Cônfirm that fact to me by letter, I would suggest that our exchange of 
letters, together with your memorandum, should themselves constitute the 
agreement between our two Governments on the matters which they concern. 

Yours very truly, 
J. L. ILSLEY 

of 	WI 	1164. 	 , 
he 	

DEA/688 -40 

irs 	 Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
ur 	 à l'ambassadeur de France 
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In 	 I am pleased to inform you that the Government of Canada is ready to make 

arrangements for the prompt delivery of these ships and to leave the terms of 

1863 

Excellency, 
'J have the honour to refer to your note of June 19th conveying in the name 

of your Government a request, first for the return of the two French vessels 

Af.V,  Maurienne and S.S. Limoges which were requisitioned by the Govern-

11:1:M of Canada in 1940, and secondly for compensation in respect of their use 
for  the period of their requisition. 
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compensation to be agreed upon by the expert advisers of the two Govern-
ments, "who, it is suggested, should meet at as early a date as possible .

As regards the method by which this compensation is to be paid, I should
like to draw your attention to my earlier note of September 26th addressed to
your predecessor in which it was indicated that the Government of Canada
would wish it to be mutually accepted that the compensation to be agreed upon
for the term of requisition be a contribution by the French authorities under
the provisions of Article II of the Mutual Aid Agreement, signed on April 14,
1944, between, the Government of, Canada and the French Committee of
National Liberation .. _ ._ . t , : .

Subject to the acceptance of this understanding, the Government of Canada
would , be glad to arrange an early meeting of expert advisers and would be
prepared to discuss, in addition to the terms of compensation for the use of the
Al. V. Maurienne and S.S.- Limoges, terms of compensation for the two French
ships, the S.S., Lisieux and the S.S. St . Atalo, which were lost subsequent to
requisition, provided that the French authorities are willing to give, ' in respect
of these two vessels, a guarantee of indemnity similar to that contained in your
note of June 19th in respect of the Maurienne and the Limoges.

Accept etc.
. J . E . REA D

for the Secretary of State
for External Affair s

1165 . DEA/1-V s

, .. . Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne"

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner In Great Britain"

TELEGRAM 1814 Ottawa, August 8, 194 5

IMMEDIATE. PERSONAL AND CONFiDENTtAL.• Any public statement arisin g

from M. Chevalier's evidence at the Petain trial yesterday should come from
the United Kingdom authorities and you should not discuss the matter with the
press . In response, to press enquiries here we shall confine ourselves to general
account of the arrangements under which you were authorized to convey
messages between London and Vichy and shall not say anything about the
substance of your discussions in Vichy .

34 Le ti;ligramme était adressé comme suit :ffhe telegram was addressed as follows :
°°- For the Canadian Minister to the Netherl s nds ; London .
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1168. , DEA/7864-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux gouvernements alliés 
- 	 au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires to Allied Governments 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 165 - 	 London, August 9, 1945 

Following from Dupuy, Begins: Your telegram No. 1814 of August 8th. 
. Thank you for informing me of Department's position regarding press and 

Petain trial. As far as I am concerned I have only to maintain attitude I have 
adopted from the start. When requests have been made to me for comments I 
have stated the information collected by me in the accomplishment of my 
missions to France is the property of my Government and that I can make no 
statement unless instructed to do so. Ends. 

1167. 

TELEGRAM 75 

DEA/1 -Vs  
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au chargé d'affaires aux gouvernements alliés 
Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Chargé d'Affaires to Allied Governments 

Ottawa, August 10, 1945 

Your telegram No. 165. The press were given yesterday some general 
information about circumstances and dates of your visits to Vichy in 1940 and 
1941 but nothing was said on substance of Chevalier's evidence. Press were told 
that any comment on this should come from United Kingdom authorities. Your 
report of your 1940 visit is not sufficiently detailed to enable us to judge 
accuracy of Chevalier's statements. Please, therefore, send by bag your 
comments" on his assertions, especially concerning the conclusion of an 
agreement which was accepted by Petain and United Kingdom Government. 

Vantbassadeur de France 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of France 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, le 25 août 1945 N« 160 

Monsieur le Sous-Secrétaire d'Etat, 
L;  Le Ministère canadien des Finances d'une part et le Conseiller Commercial 
fle l'Ambassade de France agissant sur les instructions du Ministère français 

'Non trouvé/Not located. 
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des Finances d'autre part, ont défini d'un commun accord les modalités selon
lesquelles seront effectués les paiements entre le Canada et la zone-franc .

Les conversations ainsi engagées, ont abouti à la rédaction d'un memoran-
dum qui a reçu l'accord du gouvernement` français et que j'ai l'honneur de vous
transmettre sous ce pli .16

Le' meinorandum ci-joint tient compte dans sa rédaction actuelle des
obse rvations formulées par la Ministre canadien des Finances dans sa lettre du
28 juin 1945 au Conseiller Commercial de l'Ambassade de France .

Je vous confirme, d'autre part, qûe le gouvernement français est entièrement
d'accord sur l'interprétation ' donnée au ' présent memorandum par le Ministre
canadien des Finances dans sa lettre ci-dessus visée .

Le gouvernement français comprend notamment que le gouvernement
canadien n'est pas actuellement disposé à` autoriser l'utilisation, pour des
paiements au Canada, de capitaux appartenant au Canada à des résidents de la
zone franc . Toutefois, il est entendu que chaque cas particulier pourra, à cet
égard, être examiné d'un common accord à la lumière des circonstances et,
d'autre part, que toutes les sommes actuellement détenues par le Séquestre des
biens ennemis pourront être utilisées par le gouvernement français pour des
paiements au Canada sans qu'il y ait lieu de distinguer si ces sommes
proviennent de revenus ou de capitaux . ,~,,-• -

Je vous serais obligé de vouloir bien me confirmer l'accord définitif du
gouvernement canadien sur ces différents points ainsi que sur le memorandum
ci-joint .'' * " '

1169 .
. : .• : t

No. 62

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
. - à l'ambassadeur de France

Seeretary,ofState jor External Affairs
to Ambassador of France

Ottawa, September 11, 194 5

Excellency,
I have the honour to refer to your note No. 160 of August 23rd regardin g

the transfer of funds between Canada and the franc area .
I am pleased to informYyou that the -arrangements detailed in your note and

in the attached memorandum accord with my understanding of the discussion s

Veuillez agréer etc .
J . DE HAUTECLOCQUE

DEA/7864-4 0

"Voit la Pièce jointe, document 1159q See enclosure, Document 11 3 9.
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TELEGRAM 563 Ottawa, November 20, 1945 

RELATIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES 

at the meetings to which you refer, and that the Government of Canada is in 
entire agreement with the arrangements as described. 

Accein etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1867 

L'ambassadeur en France 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in France 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 644 	 Paris, November 20, 1945 

TOP SECRET. Following for the Prime Minister, Begins: Last night General De 
Gaulle asked me to call on him. He said it was possible that he might not 
succeed in forming a Government. In this event he believed it would be in the 
general interest if he left France for a time. His presence here might give rise 
to demonstrations in his favour and embarrass him and his successor. If the 
Canadian Government saw no objection he would like to go to Canada as a 
private citizen, and in order to rest, as on occasion Mr. Churchill had come to 
France. He would not require any arrangements to be made for him in Canada. 
Apparently he has in mind some spot to which he could go directly. He would 
leave France in his private plane. 

In answer to a question, he said that events might move quickly and that his 
departure from France might take place within a very short time. Ends. 

1171. 	 DEA/1-E-ls 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur en France 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in France 

te 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Your telegram Nos. 644 and 646 of November 
20th. Following from Prime Minister, Begins: While I should greatly regret a 
development of events in France which would make General de Gaulle feel that 
he should leave France at this time, you may assure him that the Canadian 
Gos.,eninent would see no possible objection to his coming to Canada in the 
circùmstances outlined in your telegram, and would be very pleased to 
facilitate the arrangements he may decide upon. Ends. 
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1172 . . DEA/1-E-1s

L'ambassadeur en France -
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 664 Paris, November 25, 1945

Top SECRET. Following for the .Prime Minister, Begins : Your telegram No.

563 dated November 20th . General de Gaulle received me yesterday afternoon,
expressing regret that he had not seen me before, as he had been busy forming
a Government under great difficulties . I said that I quite understood . He was
most appreciative of your message and asked me to convey his warmest thanks
to you. He said that he might like to go to Canada later in order to rest,
possibly in the interval between conclusion of Assembly's work and elections
which will tàke place after. He foresaw no major crisis which would force hi m

to leave France before . Ends.

PARTIE 9/PART 9,

GRÈCE
° GREECE

1173. - DEA/53 5

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures, ~ . , , . . .

,.Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM'CIRCULAR D. 1460 London, August 16, 194 5

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. My telegram Circular D . 1347 of August lst .

Greece.
You will have seen from my telegram under reference that agreement has

now been reached for the superv ision of the forthcoming Greek elections by

ourselves, 'the United States of America and France. We are at the momen t

discussing with the United States Government the text of a suitable announce-
ment . If this can . be agreed in time` the Foreign Secretary will probably mak e

the announcement when he speaks in Parliament on about August 20th .

2. .,We should greatly appreciate Dominion Governments' participation in thi
s

supervision and am sure that such a step; would be unreservcdly welcomed in

Greece . The form which such participation might take would be the inclusio
n

f n 'n'on re rescntatives in the British contingent.0 o p
3. Detailed plans for supervision have still to be worked out in consultation

with the Greek Government. His Majesty's Ambassador in Athens suggested
that each of the three supervising Powers might appoint about 70 observers,
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but the United States Government are thinking of larger numbers and have 
proposed a tentative figure of 500 for the American contingent. We have no 
reason to limit the number of observers  and  would, therefore, welcome up to 
say 50 representatives from each Dominion, subject to final plans when these 
are worked out. Decision has not yet been taken whether observers should be 
military or civilian, but the preliminary view is that they should be in uniform. 

4. Should be grateful for early expression of your views. 

1174. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 193 	 Ottawa, August 17, 1945 

SECRET. Your telegram Circular D. 1460 of August 16th. Greece. While we 
appreciate the need for impartial supervision of the Greek elections, the 
Canadian Government has not been party to any of the arrangements 
concluded to this end. We feel that it would be inappropriate, therefore, for 
Canadian observers to participate as you suggest. 

PARTIE 10/PART 10 

GROENLAND 
GREENLAND 

1175. 	 DEA/5012-40 

Aféntorandunt de l'adjoint spécial en temps de guerre 
du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Afemorandunt by Special Wartime Assistant 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] April 20, 1944 

CANADA'S POST-WAR INTERESTS IN RELATION TO GREENLAND 
1. Canada's interests in relation to Greenland may be classified as strategic, 

civil aviation, economic, cultural. 

STRATEGIC INTERESTS 
2:Events of the war have amply demonstrated the importance of Greenland 

for maintaining air and surface communications with the United Kingdom. 
„e,Bases in Greenland have been used for three purposes: staging fields for 

airci:aft proceeding to Britain; air coverage for Atlantic patrol; patrolling of 
Gieenland coasts and near-by waters to prevent use by the enemy. As a staging 
f!:éj4;,Bluie West 1 has been useful for part of the year, especially for short- 

DEA/535 
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range aircraft and for bombers completely equipped and wit h full complement
of crews. Practically all aircraft proceeding over the Northern Route have been
despatched via Gander *or . Goose, the Hudson Bay Route being little used .
Except , for . short-range aircraft or completely equipped bombers the distance
direct to the United Kingdom or via-Iceland is not prohibitive. The southern
base in Greenland, Bluie West 1, - has . proven to, be - a relatively hazardous
landing field because of , fog and proximity to mountains . The northern base,
Bluie West 8, is a safer field and much freer from fog but farther off the direct
route to Iceland . - The East Greenland field, Bluie East 2, has proven to be
difficult to se rv ice because of ice conditions and appears to be subject to fog .
The Greenland fields, pa rt icularly Bluie West-1 and Bluie East 2, have proven
useful for patrolling Greenland coasts and territorial 'waters and for protecting
convoys over the northern route . Greenland ~ meteorological stations have also
proven to be of great importance ' . for observing and forecasting weather
conditions . They have,become essential for trans-Atlantic aerial navigation,
and are highly useful for aerial operations over Western Europe. Wireless
direction finding stations, have been of importance in locating submarines
operating in the Atlantic. The persistent attempts of the enemy to establishmeteorological stations , in northern Greenland . indicate that weather
forecasting may also be important for submarine operations .

3 . Greenland has also attained a new importance for the direct defence of
North Ame rica, especially of Canada . The establishment of landing fields in
Greenland has created new defense hazards since undefended they would be an
invitation to enemy landings. The construction of two chains of landing fields
(that by Goose and that across Baffin Island to Churchill) has made Greenland
a junction area for two ae rial highways into the interior of the Continent . The
helicopter plane may create new defence problems, since it apparently does not
require elaborate landing fields to unload cargo or personnel . These new
hazards cannot - be,overlooked in post-war defence arrangements for North
Ame rica. It is thus obvious that North 'Ame rica cannot afford to leave
Greenland without themeans of effective local defence, as it was before th e
war. _ , ~ ,• .

4. The local defence of Greenland during the present war is the excl u sive
responsibility of the United States, responsibility being formally assumed by
the Agreement with Minister Kauffmann of April 9, 1941 . It is note worthy
that the United States consistently opposed any military action by Canada in
Greenland .
After Ap ri19, 1940, when Denmark was overrun, Canada suggested sending a

guard for the cryolite mine, assuring the United States that the action would be
purely of emergency character; that Canada "would be acting as a trustee for a
restored w and independent ;'; Danish ' Government," but the United States
Secreta ry'of State replied that any military action would be highly undesirable
- personnel of the United States Coast Guard were employed as mine guards
instead . Later when', at the tequest`of the United Kingdom, Canada suggested
the desirability of establishing an air field for ferrying aircraft and meteorolog-
ical and wireless stations ; and proposed 'sending a su rvey party, the United
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States intimated its disapproval of action by Canada, but agreed to send its 
own party, Canada being asked to send an observer. Again, after the 
Bismarck's attack on a convoy in the «Denmark Strait, Canada expressed 
concern about the defence of Greenland and offered to co-operate in its 
defence. The United States declined the offer. On the other hand, it should be 
noted (1) that the United States was not then formally at war, and was 
following a policy of hemisphere defence; and (2) that Canada encouraged the 
United States, or at least did not discourage the United States from assuming 
responsibility for Greenland. 

Moreover, in negotiations over Greenland Canada was kept carefully 
informed by the United States, and in the Agreement of April 9, 1941, Canada 
was assured the use of defense facilities as "an American nation". 
5. Assuming an independent Denmark after the war, the re-establishment of 

Danish control over Greenland would appear to be virtually certain. The 
United States Government has repeatedly gone on record as favouring the 
continuance of Danish sovereignty and control over Greenland and has 
repeatedly defined its role in Greenland as that of trustee for the Danish 
Government. The Canadian Government has assured the Governor of 
Greenland of its belief in the good faith of the United States in this respect and 
it also pointed to the Atlantic Charter as additional evidence of American 
policy. By implication Greenland is thus assured as to Canadian policy, 
6. The disposition of the bases is, however, another matter. The Agreement of 

April 9, 1941, with Minister Kauffmann is to remain in force "until it is agreed 
that the dangers to the peace and security of the North American Continent 
have passed." Presumably "present dangers" relates to the European war. The 
"modification or termination of the Agreement" will then be the "subject of 
consultation" between the Governments of the United States and Denmark. 
After consultation the Agreement is subject to repudiation by either party on 
twelve months' notice. This arrangement is in striking contrast to the 
Agreement with Iceland, which provides for immediate withdrawal of all 
American Forces at the close of the war. While the time factor in the 
Agreement with Greenland is sufficiently elastic to permit of continued 
occupation of  the bases by the United States for a considerable period without 
any change in the Agreement, it is scarcely conceivable that occupation could 
continue indefinitely without modification of the Agreement. It should not be 
overlooked that in any postwar negotiations the United States will be in a 
'strong position, Denmark in a weak position: First, the United States will be in 
occupation; second, the United States can reasonably claim to have protected 
Greenland for Denmark by the occupation; third, Denmark may be in serious 
financial difficulties. Carrying the colony has normally entailed a financial loss 
and may be more of a liability in the future than in the past, both because of 
the declining market for cryolite, which was an important source of public 
revenue for Greenland, and because of the probable demands from the people 
$3_!' Greenland for better services and higher living standards due to their 
v°11tact with the outside world during the present war. A relatively small 

I 
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financial consideration might secure for the United States very substantial
post-war rights in Greenland.

7 . Since access to the Greenland fields can only be secured across Canadian
territory,and by use of Canadian bases, Canada is thus certain to be under
heavy,pressure from the United States for the right of transit across Canadian
territory and the use of Canadian fields should it retain bases in Greenland
after the war: Another strategic consideration, though a long-range one, should
also be kept in mind . The increasing range of aircraft puts Greenland within
reach and possibly before long within bombing reach of Northern Europe, even
of the U.S.S.R. It is conceivable that if relations became strained between the
United States and the U .S.S.R: Greenland- might become a border zone
between them. It is also conceivable that if the effective range of aircraft is
substantially increased, continued possession of Greenland fields by the United
States might be deemed by the U.S.S.R. as a possible menace . It would,
therefore, seem to be in Canada's interests to have the United States withdraw
from Greenland after the war. The bases probably could not be safel y
dismantled. Nor would the United States be likely to agree to such a course .
They might be maintained and manned by Denmark, or even by Canada if th e
United States agreed, which is scarcely likely . : .

8 . The local defence of Greenland is primarily a problem of air and coasta l
naval patrol, assuming - that control of the High Seas of the North Atlanti c
rests in friendly hands. In view, of the -fact that direct air communications
between Canada and Greenland are now easily feasible, the local defence o f
Greenland would appear to be easily within the competence of Canada, if such
bases were readily available to Canada in . the event of emergency, an d

especially if they were manned -by Canada . Whether the United States woul d
be willing to transfer Greenland bases to Canada is entirely a matter o f
conjecture, . but, in view of the unwillingness of the United States to permi t
Canada to assume any responsibility for Greenland in 1940 or 1941, transfer o f
the bases in favour of Canada would seem scarcely probable, even if acceptabl e
to Denmark. Even if the United States were prepared to do so it woul d

probably attach conditions, among them (a) that the bases would be
adequately maintained, and (b) that they would be available to the United
States in any emergency.

9. If Canada is not prepared to grant the United States a permanent right o f
way , to Greenland across Canadian territo ry, it is probable that - the United

States` would be prepared to ~turn the bases over to Denmark subjcct t o
conditions of maintenance and right of user by the United States in event o f

emergency .``Some financial `assistance might be made to Greenland for their

upkeep. Becausc of the geographical relation of Greenland to Canada, Canada

should in that event insist on equal and similar rights of military user and b e

prepared to assist in maintenance costs. Otherwise Canada would tend to be
dependent on" the United States for defence of the Northeast, and for th e

maintenance of trans-Atlantic communications in the event of emergency .

10. It is, howi,wer, quite possible th'at the United States may seek to secure
permanent or long-term tenure of the bases on terms similar to those for
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Atlantic bases secured from the United Kingdom. Such a development would 
not be in the best interests of Canada and perhaps not of Greenland, but we 
could do little to prevent it. If it should occur, or seem probable, Canada should 
make certain that she would have continued rights of military user. In view of 
the close consultation between Canada and the United States prior to the 
establishment of the bases, it may be assumed that the United States would be 
prepared to consult with, or at least inform, Canada prior to modification of 
the present Agreement. It should not, however, be assumed that consultation 
would take place on the initiative of the United States. Canada should, 
therefore, take advantage of any favourable opportunity to inform the United 
States that in view of the close consultations prior to the Agreement of 1941, 
and in view of the geographical proximity of Greenland to Canada, Canada 
would expect to be consulted prior to a modification of the Agreement. 

11. When the sovereignty of Denmark over Greenland was recognized in 
1920, the precaution was taken by the United Kingdom, at the instance of 
Canada, to inform the Danish Government that "His Majesty's Government 
must reserve their right to be consulted, should the Danish Government at any 
time contemplate the alienation of this territory." Canada would thus have 
good grounds for informing as well the Danish Government or its recognized 
representative, Mr. Kauffmann, that Canada would expect to be consulted 
prior to any modification of the Agreement with the United States. 

INTERESTS WITH RESPECT TO CIVIL AVIATION 

12. In the matter of civil aviation, Greenland is geographically on the great 
circle route between the mid-Continental arms of North America and 
Northern Europe. It is, of course, probable that the routes over Newfoundland 
and Labrador direct to Europe or via Iceland will be much busier. But the 
northern route via Greenland cannot be overlooked, and especially if 
Scandinavian countries or the U.S.S.R. desire to establish a direct route to 
North America. 
13. Canada will control the American approaches to the Greenland route. 

The fields established during the present war in the Hudson Bay region will 
probably be useful for trans-Atlantic aviation if the northern or Greenland 
route is developed. Present bases in Greenland and particularly Bluie West 1 
and East Greenland, appear however to be unsatisfactory for civil aviation. If a 
route via Greenland is developed it is possible that a field or fields farther north 
than any of the existing fields would be desirable. Development of such fields 
might entail development of new fields in Northeast Canada. But whether or 
flot  this route is developed, it would appear desirable to maintain the fields 
develoPed during the war in the Hudson Bay region for administrative and 
defence purposes. 

îLti e . wioz ,; 	 ECONOMIC INTERESTS 

14.iAn important consideration in 1940 was the maintenance of the 
continued supply of cryolite. This has now become relatively unimportant in 
liFit„;of,  the  development of a synthetic product from high-grade fluoride, of 
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which probably the, world's largest deposit is : in . the Burin Peninsula ,
Newfoundland . . . . '

. 15. During~ the' war Canada has become the main base of supplies fo r
Greenland, but this is scarcely likely to continue with the re-establishment o f
Danish control. In quantity, however, this trade is of very little importance.

16 : It is possible, although not probable, that the development of fisheries i n
Greenland may make Greenland a serious competitor of Canada in salt fis h
markets : Canada would appear at least to • have sufficient interest in th e
Greenland fisheries to warrant co-operation from time to time with Greenlan d
on fishing questions of nmutual interest .

CULTURAL INTERESTS

17 . Denmark has been relatively successful in, and has had long experienc e
with, the handling of native Arctic peoples, and a great'deal of scientific wor k
has been done on the Arctic in Greenland. Canada has much to learn, both
from a scientific and administrative point of view, from the experience an d
research activities of the Danes in Greenland . If a developmental programm e
were contemplated for the Northeaste rn .ArcticFobviously close co-operation
with the Greenland Administration would be highly desirable .

[R. A. MACKAY ]

PARTIE 11/PART 11

MEXIQUE
. MEXICO

1176.t + ~. DEA/5994-40

L'ambassadeur au Méxfque -
au secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Mexico
to Secretary of State for Externa l Affairs

DESpATCN 337' . Mexico City, September 25, 194 5

CONFIDENTIA L

Sir, ' ï , ,.

- I have the honour to present a few comments on the financial position of this
country which will provide a background for much of thé political reporting
that has, or will, emanate from this Embassy .
. 2 . Recent issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin (U .S.) have been devoting a
good deal of attention to financial developments in Mexico and in Latin
America as a whole. The material thus collated gives a useful framework
within which the problems of the next few years can be tentatively sketched .

3 . The chiéf effect of the war on Latin America as a whole has been greatly
to' stimulate the export trade and to retard imports . In U .S . dollar
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terms the total exports of Latin America in 1939 were only $1.8 billions. By 
1944 this figure had expanded to $3.3 billions. Between 1939 and 1944 Latin 
American imports rose only from $1.3 billions to $1.8 billions, and much of the 
latter figure represented Lend-Lease materials supplied to Brazil, Mexico and 
other Allied countries. During the five years from 1940 to 1945 there was an 
aggregate export surplus of $3.5 billions of which only $1.3 billions went into 
(net) payments abroad on capital account or to the servicing of overseas debts. 
4. In Mexico the general Latin American trend was reproduced though in a 

less exaggerated form than for the hemisphere as a whole. In this country 
exports increased but so, in certain years, did imports. This was particularly 
true in 1944 when imports from the United States rose almost 50%, as 
compared with 1943, to a total of $264 million as compared with exports to the 
United States of $204 million. From 1940 to 1944 inclusive Mexico stood first 
amOng the 'countries of Latin America in the list of customers of the United 
States. But even here there was a cumulative export surplus for the five years 
of $53 million. Through other channels, however, the U.S. dollar reserve in 
Mexico wai expanded until at the end of 1944 it stood at $222 million as 
compared with $32 million in December, 1939. 
5. For Latin America as a whole reserves of gold and foreign exchange 

inCreased over 300%: from $828 million in 1939 to $3,335 million in 1944. This 
vast increase in official reserves in such a brief period was by itself a great 
stimulus to monetary expansion within the various domestic economies. As a 
reluit of payments in local currencies for these foreign assets, the amount of 
money in circulation in Latin America was more than doubled. In Mexico it 
increased, through these and other causes, from $919 million pesos to 3,392 
million pesos. 
,6.,These conditions — a tremendous increase in purchasing power plus a 
severe decline in the quantity of goods available for purchase — presented the 
financial authorities throughout Latin America with a problem which they 
Were ill-equipped to meet. Tax schedules were raised but tradition and the 
political influence of the more taxable elements in the populations made quite 
impossible  any serious draining off of surplus funds by this means. In Latin 
America generally, although not in Mexico, the radical decline in imports 
disiupted the normal policy of relying upon customs' revenues for a large part 
of the national incomes. As no other comparable sources of revenue were 
r-eadily available there developed in most countries of Latin America the 
paradoxical - combination of budgeting deficits at the same time that the 
coinitties con .cerned were accumulating gold and foreign exchange assets. 
Financing of budgetaty deficits by central bank credits became a common 
Phenomenon throughout the hemisphere. 

In general it can be said that the national policies in most Latin American 
state's; instead of minimizing the tendency towards inflation, had, in fact, the 
c°ntrarY effect. As a result, domestic prices south of the Rio Grande have risen 

Or.e.  sharply than in many of the countries actually engaged, in a serious 
in the war. It is difficult to obtain satisfactory figures but for Mexico 

e=4*admittedly one  of  the worst examples — a reasonable estimate for the 

1875 
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increase in living costs between the end of 1939 and the end of 1944 is 250-300% This compares with figures of. I believe, about 18% in Canada, and 27%
in the U.S.A. .(The official figures for Mexico show an increase in the cost of
living index of only 100%. This index, however, is based on such an unrepresen-
tative base that it has little relation to the actual situation . )

8 . The countries of Latin America are now faced with the difficult task of
endeavouring to work out a new and relatively stable equilibrium . This is going
to be a particularly difficult- i task a especially in some countries for, while
holdings of foreign exchange have greatly expanded, these reserves will not be
adequate to meet the cost of satisfying the accumulated demands for foreign
goods. According to the , Economist the U.S. Department of Commerce has
estimated that Latin America will require over the next four years a total of
53 .3 billion . worth of capital goods imports , to make good arrears on mainte-
nance and replacement ($2 .1 billion) and new developments ($1 .2 billion) . This
is almost exactly the amount of the accumulated rese rves as at the first of this
year _ and - it takes no account of the tremendous backlog of ~ orders for
consumption goods . Any estimate of the amount involved in the deferred
demands in this category is necessarily, a guess, but it is not unreasonable to
estimate that it will at least equal the demand for capital goods imports .

9. The importation of foreign goods on any such scale as these figures would
seem to indicate as possible, will inevitably create difficult problems for the
financial authorities of the Latin Ame rican countries . It will also cause serious
internal dislocations by its effect on the war-fostered and protected industries
of the Latin American states . Most of these will collapse at once if exposed to
the full rigors of North American and European competition . Yet they are
inadequately developed, in most cases, to meet the domestic demands, and their
côsts of production are generally so high as to make their products unavailable
to the mass of the consumers in their respective countries except in times of full
employment, high wages and easy money .

10 . These countries, including Mexico, . are faced with the predicament of
trying to decide just how far they can safely go in allowing foreign goods
(particularly consumption goods) to enter their ,. ports in order to supply the
present - active demand at the cost of eliminating some of their new war-
protected = industries . This explains the "unnatural" rapprochement that has
recently developed in Mexico between the left wing of the Labour movement
under Lombardo :Toledano and the most conservative elements in the world of
Mexican industry . Apparently Toledano is now prepared to protect the trusts
and monopolies, and to allow the masses of Mexico to go without many articles
that they could afford to buy if imported, in order to prese rve the jobs of his
syndicate membership.

11 . The importation of capital goods into Mexico,- and into other Latin

Ame rican countries --= will presumably be facilitated by :loans, particularly
from the United : States through the Import-Export Bank . Just how justified
such loans may be, from the standpoint of normal financial practice, will vary
from country to . country . and from= case to case . In many instances the
deplorable history of the loans made to Chile, Bolivia, Peru and elsewhere after
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the conclusion of the First World War may well be repeated. The United 
States, however, will be under tremendous political pressure to grant such 
financial, accommodation and it may be' assumed that credits will be made 
available in many cases with political rather than financial justification. The 
fact that the United States is almost the only country in the world that has the 
resources to make such loans, and that in many cases at least the loans will be 
"tied" to United States exports, will give that country a tremendous 
commercial advantage in Latin America. 

12.:This raises questions for Canada. As has often been repeated, Canada is 
more popular in the Latin countries than is the United States and most Latin 
Americans would rather borrow or buy from Canada than from the United 
States. 

13. As Canada is the only country, other than the United States, with money 
available for foreign loans on any considerable scale, it is suggested that some 
careful thought should be given to what extent, if any, interest in Canadian 
loans to Latin America should be stimulated. My own impression is that there 
are a good many sound investment opportunities — among a great many more 
questionable ones — available in the Latin American countries and that 
Canadian capital, by a judicious selection and by cooperation with local 
investors, could do a good deal of profitable business in these countries in the 
next few years. The desirability of associating Canadian investments with the 
funds of native investors has obvious political advantages and should never, 
except in the most exceptional cases, be varied. 

14. 1 should be glad to learn at your convenience, the views of the financial 
officers of the Canadian Government as to the desirability of encouraging 
Canadian investments in this part of the western hemisphere. The connection 
between such investment and Canadian trade possibilities is obvious, and 
requires no emphasizing. 

1 have etc. 
H. L. KEENLENSIDE 

DEA/5682-40 

t 
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have the honour to enclose two copies of a translation of a draft of a 
commercial agreement' which has been presented to this Embassy by the 

Mexican Foreign Office, and which is designed to provide a basis for the 

continued discussion of the various aspects of this subject which have already 
zn tentatively under review by the two Governments. 

L'ambassadeur au Méxique, 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Mexico 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Mexico City, November 13, 1945 
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2 . ` The draft 'submitted by the Mexican Government was translated in the
Embassy, ' and has been examined in detail by Mr . Cole" 'and the members of

the Commercial division of ' this office. . It has been compared with * other
agreements which are in effect between Canada and countries of Latin

America; and has been reviewed in . the light of our knowledge of the views of
the Canadian Government in regard to such matters . '

3 . As will be recalled from previous correspondencef 5 in relation to the
negotiation of a Trade Agreement between Canada and-Mexico, it has been
clearly indicated to us here that the Mexican authorities would prefer to have
an agreement under which specific commodities would receive special tariff
concessions which would` not be granted ' to similar commodities from third
countries . In our discussions with Mexican officials, however, we made it quite
plain that there was little likelihood that .the Canadian Government would be
prepared to consider an arrangement of - this kind . That our views in regard to
this matter have been accepted by the :Mexican Government is clear from an
examination of the draft agreement on commerce now under reference .

4. In common with certain other countries in Latin America,and Europe,
Mexico's present tariff schedule is of the single ; column type and grants no
preferential rates to imports from any other state . Throughout Latin America,
however, a number of1countries which formerly operated on the single column
system have broken away from this policy during'the past decade . This has
been accomplished either by showing two columns in the tariff, or, while
retaining the single tariff form, by establishing super-taxes to apply to imports
from, certain countries under specified conditions. Examples of the latter are
found in the cases of Guatemala, El Salvador, Ecuador and Haiti . In still other

instances the single column tariff has been modified by granting concessions on
at fews products by : agreements with other countries but retaining non-
differentiation for all other products . In this category may be included Chile
and Colombia. As has been indicated above, Mexico would like to make an
arrangement of this kind with Canada, although up to the present this country
has adhered to the single column policy .

5. It will 'be recalled that Canada has extended Most Favoured Nation
treatment to a few countries with single column tariffs as in the case of the
Convention of Commerce with Belgium . dated July, 3rd, 1924, and a similar
agreement with the Netherlands signed on July 11 th, of the same year . In this

connection it will be noted that ; whilst Belgium nominally has maximum and
minimum tariffs, the maximum has remained inoperative and does not apply to
imports from any country. The Netherlands, for many years has treated all
countrics alike, in ' applying tariff rates, and does not grant even her own
colonies a tariff preference. Bolivia and Panama are countries in Latin
America which have single column tariffs, but which are granted Most
Favoured Nation treatment by Canada . 'Thus we would be creating no
precedent by entering into a Most Favoured Nation agreement with Mexico . I n

, nD. S . Cole . conseiller commercial au Mexique .
D . S . Cole, Commercial Counscilor in Mexico.
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the cases of Bolivia and Panama the Canadian concession was extended by 
Order-in-Countil on July 20th, 1935. By this procedure Canada accepted the 
provisions of commercial treaties between the United Kingdom and the other 
countries concerned. 
6. As Canada's Most Favoured Nation agreeements follow, to some extent, a 

definite pattern or formula, I have asked our Commercial Division to prepare a 
comparative study of the draft agreement submitted by the Mexican 
Government and the Canada-Guatemala Agreement of September 28th, 1937. 
(This Agreement was published in our Treaty Series, 1939, No. 3.) The 
following comments are based on this study. 
7. Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Mexican draft correspond quite closely to the 

four paragraphs of Article 1 of the Canada-Guatemala Agreement. 
8. Article 5 of the Mexican draft corresponds in some degree with Article 7 

of the 1937 agreement. The first sentence of the Mexican text referring to 
exceptions to the Agreement and "Customs Unions" is obviously unsatisfactory 
in its present form and should be modified specifically to meet the Imperial 
Preference problem or, better still, be deleted. Also, after item (f)" something 
of the nature of the following paragraph should be inserted if the Mexican 
Article 5 is used in the Canadian draft: 
' "It is, however, agreed that in the application of the regulations relating to 

the exceptions listed above, Canadian trade with Mexico and Mexican trade 
with Canada will not be subjected to restrictions more severe than those 
applied under similar circumstances to the Most Favoured Nation." 
It would probably be preferable, however, to substitute a text similar to Article 
7 of the Guatemalan Agreement for the whole of Article 5 of the Mexican 
draft. 
9. Article 6 of the Mexican draft and Article 5 of the Guatemalan 

Agreement, dealing with problems arising from foreign exchange control and 
its effects, have much in common. There should be no difficulty in meeting the 
Wishes 'of the Mexican Government in this regard. 
10. Article 7 of the Mexican draft is similar to Article 4 of the Guatemalan 

Agreément, and will present no difficulties. The Canada-Guatemala 
Agreement, however, does not include Paragraph 2 of Article 7 of the Mexican 
draft,. which states that, when granting contracts for public works, Mexico will 
ieceive' and accord just and equitable treatment. There would seem to be no 
bod reason to object to the Mexican suggestions on this point. 
11. Article 8 of the Mexican draft deals very briefly with shipping 
arrangements and it would probably be preferable to include the necessary 
articles on navigation and shipping in the proposed trade agreement rather 
than make them the subject of a special and distinct convention. If, however, 
the Mexican authorities strongly prefer a separate agreement, I can see no 
seri 9:us:objection to this course. Our interests can be protected in a special 

Isifinally, and in a general manner, fiscal or police measures designed to apply to products of 

' 'ioreign origin the regulations enforced within the country in connection with like products of 

that country.. 
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agreement as easily as in a series of articles inserted in the commercial treaty .

We should not, of.course, in either case agree to anything like Article 1 of the
Mexican draft shipping agreementf [see my immediately following despatch of

this date No. 408] which commits the Canadian
and TMexican ports l on the

maintain a shipping service between Canadian
Pacific Ocean without providing for any reciprocal benefit for Canada .

, 12 . Unless there is some hidden purpose in Article 9 of the Mexican draft, I
see no reason why this should not be included in the final text. It is merely the

manifestation of a general interest in the creation of Mexican-Canadian
industrial and commercial partnerships . This refers, I presume, primarily to the

investment of Canadian capital in Mexican industrial projects.

13 . With reference to Article 10 of the Mexican draft, I assume that we will
accept the proposal that the agreement be signed in Mexico City. Ratifications

can subsequently be exchanged either in Mexico City or in Ottawa, as may

accord with your wishes. Because of the :desirable publicity . that such a visit

provides, I would like to suggest that when the treaty is prepared for signature,

the Honourable J . A. MacKinnon be requested to come to Mexico City to join

with me in the signing-of . the agreement on behalf of the Canadian Govern-

ment . Mr. MacKinnon's previous visit to Mexico was prominently featured in
the press of this country, and a further visit for the signing of the Trade
Agreement would attract a great deal of favourable attention and comment

.

14 . Article 11 of the Mexican draft corresponds to Article 10 of the Canada-
Guatemala Agreement except with regard to the time the agreement will

remain in force . Whether the agreement with Mexico should run for three, five
or more years is a matter on which I have 'no strong views . Provision for

denunciation on six months notice prior to the expiration of the agreement

should prove satisfactory.

15. In the Canadian response to the Mexican draft I think we might consdost
the advisability of including art icles comparable to Articie Article 3 (m
important), Article 6, and perhaps Art icle 7, paragraph

Agreement
. 16. ' Theré are a considerable number of minor textual emendations that her

be required ; if the Mexican draft is to be used as the
risf arcase

'consideratiôn . The repeated reference to "The Dom i n ion of Canada"
in point. It has not, however,

Iseemed necessary to refer lo these mat s in this

despatch as they can be attended to when we come closer to a final text .
I have etc .

H. L. KEENLEYSIDE
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• 	 L'ambassadeur au Méxique 

' au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Mexico 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 408 	 Mexico City, November 13, 1945 

Sir, 	 , 

With reference to my despatch of this date (No. 407) regarding the draft 
text of a proposed commercial agreement between Canada and Mexico, I have 
the honour to enclose a translation of a draft of an agreement on shipping and 
navigation between the two countries,t which was prepared by the Mexican 
Foreign Office and transmitted to this Embassy at the same time that we 
received the draft of the commercial agreement. 
2., As was indicated in my despatch under reference, I am inclined to favour 

the inclusion in the commercial agreement of a number of articles relating to 
navigation, rather than the negotiation of a second convention on this subject. 
However, if the Mexican authorities strongly prefer the latter arrangement, I 
see no serious objection to treating navigation as thé subject of a separate 
understanding: 
3. In . dealing with the Mexican draft on shipping, it should be pointed out 

that the Spanish text, as transmitted to this office, was ungrammatical and in 
places ambiguous. Mr. Eberts, who was responsible for the translation, has 
drawn attention to a number of corrupt passages, and has indicated that, in 
certain cases, it is difficult to be sure of the precise meaning which was 
intended by the Mexican authorities. From other evidence as well, I am 
satisfied that this draft was prepared in a great hurry and was not carefully 
scrutinized before being transmitted to us. Nevertheless, its general tenor is 
clear, and it provides an adequate basis for the following comments:— 

Canada should not, of course, undertake to bind itself by treaty to 
inaugurate a steamship line between Canadian and Mexican ports on the 
Pacific coast as would be required by Article I of the draft agreement. The 
Mexican authorities propose no comparable contribution by Mexico, and there 
is no reason why Canada should bind itself to accept a unilateral responsibility 
of this kind. It is, of course, extremely desirable from the standpoint of 
Canadian trade with Mexico that such a shipping service should be established 
and :maintained, but there is no reason formally to obligate ourselves in 
connection with such a service unless the Mexican authorities are prepared to 
undertike some similar or equivalent responsibilities. 

. There are a great many drafting points which should be corrected if it is 
dééidiid to use the Mexican text as the basis for a convention between the two 
countries. These, however, can be discussed at a later stage, if it should be 

decided to make serious use of the Mexican draft. Of somewhat greater 
imPortance, however, is the fact that, in Article V, Section 4, there is an 
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apparent and substantial contradiction in the text where reference is made to
"vessels that furnish mail, passenger and baggage services, provided they do
not conduct any, commercial transactions." Under most definitions, mail,
passenger and baggagë services would be considered commercial transactions .
Again, in Article XI, the Canadian Government could not agree to the
definition of "national vessels", which would seem to require not only that the
vessels should be registered in the said country and fly its flag, but also that
they should be owned by citizens of the country concerned. It would be very
difficult in some cases to establish Canadian "ownership" of certain vessels
flying the Canadian flag, yet we would rightly demand that such vessels should
enjoy whatever privileges our agreement with Mexico might provide for
Canadian shipping.

6. It would obviously be desirable, to have_,, the proposals outlined in the
Mexican draft examined in the light of other international agreements relating
to navigation to which Canada is a party . I recall, for example, that the United

Kingdom treaty of commerce, navigation and friendship with Japan, which was

signed * in ' 1911 and to which Canada adhered in 1913, had'a large number of
articles referring to this general subject . Unfortunately, we have not readily
available here the text ' of this or any similar treaty, and cannot, therefore,
prepare the desired comparison in this office. In 'any case, the comparative
study can be better done in Ottawa, where all the records and material can be
made readily available to officers who are fully acquainted with the subject,
and are constantly ,engaged in the handling of these and related matters .

7. I, assume that this, draft, together with the draft 'of the proposed
commercial agreement will be discussed in some detail with Mr. Cole during

his current visit to Ottawa, and that he will bring back to Mexico an accurate
and detailed indication of your views as to the next step that should be taken in
relation to these matteis .

I have etc .
H . L . KEENLEYSIDE

1179 . DEA/5682-40

T . . 'Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

'Memoiândumfrom Under-Secretary ojState jor External Affairs
_ s~ . .

.)--/----rnme mInwicr
F . 1._~ . . . . a . .

(Ottawa,] November 26, 194 5

I am returning herewith , the.note _ of ; your conversation with the Mexica n

Ambassador,„ to which I am attaching notes on the two questions he raised

with you, ; namely, , election . to . the : Security . Councih and the Mexican-

Canadian trade treaty.
t a t t

~~ a
a

„Document 541 .
pDocument 542.
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The suggestion that the Minister of Trade and Commerce should visit 
Mexico and some of the smaller countries of Central America, seems to me a 
good one." His earlier South American tou. r42  was genuinely useful and led to a 
good many friendly contacts, which are proving valuable as trade possibilities 
revive. If the trip is definitely settled, you might wish to think of suggesting 
that he use the R.C.A.F. Liberator which was equipped for your use.43  It would 
add to the impressiveness of the Minister's visit if he could arrive in an 
impressive Canadian plane." 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

1180. . 	 DEA/5682-40 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 
ts Memorandum front Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,1 November 26, 1945 

The Department of Trade and Commerce has been working for some 
months on a draft trade agreement with Mexico and hopes that it might be 
ieady for conclusion early this winter, so that the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce  could participate in its signature, if his journey to Mexico took 
place. The Craft agreement follows the model of the agreements for the 
exChange Of unconditional most favoured foreign nation treatment which we 
hâve -concluded during the last few years with most of the countries of Central 
and South America. Those treaties, in turn, are modelled on the general 
provisions of our 1938 Agreement with the United States.45  They do not 
provide for any specific tariff reductions, but do stipulate that each country 
giveis the other as favourable tariff treatment for its products as it gives to an) 
other country. 

In  irieW of the prospect that we shall be embarking on general tariff 
liciotiatioris in the spring, in company with all the principal trading nations, it 

4111 	. 
ote margmaleetarginal note: 

flot  unless trade agreement to be executed. K [ing] 
Voir le volume 8, documents 875-7, 893-5, 936-8. 
Ste Volume 8, Documents 875-7, 893-5, 936-8. 

431.4 note suivante était écrite sur cette copie du document: 
The following note was written on this copy of the document: 

I should be quite prepared to have the Liberator used for this purpose but it would be 

for MacKinnon to decide whether he wished to travel by air or not. W. L. M. K[ing] 

2-12-45. 
Notes  marginale/Marginal notes: 

Gibson note. Ming) 
and take necessary action. K ( ins) 242-45 
Noted.J. A. Glibson] 

eCt Nid.% Recueil des traités, 1939. be 8. ,, 
‘-artada, Treaty Serin, 1939, No. 8. 
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With * particular regard to Government credits, we would prefer to use our
credit-granting powers during the next few years to assist countries in Europe
and the sterling area, and possibly the Far . East, whose reconstruction need is
greater than that of Latin America ànd with most of whom our pre-war trade
his been of'nïore importance .

As to pçivate investments through the purchase of securities, we. recognize,
on the one hand, the need for the development of Latin -America and the part
that foreign investment could play in it . We also appreciate that by careful and
intelligent selection and with the ' exercise of considerable patience, investments
made jointly with - local interests could be pro fitable to the investors and
beneGcial to Latin America . On the other hand, we find it difficult to see that
Canadian investors will in the near future be inclined to assume risks in Latin
America on any substantial scale. The history of investment is unfortunate and
Latin Amciican governments, have not improved in honesty, stability or
capability to a point where the danger of defaùlt has been removed .

As to direct private investments, i .e., the supplying of Canadian capital or
in similarequipment by Canâdiân enterprises, corporate or otherwise ,

undertakings in Latin America, much of our industry that is adapted to export
trade consists of branches of United , States and British firms . Foreign

expansion tends to be a head office matter. While it is true that branches in
Canada have from time to time set up sub-branches abroad, this is the
exception and is` generally connected with unusual circumstancs . Almost
inevitably expansion is determined by the parent firms' decisions rather than
the intrinsic merits of the Canadian branch as 'a prospective parent . Moreover,

with a few well-known exceptions Canadian firms are too small to embark on
direct investments except with the utmost caution . The establishment of a

foreign :branch involves a minimum investment irrespective of the size of the
home establishment . Where a large United States firm can contemplate the
possible loss of a few hundred thousand dollars with comparative complacency,

the Canadian counterpart cannot . The larger Canadian firms producing unique
goods developed originally to meet our special requirements are already
represented ; though perhaps'in some instances not as well or as fully as they
might be . Briefly, : while there are undoubtedly opportunities along this avenue

.they are likewise not apt to be ve ry extensive
u. . . . . . . ., . . ,
, . . Dealing _ with your ., question as to the extent to which Canadian interest

should be stimulated in investment, we think that the attitude of the Canadian
Government ought to be strictly one of laissez-faire . The Government ought to

provide what service it can to enable potential Canadian investors to obtain the
past history of investment and all the facts relating to present conditions in
order that the investors'themselves would be able to judge for themselves the
soundness of invcstment 'opportunities . In addition, of course, the Governmen

t

~ :~ :.
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can be of se rvice in bringing th e
Prospective borrowers and co-investors

~in LatinnAmer•lnvestors into touch withp
ica .

I have etc. ,

DESPATCH 439

Sir,

N. A . ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs

L'ambassadeur au Méxiqueau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
r Mexicoto Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

DEA/5682-4 0

Mexico City, December 11, 1945

I ' have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 273 ofregarding
the proposed trade agreement and shi in December lst,

agreement between Canada and Mexico, pp g and navigation
Z• The Canadian draft commercial agreementt wa sTello, ' Under-Secreta ry of Foreign Affairs on Nov mbeTed to Sr. Manuelamendments to Articles II , III and VI of the draft, receive 26th, and thed by

o
the
n December of Trade and Commerce on November 30 hbtW elegram fromectmber 6th. , were submitted3 . It has been pointed out to the Mexica nCanadian Government

has most-favoured- ation
Foreign

trade Ministry that the
of aagreement sstandard type with all the leading countries of Central an dthat the fact that it has no similar agreement with MexicodSouth America ;tO both countries ; that this situation has undoubtedly been due to hvantageoussingle,co lumn ta riff; and that, Mexico will rece'

the Mexican
advan tages if Canada grants it most -favoured-nation treatm nt y considerable
4'- When indicating to the Foreign Ministry

of rnost-favoured-nation agreeme nt has bee n
that

accepted
Canadian standard form

COUnttics of
Central and South America and that with minorby the principal

variations this form has always been used , we ~expressedthe ho éimportantCanadian draft will prove acceptable to the Mexican Com • p
c

that the
s~ 'of five resenta-Ministries which is considering it . The fact of ~accep an e of our

dard form by the Central and South American governments should assthe,tCo mmittee that this form is satisfactor and advantageous ure
~~tries: Y to signatory

have also brought to the attention of the Foreign Ministry the fact that~,~~~; Pactment
of Trade and Commerce have established an import division

fro~ * t ustd for the encouragement of imports to Canada, particularl~ad untries with which , in the past, we have had an adverse balance o f
y.6 Wei

have indicated our pleasure in utilizing this division for the
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encouragement of imports of Mexican commodities — although there is not 
the same necessity in the case of Mexico as there is in that of certain other 
countries in view of the favourable balance of trade which Mexico enjoys with 
Canada at the present time. As reliable Mexican statistics regarding Mexican-
Canadian trade are not available, we have submitted to the Foreign Ministry 
the recent figures of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics which indicate a heavy 
balance of Mexican trade with Canada for the years 1943 and 1944. 
6. The Foreign Ministry have been informed that it will require some months 

to prepare a draft shipping agreement. It has also been pointed out that, while 
Article I of the Mexican draft, binding the Government of Canada to the 
establishment of a shipping service, would not be acceptable, a Pacific Coast 
service of the Park Steamship Company, controlled by the Canadian 
Government, is already in operation on an experimental basis, and that the first 
boat, the Victoria Park, is en route to Mexico to establish the Vancouver-
Manzanillo .  contact: Further, Sr. Tello has been informed that, in all 
probability, a similar service will be established on the Atlantic Coast, between 
Halifax and/or Montreal and Tampico and/or Veracruz in the early part of 
1946, and that one Park vessel, the Champlain Park, has already arrived at 
Veracruz with a cargo of newsprint and other commodities. 
7. It has been indicated, moreover, that  any  losses in connection with these 

shipping routes will, for the present, be borne by the Canadian Government 
with the result that, even prior to the conclusion of an agreement, shipping 
facilities are being provided  for the cheaper and more rapid exchange of 
Mexican and Canadian commodities. 

I have etc., 
H. L. KEENLEYSIDE 

1184. 	 DEA/5682-40 

L'ambassadeur au Aféxique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Mexico 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

, 

DESPATCH 449 

Sir: 
I have the honour' to invite your consideration of the following aspects of 

present and potential commercial relations between Canada and Mexico. 
2. As you are aware this Embassy has always considered the development of 

commercial contacts between the two countries to be one of its most important 
responsibilities. We have seized every opportunity to make Canada's industrial 

and commercial capacities better known. We have done whatever we could to 

confirm and strengthen the , very definite friendliness towards Canada that 
exists in commercial as in other ,  circles in this country. We have assisted 

Canadian representatives to establish suitable contacts here and we have  

ci  
vi 

ou 
at, 

Mexico City, December 22, 1945  f 
1 1«  
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placed many important Mexican organizations and individualswith producers and manufacturers in Canada
. .Throu h the in direct contac t

speeches and by private discussion, we have stimulated an inte press, in public
products and Canadian producers, rest in Canadian

3
. Our initial efforts along these lines have been greatly str

engthened by theappointment as Trade Commissioner in Mexico, and as Commercial
Counsellor of the Embassy, of one of the most senior m

omost capable members of the Foreign Trade Se rvice
. ' st experienced and

4
. _ Having now had nearly a year in which to study the situationam more firmly convinced than ever that Canadian-Mexican on in Mexico, I

tradecould be developed to something of the order of $50 million should and
that in a recent statement in the House of Commons, the year. I note

perMacKinnon, Minister
. of Trade and Commerce forecasts a Hon . James A .H

o
n$60 millions

. We will gladly accept and work towards this objective trade of
proper interest on the part of governmental and private agen iestin ' and with
believe that it can be attained. Canada, I5 .

But it cannot be attained unless the present attitude of som eagencies towards trade with Mexico, is changed and some present handicaps
Canadian

removed
. For now, having aroused a very active interest in Canadian

eand having succeeded through the intervention of the IHon
. C.

D xPorts, :
arranging for the immediate establishment of commercial connections bowe' in
the Pacific and the early establishment of similar facilities in th

e b
y

Atlantic,
in

find that almost every important order for Canadian goods , we
policies or commitments which limit the freedom of Can dl• is blocked by

lack of interest in Canadian commercial circles themselves .an suppliers, or by
6 :~ 1

understand the desirability of re-establishing Canadian good
straditional markets

. I am also, of course, fully aware of the ne eS in our
granting priority

in many cases to the needs of the United Kin
gdom , Francey o

f
and other countries that have suffered in the war

. I recognize the absolres
ponsibility upon Canada to meet the commitments that have been

adeuteU•N•R .R.A
. Insofar as our difficulties in Mexico are due to the to

latterhave no criticism
to present and only express regret that the chance causes, I~

a new market here is being lost, because of the continuance of to develop .
from the war. sacrifices arising

~' But' we arc not satisfied that all of our
requirements of our original markets or of u r

ponewehuere is caused by the
ments

. There is, in my opinion reason to believe that amon anitarian commit-
= and this includes both commercial interests and officials ôf

some Canadians
pthere is a tendency

to think of Mexico as "bein in the
the Government

ep~equently not worth ve ry much Canadian To
U.S. sphere" and

~CWS, the first if not the only Canadian responsibilit ish
ose who hold these

again Canada's traditional markets . y begin to supply

8Within limits, I share this desire to make our first surpluse scustomers . My limits are restricted, however,
b se available t oatlons.'£~ . : by two consider-
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(a) 'These traditional markets will not meet Canadian export needs in the 
future and mustbe supplemented by the development of new outlets. 

(b) .  New markets like Mexico can be developed today with a fraction of the 
effort that will be needed to switch them to Canadian goods later if we leave 
them to the Americans now. • 

9. It is also important to consider that a relatively small deduction from our 
èxports to the United Kingdom, the United States and other "traditional" 
markets would be sufficient to get us established in Mexico. If we take 
advantage of present conditions here we can not only get a footing that can 
later be expanded but we can in some cases obtain actual contracts covering 
five, ten or twenty years! If we don't take advantage of these opportunities now 
we can whistle for the Mexican-  market when competition becomes stronger or 
a new depression hits, the trading world. Expert Canadian agents here are 
constantly complaining to us that if they cannot get Canadian goods to meet at 
leasu part  •  of the active demand, they will havè to give up their plans for 
Mexican trade because the Americans will become so firmly established that it 
will be useless to try to dislodge them. , , 

10: In order that my  arguments  may have a specific point let me refer to two 
particular cases: For weeks we have been endeavouring to obtain a relatively 
small supply of Kraft paper for the United Shoe and Leather Company of 
Mexico. This company is the most important manufacturer of its kind in this 
country and may well experience a tremendous expansion in the next few years. 
They have offered to buy all their paper from us for twenty years if we will sign 
a contract immediately. The initial amount required is very small in 
comparison with the total of our exports of this commodity, but here is a sure 
and probably an expanding market. We have received no satisfaction from our 
efforts to get affirmative action from Canada. 

11. The Nacional Distribuidora y Reguladora is the Governmental 
organization through which the Mexican authorities try to keep down the price 
of bread and other basic commodities, for the benefit of the indigent people of 
this country. A short time ago, the managers of this organization indicated a 
definite interest in Canadian wheat and flour. They suggested that they would 
be prepared to sign a long-time contract. In other words, for the first time in its 
history, the Mexican Government has offered to commit itself to the purchase 
of Canadian wheat, for its basic distribution — provided we can start shipping 
in the near future. Appeals to Canada for approval of this contract — not a 

large amount, initially, in comparison with our other sales abroad — have 
brought no response. The result is that Argentina  will  almost certainly get the 

contract. Yet only this morning, we have been informed that the Canadian 
authorities have released 10,000 tons of wheat for Colombia with 3,500 tons to 

be shipped at the beginning of February. 	, 
12. These examples could be mortifyingly extended. 
13. With the greatest respect but with the strongest emphasis, 1 appeal to you 

to arrange for a complete and urgent !review and revision of Canadian 

commercial policy towards Mexico. Here we have the most important potential 
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market in America — apart from the United States. It is a market that is 
anxious to purchase Canadian goods on sentimental as well as on practical 
grounds. We have in the Embassy Capable and experienced officers and there 
are on the ground competent and active Canadian agents who can produce 
exceptional results if they can get real support from trade and official agencies 
in Canada. Ai present these agents are frustrated and blocked at every turn in 
their efforts to supply Canadian goods to Mexican purchasers. If this situation 
is not radically modified in the very near future, we may resign ourselves to the 
fact that the Americans will be so firmly established here that it will be almost 
impossible to introduce Canadian products to this market. Mexico is going to 
go through a tremendous development in the next twenty-five years. If Canada 
intends to take maximum advantage of this fact, it is essential that a beginning 
be made now. Nowhere else in America have we a similar opportunity. 
Without infringing on the requirements of the U.N.R.R.A., without limiting 
our  proper aid to Great Britain, I believe that we can make ' sufficient 
allocations to Mexico to enable us to ensure a great and expanding market in 
this country. But we cannot achieve this end by refusing wheat to the Mexican' 
Government at the same time that we supply it to (presumably) private traders 
in Colombia. 
14. The future requirements of Canada cannot be met by a foreign trade 

confined to our traditional markets. We must obtain additional outlets. Mexico 
offers one of the best, if not actually the best, opportunity for such a 
development. The people here want to trade with Canada. But if we 'cannot 
meet at least part of their needs now, they will, of necessity become so involved 
in other contacts ' and contracts that we will not be able to obtain their 
patronage later. The amounts involved are at present' small in relation to our 
total output. They can, I believe, be deducted from our other commitments 
without breaking faith or contracts. And if we can get established here now we 
will  find that Mexican trade is an asset of very real value when competition 
increases or depression threatens. 
15. I shall hope' to have an opportunity for an early discussion of these 

Waiters in Ottawa. In the meantime, I shall be most grateful if you will do 
whâtever may be possible to ensure that Mexico and its potentialities are 
clearly envisaged by those who decide Government policy in regard to exports, 
and  are  'made more widely known to those commercially engaged in Canadian 
foreign trade. 	, 

I have etc., 
L. KEENLEYSIDE 
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' . PARTIE 12/PART 12 ' °

PAYS-BAS
THE NETHERLANDS

1185 .' ' ' ~ DEA/8039-40

Le sous-ministre par, intérim des Finances
au sous=secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Acting Deputy lltinister of Finance
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, August 14, 194 5

Dear. Mr. Robertson :
You . will 'tecall, that ' in - discussions with Baron Boél and M . Gutt in your

office some months ago, the question was raised of Canada paying Belgium for
goods and se rv ices supplied . by Belgium to _ the Canadian Army or other
Canadian forcesE in Europe ." Belgium offered to provide these se rvices as
reciprocal Mutual Aid if Canada on her side provided Belgium with Mutual
Aid, but stated that if . Canada did not wish to enter into a Mutual Aid
agreement and provide, Belgium with supplies on Mutual - Aid, then Belgium
would hope and expect to be paid for the supplies, se rv ices and facilities

provided to the Canadian Army. It was recognized in this discussion that the
Mutual Aid agreement between Belgium and the United Kingdom technically
covered the supplies provided by Belgium to the Canadian forces under British
command, but' that 'notwithstanding this agrecment, Canada and Belgium
should themselves reach a decision on whether the supplies and se rv ices were to
be treated as Mutual Aid or cash transactions : After discussion by the Mutual
Aid Board it was agreed that Canàda 'ought not by that late date undertake to
provide `Belgium with Mutual Aid ' and the Minister, of Finance therefore
informed M. Gutt on April 9th that Canada will "be prepared to arrange for
settlement in cash for goods and se rv ices supplied to our forces by the Belgian
authorities when satisfacto ry arrangements can be worked out by both sides
with the United Kingdom, through whosè agencies the Canadian forces receive
these benefits from Belgium." At the same time Mr. llsley informed him that
Canada would only be able to provide Belgium with direct military supplies as
Mutual Aid and that under these circumstances thought there would be no
need for a Mutual Aid Agreement?0 '

The Canadian Army 'authorities are at present making the necessary
inquiries to implement this arrangement .

At about the same time that this decision was taken with regard to Belgium,
representatives of the Netherlands Government were in Ottawa discussing the
possibility of obtaining export credits" and in the course of conversations th

e

*Voir le document 1107./See Document 1107 .
"Voir le document 111 ./5ce Document 111 .
s' Voir le document 102 45et Document 102 .
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ave any final estimates as to the amounts at issuein this question . The Army authorities have given us partial figures indicatingthat goods and services up to a value of approximately $1,000,000 have been
obtained by certain Canadian units and services but how much more there iswe do not' know

. It may conceivably amount to quite a number of millions ofdollars. Of course it should be borne in mind that the Netherlands is paying
many million dollars to Canada for supplies required for relief and reconstru-
cion in the Netherlands, including of course military relief supplies provided by
the Canadian Army authorities . Moreover, it is possible that the Netherlands
will wish to buy some Canadian surplus war assets which would to some degreeand perhaps completely counter-balance the payments that would be required
to be made by the Army under the policy outlined above.

:: Un!ortunatcly we do ni-if h

1893

question of settlements for Netherlands currency and for goods and servicessupplied to the Canadian forces by the Netherlands, was raised, I belie
vthe Canadian *side

. The Netherlands representatives were informed e by
arrangement either pending or just concluded with Belgium . of the

The Netherlands Minister has now informed Mr
. Bryce of this Departmen tthat his Government hopes ' that arrangements could be made under whichCanada would pay the Netherlands for these supplies and se rvices obtainedthe Canadian Army from the Netherlands

. This Department is inclined to fee lbythat it would be difficult to follow a different policy in respect of Bel ium -
a d

the . Netherlands in this matter
. Consequently, we are prepared to re-commendand agree to cash payments being made by the Canadian Army to the

Netherlands to cover the value or the estimated value o f the su lies, servicesand facilities obtained by the Canadian Army from the Netherlandsces
would like first, however, to have the views of your Department on this matter.The Canadian Army has up to date been proceeding on the understanding thatthey were able to obtain these supplies by reason of the Mutual Aid agreement
between the United Kingdom and the Netherlands under which the Nether-
lands provided these various supplies, se rvices and facilities to all forces underBritish command. It would be understood, however, that any
Netherlânds could only be made if and to the extent that Canada had noto aid
the United Kingdom under capitation rates or otherwise for the s p
services and facilities provided by the Netherlands. uPPlies,

Yours very truly ,
W. A. MACKINTOSH
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1186.- DEA/8039-40 
. Le ..ious-secrétaire cl ;Éiat aux Affaires extérieures 

au sous-ministre par intérim des Finances.' • . 
Under-Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs 
— to Acting DePuty Minister Of Finance 

Ottawa, August 18th, 1945 

Dear Dr. Mackintosh, 	. 	 . 
•

• 

I refer- to your letter. of August 14th on the subject of the request of the 
Netherlands Governmeni for  the conclusion of an 'arrangement  under which 
Canada would pay thé Netherlands for supplies and services obtained by the 
Canadian Army from the Netherlands. . • 

I agree with'y'iiu liat we can do no less for the Netherlands than we did for 
Belgium and my Department will .conctir:in  the  recornmendation you are 
prepared to make, agreeing to cash payments being made by the Canadian 
Army  to  the Netherlands to Cover the value or the 'estimated 'value of the 
supplies, services and facilities obtained by the Canadian Army from the 
Netherlands, on the understanding' set out in  your letter that any payments to 
the Netherlands could only be made if and to the extent that Canada had not 
paid the United Kingdom under capitation 'rates or otherwise .for the supplies, 
services and facilities provided by the Netherlands. ' 

, 

DEA/8039-40 
Le ministre des Finances au ministre des pays-Bas 

Minister of Finance to Minister of the Netherlands 

Ottawa, October 3, 1945 

Dear Mr. Minister:— 
I am writing in reference to. the question of settlement for the supplies, 

services and facilities furnished to the Canadian Army in the Netherlands by 
the Netherlands authorities, which you discussed recently with Mr. Bryce of 
my Department. I imderstand that the Netherlands would like to receive 
payment from the Government of Canada for the value of these supplies, 
services and facilities.' 

I can assure you that the Canadian Government is prepared in principle to 
pay the Netherlands Government for supplies, services and facilities furnished 
by the Netherlands authorities to the Canadian Army in the Netherlands. It 
will be necessary in applying this principle to ensure that Canada does not PaY 
both the Netherlands and the United Kingdom for any item of supplies, 
services or facilities which might have been furnished by the Netherlands 
originally but provided to Canada through United Kingdom channels.  1  should 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

1187. 
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explain, perhaps, that we have arrangements with the United Kingdom under,
;which Canada pays specified amounts per man,

of various supplies, services and facilities' to the Canadian ArmyI. Ina smucisio
n

the Canadian Army makes use of United Kingdom lines of su 1 it is possiblethat some of the supplies of Netherlands origin may have been included in
those supplies for . which we have already made payment to the UnitedKingdom

. However, I feel sure that adjustment for any possible duplication of
this kind can be made in due course .

I understand that the Canadian Army authorities are endeavouring to
obtain records or estimates of the amount and values of supplies, services and
facilities obtained from the Netherlands authorities

. I presume that your
Government,will be obtaining some figures from its own source, and it will be
desirable to reach agreement on the amount actually involved

. I would suggest
that you or your authorities in the Netherlands or London take up this matter
with the Department of National Defence or such officers of the Canadian
Army, or of that Department, designated for that purpose.

Memorandum by Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Yours very truly,

J . L. ILSLEY

PARTIE 13/PART 13

PALESTINE

W.L.M.K./Vol . 310
; Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures

1188.

[Ottawa,] May 8, 1944 .
MEMORANDUM FOR DR . GIBSONS 2

nt ~
*"J' A. Gi bson. cabinet du Premier ministre .
` 3' A- Gibson . Office of prime Minister.

You sent to Mr. Robertson, some time ago, a memorandum sent to the
Prime Minister on behalf of the Canadian Palestine Committee,t following his
discussion on March 31st with a delegation from this Committee and the
Zionist Organization of Canada . I think it might be useful to have on the files
at Laurier House the attached copy of a memorandum, prepared by Miss
MacCallum in response to the Prime Minister's suggestion that notes on the
subjeCt `should be prepared for use if the matter came up in London . A copy of
the enclosure was taken to London by Mr. Holmes . Miss MacCallum has made
a`, detailed study of the arguments advanced by the Canadian Palestine
Committee, in the course of which she has explained the Arab point of view .
i I' would 'myself be loath to see any strong advocacy by the Canadian

Governrttent of a particular solution of the Palestine problem . No matter what==., , ,
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may be done about the White Paper," Palestine will remain, for a long time, a 
troubled area in a region of the world in which it is most unlikely that Canada 
will have any'very direct interest. 

• 1 am retaining the brief of the Canadian  Palestine  Committee on the files of 
the Départment. 

. 	 • 
H. W[RoNa] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
Mémorandum 
Afeinora ndum 

• 
PALESTINE 

, 

POSTWAR POLICY AND THE 1939 WHITE PAPER 
Of the long series of controversies which have punctuated the history of the 

Palestine mandate none lias been more acute than the present one centering in 
the statement of policy issued by the United Kingdom Government in May 
1939. The purpose of that statement was to put an end to political uncertainties 
which were recognized to be a factor  contributing to unrest in the country. 
Since the publication of the White Paper the situation in Palestine has 
improved, while the position of Jews in Europe has deteriorated. Nazi 
persecution has taken a form and reached an extent unprecedented in history, 
unfOréSeen by the authors of the Balfour Declaration or even by those who 
drafted the 1939 White Paper. The changed cirCumstances have brought to a 
head demands hitherto held in abeyance for the transformation of Palestine 
into a Jewish National State in which immigration and development will be the 
responsibility of Jews only. It is maintained that anything less than this would 
constitute a repudiation of the spirit and obvious intent of the Balfour 
Declaration. ' 

In this memorandum it is proposéd to review b'riefly (1) the circumstances 
in which the 1939   White  Paper was issued, (2) the provisions it embodied, (3) 
thé Manner in whiCh' it was received (a) by Zionists and Arabs and (b) in 
Geneva, (4) the objections which have been raised to it in Canada, and a few of 

the comments to which these observations give rise, (5) to outline consider-
ations Cariadian répresentatives may find it useful to bear in mind during 
conferences at which policy toward Palestine is discussed. 

1. Circumstances in which the White Paper was issued 
When Arab disturbances in Palestine assumed the proportions of guerrilla 

warfare  in, 1938 a Royal Commission was sent out which reported in 1937 an 
opinion that the mandate should be replaced by two treaties with independent 

slVoir Grande-Bretagneeex Great Britain: 
Cmd. 6019, 1939. Palestine: Statement of Policy. London. His Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 1939. 
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Arab and Jewish States respectively, Great Britain retaining a permanent 
mandate over Bethlehem, Nazareth, Jerusalem and a corridor to the sea. The 
Permanent Mandates Commission adviséd against the iminediate creation of 
two independent states but was willing to support provisional cantonization or 
the establishment of two separate mandates. The partition proposal was 
dropped in 1938 when the Woodhead Commission reported against it on the 
ground that political, administrative and financial difficulties made it 
impracticable. 

Since the Palestine disturbances were continuing and nothing had yet. been 
done to meet the main criticisms of the Royal Commission, the United 
Kingdom Government fell back on an attempt to promote direct understanding 
between Arabs and Jews. With this end in view it convened a conference in 
London (February-March, 1939) but announced that if a joint policy could not 
be worked out within a reasonable length of time the government itself would 
draw up and put into effect a policy of its own. 

The conference fared badly. Arabs and Jews refused to meet in joint 
Sessions. Suggestions put forward tentatively by British officials were rejected 
by' both groups. The United Kingdom Government was therefore obliged to 
draft its own plan (published two months later as the White Paper of May 
1939). This was rejected by both Arab and Jewish delegations before the 
conference ended on March 17. • 

IL Provisions of the 1939 White Paper 
Three ambiguities in the Palestine mandate were described as being a cause 

of unrest and hostility between Arabs and Jews. These were found in the 
statement of obligations relating to (a) the Jewish National Home, immigra-
tion . and land seulement, (b) rights of non-Jews, and (c) self-governing 
institutions. In a controversy such as the mandate had aroused, the United 
Kingdom Government could not hope to satisfy the disputants; its purpose was 
io be just to two people(s) whose destinies had been affected by world events 
and who, since they lived side by side, must learn to practice mutual tolerance 
and cooperation. The new plan fell under three headings: 

1. The Constitution 
This section' opened with a denial of fundamental positions taken by both 

Jews -and Arabs: 
tr4 i 

The Churchill  White Paper of 1922," interpreting the Balfour Declaration, 
a11 ilît be 3 	t ken to imply that thc United Kingdom Government did not intend '  

wistablish an independent Jewish State in Palestine. Today that position was 
a* ffirm' éd unequivocally. The 1922 statement of what was meant by the 

d6clopment of the Jewish National Home was quoted once more and 
châracterized as an authoritative and comprehensive description. 

eyoir Urande-Bretagne:/See Great Britain: 
4-e, 	, Cmd. 1700, 1922. Palestine: Correspondence with the Palestine Arab Delegation 

, and the Zionist Organization. 
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.° b. Palestine had ' not been included in the ; area_ in' which Sir Henry
McMahon's undertook on behalf of the B ri tish Gove rnment to recognize and
support .,, Arab ` independence. ' Regret : was : expressed, ~ however; for the
misunderstandings which had a risen over some of the phrases used in th e
McMahon correspondence.

~` Having dismissed thus'directly basic claims ptit forward by both parties to
the controversy, the White Paper went on to assert ' that the Mandatory Powe r
was under obligation to secure the development of self-governing institutions . I t
desired to see ultimately an independent Palestinian State, in which Arabs and
Jews would share authority .in such a way that the essential interests of bot h
would . be secured .'iTo that end it would . begin to, associate Palestinians
gradually with the administration until they were in charge of all departments
of government -.assisted by_B ri tish advisers - exercising administrative an d
advisory functions . Arab and Jewish appointments would be made approxi-
mately according to population ratios . A- ten-year period might suffice to
prepare the . count ry, for, self-government, but .the time, could be extended i f
necessary . Local conditions permitting, provision might be made for an electe d
Icgislature if desired . There, would be safeguards i for (a) holy places, (b )
protection of the various communities, (c) the special position of the Jewish
National Home, (d) strategic requirements of the United Kingdom Govern-
ment, and (e) interests of certain foreign governments.
III . Reception of the White Paper

1 . Zionists and Arabs
Zionists rejected the White Paper prima ri ly because it condemned the Jew s

to a permanent minority status in Palestine, which they held to be a violation of
the promise made in the Balfour Declaration . An outcry against the statement
of policy was raised in Jewish communities throughout the world for thi s

reason .
Arabs,- on the contrary, rejected the White Paper precisely because it stil l

involved recognition of the Balfour Declaration, which they had always held t o

be in conflict with Article 22 of the Covenant. It had been their contention that
under Article 20 of the Covenant a duty was laid on the United Kingdom
Government to sccure its own release from the obligations it undertook i n

issuing the Balfour Declaration . Until this duty had becn fulfilled inc Arab s

were disinclined ,.to cooperate - all the more so because they held that the

Balfotir ; Declaration was in conflict also with - earlier British undertakings

toward . themselves. They ôbjccted to the aWhite . Paper, furthermore, on th e

ground that at,the end of the ten-year period a Jewish veto might further defer

the establishment of an indcpendent government.

"Premier haut commissaire. Égypte (protectorat britannique). 1914-6; commissaire britannique

auprè s de la Commission i nternationale du Moyen-Orient (Conférence de la paix),1919 .

First High Commissioner, Egypt ( Bri tish Protectorate), 1914-16 ; British Commissioncr on

Middle East International Commission (Peace Conférence), 1919 .
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2. At Geneva

The Permanent Mandates Commission discussed the W '36th session in June 1939 . The document was never exa • hlte Paper at itsCouncil,
however, owing to the fact that the latter body did not meet eagueuntil after war had broken out. again.

Since inaccurate reports have been in circulation as to the findins of t"Mandates Commission these might be summarized here: g he-The Commission'
stated that the White Paper was not in accord wit hinterpretations it had placed on the mandate in the past

. The Commissio ntherefore, had to consider whether the mandate might be open to a dfferen ,
interpretation. t
2. - Immigratio n

.,' -
Neither the mandate nor commonsense and justice required that

conditions should be ignored in framing immigration policy
. E co

political
nomicabsorptive,capacity had been laid down as a criterion in the 1922 White Paper

and reaffirmed in 1931, but His Majesty's Government did not regard itb6
ing necessarily for all time and in all circumstances the only criterion

. a
s1

` There were now two alternatives - either to seek to ex and theNational Home indefinitely by immigration, against the strongly expressed wil lof the Arab inhabitants, or to permit further expansion by immigration only asthe `Arabs acquiescxd. The former policy meant rule by force and appearedcontra ry
to the whole spirit of Article 22 of the Covenant and to specificobligations

to the Arabs under the terms of the mandate . Considering theextent to which growth of the Jewish National Home had already been
facilitated, His Majesty's Government had accordingly adopted the secondalternative.

It : would be unjust to stop immigration abruptly . Accordingly durin thenezt five years (up to March 3 1 , 1944) 50,000 immigrants would be admitted
on regular annual quotas in addition to 25,000 refugees, making a total of75,000 admissions. After March 31, 1944, further Jewish immigration woulddepend on Arab ' acquiescence . Illegal immigration would be checked . The total *of illegal

immigrants who could not be deported would be deducted from thelegal quota .~ .'3 . 'Land,
Powers to limit and regulate land transfers would be conferred on the HighC

ommissioner so as to prevent the growth of a landless Arab population and alowé ring of standards of living . Restrictive orders might be modi fied from timeto time, however, as conditions improved .
Fourmembers had concluded that the White Paper was not in conformitywith the mandate. Three held that existing circumstances would justify the newpôli '~! provided the Council did not oppose it .
All members a reed th h~n41 . 0tonization or two separate mandates welenstill relevant land shouldrbel borneIA "Und abc appropriate moment .,.~t y !

.
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The four members who opposed the White Paper did so chiefly for the 
following reasons: 	. 
a. The Mandates Commission had long recognized the equality of obligations 

to*Arabs and Jews. The White Paper seemed now to give precedence to the 
former and to dispute the right of the Jews to establish a national home in 
Palestine against Arab wishes. 
b. Since the avowed object of the White Paper was to restrict the effects of 

the Balfour Declaration, the new policy could hardly be represented as 
conforming with the mandate, in which the Balfour Declaration was embodied. 
One must choose between the mandate and political considerations. It was 
impossible to basé oneself on both, although that was what the United 
Kingdom Government was trying to do. 
c. No treaty clause or constitutional provision would afford adequate 

protection to a minority in a really independent country where a spirit of 
intolerance reigned. The Jewish  National  'Home had been excluded from 
Transjordan, limited by. 'recognition of the tw6-fold obligation to Arabs and 
Jcws, and obstructed bythe suspension of the criterion of economic absorptive 
capacity and the recent substitution of a political criterion. To place it now in 
an independent state with' a permanent Aràb majority would be to commit its 
destinies to the hands of a race which could not forgive its existence. 
d. Provisions under the headings ,"inimigration" and "land" infringed the 

positive obligations entiriciated in Article 6 of the mandate. 
e: The recent debate in the British Parliament had brciught to light a strong 

opinion there that the proposed policy was contrary to the mandate. (Mr. 
Churchill, at that time still in opposition, had made a vigorous attack on the 
White Paper as a breach of faith. He maintained that obligations to Jews and 
Arabs were not of equal weight, that under the Balfour Declaration the main 
obligation was to facilitate the establishment of à JeWish National Home in 
Palestine, ànd that although it had never been intended that economic 
absorptive capacity should be the sole criterion in regard to immigration, it had 
also never bccn intended that responsibility for determining immigration rates 
should bc turned over to the Arabs. Neither shduld it be given to the Jews. It 
should be kept in the hands of the Mandatory Power. The vote in Lords and 
Commons cut across party lines. In the House of Lords there was no division; 
in Commons the vote went 268 for the White Paper to 179 against.) 

Considerations which moVed three members of the Mandates Commission 
to support the White Paper included the following: 
a. It was essential  for  the Mandates Commission to take political conditions 

into consideration as well as the terms of the mandate. If it did not consider the 
political consequences of récommendations it made to the Council — 
consequences for Palestine, for the Middle East and for the general world 
situation — it might help to bring abbut the destruction of the Jewish National 
Home. - 

b. It  was only necessary to read the annual reports for Palestine or the 

memoranda of the Jewish Agency to  sec  that the Jewish National Home was 

1900 
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now established. The next essential thing was to ensure its maintenance and 
protection, and that depended on the re-establishment of order in Palestine to a 
point where continuous use of force was rio longer necessary. To fix population 
ratios was probably the best way to do this. Lord Samuel had suggested a 40% 
ratio, but one-third had been set instead. At worst the Arabs would probably 
agree.to  sufficient immigration to keep the Jewish population up to that ratio. 
c. In 1922 the Mandatory Power had chosen from among various possible 

methods of implementing Article 6 of the mandate that of getting on as rapidly 
as possible with Jewish immigration, subject to the limit of economic 
absorptive capacity. The Royal Commission had reported in 1937, however, 
that the rapidity with which the whole structure had been built up  • had 
intensified the difficulties inherent in the situation. Article 6 was fundamental, 
but it provided that immigration should be facilitated "under suitable 
conditions". Thus it would be open to the Mandatory Power to cut off 
immigration altogether if this were necessary as a last resort to save the Jewish 
National Home. But a less drastic alternative had been presented in the 1939 
White Paper. 
d. It, was essential to know whether the proposed Palestinian State was to be 

unitary or federal. (At the London Conference, British spokesmen had 
explained that either form might be chosen.) If it were to be federal, the fear 
that the Jewish National Home would be put under subjection to the Arabs 
could be disregarded. That arrangement would come fairly close to the 
partition solution. • Without further information on this point it would be 
impossible to say offhand that the Jewish National Home was threatened by 
the White Paper. 
e. The Balfour Declaration had been a compromise formula to satisfy both 

those who hoped for the ultimate establishment of a Jewish national State and 
those who opposed it. Its reference to Arab rights was part of the compromise 
and was meant neither in a narrow nor a local sense. 
3. °The White Paper goes into effect 

4i  On Febniary 28, 1949 [slc-1939], provisions of the 'White Paper relating 
to restriction and regulation of land purchase went into effect. In some areas 
trinsfers' have since been prohibited. In others they have merely been limited. 
Wail' other areas they continue to be freely arranged. 
-7*Theré has been no change in regard to immigration. Because of the 
difficulty refugees have experienced in escaping from Nazi dominated 
territory, only 60% of the full quota of 75,000 legal immigrants had been 
adMitted to Palestine by December 1943. It was accordingly announced that 
uniil:the full total had arrived the principle of Arab consent would not be 
invôked. 

. Re actions in Canada 
r‘.Aoting ion a cabled request from Zionist headquarters in London, the 
7.,tïident,of the Zionist Organization of Canada protested to the Canadian , 

ee0Yernment in May 1939 against a policy which would limit Jews forever to 
:itethia  o! the population of Palestine, close parts of the country to Jewish 
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settlement : altogether and , give the territory independence, :which meant the
establishment of in Arab : gove rnment . Jews + would be compelled to do
everything to prevent such a nullification of the Balfour Declaration and of th e
mandate. , . ;

Agitation, against the White Paper continued . During` its convention i n
January ~ 1941, the Zionist Organization° of Canada 'appealed to the United
Kingdom Government to implement the Balfour Declaration and to permit
unrestricted purchase 'of land by Jews so as to facilitate an unrest ricted Jewis h
immigration. It laid on its members the duty of working for (a) equa l
individual and group rights for Jews in all count ries, and (b) the establishment
of Palestine as a Jewish Commonwealth within the B ri tish Commonwealth, so
that it would be in a position speedily to absorb masses of distressed Europea n
and other Jews . A further. resolution characte rized as illuso ry all proposals fo r
large-scale Jewish°colonization elsewhere than in Palestine, since only in tha t
country could the aim of national independence be entertained .

As the time approached when immigration rates were to be determined in
consultation with Arab representatives, appeals for withdrawal of the Whit e
Paper began to reacti ' the Canadian Government ' from Jewish groups,
ministerial associations, youth groups and women's organizations . Two appeals

falling outside these catego ries were those received from the League of Nations
Society, in Canada - which like the National Council of Women and th e
Federated Women's Institutes had been approached by an affiliated Jewis h
organization - and from the Canadian Palestine Committee .

The latter organization presented to the 'Prime Minister an oral brief which
me ri ts analysis both because of the care with which it was drawn up an d
because the membership of the Canadian Palestine Committee embraces men
and women occupying responsible positions in the business and financial world,
legislators, judges, lawyers, university professors, teachers, journalists and civil
and provincial officials . (Ch ristian ministers have been separately enrolled in
the Canadian Christian Council on Palestine.) The brief represents statements
these persons have become willing to sponsor , as the result of direct or indirect

suggestions from Canadian or visiting Zionists : ,
l . Canada's responsibility - Canada has a responsibility in regard to th e

White Paper because this country is "one of the 52 nations signatory to the
measure by which the mandate was conferred" on the United K i ngdom

Gove rnment. f , . . ,
This statement,,widely quoted; conflicts with the record . The mandates were

not allocated in ' a , manner conforming to the spirit of Article 22 of the
Covenant, and precautions were taken by the League Council to prevent the
Assembly - the "52 nations" mentioned in the brief - from discussing
officially the terms of the mandates, whose acceptance the Council kept in its
own hands. Canada was not represented on the Council at the time. In

December 1920 the Rt. Hon.' Charles J. Doherty protested most vigorously at

Geneva` against (a)°. .the non-consultation of the League in allocating the
mandates, and (b) the refusal of the Council to permit the Sixth Committee of
the Assembly' to examine the mandates 'officially . Mr. Doherty asked that
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revision of the Covenant should be considered to prevent any re etiti
oviolations of the intention of Article 22. P n of these

So Ar as the Palestine mandate was concerned its historySuccessive ' drafts were prepared by British and Americanstory was this :
submitted to the Colonial Office

. The latter sent to Geneva for Zionists and

approval a final draft whose essential provisions followed Zionist dema il'sfairly closely, but not in every respect
. The Council gave its approval ndson 22,1922 . The - Assembly was not consulted

. Neither were the Arab
July

Canadian Government had nothing to do with the matter . s• The

' Sir George Perley, it is true, acting on behalf of Canada in 1920, had s
ithe Treaty of Sèvres in which the Balfour Declaration was embodied ned

connection with the Chanak incident in September 1922, however, Mr
. Kin nnexplained to Mr. Meighen that Canada was not bound in any way by theTreaty of S6vres, inasmuch as the latter had been repudiated by Turkey andhad not been ratified

by either the United Kingdom Government of that [or]t of

Any interest Canada may have in the White Paper derives, therefore, from
its membership in the United Nations and the responsibility it will share fo
establishing a just and durable peace. r
2.' Meaning`of the Balfour Declaration -

The brief goes on to say that the Balfour Declaration was issued
Britishas prospective conquerors of the Ottoman Empire . The A by th

eras mayexpect ed a sovere ign Arab State based on majority occupancy, bu ttheir laimewere
.
"subordinated by the British conquering power. Lloyd George, Balfour

s
Wilson and certain other statesmen of the time interpreted the declaration as a
first step toward setting up a Jewish Commonwealth in Palestine, im 1in
ultimate conferment of Jewish citizenship in sovereign right. p y g

Balfour, it is true, regarded the principle of trusteeship embodied in Article22 of the League Covenant as a self-imposed limitation, whose degree was not
open to question by any other government . That, however, was not the sense in
which the mandate system was generally understood . The position taken at -Geneva by Mr

. Doherty in 1920 is sufficient evidence that the CanadianGovernment . cannot accept as freely as the Canadian Palestine CommitteeaPpear12
have done a dcfinition of the British position which is not su orted

by the gue Covenant. pp
_A t should also be recalled at this point that the vagueness of the BalfourDeelaration,

and even of the mandate and the 1922 White Pa er was due
the fact that not everyone shared the views of Lloyd George, Balfour, Wilsonand Smuts.` These three documents had to be phrased so as to give some'sfaction to political Zionists and their supporters on the one hand and on
tbe~ other_ hand to meet the vigorous objections of distinguished British Jewsand~ ôthers who opposed~iAB*the the creation of an independent Jewish State . Thi s

ease, all that the three documents can be said to have done was toirti
t
ia tt e a new Pr~tss. They left to the future, however, the difficult decision as~ h,ow far, that process was to be permitted to go. It is perfectly true that the
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statesmen mentioned in the brief wished an independent Jewish State to grow 
out of the colonization encouraged under the Balfour Declaration. It is equally 
true that they were unable to promise such a result, owing to the strength of 
the Jewish and non7Jewish opposition they encountered. They therefore 
consented to the inclusion of limitations guarànteeing : the position of 
Palestinian Arabs and of non-Zionist Jews in the Diaspora, which are quite as 
much a Tart of the Balfour Declaration as the promise to facilitate the 
establishment of a Jewish National Home and cannot be ignored now that the 
time has come to make the clear decision which could not be taken in 1922. 
3. , The escape from minority status — 

The brief asserts that the Balfour Declaration was regarded as an effort to 
right a great wrong which for centuries had been suffered by the Jewish people 
— an ordeal of perpetual minority status in eyerF country where they were 
permitted to live. The White Paper is a betrayal of this purpose, it says, 
because it would place the Jcws of Palestine in the very position from which the 
Balfour Declaration was to have delivered thcm. 

The designation of minority status as a "'wrong" suffered by the Jewish 
people seems to be based on the popular illusion that the Jewish dispersion was 
forced. On the contrary it was voluntary. Only a fraction of the Jews remained 
in Palestine at the time of the Roman conquest in Titus' reign. Attracted to 
Alexandria and other parts of the Mediterranean world more prosperous than 
their own, they had already established theniselvés in ma.ny other regions, from 
which they, later spread out through Europe. The real wrong they had to 
endure 1.vas not minority status but the restrictions and persecution imposed on 
them in the middle ages, continuing in 'modified form in later times and 
culminating in the unparalleled atrocities of ciur own day. 

It is important to dral.v this distinction between persecution and minority 
status, since the Balfour Declaration itself -- as already seen — makes 
reservations on behalf of thoSe Jcws who prefer minority status in the Disapora 

c
to t

s. 
h
s
e  prospect of majority status in Palestine. Most Canadian Jews fall in this 

la 	•
4. Appeasement 

. The White Paper is described as an offspring of the prewar policy of 
appeasement, now fully discredited. ' 

Since this charge is constantly heard it is perhaps not irrelevant to recall 
that in 1939 Zionist leaders began to talk in veiled or direct terms of resorting 
to violence to prevent the White Paper fronr going into effect. They were 
willing.to  fight in order to win the majority status which Arabs had already 
been fighting to keep. The secret arming of Jews in Palestine is held to be not 
unconnected with the threats heard in 1939. . • 

For the Mandatory  Power  there is apparently no escape from the charge of 
**appeasement", which will be heard no matter what it may do. To satisfy any 
Arab demand whatsoever will be to f'yield to a , truculent people who have 
resorted to arms." To grant any Zionist request, on the contrary, will be "to 

appease a worldwide clamour, insistently brought to the attention of everY 
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western nation by its Jewish citizens
." The Balfour Declaration it

f
has beencompared to the Munich agreement in one sense

. Without cons sultn tho inpossession of the region concerned, the répresentatives of a number of nations
arranged in both cases for the transfer of a territory at

. the demand ôtlonsambitious
. people who were able to put forward a claim of historic f an

There the resemblance ends
. It is important, however, to distinguis hbetween - "app~sement" of an expansionist power like Germanyish clearly

measures which may be taken to give Arabs the right to govern thmseves any
their own homeland or to allow political Zionists a chance to ex erime

nan independent Jewish State as an aid to solving the Jewish problem. t with
5. Canada, Palestine and the refugee problem -

The brief mentions
Canada's need for a larger population, the contributiowhich -

wartime refugees have already made to Canadian lifean n
expectation that Canada after the war will continue to help in the soluti

od ntofthe refugee problem . It mentions, also ,have for man Euro the attraction Canada will undoubtedly
y pean refugees and remarks in this connection that they will

want to come here at the very time when Canada must co e
. with therehabilitation of almost a million demobilized se rvice men and women .` This

is not the first time it has been suggested to Canadians that it would be
to their advantage to support unrestricted immigration into Palestine in order
to reduce the number of applicants for admission to this country.Bernard Rosenblatt was touring western Canada in 1945 on behalf ofWhen
Zionist Organization, speaking to Canadian Clubs and contacting well-known
cltlzens, many of whom were later to become members of the Canadian
Palestine Committee, this was his main approach

. He asked whether it was not
the duty of those who insisted on restricting immigration into their own
countries to insist also that in Palestine - the one place where Jews had aclaim on . the

trustee - the obligation to facilitate immigration should becarried out to the fullest extent . He found his hearers remarkably responsive .' i '~,Non-Zionist Jews, who though unorganized in Canada still form a largepart of the
Jewish population of this country, consider such an approach to be

treacherous both toward European Jews and toward themselves - an extreme
Py •exâmple` of the lengths to which Zionist leaders are willing to go to establish9uleklY '

thé desired numerical majority in Palestine even if it should increasethesûfferings of the who have survived the terror in Europe . Adoption of thepolicy proposed by Mr. Rosenblatt and hinted at by the Canadian PalestineComttiittce is stron 1 opposed
fesult . in discriminât,ônbetwe nyJewi h loand non-Jewish refu ecause it would
entër , ~his cpunt g es wishing tory , which in turn would adversely affect the status of the Jewishci

tluns of Canada, reducing them to the "second class" status so widelyareaaed,

6• ;Most of the remainder of the brief is devoted to Mr . Emmanuel Neumann'
Statement before the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Representas
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tives in Washington," and to expressions of opinion in Canada and the United 
States favouring the views put forward in the brief. 

Mr. Neumann's 'statement 'illustrates  the  extent to which the selective 
principle is adhered - to in historical summaries sponsored by the Zionist 
Organization  of  America. It is most unfortunate that a case as urgent and just 
as that of the political Zionists should be made to depend so frequently on 
assertions no reputable historian would regard as adequate. It is true that there 
is little knoWledge on this continent of what has actually happened in the Near 
and Middle -East in the past 50 years, and that it is consequently easy to 
manipulate the record so as to encourage the view that Arab claims in the 
present controversy may be dismissed as all but irrelevant. It is obvious, 
however, to any who have followed developments attentively that a just 
decision would have  been  much easier to arrive at today had the literature of 
thecontroversy be,en less imaginative. 

V. Considerations which must affect the Canadian position _ 
Insofar as Canada is recognized as a leader among smaller powers it will be 

expected to watch with sympathy -- and to aid when it can properly do so — 
the efforts to achieve nitionhood and political independence of such peoples as 
the Arabs and the Jews, who have been grievously oppressed for centuries and 
who now  sec in statehood and association with other nations the surest escape 
for their children from the tragic frustrations of the past. 

As 'a nation which is regarded, on the other hand, as having dealt 
successfully with a difficult minority problem, Canada may also be expected to 
speak in defence of Jews who wish to continue making their homes in the 
European lands with which their families have been associated for a thousand 
years or more, or in lands of the new world which they have helped their 
compatriots to establish and develop. 

Several cénsiderations make it difficult 'for Canada té fulfil all three of these 
expectations. 	° 

1. The conflict between Zionist and Arab aspirations on the one hand and 

between the interests of Zionist and non-Ziànist `Jews on the other makes it 
necessary to weigh carefully any proposed action on behalf of one of the three 
groups lest itiesult in unfair injury to another. Just decisions would be difficult 

enoiigh to reach even with full knowlege of the situation. They become almost 

impossible, howeNier, especially for the average  responsible citizen, when only 
one of the three groups' is organized and equipped to carry on an active 

propaganda in Canada, and when newspapers, radio broadcasts and public 

lectures serve to disseminate the views of that group almost without exception. 

"États-Unis,/United States, 	„ 
The Jewish National Home in Palestine: Harte' ng before the Committee on Foreign 
diffairs. House of Representatives, Seventreighth Congress. Second Session, on H. 

Res. 418 and II. Res. 419. Resolutions relating to the Jewish National Home in 
Palestine. Washington, Gcreernment Printing Office, 1944. 
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. The conflict of interest between the three groups, althoug hor nearly fictitious in much of the literature current ingh dismissed a s
affects vitally the future well-being not only of Arabs and of Zl•onistCanada tôday ,

non-Zionist Jews, but also the stability of postwar arrangements as a hole~and non-
. : . .(a) If political Zionists should be denied the right to establish a

n

whole .
Jewish State, their chief aim would be frustrated

. They cannot be conten t
independent

halfway measures except as a matter of temporary expediency. is with
essential tothe fulfilment of their purpose that there should exist a Jewish government atthe head of a Jewish nation, sending its official representatives t ocapitals, watchful of the interests of Jews everywhere, and able t
o
the world's

speakinternational councils with an authoritiative voice on all questions of •incivilized humanity and to make effective protests whenever any natio
n interest to

oppressive policies toward its Jewish minority
. Moreover, only an indePend pts

Jewish State can be counted on in future to offer a free haven of
refuge

ent
where international pressure ma g in cases

a stop to persecu-tion . Nothing short of such a haV
nr w Il~give Je~wstthe pprotectio nshown they need from the barbarity of European govern ents . history has

,, .
The minority status offered under the White Paper, though it guarantees

established position and a share in the government of Palestine, and thoughan
itgives , some satisfaction to cultural Zionism, defeats the main purposePolitical

Zionism, the urgency of which nothing could illustrate more tra allof
than Nazi persecutions . g y
(b) ' Non-Zionists also are bitter over the proposal to regulate Jewl' shimmigration into Palestine in accordance with Arab wishes at a time lik

e Present, when it is possible at any moment that there may develop a mos
turgent demand for accommodation of refugees from Europe . They are alsoopPOSed. - however, to the demand for transforming Palestine into anindependent Jewish State

. The eagerness with which Poles, RumaniansBulgaMans are inclinedto su and
the interest shown in it by Canadians who consciousl a ôrfferent level -
d4criminatc against Jews sociall

y unconsciously
substance to the fear that anti -Sem

y, rofsionally or
itism is preparing toeclothe tsely

, • gives
in therespectable garb of a philanthropic policy, that in western democracies there

will result the dlscrlminatlon,again'st which Jews have had to fight so long andhad
a battle, and that in central and southeastern Europe all real secur iews will become im ' P y forposslblc.

,~~Furthermore, non -Zionists maintain that no matter how clear a distinctionis, d rawn legally between Palestinian citizenship and the allegiance Jews outsidePalestine owe
to the governments under whose jurisdiction they live, in practicethere

ment"
f
~ld develop an irredentist frame of mind as a result of the establish-`lo an independent Jewish State. There would be a tendency forPu atiniân diplomatic representatives to be regarded - articularl in Eastern, rop~sy ~ P y~ asobse rvers of the treatment accorded to Jewish minorities in thevano~ oountries to which they were accredited . In all countries a new barrierwould be rai edtb em $ sbetween Jewish minorities and their fellow-citizens, settingpan,-~, -• in the western hemisphere particularly - from all other
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minorities. Other ,  minority groups are present in the Americas as a result of 
centrifugal forces operative in Europe in recent centuries; the Jewish minority, 
however, is affected by a centripetal force. The former, because their desire to 
remain is not questioned, would enjoy a more secure position than the latter, 
the permanence of whose allegiance to thé countries of their adoption would be 
constantly, in question. The safeguarding clause with which the Balfour 
Declaration closes might perforce come to represent only an expression of pious 
intention. , 
.(c) Whcn the Principal Allied Powers decidcd at the close of the first World 

War  to  partition Arab territories detached from the Ottoman Empire, the 
inhabitants were forced to relinquish for the foreseeable future their hope of 
establishing a viable state in the Fertile Crescent between the Mediterranean 
and the Persian Gulf. Hussein," as representative of the Arab nationalist 
movement, withdrew from association with the victorious powers and gave up 
the advantages of League membership on behalf of the Hadjaz rather than 
agree to the dismemberment of the Arab patrimony and the imposition on it of 
mandates in the drafting of which the Arabs were to have no part. 

As time passed and. the most advanced regions were denied the democratic 
rights repeatedly promised during the war and at its close and ostensibly 
guaranteed undcr the Covenant, a cynical attitude toward the professions of 
Mandatory Powers and of League members . took  possession of the whole 
region. 

The first ray of hope came with the unexpected decision of the United 
Kingdom  in  1929 to withdraw from Iraq, which was carried out in 1932. 
Furthcr possibilities seemed to  open  up with the negotiation of the French 
treaties with the Levant States in 1938 and the conclusion of an Anglo-
Egyptian tr- caty in the same year under the stress of the Italian threat to the 
balance of power in the Mediterranean. These were interpreted as a belated 
but welcome acknowledgement of the right of Arabs to democratic self-
government. 

When the French Parliament failed to ratify the draft treaties with the 
Levant States, and when in 1939 — in violation of Article 2 of the Syrian 
mandate — the port of Alexandretta and its hinterland wcrc ceded to Turkey, 
the Arabs were forccd back on the 'earlier conclusion that their reliance on the 
dcmocratic powers of, the' wcst was not • after all likely to expedite the 
realization of independence. 

Although since that time the United Kingdom Government has used its 
influence to win for Syria  and the Lebanôn at least temporary recognition as 
independent States, there is no guarantee that liberated France will withdraw 
from the Levant, and the Arabs fear that it will not do so as long as the United 

Kingdom Government> claims special interests in the Middle East. With 

Alexandretta alre.ady lost, and the possibility that France may not withdraw 
from the Alawite region or  from  Greater Lebanon, and the further possibility 

1711isayn Ibn'Ali, sharif de La Mecque, 1908-24; se proclama roi du Iledjaz, 1916. 
Ibn'Ali Huuein, Sheri( of Mecca, 1908-24; proclaimed himself King of Ilejaz, 1916. 
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that a Jewish national state may control the coast of Palestin
eregard it still as a distinct Possibility that they may be allowed to

, exer Arabs
independent control only over territories facing on the Persian Gulf an

d clse an
Red Sea, while their outlets on the far more important Mediterranean the
controlled, by others

. Meanwhile the artificial divisions already imposed b
may be

Allies have created vested interests which will make it difficu y the
region even were the French to withdraw. lt to unite the.-'If

now the United Nations decide to establish an independent Jewish
Sinto which" millions of refugees ma tate,

wedge will be driven between the component partsEuof thetSt Arabs believe aatethey themselves are trying to establish before the latter has had timedtoatio n
takeshape, particularly if the French should be slow in leaving. Owing to thesuperior economic

strength of the Jews, and the political power their contactswith western governments give them, and because of the drive imparted
Zionist ambitions by the pressure of persecution in Europe over and to

vigour they possessed prior to 1933, the Arabs fear that Jewish dom nati
o
the

nmay not stop short at the boundaries of any State which may be ca rved out inresponse to Jewish demands
. The whole of the Fertile Crescent, they believe

may be permeated by Jewish influence, or affected by an incessant struggle ,keep Jewish influence out in order that an essentially Arab civilization a rise
again in the regions where the Turks held sway for so long . Y

Arabs regard it as a matter of essential justice that Europe itself should
make reparation to the Jews for the sufferings it has inflicted on them

. If theestablishment
of an independent Jewish State is regarded as the best

permanent solution of the Jewish problem, the logical thing to do, they hold, isto force Germany to alienate territory for the purpose
. If the United Nations

hesitate to do this on the ground that it would cause resentment and lead tofuture , wars, precisely the same objection stands in the way of forcin the
Aràbs to alienate part of their patrimon gy - an in the latter rwould be increased by the knowl edge tha t it was not the A absawho hadt beenresponsible for the existence of a Jewish problem in Europe. If, on the contrary,Germany were merely asked to place a large fund at the disposal of the Jews,much of

it to be used for the expansion of the Jewish National Home inPalestine,
this again would mean that Arabs were being required to help afor crimes they had not committed. p y

```A fündamental element in the Arab position is the belief that Asia is not th e
piOPertY of westerners, to be parcelled out among European interests as wasdoAe at .

the close of the last war. Respect for this principle was implicit in theI;e
COU

agud Covenant but did not mark the decisions of the Supreme Allied ~
. . ci l: It is implicit also in the Atlantic Charter, but the Arabs are no surerd~ . . applic3tion than Zionists are of receiving the independent State theymand, or than non-Zionists are of having their elementary human rightsArotected .

t~Thpo'i partition proposal, which has been revived as a possible alternative to
.cy of the 1939 White Paper, will not satisfy many groups in the Zionis tm °vcment which arc already mobilizing against it on the ground that the

4 .: .. .
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territory offered is utterly inadequate for the purpose it must fulfil. Neither 
will the proposal be acceptable to  the  Arabs, since it will serve to drive the 
Jewish wedge more firmly than ever into a strategically important part of the 
Arab heritage: Similarly, it will not . remove  the dangers threatening non-
Zionist Jews. If the partition proposal is adopted,.however, there is a possibility 
that in conjunction with a more liberal immigration policy in Canada and the 
United States, the opening up of opportunities for. Jews in the Soviet Union, 
and the provision of special facilities for the  rehabilitation of Jews in Europe, 
the compromise may prove successful. It is not likely to do so, however, unless 
all possible means arc utilized to reducd the population pressure on Palestine 
and thus relax the increasing tensions of which the discussions centering in the 
White Paper arc an outward symptom.  

PARTIE 14/PART 14 

POLOGNE 
. POLAND 

, 
• 	Le secrétaire aùx Dominions. 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 'extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 112 	 London, January 19, 1945 

SECRET. My telegram Circular D. 1816 of December 16th.t 
Po'kuid , 

,Following guidance regarding our policy towards the.  Lublin "Provisional 
Government" has been addressed by Foreign  •  Office to interested diplomatic 
missions abroad, Begins: 

' It is probable that, as a result of recent developments in the Polish 
situation and of the fact that the Lublin 'Provisional Government' has, 
understand, addressed a circular to diplomatic representatives in Moscow, y011 

may receive enquiries from the Government to which you arc accredited and 
other persons as to the attitude of His Majesty's Government towards the so-
called `Provisional Government of Poland'. 

2. In replying to such enquiries, you should make it clear that His Majesty's 
Government has no intention in present circumstances of either recognising the 

administration set up a Lublin as a Provisional Government of Poland or of 

recognising a representative from Lublin in any official capacity in London." 

1189. DEA/58s 
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions
DEA/58s

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Dominions Secretary

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D . 156
London, January 26, 1945

TOP SECRET., My telegram of 19th January, Circular D. 112 .Polvnd `
« As indicated in that telegram, considerable efforts are bein g
Provtslonal Government" to secure recognition, and we trust tha twe may

nhave
support of other British Commonwealth Governments in maintaining, in

present circumstances, attitude
which we and United States Government haveadopted'of not according such recognition . We hope, therefore, that DominionGovernments will, in

any approaches that they may receive from Lublinauthorities, be prepared to take similar line to that indicated in my telegramunder reference and will keep us informed . We shall, of course, continue to
kcep you fully informed of any developments .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary~ . ; .

TELEGRAM 21

DEA/58s

Ottawa, January 27, 1945
TOPSËCRET. Your telegram D-156 of January 26th, Poland.

We,are instructing Canadian Ambassadors in Moscow and Paris to reportat once an y p
y pproach which they might receive on behalf of Lublin "Provi-

sional Government
" and to adopt attitude in case of enquiries similar to that

sot fo rth in your telegram D-112 of January 19th . Other Canadian diplomatic
missions seem unlikely to be approached. We shall inform you of any overturesof zibis sort..

;t•::; :~ . , ; .
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1192. 	 D EA/58-Fs 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 348 	 , London, February 26, 1945 

TOP SECRET. My telegram of February 21st, Circular D. 320.t Following for 
the Prime Minister, Begins: General Anders's has informed us that he is much 
concerned as to future position of his troops, in the light of decisions of Crimea 
Conference, relating to Poland. He pointed out that he and they have sworn 
allegiance to Polish Government in London who might refuse to release them 
from their oath. Situation might, therefore, arise in future in which Polish 
forces who have fought under our command or elements of these forces might 
be unwilling or might indeed not be permitted to return to Poland. He asked 
what re-assurances could be given them as to their future. This was important 
if their morale was to be maintained. 
2. We have been considering what could be done to meet his difficulties. The 

Poles can, of course, be assured that they will have a part in occupation of 
Germany in the British zone, and this should safeguard their position for a 
period of some years. It is, however, necessary to envisage the possibility that 
such an assurance will not wholly satisfy them.  Potes  may feel that possibility 
of difficulties arising later cannot be wholly excluded, and some assurance of a 
more permanent character may, therefore, prove to be necessary. 
3. One possibility which has been suggested is that we might give an 

undertaking that any of the Polish troops who have fought on our side in 
western Europe or any elements of them who might be unwilling or might find 
it impossible eventually to return to Poland under the new conditions, should be 
enabled to become British subjects and thus to receive treatment  accorde  d to 
members of the United Kingdom forces who have rendered equal service. 
There is some precedent for this in the provision made in Section 4 of the 

British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act 1943 as to special naturalisation 
of French nationals who have served in His Majesty's forces, though the 
position in the two cases is, of course, not identical. Any such course, if it were 
decided upon, would involve amendment of Nationality Law and would, 

accordingly, require general agreement of all British Commonwealth 

Governments. It is not possible to give an estimate of number of persons whe 

might be affected by any such arrangement, but Polish Ambassador informed 
us not long ago that total number of Polish citizens of all kinds who might be 

unwilling or unable to return to Poland was approxiately 60,000 and number 
might in fact prove to be of the nature of 100,000. 

"Lieutenant général Wladyslaw Anders, commandant en chef, forces combattantes polonaises. 

Lt. Gen. Wladyslaw Anders, Commander-in-Chief, Polish Fighting Forces. 
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4 . We should be grateful for general views of Dominion Governments on this
question . It will be appreciated that no definite decision is at present required ;
since whole matter is still under consideration . It would, however, be ver;
helpful if we could know how the idea mentioned above strikes you . Ends .

1193 .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary

DEA/58-Fs

TELEGRAM 69 Ottawa, March 20, 1945

TOP SECRET

I . Your telegram circular D . 348, February 26, 1945, concerning naturaliza-
tion of members of Polish armed forces .

2. The Canadian Government would have no objection to any action which'
might be taken by the United Kingdom Government or Parliament with a view
to naturalizing the members of the Polish armed forces along the lines
suggested in paragraph 3 of your telegram . In the event of action being taken,
legislative measures would be prepared to the extent that it might bé necessary
to provide for recognition of the position of such persons as British subjects in
the event that they were at any time in Canada .

3 . It will, of course, be understood that the recognition thus accorded in
Canada would not go beyond that which is accorded to British subjects . In
other words, they would not by naturalization under an amended United
Kingdom statute become Canadian citizens or Canadian nationals. Any
question of settlement within this country would depend upon compliance with
the Immigration Act and Regulations .

4 . I assume no furthér publicity will be given to the possibility of action being
taken on the lines contemplated in your telegram until after further consulta-
tion with the Commonwealth Governments concerned .

1194. W.L.M.K./Vol . 367

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britai n
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH A. 246 London, June 26, 1945

Sir,

I have the honour to report that Mr. Victor Podoski, former Polish Minister
in Ottawa who is at present in the Foreign Office of the Polish Government in
London, has called on me to make official representations on behalf of his
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Government with regard to the' possibility of our receiving in Canada some of 
those Poles who do not wish to return to Poland.' Mr. Podoski explained to me 
the position of large numbers of Poles who, for political r-  easons,- considered it 
unwise or undesirable to return to their .  country. The vast bulk of these were in 
the Services. Most of them were in the Polish contingent with the Canadian 
Army in Holland, or else with the Polish forces in Italy. In addition, however, 
there were some Civil Servants and members of the "intelligentsia". The great 
majority were agricultural workers' mechnics Who had received skilled 
training in the Army. Practically all of them' hail some money: the amount 
varied from a few hundred pounds for thosè in the ranks to a thousand pounds 
or more for officers. . 

2. When I asked Mr. Podoski what numbers he was thinking of for entry into 
Canada he said that it would be a matter of how many Canada would be 
prepared to take. Those prepared to go might number up to 100,000 or 
200,000. This seems a somewhat excessive estimate, particularly in view of the 
fact that in Dominions Office telegram D. No. 348 of 26th February you were 
informed that the Polish Ambassador in London had estimated to the United 
KingdoM authorities .  that the total number .  of Polish citizeni of all kinds who 
might be unwilling or unable-  to return to Poland  was  approximately 60,000, 
but that the number might, in fact, prove to be of the nature of 100,000. 
3..1 did not give Mr. Podoski very much encouragement. I explained to him 

oùr primary obligations to transport our own Service-men to Canada and 
establish them in civilian employment. Even if the Canadian Government 
agreed to accept a few of these Poles as immigrants, I pointed out that it would 
be at least a-  year and a half before the first Pole would be able to cross the 
Atlantic.  Mr. Podàski éaid that the matter had been•discussed unofficially by 
some  of the Polish authorities -  with unofficial Canadians in London, who had 
givén them an encoitraging response. It rnajf w-ell be that these informal 
comments have been given an unduly optimistic interpretation. 
4. We have been informed by the United Kingdom Government of their 

intentions' t -o accord citizenship to men serving in the Polish Army who do not 
wishio return to Poland, and in you-r telegram No. 69 of the 20th March to the 
Dominions Office you pointed out that the Canadian Government would be 
prepared  to  recognize these naturalized Poles as British subjects but not, of 
course, as Canadian nationals, and that the question of their settlement in 

Canada would depend upon compliance' with the Immigration Act and 

regulations. 
S.  In view of the fact that Mr.*‘ Podoski raised this Matter with me, I am 

reporting his conversation. The subject is one which should have been discussed 
with the Legation to the Allied Governments. Mr. Podoski's request has been 
brought to thek attention, and I am sending a copy of this despatch to Mr. 
Dupuy. 

„ I have etc, - 1  ; 
t VINCENT MASSEY 
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DEA/58s
Mémoranduni du conseiller juridique au Premier ministre(-~~ :~at- ~<< . , . ► .

1tléntorcindum from Legal Adviser to Prime 11linister

191 5

Le chargé d'affaires aux gouvern
DEA/58s

ements alliésau secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures
Chargé d'Affaires to Allied Governmentsto Secretary of State for External Affairs. , .

TELEGRAM 143
London, June 28, 1945

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. In a conversation which StarnesS9 had
today with'Professor Stanislaw Kot, Deputy Leader of the Peasant Party in London, Kot

stated that he believes that the Polish Government in London intend to make a
demarche to the Canadian Government requesting that Raczkiewicz60Arciszewski61 -

and some 200 of their followers be given asylum in Canada
.Apparently Raczkiewicz is being invited by a group of Canadians of Polish

origin who are ready to place a house in the Province of Quebec at his disposal
.

Kot, also believes that the Polish Government in London have alre
sounded out the Swiss Government on a similar project, but with negative
results . Should their request be turned down by the Canadian Government, he
believes they will endeavour to go to Eire .
, In

. view, of the imminent withdrawal of recognition of the LondonGove rnment by the United States and United Kingdom Governments, I
thoiight you might wish to have advance knowledge of this possibility ..,,Not said that this request is in no way related to the request for naturaliza -tion of'members of the Polish armed forces, referred to in Dominions Officetelegfam C irculai D . 348 of February 26th and your telegram No . 69 ofMârch 20th in r eply .

1196 . . . ;

~I,2t~cha oopy of a note left with me yesterday by the Polish Minister . This
ts'a statement of the position adopted consistently for some time by the Polish
GOvernment in London with respect to the recognition of the new provisionalGOvernment in Poland . It concludes with the assertion that the PolishG 0Vernment in London will "hand over its authority" only to a Government
form ed in Poland after popular elections . This implies that they will continu e

,
.

.

TOP SECRET ; , .r [Ottawa,] June 30, 1945.~

`02"nki. Pri me Minister, Polish Government in London, 1944-5 .

»J • K.S tarnes, troisi ème secrétaire, légation auprès des gouvernements alliés .
SU rna. Third Secreta ry, Legation to Allied Governments .

''~Wla dnhtw Ractkiewicz. président de la Pologne, 1939-43 .~V1&dYs" Ractkiewict, Praident of Poland, 1939-43 .
Premier ministre, gouvernement polonais à Londres, 1944-5 .t
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to maintain that they are the legitimate Government of Poland for some time
after recognition has been withdrawn .

It is evident that action will be taken by both the United Kingdom and the
United States in the very near, future to grant provisional recognition to the

new Government in Warsaw . I assume that we shall desire to follow the same

course immediately following their action . This will involve the despatch of

some note of recognition to the Warsaw Government which we might be able

to deliver through Mr. Dupuy to whatever representative of that Government is

appointed in London .
We shall also have to notify the Polish Government in London of the

withdrawal of'our recognition, which will be a more ticklish business . Some

sort of communication will have to be sent ei ther to the Polish Minister here or

to the Polish Foreign Minister in London through Mr . Dupuy . It would be only

fair to Mr . Babinski to give him what wa rning we can of the steps which we are

taking . It is unlikely that the personnel of the Polish Legation here will be

acceptable, at any rate in all cases, to the
.
Warsaw Government, and we may

have to make arrangcments for- their withdrawal" from the Legation building

and the reception of a representative appointed from Warsaw•
only officia l

The attached telegram " from Mr : Dupuy'2 contains th
e confirmation which we have received of the reports appearing in the press tha

t

the Polish Gove rnment may vask us to grant them asylum : This telegram d oes

not go nearly as far as some of the press reports wh ich ind icated that we might

be asked to receive the Polish ' Government in London as a Government with

the extension of some extra-territor ial rights . Professor Kot limited his

'suggestion to the granting of asylum to a large number of individuuof a

the President and Prime Minister . Undoubtedly the presence in Canada
roup of emigré Poles would prove to be embarrassing, but it might bed'~ould

8
to refuse admission to certain individuals on the understanding that th

e
y

refrain from all politieal activity .
informed on the

We are asking the United Kingdom Government to keep us

means whereby they intend to extend recognition to the Warsaw the d a
Governmentof

and to withdraw it from the Government in London, and also as to

nition and any information which they may have about the future oftheir recô8 .
Polish diplomatic Missions abroad .

. tJ . E. READ]
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Lé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au chargé d'affaires aux gouvernements alliés 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires to Allied Governments 

TELEGRAM 59 	 Ottawa, June 30, 1945 

TOP SECRET. Your telegrams 143 and 144.t No aPproach has been made by 
the Polish Minister concerning reception in Canada of members and supporters 
of Polish Government in London. There could, of course, be no question of the 
admission to Canada of the Polish Government as such after the withdrawal of 
recognition. Should you be approached with such a proposal or with a request 
that Canada give asylum to individual members of the Polish Government, you 
should confine yourself to stating that you will report the matter to Ottawa. 
2. The Polish Minister yesterday left at the Department a notet containing a 

reasoned protest against the recognition of the new Government in Warsaw 
and ending with a declaration that the Polish Government in London will hand 
over its authority only to a Government freely formed inside Poland which 
corresponds to public opinion declared in free elections. A copy is being 
forwarded by bag. 

1198. 	 DEA/58s 

° Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Uemorandunt front Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 4, 1945 

It is now definitely arrangcd that the United States will recognize the Polish 
GoN;ernment in Warsaw at 7:00 p.m. tomorrow evening. The United Kingdom 

follow suit unless some unexpected complication arises. The attached 
copies of Dominions telegram D-1158 of July 4tht and Washington message 
WA-3505, also of today; give the latest information on the action of these two 
Goiernments. 

4The question has bccn placed on the agenda of Council for tomorrow 
afternoon and, if possible, I should be glad to have your comments before 
Céuncil meets. 

hàve just sent a telegram to the Chargé d'Affaires in Moscow to apprise 

him of the position and to let him know that Canadian recognition is likely to 

follow very shortly. A copy of this telegram is also attached.t 
L.  Both the United Kingdom and the United States Governments appear to 
ha ve  .rece iv cd requests for recognition since the new Polish Government was 

:re: ea. on June 28th. Wc have not received any such request but I think that 

'3  'need iot delay our own action, especially since United States and United , 
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Kingdom'recognition is based on their acceptance of the new Government as
having been formed in accordance .with the Crimea decisions to which we were

not a party .
We need not, hôwever, act simultaneously with the two Great Powers

although I feel that we should not delay for more than a very brief period . I
suggest that you shôuld send a telegram en clair to the Polish Prime Minister

in Warsaw on Friday morn ing and that a press statement should be issued here
in ' time' for publication in Friday evening newspapers . President Truman is

following this : course. We could communicate our , recognition through the
Polish Ambassador in Moscow .but I am inclined to,think it better not to send
our notification via Soviet territory and Mr. Wilgress agrees with this view.

I attach ' for your consideration j drafts of a telegram to Mr. Osobka-
'Morawski6' and of a press statement for release in Ottawa . !

The United Kingdom Government is taking ' no formal action vis-à-vis the
Polish Government in London -to terminatc their recognition on the ground that
this follows automatically from their recognition of the Warsaw Government .

We should, I think, tell our Charge d'Affaires to the London Government to
inform the Polish Foreign OfGce i there somewhat in advance of our public
announcement and should , make ' a• similar notification to - Mr. Babinski
tomorrow evening or on - Friday. mo rning . There will be a number of problems
to settle about the status of the Polish representatives in Canada .64

[HUME WRONG ]

1199.

TOP SECRET

by an announcement to the press :
provisional gove rnment, granting Canadian recognition ; th is would DC fo

betng made by t e n~t tng o m
that Canada follow suit by despatch of a wire to the Prime Minister of the

• l( wed

' h U' cd K d and the Unttcd States and ~t was P i
r'Announcement of immediate recognition of thé provisional governmeon~swasgovernment .

explained the position regarding the recognition of the new Pol ish provison

government in Warsaw and the withdrawal of recognition of the London polis h
,

5 . THE ASSOCIATE UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFfAIRaI
RECOGNITION OF THE GOVERNMENT OF POLAN D

. . .

113 Pour le télégramme tel qu'envoyè, voir le document 1200.
For the telegram as unt, see Document 12M. '

{"Note marginaleMarginal note:
r i Approved.W. L . M . K(ingj S-745 .

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract Jrom Cabinet Conclusions
[Ottawa,] July 5, 1945
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6. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE referred to feeling within Canada 
against the Warsaw provisional government and also to the opposition of the 
Polish Army which had, through contact with the Canadian Army, in fluenced 
the opinion of the Canadian troops and suggested that it might be desirable, in 
these circumstances, to defer Canadian action. 
7. MR. WRONG pointed out that delay would be likely to build up resistance 

to recognition and would alsdoccasion doubt in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, the U.S.S.R. and Poland regarding our position and policy. 
8. THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE pointed out that the recognition of Poland was 

in accordance with arrangements entered into at San Francisco, whereby 
Poland would be admitted to the United Nations when the major powers were 
satisfied that certain conditions had been met. 

The Canadian announcement of recognition would cause less difficulty if it 
appeared consequential to action initiated at San Francisco. 
9. THE CABINET, after further discussion, approved the granting of 

recognition to the Polish provisional government in Warsaw, on the under-
standing that announcement in Canada would follow the lines indicated by the 
Minister of Justice." 

1919 

Le Premier ministre 
, au Premier ministre du gouvernement provisoire de l'union nationale 

de la Pologne 

Prime Afinister 
to Prime Afinister of Polish Provisional Government 

of National Unity 

TELEGRAM 	 Ottawa, July 6, 1945 
, 
IMMEDIATE. The Government of Canada has taken note of the establishment 
oii*June 28th, 1945, of the Polish Provisional Government of National Unity 
incl'of its recognition by the Governments which took part in the Crimea 
Conference, among others. 1 am pleased to inform you that the Government of 
Canada,  'wishing to maintain its cordial relations with the people of Poland, is 
,PP4re,d ,  to enter into diplomatic relations with the Polish Provisional 
Y.overhnient of National Unity and to make arrangements for the exchange of 

uiPloliiatic representatives in duc course. 
;;i° 

' 

°tin eonununiqué de presse fut Emis  le 6 juillet. 
A press release wu issued on July 6. 
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1201. 	 . 	 DEA/58s 
Mémorandum du sous -secrétaire d'État  associe aux Affaires extérieures 

Memora ndum by Associaie Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,]  July 9, 1945 
4 	 1 

. The attached notCt. was handed by Mr. Babinski to the Under-Secretary 
, toward the conclusion of an interview at which 1 was present in the course of 
which we informed Mr. Babinski of the Government's decision to recognize the 
Polish Provisional Government in Warsaw. The interview took place between 
12:30 and 1:30 p.m. on July 6th. 

In the  course of it Mr. Robertson, speaking personally, sought to secure 
from Mr. Babinski some recognition of the possibility that thc Warsaw 
Government might establish itself as a really independent and democratic 
Polish Government.. Mr. Babinski r.  efused to admit any such possibility and 
declared his intention of continuing his allegiance to the Polish Government in 
London. He said that he felt sure that all Polish officials in Canada would 
pursue the same course. The discussion was inevitably a difficult one but Mr. 
Babinski on the whole spoke reasonably and appeared to recognize both the 
personal and official consequences of his position. He did not mention the 
question of Polish Government assets in Ottawa. He put in a plea for assistance 
in securing some employment for himself and for other Polish officials and also 
requested that General Sosnokowski," who is still in Montreal, should be 
permitted to remain-here.  He  was assured that wc would treat Poles now in 
Canada with as much considcration ai wc could so long as thcy refrained from 
any sort of political agitation or propaganda. It was suggested to him that he 
might use his personal influence ,over other officials to dissuade them from 
issuing in flammatory declarations. , 

We read him an extract from Washington message WA-3505 of July 4th' 
conéerning the arrangements madc with  the  Polish Ambassador in Moscow for 
the custody of the Polish Embassy. We did not make any request for action on 
his part with respect to the Polish Legation, especially since he had recognized 
in the coin-se of his own obicrvations that hà  would have to vacate the premises 
soon.  

The Under-Secretary,suggested to Mr. Babinski that hc might refrain from 
presenting his final note but he insisted  on  doing so, saying that he was acting 
undcr instructions from his Governmént. He had obviously brought it with him 
on  the assiimption that he would be informed during thc discussion of the 
withdrawal of the recognition from the  London  Government although no such 

word had been conveyed to him in advance. 
H. W[RONG] 

"Général Kazimierz Sosnokowski, commandant en chef, forces armées polonaises, 194344. 

General Kazimierz Sosnokowski, Commander-in-Chief, Polish Armed Forces. 1943-4. 
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Télégramme du Premier mrmstre,le gouvernement provisoire de !'union nationale de la Pologne ,
au Premier ministre

Telegrant from Prime Minister,
Polish Provisional Government of National Unity,

to Prime lllinister

Warsaw, July 14, 1945
I have the honor to acknowledge .that the Polish Provisional Government ofNational Unity has received the telegram of Your Excellency informing themthat the Government of Canada is to enter into diplomatic relations with theready Polish Provisional Government of National Unity and to make
arrangements for the exchange of diplomatic representatives . The PolishProvisional Government of National Unity express their conviction that the
establishment of diplomatic relations between Poland and Canada will
contribute to making the relations between the countries still closer and morecordial . Edward Osobka Morawski, Prime Minister .

. . . . k1203.
_ DEA/9396-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

` sale or export of which we have power to control . Loans, in respect o f

London, July 14, 194 5
SECRET. My telegram No. 151 of July 9thf and your telegram No. 160 of July
6th! Polish Government assets .

We ' understand that Gold deposited with Bank of Canada belongs to the
Bank Polski, an independent company which formerly acted as Central Bank of
Poland . Gold which represents bank's main asset is divided between Ottawa,
London and New York . We have no definite information to show whether
COmPany was dissolved by any Act emanating from Poland, and without
positive evidence we arc adviscd that we must regard it as a legal entity under
Polish law. It had a Board appointed by general meeting of shareholders . Then`tti~ r o f the shareholders cannot be traced and su rviving members of Board
haVe~i bten tl operating and controlling Bank in London. Company has been
alloW~ ° to , sue ; in courts of this country, United States of America and
Switïtrlând.

2?;,Anév~► bank of 'ssuc was created in Poland at the beginning of this year,
büt * ~,tarn,,.o dôubt Polish { Provisional Government will sooner or later lay claim to
assetsof; Bank Polski Our attitude is that until we have reached agreement
wltb~Provisional Government on certain questions w e shall not release gold in
~nd

TELEGRAM 155

:,, :~~ . . .. .
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which previous Polish Governments have acknowledged liability to repayment,

exceed 150 million representing expenditure of 1120 million to support Polish

armed forces and civil administration less .E70 million which will be written off

as Mutual Aid. Until Polish Provisional Government agree to recognize our
claims, we shall, therefore, wish to negotiate I

with regard to all assets of Polish

State in our possession .
3 . It would be of great assistance to us if Canadian Government could see

their way to adopt a similar attitude in regard to Polish gold in Canada .

1204.
DEA/9396-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire aux Dominions
Secretary ojState for External Affairs

to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 170 Ottawa, July 20, 1945

SECRET. Your telegram No . 155 of July 14th . Polish Government assets .

We are grateful for information regarding status of Bank Polski . Canada's

claims against Poland are very small. Should the Polish Provisional Govern-
ment lay claim to Polish gold in Canada we shall communicate with you befor e

taking action.

1205.
CH/Vol . 209 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

DESPATCti 1555 Ottawa, September 17, 194 5

CONFIDENTIAL

' I have the honour to refer to your despatch No . 246 of June 26th wh
o

related correspondcnce regarding the adm ission to Canada of those Pole s

do` not wish to return to Poland . Th is quest ion has been given careful

consideration with the following results. large

2. It is felt to be clearly undesirable to admit, at the present time ,

numbers of Poles to Canada for permanent residence. Except possibly in a very

few special cases, therefore, 'admission as immigrants can be granted only to

Polish nationals who can qua lify under the Immigration Act and Regulations.
3. Certain Poles with special connection with or claims on Canada

admitted (or allowed to remain if already in Canada) w i th temporarY

status: Their position will be reviewed individually at es
late r ofPo

date
when conditions have become more settlcd . The following categor ~

nationals may be admitted with the above status :
w ; . , , :
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(a) Some 600 Polish engineers and technicians who are already in Canada 
and who have made a substantial contribution to Canada's war effort. Other 
Polish engineers who are not now in Canada  (your despatch No. 300 of -July 
25th)t cannot, of course be included in this category. 
(b) Former Polish diplomatic representatives in Ottawa, members of the 

Legation's staff and consular officers. This group includes some 12 persons. 
(c) Former Polish officials now abroad, whose immediate families or close 

relatives are at present residing in Canada. Under this heading, permission 
may be granted to General Wladyslaw Bortnowski, whose wife is at present in 
Montreal (your despatch No. 303 of July 27th)t to enter Canada with 
temporary non-immigrant status. 
(d) Certain individuals with established connections in Canada. One of these 

is Mr. Victor Podoskir whose wife is a Canadian and who has fair prospects of 
finding employment here; another is Dr. George Adamkiewicz, former Consul 
General of Poland in Canada (your despatch No. 291 of July 20th).t 
4., Consideration will also be given to applications for temporary non-

immigrant residence of those Polish ex-servicemen whose Polish families are 
now in Canada as temporary residents. It is not intended that admission of this 
category should be made a rule, but the presence of their families here will be 
considered as a contributing circumstance in their favour. 

5. By present procedure applicable to members of all Allied Forces, Polish ex-
Servicemen who have Canadian wives in Canada are admitted for permanent 
residence following discharge, if they are in good health. Admission is 
authorized in each case by Order-in•Council waiving existing restrictions (P.C. 
695 of 21st March, 1931, as amended).t It is felt that it would only be fair to 
giant admission by the same procedure to those members of the Polish Armed 
Forces whose Canadian wives have joined them overseas. There are likely to be 
véry few in this category. 
6: Polish nationals who apply for temporary entry to Canada for the purpose 

01:inaking brief visits, attcnding university, etc., may be admitted on producing 
satisfactory documentary evidence of readmissibility to the country from which 
they'Come. , 
7. The individual applications of all categories of Poles specified in 

Para8raphs 2 to 6 above should be referred to Mr. Congdon," who will 
tiaiismit to Immigration here for decision. Approval of temporary entry has 
béiaiiVen for General Etortnowski (paragraph 3(c)) and to Messrs. Podoski 
a....ik'Adamkiewicz (paragraph 3(d)). These three persons should be referred to 
MKCôngdon for medical cxamination and for non-immigrant visas valid for 

tee.. months. As Bortnowski may be in Paris, the Embassy there will also be 
aei,:k4 'relative to his case. 

.:Nitfitl; 'regard to the documents acceptable for admission to Canada, the 
Peient procedure is to continue to recognize the validity of passports issued by 

u:/». 
de Pologne, 1942-45./Minister of Poland, 1942-45. 

t-uyt'te•Consu-1011. commissaire à l'émigration européenne. 
C. Congdon Com 	f E . 	mtssioner o uropcan Emigration. 
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the formerTolish Government~ except in the case of diplomatic passports . The

latter .will be treated as ordinary passports and diplomatic visas will not be
affixed to them : ~ . . : ,

9. I am sending similar instructionst to our other Missions abroad . ~r

Director of Immigration requests that copies of this despatch be furnished
Congdon for his guidance., Five copies of the despatch are enclosed herewith .

I have etc. ,
N. A. ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of Statc
" for Exte rnal Affair s

PARTIE 15/PART 1 5

UNION-SOVIIrTIQU E
,,~ SOVIET UNION

1206 .
DEA/7-il s

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqu e
au secrétaire d'É tat aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassâdor in Soviet Union
to Secreta ry of State for External Affairs

Moscow, March 15, 194 4
DESpATCtt 7 9

1 .-I have the honour ;to report that on March 13th, 1944, 1 had a long

conversation, . lasting over an hour, with Mr. Ivan Maisky, Vicc•C âmc m~ make

Foreign Affairs, on whom I called pursuant to the sencs of calls I h

as, a result of my , change in status . Whcrcas the othcr Vice•Commissars on

whom'~ I have paid such calls „ have appeared desirous chictly of cxchanging

pleasantries and', of engaging in conversation of a gcncral character, Mr
.

ing
Maisky from the outset scemcd bent on a serious conv c~,dtiNa~uTâlly I wa s
exchange of views on the problems now confronting the o

delightcd' to ' have this all too rarc opportunity of a frank discnssoof
with a

Soviet official. I came away with the susp icion, and it is nothm ~tmore
~lolotov ,

suspiciôn,'that Mr: Maisky m ight have been put up to this by

who ay - possibly be des irous of knowing more about our gencral
attitude

representat~vcs
, ' t•war+ roblcro

s part
.~cThis shows the importance of Canadian di P

pos p • .
thos

•
e s

E
tat

,
~oncd at

.
rem

.
ote posts, bcing tvell briefed

u
I ''should'~apprec~ate greatly, therëfore, such comments as you think ioo nd h s
given on certain of the points raised by Mr . Maisky and referrcd

dcspatch.
lwitti whom it is more pleasant to discuss w'°Ves2: There is no Sov~et offic~a

affairs than Mr . Maisky. His long ex~rience as,Ambassador in London gl

him a complete understanding ofhe western po~nt of view . tic i
s a âé~Igj,tful

thinker and has a frankness of manncr. which makes him a
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conversationalist. He is free from that sarcasm and that fondness. for making' 
little digs at other countries which characterises the other Vice-Commissars, 
even one who is otherwise so charming as Mr. Vyshinsky. 
.3. Mr. Maisky opened the discussion by asking me if we were busy with the 

study Of post-war problems. I said that we had many committees at worIc in 
Ottawa on these problems and then asked him if this was the work on which he' 
was engaged like Mr. Litvinov. 69  He replied in the affirmative and said ‘they 
had commenced to study more actively these problems and to discuss them 
among themselves. He then turned to the main question of the prevention of 
future aggression and asked me what were our views about the future'world 
organization for accomplishing this purpose. I told him that our Government 
had approved most enthusiastically the principles underlying Article 4 of the 
Moscow Declaration on general security." I then said that our policy had been 
enunciated very clearly in a recent speech of the Prime Minister 7 ' and I asked 
him if this speech had come to his attention. He replied in the affirmative and 
said, "Mr. King gave Lord Halifax a very clear answer. Poor Halifax." The 
last remark was said with a quiet smile. 
4:Mr. Maisky thcn brought the discussion to the consideration of more 

 specific imints, which showed at once the clarity of his thinking, his knowlege 
of Canadian points of view in the past and the direction in which Soviet minds 
are turning respecting the future world order. He said that the League of 
1gations had failed for two main reasons: (1) reluctance.of some countries to 
uselorce to stop aggression, and (2) the requirement of unanimity for its 
decisions. As regards the former he said two proposals had been made, one for 
à international force at the disposal of the security organization and the other' 
foi:the ear-marking of certain units in each country which the security« 
Organization could call on at any time to help put down incipient aggression. 
He asked Me which of these two proposals found most favour in Canada. 
Feeling very much on the defensive, I countered by stating that our Govern-
ment had not yet enunciated their policy on these questions because they had 
1?-eért 4waiting for the opportunity of discussing them with the other governments 
concerned..As for public opinion in Canada it was still in the fluid state, some 
being disposed to favour an international force for putting down aggression, 
but , miny consider this to bc unpractical and believe that aggression can be 
pïeCluded by the collective action of all like-minded states. He then showed his 
40wIedge of our past and present situations by asking me the very pointed 
question as to whether opinion in Canada would be disposed to sending abroad 
Canidian forces to put down aggression. I countered by replying that I thought 

è_rithing'would depend upon the form which the future world organization 
Would take.I explained that we had our own isolationist movement, different to 
tht irithe  United States on account of the difference in our own conditions, 

• .nt Litvinov, commivaire suppléant aux Affaires étrangères de l'Union soviétique. 

Z„

• n

laXIM Litvittov Vice-Commissar for Foreign A ffairs of the Soviet Union. 

;:voir le volume 9, document  247/Sec Volume 9, Document 247. 

.: Ï. 1431  Punier 1944. Canada. Chambrc des communes, Débats, 1944, volume I, pp. 37-44. 

1944. Canada. House of Commons. Debates, 1944, Volume 1, pp. 36-42. -unary 31,  
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but none the less just as potentially- strong if Canadian ideals or just wishes
were frustrated ;and that the best way in which isolationism in Canada could
be countered would be to make the Canadian people realise that Canada would
have an influence on world affairs and in the future security organization
commensurate with our economic and political importance . I further explained
that this was the reason we had viewed with concern the possibility of the four-
power pattern being adopted for future international organizations . While we
agreed that the high strategy of the war had to be left to a few of the leading
powers, we did not wish to see this carried overinto the post-war organization
of international society. . r .

5 . This brought Mr. - Maisky to the other point - he had mentioned in
connection with'the League of Nations, viz. the requirement of unanimity for
its decisions. He recalled how in one 'case concerning Spain a decision had been
blocked by Albania, ôbviously at the instigation of Italy, in another case by
Austria, and in a third case by Costa Rica . This had made a farce of the whole
procedure and was the reason why they felt that those countries who had the
power and would be chiefly responsible for putting down aggression should
have the greatest influcncx. He wanted to know if I did not think that this
justified the great powers being given the decisive voice in making the decisions
affecting peace or war. This gave me the opportunity of outlining our policy of
the functional principle in international organization .~ I took as my text the
memorandum of instructions to the Canadian delegates attending the meeting
of the Council of UNRRA,72 which I had,pretty well committed to memory .

Mr. Maisky listened very attentively and appeared to be thoroughly familiar
with the. history of our efforts to have an important voice in the direction of
UNRRA. He then asked me how this principle , would apply to the general
secu ri ty organization. For instance, would we admit that decisions should be by
majo ri ty vote . I said that I did not think our Gove rnment had yet defined their
policy on a detail of, this kind, but speaking personally I thought some such
compromise as decision by majority vote, with unanimity among the great
powers would be in', accord with = the functional principle and would be
acceptable to Canada if the other conditions of the international organization
were satisfacto ry to Canadian opinion .
6: From this subject we tu rned to the question of reparations and Mr . Maisky

made - it - plain that this , was the question to which the Soviet Government
attached more importance than any other relating to the terms of peace to be
imposed on Germany. He said that there was a danger that after Germany had
been defeated opinion in , the United States,~ Canada and other countries far
removed from the scene of destruction, would tend to leniency and that this
would conflict . with opinion in the Soviet Union . which felt very strongly that
common justice demanded the Germans should make good the destruction they
had wrought on Soviet soil . Speaking with feeling he mentioned that one could
understand how Stalingrad had come to be destroyed as it had been the scene
of a violent battle, but it was impossible to forgive the Germans for thei

r

"Volume 9 . pièce jointe. document 711 .,/Volume 9, enclosure. Document 711 .
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deliberate destruction of Soviet towns and villages. He instanced the damage 
done to the towns around Leningrad and to Poltava, which had been intact 
until blown up and put on fire by the Germans just before they evacuated the 
town. I asked Mr. Maisky if the article by Professor Varga in "War and the 
Working Class" (see paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of my despatch No. 192 on 
November 11, 1943) represented the views of the Soviet Government on the 
reparations questions. A similar question had been put to other Vice-
Commissars by other diplomats and they had always received the answer that 
opinions expressed in "War and the Working class" represented only the views 
of the authors and in no sense those of the Soviet Government. Mr. Maisky was 
much franker with me. He said that the Soviet Government had not yet 
decided fully its policy in regard to reparations and Professor Varga was 
expressing only his own views, but they were typical of what the Soviet people 
were thinking on this subject. I then said that the reparations problem was 
bOund to be most difficult because it was a question of reconciling what those 
who had suffered considered to be just with what was a practical reparations 
burden for the German people to bear. He indicated that the danger was that 
other countries would want to be too lenient and would not understand the 
strenith of Soviet public opinion on this subject. They must have machines to 
replace the factories destroyed by the Germans and they must have German 
workers come to repair t1e towns and villages they had damaged. It would be 
up to the German Government to decide the details as to how they are best 
able *,to comply with the Soviet demands in this respect, but the Soviet 
Government would certainly require that the machines and other materials and 
Workers are provided by the German Government. He repeated the contention 
of Professor Varga that the Soviet socialized economy was better able to adjust 
itself to foreign workers coming in to repair war damage than a capitalized 
economy and, therefore, some of the other countries which had suffered from 
German occupation might not be so keen on German workers as the Soviet 
Union. I was on the point of asking if he agreed with Professor Varga that the 
economic situation of a country which had been the aggressor should not be 
better than that of the countries which had been the victims of aggression, but 
decided it would be more discreet not to put the question. It is clear from what 

Maisky said that the question of reparations is going to be the most 
difficillt of post-war problems and the one that contains the greatest threat to 
future cooperation between the United States and other countries on the one 
hand and the Soviet Union on the other. 

71-  Mr. Maisky then linked the question of the punishment of war crimes with 
theof reparations as subjects on which public feeling in the Soviet Union was 
vry strong. He spoke even more emphatically than he did in the case of 
r9arations and mentioned that if the public demand for punishment of war 

criütinals was not satisfied within a reasonable period of time there was a 

4,Ser of the situation getting out of hand and the Soviet public might take the 

law into their own hands and ruthlessly punish whomever they could lay their 
'on.The Soviet Government, therefore, considered that the best policy 

tà act quickly and to bring to justice as soon as possible those who had 
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been guilty of war crime's : He hoped that in this respect a feeling of leniency
towards Germans guilty of war : crimes would not grow up in other countries
after Germany had been defeated . I asked him if the Kharkov trial had been
held to show the Soviet people that the Government meant business when they
talkedibout the punishment of war criminals and he agreed readily that this
had been the chief reason for holding the trial . !

8. We ' then got on- to -discussing the political situation in the United State s

and Mr. Maisky made no attempt to hide the anxiety of the Soviet Government
lest isolationist forces 'should again become uppermost or lest' President
Roosevelt should fail to be elcctcd for a fourth term : He asked me my opinion
as to 'the chances 'of.Mr. Roosevelt being rc-elected . - I replied evasively that I
was sure he would be 'nominated by the Democrats but that his chances of re-
election would depend upon the course of the war, particularly the success of
the second front ; and also upon - the skill with which he would deal with the
attacks on his domestic policies . I pointed out that * the isolationist forces would
be greatly strengthened by any failurc to"achicve full success in the landing on
the western coast of the continent or by any profound disagreement among the
major allies . Mr. Maisky agreed and concluded by expressing the hope that the
Presidency of the United States would remain in the capable hands of M r.

Roosevelt. This frankness was surp rising to me; but it confirms what I have
heard about' the close attention the Soviet leaders are giving to the forthcoming
election campaign in the United Sta tes . Their interest in ' the chances of the re-

election of President - Roosevelt is a remarkable tribute to thc greatness of the
man, but it would be jûst as well if this did not become known to his political
opponents .

9: Whcn ,we reached this point I had been with Mr . Maisky for an hour and
ten

,
minutes, considerably longer than is usual in such cases, but he had shown

no signs of flagging interest or of desire to terminate the inte rv iew. I felt,

however, that courtesy required I take up no more of his time, so I took my

leave of him .
I have etc.

L . D. WIL(;RESS

DEA/4930-40

, ° ! L'ambassadeur en Union`sovt é ttque '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassadôr ln Soviet Union'
to Sïcretcrÿof State for External Affairs

.~ :
TELEGRAM 92

. our espatc o.. o ax .
Under no circumstances should Canadian Army authorities use lack of

facilities accorded to our, Military Attachés as a reason for withholding similar

faeilities °x from Soviet , Military Attach 6 : at Ottawa. Similar methods of

retaliation have been t ried by other countries without accomplishing object i n

. °~
Y d1 hN I46 fD m 1,%cr2lstt
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view, but prejudicing friendly relations. Information that might be obtained by 
our Military Attachés is of very minor significance compared with larger issues 
at stake. Soviet authorities have their own reasons for withholding facilities 
from Military Attachés and our representatives are not treated differently from 
those of,other friendly countries. Soviet Military Attaché should be treated 
with typical Canadian hospitality as an outstanding representative of any army 
that has more victories over Germany to its credit than any army in history. 

DEA/49'  30-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'antbassadeur en Union soviétique 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in Soviet Union 

TELEGRAm 62 	 Ottawa, March 31, 1944 

Your telegram No. 92 of March 28th, facilities for Soviet Military Attaché 
in Ottawa. 

We quite agree with your observations. Despatch No. 146 of December 
21stt referred to a particular visit comparable to visit arranged for our 
Attachés to Soviet Tank School. It was not intended to imply that facilities are 
granted here on a basis of rcciprocity, since this is not the case. 

National Defence arc puzzled by size of Soviet military representation here. 
They recently informed us that they had not received for several weeks any 
reques'ts for facilities or information. 

1209. 	 DEA/7-Hs 

Afémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Prentier ministre • 

Afemorandunt from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] April 12, 1944 

tTheattached despatch No. 79 of March 10th [15th] from Wilgress is a 
most interesting account of a frank and lengthy conversation with Maisky on 
problems of the peace settlement. 

Paragrahs 3-5 deal with the organization of world security. It is interesting 
to notice that Maisky was fully familiar with the contents of your speech on 
Januay 31st just as Molotov had shown himself to be in an earlier talk with 

.il8ress. Maisky played up in a reasonable way the necessity of according a 

sPeclatposition and authority to the Great Powers and Wilgress held up his 

ilwfn end in the discussion with considerable skill. 
rk Maisky's emphasis on the importance to the Soviet Government and people 

ereIxtration.s, which is dealt with in paragraph 6, shows that this question is 

ce_rain to be one of the most difficult problems of the settlement. The Soviet 
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Government has given some indication of what they may ask in the way of
reparations in' kind from Germany by their demand from Finland as an
armistice condition of materials valued at 600 million U .S. dollars to b e
deliveréd over a period of five years. This sum would amount to about three-
quarters of Finnish exports during such a period based on pre-war figures . I t
looks as though the Soviet Government will attempt to place the German
people for a considerable period of time in a state of economic peonage and will
not only demand vast quantities of materials for reconstruction but also large
Gcrman labour forces to work in Russia .

Maisky also emphasized (para .7) the strong Soviet feeling on the question o f
the punishment of war criminals. This is another probable source of
controversy after the defeat of Germany as it is ve ry likely that the Soviet lis t
of German war criminals will run to many thousands .

Finally, it is interesting to note Maisky's great concern (para . 8) over th e
possibility of a swing to isolationism in the United States and his frank avowa l
of Soviet interest in the election of President Roosevelt for a fourth term .

1210. DEA/7-H s

Le secrétaire dEtat aux Affaires extérieures
à l ambassadeur en Union soviétique

Secretary ojState for Ezternal Affairs
. to Ambassador In Soviet Union

DESPATCH84 Ottawa, April 21, 194 4

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to thank you for your two interesting despatches No. 7 9

of March 1 5 th and No. 101 of March 28tht describing your interviews with th e
Vice-Commissars of Foreign Affairs . The conversations were, I am sure, o f
value both to the Vice Commissars and jrourself as they are to us . In your
despatch No. 79 you suggest that some comments might be made on point s
raised by Mr. Maisky .

The description given in paragraph three of that despatch of your statemen t
on post•war ~ policy desc ribes the situation accurately if briefly. You may b e
interested to learn that on Ap ri l 17th the Prime Minister movcd the followin g
resolution in the House of Commons:-

~"That it is expedicnt to introduce a measure to establish a Dcpartment of
Reconstruction with autho rity to 4ormulate and coordinate reconstruction
plans and carry out such plans during a certain number of years following the
cessation of hostiliti es ; to provide for the employment of officers, clerks and
servants necessa ry for the proper conduct of the department ; and to provide for

the proper and efficient administration of the act ."
It is intended that three departments be set up which were described in th e

House as follows:
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"(I) A department of Veterans' affairs to have charge of the rehabilitation 
and re-establishment of members of the armed forces, and the administration 
of veterans' pensions and allowances; 

(2) A department of reconstruction to . promote and coordinate planning for 
national development and postwar employment; and 

(3) A department of social welfare to organize and to assist in administering 
activities of the federal government in the fields of health and social 
insurance." 
In the course of his remarks in the House the Prime Minister made this 
explanation of this Bill:— 

"As an illustration of the need for this department of government I might 
mention brie fly two or three essential considerations. The problem of 
reconstructon will involve the re-employment of nearly two million Canadians 
now .in the armed forces, the merchant navy or war industry. Employment 
must be productive and must contribute to a rising standard of living. The 
great industrial plant created for war purposes must be transformed to meet 
peace time demands in Canada or abroad. Markets must be found and retained 
for our greatly increased food production unless we are not to face an 
agricultural depression. Railways, highways and other capital equipment which 
has suffered the strain of war must be reconstituted. Civilian aviation and other 
new means of transport and communication must be developed. Public works 
and conservation and developmental projects will be required, particularly 
`While private industries arc being converted to peace time operations. New 
housing, both urban and rural, improvements to existing housing and 
community planning can contribute at once to the volume of employment and 
the  improvement of the standard of living. 

"These are merely a few of the directions in which reconstruction planning 
requires to be carried on. Obviously most, if not all, of these functions relate 
specifically to some existing department of government. A question naturally 
arises as to why, if that is so, the planning should not be left to each separate 
department? It will be, I think, obvious that if the government were to proceed 
in that way there would be the possibility of much duplication and there would 
klot .  be  the opportunity for the coordination of post-war planning which is 
esiential. Moreover, the problem is so large and at the end of hostilities it will 
be 'so urgent, that some special agency is necessary to see that plans are made 
and action is being taken in all the varied fields in which action will be required 
if,we are  to achieve and maintain the full employment and full production 
Which are essential to secure the prosperity and welfare of our people. 

srrhe bill which will bc based upon the resolution, the extent it sets forth of 
.theinethod of proceeding with regard to industrial reconstruction provides for 
sititilar action to that which has been taken in the United Kingdom. As Hon. 

Members  know, thcir Lord Woolton has been selected as Minister of 
R econstruction.  Lord Woolton has not a department of government of his own, 

rather he presides at meetings of his colleagues representing other departments 
government. Along with the experts by whom he is surrounded, he meets 
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with .these'- ministers and b rings forward 'plans of reconstruction, obtains
information from the different departments of government as to the projects
that are already being proceeded with, and makes suggestions as to methods by
which existing and other plans can best be furthered and developed .

"In Canada, we propose to have, in addition to a minister, a department of

reconstruction, in order that there may be, so. far as this country is concerned,
the necessa ry ,machincry of government to effect the coordination that will
have to take place, not only between the depa rtments of government at Ottawa
but also between the dominion government and the several provincial
governments as well as municipalities in the provinces. The intention is to mak e
provision for a Minister of Reconstruction, a Deputy Minister, and such staff
as may be needed to carry on the work ."
He laicr added ' that it was the intention that the Minister of Reconstruction
should be one of the members of the present Cabinet . This would ensure that
the Ministcr' was familiar with the work of the Administration and would be in
a position to confcr readily with the Ministers of all Departments .

It may be assumed that the Department of Reconstruction when established
will draw together, and, to some extent, take over the work on this subject
which has : so far been done within various departments . and by special
committees. No doubt you . are, aware that , there has been, during . the past
session and the present one, a House of Commons Committee on this subject .

The points ` which Mr. Maisky_ raised about world 'organization and w hich
you described in paragraph four, go to the core of the problem . Some study of
the question of an international , army has , been made by the Working
Committee on Post•Hostilities ' Problems here but there has been no question so
far of the government making a decision on this point . Your answer on rsr•
Maisky's second query is a fair description of our position, although it perhaps
might be added that Canada did in, 1914 and 1939 take very definite steps to
stop aggression. + + i ï

The question ~ of unanimity on decisions in an international organization is
also another major problem . That, too, has been . discussed by the Working
Committee on Post•Hostilities Problems and the objections to unanimity have
been ' fully, realized . Whether . a majo ri ty vote combined with agreement
amongst the Great Powers would be a satisfactory alte rnative is a question that

would have to be given very full consideration .
I was 'particularly interested' in your account' of Mr. Maisky's views on

reparations .,The Soviet Union is ira special position in this regard since it can
make good use both of German goods and German labour, whereas most other
countries : concerned, both - in - Europe and outside it, may be rcluctant to

interfére with their own production and employment by accepting reparations
i m the form of goods , and q labour. Some study has been made of an interim

report' prepared by a Committee in the' United Kingdom in which careful
attention was given to the special interest and approach of the U .S.S .R .

~ . ~ .~ : ._ , . . . .. . r~ .
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I should like again to thank you for these two valuable reports and to 
express my concurrence with the admirable explanations you made of 
Canadian policy in respect to the various questions raised. 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1211. 	 DEA/7-Hs 
Afémorandunt de l'adjoint, le ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Assistant, Department of External Affairs 

MOST SECRET 	 [Ottawa, c. May, 1944] 

WAR AIMS OF THE U.S.S.R. 

, On the basis of available information the principal aims of Soviet wartime 
policy can be defined as follows: 
(1) Shortening of the war through major military action by the United 

Nations on the continent, encouragement of underground activities in the 
oCéupied territories and diplomatic pressure on the neutral states. 

(2) Complete defeat of Germany and her Satellites and the adoption of 
measures in concert with the United Nations to keep Germany from becoming 
strong again. These measures would include reparations, forced labour, 
punishment of war-criminals, territorial adjustments and drastic administrative 
changes within Germany. 

•,(3) The setting up of an organization of collective security within which the 
U.S.S.R. would enjoy equal status with the United Kingdom and the United 
States. 
t(4) Restoration of the 1941 Soviet borders and probably such minor frontier 
adjustments, as would be consistent with the ethnographic claims of the 
constituent republics and with the strategic needs for the defence of  •  the 
U.S.S.R. as a whole. 
-(5) Close military, political, and economic relations with the neighbouring 
states of the Soviet Union. These relations would be based on a series of 

bilateral pacts of Mutual Assistance directed against Germany and her present 
Satellites, such as the Soviet -Czechoslovak Treaty of 1943. 

i(6)tEncouragement of and support for broad-based representative and 

Progressive governments in Europe.  These governments would not be 
communist, though they would include Communist members to the extent that 

qleY enjoy support among the people of the country concerned. 

LTERRIÎORIAL AIN1S 
F21.Th7.4'realizition of these war aims would entail the following changes in the 

Pre-war map of Europe in respect to Soviet frontiers. 
1,1i/te% 
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1 . 'Finland - Petsamo, Karelia and the industrial district of Viipu ri would be
incorporated in the Soviet Union . The U.S.S.R. would presumably acquire a
short common frontier with Norway in the North and Finland would lose he r
outlet to the Arctic. In December 1941, Stalin told Mr. Eden that the U .S .S .R .
would require naval and milita ry bases in Finland, and wished to conclude a
Mutual Assistance pact with Finland which would guarantee Finnish
independence. The demand'for bases may be modified as the Soviets are now
willing to let Finland keep Hango, if an armistice is concluded within a shor t
time.

2. Baltic States. - The Soviet autho ri ties consider that this question ha s
been fully settled by the Plebiscites of 1940. The Baltic States would becom e
Soviet territory and the Soviet Union would thus obtain the port of Riga which
played an important pa rt in Russia's commerce before the Revolution. The
southe rn frontier of Soviet Lithuania would be extended to include a part o fnorth-western Prussia down to the river Niemen . Koenigsberg and Tilsit would
lie within this frontier.
3. Poland - As matters now stand, the U .S.S.R. claims the 1939 Molotoff-Ribbentrop frontier. However they have indicated their willingness to settle thefrontier on the basis of the Curzon line, and to make other minor adjustment s

which would transfer to Poland dist ricts with a predominantly Polish
population. No compromise on this issue is likely . As far back as Decembe r
1941, Stalin informed Eden that the question of western frontiers "is the main
question for us in this war."-Poland would be compensated by the acquisition
of the lower part of East Prussia, Danzig, and German territory as far west a s
the Oder .

4. Czechoslovakia - The U.S.S.R. would have a common frontier withCzechoslovakia . It may be noted that at no time have they claimed Carpatho-
Russia, whose population is more closely linked, culturally and ethnograph-
ically, to the Ukrainians than to the Czechs and the Slovaks. This is all the
more significant as there is reason to believe that the Carpatho-Russians would
prefer annexation to the U.S.S.R. than to Czechoslovakia . The Russians have
suggested that the Czechoslovak frontier should be extended at the expense o f
Hungary, and that the district of Teschen, seized by Poland in 1938, should b e
retu rned to Czechoslovakia, together with the Sudetenland .

5. Roumania - Restoration of the 1941 frontier, by which Bukovina and
Bessarabia would be part of the U .S.S.R. As in the case of Finland, the
Russians would demand milita ry and naval bases and would be prepared t o
conclude a pact of Mutual Assistance . This would b ring the U.S.S .R. to the
mouth of the Danube and would give them control over the Roumanian Black
Sea Coast . It is likely that they,° would favour the ultimate retention by
Roumania of the Dobrudja acquired by/from Bulgaria, since an agreement to

have naval bases on the Black Sea would give the U.S.S.R. some control ove ,
this terri tory . They have also indicated their desire to return Transylvania, i n

whole or in part, to Roumania .
6. Bulgaria - As the U.S.S.R. is not at war with Bulgaria, no territorial

demands have been made. In December 1941, howcver, Stalin was willing to
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allow Turkey to extend her European frontiers towards the Bulgarian seaport 
of Burgas. It is likely, however, that after the war the U.S.S.R. would be 
prepared to conclude a Mutual Assistance pact with Bulgaria in return for 
certain concessions. 

7. Turkey -- In his 1941 conversations with Eden, Stalin was prepared tci 
sanction Turkey's enlargement at the expense of Bulgaria, and he suggested 
that the more important islands of the Dodecanese could be assigned to 
Turkey. This attitude was probably based on the expectation that .  Turkey 
would soon join in the war on Germany. As the war progressed relations 
between the Soviet Union and Turkey deteriorated. At the Moscow Conference 
the Russians expressed strong dissatisfaction with Turkish neutrality and 
indicated that the Soviet attitude to Turkey will be determined by Turkey's 
attitude to Germany. Should Turkey persist, as is most likely, in her present 
attitude the Soviet Union may present Turkey with a bill for the advantages 
which she has enjoyed as a neutral and which were purchased at the cost of 
devastation in other countries. The bill may include territorial adjustments in 
eastern Turkey (Kars, Ardahan), and economic concessions. 
II. SOVIET POLITICAL RELATIONS WITII THE EUROPEAN STATES 

The Canadian Ambassador in Moscow has emphasized repeatedly that the 
Soviet Union will require a long period of peace and security to recuperate 
from the tremendous losses they have sustained in the war. Thus the need to 
establish a viable system of European security is of paramount importance for 
Soviet policy. While there is every indication that the Russians would support 
the principle of collective security, they have at the same time taken steps to 
ensure their own security in the event that a collective system fails to 
materialize. 

The leaders of the U.S.S.R. consider that the Anglo-Soviet Alliance of 1942 
•s the cornerstone of European Security. This treaty would be supplemented by 
a series of bilateral pacts of mutual assistance with the neighbours of the 
U.S.S.R. which would protect Soviet western frontiers. In his conversations 
'‘'Vith Mr. Eden in 1941, Stalin suggested that the United Kingdom might wish 
té écquire bases in the Netherlands, Belgium and possibly France. The 
U.S.S.R. would have no objection to the United Kingdom acquiring these bases 

well as others in Norway and Denmark, and they would wish the approaches 
to the Baltic Sea to be secured in some manner. Although these realistic moves 
aPpear to break up Europe into spheres of influence, the Soviet leaders 
lnobâbly feel that they arc not necessarily inconsistent with collective security 
bets_ ed on the functional principle. The Great Powers cannot but be specially 

vo!icirned about the security of the states which lie on their borders and whose 
weakness is an invitation to an aggressor. On the other hand, a system of 

defensive alliances may well prove to be a stable foundation for a system of 

enduring collective security. In various criticims of the League of Nations 
Pliblished recently, Soviet writers have stated the view that collective security 

failed not through the absence of adequate machinery, but through unwilling-
njaa.....;due to certain political factors, to make that machinery work. 

1935 
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~ . .Through ; its : actions in according a fuller measure of recognition to the
French Committee'of National :Liberation 'and in establishing direct relations
with Italy, the `Soviet Government have significd * thcir intention to have a
major voice in European affairs, on a basis of complete equality , with the
United Kingdom and the United States . They can thus be counted upon to
participate actively, in any organization of European security which may be set

up.
At the Moscow Conference and before the Russians had expressed emphatic

disapproval of any plans for the post-war federation of European States . While
they have offered no objection to federation in principle, they have insisted that
such plans are premature since there is no way of ascertaining to what extent
the. various gove rnments in exile represcnt public opinion in their countries.
Moreover, - they have felt that it would not be realistic to federate political
heterogeneous states, such as democratic Czechoslovakia and feudal Hungary.
They are also afraid that hostile : influences .- either within the federations or
outside, may turn their groupings into anti-Soviet blocs .

Towards Germany the Soviet Government is certain to adopt a very drastic
attitude. At the Moscow Conference, Molotov stated that they had not )'et
decided how far it was'expedient to go in breaking up Germany. It appears,
however, that Stalin favours the creation of a number of small states, with the
Rhincland as a protectorate and Bava ria independent .

The Soviet attitude to the Satellites would be influenced by the practica l
steps which they take to shake off their ;Axis -connection and hasten a United

Nations victory. But in any case they will be compelled to return the territories
they have occupied, surrender the persons designated as war criminals, who

will be t ried in accordance with the Moscow Declaration by the countries they
have victimized; and they will have to, pay reparations . Their indepcndence,
however, will be preserved , but only under govcrnments acceptable to the
United Nations. Next to,Germany, the harshest terms are likely to be imposed

on Hungary. At the Moscow Conference, Molotov stated that "half measures
in the, case of . Hunga ry would,be dangerous to future pcacc." Tcrritorially,
Hungary will lose Transylvania, Carpatho-Russia, and probably a part of its
southern frontier to Yugoslavia : Italy will probably lose the Yugoslav districts
of .Triesti,and the Ad riatic islands and will be required to pay compensation . It

will be recalled that the Soviet demand for one-third of the Italian fleet was

made as a first installment on the reparations to be settled later .

The Soviet attitude towards the neutral states is not clear from the available

information. It is likely .to be based on the part which these states have taken in
the war, against Germany. If the views of the Soviet economist, Eugene Varga,

may be taken as reflecting the official position, it is ve ry unlikely that the
neutrals,would be permitted to retain the best of both worlds . The strongest

demand for reparations will probably , be made on Spain, whose contribution
both in soldiers and supplies to the . German war effort has been large . The

U.S.S.R. may also require that Turkey should contribute to the restoration and

the feeding of occupied countries . °A more lenient treatment will probably be

rese rved for Sweden and Switzerland beeause of their special geograph►c
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positions, although they too will probably be required by the Soviet Govern-
ment to make a contribution to the general rehabilitation of Europe. 
I I I. THE SOVIET POSITION IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

The ver '  little that is known about Soviet objectives in this area is based 
upon the statements made by Mr. Maisky when he was in Bagdad en route to 
Moscow in October 1943. He envisaged Soviet participation together with'the 
United K,  ingdom and the United States in the Middle East Regional Council; 
such as was suggested by Mr. Churchill. He appeared to regret that the 
Americans were so well established in Persia and seemed concerned at the 
possibility that the economic expansion of the United States in the Middle East 
may lead to political complications. He appeared to favour an early and radical 
solution of the Palestine problem but could not see how it could be achieved.  • 

- By, the Teheran Declaration the Soviet Union is pledged to maintain the 
"independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Iran" and to accord full 
conSidebtion to the special economic problems created by its role in the vvar. 
Thére' is some evidence to show that the Soviet Union intends to maintain close 
in'd friendly relations with the Shah as well as with the leftist party — the 
Tudeh. In the interview referred to above, Nit.. Maisky indicated the desire of 

Soviet Government to keep the trans - Persian supply route open after the 
Wail. Mr. Maisky added that the primary objective of Soviet policy was to 
iiieVent "disordcrs" in all territories adjacent to their frontiers. This, he said, 
was much more important than securing access to warm water ports. 
?There is no suggestion that the U.S.S.R. has any special interest in 
Milianistan beyond the general desire of maintaining friendly relations and 
PieVénting "disordcrs". 

.7 

thC war the Soviet press has maintained a discreet silence on the 
iubject'of India. The dissolution of the Comintern and the reorientation of the 
various Communist parties towards constructive support for the, governments 
l:iiéni dly to the U.S.S.R. may result in the Soviet Union lending its support to 
thé 

 
United  Kingdom in future disputes that may arise in connection with India, 

Provided alwàys that the Anglo-Soviet Alliance remains effective. In any case 

dieb..S.S.R.* is not likely to support the nationalism of Gandhi and Nehru who 
were subjeCted to rnuCh criticism in the Soviet press before the war. 

i Y.; SOVIET POLICY IN TIIE FAR EAST - 
e . lhe,Soviet position is governed by the necessity of maintaining neutrality 

with Japan so long as the Red Army is bearing the brunt of the land fighting in 

EuroPe. This is probably the rcason why the Soviet Government has not 

Permitted supplies to China to be shipped through Soviet territory. The 

withdrawal  (rom  Sinkiang last year may be taken as evidence of Soviet desire 

to maintain friendly relations with China. In this connection it may be worth 

1937 
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recalling that in 1937 the U.S.S.R. offered to China a pact of Mutual
Assistance directed against Japan . The pact was rejected by China because of
the attitude of the Chungking Government to .the ,Chinese Communists . The
Chinese are now, reported as being apprehensive about Soviet intentions i n
Mongolia and Manchuria .

As Japan's military position deteriorates the Soviet Government is likely t o
increase diplomatie pressure on Japan. The recent agreement by which
Japanese concessions in Northern Sakhalin were terminated and Japanese
fishing rights were curtailed is an indication of the kind of diplomatic pressure
the Soviet Union is likely to exe rt . This may eventually touch upon the questio n
of frontiers . It is-not likely, however, that the U .S.S.R. will fight Japan or
permit the establishment of Allied bases on its soil . The latter would involve
the U.S.S.R. in land fighting to protect the bases and would cut the Fa r
Eastern supply route. Moreover, as Stalin pointed out to Mr. Eden in 1941, it
would be better from the Soviet point of view to act only after a Japanese

attack on the U.S.S .R. Such a war would be much more popular with Soviet
public opinion than if Russia took the first step . At the time, Stalin told hTr .
Eden that the U.S.S.R. would be ready to fight Japan by the summer of 1942,
but as is clear from subsequent events Stalin was assuming that a second front
would already be in existence. The great losses suffered by the Russians since
then would appear to be a compelling argument against their participation i n

the Far Eastern war.
It is almost certain, however, that the Soviet Union would demand a voice

equal to that of each of the three Great Powers in the Pacific settlement on th e

grounds that its contribution to the defeat of Japan's p rincipal ally was in itsel f

a major factor in the collapse of a combined Axis strategy . Morcover, the
presence of a strong Red Army in Siberia has immobilized something like forty
first-class divisions in Manchuria, while the diplomatic pressure referred t o

above has deprived Japan of an easily accessible source of oil and of a portion
of, its food supply, and has protected the Aleutian islands from Japanes e

reconnaissance. The Russians could also claim that the considerable aid which

they alone among the Great Powers rendered to China in the early stages o f

the Sino-Japanese war, especially in arms and aeroplanes, and their own border

fighting against Japan in 1936 and 1939 were significant factors in prolongin g

Chinese resistance and in determining the Japanese to turn upon the Unite d

States before they had taken the necessa ry precaution of protecting their rear

through the invasion of Siberia .
[LEO MALANIA]
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1212.

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqu eau sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Soviet Unionto Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

DESPATCIi 19 9

TOP SECRET

1939

- DEA/7-Hs

Moscow, June 20, 194 4

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Mr. Wrong's letter of May9th,t with which he ' kindly sent me a co of the notes on thU.S.S.R

., put together by the Department to be taken to Lon don e war aims of the
Minister's party

. Although these are not intended to b e the Primedescription
of Soviet war aims, they cover the ground very completely .

an exhaustiv eread them over with great interest and wish to offer the following I have
A• In section 2. Baltic States, under the general heading •~T ng comments :

note the reference to the inclusion of the German citie erntorial Aim ss I;Tilsit within Soviet Lithuania . My understanding is that af Koenigsberg andenec
t was put forward by Marshall Stalin at the Teheran C

suggenfestion to this,have never been able to learn how serious is the Soviet intentio rence, but Ipurely Getman territory. It is easy to appreciate the desire n to absorb thisto have a frontier based
on the River Niemen, but this shar i

fateng sW th gic reasonsacquisition of East Prussia so weakens the Soviet case for a Poland the

Poland based on the Curzon Line that I am very sur rised thatfrontier with
ve * put forward this suggestion. p they shouldh

B. ,Under section S. Roumania, reference is made toSoviet Union will favour the retention by Roumaniaof the D
probability that the

acquiredfrom Bulgaria . This , no doubt, is a slip since in Se tember 1940, tW~ assigned to Bulgaria as a part of the territorial adjustments dictabrudjaHitler at Vienna. ted by
~C•` .In the second paragraph under the general heading of "ThePôditiôn in the Middle East," reference is made to the Teheran Soviet

~t~8ing the maintenance of "the inde endence sovere' Declaration• egntY of Iran." p ~ ~gnty and territorial
alréad This declaration, however, merely reaffirmed what had~ .,, ~ 1Ybetn declared when the British-Soviet forces occupied Iran in 1941 .G~:~~?ter

. in the same paragraph refcrence is made to the desire of the Soviet
co°.~Crnment to keep the trans •Persian supply route open after the war . In this~~ection .we must not rule t the possibility of the Soviet union seekin g~bôur f acilities ou in an Iranian port such as Mohammerah .. ~7°~' In the last part of the notes dcaling with "Soviet Policy in the Far East" it
Is :ta ted that the great losses suffered by the Russians would appear to be apelling argument against their participation in the Far Eastern war . Weô~û t overlook, however, the possibility that the Soviet Union ma seize the

ni ty to yenter the Far Eastern war when Japan is near collapse and when
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it involves` no great risk. Feeling against the Japanese is strong among the 
people of the Soviet Union and the Soviet Government would wish to have the 
more decisive voice in the peace settlement with Japan such as participation in 

L. D. WILGRESS 

1213. 	 DEA/2-Ds 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Doniinlons Secretary 

to Secretary (elate for External Affairs 

the war would give them. 
In conclusion I wish to express my'appreciation of the excellent summary of 

Soviet war aims provided by the notes reviewed in this despatch. 
I have etc. 

. 	 . 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 947 , 	_ . 	London, June 29, 1945 

SEcixEr. FolloWing recent constittitiorial Changes in the U.S.S.R. Commissars 
for Foreign 'Affairs havé been iiiWointed for the Ukrainian, Byclo-Russian and 
other constituent Republics of the Soviet Union. • 
:2., United Kingdom Ambassador, Moscow; thinks it possible that we may at 
some stage be faced with a definite request from Soviet Government to appoint 
a Separate representative' to the ,Ukraine, 'and we have accordingly been 
considering what should be our attitude in that event. 
3. It may be that  Soviet  Government may seek to drawi parallel between the 

new position in foreign affairs of the constituent Soviet Republics and the 
position of the Dominions. It has, of course;already .becn explained in the 
memoranduni handed to the Soviet Chargé d'Affaires in London," of which a 
côpy was enclosed in my Circular despatch D. 79 of the 3rd September, 1943,' 
that there is no such resemblance. If an analogy to the position of the Union 
RepUblics is to be sought, it is to be found not in the British Commonwealth, 
but in the German Reich as it existed between 1870 and 1918, where some of 
the  constituent  States were allowed to exercise a certain limited control in 
foreign affaiès  and in army matters, and for that purpose received and 
appointed diplomatic répresentatives. 

..F 

4. We feel, howeVer,', that it Would be difficult indefinitely to withhold 
recognition of the international status of the 16  constituent  Republics. If the 

U.S.S.11' is' determined on this development of its international position, it 

would`probably be impôssible to  persuade  all the  United Nations to stand firm 

in  refusing 'recognition, 'and once • one cotintry accorded recognition others 
would follow, and our pôsitiôn,' if we stood out, would cause great resentment 
inthe USSR  

AlVoir le volume 9, document 5471Seé Volume 9,  Document  $47. 
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5 ; 	 the same time, we see no advantage in hastening such recognition.' 
Moreover, there would be difficulties in regard to immediate establishment of 
separate United Kingdom representatives in the Ukraine for three reasons:--- 

(1) We might find ourselves being rePresented as having recognized the 
Ukrainian Republic's claim to parts of eastern Poland. Since the claimed 
territory would be only a s.  mall proportion of the total territory of the Republic, 
such a contention would not be good in law. Nevertheless, the situation might 
be embarrassing. 
(2) If we established separate representatives in the Ukraine, Soviev 

Govérnment might apply pressure publicly to induce us to do the same for the 
Byelo-Russian Republic which claims parts of eastern Poland amounting to 
approximately as much territory as the whole pre-1939 extent of the Republic. 

( (3) The Baltic States Republics might put in similar requests for United 
Kingdom representatives, when freed from the Germans, which if granted 
would involve recognition of incorporation of the Baltic States in the Soviet 
Union. 
6. In all the circumstances, we suggest that it should be our aim to try to 

postpone question of recognition of the 16 constituent Republics until the peace 
settlement. We should, however, be grateful to learn views of Dominion 
Governments on the matter. 
7. If the Dominion Governments agree with the line proposed above, we 

would suggest that all British Commonwealth Governments should keep each 
Otlier informed of any Russian move bearing on this matter. We should also 
pidpose to inform the United States Government and ask them to keep in 
contact with us on the subject. We would also suggest that the various 
representatives in Moscow should be instructcd to exchange information on it. 

8. We  shciuld be grateful for comments of Dominion Governments as soon as 
convenient. Ends. 
t, 

DEA/4930-40 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

ELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 992 	 London, July 8, 1944 

SièRET My telegram of December 2nd, 1943, Circular D. 1050.' Whilst 

ree, inithat it is right to supply Russia with maximum amount of information 

1°11ii:se,_ against Germany, United States authorities are not prepared to 

Iticipateln proposed Tripartite Agreement. They consider that object in 

"PY:can be attained more effectively by periodically presenting to Soviet 
authorities through Service Missions in Nloscow separate agreed United States 

a.atUnited Kingdom lists of items of technical information which would be 
to .Russian technical representatives in countries of origin. First 

, 
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United States - list has already been sent to - Moscow, and we have been
informed that supplementary United States lists will be sent in future. In these
circumstances, we have no, option but to ; conform with, this procedure which
will, in fact, give Russians all the information which they would have received
under proposed Tripartite Agreement .

2. From time to time there may arise question of releasing to Russians items
of technical information partly or wholly of Dominion origin . In that event, it is
suggested that most convenient procedure would be for United Kingdom
Service authorities to consult Dominion Service representatives in London as to
authority for and method of disclosure. . Should be glad to learn whether
Dominion Governments would be prepared to agree to this procedure .

1215. DEA/2- 1)s
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire aux Dominions "

Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Dominions Secretary"

TELEGRAM 118 - Ottawa, July 13 , 194 4

SECRET

1. Your telegram Circular D . 947 of June 29th : Soviet constitutional changes .

We agrce with your views on the course to be adopted in the event that a
request is made by the Soviet Government for 'appointment of a separate
representative to the Ukraine and we shall be glad to keep you and other
Commonwealth Governments informed of any Russian move which comes to
our notice . We have instructed the Canadian Ambassador, Moscow, to keep in
touch with other Commonwealth representatives there .

2 . InR view of the substantial number of persons of Ukrainian origin in
Canada, we consider it not unlikely that the Soviet Government might also
suggest an exchange of representatives between Canada and the Ukraine.

3. We think that the following points in addition to or in elaboration of the
points mcntioned in your telegram should be kept in mind :

(a) The case of each Soviet Republic for separate recognition in this manner
should be considered on its merits . The arguments for recognition are strongest
in the case of the Ukraine which is the second largest Slav state and holds an
important place in world economy . Any agreement to exchange represcntatives
with' the Ukraine should not be considered a precedent establishing the
international status of all the other Soviet Republics . In this way we could go
some distance to avoid reviving the undesirable controversy over the alleged
analogy between the status of these Republics and that of the countries of th e

British Commonwealth .

."Le télégramme était envoyé aussi 1 Canberra N• 7 . i Wellington N• S . à Pretoria N° 6.
The telegram was repeated to Canberra No. 7, Wellington. No . 8, Pretoria, No. 6.
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
au sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain 
to Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
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•  (b) We agree that it is desirable to postpone acceptance of separate 
diplomatic representation of the Ukraine until after the peace settlement. The 
Soviet Government may press the matter before then and if so it might be more 
conducive to Allied unity if recognition were granted promptly since it seems 
impossible to resist a Soviet request in the long run. 

(c) In the meantime, nothing should be done which might suggest to the 
Soviet Government that they would receive a favourable reply if they should 
ask now or later for an exchange of representatives with the Ukraine or other 
Soviet Republics or for recognition of the international status of the Republics 
in some other manner. 

1943 
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TELEGRAM 119 

DEA/4930-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au secrétaire aux Dominions 
Secretary of State for External Affairs to 

Dominions Secretary 

Ottawa, July 15, 1944 

SECRET. Your secret circular telegram D. 992 of July 8, 1944. The Canadian 
Government has no objection to procedure for exchange of technical 
information  with Soviet Union outlined in paragraph 2. Upon receipt of advice 
that suggested procedure has been adopted, appropriate instructions will be 
issued to service authorities overseas. 

T6P S EC R ET 

Dear Mr. Wrong, 
I would refer to your letter of June 21st' enclosing copy of Mr. Malania's 

Melhorandum on the war aims of the U.S.S.R." In compliance with your 
request this paper was handed to Mr. Hill of the Research Department of the 
Foreign Office. In conversation Mr. Hill made the following comments: 
f'if On  the  whole, the Research Department were greatly interested in the 
Memorandum and they find themselves in agreement with the outline of the 
PlinciPal aims of Soviet Wartime Policy at the beginning of the paper. 

In They were particularly struck with the point made concerning the Soviet 
attitude towards Neutral States. Apparently that point had not occurred to 
them and they consider it very well taken. In their opinion, however, Soviet 

London, July 17, 1944 

"Doétiment 2U .  
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demands to Turkey are not ve ry likely but it is quite probable that there will be
some in the case of Spain. Mr. Hill thought that the Soviet might go as far as
requiring the overthrow of Franco (incidentially they have reacted strongly to
Mr. Churchill's speech : with regard to Spain 76 and violent - attacks have been
made in their papers against that approach, even if Mr. Churchill himself was
not mentioned). In . any, , case, they will no, doubt , ask for . reparations in
connection with .the Blue Division and they have already listed its Commanding
Officers as one of the War Criminals whose surrender will be requested . Mr.
Hill gave , to understand that they intend to examine ' this question further and
that they may take it up wtth the Fore ign Office. They are glad therefore that
Mr. Malania's pa4xr had raised it .
c), On the , question of whether the U.S.S.R. will fight Japan there is

disagreement with Mr. Malania, It is Mr. Hill's as well as his superior's and
the whole of his ' department's opinion 'that the U.S.S.R. will declare war on
Japan. The reasons for that would be a) the possible results of Soviet neutrality
on public opinion in the United States b) the need which the U .S.S .R . will hav e
of industrial and economic assistance for reconstruction purposes : obviously, as
long as hostilities against Japan are not concluded, the volume of assistance
which can be expected from the U .K. or the U.S.A. will be limited c) the
protection of Soviet influence in China especially and in the Far East generally.

If the Soviet do not inte rvene, at the end of the war in the Far East, U .S .

influence will be dominant and the U .S.S .R. may Gnd it difficult to prevent the
liquidation by the Government of communist elements in China . It is expected
that the U.S.S.R. may delay 'their inte rvention ' and drive as hard a bargain as
they possibly can but the Research Department are convinced that, in the end,
she will join in the war against Japan .

d) As regards Dobrudja, Mr . Hill thinks that Bulgaria rather than Rumania
will have it since Soviet Policy will be more pr o-Bulgarian than pr o- Rumanian :

he expects that Northe rn Bukovina râther than the whole of Bukovina will be
claimed .
e) Given' the ' present relations between the U .S.S .R. and Yugoslavia, it is

almost, certain that Italy will not keep the Yugoslavian district of Trieste and

the Adriatic islands .
g) Mr. Hill said that he was grateful for our having brought this document to

his attention . He retu rned it with some other papers ' which he feels will

interest Mr. - Malania but he emphasized - that . these papers were passed on
informally and that no reference should be made to them in communications to
the Foreign Office or , some other U .K. office . If , Mr. Malania has any
comments he suggested that they,might .be sent to him personally. Mr- Nill

also,referred ;to ;two Foreign Office Prints : one entitled "Soviet Pronounce-
ments on Foreign Policy"(N 6763/499/38) and the other "Thc U . -S . I N
the ; Principles, of the Atlantic Charter and , the Four Frce d

76G rânde-Breta gne~Great Britain .
Ilouse of Commons . Debater. Fifth Series. Volume 400, Columns 768-72 .
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11 Lhe13- e desirable to develop further this channe la view to ascertaining the expert
views here at an unofficial level . with

1945
774/158/38) : In case these documents

are not readily available, copies havebeen made and are attached
hereto for your convenience . tThroughout the conversation Mr. Hill _ expressed 'Mr. Wilgress's reports and enquired about his st hls very high opinion ofApparently Mr. Wilgress's views are very closely~ ollow us experience, étc .Office. ed in the Foreign

This first exchange
of views with the Research Departmen tencouraging and if further papers on

Soviet Questions are r eDepartmentit mi ht seems8 perha I. p pared '

Yours sincerely ,

C . S. A . RITCHI E

TELECUM 242

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétiqueau secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Antbassador in Soviet Unionto Secretary ofState for External Affaire

DEA/4930-40

ary Attache for D.M.O.P." Department of NationalD~ferice, Begins: We have been unofficially advised by British Liaiso nRussians in London that certain military
technical information will ~son wit

hbethe ' Russian General Staff through the British Military Mission in given t
o

Moscow,similar action is being
taken by American Military Mission . In ,on Canadian milita ry development will be withheld b y so formatio n

as usoPPortunity of transmitting this information ourselves . Could this betarrganby,N•.D•N•,Q. and co-ordinated with British War Office. gd
1219.
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T~LIEGRA M CIRCU

DEA/2-Ds

~., IA D. 1133 London August 1 1, , 1944SECRET. My telegram Ci rcular D. 947or eXebange
of diplomatic representatives nwiwith tlindi~ d all Soviet

reques t~
R~pûblics; . , Uniona, F .

Y 's

âré~ " ~ ~ gra teful for views expressed on our suggestions on this ma tter and-0 ~ad to 1cno~y that there is complete agreement between us .

Le secrétaire aux Do ininions
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dominions Secretary
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2. United Kingdom Ambassador, Washington, has now been informed that 
the five British Commonwealth Governments concerned have agreed that the 
United Kingdom Government should inform the United States Government of 
their joint views on this matter and should ask the United States Government 
equally to keep in contact with us in regard to it and to instruct the United 
States Ambassador in Moscow to keep in contact with his British Common-
wealth colleagues. United Kingdom Ambassador, Washington, has been 
instructed to approach United States Government accordingly after informing 
Dominion representatives in Washington. 
3. United Kingdom Ambassador, Moscow, has also been instructed to 

exchange any information on this subject with his other British Commonwealth 
colleagues. 
4. We have carefully considered suggestion in paragraph 3 (a) of Canadian 

Government's telegram, No. 118 of July 13th, that case for exchange of 
separate reprèsentativcs with each particular Soviet Union Republic should, 
whcn an approach is received from the Soviet Government, be considered on its 
mcrits and that any agreement to exchange representatives with the Ukraine 
should not be considered a precedent establishing the international status of all 
other Soviet Republics. Exchange of representatives with one Soviet Republic 
would, however, constitute  recognition of its independent international status, 
and we feel that once indcpcndcnt international status of one of the constituent 
Republics is recognized in this way, principle would bc conceded and 
independent international status of the othér Republics could not consistently 
be contested. In the circumstanccs we think it bcst to adhere to the suggestion 
in paragraph 7 of my telegram Circular D. 947 of June 29th, that action to be 
takcn on any approach from the Government side for the exchange of 
Diplomatic representatives with any particular Soviet Republic should be 
considered on its merits in consultation whcn the occasion arises. Ends. 

1220. 	 D EA/2 - Ds 

• Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM144 	, 	 Ottawa, August 26, 1944 

SECRET. Your telegram Circular D. 1133 of August I 1 th. International 
position of Soviet Republics. 

We have instructed the Canadian Embassy in Washington to request the 

United  Kingdom Ambassdor to delay the approach to United States 

Government mentioned in paragraph 2 ,of your telegram. We did not regard 
your telegram D. 947 aiproposing this procedure. We consider that in capitals 

in which there is a Canadian diplomatic representative, it is generally desirable 

that the views of the Canadian Government should be conveyed to the 
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Government concerned through him and not through the United Kingdom 
representative. 
2. In the present case we did not think that any exchange of papers on the 

attitude to be adopted in the event of a Soviet request for exchange of 
diplomatic representatives with one or more Soviet Republics was necessary 
since the question had in fact already been discussed informally with the State 
Department by the Canadian Embassy. We understand that they have not 
reached a definite decision on the line they would take in such an event but 
there would probably be a strong disposition to avoid or postpone any such 
exchange between the United States and Soviet Republics. 

1221. • 	 DEA/2-Ds 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions 

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
Dominions Secretary 

to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1216 	 London, August 28, 1944 

SECRET. Your telegram No. 144 of August 26th. International position of 
Soviet Republics. 

We arc sorry if there has been any misunderstanding. To make position 
clear, further telegram is being sent to United Kingdom Ambassador, 
Washington, to effect that "although in communicating with United States 
authorities on this matter there is no objection to your informing them that the 
Dominion Governments have been previously consulted and are understood to 
be in general agreement with our views, you will, no doubt, make it clear that 
you are speaking for the United Kingdom Government only." 

1222: 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1359 	 London, September 13, 1944 
• 	- 

SECRET. My secret telegram Circular D. 992 of July 8th. 
Al1 Dominion  Governments having agreed, procedure suggested in 

Pa,ra8raph 2 of my telegram is being adopted. 

de e, 

ces.  

1947 

DEA/4930-40 
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1223.

SECRET" [Ottawa,] Novem be r 7, 19 4 4

CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN MR. CHARLES E. BOHLEN,
CHIEFOFTtiE EASTERN EUROPEAN DIVISION OF,TiIESTATE DEPARTMEN T

AND MEMBERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,

OTTAWA, NOVEMBER 3 , 1944

The 'following ôfGcers of the Department were present : Mr. Wrong, Mr.
Glazebrook, Mr. Riddell, Mr . Ignatieff, Mr. Norman and Mr. Malania . Mr.
Atherton, United States Ambassador to Canada, joined the group towards the
end of the meeting . , . i, - . . . I I

Mr. Bohlen began by emphasizing that, after the war the Soviet Union
would wish to proceed with internal reconstruction and would therefore desire
as the main object of foreign policy, to ensure the security of the Soviet Union .
Soviet leaders had two.ways of doing this. The first, , to which they attached
particular importance and which Mr. Bohlen described as the No. I priority of
Soviet policy,` was to maintain a very , close ûnderstânding with the other t wo

Great Powers in the coalition . The other method was to insist upon having
"friendly - governments" in neighbou ring states . The Soviet definition of

"friendly Gove rnments" is, however, quite different from that acccpted by the
B ri tish and Ame ricans, and tends in practice to become undistinguishable from
gove rnments dominated by the Soviet Union: Such governments would be
expected to enter into an, alliance with the U.S.S .R., and would be under
considerable pressure to tolerate no cri ticism of the Soviet system by their
citizens.
= This second method of ensuring secu ri ty, that of insisting on friendly

gove rnments,' is, however, in danger of jeopardizing what from the Soviet point
of view is the more important condition of security, a close undcrstanding
among the Great, Powers., After . having secured friendly govcrnments in the
contiguous states, the Soviets may feel that the security of these states, in ,t

uwould not be complete untilthelatter's neighbours were also "fricndly ' Thus
be

the process of extending Soviet influence in the name of security migh t

endless: Mr. Bohlen felt that it was up to the United Kingdom and the United
, States to make clear to the Soviet leaders that they "cannot have their cake
and eat it too," and that pursuit bÿ the Soviet Union of unilateral policies ma y

the three
arouse public 'suspicion to such an extent that co-opcration amon g

,Great Powers, to which they attach so much importance, would become
impossible. '

In this connection Mr. Bohlen said that the great majority of Americans
fvery strongly on the question of Poland. He, therefore, belicvcd that a stand

should be taken by the Anglo-Saxon powers in the interests of prescrving the
'Great Power alliance . He felt it was imperative to explain to the Soviet leaders
the state of public opinion in the democracies. In his opinion the Soviet leader

s

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures
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were misinformed
by the reports which they were receivingrepresentatives abroad . He instanced the reports of the Tass correrom thei rand said that they were

"feeding the party-line" back to Moscow sPondents ~two hundred Polish-Americans which endorsed the Soviet
.

~
A meeting of

receive an impressive coverage, while a mass meeting of, thoosition would ,
supported the Polish government

would be described as a usands whichreactionaries" . In reply to a question, he said he had reason to ~b andful of ;
Soviet diplomatic representatives

sent similarly biased reports . eheve that -
In taking a stand against undue extension of Soviet influenceSaxon powers should be

careful to avoid giving the impression o f ' the Anglo-
front" against the

Soviet Union, as this would defeat its own ~~~united ~
ose~bÿarousing Soviet suspicions, and encouraging them to proceed unila eraiy. Theway to get around

this difficulty was for the United Kingdom and the UnitedStates to make independent
approaches, wording their representationsdifferently. When controversial issues were under discussion betw the threepowers, satisfactory agreements
would never be reached if the United Statesand United Kingdom always acted together ; they must constantly be carefu ltreat the Soviet Government in all respects as an equal, and ive no c t

osuspicion that they were acting in concert in bringing g ause for
Moseow, pressure to bear on

~• Several times in the course of the conversation ,Soviet Union's insistence on having friendly governmen senn everted to th e
states, and contrasted

Soviet policy in this respect with that of
neighbo u

the Unring
.

,States ., While the United States would, of course, object if a Latin Americanrepublic concluded a milita ry alliance with another Great Power, theyinsist on "friendly governments" in the Soviet sense. They wouldnot ob e no
t

gove rnments wh i ch ranted against "Yankee imperialism," for instance . TheSoviet leaders, on the other hand, with thcir personal background of bitterfactional strife, were accustomed to think rigidly in terms of black and white .They. would consider a government which tolerated private criticism of theSoviet - Union, as not friendly . If it was not friendly, it was hostile ; and if
bosttle• it was probably plotting something sinister . This conclusion, in turnwould lead to drastic action . Mr. Bohlen thought that the post-war relations~~ ., n_,. .~tWUn Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union would be a test-case of thePossibility of a friendly neighbouring state of the U.S .S .R. retaining realint crnal independence . Bcne4" had done everything possible to show his goodtntentions. Mr. Boh1en wondered whether in view of this the Soviets ould ~Be~4 tolerate any private criticism of the U.S .S .R. in Czechoslovakia .`In dia .the band~ng the Comintcrn, the Soviet leaders wished to emphasize that

-~ ~mmunist parties in various countries were henceforth to act as nationa l~~"They . retained , however, their links with Moscow, and while drawingb~avil~. .-~.~~ y :on the particular national traditions in their countries, they were
~~ded f,by the Soviet leaders to act as p ressure groups to keep their

„
EdU

b Henm. pr&fdent de la&nel Rfpublique tchEcoslovaque.
Praidcnt of Crcchoslovak Rcpublic .
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government in line with a pro-Soviet orientation.  Mr. Bohlen did not think that 
the Soviets wished to have Communist parties in power in Europe, as this 
would arouse far too much suspicion. In  the  case of Germany, the coming to 
power of the Communist party might even constitute a danger to the U.S.S.R., 
not only because the German Communists might come to dominate Russia 
through German industrial and technical superiority, but also because German 
Communism might be Trotskyist and might wish to proceed at once with the 
world revolution. Mr. Bohlen said that the very first element to be liquidated in 
a country  occupicd by Soviet troops would be the Trotskyists and referred to 
his own observations of what had happened in Estonia in 1939 in support of 
this Contention. . 

Mr. Bohlen described the ideological basis of the Frcc Germany Committee 
in Moscow as the traditional pro-Russian orientation which was strong in a 
section of the Gcrman officer-class and officialdom (the Bismarck tradition). It 
was this tradition which had enabled the Committee to secure the adhesion of 
many high-ranking officers, and while the Committee itself might not play a 
political role in Germany, the Bismarck tradition might well become a political 
factor. 

Mr. Bohlen said very  little rcgarding the Churchill-Stalin conversations in 
Moscow last month. He mentioned that Stalin had deprecated Pan-Slavism, 
and Mr; Bohlen thought that the Pan-Slav policy would not bc pushed. It was 
also clear that the Soviets no longer objected to Federations, as such, in 
Europe. They were, for example, prepared to see a Polish-Czechoslovak 
fcdcration, provided always that each of thc units in the federation maintained 
direct and friendly relations with Moscow. In this connection, Mr. Bohlen 
mentioned an apparent contradiction in Soviet policy. During the Moscow 
Conference in 1943 the Soviet delegation had objected to federations on the 
grounds that thc Governments in exile were out of touch with public opinion 
within their countries and therefore could not commit their peoples to such an 
important step. Yet the Soviet Union did not refuse, almost immediately after 
the Conference, to sign a long-term alliance with  the  Czechoslovak Govern-
ment, which was not any less unrepresentative than the others. 

Regarding Turkey, Mr. Bohlen said that the Montrcux Convention had 
been mentioned at the Churchill-Stalin meeting. The Convention would 
probably be revised to permit free passage of Soviet ships through the Straits. 
Beyond this, Mr. Bohlen did not think thé Soviets would go. They were  flot 
likely to make any special claims on Turkey, but they would try to prevent the 
Turks from playing a leading role in the Balkans. Although he appreciated 
their fears of being bombed, Mr. Bohlen thought the Turks had missed their 
opportunity by not entering the war against Germany last year. 

With regard to the other neutral powers, Mr. Bohlen did not think that the 

Soviet Union would make any special claim on thcm, although it was clear 
from the Soviet reply to the invitation to attend the Conference on Civil 

Aeronautics in Chicago, that the Soviets did not look upon  the  neutrals with a 

friendly eye. 
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Replying to a question regarding the Soviet attitude to
barton Oaks

Conference, Mr. Bohlen again stressed the importance
the th

e Dum Soviet Unionattached to the concert of Great Powers
. They were prepare dto the group upon the insistence

of the others, although they seemed Cohina
frankly puzzled as to why China should be placed in t

hUnion appeared at category. The Sovietto think of the International Security Organizatio
nan alliance of the three Great Powers . as virtually

With regard to the making of Soviet policy, Mr
. Bohlen though tMaisky nor Litvinoff played an important role
. Men

that neitherlik eZhdanovl
0, who had lived all their lives in the Soviet Unio Andreev79 an dmore influential . The real maker of Soviet polic

y
was Sn' were, he thought ;

tremendously busy and probably issued onl talin• He was, however,
likened such a directive to a lever, which, upon bei

neneral d Téctives.Mr. Bohlengmachine into motion
. This, he thought, was the expla ationso ~' set the whol econnection with oil concessions in Iran . The Soviet Union reali viet policy in

The refusal of the Iranian Government would be re resente y needed oil .d toman like Andreev as the rejection of a friendly offer and as a Stalin, by aSoviet good intentions . Stalin would fume and make so slight upon
that Iran should be shown that the Soviet Union was a Grea t

such statement as
Powerits offers were not to be treated cavalierly . This would be en and thatmachine in motion

. The result was a violent press campai ough to set the
Iran and aagains tcrude demonstration of Soviet military might in front of thethe meantime Stalin would be bus Shah's palace . In

unaware of the impression which the~ woperha the front,
kingsoftthe machin and completely

producingabroad. This led Mr. Bohlen to stress once again the importancequite clear to Stalin the impact of Soviet policy upon foreign public
oof making

' pin` Mr
. Bohlen did not think that the Soviet leaders had any sinister on

ion .Plans . His g-ra n
t personal impression was that

Soviet policy was formulated from day, y to meet conditions as they arose.

Durin • II
g an earlter convcrsation between Mr. Bohlen, Mr. Atherton, Mr.Robtrts~ n and Mr. Wrong, Mr, Bohlen made some other point sbis later talk

. Asked about the reasons which led the Soviet Governtment
covered i nWt. .~oment to refuse to participate in the Civil Aviation Conference, the

~t
;he thought that the explanation given in the Tass stateme nt

, he said
f b

~ 'en seriously. The Sovict Foreign Office had known all along
should b e

that neutra l

~9k'A' Andnxy• soct~taire. Comiti: central du parti communiste de~ dn p~tt~ro ~~miuaire à i
'A 8 ncuiture.

l'Union soviétique ; membr e
A~~,

• Secreta ry. Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union;ÿ J ~ o~ the Politburo and Commissar for Agriculture.~ ~~' ~a~• Membre. Comité central du Politburo et du Présidium du Soviet suprême deA~
~~ oon

t~tWue: pr&ident, Comitf dcs Affaires étrangères de l'Union soviétique ; secrétair emuniste i Leningrad et i la Russie du Nord-ouest.
'~ ~~. Membcr, Central Committee of the Politburo and Presidium of Supremen et Union; Praident Foreign Affaire Committee of hte Soviet union, Communist° y~ry tor Ltninarad . and Northwest Russia .
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states with the exception of Argentina had been invited to attend. They had 
themselves formally accepted the invitation in a note dated October 19th, and 
their 'delegation was actually in Minneapolis when it was recalled to Moscow. 

,He thought it not improbable that some of the old Bolsheviks in the  Praesidium 
had at the last moment got. Stalin's car and convinced , him that Soviet 
delegates should not sitIn a conference with representativee of Switzerland, 
Portugal and Spain. There was a good deal of bitterness towards Switzerland 
based on the idea that it was presumptuous for so small a country to refuse to 
enter into diplomatic relations with the U.S.S.R. Furthermore in Moscow there 
was a tendency to be intolerant towards small states just because they were 
small. If in addition small states suppressed communist parties as the Swiss 
had donc, this intolerance was increased. • 

'Asked for his views on the relations with Moscow of Communist leaders 
abroad, Mr. Bohlen said that one must assume that personalities such as Tito, 
Earl Browder'', and the French . Communist leaders such as Cachin and 
Thorez, remained in the good graces of Moscow because they maintained their 
connections there and did nothing inconsistent with the general lines of Soviet 
policy. Since, however, the Soviet Government was no longer actively 
interested in promoting world revolution, it was quite possible for Tito to be at 
the same time a faithful Communist in Moscow's eyes and a'Yugoslav patriot. 
Ex-Communists and Trotskyists were to . Moscow the chief public enemies. So 
long as the connection between communist leaders abroad and Moscow WaS 

maintained, the old, duality of Soviet policy would  continue.  The present 
leaders, however, preferred to use normal methods of intergovernmental 
-contact to promote Soviet' interests abroad, and local Communist parties were 
likely to be employed more for general Soviet propaganda than to influence 
internal affairs. 

VVith respect to ihe Churchill•Stalin meeting, Mr. Bohlen said that Mr. 
Harriman" considered that the results were quite satisfactory with regard to 
Balkan problems; a working agreement had been reached. He was far less 
happy about the Polish aspects. He confirmed that the Polish Committee of 
Liberation céntainéd elements which the Poles had reason to regard with grave 
suspicion. 	s - 	• •• , 

There was also some  discussion of the status of the constituent  Soviet 
Republics'. Mr. Bohlen thOught that in realitithe significant change had been 
that relating to the armY. He commented that the authority of the central 
gov'erninent was effective even in the  fields  res.  «yeti to the constituent republics 
under the constituion, and it was quite inconceivable that thcy would be 
allowed to exercise any independent initiative in forcign affairs. He took little 
stock in the view that the constitutional changes, by encouraging diversity, 
might in. the king run be welcome to the rest of the world; there was no 
intention to allow real liberty of action  to the republics.' He  agreed that the 

"Secrètaire général du Parti communiste des États-Unis jusqu'à sa dissolution cn mai 1944. 
General Secretary, United States Communist Party until its dissolution in May, 1944. 

uAverell Harriman, ambassadeur des États-Unis en Union soviétique. 
Amen Harriman, United States Ambassador in the Soviet Union. 
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right of secession nominally accorded to the republics in the Constitution could not be exercised, ,  since there was no constitutional method of exercising  this  right. He did not seem to be very apprehensive about the use ,to which the Soviet government might put the alleged right of the republics to be directly 
represented on international bodies, and so on. 

1953 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 402 	 Moscow, November 9, 1944 

SECRET 

Sir, 
1 have the honour to report that, in spite of some recent manifestations of 

Soviet policy, I still believe that the Soviet Government are desirous of co-
operating fully with the other great powers in laying the foundations for a 
lasting peace. I3y this I have never intended to convey that the Soviet 
Government would at all times placidly conform to the pattern sketched by the 
Anglo-Saxon powers. They will continue aggressively and in their own peculiar 
manner to exert their will on international policy whenever they consider their 
special interests arc involved, but the main objective will be the avoidance of 
international unrest if this can be accomplished without jeopardising their vital 
interests. The reasons for this main objective are not unselfish in that the 
Snviet Government wish above 'all else to have a long period of external 
securi ty in order that they can accomplish the tasks of internal reconstruction, 
which in the end will result in the country becoming still more powerful 
ecOnomically and therefore milita ri ly. 
0-,›This view is disputed by many, otherwise well-informed, observers abroad, 
Y(40 hold that the Soviet Government are motivated by aggressive intentions 

*are  aiming to incorporate within the Soviet Union many of the territories 
°.aJIÇr ,western, southern and eastern borders. Those who hold this view are 
co_nrinned in their opinion by ccrtain recent actions and policies of the Soviet 
9,,0YeMment, just as those who hold the contrary view are encourged by the 
'gninimity shown by the Soviet Government in the recent armistice 

negotiations with Roumania, Finland and Bulgaria, their cooperative action in 

rekirdlo Yug.  oslavia, their willingness to assist in making effective interna- 
62,11a.. ri.Lirgans, such as the International Security Organization, U.N.R.R.A., 

790(1 and Agricultural Organization, and the International Monetary 

êt:t and their, pains to maintain unity in the Anglo-American-Soviet 

lton:against Nazi Germany. As so often happens those who hold the 

LPPelig acts «views go to extremes in expounding their respective theses and 

iLoolaçrreaching conclusions in support of theses theses from recent 
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manifestations of Soviet policy. The truth lies somewhere in between and the
difficulty is to place the proper valuation on such evidence as we possess . In
adhering to my principal contention that the Soviet Gove rnment wish to follow
a policy not of aggression but of avoiding actions that will disturb international
harmony to any serious extent it is incumbent upon me to examine some of the
evidencx to the contra ry produced by those who att ribute motives of aggression
to the Soviet Government. This can best be done by reviewing Soviet policies in
relation to other countries and those recent actions that have caused uneasiness
even in the minds of those confident of the peaceful intentions of the Soviet
leaders.

3. The most distùrbing recent signs of overt Soviet pressure on her smaller
neighbours are the attacks in the Soviet press against Turkey and Iran . As
regards the former the attacks are comparatively mild and may be said to
reflect in part displeasure at Turkish failure to enter the war before it was too
late. They probably also arc a preparation for the day when the question of the
Straits will become once more a principal subject of inte rnational controversy.
The Soviet Union undoubtedly feels that the Montreux Convention must be
scrapped because it does not accord recognition to the paramount interest of
the Soviet Union, as the leading Black Sea power, in the question of navigation
through ' the Straits . I should be surprised, howcver, if in putting forward what
she considers to be her just claims for the inte rnationalization of the Straits the
Soviet Union will do anything which will create uneasiness about her intentions
towards the integ rity `of Turkey or aboutF hcr desire to play a role in the
Mediterranean. The readiness with which the Soviet Government have
accorded the United Kingdom a free hand in Greece shows that the Soviet
Union is not ambitious as yet to meddle in either Mediterranean or Middle
Eastern affairs, although undoubtedly in the future she will watch develop-
ments there closely and endeavour to increase her influence gradually by
promoting economic and cultural relations.

4 . More subtle reasons must be looked for in the reccnt crude bullying of Iran
as a result of the refusal of the Iranian Government to grant now a concession
to the Soviet Union , for the exploration and exploitation of oil resources in
northern' Iran . I take this to signify a warning to Iran not to indulge in the old
game of playing one great power off against another . B ri tish policy has been to

bring the United States into Iran as a counter-weight to the Soviet Un ion . This
has bcen resented by the Soviet Government who fear the possibility of future
clashes with the North Ame rican colossus if the latter becomes embroiled in

any of the countries borde ring on the Soviet Union . The Iranian Government in
refusing to grant the oil concession maÿ have believed that after the war
United States interests would outbid the Soviet Union for the concession . The

Soviet Government response is to make clear to the Iranian Government that
the integ ri ty of ° Iran will be respected only to the extent that the Iranian

Gove rnment recognize thé 'division of the country into the already dehned
B ri tish and Soviet zones and keep outsiders out of the Soviet zone.

. 6. [sic] The Afghan Ambassador in Moscow has been even more apprehen-
sive than the Iranian Ambassador about future Soviet intentions towards his
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country. A border incident has arisen over disputed ownership of some islands in the River Amu Darya which serves as the boundary between the two 
countries. These islands have been occupied by Soviet troops and the Soviet 
Government state that the border dispute can be adjudicated after the war. 
Difficulties have also arisen through the friendly reception accorded by the 
Afghan Government to Uzbeks and Tadjiks who to the number of 40,000 have 
sought refuge in Afghanistan from collectivized agriculture and religious 
persecution. It is clear, however, that the Soviet Government will seek to 
maintain correct relations with Afghanistan so long as India remains part of 
the British Empire and the Anglo-Soviet Alliance continues to be one of the 
corner-stones of Soviet foreign policy. 
,7. The most recent indications of Soviet policy towards China have been 
pressure to secure the removal of Governor Sheng from Sinkiang and attacks in 
the Soviet press against the Central Government for using a large force of well-
equipped troops to blockade the Communists, thereby showing more interest in 
preventing the spread of Communism than in fighting the Japanese. On the 
Sinkiang issue the Soviet Government were seeking to eliminate a governor 
whom they considered to be hostile to the Soviet Union and whom the Central 
Government viere unable to control. The removal of Governor Sheng has 
eliminated this cause for friction and the Chinese Ambassador reports an 
improvement in relations as a result. Here as in other border districts the test 
will be the ability of the Central Government to maintain effective control. As 
regards the Chinese Communists there is little evidence that the Soviet Union 
is interfering in Chinese politics or according material support to the 
Communists. On the othcr hand the Communist issue does provide a useful 
instrument for the Soviet Government to bring pressure to bear on China by 
instituting whenever they  sec fit press attacks on the dictatorial and non-
democratic character of the Central Government. 

8. In its policy towards China the Soviet Union will be guided by the 
consideration that a strong China is just as likely to be a threat to Soviet 
interests in the Far East as a strong Japan. For this reason there may be some 
substance to Chinese fears that the Soviet Government might like to see 
established a series of small socialist states in North China stretching from 
Outer Mongolia to Manchuria and from the Amur to the Yellow River. It is 
not likely, however, that the Soviet Government will take any positive steps to 
Wither these plans if in doing so it would bring them into serious disagreement 
viith the United States. They realise very well that there is no area where 
conflict of views with the United States is more likely to cause serious trouble 
tlisn'China. Being nearly as dependent upon United States economic assistance 
isÀçhina itself they will be careful to respect the territorial integrity and 

Çreign rights of China so long as the United States Government support the 
%fentral Government of that country. This does not mean that the Soviet 

Mlinent will refrain from doing everything possible to increase economic 
'a,11a;eu1tura1 relations with such territories as Sinkiang and Manchuria, but any 

secia_Upolitical and economic concessions probably only will be sought in 

lgreement with the othcr Allies as part of the bargain for the participation of 

1955 
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the Soviet Union,in the war against Japan . This might apply, for instance, to
transit , ri ghts - over the Manchurian railways and port facilities at Dairen . On
the other hand it is unlikely that'any tears will be shed in the Kremlin if China
through its own weakness should split up into a number of units leaving only
small powerless states along the border with the Soviet Union .

9.-The` settlement with Japan many present the possibility of differences
between the Soviet Union and the United States over territorial adjustments in
the Pacific. The Soviet Union ' may want and , if they participate in the war
against Japan, probably will receive the south irn half of the Island of Sakhalin .
The Soviet Gove rnment, however, may put forward claims for= the Kurile
Islands which extcrid from the southern tip of Kamchatka to Japan . Certainly,
they would not welcome the transfer of any of these islands to United States
ownership or control .
'10.` Turning to the western frontier of the Soviet Union we Gnd a very varied
picture depending on'the type of regime in power in each of the ncighbouring
count ries. The most encouraging example of the correctness of Soviet policy is
the' attitude towards" Finlând since the signature of the armistice agreement
with that count ry. ~ Finnish stubborness has won the respect of the Soviet
leaders and with faithful execution by the Finns of the armistice terms there
has developed a trend tôwards the cultivation of fricndly feelings between the
peoples of the two count ries . The Finns for their part are greatly relieved that
their fe:trs about Soviet troops occupying the more settled districts in Northern
Finland and about° Soviet interference in Finnish politics have provcd to be
unfounded .

11 . Poland continués to be ~ â major threat to allied harmony . Most blam e
must be ascribed to the anti-Soviet attitude of the Polish cmigr 6s from whom
the Polish Gov irnment in ' London have derived thcir .chicf support, but the
emergence of Mr. Bierut with ` his communist - antecedents has created
miâgivings about-the intentions of the Soviet Government respecting Poland .
Soviet policy is directed at the removal of any possibility of a regime coming to
power in 'a future independent Poland which will prosecute policies hostile to
the Soviet Union and thus make Poland a l base for anti•Sovict intrigues . This
probably can be achieved only by destroying the vestiges of feudalism in the

Polish social "structure, and thus there conïes about a considerable degree of
interference` in' the internal affairs` ot Poland . • Unfortunately there is enough
similarity between this situation and the United States attitude towards the
present ~ regime in , Argentina' ~ to enable 'the Soviet Government to draw
eotnparisons : However, the prôximity of Poland , while justifying more interest

by the Soviet Union in` the type of gove rnment in power in that country, does
tend to place the ' Poles in â pos,ition of dependence on the Soviet Union and
derinitely , to earmark 'Poland as part `of the Soviet sphere of influence. The

solution-in mÿ ~ opinion is to strive after the war to bring about econom~é
cooperation ` bctween'~all the relatively politically weak units occupyin g

pcn insula of Europe ., The Uni ted States w i th its practical altruism and it s
t this

political disinterestness in Europe Is in the best position to promoe
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objective as an offset to the tendency for the division of Europe into spheres of influence. 	 • 
12. In marked contrast to Poland, Czechoslovakia remains the one country in 

eastern Europe following consistently the policy of close cooperation 1.vith the 
Soviet Union wi!hout jeopardising its political independence. With its highly 
developed industry and its strategic geographical position Czechoslovakia could 
do much in association with the industrial countries of western Europe to  bring 
abéut that economic cooperation referred to in the preceding paragraph. This 
would be  •  consistent with the previous policies of Czechoslovakia, and, if 
carefully handled, need not endanger the close understanding reached with the 
Soviet Union in the political sphere. The success which the CzechosloVaks have 
achieved in the latter respect gives them a unique opportunity for leadership in 
the post-war reconstruction of Europe, provided they receive the coriect degree 
of encouragement from the two Anglo-Saxon powers. 
( 13. Judging from the  Soviet  press the Soviet Government are not Very 
satisfied with the present political situation in Roumania. The government of 
that country is criticised for not carrying out a sufficiently drastic purge of pro-
fascist elements. The criticism is directed chiefly against the National Peasant 
Pàrty and the Liberal Party and it would seem that the Soviet leaders would 
like to see these two parties eliminated from the government and a new regime 
installed in which the Communist Party would have more influence. The 
Roumanians thought they were being astute when they appointed  • Mr. 
Patràscanu, one of the Communist leaders, as head of their armistice 
delegation but this made no apparent difference to the manner in which they 
Were treàted in Moscow and M. Patrascanu probably lost face with his 
follôwers as a consequence. Since then, however, the Soviet press has kept up a 
constant criticism of the right-wing of the government, particularly the factions 
led by-- Maniu and Bratianu. The Roumanian Government have also been 
criticised for the manner in which they arc carrying out the armistice terms, 
particularly the return of machinery and other industrial equipment looted 
from the Soviet Union. There has also been reports of difficulties having arisen 
bétween.the foreign-owned oil companies and the Soviet Armistice Control 
Commission over the owncrship of piping and other oil-well equipment. On the 
whole it looks as if Roumania is likely to provide a source of considerable 
trouble in the future and that the Soviet Government will not be so scrupulous 
in aVoiding interference in the internal affairs of Roumania as they are in the 
citse of Czechoslovakia. Like Poland, Roumania appears to have come very 

definitely within the Soviet sphere of influence. 
14; The Soviet Union have very close historical and cultural ties with 

Boliaria and the people of that country are very friendly disposed towards the 

,PeOPIes of the Soviet Union. The geographical position of Bulgaria, however, 

„,urinetit very close to thosc Mediterranean interests which the United 

mogdorn regards as its concern. Mr. Eden achieved a real victory in Moscow 

las__timônth in securing Soviet  recognition of that fact. Nevertheless the 
t  
inet>1., Iîatio'n of Bulgaria by Soviet troops has led to the Soviet Union becoming 

more  stiongly entrenched in that country than ever in the past and henceforth 

1957 
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we may expect the Bulgarian Government to pursue a consistently pro-Soviet 
policy. While this will lead to the influence of the Soviet Union throughout the 
Balkans becoming ycry great, it need not imply a threat to the integrity of 
Bulgaria. This threat probably will be lessened further if the Soviet Govern-
ment succccd in suï)Planting the Montreux Ccinvention with a new convention 
pioviding for internationà1 instead of Turkish control over the Straits. 

15.4  fcw weeks ago it looked as if the Soviet Government were still 
distrustful of the  Yugoslav Government headed by Premier Subasic and 
inclined to favour the consolidation of control by the Yugoslav Committee of 
National Liberation headed by Marshal Tito. Mr. Eden was able to satisfy 
himself that the  Soviet  Government are anxious that Yugoslavia should not 
become another Poland and that they arc willing to cooperate with the United 
Kingdom Government in the establishment of a government of national unity 
in Yugoslavia. Many problems still face that country but apparently it is to be 
spared a divergency of policies by the great powers and will be permitted to 
work out its own salvation with the minimum of interference from outside. 

16. Admiral Horthy, while still Rcgcnt of Hungary, wrote a personal letter to 
Marshal Stalin last month sccking an armistice. He acted too late and was not 
in a position to swing all of his people to turning on the Germans. Hungary, 
therefore, will be conquered and there is no knowing what will happen. It is 
unlikely, however, that this country will prove a bonc of contention between the 
grcat powers. It is too small to be of interest to the Soviet Union. Although 
Hungary has a more pronouncedly feudal social structure than Poland, there 
have - been very fcw attacics in the Soviet prcss against the Hungarian 
magnates. This is because they have shown little cnthusiasm for Naziism and 
Hitler has found his support mostly among the middle class of Budapest to 
whom his anti-scmitism appealed for economic reasons. 

17. The Soviet leaders assurcd Mr. Churchill and Mr;  Eden  whcn they were 
in Moscow last month that they were not interested in Grcccc and that they 
recognised the importance of Greece to the United Kingdom as the principal 
Mediterranean power. No doubt the corollary to this is that the United 
Kingdom should recognise the paramount interests of the Soviet Union in 
territories of special interest to the latter country. Comparatively little interest 
in Italy is now being shown by the Soviet Government and the minor struggle 
which took place over that country last year probably was for the purpose of 

assuring the Soviet Union of its place as a full and equal mcmbcr of the three-

power, coalition as well as to 4 gain  the sympathy of left-wing elements 

everywhere for the championship of a government representative of progressive 

forces and completely purgcd of reactionary elements. 
18. Throughout the past two years the Soviet Government have been taking a 

very great interest in France and have been posing as the supporter of the 

progressive elements in France  as  against  the  more doubtful support of the 

other two great powers. When official rccognition was accorded recently to the 

Government of France the Soviet Government allowed  the  rumour to circulate 

in Moscow that they all along had been in favour of rccognition and that it had 

been hesitation on the part ()Nile other two great powers that had deferred 
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action until now

. Behind the scenes, however, Soviet Policy towardsCommittee of National Liberation had been vacillating, de endin e Frenchupon the extent to which General de Gaulle was influenced by the right or
largely

wing members of the Committee
. The Soviet press recently has eftprominence to telegrams from Paris reporting dissatisfaction with the dec re endisbanding the Patriotic Militia

. This, however, has not prevented the SovietGovernment from coming out with the proposal that France should be mad efull member of the European Advisory Commission when all that Mr ; de a
had proposed last month was that France should attend meetings of

Eden
Commission when matters relating to Germany were being discussed . Sovietepolicy probably is to woo France and prevent her from becoming too closely
allied with the United Kingdom which would have the result of alignin the
countries of western Europe into a close partnership for the furtherance of~heir
common interests in the light of the new balance of power throughout theworld.
x 19

. There is good reason to believe that the Soviet Government have been
disappointed at how the Anglo-Soviet Treaty Alliance of May 26th, 1942, is
working out in practice

. When the treaty was signed they hoped that this would
mean the regulation of Europe by the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union,
the former being responsible for western Europe and the latter for eastern
Europe. They also hoped that the United States would not take too reinterest in European affairs . The day the treaty was signed Mr . Maisky ,atthne
then Soviet Ambassador in London, remarked that it would help the United
Kingdom to withstand pressure from the United States. After that, however,the

United Kingdom commenced to shape its policy closely to that of the'United States . There commenced the frequent conferring together of Mr .Chu rchill and Mr. Roosevelt . The practice grew to such an extent that theSoviet Government commenced to feel themselves an inferior member of thethree.power coalition . This feeling became pronounced at the time of the 1943
, Quebee Conference but was allayed by the successful outcome of the Moscow
and Teheran Conferences which followed shortly thereafter . The conversationswhich took place last month when 111r . Churchill and Mr . Eden were in
Moseow further sucessfully restored the proper understanding between ' the twoA llies,- but the Soviet Government are now under no illusions about th eM1 necessity of the United Kingdom closely coordinating its policy, even asregaids Europe, wi th that of the United States . Hence the Soviet desire thatFra

nce should not become too closely aligned with the United Kingdom .
20• ° Uneasiness already can be detected in the United States that the Soviet

"Union may stir U11 political unrest in Latin America . There is nothing that Ican think of morc l'k I

opments of the countr i es i n which they are stationed . I think you
Pa Lirai dev 1 •
MMy to avoid giving any appearance of being interested in the internal

t Interference b o ie ni on an apparentby the latter country in the affairs of the Latin American
~~ ~cou

.ntries, It would be my surmise that the Soviet diplomatic missions already
' ~ biished in Mexico, Cuba, Colombia and Uruguay have been enjoine d

i e y to prejud i cc that economic cooperation of the Unitedes . in the internal rcconstruction of the S v' t U th
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have found this to be the attitude of the Soviet Embassy at Ottawa and while
the Latin American countries offer a more fertile field for encouraging political
unrést, I should be surprised to find that the Soviet Government would consider
the present or the immediate post-war period suitable * for exerting that
influence they are in a position to exercise on developments in those Latin
American countries ripe for political change :

21 . - What probably has caused most• uncasiness of late has been the Soviet
attitudë towards participation in some of the` intcrnational ' organizations now
b~ing set up to regulate the post-wâr world . The Soviet demand that the
permanent members of the proposed Security Council participate and have the
right of veto in cases in which they arc, parties to a dispute can be regarded as
equivalent to asking that the 'great powers should be above the law. The Soviet
attitude, however, is largely a reflection of the past suspicion and mistrust in
which the Soviet Union was regarded by other count ries. While the activities of
the Cominte rn were ' basically the reason for treating the Soviet Union as a
pariah, there was a great deal in the attitude 'of other countries that the Sovie t
leaders are unable to forget and this makes them take precautions to preclude a
ganging up of other coùntries against~ them . This cxplains the difference of
views that arose at Dumbarton Oaks about voting in the Security Council . Mr.
Molotov's plea to the` B ri tish Ambassador that othcr countries should learn to
trust the Soviet Union does show, that the Soviet Government believe in and
wish to make effective the system of security envisaged in the proposals for an
International Secu ri ty Organization. They will support the organization fully
so long as t it is not used to thwart what, they consider to be their just
aspirations. It is F. true that - if any other important country made such a
reservation, the system would not be worth the effort expended on making it
work,' but under the conditions whereby . the Soviet - Union emerges from the
war as the predominant military , power ; on the Eurasian land mass it is
probably the only - ,basis on

.
which complete Soviet " coopcration in the

maintenance of a long pe riod of peace can be secured and as such is worth
t ry ing. . Certainly, the, Dumbarton' Oaks proposals in themsclvcs should provide
an effectivé guarantee against thé ' resurgcnce of German aggression . It w ill

keep(Germany`and all smaller ' count ries quiet even if it cannot "police the
policemen:' ~ • _ °

22.It is ironical that just about the time there are published the details of a
system of `secu ri ty designed to curb effectively renewed German aggression,
there should be' a spate of uhemes for t accomplishing the same end by
destroying German industry and thus depriving the peaceful world cconomy of
ont of its inôst f, productive units . Nâturally ° such schemes meet with a ready
response in the Soviet Union ,where the lôss =of German "cconomic cooperation
in the ` future would bë more than compensated for by the complete disappear-
ânce of the base of the military, power of the only, rival to the Soviet Union on
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the 'Continent of Europe. This is the danger inherent in putting forward 
schemes for the future of Germany that are devoid of any constructive 
features. The one rock on which future cooperation between the Soviet Union 
and the other two great powers is most likely to founder is the treatment to be 
meted out to Germany. It is essential to the future peace and welfare of Europe 
as well as of the world that the German people should have the opportunity of 
devoting their energy and skill to contributing a large share to mankind's 
common pool of peacetime products. The Soviet Union will be out for a hard 
peace no matter how destructive the terms and if we are to be spared a peace' 
settlement devoid of constructive features there must be resistance on the part 
of the other two great powers to the extreme proposals likely to be formulated 
in Moscow. The German problem will have to be handled carefully if hairriony 
among the Big* Three is to be maintained, but it is doubtful that the Soviet 
Union would withhold its cooperation simply because it could not have its own 
way entirely over the settlement with Germany. 

23. There are functional fields in which it will be difficult to attain full Soviet 
cooperation. This will be mostly for military or security reasons, such as in the  
case  'of the regulation of post-war civil aviation. In other cases it will be 
because the Soviet Union will not wish international organizations having too 
much iuthority in eastern Europe as illustrated by the case of the proposed, 
Etiropea—n Inland Transport Organization. The great influence of the N.K.V.D. 
(Peoples Commissariat of Internal Affairs) and their antipathy to foreigners 
learning too much about the Soviet Union will preclude the granting of 
permission to foreign experts or commissions to come to the Soviet Union to 
conduct investigations or functions on behalf of international organizations. All 
this is a reflection of the extreme centralization of power in the Soviet Union 
and the lack of faith in either external or internal security, but it does not mean • 

any unwillingness on the part of the Soviet Union to cooperate fully in the 

maintenance of peace. 
24: To 'stim up, we can see that it is going to be'very difficult to get along 

with the'  Soviet Union and trouble may constantly be arising over matterà of 
important  but not vital concern. On the large issues that determine peace or 

Wix even on those that determine a sense of security or international 

uneasiness — we may expect that the Soviet Union will throw its full weight 

Ikhirid the  forces  working for peace and security. In no other way can the 

WU leaders carry out their aims of reconstructing the economy of the 

cdûntry, of repairing the glaring weaknesses in that economy and of making a 

Pe" pie.  that have had to bear terrific hardships for nearly thirty years at least, 

reasonably happy and contcnt. 
bed) 1 have etc. 

L. D. WILGRESS 
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DEA/2-AEs 
Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique 

au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Moscow, April 16, 1945 

Sir, 
I have the honour to enclose herewith four memoranda,' prepared by Mr. 

Arnold Smith, on (A) Soviet Attitude to Relief and Economic Reorganization 
Problems in Europe; (B) Soviet Attitude . to International Transportation 
Coordination; (C) Certain Aspects of Soviet Diplomatic Techniques; and (D) 
Some Reflection on Bargaining Points and Materials for a Strong Policy by 
the Western Democracies. These studies are intended as background to explain 
certain conclusions which recent events have suggested: 

(i) That the Soviet government at present seems intcnt on creating relatively 
exclusive zones of influence for itself in Europe and probably elsewhere. 

(ii) That the. Soviet government seems at present unwilling to cooperate 
seriously in international econoinic planning, or to contemplate meshing the 
economies of countries in "their" zones of Europe with those of the rcst of the 
continent and the world. It is intended, however, that they bc closely integrated 
with the economy of the Soviet Union. 

(iii) That there has recently been a marked deterioration or stiffening in 
Soviet diplomatic techniques during the first three months of 1945, and an 
attitude of increasitig unwillingness on the part of the U.S.S.R. to cooperate 
closely and frankly with their major Allies, especially in matters affecting the 
"Soviet" sphere in Europe. 
(iv) That it is therefore time for a firm diplomatic line to bc taken by the 

Western powers in their dealings with the Soviet Union, and that it is also 
desirable to consider building up those areas in Europe and elsewhere where 
Western  influence is or can be dominant. 
(v) That continued Western firmness may inducc the Soviet Government to 

modify, at least temporarily, its present clearly isolationist trcnds. 
(vi) That codperation between the Western powcrs and the Soviet Union is in 

any case noi ruled out. But it will have to be on rather other tcrms than those 
generally contemplated during recent years. 

2. It seems that the Soviet Government at present intends that its post-war 
influence in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania and Bulgaria will bc not only 
predominant but in effect more or less exclusive. This determination is 
illustrated by their insistence on Communist-controlled governments in these 

countries, and by others  points mentioned in thc attached mcmoranda. The 
Soviet government his decided to have a firm military alliance with 
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Yugoslavia, and despite
the secret "50-50" understandincountry 'concluded last autumn in Moscow with Mr. Churchill it seeming thisinevitable that Soviet in fluence with Marshal Tito and his supporter s almost

be sospredominant as to be exclusive in fact if not in form. The Soviet Governmentinsisted on a Communist,a' Mr. Fierlinger, being appointed Prime M•nlste
rrnment

Czechoslovakia . It remains
. to be seen whether Soviet exclusivityl ofpossible here, whatever they wish

. The Czech Government has already be
Soviet pressure,

to delay or restrict the establishment of a United Kin ' onEmbassy in liberated Czechoslovak territory. gdom- 3 . There is no reason to
believe that Soviet zones of exclusive influence will belimited to Europe. It is significant that at the recent Trade Union Conferencein London the Soviet delegation

suggested that invitations be sent to the tradeunions of the special areas in Iran and China . Regarding China, we understandthat the Chinese Communists (who seem to have been more far-seeing and

have been given for avoiding active coordination - reasons none of which see m

efficient than the Kuomintang)
have predominant influence among the guerillaorganizations in Japanese-occupied parts of northern China. Soviet controlover the Chinese Communist Party seems to be at present non-existent orslight . But if the Soviet Union enters the Paci fic war it is an easy guess that theRed Army will fight primarily in northern China and Manchuria. Closemilita ry cooperation must therefore be developed between the Red Army andthe Communist guerillas. It is probable that after the war this military controlof Russian communists over Chinese Communists will be to some extent atleas t perpetuated in the transposed form of political control .4. It also seems clear, as the two attached memoranda on economic planning

show, that the Soviet Government is at present unwilling to cooperate seriously4n . effective international economic planning, or to allow the economies or'transport systems of countries in "Soviet" zones of Europe to be meshed withthose in the rest of Europe. The Soviet Government has nevertheless been
unwilling to state frankly its general policy in this field. Almost everysuggestion of world or European economic and social coordination is accepted,or even welcomed in principle. In each specific case, however, various reasons

,quite plausible . When Soviet policy in all these economic and transport fields is,eonsidered together the conclusion is unescapable that the Soviet governmentad6es not in fact wish to take part in such activities . Organizations in which they
hâve thus far refused to take part, and in some cases whose very existence they16ye iried to prevent or postpone, are the European Economic Organization,Wtbi European Inland Transport Organization, the International Civil Aviation

.JOrgWza t ;on, the United Maritime Authority, etc . A detailed exâmination oft, _et policy regarding UNRRA, of which the Soviet Union has become aI in
embet, reinforees rather than weakens our general conclusion .

~S~Nirtually the only functional economic and social organizations in which
~the Sov; •et union wholeheartedly participates seem to be those in which they:~ . .~,
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aimmit- themselveS to little  in the way! of concrete action, and obtain the 
maximum in prôpaganda effecL The leading example here is the'World Trade 
Unimi Organization which the Communist Party seems to be making a serious 
effort to "càpture". . .• , 

'The memorandum on certain recent' aspects  of Soviet diplomatic 
techniques lists a number of facts which, if it is granted that the emergent 
pâttern'is' more than coincident0.1 and is therefore not irreleVant, call for the 
most  serious consideration. The  patent  falsity of many of the explanations 
given for Soviet policy, and the virtual disregard of certain obligations freely 
assumed, is new. There is thus some reason to believe that a basic change in the 
directions of Soviet!policy has recently been decided upon in the direction of 
More "isolationism". Alternatively this switch may always have been the Soviet 
long-term intentiori to be put into effect only. when the military threat of 
Germany is removed. In any case, it would seem that the Western powers must 
not only reconsider their interpretation of Soviet policy, but also seriously 
reconsider their own'policies in the light of this reinterpretation. 
7. -The'United .  Kingdoin and United States Atnbassadors in Moscow have 

been reluctantly forced to the conclusion that it is now essential for the 
Western powers to adopt a much stiffer attitude in diplomatic relations and 
policy regardiitg the Soviet Union than has been followed at any time during 
recent ycars. I understand that Mr. Churchill is now also of this opinion, and 
that -Mr. Roosevelt came reluctantly to a similar tentative decision shortly 
before his death. Events have forced us to general agreement with this view. 
- 8. It is quite possible that if the Western powers adopt at once a strong and 
realistic policy, along the 'lines 'described in the attached memoranda, the 
Soviet Union can be brought to modify its present clearly uncooperative and 
isolationist attitude. They may also modify some of thcir more unsatisfactory 
diplômatic  techniques.  Thcy may thus be forced  • to reconsider, more 
favourably, the advantages of closer cooperation with the rest of the world, on 
'a leis exclusively "spheres-of-influence" basis. This seems to us the one hope of 
realizing eVen a slight approach to the widely-held ideal of "One World". 

9. In any caie, whateVer thé re:it'll:5 ôf the strong "educational" technique 
described  in: the latter paragraphs of the' attached 'Memorandum "C" on 
diplomatic techniques, and »particularly in Memorandum "D", it would seem 
essential for the Western poweri to coneentrate without further delay on the 
building up: of areas' in  western and southern  Europe  which during the 

'emergency pericid arc our main responsibility and the populations of which can 
'in the »post-war, period be'ôur reliable friends. In this connection an early and 

adéquate supply of relief necessitiei, and an itnprovement in the food situation, 
'would 'seem essential,' if serious disorders' are to be* minimized and if 
Communist influence is to be kept within reisonable limits in these countries. 
The real dangers of CoMmunist influence lie, of course, not in thcir social and 

»political philosophy but in*the fact that  they  seem so often to be in effect 

instruments of the external policy of a foreign Great Power,  the  U.S.S.R., 
whose long-term willingness to cooperate with the United Kingdom, the United 

States, and ourselves, cannot necessarily be predicted with confidence. 
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-10: From a more long-run
point of view it is sug ested i nit would also seem

desirable for Western civilizatio n to play an energëtic
part in the economic, social and g

n Memorandum "D"
in the Middle East, Political development of backward populationsChina and Africa

. Such a policy is obviously desira f romhumanitarian point of view . It can also be economicallyfield for investing the surplus
capital of North Americ adecades and thus as one safe uar

useful as a necessar
y ble rom

comin gg d against unemployment r1Thisheconomicdevelopment should - go hand in hand
with educationa Propaganda andpolitical programs designed to - bring these "backward "contented and therefore reliable Populations into

civilization. This policy alone can maketde o c at`ict civilWestern democratic
and overwhelmingly , strong. Since the Soviet Government seems n Permanentlyto maintain -a relatively free hand in foreign policy, and has demways careful
ability both to make quick reverses in olic ( onstrated.itsfeels its own position sufficiently strong, suh

y
a nur ur9n

and to bully when i tpoteand allies is the best
long-run political guarantee of conti ntial friendscooperation and thus of our security . nued Soviet

I l : Considerations both of short-run tactics - "educ'al fordealing with Soviet intransigence
- and of long-run objective scoincide. Consolidation

of Western civilization's strength seems us seem to
undercircumstances the most effective permanent

safeguard of future world . the
~~12 . There is inevitably some danger in a world divided into blocs,

Peace: ~
point is that since

the Soviet Union now seems in any case determined but theapowerful bloc of its own,
a bloc of Western civilization would seem nece sareby default . The chief danger to avoid is thus not a Western bloc, Ydistinct and exclusive "British". and "American" blocs which would but twobetween themselves . competeA 3 . It ° must" be emphasized however that though these conclusions ,are profoundly disappointing ~ i f

discussions, - there is neverthele so reas~on hateverdfor Il for
very serious

6 alar .to feel that the Soviet Union will be aggressive at any forse able is n
o

periodin the ifuture . But a totalitarian d i ctatorship inevitably lacks thos e checksand balances which are the most dependable guarantee of co ;i t l n
ternal

wngModeration . It is not true that power always corrupts, but it is tru eabsolute power can corrupt . A long-run policy of in easin the strent thatWestern civilization, coupled with a flexible diplomatic technique which w ul
of
d11Se firmness against (irmncss, yield advantage usually only against advanta eand that would always be ready to encourage cooperation but would offer note `mp~tion th rough softness of the undue seeking of ex ansionist advantage,owôùld s p

Gem a necessary ► educational technique. Such a technique may in the~ 8tun integrate the Soviet Union more closely with the res t.nttttttaj Objective demonstrations of the immediate material , b neCts of sud acouse; , r .„~ .
tEven though the Soviet Union insists for the time being on ursuin andq1 solid8t~' Pne i ft _ , . „ g

4 nô -° -- r ,N""p-° l -intiucncc po l icy on a rather isolationist basis, there
'„~ Munn to feel that coopcration betwcen the Great Powers and indeed

1965
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between all nations will not be possible. This cooperation will nevertheless have
to be on terms which take full cognizance of the Soviet point of view and
methods . .

15 .` There is no reason to believe that the Soviet Government is not sincere in
its desire to take part in an effective World Secu ri ty Council if on the terms
agreed on ' at Dumbarton Oaks and the C rimea. Cooperation in innumerable
other speci fic fields will also be possible, though it now seems certain that th e
Soviet Union will only be interested in such specified and carefully delimite d
fields of cooperation as' contain clear material benefit to themselves, or
alternatively which `involve relatively limited commitments and appreciable
gains in prestige or propaganda opportunities . It now seems clear that th e
dream, which many people especially in England have held, of cooperation withthe Soviet Union on something approaching the intimate, frank and relativel y
free and easy basis which typifies for example Angl o-American relations, wil l
not be possible of realization for some decades to come. °
- 16. It should be borne in mind that there are almost certainly no siniste r
intentions whatever behind present Soviet policy . It is possible that cooperationbetween Weste rn powers and the Soviet Union on any other basis than that
outlined here, must inevitably have been foredoomed to failure in view of the
totalitarian nature of the Soviet economy - and of Soviet civilization . To a
democrat a 90% majori ty represents overwhelming secu ri ty: to a totalitarian a
I096 opposition means a potential source of mortal danger. This explains a lot ,
in the diffe ring approaches to post-war cooperation . .

17 . Given tacit acceptance therefore of the spheres-of•intluencc theo ry which
the Soviet Gove rnment must have had always in mind, even in their mos t
apparently liberal and cooperative moments, Soviet leaders probably sincerely
feel at least as much cause for righteous indignation with United Kingdom and
United States policy as niany of us must feel towards theirs . While there have
been occasional hints in the Soviet press that a West European Bloc or any
United States concept of an "Atlantic civilization"

t based on sea power i s
contrary to Soviet desires, there has been relatively little real evidence of Sov ie t
moves to prevent the materialization of such groupings, and many signs o f
Soviet encouragement. Soviet leaders must feel their own philosophy, methods,
and objectives as natural, and have their own outlook , as unconsciously but
deeply coloured with their :own techniques and ideals, as we westcrners do with
liberal methods and our "non-exciusivity" aims . In the light of this psychologi-
cal background, the repeated efforts by the United Kingdom and United States
Gove rnments to interfere in , Romania, Poland, and other territories near the
Soviet Union must have seemed capable in Soviet eyes of most sinister

explanations .
=18 . We cannot -: help feeling therefore that the honeymoon period o f

collaboration between the Weste rn powers and the Sov i et Union is - at least
for some years -- over. Excellent possibilities of sincere and mutuall y
• • • roachedbenefictal coopcration nevertheless remain, if the problems arc app

without illusion and without weakness.
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19. During the last few days — since April 10th — there have been signs that 
the Soviet Government has become alarmed at the stiffening in Western 
attitudes of press and diplomacy. There had been a very strong personal 
message from Mr. Churchill to Marshal Stalin, sent with President Roosevelt's 
approval, which produced in effect an apology from the Marshal and a hint of 
concessions. On Friday, 13th April, shortly after President Roosevelt's sudden 
death, Mr. Harriman saw Marshal Stalin and found him accommodating and 
reassuring. There will probably now be some concessions with regard to special 
fields. This swing .toward a more cooperative policy is in our opinion a 
verification, not a modification, of the general memoranda. It is indeed 
reassuring to find that the Soviet leaders are so sensitive and susceptible to 
Western firmness. 

I have etc. 
LÉON MAYRAND 

1226. 	 DEA/2-AEs 
Mémorandum de l'adjoint, le ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Afemoranduni by Assistant .  Department of External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa, n.d.] 

RE: DESPATCH NO. 193 OF APRIL 16TH FROM MOSCOW 
' Enchised with this despatch are four memorandat by Mr. Arnold Smith 
dealing with Soviet foreign policy. (A) Soviet Attitude to Relief and Economic 
Remianization Problems in Europe; (B) Soviet Attitude to International 
Transportation Co-ordination; (C) Certain Aspects of Soviet Diplomatic 
Techniques; and (D) Some Reflections on Bargaining Points and Materials for 
a Strong Policy by the Western Democracies. The conclusions of the 
memoranda arc summarized in the covering despatch. 

Broadly stated Mr. Smith's thesis is that since early 1945 Soviet foreign 
Polley has undergone a change and that the Soviets are now pursuing a policy 
of creating a.  cordon sanitaire in reverse in which Soviet influence will be 
êxclusive: Mr. Smith feels that this leaves no alternative to the United States 
aùd  United Kingdom but to create a strong western bloc, in which western 
inflence would be paramount, and to pursue a firm policy of "yielding 
itclvantage only against advantage" as an "educational technique" to teach the 
Soviet Union that non-co-operation does not pay. At the same time Mr. Smith 
argties that the western powers should adopt a vigorous progressive policy in 
the colonial areas, which would turn colonial peoples into reliable friends of the 
iiistern powers. 

Mr: Smith  insists, however, that the Soviet Union "has no sinister intentions 
Whatéver' nor any intention of being aggressive in any foreseeable period in 

n'%ftiture. The purpose of a unitcd  western bloc, pursuing a tough policy vis-à-

visd/W*U.S.S.R , shou Id be merely to induce the latter to "integrate" its 

',u°mY and polimes with those of the western powers. This policy would in 

lefeonfront the Soviet Union, a Socialist state, by a bloc of "western", i.e. 
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capitalist Powers (for in this context China is also à."western" power) whose 
aim w6uld be to induce the U.S.S.R. to "mesh" its economy with that of the 
éapitalist world. Mr. Smith does not: discuss the probable reaction of Soviet 
leaders to this policy of pressure and éncircleinent, but it is difficult to see how 
it would fail to arouse those very suspicions, 'which the Western powers have 
been attémpting tà allay, and .which have resulted in the Soviet Union taking 
unilateral actions to forestall the sort of encirclemént which is here envisaged. 

It  may te added by way of comment that these long-standing suspicions are 
no doubt behind the Soviet reluctance to participate in the Eùropean Economic 
Cotincil and to givé the UNRRA a free hand in Eastern Europe, which is 
ctinsidered by Soviet leaders as of crucial itrategic importance for the defence 
of the Soviet Union. The policy of pushing internal reforms in Eastern Europe 
and of supporting those Governments •which by their actions would be 
unalterably committed to a:long-term policy of co-operation with the Soviet 
Union is likewise based upon the fear that in the absence of such a policy these 
states might eventually be used as bridgeheads for an attack on the U.S.S.R., 
as indeed they were in 1941. .  , 

With regard to the European Inland Transport organization, the main 
Soviet objection  to patticipation was  the  unresolved Polish problem — a 
political rather than an economic issue. My own opinion is that political 
considerations likewise apply in the case of the Civil Aviation Conference. The 
bloc-voting which was a feature of this Conference might have resulted in the 
Soviet Government facing the alternative of either accepting certain decisions 
without being certain of what the shape of the posi•war world would be, or of 
withdrawing from the Conference while it was in progress and thus perhaps 
wrecking it completely. On balance it may be just as well that the Soviet Union 
stayed out and permitted it to make at least some progress. 

Memorandum "C" on Soviet Diplomatic'Techniques, Mr. Smith lists a 
series of incidents all showing that the Soviets  can  employ, though perhaps not 
too smoothly, such time-honoured ,diplomatic devices as ambiguity, procrasti-
nation, evasion, and even prevarication, and goes on to advance the thesis that 
the United Kingdom and the United States have hithcrto pursucd the policy of 
*.êturning the other  check"  to Soviet rudeness. This "soft" policy applies, of 
course, only on the procedural level. ,• 

On the plane of high policy, however, neither the United  Kingdom nor the 
United States can ' be accused of having been supinely acquiescent. In 
paragraph 11, Mr. Smith points out that as far back as 1942-43, the Soviets 
made.repeated attempts to come to an .understanding, particularly with the 

United Kingdom, on such problems'of first importance as the Baltic States, the 

Polish frontiers and government, Yugoslavia, and above all the future of 
Germany. , ,4 . 
r Mr.. Smith fails, however, to draw the rather obvious conclusion from the 

Soviet failure to achieve this underitanding; The firmness of the United 

Kingdom in refusing to commit themselves on these issues cannot have been 
very reassuring to  the  Soviet  ï leaders, particularly  in the light of their 

experience of '1938-39,1when. they found themselves completely isolated and 
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faced with the alternative of either fighting German w 'that France and Great Britain would

also participate y l t
o thou the t an

y limit of thei
rassuranceresources (which in the light of the "Maginot Line" mentalit ywell as of the unfortunate

experience of the Spanish Non-Committee, was not an unreasonable
Y then prevailing, ~

suspicion) or of
.making unilatera

lIntervention':
~accommodation

with the enemy they had been consistently denou
'1933

. ncmg since:
It would be naive to expect

the Soviets to be completel reas spolitical future by the fact that after the blitz be y ured as to their ~gan the United Ki nput up a magnificent resistance, since the United Kingdoml c nsiste
dom had

putting off political problems until
"the peace conference" This

kept
aroused the strong suspicion

that the United Kingdom ex ' This attitude
Union to be so weakened

by the war, that the latter would Wljited the Sovietaccept the verdict of the other powers on matters of first importancel to
have tosecurity : It was this suspicion which underlay the second f Sovietwell as the Soviet decision

to proceed, in the absence of a r
ron teement ltation, as .

United Kingdom, to make as
many unilateral decisions as possible in with the

have a strong bargaining position at the
final settlement . The efforts order toUnited ' Kingdom to

associate the United States with its policy of the
Europe and Iran merely strengthened

Soviet suspicions . Inteadof Easter
n

lesseningthese suspicions, the end
of the war with its attendant confusion in Germanyhas intensified them .

, In Memom d . . 9 9

other agatnst attempts to force the Soviet Union "to pull., , people's chestnuts out of the fire" . This warning remains the cardinal'prlntple of Soviet foreign policy. Now the chestnuts have been saved, but thequestion how they are to be divided and who is to eat them has no tsettled . This situation coupled with the irresponsible newspaper talk about aninevitable third world war against the Soviet Un i on must give at least as muchcauu ' for concern
in Moscow, as Moscow's actions produce in LondonWashington and elsewhere . It could be argued that the Soviets should have felt~enough confidencenfdcnce in themselves and their allies to take a chance on obtainin

g
a square deal . But perhaps the experience of France after the last war madethem fal' that they must ensure

their own security even at the risk of
tempomrily antagonizing their allies ..~~ .

In 1939 Stalin warned

D entttled "Our Own Cards" Mr. Smith discusses thebar ainin n
U11 1

g 8~untets which could be used by the western powers in forcing theSoviet Union .to adjust its policies to the wishes of their Allies . (1) The AlliesC
ould make use of their control of the more industrialized portions to German~Ptgrant or withhold reparations to the U.S .S .R. (2) The Allies should notCo y

1~mmit themselves to any long-term loans for the U.S .S .R., but should grantns and renew them for one year at a time regardless of the effects of such apoltcy on internal employment . (3) By investing more in India, China and othe rg iatic countries than in the U .S.S .R., the Allies could make these countries
ritate towards them rather than towards the Russians . (4) Similar policiesa0nld bei__ ~followed in Western Europe and particularly in Italy and Spain to

côp~ge democratic regimes and draw them closer to the Western Allies . O5



The Allies should utilize public opinion in the democracies to put pressure on 
the Soviet Union, since in Mr. Smith's opinion the Soviets are particularly 
Sensitive to what is being said about them. In the last paragraph (p. 5 Memo. 
D) there is mentioned an expedient recently adopted by the United Kingdom 
Embassy to circumvent 'Soviet ccnsorship. The Embassy now transmits by 
cypher those . portions of correspondents' despatches which have been deleted 
by Soviet censors. These telegrams arc then shown to the newspaper editors for 
their background information. . 

Thcsc five "cards," described by Mr. Smith presuppose a considerable 
degree of unanimity among the western powers with regard to financial 
policies, reparations, colonial policies, attitudes towards liberated areas and 
towards the Soviet Union, which can hardly be said to exist. Mr. Smith's 
approach assumes also that the people of Europe would bc quite ready to 
support governments which would pursue a "tough" policy. It is  ratier  difficult 
to conceive the French as willing to run the risk of a fourth invasion of their 
country in order to bolster the bargaining. This probably is true also of the 
British people. Even in the United States, where anti-Soviet attitudes cannot be 
attributed entirely to the recent actions of the Soviet Government, the pressure 
of public opinion has compelled Mr. Stettinius to adopt one of Walter 
Lippmann's recent criticisms of the State Department as a statement of the 
Department's own policy. The recent statements by Mr. Grew" and by a group 
of the State Department's heads of divisions, as well as President Truman's 
actions in seeking to improve relations with the U.S.S.R., *  indicate that it is 
futile to seek a solution of European problems by organizing pressure blocs. 

Mr. Smith's memoranda are useful in drawing attention to the difficulties of 
dealing with the Soviet Union. These difficulties, however, will not be removed 
either by politeness or by "toughness" on our part, but only by persistent effort 
to face troublesome problems and to solve them before they have become 
explosive issues. In any such solutions the limits of our effective intervention 
should be clçarly recognized. . 

140] M [ALANIAJ 

1227. 	 DEA/7786-40 

Aféntorandum 
Mémorandum 

CON Fl DENTIAL 

; 	VISIT TO THE U.S.S.R. OF GROUP OF CANADIANS FOR TI1E 
CELEBRATION OF THE 220TII JUBILEE OF 

TIIE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT MOSCOW AND LENINGRAD" 

• 

"Joseph Grew, sous-secrétaire d'État des États-Unis, dècembre 1944-août 1945. 
Joseph Grew, Under-Secretary of State of United States, December 1944-August 1945. 

"Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
Prepared by Miss Sonya Moravely. R. G. Rliddeill 

[Ottawa, June 1945] 
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Invitations were sent in the latter, part of May by the Sov''e
tSciences to Norman A

. Mackenzie, President of the University ofColumbia, Mr. D. A. Skelton of the Bank of Canada andVersity of British
ProfInnis, of the University of Toronto, to attend the anniversar . Harold A .

the Academy to be held in Moscow and Leningrad between J celebrations of
and 28 .

[19451
. Two organizations, the Canadian Geographical Society un

e and 1 5 the Royal
Soc i

ety of Canada, were also asked to send delegates
. The invitationstransmitted through the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa and the Departmé t ofExternal Affairs was not officially notified until June 2, but theinvitations were in touch with the Department before this date a recipients ofhad been brought to the attention of the Prime Minister

. In view od the
mattert

t
she obviousadvantage of establishing personal contact with Russian scienti

sdecided that the Government should cover the travel expenses of all ' it was
Canadiandelegates up to the point where they would transfer to a Soviet plane and,necessary,

all travel expenses of the two representatives of societies . In if
of individual invitations, it had been made clear that the recipients he case
the guests of the Soviet Government while on Soviet territory

. The De
would be

also agreed to arrange transportation and possible priorities for the trip
âment

Canada. cross
Due to the short notice an dand pressure of other duties, Presiden tD . A. Skelton, as well as Professor J. D. Cockcroftand Professor RudolfPeirerls who received later invitations,

found it impossible to undertake thetrip,' Dr. Hans Sclye, Associate Professor of Histology at McGill Universitwas ch osen to represent the Royal Society, and A . E. Porsild, Curator of y'National Herbarium, went on behalf of the Canadian Geographical Society. the
"~ Dr. Selye, A. E. Porsild and Professor Innis left Rockcliffe Airport6, 1945, and reached Fairbanks two days later . There a Soviet pl ne waswaiting to fly them the rest of their journey to Moscow

. The Canadiandelegata were told that they were at liberty to stop over at any point in Siberia
which they considered to be of interest and they took advantage of this offer inseveral cases . Both Mr. Porsild and Professor Innis were struck by the recent
development of industrial ccntres such as Novosibirsk which grew from100,000 inhabitants

in 1931 to 900,000 now, Omsk and particularly
Sverdlovsk, mostly towns which have benefitted by the movement of industryfrom the Ukraine during the war. Professor Innis also comments on the
mitseums which he found in these towns ; some of these have excellent
°°llections referring to geographical development, history and nationalFftO

urces, but even those which are on a lower level stimulate interest and
~ultivate a regional pride which the government encourages within the
frâmework of the Union . The scientists had no complaint of not being shown!!oûgh, they rather felt that theJr were seeing too much in too little time ,
~` In M oscow, the Canadian delegates heard a number of papers read byAFa

demicians and gained a fair picture of the achievements of Soviet sciencet6 d3 te: On the wh 1 I.
°y

erestimated o e, t ey agree that these achievements have been vastly
~e level of ~ and that only about 25% of Soviet science is equal to or abov e~~ ~,, ,, . Amerncan science. The Russians do, however, excel in some fields,
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particularly in botany, mathematics and arctic ' research . In connection with the
latter,` Mr. Porsild," while in Leningrad, . met, the leading personalities of the

Northern Sea Route Administration and had its system explained to him . He
found that the Administration disposes of 77 experimental stations distributed
in the Arctic area. In addition there are numerous individual investigators who
co-operate in,their projects : It is the practice for'a scientist interested in some
phase of :Arctic research to be assigned for a certain period of time to the
Administration, which in tu rn sends him for'short pe riods to live and work at
the expe rimental ° stations . After this" expe rience : the scientist returns to his
Academy to work over the material he has gathered . . Mr: Porsild felt that a
great deal could be gained by sending Canadian scientists for limited periods of
time to work .and study , with the No rthern Sea, Route Administration . He

found the Russians eager to exchange mate rial ; they offered to send us'40,000
specimens of Arctic flora for study in Canada .

A gooddeal'of original work has also been done in systematic botany and in
chemistry, and 'the standard in mathematics is about the same as in America .
Among individuals; the Canadians mentioned Kapitsa, 'a chemist working on
the liquefaction of gases, and Engelgart, working on muscular proteins, as
being first rate . On the whole, however, Soviet medical research was found to
be far behind - that ~ of other countries: In ; botaniral ecology, the reports
presented by the Academy were . not above'thé level of standard college tex t
books .

The Soviet Gôvernment has given equal " encouragement and financia l
support to all scientists regardless of their special field . The uneven character

of Soviet science I s 'attributed by the Canadian delegates to sevcral reasons .

Mr. Porsild felt that the very eagerness of the Soviet Government to dcvelop al l

branches of science in the'shortest possible . time had led in some cases to the
appointment - of infe rior ` or i insufficiently trained men to highly responsible

positions. But there is little doubt that, more than any other factor, VOKS has

impeded the progress of scientific research.-VOKS isolates the Soviet Unio n

from practically all scientific publications printed abroad ; since neither of its

two leading figures is a . scientist, the main function of this "Society fo r

Cultural Relations, ,' with Foreign Countries" ' seems to be strict politica l

censorship of scientific contacts . Professor Selyc found that none of the papcrs
and books he has been sending to friends in the Soviet Union ever reached thei r
destination . Many of the visiting scientists refused to attend a reception given

in their honour by VOKS du ring their* stay; in Moscow. (In connection w ith
cxnsorship of scientific news, it is interesting to note that of the 30 British

scientists invited by the Soviet Academy to the jubilee celebrations, 8 w ere

refused permission to travel by the British government; according to a Rcuter

despatch, : "their " se rv ices were too essential in the prosecution of the war

a ainst In n" . ) " ,* - : k . ~ i I : - t ;

Professor Innis points out another rcason for the backwardness of Sovie t

sciencx,-. namely the ; subordination of. learning to political dogma. This is

part icularly apparent in an emphasis on pract ical results in prefercnce t o
science

theory. Social sciences and philosophy are neglected wh i le OHM, -n
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and research leading to the exploitation of national resources :is greatly 
encouraged. Libraries have vast collections of revolutionary literature, and 
speeches at the Academy repeatedly mentioned the debt science owes to Stalin'. 
Nevertheless, Professor Innis felt that the history papers he heard were paying 
this tribute to the State mostly as a gesture of courtesy and that, in spite of this 
ritual, the speakers were not losing sight of the fundamental aims of learning. 
It is noteworthy that the Pavlov Institute, unlike all other scientific institutions 
visited, contained no political pictures or slogans. Pavlov himself had been 
opposed to the Bolshevist regime and his attitude seems to be respected in this 
way even after his death. 

In the choice of subjects, the influence of State-sponsored ideologies is very 
apparent; the history papers showed a marked emphasis on the pan-Slavonic 
movement and a great deal of 'archaeological work had been done on the 
movement of Slav populations. A strong pan-Slavonic feeling pervaded the 
meetings of the Academy and contributions of Slav delegates met with 
extraordinary enthusiasm. Other papers dealt with economic history, agrarian 
problems and peasant movements. In general, the standard of the history 
papers was highest when they were concerned with distant countries. 

Probably the most powerful impression the Canadian delegates carried away 
from Moscow was produccd by the prestige which science holds in the Soviet 
Union. It is characteristic that during the war, when all production of civilian 
goods was at a standstill, the printing of books remained unaffected and 
scientists carried on their research under normal conditions. A banquet given 
for the visiting delegates was attended by Stalin, Molotov and Kalinin." Even 
in Novosibirsk, the mayor of the town came to breakfast to honour the 
Canadian scientists.. In terms of money, the jubilee cost the Soviet government 
10 million rubles — a sum no other government would be willing to spend on 
an undertaking of that kind. 

t Australia. already has a scientist, Mr. Ashby, attached to her legation in 
Moscow and all three Canadian delegates strongly recommend that Canada 
follow her example. They feel that science is one basis upon which a normal, 
uninhibited relationship could develop between the Soviet Union and the 
outside world. During their stay in Moscow and in Leningrad, they found no 
difficulty in freely exchanging information with their Soviet colleagues and, in 
SPite orVOKS, they carried away a large volume of publications given to them 

and left behind others which thcy had brought. 
"-d:Aii interesting point put forward by Professor Innis concerns the indivisible 

éliarïcter of science as represented by the Academy of Sciences in Moscow. All 

'nthistir SCientific institutions, of which there is a large number, report to the 

A,é'â demy on their findings, competition such as it exists in other countries is 

el.hilillated by the absence of private industry or universities. The ultimate aim 

°IjilliStience is the search for truth and in view of this aim all its various 

t must bc regarded as inter-dependent and not form water-tight 

14 Présidium du Soviet supréme de l'Union soviétique. 

'4 Presidium of Supreme Soviet of Soviet Union. 
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compartments as they often do in America. In this conncction, Professor Innis 
felt that the rigid control of the press and the absence of advertising, the 
former of which he otherwise found extremely irritating, had a beneficial effect 
insofar as it checked sensationalism and the resulting search for publicity on 
the part of scicntists. In the U.S.S.R., science as a whole is conceived as a 
social wcapon and organized as such. From the organizational point of view 
even medical science, backward in other respects, is seen at its bcst. 

Professor Selye applied to the Department of External Affairs for 
permission to be allowed to rcturn to Canada via Stockholm and London. But 
in view of increased cost of transportation and lack of accommodation, this was 
considered undesirable and he and Profcssor Innis returned the way they came 
with stop-ovcrs in Sverdlov, Novosibirsk, Kircnsk, Yakutsk and Fairbanks. 

Mr. Prosild was  in a somcwhat different position insofar as he speaks 
Swcdish and was requested by the Department of Mines and Resources to do 
some research work for it in Sweden. He therefore returned from Russia via 
Helsinki, Stockholm; Copenhagen and London. He found little damage in 
Helsinki. A curious thing was that during the bombing of the city the Russians 
had repeatedly  bit  the botanical gardens which lie outside Helsinki proper. 
Their accuracy of fire, however, was quite good on the whole and hc thought 
the explanation was that the Russians wished to frighten the Finns but not to 
damage the city. He found the Finns apprehensive about the future. A friend 
who greeted him at the Soviet controlled Helsinki airport said: "Welcome to 
Finland — at least to what we hopc will somc day bc Finland." 

The main problem of the Scandinavian countries was shortage of fuel. In 
Finland there is the added problem of food. To solve the fuel problem the Finns 
and the Danes had resorted to using pcat which is plentiful in both countries. 
The Finns were also extracting oil from shales which arc not usually considered 
as oil-bearing. This was a ncw and intcrcsting development. In Sweden 
electrification had been carried so far during  the  war that all railways are now 
electrically operated, and power was bcing exported by cable to Dcnmark. 

The most apprehensive atmosphere seemed to prevail in Stockholm. The 
Swedes were worried about Bornholm, though they were relieved that the 
Russians had not occupied the Aaland Islands. In Dcnmark, however, there 
seemed much less anxiety over Bornholm. Fairly decent relations had been 
established with the Soviet authorities and the Danes seemed to believe that 
the Russians would eventually leave the island. In thc Scandinavian countries, 
Porsild found that scientific activities had bccn disrupted by the war. In the 
U.S.S.R., however, scientists had been allowed to carry on and the Soviet 

Government had continued to expand thcir facilities particularly in the fields of 
research related to practical science. 

An unpleasant incident occurred as a result of an interview which Dr. Selye 

gave to the press in Montreal. 'Articles appeared on July 11 in the Montreal 
Cassette and the Ottawa Citizen entitled "Moscow Wanted Wedding Ring, 

*McGill Man Sold Reds His Pants" and "Bought Valuable Tapestries With 
Pair of Trousers" respectively, in which undue prominence was given to tw ho 
unimportant anecdotes which Dr. Selye had told his interviewers, and in %die 
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no or little mention

was made of the achievements of Soviet sciencesacrifices of the Soviet people during the war
. The Soviet or of th e

AmbassadorOttawa apparently got the impression that Dr. Selye's interv inexclusively with the shortage
of clothing and of gold for dentistry 1 in w th e had dealt

and this impression
was conveyed, somewhat indignantl , to a Soviet,

memberDepartment informally by Mr. Pavlov, a Secretary in the Soviet of the
was later learned from Dr

. Selye that he had been misrepresented insofa r Embassy.I thad told the reporters at length about scientific progress in the as heand had only casually mentioned the acquisition of two tapestries for
oviet Union'trousers and the

attempted purchase of his wedding ring by a Soviet enp
a ir of

It was agreed that in their
present form, the two articles would • eglneer .

appear ungracious,
particularly in view of the hospitality extended to theCanadian scientists, and it

was therefore suggested to Dr . Sel e thato the Ottawa Citizen correcti h Y t he write

Was, ofcourse not mcnt cdb y ti

Toronto Star by Dr. Selyc and inethelGlobe and A
the article sbticles published in the

V, L
Soviet Science." The sale of Dr.Selye'st ousers hadtsno furth e

on the Achievements of
except for a brief article in Time Magazine, written in its u ualrstyÎe,rin whichthe disparagemcnt of Dr . Sclyc by Pravda was co;i trasted with the recognitionhe had recently received from the Sugar Institute of the United States for hs~~k on the effect of sugar upon blood . The favourable comment b Izvestia'

Paraphrascd them undcr th '
e

~• Y Professor Innis and

ons as proof ofPravda published a humo oûs but ~v~ery sharp attack
hi

on Dd will . On July : 19 ,
title "The Breeches of Mr. Selye", but the following day Izvestiaand a numtheof other Russian newspa r ber

and pointing to a series of other articlesrwh ch had alr ad
explaining

hear
had happened

appear in various Canadia bl' Y PP ed or were to

send a copy -8, t e false impression previously produced andof his letter to the Soviet Ambassador. Dr. Selye foadvice and wrote a separate letter to M P llowed this

• lon y Trnte .

DEA/8159-4 0
Traduction d'une note de l'ambassade de l'Union soviétiqu e

Translation of Note fronr Embassy ofSoviet Union

Ottawa, September 7 . 194 5
`~'The Embassy of the U .S .S.R. in Canada presents its compliments and ha s~~ hônoûr to inform the Departmcnt of External Affairs of t pw he followin b ;

So
----a .u, va tnc Cmtaassy, Igor Sergeievitch Gusenko, living at 511qieru t St- failed to report for work at th e' Po proper time on the 6th.~Ptember~, . .,

h conneetion with this and for the purpose of clarifying the reasons for th ef$dute of I . Gusenko's rcporting for work, Consul V . G. Pavloff and two othe r
6 t b .
eollqgues of Inc Embassy visited the apartment of I . Gusenko at 11 :30 on th et
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When Mr; Pavloff 'knocked at :the door of Gusenko's apartment no-one 
answéred. Aftèr • this the 'apartment was Opened by the above-mentioned 
colleagues.  of the . Ern' bassy with • Gusenko's duplicate:. key, - when it was 
discovered that neither Gusenko, nor his wife Svetliana Borisovna Gusenko, 
nor their 'ion -Andrei, Were in the apartment. 

1. 
It was later established that I. Gusenkci robbed some miiney . belonging to the 

Embassy and had hidden hlinself tOgethér with his.  family 
At the time when  Consul Pavloff and the two other • colleagues of the 

Embassy were in Gusenko's apartment, i.e. about 11:30 p.m..Constable Walsh 
of the Ottawa City Police appealed together with another policeinan and tried 
with a rude manner tb detain the diplomatic colleagues of the Embassy, in spite 
Of éxplanations given bY  Consul Pavloff and thé showing .of diplomatic cards. 

, As a result of thé proteit expreised by Mr. Pavloff, Walsh 'called Inspector 
of the City Police Macdonald, whO 'appeared at the .Gusenko apartment in 
fifteen minutes, and also in a rude manner demanded that Consul V. G. Pavloff 
and the other diplomatic colleagues of the Embassy go with him to the Police 
Station, refusing to recognize the diplomatic card shown by Consul Pavloff. 

'Upon the réfusal of Mr.  V.  G. Pavloff to  go io the Police Station, Mr. 
Macdonald went aWay,. leaving a police-man in the Gusenko apartment with 
the Colleagues' of thé EmSassy, 	the  alleged i purpOse—of finding out who it . 	 „ . 
was who had notified thé police of the "forcéd entry," (lit. "brea.  king the door") 
into the Gusenko apartment'. , • . 	 „ 
I Consul V. G. Pavloff and the other two colleagues of the .Embassy, after 
waiting for. Mr. Macdonald to return for '15 minutes, left,. having locked the 
Gusenko apartment. ,  

The Embassy of the U.S.S.R. asked the Deiit. of External Affairs to take 
urgent measures to seek and arrest I. Gusenko and to hand him over for 
deportation, 'as a capital criminal, who has stolen money belonging to the 
Embassy. ' 

In addition, 'the Embassy brings to thé attention of the Department of 

External Affairs the rude treatment accOrded to the diplomatic colleagues of 

the Ern.  bassy by COnstablé.  Walsh and Inspector of the City Police Macdonald, 
and expresses  its confidence that the Department will investigate this incident 

and will make those guilty answerable for their actions. 
' The Einbassy 'asks:the Department that , it should bé" informed of action 

takèfi in' relatiOn'tO the-aeove. 	 ' 

1976 
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1229. .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extériéuresà l'ambassadeur de l'Union soviétique
Secretary of State for External Affairsto Ambassador of Soviet Union

No. 30

1977

DEA/8159-40

Ottawa, September 11, 1945
Excellency -

I have the hônour to refer to your note No . 35 of ~Seto the case of Mr. Gusenko. ptember 7 with regard
.,The . Canadian authorities have been asked to make every effort to findGusenko and his family with a view to investigating the cha Mr

.
have . made against - him. When Mr. Pavloff of your Embassy dis us ed yo

u
thismatter by telephone at the beginning of the week, it was suggested th awould be helpful

to the Canadian authorities if full t itparticul -cou-.furnished . It would be important to obtain not merely descri ahôns o f tbemissing persons, but also complete
information as to the money or other ite niswhich Mr

. Gusenko may have taken from the Embassy, and such evidence asyou may have available to establish the charge of theft .' Yoû will, of course, understand that, under the laws in force in Canada, i timpossible to comply in all respects with your request . The Canadian Polic ehave, no legal authority to arrest Mr . Gusenko and hand him over to yourEmbassy for deportation . If they adopted such a course, they would be open tocivil action and the effectiveness of the proceedings could be challenged byhabeas corpus, involving a complete enquiry into the circumstances and therelease of the accused
if it were established that the arrest was designed toenable him to be handed
over within this country to a foreign authority .In your note, you have made a complaint with regard to the rude treatmentaccorded to Mr. Pavloff and his associates by Constable Walsh and theInspector of City Police, Macdonnell . It is a matter of very great regret thatany Canadian Police authorities should fail in their duty to accord due courtesyto the persons with whom they are dealing, and it is particularly unfortunatethat there should

be any lack of courtesy in dealing with members of yourEmbassy . I hope that you will bear in mind the special circumstances includingthe lateness of the hou i and the fact that the apartment had been entered
without the authority of the tenant or a magistrate's warrant . The Policeauthorities in such circumstances cannot be too severely criticized for
Questioning the claims to diplomatic status of Mr. Pavloff and his'party, andfor doubting their credentials .
` If an occasion arises in the future when you desire to enter these premises ;arrangements will be . . made to apply for the necessary authority. In, the

- ; ~
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.s

meantime, under arrangements which were discussed by Mr. Pavloff by

telephone, the apartment is being closed and sealed .
Accept etc.

N.A. ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1230. DEA/8159-40
Traduction d'une note de l'ambassade de l'Union soviétiqu e

Translation of Note from Embassy of Soviet Union

No. 37 Ottawa, September 14, 1945

The Embassy of the U.S.S.R. presents its compliments to the Department of
External Affairs and has' the honour to acknowledge the receipt of the
Department's notes Nos . 30 of the' 11 th . Sept., relating to the affair of I .

Gusenko, and the note [sic] of the 14th Sept .,t acknowledging receipt by the

Department of the, Embassy's, note No . 36 of Sept . 11 th,t containing a

description of Gusenkd and his wife, and stating that the Royal Canadian
Secret [sic] Police had been informed in order that it might be in a position to
render assistance to the Embassy in the search, for the above-mentioned
persons .

, , Con firming its communication in the Note No . 35 of Sept . 7th, of the fact
that Gusenko had robbed public funds, the Embassy, upon instructions from
the Government , of the U.S.S.R. repeats its request to the Government of
Canada to apprehend Gusenko and his wife, and without trial, to hand them
over to the Embassy for deportation to the Soviet Union .

The Soviet Government expresses the hope that the Government of Canada

will fulfill its request.

1231. . . DEA/4930-40

° '
1 'Le secrétaire aux Dominions

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
'Dominions Secretary

' to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D: 112 London, September 18 ,1945

SECRET. My telegram 8th July, 1944, Circular D. 992 .
In view of end of war, policy for disclosure of technical information and

intelligence has been revised .
2. British' information is, in - future, ` to be supplied on basis of strict

reciprocity.
3 . With regard to German information and targets located within Bërrn it

zone of occupation, Commander- in-Chief has been instructed to p I
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1233. 

DESPATCH 368 

SECRET 
, 

Sir, 
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conducted Russian visits to German intelligence targets for strictly limited 
periods, subject to exclusion of certain specific targets. Commander-in-Chief is 
authorized to bargain as strongly as he wishes in any cases of worthwhile 
objectives in Russian zone of occupation. • , 
4. United States authorities have been informed, and are understood to be 

pursuing similar policy. 

1979 

Note du ministère des Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassade de l'Union soviétique 

Note from Department of External Affairs 
to Embassy of Soviet Union 

Ottawa, September 20, 1945 

The Department of External Affairs presents its compliments to the 
Embassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and has the honour to 
acknowledge receipt of the Embassy's note No. 37, dated September 14th, 
concerning the matter of Mr. I. Gousenko. 

It is noted that the Embassy on instructions from the Government of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics repeats its request to the Canadian 
Government to apprehend Mr. Gousenko and his wife and, without trial, to 
hand them over to the Embassy for deportation to the Soviet Union. 

In reply the Department of External Affairs wishes to inform the Embassy 
that the question is being referred to the Department of Justice for the purpose 
of ascertaining the views of that Department on the Embassy's request. 

N. A. R [OBERTSON] 

DEA/2-AEs 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Soviet Union 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Moscow, September 25, 1945 

cl,j I have the honour to rcport that I arrived in Moscow a week ago yesterday 
and that since then I have been occupied in trying to pick up the threads of all 
that has happened during my absence from the Soviet Union • of over five 
mènths. 

I • have  come back to a situation entirely different to that which prevailed 
4■114eri I left. The Soviet Union during my absence experienced the end of two 
Sji In Which she  Shad  been engaged — the major war of survival with 
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Germany and her satellites and the brief war with Japan which she entered for 
the purpose of assuring • her position as a Far Eastern power. .Important 
international conferences have taken place at San Francisco, Potsdam and 
London which have provided the testing ground for the ability of. the Soviet 
Union to cooperate with the outsidcworld. , , 
3. All of these developments are so complicated and of such world-shaking 

importance that it will take a considerable time before I become familiar with 
the Moscow background of the changed situation now awaiting my analysis. I 
ask your. indulgence, therefore, in not expecting me to write with assurance 
upon the general international situation as viewed from Moscow until I have 
had the opportunity of taking up each phase of Soviet relations with the outside 
world. Only in this way can I recover iny bearings in What is now for me the 
uncharted sea of Soviet diplomàCy. 
4. If you will be so kind as to bear this reservation in mind, I think it may be 

useful if I attempt in this despatch to set forth my preliminary impressions, 
tentative though they must necessarily be, on the general situation as disclosed 
by the conversations I have  had  so far with 'those in a .Position to know the 
facts. 	 ! 	' 	 • 	 - 

5. The conclusion I im groping towards but' dô • not yet feel sufficiently 
confident to state categorically is that the Anglo-Saxon powers are still a long 
way from finding the proper method of dealing with the Soviet Government. 
The United States Government  have  shown 'a refreshing readiness to assume 
more of the measure of reiponsibility that is commensurate with their great 
power. Unfortunately ,the advent of the Truman administration to power has 
coincided with the ascendency of those advisers  who  have been preaching 
"toughness".towards the Soviet Union. I am not sure if toughness for the sake 
of being tough may not at times take the place of that policy of being "firm but 
fair" which I wo'uld like to see applied to dealings with the Soviet Government. 
The United States Government have also taken as their starting point for the 
new policy the Yalta Declaration on Liberated Europe which brings them verY 
definitely into clash with the Soviet Union in that part of Europe where Soviet 
power is paramount  and  where the Soviet government consider their interests 
to be most vital.  
6. With the advenu of Labour to power the United Kingdom Government 

appear to have .abandoned any attempt to maintain a balance between the 
Anglo-Soviet alliance and that gradual evolution of the "Atlantic Community" 
which the perspicacity of Mr. Walter Lippman foreshadowed some months ago 
in his book on United States War Aims. In this, United Kingdom policY is 
undoubtedly correct as instinctively reflecting the true interests of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations, but it is leading the Soviet Union to feel isolated in 

its relations with the two other great powers. There may even be a trace of the 

feeling that their chief ally is, not living up to what the Soviet government 
expected of it under the alliance. This may explain partly why to-day the 

United Kingdom is more the object of resentment than the United States, 

although the basic reason for this is that in so many parts of Europe and the 
Middle East-  there is a direct conflict between United Kingdom and Soviet 
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1981
interests . I continue to wonder at the naivety of so man of

mCanadiâns who last July immediatel y y fellow=y jumped toof the British ,elections would lead to an im rovenclusion that the résul t
relations . P ment in Anglô-Soviet
' 7 . This I find on my return to Moscow a marked deterioratio nline in relations ' between the Soviet Union and the two Anglo-Sax o

all along the
Much of this, no doubt ; is the consequence of the elimination of Na zin ôwws

.
a'force keeping the major allies in harmony. There probably was bound-to beàsfalling out of the victors over the spoils of war

. What is disturbing, however i

s
atlîe`growth of mistrust and suspicion . On the allied side, much has trans ired~ t omany doubt the * intentions of the Soviet Union. On the-Soviet side, w~find increasing accusations

of obstruction by the United Kingdom in settlingethe problems of the Balkans and a feeling that other countries do not troubl eûnderstand the Sôviet point of view. Out of this arises the old fear that
to

capitalist . world is engaged in active intrigues
against socialist R ss âeConsiderable anxiety . is displayed in the Soviet press over the essentiallypremature ' soundings in Paris and elsewhere for a Western European bloc .When it is possible to engage in conversation

with an average Soviet citizen heor - she invariably expresses lack of'confidence in the maintenance of peace .Finally, and what is most disturbing of all, there has been a resumption of thatpre-war game usually described as the "war of nerves" . Rumours are nowcurrent in Moscow of the massing of Soviet troops on the Turkish and Iranianborders . Foreigners are speculating
about the refusal of permits to leaveMoscow enforced for several days past . It is this irresponsible readiness to play

with fire that makes one uneasy about the ability to avoid conflagrations .8 . My information about what is transpiring at the London Conference ofForeign Ministers ' is scanty, being based entirely on the official communiquesand British press speculation thereon, but it does seem clear that Mr . , Molotovwith more than usual daring and with less than his usual sense of responsibility
has been playing a game of colossal bluff. On the defensive in the Balkans hehas carried the attack to what is to the British an equally vital sphere ofinfluence = the Mediterranean . The hypocrisy of the trustee arrangementswôrkéd 'out at San Francisco has given him an admirable instrument for thispurpose, By claiming for the Soviet Union a voice in the administration of
Italian colonies he can play power politics without alienating left-wing opinionthroughout the world .

It ' is this mixture of realism and idealism that is causing so much of the
confusiôn in international politics . When Mr . Churchill and Mr. Eden came toMoscotv last October they were frankly realists . They had two main objectives=~'`an agreement on Balkan problems and a solution'of the Polish problem .
Alartned by the incursion of the Red Army into the Balkans Mr. Eden -was'nxioùs to keep the Soviet Union out of the Mediterranean . I-Ie : reducedde8rees , of 'influence in the south-eastern European countries to mathematicalpro ~ ~portions : The upshot was a free hand for the British in Greece in return formorepor leSs n free hand for the Soviet Union in Roumania . The United States
Was } never happy about these Balkan arrangements . The ~ late President
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Roosevelt attempted to reintroduce idealism _ into the problems on that

troublesome Area by the signing of theYalta Declaration of Liberated Europe.
The United Kingdom considering that this declaration transcended the
October understandings based its policy upon supporting the United States in
efforts to apply the declaration to the complicated situation prevailing in the
countries falling within the Soviet sphere of influence . All last winter the Soviet

press maintained a remarkable silence upon events in Greece . Since the conflict
of policies developed over Roumania comment upon the Greek situation has
become more frequént and increasingly virulent .

10 . The trouble over the attempts to apply- the Yalta Declaration is that to
Western and -,to Soviet minds the . word "democracy" has two different

interpretations . This is well brought out in the lecture by Professor Trainin
which I am sending you with my despatch No . 366 of September 25th .t He

shows, that to the Soviet mind a democracy is one in which political and
economic power is confined to the progressive forces to the exclusion of those
seeking to maintain the pre-war system. Another difficulty, is that with the
exception of Czechoslovakia, Austria and Hungary, the Danubian countries are
far from ready for political democracy as we understand it . Roumanian

politicians have been venal and corrupt . Totalitarianism is particularly suited

to the Bulgarian temperament which .is so akin to that of the Russian . The

clashes of nationalities and religions in Yugoslavia required the strong hand of
a Tito for, their solution.

11 .' Russian interest in south•east Europe has always been dominated by the
question of the Straits . Roumania and Bulgaria provide the Russian pathway
to the ~ Dardanelles . The Danube Valley is the pathway for Central and
Western Europe to that important waterway . Besides, from the strategic point

of view the Danube Valley is a southern flank of greater Russia . It is to the

Soviet interest, therefore, that no other. great . power should have any

considerable influence in any of the countries of this area. More particularly
the Soviet Government is anxious that none of these countries should provide a
foothold for anti-Soviet intrigues . . Hence, . Soviet impatience with the

Roumanian politicians, Maniu and Bratianu, who reverted to their old game of
playing one great power off against another. They also are suspicious of the too
open espousal by United States representatives in Belgrade of Mr . Grol, the

Yugoslav opposition leader . .
1 2. Of all these countries the quietest is Czechoslovakia, partly because they

are more advanced
. and lie further to the West than the other countries and

partly because the Czechoslovaks have been successful in keeping in tune with
Soviet policy. Last week a disturbing fact came to the knowledge of the British
Embassy . General Svoboda, the Czechoslovak Minister of Defence, came to

Moscow and was asked by the Soviet authorities to provide accommodation in
Bohemia for 500,000 troops of .the Red Army. Hitherto it had been understood

that the Soviet military establishment i n Northern Bohemia was to be confined
to 100,000 men . Possibly this new move is designed to accommodate troops for
whom no, adequate, quarters are available in Germany or perhaps ► t is to

indicate to the Czechs that they must cease flirting with the West .
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13. In Germany, trouble has arisen in Berlin over Soviet troops coming into 
the British  •  zone, sometimes to loot, at other times to carry off German 
technicians. The chief problem in relation to Germany, however, now receiving 
the attention of the British and United States Embassies in Moscow, is the seat 
of the Reparations  Commission. The Soviet Government resolutely refuse to 
allow the Commission to be removed from Moscow, although practical 
experience has shown that the only place for the Commission properly  ta 

 discharge its task is in Berlin where it can work in close cooperation with the 
control authorities. 

14. In the Far East all is quiet so far as the Soviet Union is concerned. There 
is indication in the Soviet press that they consider United States policy in 
Japan to be too soft, particularly in so far as it relates to maintenance of the 
existing social order. By recounting illustrations of the dire poverty encoun-
tered by Soviet troops in Manchuria and Korea the Soviet press probably is 
unable to refrain from the opportunity of exploiting the unusual situation 
where the Red Army has come to an area with a standard of living below that 
of the Soviet Union. The Chinese Ambassador tells me that the conversations 
between Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and Mao-Tse-tung, the Chinese 
Communist leader, are proceeding very satisfactorily and that the Chinese-
Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Alliance has given the Communists no option 
other than to come to terms with the Central Government. He also tells me 
that the execution of the treaty is proceeding smoothly. This is due to the fact 
that he urged his Prime Minister to leave no loose ends for himself, the 
Ambassador, later to settle. He explained to Dr. Soong that the latter was 
negotiating with Generalissimo Stalin, who alone can decide these questions 
and that after the treaty was signed it would be hopeless for him, as 
Ambassador, to attempt to settle the loose ends because he could only talk to 
Mr. Molotov. The consequence is that the annexes to the treaty go into great 
detail, even specifying the dates for the withdrawal of the Soviet troops from 
Manchuria. This shows the value of patience in dealing with the Soviet 
Government and the folly of trying to settle important questions in conferences 
lasting a few days with over-packed agendas. 
"15: My impression of the Soviet attitude towards the Far East is that of 
tilling a halt and doing nothing to provoke the United States in an area where 
American power has become predominant and where American public opinion 
*Mild , be quick to react to any Soviet moves that savoured of aggression 
fowards either China or Korea. This explains the Chinese success in concluding 
SO ipeedily, although only after hard bargaining, a treaty that fulfilled so 
acCurately the prcdictions of those of us who belong to the more optimistic 
aChool of interpreters of Soviet intentions. r — 

16: If we find the Soviet Union on the defensive in the West and quiescent in 
the East, it is in the South that she is on the offensive. Here significantly it is 
more British than United States interests that are threatened. Besides the 
claims for a stake in the Mediterranean we have the disturbing developments 
over Turkey and Iran. There has been a revival these past few days in the 
Soviet press of references to the ethnographical claims of the Turkish districts 

1983 
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of Kars and Ardahan to be attached to Soviet Armenia . Persistent rumours are
circulating in Moscow about the movement of Soviet troops to the south . In

Iran .`the People's Party arc, becoming ; increasingly active and stories are
circulating of Soviet, corruption of the Iranian press: The People's Party have.1 1
lately put ` forward a claim for an autonomous Azerbaijan, which woul d

immediately be .' suspected, as the frst step for .the absorption of this most
productive of the Iranian provinces into the Soviet Union .

17 . The important point is,what explanation may be offered for this offensive
towards the South and for Mr . Molotov's bluster in London. The latter as I
have indicated in paragraph 8 of this despatch may be tactical . By carrying the

offensive- to the special sphere of influence of the British Mr . Molotov may
hope to get his way in the special sphere of Soviet influence in south-eastern
Europe. By placing the British in,the position of claiming the Mediterranean as
a British sea Mr. Molotov is on firm ground in claiming that the Black Sea is
Soviet. The atomic bomb is also 'surely a factor. By making extravagant claims

Mr: Molotov may hope to ' strengthen the hands'of those idealists who advocate
giving the secrets of the atomic bomb to the Soviet Union as a grand gesture of
appeasement: In any, event he probably feels that it is incumbent upon him to
show that the Soviet. Union has not been deterred from playing the role of a
power equal to ' the United States through the possession by that country of
such a formidable weapon . ' .

18 . The Soviet offensives, towards Turkey and Iran are more difficult of
explanation. Undoubtedly the • tactical element', is present, particularly as
regards Turkey. A show. of strength probably is considered a necessary
preliminary to the hard bargaining that is soon to take place over the question
of the Straits. The raising of the question of Kars and Ardahan may reflect the
consistent desire to'restore to the Soviet Union all territory of Tsarist•Russia
relinquished in the days of weakness. The offensive towards Iran has more the
earmarks of frank aggression, although the oppression of the masses by the
Iranian' landowners and other vested interests gives an opportunity for the
champion of the under-dog. Overshadowing all is, the question of oil and its
relation to military power . The master minds in the Kremlin may have
concluded that the soft under-belly of the . Atlantic Community is now in
embryo is this region, of , the ~ Persian Gulf. . Your military adviser, Major-
General Pope, will recalt . my ; discussing this , question with him in San
Francisco: True to his I .S.C!', training he rebutted my arguments about the
possibility

,
of,this area becoming a zone of contention between the Soviet Union

and the -United States. He found support for his argument in Mr. Jack

Hickerson of the United States Department of State, who dryly observed that
the average American did not know where the Persian Gulf was . If this is

correct the Soviet leaders may : have decided to entrench themselves in Iran
before the Ame~ricans realize,their ,new responsibilities as policers of the seas
and the" importance of Iranian oil to the execution of those responsibilities .
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19. In writing this despatch I have been very conscious of the relation of all 
that is now transpiring to the United Nations Charter signed at San Francisco. 
In spite of its realistic character compared with the Covenant of the League of 
Nations the signing of the Charter represented an idealistic phase of this 
morally-deficient era. No doubt consistent with their realism the Soviet 
Government have every intention of cooperating with other nations in making 
the  charter  work. But the world is now in a state of flux and what is decided 
upon in the coming weeks will set the pattern for many years to come.- The 
Soviet leaders are out to take as much advantage as they can of this fluid 
situation. Once things settle down they will work within the framework of 
existing  instruments  according to the balance of forces prevailing at the time. 
Everything Would have been easier if we could have removed that atmosphere 
of mistrust and suspicion that so long has permeated relations between the 
Soviet Union and the Western world. As things are now I fear we may lose the 
substance of genuine Soviet cooperation for the shadow of elections in the 
politically immature countries of Eastern Europe. 
20. I am sending a copy of this despatch to the Acting High Commissioner 

foi. Canada in London. 
I have etc. 

L. D. WILGRESS 

1234. 	 DEA/2-AEs .  
Mémorandum de l'adjoint, le ministére des Affaires extérieures 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Meniorandum from Assistant, Department of External Affairs 	• 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa, September 1945] 

- The attached memorandum on Present Trends in Soviet Policy was 
compiled in a great hurry and there was hardly time for necessary revisions. It 
is intended to bc a summary of some of the considerations which appear to 
underlie the present trend of Soviet thinking about their allies. It is far from 
being complete, but feel that the factors discussed in the memorandum play a 
large part in Moscow's evaluation of the international scene. 

L [Ecs] M [ALANIA] 
tu  

[PI ÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum 

Memorandum 
), 

TOP SECRET 

PRESENT TRENDS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 

r, The  increasingly unsatisfactory nature of the relations among the three 

ureat Powers since the Crimea Conference has given rise to widespread 
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concern that co-operation among them,  and  particularly with Russia, may very 
soon become impossible. The apparent failure of the first meeting of the 
Council of Foreign Ministers to reach any substantial agreement" has served 
to accentuate the present concern. 

Interpretations of Soviet policy range from the theory that the policy of the 
Soviet Union has changed to a form of aggressive expansionism in Central and 
South-Eastern Etirope, the Middle East and the Far East, to the belief that the 
present conflicts are an anachronistic survival of Soviet fears of capitalist 
encirclement or a transitory feature of the confusions attendant upon the end 
of the war. Not enough definite information  is  as yet available to make any 
final judgement, but it might be useful to summarize some of the basic 
considerations which probably underlie the Soviet position. 

The circumstances under which the Council of Foreign Ministers meets is 
no doubt a factor of considerable importance in the turn discussions have 
taken. To jtidge by recent statements in the Soviet press, the Russians appear 
to feel that with the end of the war, the purpose of the western democracies is 
to restrict Soviet influence in world affairs to the borders of the Soviet Union. 
This fear is probably strengthened by the consistent refusal of the United 
Kingdom and the United States to come to a definitive agreement while the 
war was in progress with regard to the Baltic States, Polish frontiers, the post-
war position of the Balkan States and other problems of prime interest to the 
Soviet Union. The fact that the Soviets were able to obtain what they wished in 
Poland only after vigorous unilateral actions, including the veiled threat of 
implicating the United Kingdom in the activities of , the Polish Underground, 
whose sixteen leaders were recently tried, must have confirmed the Soviet 
belief that in negotiations with them, the Western Allies were responsive only 
to the strongest pressure. The current Anglo-American concern to establish 
democracy in the Balkan States, which hardly had any experience of 
democratic forms, while tolerating totalitarian regimes in Portugal, Spain and 
Turkey must appear to Moscow as an attempt to limit the influence of the 
Soviet Union rather than as the pursuit of purely idealistic aims. 

The fear that at- the end of the war the Allies might attempt to deprive 
Russia of the position it had won is one of long standing in Russian history. 
The Soviet leaders, who seem to be increasingly conscious of long-term 
histoqcal factors, cannot but recall the disastrous e ffect of the Congress of 
Berlin of 1878, which nullified the Treaty of San Stefano, upon the internal 
prestige of the Romanoffs, and the fact that there had been no difficulty in 
1915 about promising to Russia a dominant position in the Straits. 

In 1939 Stalin warned against attempts to force the Soviet Union "to pull 
other people's chestnuts out of the fire." This warning continues to colour all 
Soviet thinking about their Allies. The firm insistence of the United Kingdom 
on relegating controversial political questions until the peace conference must 
have been interpreted in the light of this warning. The attempt of the United 

Kingdom to build up particularly intimate tics with the United States and to 

. 	• 

saVoir le volume 10, document 653./See Volume 10, Document 653. 
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"involve" the latter country in the, Middle East, particularly in Iran ,Europe appeared, in the light of these suspicions ran' -and inasbolster ,. the bargaining position of

the United Kingdom vis-à-vis designed t oUnion. s the . Soviet
The Angl o-Soviet Treaty of 1942 was perhaps intendedan instrument for bolstering the independent

position of the United ussians as
Kingdomvis-à-vis the United States . Mr. Maisky dropped a remark to this effectthe Treaty was signed, and on occasions

when the Russians were exclud whe
n

the Churchill-Roosevelt talks, as at Cairo and ed fromQSoviet press was unmistakable . It is quite clear that the
,Russ âns rance of the

Treaty as having definite egarded the
conversations of December

19political
to the Churchill

lications, From the Anglo-Soviet
October 1944, the Soviets had been suggesting

- meeting
stollthe UnitedinKinoscow in

definition of spheres of in fluence in Europe as between the two countrgies .m
a

Onthe latter occasion it seemed as if the Soviets had reached this objective . It wasthen agreed that Roumania was as important
to the Soviet Union as Greecewas to the United Kingdom . As a result, neither the Soviet press nor Sovietofficials made any comment during the Greek crisis in the winter of 1944-45 .The present Soviet diplomatic offensive against the United Kingdom, can besaid to have begun shortly after the Roumanian
crisis, when United Kin domdiplomacy sought to protect

the position of General Radescu, who was rou hlejected from the Premiership by Soviet pressure. From that time to the presentmeeting of the Council, the Russians have been increasingly critical of theUnited Kingdom policy in Greece .. .!The Soviet attitude, as was suggested above, was particularlyby. the attempt to bring the United States into questions which
exacerbated

the Russianswould appear to feel are a matter primarily for the United Kingdom and theSoviet Union . Consequently the position of the United States in relation to theUnited Kingdom was
probably studied in Moscow with special interest for any

clues it might provide with regard to the firmness or otherwise with which the
United States was prepared to back British policy. What Moscow has seen has
no doubt encouraged the Soviet view that the United States is not prepared togo nearly as far as the United Kingdom would like in support of the latter'spolicy ,
1'Ÿ While the over-all community of Anglo-American interests is probablyreco

gnized by the realists in the Kremlin, this recognition is qualified by suchfacts , as , the recurring warnings in the United States press, particularly byWalter
Lippmann, that the United States should act as "mediator" betweenthe

other two Great Powers and should not adhere too closely to the Britishline' ) The reorganization of the State Department after the crisis in SanFrancisco. particularly the dismissal of Stettinius and Grew after vigorous
hetI~sm by Lippmann the New York Herald Tribune, and other newspapers ;United States initiative in forcing the early recognition of the Polish
Provisional Government in Warsaw; and the favourable reception inWashington of the Soviet-Chinese agreements are indications to Moscow thatthe United States is far from unanimous in its backing of the United
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Kingdom's : foreign Policy. The *abrupt ' termination of . Lend-Lease and the

subsequent negotiations over. future United Kingdom commercial policy is no

doubt • interpretéd by the Soviet - leaders ~ as evidence , of an undercurrent of

Anglo-American rival ry, which might be used to their advantage .

w As long 'as the présent uncertainty in Angl o-American relations persists, it is

doubtful if! the Soviets would 'care to grec to any binding commitments . From

the Soviet `point'of view the reaction of the United States press to the current

crisis in ' London encourages delaying tactics. Major Géorgè Elliot reported

recently that Washington is not taking nearly as pessimistic a view of the

difficulties as thelondon' press . Wâlter Lippmann has interpreted the crisis as

an ' inevitable process of, defining the fundamental relationships of the Allies to
one anotlier in terms of their intentions, security and power," which, according
to Lippmann, -can bé solved only at the highest levels. '

In this ' connection' the' làtest available poll on United States opinion o n

Russia (Fortune Magazine for September) indicates no lessening of United
States desire for co-operation . Fortune's "panel of-.top-ranking executives" in
reply to the question Dô yôu'think it is or is not to the long-term advantage of
the United States to promote trade relations with Russia?" answered 91 .2% in

the affirmative with 2.7% "don't'know". A surprising majority voted for the
extension of the sii billion dollars credit to the U.S.S.R. : 30 .8% favoured credit
through United States . Government chânnels:'49.89b through private banking

channels; ând 1 3.496 werc in favour of both media - 3 total of 84% in favour of

the extensiôn' of credit :' The Fortuné su rveyof press opinion from February to
June showed a much larger percentage of unfavo tirable comment' on Soviet

policiës . The adverse'comments were on specific issues such as the change in
party-line by the ' U .S. Communists (81% . unfavourable), Tito's attempt on
Trieste (60% unfavourable), Trial of the Sixteen Poles and the exclusion of the
Allies from Roumania (60% ûnfavourable on bôth issues) . Aside from such

issues , however, the Fortune survey concludes that the United States press is
"lârgely9favoûrable to Russia, week in and wcek out . The over-all comment on

Russia on all subjects for the whole of the troublesome period here studied was

60% favourable, and 40% unfavourable. - In a count ry where opinion is churned

about - publicly as it, is in the United States, such a margin, Russians should
learn, is a landslide"

Them is no way of,- estimating the knowledge the Russians have of
cônfidential ' inside opinion,, within the State Department . We have rec aom

; seen ; ` however;, a secret repôrt of September i t from the United King

Charge d'Affaires in Washington to Mr . Bevin which stated that on the eve of
the postponement of the - Bulgâ rian elections, several of the State Department
officials were , so concerned°over the possibility of a deterioration in relations
with the Soviet Union 'on this question that they were prepared, in the event
that . the Russians took ` a firm " stand, to advocate that the United States

repfesentative in Bulga ria . should be , repudiated as having exceeded his

instructions. In the same 'report Mr . Balfour quoted James Dunn as denyin8
that the United States had taken the initiative in the Roumanian question .
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Al!  these indications of United States attitudes would no doubt suggest to 
the Russians that the United States is not nearly. as concerned about the 
questions at issue between the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom as the  
latter might wish. One might hazard the guess that under these circumstances 
the Soviet tactic in the Council of Foreign Ministers has been .to delay 
decisions on Eastern European issues, by raising issues of greater conCern to 
the United States, such as the principle of trusteeships. For it is clear that if 
the SovietUnion were to agree to Anglo-American demands in Eastern Europe 
at this stage, they might lose the bargaining advantage which they now possess 
when discussions turn to questions of vital concern to the United States such 
as problems of United States security in the Pacific. 

At the' Potsdam Conference, the Russians learned that the question of the 
Italian peace treaty was of relatively greater importance to the Americans than 
the Balkan treaties and they seem to have acted upon this knowledge in 
London. As regards the United Kingdom, the Russians have been pressing 
hard on the question of Greece. The Greek situation provides not only a facile 
analogy with the situation in Roumania, but it also has a propaganda value in 
radical and liberal circles similar to that of the admission of Argentina fo the 
San Francisco Conference. 

It ' seems too early as yet to conclude that a clash between the Western 
demoCracies and the Soviet Union is inevitable. Neither side is prepared to 
wage war for several years to come. It would also appear that the peoples of 
Europe' arc more concerned with questions of immediate day-to-day physical 
survival than with the larger issues of policy. If the possibility of immediate 
war is excluded, as it seems to be by the facts of the situation, the only 
alternative is that of reaching agreement on the immediate problems. Such 
agreement appears even more essential to the Western democratic powers than 
to the Soviet Union, since only on the basis of an agreement among the Great 
Powers, can measures of reconstruction, essential to the stability of Western 
European governments and to their ability to resist the pressure for extremist 
solutions be taken. The coming winter is likely to be a testing time for the 
ability of democratic methods to cope with economic problems. In Eastern 
Europe and in their zone in Germany, the Soviets are supporting measures of 
economic reform, which, even if they fall far short of what could be accom-
plished by democratic methods, do nevertheless hold up some hope to the 
impoverished masses of some measure of immediate well-being and progress in 
the future. 

To conclude, it would seem that the current Soviet attitude is based upon a 
realization that the Soviet Union has "arrived" as a world power of first 
magnitude and upon.  the fear that an attempt would be made to deprive it of 

th,its position. The Soviets probably feel that mere diplomatic recognition and 
Condescending admission to a "select club" of Great Powers is not enough to 
secu, re their present position. If the United States can have exclusive bases, the 

oviets intend »  to have them also. If the United Kingdom has colonies, the 
Soviets intend to have full equality in this respect also. If both of these powers 

1989 
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have areas where . their, influence is predominant, the Soviet Union feels
justified in claiming a position of equality with them.

The immediate prospect of relations` with the Soviet Union is certainly not
bright : The, adjustmen t : of any group of powers to a completely changed
political situation is never easy and can only be reached through a series of
crises, which define the new - inter-relationships . But the current trends of

public opinion in the democracies and the ' facts of the situation point to an
ultimate re-adjustmént through the process of bargaining and concessions to
the power which is dominant in those areas"where the other powers have no
means of effective intervention.

1235 . . ' ` > DEA/N- 1
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim

: aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Top SECRET [Ottawa], Octobe r 1, 1945

Mr. Robertson telephoned me from Washington yesterday afternoon to sa y

that the Prime Minister had discussed with the President the attitude to be
adopted in the Corby" case: This was the only subject discussed between them .
The President felt quite strongly that we should go slowly in deciding how to
deal with the matter_ and that no overt action should be taken without further
consideration. In general, he agreed with the . line suggested in the telegram
which was sent to Cadogan yesterday morning. ;

Messrs . Robertson and Pearson had also discussed the matter twice with

Mr. Acheson and had read to him the telegram to Cadogan . He also was in
general agreement with the course of action suggested and felt the necessity of
further consideration and . consultation before overt steps were taken . Lord
Halifax was to see Mr. Acheson yesterday afternoon, and Mr . Acheson would
take this line with him so that Lord Halifax could report it to London as the
view of the United States authorities .

1236 .'

H. W [RONG]

Deputy lltinistcr of Justice
to Under-Secretary of Statç for External Affairs

DEA/8159-4 0

' Le sous-ministre de la Justice
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

[Ottawa], Octobcr 7, 194 5

. . . , : ,~ . ,Gouzenko, a member of the official staff of the Embassy, of abscon 8
The Embassy of L 11G mon o let ocla Is p

d'n wit hh" U' f Sov' S' l' t v .. ublics accuse Igor

"Gouunk o.
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money which is the property of the Russian Government, and requests the Government of Canada to apprehend him and his wife and, without trial, hand them over to the Embassy for deportation to the Soviet Union. This request 
cannot, in my opinion, be lawfully complied with. 

F. P. VARCOE 

1991 
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Mémorandum 
Memorandum 

DEA/N-1 

TOP SECRET 	 [London], October 9, 1945 

L A meeting was held on October 8th in Sir John Stephenson's 9° room at the 
Dominions Office which was attended by Mr. Norman Robertson and by 
representatives of M.I.5, and by Mr. Butler" and Mr. Bromley." The position 
before the meeting was that there had been no developments of any kind on the 
previous evening, and therefore it was necessary that His Majesty's Govern-
ments and the United States Government should agree as to the next step. A 
suggestion had been put forward unofficially by the Foreign Office and "C" 93  
from London that the suspected persons in this country, Canada and the 
United States should be taken in for questioning on some agreed date such as 
October 18th. Mr. Bevin had not wished to commit himself to this proposal 
until he had had an opportunity of discussion with Mr. Mackenzie King. 
2.. The representatives of M.I.5 made it clear that they were anxious for a 

decision; prolonged delay would result in the trail becoming stale, and they felt 
that further questionings of Corby could not be expected to produce much 
more of value. 
° 3. Mr. Robertson explained the reasons which made the Canadian, and he 
thought the American authorities also, hesitant to proceed with the rounding 
,up and questioning of the suspected persons, with attendant publicity. He was 
not 'so much concerned with the direct effect upon relations between the 
'Governments concerned, as with the effect on public opinion, particularly in 
Canada, and Mr. Dean Acheson had similar misgivings as regards the 
'American public. Mr. Robertson feared that public opinion, including the 
Canadian Parliament and the United States Congress, would be so stirred by 
the story of this Russian network stealing our secrets that prejudice would 
inevitably be brought both to the possibility of sharing with the Soviet 
V: 

ous-secrétaire d'État adjoint, Dominions Office. 
t. Assistant Under-Secretary of State, Dominions Office. 
! I Nevile Butler, sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint, Foreign Office. 

Nevile Butler, Auistant Under-Secretary of State,  Foreign  Office. 

t:Cré E. Bromley, secrétaire  privé du sous-secrétaire d'État permanent, Foreign Office. 	- 

,P;),T; E.  Bromley. Private Secretary to the Permanent Under-Secretary of State, Foreign Office. 

4t'ajewart  Menues,  directeur général, MI-6, (Service de renseignement de Grande-Bretagne). 

e..tewart Menzies, Director General, MI-6 (Secret Intelligence Service of Great Britain). 
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7. Mr. Robertson also threw out the idea that international arrangements as

regards Civil aviation' migh f be relevant toA the issue . The Soviet Government
was not a party,tô the Chicago Convention ; at present her frontiers were close d

concerned .
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government on terms some of our atomic secrets, and to the general prospects
of financial and economie co-operation with Soviet Russia .

4 .' On the other hind, Mr. Robe rtson had doubts whether the exposure of this
Soviet espionage would be sufficiént in ' itself to rally . behind the Canadian
gove rnment or possibly , the Governments in Washington and London, that
almost universal support which was most desirable, if not essential, in a case of
this kind .-There had been a tendency not confined to the United States, at the
time of the San Francisco Conference and subsequently, to feel that over
various issues the Soviet government had scored some publicity successes. In
the present case, scientists in Canada,` and 'elsewhere, felt strongly that the
atomic processes , that they had worked out were of no transcendent impor-
tance, and would so inevitably be worked out by other countries in the ' course
of a few years, that it might be mistaken policy for any one nation or group of
nations to t ry to retain them as secrets . It might, for, instance, be claimed that
we had a war-time agreement with the Soviet Government for . the exchange of
information about new. weapons, and that we had :withheld-information about
this one all-important, secret weapon until the weapon was actually ready for
use . One serious emanation of the above feeling might be . traced in the facility
with - which' the Soviet Government had persuaded our . nationals to work for
them. Mr: Robe rtson felt the extreme desirability of not risking a show-down
with the . Soviet Gove rnment, unless the allied . Governments concerned were
assured of the overwhelming support of their own public, opinion, and he was
doubtful whether this unanimity could be secured,until an offer of collabora-
tion in these questions . had been made to the Soviet government which the
,latter had either accepted or rejected.
' 5 . Mr. Robe rtson - felt that Gove rnments must face the possibility that the
arrangements for securi ty and sanctions worked out at San Francisco were
yalready out of date as a result of this new weapon, and that the Great Power
.*o in particular had lost much of its meaning. The new wrapon required a
much stiffer form of control than anything contemplated at San Francisco and
the Great Power ;veto was, probably incompatible with the dcgree of control
that it would,be necessa ry for the United Nations Organization to impose on
all States. , ,. . .

û, ,6. It ~ was possible, therefore , that the immediate requisite of the Powers
concerned was that collaboration with the Soviet ~ Government should be re-
established by admitting them in some way to the results of our researches into
atomic power.-The preliminary step might be to obtain Russian concurrence in
the free movement of scientists between countries and the free exchange of the
results of their researches . This would in practice give each country a great
deal of information as to what was being done in the others as regards the use
of atomic energy, and would be a practical form of control : it would reinforce
any scheme of international control worked out between the Governments
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to foreign aviation, but if the Soviet Government agreed to open them,- the 
freer passage of.outsiders would do something to prevent a veil of secrecy being 
drawn over atomic developments in Russia. . 

8. The meeting agreed that the views 6f the United States Government were 
clearly of great importance. President Truman had said . that he. thought it 
necessary to open conversations with a number of Governments on the subject 
even befcire the United Nations Organizations was set up. He  had  never 
committed himself to the "organization being the best body to handle the 
problem. Mr. Robertson had gathered from an informal talk with' Mi. ,Dean 
Acheson that the Americans were at the moment strongly impressed by two 
considerations. First, the prejudice to larger United States-Soviet relations that 
might be created by publicity over the present espionage business; and 
secondly, by the suspicions of their own scientists working on atomic energy 
that its developments in the near future might be many times more frightful 
than those seen in Japan. Competition in secret was an appalling prospect. 
9. It Was agreed that the above views needed very careful consideration, with 

a view, if possible, to the Prime Ministers of the United Kingdom and *Canada 
agreeing upon views which they could put before President Truman as 'regards 
the next step to be taken as regards the Russian espionage network. 	' 

IO. It was recalled that the view of the London Government had been that 
the most siraight-forward procedure was the best, viz., to prosecute when 
possible, or failing that, to adopt whatever course would normally be taken in 
an espionage case. It was not thought that this would create serious difficulties 
with the Soviet Government who would, on the contrary, suspect us of 
weakness if we adopted any of the other courses hitherto suggested. The 
representative of N1.1.5 recalled some precedents confirming this view. The 
point was also made that if no effective action were taken against the network, 
and this fact leaked out, there might be serious public criticism of the 
Governments concerned. 
'11: :  The meeting agreed that if the individual members of the espionage ring 
W.ei:e to be quéstioned with prospects of success, action must be laid on soon, 
àrict that therefore an agreement between the three Governments concerned_ 
i'âà'uriently necessary. The first step would be to bring the points raised at the 
iiieeting before the Secretary of State and N1r. Attlee. 
•.. 	. 
1238. 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

- 	au chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis 
• 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires in United States 

DESPATCH 1248 	 [Ottawa], October 30, 1945 
» 

' 44' - 4 - • roth1,tc eti  have the 	to rcfcr to your teletype message \VA-5214 of October 
ing the registration of Soviet citizens in Canada by Consular 

DEA/8213-40 
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officials Of the Soviet Government and to enclose for your information a copy
of a translation of an announcement and an accompanying inte rview which
appeared in the Russian language paper Vestnik of Toronto on October 10th .t
As you will see this announcement states the intention of the Soviet Govern-
ment to provide means . for the registration as citizens of the U .S.S.R. of
persons who were residents of the western district of the Ukrainian and Byclo-
Russian Soviet Socialist Republics and who are now living abroad . These plans
were discussed informally by Mr. Pavlov of the Consular Department of th e
Soviet Embassy with an officer of this Department . Mr. Pavlov said that the
Embassy had not been authorized to raise . the matter with . the Canadian
Government officially, since the registration was regarded as a normal function
of a consular service. He added that a similar registration was now taking place
in the United States and in all count ries where persons from the territories
concerned were resident. He said that he did not know whether the United
States Gove rnment had been told of the registration in the United States ;
Soviet representatives the,te would,certainly not feel themselves under any
obligation to approach the State Department on the subject, and if they did so,
it would be informally, as had been the case in Canada. Mr. Pavlov said. that he
did not see how any possible misunderstanding or inconvenience could arise
from the registration, since the greatest care was being taken to point out to
applicants that they were under no compulsion to register, and that no one
must apply who had acquired citizenship in another count ry. Soviet Consular
officials, he said, were under st rict instructions not to place an applicant under
pressure of any kind . Indeed, the object was to discourage registration, since it
was being made clear that Soviet citizenship itself did not entitlc any person to
admission to the U .S.S .R .

{ The opinion reached in this Department, after due consideration, was that,
whatever legal technicalities might be put in question by the registration, the
action of the Soviet Gove rnment was not in general open to objcction .
Registration was specifically limited to stateless persons whose position
resulted from, political changes in their homelands and it did not seem
unreasonable in principle . that these people should be given a chance to
establish their status in relation to some gove rnment. Ncithcr was it likely that
the registration would affect persons who were naturalized Canadians or
intended to become so, and the Soviet representatives were probably quite
sincere in saying that they had no desire to disturb settlers who had come to
this country with the intention of staying here. It was thought, however, that
the wording of the notice, particularly that part which states that the persons
concerned "are required to register as Soviet citizens not later than Dccember
3 1st" might be subject to misinterpretation . It was therefore decided that the
Soviet Ambassador should be asked to come to the Department to discuss the
matter informally with the Acting Under-Secretary .

When the Soviet Ambassador called on October 24th, Mr. Wrong said that
the Department fully understood the objectives which prompted the Soviet

Union to arrange for , this registration . We thought, however, that he should
discûss with the Ambassador one or two details in regard to procedure which
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were a cause of some misgiving. He had in mind particularly that part of the 
published notice in which it is stated that persons defined in the announcement 
arc required to register as Soviet citizens not later than December 31st. There 
were many persons in Canada, particularly Ukrainians, who had come to this 
country with the object of settling here and who, in some cases, had taken out 
their first papers for naturalization. The notice as published 'in Vétnik might 
appear to these persons to compel them to take out Soviet citizenship and in 
this way affect their intention to become Canadian citizens. Even to people in 
Canada who were not directly influenced by the notice, it might seem that the 
Soviet Union was reaching out to claim persons who, if not Canadian citizens, 
had every intention of becoming so. Mr. Wrong said that he did not wish to 
insist that the Ambassador take any action in regard to the notice, but he 
would be glad if an alteration of the wording could be considered before the 
announcement appeared in other newspapers. 

Mr. Zaroubin said that the wording as used in the notice had been taken 
from the text of the relevant Soviet Law and that he did not see how it could be 
changed. Neither did he see how the notice could be the subject of any 
misinterpretation. Elsewhere in the announcement and in the accompanying 
interview it was made quite clear that the act of registration was a voluntary 
one. Furthermore, explicit instructions had been given to Consular officers that 
they were to discuss at length with each applicant the question of registration 
and to make clear the fact that there was no obligation upon anyone to register. 
He also said that care was being taken to make certain that no one who was a 
Canadian citizen or who intended to become one should be allowed to register. 
He added that objections to the procedure being followed might arise in the 
anti-Soviet foreign language press in Canada, but he did not think these 
complaints needed to be taken into account. Finally he said that if the 
Department could give him evidence of any occasion on which a misunder-
standing had arisen through the wording of the notice, he would be glad to 
make a change. 

Wrong said that the purpose of the conversation was to prevent any 
such misunderstanding taking place. Many of the persons who would read the 
notice were poorly educated and it is quite possible that they would misunder-
Stand the intcntion of the announcement. For this reason he hoped that the 
Ambassador would consider at least adding a question and answer to the 
published interview which would cover the point. Mr. Zaroubin maintained, 
however, that no misunderstanding could arise but added that if the 

• D4tartment found any evidence that the activities of their Consular officers in 

.carrYing out this registration resulted in misapprehension on the part of any 

Person, he would be glad to discuss the matter again. 
.... Mr. Wrong also suggested that the Soviet authorities might be prepared to 
8WC the Canadian government a list of those who had registered in response to 
th,i4otice. Mr. Wrong explained that he was not asking for this list but merely 

suggesting that it would be a matter of convenience to the Immigration Branch 
and  the Secretary of State if the names of these people could be provided. Most 
of the Persons concerned had emigrated to this country as Poles, and it would 

1995 
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be, of; assistance to the, departments mentioned to know who amongst them
should, now . be regarded, . as Soviet citizens . - Mr. Zaroubin said that the
registration did .not of itself give to the people concerned the right to enter the
Soviet Union, which was a question that would require separate consideration .
Moreover, the question of the status of any individual would not arise unless he
sought to,leave . Canada; , in that case he would, be . furnished with a Soviet
passport and the' Immigration authorities would automatically become aware
of the fact that .- he had registered. Mr. Zaroubin added that he would be
prepared to furnish the list,of those who had ;registered if there were some law
or regulation ï in,- Canada i :which placed the ; representative of a foreign
government under an obligation to provide the,Canadian authorities with a list
of names of nationals of i his count ry who were , resident here. Otherwise he
would not feel under the necessity of doing so . Mr. Wrong said that there was
no question of there being any regulation by which the Ambassador could be
required to furnish this list. The circumstances, however, were special ones, and
as a matter of convenience he had asked that the list be provided . It was for the
Ambassador to dccide wh e ther or not hç would accede to the request .

The . matter has been allowed to rest : at this point, and I expect that the
Soviet authorities will procecd with the registration in western Canada when
the process has been completed in Toronto and Montreal . I shall let you know
of any further developments,which come to our attention . In the meantime, I
should be glad to learn if you have recxived any further information concerning
the registration in the . United States of persons from the western regions of the,
Ukraine and White Russia, or of the attitude of .the State Department towards
the activities of the Soviet Consular representatives in this regard . .

I have etc.
., . : H . H . WRON G

for the Acting Secretary of State
Jor External Affairs

DEA/4930-4 0

' Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagn e

Acting Secretary ôjState jor External Affairs
to Nigh Commissioner In Great Britain

Sir. ~i `, i , . ; j . . : ' •~ ,

I have, the honour to inform you that the Government has given consider
ation to,}the . question raised in telegram Circular D.112 of, September 18th
from the Secretary, ,of State for,Dominion Affairs, concerning exchange of
technical information and intelligence. We . wcre informed that in future the
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United Kingdom authorities propose to supply intelligence to the Soviet Union 
on the basis of strict reciprocity. 

The Canadian Government has decided to adopt a similar Policy for the 
exchange of technical information and intelligence to the Soviet Union and 
details in connection with the implementing of this policy are being considered 
by the appropriate service officers in consultation with members of this 
Department. 

In working out a detailed procedure it would be helpful to have .  from the 
United Kingdom authorities some indication as to the means by which  • this 
policy is to be applied. We are particularly interested in the practice governing 
the exchange of information through Service Attachés since our contact with 
foreign forces is largely through such channels. 

It 'would also be valuable to know what type of information the United 
Kingdom is considering for this exchange. Is it, for example, proposed on the 
basis of reciprocity to exchange information classified as secret or under any 
other security marking? 

I should add that the Canadian authorities would not, of course, consider 
the disclosure of any information supplied originally by the United Kingdom 
without the authority of the senders of such information. 

e  I should be glad if you would inform the United Kingdom authorities of our 
decision in this matter and consult them in relation to the questions I have 

- 

I have etc. 
• J. E. READ 

for the Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1997 
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Mémorandum 

Afemorandum 

(-TOP>  SECRET 	 [London?], November 12, 1945 

- A meeting was held this morning at which the following were present:— 

Mr. Malcolm MacDonald 
Mt Norman Robertson 

t j Mr. Hume Wrong 
Mr. Nevile Butler 

ïi Profeuor Cockcroft" 

D. Cockcroft. directcur. Direction de l'énergie atomique, Conseil national de recherches. 

J.  D. Cockcroft, Director, Atomic Energy Division, National Research Council. 
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Mr. Roger NoUi03
Mr. Roger MakinsK

After some discussion it was agreed:
(a) That it was essential for a decision to be takén during the current

'discussions. , , . , . .
(b) In order to secure such a decision the . ,Canadian representatives should

put down on paper the action which they would propose to take in Canada and
which they would like to see taken in the United Kingdom and the U .S.A.

(c) The Canadian representatives . would also put down what action they
proposed to take in .regard to the foreign diplomatic staff implicated in the
affair .

2. PUBLICITY - There was some discussion about the handling of publicity,
and in particular, of the question whether an official statement should be put
out simultaneously with the police action or whether it would not be wiser to
wait until it could be seen how much information leaked into the Press. The
general conclusion was that it would be preferable to prepare a measured and
careful statement dealing with the diplomatic as well as the domestic aspect of
the question, which could be made, perhaps in the Canadian House of
Commons, shortly after the police action had been taken .

The Canadian representatives said they would prepare the draft of such a
statement

. 3. There was some discussion as to whether it would be advisable to fix a dat e
on which it was desired that action should be taken . It was agreed that the
main purpose of doing this would be to ensure that a decision was taken during
the current discussions .

1241. ' DEA/2-AES
L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador In Soviet Union

to Secretary of St ate for External Affairs
DESPATCtt 462 Moscow, November 14, 194 5

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to report that I am busy getting ready to leave for London

this week and consequently have no time to prepare despatches, but there is
one subject on which I feel I must give you my comments . That subject is th e

"Directeur adjoint . M1-S (Service de sécurité de Grande. Bretagne) .
Assistant Director. MI-3 (Securi ty Service of Great Britain) .

%Ministm ambassade de Grands.-Bretagne aux États-Unis.
Minister. B ritish Embassy in United States.
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atomic bomb as a factor in the deterioration of relations between the Anglo-
Saxon powers and the Soviet Union." 
2. Foreign press comment on the speech which Mr. Molotôv delivered on 

November 6th fastens on the remarks  he  made about the atomic bomb and 
atomic energy. The commentators conclude from what Mr. Molotov said that 
the withholding of the secret of the atomic bomb is the principal factor dividing 
the Soviet Union from the Anglo-Saxon powers. The drawing of such a 
conclusion in the minds of the public of other countries is apt to be dangerous. 
I cinnot see how Mr. Molotov could have said less than he did say in view of 
what President Truman said in his "sacred trust" speech delivered only ten 
days before." It is comment abroad that has led to Soviet comment about the 
atomic bomb and not vice versa. 
3. The theory of the atomic bomb as the main factor in the current situation 

was first propogated by Alexander Werth in an article he contributed to the 
Sunday Times of London a few weeks ago. I have great admiration fox 
Alexander Werth as a journalist but not as a judge of political developments. 
When his article appeared Mr. Frank Roberts, then Chargé d'Affaires of the 
British Embassy at Moscow, received a telegram from the Foreign Office 
requesting his comments. He replied by asking the Foreign Office to imagine 
what would be the situation if there had been no discovery of the atomic bomb. 
Did they then think that the present impasse which has developed would not 
have come to pass? Did they think that if the secret of the atomic bomb was 
disclosed to the Soviet Union all the present difficulties would vanish? He 
himself answered the last question by stating that there might be a honeymoon 
period of about a week and then the difficulties with which we are now faced 
would rea ppea r. 
4. I agree with these views expressed by Mr. Roberts. In fact I spoke to him 

in a somewhat similar vein before he told me the story of the telegram he 
reCeived from London and of his reply. The atomic bomb undoubtedly is a 
fictor in the present situation and a very important factor, but it is not the only 
noi even the main factor. The two most important factors in my opinion are (1) 
Anglo-American attacks on the Soviet-sponsored governments in Roumania 

, and  Bulgaria and (2) the ascendency of the tough school in the United States. 
It LI in relation to the latter that the atomic bomb is an important factor. The 
inépt handling of the question by American public comment and by the United 
States Government has served greatly to strengthen Soviet convictions about 
thè' Mistrust and suspicions pervading the international scene. If the 

Kissophobes and the tough school had not been in the ascendency in the 

United States the atomic bomb would never have become the factor that it  bas  

in the  71  ent situation. 

mite suivante éuit écrite sur cette copie du document: 
following note was written on Ibis  copy of the document: 

r give to Foreign Office. R. G. Rididell) 
of ()c. 7 from London request from Ilalpern for copy to 

See telegram No..3592t 

oit États-UnisiSec United  States,  
Detriment of  State  Bulletin. Volume 13, October 28, 1945, pp. 653-6. 
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- 5 . , President Truman is 'correct in distinguishing between the scientific
development of atomic energy for peaceful purposes and the secret of the
manufacture of the atomic bomb ., The latter, is -a military secret differing
greàtly in ydegrce but - not in kind from the milita ry secrets which the Russians
themselves would- never, think of divulging, to, anyone . It is only when the
possession of this secret is used as a club to reinforce arguments around the
council table and to justify the attitude of "the tough school" that their
reactions become violent . Little would have been said on the Soviet side if the
United States Government had announced at the outset that the secret of the
atomic bomb would be brought up for discussion in the Secu ri ty Council of the
United Nations Organiaation , once it was established, but in . thc mcantime
discussions would take place between the three countries in possession of the
scientific , knowledge to decide upon the common policy they would adopt in
regard to their responsibilities for this revolutionary development . How much
better, this would, havé been than public rejoicing over the , reduction of the
Soviet . Union to a second-class power and the pious declaration about the
••sacred trust".

6 . _ The attitude of the tough school is well illustrated in *secret despatch No .
2407 of October 10th from the Canadian Ambassador at Washington .' In this
despatch ; Mr. Pearson gives a , summary of a telegram from ~ Mr . George F .
Kennan, then Charg 6 d'Affaires of the United States, Embassy . at Moscow,
which Mr. Freeman Matthews showed him. I have ve ry great respect for the
ability of Mr. Kennan and for his deep knowledge of the Soviet Union, but he
suffers from having been here in the pre-war days when foreign representatives
became indoctrinated with anti-Soviet ideas as a result of the purges and subtle
German propaganda. He is one of the proponents of toughness as the propcr
tactics to adopt towards the Soviet Union.

, 7. In his telegram to Washington Mr. Kcnnan paints a picture of serious
Russian 'concern . over the set-back they received at the , first session of the
Council of Foreign Ministers in London . I cannot detect any chagrin here o v er
the failure , o ( Soviet tactics . On the contrary I sec-.the Russian people
impressed,with the success Mr. Molotov achievcd .in preventing himself from
being bullied about. What did the Russian people expect after all they had
alrcady .gained? -The onlyR thing they , may not have achieved is the agc-long
dream i of, domination over the ; Dardanellçs, but they rcalisc this cannot be
obtained except throûghtsuccess, in another major war for which they will not
be ready for, a generation . or more. Far from ;bringing , new blood into the
Kremlin, as, Mr. Kennan predicts, we f nd the old clique as prominent as c v er
at the . November 7th celebrations, except that Stalin and his supposed
favourite in the eyes of the State Department - Zdanov - were conspicuous
by their absence. Molotov on the other hand - presumably the scapegoat of

the London Conference - was the central figure . So much for the thesis of

Soviet stock-taking after the events in Lôndon .`
8 . If we have to talk, like Mr. Kcnnan, in the parlance of American football I

would say that the Soviet team after three b ri lliantly executed forward passes
- Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam - scored three easy touchdowns . Then with

. F . . . , Y
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the conclusion of the two wars with Germany and Japan they lost their only 
good forward passer and their only good receiver, so they decided to stonewall 
for the rest of the game. The Anglo-Saxon team having possession of the-ball 
decided to try their favourite Yalta formation, directed against the Soviet 
centre, the Balkans. The Soviet team unfamiliar with the tactics of their 
opponents  in  y view of the withdrawal of the old quarter-backs; Churchill and 
Roosevelt, decided to block with their new guards and tackles, — Tripolitania, 
Eritrea, Tokyo and Procedural Question, who were successful in throwing the 
other team for no gain. Now with only one down to go the Anglo-Saxons are in 
a huddle about what formation to try next. 

9; I very definitely think that a great deal depends upon the next move by the 
Anglo-Saxon powers. In my despatch No. 450 of November 8th,t" I indicated 
that I had thought the United States government were moving in the right 
direction by first of all endeavouring to placate justifiable Soviet — and British 

claims to a share in the control of Japan. What is more necessary than 
anything else, however, is an attempt by the United States to allay Soviet 
suspicion and mistrust by abandoning the philosophy of the tough school and 
resorting once more to the Roosevelt touch — even though the master hand is 
no longer present. In this allaying of Soviet mistrust and suspicion the handling 
of the atomic bomb secret must play the leading part. I am not one of those in 
favour of disclosing the actual process of manufacturing the bomb to the Soviet 
Union unless proper safeguards are given in return, which I doubt if the Soviet 
Government arc in a position to give. I am all in favour, however, of the secret 
being brought some way into the United Nations Organisation in order to 
bolster iup that body and inspire new trust in international cooperation for 
peace and security. I believe that this can be done most effectively by referring 
the whole question to the Sccurity Council to be considered by that body after 
it is set up. s 

10. 1 am sending a copy of this despatch to the High Commissioner for 
Canada in London. 

I have etc. 
' 	 L. D. WILGRESS 

r 	G 
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Afém .oitindunt du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires  extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

elentorandum front Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Âfinister 

= 

[Ottawa,1 December 1, 1945 
- 

/NVIth regard to the registration undertaken by the Soviet Embassy in various 

Ca_ nadiân cities of persons coming from the former eastern districts of Poland, 

ote martittairetarginal note: 
recieircid yet Nov. 26. (signature illisiblejillegible) 

2001 
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I think that it is too late to consider the issue of a public statement emphasizing 
the voluntary nature of registration as Soviet citizens by persons in Canada. It 
appears that the registration has been completed in Montreal, Toronto, Fort 
William, Winnipeg and Edmonton, and it may have been completed already in 
the other two cities in -which it was contemplated which are Windsor and 
.Vancouver.. When the statement was suggested, registration had been 
undertaken only in Toronto and was just beginning in other cities. 

So far we have not received any complaints of substance about the conduct 
of the registration. Certain pro-Soviet elements in the Ukrainian community 
may have brought pressure to bear on their compatriots to register but there 
has been no allegation of improper conduct on the part of the Soviet officials 
conducting the registration. It is quite a normal practice for consular officers to 
establish registers of thcir nationals in the countrics in which they are serving 
although this particular registration has the unusual feature that it applies only 
to persons who came to Canada as Poles but arc now apparently in the eyes of 
both the Polish and the Soviet Governments without citizenship in either state 
unless they voluntarily choose to become Soviet citizens.  The  matter was 
discusscd several times informally with the Soviet Embassy and this may have 
had some effect towards tnsuring that the conduct of the registration officers 
was correct. 
• Unless, therefore, abuses come to light of which we arc still unaware, my 
view is that we should let the matter rest.sc° 

[HUME WRONG] 

1243. 	
• , DEA/N-1 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,)  December 3, 1945 

There was a discussion of the action to be taken in the Corby Case in the 
Prime Minister's Office this morning, attended by the Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, Commissioner Wood'°' and Messrs. Robertson and Wrong. The 
Soviet Ambassador has been urgently seeking an appointment with the Prime 
Minister before his departure for Moscow, now timed for tomorrow morning, 
and it had been ârranged that the Ambassador should see the Prime Minister 
this afternoon. 

At an earlier discussion on December 1st, the Prime Minister had expressed 
the view that he should send a message to Stalin via the Ambassador on the 

revelations made by Corby, requesting an ending of these Soviet activities in 

Canada. At that time it looked as though the United States investigation into 

"'Note marginale:/Marginal note: 
1 agree. W. L M. Ming] 2-12-45. 

'°'S. T. Wood, commissaire, Gendarmerie royale du Canada. 
S. T. Wood, Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
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the "Miss Corby" case would take a very long time and might not yield results
sufficient to justify police action . Since then, however, further information hasbeen received from Washington, indicating that they have learned of Sovietpenetration involving senior

officers of the Treasury, the United StatesIntelligence Se rvices, and the White House. The information is'so grave thatMr. Hoover102 has told Commissioner
Wood that he has instructed the F.B .I. toconcentrate all their activities on this case . If the accusations are true, there aremost impelling reasons,

from the point of view of security, for as promptUnited States counter-action as possible .
When the Prime Minister was informed of this, he felt that it put a different

complexion on the position here, and
that it made it most desirable to await the

outcome of the United States investigation . It was decided, therefore, .that -hewould not take the initiative in mentioning the matter to the Ambassador . thisafternoon .

As there was some possibility that the Ambassador might himself take the
initiative in demanding the return of Corby, the reply which should be made by
the Prime Minister was discussed . It was finally agreed that he should not denyknowledge of Corby's disappearance, but should merely promise to makeenqui ries into any representations which the Ambassador might make andleave it at that .

' : Commissioner Wood expressed the opinion that the revelation to the Soviet
authorities of our knowledge of the information brought by Corby would
hamper the United States investigation and said that Mr . Hoover, he was sure,
would prefer postponement .

H . W[RONG ]
1244 .

CH/Vol. 927

au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

Le conseiller, la délégation
à la Commission préparatoire des Nations Unies ,

Adviser, Delegation to United Nations Preparatory Commission,
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL [London,] December 5 , 1945

4`.
Dear Mr. Wrong ,

YOU will be i nterestcd in thc report of a long conversation which I had wit h
Me D. Z. Manuilsky , Commissar for Foreign Affairs of the Ukraine, who is th e

;,Ukrainian delegate to the Preparatory Commission . M. Manuilsky, together
a►ïth the members of the other Soviet Delegations, was a guest at a cocktai l
~ Ÿ gi v~,, en by the Canadian Delegation yesterday. As you probably know from
your expe rience at San Francisco, M . Manuilsky is perhaps the most urbane,,,and éxPansive of Soviet diplomats . He became very affable when Mr . Wilgress'3;r:~ :

, J . Edgar Eloover. directeur, Federal Bureau of Investigation des Etats-Unis.A Edgar Il 0CWa. Diractor. federal Bureau of Investigation of the United States .

Is

W

®
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told him that I was handling Russian affairs in thé Department : He led me into

an adjoining room - which was comparatively empty and where we sat and

talked forabout an hour.

` The 'subject M . Manuilsky was anxious to, discuss was that ' of anti-Soviet

Ukrainians,in"Canada : He began by saying many complimentary things about

oûr country . He haa been - most interested in the ~ report which Professors

' Bondarchuk ind Pogrébniakwho had vis i ted Ottawa, Toronto and Winnipeg

'aftér`the San Francisco Conference, had made about their visit . They had been

most appreciative of the way they were rece ived in Canada and had returned

full of~ enthusiasm for what they had seen of Canadian
aôf1 thlcuUkraincho he

M. - Manuilsky said that in planning the reconstruction
Soviet authorities would aim at creating an economic balance similar to that

which Canada appeared to have, i .e . a highly modern agricultural base upon

which indust ry could be built and developed in such a way as not to dislocate

the development of agriculture.

M. Manuilsky then went on to say that sentiment aside, relations with
, ere
Canada were of considerableprâctical value to the Soviet

the tU S~S R.
since

w'thhthe
were really only two countries which could supp y

materials necessary for , reconstruction -" the United
He feitChat the

"perhaps also the United Kingdom, though to a lesser extent ."
question° of credits would be solved in due course . to the satisfaction

Canadban
countries. There was, however, one circumstance which
Soviet relations, and that was the anti-Soviet agitation co

o dct-Ukralnian
scertat o

groups of Ukrainians in Canada. It was diffcult- for S

reconcile, particularly after what they had gone throu h in the last few y~ears,

the l~ •cence owed by the Canadian Government tôanti-Soviet Ukrainians

with ! the expressions of genuine friendship, of which there many,
l a
and

which~ he himself had witnesscd, when he passed through

summer. M. Manuilsky stated at the outset that he understood and that
eé en

our principle of freedom` of, speech and r ight of asylum, but h e
these princ iples had ccrtain bounds which should not be transgressed .

I told M . ' Manuilskyfi that Canadian officials wcre also seriously ~~omr ihe

about this* problem, although from a different point of vie w .
Canadian point of view it was not only a question of international

n
relations ,

d broader internâl issue 'of Canadian
~antll

i
timmigratcd into the country

handling national minorities who h ad d that in
differed from the . nationality, policies .of; the Soviet i~Uô1one or thc ô her of the
due course this immigrant stock would be abso b

~

iwô main cthnic groups in Canada . . ,

,Thi
wa

s s processtook time. Every thoughtful Canadian understood
tha t

elf at onehims
possible for aman who came from another country t ônc~ôu d accuse himim

stroke of all the emot ional assoc iations of his early rfectly

of, moral dishonesty if he claimed to have,done so . ; was wh~chrma tained
natural for these immigrants to group themselves in
the language and folk ways of , their native land . Indced, the Ca~â aou

authorities welcomed the existence of these societies s ince through the
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activities they served to lessen the newcomer's sense of isolation in a new 
country. The second generation acquired naturally the ways of their adoPted 
country and the third and fourth generations were thoroughly Canadian in 
outlook, but to the first generation of immigrants their native land ,would 
always remain a kind of sentimental and idealized symbol. This was . especially 
true of the Ukrainians, most of whom had emigrated owing to circumstances 
which M: Manuilsky had doubtless known at first-hand. The educated element 
in this emigration, which provided the natural leadership for these sOcieties, 
had been brought up in an atmosphere of intense Ukrainian nationalism. The 
ideal of an independent Ukraine continued to have for them a sentimental 
value, but the remarkable growth of the Soviet Union had deprived this ideal of 
all practical meaning. 

What worried thoughtful Canadians was the exaggerated importance which 
was attached in the Soviet Union to this sentimental nationalism. Attacks in 
the Soviet press, such as Zaslavsky's articles, invested Ukrainian nationalist 
leaders with a significance which they would not otherwise have. I felt sure 
that M. Manuilsky's experience in handling problems of minority nationalism 
would support my contention that a minority national group tended to rally 
about any cause no matter how bad it might be if it felt that the attack on the 
cause  was  an .attack upon itself. This had been the effect of Zaslavsky's 
articles. Those Ukrainian Canadians who were pro-Soviet took their lead from 
articles in the Soviet press which attacked the nationalist organizations. This 
tended to rally the nationalists around their cause while their leaders felt that 
they were making headway when so powerful a country as the U.S.S.R. took 
Such vigorotis notice of thcir activities. 

From the Canadian point of view the effect of this controversy was to keep 
Ukrainian nationalism alive and thus to retard the process of assimilation. I 
suggested that the solution of this problem would be eased if the Ukrainian 
nationalists were ignored by the Soviet authorities while the Ukraine went on 
ahead with its programme of improving the life of the Ukrainian people. 

I then asked M. Manuilsky on a purely personal and unofficial basis what 
concrete steps for solving this problem would he recommend to tile Canadian 
Government if he were an official of that Government and had to take into 
ilcCitint the constitutional framework within which it had to operate. M. 
Manuilsky evaded the issue by stating that if analogous statement were made 

about Canada in the Soviet Union, the Soviet authorities would deal very 

severely with the offenders. I said that if the Canadian Government attempted 
to use any form of repression, such as arrest, prohibition of the right to publish 

newsPaPers etc., the issue would become much greater than that of Ukrainian 
fiationalism; The Canadian people would feel that their fundamental rights 
were threatened and would vigorously resist the Government's action. If any 

repressive action were taken because of anti-Soviet statements, then all the 

aMi-Soviet elements in Canada would attempt to exploit popular attachment to 

effilliberties for their own ends and this would certainly have the worst 

Poss" ible,effèèt on Canadian -Sovict relations. M. Manuilsky suggested that at 

's* tro» : og statement on this subject by the Prime Minister might help to 

2005 
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allay the uneasiness felt by the Soviet-Ukrainians . I wondered in reply whether
such it statement might not give the anti-Soviet elements an opening for
precipitating a public controversy over Soviet-Canadian relations in general . A
statement of this sort might well defeat its own purpose.

I added that as a matter of fact the Canadian Government was studying this
problem from the point of view of - Canadian unity as well as of Soviet-
Canadian relations and that it seemed to me that the most effective policy
under the present'circumstances was to develop good all around Canadian-
Soviet relations, in trade, exchanges of information, visits of scientists etc ., and
to avoid doing anything which might excite strong emotions . M. Manuilsky
again asked me to give further thought' to this problem with a view to
formulating some more positive recommendations to the Government . He
himself disclaimed, however, any right to give me any advice on how it should
be handled .

I do not know whether I succeeded in convincing M . Manuilsky of the
harmfulness of Soviet press attacks on Ukrainian nationalists, but I am glad
that I had the opportunity of suggesting to him the complexity of the problem
and of outlining the position of the Canadian Government. My impression is
that he had not really considered the problem from this point of view, and that,
as an old revolutionary, he had thought of it almost entirely in terms of
polemical frontal assaults.

Lest my detailed account of the arguments should convey a false impression
of acrimoniousness, I might add that the conversation, which was carried on in
Russian, was conducted in- an atmosphere of great cordiality, and even
intimacy. The talk ended with M. Manuilsky expressing his admiration for hir .
Mackenzie King and for the contribution made , in this war by Canadian
soldiers . On saying good-bye he extended to me a warm invitiation to visit the
Ukraine and call .upon him in Kiev.
A am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. John Holmes at Canada House .

Yours sincerely,
(LEo MnLnNIn ]

DEA/8213-4 0

Le secrétaire d Ètat aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary ojState jor Externa! Ajjairs
to Ambassador in Unlted State s

DFSPATCH 1420 Ottawa, Dcccmbcr 19, 194 5

SECRET
. ,: . .

Sir. ,
} I have the honour to refer to your despatch No . 2629 of November 8thf.

concerning the registration of Soviet citizens in Canada and to inform you that
this registration has now taken place at offices which were opened for the
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purpose in Montreal, Toronto, Fort William, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Vancouver 
and Windsor. It is also possible for persons who have not yet registered to do so 
by writing to the Consular Division of the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa before the 
end of the year. 

2. The registration appears to have taken place without any difficulties 
having arisen and with very little comment having been made. The Foreign 
Language Press in Canada has paid scant attention to the registration, and the 
only comment made in those sections of the Foreign Language Press which are 
unfriendly to the Soviet Union has been a reminder that the registration is 
voluntary. There was at one time a suspicion that pressure was being brought 
to bear on some persons by means of the suggestion that failure to register 
might affect the security of relatives in Europe, but no specific evidence of 
activities of this nature has come to light. 

3. I am enclosing for your information a copy of an extract from the Toronto 
Star of December 3rdt containing an interview with Mr. Pavlov of the Soviet 
Embassy. You will notice that Mr. Pavlov has emphasized in this interview the 
voluntary nature of the registration and has indicated that no one who does not 
wish to apply for Soviet citizenship need register. The possibility of issuing a 
statement of this nature was suggested to the Soviet Ambassador when he 
called at the Department on October 24th. Mr. Pavlov's interview has helped 
Materially to dispel any misunderstanding which may have arisen out of the 
terms of the announcement originally made by the Soviet Embassy. 

In the light of these circumstances it has been decided that no action need 
be ta. ken or comment made by the Canadian authorities in regard to the 
régistration of Soviet citizens in Canada. Efforts are being made, however, to 
Secure additional information concerning one aspect of this question. The 
assumption had been made here that persons from the former Polish territories, 
who arc now living abroad without having become naturalized citizens of 
aiiother 'state and who have not registered as Soviet citizens will become for all 
practical purposes stateless individuals. This assumption is based on reports 
which` have been received concerning the Polish-Soviet Treaty of July 6th, the 
text of.which has not yet been made available. I understand that this Treaty 
pride  s that persons living in the territories concerned automatically become 
Soviet 'citizens unless they apply for Polish citizenship, and that persons from 
theterritories living abroad also arc required to opt for Polish citizenship if 

they wish to remain Poles. On the other hand, it has been reported that the 
Polish Goernment will continue to regard as Polish citizens persons from the 
Sioas concerned who arc living abroad and who do not register as Soviet 
Citizens. The  action of the Soviet authorities in Canada in calling for 

egistration on the part of any who wish to obtain Soviet citizenship is further 
e!idence that the persons in question do not automatically become citizens of 

the U.S.S.R. Inquiries in regard to this apparent inconsistency between the 

Polish-Soviet Treaty on the one hand and the statements of Polish and Soviet 
. 	• • autnonties on the other have been made to the Canadian High Commissioner 
Undon and to the Canadian Embassy in Moscow. I shall send you any 

ckitinformation which I receive in clarification of this question, and I 
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should also be grateful to learn of any comments in this ~ regard which you
might care to make .

I have etc. }
H. H. WRONG' . ,

for the Secretary of State'

for External Affairs

1246 :

PARTIE 16/PART 1 6

.,ESPAGNE .
SPAIN ,

DEA/123s

Le secrétaire d 'État aux Affaires. extérieures
n . 1 ; à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis, .

- Secretary oJStaté jor External ~Ajfairs .

Io Ambassador ln United States
. _ _ ; . . . . .

TELETYPE EX-321 Ottawa, January 22, 19 44

MÔST SECRET. Following . for Pearson from Wrong . Bcgins : Reference my

immediately preceding mc.ssagc
t It now seems desirable to address a most secret . communicatioÉ~bass

y
Department of State ' along the following lines: Begins : The Canadian

has . bcen informally keeping the Department of State au
Vancouverd, British

rnents in the case of Fernando de Kobbe, Spanish Consu l

Columbia . It will be recalled that conclusive evidence of this man'ss connection
this

with espionage organizations came Spanishht s Foreign Affairs
evidence involved certa i n personnel i n the Ministry of

as well as the misuse, of Spanish Diplomatic bags whole matter strongthe
represcntations r for a ; thorough investigation of the eneral
impliçd,threat,ofa most disagreeable publ ic scandcSpanish foreign servi ces as
cleanup of the and

-Unitcd Nati fluthorities c erallÿ to take more stringent
well as in forcing ' the Spanish 8 lace on
ineasures against othcr Axis activities which arc known to be taking p

Spanish soi1. . ,,. m
After,consultation therefore between the Canadian and the Unitedc eX'n ~d~he

Gove rnments, the British Ambassador in Madrid was instructed côpies of
de Kobbe case to the Spanish Foreign M~~~oc sho

wouri
nhands, photostati

c asking him for de

someof ; the evidence which has come
Kobbe's immediate recall and requesting that a complete invcstigation into all

the circumstances of the case be at once instituted. rdana
ÿ£ Sir Samuel Hoare, on the receipt of these instructions, saw Sc~m~~°s ador

on Sunday, January - 16th, and . acted upon them. H is tital~t fomiscd a mos t

reports that the Foreign Minister was greatly
al con rol . On January

rigid enquiry, adding that he would keep i t i pes

n
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19th, Sir Samuel Hoare saw the Under-Secretary of State who reported that 
within an hour after the Ambassador's first visit on the matter a telegram had 
been sent to de Kobbe ordering him to proceed at once to Washington to 
receive instructions. The enquiry had not So far, he said, produced any evidence 
of documents having • been passed through Foreign Office bags.  Spécial  
enquiries  • were being made to determine whether de Kobbe had actually 
received payments. (The Ambassador has not yet shown to the  • SPanish 
authorities the photostatic copies of the $1000 in bills which it is knoWn de 
Kobbe did in fact receive.) 

In the rneantime the Canadian Government had learnt about Serior 
Jordana's telegram of instructions to de Kobbe to report to Washington as well 
as a telegram from de Kobbe to Sefior Cardenasm enquiring if he had any 
information and should he bring his daughter. This latter telegram almost 
certainly means that de Kobbe is as yet unaware that he is suspect and that he 
regards Sehor Jordana's message as the outcome of his repeated requests for a 
transfer which he had reason to believe would be favourably considered not 
later than February. This latter telegram was answered in the course of a 
telephone call between Sefior Cardenas and de Kobbe on January 18th when 
the Ambassador informed him that he had, as yet, no information from Madrid 
as to the meaning of de Kobbe's instructions to proceed to Washington and 
that pending the receipt of such information he, de Kobbe, had better remain 
in Vancouver. 

On January 22nd, de Kobbe received a telegram from Cardenas to the 
effect that he, Cardenas, had received instructions that de Kobbe was to return 
to Spain  as soon as possible. The Ambassador goes on to say that the S.S. 
Magallanes must leave New Orleans about February 6th and requests de 
Kobbe to inform him by wire of the date of his arrival in Washington if he 
intends to pass through that city en route to New Orleans. Immediately on the 
ticeipt of this telegram de Kobbc enquired about railway accommodations. His 
anticipated route is via Canadian Pacific to Montreal and thence to Washing-
ton. !  

The Canadian Government now proposes to tell de Kobbe (and concurrently 
Mr. Schwartz, the Spanish Consul General in Montreal will be informed): 

?(a)  that he is no longer persona grata; 
(b). that he is not to leave his apartment without notifying the R.C.M.P.; 

(c) that he should make arrangements to leave Canada at once; 

(d) ,that he will be informed later about the conditions of his departure and 

travel. 
. Before taking this action however, the Canadian Government would be glad 
to know urgently the views of the United States Government on the question of 

de Kobbe's admission into that country and the conditions under which he 

ec:uld Pass through en route to Spain. The Canadian Government would be 
- 

'"D'han Francisco de Cardenas, ambassadeur d'Espagne aux États-Unis. 

Pr. han Francisco de Cardenas, Ambassador of Spain in United States. 

2009 
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grateful if permission could be granted for de Kobbe's admission in transit in

order to board the S.S. Magallanes on February 6th in New Orleans . The

Government would also be glad to know whether his entry from Montreal and
his travelling to New Orleans via Washington'would meet the convenience of
the United 'States au thorities who will no doubt wish to keep him under

su rveillance while he is in the country. Ends .

The Foreign Office have repeated their exchanges of telegrams with Madrid.

to the United Kingdom Embassy in Washington . I think, therefore, that it
would be advisable for you to inform the Embassy that the above note is being
presented to the Department of State. • .

1247 . DEA/123 s

L'ambassadeur aux É tats-Unis '
au secrétaire 'd'Étai aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador In United States
to Secreta ry ojStatefor Exterrarl Affairs

TELETYPE WA449 Washington, Janua ry 24, 1944

IMMEDIATE ; MOST SECRET. Following for Robertson, Begins: Your EX-320'

and EX-321, Janua ry 22, de Kobbe case :
Mahoney called on Berle this, morning and handed to him most secret

memorandum' in samc wording set forth your telctypc EX-321, January 22 .

Berle was simultaneously informed fully of contents of your EX-323, Januar y

23.'
Berle said that permission would be grantcd for de Kobbe's admission~

d
United States under surveillance, while in this country, security ffi

would
arrange with F.B.I . to send a security officer to Mo n

will contact R.C.M.P. and make arrangements for su rveillance from border .

Berle further stated that for the present he desired to withhold judgement on

question of United States authorities permitting de Kobbe to sail on S.S.

Magallanes from New Orleans . Berle wishes to consult security authorities

before saying definitely' that de Kobbe will be permitted to sail on steamer

mentioned .
B ri tish Embassy will be informed this afte rnoon of action taken in this

matter. Ends.
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L ambassadeur aux États-Unis
DEA/123s

au secrétaire d'État aux Af faires extérieures
Ambassador in United Statesto Secretary of State for External AffairsTELETYPE WA-48 0

IMAtED1ATE. MOST SECRET , Following
Washington, January 25, 1944

for Robertson from Mahonéy, Begins :Our WA-449, January 24th, de Kobbe Case :
State Department now agreeable to granting permission fo

radmission in transit through United States and United States de I{obbe's
authoritiespermit him to sail on S.S. J~faga[[anes on February 6th from willEnds. New Orleans.

1249 .

MOST SECRET

lltémorandum au Premier ministre
lltemorandum Io Prime Minister

DEA/123 s

[Ottawa,] January 29, 1944

The former Spanish Consul in Vancouver arrived in Montreal yesterday anleaves for Washington this evening. He is due to sail dSpain on Februa ry 6th. from New Orleans for

The R.C.M.P. have had no difficulty so far in this case . The searchapartment was justified by the discovery of the original United States curore cl
s
ynotes (51000,) which came to him with the codes and instructions from theJapanese espionage ring in Madrid . The codes and instructions were not fohowever, und,

There has been some press enquiry about this sudden move which tookheadlines in the Vancouver papers. It has been explained, however, thatathetransfer of a consul is not a world shaking event but rather a quite normal
oceurrence and that no significance whatsoever need be attached to it.

This de Kobbc case has been an annoying and ,boW;yet. that its political importance in helping to bring Spain into line and in
e

w
a general clcan-up of her foreign se rvice will be such as to ma!corth the bother and expense .

e it well
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1250. • 	 DEA/123s 
-Extrait du télégramme du haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

. 	au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
° • 	Extract from Telegram from High Commissioner in Great Britain 

to'Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 293 	 London, February 1, 1944 • 

MOST SECRET. My telegram No. 280, January 315i,t  de Kobbc. Following is 
text of telegram dated January 29th from the British Ambassador, Madrid, to 
Forcign Office, Begins: I found Semi' RollàneeWilen he called on me this 
evening' disturbed over the action of the Canadian Governinent in placing 
Kobbè undii  policé stipCrVision. Ministry of Foreign Affaiis is niost anxious to 
avoid iinypublic scandal and I fed that wc should do soin  view of assurances 
that I have given him on behalf of his Majesty's Governments, London and 
Canada. I hope therefore that the Canadian Government will, while taking 
n<ecessary security precautions, avoid scandal and cooperate if possible with 
Spanish Consulate General,.Montreal. I informed Sefior Rolland that vee had 
evidence that Kobbc had received 1,000 dollars and told him we would let him 
have photostats supporting it. He is grateful for offer and would like evidence 
as soon ,as possible..He informed me that they had totally failed to find any 
incriminating evidence about use of Spanish bags. 

1251. DEA/123s • 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 218 Ottawa,  February 2, 1944 

MOST SECRET. Reference your No. 293 February 1st, transmitting text of Sir 
Samuel Hoare's telegram January 29th, de Kobbc. Please inform thc Foreign 
Office as follows: , • 

It is understandable that the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs is anxious 
to avoid a public scandal. We are however somewhat concerned to learn that 
the Ambassador  bas givén assurances in this  regard and we arc inclined to feel 
. 11a*t it should be made clear to the Spanish authorities that this is without 
prejudice to any action which we might find it necessary to take should•
circumstances change to warrant it. It seems to us that' the political importance 
of this case lies principally in the fact that wc arc in a position to announce the 
possession of evidence that a Spanish consular officer has received communica -

tions and funds from a Japanese espionage organisation operating through 

*Chef, département du personnel, ministare des Affaires étrangères d'Espagne. 
Head, Personnel Depanment, Foreign Minist ry  of Spain. 
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Madrid. If circumstances should arise making it desirable to make such an 
announcement it would be regrettable to find ourselves under any obligation to 
the Spanish Government not to do so. The police supervision over de Kobbe in 
Canada was in fact ;  unobtrusive and so far as we know there is here, no 
suspicion that he left the country for any reason other than a normal transfer 
from one post to another. We understand that United States police supervisiol 
will be equally discreet. , 

Insofar as the Spanish Consul General in Montreal is concerned, he was 
informed of the circumstances of the case and was told how the R.C.M.P. 
proposed to handle the matter during Kobbe's passage through Montreal. He 
gave our authorities his full co-operation and the routine laid down went 
through without incident. Kobbe is now out of Canadian jurisdiction. 

1252. 

Le premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain, 
to Under -Secretary of State for External Affairs 

MêST SECR ET 	 London, February 9, 1944 

The High Commissioner has asked me to write to you with regard to the 
developments in the Kobbe case. On receipt of your telegram No. 218 of the 
2nd February I wrote to Mr. Williams of the Foreign Office, who is dealing 
with the political aspect of this matter,. . . I enclose a copy of my letter to 
Williams' which, as you will see, closely follows the lines of your telegram 
under reference. Before your telegram was received, however, I had, on seeing 
Sir Samuel Hoare's telegram of the 29th January, spoken to the Foreign Office 
very much in the sense of your communication. 

I saw Mr. Williams again on February 4th and at that interview I told him 
that the Canadian authorities could not but feel that if, as appeared to be the 
case, the British Ambassador in Madrid had given defïnite assurances to the 
Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs that we would refrain from publicity in 
this Case while the examination was pending, he had given away a valuable 
card in the game. Mr. Williams said that he was sure that Sir Samuel Hoare 

étitild not have meant in his telegram that he had given any binding assurances 

to tlie Spaniards that there would bc no publicity, but rather that so long as the 
matter Was being followed up speedily and whole-heartedly by the Spanish e 

authorities we would agree to refrain from publicity. 
.:.:! Said* that I felt personally that we had no need to bargain with the 

bPa4lards in a matter in which we held such a strong hand. I added that the 

Note  Verbale  which Sir Samuel Hoare had presented to the Spanish 

G6vernment, and of which a copy was  sent  to you under cover of my letter of 
thé - 31st January,' had omitted any reference to the moderation of the 

Canadiai Government in not prosecuting de Kobbe in the Courts on a charge 

espionage. This point, as you will recall, was covered in paragraph 3 of the 

2013 
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instructions issued to Sir Samuel Hoare and enclosed to you under cover of the
High Commissioner's despatch No. A. 408 of the 10th December . =

I said that it' appeared .to me that the British Ambassador's Note Verbale
was milder than had been contemplated in the instructions agreed upon by the
United Kingdom and Canadian Governments . Mr. Williams said that he felt
that Sir Samuel Hoare'sNote Verbale was strongly phrased and that Mr . Eden
had also spoken very bluntly to the Duke of Alba10' about this case . He pointed
out that in • transmitting this material to the Foreign Office' the Canadian
authorities had asked that it should be brought to Mr . Eden's attention for
whatever action he might see fit to take, and he felt that in the Foreign Office
view the best possible use was, in fact, being made of the material in dealing
with the Spaniards . I replied that of course the Canadian authorities were quite
willing to leave the man on the spot, i.e ., Sir Samuel Hoare, a free hand in the
tactics he should follow in dealing with the Spanish Government regarding this
case but we felt that he should have our views

. Mr. Williams then said, as reported . in . our telegram No. 347 of to-day's
date,t that the Foreign Office would telegraph the Canadian Government's
views to Sir Samuel Hoare and would also enquire further into the nature of
the assurances which he had given to the Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs
with regard to our abstention from publicity . Despite the Foreign Office
assurances I personally remain somewhat dubious about Sir Samuel Hoare's
handling of this case and cannot resist the impression that more effective use
could have been made

Yours sincerely,
C. S. A. RITCHI E

1253. DEA/123s

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
I ~ au secrétaire d'État aux.Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britian
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 422 London, February 18, 19 4 4

MOST SECRET. Kobbe. Following is text of a telegram dated 14th February
from Sir Samuel Hoare to lhe Foreign Office in reply, to a telegram from the
Foreign Office repeated to you as my telegram No. 364 of 11 th February, t
Begtns :

' .. . .. f . . . - . . ,

Your telegram No . 165, 'paragrâph 2 . I have given the Spanish government
no assurance beyond saying the Canadian Government are averse from giving
any publicity to the matter whatsoever at present (see last sentence paragraph
2 of your telegram No . 81) ., Ends :

!"Ambassadeur d'Espagne en Grande-Bretagne .
'Ambassador of Spain in Great Britain .
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1254 . 201 5

CH/Vol' ~2120Le premier secrétaire, le ministère
des Affaires extérieures,au premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat

en Grande- BFirst Secretary, Department o retagne
to First Secretary, High

Commission
terna! Affairs,

SECRET. pERSONAL .
in Great Britain

My dear Charles,
I quite agree with Your obse rvations on the Kobbe case 'used, I think, nearly as well as it could have been

. Hoa' it has not been
he intimated that he had given assurances to the S re s telegram in which
publicity was an appeasement document if I ever paWards in the matter ofsurprised that you had drafted a letter to the Foreign Offic

e one, was not
to thi

s and
I effect even

before our reply arrived . I am sometimes sorry that w e .wide open before
Kobbe ever left Canada, as thin s ha did not break the thmg

at the time we felt sure that
a sword of Damocles was a morethe long term view than
a g e turned out, although

public sock in the eye. ore political weapon

Yours ever,

1255.

Atemorandum to Prime Min' t

Afémorandum au Premier ministr e

SECRET
r i

' The Spanish Consul General, Mr.
awa,] March 1 1, 1944

Instructions from his Foreign MinisterÇh Count Jorda on Wednesday onGôve rn
ment's appraiation of the courtesy and restraint wit h na, to convey his

case had been handled by the Canadian Government . which the Kobbe
KobbeSpain,, and the Spanish Government claims that it is now back~ in

mostsearching investigation of charges that Axis espionage agents have
beenSpanish diplomatie and co 1 ••• een using

DEA/123 s

[Ott

nsu ar facllitles.
Schwartz said that he had formed the impression in his.Kobbe during the three daÿs that the latter was in ' conversation wit h

lnnocent , Montreal, that the man was

Kobbe himsclf had maintained stoutly tha tshould be re9uated, denied even having received knew no reason why his recal l
JaPanese espionage agents, and said that the incrimin secret messages from

dollars inUnited States funds which had been found in h is at i n
g apartment i

n thousan
d Vancouver hadn received through thc mail without any~

~dl~t~ its source. covering letter which would
0""'Aj told S

chwartz that I had no doubt that the Spanish
InveStigation would establish Kobbe's guilt, but I could no m selfg

°Vernment's
y him any

Ottawa, February 21, 1944
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Dear Mr. Robertson, 
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supplementary information on the case. We had presented the evidence to the 
Spanish Government through the United Kingdom Ambassador in Madrid and 
it would only confuse procedure to use two channels.'°6  , 	. 

1256. 	• 	' 	 DEA/123s 
Le premier secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

First Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain, 	 . 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

I  am  • enclosing a copy or a letter from Roberts of the Foreign Office,' 
outlining recent developments.— or rather,  Jack  of developments — in the case 
against Kobbe. / • 

It seems perfectly clear that the Spanish authorities  have no intention of 
proceeding against Kobbe.-As long ago as last IvIarch the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs said that they would set up a special court to try the case, and now in 
December they have still not reached the stage of drawing up a statement of 
charges against him. 

I.cannot rcsist the personal  impression  that the British Embassy in Madrid 
have been lacking in vigour in thcir handling of this.case. Certainly no use 
seems to have bccn made s  of it to bring' pressure  to bear upon the Spanish 
Government in sccuring further concéssions, as was suggested in your despatch 
No. 945 of September 20th, 1943.t Meanwhile, you will have seen despatch 
No. 121 of the 7th Dicember from the Dominions Office, enclosing a note 
from the Spanish Embassy in London dated 25th October, 1944; in which the 
Duke  of  Alba coolly informs Lord Cranborne that  Don  Fernando de Kobbe y 
Chinchilla has relinquished his post of Consul in Vancouver in' order to be 
ippointed to a post in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Madrid. 

• Yours sincerely, ‘. 	• 
C. S. A. RITCHIE 

1257. 	 DEA/123s 

Le deuxième secrétalie, le haut commissariat  eni Grande-Bretagne, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• 
Second Seéretary, High Co' mmissià n in Great Britain, 

to Under-Secretary of State for'External Affairs 
• 

Note marginaleetarginal note: IGO 

OK. Mine 15-3-44. 
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With reference to Mr

. Ritchie's letter of 8th Decem bthe Kobbe case, I am enclosing a co er, 1944, concerning
Foreign Office, dated April 13th,t togetherf with a translation Garran of theNo. 131 from the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, dated n of Note Yerbale

In his letter Mr. Garran points out that the SpanishtFebruary 14th .t
Ministry of ForeignAffairs have made little real progress in their investigationsMinistry take the view that there is insufficient proof as ye treceived the microfilm codes with

into the case :`'I'he

the letter containingthe hnst uctions ininvisible ink, or if he did that these were sent to him with hl '
oreknowledge .

The Note
also' 'asks us for specific information as tn

. Whether s ~f the invisiblewriting on the letter, having been developed by the Canadian -
restored by them to invisibility before the letter was delivered. Mrthorities, was
reports a' conversation by the First Secretary of the Unite Garran also
in Madrid with Senor Rolland of the Ministry, d Kingdom Errlbass y

Mr
. Garran emphasizes the extent of Spanish obstructiveness

. It i rs the viewof the United Kingdom Embassy in Madrid tha thoping to postpone indefinitely having to send the caseaf ish Government is
Courts in order to avoid embarassing exposures which might coial before the
trial . They

suggest on the other hand that some of the de a me out at . the
due to the ill-health of Senor Rolland . Although Mr . Garr night have been
Foreign Office would be interested to see the answer to the s ec s that the
about the invisible ink requested of the Canadian aùthorities p'c question
certâtin that even with this evidence the Ministry of Foreign

they are not at allengage in a more active prosecution. Affairs would

On receipt of this letter I had a discussion with Mr
. Garran i n securing some indication as to how future steps in this case mi htl the hope o f

general policy towards Spain
. I was interested to know whethere thet UnitedKingdom Government

might be interested in pressing this case as part of thepresent policy of reminding General Franco that he was in no position to beirfavoürs
. It was not a question of receiving formal instruction from th ge ForeOffice ,
as to what Canadian policy should be in this matter, but ra therlgn

securing some informal guidance as to what steps might best conform withAllied policy. Mr. Garran. agreed to discuss the legal aspects further with the
Security experts , before communicating with me

. It now seems doubtful,however, if the Foreign Office have any clear-cut intentions on this sub'ect . l~impression is . that they take a pretty hopeless attitude towards a~ furtherProsecution
of the case because of long experience with Spanish frustrations..As de Kobbe is not likely to be very dangerous to us in the future it might seem'sca

ralyworth the effort to press the case against him further. On the otherharid,r thére arc arguments 'against allowing ' the Spaniards at : this stage' tobelieve that they can successfully get away with condoning such 'a ctivities ."1 The Forcign Office proposes, - on receiving the information re uired f rom us,t
d

tnstruct their` Embassy ~tt 'Madrid to give the ry for Foreig n
ibé`answer'they asked for about the invisible ink, and to inform themtha tA f the

rs
already have all the other information at the United Kingdom Gov ernment's
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disposal, and that the United Kingdom Government is astonished that they do 
not find it adequate and conclusive. 

Yours sincerely,•" 
J. W. HOLMES 

1258. 	 DEA/123s 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

au deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting thuler-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

Dear Mr. Holmes, 
I have your letter 'of 16th May addressed to Mi. Robertson concerning the 

Kobbe case. It is, as you say, apparent'that the Spanish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs  have no desire to make any real investigation. I note also that the 
Foreign Office apparently do not regard it as useful to expedite the correspond-
ence since the note verbale addressed to the United Kingdom Embasssyt is 
dated 14th February. 
; The particular, question asked concerninethe secret ink has been carefully 
investigated and we have received a report on the process-  by which the secret 
writing was developed. As a'result of this report, we are in a position to say 
explicity that the invisible writing was restored to invisibility by chemical 
process before being forwarded. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. E. READ 

1259: 	 • 	 DEA/123s 

Le deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 
• au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

-Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain, 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

• 
TOP SECRET . 	 . 	 - 	 London, June 22, 1945 

Dear Mr. Read, 
With ieference to your letter of 5th June concerning the Kobbe case, 1 am 

enclosing a copy of a letter of 19th June from Mr. Bromley, Secretary to Sir 

Alexander Cadogan, to Mr. Bowker of the United Kingdom Embassy in 
Madrid, conveying the report by the Canadian Government that the invisible 
writing on the letter in question  was restored to invisibility by chemical process 
before being forwarded. In this communication it is stated that neither the 
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United ' Kingdom nor the Canadian Goverment sSpanish Ministry for Foreign Affairs adequat and c End the attitude of the

onclusive .

1260.

'Le deû~ième secrétaire, le haut commissariat
en Grande -

DEA/123s

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux
Affaires extér éureBretagne

;

Second Secretary, I~lgh Commission in Great Britai
nto Under-Secretary of State f E '

" Ours sincerely,
J . W. HOLMES

TOP SECRET

rsung the case further . They would like to knowwhether the Deoartm ent . ,.e
eo u

pan~sh Ministry, but they also doubted whetherany good would co f

London, September 8, 194 5

With reference to my letter of the 22nd June to Mr
.Kobbe case, I am enclosing a copy concerning the

from Sir Victor Mallet, the United of a
Ki gdo

letter
m tAmbassa

d Mr. Bevin, dated 20th August, t
with the English and Spanish texts of a

note verbale fo or in Madrid, tother
of Foreign Affairst on this subject

. Sir Victor Malle t
from the Spanish M ge inistry

Ministry of Foreign Affairs finally decided that th~rts that the Spanish
~ase forproceeding against Senor Kobbe as they do not consider tha

t
have

an
no
at'sfactoryProof has been given that the secret message or the microfilm e

vof er reached
him

. He is to be punished only for his administrative offenc
ean

notifying his superior officers of the receipt of money having delayed
destination. The view of the United Kingdom Ambassador an unknown
Minister's attitude can only be regarded as profoundly is that the

However, he considers that in the absence of any urther conclusive
unsatisfactory .

there would seem to be no alternative but to let the matter evidence
municating this letter to me Mr

. Garran of the Western De a tmentn com-Foreign Office
stated that the Foreign Office fully shared the of the

disgust at the attitude of the Ambassador' s

or xterna! Affafrs

Dear Mr. Robertso n

, . . wAs You are aware, the recent trend of United Kingdom polic towards Sainbas$been increasingly,uncompromisin . Every p
to make theS 8 ery effort is apparently being mad eKin do pantsh authorities realise that it is not the intention of the Unitedg m Government to foJapan, rget their attitude in the course of the war with
S~Although the possibilities of securing satisfaction from th em pretty small the u Spaniards. •
Aff ~me to drop our MM laint d 11
this particular t. ' 9

est on might be asked as to whether it is desirable a t
a 11's even a minor victory Jr an a ow the Ministry of Foreign.

Yours sincerely,

J . W. HOLMES
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1261.-1 	: 	!; 	 ; 	 •:.. 	 , ; 	, 	 , 	; DEA/123s 
Le .sous-sécrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne „ 
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

TOP SECRET 	 4 „ 	 Ottawa, September 17, 1944 

Dear Mr. Holmes, • 	” 	" ' 
The position takeri by the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the Kobbe 

case as shown by your letter of the 8th September is uniatisfactry but not 
altogether ;  unexpected. The evidence would, in any reasonable interpretation, 
be rcgardcd as complete but there is obviously no means of direct proof that 
the materials in question were actually in Kobbe's hands. 

There appears to be no advantage in asking that the matter be further 
argucd with the Spanish Ministry of ; Foreign Affairs. It would, however, 
appear to be suitable that the United Kingdom Ambassador should, while 
noting the action being taken by the Spanish Ministry, state that the views held 
14P the United Kingdom and Canadian authorities on this subject remained 
unchanged. . .; . 

You  sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

1262. 	 - DEA/123s 

Le deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat  en Grande-Bretagne, 
., au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain, 
; 	to Associate Under-Secretary of  State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 12th October, 1945 

Dear Mr. Wrong, 
I 

With  reference to the case of Sefior Kobbe, this is to advise you that the 

Foreign  Office was informed in accordance with Mr. Robertson's letter to me 

;dated 17th September. 1 aril enclosing a copy of a communication sent from 
the Foreign  Office to the United Kingdom'Ambauador in Madrid. 

Yours sincerely, 
; 	J. W. HOLMES 

, 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires étrangères de Grande=Breta -à l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne en Espagne gn

e

Secretary ofState for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain.4-in Amb

No. 30 5

SECRET .
[London,] October 9,"1945

With reference to your despatch No. 13 from San Sebastian dated the 20thAugustt regarding the case
of Senor Kobbe, I have to inform you that theCanadian authorities agree that no good is likely to come from arguing the

matter further with the Spanish authorities . I shall be glad, however, if you willinform the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs that the authorities .in bothCanada and the United Kingdom take note of the Ministry's decision not topursue ' the matter - further, that they maintain the views which they have
already expressed to the Ministry and that they draw their own conclusions
regarding this further example of Spanish reluctance to take proper actionagainst an official who has obviously worked in the*interests of our enemies .

Sir,

PARTIE 17/PART 1 7

SUÈDE
SWEDEN

Le ministre de Suède
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

assa or of Great Britain in Spain ,

Minister of Sx ,eden
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

estre to direct this traffic over Canadian territory and would be happy to
make such arrangements in this respect as would meet the wishes of theC"

.' s
d'

DEA f 72-LS-4 0

Ottawa, Februacy 8, 1945

Acting upon instructions received from my Government I have the honour
to inform you that I have been authorised to enter into negotiations for an
arrangement between Canada and Sweden regarding recip rocal rights forPassage and landing in connection with civilian air traffic.

An agreement has recently been reached between Sweden and the United
States for civilian air traffic between the two countries . The Swedish Airlinesd .

na lan Government.1!'~
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•The traffic would take place over the Northern route (Ireland — 
Newfoundland or Labrador — Canada). In case of adverse climatic conditions 
during a few Months of the  year  it might be necessary to rely upon a route 
Scotland — New* foundland or a more southern  route  (Ireland — the Azores — 
Newfoundland), butin  such case it is not contemplated to take up traffic or 
mail by the Swedish line from Great Britain and there would be no competition 
with a Canadian line or the Southcrn Atlantic route. 

An arrangement confirming the two freedoms agreement"» in the relation 
between Canada and Sweden would be acceptable to the Swedish Government. 

Accept  etc.  
PER WLIKNIAN 

1264. 	 DEA/72-LS-40 
Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, le ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by First Secretary, Department of External Affairs 

[Ottawa,' February 10, 1945 

CANADA-SWEDEN AGREEMENT 

At the conclusion of the Canada-United States aviation discussions in New 
York  ' Mr. Baldwinm told me that Mr. Howe did not think it necessary to 
negotiate an agreement with Sweden for rights of commercial entry. He 
thought that we should not go beyorid the first two freedoms. 

1 told the Swedish Minister that we did not want to go beyond the first two 
freedoms (he had already said in a previous conversation that he thought his 
government did not care much one way or the othcr whether rights of 
commercial  entry were granted) and pointed out that we could either let the 
matter be takcn care of by the two freedoms agreement or enter into a Canada-
Sweden agreement specifically granting the two freedoms. Mr. Wijkman 
suggested that a separate agreement would be preferable, and 1 said that we 
would be glad to have the Swedish Government submit a draft of the sort of 
agreement they had in mind. After making a somewhat half-hearted effort to 
gct us to do the drafting, he agreed to prepare something. He is now awaiting 
instructions from Stockholm and we may expect to hear from him in the near 
future. 

[R. M. MACDONNELLJ 

•elloir Canada. Recueil des eels, 1944, N• 36. 
See Canada, Treaty Series, 1944. No. 36, 	•  

"Voir les documents  297.98./Sec Documents 297.98. 	, 
"John  R. Baldwin, membre, secrétariat du Cabinet et président, Comité interministériel sur la 

politique du transport aérien. 
John R. Baldwin,  Member, Cabinet secretariat and Chairman. Interdepartmental Committee 
on Air Transport Policy. 
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1265.

Le Minisl de
au secrétaire d "État aux Affaires extérieures

to Secretary forÉ den
External Affairs

DEA/72-LS-4 0

Ottawa, April 12, 1945

your reply thereto accepting
the p opo als shall beo

vernment, this note andrecord the understanding
arrived at between the two Gove nrmerts .s placing on~{ . .

Accept etc .

If this proposal is acctptab1e t h eir relations with each other. `

With reference to negotiations
which have recently tarepresentatives of the Swedish

and Canadian Governments ken place betweentransport, I have the honour to propôse on behalf of my Gov~ncerning civil aireffect from April 12, 1945, and until the coming into forc ment that, with
and Canada of the International Air Se rvices Transit Agreement, Sweden
Chicago on December 7, 1944, the provisions of the Internationa l

rrient, done at
Transit Agreement shall be accepted

by the Swedish and Air Services
ments as binding obligations upon them in th ' Canadian Govern-

PER WIJKMA N

DEA/72-LS-40
.i ,. .q Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre de Suède

Secretary ofState for External Affairs to Minister of Sweden
No. l0

n erstand i ng arnved at between the two Governments .

Governme set f orth in your note is acceptable to the Canadiannt and it is agreed that your note and this repl shall be re arded aPlacing on record the u d • Y g s

. ~ e ,'proposal

Ottawa, April 12, 194 5

I have the honour
to refer to your note of April 12 making a proposal withregard to the acceptance by the Swedish and Canadian ents of theInternational Air Se rvices Transit Agreement.t h ■ "1

Accept etc.
N. A . ROBERTSO N

for the Secretary of Stat e
for External Affairs -
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PARTI  18/PART 18 
VENEZUELA 

1267. 

PERSONAL 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 371 
• ' 	• 	• 	 ' 

L'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne au Venezuela 
au sous-secrétaire d'État -aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of Great Britain in Venezuela 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Caracas, September 27, 1944 

dear Robertson', 
With réference ,to Your perso.  nal letter of August 29th,t 1 ,  have now 

presentéd .my j çirdentials and have  had a.little time in which to settle down in 
my entirely new surroundings. ; 

,You know how -keen 1 am, in the absence of a Canadian representative, to do 
everything possible to help Canadian interests, and even at thc risk of your 
crediting me with an excess of zeal' I think I should tell you privately that 1 am 
not entirely happy with the state of relations between this country and Canada. 
There is a great potential' market here for , British Commonwealth goods and 
services, which is being gradually collared by the Amciicans, who arc making a 
big drive just now. The President of Nenezuela was, 1 gather, morc hurt by the 
delay and the eventual failure of his 'suggestion to visit Canada early this year, 
than the official dèsjiatches tend to show. No Venezuelan has raised this point, 
but this is what I gather from reliable informants. The President was done 
proud by the United States Government, and his hospitable reception by the 
Ameriéans is beginning to produee good • dividends in the way of post-war 
orders, and I, am just a little apprehensive that ,Canada may awake to the 
situation too late. There is not even a Canadian Tradc Commissioncr resident 
heir,  and  it is difficult for one man to cover this country from Colombia. 
Perhaps for various good reasons Canada is not particularly interested in trade 
with this country, and if so I hope you will ignore this letter. 

" 	• 	 Yours sincerely, 	• 1- 	• 
E. OciL■ey.  FORBES 

• 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 371 
;'4t * — 	 ° 

Lê 	ecrétaire d'État (lux' Affaires extérieures 
à  l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne au Venezuela  

.Under7Secretary of State/or External Affairs 
io Ainbdsscidor of Great Britain in Venezuela 

PERSONAL * " 	 " 	 Ottawa, October 14, 1944 

My dear Sir George: 
Thank you for your personal note of September 27th commenting on 

relations between Canada and Venezuela, which you feel are not entirely 

1268. 
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satisfactory at the present time. I am sorry to learn that our inability to extend 
an invitation to the President of Venezuela to visit Ottawa during his visit to 
the United States had left behind a certain soreness. Unfortunately, the hint 
that  an  invitation would be welcome came at a time when our parliament was 
jtist beginning 'its session, and the Prime Minister and senior members of the 
Cabinet wère ■,ery Much, preoccupied with the necessary preparations for it. 
When  the itrain of the European war is over, there may perhaps be an 
opportunity when you can advise us of the visit of some senior figure in the 
Venezuelan administration tà the United States, whôm you would Conside'r it 
helpful for us to invite to Ottawa. 

I note alio your reference to the possibility of a considerable market for 
goods from the British Commonwealth in Venezuela, and the current success' 
of the American drive for that market. I have been looking up our trade figurés 
with Venezuela, and find that, within the last three years, our  imports have 
ranged between six and nine millions of dollars, while our exPorts have declined 
from' almost S1,750,000.00 in 1941 to approximately $750,000.00 in 1943: 
Shipping difficulties and the strain upon our industrial resources of wartime 
production have, of course, operated adversely against us in the Latin 
American market, as they have for the United Kingdom. Yet there is no doubt 
that Catiadian manufacturers are interested in the prospects for postwar . trade 
in Latin America, and I shall pass on to the proper officials in Trade and 
Commerce your comments on the opportunities for us in Venezuela. 

I appreciate your interest in things Canadian, and will be gla.d to hear from 
you further from time to time on such topics as you think would be of 
significance to us. 

Yours sincerely, 
[N. A. ROBERTSON] 

PARTIE 19/PART 19 

YOUGOSLAVIE 
YUGOSLAVIA 

2025 

1269. DEA/7805-40 

• 	Le chargé d'affaires de Yougoslavie 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires of Yugoslavia 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

- 	 Ottawa, December 8, 1945 

order ofmy Government, I have the honour to inform the Government of ,- 

tL__bAPprninion of Canada that the Yugoslav Constituent Assembly, at its first 

ineetin held in Belgrade on November 29th, 1945, has proclaimed Yugoslavia 
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a Republic,' and that the ° ofGcial : name of the state will be the Federative
Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia .

On December'1st, the ,Yugoslav Constitutent Assembly, formed by both
houses ; the Federal Assembly and the Assembly of Nations, passed an Act
creating a Praesidium, which besides other executive functions, will represent
inside and outside the country the ' sovcrcignty of the nation and the Federative
Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia .

The Constituent Praesidium is composed of a" Chairman, ' six Vice-
Chairmen, two Secretaries and a maximum of thirty members .

The Constituent Praesidium appoints Ambassadors, Ministers Plenipotenti-ary and Envoys Extraordina ry to foreign countries upon ' the recommendation
of the Federal Government, and also receives credentials and letters of recall of
diplomatic representatives from foreign countries .

Once the Constituent Assembly has accomplished its functions and changed
to a regular parliament (Skupatina), the Praesidium will act as praesidium of
the regular Assembly.

The Constituent Praesidium was elected as follows : President : Ivan Ribar,
former . President of the . Provisory Assembly; Vice-Chairmen ; Mota Pijade,
Filip Lakus, Josip Rus, Djura Pucar, Dimitri Vlahov and Marko Vujacic ;
Secretary; Mile Pcrunicic.

$ I avail etc. ,
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1270. = DEA/7805-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne
au secrétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieure s

High Commissioner In Great Britain
to Secretary ojState for External Affairs

TEt.EORAtit 3698 London, December 18, 1945
. • .

My telegram No. 3673 of December 17th; ; recognition of Yugoslav
Republic. .. ` ~ . I

I . We now learn that United States Government has decided to attach
provisos to its recognition of Yugoslav Republic but that United Kingdom will
accord recognition with no strings attached. Detailed information is being
included in Dominions Office tclegraml you should rec e ive tomorrow .

2. I feel strongly that no possible good would be se rved by attaching
conditions which would merely alienate further the sympathies of a Govern-
ment which there seems no reason to doubt has carried out the will of the
majority of the people in proclaiming a Republic . Wilgress, who has been
informe& of the difference in United States and United Kingdom intentions,
urges without hesitation that Canadiari Government should recognize Republic
without conditions is promptlyas possible.
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1271.

No. 13

Sir,

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresau chargé d affaires de Yougoslavie
Secretary of State for ExternalAffairsto Chargé d'Affaires of Yugoslavia

DEA/7805-4 0

Ottaw a-~s December 24, 194 5

I have the honour to acknowledge your note No
. 585 of Decemberyou inform the Government of Canada that thÉ Y1 o ecember 8th i n

Assembly meeting in Belgrade on November 29th~ g9slav45Constituent
Yugoslavia a Republic with the official name of ',the Federat

i'
proclaimed

Republic of Yugoslavia
. Due note has been taken of "this act vePeoples'

Constituent Assembly and of the supplementary infôrmation of the Yugoslavnote. , conveyed in your

Accept etc.

N . A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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Metion intérieure. 764-5. 76940- 782'3 ; 
edésaccord su sujet de veto, 7874; discus- 

1, don des proposition de Dumbanon Oaks, 

699, 709-16, 732-47; position et représen-
tation, 596-615; reconnaissance des répu-
bliques soviétiques, 1940-7; vote multiple, 
742-3 

politique commune : désavantages, 1189-91; 
discours de Lord Halifax, 1171-4, 1180-1, 
1185-6 

propositions de Dumbarton Oaks : discussion, 
699, 709-16, 732-47 

relations : analyse de la Grande-Bretagne, 
1177-80, 1182-3; en tant que bloc, 323-9, 
699, 731; réaction du Canada, 1182-91; 
rôle, 1174-6, 1186-7 . 

télécommunications : Conférence des Bermu-
des sur télécommunications, 1296-1307; 
Conférence de Londres sur télécommuni- . 
cations, 1276-8, 1290-7; Conseil des com- 
munications, 1268-9, 1273-81, 1296-1300; 
discussion proposées avec les États-Unis, 
1267-76, 1290, 1298-1300; politique, 1269- 
74, 1276, 1281-7; réorganisation proposée, 
1269-90 

CONFÉRENCE DE BRETTON WOODS, 45, 48-61 

CONFÉRENCE INTERALLIÉE SUR LE CONTRÔLE 
DU TRANSPORT MARITIME, 271-81 

CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE SUR L'AVIA-
TION CIVILE:  voir AVIATION CIVILE 

CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE SUR LE 
TRAVAIL:  26e session, 1085-8, 1096, 1100-1; 
27e session, 1101, 1107-9  

CONSEIL DES MINISTRES DES AFFAIRES 
ÉTRANGÉRES (Moscou), 1051, 1981, 1986 

CONSEIL DE SÉCURITÉ DES NATIONS UNIES:  
association des États non-membres dans les 
accords dc mise en application, 621, 627, 
641-51, 655, 673, 676-8, 716-7, 739-40, 756- 
7, 761-4, 768-9, 776, 779, 781-2, 784; mem-

bres non permanents, 588-9, 614, 640, 650, 
652, 654, 669, 680-4, 689-90, 694, 701-2, 
741, 754, 756, 780, 816, 867, 870-1, 902; 
procédure de vote, 648, 650, 655, 670-4, 711, 
740- 1, 748, 756, 776; organismes spécialisés, 

802, 816-7, 832-3, 858-9; paix et sécurité, 

578, 582-3, 591, 594, 623-4, 649, 663, 757, 
880-1: pouvoirs et responsabilités, 616-21, 

626-7, 630, 710-11, 775-6, 900; procédure, 

756, 802, 846-7, 857-8, 873, 889-90; tutelle, 

715, 768, 774, 779, 855, 859-60, 873, 898; 

veto, 621, 648, 652, 655-6, 658-63, 670-4, 

736,780-1,  787-91, 901 
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CONSEIL INTERNATIONAL DU BLÉ:  négocia- 
tions sur les prix 1118-39; désir d'adhésion de 

, 
 

l'Union soviétique, 1121 , 

CONVENTION DE LONDRES, 1728, 1733, 1737 

CONVENTION RELATIVE AUX PECHERILS DES 
GRANDS LACS l741-8I750-5  

• 
COUR INTERNATIONALE DE JUSTICE 

- discussions, 638-9,713,  780, 796-7, 860, 873 
Statut (version préliminaire) : Comité de 

juristes; 904-5; note de la.réunion, 906-12; 
juridiction (Article 36), ' 910-12, 915-20; 
modification (Article 69).921 

CRÉDITS À L'EXPORTATION:  I la BtlgiqUe, 
185-6;à la Chine, 237-40; à liFrancr„ 208-9, 

•214-25; Loi sur les assurance'', 164-5; à la 
Grèce, 254-6; à la Norvège, 202-8; aux Pays-
Bas et aux Indes néerlandaise, 175-83, 208-9; 

la Tchécoslovaquie, 161-9; à l'Union sovié-
tique. 151. 156-8, 208-9; vues sur les préts 
immobilisés, 152-5 

CUBA: approvisionnements de blé, 1831-24 
protection des intéréts financiers, 1833-6 

D " 

DECLARATION D'OGDENSBURG, 1535,  1611 

DÉCLARATION DE MOSCOU, 1925 

DÉCLARATION DE WASHINGTON SUR L'ENER-
CHE'ATOMIQUE, 1018-20 . 

DÉCLARATION DEYALTA, 1979-85 

DÉFENSE 
Comité des problèmes d'apres-guerre : voire 

' la liste alphabétique 
États-Unis 

Accord •KnoCk for Knocks, 1520-1, 1524- 

: Accord Rush-Bagot, 1530-3 
Accord sur les services aériens militaires, 

* 1500-3 
Commission penrunenti canado-arriéri- 

' caine de défense (CPCAD), 1432, 1438- 
, 42, 1478-9, 1530-3; 1547.* 1552, 1555, 

• 1557. 1564, 1566, 15744613 ,  1622: 33e 
- 

 
recommandation,  1440-2:1447, 1492 

disposition du matériel excédentaire, 1432- 

juridiction sur le personnel militaire. 1408- 
12 

, Nord-Ouest du Canada : acquisition dc 
terres, 1414-6, 1428-9. 1442-8; installa-
tions aériennes, 1403, 1412-4, 1417-20, 
1423-31, 1449 - • . 

projet Canol : accord avec Imperial Oil, 
, 1467-8, 147$-6; nature du problème. 

1454-60; propositions des États-Unis, 
1481-91; réserves stratégiques, 1461-3, 

• • 1468-9 
relations après la guerre : bases militaires 

outre-mer, 1616-7; évaluation, 1533-40, 
1542-88; importance du Nord-Ouest du 

' Canada pour la défense continentale, 
1574-95, 1602-4; nouvelles influences, 
1534-7, 1540-6, 1567-73; politique 
canadienne de défense, 1567-73; relation 
avec la sécurité mondiale, 1549-51, 

1 . 	1554, 1556, 1566 
• • Grande-Route de l'Alaska, 1493-1500 

forces Militaires pendant l'après-guerre, 24-6; 
fonctions dc l'occupation en Europe, 26-7 

planification de l'après-guerre : avec Ic 
• Commonwealth, 23, 1240-67; avec les 

États-Unis, 1536-1613; avec la Grande-
Bretagne, 19-21 

' 	E 

ELDORADO MINING AND SMELTING, 1052-3 

EMPLOI : et commerce après la guerre. 92 - 8: 
conférence proposée, 118-20 

ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE 
Comité conjoint politique, 959, 969-70. 995- 

1002, 1009-10, 1018-9, 1042-9; comité de 

rédaction, 1043-4, 1048, 1053-4, 1064-7, 
1079-84; les membres, 959, 1071 

Déclaration de Washington. 1018-20,  1049- 

• 51; discussions, 1002-5, 1019 • 26 
développement ci contrôle : participation 

canadienne, 1000-1, 1006-11, 1016, 1019 - 
,' •  32. 1041-3; projet de Chalk River, 976, 

* 1019-20 
échange de renseignements. 1011-16, 1023. 

. 1042-3, 1062. 1065-6; projet de réacteur à 

l'eau lourde, 962-6. 1019-20; unité de 

recherches de Montréal. 960-3, 1019-20 
Fiducie conjointe chargée de développement. 

- 967-71, 1018-20, 1041-7, 1051-4, 1071-3: 

adhésion, 967-71, 1041-8, 1053. 1071: 

• projet d'une note d'accord, 1080-3; refonte 

• de la Déclaration de fiducie, 1054, 1062 ,  

1064-7, 1071-3, 1079-84 

s 



rencontre des ministres aux Affaires étrangè .res (1110scou) . 1051 ; et Commissio natomique 1073-4uranium
: approvisionnement, 968-71, 1041-

8, 1051-4, 1071-3, I0 8 3-4 ; contrôle desgisements, 1041-3
; fourniture à l'Unionsoviétique, 983- 4

utilisation 3 des fins pacif'iques,1041-2 1030-I,

ENTRÉE DIXON, 1763-7 1

ESPAGNE : activités
du consul . à Vancouv,2008-21 Cr.

ÉTATS-UNI SISAccord R
aviatio n

services aériens. 4 84-6, 500-8; Conférenceinternationale sur l'aviation civile, ► -oir la• '!'Ste olpl~Q~trque, opposition au contrôle~ international, 348, d50, 45 2-62 ; proposi-tions d'cntrctiens bilatéraux, 32 1- 9, 337-9,3 5 8-652 9 393-8 ; transport aérien interna-0 1a18 ;

alphabétiqu e

Bassin du fleuve Columbia, 1761-2Comit é mixte internationale : voir la; 4
Commission de l'énergie

Nations Unies 1074
atomiquc

liste

~ 6Commission permanent ede défense rmanente canado-américain e(CPCAD), ►bir DtFt:~st,É tats-Uniscoopération économiqu e
Comités conjoints économiques, 1618-22 ;conversion des industries de guerre,1650-8; impôt de guerre sur l'échange,1638-65; Préférence de tarifs. 1660-5;ritto nflPRlww/ J_ .va Vl a nue, 1666-80;restriction da impo

~

rt
~

ations . 1660-5;5 .
. tra~~i f

l

1 ~w ___!__J`___3
.~ .-_ _

Plan dé d - - - ~.' . . .•, l~, 1 oa 1 -vu1665-6 ~ccntralisation. 1644-9. 165 1- 5 ,
~- restriction des exporta,

1610-5. 1657-64
on:, 0044-1, politi-

Rf ~ue au phoque cn r"gion pélagiquc. 1756-
c&e du Pa

1763 .7 t cirque : ligne de démarcation .
dffense -

accord aKnock fo
30 . , r Knock ., 1520-1 . 1524-~ i

A~d :ur 1C31~012 urv~ aériens militaires, ExtRf ~

t~~~difett,e it cnse (crCAD) : voir

~E ORtt.~ soviétique, 1937-
~ Commission " Pcrmanente canadaamé ri -

r : po)itiqu P

~if~ pine ; de Ait-
nos
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disposition du matériel excédentaire, 1432-4 1
énergie atomique

: entretiens à Moscou,,1051, 107 0
forces militaires pendant~ l 'Europe, 26-7 après-guerre,fonctions de il occupation ' en"

juridiction sur le personnel militair
e12 , 1408-

Nord-Ouest du Canada
: acquisitionterres, 1414-6, 1428-9,,1442-8 de

tions aériennes, 1403, 1412,' 1417-27,1430-1,1449 -
planification de l'après-guerre : avec leCommonwealth 23, 1240-67

; avec leCanada, 1536-1613
; avec la Grande-Bretagne, 19-21, 2 3

projet Canol
: accord avec Imperial Oil,

1467-8, 1457-6
; nature du problème,1453-60

; propositions des États-Unis,
1481-91

; réserves stratégiques, 1461-3,
1467- 9

relations après la guerre
: bases militaires

outre-mer, 1616-7
; évaluation, 1533-40,1542-88

; importance du Nord-Ouest du
Canada pour la défense continentale,
1574-95, 1602-4

; nouvelles influences,
1534-7, 1540-6

; politique canadienne de
défense, 1567-73

; relation avec la sécu-
rité mondiale, 1549-51, 1554, 1556,
156 6

Route de l'Alaska, 1493-1500fleuve Fraser, 1734- 6
pèches : conse rvation, 1730-4; Convention

relative aux pêcheries des Grands-Lacs,► •oir la liste alphabétique: domaines d'inté-rét, 1730-I ; énoncé d,. politique par les
États-Unis, 1731-5 ; exclusion 1148-50 ;précédents ,touchant le contrble, 1731-4 ;problèmes dans 1'At ► antique Nord-Ouest,
1725-9 ; questions juridiques 1731-4 173 89 , , -

politique commerciale : discussions, 70-7 8règlements tinanciers : accord sur les chan-
gcs, 1690-s ; soldes en dollars, 1696-8 ; prêt-
bail, 1698-170 8

Traité d'extradition, 1774-8 1
uranium : approvisionnemert, 968-71, 1041-

8, 1051-4; contrôle des gisements, 1041-3;
Déclaration de fiducie, 1071-3, 1080-4 ;
Eldorado ,lüning and Smelting, 1052-3
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F 

FIDUCIE CONJOINTE CHARGÉE DU DÉVELOPPE-
MENT:  VOIR ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE 

FLEUVE FRASER, 1734-6 

FONDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL 
conférences : Atlantic City, 45-48: Bretton 

Woods, 46, 48-62 déclaration recomman-
dant l'établissement, 37-41 proposition 
d'établissement, 31; propositions de transi-
tion, 34-37,48; quotas, 33 

FRANCE:  accord commercial, 219-23; biens au 
Canada, 1852-7; et Commission de l'énergie 
atomique, 1073. 1076; crédits à l'exportation, 
208-25; Général de Gaulle, 1867-8: gouver-
nement du Canada à titre d'agent d'achat, 
225-7; réglements financiers, 1841-51, 1859- 
60, 1862-3, 1865-7; retour des navires fran-
çais. 1840-1. 1851-2, 1861-4; témoignages au 
procès des dirigeants de Vichy, 1837.8,  1861, 
1864-5; vote multiple, 725 

G 

GOOSE BAY,  385.389. 392-3 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE: au comité directeur de 
la Commission préparatoire 'des Nations 
Unies, 802-5, 832-3: commerce entre le 
Canada et la zone sterling. 1316-20. 1340-54, 
1387-8, 1392-9; à la Conférence internatio-
nale sur l'aviation civile, 448-61;  et énergie 
atomique, 1061. 1074-6; entretiens avec les 
États-Unis sur l'aviation civile, 371-2;  et  
Irlande, 1382-3; planification de la défense, 
19-21; et projet de loi sur la citoyenneté, 
1309-15; relation avec le Commonwealth, 
117643; services aériens du Commonwealth, 
379,  392-5, 404, 406-8, 474-9; transfert au 
Canada de matériel du prét-bail. 1698-1725; 
vote multiple à l'Assemblée générale, 726-7 

GR ÈCE: crédits à l'exportation, 254-6; élec-
tions, 1868-9 

GROENLAND: intéréts, 1869-74; rôle des États-
Unis. 1870-2 

GUERRE ATOMIQUE:  contrôle. 977-8, 985-95 ,  
1005-18, 1023-4.1026-31  

II 

HONGRIE:  attitude de l'Union soviétique après 
la guerre, 1958 . 

1 

IMMIGRATION 
chinoise : disposition d'exclusion, 1811-4, 
• 1817-29; projet de traité, 1825-7 
attitude du public, 1224, 1228 
discussions du Commonwealth, 1229-39 
politique, 1223 

INDE : envoi de don du blé 1354-9 

INDES ORIENTALES:  modalités de crédit, 174-
S  

IRLANDE:  CORMIerCe d'après-guerre. 1381; 
exclusion des discussions du Commonwealth. 
409-11, 444; exemption du service militaire, 
1377-8; et la Grande-Bretagne, 1382-3; 
relations diplomatiques avec l'ennemi, 1359- 
77 

ITALIE : admission aux Nations Unies, 787, 790 

LIBERTÉS:  de l'aviation civile, 292-3 

MAIN D'OEUVRE : mouvement du, 1623-43 

MARINE MARCHANDE 
Conférence interalliée sur le contrôle du 

transport maritime, 270-80; contrôle 
pendant l'après-guerre, 264-9; liquidation 
des surplus, 282-90 

crédit à l'exportation à Ming Sung lndustrial 

Corporation, 243, 245 
United Maritime Council, 275 
United Maritime Executive Board, 271-3, 

275-7; nominations, 280; résolutions, 282-4 

MEXIQUE 
accords : commerce, 1877-80. 1883. 1887- 8; 

possibilité de nation la plus favorisée, 
1887-8; transport maritime, 1881-2,  1884-

3,  1887-8 
crédits, 1886; expansion des marchés à, 1888- 

91; service de transport maritime,  1888; 

situation économique d'après-guerre, 



1874-7
; à titre de membre non permanent

du Conseil de sécurité. 869 .7 0

MING SUNG INDUSTRIA L

crédit
â l'ex CORPORATION .

time, 243. 2 ,POrtation pour le transport mari'
MOYEN-ORIENT : évaluation de l al'Union soviétique. 1937• Position de
chandisea du • Indice des mar-2~1 centre d'approvisionnement ,

N

NATIONS
UNIES (ORGANtSATIOV)adhésion . 650, 710, 770-1• 8 21 .3• 827Assemblée générale : ►bir laque liste clphabéti-

budget et finan ces, 802. 807, 839, 841, 8 45,848-50, 861, 887•8, 893• 5Charte : pendant les entretiens prfliminaires,
666-8, 702-3, 723-4, 735 ,' Francisao. 755. 760, 762-5. 769, 771, 78Sn6.789-97

Comité exécutif de la Commission prépara .rc : Objet . 792, Procédure, 798-801 •rapport e 0 . --Commission ~ ...•_ . . %',
o

J 1-0 3

--objet. 792. P
f ~ratoire : délégation. 864-8;. rapport . 895-902Commonwea lth : Grande Bretagne comm eporte-pa 10111:~ 598-622, 699, 730-2, 1192-7Conseil de sécurisé : s,ar la liste olpl,obfri-Q1/t

Conseil économique et social.
757-9, 773-4,780-1 # 834, 858-9. 867, 869, 902dflfgations

: 1 San Francisco, 749-50; a ucomité directeur de la Commission prépa .ratoire, 79g@ 81 5• 8 62-3
; 3 la Commissionpréparatoire 864-8; rapports, 851-6 3discussions sur l'objet : pendant les entretiensr' ` 7Pré liminairs. S9p-629; 3 San Francisoo-

- Dumbanon Oaks : discuuion da_ . :t~• 6 0-1~ 682• S18 ; 728-47** 9 688-90, 696-7Ô0ro70St.
revue darku n ion, 63 rapports sur la0

gnnda Pu t"a" : consultation, 764, 808,836, 897• 8
juridiction intErieurr~, 764-3, 769, 782- 3'~yennes et pctita puiz:anas : rble. 580,619. 639~ 633, 702, 704- 5~~iques. 780, 874-s9wrtier tenéfil l• 695-6, 7139 801 .~` 841•2, 833862, 8 7159103, 898 : 901•2 4, 876-9, 88/~18 887,
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questions juridiques
: problèmes, 777.9 ;situation, 752- 4

secrétaire général, 752-3, 819, 827-9, 837841-2,900
secrétariat, 752-3, 759_60

«
° '854,860-1 .873,880-2, 885?897

'805,- 829,
Société des Nations, 80 1

862, 874, 898; ' 805-8 ; 812, 855,
que, 805, 898' attitude de l'Union soviéti-, 1925-6 ; liquidation, 1112-8

NouvELLE-ZgLANDE
: accord sur la doubleimposition, 1384-7, 1389-91

; disposition de la
Charte des Nations Unies sur la juridiction
intérieure, 764, 767, 782-3

; participation des
non-membres aux décisions du Conseil de
sécurité, 760-1 politique d'importation, 138

7
NORVÈGE : acco rd sur le crédit à l'exportation,202-7

O

OACI PROVISOIRE : voir AVIATI ON CIVILE

ORGANISATION DU TRAVAIL : admisond'anciens états ennemis, 1104-6; attitude desÉtats-Unis, 1103-4 ; attitude de l'Unionsoviétique, 812, 827, 1103-4 ; modification dela constitution, 1108 ; relation avec lesNations
Unies, 802, 807-8, 873, 901, 1103-4

ORGANISATION
DES NATIONS UNIES POUR

L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE, 922-
31

P

PALESTitiE
: revue du Livre blanc de 1939,1895-1910
; réaction au Canada, 1901-6 ;

considérations pour l'après-guerre, 1906-1 0
PAYS-13AS : crédits à l'exportation, 178-83,208-9 ; paiement de biens et services fournis àl'Armée canadienne, 1892-5; paix etsécurité ; proposition pour un Comité perma-nent, 838, 872

P[CHES : conse rv ation, 1730-4, 1736-41, 1748-
50; Convention de Londres, 1725-9, 1733,
1737 ; Convention sur les pécheries des
Grands Lacs, 1741-8, 1750-5; fleuve Fraser,1734-6; problèmes de l'Atlantique Nord-
Ouest, 1725-9; réglementation, 1731-4
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POLITIQUE commerciale, 84-90, 99-106 - 
d'après-guerre: réorganisation des ministè-

, 	res, 1930-3 .• 
économique, 78-9; à la réunion dcs premiers 

. 	ministres du Commonwealth, 82-4; discus- 
sions sur la politique financière et commer-

; 	ciale, 111-8 	' 	• 
. financière : discussion entre les États-Unis et 

la Grande-Bretagne, 111-8 	' 

POLOGNE: admission de certaines catégoriel 
; d'immigrants, 19224; asile, 1915-7: biens à 
• Londres, 1921-2; évaluation de l'attitude de 

l'Union soviétique, 1953-61; personnel mili-
taire, 1912-4; reconnaissance des gouverne-
ments, 1910-1, 1915-20 ; 

RÈGLEMENTS FINANCIERS: avec lai États. 
Unis, 1696-1712; avec la France. 1841-51, 
1859-60, 1862-3. 1865-7; avec les Pays-Bas, 
1892-5 ; 

RÉPARATIONS: Commission, 1983; à l'Union 
4 soviétique, 1926, 1930 	* 

, 	• 	 . 
RÉUNION DE DUMBARTON OAKS : communi-

qué, 657-8; impasse, 660-4; publication de 
l'accord. 657-9. 665; rapports, 63643. 645-9. 
655-6; réglements de la paix, 17; vote  multi- 
ple à l'Assemblée générale, 726-7 

RÉUNION DES MINISTRES DES AFFAIRES 
ÉTRANGÈRES (MOSCOU), 1051;  et Commis-
sion de l'énergie atomique. 1073-4 

ROUMANIE: évaluation de l'attitude de l'Union 
soviétique, 1957 

î ; 

SAN FRANCISCO : Conférence des Nations 
Unies, 747-97 

SOCIÉTE DES NATIONS, 801, 805, 8 1 2,' 862, 
874. 898; attitude de l'Union soviétique, 805, 
859, 1925-6; liquidation, 1112-8 • 

SUÉDE: membre des Nations Unies, 886 

; 

TARIFS: discussions avec les États-Unis, 70-78; 
préférences. 66. 105. 10; réduction, 62-5 

Tai Écost.ovnQuiE : accord corilmercial, 
1836-8; évaluation de l'attitude de l'Union 
soviétique, 1953-61; modification de l'accord 
sur le crédit à l'exéortation, 162-7 

TERRE-NEUVE 
pèches : conservation, 1730; dans l'Atlan- 

• tique Nord-Ouest; 1725-9; définition *des 
domaines d'intérêt, 1730-1; réglements, 

• 1731-4 

TRAITÉ D'EXTRADITION:  avec les  États-Unis, 
1774-81 

TRANSPORT MARITIME : crédit à l'exportation 
à Ming Sung lndustrial Corporation, 243, 
245: voir égaiement MARINE MARCIIANDE 

UKRAINE : admission aux Nations Unies, 717 - 
24, 730. 738 

• . 
UNESCO: Conférence, 931, 944; Constitution. 

937-8; contribution financière à la recons-
truction , de l'enseignement. 940-2, 957-8; 
délégation, 935. 943-4; juridiction provin-
ciale, 935-6; révision des propositions préli-
minaires, 934-7 -4. • • ; 

UNION PANAMÉRICAINE, 1146-58 
conférences : ,Chapultapec. 1159-60; com-

munications radio, 1161-70 
relations. 1146-7 

UNION SOVIÉTIQUE 	- 
Alliance anglo-soviétique, 1935, 1959 
après-guerre : politique, 1948-70, 1979 -90; 

problèmes, 1925-7, 1979-90; situation, 
* 1979-85, 1998-2001 

comité directeur de la Commission prépara-
toire, 798, 805, 809-10, 851-63 

Conseil des ministres des Affaires étrangères 
(Londres), 2000 

Conseil des ministres des Affaires étrangères 
(Moscou), 1051, 1981, 1986 

crédits à l'exportation, 148, 157. 208-9 
échange de renseignements. 1941-3, 1945, 

1947; sur la bombe atomique, 1978 -9, 

1991-3, 1996-7 
espionnage :affaire Gourenko, 1975-9, 1990 - 

1. 1997-8; activités aux États-Unis, 2002 - 3 

Inscription des  citoyens au Canada, 1993 - 6, 

2001-2. 2006-8 

- 
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UNITED MARITIME EXECUTIVE BOARD, 271- 
3, 275-7, 280, 282-4; voir également MARINE 
MARCHANDE 

VENEZUELA : possibilités de commerce, 2024 

YALTA, DÉCLARATION DE, 1979-85 

YOUGOSLAVIE: évaluation de l'attitude de 
l'Union soviétique, 1953-62; établissement de 
la république, 2025-7 

• 

INDEX 

et les Nations unies 
Conseil de sécurité : membres non perma-

nents, 701; procédure de vote, 646, 648, 
670; participation de non-membres, 781; 
veto, 641-2, 646, 648, 652, 781 

objectifs de guerre, 1933-40, 1943; et la 
Déclaration de Washington, 1037, 1049-51 

questions économiques et sociales : exclusion 
de la Charte des Nations Unies,  642, 646, 
648; planification internationale, 1963-4 

réparations, 1926-7, 1929-30, 1983 
républiques constituantes : modifications 

constitutionnelles, 1940-3, 1945-6, 1952-3: 
participation aux Nations Unies, 678-9, 
724, 730, 752 

sciences, 1970-5 
Ukrainiens au Canada, 2003-6 

UNITED MARITIME COUNCIL, 275 





INDEX 

A 

ANGLO-SOVIET ALLIANCE, 1935, 1959 

ARCTIC SOVEREIGNTY, 1772-4 

ARGENTINA: policy to isolate, 1782-92; trade 
with, 1788-92; diplomatic relations with, 
1786-92 

ATOMIC Boma: explosion of, 973, 977 
effect of: on relations with Soviet Union, 

1998-2001: on security and defence, 978- 
82, 991, 1012-6, 1030-1; on Soviet espion-
age network, 1991-3; on United Nations, 
1992 

ATOMIC ENERGY 
Combined Development Trust, 967-71, 1018- 

20, 1041-7, 1051-4, 1071-3; draft Memo-
randum of Agreement, 1080-3; member-
ship, 967-71, 1041-8, 1053, 1071; redraft 
of Declaration of Trust, 1054, 1062, 1064- 
7, 1071-3, 1079-84 

Combined Policy Committee, 959, 969-70, 
995-1002, 1009-10, 1018-9, 1042-9; draft-

,ing committee of, 1043-4, 1048, 1053-4, 
1064-7, 1079-84; membership, 959, 1071 

development and control: Canadian partici- 
pation, 1000-1, 1006. 11, 1016, 1019-32 
passim, 1041-3; Chalk River project, 976, 
1019-20 

exchange of information, 1011-16 passim. 
1023, 1042-3, 1062, 1065-6; heavy water 
pile project, 962-6, 1019-20; Montreal 
research unit, 960-3, 1019-20 

Foreign Nlinisters' Meeting (Moscow), 1051; 
and Atomic Energy Commission, 1073-4 

for peaceful purposes,  1030-1,1041-2  
uranium: control of deposits, 1041-3; 

supply of. 968-71,  1041-8,1051.4,  1071- 
3, 1083-4; supply to Soviet Union, 983-4 • Washington Declaration, 1018-20, 1049-51; 

discussions, 1002-5, 1019-26 

Tomtc WARFARE: control of, 977-8, 985-95, 
1, ■003-18, 1023-4 ,  1026-31 

TONIC WEAPONS, 1011-8 passim, 1024, 
-fte.Y.°34e 

f 

TONIC ENERGY COMMISSION OF UNITED 
INATIONS, 1020, 1033-7. 1042, 1049-51, 

1055-8; purpose, 1058-9, 1067-70, 1073-4; 
terms of reference, 1074-9; proposals to 
Soviet Union, 1049, 1055-61, 1063, . 1070; 
relation to United Nations, 874, 1073-7; 
effect of veto on, 1074, 1076-9 - 

AUsTRALIA: and Canadian war effort in 
Pacific, 1320-3; export of cyanide to, 1316-7; 
proposals on international trade and employ-
ment, 92-9; trade with, 1316-20; and United 
Nations, 764-5, 769-70, 782-3, 787-8, 798-9, 
802 

BELGIUM: bilateral financial arrangements, 
182, 1794-1801; export credits, 183-94 

BLOC: Commonwealth seen as, 324-8, 371, 699, 
731-2; Latin American, 447, 460, 482, 669, 
681, 689; Soviet, 1965-6 passim; voting, 
1968; Western European.. 1949, 1965-70, 
1981 

DRAM: participation in war, 1788; supply of 

wheat to, 1803-5; volunteers in Canadian 
forces, 1802-3 

BRETTON WOODS CONFERENCE, 45, 48-61 

BRITISH WEST IND ■ Es: Anglo-American 
Caribbean Commission, 1324-6; Canada 

West Indies Steamship Service, 1338-9; 
trade agreement with, 1327-38 

BULGARIA: assessment of Soviet post-war 

attitude towards, 1953-61 passim 

BYELORUSSIA: representation at United 

Nations, 717-24, 730-2, 738; see also GEN- 

ERAL ASSEPABLY 

CHILL: 1806-10 

CHINA: atomic energy. 1050, 1073, 1076; 

attitude of Soviet Union towards, 1955-6, 

1963; Bethune Hospital project, 1829-31; 

civil aviation talks, 372-3, 384; credit agree-

ment, 235, 237-9, 243-5; immigration, 1811- 
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4, 1817-29; internal politics, 1827-8; loan for regulation of routes, 452-63, 465-8 ;
purchase of shipping, 233, 241, 243 ; medical reports . 439-58, 471 4 , 479-83, 485-93
supplies. 1812-7 ; munitions, 238-43 ; post-war Provisional ICAO, 55 0-61 ; Interim Council,
prospects. 227-34, 238; and organizing of 552-64, 366-71 ; relations with Intcrna-
Unitcd Nations, 622, 685, 687 . 896 tional Commission for Air Navigation,

0

CITIZENSIIIP. 1308-1 5. ~, , .. ! , . . ,
CIVIL AVIATION

agreements: bilateral, 305, 425, 473; with
United States. 500- 8

air services: International Air Services
Agreement (Two Freedoms) . 467-76, 484-
500 passim;agreement with United States.
500-8 ~

air ' transport. '1418 ; d raft international
Convention . 292-311 . 315 . 321 . 333: 340-
2; revised Convention. 415-29; 1 ntcrna-
tional Air Transport Agreement (Five
Freedoms), 472.484 .486-97 passim

bilateral negotiations : Canadia n
attitude towards, 381-2proposed by United States. 328-31 . 337-

40 ; with Canada . 357-66 . 483-S;°w ith
China, 3724 , 38 5 ; .with Great ari tain.

.338 . 368-70; with Soviet Union. 319.
367.372.386- 9

China and. 3724,38
5 Commonwealth. 319.122: Air Transport

Council. 326-48 ; bloc. 322-3. 325-90 371 .
476; Canadian draft Convention. 320 . 333 .
439 ; Committee for Air Navigation an d

`Ground Organization, 343-5. 548 ; oonvcr-
sations. 378-80. 382-4 . 389. 392-S .'403-12.
429-36, 464 . 474-9 ; cooperation . 4 29. 438;
North Atlantic route. 540; at Prime Minis-

.. tcrs' Confcrence. 369; ,Trans-Pacific route,
538 . 542. 545-7 . ,

Freedoms: definition of. 292-3 . • # ,
Goose Bay: 385. 389 . 392-3
Great Britain. 322. 327 ; bilateral talks with

United States. 371-2 ; . differences . with
United States. 388 . 395. 440-70 passim.
480

Intctnational i Air Services Agreement (Two
- ; Freedoms) . 469-70, 474, 484-99 /wsslrn

International Air Transport Agreement (Five
Freedoms) . 4734 .484 .486-97 pwsslm :

International Civil Aviation Conference. 386 .
399-401 agreements: Air Services. 467 .
473. 484-6. 490-500; Air Transport . 473-4,
484 . 486-97 ; Interim Organization. 466.`
469 .472. 488 .49 1

"Convention, 413•29. 431-2,',' 460, 487-90;
differcnces between Great Britain and
United Stata, : 338. 440-70, 480; Latin-
Ameriqn bloc - at. 447. ;460.-482. ` 490;

550-5 2, 565-6, 569, 572-3 ; and United
States, 55 2-6 1

United States
attitude towards international control, 348,

352-62 passlnt. 370 .1442-3 . 44 8-9, 4 53,
490bilateral talks, 328-9. 337-9 . 374 -7, 390.
393-8 ; with Canada, 357-66. 4 83- 5 ; with
Great ©ritain, 369-70 ; w ith Sovict
Union, 386- 8

differences with Great . Britain, 440-70
passim .* 480

tripartite talks.312- 15. 317-20, 322, 32 5
COLUMBIA RIvLR ©Aslti : study of, 1761• 2

CONBItiED DEx'ELOPx1EtiT TRUST: see
ATOMIC ENERGY

COxIB1 N ED POLICY ' COx1x11TTr.L::' stt ATO M IC

EtiERG Y

COxIxILRC1AL POLICY, 8 4 -90, 99-106

COxIfNO NW r.ALTI I
civil aviation ; 319, 322; Air Transport Coun-

cil, 5264 8 ; bloc, 322-3 . 325-9, 371, 4 76 :
Canadian draft Convention. 320, 333 . 4 59 ;

Committee for Air Navigation and
f Ground Organization, 543- 5 , S 4 8; cort vcr-

- sations. 378-80, 3824 , 389 . 392-5. 4 03-12 .

429-36. 464, 474-9 ; coopcration, 429 . 438 :

North Atlantic route. 54 0; at prime Minis-

tcrs' Conrcrcncc . 369; Trans•Pacific roulc.
338, 542, 34 5-7

common policy: disadvantagcs of, 1189-91 ;

speech of Lord I lalifax, 11714 . 1180-1 .
1185-6

consultation, 1200•9; Canadian al►precimion

or. 764 : on defence,1241-s
dcfence co-operation in post-v►-ar pcriod . 2 3 .
; 778-86
definition of term. 1191-7 ; British mti l' a-

tion. 1192-8
Dominion of Canada, I 199-1200
Dumbarton Oaks proposals : discussion or.
, 6".709-16.732-47 - " Hi th
exchange of technical informatio n
. Soviet Union, 1941-2 .
immigration: Canadian concerns . 1233 -5 ;

Canadian policy. 1223, 1236-7 ; discussion

at prime Alinistcri Confcrcncc, 1224 -9 ,
cxchange of vie w s, 1229-39
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1454-60; strategic reserves, 1461-3, 
1468-9; United States proposals, 1481-
9$  passim 

disposal of surplus moveables, 1432-9 
jurisdiction over military personnel,  1408-

$2  "Knock for Knock" agreement, 
1520-1, 1524-30 

military air services agreement, 1500-3 
north-west Canada: air facilities in, 1403, 

1412-4, 1417-20, 1423-31, 1449; land 
acquisition, 1414-6, 1428-9, 1442-8 

Permanent Joint Board on Defence: see 
alphabetical listing 

post-war relations with: assessment, 1533- 
40, 1542-88 passim;  new  influences, 
1534-7, 1540-6, 1567-73; relation to 
world security, 1549-51, 1554, 1556. 
1566; Canadian defence policy, 1567-73; 
continental defence value of Canadian 
north-west, 1574-95, 1602-4; military 
bases abroad, 1616-7 

DIXON ENTRANCE, 1763-71 

DUMBARTON OAKS MEETING: communiqué, 
657-8; deadlock, 660-4; multiple voting in 
General Assembly, 726-7; peace settlements, 
17; publication of agreement, 657-9, 665; 
reports on, 636-43, 645-9, 655-6 

ECONOMIC POLICY, 78-9; at meeting ,of Com-
mon,Acalth Prime 'Ministers, 82-4; financial 
and commercial policy discussions, 111-8 

ELDORADO MINING AND SMELTING, 1052-3 

EMPLOYMENT: and trade in post-war period, 

92-8; proposed conference. 113-20 

EUROPEAN ADvISORy COMMISSiON,. 575-6, 

1959 

EXLCUTIvE COMMITTEE OF UNITED NATIONS 

PREPARATORY Co11iss:0N: purposes, 794; 

procedure, 798-80 draft report, 851-63 

EXPORT CREDITS: to Belgium, 185-6; to China, 

237-40; to Czcch&lovakia, 161-9; to France, 

208-9, 214-25; to Grrecc, 254-6; 'Insurance 

Act, 164-5; to Netherlands and Netherlands 

Indics,  175-83, 203-9; to Norway, 202-8; to 

So■ ict Union, 150-51, 156-8, 208-9; view's on 

lied  loans. 152-5 

INDEX 

Ireland: position in, 1376-7; and civil aviation 
talks, 409-11, 444; renewal of association 
with; 1382-3 

nationality, 1308-15 
Prime Ministers' Conference: agenda, 1213- 

6; discussion of future world organization, 
, 	581. - 590-611; immigration, 	1224-8; 

review, 1222 
•, relationship: British analysis of. 1177-80, 

1182-3; Canadian reaction. 1182-91; seen 
as a bloc, 323-9, 699, 731; Canadian role 
in. 1174-6, 1186-7 

telecommunications: Bermuda Telecommuni-
cations Conference, 1296-1307; Common-
wealth Communications Council, 1268-9, 
1273-81, 1296-1300 passim: policy, I 269- 
74. 1276, 1281-7; proposed discussion with 
United States, 1267-76 , 1290, 1298-1300; 
proposed reorganization, 1269-90; London 
Telecommunications Conference, 1276-8, 
1290-7 

trade between Canada and sterling arca, 
1316-20, 1340-54, 1387-8, 1396-9 

United Nations: position in and representa-
tion at, 596-615; basis of organization, 
610-5, 631-3; discussion of Dumbarton 
Oaks proposals, 699, 709-16, 732-47; 
disagreement about veto. 787-8; multiple 
voting, 742-3; Charter clause on domestic 
jurisdiction, 764-5, 769-70, 782-3; recogni- 
tion of Soviet republia, 1940-7 passim 

COUNCIL OF FORt IGN MiNtsms, 1051, 
1981, 1986 

Cu:  supply of wheat to, 1831-2; protection of 
financial interests in, 1833-6 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA: amendment of export 
credit agreement, 162-7; trade agreement, 
1836-8; assessment of post-war attitude of 
Soviet Union towards, 1953-61 passim 

D 

DEFENCE 	- 
forces in post-war period, 24-6; occupation 

e  duties in Europe, 26-7 
Post ,Ilostilities Problems Committees, see 

tiliMabetIcal 
poit-wat planning,: with Great Britain. 19-21; 

t;èwith „Commonwealth, 23, 1240-67; with 
United States, 1536-1613 passim 

Moiled States: 
Alaska Highway. 1491.1500 

,5 Canol project: agreement with Imperial 
14674, 1475-6; nature of problem, 
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EXTRADITION TREATY: with United States, 
1774-81 

FAR EA.sr: Soviet policy in, 1937-8 

FINANCIAL POLICY: discussion between United 
States and Great Britain, 111-8 

FINANCIAL SETTLEMENTS: with  France,  1841- 
51, 1859-60, 1862-3. 1865-7; with Nether-
lands, 1892-5; with United  States,  1696-1712 

FISHERIES: conservation, 1730-4, 173641, 
1748-50; Fraser River, 1734-6; Great Lakes 
Fisheries Convention, 1741-8, 1750-5; Lon-
don Convention, 1725-9 passim. 1733. 1737; 
North West Atlantic problems, 1725-9; 
regulation. 1731-4 - 

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION, 
922-31 

FOREIGN MINISTERe MEETING (Moscow), 
1051; and Atomic Energy Commission, 

. 10734 

FREEDOMS: of civil aviation, 292-3 

FRANCE: asicts in Canada. 1852-7; and Atomic 
Energy Commission, 1073, 1076; Canadian 
government as purchasing agent for, 225-7; 
commercial agreement, 219-23; export 
cnxiits, 208-25; financial arrangements with, 
1841-51, 1859-60, 1862-3 ,  1865-7; General 
de Gaulle, 1867-8: multiple voting. 725; 
return of French ships, 1840-1, 1851-2, 1861- 
4; testimony  al  trials of Vichy officials. 1857- 
8 ,  1861, 1864-5 • 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF UNITED NATIONS: 
views about, 620-9 passim. 631, 741; inclu-
sion of Bytloruuia and Ukraine, 717-24, 
730-2. 738. 752: multiple voting, 67840, 
691, 725. 728, 742-3, 752: peace and sm. 
tity, 649, 772, 838, 840, 872,180-2, 885; 
powers, 900; procedure and agenda, 802-5, 
818, 821, 824 6, 843-7, 854, 856.7, 874. 897- 
8; relation to Atomic Energy Commission ,  
874, 1073-7 

GOOSE BAY, 385, 389.392-3 

GREAT BRITAIN: and atomic energy, 1061, 
1074-6; and proposed Citizenship Bill, 1309- 
15; civil aviation talks with United States, 

' 371-2; Commonwealth air services, 379, 392- 
5, 404, 406-8, 474-9; Commonwealth rela-
tionship, 1176-83; defence planning, 19-21; 
at Executive Committee of United Nations 
Preparatory Commission, 802-5, 832-3; at 
International Civil Aviation Conference, 
448-61; and Ireland, 1382-3; multiple voting 
in General Assembly, 726-7; trade between 
Canada and sterling area, 1316-20, 1340-54, 
1387-8, 1392-9; transfer of Lend-Lease 
material to Canada, 1698-1725 

GREAT LAKES FISHERIES CONVENTION, 1741- 
8, 1750-5 

GREECE: export credits, 254-6; elections, 1868- 
9 

GREENLAND: interests in, 1869-74; United 
States role in. 1870-2 

11 

HUNGARY: Soviet post-war attitude towards. 
1958 

HYDE PARK AGREEMENT,  1400, 1626, 1636. 
1656-60, 1695 

IMMIGRATION 
Chinese; exclusion feature, 1811-4, 1817-29; 

draft treaty, 1825-7 
Commonwealth discussions on, 1229-39 
policy, 1223 
public attitude towards, 1224. 1228 

INDIA: shipment of gift of wheat, 1354-9 

INTER-ALLIED CONFERENCE ON SHiPPiNG 

CONTROL, 271-8I 

INTERNATIONAL AIR SERVICES AGREEMENT 
(Two FnEtooms), 467-76, 483-99 passim 

INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT AGREE-

MENT (FIVE FREEDOMS), 473-4, 484, 486-97 
passim 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONsTRuC-

TION AND DEVELOPMENT, 57-60 
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INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION
CONFERENCE (CHICAGO

)
agreements

: Air Services, 467, 473, 484-6,490-500
; Air Transport, 473-4, 484, 486-9 7

Convention, 413-29, 451-2, 460, 487-90
;differenccs betwetn Great Britain and

United States at, 388, 440-70 Passim. 480;Latin American bloc at, 447, 460, 482,
490; regulation of capacity and routes,
452-63, 465-8 ; reports, 439-58, 471 .4, 479-83 .486-9 3

INTERNATIONAL COURTOF JUsT ICE
discussions concerning, 638-9, 713, 780, 796-7.860.873
Statute (draft): Committee of Jurists, 90 4 .5 ;memorandum of meeting. 906-12; jurisdic.tion (Article 36), 910-12, 915-20

; amend-ment, (Article 69), 92 1

INTERNATIONAL Exp,OSITION'S
revision of Convention, 1140,5 BUREAU:

INTERNATIONAL JOINT CONMISSIO N: andquestion of trucking, 1681-3
; study of Upper

Columbia River E3asin, 1761- 2

INTERNATIONAL WItCA T

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR
CONFERENCE : 26thsession, 1085-8, 1096, 1100-1 ; 27th session,1101, 1107- 9

INTERNATIO14AL LABOUR OFFICE, 1100- 2

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR
ORGAIIZATIOy :admission of former encmy States, 110~t-6;amcndment of Constitution of, 1108; relationof United Nations to, 802 . 807-8, 873, 901,1103-4 ; So viet attitude tov►a rds, 812, 827,1103-4; United S1103-4 tata attitude towards,

INTERNATIOVAL ~► IONETARY FUN D~"çonterences: Atlantic City, 45 .48 ;Woods if. 48 Bretton, . -62 ?
` PfOposal to atablish, 31 ; quotas, 33 ; state-, ment rt°ommendin8 establishment of, 37-41 ; transitional proposals, 31-37, 4 8

C"Sotiations ~~cIL: price

'
y~

i
,
p.

.
1

1 1
121

18•39 ; Sos'ict desire for~hliry` ~
IR' S9 p

.'diplomatic relations with en. -77 .- atcluslon ~ cmy,,ldisctjujont- 4 na- rom Commonv►calt h
thilitarv 441 : exemption from
13 82.j

; tradc ~ith ~
Crut Britain ,

~ , With.

204 3
ITALY

: admission to United Nations,
787, 790

L

LABOUR : movement of, 1623-4 3

LATIN AMERICA
: as a bloc, 447, 460

interest of Soviet Union in, , 482 ;
1959-60; invest-ment opportunities in, 1874-8 0

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 801, 812, 862, 874, 898
;

6
;attitud

eliquidatio
nof Soviet1 1 2towards, 805, 1 9 2 5-of,U1nio

n
8-

LONDO,N CONVENTION, 1728, 1733, 173 7

ERCHANT SHIPPIN G
control in post-war period, 264-9 ; dispositionof surplus, 282-90 ; Inter-Allied Conferenceon Shipping Control, 270-8 0
export credit to Ming Sung Industrial Corpo-ration, 243, 24 5
United Maritime Council, 275
United Maritime Executive Board, 271-3,275-7; appointments to, 280 ; resolutionsof, 282-4

MEXICO
agreements with : possib!e Most Favoured

Nation, 1887-8; shiPPinB, 1881-2, 1884-5 ,1887-8; trade 1877-80, 1883, 1887- 8credits, 1886; de~elopment of markets in,
1888-91 ; post-war economic situation,
1874-7 ; as non-permar,ent member of

Security Council, 869-70 ; shipping service,
188 8

IIIIDDLE EAST: assessment of position of Soviet
Union in, 1937 ; Supply Centre Commodity
Index, 260- 1

MItiG SUNG INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION:
export credit for shipping ► o, 243, 245

Moscow DECLARATION, 1925
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NETHERLANDS
export credits, 178-83, 1 208-9 ; payment for

goods and se rvices . supplied to Canadian
army,1892-5

Peace and! Security: prôposal for Standing
Committee on. 838. 87 2

NETHERLANDS INDIES: terms of credit for,
174-5

NEW ZEALAND: domestic jurisdiction provision
of United Nations Charter, 764. 767 . 782-3 ;

- double taxation agreement. 1384-7 . 1389-91 ;

import, policy. 1387; participation of non-
members in decisions of Security , Council,
760-1

- ~ - s

NEWFOUNDLAN D
fisheries: in North West Atlantic. 1725-9 ;

conservation, 1730 ; definition of aras of
interest .1730-1 ; regulationsr 1731- 4

NORwAY : export credit agreement, 202- 7

U

OGDENSBURG DECLARATION . 1 S3S : 161 1

) ; :, • ' .

POST-HOSTILITIES PROBLEMS COMMITTEES,
2-9. 11-2, 14-5, 20-24, 28-30, 1578 ; defence

planning, 16 . 1246-62 ; exchange of papers, 5-

10, 13-15; study of international aviation,

367-72

Post-WAR POLICY : reorganization of govern-

ment departments to deal with, 1930-3

PREPARATORY COMMISSION OF TIIE UNITE D

NATIONS . 792-4 ; 864-9 ; report, 895-90 2

QUEBEC AGREEMENT: atomic energy agree-
, ment to replace, 1065 .1071-3

R,

REPARATIONS : Commission . 1983 ; to Soviet
Union. 1926, 1930

ROMANIA : assessment of, attitude of Soviet
. Union towards, 195 7

RUSII-BAGOT AGREEMENT, 1530- 3

I, , S

SAN FRANCISCO: United Nations Conference
at . 747-9 7

SECURITY COUNCIL OF UNITED NATIONS:
association of non-member states in enforcc-
ment arrangements, 621. 627. 641-51
passim. 6SS, 673, 676-8, 716-7, 739-40, 756-
7.7614 , 768-9, 776 . 779, 781-2 . 784 ; non-

pe rmanent members, 588-9. 614, 640, 650 .
652, 654, 669 . 680-4. 689-90, 694, 701-2 .

741, 754 . 756, 780. 816. 867, 870- 1 , 902 ;

peace and security, 578. 582-3 . 591, 594,

623-4, 649, 663 . 757 . 880-1 ; poa'ers and

responsibilities, 616-21, 63, 7 10-11 .
857-

775-6, 900 ; procedure . 756 ,

8, 873, 889-90; specialized agencies, 802,

816-7, 832-3 . 858-9; proposed timctablc,

833-4 ; trusteeship, 715 . 768, 774, 779, 855 .
859-60, 873, 898 ; veto. 621, 648. 652. 655-6,

638-63, 670-4, 736, 780-1, 787-91, 901 ;
voting procedure. 648, 650, 6 5 5 670-4,711,
740-1, 748, 756. 77 6

SIIIPPING : export credit to Ming Sung Indus-

trial Corporation. 243, 245 ; see also ME-.R-

CHANT St11PPIN0 '

PA L ESTtNE: review of 1939 White Paper, 1895-
1910; reaction in Canada . 1901-6; post-war

-considetations,1906-1 0

PAN -AMERICAN UNION, 1146-58 passim
eonferences : Chapultapec, 1159-60 ; Radio

Communications, 1161-70 relations ,with .
1146- 7

KLAGIC 'SE A LtNG: permanent conventio n

discussed, 1756-60; possible attitude of
Soviet Union towards,17S8-60

PERMANENT JOINT, BOARD ON DEFENCE

(PJBD), - 1432. 1438-42. 1478-9.-1530-3 .
1547, ISS2, 1S3 3, 1S37, 1564, 1566, 1574-
1613 passim, 1622: 33rd Recommendation,

- , ~,1440-2,1447 .1492 :
POt.;nNtr. admission of certain categories of

immigrants . 19224 ; asylum . 1915-7 . assets
in London, 1921-2; assessment of altitude or,
Soviet Union towards, 1953-61, pauim:
milita ry personnel . 1912-4 ; recognition of
governments. 1910-1 . 1915-20 , ; } f, ~ ~ , '
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?mu: preferences, 66, 105-10; reduction, 62- 
5; discussions with United States, 70-78 

TRADE: with sterling area, 1316-20, 1340-54, 
13874, 1396-9; and emplo)ment, 92-9 

SOUTH AFRICA: trade with. 1396-9 . 	. 

SOVIET UNION 
'Anglo-Soviet alliance, 1935, 1959 
constituent republics:  

' 	participation in United Nations, 678-9, 
724, 730, 752; constitutional changes 
affecting, 1940-3, 1945-6, 1952-3 

Council of Foreign Ministers (London), 2000 
economic and .social questions: , exclusion 

from United Nations Charter, 642, 646, 
648; international planning, 1963-4 	. 

espionage: Gouzenko case, 1975-9, 1990-1, 
1997-8; activity in United States, 2002-3 

exchange of information with, 1941-3, 1945, 
1947; on atom bomb, 1978-9, 1991-3, 
1996-7 

Executive Committee of Preparatory Com-
mission,  798, 805, 809-10, 851-63 passim 

export credits, 148, 157, 208-9 
Foreign Ministers' Meeting (Moscow), 1051, 

1981, 1986; and Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, 1073-4 

International Civil Aviation Conference, 
1951-2 

post-war: policy, 1948-70, 1979-90; prob-
lems, 1925-7,1979-90; situation, 1979-85, 
1998-2001 

registration of citizens in Canada, 1993-6, 
2001-2, 2006-8 

reparations, 1926-7, 1929-30, 1983 
science: report on, 1970-5 

Ukrainians: in Canada, 2003-6 
and United Nations secretariat, 805 

Security Council: non-permanent mcmbcrs 
of, 701; participation of non-members, 
781; veto in, 641-2, 646, 648, 652, 781; 
voting procedure, 646,  648,670  

war aims, 1933-40, 1943 
and Washington Declaration, 1037, 1049-51 

SPAIN: activities of consul in Vancouver, 2008- 
21 

SWEDEN: member of United Nations, 886 

. U 	 . 
., 	. 

, 

UKRAINE: inclusion at United Nations, 717-24 
passim, 730, 738  

UNITED MARITIME COUNCiL, 275 

UNITED MARITIME EXECUTIvE BOARD,' 271- 
3, 275-7, 280, 282-4; see also MERCHANT 
SHIPPING 

UNITED NATIONS (ORGANIZING)  •  
budget and finance, 802, 807, 839, 841;845, 

848-50, 861, 887-8, 893-5 	' 
Charter: in preliminary talks, 666-8, 702-3, 

723-4, 735, 741; at San Francisco, 755, 
760, 762-5, 769, 771, 785-6, 789-97 

Commonwealth: Great Britain as spokesman 
for, 598-622 passim, 699, 730-2, 1192-7 

delegations: at San Francisco, 749-50; . to 
Executive Committee, 798, 815, 862-3; to 
Preparatory Commission, 864-8; reports, 
851-63 

domestic jurisdiction, 764-5, 769, 782-3 
Dumbarton Oaks: discussions of proposals, 

660-1, 682-5, 688-90, 696-700, 705-18, 
728-47 passim; reports on meetings at, 
636-43, 645-9, 655-6 

Economic and Social Council, 757-9, 773-4, 
780-1, 834, 858-9, 867, 869, 902 

Executive Committee of Preparatory Corn-
mission: purpose, 792; procedure, 798-801; 
draft report, 851-63 

General Assembly: see alphabetical listing 
great powers: consultation among, 764, 808, 

836,897-8  
headquarters, 695-6, 715, 801. 807, 836-7, 

841-2, 855, 862, 874, 876-9, 881-4, 887, 
891-3, 898, 901-2 

League of Nations, 801, 805-8, 812, 855, 
862, 874, 898; attitude of Soviet Union 

towards, 805, 1925-6; liquidation of, 1112- 

8 
legal: status, 752-4; probkms, 777-9 
membership, 650, 710, 770-1, 821-3, 827 

middle and s'ma 11 powers: role of, 580, 619, 

639, 653, 702, 704-5 
narcotics, 780, 874-5 
Preparatory Commission: purpose, 792; 

delegation, 864-8; report, 895-902 
purpose discussed: during preliminary talks, 

590-629 passim; at San Francis°, 769 

secretariat, 752-3, 759-60, 782, 805, 829, 

854, 860-1, 873, 880-2, 885, 897, 
secretary general, 752-3, 819, 827-9, 837, 

841-2,900  
Security Council: see alphabetical listing 
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UNESCO : Conference, 931 ; 944 ; Constitution,
937-8 ; delegation to . 935, 943-4; provincial
jurisdiction, 935-6; financial contribution to
educational reconstruction, 940-2 . 957-8;
revision of draft proposals, 934-7, . .

UNITEDSTATFS
atomic encrgy : talks in Moscow,10S 1, 1070
Atomic Energy Commission of United

Nations, 1074-6 '
civil aviation: air se rv ices, agreement with

Canada. 484-6 . 500- 5 08 ; bilateral talks
proposed, 328-9. . .337-9. 358-62, 393-8 ;
international air transport. 312-4 . 1418 ;
International Civil Aviation Conference.
s« alpl►a6et iccl ' lisring; opposition to
international control . 348 .450 .452-6 2

Columbia River Basin. 1761-2
commercial policy discussions . 70-78
dcfcnce

Alaska H ighway, 1493-1500
Canol project: nature of problem. 1454-60;

strategic reserves, 1461-3 . 1467-9;
agreement with Imperial Oil, 1467-8 .
1475-6 ; United States proposals, 1481-
91 passim

disposal of surplus movcablcs, 1432-41
Jurisdiction over military personnel, 1408-

12 1
"Knock, for Knock" agreement . I 520-1 .

1524-3 0
military air services agreement. 1500-12
north-west Canada ; air facilitia in. 1403,

1412-4, 1417-27 . 1430- 1 : 1449; land
acqnisition . 1414-6. 1428-9. 1442- 8

Permanent Joint Board of Defence : see
alphabetical listing

post-war relations with : assessment. 1533-
8 8 passim ; new influences, 1534-7.
1340-6 ; relation to world security. 1549-
51 . 1354 . 1536 . 1566 ; Canadian defence
policy . 1567-73 ; contincntal defence
value of Canadian north-wat 1574-95,
1602-4 ; military bases abroad . 1616-7 .

Rush-Bagot Agreement, 1530-3
economic cooperation `

Decentralization Plan. - 1644-9. '1651-5.
1665-6,,

export controls, 1644-7; policy, ' 16 5 0-5,

Joint Economic Committees, ` 1618-22 ;
meat rationing, 1666-80 passim ; restric-
tion of imports, 1660-5 passinr: tariff
pcrfcrence, 1660-5 passim; trucking.
1681-90; War Exchange Tax, 1658-65 ;
wartime industries : conversion of. 1650-
8

Extradition Treàty, 1774-8 1
financial settlements : dollar balances . 1696-

8 ; exchange agreement . 1690-4; lend-lease .
1698-1708

fsherics: areas Of interest . 1730-1 ; conserva-
tion. 1730-4 ; exclusion, 1748-50 ; Great
Lakes -. Fisheries ` Convention, see
alphabetical listing; legal aspects, 1731-4 .
1738-9 ; North-West Atlantic problems,
1725-9; precedents for control, 1731-4 ;
United States statement of policy, 1731-5

Fraser River . 1734-6
International, Joint Commission: see

alphabetical listing
Pacific coast : boundary demarcation. 1763-

71 pelagic scaling, 1756-6 0
Permanent Joint Board on Defence (PJBD) :

se t alphabetical listing
uranium: control of deposits, IO4 1-3 ; Decla-

ration of Trust. 1071-3. 1080-4 ; Eldorado
Mining and Smelting . 1052-3 ; supply of,
968-71 .10-f 1-8 passim. 10 3 1- 4

VENEZUELA: potential for trade with. 202 4

W

ATOMICWASHINGTON DECLARATION O N
ENERGY, 1018-2 0

YALTA DECt.nRATIOy, 1979-85

YUGOSt.AVtA: assessment of post-war attitut e

of Soviet Union tow ards, 1953-63 passinr;

establishment of republic . 2023-7

1657-64 passim
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